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May Go

Yates to Stockholders: Rep

TV 100%, Drop Prod, for Theatres
Republic Pictures may decide,
within 60 days to withdraw completely from the theatrical film
field and. devote fulltime to its tv
$nd' laboratory activities; prexy
Herbert J. Yates told stockholders
yesterday (Tues,) at a stormy N. Y.

'

By FRED

CBS Bans Lena Horne
Hollywood, April

Lena

which saw management
down a minority attempt to

session

beat

to probe the poschanging the present
management group and having an
independent audit of the company’s

of

books.

This will be a year of reconstrucfor Republic, Yates said.
how the changes will be
made, I don’t know at this minute, ” the -topper declared, “but intion

.

“Just

dications

are

that

before
will stop

first

in

platter

1

1

months are over we

Horne’s,

5.

nearly five years, RCA Victor’s “I
Love to Love,” has been banned
by CBS both for its tv and radio
skeins. Ruled as “too offensive” by
net is the coupling, “Inflame me:
go out and maim me/’ It’s backed
by “Love Me or Leave Me.”
Disk kicks off chirp’s new contract with Victor, but the tune is
old in her repertoire. She acquired
it three years ago from Herbie
Baker, Belle’s son, and it’s been
featured prominently In her niterjr
act ever since.

form a committee
sibility

Film companies’ current and
pronounced interest in television
observers, and .particularly exhibitors, , Wondering
about the

Disk; Line ‘Offensive’ has

many
mak-

ing pictures for theatres and devote fulltime to our laboratory and
television.’’

Noting the success of the company’s present tv series, “Stories
of the Century/- Yates said Republic was preparing three other sethe
telepix—“Behind
ries
of
Scenes,” “Fu Mancha/’ and “Village Doctor.” “We’ll have others
In matter of months,” he said. He
noted that the company, if it decides to abandon theatrical pictures, would do so gradually while
it builds up its tv business.

Now

TV

With a

Gleam;

Hollywood, April

'

Imminent move

of

Metro

5.

this

some sort of ’super’ show for a network?
The ultimate effect, almost regardless what the studios
decide to put on the air, is still
going to be the same. The better
the show, the more people will
stay home. And the more people
stay home, the more the theatre
bqxoffice suffers.
“How can the majors play both

(Continued on page 54)

into

turn of events, telefilm
production is seen in the
Yates hedged, v saying that the studio conducting
a thorough sur(Continued on page 20)
vey of the field which would align
it with other majors who have entered tv*
Columbia, Paramount,
Warners, 20th and Republic have
already entered or disclosed plans
vidpix production.
GIRLS STRIPPERIES forLes Peterson,
in
charge of
Miami Beach, April 5.
Metro's tv-radio department the
Miami Beach police this week past seven years, has been huddling
cracked down on the Little Club,
Continued on page 63)
a wide-open strippery in the heart
of oceanfront section, arresting the
manager, Irving Alexander,- and
three
entertainers
who were Showtents Taking Over
charged with failing to make civilStock Circuit;
ian registration. Local law applies
to all persons working on the
queries

While it’s acknowledged that
majors are still holding the

the

line against the release of old product to the broadcasters, some theatremen are inclined to believe
that the companies’ “backdoor”
approach to video may well translate itself into a situation that isn’t
much different from any that might
be created via the release of features.
“Let’s face it,” said one exhibition exec last week. “We’ve been
warning the companies not to sell
to tv., And, for the most part, they
haven’t.
But aren’t we hurt just
as much if a Warner Bros, or a

2Qth-Fox comes along and creates

‘Surveying’ Field

Bombarded by stockholder
on

s Metro

It

eventual effects this studio activity
the theatres.

may have on

^

o

1

Jukeboxes As

COPS RAID MIAMI BEACH

T-

Ad Medium?

Chicago, April 5.
A plan to convert the nation’s
jukeboxes into an advertising medium was unveiled at the closing
session of the Music Operators of
America convention here last week
by Rodney A. Pant ages, Coast coinmachine operator and former film
exhibitor, who is one of the proStrawhats? moters of the plan.
Pantages outlined a setup whereThe way things are going, they by four two-side advertising
recwill soon be calling it the canvasords would be included in the se.top, instead of the strawhat, cirlections on each jukebox.
The
cuit.
disks would be played at half-hour
Spread of tentshow theatres, intervals by an electrical timing
iWhich started several years ago, is
device and would not interfere
accelerating this season. At least
Continued on page 63)
five new teepees will lift flaps this
summer, with others in prospect,
by the time ilie hot weather ar-

Summer

of an identification card,: The raid
followed a series of complaints by
male late-clubbers who claimed
overcharges and rollings. The climax was an alleged take of $800

from a South American

tourist

who

aaid he “passed out” in the rest
room of the 5 CPClock Club, another mid-beach spot which lists
Alexander as manager.
The day after the raid, scores
of “exotic” dancers, B-girls and
acts working the Beach “fringe”
clubs headed for police headquarters to file for identification cards
and to make registration. There are
no Miami Beach laws as regards
B-girls. Over a year ago, the gendarmes got after the operators of
•everal of the lateries, with American Guild of Variety Artists local
office aiding, to keep the garmentdoffing up to a fairly respectable

Continued on page 63)

to Musicalize

Harrigan

scale

& Hart Series

“Seventh Heaven.”

Up

to

now,

the high was $7.50 for “Fanny/*
with most other musicals retain& ing the $6.90 top.
The $8.05 top price for “Damn
New
Yankees” applies only to the orcha four-parter.
The producer’s estra divan, the luxuriously-upholwife,
Nedda Harrigan, is the stered down-front locations, at the
daughter of Ned Harrigan, oldtime 46th Street, where the musical
vaudeville minstrel.
Logan and preems May 5. The. regular orchKahn will collaborate on the li- estra top will be $7.50, with $5.75
top for the mezzanine and $4.05
bretto.
Random House will publish the orchestra, $3.45 mezzanine and
series, in about twice the $2.30 balcony.
The $8.35 top for “Seventh
New Yorker length, this fall, under the title of “The Merry Heaven” will cover the entire orch-

Joshua Logan

will musicalize the
currently serializing Harrigan
Hart “profile” in the
Yorker
which E. J. Kahn Jr. has done as

'*

H&H

Partners.”

It’s

Perry Como Vs.

Gleason in 180G
Sat. Nite Slotting

estra Friday and Saturday nights,
with a $7.50 top Mondays-throughThursdays, at the rfilatively-small
(1,214 "seats)
ANTA Playhouse
where the tuner is due May 26/
Top price will be $5.75 both
Saturday and the midweek
matinees.
There is understood
to
have been some hesitancy
about the upped scale, particularly
for the midweek matinee, but the
management wanted to boost the
capacity above $50,000, and deContinued on page 63)
.

The Perry Como-NBC deal has
been

finalized, with the singer going into the Saturday 8 to 9 hour
next season as NBC’s answer to
Jackie Gleason. Under its current
blueprint CBS plans to slot Glea-

son’s

half-hour “Honeymooners”

show

at

8:30

with

the

Tohftny-

Jimmy Dorsey musical show .going

&

Beach and requires fingerprinting
and photographing plus issuance

Logan

Boxoffice.

musicals is.«ahout to take another
boost.
Top will be $8.05 for
“Damn Yankees” and $8.35 for

IIIFT

into the preceding 8-8:30 segment.

NBC grabbed Como under a 12year deal when the singer was dispossessed from his three-times-aweek 15-minute Columbia showcase
under the CBS-TV' overhaul of its
7:30 to 8 schedule. New NBC show
wilt be sold to three sponsors at
$60,000 each per week (a la the
current Jackie Gleason show on
(Continued on page 54)

SPAIN CENSORS CRACKS

DISPARAGING HITLER
Film censorship in Spain has
suddenly begun to loom as an Important problem for U. S. importers and the Motion Picture Export
Assn, will put the subject on the
agenda in the negotiations for the
new Spanish film agreement.
Tightening up of censorship by
the Franco regime comes in the
wake of changes at the censor
board.

New

bluepenciller was in-

in a row over 20th-Fox’«
“That Lady,” which can’t be shown

stalled

in Spain.

Latest pic to be banned

Is

Co-

(Continued oh page 62)

Remember

I

HOTEL SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE,

NEW YORK

I

Currently presents

|

.

I

Who, Me?

rives.

Besides

the

new

additions
a
flock of tents that’ve been active
in
previous years are already
booking shows for the upcoming
season. There are 10 of these,
,

ranging from coast-to-coast.
The
musical tents have been steadily
'increasing since St. John Terrell,
preemed the original Music Circus
in Lambertville, N. J., in 1049.
An increase in tuneshow tents
naturally results in a hike in the
number of musicals given warm(Continued on page 62)

Metro producer Joe Pasternak has completed his “as told
to David Chandler” biography,
“Easy the Hard Way.” Putnam
will publish the tome in October.

j

I

After completing the first
100 pages, Chandler sent the
manuscript to the Hungarianborn producer.
Said Pasternak after reading an account
of his youth: “I’m crazy about
this

character.

was me.”

I

forgot

it

The Hour of Charm
0

All Girl Orchestra

Featuring

EVELYN

and Choir

and her Magic Violin

under the direction of

PHIL SPITALNY

—
'

,

MISCELLANY

2
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Las Vegas, April

-1

5,

The rapidly

increasing numb.er
of hotels opening in Las Vegas
of the most fearcreated
one
has
ful shortages of all^-chorus girls.
producers
are now scouring
Hotel
-

New York
find enough femmes

Stadete Vote Sullivan

'American of Year’

Detroit, April 5.
^
U. of Detroit students have
an effort to
qualify for the line in the casino voted Ed Sullivan "American of
capital, For example, Robert Nes- the Year.” He will be honored at
bitt came in to New York last the U. of D. Spring Carnival May
13-14 at the State “Fair Coliseum.
week to case the cuties.
Previous show biz winners have
Nesbitt, a British producer, who
been Arthur Godfrey and Danhy
the
Dunes
will stage the layout for
Hotel, had the usual English no- Thomas.
tion that the U. S. was the land of
plenty, until he started looking
He has changed Lanza Film Deal Snafu
for line talent.
his thoughts on that subject con-

both Hollywood and

he

siderably,

in
to

says, since then.

Television has cut deeply into
the available supply of femmes.
with
compete
Niteries
cannot
video as far as line girls are concerned, either in the matter of

further competition of films. The
femmes would feel that they can't
afford to get out of reach of the
phone for fear of losing out on an
assignment.
The number of hotels will necessitate the employment of almost
200 linesters weekly at Las Vegas.
The Dunes 'will have 32, the New
Frontier is expected to total 28,
and the other hotels on the Strip
will use anywhere from 10 to 20,
It’s pointed out theft the competition for pretty femmes has always
been keen. Even in former days,

the entire affair before proceeding
with a musical version of James
M. Cain’s “Serenade,” which had
been proposed for the portly tenor.
The entertainment industry, locally and nationally, is still debating whether it was laryngitis or
stagefright that incapacitated the
tenor.
At presstime it was indicated that Lanza would not appear
tonight (Tues.) either.
Frankie
Laine came over from the Desert
Inn, and Teresa Brewer from the
Sahara, to entertain the New Frontier
customers for the second

(Continued on page 62)

show, and will stay on as subs.
Jimmy Durante, who took over

for Lanza for the preem layout,
announced that Lanza was desperOldies For
18 DeS,
ately ill and was in an oxygen tent.
This was promptly denied by the
Pic Cavalcade; Trio’s
hotel officials. Lanza’s doctor and
MCA execs both alleged Lanza
2500 Plus 25f of Net had laryngitis.
It ws learned today the Frontier
Some 18 DeSylva, Brown & Henadvanced
Lanza
$10,000
derson songs, all old, will comprise had
the score of "The Best Things in against his $50,000 salary.
large
of press,
With
corps
a
Life Are Free" when it goes before
the 20th-Fox camera in August celebs and local bigwigs on hand
under the production aegis of to see the coincidental opening of
Phoebe & Henry Ephron. Casting Lanza and Las Vegas’ newest and
nitery room and
looks to be Frank Sinatra as Buddy most beautiful

B&H

Lew

casino, the

lavish $1,900,000

new

Brown, and Van Johnson as Ray wing on the Old Frontier, Lanza
Henderson. Songsmiths got $250,- suffered a severe case of stage
000 for the package, with a 25% fright and couldn’t put in an ap(Continued on page 54)
cut in the net profits, for which
they deliver all clearances* the
synchronization rights and the like.
There will be no new tunes. The Tex.
Station’s Course
20th studio’s idea
authenticity

full

to

preserve

the

Roaring

is-

of

and capture the mood of that
period, through the DeS-B-H catalog when the team was in its heyday, not only as authors of Al
Jolson’s "Sonny Boy,” for the No.

TV

On Uranium Prospecting

*20s,

2 Vitaphone talker, but themselves
in the
"Hollywood gold
rush” of the late ’20s. Their "Stand
Up and Cheer” brought Shirley
Temple to smash b.o. attendance
along with "Sunny Side Up” and
kindred Janet Gaynor-Charles Faractive

rell musicals.

Bow

Negro Leader Opera

The first American Negro to be
engaged as conductor of a major
opera company will make his debut
at City Center, N. Y., April 17, with
the New York City Opera Co.
He is Everett Lee, who will conduct the matinee performance of
Verdi's “La Traviata.”

San Ahtonio, April

5,

First television course on uraniprospecting will be given by
WOAI-TV in conjunction with
St. Mary’s U, here starting April
17. Course will consist of eight

um

half-hour programs on successive
Sundays and will aim to "disseminate the facts about uranium, the
problems of its discovery and utilization in. a form readily understood by the layman.” Course will
be taught by experts from St.
Mary’s, from Southwest Research
Institute and the Petty Mining Exploration and Scott Petty Mi.ing
Cos.
Course was the brainchild of Jim
Gaines, WOAI-TV v.p. and former
NBC and WOR, N. Y. vicepresident. It’s being given because of
several recent uranium strikes in
the San Antonio area.
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was spawned.
Jamaica,
.Thereafter, Sime and Rush (the
Same happened with Loew’s Para- late Alfred Rushton Greason) redise, in The Bronx, N. Y., when viewed everything
then extant in

lencia,

Sime noticed the upsurge of population in the then still primitive
Grand Concourse, as he would
drive en route to the Pelham

Explosive Berlin

Ine.

New

York 36. N. Y.

celluloid.

U.S.

Tour in Red

certs.
visit,

Berlin

Making

Philharmonic

its

first

The Loew people read

and decided to look into it.
Certainly many a show biz trend
or pattern was spawned .via a
Variety story. Sime, for one, always saw money-making angles
and pointed them out to showmen.
Sime Silverman died in ’33 at 60
Doctor Amey then observing,
"But you can call it 120, for he
lived two full lifetimes.” The fascination which Siine felt for show

Orchestra finished a highly-surcharged
tour of 22 U.S. cities last Friday
(1), during which it gave 26 con-

The

.

—

American

show

with Herbert vori Karajan biz (and

biz

the

returned

chiefly shorts,

A

City Island in the near-Westchester belt. 0

They were

credited to Miles Bros., Selig Polyscope, Vitagraph, Pathe and Edison.
real standout film was the Jan.
26, 1907 review of "The Merry
Widow,” 16 Mins., at the -Bijou
Dream (23d St., N. Y. CJ, which
Sime thought, "Without* (the Lehar) music the film would be utterly unattractive. There is no comedy .
and the various scenes
.
have no value merely as photographs . . . The scenes are transposed to make the famous waltz
the closing view.”
It was explained that the Bijou Dream, a
B. F, Keith individual enterprise,
produced the short in cooperation
with Col. Henry W. Savage, who had
presented the legit operetta in

Heath Inn or Woodmansten Inn or

compliment by being fascinatedly
Sime) was accompanied by a restless curiosity which decorated the America.
pages of this now half-a-century
Al Greason. (Rush) on Dec. 12,
old sheet with many amazing fore- 1908, reviewed the first vaudfiimer
shadowings
of
things
come.
to
the
People’s
Vaudeville,
on
There were protests in wellnigh
One human interest slant: Sime’s 125th St. and Lenox Ave. It was
every city, not that the orch was
Sid
son
.died
in
aged
(who
1950,
a
“store
show,”
typical
of
the
200
German, but that its conductor and
manager had been Nazi party mem- 51) was put to work as a boy critic. similar store shows in Greater New
His reviews signed Skigie and York in 1908, showing acts with
bers. Halls were picketed, rallies
later, when he was older. Skig, films. The feature was the abovewere held, and pigeons were loosed
contained a good deal of insight. mentioned "Merry Widow,” but
in Carnegie Hall to create a disThe father came to realize from Rush took exception with the
by
imported
was
Orch
turbance.
the son’s zest for films and rest- shortsighted management, which
Columbia Artists Mgt. Inc. under
lessness during the vaudeville that billed its two vaudeville acts but
Andre
veepee
of
direction
personal
Mertens,/who admitted that man- moving pictures had, and would failed to take advantage of the
agement lost money on the tour have, enormous appeal for chil- permanent annunciator cards to
dren. In any event, Sime was an also list the three film subjects. An
because of the “adverse publicity.”
early and an accurate prophet of illustrated song slide (songplugCAMI guaranteed cost of the doom with regard to the economics ger; cuffo from one of the Tin Pan
orch’s tour, estimated at around of vaudeville.
Part of vaudeville Alley firms generally) rounded out
$250,000, except for the overseas trouble was graft and arrogance; the show, which ran a little over
passage money, amounting to about but part Of the handwriting on an hour, 5c matinees and two night
$55,000, which the city of Berlin the wall spelled Out greater audi- shows, at 10c admission. The films
donated. Orch opened its tour in ence appeal, broader subject mat- totaled
Rush
feet
and
3,000
Washington Feb. 27 to a fine $12,- ter, modern distribution efficiency thought that failure to caption the
280 house, and returned there last and control. Sime started saying celluloid stuff disappointed the
week for a better $14,000 gate, re- such things in print. "And such public especially when an episode
ported the greatest gross any vis- autocrats as E. F. Albee started "from the historic ‘Boston Tea
iting orch ever drew* in D, C. Three burning
and boycotting. (But Party* was almost half way over
N. Y. concerts were sellouts long we’ll tell that story another time.) before the public recognized Its
before they played, with an average
this 50th year, to re- importance.**
in
Enough,
$11,500 b.o. for each. Three dates
in Chi were good; Boston drew a
neat $9,000; Hartford was a surprise sellout at $9,800, and MontTrib’s
real was a whopping $14,000. Bos-

as conductor, the orch was a conalmost everyfigure
troversial
where, despite its informal State
sponsorship
as
a medium of
Dept,
international goodwill.

—

t

H

.

—

Chicago Thinks

ton reported

its

Future Clear

gross as biggest

for any visiting symph.

But orch drew poorly

—

"for poreasons,” management stated
in Cleveland, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Rochester, Syracuse and
Detroit. Pittsburgh and Newark admittedly were the worst. In Newark, for instance, the Berliners
drew around $6,000 at the b.o. It’s
difficult to estimate the tour’s total
take, as in some places (Communi-

Top Execs Expected to Divide Command Angles
That Were McCormick’s Personal Property

litical

—

4

*

N.Y. Art Studes’ Ball Not

As

(Continued on page 60)

Sinful

'My

Sin’

as Sponsors’

French Product

By JOE COHEN
Apparently, sinners are more
heavily .garbed than the virtuous,
and the devil >travels in a singularly narrow path, according to the
costuming of the Art Students
League Dream Ball, one of the
highlights of the bal masque season held in New York. This year’s
edition, at the Commodore Hotel,
last Friday (1) was a heavily attended affair that drew around
2,100 at $5 and $10 a clip (civilians

Global Abracadabra

50th Anni Conclave
Milbourne Christopher will

fly

London to share his secrets with
fellow rope trick artists, meritalists
and quicker-than-the-eye experts
during the Magic Circle Golden
Jubilee Celebrations April 27-30.
On Friday, April 29, Christopher
will co-emcee the "International
to

Gala Performance” with David
Nikon, British video star; Saturday
(30) he lectures in secret session
on "New Ways to Deceive.”

To

City

—

$50,000 Frontier Fiasco
By JOE SCHOENFELD

working conditions or salaries. On
tele the dames get a pretty high
scale for one show weekly and reIn niteries they dp two
hearsals.
shows nightly at a lesser salary.
In addition, the Coast provides the

DeSylva, Jackie Gleason as

A

Seen as Result of Vegas

Las Vegas, April 5.
First
major repercussion of
Mario. Lanza’s failure* to appear
last night (Mon.) at the New Frontier Hotel, Las Vegas, premiere, is
Jack L. Warner’s decision to study

Veterans in the Loew’s Inc. or- call that Sime’s Variety was the
ganization still talk about "the first to review films, as it has been
Loew theatres that Sime built” the first in so many show biz
back In the 1920’s. This refers to chroniclings—first to review New
the founder’s penchant for motor- Acts, first to review Phonograph
ing to some Long Island or West- Records, and of course with the
chester roadhouse as surcease years the first with showmanship
from the journalistic pressure- evaluations in Radio, Television,
cooker at 154 West 46 Street. In etc.
The Jan. 19, 1907 issue carries
so doing he’d notice the development of Jamaica. L. I., for ex- two Film Reviews by Sime—“The
ample, as his second-hand open Life of a Cowboy,” melodramatic,
Locomobile would turn into the 13 Mins* showing at (Tony) Passtory would later tor’s (N, Y.), released by Edison
Merrick R,oad.
appear in Variety stating that Film; and "An Exciting HoneyMarcus Loew or Joseph M. moon,” humorous, 7 Mins., at the
Schenck he was then general Colonial (N. Y.), a Pathe Film
manager of the Loew vaudeville which Sime liked better because
theatres "planned a deluxer in "it combined comedy and ‘chasing/
keeping with the fast housing de-. besides a melodramatic touch.”; He
velopment.” And so Loew’s Va- thought "Cowboy” too long.

without costuming were hit With
the higher knick), but still one of
the gayer affairs of the social season. In fact, some of the attendees
Christopher, past president of were so gay that it was felt that
the Parent Assembly of the Society the hotel would fly away at any
of American Magicians, is a mem- given time.
ber of the Inner Magic Circle, with
The level of nudity, usually the
Gold Star.
highest of any event held in the
Headquarters for the four-day U. S. outside of certain colonies,
London magic fest will be the was probably somewhat less than
Assembly Rooms; St. Pancras Town in previous years, a surprising fact,
Hall. This is the first international inasmuch
as
the
theme was
conclave of conjurers ever staged "Famous Sinners.”
Indeed the
in the British capital. Wizards Will students were hard pressed to find
trek in from Ceylon, South Africa a great variation in the ranks of
and Australia as well as the Con- tlie ungodly. Naturally, the. £rst
tinent.
(Continued on page 5^V
\

-

Chicago, April

5.

Impact of the death of Chicago
Tribune publisher-editor Col. Robert R. McCormick on the farflung
Trib empire is expected to be a
source of speculation In publishing
and allied fields for months and

perhaps even years to come. With
a formal announcement due this
Week, it’s expected that the command exercised personally by the
Colonel since 1925 will henceforth
be Shared by a group of top Trib
execs.

Named most prominently as the
managerial
Chesser
heirs
are
Campbell, veepee of the Tribune
Co., Don Maxwell, Trib’s managing editor, and Howard Wood, business manager and treasurer. During the past two years when his
health was failing, McCormick devoted much of his attention to
charting the future course of the
dynasty and frequently referred to
the
above trimuvirate as his
"three lietenants.”
Death of the picturesque publisher at his

Wheaton,

III.,

farm

home

last Friday (1) at the age of
74 after a lingering illness is not
expected to result in any basic
changes in the financial structure
of the family holdings.
In 1932
the
Patterson-McCormick Trust
was set up to assure the financial
continuity pf both the McCormick
(Continued on page 54).
-v
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PIX SURGE TO REALISM-WALD
Q

Clergy-Backed

Film Rolls

‘Faith’

With IATSE Crew; CIO Claims
“Hollywood doesn't make stars. 4
It just gives them an opportunity
to be seen. Stars are made by the
theatres and the public."

-

speaker was the veteran
producer Joe Pasternak,
.visiting New York for the first time
in three years following an extensive tour of the south, southwest, the Carribean and South
America. As part of a good will
tour, which included a talent hunt
and plugging of his latest picture,
“Hit the Deck,” Pasternak’ made it
a point to talk to exhibitors wherHis conversaever he stopped.
tions with theatremen included the
subject of new faces, a topic close
to the Hungarian-born producer
since he's responsible for introducing performers such as Deanna
Durbin, Mario Lanza, Jane Powell,
Kathryn Grayson, and June Ally-

The
Metro

>

<

1

By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Long Time No Hear
Hollywood, April

5.*

There hasn’t been a Samuel
Goldwyn anecdote around for
a while sp here goes. At a
Studio staff conference over
the past week, the producer

ram home the importance of the 'cast names in

wanted

to'

“Guys and Dolls," including
Marlon Brando, Frank Sinatra,
Stubby Kaye, etc.
Goldwyn went down the list
just fine but mis-identified that
one player as “Stubby Toe."
Nobody smiled.

‘Richard Or Goes

•on.

“Hollywood
develop

is

new

doing

its

faces,"

best to

UA

Pasternak

up to theatremen to
provide some assistance by booking these pictures and .taking a

said!

“It’s

Via Lopert

Continuing in hot pursuit of new
United Artists this

Hollywood, April 5.
tremendous evolution in filmis in progress, and pro-

ducers should know that films today to be successful must reflect
the conflict of our times, the thinking of our times, the mood of our
times, in the opinion of Jerry Wald,
executive producer at Columbia.
There is a great surge to reality, and the greatest need on the
screen today is realism, he be-

5.

rhythm
the
current
and
was disclosed
trend
blues
by Mercury-International Pictues.

Pic will /be produced by V.
E. Ellsworth and A1 Joyce and
is skedded to roll the end of
the month.

Each motion picture era has offered two things: the story which
reflected the prevailing American
spirit, and the actors who gave this
expression substance and meaning,
he points out.
In the middle and late '20s, there
was the emergence of the gangster
and bootleg film Cagney, Robinson, Raft, Muni for these were the
themes which concerned America.
In the early '30s, we. were con(Continued on page 18>

—

Also part of the deal are “The
Lucky Kid," in Eastman color, produced and directed by Sir Carol
Reed, with Celia Johnson, Diana
Dors, David Kossoff and Brenda De
Banzie, and “The Man Who Loved
Redheads," Techni, produced by
Josef Somlo and directed by HarBurt Balaban returned from old French from a Terence RattiGladys
London last week with a pair of gan
with
screenplay,
which will Cooper and Denholm Elliott in the
deals
coproduction

Roll l Features

.

For Widescreens

mark

his entry into theatrical filmmaking ranks after a fling at producing features for television. Two
films, which will be produced at
the Metro Studios in London, will

leads.

(1) Exclusive
with Eros Films
“Stand
coproduction,
Exclusive
end Deliver," is slated for the
widescreen treatment in Eastman

Paal Says He Verbalized Story
Later pone As 'Small Town Girl’

(2)

5.

Plagiarism suit for $900,000 was
by producer Alexander Paal

against Metro and others, involving the film, “Small Town Girl."
Complaint, charged that his original story, “Peace ville in Trouble,"
had been copied for picture.

Arrangement

Pedaling Between Fix and Novels,

which

distributes
International
Republic’s 16m product overseas
has been extended for another two
years.
Loew’s International has
been handling the Rep narrowgaugers abroad since 1947.

original

“Huk!," which he is
producing independently with JoTin
Barnwell this summer in the Philippine Islands, was purchased by
Popular Library for publication as
a soft-cover, original novel to hit
the stands simultaneously with release of the film, Writer-producer
will do novelization of his own
screenplay for 'publisher, a switch
from the normal practice of adapting novels to screen form,

Contract makes exceptions for
territories, such as South Africa, Italy and France, where Rep
makes its own arrangements.
Loew’s has been getting about 30
Rep pix a year for 16m distribution in the foreign marekt.

some

Except Boston

Mickey Rooney Producing
Herbert

J.

Hollywood, April 5.
Yates lined up a pro-

duction program calling for five
Republic features in the next six
weeks, starting with “Jaguar," to
be produced by Mickey Rooney
and Maurice Duke with Sabu star-

“Huk!" will be second novel he’ll
have delivered this year, with a
third novel and a non-fiction book,

work for delivery

Aloof,

Still

KEEPING UP WITH BENNIE

—

Says
Berger Turns Melancholic
He’ll Sell His Theatres

past.

Minneapolis, April 5.
With Greta Garbo never at
Bennie Berger, North Central
Allied president, has experienced much as lifting a finger to help,
a complete change of heart anent the actress has suddenly become
exhibition’s future during the past the focal point of widespread attwo years and now is pessimistic, tention both in the U. S. and
he announces. His own 14 theatres abroad.
Reissue of “Camille," while by
»are for sale, he says.
Whereas two years ago he was no means sensational at the b o.,
is still doing surprise business in
(Continued on page 20)
the UJ S. Abroad, Metro has followed up “Camille" with another
Garbo oldie “Queen* Christina,"
and it’s doing sock business. Thea(Continued on page 62)

Only in Boston, where the Sunday blue law continues in force,
are the reels still subject to censorship for Sunday showings. It is
expected that there, too, the trend
of the times will catch up with the
current law.
Victory over the state censorship

to

1,

>

•

rial:.

’

Fave

.

'

Trade;

Bop*

’Girl’

Again Champ,

‘W’front’ 2d, ‘Jungle’ 3d, ‘Deck’ 4th, ‘Creature’ 5th
Holy Week

is

usual expectations this round, with
most key cities covered by Variety
reporting sluggish to rock-bottom
In many instances, exhibitrade.
are merely marking time
tors
awaiting the arrival of expected

(WB)

from a batch of Academy awards, N. Y. “East of Eden"
tinues okay to smash.
is grabbing second place with a

Brando
flock of first-run dates.
starrer is showing unusual strength
for second time around.
Third money
board Jungle"

going to “Black(M-G), although
“Hit
playing .in only five keys.
Deck" (M-G) is finishing fourth,
a big pickup from last round.
“Revenge of Creature" (U), playing 3-D in all except one of its
eight dates,
tion.

is

is

capturing

fifth posi-

“Cinerama" (Indie)
Star"

(U)

is sixth.

is

getting started.
“Battle

Another newcomer, “Man Called

Detroit, Philly

Cry" (WB), which has

and

Pitt. It is

smash

in N. Y.

“Big House U.S.A." (UA)

is

on

disappointing side this session but
tall in
is

very

Omaha. “Untamed” (20th)
much on tame side cur-

rently.

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

“Ma, Pa Kettle at Waikiki" (U),
okay in Minneapolis, is good in
Omaha. “White Feather" is rated
neat in

St.

“Leagues

Louis.

Under

Sea"

(BV)

shapes hearty in L.A. “Capt. Lightfoot" (U), lively in Frisco, is okay

and Washington.
“Americano" (RKO) looks hep
in Omaha.
“Crashout" (FM) is
rated so-so in Buffalo and weak in
in Toronto
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ABEL GREEN,

con-

Peter" (20th) shapes nice in N. Y.,
sock in Denver and fair in L.A.
“Glass Slipper" (M-G) is rated
sock in N. Y., lush in Washington
and fancy in Balto. “7 Angry Men"
(AA), okay in St. Louis, looks
hefty in K.C. and smash in N. Y.
“Cinerama Holiday" (Indie) continues its smart pace despite conditions being particularly big in

man-

aging seventh money, though just

ring.

Others on the list are: “White
James Stewart, starred with Nightmare," “Come Next Spring,"
June
Allyson
in
Paramount's “Twinkle in God’s Eye" and “The
“Strategic Air Command," due in Vanishing American."
Currently
Gotham April 16 to do the publici- in work on the lot are “The Gunty rounds and attend the film’s man," “The Texas Legionnaires"
opening at the Paramount Theatre and “King of the Carnival," a se'""
”
"
”
Aprii-20i'

Internat’I

National Boxoffice Survey
Holy Week

"

l

Garbo,

of a prolonged and
stubborn fight, state censorship of
newsreels is now a thing of the

As the upshot

“Man Without

Silliphant last month sold film
rights to Universal-International
of his novel, “Maracaibo," just
published by Farrar, Straus.

Farrar, Straus before Sept.

under

Loew’s

One Year

screenplay,

also in

CIO crew commitment and

hire an IATSE crew, the NABET
side takes the’ stand that if. any
victory was scored, it was a moral
one won by it for having taken a
sympathetic view of the predica-

Atlas Corp: indicated asset value tions.
rose to about $43.77 per share or
The AFL craft unions were abla
the highest in the history of the to prevent the film from rolling
company, Floyd B. Odium, corpo(Continued on page 22)
ration’s prexy, revealed in his annual report to stockholders last

measuring up to about exhausted its main first-run
engagements after more than two
months, still is showing enough
to wind up eighth. “Chief Crazy
Horse" (U) is landing in ninth
spot. It was much higher a week
ago. “N. Y. Confidential" rounds
Paal contended that in Septem- upbeat on Easter. Snow and some out the Top 10 list.
“Gate of Hell" (Indie) and “Docber, 1951, he attended a dinner unseasonable weather mixed with
party at the home of Leslie Kar- spring-like d?ys did not help.
tor in House" (Rep) are the two
pix.
dos, Metro director, and after din“Country Girl" (Par) again held strong runner-up
ner at the request of producer Joe ontoT the No. 1 spot, the fact that
A big batch of newcomers got
this stanza. “Big Combo”
Pasternak, also a guest, he had rearound
stars
film’s
one
of
Grace Kelly,
the now defunct Television Writ- lated his story in detail.
won an Oscar, helping consider- (AA) is a bit uneven but okay in
(Continued on page 20)
Boston, fine in Cleveland and big
This was especially true of
ably.
in Toronto. “Purple Plain" (UA),
locations where the pic was nearRepublic’s 16m. Prints
“On also new, Is disappointing this
ing the end of its runs.
SILLIPHANT ON BICYCLE
Continue With Loew’s Inti Waterfront" (Col.), also benefiting frame. “Mambo" looms solid in
filed

“Stand and Deliver," a costumer
about highwaymen, is slated to go
before the cameras July 25, with
shooting expected to take about
seven or eight weeks. Balaban is
negotiating for two American stars
and an American director, after
which he’ll set up an American
distribution deal with a major
company. Screenplay for “Stand
and Deliver" was written by Irve
Tunick, onetime eastern prexy of

now

his

AFL squawk had caused
Heard, the film’s sponsor, the National
Conference of Churches,
and the ministers who had raised
the necessary $34,000 production
coin from among their congrega-

(31). This compared with
$37.82 per share at the end of the
previous year. Since end of the
year, the Atlas general porfolio
(Continued on page 20)

(Continued on page 22)

Los Angeles, April

color.

Silliphant’s

Craftsmen’s Guild.
While the AFL side is claiming
victory in having forced producer Paul F. Heard to get out of
a

Thursday

PIRACY SUIT VS. METRO

be coproduced with

Stirling

from the NABET-CIO union, Film

.

Hardwicke and Claire Bloom.

2 In

cording to His Faith" went before
the cameras last Friday (1) after
a nine - day delay caused by an
AFL studio craft unions protest
against the planned use of a crew

ment the

—

Newsreels Escape

Major production involved Is
“Richard III," Technicolor-VistaVision entry produced and diHe
rected by Laurence Olivier.
stars
in
the Shakespeare
also
drama with Sir John Gielgud, Sir
Cedric
Sir
Ralph Richardson,

Burt Balaban To

Hollywood, April

Hollywood, April 5.
religioso “Each Ac-

16m

The

Leer-ics?

Plans for the filming of a
full-length feature based on

lieves.

week nabbed

distribution rights tothree British films in a deal with
Ilya Lopert, president of Lopert
Films Distributing Corp. Lopert
transferred the releases to UA.

With

.

properties,

chance on these new performers.
Producers can’t take all the burWe’re willing to take a
den.
chance. We sneak in a new face
Only
every opportunity we get.
With the help of the entire motion
picture industry can new stars be
(Continued on page 20)

Films Ltd. and

A

making
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Masters, Business Scribe,

Egypt Shot 84 Films in 1954;

<
*

Eyes

2,000,000

Washington. April 5,
Egyptian film industry produced
84 films last year, compared with
62 In 1953. The Egyptian Ministry
of Commerce and Industry is
stressing the necessity Of improving the quality of the pix so that
they can compete in the world market, reports Nathan D. Golden, director of the Commerce Department motion picture division.
Egyptian Ministry is trying to
figure how to get the pictures good
enough to export to the U. S. where
an estimated 2,000,000 Arab immi-

Arabs

in

Steady, Boys
Omaha, April 5.
Last week, while prisoners
in Nebraska’s State Penitentiary in Lincoln were staging a
riot, Gov, Victor Anderson had
the main body of prisoners
taken to a film to “maintain
their morale,"
The usual coincidence deThe film was “Esveloped.
cape from Fort Bravo.”

edi-

some six years. Earlier he conducted a series of radio programs
over WMCA, N. Y., dealing with
existence under the thermonuclear
He has visited all the Athreat.

for

installations to

which a lay

expert haS entry.
Under the terms of the purchase
contract negotiated by N. Y, agent
<

Monica McCall, Masters will- make
his own screenplay, working di-

He leaves
rectly with Selznick.
Friday (8) for Hollywood under a
10-week guarantee at $1,500 a
week. It's expected that he and
the producer will make a field trip
immediately to get the project

away to a brisk start. Selznick7
The reason, say some pie- wants to have the shooting script
execs, is Hughes simply decided by July and the negative by fall.
that the role of Code nonconform- Subject matter is deemed of high
ist is not good business. (The five topical value.
national circuits and mariy large
Prior to the picture deal, conregional chains do not book PCA- summated in Hollywood last week
nixed pix as a matter of traditional on a quipkie by Masters, there had
policy.)
been some tentative interest in
“French Line” last year Was converting the novel into a stage
sent into full-scale distribution by play for the Playwrights Co.
despite the absence of Code
films.

At Cannes Deemed Good;

Jam on 'Carmen

Participation of 20th-Ppx’s ''Car-

men

Jones” on an invitational
basis at the Cannes film festival
has run into a snag over the music
rights.

Rights to the Bizet' music, which

RKO

the public domain in the U.S.,- okay. It has picked up well over
$2,000,000 in domestic rentals, this
presumably attributable in part to
publicity values accruing from a
censorship controversy that the pic
kicked off. This in turn raises the
question of how much more, or
Cannes jury,
.“Carmen Jones” is one of three less, the film would have .grossed
major productions to be invited to had it complied with PCA standCannes in addition to the jtwo offi- ards and was booked by the big
cially nominated by the . Motion theatre companies.
Picture Export" Assn. Those due are
Regardless of the pros and cons
and on this, the fhct remains that
Artists)
(United
*‘Marty”
“Country Girl” (Paramount). Asked is now free to angle for playdates
to compete on a “merit” basis* i.e. with the top circuits, which claim
at the invitation of the Cannes to be in need of product. It’s refestival management, are “Carmen called that some years ago Hughes
Jones," “Bad Day at Black Rock” peddled “The Outlaw” without
(Metro) and “East of Eden” (War- PCA authorization and raked in
ner Bros.).
about $3,000,000 in domestic disIt’s felt’ that this gives the Amer- tribution
Subsequently,
money.
ican industry one of the strongest agreement was reached with PCA,
Cannes lineups in many a year. the pic was given wider playoff
is in

are in the hands of a French music
publisher. Negotiations are currently in progress to get the outfit's okay for a single screening of
Cinemascope pic for the
the

RKO

The

fest has been extended by and
RKO
two days to accommodate the large $ 2 000 000
volume ’of product. It now runs
,

April 25 through May 11. Prior
dates were April 25 through May
10
.

GLAD TO 'FORGIVE’ FINE

THEY COULDN’T COLLECT

,

brought

in

another

.

In the case of “Sinbad,” which
Lili St. Cyr in a lead spot,
PCA hadn’t made any official
thumbs-down ruling. But there
had been objections to the entry
and formal disapproval would have

has

been forthcoming

if

'SON OF SINBAD’

held-back “Son of Sinbad” May 31
Fox Theatre, St. Louis, then

at

open film June 1 in 350400 theprexy
S.,
atres throughout- U.
James R. Grainger disclosed yescolor prints for

Where’s

The

400

to.

cut

Motion Picture Assn, of AmerTHAW THOSE DOLLARS!
board of directors, at a meeting set for this week, is to make
Nagata Pressures Japanese Governthe formal decision on whether to
ment for Release of $8,500,000
withdraw the $25,000 fine levied
Hollywood, April 5.
against RKO for releasing “The
Film producers in Tokyo, headed
French Line” without Production
by Masaichi Nagata, president of
Code
Administration
approval. the Daiei Motion Picture Co., are
RKO boss Howard Hughes, of pressuring the Japanese governcourse, has never okayed the pay- ment to unfreeze more than $8,500,000 in American film funds curment.
rently held in Nippon. This was
According to trade hepsters, it’s
disclosed by Nagata who came to
regarded as a foregone conclusion Hollywood
to accept two Academy
that the MPAA board will vote to
Awards for pictures made by his
forget about the entire episode.
company.
They’re' delighted that Hughes,
American pictures, he said, took
however belatedly, has cut the film in
about $14,500,000 last year in
to conform with PCA standards
Japan but only about $6,000,000
and simply will not press for the was unfrozen.
25G, it’s said.
ica’s

Techni-

mass bookings.
'Jet Pilot’?
in the series of

final session

RKO

divisional meetings wound up
Y. yesterday (Tues.). Twoconclave, presided over by
global sales chief Walter Branson,
was given to sales and promotion
plans for pix on the release sked
up to mid-July.
Absent from the list is Howard
Hughes’ production of “Jet Pilot,”
made at a cost of about $4,000,000
but kept in the studio vaults the
past couple of years.
president James Grainger said last week

in N.

day

RKO

he was hopeful Hughes would

Hughes had a release date for the

continued with his refusal
the property.

TO

HIT 350-400 HOUSES
RKO will world preem the long-

terday (Mon.).
Company ordered

New

After watching the

Academy Awards on

Spent Four Weeks In Spain
Lining Up 'Snob’ Locations
Indie

set
film in the

near future.

'WIND 1 INTO HOLLAND
Denmark Now Only Country of
Western World Not to See Film
Metro will, release “Gone With
the Wind” in Holland for the first
time on April 22, leaving but one
country of the free world, Denmark, in which the picture has
not been shown.
The Holland preem will take
place simultaneously in five theatres in three cities Amsterdam,

Bruce Odium
and scripter Ken Englund got back
Monday morning (4) from Spain,
Via Iberian Airways, cleared their

luggage through customs at Idlewild and took off via TWA that
Hollywood, following a
four-week o.o. of Spanish locations.
They’re readying “The Snob”
sort of “an American in Spain”
saga which will be shot in that
country for Odium's Independent

(light for

—

—

Artists Corp. Paramount is releasing, as it is also “The Girl Rush,”

a

Frederick

Brisson

production

starring Rosalind Russell (Mrs.
Brisson), with* Odium bankrolling.

Paramount prexy Barney

etc.) was Mrs. Sid Silverman, mother of Lieut. Syd Silverman present
Eugene W. Castle on Town Hall
Owner and publisher of Variety
.

.

.

&

Baloney,”
of the Air April 3 ballyhooing his book, “Billions, Blunders
which has hit the best seller lists.
Lowell Benedict, formerly of Metro and Universal, succeeding RobWarner Bros, planning a
ert Fleisher as 20th-Fox mag contact . .
re-make on the German pic “So Lange Du Da Bist” (As Long As You
Are Here). Outfit is also negotiating for another German film hit
.

“08/15,” a comedy about German barracks life . . . With some 400
films competing, winners of awards in the Golden Reel 16m Film
Festival will he^disclosed at a banquet at the Waldorf tonight (Wed.).
Event, along with the American Film Assembly, is sponsored by the
Film Cotmcil of America , Virginia and Darryl F. Zanuck in from
Paris yesterday (TUes.) Zanuck Will huddle with Spyros P. Skouras
and Sid Rogell, head of 20th tv subsid, on the company’s future tv
production plans.
Columbia's “The Gentle Wolfhound,” currently filming in Japan,
is bound to be technically correct if its six technical advisers have
anything to say about, it. Watching out for “boners” are a U. S. Army
representative and one for Japan, a Catholic priest and a nun.
Catholic orphanage plays an important part in the story. In addition
M-Sgt. Hugh O’Reilly, on whose romance the film is based, is on the
job to advise Aldo Ray, his portrayer on the screen, and Mrs. Yuko
O’Reilly, his Japanese Wife, is there to advise Mitsuko Kiraara, his
screen spouse.
Testing the appeal of Greta GarbQ^and its reissue starring the Swedish star, “Camille,” Metro has discovered that 73% of the girls and
51% of the boys in 2,500 high schools would like to see the picture.
Questionnaires were sent to English departments and teachers and,
according to Metro’s survey, the subject of Garbo and “Camille” was
discussed in almost 50% of the schools which received the queries
Warner Bros, music department chief Ray Helndorf in from the
.
.
Coast .
Screen writer Stewart Stern (he scripted “Rebel Without
,
Cause” for Warners) here to confer with legit producers on the staging of his play, “The Hell of It.”
Stanley Kramer says he would like to produce a one-shot television
spectacular. That is, if he can find the time between pictures . . .
N. Y.’s Sales Executives Club saluting the film industry April 26 with
a luncheon at the Hotel Roosevelt. Dore Schary is listed as guest
speaker.
Television is building as source material for feature films. In another transition from tv to screen, Metro will film “Fearful Decision,”
suspense drama which will be repeated on tv on the Theatre GuildU. S. Steel show . . . Theatre Owners of America prexy E. D. Martin
has named the following to COMPO’s executive committee: Myron
N. Blank, S. H. Fabian, Pat McGee, Walter Keade Jr., Elmei; C. Rhoden,
Morton Thalhimer, and Robert B. Wilby . . Dallas becomes the sixth
city to show “Cinerama Holiday” when the .film opens at the Melba
Theatre April 27 . . . Incidentally Rep. Frances P. Bolton of Ohio
obliged Stanley- Warner by inserting in the Congressional Record Cinerama’s contribution in turning the Damascus International Fair “into
an overwhelming propaganda victory for the United States.”
A N. Y. State bill by Senator Fred L. Moritt, Brooklyn Democrat,
permitting a Supreme Courtf jury trial, as an alternative to the present
appeal to the Regents, where a film is refused a license, failed to get
out of the Education Committee in Albany.
Board of directors of the Motion Picture Pioneers and the Foundation of M.P. Pioneers met last Wednesday (30) in prexy Jack Cohn’s
office to formulate plans for next, fall’s Pioneer of the Year dinner,
and for the financial administration of reserves. Among other things
it was decided that widows of deceased Pioneers be stopped from
financial succor within six months following death.
Doris Day, formerly under contract to Warner Bros., has signed
a four-picture deal with Metro. This is in addition to “LOve Me and
Leave Me,” which she recently completed for M-G . . . Western Union
is keeping close tabs on the closed-circuit field and may be in the
position to provide line facilities in the future.
David O. Selznick’s two-picture deal with Metro is set to be finalized
this week . . . United Artists hired four publicity reps solely to praise
music. Lyle Engel, Marvin Frank, Norman Rosemont and Jay Mayer
have been assigned to the tunes of “Kiss Me Deadly,” “Night of the
Hunter,” “Not As
Stranger” and “Summertime,” respectively.
.

A

.

.

.

A

—

The Hague, and Rotterdam.
Delay in releasing the picture,
issued in 1939, in Holland
was caused by restrictive regulafirst

tions.

Similarly,

Denmark

restrictions

in

preventing the
picture from being released in that
are

still

country.

N. Y. to L. A.

George Byron

Ken Englund

Bob Carroll
Jeff Chandler

Bernie Green
Sonja Henie
Lisa Howard

Cyd Charrise
Rette Davis
Armand Deutsch
Jerry Devine
Richard Fleischer

Ilona Massey

Bruce Qdlum

Samuel Goldwyn

Curtis Roberts

Peter Gray

Jo Van Fleet

—

Fetch $60,000 Each
One Release, ‘The Captain’s
Paradise/ Grossed $1,000,000 in U.S.
Television coin for important pix aiming to help UHF and VHF stais growing taller. Seven. Korda fea- tions that find themselves in troutures were sold to Oliver Unger’s ble.
National Telefilm Associates by
One of the seven titles in the
Ilya Lopert for a reported $60,000 deal is “The Captain’s Paradise, ’
a piece, Films were part of the Alec Guinness starrer, which has
package which Lopert handled and grossed over $1,000,000 for
to
which he turned over to United date. Pic, still in distribution, was
Artists for distribution a year and sold to tv on a deferred basis.
a half ago.
Among the other titles are “Cry
National Telefilm is tied up with the Beloved Country,” “Breaking
Joseph Justman and General Elec- Through
the
Sound Barrier,”
tric in National Affiliated TV Sta- “Tales of Hoffmann” and “Gilbert
tions, a newly-formed syndicate
Sullivan/’

UA

L. A. to N. Y.

Mindy Carson

Dexter Masters

Korda Features Sold (or Video

&

1

tures like 'Sabrina/ 'Knock On Wood/ 'Rear Window’, and ‘WhiteChristmas’. We,, i.e. the producer, the distributor and the exhibitor
alike, are only as good as our pictures.”
BaLaban’s footnote Opinion was that considering “the smash grosses
of 'White Christmas', a picture that will outgross any.oi the others
2Vfe-to-l, I felt that somehow some recognition should have been given
the songs at the very least.” He had reference to “Count Your Blessings” (Irving Berlin) which was nosed out' by “Three Coins In The
Fountain,” which got the nod as the “best” song.
Marie Saxon Silverman born last Saturday (2) at New Rochelle
Hospital, is first great-grandchild of founder of Variety, named for
the musical ‘comedy ingenue of Broadway and motion pictures in the
” “Merry Merry,” “My Girl,”
1920’s. Marie Saxon (“The Rambiers,

0

Europe

producer

tv,

i!

^

tpld his staff Thursday (31) morning that he was pleased
to see the recognition Grace Kelly and the “Country Girl”' screenplay
received, and While the Oscars- are good for artistic and economic
reasons alike “now let’s go out and get for this year a few more pic-

Gilbert Millstein

ODLUM-ENGLUND HEAD WEST

<

York Sound Track

Consumer Balaban

Reports and other trade publications in Manhattan, has written a
novel of the atomic age, “The Accident,” which will serve as David
O. Selznick’s first picture under his
new contract with Metro. Book is
beidg published April 18 by Alfred
Knopf.
Masters, a nephew of the late
Illinois poet, Edgar. Lee Masters,
has been writing “The Accident”

bomb

Films clear through exchanges in
Lisbon, Portugal, and are censored
before they are shipped to the
In a surprise move that has set
Nearly 50% of the pix off much trade conjecture, Howard
Azores.
shown are American.
Hughes has. consented to cuts in
“The French Line” and “Son of
Sirtbad” to win Production Code
Administration’ approval of both

Bizet

Dexter Masters, formerly an
tor with Fortune, Tide,

grants reside.
~
Golden says about 35 film theatres are now operating in the
Azores, and that audiences there
prefer epics, dramas and musicals.

U. S. Lineup of Features

For David 0. Selznick

America

•

:

Adapts Atomic Novel
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Tony

to N. Y.

Buttitta

Joseph H. Conlin
Anton Dolin
Lionel

Jr.

Hampton

Val Parnell
David Whitfield '
Darryl F. Zanuck

N. Y. to Europe
Michael Abbott
James B. Conkling
Reginald Denham
Barry Fitzgerald
Zino Francescatti
Albert B. Gins
Herbert Graf

John Heawood
Anthony Z. Landi
Goddard Lieber&on

Jr.

Mitchell Hamilburg
Herman D. Hover

Sam

Jaffe

Stan Kenton
Eartha Kitt
Martin Leeds
Herbert Leonard
TOny Martin

Roddy McDowall
Patricia Medina
Tony Owen
Fess Parker
Sid Rogell

George Schlatter

Sam

Spiegel

Earl

I.

Sponable

Jan Sterling
Robert Sterling
Marshall Thompson
Richard Todd
Romo Vincent

Keenan Wynn

+
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March Flattened Out B.0. Pace;
‘Girl’

and

ip/

'Battle

Even

Evil:

Taking a we-have-lost-a-battle'
but-not-the-war attitude promoters
Business at big firstrun theatres-*-*
turned uneven to sharply offish
last month. And it became more
.and mor'e apparent that five to six
pictures have been carrying the
real boxoffice load. This is attested" to by the fact that the really
heavy coin total was concentrated

of closed-circuit television in

Sauter, Happy He
USO-Camp Shows president
James Sauter breathed easier
when all the returns were in
from the closed circuit televis-

“ANTA Album.” USO

ing of

.

in the first four biggest grossing

was

After these leaders there is
sharp drop-off in the total
amount of money grossed by the
pix in the principal key cities.

given CARE as far back as last
October.
USO thereupon appointed
Sauter to study the proposition 8
and make a recommendation,
Sauter thought that the USO
should pass up this one, but
keep its eye open for other

film.

a

Many

exhibitors are pointing to
this as indicating a real product
shortage of high-grossing productions.

There is no fault' to be found
with the top boxoffice films, however, during the past month. It
Was neck-and-neck race right down
the wire between “Country
to
Girl" (Par) and “Battle Cry” <WB)

March

for

•

offered the deal ultimately

proppsitions that might mean a
few quid to the armed forces
'morale organization.
Sauter began his career as an
auditor.

b.o.

“Country Girr r and
A few more standout
engagements and higher weekly
ratings in Variety’s weekly box-?

between

“Battle Cry.”

survey gave “Girl” a razoredge.

Actually, “Battle”
was clocked as collecting the
highest coin total for the month.
Each picture showed better than
$1,000,000 total gross in March,
incidentally, ‘‘Battle” was second
in February while “Girl” was
fourth.
sharp.

-

Set Legit Back?

explanations and squarers
for last week’s ANTA Album program. Conceding, since it could
alibis,

Narberth, Pa.
Editor, Variety:

As one. who bought

hardly be denied, that the thing
had been a boxoffice frost, the
tendency was to blame the charity
auspices for slipshod arrangements,
get-out-the-audience
forts, and so on,
slothful

ef-.

(Most criticism has been
voiced in terms of the film
theatres receiving the circuit

.

'

Easier Antitrust

The report contains two sperecommendations of particular interest to the motion picture
industry a uniform Federal statute of limitations for private antitrust suits; and discretionary power for trial judges to impose less
than the now mandatory treble

—

damages

in

such

suits.

A bill for a uniform four-year
tatute appeared to be on its way
through this Congress before the
Committee’s report appeared.
Discretionary power to award
less than treble damages will encounter much congressional opposition. A bill has been introduced,
but Rep. Emanuel Celler (D., N.Y.),
chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee, hopes to keep it bottled up. Commenting on the re-

Zuckmayer’s comments, on

how

many

so

fine

al-

artists

lowed

be
to
themselves
dragged into such unfavorable
Tmderto
positions is hard

.

stand.
It set the cause of
legitimate theatre back many
years.
J. A. Shellenberger.

<

(Unusual number of letters, apparently from lay readers, were
addressed to Variety following the

ARTA Album

The above
fiasco.
will serve as a sample—Ed

(

^

reports from around
the country reveal, than no more
than one-third qf the potential authey’d be more embarrased than,
dience showed up anywhere. It is
anything else.
When the young
difficult to estimate the boxoffice
people talk about him, they seem
gross because of th,e many price
very detached, very remote about
changes at the wickets. In addiThe Brazilian government has it. There is no passion or concern
tion, the majority of tickets were raised the agio (tax) on film rethere any more.”
not sold at the boxoffice, but were mittances from a former 15 cruzeZuckmayer revealed that, prior
handled by local CARE commit- iros to 25 cruzeiros on each dol- to the making of “The Last Act,”
tees.
In many cases, the b.o. sale lar. The agio is added on to the
(Continued on page 22)
took place only from/three days to official rate of exchange in coma week before the show.
It’s un- puting the actual rate of converderstood that CARE and ANTA sion, With the new agio in effect,
received many contributions not re- the
Americain
cbmpanies now
flected in ticket sales and this coin must convert 70% of their remittawas chalked up to the event'. Ac- ble earnings at 43.82 cr. to the
cording to a CARE spokesman, the dollar. The official rate of exANTA Album would have been a change is 18.82 cr.
ganizations,

Take-Out Tax

1

seating capacity of up to 1,500. The
large units are renting ..at from
$350 to $500, depending on size and
location of theatres or drive-in, and
serious financial disaster if CARE
the. smaller sets are going at $150.
and ANTA' had depended whollv
r
According to a TNT spokesman,
on the ticket sale.
the signing of. theatres with perOn the basis of the contribumanent installations is ahead of the
pace of previous closed-circuit tions and the b.o. sales, it’s hoped
fights.
Circuits such as Balaban the event will end up with a profit
& Katz, Fabian, Walter Reade, and of $20,000, with CARE and ANTA
Minnesota Amusement are already taking $10,000 each. The “flop,”
on the dotted line.
The other from the point of view of the pubchains, it’s said, have agreed to lic and the industry, can be atterms and are sending in their con- tributed to a number of causes.
First' and foremost, perhaps, is the
tracts.
fact that it was handled by nonpro voluntary groups in each community. The theatres took no reMalkan
Ellner

&

Okay

(Continued on page 22)

As

The law firm of Malkan &
Ellner may represent the Austin
Theatre, Queens in antitrust litigation against the major distributors, according to a ruling thi?
we6k by Judge A rc hie O. Dawson
in N.Y. Federal Court. However,
the judge barred the firm from
acting for the Laskey Bros, of
West

IATSE Seeking

To Rule

In Brazil, the Americans are' alto bring out 70% of the
N.Y. share at- the official rate
(plus agio) and the remaining 30%
at the free market rate,
Motion Picture Export Assn, in
N.Y. has received another $300,000
from Brazil at the official rate of
exchange. This represents another'
installment in the liquidation of
U.S. film funds accrued in Brazil
up to_ Feb. 1953. These payments
arb supposed' to be made monthly,
but haven’t always come through
on time, Brazil being very short on-

Virginia.

Question of the firm’s right to
represent certain clients in antitrust suits against the major comport, Celler said:
panies stems from Arnold J. Mal“With few exceptions the report kan’s previous association as
a
advocates a substantial weakening partner of David Isaacson in
the
of the antitrust laws. In instance firm of Malkan
&
Isaacson. Latter
after instance, the committee re- had at one time worked
for Sarcommends by implication further goy & Stein and, according to discurtailing present inadequate en- tribs, was Using
against them conforcement authority of the anti- fidential info obtained
during his
trust agencies.
employment period there. Sargoy
“For example, one of the most &- Stein represent the majors in
effective deterrents to antitrust percentage suits against distribs.
violations is the provision for man- Isaacson was barred from acting
datory treble damages to ‘the in- in any further lawsuits vs. the film
jured party in private actions.. Al- companies.
However,
Malkan
though no finding is made that this formed a new partnership with J.
provision has had any adverse ef- Robert Ellner.
fect on public interest, the report
In his decision, Judge Dawson
urges that the provision for treble ruled that Malkan & Ellner may
damages be made discretionary represent any new clients in the
rather than mandatory.” Celler theatre business, but could not
claimed in a statement that the re- speak for clients previously repport contains “dozens of suggested ped by Malkan & Isaacson. Hence,
changes which would hamper en- the Laskey Bros., a former M&I
!
forcement of the entitrust’Utfwfe.” i client, were rfilfctt out.

^

Censors (1) Back

Circuit

lowed

Video in Hotels
The

International Alliance of
Stage Employees is
Theatrical
seeking jurisdiction over projectionists and other employees handling closed-circuit telecasts in
hotels.
Up to this point, the
closed-circuit firms have used local tv servicemen, hotel electricians
and porters to set up and run the
tv equipment.
The IA, it’s understood, has no
objection to tv serviceman work-

dollars.

Attorneys for Queens’
Antitrust Plaintiff

his

around the final phases of tha
Nazi era (as reported in last week’i
Variety). Zuckmayer’s own- play,
“The Devil’s General,” a big hil
in .Germany right after the war,
has been turned into a film. “Th*
Last’ Act,” a pic on Hitler’s Iasi
days, is finished in Austria, and a
screen version of the 1944 attempt
on the Nazi leader’s life ii
planned.
“Hitler in the Germany of todaj
said Zuckis a forgotten man,”
mayer. “I think it’s a very big mistake to bring him back again. 1
don’t care how black a picture on*
paints of him, if he’s made th*
central figure in a film, he’s bound
to have about him the aura of the
leader, the hero.
He’s Embarrassing
“The Germans don’t bother
about Hitler any more. I think il
he appeared on the scene today,

How

But in Manhattan it feed.
self the patrons in the actual
legitimate theatre of origin,
the Adelphi, grumbled that a
previously fascinating annual

A German picture about Adoll
Hitler at this time would be a big
mistake as would be any ^film
about, the July 20, 1944, assassination attempt on Hitler’s life “unless done true to life and for educational rather than sensational
values,”
Zuckmayer,
says
Carl
the leading German playwright.
arrival in N. Y. from Germany
Monday (4), has point in view of a
new German film cycle revolving

people had the nerve to. take
the production credits, and

"

cific

v

tickets for the recent
Album Closed Circuit Broadcast at $10.00 each, with the
dual purpose of being entertained and towards utilizing
closed TV in our business, I
think the whole venture technically and artistically stank!
so many professional

.

‘

Washington, April 5.
.Report of the Attorney General’s
National Committee to Study the
Antitrust Laws may have little or
no influence on Congress On the
basis
of
the adverse criticism
which has greeted it.

four

ANTA

Jointly sponsored, by the AmeriLineup for the upcoming (May can National Theatre and Academy
16) closed-circuit telecast of the
Cooperative for American Reand
Rocky Marciano-Don Cockell heavy- mittances Everywhere CARE) orbout is ex-

weight championship
pected to exceed the record 71 theatres snared for last September’s
fight.
Charles
Marciano-Ezzayd
Network Television, which
Theatre
Third money goes to “Long Gray
is handling the closed-circuit deLine” (Col) despite a rather disrequests for the 50
appointing start in some key cities. tails, is culling
which will
However, it managed^ to hold in available mobile units
network
of permanent
third place all excepting one week bolster the
installations.
theatre
tv
(Continued on page 18)
TNT, it’s understood, has already received requests from 63
theatres for the temporary units
which include 20 large screen General Precision PB-600’s and 30 PB610’s, good for theatres with -a

Ideas to Start

New

week with

this

event had, been spoiled by a
swarm of technicians and a
wall of camera-chains placed
between the spectators in their
seats and the entertainment
on the stage.
Those downfront who had paid the highest
seat prices actually could see
the least.)
>

“Girl’*
laurels.
finally nosed out thfejatter for No.
1 spot but there Was little to chpose

office

York were busy

Down Or

ing on equipment, but wants boothto handle the actual projec-

men

(2) Quit

tion and stagehands to crate, set
up, disassemble and supervise the
general physical handling of the
equipment.
John J. Francavilla,
IA rep, is currently negotiating
with the closed-circuit firms on

this week been invited to make a
to the Motion Picture Production
25 th anniversary [dates from March 31, 1930] into a
public
relations
This assumes added significance
tribute and
gesture.
these issues.
in view of Howard Hughes' brand-new decision to conform to the Code,
or
releasing features long .held back
operating without a seal.
Note,
Meanwhile, at
too, the Memphis and Kansas City news items below.
press time, the U. S. Supreme Court refused to support arguments of California Studio
the American' Civil Liberties Union aimed at Chicago police censorship
Rented to Producers
Court would not - buy broad thesis that films should be
of films.
equal with newspapers in exemption from all pre-publication control.
( Hollywood producers have just
renewed public pledge of support

Code, turning

its

•

Now

Editor)

Of Theatrical Pictures

Hollywood, April 5.
for tat, as the. kids usea
on the Hollywood lots. With
Another State Body Bites Dust Show of Fight by Columbia Forces so many film companies going in
for telepix, Gross-Krasne’s CaliCensor’s Surrender
Following Court Decision

KANSAS ENDS CENSORSHIP

BINFORD EATS

CROW

It’s tit

to say,

By JOHN W. QUINN
Kansas City, April 5.
Anti-censorship has won a resounding victory in the vote taken
April 2 by the legislature of the
State of Kansas. It has abolished
the Board of Review which has
long operated to censor motion
pictures, arid charge them fees for
the unwelcome attention.
In existence since 1917 and composed of three women headed by
Mrs. Frances Vaughn of Bonner
Springs, who has served for the
past 14 years, the Kansas Board of

(Continued on page 22)

By

MATTY BRESCIA
Memphis, April

Faced

5.

with

the first serious
legal action In years,
Memphis’ 88-year-old censor, Lloyd
T. Binford, and his board have
backed down on the issue of Cothreat

of

fornia Studio is reverting to the
manufacture of theatrical films.
Primarily devoted to tv production, the California Studio is currently housing four theatre-product outfits: Mark Stevens Productions,
with
“Timetable;” Jesse

Lasky Productions with “The Big
Stanley Kramer,
Brass Band;”

“Bamboo Prison” which readying “The Pride and the Pashad been 100% banned. Binford sion” for production abroad, and
tried to save face by negotiating Bert Friedlob prepping “News Is
some deletions but Columbia’s at- Made at Night.”
torney, William Goodman, flatly
Meanwhile Superman Producspurned suggestion, wanted to fight tions is aiming to move into the
Issue in courts. “We didn’t request studio to make George Reeves

lumbia’s

the censors to reverse themselves

(Continued on page 20)

soar in on the screen as well as
x
in the parlor.-

:

!!

o

*
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Escape to Burma

Wednesday, April 6, 1955

names of I. G. Robinson and does .Mortis Ankrum doing- Viet ing officers of the French forces est (Janette Scott) is full ol ador«
ation; her elder sister (Jean CarGeorge Raft ahould help bookings, Admiral Arthur Dewey Struble, of tile United -Nations in Rorejiv
Against a Montreal story set- and John Maxwell as Aqmiral Wil- ’"'With an English narration add. son), a Parlslenne exlstentialiest,
ting, this Bischoff-Diamond pro- liam F. Halsey. Others giving-good English titles where French Is Is full of admiration, while their
duction tells the efforts of sup- accounts 0f themselves include spoken, the picture is** sock con-, mother (Brenda de Banzie) sees the
posedly Commie agent Peter Van Ben Cooper, a gqb; Douglas Ken- tribution to the unsung heroes of chance of some honest fun at the
Eyck to kidnap atomic physicist nedy, Louis Jean Heydt, Richard the United Nations who defended expense of her staid husband.
George Dolenz, spirit him out of Crane and Frank Ferguson.
the free world” in. the rugged ter- Around these characters, the plot
country. Script by Geoffrey Homes
John L. Russell Jr.’s cameras are rain of Korea.
Picked up by develops into a hearty and goodand A. T. Bezzerides; from orig- handled in firstrate fashion and the Loew’s International for distribu- humored romp, without much atinally James Nelson Neblo, talks Elmer Bernstein Score carries tion in the foreign market, it’s tention to storyline.
Nine songs by Sam Coslow get
out too much of the action in through the nautical theme_ well.
domestically by
being handled
formula dialog, and Lewis Allen’s
Tudor Pictures. Why Loew’s saw full treatment and although prounforceful in dealing
duction values are toned down,
direction
fit not to handle the picture in the
with meller values, so that pace is
U.S: is a mystery, for it’s an ex- they strike an effective note. Jerry
Above Us tlie
extremely slow.
cellent film, well suited for co- Wayne, who’ has the dominant role
(BRITISH)
Raft is a deported ex-gangster,
feature billing in general situa- of the crooner, does four of the
Dramatic filmization of sinksmuggled to Canada from Lisbon
tions in the U.S.' With the first numbers, one of which is shared by
last
ing of the Tirpitz during
by Van Eyck to carry out the
opening scheduled for the Paris Jack Buchanan. He is a positive
World War; documentary-like*
snatch And Robinson is the RCMP
Theatre,. N.Y., it seems to be head- asset and sells the tunes with a
b.o.
sturdy
but
treatment,
inspector heading the minions of
ed for art house booking. It de- striking combination of vocal prowhopes;
Fortuthe law to prevent crime- Kidnap
serves wider cir illation, for it will ess and personal charm.
plot seems too elaborate and ungive many citizens a realization’ nately he doesn’t try too seriously
London, March 29.
,
more
emulate
famous
lachryto
Several seemingly General
believable.
difficulties
for the first time the
Film Distributors release of J.
Buchanan’s persenseless killings dot the footage Arthur Rank production.- Stars John faced by the UN forces in Korea. mose warblers.
breezy note.
before the denouement aboard a Mills, John Gregson. Donald Slnden. DiIt’s not all documentary, for a formance hits a
Screenplay,
-Thomas.
Ralph
does a couple
by
Carson,
who
rected
Jean
principals
where all
freighter
story-line
has been introduced.
Robin Estridge from a. story by C. E. T.
of numbers with great effect, alhave gathered and Raft dies sav- Warren
and James Benson; camera, Er- The war in Korea is seen through
attractive,
but Janette
Thomas;
looks
Gerald
ways
he
after
Dolenz
editor,
Steward;
Robinson
and
nest
ing
the eyes of a young lieutenant just
Beniamin. At Ode on, LeiScott is too repetitive as the adorlearns the world-domination plans music, Arthur
55. out of France’s West Point. To his
cester Square, London, March 29,
Stephens
has
teenager.
Susan
ing
of Van Eyck’s masters.
disappointment,’ he is made a liaiRunning time, 99 MINS,
part as a ‘third sister,
Concentration on detail of the Frazer ..... ,,,.»•••*•*•••• John. Mills son officer in comparatively safe a negative
John Gregson Seoul. This gives
is a delightful guest bit
there
but
Duffy
work
bepolice
camera
a
the
snatch plot and
...Donald Slnden
Corbett
Diana Dors. Joan Sims is the
comes tedious after a while, al- Admiral Ryder.. James Robertson Justice chance to roam about the embat- by
Michael Medwm tled city, capturing poignantly the epitome of the stock screen maid.
though some ingeniousness in the jftnart
........ James Kenney
J. Lee-Thompson has directed
Abercrombie
RCMP scheme to trap criminals is Tirpitz Captain
O. E. Ha6se faces of 'the Korean people and
excelLee Patterson especially the children, the .real the farce vigorously, with
interesting, even though it misfires Cox
lent color lensing by Gilbert TayLyndon Brook victims of a devasting war.
in actually bringing crooks to bay. X2 Diver Navigator ..... .^
William Russell
credits
technical
atOther
lor.
Ramsey
Performances follow generally ac- German Patrol Boat Officer. .Theo.Bikel
Moving up to the front, the
Thomas Heathcote young looey is faced with the prob- tain good average standard.
ceptable pattern, but are not out- Hutchins
Myro.
Towb
-Harry
Audrey Totter appears McCleery
standing.
Anthony Newley lem of overcoming the resentment
X2 Engineer
as the former Raft moll forced to Chubb
Cyril Chamberlain of hardened professional sbldiers
John Horsley who have already ‘been through
L’Arte di Arraitgiai’sl
use her femme wiles on Dolenz, Andersen
Anthony Wager
Only other distaffer “with much George
(The Art of Getting Along)
Wlllianr FranWyn numerous combat adventures. UnX2 No. 1
sechomely
Gerry,
Toni
footage is
Leslie Weston der battle conditions, the hardly(ITALIAN)
Winley
the

(SUPERSCOPE-COLOR)
Familiar names in pulp fictiontype jungle adventure; tor topof-bill dual-dating in regular
program market,

i

*

Hollywood, April

4.

RKO release of Benedict Bogeaus production. Stars Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Ryan. David Farrar; features Murvyn Vye,
Lisa Montell, Robert Warwick, Reginald
Denny, Robert Cabal, Peter Coe, Alex

’

'

Anthony Numkena, Directed
by Allan Dwan. Screenplay, Talbot Jeiv
nines, Hobart Doiravan; story, Kenneth
John
(Technicolor),
camera
Perkins;
Alton; editor, James Leicester; score,
Louis Forbes. Previewed March 3L > 5*
Running time, 84 MINS.
Barbara Stanwyjsk
Gwen Moore
Robert Ryan
Jim Brecan
David Farrai*
.
Cardican
Murvyn Vye
Makesh
Lisa Montell
Andora
Robert Warwick
Sawbwi ........
Reginald Denny
Commissioner
Captain of the Guar
Alex Montoya
DftcoifrMontoya,

•

•

;

•

.

*

•

.

,

•

•

Robert Cabal

Kumat

Anthony Numkena
Lai Chand Mehra
John Mansfield
Sergeant •••» !»•#•-•••••
Astrologer .................. Gavin Muir

Kasha
Poo Kan

•.

(

Aspect ratio: 2-1)

A rather stock type of jungle, adventure feature is offered in this
pulp fiction actioner, and in the regular program market, where the

-

«'•

are not too discriminating,
will serve its purpose as a topof the-bill dualer. It has. a photographic advantage in using the

demands
it

.

.

SuperScope process and Technicolor giving visual impact to what

-

•

•

t

otherwise a routine playoff.

is

Waves

'

While equipping his production
with expert tephnical assists, producer Benedict Bogeaus has been
less show-wise in overseeing the retary to Dolenz, whom gangster
writing and direction. ’The latter, Bryant romances and then kills.
Technical departments all give
by Allan Dwan, lacks the kind of
Brog.
drive that could have put some competent support.
excitement into the footage, and
the scripting by Talbot Jennings
The Eternal Sea
and Hobart Donavah is unimaginative, particularly in the formula
Good
film account of naval,
which
with
situations
and
dialog
career of Admiral John M.'
stars Barbara Stanwyck, Robert
Hoskins, with okay prospects
Ryan and David Farrar have to
although poorly titled and
As a consequence, the
wrestle.

;

- -

•

1

overlong.

adequate
while
performances,
enough, are routine.
Ryan, a man wanted for murder,
takes refuge on the estate of Miss
Stanwyck, who operates In the teak

-

.

.

'Hollywood, April

A

Bullet for Joey

Robinson and Raft in fair
crime meller for program dat-

A

factual,

...... Guidp Lorraine

dramatic record of the
the ace

German

battleduring the last

sinking of.
ship, the Tirpitz,
war, “Above Us The Waves’* has
quality
near-documentary
that
which has been the hallmark of
a
From
film.
this type o£ British
boxoffice standpoint, it could be
with
film
satisfactory
rated a
strong ’marquee support for the
domestic market. In the U.S., it

has no names which will
4.

Republic release of John H. Auer pro-

the

lielp at

b.q.

dry-behind-the-ears officer proves
his mettle and finally wins tlie acceptance of his men.
The battle footage is amazing,
being taken under actual combat
conditions. (T\^o of the photographers assigned to the task met
their death). The battalion’s assault
of Heartbreak Ridge (Crevecour)
is as tense and exciting as any
dreamed up piece of fiction. The
audience will live with the' French
soldiers through every step of the
dangerous, assault.
large share of the credit goes
to the cameramen for the exceptional
color
photography. The

Rome, March

15.
Cci-Incom Film release o£ a Documento
production. Stars^Alberto Sordi. Directed
by Luigi Zampa. Story and screenplay,
Vitagliano Brancati; camera, Marco Scappelli; editor, Eraldo Da Roma; music,
Aleesandro Cicognini. At Europa,. Rome.
Running time, 91 MINS.
Alberto Sordi
Sasa Scimoni
rmenla Balducci
Lilli de Angells

Glno Buzzanca
Franco Cqop

Baron Mazzei
Mayor

Luisa della Noc*
Gianni di Benedetto

Paola di Grazla

Toscano

...;

Director Luigi

A

late

Zampa and

writer-scripter

.

Kennedy,

Louis

Jean

•

.

Heydt,

Richard
Crane, Morris. Ankrum, Frank Ferguson,
John Maxwell. Directed by Auer. Screenlay, AUen Rivkin; story, William Wister
£[aines; camera, John L. RusseU Jr.; edi-

•

AsLong
They’re
Happy

'

‘

1

;

ing.

•

Hollywood, April

5.

United Artists release of Samuel Bischoff and David Diamond.
Stars Edward
Robinson,
George Raft,, features

G.

Audrey*

T.otter,

Peter

Van Eyck, George

Dolenz.
Directed
by Lewis AUen.
Screenplay, Geoffrey Homes and A. I.
Bezerids, from. Story by James Benson

camera. Harry Neuman; editor,
Leon Barsha; music, Harry Sukman,
Previewed in Hollywood, April 4, ’53.

NablO;

.

Running time, 84 MINS.
Leduc
Edward G. Robinson
Victor
George Raft
Joyce
Audrey Totter
Mackli
George Dolenz
Fred
Peter Hanson
Hartman
Peter Van Eyck
Mrs. Hartman
Karen Verne
Paola
Ralph Smiley
DuBois
...Henir Lctondal
Morrie
John Cliff
Nick
Joseph Vitale
Jack Allen
BUI Bryant
:

Paul

.

Toni

Gerry
Blaine
Steven Gcray
John Alvin

...'

Sally

Garcia

Percy

BUI Henry
...Carlyle MitchcU
Rory Mallinson

Altist

Benson

U

Drive
Sergeant

Clerk

.Bill

Phone Man

....Peter

Roy -Engel

Driver
Girl

..Carmelita

Gibbs
Sandra Stone
Tina Carver

Hosle

Counter Girl
Bartender
Portuguese Walter

Armand

Maniako.r

Frank Richard

officer

Truck
Cuban

Neff

Sandy Sanders

,

Captain
1st

Malotte

......Stan

Yvonne
Marie

Frank

Hagney

....Carlos Rivero

Alan Welles
John GoddArd
Booking officer. ........ Fred Libby
••

Driver-Police Car
Sgt.

Policeman-car
®* n * ••••

.John

Merrick
.y Joel Smith

10-yesr-old-boy

/.Paul Toffcl
....../.Paul Marion
.Barry Regan,
.Mai Alberts

Gardener
S

o ^
2nd

lail

Rousing

•

crime

melodramatic.?
unfold slowly in this UA release

and

ment

effect

for

is

just

fair

entertain-

program market, where

the

Vitagliano

Brancati complete their trilogy on
ioibles through-the-years
Italian
with this item, somewhere between

Told entirely Without femme influence, “Waves” relates an epic
is
breathtaking.
They
feat by the Royal Navy which first realism
straight comedy and bitter satire.
attempted to blow up the Tirpitz have filmed the Korean terrain, It looks like fair b.o. on the home
' battle
th’e
sequences,
the rest
with human torpedoes and then
grounds. While some of its more
made the successful assault with camps, the leaves in Japan, the obvious humor vrill get across, the
tor, Fred AUen; score, Elmer Bernstein;
midget submarines. Although lying scenes In the dugouts and aid sta- bulk translates With more diffitechnical advisors, Lt. Joseph D. Adkins,
tions
with .a touch that can’t 1)e
Norwegian
USN, Lt. Col. Edward
Kandel, USAF. in the shelter of the
culty, and its export chances are
Previewed April 1, *35. Running time,*. fjords, the Tirpitz had kept half beat. This is a fine tribute’ to the therefore slimmer than its two
103 MINS.
the British Home Fleet bottled up. French troops Who fought in series predecessors.
Admiral John M. Hoskins
in case it came out of hiding to Korea as well as to all soldiers
^
Episodic story, told in one flashSterling Hayden
who have been in combat. Hell.
Sue Hoskins
Alexis Smith strike against the island’s life-line.
back, concerns the ways in which a
*
Adm. Thomas L. Semple ... .Dean Jagger And with so many ships .kept out
Sicilian, .Alberto # Sordi,
clever
Zuggy
Ben CoopOr of action, other vessels were inas
adapts hipiself to the various reDorothy Buracker. .... ....Virginia Grey
Capt. William Buracker
Hayden Rorke adequately guarded and were begimes of Italy (monarchy, socialCapt. Walter RUey
Douglas Kennedy ing sunk by Nazi destroyer*.
ism, ' fascism. clericalism) ,&t the
Capt. Walter F. Rodee.. Louis Jean Heydt
(SOngs)
Lt. Johnson
The problem was how to reach
right time and in the proper man:
Richard Crane
(BRITISH-COLOR)
Adm, ATthur Dewey Struble
the Tirpitz in its hideout. Aircraft
ner, on his rise to riches. Pic ends
Morris Ankrum
with Sasa’s demise caused, by an
Adm. *‘L.D.*'
Frank Ferguson had attempted bombing attacks
Filmization of a London legit
Adm. William F. Halsey .John MaxweU but this had proved useless. John
incautious, film financing deal.
hit; stout to fair for local mar(Aspect ratio 1:66-1)
Along the way, the authors have
Mills, as a naval commander, sugket with limited overseas prospoked occasionally very bitter fun
gested the use of human torpedoes
pects.
at Italian “adaptability” to one- and
The heroic naval career of Ad- and to prove that this .is possible
all situations. Lack of distinct line
miral John M. Hoskins rates a sticks some dummy explosives on
London, March 15.
^
GFD. release* of J. Arthur Rank-Ray-, between the amusing and the serigood accounting in this Republic his admiral's flagship. The actual
'
Stross
production.
Stars
Jack ous makes for audience confusion,
release, which bears the singularly attempt, however, proved a fail- mond
Buphanan, Janette Scott, Jean Carson,
flat title of “The Eternal Sea.” ure, but by the time the crew re- Brenda de Banzle. Directed by J. cLee- with result that pic disappoints
However, even with that handicap turned to England via Sweden the Thompaon. Screenplay, Alan Melville from part of the time.
by Vernon Sylvalnc; camera, Gilbert
Sordi does a fine, restrained job
and the fact the footage is con- midget submarines were already play
Taylor; editor, John. Guthridge; music,
~
siderably overlength at 103 min- in service.
Sam Coslow. At Odeon, Leicester Square, under Zampa’s meticulous guidance, which shows as well in the
The dramatic strength of the pic- London. Running time, 95 MINS.
utes, b.o. prospects appear okay.
John
Jack Buchanan carefully reflected period atmosFamiliar names of Sterling Hay- ture is In the two bids to reach Gwen Bentley
Janette Scott pheres, the sharp notations on the
den, playing the admiral, Alexis the German battleship and these £**„
Jean Carson
susStella
renda de Banzie passing historical scene, etc. CharSmith, as his wife, and Dean Jag- aspects strongly play up the
Corinne
Susan Stephen. acters throughout are colorfully
ger, as Vice Admiral Thomas L. pense angles. There is tension and Bobby Denver
Jerry Wayne brought to life by a cast of lesserexcitement,
even
though
there
is
Pearl
Semple, are used to head the cast
Diana Dors
Barnaby
Hugh • McDermott known Italo thespers, all doing
under the producer - direction no element of doubt as to the out- Dr.
David Hurst creditably.
,
Other credits, both
helming of John H. Auer. Work- come. Ralph Thomas has directed Mrs. Schneider
Arbuthnot
Athene Scylcr flight.
Hawk.
ing from a well-balanced screen- these scenes particularly well and Linda
Joan Sims
Nigel Green
play by Allen Rivkin, based on a has made a worthwhile film from Peter
Mavis
Dora
Bryan
j
Fruits
L’Ete
story by William Wister Haines, Robin Estridge’s expert script.
Gilbert Harding
Gilbert Harding
Acting maintains a high all- Barmaid
Auer manages a good blend of sen(Summer Fruit)
j oan Hickson
let Bobbysoxer
usan Lyall-Grant
timent and heroics that keeps the round standard and the roles of 2nd
(FRANCO-GERMAN)
Bobbysoxer
Jean
Aubrey
unfoldment generally interesting. the three skippers of the midget French Sargeant
Peter llling
Edie Martin
However, he would have a better subs are realistically filled by John Woman
Pans March 15.
Purser
Arnold Bell
CCFC production and release. Stan
show if upwards of 20 minutes Mills, John Gregson and Donald Ship's
Miss Prendergast
Pauline Winter Edwige Feuillere. Directed by Raymond
Sindeft. James Robertson Justice Party Girl
were trimmed from the footage.
Hattie Jacques Bernard. Screenplay, Jean Marsan, Bernard; camera, Robert Le Febvre; editor,
Hayden does an excellent job of is admirable in a minor part as
At Colisee, Paris. Running time,
portray ipg the dedicated admiral, the admiral, Michael Medwin gives
Generously adapted from the Elkind.
103 MINS.
a man who lost a leg during the a standout performance as a rank- West End stage hit of a couple of
Sabine
Edwige Feuillere
sinking of the Carrier Princeton ing member of. the crew and seasons back, “As Long As They’re Juliette
Etchika Choureau
early in the Pacific phase of World James Kenney has a youthful Happy” has been embellished with Edouard
Henri GUisol
Claude
Claude Nlcot
War II, fought to continue on an charm as a junior officer. Minor high quality production values to Melahle
Pauline Carton
active status to command the new parts are intelligently played.
give it broader and more popular Teacher
Jeanne Fusier-Gir
Princeton and then paved the way
Myro.
appeal.
Its main farcical theme,
for
carrier-borne
jet
however, remains unchanged.
aircraft,
“Summer Fruit,” a situation
Which proved its values in thp KoWhile it may be expected to regis- •coniedy of manners, is a bit overrean conflict. Now dedicated to reter in the home market, this has ripe. It is a questionable U.S. en(FRENCH-COLOR)
habilitating other war - disabled
restricted prospects overseas, par- try due to lagging pacing, trite
men, Admiral Hoskins is currently
ticularly in the U.S. Marquee val- dialog and bedroom antics which
Semi-documentary of strong
Commander of Air Fleet, Quonset,
ues are limited.
lack the underlying quality of obvisual values and emotional
Rhode Island. That Hayden doesn’t
In transferring the original Ver- servation and point to make this
tug. Well suited to dual Jiills
seem to age too perceptibly during
non Sylvaine piece to the screen, arresting or appealing. This seems
in U. S.
all this doesn’t matter so much beAlan Melville’s screenplay takes limited only to possible special
cause he catches the spirit of the
full Advantage of the opportunities spots.
Tudor. Pictures release of Rene Rlsacher
man.
In the origv
Lack of snap and sparkle is the
production. Directed by Jacques Dupont. of a wider canvas.
Sea footage filmed aboard car- Camera (Gevacolor), Henry Decat; chief inal much of the impact made by a main -fault of this pic,, its farriers has excitement, particularly cameraman, Jean Rabler; sound engineer, Hollywood cry crooner on a mid- fetched premise never getting the
in the later, jet phases of the story. Claude Arrieu; editor’, Pltrre Guillette; dlecla^s London family was sug- pace it needs.
Edwige .Feuillere
production manager, Roger LcRoch. PreThis action angle of the pic is bal- viewed in N.Y., March 31, 'SI. Running gested. Here, it is told with full vacillates between drama and high
anced with the heart tugs of wor- time, 84 MINS.
force Jn scenes which are reminisr comedy to. .make the emphasis unrying women sweating out the abcent of the bobbysox demonstra-’ even, but remains an accomplished
narration and titles )
( English
sence of their men and the tearful
tions Witnessed here in. the past tliesp and one who commands
The heroism of a French Bat- few years.
reunions. Distaffer Alexis Smitn
screen attention during every apdoes well here, as- does Virginia talion during the Korean War is
Jack Buchanan repeats his orig- pearance. Etchika Choureau is a
Grey, seen as the wife of Hayden graphically
in
depicted
this inal stage rple as the stockbroker bit colorless as the daughter while
Rorke, who plays Captain William French - made, semi-documentary head of the family whose wife and Claude -Nicot lias the proper stance
Buracker, commander of the first It was filpied under the auspices, three daughters are overwhelmed as the amorous ypung swain. LensPrinceton. Jagger warms up the of the French Ministry of Defense by the arrival of the crooner at ing and editing are fine as is procharacter of Admiral Semple, as with the cooperation of the surviv- their suburban home. The young- duction gloss*
Mosk.
duction. Stars Sterling Hayden, Alexis
Smith, Dean Jagger; features Ben Cooper,
Virginia Grey. Hqyden Rorke, Douglas

forests of Burma. Hot on his trail
Is Farrar, British officer, and the
minions of Robert Warwick, Sawbwa of Sakar, whose son Ryan is
supposed to have murdered. Nothing takes place to indicate Ryan’s
because he’s pretty
innocence,
ready with his luger and continually acts like a guilty man. Despite
all this, Miss Stanwyck falls in

love with him, they gq through
all kinds of escapades, including
a tiger hunt, jungle bandits and
attack from the Sawbwa’s men before a last-minute witness turns
up to clear him of the charge.
Like the three stars, the remainder of the cast goes through
the formula demands of script and
direction
without
making the
action belie veable. Where picture
scores is in the SuperScoping of
good sets and other physical furbishings under the camera guidance of John Alton, and in the
musical backing given it by Louis
Forbes.
Brog.
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THANKS-A-MILLION IN OSCAR
Reason-Why

Emotional
One

key reasons why the industry

of the

collectively is refrain-

ing from Academy Awards television sponsorship centers on the
actual best-pic, etc., results of the Oscar sweepstakes. This year
Columbia’s. “On the Waterfront” looked to be the favorite right
from the start. Paramount's “Country Girl” was given an outside
chance.
Execs alt other companies simply wouldn’t want any part of
bankrolling a video program where a competitor’s film figured
to, draw the big spotlight. And they’re uninfluenced by the fact
that over the years the accolades likely would average out among
all companies.
,

’

“On the Waterfront” can
If
carry 'its Oscar with the same boxoffice power that was shown by
“From Here, to Eternity,” it should
mean an additional $1,000;000 in
domestic distribution money. That’s
the amount of added coin brought
by “Eternity” following its
in

By GENE ARNEEL
'SPURS 1

AWARDS NEXT

Each-year the annual Academy
Awards- show on television revives
the annual question r’Wfien will the
film industry itself jtake on the role

,

UCLA FEELS HEADY

Gotham

Filmites

Film School Lads Cop leases, nearly correspond on the
An Oscar
important time angles. “Eternity”
was first sold in "August of 1958.
Thus, there were more than seven
Los Angeles, April 5.
months of sales push by the time
The Motion Picture Division of the Acad announcement was made.
the U. of California here will ex“Waterfront” made its debut in
pand its program of student prdof last year.

Two

Up Oscar

Pick

Tension-lst Time
Academy Awards have
starting

televised,

1953,

in

July
duction, as a direct result of “A'
Prior to entering, the Oscar
Time Out of War” winning an Oscar in the- twd-reeler bracket at the winner’s circle, “Waterfront” was
set to do about $4,200,000 In doAcademy derby last week.
mestic rentals. “Eternity” wound
Short was produced by Denis
up its fifst time around with a' very
Sanders as a- thesis film for his defancy $12,500,000.
gree of Master of Arts while enActually, “Waterfront” stands
rolled in film course, and he was
assisted *by his brother Terry. The a chance of. benefiting even better
20-minute subject won the best than "Eternity” from the Acadshort £ ward last yeir at the- Edin- emy recognition. The poirit here is
burgh Film Festival, also being that “Eternity” was very strong in
shown at several European film all areas from the start of Its release, whereas “Waterfront” has
fetes,' and was the Choice of the
Screen Producers Guild for its an- encountered some soft business' sitnual intercollegiate motion picture uations and in these It might now
pick up important revenue.
award.'
“Waterfront” was playing most
According to fiim director Arthur Ripley, who heads the project, parts of the country last week’, Cpat UCLA: “Our purpose now is to lurribia having given it extra pro-,
turn out (freative artists and not: motion in anticipation of the Oscar,
merely skilled technicians. To gain All 375 prints of the pic were in
this end, we are prepared to offer, work and, according to Col sources,
our undergraduates and graduates the income, all around was strong.
increased opportunity' to write,
On another front, the Acad
produce arid cut their own films.”
Awards presentations had a downbe&t effect. This relates to theatre
business last Wednesday (27) when
the Oscar show was carried by the
NBC-TV network. In the cast, attendance in the late evening was
so poop that many exhibs said they
might just as well have eliminated
the day’s final showing of the program. (The Oscar program started
at 10:30 p. m., EST.)
Early eveParis,- April 5.
ning grosses were better than usual
Georges Lourau is out as presi- in numerous- situations, however;
Timing. of the show was particudent of Unifrance, the governmental-industry organization to hypo larly* hard on business in the central and mountain time zones.
A
French films abroad. He, has held Sample
survey conducted for the
position
since
inauguration in Council of Motion Picture Organ1949. Recent spat with the Syndi- izations sliowed income off by more
cat Des Producteurs (Syndicate of than 50% in the Oklahoma City
,

New York

has played a secondary
turning up a winner now and
then at the Gotham point Of oriThe New York audience, exgin.
cept for selection of Shirley Booth
two years ago, had little- to cheer
for or about.
role,

This year

was

it

different.

•

-

.

At

the Century Theatre, NBC’s origination studio, there was an enthu-

siasm thatwascontagiouS and one
.that the vast viewing audience was
acutely aware

of.

At Century was a

Best Actor and Director
•

.

The

100%

.

Hollywood, April 5.
Daily Variety, which conducts a straw poll on Academy
Awards winners and publishes
the results in advance of the
announcements, was
official

100%

correct

in

calling

Lourau Out As

the.

year on the eight

turns
top Oscar recipients.*
In its eight-year history the
poll has had a perfect score
three times. It has been 87%
collect on the overall average
to date, having missed, the target in only one of the; various
categories three times,
this

solid
gent,

“Oh the Waterfront”

contin-

and the in-person aud seemed
to sense that many Winners- were
seated among them. The rooting

"

as genuine as the cheers for
the home team at a ballgame. The
enthusiasm, freshness and rooting
instinct of the “Waterfront” group,
led by Eva Marie Saint, spread
rapidly to the pewholders in the
orchestra and balcony. And when
a “Waterfront” winner, either in
New York or the Coast, was an-,
nounced, the applause and shout-,
ihg exceeded any that’s ever been
heard at a tv show. No one needed
to be prompted to applause.
Five out of the eight Oscars
snared by “Waterfront’’ saw the
recipients pick them up in New
.The excitement started
York.
with Gene Milford’s award for
editing.
He picked his up on the
Coast.
Then five “Waterfront”
awards in row Richard Day (art
direction), Boris Kaufman (cinematography), Budd Schulberg (best

was

French Film Producers) is* the
reason behind this change. Raoul
Ploquin, film producer, replaces
Lourau.
Lourau declines to comment but says he is busy enough
with his production and distrib
chores, as head of Filmsonor, to
keep him extensively occupied.
Rift between 'Lourau and SDP,
a month ajo, over publicity on
Filmsonor pic “Les Diaboliques”
is
thought
behind
this
helm
switch, SDP had put out a directive to producers to limit advertising in dailies to 150 lines to combat
the rising costs.. Lourau broke
this in launching “Diabolique.” He
said that he had never agreed to
this

—

directive

in

the

first

place,

which had come out between two
of his big films (“DuBarry” and
“Diabolique”), and he felt that
story and screenplay), Elia Kazan when
a film needed this big push
(best direction), and Eva Marie
there was no sense in denying it.
Saint

Were

(best

supporting

distributed

in

actress)

New

York.

Then Marlon Brando (best actor)
and Sam Spiegel (for outstanding
production)
the Coast.

WARNERS TEXAS SPLASH
1

picked their’s up on

Greer

Garson

to

Address

Tall,

Lanky Legislature
*

Austin, April

Cal-West Terms Q.T.
Los Angeles, April 5.
Following an out-of-court settle*
ment for an undisclosed sum, the
$1,610,400

antitrust

suit

filed

5.

Warners’

by

Cal-West Theatres and Leimert
Theatre against eight major distributors .Was dismissed by Federal
Judge Harry C. Westover.
Claim was that the plaintiffs had
been charged exorbitant rentals, in
excess of those paid by competing
theatres, for the distributors’ pictures*

!

“Strange
Lady in
Town” will have a five-city premiere in Texas kicking off here at
the Paramount Theatre on April 12
with subsequent openings at San
Antonio, Houston, Dallas arid Fort
Worth.
Greej Garson, Dana Andrews,
Pedro Gonzales-Gonzales, all of the
cast; and Mervyn LeRoy, tl.e producer-director

1

will

attend

the

premiere showings. Miss Garson
will address the Texas Legislature
on April 12, while LeRoy will
speak to the student body at the
U. qf Texas.

,

will be

5.

nation’s- film critics will bal-

made

in iriid-May,

at.

Indications in New
that an .affirmative answer is as -far off as ever.
- Interest among film execs in the
of

/'

lot on best western actor and best
western director for 1954 for the
sixth annual Reno Silver Spurs
Forms are being sent
Awards.
out this week With the list of 59
western pictures from which tci.
Presentations
choose favorites.

'

sponsor?

York are

idea has never been keen* Admittedly -the showmanship values^and
audience entertainment in the

Oscar ceremonies sponsored by
Oldsmobile last Wednesday (27)*
Would have been an ideal show-

a com-.. case and- film

men would

like to see
abotlt pictures, not

munity celebration in honor of the “seV” be
1

automobiles.

the: winners.

Tradition of the yearly awards
based on the role- played by- oarers in perpetuating the history and
traditions of the West, Past winners include John Wayne and John
Ford; Gregory Peck and Henry
King; James Stewart arid 'Anthony
Mann; Gary Cooper and Fred Zin*
is.

,

nemann; and Alan
George Stevens.

Ladd

The

.riib

in

lies

.(1),

intra-pro*

ducer sharing of costs and (2) programming of the tv outing. On
,

count; there’s much sentiment among film company execs
for exhibitors and: studios to split
the tab on a 50-50 basis. But the
that

first

trade .collectively contributed only-,

and a few hundred thousand^ of dollars
to combat the- 10% theatre admis-

where the. projected remeant direct dollars in .the

sions tax
sults

bank.

;

Bankrolling* the

would mean
same amount and the

imm
Theatre Owners of America’s

Academy

at least the
.gains would
be substantially less tangible. So
argfte execs wbo claim to be realists,
It's added that there’s no way
telecast

:

‘Variety’ Poll

—

Reno, April

of Its

.

Since the

been

Critics Pick Western.* Films’

Academy Awards citation last year.
The two films, both Columbia re-

-

,

(Continued on page 24)

ef-

stimulate additional^ prothrough
via
financing
-its recently-established Exhibitors
Film Financial Group Inc., will
forts to
duction,

come under microscopic study tomorrow (Thurs.) when the EFFG

ALLIED SETS ‘WICHITA’
IN

TOWN OF SAME NAME
Kansas

City, April 5.

World premiere of Allied Artofficers and board of directors,
meets in N. Y. to review progress ist’s forthcoming “Wichita” will be
on the project. Special session was held in Wichita, Kans. Allied hopes
called by Samuel Pinanski, EFFG- to ‘follow the* saturation plan of
prexy and honorary chairman of booking the film in this zone.

Company is having success on
the saturation bookings of “Seven
Confab* is the first since the is'-, Angry
Men,” which preemed last
suance of the prospectus outlining
Wednesday (30) in Osawatomie,
plans to raise $10,000,000 from .exKans., and followed with 135
hibitor sourees “to cause” films to
bookings in the territory the
be produced. Idea has been given same week.
It opened in four Fox
the greenlight by the •Security &
first
Midwest
funs here last
Exchange Commission arid 38 Thursday.
states have approved petition's alDate" for the “Wichita” opening
lowing' the sale of stock.
has not yet been set, but will be
Tomorrow’s conclave, in addition worked out with Fox Midwest ofarea;
to reviewing progress made to ficials shortly.
date, is expected to sqt plans for
Steve Broidy, president of Althe activation of the film financial lied, hosted 110 exhibs representgroup. Current officers and board ing 240 theatres at Hotel ContinRudd Schulberg Cops
of directors are serving temporari- ental luncheon, last Thursday. Senn
ly until May 45, when a meeting Lawler, division manager of Fox
Oscar Tho Fugitive
of the stockholders is scheduled to Midwest, acted as m.c., with ’A
elect a permanent slate. Those ex- represented by Broidy, M. R. GoldFrom Coast Studios pected to attend tomorrow’s meet- stein, vice president and general
Absent from the screen for 12 ing are Pinanski, John R. Rowley, sales manager, Harold Wirthwein,
years, Budd Schulberg celebrated veepee; Myron N. Blank, secretary; westeern division sales manager,
his return to the film writing L. S. Hamm, treasurer; E. D.. Mar- John Flinn, director of advertisranks by copping an, Academy tin, TOA prexy; Walter Reade Jr., ing and exploitation, and Ray
Award for the best story and and Alfred Starr, board members; Copeland, K. C. exchange managscreenplay
(“On
the
Water- Ben Trustman, EFFG counsel, and ers.
front”).
In N. Y. last week for Herman M. Levy, TOA general
Following the meeting
here
the eastern portion of the Oscar counsel.
Goldstein returned to New York.
ceremonies, Schulberg reflected on
Broidy, Flinn and Wirthwein conhis own return to pictures and the
tinued to San Francisco. The windINSPECT BOOKS
position of the writer in Hollyup was held today (Tues.) at the
wood today.
Ambassador
Hotel, L. A.
v
Asks
and Defendants
Plaintiff
^Discussing his abandonment of
Court Okay Inspection
the film capital more than a decade ago, Schulberg said? “I was a
Minneapolis, April 5.
junior writer in those days and I
Todd-AO in Dallas 0.0.
Federal Judge G. H. Nordbye
didn’t have sufficient status to do
the kind of -writing I felt I wanted has taken under advisement applications from both the plaintiff and
to do.
I left to concentrate on
Dallas, April 5.
Technical representatives of the
magazine articles, short stories and defendants in the Ben Friedman
triple
theatre $1,911,000
Edina
novels.
Magna Corp., distributors of “OklaI thought these outlets
would give me a better chance to damages antitrust against major homa” ini the Todd-AO process, are
write about things I believe in.” film companies for orders permit- expected to arrive here on April
jqid 21 to survey possibilities.
books
of
His decision to return to film ting inspection
writing,
prompted by director records.
The Tower and Rialto Theatres
Elia Kazan, winner of an Oscar for
S'.
P. Halpern, counsel for the here are. under consideration and
“Waterfront,” was brought about, plaintiff, the Edina theatre, ar- the Kirby Theatre'in Houston.
Late summer or an early fall is
Schulberg said, “By a feeling that gued that the information conpictures were growing up” and that tained in the books ot the local prospective opening time if the
“more mature” subject matter film distributors are essential for deals are completed.
could be presented. “Kazan read the proper presentation of his case.
Bob Stone, Metro field represome of my stories,” he said, “and David Shearer, for the defendants,
asked me why I wasn't writing for similarly stated reasons why his sentative in the Des Moines and
Omaha
exchange districts, is pilotthe
access
4o
should
have
clients
films.
Through these con versaing Starlets Darleen Engle, Jolene
we cooked up the project that re- Edina books.
Brand
Pattie bn an eightand
sulted in ‘Waterfront.’
The damages to the Edina are week tour, Joan
with a 30-foot float, to
“I feel the status of the 0 writer alleged
to
have resulted from promote “The Prodigal.”
Tour
in Hollywood is improving.
It’s
clearance discrimination against opened last, week in Hartford,
not complete yet. One of two, who it and in favor of distributor- Conn,. Springfield, Mass., Albany,
are* directors as well, have a strong owried theatres.
Since the suit’s Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo
start Friedman has -died.
followed.
(Continued on page 24)
TOA’s board.
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PICTURE GROSSES

L A. Unpromising: ‘Girr Giant 60G,
7 Spots, ‘Creature Mild 18G m
‘Man’ Fair

‘Sea’ Hearty41G,4,
Los Angeles, April 5.
Although eight bills opened tins
week, most of them ere turning
the
in unpromising biz. However,

‘Horse’ Sturdy $11,000,
Buff.;

Buffalo, April 5.
Best showings this stanza are
being
made by “Chief Crazy
Horse,” sturdy at Lafayette, and
return date on “On Waterfront”
at Century. Latter is cashing in
on Oscars for the Brando Aarrer
for an unusually b'g total since
pie has been around once before.
“Crashout” is rated so-so at Para-

3,

14

Broadway Grosses

the
overall total is higher with
elimination of a majority of the
those
of
most
overly extended runs,
still around being okay.

.

.

nabe
ting a stout $38,500 in one
and four ozoners. "20,000 Leagues
is rated hearty $41,000
in four situations.
seen for
Just fair $14,000
“Man Called Peter,” showcasing at

'Creature

Under Sea"

Paramount

This

Last Year
(Based Oft 24

(2,000;

.

... $2,455,700
cities and 216

Week
$2,500,100

.

cities

and 231

theatres J

(Par) (3,000; 50-80)

Center (Par)

.

Total Grose Sam*

Wow

29G, 8th

Detroit, April 5.
Downtown biz is spotty this preEaster week. “Country Girl” is doing extremely well/ at the Michigan, “Revenge of Creature” shapes
great at the Broadway-Capitol.
These two new pix are way out

“Cinerama Holiday”
in
front.
stays in 8th week at- the Music
Hall. Most of others, all holdovers,
.

are weak.
Estimates for This Week'
Fox <Fox-Detroit) (5,000;
$1.25)

—

“Untamed”

(20th)

$1-

and

“Devil Girl from Mars?' (AA) (3d
wk). .Tame $16,000 in 8 days. Last

week, $19,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1-$1.25)—“Country Girl” (par).
Swell $30,000. Last week, “East of

‘Girl’

$12,400.

«

Week

(Based on 24

theatres, chiefly first runs, including N. Y.) x

“Crashout” (FM) and “The Green.
Scarf” (Indie). So-so $10,000, Last
week, “Conquest of Space” (Par)
and “Silver Star” (Lip) (11 days),

Wham

City Grasses

Key

Estimated Total Gross

,

1

newcom“Country
two
ers, is shaping good $21,500 in
conventional houses, with an assist,
from Oscar* In. addition, it is get-

Lusty $30,009, Det.; 'Creature

Great 22G, 'Holiday

mount.
Estimates for This, Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) <3,000; 60-85)—
“Hit Deck’’ (M-G> (2d wk). Mild
$10,000. Last week, $15,000.

Estimated Total Gross
$519,600
This Week
.
( Based on 19 theatres.)
$464,800
Last Year
(Based pn 23 theatres.)

Girl/’ of the

‘Girl’

Brando Brisk 15G

50-80)—“Un-

Eden” (WB) (3d wk), $12,000.
tamed” (20th) (2d wk). Soft $9,000.
Last week, ‘$12,000.
Palm (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)— “Man
L
the Chinese while “Purple Plain
Without Star” (U) and “Ma, Pa
50-80)
Lafayette
(Basil)
(3,000;
Reis light $10,000 at Wilshire.
Kettle at, Waikiki” (U) (2d wk).
“Chief Crazy Horse” (UJ.
Neat
April
5.
Pittsburgh,
moderate
April
5.
Cleveland,
looms
venge of Creature”
Fallirig to oke $8,000 in 4 days.
Slight
Oscar exposure certainly paying Last week, $20,000.
Bie news here currently is spn=a- $H,000. Last week, “Man Without
$18,000 in three houses.
’
recked up by Sta5"(U) and "Crash o£ Science” off for "Country Girl,” with the
$12,000 looms for “Long John Sil- tional
Madison (UD) (1,900; 95-$1.25)
<Ihdie),
in
10
days.
$13,000
off
Creature” at the ]
Stanley, just about grabbing
ver” in three spots. “Three For ‘Revenge
(WB) (7th wk).
’’Battle Cry”
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85) everything there Is around curor near Hipp. It is easily pacing the field.
$13,000
Show”
“r
OUvvt shapes slow.T
ii/V*
i
e
im
J/OJ
Good
$5,000 in 4 days. Last week,
looms.
“Gn
Waterfront”
the
session
on
(Col)
(2d
“On Waterfront” is cashing in
Smash
rently.
in two locations.
$10,000.
~
# Al Thl« Week
Oscar awards for. a smash session run) and “Caine. Mutiny” (Col) (re- Turnaway crowds over weekend
x uw ”
EStimwes ior
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
at the Ohio. ^Blackboard Jungle” issue). Stout $15,000. Last week,. helped all other downtown, houses,
(1,905, $1-$L75>>
(FWC) (1,905;
95-$1.15)—“Revenge Of: Creature”
Chinese <FWC)
js
, nn n g
S q strong it may top “Big Combo” (AA) and “Treasure [ with “Conauest of Space” at Penn
rair nn#n
<20tn).^Fair
Peter <20th
of Cobra” (U). Great
—“Man
“Man Called Peter*
of RUby
Rlibv Hills” (Indie),
(Tnirliel
tft SOO
n g week
wppV at the'State.
the State.
Of
at Harris get- iU) and, "“Cult
openin
Combo”
“Big
$8,500.
and
6
Untpmed
Last week,
Last week, “Rage at
$14,000.
Estimates for This Week
ting the bulk of this overflow. $22,000.
(3d wk), $6,700.
<20 th > <3?.
(20th)
Allen (S .W) (3^000; 70-$l)— “Big
Reissue of “Informer.” is fairly Dawn” (RKO) and “Sins of Rome”
(RKO), $12,000.
Fo? Wilshire (FWC) <2,296,
Combo” (AA). Nice $11,000 or
potent at Squirrel Hill.*
^
Purple Plain (UA). Light near.
United Artists (UA) (1.938; $1Estimates for This Week
nrv near Last week, “Long Gray Line”
week,
Last
$10,000.
“Americano” (RKO) and
65-SD—
Cobra”
LUUI
$1.25)
“Cult
VUll
of
(Col)
wk)
WJV/
and
IU1U
\\sWJ
(3d
’
UU
T—
T
^ a. 4
Fulton (Shea) <1,700;
— .. —
a "fiv.M
Leagues” (BV) (13th wk-9 days), (u) $8 500'
“Revenge of Creature” (U). First “Murder Is My Beat” (AA) (2d
Slow $9,000. Last week,
U3.700.
HiPP* (Telem’t) <3,700; 70-$l)
,3-D’er here in a long time and it’s wk).
(F&M) “R evcn e
HoITywood Paramount
Creature” (U). Sensanot getting' far. Lean $5,000. Last $12,500. /
g
.
In
$1-$1.50|— Innocents
( 1A30;
tional | 2 7,000.. Last week, “Big
Adams (Balaban) <1,700; 95week, “Man Without a Star” (U)
t
Paris” (Indie). Slow $6,500. J
House u.S.A.” (UA), $9,000.
$1.25)—“Long Gray Line” (Col).
(2d wk-6 days), $5,500.
(*«,h
(RKO)
Underwater
week,
65-$l>—
Lower Mall (Community) ..(585;
(Gjreen)
(500;
wk). Slim $6,000. Last Week,
(5th
Guild
Louisville, April 5.
wk), $5,000.
60-90)
“Gate of Hell” (Indie)
De” (Indie). $7,000.
Downtown houses are marking “Earrings Madame
Loyola, Up
Hillstreet,
—
“ JL. Pantares,
muijv Week,
(3d wk).
wax/* Good
uwu
-$3,000. Last
-«W|VVV.
t£%
n A<fO. wn*
Last week, “Camille”
$1,700.
Sad
Hall (Cinerama ProducMusic
2
V4**l,V
time
U«.CJk^ with
this week,
TV1MI
town
holdovers (M-G) (reissue) -(3d wk), $2,000.
aVAUVVV31t)
“Cine.r« ri%S{ $3,300.
tions) <1,104; $1.40-$2.65)
80^1.25)—‘‘20,000
,1,715;
1,248;
Ohio (Loew’s) <1,200; 60-90)
winding up lengthy runs at the
(Harris) (2,165; 65-$l>— rama Holiday” (Indie) (8th wk).
Harris
Hearty $41,000. ,. Qn Waterfront” (Col) (2d run).
Leagues” (BV)
ary Anderson and Kentucky “Big Combo” (AA). Modest $6,000, Strong $29,000 or over. Last week,
Pan
Both “Country Girl” in 5th x^md helped by Stanley overflow. Last $30,300.
days?
k
r^v Lta?» '0Coi) ( 6th°wk-6
y
°f Space’ WPar) (m.o.), $4,000.
at the Kentucky and “Battle Cry,” week. “Destry” <U) and “West of
Kttm (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)— “Ca"
$7,600.
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 70-90.)
now in 8th week at the Marv An- Zanzibar” (U), $5,000.
mille” (M-G) (reissue) (3d wk). Oke
ta
t
<1
“Crashout” (FM). Weak $8 000. derson,.
"Crashout”
(UA)
(3,300; 65-$l)—“Con- $5,000. Last week, $7,000.
derson, have had unusual^
Pehn
unusually
well
^
r
2»
80-$l.2Dt
80
80-$1.25)
G8cS)
G&S)
(2,213, 1,106, aS
Liglitfoot
Last week, “C.
C. r :ain Liglitfoot”
sustained patronage.
State with quest of Space” (Par). Lots' of kid
J2,213,
“Country Girl” (Par). Good $21,- (U),
<U), $7,500.
“Bit? House
A”
.trade but that’s about all. May hit
Bridges
Orpheum, “Bridges
500. Last week, Orphcum.
state (Loew’s) (3,500;
State
<3,500: 60-$l)
Last
Rialto reprising “Oft The Water- about $10,000, not too bad.
Tomght s TJic “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Great front” and “Caine Mutiny” looks week, “Hit Deck” (M-G), $13,000. ’Liglitfoot’ Potent 15G,
?ko-ri (Par)
J
r
(AA) (3d wk), ^4,700, $18 5Q0 following $18,000
Night
last big for oldies. Femnie trade eiiiSquirrel Hill <SW) (900; 65-$l>—
Hawaii, Jupiter’s Darling” (M-G) week.
Frisco; Brando Hep 25G,
phasis is going to clothes
and *pre- “Informer” (RKO) (reissue). Satisl
_V _
•
A
TPS
1
(3d wk), $2,600.
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 60-90)
_
[Easter shopping, and firstruns "are factory $2,700.
Last ’week, ‘‘ToState, New Fox, Ritz (UATC- “Country Girl” (Par) (8th wk). suffering.
wk),
(3d
(AA)
Night”
night’s
V*
mv (2,404;
/A JAi. AAP. 1 O/'ft
6 A # 1 nCl
—
* —
20G, 2d
’Jungle’
965; 1,363; 80-$1.25) Socko $15,000. Last week, $8,000.
FWC)
Estimates' for This Week
$ 2 200 .
_J
I
—“Long John Silver” (DC A) and
San Francisco, April 5.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25)—
Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 75-$l)
“Hunters of Deep” (DCA). Slight
A real
(Par).
Oscar
and
vacation
School
‘••“Country Girl” (Par) (5th wk). “Country Girl”
$12,000. Last week, different units.
Announced as windup stanza, fair blockbuster. Waiting to play it awards are boosting film biz here
Warner Downtown, Wilterit,
until after Academy Awards pay- this session, with new product also
5
after
last
week’s
>5°0
$6,500
Vogue (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2,344;
PARTXfi $
ing off in spades. Will be close to contributing somewhat. Best; new
Oil
y
Anderion (People’s)
Marr Anderson
Mary
(Peoole’s) (1,000;
(1.
885; 80-$1.25) “Revenge of Creagreat for Holy Week, and, pie is “Capt. Lightfoot,” with live75-$l)—“Battle Cry” <WB) (8th $30,000,
Portland, Ore., April 5.
ture” (U) (3-D> and “Cult of Cobra”
course, holds indefinitely. Last ly takings at Golden Gate, Return
Satisfactory
Fitstrun biz is in a nosedive wk).
Last of
$5,000.
(U). Moderate. $10,000. Last week.
week,, “Battle-Cry” (WB) (5th wk), date of "On Waterfront,” brought
Warner Downtown and Hollywood, { here this session, although there week, $5,500.
$10,000 in ti days.
.back to cash in on A^dcmy
‘‘Chief Crazy Horse” fU) and “LJTtid are some bright spots. “On the
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Warner <SW) (1,365; $1.40-$2.65) awards, is hitting tall total at the
of Fury” (U) (2d. wk)^$9;200; Wilw Waterfront,” installed to cash in 50-75)
“On The Waterfront”
Holiday” (Indie) (7th Fox. Osearing Of Grace- Kelly, star
^“Cinerama
tern, Vogue, with State; “Big Com- on Oscar, awards at the Fox, shapes (Col) (2d run) and “Caine Mutiny’*
Holding up well for Holy of “CoUiitry Girt/V is helping, that
bo” (A A) and “Treasure Ruby; torrid nd especially big for a pie (Col), (reissue). 'Timely booking, wk).
Week. Fast $17,500. Last week, pic to another- great (4th) round at
that’s 'played' around once.
Hills” (AA), $25,000.“Re- both, pix being /advertised before.
$18,000.Paramount or about same-** third
(FWC) veuge of Creature” looms fairly the Academy Awards, were re*
Lea Angeles, Hollywood
4
week. "East of Eden” - still' is seek
12*097; 0965:’ .89-$f.25)— ‘Three’ JSor nice at the Broadway; Elsewhere, leased, Should^ get good sharevof
avia, elltn.
CLai*^
\ e»i j
Tl
On
flier
AwMurte
AUa.
lA M
MM
Ja
.
am* 1 4>L
7 Hi
^
ift third St. Franeis stanzav "BlackShow” (Gsl) and “Wyoming. Rene-[ th« takings are slim.
the pre-Easter trade; with ^likely
board Jungle” continues smash in
gades” (Col).; Slow $13,000 or hear.
Estimates for Thte Week
$13,000, seek for oldies. Last week;
second week'ot ‘Warfiold.
•Last- week; L. :A, with Iris, RitX,
Bwadway (Parker) <1,880; 75^1) “Americano” (RKO) and “Fast aud
,
,
(UA)
“Jiacmrs”
"Salhd£ai*
(2000
-^Taevenge
.tJreature’
Furious”
and
of
(U)
and
$11,000.
]
’•
/A
Vi
.m
«
XM A Jc
**
(2d- wk) $9,460
GeMev .Gato> (RKO) (2,839; 10States (Unite* Ar|istsH3,000; $0gg*' J?*0??,
peck” 75) “Big House U.S.A.” (UA) and
$D—;"Capt; Ltkhtfoot” (U) and
*
(2d (M-G); and “Security Risk <<AAH2d
House”’ <Rep>
( Rep)
^TJector-Ift
-^•Doctor
In House
Playboys'*' (UJ. Lively $15,“Parlr
AA) (2d “Battle Taxi” (UA); Medium $7,“ Boston, APrtl R
wkh Neat -$5JS0O. Last week^ wk),
V, $6,400.
$0,4W.
000 or -close, Last .week, "Chief
500. Last Week; “BlsOk Tuesdays
#
^
$6,600;
With “the- exception OP ‘“Black- Crazy Horae” (UD and “Cry VenFey- (Evergreen) (1,536; 75-$D— (UATand “Golden Mistress” (UA)/
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1,10)—
-(Continued on page 22)
board Jungle,”. stULamash in sec- geanco” (AA)/ $15,500.
$7,600.
“Camille” (M-G) (reissue) ;<2d wk>:
ond frame at Grpheum and State,
Fox (FWC) (4,631 ; $1.23-$1.50)
Steady $3,900. Last week, $Mt,OQO.
Hub majors are marking time un- "On Waterfront” (Col) (2drun)and
Dewntewn paramount, Egyptian
Of newcomers, "Man "Caine Mutiny” (Col) (reissue).
til Easter.
(ABPT-UATC) (3,200: 1,536; $1Without a Star” at the Memorial Tall $23,000 Or better for Brando
$1.50)—“East Eden’’ (WB) (3d Avk).
shapes best while "Big Combo” at starrer. Last week, "10 Wanted
Okay $22,000. Last week, $30,200.
the Paramount and Fenway is just Men” (Col) and “New Orleans UnWarner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90okay. “Camille” continues neat in censored” (Col), $8,000.
$1.50)—“Hit Deck” (M-G) (3d wk).
third week at Beacon Hill. “CounWarfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)
Slow $6,000. .Last week,. $9,000.
try Girl” picked up somewhat fol- —“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (2d
'Kettles’
$8,000,
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50>
lowing the Award announcements. wk)/ Smash $20,000. Last week,
“Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD) '(10th
Minneapolis, April 5.
“Ma, P* Kettle at Waikiki”, (U).
Estimates for This Week
$22 000 ,
Zac)
mttv
t«V
"v
wk).
Nifty $3,000.
Last week,
$5,000.
is
also
promotion for this popular
Roly Week, which
Aster (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25>—
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$D—
$5,100.
?
r«uh n wi. weighted down by the Jewish holi- team. They've never before played “Country Girl” (Par) (8th wk). Fig- “Country Girl’? (Par) (4th wk).
&&&* finds many flrstruns ap- this most “important” house. First ures to hold near socko $12,500 Great $14,300. Last week, $15,000.
ei
arentlJ laying low arid content time jn a number of weeks, also following $13,500 In seventh.
(101st wk)
Into current frame P
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
v
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (80Q;
Sund a v ^3
a fter good
coori $20,200
S20 200 last to tske it on the boxoffite chin.- that regular prices have prevailed
Sunday
(3) after
of Eden” (WB) (3d wk).
Many theatres are holding over here. Okay at $9,500. Last Week, 75-$1.25)—“Camille” (M:-G) (reis- —"East
Sock
$12,000. Last week, $16,000.
th
launching
sue) (3d wk). Neat $10,500 follow'5uncl!! ng new fare “Untamed” (20th), at 85c-$l.
Vagabond <Hosener) (390; $1.50) rather than
Theatre
(Cinerama
Orpheum
,?«Y time
65RKO-Orpheum
second.
this
For
the
in
t h s stanza.
first
(RKO)
ing
$12,500
<2,800;
4™,'
—•‘Gate ot Hell” (Indie) (15th wk). . , !
“Cinethe huge Radio City, Paramount’s 83) “New
York
Confidential’’
Boston (Cinerama Productions) Calif.) 1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—
Steady $2,200. Last week, ditto.
Big
“Cinerama” rama” (Indie) (66th ’wk).
flagship here, is occupied by a “Ma (WB). Only passable $7,000.. Last <1,354; $1.25-$2.85)
Last
week,
$16,200.
$13,800.
and Pa Kettle.” “Chief Crazy week, “Chief Crazy Horse” (U), (Indie) (66th wk). Off to good $14,Brando Great $13,000,
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,T
Horse” MUM
/
and “Untamed”
7
V
on
VII moveHU/ T V
$11,000 at $1 top.
000 following $15,000 in previous
207; 70-$l)—“Loftg John Silver”
overs promise to do respectably.
overs,
RKO-Fw (RKO) (1,600; 85-$l)— week.
respectably,
Thdnlq
lnupis.,• ‘Preallirf’
V^reaiure
“N.
Y Confidential” isim.
Y,
barely pass- “Chief Crazy Horse” (U), (m.o.).
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; C0-$D— (DCA) and "Hunters of Deep’
K
_« i _
_»
In/imnannlte Api.il
ini'U 5.
_
Indianapolis,
(DCA). Not so good $6,700. Last
wk).
(Indie)
(2d
Hell”
able at Orpheum.
“Revenge of Won moveover on strength of “Gate of
*
“On- Waterfront” and “Ca|ne Creature” looms nice, at State.
sturdy Orpheum showing.
Good Nifty $13,000 following $13,000 week, "Stranger on Horseback”
(UA) and “Golden Mistress” (UA),
Mutiny” return at Loew’s is only
-Estimates for This Week
$5,000.
Last week, “Long Gray opener,
8
000
.
bright spot in dull pre-Easter
Century" (S-W) (1,140; $1.75- Line” (Col) (3d wk), $7,000.
Fenway (NET) (1,873; 60-$l)— $ ,
week here. Helped by Oscar ;pub- $2.65)—“Cinerama” (Indie) (51st; State (Par) <2;300; 85-$l)—“Re- “Big Combo” (AA) and "High SociStagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
licity, they're beating their crigi- wk).. Nothirig seems able to hold venge of Creature” (U) (3-D). First ety”- ( AA). Mild $3,500.- Last week, —“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (5th Wk).
nal biz. “Revenge of Creature” is this back.
(20th)
and Fine $3,800. Last week, $6,000.
Feather”
Socko $14,000, Last 3-D picture fo hit city in: a long "White
Larkin (Rosener) (400;- $1)—“Destirring some interest among -3-D week, $13,000.
time and the novelty in itself per- "Atomic Kid” (Rep), $4-000.
fans at Circle.
“Davy Crockett,'. ‘. Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 65-85)
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; «0^$1)— tective” (indie) and “Curtain Up”
haps le- an asset. Admission- prices
Indian Scout” ijr capitalizing on "Big House: U. S. A,” (UA). Mild include. 15c f0t viewers. Fine $8,- "Man Without «*• Star"
(U) and (Indie) (2d wk). Good $2,100. Last
hero’s new popularity in ballad* for $3,200. Last week,. “Abbott-Costellp 00Q.
Last week. “The: Racers” “Ma It Pa Kettle* at ’Waikiki” (U). week, $2,500.
ok* first-run Week at Keith’s,
Smart $16)000. Last Week, “UnMeet Keystone Kops” (U), $3,000. (20thl (2d' wk), $f,5Q0.
Clay (Rosener) <400; $1) “RoEstlmaiet fer TkhkWeek
ditirwater!” (RKO) and "Sleeping meo and Juliet” (UA) (5th wk).
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$D—“UnWerht (Mann) (400; «ff-$1.20)
CIrele (CockriU-DoUeH2 |00;.fi0- tamed” (20th) (m.e.). Qoo* $6,000. “Country Girt” (Par) (7th wk). Tiger” (Indie) (2d wk), $11,000*.
NSG-,$2,t>00. Lwt week, «1A00.
MeirepeUta* (NET) (4*,367; 60of Creature” (U) (3- Last week, “Gang. Busters” (Indie), Academy Award’ to; Gracw Kelly »
Vegne. (3F^ Theatres) (377; $1)
D) and /Cult of. Cobra.” (U).“Ge$4 $4,500 *at 65c-85c* scale.
stimulant.*
Perking up to stout $1)— “Untamed” (20th) and “Boh —“Game ©f Love”- (Indie) (2d wk).
(Continued on page 22)
(Contjnu«dren page-,22)
weelft $4^200.
Radio-City (Par) (4,000; 0JT-85)— $6,000. Last wea^ .feOOO.
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PICTURE GROSSES

We<lne»d»y, April 6, 1955

‘Uncensored’Okay 8iG,

I*

Man Peter

•»

Seattle; ‘Girl’

'

B

45G, lifts Spotty

11G, 4th

Seattle, April

Firstrun biz
currently but
spots.
strong

‘Plain-Stage Modest $32,500, ‘Horse

*

1.

dragging here
therA alie some
“Country Girl,”

‘Mambo’

is

Slick 24G,

big

Hot 18G, Brando 4^G,
Chicago, April

5,

‘Girl’

19G, 7th

f

The onset

of spring weather, the
fact that this is Holy Week. and a
wealth of holdovers are all contributing to continued slow biz

Film gross estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i,e.»
Distribwithout usual tax.
utors share bn net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net income.
The parenthetic, admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

$4,500.

“The Purple Plain,’' with Georgia
Gibbs topping the vaude at the
Chicago, shapes dullish in second
the
week.
at
“Underwater!"
Woods looks okay also in second.
“Chief Crazy Horse” at the
Roosevelt looms staunch also in
second stanza, “Smoke Signal"
and “Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki"
is mild at Grand for same -week.
/‘Battle Cry" stays strong in
sixth week at the State-Lake while
“Country Girl" keeps drawing big
in seventh week at United Artists/
“Cinerama" looms staunch in the
88th week at the Palace*
Estimates for This Week
Carnegie (Telem't) (480; 95)
“On Waterfront" (Col) (2d run).
Nifty $4,500. Last week, “Belles
TrinianV* (Indie) (4th .wk),
St.

Pre-Easter influences are making Broadway deluxer business
Estimates for This Week
spotty this session, ‘Arrival of real
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1- Spring weather last Saturday (2)
'$1.25)T*-“Garden of Eden" (Indie) hurt matinee .trade and Sunday
and “Black Pirate" (Indie) .(m.o.). night grosses proved disappointGood $3,500. Last week, “Hulot’s ing. Rain ,on Sunday afternoon
Holiday" (GBD) (2d wk), $4,100 at proved a plus factor. Although a
$1 top.
few new pix are sturdy, most houses
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,830; J$l- are just marking time awaiting the
$1.25)
“New Orleans, Uncen- arrival of the' Easter week upbeat,
sored" (Col) and “10 Men Wanted"
“A Man, .Called Peter” at the
(Col). Oke $8,500. Last week, “UnRoxy: is'. heading for $45,000. It
tamed” (2q£h) and “They Rode is getting the biggest money of
West" (Col) (2d wk), $7,800;
any newcomer but a stronger 'ShowFifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
ing. had been anticipated, in view
$1-$1.25)— “Country
Girl"
(Par)
of great reviews. “Mambo,” also
(4th wk). Solid $11,000. Stays on.
new, is likely to get' a solid $24,Last week, $11,200.
000 at the Criterion.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90“To- Paris With Love” soared to
$1.25)—“Gate to Hell" (Indie) (3d
round
wk). Fair $2,500. Last week, $3,100. a terrific $20,600 opening
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- at the Fine -Arts. This beats the
$1.25)—“Long John Silver" (DCA) showings by all previous Alec
and “Hunters of Deep” (DCA). Guinness pic to play, there, and is
Mild $3,000. Last week, “Chief topped only by “Vanishing Prairie.”
“7 Angry Men” is being helped,
Crazy Horse" (U) and “Tarz art’s
Hidden Treasure" (RKO),* $9,000. by Bert Wheeler heading the vaude
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; $1- lineup at the Palace. A smash $28,$1,25)— “Revenge of Creature" (U) 000 looms.
“On the Waterfront," now in
and “Cult of Cobra” (U).
Fair
of third stanza at the Globe, is soar$7,000. Last week, “Garden
Eden” (Indie) and “Black Pirates" ing to a big $13*000 as a result
of its Oscar. “Man' Without Star”
(Indie),*$lO,4DO:
Paramount (Evergreefi) (3,039; looks sturdy $20,000 in second ses$1-$1.25)—“Big
House -U.S.A.’l sion at the Victoria.
“Glass
Slipper”
with Easter
(UA> and “Snow ’‘Creature" (UA).
Light $7,000; Last week, “Long stageshow is holding about even
Gray Line” (Col). (3d wk), $5,700. with the first week to get /a sock
$150,000 in second round at the
Music Hall. “Blackboard' Jungle”
continues its smash pace with $45,000 anticipated in third stanza-, at

pheum.

Estimate* Are Net

here.
The week's only opener is
a return date for “On Waterfront"
at the Carnegie on the strength of
its.
Oscars.
Looks to get big

helped by Oscar hypo, still is
in fourth round at Fifth Avenue.
“New Orleans Uncensored" looms
“Revenge of
okay, at Coliseum.
Creature" is rated fair ,at Or-

tax.

Deck’ Bright 19G,

St.

Louis, April

5.

Despite Holy Week ill this big
Catholic city, biz is sturdy in current session, with. “Hit the Deck”"

and “Rear Window" running

ve*

.

—

—

.

*

—

Oke

Cry”

Last week, $20,500.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685;

$17,000.
^‘Little

wk).

,

—

.

,

Kidnappers"
Neat $4,200.

95)—

(Indie)

(7th

Last weeki

$3,200

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)— “Country Girl" (Par) (7th
wk).
Solid $19,000.
Last week,
$ 21 000

.

.

Wood”

(Par) and “Return From
Sea" (AA), $12,500.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
51-$1.10)—“Finger of Dr. T" (Col).
Fast $3,500.
Last week, “Stars
Russian Ballet" (Indie), $3,000.

$27,500.

Woods

(Essaness)

(1,206;

$1.25)—“Underwater!"

Okay

wk).

(RKO)

D.

—

,

}

—

.

*

•

8|G;

7 Men’

Kansas
*

Academy awards

Loud 17G

City, April 5.
will focus addi-

tional interest .this week on “Country Girl" in second week at Para-

mount

and

“On

it

winds up in about two weeks.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.O (1,300;. 75-$l. 75)

Estimates for .This

;

Week

(2d wk), $6,500.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$ 1*50)
“Doctor in House" (Rep) (2d
Last week,
Fine $6,700.
wk).

Last

week,

“Americano”

(RKO),

,

$4,500.

Waterfront"
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)—
brought back to Midland. “Seven “Hit Deck" (M-G). Solid $22,000.
Angry Men" in four Fox Midwest Last week, “Man Without a Star”
houses' looks hefty. “New York (U) (2d wk), nice
$14,000, with one
Confidential" -is light at the Mis- night out for ANTA closed circuit
souri.
Third and final- week of telecast at theatre.
“Jupiter’s Darling" is mild at the
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-85)
Roxy.
—“Chief Crazy Horse” (U). Fine
Estimates for This Week
$7,000.
Last
week,
“Women’s
Prison"
(Col)
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 85-$l)
wk-4 days),
(2d
“One Summer Happiness" (Indie) $3,500..
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.10)
(7th wk). Pleasing $1,600. Holds.
“Gate of Hell” (Iiidie), Pushing
Last week, $1,700.,
- Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)
to big $4,000 for 6th jveek, with
“Little Kidnappers" (UA) (7th wk). Academy award helping.
Last
week, $3,500. Oke $1,400, Last week, $1,500.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 60-80)
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 90-$1.25)—
“On Waterfront" (Col) (2d run) “Long Gray Line” (Col) (8th wk).
and “Caine Mutiny" (Col) (reissue). Oke $7,500.
Holds.
Last week,
Brought in on Academy award in- $8,500.
terest. Former, the Brando starMetropolitan (SW) (1,200; 60-85)
rer, helping to good $8,500. Last
“U nchained” (WB).
Good
’

of

Eden” (WB)

:

—

—

—

6G

5.

above
far
is
stanza “Big House
,U. S. A,/’ at the State is rated
crisp while "Country Girl” still is
Pre-Easter
average this

biz

sock in second round at Orpheum.
“The Americano” looks snappy at

(16th

—

Capitol (Loew’s) (4.820; 85-$2.20)

—“Long Gray

Liner’

(Col)

Decf Fancy

Cincy; ‘Hit

l8th-

Holding over two extra
days in current, session to bring
in “Purple Plain" (UA) on Satur-

final wk).

day

(9).

13iG, ‘Tuesday’ Oke 6iG
Cincinnati, April

The extra-long week looks

Guild (Guild)
“Gate of Hell"

Last

Nice $13,(20th),

Cinema Corp.)
“Cinerama"

—

weather,

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-$1.25)—
“Battle Cry" (WB) (m.o.) (5th wkL
Winding up seven-stanza mainstem

—

(450; $1-$1.75)
(indie). (17th* wk).

stand at strong $5,000 after $7,000
loet n/pok

Palace

*

(RKO)

(2,600;

75-90)—

“Man Without

Trim
a Star” (U).
$10,500 or over. Last week, “White
Feather"

(20th), $9,000.

Balto Biz Blah But

Snappy $6,000

‘Slipper’

Baltimore, April 5/
Traditionally sad grosses of preEaster week are prevailing here
this week. However, “Glass Slipper" is brisk at the Film Centre
but remainder of list is strictly

Normandie

(Trans-Lux)
(592;
$1.15-$1.65)
“Camille” (M-G) (reissue) (10th wk). The ninth stanza

—

was okay $4;500

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
Brandeis. “Ma and Pa Kettle at “7 Angry Men" (AA) and vaudeWaikiki’’ is good at the Omaha,
ville. Heading for smash $28,000 or
Estimates’ for This Week
close. Last week, “Big Combo”
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75)— (AA) and vaude, $23,000.
“Americano” (RKO) and “Utopia”
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 85(Indie). Snappy $5,000. Last week, $1.75)— “Battle Cry”
(WB) (10th
“Battle Cry” (WB) (5th wk), $4,0.00 wk). The ninth week ended last
at 75c-$l scale. This run broke night (Tues.) held with nice $27,(ConHiwd‘t>Tr page’ 22)
000 after $33,000 for eighth stanza.

(Ohio

75-90)—

(3,100;

“Untamed”

students pushing this to $18,500,
rosy. Last week, $17,000.

,

(4)

(RKO)

(1,376; $1.20-$2.65)
(Indie) (42d wk).
Season

week,

after $5,400 for eighth week. Stays
on.
“Chance Meeting” (Indie) is
due in next but no date set.

Albee

American Chemical Society convention and additional shows for

Academy award

ended Monday

pic

Capitol

—

Awards,

5.

bills

downtown

“Hit the Deck” (M-G).

(Disney)? New house piairk
hung up for three-day period ended
Sunday. Set for longrun.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
“Oil Waterfront” ;(Col) (3d wk),
Oscars for this- pushing it to a
great $13,000 or near. Started perking Thursday
right
(31)
after

Academy

•

500. -Last week,
$14,000.

Pjraiflei’.’

$7,000.

new

Three

are bracing
trade to near-par
“Hit
level this pre-Easter stanza.
the Deck" looms nice at the big
Albee but “Man Without a Star"
shapes standout at the Palace with
“Black Tuesday"
a fast .session.
has Keith's in winning stride.
“Battle Cry” remains strong in
seventh and final frontline session.
Estimates for This Week
•

Hotsy

‘Kettles’
Omaha, April

$1-$1.80)—

(UA)

—

(4th wk).

Current week ending today (Wed.)

.

Omaha;

(561;
Juliet’"

weeks longer.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
“Cinerama Holiday"
$1.20-$3.30
(Indie)
(9th wk). Eighth round
looks to hold with' sock $31,000
after $32*000 last week. Stays on ended Saturday (2) was smash
$48,000 albeit off from the $55,800
indef.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$.1.55) garnered in seventh weelc, which
“Garpe of Love" (Indie) (17th- included an extra morning showing. Smart jnckup expected startfinal wk). The 16th round finished
yesterday (Tues.) was fairish $3,200 ing next Sunday (10).
or near after $3,900 for 15th week.
“Trouble in Glen" (Rep) opens
‘Star’ Bright $10,500 In
Sunday GO).

—“East

for pic .helping
to very big $13,000. in. 46th week
ended' Monday (4) after $12,000
for 15th session. Stays on indef,
$ 10 000
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 79-$1.80)
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$l,50)—
—“Long John Silver” (DCA).
“Hit Deck" (M-G) (4th wk). Mild
Opens
today (Wed.). Last week,
$7,500. Last week, $10,500.
“Underwater!" (RKO) (8th wk),
only lean $6,000 although helped
‘House’
$6,500,
by preview of “Silver." The seventh frame was $6,500.

(SW) (1,490; 60-85) —
—Ambassador
“Unchained" (WB). Oke $4,000.

days),

sturdy $20,000 after $27,000 opening week. Stays on three or four

•

.

wk-6

(3,450;

•*

—“To

‘Slipper’ Handsome 91G
World (Indie) (697; 98)— “Illicit
Washington, April 5.
Interlude" (Indie) (5th wk); Fair
Combination
of Academy awards
f
$3,600. Last week, $3,800.
12 000
and city busting at the seams with $ Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 75-Ziegfeld (Lopert)
98)
(430;
“Holiday Henrietta" (Indie) (3d Cherry Blossom Festival visitors $1.40) “Battle Cry" (WBV (6th
wk).
Okay $3,900. Last week, is boosting' biz currently. While ,wk). Stout $13,000. Last week,
there is no absolutely smash pic, «i r son
$4,500.
the pickup is noticeable across the
Stanley (SWP($90Q; 74-$1.40)—
board. Topping the field are “Hit “Gray Line" (Col) (6th wk). Thin
Oscars Lift 2 K. C.Pix,
the Deck" and “Glass' Slipper” $8,500. Last week, $9,500. —
Stanton (SW) <1,483; '50-99)—
“Cinerama'," a top tourist draw, has
moved up again. “Chief Crazy “Caine Mutiny" (Col) and “On
‘Girl’ Sock 16G, Brando
Horse" is' fine but “Capt. Light- Waterfront" (Col): Great $12,000.
Last week, “Gangbusters" (Indie)
foot" just average.
$29,000.

(3d

(R&B)

Sutton

“Romeo and

—

‘Horse’ Stout 7G,

C.;

(Loew’s)

wk). The, 15th round ended yester.day (Tues.) was okay $4,500 after
$5,000 in
“Marty”
14th week.
(UA) now set to open April If.
Trans-Lux 52hd St. (T-L) (540;
$1 -$1.50)— "Doctor in House" (Rep)
the State.
(7tn wk). Present stanza ending
“East of Eden” is holding with today (Wed.)
probably will reach
socko $31,000 in current (4th) week a
stout $7,500 after $9,500 fdf sixth
at the Astor. “Battle Cry,” which
week) Continues on indef.
held at fine $27,000 in .ninth sesVictoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50sion at the Paramount, seems cer- $1.75)—“Man Without Star" (U)
tain of hanging up a new longrun (2d
wkK Initial holdover- session
mark at the Par flagship before ending today (Wed.) looks to land

’

98(2d

(20th)

$19,000.
State

ex-

preem

Last week, “Un-

around '$45,000 with expectations
that Easter vacations may help latter part of week.
Second week
was $49,000. Stays on indef.

—

Last Week,

$21,000.

tamed"

—

light $16,000 after $18,500 in seventh.
$10,000. Last week, $13,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65“Mambo" (Par) (2d wk). Initial
$1.30)-r-“New York Confidential" stanza ended last night (Tues.) was
(WB). Mighty $24,000. Last week, solid $24,000 or close. In ahead,
“Man Without Star" (U) .(2d wk), “Country Girl" (Par) (15th wk),
$13,000.
was $17,000, winding up highly
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30) profitable « longrun 'here.
“Conquest of Space" (Par). FairFine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$ 1.80)
ly good $16,000,. Last week, “Chief
Paris With Love” (Indie) (2d
Crazy Horse” (U), $12,000. wk). Initial round ended Monday
65Midtown (Goldman) (1,200;
(4) was terrific $20,600, to top all
$1.49)
“Country Girl" (Par) (9th previous Alec Guinness pix here,
wk).
Fancy 16,000. Last week, and only topped by “Vanishing

‘Deck’ Lively at $22,000,

(31).

78-$1.75)
“Blackboard Jungle" (M-G) (3d
wk). Holding in great style at

Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.40)—
“Untamed" (20th) (4th wk). Dim

.

,

on Thursday

.

—

much more had been

although

pected. Given special benefit

j

.

—

.

1

—

session end-

—

.

.

(568; 90(Indie)

Fear"

of

ed last night (Tues.) was good
$7,300 or close after $8,000 in sixth
round.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)
95-$2.75)—“Glass
(6,200;
Slipper” (M-G) and annual Easter
stageshow (2d- wk>.
Holding at
smash $150,000 in current weeh
ending
today
(Wed.).
Holding.
Opening frame, was $151,000.
Roxy (Nat’l Th.) (5,717; 65$2.40)
“Man Called Peter"
(20th).
Giving this giant housa
its
best
week in some time,
with nice $45,000 likely in initial
stanza ending tomorrow (Thurs.)

—

,

giant screen.

The seventh

(8th wk).

.

St LfWimlow’ 18G

new

—“Wages

Paris (Pathe Cinema)

-

Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20“Doctor in House" (Rep) $2.40) ^“Cinerama. Holiday" (In85-$l)
(3d wk). Nice $7,500. Last week, die) (7th wk). Fine $17,500. Last
$9,000.
week, $19,000.
Fo* (F&M) (5,000; 51-75)—“Man
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)
—“Smoke Signal" (U> and “Ma, Without Star" (U) and “Atomic
Pa Kettle at Waikiki" (U) (2d wk). Kid" (Rep). Opened today (Tues.).
Last week, “White Feather" (20th)
Mild $6,000. Last week, $9,000.
Loop (Telem't) (606; 90-$1.25)— and “Indian Scout" (Indie), neat
“Gate of Hell" (Indie) (5th wk). $15,000,
Loew’S (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$U—
Oke $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Philadelphia*- April 5.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 98-$1.50) “Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Golden
Big campaign is* boosting “N..Y.
“Romeo and Juliet" (UA) (5th Mistress” (UA). Lusty $19,000 or Confidential" to a mighty figure at
wk). ),Sl6w $5,000.
Last week, near. Last week, “Rivers to Cross" the 1,200-seat Goldman. Academy
(M-G) and “Fire Over Africa" (Col)
$ 6 000
Awards are paying off on “On
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65- (2d wk), $9,000.
Waterfront," "around for second
Orpheum (Loew's) (1,400; 50-85) time,
and
$1.25)
“Racers"
(20th)
for a smash session at the
“Waterfront"
(Col) (2d run) and
“Atomic Kid". (Rep) (2d wk). SlugOscaring
also
hiked
“Caipe Mutiny" (Col) (reissue). Stanton.
gish $15,500. Last Week, $17,000.
“Country Girl" to a great stanza
Fancy
$12,000.
Last
week,
“Black
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
at Midtown where it’s now in its
“Long Gray Line’* (Col) (5th Tuesday" (UA) and “Shield for ninth week. Best all-round showwk).
So-so $16,000. Last week, Murder" (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
ing- is being made by “Blackboard
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 51$15,000.
Jungle,” where rated terrific in
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $L25-$3.40) $1.10) “Seyen Angry Men" (AA). second week at small Arcadia.
Okay
$3,000. Last week, “Bitter
—“Cinerama" (Indie) (88th wk).
Estimates for This 'Week
Hefty $22,500. Last week, $24,700. Rice" (Indie) (2d wk), $2,500.
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)rRichmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Chief Crazy Horse" (U) and 51-$1.10)--“Fingers of Dr. T" (Col). “BlackboaTd Jungle" (M-G) 2d
Last week, “Stars wk). Terrific $18,000. Last week,
“Land of Fury" <U) (2d wk). Sock $3,500.
$23,000.
Strong $18,000 or near. Last week, Russian Ballet" (Indie), $2,500,
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
St.
Louis
(St.
L- Amus.) (4,000;
$ 21 200
51-90)
“Rear Window" (Par). Big “Cinerama Holiday" (Indie) (7th
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)
>$18,000.
Last week, “Knock on wk)/ Solid $26,000. Last week,
—“Battle
(WB) (6th wk).

—

ship’s
,$1.80)

<

close for top coin. “On Water$2,700.
front” is cashing in on Academy
Chicago (B&K) (3,000; 98-$1.50) aw,acds for a smash session at Orwith pheum. Vacation at public schools
—“Purple .Plain'*
(UA)
Georgia Gibbs helming vaude (2d is boosting matinee biz at many
wk). Sluggish $32,500. 'Last week, houses.
$48,000.
Estimates for This Week

,

Stays a couple of weeks longer,
with “Strategic Air Command"
(Par) due in April 20, This VistaVision pic will launch the Par flag*

way under
[

!

par.

“New York

Cort-

is drab at the Stanley.
“Country Girl” is still okay in
fourth round at. the Hipp.

fidential’’

Estimates for This

Week

Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 2565-95)— “Man Without Star” (U)
Slim $5,500 after fine
(2d wk).
$8 500 opener.
(Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
Trinians” (Indie).
St.
(Continued on page 22)

—Cinema
“Be’les
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‘Pacific’

London Ghost Town Sans Newspapers;

London, April 5,
London without its newspapers
has almost become a ghost city.
Newspaper vendors are missing
from their regular pitches, big
events go unreported and the man
the
in the street has to wait for

extended BBC news bulletins behe knows whether he has
picked a winner.
But the oddest thing about the
newspaper strike is the “Kismet
jinx. When the musical opened on
fore

Broadway just over 15 months
there was a strike, of New York
dailies and the production opened
cold without advance publicity or
after-the-show notices. Last Tuesday **(28) the tuner began its outof-town trybut at Oxford and although the national critics are not
invited on such occasions, it’s normal policy to ask the key show biz
columnists. They went to Oxford
in the usual way, but had no columns to fill the following day.
The fifcst show to open during
seathe strike was the new vaude
son at the Palladium, but extensive
pre-publicity since the signing of
Eddie Fisher as headliner had assured capacity biz. At that opening apart ’from the Manchester
Guardian drama scribe; the Variety
ago,

.

Biz Must

Rush Plea for Admish

Launched in Fading Paris Season

^

.

RCA s New French

‘

of 17 resolutions

down

“for debate.

Another, framed by the London
Paris, March 29.
Deputies Committee, urges the
A newcomer to the record biz
Equity Council to press for payment to artists when they are pre- here is RCA, which has given its
vented from appearing by illness. disk concession to a French firm,
AREA (Societe. Les Applications et
Realisations El.ectriques et Acoustiques). This is in turn affiliated
with the Belgium Company, DISEL
(Disques et Electroniques), RCA
gives its masters to this duo with

an arrangement for an exchange of
artists in force.
AREA does its
pressing her6-«nd id primarily putting the emphfcSls oh the RCA

Paris, March 29.
classics .arid secondarily, on new
Henry Frenay, prexy of the Syn- young Gallic artists. Since most of
Des Producteurs (Syndicate the name singers are already

.dicat

Relief After Easter
London, March 29.

The entertainment industry has
exactly one month left in which- to
press its various claims for admission tax relief. The government
has announced that the budget
statement is to be made in the
House of Commons April 19, the

way

stability.

To take care

of

the let in France.

Head

of

AREA

is

:

,

.

Maynard To Do 2 Col Pix

London, April 5.
Maxwell Setton, production exeach year. A 10-year lease on its ecutive of Film Locations, has
present theatre building Is due signed George Maynard to produce
to expire in May.
two new British pics for worldNegotiations are still going on wide release through Columbia.
as to how the new proposition will They
are “Joe Macbeth’’ and
be financed. Future plans include “Wise Guys Never Work.”
alterations to the theatre which
“Macbeth,” a modern gangster
will improve the comfort of audi- story, is due to start rolling May
9,
ence and players. Citizens’ Thea- while “Guys” goes before cameras
tre has
been criticized for en- June 15. FD’s first production for
couraging a longhair attitude to Columbia release, “Rebound,” was
drafna here. Group tends to draw recently completed, with Stewart
older playgoers instead of the Granger and Jean Simmons in the

younger generation.

leads.

a

50%

slice

of pic’s

profits.

$18,000

more

than, in 1953. Festi-

She refused Titanus’ offer of $100,- val Society’s capital resources are
000 for a repeat.
now $224,400.
Sophia Loren will replace Miss
Lollobrigida in the new “Bread”
item. Local papers played up the ‘Bartered Bride’ Set
actresses’

known

rivalry.

‘Bull’ Tinling in

Mexico

For Covent Garden

City, April 5.

Bros., producing “The Boy
the Bull” in and around this

are air-expressing their daily
rushes on the picture to Technicolor’s laboratory in, London, instead
of sending them to the tint firm’s
city,

Hollywood lab for processing.
Filnj is printed up and returned to the producers, making it a
four-day roundtrip.

London, April 5.
production of “The Bartered Bride” is to have its first
presentation at Covent Garden
Opera House May 4. The performance will be conducted by Rafael
Kubelik, recently named as musical director starting next Oct. I.
The opera company starts its
new Reason on April 1, when It
returns tof .town after a provincial
tour.
Initial production then will
be “La Boheme

A new

London

King
and

warm

crix."

other

]

feather -in the Berraultcap. .Previously done in

Renaud
U.

S. as “Enchanted,” this
looms too delicate for Broadway

^

for

.

the

chances.
This looks set for .another longrun addition to the solid
rep of this company.
Theatre De L’Oeuvre, in its special Tuesday showings,
has remounted Berthold Brecht’s 1923 expressionistic play “Homme Pour
Homme” (Man for Man). JeanMarie Serreau has given “this effec-

Do

Chancellor.

Five mqre shows are
bidding for public favor as the end
of the season comes into view. For
a change there are only two revivals (one of them foreign) and
three new Gallic plays, Ho'wever,
as has been usual this year, the reprises look tb be in the money
with two of the new productions in
for an early fold.
However, one
looks set -for a fine to excellent
run, on name values of Jean Renoir
and Leslie Caron, in spite' of lukelific-season.

this fragile, poetic fantasy-drama
benefits from airy staging and excellent acting.
It makes this an-

.

legit group, is not to be disbanded
but will carry on in its present
center at the Princess’s Theatre
here. This dispels months of speculation as -to future of this theatre group, which presents new
legit offerings for greater part of

.

give this an okay run. Play is easy
to take .because, of the fine acting
of Alfred Adam, and enough plot
to keep it from creaking.
Barrault-Renaud Click
Jean - Louis Barrault-Madeleine
Renaud Co. ends its season here in
a blazing critical triumph, a reprise
of Jean Giraudoux’s “Intermezzo”
at the Marigny. Last done in 1933,'*“’

;

ATTENDANCE
QUARTER

Paris, April 5,
has nudged legit theatres here, and another, crop of
legltera has blossomed in this pro-

This hit, “Oroet,” is Jeah Renoir’s
those Who are exiting are Mar- first venture as a theatre director
guerite Stone, Martin Miller, Allan and playwright.
He Wrote it for
McClelland, Jessica Spencer, John Leslie Caron. Now at the RenaisPaul and Mignon O’Doherty.
sance, this fragile^ poetic attempt
At its opening in November, came In for a crix drubbing, but
1952, Richard Attenborough and looks good for a run on the names,
Sheila Sim starred. Attenborough of Renoir and Miss Caron. Renoir
ankled his role last July and his was backed by the Sterling acting
wife sometime earlier. Saunders of Paul Meurisse.
expects the play to run through
This potpourri, of many well
until 1956. The original production known playwrights never attains
was directed by Peter Cotes.
the poetic aspect aimed for, but it
remains an interesting if languishing first try. Miss Caron displays
a definite presence as the elfin creature living in the wobds.
Castans’ First Play N$G
“Le Pirate,” a first play by Raymond Castans at the Madeleine, is
a tenuous entry about a seaside resort which does not look to last until vacation time.
Lack of fullEdinburgh, March 29.
bodied dramaturgy and rather
Art in Britain costs more to pro- banal plotting makes this a lightduce than is taken in at the box- weight affair. It is notable chiefly
office, according to‘W. E. Williams, for introing some nitery actors to
secretary-general of the Arts Coun- the legit stage. Fernand Raynaud
cil of Great Britain, speaking here. practically repeats
a fey story of
He said that every time the cur- his nitery routine and will need a
tain rises at Covent Garden, eye,i more robust role before he can bo
though the house is full, $2,400 has judged. Roger Pierre is another
to be provided to make ends meet. nitery find who emerges a taking
A subsidy of 20c per seat had to young lead.
be provided at all concerts by BritJean Bruce’s “A Bout Portant”
ain’s eight symphony orchs, he (On the Spot)
is a whodunit that is
Theatre costs of produc- too obvious to have holding inadded.
tion are three times what they terest.
It does not promise much
were 20 years ago, and the price for the U. S. Potiniere Theatre
of seats has gone Up only by about has its own clientele which
may

needed internal changes, he has Pierre Fronient, with publicity and
up three commissions to exam- administration in the hands of
ine
the difculties, and make sug- Madame Rieux. Though both douday on which Parliament resumes gestions.
“
ble in working for the French Decrecess.
Easter
after the
r
A reading committee was cre- ca, the two companies are separate
Biggest claim already submitted
is now in
sometime
and
operations except at the top echeated
ago,
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer action.
This roughly corresponds lon. Setup started last September,
came from the Cinematograph Ex- the U. S. Joseph Breen Office al- and first results are coming
hibitors Assn., with the support of
though it is not one of .censure, but through now. Main selling point is
the three other major trade feder- suggestion.
It reads all scripts classics but young singers and spe- -50%.
ations. It has submitted a relief
According to Williams, the Britand counsels producers on censor- cial folk medleys are also hitting
schedule which would cost the ship difficulties or decide if a pic the top rungs.
ish Old Vic was receiving so much
Treasury almost $17,000,000 in a is worth making.
support
that they were confident
Outfit watches the talent confull year. A large proportion of
However, If a script is passed it tests and recently "signed winners of being able to present the whole
the total would be diverted, howof
Shakespeare’s
plays in the next
will hack up the producer oh any Odette Laure, Guy Lafarge and
ever, to meet the urgent needs of
censorship troubles;
A special 'Solange Berry. Other young hoper fiveButyears.
the small indie operator.
for
being
partly subsidized
study commission to delve into fuls are Dahielle Lamarr, Wilma
An alternative claim ort behalf production costs and make recom- Nor, Emile Eimi, Les Garcons De by the Arts Council, symphony
the
by
lodged
b^en
has
art
shows and opera compaof exhibs
mendations on handling conditions La Rue (3), Catherine Maisse, Fran- orchs,
recently formed Assn, of Independ- is also in the offing as well as a cis Linel and Paul Robey.
nies would have to close down next
week^ Williams added.
ent Cinemas. Its plan, estimated commission to study all cases
exthe
45
rpm
is
on
Emphasis
about
to
cost the government
where there are internal litigations tended play and 33 rpms and Ma$5,500,000 a year, introduces a tax or financial difficulties.
dame Riuex feels that the 78s will
rebate setup which would apply to
soon be obsolete here. Develop- RESERVE DIP WORRIES
gross
weekly
all theatres with a
ment
of new pickups and phonobelow $840. Acceptance of its pro- BRIT.
PIC
graphs are also a help. Outside of
EDINBURGH FEST TOPS
posals would be to deny any relief
with such names as
classics,
the
independently - owned
bigger
Edinburgh, March 29.
to
Heifetz, U. S. sellers
and
Toscanini
OFF
IN
LAST
theatres or to major circuits.
Despite the fact that the 1954
are Eartha Kitt, in her Frenchy
London,
March
29.
have
who
interests,
Legit theatre
lyrics, and jazz disks, set up by Edinburgh Festival was the most
been campaigning with unusual
successful yet, in terms of recoru
Attendances^ in motion picture Hughes Panassie.
energy both inside the House of theatres dipped by about 15,000,attendance,
the
financial
posiCommons and in the national 000 in the last quarter of 1954,
tion has not been upheld, and cappress, are pressing for total aboli- compared with the similar period Gina Refuses, to
ital reserves are down by almost
tion of the duty as the only way to in 1953. This info was given in the
Deficit for 1954 was $93,3d ‘Bread’ Version $16,500,
save the living stage from extinc- House of Commons last week by
000 compared with only $34,000 in
Rome, March 29.
tion. Annual cost to the Exchequer Peter Thorneycroft, president of
1953.
would be about $6,000,000, as legit the Board of Trade.
A third and still untitled sequel
Festival toppers claim they have
and vaude houses are charged a
John Rankin, who had originally to the successful “Bread, Love, arid no control over rising costs, and
lower rate of duty than film thea- asked for details of attendances in Dreams” and “Bread, Love, .and state that revenue from ticket
tres.
the first two months of the current Jealousy” is in the works at Ti- sales, etc., seems to have reached
Ettore saturation point.
Scripter
Recently top West End stars year and had been told that such tanus Studios.
will be
necessary,” they
“It
went to the House of Commons data were not available, subse- Margadonna and writer-director
and argued their claim before 100 quently urged the president to di- Dino Risi are working on the state, “to find some means of inset
in
Sorwill
project,
which
be
creasing the revenue or, alternaM.P.s of all parties.
rect the attention of the ChancellorPic includes some cast tively, of adjusting the program
of the Exchequer to the serious rento.
tendency revealed by these fig- changes brought about by the re- within the financial resources of
Top Scot Legit Group
ures, and urged him to Ho what fusal of Gina Lollbbrigida to re- the society.”
her role in the new picture.
Attendances at. opera performWon’t Be Disbanded he could to arrest the tendency peat
by reducing entertainments duty. Actress denied reports that she re- ances last fall were only 75% of
Glasgow, April 5.
Thorneycroft observed that all fused role because producers were capacity, compared with 93% in
Citizens’ Theatre, leading Scot
these figures were available to the unprepared to meet her demands the year previous. Loss on opera was
set

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Spring

SRO But in Red

Film Producers), feels, the best signed, the development of new
to get needed governmental talent is the main pop aspect of this
reforms in the film financial' setup hew label. Also important are jazz
and swing standards, with a Glenn
is to clean house' first, and then
attack the other important prob- Miller album being a top seller.
lems.
These are Overtaxation,
Since its break with Pathe-Marlagging admission -prices as com- coni last year, RCA bided its time
pared with production cost ’rises in choosing a Gallic affiliate. With
and revisions of the Film Aid Law its own company making disks in
to give production more’ help and Spain, it decided to set up an outof

3

Tax

(Ms Out of 5 Legits

Play has already grossed $750,000 on its current British tour. The
role of Nellie Forbush, created by ‘Mousetrap,’ Preemed In
British Equity Hails
Mary Martin, is played by Patricia
’52, .in Big Cast Shakeup
Bid for More Gov’t. Coin Hartley, who took over from Miss)
Martin for some weeks during thqr
London, April 5.
London, March 29.
Drury Lane (London) run, Helen
The initiative displayed by the Landis plays Bloody Mary.
With the. exception of Patrick
increased Treasury grant is hailed
Doonan, the entire cast of the
in a motion tabled for the annual
London production of “The Mousegeneral meeting of British Actors’
trap” at the Ambassador Theatre
Equity, April 24. It notes that any
is to be changed May 2. Agatha
substantial improvement in salapresented
by
Christie
thriller
its
ries and conditions in repertory
Peter
Saunders
celebrates
(stock) depends, to a. great extent,
1,000th performance on April 22.
upon the amount made available to
Last 'Tall, Saunders gave the entire cast the option of quitting the
the Council and urges the union to
play on April 30 in. view of its exgive that body every support.
ceptionally long run and all but
This motion, tabled in the name
Doonan have agreed to go. Among
of the Scottish committee, is one

(Continued on page 13)

Show

Two

tre.

HAROLD MYERS

Britain’s

Only

Glasgow, April 5.
“South Pacific’’ is here again on
three-week date at Alhambra Thea-

‘Kismet’ Jinxed Both Sides Atlantic
By

Hays Glasgow

Again; $750,000 on Tour

tive

mounting and

it

is

an

inter-

esting curio piece.
It does not
look to get out of the limited Tuesday showing category.

No Admish Tax Angle
On Cafes

Stirs Brit.
London, March

M.P.
29.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer
was asked ,in the House of Commons last week to explain why no
admission tax was payable by cafes
•

that provide entertainment. Financial Secretary Henry Brooke conceded that an interesting point
had been raised and consideration
would be given to it.
The issue was spotlighted by a
Tory M.P., Lt. Col. W. H. Bromley-

Davenport, who was not satisfied
with the Minister’s explanation
that there could be no liability for
admission tax when there was no
payment for admission to the entertainment. Efe said it was very
unfair to think a wage earner who
Wanted to see Maurice Chevalier
at the Palace Theatre next month
would have to pay through. the
nose for the privilege, “whereas
rich capitalists could stuff themselves. to the gills at The Ivy, then
totter down the street to see tho
same artist at the Cafe de Paris,
but pay no entertainment tax at
all.”

,

INTERNATIONAL

'VAHIBtY'r LONDON 0FFIC1
i ». Marfln'a Plact, Twlalgar

tguaf

Italo

Sydney, March 29. 4
Hollywood productions continue
by far the mainstay of the Aus- Forecast 1,000,000 Will
tralian exhibitor, despite an appreciable drop, in the number of feaTour England This Year
ture pix received from the U. S.
London, April 5.
last year doubtlessly resulting from
A tourist record is foreshadstudios cutting down bn the numowed this year for Britain. Sir
ber of prpductions.
,
Mdse, chairman of the
The Aussie picture business sub- Arthur Travel and Holiday Assn.,
British
an-,
features
400
sists on around
sailing last Wednesday (30)
before
nually, 401 being imported last
York estimated* there was
year or one more than in, the pre- for New
chance x»f reaching “that
Chief Commonwealth a good
vious year.
figure of 1,000,000 overseas
magic
anFilm Censor J. O. Alexander’s
visitors.”
nual report for the calendar year
InJ;he first two months of 1955,
1954, tabled in the Parliament at
Canberra, shows that, the II. S. sup- the Intake to Britain showed an
improvement, with 33,000 vis18%
plied 247 of the total, a drop of
tors.
The American influx con40 features compared with- 1953.
tributed to the improvement. The
But the American pix constituted
total of 5,162 visitors was also
61% of the total number of imported features. Britain's 114 fea- 18% up.
tures (an increase of .46) represented 28% of the total.
Films
from other countries continue to
be a minor contribution (40 features) or 10% of the total. That
was a drop of five films compared
with 1953 despite the fact that foreign-language films are gaining a
in
market, here. This likely is due
more to Hollywood’s production
Paris, April 5.
cutback than to any other factor.
Marie Powers scored a showOne feature was nixed by the
censor but. passed on appeal after manship, as well as talent, triumph
in the opening of the F.rench ver?
cuts.
censors
cut'
The
bits out of
“The
122 features during 1954. The chief sion of Gian-Carlo Menotti’s
Durcensor records a much above nor- Medium” here last week (28).
madness
the
highlight
hering
of
mal activity, in Australian pix proaria, the boy playing Toby fell
duction last, year; three features
(“Jedda,” “Long John Silver” and into the orchestra pit. She kept
“King pf Coral Sea”), a feature- singing and averted audience unlength documentary, “Queen in easiness until the boy, 'Johnny
Australia,” produced by the Com- Rieu, could get back on the stage,
monwealth Government film divi- He also rated kudos in finishing
the show though badly bruised.
sion; the local Shell film unit, 16m
pic, “Back of Beyond.” Last named Singing in French, Miss Powers
alt the bravura and hallucinathad
won the documentary grand prize
at the Venice festival. The report ing appeal pf old; and a standing
ovation
greeted her masterly porlists 11 3-D, 67 Cinemascope and
one Vista Vision films as having en- trayal. She. acknowledged the many
curtain
calls
with boxer-type handtered Australia in 1954.
wringing.
In for a 10-day stay at the Theatre Des Champs-Elysees, “The Medium” iff* coupled with “Arnahl”
having its first stage rep in France..
Continued from page 12
It was previously done in February
rep was the only working critic at- on tv. “Medium” was performed
tending the performance.
in English at the Renaissance TheLast Wednesday (30) there was atre in 1948. “Amahl’’ does not
a production of “South” dt the fare as well and lacks a punch and
Arts Theatre Club, followed the poignance on the stage. However,
next evening with the presentation it has a spirited dance interlude
of “Uncertain Joy” at the Royal by Janlne Charrat and has enough
Court.
There has also during colorful music and eye appeal for
the , week been regular... press a good opener.
screenings for film critics of new
Miss Powers also directed the
releases, including “Deep In My
Heart,” “Above Us The Waves” “Medium” and hewed close to the
and “A Man Called Peter.” How Menotti original, extracting the full
the-lack of papers will affect these lyrical flavor from its stark meloMosk.
openings is still a question, but drama.
'

.

‘

.

London Ghost

legit

managers and film distribs

are -concerned at the absence of
general information to the film and
theatregoing public. It didn’t hit
business too badly in the -first
weekend, but this can be explained
away by the fact that the dispute
did not start until Friday morning
(25) and most of the nationals had
already carried their film reviews.
Stars Ignored
Star arrivals have also gone unnoticed. Eddie Fisher arrived with
his fiancee, Debbie Reynolds, a
day before his Palladium bow and
the occasion would undoubtedly
have garnered considerable picture coverage. Ironically, when he
was in London on a brief stopover
last summer, Fisher was somewhat
embarrassed by the persistence of

ISRAEL YEARNING FOR

ALL FOREIGN TALENT
Paris, March-. 29.

Mashe

Wallin, Israeli agent

who

repped the recent Lionel Hampton
benefit trek around Israel for the
setting up pf a hospital fund, is
here ogling Gallic talent and Says

hungry and ready
show biz entries. He
adds that French and English are
subsidiary
the
two important
that

Israel

is

for foreign

Senate Okays
Protective Film BUI

Rome, April 5.
Extension of vital Italo protective film legislation until Dec. 31
this year has finally passed the
Italian Senate*, thus becoming law.
Expected now that Italian feature
production, which slowed almost
to a halt pending approval of the

don theatres is not to give a curAfrica.
tain time on theatre tickets bought
In re cabarets, he says that most
in advance, but to carry this slogan: “For starting time see daily of them in Tel Aviv and Haifa have
press.” As there is no daily press primarily Gallic artists and he has
Josephine
over
taken
to be seen, they have been forced already
to make direct contact with the Baker, Georges Ulmer and Charles
with
talks
Trenet.
in
is
now
He
theatre and the bigger hits have
Ingrid Bergman .to come to Israel
had their lines jammed.
grouptheatre
with
local
to
play
a
The newspaper dispute, which is
the result of wage demand by in English while they do their
about 700, engineers and electri roles in Hebrew. Piece to be done
cians, has affected about 50,000 is George Bernard Shaw’s “Saint
people working on the national Joan.” Films have, an 8f)c, top^.tab
"
4
$1.60
dailies,

evenings and Sundays.

find

legit a

Of

Dailies;

feather Lively

"Borgia Same,

London, March 29.
Weekend without London
which prevented a
number of national sheets from
printing their weekly reviews and

Even

next two months, and more should Pathe Pictorial’s 36th
be announced shortly.
Senate committee which voted
Anni Tribute on BBC-TV
the final approval also asked the
London, April 5,
government to speed up final study
on the new film law, which has
A 60-minute feature to celebrate
been under consideration for some fthe 36th birthday of pathe Pictime now, so that it may be sub- torial, specially made for video,
mitted and approved before the will be screened by BBC-TV next
Dec. 31 deadline for old legislation. Monday (11).. Artists figuring in
the program will include the late
’Tommy Handley, Jack Buchanan,
and Laurel &
Lillie
Beatrice
‘Teahouse’ Second' U.S.
Hardy.
Material for the film has been
Hit in Single Swiss
drawn from the Pathe Pictorial
library, whose output has grown

$8,000,

Sock 10|^G, 2d

‘Girl’

extension, will rapidly speed up its
pace. Several large-scale productions are already skedded for the

a.

newspapers,

.

robbing distributors of a chance of
advertising their films, failed to
appreciable dent in first-

make an
run biz

last

week.

“Bad Day At

Black.

Rock”

is still

fancy $12,000 in its second frame
“Lucretia Borgia”
at the Empire.
is heading for a smash $8,000 opening week at the London Pavilion.

The

Nighlf

My Number Came Up”

Leicester Square Theatre
opened firmly and looks nice $7,000
on firstround “White Feather”

at

should do a lively $8,000 or near

Legit Theatre Season from Britain’s first weekly news- in its first session at the Odeon,
reel to an annual capacity equal to Marble. Arch.
Zurich, March 29.
Top holdovers continue smash
For the second time in one sea- more than 20 full-length features,
son, a U, S. play is taking Its place The tv feature, produced by How- “A Star Is Born” held at a great
among the b.o. winners at the ard. Thomas, will also include the $14,000 in its fourth Warner week.
Schauspielhaus here. Following, a
of SRO performances of
Herman Wouk’s* “Caine- Mutiny
Court Martial,” the same reception is now being accorded John
Patrick’s
“Teahouse* of August
Moon.” It is tagged “Das kleine
Teehaus” (The' Little Teahouse)
here, and is using Oscar Kariweis’
Ge'rman adaptaion as staged in

series

‘

*

Germany and Austria.
Not since the memorable b.o.
result of “Streetcar Named Desire”
at the same house in 1949, have

Yank playwrights had such a

field

day in legit here and in a country
which usually caters to heavy classics and such authors as Shaw
and Ibsen. Not that contemporary

plays

are

being

neglected.

Authors like Giraudoux, Anouilh,
Thornton Wilder, Tennessee Williams and Eliot always find a ready
reception on the part of the theaBut with very
tre’s management.
few exceptions, they just c” Dn’t
click at the wickets.

“Teahouse” is another proof
American self-criticism is the
most powerful ambassador the
Yanks can delegate to Europe,
Similar cases such as “From Here
To Eternity,” “Caine Mutiny”
and “Executive Suite”' have done
more here to create sympathy and

that

understanding for the U. S. cause
than the tarist verbose dissertaThis factor, plus an exceltions.
lent production staged by German
vet director Leo Mittler, has
helped “Teahouse’ to score.
The players who stand out inas
clude Hans-Helmet Dickow,
Sakini, who scores a personal hit
in the David Wayne part. Elsbeth
Von Luedinghausen, as LotOs .Blossom, adds a decorative note, and
the featured players look as surprisingly Japanese as can reasonably be expected from Europeans.
Among them, Traute Carlsen, as
Mjss Higl Jiga, is particularly

shots ever taken of Jean Sim- “Country Girl” finished its second
at the Aida Plaza frame with a smash $10,500;
Foster school, a. song by Ger“As Long As They’re Happy”
trude Lawrence and Bernard Shaw was fair $5,000 in its third stanza
writing in his garden.
at the Odeon, Leicester Square.
Estimates for Last Week.
Carlton (2Qth) (1,128; 55-$1.70T
-“That Lady” (20th) (3d wk) This
frame ended Monday night (28)
with moderate $3,900. Last week.
$5,300.
“A Man Called Peter’*
(20th> preems April 3.
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 70-$2.15)—
“Cinerama” (Robin) (25th wk).
Mexico City, March 29.$12,800;
with fancy
Continues
Commercial tv here is now Stays on.
under one control, with consolidaEmpire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$1.70)—
tion of the three stations—XHTV, “Bad Day At Black Rock” (M-G)
channel 4, the pioneer, going on (2d wk). Solid $12,000 after $14,five years old; XEWTV, channel 2, 000 opening week,
“Deep In My
and XEXTV, channel 5 into Tele Heart” (M-G) open? March 31.
Sistema Mexicano, Okayed by the
(CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
Gaumont
Ministry of Communications and —“Foxfire” (GFD) (2d wk).
Set
Public Works, -ruler Of air affairs
week,
First
for
neat $5,500.
down here, and capitalized for $6,400. Stays one more week, with
$1,440,000.
“Mambo” (Par) following April 7.
Combo is composed of Emilio
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Azcarraga, Veteran radio-cinema
50-$1.70)— “Night My Numoperator who owns-operates the (1,753;
ber
Came Up” (GFD), Heading
swanky TeLevicentto here, home of
XEWTV; Romulo O’Farrill, owner- for nice $7,000.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50operator of XHTV and publisher
“Lucretia JBorgia” (UA).
of Novedades, a leading daily, and $1.70)
the
XHGC Co., which runs Prospects are for bright $8,000.
XEXTV.
Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
Asserting the consolidation is (2,200; 50-$1.70)
“As Long As
not a trust, Azcarraga, as he pre- They're Happy” (GFD) (3d wk).
pared to leave for a cinema-radio- Looks fair $5,000.
Last week,
tv study trip to Europe, declared $5,600.
“Above Us Waves (GFD)
Sistema intends to improve video bows March 31.
for all, by providing clearer transOdeon, Marble
Arch (20th)
mission and better programs, as (2,200; 50-$1.70)—“White Feather”
well as cutting operating costs (20th). Heading for sturdy $8,000.
.Which, he admitted, have all three
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)
“stations in the red.
"Country Girl” (Par) (3d wk). Second frame was fancy $10,500.
Stays another week, with “Conquest of Space” (Par) opening April

first

mons when she was
•

In

One Combo

—

—

.

—

EAST GERMANS, FRENCH

EYE COPRODUCTION
Paris,

March

29.

Though France has distrib deals
with Eastern Germany, it has no
diplomatic relations and ho means
Hawaii’s Consolidated
of setting up coproduction deals.
However, a delegation from the
Shows $517,394 Net East Germany pic center, the
DEFA, headed by M. Bohn, was
Honolulu, March 29.
Consolidated Amus. Co., Hawaii's in last week and met with Unimajor chain, made a net profit of france officials on monetary exThe Centre Na$517,394 in 1954, the annual report change setups.
De La Cinematographie
reveals. Of this, $277,966 repre- tional
carefully and
this
very
handled
after
operations
from
profits
sents
taxes/ an increase of $4,975 over did not make an official moveHowever,
out"
of
it.
there are
ment
$239,profit
of
gains
1953. Capital
428 resulted from the sale of real future East German productions
will
employ
which
the
offing
exin
future
estate not needed for

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

1905-1955

.

—

Mezo.

hilarious.

lingos there, with English imin schools and French
brought In by the influx of YemenLondon newsmen, who demanded ite residents. Wallin also feels that
information about his romance. Israel has developed its own talpansion.
This time he could have answered ent of late, which is ready to be
Consolidated purchased ^11,789
all their questions. Another nota
unveiled to the other countries via shares of its own stock during the
ble arrival was Johnnie Ray, who exchange setups.
year and still managed to pay
came direct from Australia last
Wallin states that Tel Aviv now
Thursday (31). He is set for pro- has four theatres and can get along $258,528 in dividends, representing
$1.15 per share. Chain has equipped
vincial dates before he goes to the
well due to light tax burdens, with 19 of its houses with C’Scope and
Palladium later this month.
this brunt with up
The disappearance of newspa films carrying receipts. Film pro- prexy E, I. Parker told stockholdto 50% taxes on
ers that' CinemaScope and widepers from the London streets has
duction is also growing there, with screen pix are being well received
also put a strain on the telephone
the two studios now making Eng- and are proving to be a substansystem at most West End box-oflish lingo pix and also dubbing tial stimulant to the boxoffice.
fices. The normal practice in Loninto Hebrew pix made in North

portant

13

and probably be
stars
made in two versions. Two pix are
already to move, one to be made
in East Germany and the other in
France, as a‘ German film, but with
financing coming through Switzerland.
This summer will see Berthold

French

Brecht’s “Mother Courage”

made

Germany with French

stars

in

Bernard- Blier and Simone Signoret
opposite the German star Helen
Weigel. A deal is on to make
version of “Til Eulenspiegel,” with
Gerard Philipe, here in Paris. Two
versions are seen for each pic.
Wolfgang Straude, who made
“Murderers Among Us," is to do
and “Eulenspiegel,”
“Courage,”
Which is set for '56 production, has

8

—

.

(20th) (592; 50-$1.30)
(20th) (9th wk).
“Black
profitable at $3,400.

Rialto

“Carmen Jones”
Still

Widow”

(20th)

moves

Ritz

(M-G)

(432;

in April 7.
50-$1.70)

—

“Prisoners of War” (M-G) (4th wk).
Above average at $2,800.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“Star is Born” (WB) (4th wk).
Continues as socko hit ih London,
with great $14,000. Previous week
was $14,300. Stays, hatch!

Jeans-Livesey Look Set

For Long London Run;
Green’s ‘South’ Dubious
London, April 5.
Two openers this week are in
dramatic vein. “South” by Julien.
Green at Arts Theatre Club bowed
in last Wed. (30) marking the

Frahco-American

novelist’s

first

It is involved phychological
study set In the U. S. Civil War

play.

period.

Commendably

it,
presented,
unlikely will have uniDenholm Elliott
appeal.
and Andre Morell share acting
honors. Charlotte Hastings authored “Uncertain Joy,” which open*
ed at the Royal Court Theatre on
Thursday (31). Presented by Linnit & Durifee, it stars Ursula Jeans
and Roger Llvesey and introduces
no director set as yet.
moppet Michael
talented
Though there is no difficulty on the
the “Courage” production, the pro- Brooke as a delinquent whose proposed “Eulenspiegel” status is not jected adoption’ causes a rift in
clear as yet since, if made here in domestic harmony.
This play received a ^warm rea French version, it would be a
’*
ception, and looks in for ’a htayi
co-production.
direct

however,
versal

?

Mart-to-man talk about

T&tlAW"

Ooon you will share the intimate, scandalous details of history’s most

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

whose

GILBERT ROLAND

notorious mistress of palaces, whose boudoir was a salon,
secret love affairs

were the

target of mobs.

The most

‘

m

years... the picture that shocked a nation.

No

wonder

it

was

'TfatlAty'

.

provocative story

CinemaScoPE:

acIntroducing

claimed

as an international best-seller

way success

in

which Katharine Cornell chose

to star.

PAUL SCOFIELD
co-starring

and then as a tremendous Broad-

FRANCOISE ROSAY
DENNIS PRICE

Now it comes to"

Produced by

in all its

Directed by

.

SY BARTLETT

you

TERENCE YOUNG

grandeur and passion. Photographed on location amidst

Screenplay bv

.

ANTHONY VEILLER and SY BARTLETT

the breath-taking vistas of Spain in the full majesty of

and Color by

De Luxe<

CinemaScope

From

y

wfJr
m

the. Novel

by

KATE O’BRIEN

Color by DELUXE'

An Atalanta Production
Released by 20th Century-Fox

T&ttAOf

I

t&TlfiS'vtfE
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SETTLE

$o Par Buys

Author’s Script

paramount picked up an option
on “The Millionaire,” Don Fedderson productions show on CBS-TV,
Theatre Owners of America has-f
scheduled a Special emergency session in N. Y.. of its officers .and
tomorrow
of
directors
(Thurs.) following a meeting of
Financial
its
Exhibitors
Film
Group. Despite the fact that

hoard

Love Thy Neighbor

.

San Francisco, April

'

prexy E. D. Martin has sent out
telegrams to TOA leaders calling
the "emergency” conclave to discuss current problems affecting
theatremen, TOA’s N. Y. Office con?
tinues to deny that the special session is scheduled. A TOA leader
confirmed that he had received
.

•

when it was proposed more
than a month ago by 20th-Fox’s distribution chief Al Lichtman. Both

Even though, starting Sept. 1,
1955, Metro will gradually eliminate “flat”. version? of it? Cinemathe option to do a film based on Scope pix in’ distribution abroad,
the tv-er. It’s to be called, “Tfie it will definitely continue to service
narrow-gauge prints in standard
Millionaire.”
ii
form,* according to Orton. H. Hicks,

.

ment agreement, Par was
*

<

See

and

it

Depinet,

former
a

.

where between 35 and 40%

1

that the roundtable be postponed
until the finalization of the former.
With no progress of a concrete nature being made on arbitration,
other exhibitor groups, particularly
the. rival Allied States Assn., are
giving up hopes on the all-industry
session and are seeking other methods to press their beefs against the
distribution companies, with Allied
still eyeing an appeal to the Gov-

ernment.
/ r—

1

~

n

i

fi

Depinet reported that WOMPI
units are now being established in
other territories. He’s high, on the
idea because, he states, such units
can serve as instruments of good
.

“WOMPI,”

stated
the
exec,
“working hand in hand with the
Council of Motion Picture Organizations and other organized industry units can be very beneficial.
The vast popularity and wide influence of our medium exposes it to

almost continuous attack. WOMPI’?
Milwaukee, April 5,
vigorous opposition to unjust critistrongly
opposing cism, censorship and confiscatory
pay - as - you - see television Was taxation will be of inestimable
be pushed up to a maximum 10%.
passed by the Allied Independent value and help our public relaTheatre Owners of Wisconsin at tions.”
FEVER “I think that’s the absolute ceiling
from this type of operation,” he
the conclusion of a three-day hudMinneapolis,
April
5.
Dallas
federation has been
The
dle at the Schroeder Hotel here.
Although North Central Allied said.
active on the p.r. front sinc e dts
While the foreign market in 16m
Voicing objection to the petitions
has
emphasized
that
the
proposed
organization three years ago, Mrs.
with
have been
Resolution-

SLOW TO WORK

UP HOME-TOLL

o

for

toll-tv

that

filed,

with the Federal Communications
Commission, the resolution stated
that "certain interests are intent
on prematurely forcing pay-asyou-see television on the American
public. This would be an infringement of the free use of the air and
would put an economic burden on
theatreowners and operators of
other businesses.”
Officers
1955-56
elected
for
were: Angelo Provlnzano, prexy;William Charboneau, veepee; Edward E. Johnson, 'Secretary, and
Oliver Trampe, treasurer. In addition to the officers, who automatically become directors, the
following were named to the
board: Ben Marcus, J. J. Goderski,
Harry Melcher, Don Deakin, Russ
Leddy, Floyd Albert, Frank Hahn,
John P. Adler, and Martin Holz-

man.
>

•

Maxine Adams

president.

Import Tax Plan on U.S.
Pix Killed by Germany
'

Bonn, April

5.

The West German government
headquarters here has just rejected
the much-discussed tax bill proposed, by the German SPD (Socialist party representatives in the
government) which would add a
special duty tax of 5% ad valorem
on film production costs, to be
levied against all pix imported into

West -Germany.
Planned as a
means to curtail imports into Germany by attaching such a high
duty that the films could not profitably be shown here, the tax was
rejected by the Bonn government
as

a

direct

German

contradiction
trade policy.

The hardest

Pickford Bid for Studio

is

hit

by

to

this

the

move

would have been the top U. S.
which have production costs

films

Tops Goldwyn’s; Judge

reaching into the millions.

home-toll television threatens to is still capable of expansion,
destroy exhibition and has made Brazil particularly strong on posfervent appeals for financial con- sibilities, the Loew’s International
tributions from members to help 16m topper said his and other comdefray the cost of fighting it, the panies. were now beginning to feel
response thus far has been only the impact of lopal competition.
“These domestic pictures are
“fair.”
This^is according to the NCA getting to be increasingly popular
bulletin which, apparently, is dis- and local producers are discoverappointed because members are ing the extra income they can get
not more concerned about the out of 16m,” Hicks said. “Apart
^‘menace” or, perhaps, don’t care from that, we operate primarily in
what happens to them and are pre- the hinterlands and the native
pared to toss in the sponge regard- audiences in these small places
less whether toll tv materializes or naturally like to hear their own
language and see their owh peonot.
“There are still many exhibitors ple. The spirit of nationalism is
who have not come through with much stronger there than in the
their share of the cost,” says the cities.”
Because 16m situations require
current bulletin.
“The best informed people in our business mostly only one picture a week, no
think that home-toll tv will be one such thing as a product shortage
of the greatest threats to exhibition has developed in the narrow-gauge
market abroad, Hicks maintained.
(and distribution).
“If exhibitors do not support the He said more and more of Metro’s
job to be done In presentingythe color pix were being sent abroad in
opposing arguments, no one 'else 16m tint version “because we bewill! And we will lose by default. lieve our customers have the right
Your share is small, so send it to get Metro product in the best
now.”
and most appealing form avail1

|

Orders Public Auction
Los Angeles, 'April 5.
Only two sealed bids for the

added.
Hicks said Loew’s International
was still experimenting with magnetic soundtracks for its 16m product and would accent that phase of
its operations towards the end of
the current anniversary drive. Magnetic tracks have the great advantage that the commentary on
them can be rubbed out and replaced at will with dialog in a different
language.
This
would
greatly extend the usefulness of
the prints. At the same time, the

narrow-gauge
situations
would
have to be equipped for proper
magnetic sound pickups.

—

Industry.

for the entire industry,

Raps Home-Toll

'

.was estimated that films were projection lens for its own 16m probringing Uncle Sam from 80% to jectors.
90% of the total admissions tax
While Metro is pushing Pertake.
specta stereophonic sound, Hicks
The admissions levy for last Jan- didn’t think it would ever become
uary was only $4,986,000, compared accepted In the 16m field. “In the
With $17,517,000 for January 1954, halls where they show 16m, it just
according to Internal Revenue doesn’t make any sense,” he deService figures. Decline is due to clared. “It certainly wouldn’t cost
two factors the tax cut and elimi- much to put Perspecta on our 16m
nation of the bite for pix tickets prints, but presently we have no
of »50 cents and less; plus the shift plans whatever to do So.”
from monthly to quarterly filing.
192 Out of 198
For the Federal fiscal year comLoew’s International, currently
mencing July 1, 1954 and continuing through January 31, 1955, the operating 16m in 192 of the potenadmissions tax brought in $64,842,- tial 198 areas outside the Iron Cur000, Contrasted with $153,838,000 tain,' is in the midst of its 10th
for the same seven months of a anniversary drive in the 16m field.
Sometimes during 1955, the comyear earlier.
The nick on night club checks, pany expects to reach and pass the
which has not been reduced from $25,000,000' rental mark from its
20%, paid the Government $1,495,- 16m operation, Hicks indicated. At
000 in January, contrasted with the moment, it’s estimated that the
16m division (Metro doesn’t han$1,839,000 for January 1954.
dle 16m domestically) accounts for
around 6% of the company’s worldwide business outside the U. S.
EXHIBS
Hicks opined that this ratio could

cities will follow Dallas’ lead- in
organizing femme film personnel.
Exec ha'd spent six weeks in Phoenix and visited the Texas town a
couple of times, once to .address
a pic pioneer dinner sponsored by
the Women of the Motion Picture

.

ships.

Bausch & Lomb has recently
iqome up with’ a 16m Cinemascope

•it

consultant
-

tiators

ternational would encourage
showing of Cinemascope pix in 16m
C'Scope “but we won’t force people to use it anywhere.” He added
that his company would definitely
make C’Scope prints in 16m for

During and shortly after World projection lens that fits all proWar II, when motion picture at- jectors. It’ll retail at $100. Bell
tendance was at the all-time high, & Howell also has an anamorphic

j

RKO

of

Federal admissions tax receipts.
Prior to last year’s tax law, which
reduced, the admissions bite from
20% to 10% and eliminated the
tax completely for motion picture
theatre admissions of 50 cents or
less, it was estimated that films
provided about 65% of the total,

and the' distribs, prime nego- basis, returned to N. Y. this week
on arbitration, have agreed with the expressed hope that other

TOA

Switch to 35m

Difficulty with 16m is that the
“maturing” of a situation usually
also results In a switch to 35m,
Hicks indicated.
“It’s a natural
development, but it also means that,
we are always having to be on the
the prowl for new customers,” he

35%

From 65

WOMEN ORG HELPFUL
how on

director of Loew’s International’s After Canada, whieh is good for
5,000 accounts, Britain is
biggest 16m customer.

16m department.
some
The Metro policy, followed by Metro

other companies operating -in 16m.
abroad, is in sharp contrast to the
course followed by 20th-Fox. Latter will cater to the 16m market
to
Shrinks
but with anamorphic versions only.
Washington April 5.
Hicks, whose 16m foreign busiLatest informal estimate is that ness still tops that of all other U. S.
motion pictures now provide some- distribs combined, said Loew’s In-

DEPINET THINKS FILM

.

1

able.” In the past, color pix frequently went Out in black-andwhite on 16m.
Swing to color
brings up costs, of course. Loew*#
International uses an average 100
16m prints per feature, Hicks said.

Admission Tax Revenues

the same!”

Ned E.
president

I

films’ Share of Federal

do

you’ll

l

given,

|

pf Love’ at our,
competitor, the VQgue.We
suggest you see it.”
Not to be outdone, Irving
Levin made up a trailer for
the vogue saying /‘It’s hot nice
to laugh at your competitor,
but we saw ‘Doctor in the
House’ at the Bridge Theatre
and just couldn’t help ourselves.

« l

i

Game

is ‘The

sive as

A

.

least in. the Frisco

—

"emergency” Wire,

Subjects expected to come up at
the session. are toll tv, arbitration,
and the proposed industry roundtable conference. Reason for putting the wraps on the "emergency”
meeting is believed prompted by
the fact that the theatremen are reluctant to issue any public state-,
ments on these questions at this
time.
Arbitration, which remains
"just around the corner,” continues
to be a touchy subject because of
the many delays in finalizing the
plan with the distributors.
The roundtable confab, also .an
industry sore point, is still as elu-

5.

Girabels.

tell

Art Film
circles.
The Vogue Theatre
and the Bridge, two rival- art
houses, are currently showing
trailers boosting each other’s
The Bridge, operated
show.
by Maury Schwarz, is flashing.
“Competition’ is the spice of
life
one of the spiciest pictures we’ve seen in a long time

TOA

Martin’s,

DOES

Macy’s

At

Service of

as a result of a sqdabble with Fedderson.
Par had raised the beef that the
program's title was too close to the
film company's pic, “If I Had
Million?’ As part of the settle-

PR Pitch:

TolVll Ruin Retail

purchase qf the Goldwyn studios
appeared when the envelopes were
opened by order of Superior
Seeking to broaden the opposition against homeJudge Paul Nourse. Bids were toll tv, “Organizations for Free TV” has been esregistered by Mary Pickford and tablished and will conduct educational campaigns
Samuel Goldwyn, co-owners °* the on various levels to stress the economic impact of
pay-as-you-see tv on setowners, the business comMiss Pickford offered munity and telecasting as presently
property.
constituted.
$1,525,000 and Goldwyn $1,501,000.
At the same time, the Committee Against Pay-asJudge Nourse has ordered the you-See TV and the Organizations for Free TV have
studio to go on the auction block retained John V, L. Hogan and Hogan Labs of N. Y.
as engineering counsel to conduct research and
with bidding in open court, not prepare studies on various technical aspects of
Meanwhile, fee-tV.
later than April 10.
Both moves relate to the Federal Communications
Miss Pickford and Goldwyn are
suing each other for approximately Commission’s bid for comment on subscription-tv
from interested parties by May 9 Group most acShe tive in opposition
$500,000 in the same court.
of toll-tv so far has been the
owns 4l/80ths qf the nine-acre exhibitors. Neither the tv networks, nor the bulk
studio and he owns 39/80ths.
of advertising agencies or the film companies are
.

as yet on record officially as to their stand on the
controversial topic which is seen affecting them
vitally.

Main pitch from Robert S. Taplinger, the puboutfit masterminding the campaign against
pay-as-yOu-see, is that authorization of coinbox tv
wouldn’t be in the public interest. Also that it
would cause serious economic dislocations in that
it would tend to disrupt the normal flow of shoppers
to the downtown areas.
Spokesman for one Of the toll-tv systems commented sarcastically this week that, for a group
claiming that pay-as-you-see was uneconomic and
wouldn’t work, the opponents of toll-tv seemed unduly concerned over its ultimate effects. “After
all,” he said, “if it’s as bad as they say, and the
public won’t take to It* they’re spending an awful
lot of money to fight its becoming a reality.
licity

$2,400,000
Ezell

For

Expansion
Dallas, April 5.

Claude Ezell

&

Associates', pio-

neers in drive-in theatre operation
in Texas, are shelling out tall coin
for further development. Company’s board of directors, at. a
meeting here last week, gave formal approval to a $2,400,000 expansion program for the coming
year.

Ezell outfit has acquired property in Houston for a 2*000-car
twin ozoner and negotiations are
pending for five additional sites in
the state.
The circuit now comprises 21 large outdoor situations,
in 10

key Texas

cities.

Ezell over the past year spent
over $900,000 for improvements.
Qf the 21 theatres, 19 have been
Equipped with 40 - by - 80 foot
curved screens and new lamps,
generators and widescreen lenses.
Ten cf the spots also were given
stereophonic sound.
Ezell was given a testimonial
not long ago by Texas showmen
on the occasion of his 50 years in
the film industry.

Disney Nixes Teter Pan’
Revival Fearing Injury

To Upcoming Cartoon
Walt Disney Productions has
nixed an attempt by RKO to provide

Disney’s

“Peter Pan”

elaborate reissue treatment.

with

RKO

has distribution rights to the cartoon.

RKO’s plan was motivated by the
success of the “Pan” spectacular
on NBC-TV with Mary Martin in
the lead.
The distributor figured
that this airing served to stimulate
big public interest in the Disney
entry and the latter, theatrically,
would have the advantages of playing on widescreen and in color for
the mass audience.
Disney, fearful of a clash with
his new cartoon, “Lady and the
Tramp,” registered the veto. The
producer’s distribution subsidiary,
Buena Vista, will release “Tramp”
this upcoming summer and, it was
felt, some attention might be diverted from this if “Pan” were
given a bigseale sales push.
Actually, “Pan,” which was first
distributed in 1953, never has been
taken out of release. It’s been constantly available to exhibitors at
the RKO exchanges and will continue to be. But s new buildup for
the entry, via new ads, etc., at this
time is now ruled out.

—
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Albany Again Shows No

Income Tax Inspectors Seen Sure

Chicago, April

5.

S.

in theatre antitrust suits
to federal income tax, was seen by
local theatrical attorneys as costly

payments

—Mankind

Hollywood, April 5.
will go back millions of years to produce Hendrik Van Loon!s classic,. “The
History of Mankind/* tracing

Warners

a vote of 36 to 16, killed the Assembly-passed bill which would
have substantially decreased the
annual amounts paid by distribs
utori for censorship licenses to

of motion picture legal ac-

by Irwin Allen who has spent
more than a year Of research
on the story. It will follow

damage awards

Allen’s current production for

Warners, “The Animal World.”

actual administration expense.

the last few years.
However, legal opinion discounted
the recent decision as a deterrent

area

in

to future suits.

Peak

For Plot

5.

Just prior to its .past weekend
adjournment, the State Senate, by

show films in N. Y* State,
The measure was a controversial
one, having been subject to much
argument and controversial parliamentary procedure. Sen. Frank D.
O'Connor, co-sponsor with Assemblyman Leo P. Noonan, at one
point argued that the censorship
operation was bringing in revenue
four times the amount required for

to -those awarded several million
dollars in damages by courts in
this

Antitrust Victors

f

Supreme Court desubjecting treble damage

Recent U.

RKO Accumulates Product

Film Trade ‘Sympathy’
Albany, April

To Dun Old
cision

'

tivity resulting in

Chicago area was 1950-52
according to the legal eagles, a pe-

in the

the progress of the -human race
from the Stone Age.

screenwill
be
Picture
played, produced and directed

Hollywood* April

0.

RKO has closed deals with Indie producers to turn In a steady
flow of features for upcoming release, according to prexy James R.
Currently
Granger,' who predicts a busy future for the company.
has nine films completed and ready for distribution and will
have four more’ shooting by the middle of this month,
Awaiting release are “Jet Pilot,” “The Conductor,” “Rage at
Dawn,” “Escape to Burma,” “Quest For the Lost City/' “Son of
Sinbad,” “Wakamba” “Pearl of. the South Racific* and “The
release
Naked Sea.” Currently filming or in preparation for
are “The Boy and the Bull,” “Flight from Bengali/' “The Treasure
In
“Glory,”
“Great
Day
Morning”
the
and “Texas
of Pancbo. Villa,”

RKO

RKO

Lady.”

Sock B.O. of “To Paris With Lore
Despite Times-Trjb Critics’

Raps

Considerable “interpretation” cenThe old controversy of art vs.
tered on the.. exact meaning of the
the boxoffice^and the N. Y. refedsix-year
the
for imposing censorship
^within
formula
well
riod
3-D OUTSIDE CONTRACT
viewers’ relative power to influ™
fees—-Whether on the number of
eral statute of limitations applicence a picture’s b.o. course was
reels of the original print submit- Court Rules Union Could Demand revived last week with renewed
Thus,
able to income tax cases.
ted and the amount of footage of
Projectionist
Extra
vigor in re .the latest Alec GuinService
Revenue
Internal
the
duplicate prints to the extent that
ness comedy, “To Paris With
shapes to recover a large chunk of
some state legislators had been
Los Angeles, April 5.
Love/'
given to believe the film companies
The Technicolor import from
the several millions in damages
District Court of Appeals upheld
more
be
paying
if the bill
would
Britain
opened at the Fine Arts
the AFL Motion Picture Projecawarded here recently.
were passed. A subsequent amend- tionists in its claim that it had Theatre to the accompaniment of
ment m£de it clear that the com- not ' violated its contract in de- two highly unenthusiastic- notices
panies would save money had it manding two operators for the in the N. Y. Times and the Herald
passed.
Girl President Marilyn’s
showing of 3-D'- pictures. Upper Tribune and a brace of other apWashington, April 5.
court reversed a ruling made a praisals that ranged from good to
Interview Gets 20th
year ago by Superior Jbdge Ar- excellent. The N. Y. Daily News,
The motion picture studios and
which cues its ratings of pix to'
nold Praeger.
their distributing arms are def- Metro and 20th-Fox Hold
broad appeal,
their potentially
Action initely “in the middle” on the
Thought, But
Loser in the case was Southside
gave it four stars.
snafued
plan to end preferred
Theatres, Inc., operating the Bal“for
Century-Fox,
Twentieth
To
Strict Policy Stand
the
occasion noteWhat made
playing time for theatres on miliRulboa, Rio and Alto theatres.
public relations reasons,” didn't
worthy were two factors:. (1) Guintary^posts.
ing was that the existing contract
attempt to block the appearance of
artistry
sophisticated
ness and his
Respecting Sound did not cover 3-D projection.
After virtually accepting the
Marilyn Monroe next Friday (8)
in the past has appealed primarily
While Columbia has now become
on Edward R. Murrow’s “Person- plan offered by the industry for
critics
of the
to the upper-strata
the benefit of theatres in some cit- the fifth U. S. major to adopt the
to-Person” .show over CBS-TV.
Times and the Tribune, and (2)
Company execs had a big huddle ies’ new large military installations, Perspecta
optical
stereophonic
despite the rough going over the
on the subject last week and de- the Defense Department has turned Sound system, a spokesman for the
film had in the two leading papers,
cided to let it pass. Under her thumbs down, and a new formula
it was doing sock business at the
company
said
in
N.
Y.
last
week
is
being
sought.
contract with 20th, Miss Monroe is
According to the Fine Arts
b.o.
obligated to clear all 'tv appearThe military posts often play that Col would continue to service
owner Richard. Davis, “To Paris
ances with the studio. This she films, at a 25-cent tab, weeks and magnetic prints in the foreign marWith Love” in its first week took
did not do in the case of the Mur- even months ahead of commercial ket.
in a “phenomenal” $20,512, setting
row program.
theatres in
neighboring towris.
several records for the house.
This makes Metro and 20th-Fox
Apart from the p.r. aspect, an- Screenings are limited to men on
Gross exceeds that of any Guinness
the only distribs to take an exother factor influencing 20th’s the bases and their families, but it'
pfe that played the house previtreme either-or attitude on the
thinking was that the Murrow stint is claimed they sometimes bring
ously.
question
sound.
of
Metro,
in
the
didn't involve any dramatics of outside guests.
“To Paris- With Love” is the
foreign
field,
makes available
United
Paramount
Theatres
payments to the star. The Murrow
There is no contract or firm prints with Perspecta sound only. shelled out $2,748,000 in 1954 for fourth Guinness starrer to play the
office takes the position that “Per- agreement which required
distri- 20th is wholly commited to mag- new widescreen and sound equip- plush eastSide showcase. The Fine
son-to-Person” is in the nature of a butors to give this preference to
netic sound, both at home and ment, it’s stated in the company’s Arts started off with “The Lavenreportorial chore and that CBS Army, Navy and Air Force bases.
abroad.
annual report. Nearly all of the der Hill Mob” and since then has
therefore didn’t have to worry The practice developed early in
had “The Detective”and “The ProRest of the companies, and spe- chain’s x houses now have wideabout the legal aspects of Miss World War II, when the industry
-moter.”
cifically Warner Bros., stick to the screens and 260 of them have comMonroe’s appearance.
agreed for morale purpose to
What had observers -surprised
plete
CinemaScope
stereoand
From the star’s point of view, get new pictures to the bases principle that they’ll service their
was that, in. the face of the Times
branches with whatever type of phonic sound installations.
the situation is quite simple. It’s quickly.
“Paris’*
and Tribune reviews,
prints are required in their areas.
As of the end of 1954-, UPT had
her contention that she no longer
Commercial exhibitors in many At the same time, the distribs ob- a whole or partial interest in 639 should be able to make such a
is under contract to the studio and
showing. It’s pointed out that, in
towns
think
it is time the practice
viously are interested in pushing houses. These holdings are to be
is, therefore, free to engage in any
was ended. However, the distri- Perspecta installations since mag- adjusted to reduce the total to 597 the past at least, the .audience for
activity she pleases. Nevertheless,
the Guinness pix consisted of the
butors, who could stop it immedi- netic prints
come a lot higher than by Sept/ 3, 1955, to conform with comparative “highbrows” such as
it’s expected that she’ll sandwich in
ately, are loathe to do so, so long
the single-track optical ones em- antitrust decree requirements.
a plug for her next pic, “The Seven
might be addicted to the Times
as the armed forces object. There ployed
by Perspecta.
Year Itch,” her last unreleased
and the. Tribune and be guided by
are two principal reasons for this.
film.
In taking their positions, both
the judgment of their respective
First, the studios need cooperation
Darryl F. Zanuck, 2Cth produc20th and Metro are, of course, pricritics, Bosley Crowther and
Liof the armed services for many
80
Y.
yesin
N.
tion topper, arrived
marily interested in pressuring exlian. Kt Zinsser.
of their best films, including such
terday (Tues.) from Europe and it’s
hibs
into
the
installations
One explanation offered is that
of the
boxoffice ttfppers as “Battle Cry,”
APRIL
of
Miss
expected that the status
respective sound units.
Guinness is capturing the imaginaIn the
“Caine
Mutiny,”
“West Point
Monroe’s contract will be taken up
More than 80 motion picture tion of an increasingly large audiStory," etc. Some uniform pictures U. S„ Perspecta so far has been*unby him with Music Corporation of
impressive,
with,
only
ence which at this point goes to
a
couple
of
grinding
cameras
will
be
away
would
on
cost
a great deal more to
America, Miss Monroe’S agents.
hundred installations reported.
see a Guinness picture almost reApril 26 when the Atomic Energy
The Murrow show Friday will produce without cooperation; othWhile
exhibs
ers couldn’t be made at all.
have
embraced Cin- Commission detonates one of the gardless of the reviews. Curious
originate from the home of Milton
aspect of this is that the British
If the military is offended, it emascope to the point where close most powerful atom bombs to date
Greene, a Look Mag lenser, in
comedian has never been an outto
13,000
houses
are now equipped,
Connecticut. Greene is a friend of might withdraw cooperation.
at its Yucca Flat, Nev., atomic standing b.o. draw., in his own countheir
enthusiasm
for
magnetic
Second,
is
the
matter
of public
Miss Monroe’s. He’s also v.p. of
try. In fact, “To Paris With Love’*
stereophonic sound appears to be proving ground.
Marilyn Monroe Productions, indie relations. The industry could reTheatrical newsreels will be cov- got a very cool reception when it
lagging. More than twice the numunit set up by the star to make pix ceive a bad press if it acted against
opened in London. Yet the last
under
pool
arthe
a
ering
event
ber
of theatres that have, Cinemaand produce tv shows. Greene’s the wishes of the armed services.
rangement and expect to put out a Guinness release in the U. S.,
Scope
show biz experience is said to be Although the act would be mainly phonic today play it without stereo- full reel. Main purpose of the United Artists’ “The Captain’s
sound.
Abroad, the ratio
for the benefit of small exhibitors,
limited.
Paradise,” has done exceedingly
the blame in such matters gener- tends to favor magnetic sound blast is to test and dramatize the
In both markets, the top effect of an A-bomb explosion On well and has grossed over $1,000,ally falls on the large companies. more.
civilian in- 000, according to UA.
house?,
and
other
cars
houses
are
equipped
for
practically
Hollywood is always a juicier tar’Due to the deal under which
stallations.
Release of the reel
get than thie main street theatre. anything that may come along.
Continental Film Distributing,
The first Col film to become will tie in with civil defense pur- headed by Frank Kassler in partAt {he most recent Pentagon
HITS
Also to be shown will be
poses.
meeting on the issue, one of the available with Perspecta sound
Seattle, April 5.
troop and cleanup operations fol- nership with Walter Reade Jr., ac^
Acmilitary spokesmen bluntly told will be “The Violent Men/’
efuired “To Paris With Love” from
Gen. Charles W. Christenberry of
lowing the explosion.
the industry reps of their proposal: cording to a Perspecta spokesman,
J. Arthur Rank, the film will have
New York, president of the Amer- “We’ll fight you if
Since the AEC hasn’t put a re- to gross a healthy
over 1,000 Perspecta units are intry
it.”
you
$800,000 or more'
ican-Korean Foundation, spoke at
date on film taken of the to break even.
Advance to Rank
The industry plan calls for a stalled abroad, and another 1,000 lease
a special meeting of the Theatre
ar.e on order.
He
claimed that the blast, tv newsreels will naturally runs to $375,000 to which must he
14rdayS
clearance
for
commerical
Owners of Washington, Northern
majority of these installations do beat out the theatrical reels. Lat- added another $150,000 for prints,
Idaho and Alaska, last Tuesday, theatres over military post& theanot duplicate existing magnetic ter aren’t worried, however, feel- advertising, etc. Pic has by now
asking support of the theatres in tres in about 60 situations, involving that their coverage will be far opened ini Chicago to very good reunits.
the area in raising funds to re- ing nearly 100 theatres on posts.
more comprehensive and magazihe- views and has also been Able to
habilitate South Korea and prelike in character. “We aren’t aim- garner a great many commercial
vent to spread 6f Communism. The
ing for super-speed,” commented tieups via its French theme.
showmen agreed to support collecone newsreel execs.
tions at the theatres, for voluntary
With more than 80 cameras lenssupport of the movement.
ing various phases of the big blast,
Joe Rosenfeld, Spokane theatrehalf of them will be operated
about
man, and president of the group,
Minneapolis,* April 5.
automatically to preclude possible
presided and Mayor Pomeroy welWhen A1 Lichtmafl, 20th-Fox sales manager, comes here next
injuries
to and radiation effects on
comed the guest speaker.
month to speak at North Central Allied’s convention, a committee
Minneapolis, April 5.
cameramen. Newsreels have been
will attempt to have him agree to take up cudgels for a proposed
In the face of below zero temasked to get to Las Vegas on Blast peratures up until a few days ago
Theatres throughout the country,
high pressure selling campaign suggested by Abe Kaplan, local
Day Minus 4, i.e., four days before and considerable unmelted snow
with the backing of the leading
circuit owner.
the explosion. Latter may be post- throughout the area, at least 10
exhibitor organizations, have been
Taking its cue from Coca-Cola’s concentration on “The Pause
depending on of .the territory’s drive-in theatres
poned, however,
cooperating in raising funds for
That Refreshes,” the proposed campaign also would pound away
weather conditions.
the American Korean.. Foundation.
on a single theme.
are preparing for a season openOn billboards everywhere, buses, etc., for
Gen. Christenberry, who spoke to
Reels have asked Warner. Pathe ing on Easter Sunday, April 10.
example, there would be pictured a woman engaged in a conversatheatremen in Denver last week,
newsreel editor Jack Le Vien to
tion with a man and telling him “I’m tired of sitting at home
Many of the other ozorlers have
is touring the country on behalf of
undertake coordination of their set April 20 and 21 for their teelet’s go to the movies.”
the Foundation and is making a
However, it’s not cer- offs. Practically all will be swing
Allied wants all of the major film companies to combine for the
coverage.
special effort to talk to theatre
institutional drive and to raise a total of $10,000,000 a year “as a
tain whether he'll be able to leave before the end of this month, it’s
groups.
indicated.
starter” for three years to defray the cost.
N. Y.
.
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CLEVELAND WOW!

IN PHILADELPHIA!

"A

real shocker

—

have the whole town talking/*

NEW YORK:

"Bound

Should
Daily News

, . .

to be one of the most

widely discussed pictures of the year!

A picture

— Joumal-American

you won't soon forget!”

IN BOSTON: "Powerful ... Authentic ... One of

— Globe

the most arresting films of the year.”

. .

SAN FRANCISCO:
.Tropical

"Packs dramatic punch

and timely drama.”

IN CLEVELAND: "Great
as

you

— Examiner

rarely

.

.

.

You

will be

have been moved.”

NATIONALLY: "Shocking and
,

FRISCO

Radio-TV Commonfatof)

WHAM!

EQUALS HAPPY NEW. YEAR

PHILLY

(Heidi 3rd Week!)

BIZ!

PHENOM

! 3rdWeekl)

BEATS "MOQAMBO” FOR ALL-TIME

HOUSE RECORD!

NEW YORK TOPS!

Extended Run!)

BIGGEST IN 6 YEARS AT STATE, N. Y.

moved
—News

unforgettable”

SayS Walter Wlnchell\ (Syndicatod Columnist

3rd Week!)

SENSATIONAL IN SPITE OF SNOW
AND RADIO "STAY HOME” WARNINGS

SENSATION OF THE NATION!

IN

(Heidi 3rd Week!)

s

s.

ss

N

%

- • •

IN

!

STATE -BEST IN A YEAR!
ORPHEUM-TOPS EXCEPT "KNIGHTS OF
ROUND TABLE” AND NEW YEARS

LO UIS C ALHERN
f^Cwith^ARGARET HAYES
v/
by RICHARD BROOKS

:

BOSTON BOFF

.V.V.W.W

PRESS-TIME FLASH!
New

Brunswick, Trenton Terrific, Held Overl
Every New Opening Proves It’s Sure-Fire!

,

.

,

.'

PICTURES
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Sues Over Popcorn
of

Listing injuries suffered in a
at the Orpheum Theatre

—

More serious
some different

last November, Mrs. Grace H,
Wright of Omaha last week
sued Tri-States Theatre Corpo-

ration for $41,550.
Mrs. Wright said the fall

Continued from page 5

(20th),
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Both on Wobble

in February.

In

stocks

the
“Jupiter’s Darling” (M-G), de8. many critical barbs which Amusement Group showed, plus
spite
included tabbing it as Esther Wil- signs at the close and none sported
liams' poorest pic to date, managed gains of as much as a point. CBS

Holy Week, and business is
generally slow- For another, “Man
Called Peter,” the life story of
Peter Marshall, famous Protestant to limp home 10th. “Underwater^’
Minister and Chaplain nf the U.S. (RKO), 10th in the previous month,
Senate, isn’t considered a “big copped 11th money while “The
It

disappointingly
came up to expectations
in Denver.
It’s recalled at the 20th, homeoffice that another Protestant pic,

2.

“I’d Climb the Highest Mountain,”
also lagged in N. Y. but did very
well in the hinterlands and particularly in the socalled Bible Belt
areas of the midwest, south and
Pacific northwest.

3.

“Country Girt” (Par).
“Battle Cry” (WB).
“Long Gray Line” (Col).

4. “tJntamed’-’

6.
7.

“Cinerama”

action of film shares is that these
issues, didn’t sell off more than
they did in view of current boxoffice showings.
Stanley-Warner
was off 50c and ABC-Paramount
Theatres was down around 2
points.
Latter dip was likely
caused by the 1954 earnings statement.
Paramount Pictures was

(Indie).

'East of Eden* Hot
profitably have gone else“East of Eden*’ (WJB ) shapes as
where. At the same time, it’s
pointed out that, particularly with one of- the standout newcomers. It
the Rivoii now closed and soon to promises, to pick, up Where “Battle
be out of circulation with “Okla- Cry” left off in giving Warners anhoma” in Todd-AO, 20th is really other great h.o. winner. Just
shy of a good and sure showcase getting around as March ended,
for its CinemaScope product.
the pic 'already 'has' indicated
A. limited number of 20th’s re- smashing grossing potential, with
leases have gone into other Broad- crix .appraisal and word-of-mouth
way houses, notably '“Carmen all the good. “Blackboard Jungle”
Jones” and “Prince of Players,” (M-G). also looms as a big. grosser
both of which played the Rivoii.
based on first fiv.e or six playdates
“The Roxy is no longer any in- in larger key' cities. Metro got it
dication of what one of our pic- off the ground, with some excellent
tures will do elsewhere,” observed bally via getting teachers interone 20th ekec last week. “We don’t ested in discussing it pro and con.
really know what’s wrong with the
“Man Without a Star” (U) also
house. But if they do get a good shapes as a big money picture,
picture, they can really do busi- judging from first few engageness.”
ments. -Here, too, some smart exThe Roxy started off Cinema- ploitation Including worthwhile
Scope with a fabulous 13-week run personals by Star Kirk Douglas got
of “The Robe” which it followed it away with a bang.. “Mambo”
up with a run of six weeks and (Par) is heading for a big total on
four days for “Beneath the 12 Mile its first playdate in N.Y.
Reef.” The other top run was a
“Man Called Peter” (20th),
seven-week one for “There’s No which started at the N.Y. Roxy
Business Like Showbusiness.” like a house-afire, shapes as potenThere were four-week runs for tially great* at the wickets based
“Three Coins in the Fountain,” on its showing there. Film

more

.

drew

many

rave reviews, and is heading
for a smash opening Session. “N.Y.
Confidential”
(WB),
also
new,

enough to cop

seventh

place one week.

“Doctor In House” (Rep), also
new, is shaping very big in smaller
There is every indication that, houses. It ran up enough
coin to
whatever 20th’s feelings about the finish i2th another
week during
Roxy, the company will continue
March. “Conquest of Space” (Par),
to feed its pix into the big house.
another newie, wound up eighth
One reason is that the theatre still one week
but is just getting
weeks.

cart deliver a good return.- Another, that it’s run by National
Theatres, a top 20th customer.

started.

“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) gave
further indication last month of
following closely in the footsteps
boxoffice-wise of “This Is CinePickford-Goldwyn Case
rama” (Indie), the original CineHollywood, April 5.
rara production. Pic not only has
Legal battle between Mary Pick- opened sock buj has held up in
ford and Samuel Goldwyn over surprising manner in the several
ownership of Goldwyn studios has keys where it has been launched.
been continued until April 12 by
“Bad Day at Black Rock” (M-G)
Judge Paul Nourse in Superior was a runnerup pic two weeks durCourt.
ing the month but never attracted
Thus far in the trial Judjge too much attention.
“Sign of
Nourse has ruled that Miss Pick- Pagan” (U) also added further
ford is not entitled to an account- sizeable coin to its coffers.
ing from Goldwyn of rentals col“Gate of Hell” (Indie) finished
lected on the jointly owned lot. She eighth one stanza and was a runsued for $500,000 as her share of nerup film another. Two Academy
the rentals, while Goldwyn filed a awards likely will further accelsuit asking $503,000 as her alleged erate
bookings
and
playdates
share of maintenance.
where now on extended-run.
i
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3
16
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Zenith.

93
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4%

276
Loew’s
- 314
Nat. Thea.
215
Paramount
84
Phllco
91
RCA
... 251
RKO Piets.
21
RKO Thea. . 131
Republio .... 163
Rep., pfd. ... 43
Stanley War. 43
20th-Fox .... 71
Univ. Pix.
16
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Technicolor

Trans-Lux
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63
205
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10%

10%
13%
15%

15%
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153,4
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Over-the-Counter Securities
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Capitol Records ...
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Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod.
Official

%
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46

Polaroid
Skiatron
(J. A. Theatres

43/4

5%

18%

193,4

Walt Disney

34
(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

+ %

—%

4%

4%-

Films

+1

5

.2%
48

4
4

+4

36

A

-

*

Co.)

* Actual volume.

1%. Other film and cinema
were minor fractions. Other
Amusement Group losers were
Zenith Radio, off 3 points; and
RCA common, down 1 point.
Loew’s, which has- been somer
what of a disappointment to some
SS5SS Continued from pace 3
traders, is not expected to come
cerned with the depression and the play it safe in pictures, you’ll never
through with as high earnings in
discover any new ideas or people.
the second quarter of the current great social problems of our times
/’
“There has to be a re-casting of
“Little Man,
fiscal year (ended in mid-March) -—“Grapes of Wrath
A proas the corresponding period a year What Now,” “Mr. Deeds,” “Mr. our ideas and attitudes.
ducer’s desire for good pictures toago. Absence of the usual big boxSmith,” other Capra pictures an day is limited only by his own
office pix are blamed, and their
expression of our doubts and imagination.”
b,o. showfiig probably is causing
The willingness to experiment,
the stock to lag.
While Loew’s searchings.’
to try fresh techniques, is a part of
first quarter was 30c a share as
Readying for War
the
vitality of the motion picture
against 22c in similar quarter a
The late ’30s were concerned
year ago, the second quarter may with the imminence of war and the world, in Wald’s opinion. The bigbe only 30c or less compared with growing terrors abroad “Escape,” gest problem we have, he says, is
40c in the second, quarter a year “Confessions of a Nazi Spy.” Dur- to “avoid erecting a huge celluloid
earlier.
ing World War II, we made war curtain around ourselves.”
Corporation is expected to do pix, and even in these films abouf
Don’t Underestimate your audinicely with product like “Black- men in battle, said something ence’s intelligence,. Wald warns
board Jungle” and “Glass Slip- about our American idealism. After producers. The best thing about
off

Surge To Realism

'

‘

13%
10% 6%
40% 26%
40% 28
45% 22%
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Precision

The encouraging part about the

>

Called Peter,” previewed
8. “Toko-ri” (Par).
in some 60 cities for Protestant
“Far Country” (U).
groups, has received unusually
IT). “Jupiter’s Darling” (M-G).
strpng audience response and is,
11. “Underwater!” (RKO).
figured by 20th as one of its top
12. “The Racers” (20th).
grossers. for the year.
While there are various explanations for the failure of the pic to Racers”
(20th), meeting the fate of
live up to expectations in N. Y.
many previous racetrack films,
so far, 20th execs have.been eyeing only managed to land 12th spot.
the performance’ of their pix at the
“White Feather” (20th) topped
Roxy with considerable misgivings the runner-tip' films, with “Rivers
for some time. It’s admitted that
To
Cross” <M-G)- and “Capt. Lighta number of 20th releases were
foot” (U) in the same category.
booked into., the Roxy that might

“A Woman’s World”
and “The Egyptian.” By contrast,
“The Racers” stayed a week and
five days; “Garden of Evil” for
two weeks and six days and “River
of No Return” for just under three

General

%

x

in

of 25c each.

“Man

“Desiree,”

shares,

six

Equipment, Warner Bros., Repubpreferred,
Technicolor
and
Skiatron were the only ones to advance. Last-named was up threeeighths and Rep pfd. advanced
five-eighths.
Others showed gains

(20th).

“Hit the Heck” (M-G),
“Crazy Horse” (U).

5.

.only

1

lic

MARCH GOLDEN DOZEN
1.

fact,

“A”

opened somewhat
also in Los: An-

geles, but

28% 14%
94V* 41%
93% 41%
39% 193,4
18% 9%
74% 46%

7%

MIKE WEAR

weekly Voi. Weekly Weekly
Low
in 100s
High

1954-’55

High Low

5%

While the stock market wound
up last week with a smart rally, as
measured by the industrial averfinished eight. “Far Country” (U),
a big laggard in getting started, ages, the five-day session meant litto cinema and radio-tv shares.
tle
Ilth
ninth
was
position.
took
It

this is

city” picture.

was

caused by “popcorn boxes and
other debris.”

the month.
“Untamed”
out in circulation only three
weeks, copped fourth place. “Hit
the Deck.” (M-G) wound up fifth in
the March boxoffice sweepstakes,
current
blaming
jsome
exhibs
apathy toward musicals by the
public for it not climbing higher.
“Chief Crazy Horse” (U) cap?
tured sixth position despite the
fact .that it was out in release extensively only two weeks last
month. “Cineraiha” (Indie) wound
up seventh. “Bridges at Toko-ri”
(Par), which was first in February,
during

analysis produced
factors. For one,

For Week Ending Tuesday (5)

fall

March Grosses

t

(N.Y. Stock Exchange)

tion.

Despite Good Notices, Roxy Lags With Protestant
Religioso Varied Theories on Big N.Y. Showcase
While 20th-Fox execs are confident that “A Man Called Peter,”
with a sock ad campaign and
backed by solidly favorable reviews,. will do big biz over the
Easter holidays, there’s nevertheless. a sense of disappointment over
the pic’s showing at the Roxy
Theatre, N. Y. in its first week.
Failure of the film po activate
the Roxy b.o. had .20th execs once
again shaking their heads and
wondering aloud about the pros
and cons of 20th’s close alliance
with the 5,717-seat showcase.
After a set of highly enthusiastic
reviews last Friday (1), “Man
Called Peter” grossed a dim $5,490
at the b.o. Friday, $9,422 Saturday
and $6,778 Sunday.
Said one 20th exec, half in, jest:
"Maybe the place is jinxed.”

Amusement Stock Quotations,

Omaha, April 5.
The anti-popcorn segment
fandom has fresh ammuni-

•

.

—

t

—

per,” now going into release. Actual split up of Loew’s stock, once
the theatre arid productiori-distribution branches are separated,
also look to create more interest
in the shares now selling on the

Big Board around 18%.
Consistently high price for Gen-

Equipment shares
week apparently
stemmed from the 1954 annual reeral Precision
in
the
past

the war, we turned to films of for- any good picture is that it really
Not only has it a distinct
getfulness the world wanted to be lives.
amused, and there was a resurg- quality of the times and the excitement of the times, but it also has
ence of comedy and musicals.
We’ve come the full circle now, the ability to survive over an exWald says. The world is a serious tended period of time. “Run some
of the early Cagney pictures,” he
place. We face serious, grim problems. Realism in the Ibsen sense advises.
“A good producer today knows
of realism is back with us, and we
must approach our film-making exactly what he is seeking and is
not on a hunting expedition, wonwith this in mind.
Films today, -he opines, must bite dering what luck might turij, up,”
sharply into life, tackle some of the Wald declares., “One of the toughproblems, have undictated and est problems a producer faces
when he becomes successful is to
honest endings.
keep in touch with life instead of
“Audiences the world over are what is going on in society.
not interested in any story without
“If you are not careful, you take
Wald your money and use it to isolate
satisfactory
ending,”
a
thinks.
“By that, I don’t neces- yourself from the very sources and
sarily mean a happy ending. I contacts
that gave you your sucmean an ending that has a ring of cess. Audiences who visit ,the thetruth to it—like “From Here to atres are people. You have to stay

—

I

-

1

port, which was mailed to stockholders early last week. Sales of
$123,332,634 and a profit of $5,488,090 set a new record for the corporation. Prexy Hermann G. Place
revealed that the principal activity
of the GPE companies is the design and production of a wide
range of high-precision instruments components and systems for
industry and U. S. defense. Link
Aviation, one of the companies acquired during the past year, sup- Eternity,’ and more recently, ‘On
plies a system for training jet the Waterfront.’
pilots, both for airline companies
“A successful producer is a man
and for the American armed who makes films that look at
forces.
things in a way that he has interSales of film theatre eaulpment preted the world most successfully
and supplies, with which GPE had for most people. To make good
been predominately identified for pictures, you must have an awaremany years, were the highest in ness of the forces at work in people,
the company’s history last year. and the world around them.
A
Net working capital of GPE at the picture is a success because it is
end of last year totalled $41,411,- an honest portrayal of the life it
723 as against $18,651,901 at thri deals with and because the people
start of 1954.
in it behave the. way people would
During the year, GPE sold 7,500 under such circumstances.
shares of 20th?Fox common and
No Magic Formulas
7,500 shares of National Theatres
There are no magic formulas for
common stock. At one time, GPE
making
a hit, according to Wald,
(formerly called General Theatre
Equipment) had a heavy stake in who has had plenty. But the formaking a flop is simple.
for
mula
20th-Fox. The report also cited its
same story with the
activity in selling large-screen tele Make the
type
cast and sell it with the
same
equipment, for use both in theatres and also for biz and educa- same tried and true methods.
“Producers today cannot afford
tional usage.
Receipts from the
hitch - hikers,”
Wald
be
sale and lease of theatre tv equip- to
“They have to lead the
ment, while not large, were the avers.
parade rather than follow it. If you
best so far realized.

with them, live with them, understand
their
changing
moods,
thoughts, conflicts.”

^

advises: “Just remember
the things that separate men arid
women from one another are less

Wald'

.

important than the things they
have in common. You must keep
this in mind when you are looking
for material to put on the screen.
Any good picture is one that gives
the audience a personal emotional
experience.

“For a film to be successful these
days, its basic premise must be acceptable to a majority of the- audience; its mood must correspond to
something that the audience feels
or would like to have expressed.
“People going to the films today
will not accept characters on the
screen

who

are contrived.

They

want hitman beings who, being human, are filled with weaknesses
and strength. They want to see
on the screen a reflection of the
times that they can understand.”
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Japanese Wonderful Studio Aides
Technicians Hero-Worship Cameraman Burnett
Guffey Kohlmar Lauds Tokyo Production
*

—

1

,

Hollywood, April 5.
Hollywood motion picture comin Japan are
shooting
panies now

.

Binford Eats

Crow

Continued from page 5

the finest cooperatiQn
they have enjoyed in any part of
the world* Fred Kohlmar, just
returned from Osaka where he
launched the production of
Columbia’s “Sergeant O’Reilly,”

receiving

and would have preferred a full
showdown,” said Goodman.
Memphis’ city attorney had no
stomach for defending the censoring of “Bamboo Prison” and that
left Binford and his three lady
reports.
He
Since the first of the year, pro- echoes out on their stumps.
was forced to license the picture
Tokyo
trips
to
ducer has made two
and Osaka, first to select locations to end the suit.
Usually free with the gab, Binand arrange for the aid of Japanese
government officials; then, to get ford sulked <after having to eat
and
crow. Barricading himself in his
his film starring Aldo Ray
Mitsuko Kimura under way. Rich- home and refusing to answer the
phone, he gave every indication of
ard Murphy is directing.
“The assistance given by govern- being in a big pet.
ment officials, the heads of the
Incident may or may not be the
Osaka municipal administration, beginning of the end for Binford’s
the Osaka Prefecture and the 26-year
His
reign.
autocratic
police, has been all that we could strange /tenacity
has been relegal

j

i

i

Kohlmar states. “We also marked before. Binford does not
have had tremendous cooperation exist in a vacuum but obviously
from Japanese workers provided has the moral support or tolerance
by the Daiei Kyoto studios. Natu- of the city authorities and the local
ask,”

rally, there have
difficulties, as the

been language churches.
This is not the first
Japanese crew time he’s made Memphis ridiculous

members speak no English and we

in the eyes of the rest of the naare not familiar with their lan- tion.
But Memphis has, if anyguage, but they’re really 'hep* and thing, always taken a perverse
learn very fast,, thanks to their pride in his notoriety.
consuming curiosity about our
Embarrassments have, however,
equipment.
year. For exam“Our BNC camera and our sound increased in past
ple* Binford tangled hot long ago
fascia
equipment particularly, have
local Universalist Church
with
the
nated them, and they swarm all
and made no friends by accusing
over it to examine it minutely. Our
that church of bad conduct in booklighting equipment also is much
ing
a 40-year-old Charley Chaplin
bigger than they are accustomed
non-theatrical showings.
to.
Most of them are smaller film for
For
the first ' time in years, the
physically than we are, and our
bent on
heavy lights are a problem- for motion picture industry is
effort to defrock
them. But they haven’t let that a determined
Memphis censor Lloyd Binford.
worry them.
“Our art director, Carl Ander- Taking On the job are Columbia
Pictures and the Motion Picture
son, built an entire set with the
Tim approach
aid of a Japanese construction Assn, of America.
foreman who spoke no English, will be a court suit initially looking
Binford’s
ban on Col’s
reverse
to
while Carl spoke no Japanese. But
Curtain.”
with. the aid of the dictionary they “Bamboo
MPAA,
however
to press
wants
got along perfectly.
the facts re“Fortunately, from Daiei studios the issue far bevond
lating
this
one
film. The organito
where our only interior set was
zation’s ultimate goal is a court
built we did get an assistant dithat censorship
rector who spoke English, even to verdict declaring
in Memphis lacks Constitutional
possible
slang, and wherever
-

our

we

.

using

are

English-speaking

Japanese actors to fill Japanese
roles. While the sound track, as a
result, may not be as slick and
polished as in Hollywood, we hope
to gain in authenticity and realism
what we lack in complete clartiy.
It isn’t essential that every syllable
be understood, so long as audiences get the meaning.”
Guffey,
Cameraman
Burnett
according to Kohlmar, is the big
shot with the troupe. “Japanese

cameraman
follow
his
every
move,” producer pointed out. “I’ve
never seen such a nation of camera
bugs. When we’re out on location,
even when we’re just taking time
out to eat lunch, the bushes suddenly become alive with cameras,
as the fans start snapping shutters.
“While we were shooting at the
Osaka railroad depot, more than
50,000 enthusiastic fans turned up
and almost caused a riot, they were
so eager to get a close-up view of
what was going on. On that day,

we had

*

to

close

down early

order to escape the mob.
police

in

Extra

had to be called out to

handle the crowd.”

Atlas Asset Value
Continued from page 3
holdings increased in market value
by about $2,600*000.
List of stocks in the corporation’s
porfolio plainly showed how Atlas
Corp. went in heavily for purchase
of RKO Pictures Corp, shares
while dropping its 10,000 shares of
RKO Theatres stock. Report shows
the company held 1,000,000 shares
of RKO Pictures at the end of
1954 as against only 76,000 shares
at the end of 1953. Value of RKO
Pix stock hold by Atlas as of
the 1954 financial report was
$8,875,000.

Company held on
shares
stock,

of

to its 25,000

Paramount

valued

at

Pictures

$1,003,125.

It

showed 105,000 shares of Walt Disney Productions stock {valued at
$2,625,000) or an increase of 4,000
shares over a year ago. It held no
other film or theatre shares.
Atlas listed its negotiations “with
respect to
Pictures” as one of
the three major projects of the

RKO

past yeari.

.

This, of course, would
put Binford out of business.
Curiously, in past the various
distributors have been disinclined
to fight the Dixie blue-penciller.
He has thumhs-downed more pictures than any of his colleagues
around the country and often, or
so it seems, to the trade, for the
sole purpose of gratifying a personal whim. (He’s nearly 90 and
very opinionated.)..

authority.

The distribs, while unanimously
professing strong anti-censorship
sentiment, have refused to take on
Binford in legalistic combat for a
couple of suspected reasons. Memphis, it’s said, is not an important
money territory and the revenue
lost because of Binford can be recouped largely in West Memphis,
Ark., which is just across the Mississippi River. Further, a ban by
Binford has certain publicity value

1955

UPT's Operating Net
Gains

Bnt

Rep May Drop Theatre Prod.

Goldenson

Continued from pace 1

Raps Product Supply

change was in the thinking stage” ords. I feel pretty sure the profits
Broadcasting - Paraand would be discussed by Q the had something to do with the sepmount Theatres’ 1954 fiscal year board of directors at its meeting
aration of theatres and production
brought further improvement in following the stockholder -session. companies. It’s impossible to make
theatre
income and operating*] He pointed out that the company a profit in today’s market’’
was not signing any more perWeill won the support of Wall
profit but Leonard H. Goldenson,
formers, operating only on a pic- Sti. broker Bernard E. Smith, whose
president, has a b'eef about the ture-by-picture arrangement, and
son, Bernard E. Jr., is a member
product situation.
that by the end of the year “we of the Republic board of directors.
He states: “Judging from the will be free of all our player con- It was Smith Sr., incidentally* who
stayed management’s attempt to
schedule of pictures to be released tracts.”
If the change goes through, he adjourn the session. Young Smith
early in 1955, thp present’ im|-said, the company would be able was named to the hoard last year,
proved level of business should to reduce its staff and facilities by being the only non-management
continue. However, the concentra- 25% within 90 days. He pointed sponsored director. He was* nomition by producers on fewbr and out that even if the company did nated after his father had refused
more expensively made ‘big’ pic- not make pictures on its lot, it the post.
tures remains a matter of concern. could emerge with a $1,000,000
Weill’s motion to probe the posThe lack of enough good pictures yearly profit merely by renting stu- sibility of changing management
and, the practice of concentrating dio space to various telepix produc- received a total of 80,450 shares
their release at specific times of ers.
In- addition, he noted that a voting in support while the manthe year, creating an uneven dis- good deal of the processing busi- agement, armed with proxies, was
tribution flow, were in great * part ness' would be “thrown into our able to defeat it with T,300,000
shares. Smith voted 72,300 shares
responsible for depressing our the- laboratory.”
atre business during the first five
The Rep topper said the com- which he controls for the motion.
After the session, Weill said he
months of. 1954.
pany had received “many calls”
“This existence of a sellers’ for rental space.
The company, he may start a proxy fight. “If I’m
market has resulted both in the- said, realized $700,000 last year asked to do so by a sufficient number of stockholders; I will,’.’ he
atres paying unusually high 'film from renting
studio space. He outsaid.
Young Smith, queried by
rentals and In the necessity of lined plans
for expanding both the
over-extended
for
reporters
after the meeting, said
pictures
playing
studio and laboratory facilities,
he felt badly at what happened at
periods of time. Smaller theatres noting that the company
had 45 the meeting.
program
frequent
“I go along with
more
with
acres adjacent to the Republic lot.
changes have felt the effects of This property, he said, was pur- most of the stockholders here,” he
than
said.
“If
management has nothing
this shortage more acutely
chased in. 1937 for $70,900 and is
the large* first-run theatres. There now worth $500,000, based on the to conceal, it has nothing to lose
by an investigation by a stockholdare groups now at work within the offers Rep has received for
the
He indicated he
industry who are attempting to land. He said the company’s print- er committee.”
was ojot satisfied with Yates’ stewcorrect the imbalance of supply ing biz had been so good
that it
and demand by creating additional spent $500,000 to enlarge the plant ardship based on what “was demonstrated today.” Asked if he were
sources of supply.”
facilities.
Ho said the company
AB-PT’s annual report to stock- planned to enlarge its lab in N. Y. satisfied with the way the comholders disclosed net operating because “we can’t handle all the pany had been run, he said that
“the information given directors is
earnings for 1954 of $4,722,000, or business we’re getting.”
J,so meager, it’s hard to give an in$1.06 per common share, after pre“We are doing very well with formed judgment on Yates’ stewferred dividends of $534,000. The
our laboratory and tv,” he said. ardship. I’m open-minded. I hope
previous year brought net operat“Because of conditions over which it’s better than what we saw toing earnings of $4,480,000, or $1
we
have no control, we are not day.” Smith Jr. said some of the
per common share, after preferred
doing as well as we’d like in the things that had come up at the
dividends of $488,000.
theatrical field. It's a question of meeting were “alarming”
and that
Capital gains in the new year
stop making pictures for theatres a “good deal of
consideration”
were listed at $210,000, or 5c per to concentrate on
our laboratory should be given the complaints. He
common share, compared with and
television, both of which have emphatically said
that he did not
$4,515,000, or $1.14 per common been
very successful,
favor a retreat from the theatrical
share, in 1953. The big cap gains
“This is nothing new. I’ve dis- film field.
mostly
coin in 1953 was derived
cussed it with
number of circuit
Directors elected, all managefrom the sale of WBKB-TV, Chi- heads and theya know
my position. ment supported, for three-year
cago, to Columbia Broadcasting
The only thing that can change our .terms included John Petrauskas
System.
minds' is if they play our pictures Jr., William M. Saal,
Edwin Van
and pay more money for them.”
Pelt, and Douglas T. Yates.
While Republic has been in the
Earlier, Yates disclosed Rep had
forefront of tv activity for a num- received
$7,000,000 in the past two
Burt Balaban
ber of years, both by selling old years from the sale of old
pix to
features to tv and by telepix pro- tv.
Continued from page 3
He said Rep has received a
duction, this is the first official in$1,000,000 advance from MCA for
ers of America and former script dication that
a theatrical film firm the old Gene
Autry and Roy
editor of Balaban’s package of 13 will defect from the ranks, an
Rogers films.
features shot for television, Bala- omen that the picture industry will
ban has not decided which wide- mark with more than passing interest.
screeh process he’ll use.
Tenor of Yates' statement was
Pasternak
Other picture, which he’ll- do perhaps set by worldwide sales
with Eros after Oct. 15, is “The chief Richard W. Altschuler who,
Continued from pace 3
Ace of Spades,” a spy story scrip- in a report to stockholders, gave a
ted by Jerome Ross. Film will be downbeat picture of the future of made. We should take it easy in
shot in conventional screen tech- the industry. Discussing the do- criticizing these newcomers. Let’s
nique, but it hasn’t been decided mestic market, he said that small- give them a chance to develop.
yet whether it will be in color. er situations are closing rapidly
That’s the only way they can learn
Exclusive and Eros will control

American

,

,
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.
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and “-the number of theatres where
United Kingdom distribution on we can play our pictures is dimintheir respective pix, with Balaban ishing.” He said that tv 4s having its
dickering distribution deals here effect, noting the estimated audifor both films. While Balaban is ence of 60,000,000 which recently
president of Princess Pictures, he viewed the televised “Peter Pan.”
negotiated the coproduction deals He said the domestic market is
on his own and will set up a new changing every .day and that atcorporation tochandle them.
in some instances.
tendance had dipped from 90,000,000 weekly to 45,000,000 in a 10year period. As to the foreign
market, he pointed to the introduction of tv in Great Britain, the
import restrictions of many forBy opening half arf hour ahead of the London presentation, “A Man eign countries, and the reevaluation
of the currency, the effect of which
Thurs.
Called Peter” had its world preem at La Scala, Glasgow last
“we’re .beginning to feel.”
(31). The time differential gave thg Scottish city a five hour beat on
Although Yates and management
the launching at the Roxy, New York. Although Glasgow is Britain’s
second city, this was the first time ever that a world premiere had were harrassed throughout the sesbeen staged there and to mark the occasion 20th-Fox chartered an sion, the real fireworks did not
aircraft to fly a contingent of London and American newsmen to break out. until Altschuler introScotland. (Because of the newspaper strike many of the London cor- duced a motion to adjourn. At this
point, management was charged
respondents felt obliged to drop out at the last minute.).
The screening, arranged by a personal cable exchange between with attempting "to railroad” the
Spyrbs P. Skouras and Sir Alexander B, King, was on an impressive meeting. The opposition was led
scale. The London contingent were met at Glasgow airport by Mrs. by Harold Weill, a stockholder and
Hutton, the sister of Catherine Marshall, and Sir Alex and the arrival member of the law firm of Leon,
Weill
Mahoney, He’s also a forwas covered by newsreels.
At a .private function later the Lord Provost praised the picture mer director of United Artists.
unreservedly and said he would refer to its message in every public William Zimmerman, former veepee and general counsel of
speech he made during its run.
Pictures during the shortlived ArS. D. Kane, North Central Allied executive counsel, tells members nold Grant regime, is also a memin the current
members that “frankly, if I had a theatre and ber of the law firm.
Weill questioned Yates and other
Mr. Disney’s representative asked me to play a picture which had
been cut down from what previously was. shown on tv I’d ask him management*, reps sharply on the
how much he was going to pay me to run It.” Kane’s comment is company’s activities and blasted
occasioned, he states, by the fact that Disney is editing the “Adven- the contemplated move to withtures of Davy Crockett” tv series into 95 minutes for theatrical re- draw from the theatrical field. He
lease. “It will be interesting,” he points out, “to learn the terms chided Yates’ explanation of why
Republic was not doing as well as
Buena Vista asks for this one.”
the other film companies during a
Borden Chase, vet screen writer, is a cautious man, not wanting to generally upbeat film market.
rush things. .After using this name for 15 years, he petitioned L. A. Earlier Yates, in answering a stockSuperior Court to legalize cognomen, switching from Frank Stanley holder query on the subject, said:
Fowler. He also requested the court to legally change the name of “We don’t know how other companies keep their books* and: recf his wife*’ Patricia Moore Fowler*

Inside Stuff-Pictures

&

RKO

NCA

6,

their trade.”

Pasternak, in his pitch to exurged them to have patience with pictures featuring new
faces.
He told them “not to be
discouraged” and to “give these
pictures a break” by holding the
films over long enough to give the
word of mouth a chance to build.
hibitors,

“The trouble with many exhibhe said, “is that as soon as
book a picture with new

itors,”

they

faces, they’re already looking for
another picture. They don’t give
the public a chance to s$e these
newcoihers.
If they lose a little
money at the beginning, they .owe
that much to us in our effort to

develop

new

faces.”

During his tour,
Pasternak
found the public confused by the
many new film processes, with
people banding around Cinerama#
Cinemascope, VistaVision, ToddAO, etc., and not being quite sure
what each one was. “Maybe it’s
a good thing,” he said. “At least
interest in motion
it stimulates
pictures.”

Having completed “Love Me or
Leave,” the Ruth Etting biofilm,
Pasternak returns to the Coast at
the end of week to begin preparation for “Weekend at Las Vegas,”
starring

Cyd

on

Charisse.

May

Film

is

set

Also on Paster“Cheating
schedule
is
nak’s
Heart,” the story of Hank Wilto roll

26.

liams, and “International Revue,'
a film which will be shot in different parts of the world. Part of
the producer’s recent tour was to
line up performers for “International Revue.” George Sidney will
direct the film and, according to
Pasternak, every star on the Metro
will appear, in itv
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From

the friends of the late

JOSEPH HENRY CURTIS
7

who are proud
in

that his

dream and faith

“Crime on the Waterfront 99 has been
fulfilled.
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The

stiff

al-

tariff,

Many felt that they should have
gotten more for their money. From
ANTA and CARE’s point of view,
they’d both just like to forget the
whole thing. It boils down to the
simple fact that you can’t expect
volunteers to do a job that would
test the imagination and resources
of professional showmen.
> „
William Rosensohn, prexy of Box
Office Television, said the unfavorable reaction was due in part to
BOTV, Which
the empty houses.
has presented football games on
theatre tv and has presented numerous business meetings via the
medium, was
handle the

to

originally, slated

ANTA

affair,

but witlv

drew when a satisfactory arrangement could not he set with the
legit folk.
“It needed a large

audience to
generate enthusiasm,’’ Rosensohn'“The reaction would have
said.
,

if the show was presented live in each theatre.” In
addition,. Rosensohn noted that you
can’t give people the same thing
“The
they’re getting on home tv.

been the same

“when
show improved,” he
the program got away from acts
The
you usually see at home.
highspot was the excerpt from ‘Cat
on a Hot Tin Roof.’ It was a different kind of material. Somesaid,

thing you could never see on
tv or in the movies.”

•

home

Nate Halpern, president of The-

Network

Television, declared:
“TNT still believes strongly in the
future of Broadway hits on closedcircuit television.
All of our experience in closed-circuit television
reinforces our opinion that hit attractions draw big money on theatre tv.
In our opinion, the experience via a charity on the
Album did not disprove the
basic idea that hit Broadway shows
can do big business on closed-ciratre

ANTA

cuit television, properly produced
and promoted.” TNT has presented fights, the Metopera, acid business meetings via the medium.
An exhibitor spokesman who

Unlike

attractions

for

the

closed-circuit

medium.

Twin

Cities’

Comments

Minneapolis, April

5.

Commenting on the “ANTA Album” closed theatre telecast and
deploring the small attendance at
Radio City here, Morning Tribune
columnist Will Jones attributed it
in part to a “goof-up” in arrangements between the national and
local committees.
-

While tickets originally sold for
$5 and $10 because it was a benefit

for CARE as well as ANTA, Jones
pointed out that the “goof-up” resulted in failure to advertise the
fact that some $2 seats wgre being
made available at the last minute.
If the public had been aware of

thaM*ci
A, S

the

who

did
their best work in the years immediately following the war, the
Germans needed- time to reorient
themselves and get the proper
perspective on what they’d been
through, the playwright felt. “With
to. lease the. two showhouses out- the UFA broken up, a lot of inright to the CARE groups in Min- dependents got into the field with
neapolis and St. Paul.
cheap pictures. which they thought
would clean up, and which in
many cases did make very good
money,” he said.
“Then, gradClergy’s Film
ually, 'Some of the bigger combegan .to systematically
panies
Continued from page 3
raise the artistic level of their
last March 23 by getting Screen
productions. The results are now
Actors Guild to stop its members
from appearing, for work, on the beginning to show.”
Having just finished a new play,
claim a contract dispute with
Heard existed. Since SAG had'not “Das Kalte Licht” (The Cold
officially approved pact Heard had Light), which concerns itself with
inked for players, it was able to the problem of the scientist turned
keep members slated for the film spy, Zuckmayer is on Bis way to
from appearing. Pic is being made his Vermont farm to do some writby a new Heard company, Paul F. ing. He said, he hoped there would
Heard Pictures Corp., which signed be an English: translation of “The
a NABET crew pact. AFL threat- Cold Light” and he hoped that
ened pickets and unfair labor there would be an American prepractice^ charges, asserting new sentation of the play. He has also
company was only a dodge since two film projects on tap. “Engele
Heard’s Paul F. Heard Productions von Loewen,” a World War 1
Inc., held contracts with AFL craft story, will be done this fall. In
1956, “The Captain von Koeperunions.
Syd Rose, NABET international nick” will be remade b^. Helmut
rep in Hollywood, points out that Kaeutner, the original director.
at no time has a jurisdictional dis- Latter is an old friend of Zuckpute between the CIO and AFL mayer’s and also megged “The
been involved, matter being strict- Devil’s General,” a strong antily a dispute solely between the Nazi film.
IATSE and Heard. As the matter
Zuckmayer said he was very
of who won a victory, Rose de- pleased with the way that play had
clares that “if in the light of the been translated to the screen and
intimidating tactics involved there that the film had been received
was a victory, it was a moral .one very favorably by German audifor NABET in allowing a settle- ences. “They are terribly curious
ment' of its contract with Heard.” to see and know about the things
Rose noted that Heard plans a 35m that were going on in the Nazi
feature under his other corpora- period,” he observed. “The Gertion after this 16m documentary mans are like, people who .lived
is finished and the IA threats could
through a„ devastating hurricane
have halted that feature.
without ever leaving the 'ey a.* of
the storm. Now that they’re back:
on their feet, they must know; what
transpired around them - and of
things that they knew only vaguely.” Zuckmayer thought that such
Continued, from page 3
of newsreels came when Virginia films should be made by Germans
dropped it from its censor statutes only. “Hollywood does an effective
and Maryland eliminated it from job, but it can’t grasp the real
the proposed new censorship law feeling of the people or the time,”
which hasn’t as, yet been signed by^ he noted. '‘Such pictures have to
be genuine and true if they are
the Governor.
In Ohio, focal point ef the fight to have an impact on Germans.”
against, newsreel scissoring, newsDiscounts Uniforms
reels constituted the primary isThe playwright rejected the
sue of a battle which eventually notion that
Germans were attractresulted in the complete knocking
ed to wartime pix by the glamor
out of the state’s censor laws by
of uniforms, etc. “If ever there
The
the Ohio Supreme Court.
were anti-militaristic people, it’s
first test of Ohio censorship came
the Germans now,” he declared.
when an exhibitor booked a reel “They
have had enough of war.
without the state censor seal and
Italians,

(20th) (2d wk), $7,500,

sss

Someone made

a film based on one
of my. novels,
Eine Liebesgeschichte. It’s a historical piece, but
he put in too much Prussian music
and Prussian military glory. It
flopped.”
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Denver April

5.

Starting of “On Waterfront” and
“Caine Mutiny” day after Academy
awards is giving the Denver turnaway biz, and former (Marion Brando pic) likely will land more opening week than first time around.
Despite
this
opposition,
“Man
Called Peter” is terrific at the Centre, and naturally stays over. “Hit
Deck” is big at Orpheum. “Country Girl” is staying only five days
of fifth week at Denham because
of desire to start “Conquest of
Space” school vacation week.
Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
“Man Called Peter”- (20th), Sock
$18,000. Last week, “White Feath.

—

(20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
(Cockrill) (1,750; 60-$l)

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) <2,625; 60-$l)
“Bad Day Black Rock” (M-G) (2d
wk). Fairish $13,000 following $16,'
000 last week.
Capitol (C.TJ (2,422; 45-75)
"Rivers To Cross” “(M-G).
OlAy
Last
week,
$14,000.
“Racers”

—
—

s

(2d wk), $10,000.

(20th)

Princess

(C.T.) (2,131; 40-65)
(U). So-so $10,000.

“Smote Signal”
Last week,

“Conquest, of Space”

—“Country Girl” (Par) (5th Wk-5
days).
Good $8,Q00. Last week,
$ 11 000
,

.

Esquire

(Fox)

“qate of Hell”

(742;
(Indie)

70-$l)
(3d wk).

Good $2,500. Last week, $3,500.
Orpheum (RK0) (2,600; 50-85)
“Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Murder Is

My

Beat” (AA). Fine $15,000. Stay*;.
Last week, “N. Y. Confidential”
(WB) and “Unchained” (WB), $7>
500,

.Paramount (Wolf berg) (2,200; 50“Abbott-Costello Meet KeyKops” arid “West Zanzibar”

85)

—

stone

Light $9,000 or near.
Last
week,. “Revenge of Creature” (U)
and “Cult Cobra” (U), $17,000.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 50-70)—“Tarzan’s Hidden Jungle” (RKO) 'and
“Sealed Cargo” (RKO). Fair $3,000.
(U).

Last week "New Orleans Uncensored” (Col) and “Black Eagle” (Indie),

$3,000.

Denver (Fox)

(Par), $8,000.
Loew’s (C.T.)

(2,525; 50-85)

—“On

Waterfront” (Coi) (2d run) and
60-$l)— “Caine -Mutiny” (Col) (reissue).
(2,847;
"Country Girl” (Par). Sockeroo Wow $25,000. Last week, ‘“Crazy
$35,000. Last week, “Jupiter’s Dar- Horse” (U) and “Target
Earth”

ling” (M-G), $12,000.
Imperial (Cinerama Prod) (1,063;
“Cinerama” (Indie)
$1.20-$2.40)
(16th wk).
Solid- $12,000.
Last
week, $10,500.

—

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 9)
Last week, “Americano”

$6,500.

INDIANAPOLIS
,

(AA), $16,000.

(RKO), $8,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 70-95)—
(Continued from page 8)
Last week, ‘‘Chief Crazy “Captain Lightfoot” (U). Average
$15,000.
Last week, “Untamed”
Horse” (U) and “West of Zanzibar”
.

$9,000.
(U),

$8,000.

—

(20th),

2d wk), $13,000.

Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-85)
“Glass Slipper (M-G).
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Waikiki” (U) and $1.10)
$9,500, and staVs on.
“Land of Fury” (Ui; Cool $8,000. Handsome
Last week, “Aida” (IFE) (6th*wk),
Last week, “Captain Lightfoot”
$3,500.

—

(U), $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300; 50-85)
“Country Girl” (Par) (9th wk).
“Davey Crockett” (UA) and “Iro- Rebounding to sock
$12,500 after

—

quois Trail” (UA). Oke $8,000 in
Oscaring. Last week. $9,000.
9 days. Last week, subsequent-run.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
Loew’s (Loew’s) .(2,427; 50-80)— —“Cinerama”
(73d wk).
“On Waterfront” (Col) and “Caine Climbed to big (Indie)
$18,000, with two
Mutiny” (Col), Sock $13,000 second extra shows worked in. Last week.
time around. Last week, “Women’s $17,000.
Prison” (Col) and “Wyoming Rene-

gades” (Col), $9,000.
Lyric (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 3570)
“Down 3 Dark Streets” (UA)
(Continued from page 9)
and “Capt. Scarlet” (Indie). So-so week, “Women’s Prison” (Col) and
Last week, “12 O’clock “Bamboo Prison” (Col), $6,500.
$4,500.
High” (20th) (reissue) arid ‘“Dial
Paramount (United Par) (1,900;

KANSAS CITY

—

Red O” <AA),

—

$5,000.

BOSTON

75-$l)
“Country Girl” (Par) (2d
wk). Holds sock pace with Oscar
award. Great $16,000. Stays on.
Last week,- $21,000.

.

(Continued' from page 8)
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GraMathias Story” (AA) (3d wk). Mild nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
$11,000 following $17,000 in pre- 700; 1,217; 65-85) “Seven Angry
vious round.
Men” (AA) and "Tonight’s Night”
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 60-$l) (AA). Heavy exploitation along
“Blackboard Jungle”- (M-G) and with world preem at nearby Osa“Wyoming,. Renegades” (Col). (2d watomie Kans., helping to hearty
wk). Smash $19,000 or near fol- $17,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa Ketlowing below hopes at $28,000 in tle at Waikiki” (U) and “Land of

—

—

Fury” (Indie), $16,000.
Regarding the projected film on first.
^
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
the illfated July 20, 1944, attempt
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l)
on Hitler’s life, Zuckmayer said it —“Big Combo” (AA) and “High “Beauties of Night” (UA) (2d wk). s
Mild
$1,400. Last week, $1,600.
would be highly unfortunate if Society” (AA). Oke $10,500. Last
such a picture were made “just for week, “White Feather” (20th). and
Kid”
“Atomic
(Rep),
$12,000.
sensational effects.” When he reState (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-$D—
turned to Germany in 1946 with
(Continued: from page 9)
the Army’s reorientation branch, “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) and Okay $3,500. Last week* “Intrudhe advocated just, such a film, but “Wyoming Renegades” (Col). Fine er” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,000.
or
close.
Last
week,
$12,000
authorities nixed 'the idea. “Their
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960;
$17,000.
50-$l)
feeling .then was that they didn’t
“Glass Slipper” (M-G),
Fancy $6,000. Last week, “Romeo
want to giVe the Germans any
And Juliet” (UA) (3d wk), $3,000.
heroes to look up to at that time,”
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100;
he recalled. “Actually, that was
(Continued from page 9)
the time when we should have modern house record of four weeks 50-$l) “Country Girl” (Par) (4th
Holding nicely at $9,000 after
presented the anti-Nazi group s as previously held by “Here to Eter- Wk),
$11,500 for third.
heroes; then it would have made ity” (Col).
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25sense. But in those days we still
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 65-85) $1) “Bridges at Toko-ri” (Pari
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Waikiki” (U) (5th wk). Slender $5*000 after $6,listened to the Russians. And the
(Indie). 000 in fourth.
Russians never wanted anyone and “Mighty Fortress”
shown as .a hero unless he was a Good $6,000. Last week, “Smoke
New Fruchtman) (1,800; 35-$l)Communist. Any non-Red resist- Signal” (U) and “Big Tip Off” “Untamed” (20th) (4th wk). Blah
(AA), $7,500.
$4,000 following $5,000 in third.
ance was labelled ‘reactionary/
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 75Playhouse (Schwaber) (320; 50“Actually, records
show that $1)—“Country Girl” (Par) (2d wk).
“Gate Of Hell” (Indie) (2d
very few Communists died at the Fancy $12,000, Last week, $16,500. wk).
Nice $4,000 after $4,500
hands of the Nazis. The majority
State (Goldberg) (875; 50-85)— opener.
of those killed for opposing Hitler “Big House U. S. A.” (UA) and
Stanley (WB) (3,200; 35-$l)—
were Socialists, liberals and others. “Murder on Monday” (Indie). Big “N. Y. Confidential” (WB). Sad
And that, too, might', well have $6,500. Last week, “Chief Crazy J $6,0Q0. Last t week. “Cras
Crashout”
been painted out in a film.”
H6 Ws’/, (tft J2dl.
*

BALTIMORE

Kansas Censorship

—

Continued from page 5
Review was one of the six state
bodies functioning in the nation
until last year’s decision of the
U. S. Supreme Court in the twin
cases of “M” (French) and “The
Miracle” (Italian) exploded an “unconstitutional”
adverse decision
under the supports.
Although Ohio, Maryland and
New York have been attempting
to write new legislation to adequately define what it is- that may
be censored, there is, as yet, no
such counter-drive in Kansas.
To complicate matters the Board
of Review is. standing by for an
expected April 9 ruling of the
State Supreme Court dealing with
United Artists’ challenge on behalf

Blue

14G

end.

*

—

$35,000,
Mont’l; ‘Rivers’

Montreal, April 5.
Standout here this, round is’
“Country Girl,” with a terrific
total at Loew’s. “Rivers To Cross”
looks okay at Cap while “This Is
Cinerama.” shapes solid in 16th
stanza at Imperial.
Grosses last
week fell to nearly an all^ime low
because of snowstorm oven week-

I

[

Denver; Brando Big

Denham

Grand

‘Girl’

j

Newsreels

’Man’ Terrific $18,000,

Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 75$1)—“Big House U.S.A.” (UA) and
“White Orchid” (UA). Slow $6,500.
Last (veek, “Timberjack” (Rep) and
“Atomic Kid” (Rep), $6,300.
er”

a—

—

Championship fights via theatre tv
have always been b.o. successes
and, so far, have proved the top

“Running Wild” (Col) (reissues).
Hot $6,000. Last weOfc, “Untamed”
(20th) and “Outlaw’s Daughter”

pictures.”

books theatre tv events for a large
circuit said: “If some one came
me with the right play with a
cast that has some value around
the country, I’d book it. The sections from ‘Bus Stop’ and ‘Cat bn a
Hot Tin Roof’ enhanced my opinion
©f the possibility of legit shows on
bheatre tv.”
He cautioned, how- thus brought the whole question
ever, that the medium is not pre- of the legality of the censor board
pared for musicals, noting that the to a he&d.
The Motion Picture Assn, of
best type of legit material would be
plays where ‘“individual closeups” America has been in the forefront
of the. fight against state control of
could be captured.
Since the newsreels
The ANTA Album reception had the reels.
no effect in dimming exhibitor en- operate on a very small profit
thusiasm for the upcoming closed- margin—if any the censor fees
circuit championship bout between were felt more in that area than
Rocky Marciano and Don Cqckell. on regular feature pix.

to

1955

Picture Grosses

5

Austrian producers had approached him with a very high
offer to write the script. “I turned
(Continued from page 8)
them down,” he said, “because I “On Waterfront” (Col) (2d run)
think such a picture is a mistake.” and “Here To Eternity” (Col) (reissue). Torrid $11,000 for Brando
In Zuckmayer’s view, and it is pic. Last week, “Long Gray Line”
one shaped by both personal ex- (20th) (3d wk); $6,500.
perience and the slant of a GerLiberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
man who fled, the Naz’s and came —“Long John Silver” (DCA) and
to the U. S. only to return after “Hunters of Deep” (DCA). Slim
the war as. ait American citizen, $6,000. Last week, “Stranger On
(UA)
and “Battle
first for the Arfny and then as a 'Horseback/*
private
individual the German Taxi” (UA), $7,800.
(Evergreen)
Orpheum
(1,590; 75film industry is now on the verge
1 )— “Caine
Mutiny” (Col> and
of producing what he calls “good $

•

:

6,

the

PORTLAND, ORE.

sponsibility, merely renting their office story might have been different.”
houses on a four-wall basis.
At the St. Paul Paramount,
ANTA faced a problem in lining
up talent. It was difficult to plan where the telecast also drew poorthe program far in advance and a ly there were newspaper ads the
portion of the public accused the day of the show telling of 300 seats
spons as of misrepresentation. Not at $2.
If the show is telecast again next
knowing for certain the performers
who .would appear,**’ the advance year—and, he said, he hopes it bebally, what little there was, listed comes an annual event-—Jones sugthe names of stars who appeared gested the producers “take a few
on former ANTA Albums, just to tips from. Ed Sullivan/’
“That Sullivan trick of showing
give the public a general idea of
what the show would be like. The who’s in the audience would be one
item
tp borrow," wrote' Jones. “The
listed
performers
the
of
presence
was not promised, but the public New York show has as many personalities
in the audience as on.
fine
make
the
not
apparently did
distinction as some, of the com- any stage, but they weren’t shown
Minneapolis
audience got
The
.once.
indicate.
registered
plaints
ho feeling of any kind of particiStiff B. O. Tap
pation with the New York crowd.”
The biggest beef was that the
jn the Twin Cities, United Parshow offered little that couldn’t be amount Theatres had no connecseen on a number of variety shows tion with the telecast other than

charity, was another
factor in the overall dissatisfaction.
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‘Waterfront’ Booking

Outstanding Production

“ON THE WATERFRONT',” Horizon
Corp., Columbia, Sam Spiegel.

-

American

Youngson* Producer.

O'BRIEN, “The Barefoot Contessa,” Fig-

—

Horizon- American
Kaufman.
Cinematography (Color)

Corp., Columbia, Boris

20th-Fox,

Milton Krasner.
Best Original Song
20th-Fox,

:

Music by Jule Styne, Lyrics by .Sammy Cahn,
Best Score of a Drama or Comedy
Wayne-Fellows,
Warners, Dimitri Tiomkin.
Best Scoring of a Musical .
“SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS” Metro,
Adolph Deutsch, Saul Chaplin.
Art Direction (Black and White)
“ON THE WATERFRONT,” -Horizon- American
Corp., Columbia, Richard Day.
Art Direction (Color)
“20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA,” Walt Disney
Productions, Buena Vista Film Distribution Co.,
Inc., John Meehan.

“THE HIGH AND THE MIGHTY,”

3%

Set -Decoration (Color)
“20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA,” Walt Disney
Productions, Buena Vista Film Distribution Co.,

MPAA

Emile Kuri^

Costume Designing (Black and White)
“SABRINA,” Paramount, Edith Head.
Costume Designing (Color)
Daiei, Edward Hairrison, Sanzo

“GATE OF HELL,”
Wada.

Special Effects

„

LEAGUES UNDER THE

Studios,

SEA,” Walt Disney
Buena Yista Film Distribution Co., Inc.
Sound Recording

“THE GLENN MILLER STORY,”
national, Leslie

Universal-InterCarey, Sound Director.

I.

3

Film Editing

“ON THE

WATERFRONT,”

Corp., Columbia,

Gene

*

—

“ON THE WATERFRONT.”

“20,000

Robert W. Coyne, special counsel for the Council of Motion Pic-

HARRY FRENCH’S NEW
CONTRACT

United Artists.
Best Direction
ELIA KAZAN, “On the Waterfront,” Horizon-American Corp., Columbia.
Best Original Film Story
“BROKEN LjANCE,” 20th-Fox, Philip Yordan.
Best Written Screenplay
“THE COUNTRY GIRL,” Perlberg-Seaton, Paramount, George Seaton.
-- Best Story and Screenplay.
“ON THE WATERFRONT,” Horizon - Artierican
.Corp., Columbia’, Budd Schulberg.
Cinematography (Black and White)
aro, Inc., Production;

Inc.,

Kid Audience,

ture Organizations, got underway
this week with his mission of convincing the major Hollywood studios that theatre boxoffice lures
for the younger element are inadequate; Coyne likely will be
joined shortly by Leonard Goldentions, Buena Vista Film Distribution Co., Inc.,
son,
president of United Paramount
Walt Disney, Producer,
Theatres, in talks with the studio,
Documentaries (Short)
heads.
“THURSDAY'S CHILDREN,” British Information
It was Goldehson who, a short
Services (British), World-Wide Pictures—Morse
time ago, recommended that the
FIVE-YEAR
Films, Producers.
top companies make special shorts
Best Foreign Language Film
Minneapolis, April 5.
introducing tyro players one reel“GATE OF HELL,” Daiei, Edward Harrison.
United Paramount Theatres has
perhaps, in which a brief story
Special Awards
extended for an additional five ers,
His
present “new faces.”
DANNY KAYE, for his UNICEF short subject, years the contract of Harry B. would
“Assignment Children/' and his contributions to French as president of the Minne- suggestion was that the principal
brief
lots
out
pictures—
ones
turn
screen entertainment. ®
sota Amusement Co., which operGRETA GARBO, for her luminous; and unforget- ates its circuit of showhouses in at first in which young players,
with whom young ticket-buyeFS
table performances,
this territory.
could identify themselves, would
JON WHITELEY and VINCENT WINTER, moppet
French, who recently recovered
actors in British Nolbandov-Parkyn production, from a lengthy illness, had his get the spotlights
The proposal won the greenlight
“The Kidnappers.”
pact extended during a New York
BAUSCH & LOME OPTICAL CO„ on its 100th home office visit last week, he re- at a recent N. Y. meeting of
leaders and Coyne went
COMPO
motion
picture
anniversary, for servicing the
veals.
industry with lens and other equipment.
He has been with Paramount and west on the follow-through. He’s
arrive
in L. A. tomorrow
to
due
KEMP NIVER, for development of the Renovair its predecessor companies for 40 (Thurs.). A particular
enthusiast
Process, making possible the restoration of years.' prior to that he operated
citizenry for
Hollywood
the
among
Library of Congress paper film collection:
his own ^theatre in Minnesota and
appro -ch is Jerry
Scientific and Technical Awards
has been the chain’s president the moppet
Wald, Columbia exec producer.
«
Class I
here since 1947.
Seek Kid Library Okay
PARAMOUNT, Loren. L. Ryder, John R. Bishop,
On his New York visit, French
Efforts are currently under way
members of technical and engineering staff, for says he was tremendously imdeveloping method of producing and exhibiting pressed by the home office optim- to bring the plight of the Motion
Chilmotion pictures known as VistaVision.
ism regarding exhibition’s future. Picture Assn, of America’s
Class III
He was informed that Para- dren’s Film Library to the attenprexies.
the
company
of
tion
METRO, Wesley C. Miller, J. W, Stafford, K. M. mount anticipates it will have fulA number of exhibs, convinced
Frierson, sound dept., for electronic sound print- filled its consent decree obligations
film auing comparison device.
by next September and then would that the expansion of the
METRO, Carlos Rivas, G. M. Sprague* sound dept., be free to enter the drive-in the- dience is largely a matter of atcustomers,
juvenile
more
tracting
design of magnetic sound editing machine.
atre field in this territory.
are concerned over the situation
METRO, P.'C. Young, for practical application of a
and the lack of titles now availvariable focal length attachment to motion picTAX
MARION KEEPS
able through the Library.
ture projector lenses.
While the needs of the
UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL, David S. Horsley,
Two, Maybe Three, Houses Prepare setup fluctuate, it’s understood that
special photographic dept., for portable remote
Shutter In Protest
To
the companies need to replenish
control device for process projectors.
the print supply for about 20 feaUNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL, Fred Knoth, Orien
Marion, 0., ApriJ 5.
tures, many of them classics that
Ernest, development of hand portable, electric,
film theatres^will close here now can no longer be booked due
Two
dry oil-fog machine.
April 12 and a third may close to the lack of prints in the branchCOLUMBIA, John Livadary, Lloyd Russell, sound June
1 as the City Council refused es. These 20 prints would bring
dept., improved limiting amplifier as applied to
to repeal the 3% local amusement to 52 the total number of films
sound level comparison devices.
tax.
would leave this city of available for booking for children's
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, Fred Wilson, design of vari- 33,817This
with one 400-seat house. shows.
able multiple-hand equalizer,
James
R. Rairdon told the Council
PHOTO RESEARCH CORPORATION, Karl Freund, he will' close the Marlon and the
Frank Crandell, design and development of diPalace on April 12, and Lee KraGoldwyn Oldies Into
rect reading brightness meter.
said he may be forced to close
MAGNASCOPE CORPORATION, Roland Miller, mer
the Ohio.
Theatrical Reissue; Not
Max Goeppinger, design and development of
Both managers declared that reCathode ray magnetic sound track viewer*
peal of the tax wouldn't solve their

,

“THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN,”

Bek

MAGOO

Girl,”

‘THREE COINS IN THE FOUNTAIN,”

But Exhibs Hedged

Exhibitors, many of whom have
been cleaning up with “On the
the AcadeRobert Waterfront” following
my Awards, nevertheless had been

“A TIME OUT OF WAR,”

Paramount.
Best Performance By a Supporting Actress
EVA MARIE SAINT; “On the Waterfront^ HorizonAmerican Corp., Columbia.
Best Performance By a Supporting Actor

EDMOND

Ballyhoo;

playing it safe.
Short Subjects (Two-Reel)
While selection of the pic as the
Carnival Productions,
Oscar-winning feature was practiProducers.
Denis and Terry Sanders,
cally a certainty, from the start,
Short Subjects (Cartoon)
some theatremeh booked in a
FLEW,” United Productions of double bill consisting of “On the
“WHEN
America, Columbia, Stephen Bosustow, Pro- Waterfront” and “The Caine Muducer.
tiny.” Latter, also a Columbia picDocumentaries (Feature) '
ture, had been considered a pos“THE VANISHING PRAIRIE,” Walt Disney Produc- sible. winner.

Best Performance By An Actor
“On the Waterfront,” HorizonAmerican Corp,, Columbia.
Best Performance By An Actress

“The Country

Short Subjects (One-Reel)
Warners,

MECHANICAL AGE,”

“THIS

MARLON BRANDO,
GRACE KELLY*

On Oscar Win

Academy Autandi

WUih&iA.

Horizon - American

Milford.

financial

problems but

Profitable Via Video

would

it

help them, out of a‘ situation that
Three of Samuel Goldwyn’s vinwas desperate, if 'the tax were re- tage- pix. are headetl for reissue in
pealed and they were allowed to another indication that film proabsorb the cost of the levy.
ducers are more and more finding
Continued from p&f* 7
...
»+++++"»+» e 4»»44+44 4 4444f44+4 4444444 4444 ++4*++++Al
weightier gold in theatres than
of having all exhibs pitch- in with
television can yield. This obtains*
COLUMBIA
the tv coin on a falr-te-all basis,
course, only with top-drawer
of
even assuming that, theatre owners Best Picture of the Year “On the Waterfront ”
productions, as- distinguished from
would maka with donations- incthe Best-Pei^aimanceBycan Actor—Marlon Brando. “B” «r nervous “A” pix which
first;place.
|Best Performance By a Supporting Actress—Eva Marie Saint.
SBtSSS- &>nthyut± .fr*nt ]Kf«'-7 JBSSS^, don't stand much of a-chance via
The president of an «astern~elr- Best Direction Eli* Kazan.
ppmt in their Tavor. However, the exhibition re-run but can pick up
Screenplay
Best
Story
and
Waterfront.”
“On
the
thetelecult commented: “We have to pay
.majority doesn't hsv.f as, much a quick $40,000 or *o from ”*
70% (of the theatre gross) for- a Best Achievement in. Cinematography-—(Black-ind-Whitf)—MOn the* headroom, as it should have;
casters.
Waterfront”
picture -the distributor would plug
Goldwyn’s trio comprises-“Wuth“In
talking
to producers, I get
on the tv show. We get 30%. So Best Achievement in Film Editing—“On the Waterfront.”,
ering Heights,” “Secret Life, of
en t in Art Direction Black-and-white) “On the Water- the feeling that many are coming Walter Mitty” and “The Real
how -do they figure we should pay j Best Acbiev em
'
around to the idea that writers are
front;”
50% of the -cost of the show?”
important. Maybe I’m a pessimist, Glory.” He’s peddling them to ther
Division -of costs among -film Cartoon “When MagOo Flew.”
but It seems to me that the attain- atremen through territorial, or
Scientific and Technical Award Class III, sound limiting amplifier.
the
companies would be relatively simment
status
writers in states rights, distributors and
1

Why Oldsmobile?
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BUENA VISTA (WALT DISNEY) DISTRIBUTION

ple, this based on the Motion Picture Assn/ of America membership
formula whereby dues is commensurate with gross business.
But
while distrib reps for the most
part say they subscribe to the principle of presenting the Oscar derby

.

—
—

—

—

by

of full

CO.

Best Achievement in Art Direction (Color)— “20,000 Leagues Under
A
the Sea.
Set Decoration (Color) “20,'000 Leagues Under the Sea.”
Best Achievement in Special Effects “2<M)00 Leagues Under the Sea.”
Mqst Distinctive Documentary Feature “The Vanishing Prairie.”

Hollywood

rental- terms for exhibs,\vill
of the gross.

about five or '10
If writers fight on

is still

years away..

—

pix to the reissue market
reportedly good money reThese included “The. Westerner,” “Dead End,” “Cowboy and
the Lady,” “Come and Get It” and
“Barbary Coast.”
New ads are- being mapped for
the three added reissue starters.

with

sults.

—

—

Obscene Poster Case Ends

—

—

On Wisconsin Technicality'

[

Milwaukee, April 5.
In District' court today; Judge
Robert W. Hansen dropped a
Charge the Palace allegedly used

—

—

wanted

to

know.

'

METRO
—

Schulberg and Kazan Will

Best Scoring-of a Musical Picture: “Seven Brides for Seven Brothers/'
Scientific and Technical Award—Class III, electronic found printing
comparison device/
Scientific and Technical Award Class III, - magnetic sound editing
machine.
Scientific and Technical Award
Class IH; variable focal length- projector lens attachment.

—

_m»i»

mi

mitit

tm,

RockeJ«Her Center

"THE GLASS SUrfEA"
hi

ritiMt

COLOR
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starftnf
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SHOW

can-,

tinue their association in filming
the writer’s short’ story “The Arkansas Traveller,” which appeared

»

j

j

•

.

posters

and

advertising

“Halfway

to,

A

-

—

obnecene
“Karamoja”

Hell,” early in March.
technicality brought the dis-

in the collection; “Some Faces in
the Crowd.” According to. Schulberg, it’ll probably roll “at the end'
of the year;.” Warner Bros., which
UNIVERSAL
has a niultl-pictqr* deal with Ka*
Best Achievement in Sound Recordings—-“The Glenn Miller Story.”
zan, will most likely be connected
.Scientific 'and Technical Award—Class HI, remote control projector with the project as it was with the;
device.
Kazan-Johft Steinbeck fllmization
Scientific and Technical Award Class III, electric, dry oil-fog machine. of “East of Eden.”
Meanwhile,
SAMUEL GOLDWYN STUDIOS.
Schulberg’s novel, “The Harder
Scientific and Technical Award— Clast III, variable' multiple-band They Fall,” is being readied' for
equalizer.
filming/ by G«lumbl|* /
J

—

25%

number

;

—

•j

be

year the Goldwyn office
unleashed a flock ,of other back-

their own to get their material on
the .screen as intact as possible,
may he it can be speeded up.”
Schulberg strongly feels that*
PARAMOUNT /
writers should .be accorded the
on video, there’s much diverse Best Performance By an Actress-r-Grace Kelly.
same “respect” in films as they,
opinion on peddling pix- institu- Best Screenplay: “The Country Girl.”
,
received in. the theatre. He enjoyed
(Black-and-White)—“Sabri .” Working with Kazan because “he.
tionally or unreeling as many as Best Achievement in Costume Design
eight, possibly up to 10, commer- Scientific and Technical Award— Class I, VistaVision.
thinks in terms of the theatre,”^
‘
cials for individual filmsi;
20TH-FOX
v
He believes that. Hollywood is beSumming it up, a major company Best’ Song “Three Coins In the Fountain.”
ginning “to show some respect”
V.p. observed that Id years of ef- Best Motion Picture Story—“Broken Lance/'
for writers and if it continues,
fort hasn’t reached the point of in- Best Achievement in Cinematography (Color) “Three Goins In the “it’ll be a little more like the thedustry-wide unity on the immediate
Fountain.”
Schulberg maintains that
|atre.”
and pressing problem of arbitraWARNERS
[one writer should be permitted to
tion.
“So how can you expect us Best Music Score of a Dramatic or Comedy Picture “The High And work on his own creation rather
to get together on anything like a
the Mighty.”
[than turning a property over to
once-a-year television show?” he One-Reel Short Subject “This Mechanical Age.”
two or three scripters^

missal.- A warrant had been issued against a non-extgtant concern “Fox Wisconsin Amusement
Corp.” Actually* thePalactopera-

.

Fox-Wiscorisin Amuseof Which Gordon Hewproxy. The hyphen, was; important.
Posters had been pulled by iPaLacemana^er Harry poesel, promptly following, issuance of original

tors

are

ment Corp;
itt it

*

,

,

,

warrant

:

vl
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EVERYBODY’S GOT A MAD-ON
'American Tobacco Theatre’ Axing
from * trade standpoint,, the ‘U. S. Steel switchover
from ABC-TV to CBS-TV and the jockeying of the networks for
Tuesday night supremacy, which since 1048 has been an NBC
“baby/’ is fraught with as much high-voltage drama as some of
Strictly

the U. S. Steel installments.
ABC was moving into a position of Tuesday night preeminence
which threatened to throw the NBC leadership into a cocked hat.
With the upcoming Warner Bros. 8 to 9 showcase, the continued
upbeat of the Danny Thomas situation comedy and. the U. S.
Steel-Elgin dramatics providing ABC /with an enviable 8 to 10:30
program parlay, NBC realized it was due for a blow.
•For the first time the NBC. 8 to 9 (Milton Berle) hour, which
heretofore could he counted on to siphon off big spillover audiences to succeeding shows, looked to be in trouble. Tuesday was
the one and only night NBC could count on for audience supremacy.
But ABC loomed as the big. menace; could very well strip
NBC of its nighttime Nielsen mastery and throw the Top. 10 balance to CBS.
NBC went to work. It ordered Compton agency to throw out
“Fireside Theatre" at 9 and find a stronger show for Procter
Gamble. It told Armstrong to go full hour on “Circle Theatre"
9:30 to 10:30 apd brought in Pontiac as the alternating-week client.
And it was the decision of NBC to slot a 60-minute dramatic showcase opposite the U. S. Steel-Elgin dramas that proved the clincher
in the decision of U.' S. Steel to bolt the network and shift to
CBS. It figured it would make a lot more Sense competing against
“This Is Your Life” and the Pabst fights Wednesday nights than
divvy up the Tuesday night drama audience.
Thus AEC’s Tuesday’ threat was dissipated, with Danny Thomas
now being rescheduled for next season and breaking up what
might have been the strongest Tuesday night parlay among all the
=
webs although ABC intends continuing with 9.30 to 10:30 dramatics.

Accents Plight of Ciggies in TV;
By GEORGE ROSEN
This is tv’s ulcer season. Everybody seems to be mad at everybody else. With the networks now
in the throes of resolving next season's programming patterns, somebody has to get hurt, and those
taking the rap-—be it a network,
client or an agency
aren’t particularly happy over what’s been

~

'

happening.

First off, there’s the- Elgin situc
ation at Young
Rubicam. The
R,'
watch company feels that
its agency, set the groundwork in
motion that left it (Elgin) in a

'

&

&

Y &

Form

of Popular Art.”

member

back while
•troit’s

cented anew over the weekend
When American Tobacco Co. served

director

Parke was a “Lone Ranger”
cast

precarious position and holding
the bag on the Tuesday 9:30 to
10:30 ABC-TV pullout of its companion sponsor, U.S. Steel. It was
that maneuvered the Gen-r

a couple years
teaching at DeU.

notice that
its

fication

Wayne

the

latter

guns)
those

was

going

A

perishable product

Bob
Bob

Elliott’s

MBS

Post

Elliott takes over as director

of advertising for Mutual and the
growers and shippers in the area film division of General Teleradio.

known

as the “Salad

Bowl

He

succeeds the late Jim Tyler.
ankled Ruthrauff & Ryan
as copy supervisor for the present
post.
He was with CBS before

of the

World.” Principal crop
berg variety. Since there’s no way
to plug the delectable heads except
by selling “everybody’s lettuce,” that.
the group developed a quality seal
to mark the produce^ This is
known as C 7, indicating top grade
Iceberg grown in California and
Arizona and shipped in vacuumcooled corrugated cartons.
Each
shipper plunks down 5c per crate
for* ad expenditures and there’s
is

Elliott

the Ice-

v

great
“hate

has left some
networks” scars that
a three-way
it

was NBC’s dedrama 9: 30..to
Tuesday
nights that
10:30
left U. S. Steel with no alternative but to quit .the Tues-

day drama rat race and go
CBS on Wednesdays. Second,

CBS is currently' involved in
looks
like
successful
negotiations to raid ABC-TV’s
potent 7:30 kidstripS (“Lone
Ranger,” “Rin Tin Tin.”)
War is officially declared.

been national print advertising for
the last three years to establish
the C 7 identification.
Original
group of 14 shippers has grown to
86—on voluntary basis and insti-

Design on Specs

—

outlay
clude radio-tv.

tutional

expanded

to

in-

every

the

Steel to alternate with GE.’ Since
Elgin is not, in a position to carry

week,

and

General
on al-

cancer scare talk,
Hikes costs of the Jack Benny

show for Lucky Strike is one of
amounts
the factors, too, in the budget reaptime and
praisal, a decision which may lead
only one alternate week cosponsor to the dropping of the Benny radio
for the web to snare.
show. Meanwhile, comic is due in
Sales are significant from a N. Y. in the next week or so to
couple of viewpoints. For one resolve the ’55-’56 Lucky Strike
thing, the network has been sell- deal.
ing the package for only three
Over the past season there’s
weeks, yet has come up with cli- been a gradual diminution in fcigaents on the show sight-unseen, ret sponsorship coin on tv. Philip
with one of them plunking down Morris relinquished half of the top-,
84, 000,000 without even a pilot. rated “I Loye Lucy” to Procter &
Fpr another, it marks the first Gamble; Camel gave up some, segtime GE is placing its coin on ments
on the John Cameron
ABC-TV. And finally, it repre- Swayze cross-the-board news stansents a far cry from a‘ year ago zas, etc.
in the case of Liggett & Myers,
Only a year ago a network would
which wouldn’t come near the web have thought twice about antagothen but now will have two half- nizing a ciggie client and preempthours placed on the network. Cig- ing his choice time segments to
aret company’s disaffection with make room for another client. But
CBS-TV. since the latter bounced .that’s precisely what NBC did last
Perry Como from his three-a-week week when it tossed Old Gold and
7:45 p.m. post is figured to have its “Truth and Consequences” out
something to do with the “Warn(Continued on page 39)
.

.

the every-week load on its ABC
dramatics, it puts ABC in the* position
of finding another prestige
It -now looks like Mary Martin
will be playing both sides of the drama entry and sponsor, which ers” buy.
street (NBC and CBS) next sea- makes it tough since NBC-TV
Decision has- been made, incison. With NBC having negotiated is throwing in its competing 60- dentally, to film the Warner segfor a three-time repeat of “Peter mlnute dramatic showcase (Arm- ment in color, although ABC-TV
Pan,” the next one during the strong and Pontiac). And because still doesn’t have any color transChristmas holiday season, she’s of that Elgin’s sore at NBC, and at mission or originating equipment.
also on tap for -CBS to team up CBS for taking. U.S. Steel away.
Studio will use its own Warnerwith Noel Coward in the fall for
Then there’s Lennen & Newell Color process for the series.
a 90-minute Columbia spec. CBS agency which is doing a burn over
board chairman William S. Paley NBC-TV’s tossing out its 10 p.m.
personally took a h$nd in nego- Old
Gold-sponsored “Truth or ‘What’ll
Potency of the one-shots as a
tiating the wrapup of Miss Mar- Consequences” to make room for
major tv staple in grabbing off
tin prior to her cruise takeoff. the hour dramatic stanza.
What
Co-Sponsor,
Sez
those runaway Ratings was never
She ahdf Coward will do a repeat particularly aggravates the agency
of their .benefit performance in is the fact that through the years,
more forcefully demonstrated as
Pabst on
Bouts last week when NBC-TV, on two
London a couple seasons back notably during the time it was
(when. Miss Martin was in “South
All isn’t sweetness and light on successive nights, snared the lion’s
(Continued on page 34)
Pacific” abroad)..
the ABC-Pabst pugilistic front, share of the audiences with the
with Pabst, though committed .to General Foods-sponsored Ringling
In addition, Coward has been
an every-week exposure on its Bros. Circus “preview” and the
signed to star in a 90-minute
Wednesday night .bouts when they following night’s Olds-sponsored
CBS-TV production of his “Present Jack Rayel to Pinchhit
Laughter,” presented on Broadway
move over to. ABC in June, seeking Academy Awards.
Specs a cosponsor for the tilts. As the
Circus, slotted in the Tuesday 8
some years back with Clifton Webb
in the lead. If plans jell, CBS will
Jack Rayel, of NBC-TV’s pro- situation hQW stands* Warwick & to 9 period, snared an average 15also team up the duo in a 90- ducer staff, will ride herd on a Legler, the Pabst egency, has set city Trendex of 45.9. The best the
minute performance of “Blithe series of weekend “summer spec- about, finding either. a cosponsor or competition could muster was CBSSpirit.”
taculars” relieving Max Liebman alternate week bankroller. If the TV's 6.5 for “Halls of Ivy.” Ditto
it
will with the Academy hoopla in the
for a hiatus. There’ll /be at least agency is unsuccessful,
four of the biggies and as many give ABC the greenlight to turn 10:30 to midnight Wednesday slotits sales force out with the alter- ting. It copped a 47.1 in the first
as
six, with some Coast originaAll-Star 'Petrified
nate week sponsorship.
And if half-hour (only time recorded by
tions. No formats blueprinted, as
the network can’t peddle
the Trendex) as. against a 10.1 for the
yet.
Forest'
share-time, then Pabst will have Pabst fights in the. competing slot.
Burbank’s
The 90-minuters will be in the to take it on the chin with the full
regular 9 o'clock Saturday and bill.
Initial
Tint Spec 7:30 Sunday slots.
Situation comes by way of conHollywood, April 5.
trast to the public statements on
Humphrey Bogart, Henry Fonda
why Pabst switched from CBS to
and Lauren Bacall will co-star in
CIRCUIT
ABC, with those averring that
“Petrified Forest” for “Producers
Although Pontiac is relinquishPabst was miffed by CBS’ desire
JUBILEE YEAR
Showcase1 ' in the first- dramatic
to spot the fights two out of every ing its sponsorship of the Friday
spectacular in color to emanate
three weeks.
It’s Pabst’s desire, night at 8 Red Buttons show (auto
from NBC’s qew Burbank studio.
however to give the IBC bouts client is buying an alternate-week
It will be Bogart’s third porevery-week exposure, even if the hour dramatic show on the web),
trayal of Duke Mantee in “Forest.”
brewery isn’t in on the bankrolling the network says it has no intenHe created the role on the stage
every frame. Understood Warwick tion of dropping the comedian.
and repeated in the film version.
& Legler has been wooing Paper- With Buttons anxious to get off
Play will be telecast May 30 with
1705- It 55
Mate Pens to move a portion of its the every-week exposure hook,
Fred Coe producing and Robert
NBC will utilize him on a guest
billing over from Foote, Cone
Sherwood collaborating with Tad
through next
Belding via a share in the fisti- rotating
pattern
Mosel in the tv adaptation.
season.
cuffs.
.

|

the

News”

Andy Music

-Hall’>

& Acad In

TV Payoffs

A

TV

and
on

April 5-6 and 19 and 21.

i

On Summer TV

!

Although 'the
for the

Sunday 8

Paramount deal

to 9 move-in on
next season appears in
the bag, the Colgate sponsorship
of the hour is still very much up
in the air. The “Comedy Hour”
format, of course, will be scrapped,
with the Par pix to be substituted.
But whether Colgate will be back
to solo the full hour ride or. share
in the sponsorship still remains to
be resolved.
Colgate has been far from happy
over the potent “Toast of the
Town” competition on CBS-TV
and although the Wm. Esty agency,
which inherits the Sunday
night 8 to 9 production reins from
Ted Bates agency, has negotiated
the Par pix deal, Colgate still has
some apprehensions about the
tough competition.

NBC-TV

but the

tv

'deals
to nearly $6,000,000 in
talent billings, and leaves

1-Shot

Salinas, but difference in title suggests this may be a rival group.)
Outfit is buying segments of “Wen-

&

hour

Electric, in for a half-hour
ternate
weeks.
Pair
of

You Have?’-

from the Lettuce Growers Assn.
(Agency *is John- Cohan, also of

.’n’

of

Wednesday 10 to 11 ^period on
CBS-TV, which eventually paved
thC way for' the raiding of U.S.

advertising expenditures,

Circus

•

Warren

company’s -Lucky Strike, like most
ciggies, has been affected by the

&

-|

with-lettuce gimmick tied into the
show. Outfit has bought April 12
and 20 participations and show’s
Kit Kinne, for instance, will support the “lettuce from lettuce” by
making a Calif ornia Caesar Salad
with C 7. Chef Phillip will launch
-a- three-day series on salad-making.
In radio, it’s a CBS “greenfall”

“Amos

sponsorship

of its upcoming “Warner, Bros.
Presents’’, package to Liggett
Myers, which will take. on a half

*

Video end will be via a “Spring
Salad Spree” on NBC-TV’s “Home”
crossboarder with a how-to-do-it-

*

dy.

Electric

American Tobacco confined itself
announcement that the show
was being axed in a realignment of

.

First off, if.
cision to slot

eral

fall.

to the

’

Mary Martins TV

•

has sold three-quarters

ABC-TV

what

No Favorites In

with “Hit Parade” before
half of that prop-

The ciggie outfit’s pullout
series, however,,
won’t interrupt its continuance.
Johnson’s Wax, for one, is happy
with it and may even go for the
every-week 'coin rap, although it
looks like NBC will bring in an

GE, Tobacco Coin

“poison ivy league.”

invading

is

on

alternating week client. Practically
certain is the fact that Montgomery
will be among the missing in the

now makes
radio-tv under institutional auspices. It's Lettuce, Inc., of Salinas
and Watsonville, Cal., consisting of

series,

from the Monday

vs.

Growers and Shippers Launching Institutional
Campaign on Radio-TV

hosted

relinquishing

$

«

•>

For Some time now the NBC
CBS rivalry has been
'steeped in bitter acrimony that
can be described as anything
but friendly competition. But
over the past week the manner
in which NBC and CBS have
helped to knock the props
from under ABC (just when

was cancelling put of

which it has been alternating with
c Johnson’s Wax.
Prior to Johnson’s skip-a-week
sponsorship,
American Tobacco
had the 60-minute dramatics to it*
self' (just as it had a solo identi-

$6,000,000 Sale

'Poison Ivy League’

it

Monday night NBC-TV Robert

Montgomery

erty).

Y&R

t

Chicago April 5,
Dave Parker

WNBQ

has checked out to complete
work on his dissertation for
his Ph.D. degree -from NorthWestern U. Subject of the doctoral tome: “A Cultural Analysis of the ‘Lone Ranger’ As a

a.,

—

The decline and fall of the cigacompanies as one of television’s
most potent advertisers was acret

Lone Ranger’s Ph.D.

.

as

NBC

BUTTONS TO RIDE
TV GUEST

GOLDEN

&

s
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“Filmed University’ Plan Gets

Monday

night’* mental

It’s

menu

on tv:
NBC's “Reunion in Vienna"
with Greer Garion married to
psychoanalyst Robert Flemyng;
same web'* “Montgomery Prer
^

university”

under which

college

courses will be put on film and distributed to Interested stations enir
powered to offer college credits
will be laid out today (Wed.) at a
Conference by television

press

writer-critic-editor

Max

Wylie.

Wylie, currently script editor of
“Omnibus/’ has interested Columbia and New York U., along with
Dr. Allen B, DuMont and an unidentified educational foundation
in the project, Which he hopes will
get off to a January, 1956, start.
Back of the idea is the use of DuMont’s “electronicam,” the \new
camera which shoots film and electronic (tv) pictures simultaneousWylie’s plan is to recruit' Coly.
to offer four hours
lumbia or
of credit courses daily on a N. Y.
tv station, from 8 a. m. to noon.

DISK DERBY’

CBS’

Freddie

Robbins has acquired

a radio-tv contract with

chiatrist and becoming one
CBS’ “Studio One”
(Hugh Marlowe, Neva Patter-

himself;

FOR FREDDIE ROBBINS
CBS and

aon) with psychological overtones pitched around 13-yearold daughter.

new weeknight

strip for
shortly. An option deal
in 13-week cycles, pacted. for the
30 - minute Tues. - thru - Fri. (8:30
p.m.) stanza still allows Robbins
to handle the Coca-Cola commer-

begins a

CBS Radio

show,

“Disk

Fibs

’54

Derby,”

will pick top record of the week.
Each night, two guests (from sing-

composer, publisher or diskery
ranks) will present their latest records on the air, with the nightly
Winger meeting against the four
.Guild, Films issued its first pubNYU
others on Friday. Weekly winner,
determined by audience applause, lic financial report this week, covering
the year ended last Novemwill get his song plugged, in one
Presumably, the .station would be
form or another, on several CBS
DuMont’s WABD, but that hasn’t shows,. Lou Melamed will produce ber 30, and surprised the industry
with a gross billings, figure considColleges would
been finalized.
and direct. Deal with the web
benefit since viewers could only
was handled by Robbins’ personal erably under the company’s own
endtaking
an
after
receive credits
predictions throughout all of last
rep, Jack Beekman. Norman Paris
of-course examination at the col- Trio will be show regulars also.
year. Instead of the $5,000,000 conr
lege for which they would pay a
fidently predicted by prexy Reub
“Derby” starts April 26.
Idea also is to interest them
fee.
Kaufman, the company wound its
year with a gross of $2,003,534,
to the point of taking other courses
towards a degree at the' schools
thisgdespite the fact that its “Libthemselves.
Chayefsky
erace” show was a complete sellSix
But the scope of the plan and
out in every market in the country.
that’sjhow Wylie has gotten a founReport showed a net profit, after
Read
Press;
dation interested in awarding him
taxes and special charges covering
a grant if the projects jells
notes to directors and stockholders
They Play and conversion of stock, of only
Well
would be national. As each prof
Simon & Schuster has just $34,250, well below the $60,000
did his on-camera stint for the live
audience in Gotham, the simulta- brought out in a single volume six profit the company made in the
neous live-and-film unit would re- plays by Paddy Chayefsky,. all of year ended in February of 1954 as
cord his lectures “better than kine- them out of the Philco-Goodyear detailed in the prospectus issued
scope’’ for distribution by Du- Television Playhouse grist mill and when Guild floated its stock issue.
Mont’s kinescope and syndications carrying the “Produced By Fred Before the special charges, the net
stations. Coe” tag. (Of even more conse- profit amounted to $85,549, and beother
to
department
Courses could be aired by the sta- quence,. however, is the “Directed fore special charges and taxes, it
tions, on a “commercial adjacency’’ By Delbert Mann” credit, for this was $168,264.
basis, that is, three and one-half is a two-way writer-director assoshowed
Financial
breakdown
minutes of spots between each 40- ciation that extends into Chayef- that Guild had paid $370,553 in
End-of-course sky’s film future and upcoming participations to others (among
lecture.
minute
exams could be given by the legit entry).
them Uberace, though not menThe plays incorporated in the tioned in the report), and charged
Princeton Testing Service, the out“Bachelor
Party,”
are
.fit which handles the annual Col- volume
“Holiday
“Printer’s
Measure.”
lege Entrance Exams.
Wylie, who’s initiated the proj- Song,” “Big Deal,” “The Mother”
Biz
$1,000,000
(Last-named preect and is handling it himself, said and^ “Marty.”
More than $700,000 in sales
at a National Television Film Coun- mieres this month in N. Y. as a
on
its recently acquired Warcil iuncheon last week that he was Hecht-Lancaster film feature which
ner Bros, package of “Looneydoing it because he was fed up with has already won pre-release critiTunes” cartoons has spurted
the educational television outfits. cal kudoes; with “Bachelor Party”
Guild Films’ March billings to
Pointing nut that of the 242 'edua- also slated as a collaborative proa record high of over $1,000,cational channels allocated by the ductioa teamup by Harold Hecht
000. Mass of the new business
FCC, only 10 are in operation, he and the playwright for Broadway
came from' cartoon deals in
declared the educational groups presentation this fall).
key markets, with New York,
Perhaps the most revealing ashave a “toy that they don’t know
Los Angeles and Chicago alwhat to do with.” They’re delayed pect of ithis S
S release is that
ready sold. In Gotham, Puby the “seepage of committees, the Qhayefsky “reads” “as well as he
Mont’s WABD' bought the
seepage of procrastination anft the “plays,” with the book also reafpackage for a nightly stripping
seepage, of arguments,” he said, firming the fact that “Bachelor
operation; in Chi it was WGNand “educational television won’t Party” and “Marty” are far and
be successful until it’s handed over away his outstanding contributions
TV; and the L.A. deal, one
to tough-minded, practical fellows to tv dramaturgy.
of the first on the package,
The hook has a lot of either plus
was with KTLA.
(Continued on page 39)
values for the reader, giving an
Meanwhile, Guild has reinsight, via Chayefsky’s foreword,,
aligned its sales force to opinto the essential differences of
erate with all three categories
toiling in the creative video vineof programming, syndicated,
yards, its reward and frustrations,
cartoons and features, with all
etc.,, in qontrast to theatre playsalesmen handling all properwriting.
Even In this show bizties instead of splitting them
in-a-hurry, as much as six months
as previously.
can elapse between submission of
first script and actual “show time,”
up $520,033 to production amortiABC Radio’s business is hopping Chayefsky points out.
zation (switching to a three-yeai
“I came out of the legitimate
again, with the web having coramortization period, in which 509?
ralled three chunks of new busi- theatre and I want to go' back
of production is written off in the
ness, one of them representing the again,” he adds. “And when I do,
first year, 30% in the second and
first time an auto firm has bought I will not be able to calculate the
20% in the third. “Other film anc
into daytime radio for a direct debt I owe to television, for the
distribution costs,” largely prini
pitch at the housewives. Chevrolet amount of sheer craft I have
costs, amounted tp $281,983 while
has picked up three quarter-hours learned ... I have achieved a disoperating expenses totaled $497,per week for a four-week period cipline and a preciseness of thinkon 'Breakfast Club” starting. April ing and even a certain notoriety, 663. Final big chunk was interest
expenses, which totaled $182,769.
19, with the automaker’s pitches .upon which every writer feeds.”
Report also revealed that oi
aimed directly at the distaffers.
Book carries full production 300,000
shares of unissued stock
Campbell-Ewald repped this one
credits on each of the six plays.
259,409 are subject to option:
Second big deal is a two-week
Rose
granted or to be granted. Kaufmai
saturation campaign by O-Cedar,
has an option on 30,059. shares ex
comprising 25 broadcasts a week
(Continued on page 34)
for the, two-week segment, which Renault’s
starts April 14. O-Cedar, via Turner Advertising of Chiago, will pick
General Manager
up cross-the-board five-minute segMike Renault this week was
ments or participations in five
ABC shows, two of which are new named general manager of WABC,
KINNIE
ones. Two new shows are “Custom the ABC Radio flagship in New
Made,” with New York World-Tel York,
London, April 5.
after five months as acting
egram & Sun radio-tv columnist
plan to screen a kinescope c
Harriet Van Horne, and “Great g.ra. of the station. Renault, who the Academy Awards by BBC-T
American Women,” with Bess My- before November was commercial has been abandoned because d
erson. They’ll air cross-the-board manager of the outlet, was given failure to secure copyright clea)
at 2:20 p.m. and 12:25 p.m. respec- temporary command Nov. 1 when ance in the U.S. The British we
tively.
Other participations, also the then v.p.-general manager, Ted had been prepared to allocate
daytime, are in the 11:30 a.m. Oberfelder, moved over to take minimum of one-hour to the shov
news, half Of the quarter-hour charge of WABC-TV. ABC o prexy
The screening, which could hav
“Companion” strip and in W-T
S Bob »Kintner made it permanent attracted a peak audience of ui
nitery columnist Frank Farrell’s this week.
wards of 15,000,000, was regarde
“New York Day By Day” half-hour.
Renault joined the station at the as one of the biggest potential pr<
Final buy is also’ in “Breakfast end of 1950, after stints with sev- motion efforts for the motion pi:
Club,” with Beltone, a frequent eral of the station rep outfits. He ture industry.
The A c a d e
ABC Radio, .timebuyer^ picking up became commercial manager two Awards have never been feature
two quarter-hours weekly.
years later.
on British television.
er,
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Radio shouldn’t be collaborators With the sharpshooting timebuyers whose “businesses” at the i^ery least are- subject to inspection. Radio’s dissemination is in the same idiom as a newspaper, and any periodical with any sort of public responsibility
is traditionally careful about what goes into its makeup in printer’s ink.

Guild

cial chores,

Robbins’

Mayh*

AM

sents” with surgeon. Raymond
Massey being treated by a psy-

Preliminary plans for a “filmed

Not That ‘From Hunger’

radio li in a parlous itagt at th* moment but the industry couldn’t be that “from hunger" as to Indulge in some of
the recent sharp practices which have put such an invidious
spotlight on the
segment of broadcasting. It’s not been confined to the small independents either; many a socalled bigleague AM’er is party to a larceny, wittingly or otherwise. It
would appear as if all will do anything to make a buck. /
,

As

The same screening of ad copy and, in truth, a careful inspection of the basic enterprise being peddled must obtain with
broadcasting. Some of the stations in recent months have been
flirting with dubious sponsorships that run the gamut from,
“blue sky” operations to highly misleading ventures. End result
has been two black eyes administered the metropolitan New
York broadcasting Industry. Last month it was the “bait
switch” advertising the phoney come-on and the.highpressured
selling for “something better,” certainly far in price excess of
the radio-advertised and gimmicked commodity— and this week
the “food club” gimmick hafs been given the spotlight as a racket.
^City in dictment.
Its sponsors are under N.

Y

These are but sampling of the type of phoney peddling that
’goes on and out ovef the air from coast to coast. Lately it’s taken
the switch to stock-selling .(50c a share, with uranium the comeon) and over recent months it’s been the vacuum cleaners, sewing machines and kindred household commodities to which the
housewife, usually of a stripe none too hep, has been subjected.
Not to mention the real estate and other enterprises which seem-

ingly utilize the Government supervised broadcasting facilities
of their respective locales to bilk the public.

But even before a Federal Communications Commission should
get into the act, the stations, no matter their hunger for business, must have had an .awareness they are flirting with their
basic existence if found errant. Not to mention the fundamental ethical responsibility to their communities. These stations
have tried something and been found wanting, and if the FCC
steps in they will And little sympathy, public and Governmental.
Some people will never learn, and this type of offender deserves
only the severest chastising stick. They have been either dopes
and nobody who has the obligation that goes with a broadcasting license could hardly be that dopey; and even if naive
then it follows they lack the authority to administer that re-sponsibility—Or they have been willing collaborators in the “fast
Abel.
buck” racket. Both are just as bad.

—

Wylie Tosses a

March

&

Bid to Hausfrau

.

WABC Nod
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BBC-TV KAYOED ON

ACAD AWARDS
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Dr.

Few Barbs

Wertham, Cousins, Bernays, ‘Omnibus/
Get a Going-Over

‘STEVE CANYON’ SERIES

Max

et al,

Wylie, televisioyi writer-edi-

tor and author of the recent “Clear
Channels” opus defending presentASHLEY-STEINER day television, launched out at a
Ashley-Steiner agency has picked few well-chosen subjects and obup rights td ‘cartoonist Milton Co- jects, including his own “Omni“Steve Canyon” character bus/’ last week. Chief targets of
niff’s
and is prepping a series based on his attack, however, were the selfthe comic strip. Agency has signed styled critics of television, who, he
Carey Wilbur to script the pilot for declared “cap always get on the
the series, which will be slanted as front page of the (N. Y.) WorldTelegram (& Sun) at night if
an adult adventure entry.
Production is slated for -late .they’re sassy enough and are notaspring, with most pf the shooting bly uninformed.”
to be on location at Air Force
Among these, he singled out Dr.
bases.
Frederick Wertham, the psychologist who “every time he gets inte
a twitch” blames juvenile delinABC-TV Brass to Coast
quency on the “Ford Foundation/*
“Dragnet” and the like, and Saturday Review editor Norman Cousins,
For
or WB,
whom he called “an intellectual on
Disney ’55-’56 Plans the make.” Not sparing the reins
at the National Television Film
ABC-TV’s top brass heads west Council luncheon last week, at
next week for two days of huddles which he
was guest speaker, he
with Warner Bros, and Walt Dis- also gave
publicist Edward L. Berney on the Coast. Meetings/set for
( Continued bn page 38)
April 11 and 12, will concern casting and production deals on “Warner Bros. Presents,” the studio’s
hourlong
production for
ABC
which starts early in September,,
and finalization of the “Mickey
Mouse Club” production plans as

FOR

-

Powwows

Well as conferences with the sponsors of the Disney daytimer.
Heading the contingent will be

Washington, April 5.
Largely on the basis of integration
ownership
and management
of
ABC prez Bob Kintner, program & talent veep Bob Weltmaq,. and closer ties with the community,
FCC
Examiner
Herbert
S.harfman
tv program director Bob ’ Lewine
business manager Jim
Stabile, last week favored A. Frank Katzentine’s
WKAT,
Inc.,
the
preferred
as
national sales chief Chick Abry
and publicity-promotion director applicant in the four-way contest
for
channel
10 in Miami, Fla*
Gene Accas. Brass will view the
The Examiner found that these
first “Mickey Mouse Club” films,
currently in production, and hud- considerations, reinforced by the
to asdle with Disney and sponsors on broadcast record of
merchandising-promotion tieins as sure operation of a tv station in
well as programming, plans. Brass the public interest, present “a foris also due for a progress peek at midable challenge to any competiDisneyland, the amusement park tor who would try to overtake it.”
Competing with
for the
in which ABPT has a heavy stake.
Other items on the Coast agenda channel are the estate of L. B. Wilin
includes setting details, on Colum- son, Inc. (licensee of
bia Pictures' deal to ...spotlight its Cincinnati).; PubJtic .Service Tel«( Continued on page 38)
talent bn ABC-TV dramatic shows.

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres prexy Leonard Goldenson,

WKAT

WKAT
WCKY
.

.
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Wednesday, April

Hie

circus, for

generations, stances. He felt he had neglected
the lighter side of his film roles,
hence his doing “Guys And Dolls,”
his next film assignment. “How’s
voice?”
singing
your
Murrow
asked. “I was quite surprised when
“It’s
I heard it,” said Brando.
pretty terrible.
Of his plays, Brando liked
“Streetcar” best. On films, he felt
the picture people were doing a
the inherent good job. He finds Los Angeles a

many

some

sacrifices

of

'

daytime town, and he misses New
elements of the Ringling Bros, and
York’s' night life. He ^brought in
Barnum & Bailey Circus for the his
father, who made a surprising
benefit of the video cameras. Howremark
which Murrow didn’t folever, it added up to an excellent
low up to elaborate on or clarify.
trailer for the show which opened
whether
he was proud of his
Asked
Madison
the following night at
son, Brando senior replied: “As an
Square Garden, N. Y,
actor, not too proud; as a man,
Primary reason for the overall very proud.”
Murrow also had
quality was the excellence of the Brando do a
turn* at the bongo
acts selected for tele presentation. drums, and in this the actor
was
In talent such as Josephine Berosini,

of the

who opened

along with the best of them, can
dance excellently, and withal
shows a likeable personality. The
production surrounding him was
an outside
good.
It
included
dancer, Hal Loman,.a clever hoofer
backed by a line, who provided
the backstage dressing for Davis.
Other members of the trio were
presented imaginatively and did a
nostalgic bit in the softshoe vein.
Trio, now at the Copacabana, N.Y.,:
can be said- £o have truly arrived

on the entertainment scene.
Miss Da>dridge did a pair of
tunes going in heavily for dramWith “Back Home to Joe,”
and a bright version of “I Got
Rhythm:” LaRosa poured it out
nicely with “Pass It On” and “Let’s
Stay Home” both of which were
atics

person, real gone, sent. well done.
famous circus family, a different
Bron.

with an almost vertiand then

cal climb to a high wire

under the routining of the show.
Miles
aegis of the Ford Foundation near- stepped out because of laryngitis.
ing the tape (17), “Omnibus” can
Jose
be said to have fulfilled in large
measure both its prescribed scope
Kraft’s “direct from Broadway”
and its obligation to the public as
bearer of the foremost "experi- pitch on “The Southwest Corner”
couldn’t
have added up to the outmental banner in ’network televilanders who were not aware—and
sion. Next Sunday’s finale oh CBS
that the John
will tackle, among other items, a couldn’t care less
televersion of “Uncle Tom’S Cab- Cecil Holm play had exited the,
in,” in
line with a pre-season- main stem about three weeks prepromise by Workshop director viously after a brief run. There
Robert* Saudek to latch on strongly were a couple of good “success
Americana—a promise "more d’estime” notices on “Corner” as
•to
than adequately met over the sea- a legiter and there was an expecson by the series on the Adams tancy to use tv as a springboard
family, as but one example. Last to work up steam for a road verSunday, “Omnibus” turned the sion. Such a plan, if it existed at
whole 90-minute works over to all, has been jettisoned, although
Homer’s “The. Iliad” in ah elabo- the play may show up in the strawhatters.
rate, DeMillean playout depicting
The televersion (with adaptation
the siege of Troy in the 10th year
of the great War to return Helen by Holm) wouldn’t supply the b.o,
heat
for a crosscountry trek since
imIt
was
Agamemmon.
her
to
pressive' as a spectacle supplying there were too many dull gaps as
exposed on “Television Theatre”’
the illusion ^of magnitude and man
aging to convey a sense the bitter last Wed. (30) over NBC-TV. Nonepersonal conflict' between the two theless, the homescreen medium
With

third season

its

.

peze, and Miss Mara, who
via her toes on the swinging bar
constituted excellent biz top fare..
Other acts included Pinito Del
travels

—

Oro, swinging without arms on the
trapeze, the Nocks, a swinging pole
turn the one-finger stands by Unus,
Fritz’s Lions. All of

It may be that the last minute
fallout of Jackie Miles upset the

k

cycled across the rope, provided a
skilled turn. The Flying Palacios,
in some chilling exchanges on the
trapeze; the aereal work of Delia.
Canistrelli, also on the high tra-

and Paul

in all departments. He sings with
sensitivity,
can do impressions

’

them

represent top turns in their category, Unfortunately, the cameras,
couldn’t get the illusion of height,
and sometimes the ikons came in
too early with commercials for the
maximum appreciation of the act.
In addition, the gab between
John Ringling North, the circus’

head man and commentator John
“Call Me Charley” Daly gave some
good insight into the proceedings.
There was some trade talk brought
down to lay level, and an interview with Miss Berosini in her
dressing room, a view of clown alley, side show glimpses and. some
good commercials with circusy camps.
Adaptation by “Omni” staffer
spirit which fitted into the proceedings excellently. Any young- Andrew Lewis took overlong to get
ster or even those in the advanced going, but by the middle of Part
age category must have gotten a II was fairly in stride, and the con1

has rarely displayed such one-twothree punches in the incisive class
performances, of Eva LeGallienne,
Enid Markey and Parker Fennelly
Watching
of the original cast.
those old pros made for a stirring
experience; each of them lifted the
.stature
of the acting craft in
speech and style, and there is no
doubt that the “original cast”
crossover helped hurdle whatever
difficulties might otherwise have
been imposed by the teletransfer.
There were some tender and en-

eluding chapter came over with a
wallop that sold the entire Greek
salad. Stirring climax was in the
extended scene between Priam
(Frederick Rolf) and Achilles (Paul
Sparrer) in which the aged king
begged for the, return of the body
The “Person To Person” CBS- of his beloved son Hector (Michael
TV segment last Friday night (1) Higgins), speared by Achilles in
was a disappointihg show. Ed Mur- personal battle. It was a stunning riohing moments in story of a sensitive 83-year-old Vermonter (Miss
row had two excellent subjects slice.
in Clarence Pickett and Marlon
Large cast was well handled un- LeGallienne) gradually being disBrando—names who were artic- der the direction and staging of possessed in the old homestead
ulate as well as important and Ted Danielewski and Elliot Silver- and separated from her vivid
anything but stein, with fillip choral score by memories by the intruding Miss
Yet, by
timely.
adroit questioning, by a heavy ap- Gene Cines. Tying the whole to- Markey, even unto latter latching
proach and fumbling, faulty man- gether was the authoritative off- on to old hired hand Fennelly. But
in
ner, Murrow spoiled what could camera narrative by Michael Kane it was largely a plodding study
have been a half-hour of unusual as v Homer. Splendid lineup in° character, in heroics versus “the
eluded Phyllis Hill as Helen, Fred- woman in possession” that even
interest.
Agamemmoii, Her- the surefire brand of “legit” prePickett, honorary secretary of eric Tozere as
Paris, Le Roi Opertj tending could not overcome. Score
the American Friends Service, bert Evers as
Stehli as Idaios. this one up for the troupers, with
Edgar
Nestor",
whose efforts helped that Quaker as
Grant Sullivan as Ajax, Roger a fat credit to Maury Holland for
outfit to win the Nobel peace
Susan faithful restaging. Rounding out
Patroclos,
Boxill
as
Evan
prize, was an ideal interviewee, inas Andromache with Flor- the Broadway cast were Jean Gilformed, modest and devout. His Douglas
Alex- lesDie, Ray Boyle, Frank Twedservant,
her
as
Reed
ence
wife (who appeared too) *and he
ander Scourby as Odysseus, Sorrei dell and Frieda Altman. Trau.
are sweet, wholesome people, salt
Donald Harand
Dolon
Brooke
as
some
done,
of the earth. Pickett has
The $20,000 ens as Polydamos.
The J. Walter Thompson producremarkable work.
It was a tour de force despite
Nobel prize money had gone to some lagging sequences, and a tion boys iet their hair down last
send streptomycin to Russians. His credit to the TV-Radio Workshop Thursday night (31) on the ABCgroup had taught coal miners (idle for the remarkable teamwork in TV “Pond’s Theatre” with an ennow by mechanization’s progress) carrying out such an ambitious gaging comedy, “The Forger.” An
Pickett’s
offbeat story idea, wherein a sucto learn other trades.
study of the Homer myth, Trau.
comedy playwright who
cessful
most recent relief work was with
aspires to dramatic greatness Sucrefugees in the Gaza Strip, admitmaterial
of
choice
undertakPacing
and
writes and passes off
difficult
cessfully
tedly the most
slowed down “Toast of the Town” what’s believed to be an undising he’d ever done.
sufficient
was
There
(3).
Sunday
on
Shakespearean
covered
play, bolMurrow raced through all this
value and enough talent, stered by a merry husband-andas if in a jeep, jumping around headline
act. wife combination in Kurt Kaznar
sameness
in
of
too
but
much
trivial
from the' important to the.
Mastin Trio and Leora Dana, made for a divertwith little discrimination. He asked A bill with the Will
Davis Jr., Dor- ing, if not high-powered, romp.
Pickett how we could get along featuring Sammy
Julius
LaRosa
and
Dandridge
othy
The Dale Wasserman teleplay,
with the Russians, and broke in
and from a story by Edward Hyams had
before the Quaker could make any indicates a budget-be-damned
the
cusfor
good
nothing
is
too
leisurely but steady pace and
a
sort of. intelligent reply, to ask
him about his gardening. On the tomer attitude, but with each of some broadly sketched farce scenes
in
song
heavily
the
working
them
that
put the show on the plus side
important query of how to prevent
degree, of of the ledger. On the other hand,
wars, Murrow cut in again abruptly department, there was
the there were some dull moments and
throughout.
Even
uniformity
adequate
answer.
an
to spoil
filmed sequence of “Daddy Long some elements that could have
The Brando quarter-hour also Legs” with Fred Astaire and Leslie used a rewrite for tightening and
missed impact in a humorless in- Caron had a bit of chirping. Sigreater comedy values.
On. the
terview that was disjointed and lence was a fairly golden ingrediwhole, however, for producer-dirambling, when the material was ent on this session.
rector George Roy Hill and for an
there for a sock gabfest. Brando,
“Toast” ran overtime so that
winner only two days before of Joan Rhodes, the British Amazon, excellent cast, it looked like the
kind of a’ show, that was fun doing.
the Academy award as the year’s could only bend pne iron bar at *
At any rate, for the most part it
best film actor, was simple, in- the beginning of the show. She
formal and literate, and snlwed up didn’t have a chance to return for was fun watching. Kaznar, as the
writer who pines for recognition
as quite a nice character. Murrow her full act.
It seemed a shame of his unpublished and unproduced
asked some silly as well as perti- since she was imported especially
free verse, hears about “Alcibianent questions.
Query whether for this occasion from England.
Brando knew any stories (father Coming close to filling comedy des,” a play supposedly written by
Shakespeare but never found.
jerkily brought into the airer)
requirements was the dog act, Ex- When an English lady professor,
elicited
a dreadful joke about cess Baggage, a clever round with an
expert on the Bard, arrives on
Chinatown. Another odd question the hounds paced
by a man and the scene to examine some rare
was whether Brando planned a woman.
books
bought by Kazhar’s produclong career as an actor.
The Mastin Trio’s Davis is prob- er’s father, Kaznar goes into action,
Brando came out of it all sur- ably the most talent-laden youngs- writing' an original “Alcibiades”
prisingly well under the circum- ter In the business. He’s proficient and slipping a “forged” printed

wallop out of the parade of the elephants. The big pachyderms push-,
ing the babies in specially built
coaches made for a memorable
Jose vision.
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Television Followup
has been the greatest show on
Basic elements of atmosearth.
phere, the childhood associations of
the big top, plus the wealth and
even surplus of talent make circus
time a national holiday. The special showing Tuesday (29) on General’ Food’s turn on the time usually allotted to Milton Berle forced

.

version into the book collection.
It’s
discoyered, of course, and
greeted as Shakespeare’s own,
produced, hailed and admired. But
In 'the end, Kaznar comes to the
realization that he did too good a
job, that nobody will believe he
wrote it; he goes back to success-

proceedings. He’s at his best during the kiddie panel bit in which
he chins with the tots on the “subject of the day,” And he can still
knock off a ditty in. the acceptable
Irish tenor idiom.
Besides joining in the general
.

Roble and Miss Wright
ditties of their own.
but This day they all were on a bird
Kaznar and Miss Dana, though not- kick with Roble offering up a cool
[exactly the Lunts, did a highly handling of “Baltimore Oriole”
creditable job as a happy couple and “Skylark,” while the gal supthrough a gamut of comedic 'emo- plied “Bye Bye Blackbird” and
tions.
Kaznar in particular was “A Little Bird Told Me” in oldInstrumental
good, emerging as a sort of teddy time vaude* style.
bear edition of Hume Cronyn, pace changer came from jasfz guiCayada Humphrey was very funny tarist Earl Backus and his trio who
in an exaggerated and improbable dished out “Lullaby of Birdland.”
Mickey Houston, produce merportrayal of the professor, played
strictly for the farce elements she chant turned tv food expert, was
could milk out of it. Less effective, presented for his twice-weekly inthough adding another odd- charac- sert on the best market buys of the
His straightforward apter to the mixture, was Barbara week.
Nichols as a sort of lower-case proach on his buying tips seems
Judy. Holliday. Remaining princi- good fodder for the housewives and
pals played it straight and com- lends a nice service angle to the
petently
Bruce Gordon as the program.
producer and Jacques AubUchon
All concerned seemed to enjoy
ful

comedy

A

frail

writing.

enough

frivolities,

•

some

toss in

...

vehicle,

—
,

as his scholarly father. Will West
had a brief but effective spot as
the. harrassed radio announcer at
the firstnight of the play.

their wprk and .the
gets through to the

PUBLIC HEALTH

all

Chan

,

IS

PEOPLE

With Bee Baxter, others

.

-v

screen.

Dave:

Hill’s direction strove, rightly for

the farce lie could milk, and
while the script didn’t permit of
a rapid-fife of quickie yacks, he
gave it the kind of movementMhat'
kept it building all the yiay. Other
including
a
production values,
couple of theatre scenes and a
bedroom briefie, were Up to the
usual
JWT “Kraft” -“Pond’s”
standard, that is, very good.

good" feeling

home

Producer: Baxter
Director: Peter Reed
I

30 Mins.: Than,, 1:30 p.m.
Participating
KSTP-TV; Minneapolis-St. Paul
Bee Baxter, an ace KSTP-TV
personality
who won national
awards for a salute .to the nursing
profession series, again is incorporating into her daily half-hour

housewives’ commercial show an“Climax” other public service feature. This
wasn't permitted to use the screen- time-.it’s 13 shots, one of them a
play of “Champion,” so Rod Serling week, as the public health subject,
had to start from scratch to work a matter of vital concern, of
up the Chrysler vidvCrsion of the course, to all dialers.
Ring LaFdner story on CBS last
Under Mrs. Baxter’s informal,
week (31). There seemed to be a down-to-earth
questioning, Minnedeliberate attempt to bypass some
department
sota Public Health
of the major scenes from the Stanmembers explain what public
ley KranSer-UA pic of six years
department’s
health
comprises,
the
ago starring Kirk Douglas. This
Rory Calhoun hour’s edition lacked goals and objectives, how the state
strives to attain .the latter, the
the sock and callous cynicism in
manner in which the public can cothe Midge Kelly rolef. The words
operate and the program's value to
aiid treatment Were there, but
everyone. In humanizing the subAllen Reisner’s direction supplied
ject, the program brings it closer
feints when jabs were indicated,
to individual citizens.
and right crosses- where a kayo
With Dr. Robert N. Barr, the depunch was needed as the haymaker. It was a fair effort while partment’s deputy, as the interdevoid of bite, with Calhoun grim- viewee, series got off to an ausacing through the paces as he picious start.
went down for the count for his
It was apparent* that Mrs. Baxdeserving comeuppance. Here was ter, an expert and fast word
a villain of the piece who in the slinger with a slick camera apcelluoider drew a bit of “feel sorry proach and presence, has groundedfor the guy” sympathy that Cal- and briefed herself well on the
houn couldn’t elicit. Highlighting subjects. Her questions and own
the production were the fight se- observations were intelligently on
staged
(separately
by the ball and stressed human Interquences
Johnny Indrisano) which managed est aspects. Dr. Barr, displaying
glibness, too, and an ability to reto pour the gore.
The other parts got a lot of late his story in simple, undersavvy handling: Wallace Ford con- standable fashion, proved a good
Rees.
veyed a sense of, frustration as bot- target for her querying.
tled-up father of the champ. Tommy
Cook gave force to the quiet role

The

word

is

that

.

of the crippled brother (the

mem-

orable Arthur Kennedy creation).
Wally Brown eloquently portrayed
manager No. 1, coming close to the
stirring Paul Stewart pic edition
(but how close can you get in an
abbreviated version wherein character building is the more difficult
to contrive?). Ray Collins as the
No. 2 manager “told the story,
largly flashback. Geraldine Brooks
was the pug’s suffering wife who
brought delicacy to the role. Louis
Charles as her father, the champ’s
handler,
did a forthright job.
Peggy Maley was seen in a bit as
Collins’ frau who goes for Calhoun.
Martin Manulis brought in a^
okay production but the fire and
fury were merely outlined.
Trau.

HOME FARE

With Eileen Flynn, Ernie Tetrault,
others
Director: Grant Van Patten
30 Mins.; Moh-thru-Fri., 9 a.m.
Participating

WRGB-TV, Schenectady
Originally scheduled as a
Fare” has slowly

“Home

steadily

local crossboarder on the
Chicago ABC-TV
With
o.&o.
O’Neil at the emcee controls, the
display' in one form or another has
staple for the past
been a
four years. Helmsman, who dour
bles as producer, has gathered
about him an able supporting cast
in the person of Chet Roble, a very
un-square gent who Wallops a mean
piano, and Ndncy Wright, who can
handle a song or an ad lib* with
equal poise.

morning

WBKB

but

in interest, as it
simultaneously creates good will
for the General Ijllectric station
among many individuals and organizations in the viewing area.
The idea of presenting amateur
and professional cooks in demonstrations of their favorite dishes is
retained, but the range of interviews, style shows and merchandis-

ing promotions has been widened.

Curiously though shrewdly,
permits merchants associastores and restaurants to.
incorporate mild plugging on free
time.
A men’s style show was.
recently presented by a Troy
group. Several women’s style displays, by sponsoring clubs, have

WRGB
tions,

Quietly, but consistently, Danny
O’Neil and his WBKB cohorts
have been rackng up an enviable
score against all comers with their

filler,

built

—

'

also been seen.

Two
caught

network-calibre interviews
were: a double recorded

exhange

conducted

with Bing

Crosby, prior to the area premiere
of “The Country Girl,” by Eileen
Flynn and Ernie- Tetrault; an exchange with Margaret BourkeWhite, Life mag lenser (in Albany
for the 50th annl convention of Professiohal Photographers Society ofNew Y6rk) by Mrs. FlynA and Bill*
As demonstrated last week (31), Hartigan, ex-camera editor of
the variety grabbag is no block- WTRI-TV and a former web pho-buster but one of those easy-going tographer in Korea. Crosby wasMiss
Bourke - White
whiles whommo;
affairs
that
pleasantly
away a morning 55 minutes, O’Neil (whose mobile feature photo'

•

-

-

as graphed beautifully) provocative.
Program features an informal,
he conducts the various interview
‘Connevs .
segments, and "knits together the unrehearsed* format.

is

strictly a low-throttle
*

emcee
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TEN TEARS AFTER HIROSHIMA TED MACK’S MATINEE

ACADEMY AWARDS

APPOINTMENT with
ADVENTURE

BEirarao

REUNION IN VIENNA

With Bob Hope, emcee In Holly- (Producer* Showcase)
With Honeydrexmers, E 1 t i e
(March of Medicine)
wood; Thelma Ritter and Conrad With Greer Ganon, Brian Ahern*
Rhodes, Dick Lee; Mrs. Dale (Minus Three Thousand)
With Dr. Robert Holmes, Francis
With Claude Dauphin, Louis JourNagel, in N. Y.
Peter Lorre* Robert Flemyng,
Carnegie, guest
Boyer, others; Ben Grauer, nardan, Mala Powers, Harold, Stope, Exec
producer-general director:
Cathleen Nesbitt, Lilt Darvas,
Producer; Louis Graham
rator; Frank Blair, announcer
Gerald Price, others
Jean Negnlesco
Herbert Berghof, George VoskoDirector; Lloyd Marx
Producer; Doris Ann
Producer-director; Robert Stevens NBC producers: William Kayden,
ec, Frederic Worlock, Tamara
Director: Alan Newman
30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Friv, 3 p.m.
Writer: Newton Melzer
Hollywood;
Hudson Faussett,
Daykarhanova, others
NBC-TV, from New York
30 Mins., Tues. (39), 9:30 p.m.
N. Y.
Producer: Fred Coe
SMITH, KLINE & FRENCH
Premiere of the “Ted Mack’s 30 Mins., Sun., 10 p.m.
CIGARETS
KENT
NBC
directors: William Benning- Guest Producer: Jean Dalrymple
NBC-TV, N. Y.
Monday,
(4) as NBCon
Matinee!'
CBS-TV, from New York
ton, Hollywood; Grey Lockwood* Director: Vincent Donehue
( Doremus-Eshleman )
addition to its” crpssRubicam)
(Young
N.. Y.
Adaptation: David Shaw
NBC-TV’s “March of Medicine” TV’s newest
Musical director: David Rose
90 Mins., Mon. (4), 8 p.m.
afternoon schedule has
the-board
sales
has
ifi
cigaret
The
drop
newsy
came up with an unusually
Writers:
Richard
RCA,
FORD
L.
Breen,
Jack
more than casual or fleeting over- cued a general budget tightening
airer last Tuesday (29) in “Ten
Rose, Mel Shavelson
NBC-TV, from New York
tones. Jt comes at a time when the among the cigaret companies, and 90 Mins,,
Wed.
Kenyon & Eckhardt
(30),
10:30
(
p,m.
Years After Hiroshima,” an onreasQn
Kent
the
that’s said to be
network affiliates, on the eve of dropped the expensive “Father OLDSMOBILE
the-spot tv report of the effects
It's a. pretty safe bet that Vienna
NBC-TV,
from
hankerH’wood,
Y.
annual
powwow,
are
their
N.
comedy
Best”
filmed
family
Knows
in all its Hapsburgian splendor
Of atomic radiation on the sur(D. P. Brother)
vivors of the A-bomb holocaust in ing for a more stable Mon.-thru- series in favor of the less expensive
never had it so good compared
For the NBC-TV exposure of
the Jap city a decade ago, during Fri daytime tv pattern. After sev- live package, “Appointment With
the war. Absorbing in itself, the eral years it’s still tne weak link Adventure.” But in a bad sales last Wednesday’s (27) annual Acad- with the decorous values projected
program had another purpose—to in the web’s program structure period, there’s always the element emy Awards ritual: a kingsized on the NBC-RCA tinted tv screens
show possible radiation effects as (and the major difference why of public relations to consider, and Oscar. In contrast with previous,, Monday night (4) when “Reunion
in dumping “Father,” Kent got confused airings of Hollywood’s
lessons for today in case of atomannual tv billings soar ahead something of a p.r. kickback in the big night, this new. cabled outing In Vienna” was re-created on the
bomb attack. As such, it must have CBS’
of NBC's) and why the affiliates are form of protests. The fact that was on the beam all the
way from “Producers Showcase” spec. And
brought home to viewers the dev- concerned.
“Appointment With Adventure” opening curtain to Sam Spiegel.
it’s an equally safe bet that seldom
astation of atomic warfare, the
Thus in Mack the network is not shapes up as a trite entry will
need of. precautions, and above all
Under the direction of Jean has so much coin, lavish and painsthe necessity of taking all meas- only vesting a half-hour of the af-. only add to Kent’s woes. The Negulesco, the program was unusu- taking production
and particularly
display entire shift may prove more costly ally good tv organization
cross-the-board
ures possible to prevent any A ar ternoon
and cowith a personality who knows all than the coin Kent saved by the ordination of complex material. fine talent wasted itself on such
H bomb warfare outbreak.
in
comof
the
game
switch.
The film industry, although still antiquated theatre.
Dr. Robert H, Holmes, director the tricks
manding maximum interest and
Talent Associates, which thus far hitch-hiking on an Oldsmobile
of 'the U. S. Atomic Bomb Casualty
If it were possible to review
Commission, which has been doing attention from the hausfrau, hut has been successful With every bankroll, never looked better/ And
long- outing, hits its first clinker with if there’s another Oscar left over, Monday’s spec with complete dison-the-spot studies of atomic radia- (as a residual payoff from the
Hour”
Amatehr
“Original
time
“Appointment.” It’s got a virtually pass it along to Bob Hope. (He regard for the play itself* then
tion, reported at length on results
Airer first status and hometown, visitations) unbeatable problem to start with claimed he’s had an acceptance nothing but the highest praise
thus far established.
gave glimpses of a shattered Hiro- Mack’s big extra plus. in his. ability doing an adventure show, with speech ready for 14 years.)
would be in order. For one thing,
on
shima, some survivors immediately to merchanside a show and its all its outdoor elements
Hope doubtless won new friends
True, set design- with the way he handled the em- Greer Garson’s tele debut in this
after the bombing, then went into sponsor to the hilt. Like Ed Sulli- a live basis.
got
he’s
er Larry Eggleston did a' fine cee chores. This was a master at Robert E. Sherwood Graustarkian
the rebuilt city of today, and to vn for- Lincoln-Mercury,
the survivors 10 years., after. The one of the enviable track records in job on some cave interiors in the work, a nimble-witted (so what if comedy was on the triumphant
study of the delayed effects of the biz. That’s why, though “Mati- premiere segment, but those out- he did use TelePrompter?), class side and
the physical beauty and
nee” is premiering as a sustainer, door scenes in front of a rear performer who carried
radiation was quite encouraging.
the hour
isn’t concerned about the screen
were artificial and un- and a half of. running time with charm of the actress were highJaps who lived through the atom the web
commercial come-on following in natural looking. And the rear such humor and distinction that lighted by compatible color at its
children
have
produced
bombing
screen scenes were only mountains very few citizens will want to take best.
who show no signs of hereditary its natural Stride.
Completely at ease, she
As a show “Matinee” has some and sky what happens when there the job next time. Hope’s' come-, sparkled and handled herself like
ill. effects after 10 years, according
ate toiigher backgrounds?
with
Mack’s
inwarm
ingredients,
edics, whether monologging, crackto Dr, Holmes. Among offspring of
But the play’s the thing, and if ing asides or mugging it up with a vet tv trouper. For that matter,
185 pregnant women in the area gratiating personality as the prenear the bomb center, only eight dominant note. Aside from Mack’s the preem is any example, the TA Bing Crosby, Marlon Brando, Hum- Brian Aherne, too, was as dashing
have shown signs of radiation in- basic format designed to give as- boys face some tough sledding. phrey Bogart, et al., gave the show and grotesque, as only a threadbare
On the other hand, „adult piring pros a crack at the coast-to- “Minus Three Thousand,” Newton much of its entertainment wallop: archduke could appear in this year
jury.
surviyors in the hot zone (area of coast spotlight (with some tyro Melzer’s teleplay for the kickoffer,
There reportedly was only one of grace. All the ex-nobility right y
2,000 meters radius from the bomb elements also incorporated into the had an offbeat enough theme and dry-run of the ceremony but the down the line were cast well
and
target center) developed 16 times stanza), assorted gimmicks enliven setting, .the adventures of a party pacing was so smooth and quick- played
well,
particularly
Peter
as much leukemia as unradiated the session as with the designa- of cave explorers in the Pyrenees. time that a month of rehearsals Lorre, whose role fit him
like ah
Week”
“Husband
of
a
the
tion
of
But Melzer chose to integrate the looked evident. It was showmanly
Japs, while eyes of radiated adults
“Mr. old triangle business into the programming; most ,o£ what went old shoe.
its
accompanying
(with
suffered highly, via cataracts.
But unfortunately “Reunion In
Expertly planned,
Other medicos discussed .radia- Dreamboat” citation); a baby cap- affair, with Claude Dauphin and on had zest.
Vienna” as written by Sherwood
tion problems; Francis Boyer, prez tion contest, etc. There, will also Mala Powers the happily married there weren’t the usual delays as
back in ’31 came forth on this
Dale
Mrs.
with
daily
guests,
be
couple
and
Louis
Jourdan
the
exof Smith, Kline & French, sponsor
a nominee would trek frdm left
occasion as something unbelievable
of this series, discussed basic re- Carneeie, author of “How To Help plorer who knew Miss Powers be- field to the golden circle of award
and trite; despite a heroic adaptasearch in labs to help meet the Your Husband Get Ahead,” initial- fore her marriage and wants her winners. Also deleted were clips
men”
topic.
“chivalry
in
back. There were enough straight from the pictures which, -while tion attempt by David Shaw, one
dangers of atom bombing. Ben ing on a
Grauer was an efficient narrator, Regulars on shows include the adventure ingredients, such as the often entertaining as separate en- of tv’s more skilled practitioners.
Elise
combo;
Honeydreamers,
vocal
descent down a sheer 3,000-foot tities, had the effect of breaking The archduke, the amorata of his
and the whole event had a great
Rhodes, nitery chirper who ap- drop and a cave-in and rescue the rhythm of the overall show heyday and her psychoanalystdeal of pertinence and interest,
husband, the “Reunion” triangle,
of
edition
London
peared
in
the
operation, to make a suspenseful last year.
Bron.
held forth with a bravura that was
“Oklahoma,” and Dick Lee, vocal- story in themselves, if given the
However, the teletale about the
ist from Philly. Each in turn lends full half-hour treatment.
Use of Acad can’t be all rave. The five nothing short of silly. That “Reunion In Vienna” could hold its
a zest and youthful attractiveness the tfiangle, with an unsuspenseful songs in
RON TERRY SHOW
the running were belted audience for
an hour and a half
R.ose.
With Evie Eracl, Shay Torrent to the showcase.
climax, spoiled what might have across .with much less
sock -than
and. Axel Alexander; guests.
been an offbeat and interesting there should have been. David was, indeed, a triumph for proProducer: Gloria Lynn
yarn by the introduction of a trite Rose’s overture was just fine and ducer Fred Coe, guest prodi Ar
A NIGHT OF VIGIL
Jean Dalrymple and director VinDirector: Don Kane
and familiar formula!
Johnny Desmond did fair enough
60 Mins.; Tues. and Wed., 12 Mid- With Everett Sloan©, Jonathan
Acting, unfortunately, was mated with “High and Mighty.” Slotted cent Donehue. Not to mention the
Harris, Jack Weston, Frieda Alvery fine technical crew and sunight
to. the script, and Jourdan, Dauphin later, Tony Martin was the victim
ston, Harry Townes, others
Participating
and Miss Powers were all uncon- of visual hardship. He sold “Hold perb costuming. And to those forProducer: George Crothers
tunate
enough to have seen It in
WGN-TV, Chicago
vincing
in
the
leads.
Robert My Hand” with vocal punch but
Ron Terry helms the two mid- Director; Joseph Scibetta
Stevens dealt with some tricky this was marred by either strange color, the contribution of this
week spots on WGN-TV’s postmid- 30 Mins., Sunday (3)* 2 p.m.
production problems nicely which makeup or faulty camera pickup. added dimension was seldom more
pronounced.
Terry CBS-TV, from New York
night deejay roundelay.
is
to say that everything went It was disconcerting.
To commemorate the Jewish smoothly, though by no means
holds together the rather looseThere, certainly must be more
Rosemary Clooney was su'rprlstonight
holiday
starting
breezy
inPassover
jointed session with a
vehicles
smartly
around to
but bis direction was ingly colorless with “Man That Got rewarding
formality that should build a fol- (Wed.), CBS-TV gave over its 2 to uneven and for the most- part un- Away” and
utilize such gifted talents. Since
for a while it looked
lowing of sorts with the insom- 2:30 p.m. Sabbath time to a half- productive. TA and Young & doubtful that Dean Martin would the Monday displays are restricted
Also it’s the only live hour dramatization of the Jews, Rubicam are going to have to make ever get to the final doubloon of to revivals, surely there are plays
niacs.
300 years ago, under Peter Stuy- up their minds whether they want “Three
beaming on at the time.
Coins in the Fountain”— that hold up better than “Reunion.”
Although deejay formatted, vesant in New Amsterdam. It was to do a real adventure series or a his phrasing was so widely spaced,
Rose.
Terry relies more on in person a handy theme, since ‘it also fit soap opera with an outdoor setting. Peggy King, assigned to “Count
music than the pressed stuff. Reg- into the Jewish tjicentennial cele- In its current compromised form, Your Blessings,” did just okay, a
With Adventure” little shallowness shoeing through. ALL IN FUN
ulars include the Shay Torrent and bration in America. The- story, “A “Appointment
With Charlie Applewhite, Fontane
Axel Alexander organ duo and Night of Vigil,” was stuffy as isn’t enhancing the reputation of
The screen personalities (wotta
And it either, nor is it doing Kent any
Sisters, Jim Jeffreys, Al Fisher
singer Evie Eraci with the host penned by Irve Tunick.
cast!) rate a Citation en masse for
strugdirector
Joseph
Scibetta
left
& Lou Marks
good.
cutting himself in for an occasional
Chan.
deportment. The acceptance ya-ta- Producer: Al Span
Bill gling to achieve a dominant mood
ditty with a so-so baritone.
ta all around was gracious and/or
Director: Peter Birch
Hayes was the singleton visitor on in a script with many.
humorous. Eva Marie Saint, who 30 Mins.; Sat., 10:30 p.m.
AMES BROS. SHOW
Tunick took a. day out of history 15
installment seen (30) and Terry
is pregnant, commented that she
Mins.; Fri v 6:30. p.m.
CBS-TV, from New York
got plenty of mileage out of him when the Jews of New Amsterdam,
“might have the baby right on the
NEHI BOTTLERS
despite the fact the guest was ob- after being expelled from many
Net is using this “All in Fun”
spot” and the crack was not out of
WABD, N. Y.
viously tired after doing four places around the globe, once again
order at all. Miss Saint gave it a series as a two-week filler before
( BBD&O
shows at the Chicago Theatre.
faced expulsion at the bands of
the
“Damon Runyon Theatre”
certain
dignity.
charm
and
Having
scored
on wax with sevThe fight
moves in* for a regular run in the
Torrent and Alexander contrib- Peter Stuyvesant
eral hit records, the Ames Bros,
Dimitri Tiomkin, who when he
10:30 p.m. berth. CBS apparently
uted three flashy Hammond ai> against another mandatory voyage, are now giving tv
whirl.
speaks
there
should
be
titles,
A
large
cona
is planning to jockey the series
rangements, including a. tricky as the story goes, was helmed by segment of the quartet’s
following tributed the yock heard mostly into a summer slot
and it’s not a
of
treatment
“March of the Abraham deLucena. The climax, will probably swing over
to the around show business after the
bad idea.
Miss Erad thrushed when the ’Jews were told that the visual medium to orb the
Dwarfs.”
boys in show. Accepting the Oscar for
“Dearly Beloved” Dutch Board of Governors was action. Program
satisfactorily
It’s a light and pleasant affair
“High
6c Mighty” (musical score),
follows
the
patand Terry joined her to duet “It permitting them to stay in peace, tern of a fan mag feature,
with the composer acknowledged assists with just the right mixture of
Cuter.”
Couldn’t Be
Between came on the first night of Pass- highlight from the
group’s career by Brahms, Shostakovich, Rimsky- comedy and song for hot weather
times Terry took phone calls in over.
In Charlie Applewhite,
providing the story material. Ac- Korsakov, and others of such stat- viewing.
the mystery personality contest all
Tunick was more intent on trans- tually- it's a heat public
the series has an amiable and likerelations ure.
of which wasn’t too exciting view- mitting a mood than reality. Deable emcee-crooner.
He’s not a
job, with the Ames boys getting a
The program did the L. A. to heavyweight host
ing.
Lucena didn’t speak to Stuyvesant wholesome buildup that should inbut he does manN. Y. shuttle, picking up the Panage to keep everything moving at
Host delivers a real warm sell as a mental equal, not even as a gratiate them with the parents of tages
Theatre
in
the west where
for the various participating tired man wanting security (which their large teenage following.
Hope held the gavel, and the Cen- ap easygoing pace and he does
seemed to be Tunick’s original
Dave
clients.
Judging by the initialer last Fri- tury in the east where Thelma know how to belt a song.
aim), but, finally, almost as a minor day
program
Success of the show, as in all
may be little too
(1),
diety to a lackey.
The illogical schmaltzy for some viewers. Open- Ritter and Conrad Nagel were on vaudeo operations, will rest on the
duty. And Audrey Hepburn got
situation was worsened by making ing
segment, which included two projected from London, via a brief guest attractions. For the opener
‘T-H-TY Chi Windfall
Stuyvesant a bumbling, irrational tunes, employed
“All in Fun” grabbed the hot diskthe flashback rou- film clip.
fool, who in such a state could
.Chicago, April 5.
tine to spotlight the brothers durCommercials, focusing on Lee ing trio, The Fontane Sisters, and
never
have ruled New Amsterdam. ing their struggle for recognition.
Over" $400,000
in
“Today
Bowman,
the Modernaires, Bob La- they came through with their curwanting to emphasize the Situation played up concerned a mont and lots
Home—Tonight” participation biz Tunick,
of those cars, were rent clicks “Rock Love” and “Most
long biblical-historical tradition of period when the boys
Were away not the usual Olds hat. The spon- Of All,”
was wrapped up last week by veep the Jews,
some heavily pe- from home, broke and hungry, and sor seemed reasonable
For the comedies, stanza had
in taking
Ed Hitz’s Chi NBC-TV sales crew. dantic lineswrote
for his “Vigil” charac- their mother showed up with a “sell” time and the plugs were Jim Jeffreys and Al Fisher & Lou
Biggest plum came from Helene ters.
Marks.
Jeffreys
is
bagful of groceries.
a hillbilly
diversified and palatable.
Curtis, through the Earle Ludgin
It seemed director Scibetta was
tfn the music vein, the Ames
At one point Hope submitted monologist who has some appeal,
agency, for 52 insertions in “Tocaught in an unsuccessful effort of frerqs kicked show off with a that, while pictures are showing especially for those who go for alnight” starting in July.
his own to translate Tunick’s mix- snappy rendition of “When the new life, tv needn’t worry until the falfa humor. The Fisher & Marks
E. L. Bruce wak firm ordered an
ture of solemnity and attempted Saints Go Marching In.” Other film industry starts sponsoring the exert a lot of energy to whip up
.additional 14 “Today” blurbs. The lyricism into
a dramatic showcase. number later in the program was Acad show. He might have added yock reaction. They hit the funnyNesco appliance firm is set for a Acting of Everett Sloane was of a a ballad. Opener had an informal that Hollywood is getting a free bone occasionally but they have to
batch of 15, starting In October on subservient, futile ly indignant quality that enabled the brothers and merry ride and there’s no knock themselves out to do it.
“Today,” while International Shoe Stuyvesant. Jonathan Harris was to go through the story material show of genuine inclination to deAlfredo Antonini helped the
in ,the unreal deLucena. Other roles without any apparent Stanislavsky part from this kind of status quo. stanza’s flow in his musical confought font spots .on
•
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ltA»IO- V»EO-TV FILMS

80

ABB

,
.

on a monthly basis , Cities will be rotated each week, with the 10 top-rated
film shows listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite, All
ratings are furnished by ARB, based on the latest reports •
This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent information about film in each market, which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the" effectiveness of a filmed
show in the specific market , Attention should be paid to time - day and

—

DAY AND

SHARI
(%>

FEBRUARY
RATING

TIME

DISTRIB.

April 6, 1958'

time factors, since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i,e,, a Saturday afternoon childrens show, with a low rating, may
have n large share and an audience composed largely of children, with cor*
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the childrens market . Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv,), adventure ; (Ch), children’s;
**(Co), comedy; (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary; ( Mus ), musical f
(Myst), mystery; (Q), quit; (Sp), sports; (W ), western; (Worn),
women’s, Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station’s channel; all channels above 13 are UHF, Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

VARIETY’S weekly chart of city-by-cily ratings of syndicated and na40 to 60 cities reported by American Research Bureau

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

A

..

and National Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

STATION

. .

Wedncida^

tional spot film covers

AND TYPI

.

SETS IN

USE

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

I
|

PROGRAM

}

WRCA

WABD
WATV

RATING

STA.

*

NEW YORK

—4,175,000

.

WRCA

.

.

.

Flamingo

.

.

Mon. 6

.

:

WCBS
— WOR

7777

Approx Set Count

Stations
51

00-6 30 ....
:

.

.

.

.

(2),
(9),

32.2

1

.

WCBS
WRCA
WRCA

CBS..
.

.

MCA

.

.

Sat. 5:30-6:00
Sat. 6:00-6:30

....
....

.WRCA

..

:

•

««•••

1

1

•

•

TTlamlncrn

•.

.

15*9

*#•••*•

!^4«6

4

.

CBS

.

.

WRCA

*

19 O

ThurS. 7 00-7 30
:

*

i

Wed. 6:00-6:30

...

.Tues. 7 : 00-7 : 30

.

9

l2a4

19

«••••

•

1

51 ....
51

42

27.7
28.9
32.5

42
87

29.3
33.0

....

WPIX

(4),
(11),

(5),

WABC

(7)7

(13)

WCBS
6 O’clock Report .......
se
Early Show
WCBS
6.8
Junior Frolics
WATV
5.5
Ramar of the Jungle
-WPIX
6.0
Early Show
WCBS
9.4*
Early Show*, Rain or Shine. WCBS
11
Man Behind the Badge. ..... WCBS
?:$'
6 Q’Clock Report. .......... WCBS
Early Show.
WCBS ....... 6.3
Early Show.
WCBS ...... .ill
Early Show; Rain or Shine. WCBS
.13.6
Junior Frolics
. , WATV
- 7.6
.

UM&M

WRCA
WCBS
WPIX

.

.

.

Corliss Archer (Com).
Average Weekly Ratio*.

LOS ANGELES

.

.

CRS

.

Sat. 5 : 00-5 : 30

Interstate
.... Ziv
.

WABC

Meet

.

.

.

.

.

inn

34.3

inn

....

44

....+10.6

.

*

Approx, Set Count-

k

•

•

«

•

10*6

••••••••

•

32

.

26

....

1.
2.

Badge 714 (Myst)

.KTTV

Waterfront (Adv)

KTTV
KTTV
.KTTV
KNXT

Amos

.

’n*

Andy (Com)

Average Weekly

(W)

.

.

KNXT

CBS

.KTTV,
KTTV.

HTS

.

,

......

.

:

Ziv

..

.

.KTTV
.

.... .Sat. 7:00-7:30
.... Fri. 7 00-7 30
:

.

....

:

•

•

•

«

61.5
60.1
67>3
52.8
*33.3
.
.... 48.6
50.2
.... 58.8
....
63.3
63.0

.

34
33

...

.

27
24
23

*

Sat. 8:30-9:00

7Av

48
....
46
28...,. ....
35
....
50.

.16.3
16.3
• 15.7
14.9

+ 10.8

WCBS

Omnibus

13.7

KRCA (4), KTLA (5), KABC
KTTV (11), KCOP (13)

.

Harry Owens
See It Now.

. . .
. .

TCNXT

.

.

. . .
.

Cavalcade of America
Jack Owens
Rob’t

KNXT
KNXT
KNXT
KABC
KARO
KRCA
KTLA
KRCA
KNXT

.

Jackie Gleason.

Montgomery

.

.

.

. . .
.

.

Presents.

Hometown Jamboree

.

Cavalcade of America.
Theatre
Jackie Gleason

.

.

.

. .

. . .

..

. . .

GE

.

(7) f

.

9.7
18.6
22.1

4.6
. .

12.8
10.8
25.6
16.6
9.4

4

Rating.

Approx, Set Count^-1, 840, 000

PHILADELPHIA
2.

Little Rascals (Ch)
Waterfront (Adv) ......

%.

Superman (Adv)

1:

29.8-.

:

,

CBS

KNXT.....

.

9. Stories of the Century
in I T.aA 9 T.iva« (Tlr)

:

:

Interstate

.

.

Sat. 7 30-8 00-

WRCA

Howdy Doody

(2),
(9),

Stations

Tues. 7:30-8:00
27.7
Sat. 8 00-8 30
..... 18.8
18.5
..... Tues. 7:00-7:30,- ...
+16.6
.... Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6500

NBC

.

Annie Oakley (W)
6 . Little Rascals (Ch)
6 . Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
Superman (Adv)
8

NBC

MCA

.

Life of Riley (Com). ........

24.6
*32.9
40.7

— KNXT
KHJ

1,855,000
»

3.
4.

.

.
*

.

.

.

WPTZ

.

.'WCAU.

.

.

.

.

Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30
.Sun. 6:30-7:00 .....

Interstate

.

.

.

MCA

.

.Mon. 7:00-7:30
Flamingo
Sat. 7 00-7 30 ......
.... Sheldon Reynolds

Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
.WCAU
5. Mr. and Mrs. North (Myst). , , WFIL
..WCAU
6 . Boston Blackie (Myst)
..WPTZ...
Liberace (Mus)
8 . I Led 3 Lives (Dr)
..WCAU-....
..WCAU
9. Badge 714 (Myst)
Ramar of the Juncle (Adv) . WFIL

.

.... ATPS
.... Ziv

:

.Tues. 7:00-7:30 ....
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ...
...
. Sat. 11:00-11:30
Wed. 7: 00-7:30

.

.... Ziv

....NBC

.

..

.

•

•

•

*

*

•

Sun. 6:00-6:30

..

.

.

•

.Fri. 7: 00-7: 30

*.

TP A

.

:

+30.8
...30.2..T. ...
.

...
.22.6
.... 19.6
..
16.9
..
« < « 15*3 • ••»••• ..
15*8 ••»•••• ..
4 «
15*5 •«••*** ..
•
•
«
15*3 **«•••• ..
.
... 15.3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4.

.

.

..

WCAU

Stations

.....

*

.

—-WPTZ

(3),

WFIL

(6),

*44.5 Various
44.2 Janet Dean,
46.2 Award Theatre
40.4 Frontier Playhouse
41.4 Award Theatre
40.4 Award Theatre /.
40.3 Ford Playhouse
51.8 Award Theatre
37.9 Award Theatre
39.0 Omnibus

69
68
49....
48
41
39
39
30
40
39

RN

WCAU
WFIL

..

WPTZ
WPTZ
WPTZ
WPTZ

..
.

..

....13.6
17.8

..

WFIL

lflf.l

..

WPTZ
WPTZ

24.6
14.8
13 fl

..

..

WCAU

T

(10)

.

4

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
1.

Wild

2,

I

Bill

Led

—465,000

Approx. Set Count

.WCCO

Hickok (W)

.KSTP

3 Lives (Dr)

Hopalong Cassidy (W)
.WCCO
.KEYD
4. Life of Riley (Com)
.KSTP
5. Badge 714 (Myst)
.WTCN
6 Annie Oakley (W)
.WCCO
7. Cisco Kid (W)
8 Mr. District Attorney (Myst). .KSTP
9. Sherlock Holmes (Myst)
.KSTP

.... Flamingo
.... Ziv

Sat. 5:30-6:00

NBC
NBC

Sat. 6:00-6:30

3.

ATLANTA
1.
2.

Ramar
Wild

Ziv

4.

5.

WLW-A.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.

.

Flamingo ......

TPA

.

;

Flamingo

.

...
*

•

..
.

.

MCA
Ziv

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

WLW-D ....

.

.

.

.

.WLW-D....

.

.

,

.

.

WLW-D.,

..

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

37*5
• 4 •
30*5 *.»••**•••
•

'•

•

•

-

»

.

80..
78...
53

.

27 .1
95 5

.

.

.

.

4

•

•

22.4
21*3

.

.

..
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

*

*

,

...

•

80.

.....

,

41...
70
.....
42...

17*3 •••*«»•*•

62.
26..

a.
•/*

i-

>

*

•

•

,

.

Bfi.2

46.8
88.9
53.3
53.2
31.8

18.6

•

32.6
56.8
38.6
51.4
56.8
42.8
23.6
53.6
49.8

.

.

.

—330,000

(4), KSTP (5), KEYD (9),
(11)*, WTCN (11)*
*Share-Tim «

Captain II
Stop the Music

.

,.x ...

r

<

•

•

*

•

.... Tues. 6:00-6:30

29*4
38*7 •••••«**•
27.2

72
70.....
83

.

.

.

•

*

•

«\

. ,

54.9
65*0
32.9

..
.

.

.

Topper

, , , .

,

KE YD

WCCO

Masterpiece Theatre
. WCCO
Axel and His Dog
.
T . WCCO
Axel; Game of the Day.. .WCCO

..
.

.

.... 3.2

....13.6
..,. 10.6
...13.8
....23.3
....15,6
.

.

....

(2),
Cartoon

WAGA

... .28.0

.... 14.4

..

... .13.6

15 2

WLW-A (H)

(5),

Carnival

American Week....,.,.
Dinah Shore

WSB

..... 1:1

14 7

.

News Caravan
Omnibus
.

Texas Rasslin’
Cartoon Carnival
Life
I’ve

.

. .

,

With Father..... .....
Got a Secret
.

.

16.0
14.6
7.8
3.8
21.6
..... 6.8
6.8

WSB
. WSB

WAGA

ft

.

(2),

Masquerade Party
Life Begins at 80

WHIO

. . .

WKflO

.

..

WHIO

...

.

Report
. . WHIO
Weather; Ohio Story.. . . WHIO
Barker Bill’s Cartoons... .-..WHIO ..
Don’s House
. .
WHIO
Hopalong Cassidy. ...... ...WHIO, ..
Midwestern Hayride.*... ... WLW-D
Cavalvade of Sports.
..
. WLW-D
Sports

.

Wild

5.

Superman (Adv)

Bill

Hickok (W).

6 . Waterfront
7. Secret File
8

.

9.

.

.

.WLW-D....

.

.

.

Flamingo

.

Flamingo

(7)
8.6

.

3.0

....MCA

.WHIO

....ABC

(Mus)

.

.

.

.

Wed.

6:00-6:30

«

•

•

*

•

•

•

*

*

*

•

*

*

*

*

•

«

*

25*1

*

i *

)

«

•

•

i

*

72.....

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

,

34.9

4.8

.

.

(Adv)
.WHIO
USA (Adv) ....... .WHIO

Racket Squad (Adv)
Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)

10. Liberace

.WLW-D....

1
,

.

.

.

.

.Official

r «

68
42
57

22*0 *••«****•
5

.

.

.

.

71

.

.

,

,

91 9

28

....

«

.

.

86.1
55.8
39.7

. .

Sports; Sports Shot...

.WLW-D.... ....TPA...

.WHIO

Sat. 7:00-7:30
Fri. 10:30-11:00

24*8 • •
23*2 #•««•**•»
22.6 **••*«•••

.

.

.

.Guild

Fri. 6:00-6:30

.... Thurs. 7:80-8:00

9.1

«...

.

.

.

60

36.8
30.4

Ray Bolger..

. . .

. . .
.

. .

,

, .

r

i

8

t

30.9

. .

Barker Bill’s Cartoons . . . .
Weather; Ohio Story.. * . .
55 9 Dinnh fiVinr**

News ‘Caravan

A

29.8

. .

.

4.

3.4

.

.

.

Successful Gardening.
This Is the Story... ...t
54.4 You Asked for It

30.6
44.3
28.5
67.5

..

.

Blazers

Trail

—WLW-D

t

.

You Asked- for It .........
Studio One
...... . WCCO
People Are Funny
KSTP

Stations
•

.WMIN
.WMIN
WMIN
.WMIN

,

Championship Bowling

—WSB

.

•

.

*

.

.

51...

»

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sun. 6:00-6:30

....CBS

•

•

.

Sun. 7:00-7:30

.Sat. 6:00-6:30

•

a

.

.

...Wed. 9:30-10:00

MCA
NBC

Sun. 6:00-6:30
Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

Approx. Set Count

Kit Carson (W)
Badge 714 (Myst)
Range Rider (W)

..
.

... Sat. 11:00-11:30
Fri. 7:00-7:30 .
.

.

*
.

Stations-

.Thurs. 7:30-8:00

.

.

88
42
59
42
37
46
82
34
32
41

5:30-6:00

... .Wed. 7:00-7:30
... Sun. 4:00-4:30
.

WSB. ........ ABC
.WSB
..HTS
.WSB
.Ziv
.WSB. ..... ... ..MCA
.WLW-A
..NBC

DAYTON
3.

.

.WLW-A
.WAG A

Kit Carson (W)
Favorite Story (Dr).

6 . Racket Squad (Adv).
Stories of the Century (W)
8 . Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
9. Abbott and Costello (Com)
10. Badge 714 (Myst),

2.

.18.0..
15*8

Sun. 0:30-10:00

Wed.

..WSB.

.

Hickok (W)

7.

1.

Fri. 7:30-8:00

UM&M

.WSB...

of the Jungle (Adv)

Bill

.

Approx. Set Count- 420,000

Superman (Adv)

3.

.24.0
22.6
.21.4
21.2
.19.6
.19.2

.... Ziv

.WMIN

Sunerman (Adv)

.

.

CBS

...

.

.

10.

......... 28.8

....NBC

.

WCCO
WMIN

Stations'

Vl.V m-

WLW-D
WLW-D
10.0
7 *
WHIO
WHIO .. ..... 4.2
9ft
WLW-D
ft

WLW^D‘-

'

Wednesday^ April 6, 1955
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Gray to

WATV;

All Madison, Evansville, Hartford,

Wilson-Glickman-Lee
Washington, April 5;
Rep. Henry S. Reuss (D.-Wis.) yesterday (Mon.) charged the
n FCC with fostering monopoly in the tv field, driving out the independent stations, and forcing the small businessman to pay

its best to accelerate it. In tv,
big get bigger and the independents go broke
tv networks and the 16 stations they own received 53*4% of the
entire broadcasting revenues of the tv industry in 1953; the other
318 stations, comprising 95% of the total number, received only
46*6%'.”
:
;
.

'

OF Pacts

into a five-night 15-

minute news commentary, similar
to the one he did until last year
via WABD, for a four-week period
sponsored by Gimbels Department
Store. Gray is at 7:30 p.m.; and
from 7 to 7:30, Monday through
Saturday,* the v sports trio, once
heard as a team on radio station

development, is
as elsewhere, the
the four major

this
.

Set

programming
WATV, Newark, see

evening

Gray steps

and newspaper organizations are acquiring a stranglehold on the

.

me

introduction to tv of the crackerbarrel sportscasting trio of Ward
Wilson,' Marty Glickman and. Bert
Lee. Changes were made by Lee
(Bertram Lebhar Jr.) who in addition to being a gabber is the
video station^ exec factotum.

industry.

everyday doing

o

WMGM,

takes' oyer

indefinitely.

WABD

video for a
(They were on
short while some time ago.) Gray’s
“tentative” status is said due, to
his uncertain plans for this sum-

Intrigue’ Deal, Eyes

mer.

$2,000,000

At

Gross on 156 Pix

hands

of

an

established

Official gets distribution of
the films “in perpetuity,” and gets

tees.

refusal on distribution of any

Station
rival

means of coordinating the operations of the now-autonomous radio
and tv entities.
It’s

sion,

recalled that the

headed

at the

o&o

divi-

’

Radio

members

in

Advertising
is.

Bureau.
prompted, it

Defense to

‘Sergeant Preston’ Seen

For CBS-TV Kid

Strip,

With ‘Ranger,’ ‘Rin Tin’

FCC

that he had no apologies for anything he ever did or said during
the years in which the government
charges he was associated with

Krantz Sets Ambitious
Television Workshop’

For

organizations.
Declaring “I want my

WRCA-TV Agenda

name

SENATE

IN

TRIBUTE

TO ERIC SEVAREID

Washington, April 5.
going to be
Tribute to CBS commentator
charged that the
o&o, is blueprinting “Television Commission has used “professional Eric Sevareid and to the network
Workshop” embracing social witnesses” against him and that he for “its nightly contribution of the
sciences, the arts and items* from is the victim of “a horrible frame- matchless analysis and interpretaeducational - entertainment up.”
the
tion of the news” was voiced in the
spheres. Program manager Steve
During questioning by Examiner Senate last week by Sen. Matthew
Krantz will launch it this month Sharfman, he said “I don’t appear M. Neely (D-W,Va.).
as a front-and-backer of Norman here to apologize for my life or any
“Sevareid,” said Neely, is “one of
Brokenshire’s daytime show, but of my activities. I don’t want to the three most sagacious, logical,
with no set time span or frequency give the appearance of trying to eloquent, and felicitous of Ameriof exposure.
Included in subject salve anyone or make you think can radio commentators. He.is also
matter will be off-Broadway the- I’m lily white or never made any one of the very few whose comatres,
college
journalism
and mistakes.
I’ve
made lots of position is a refreshing demonstradrama classes, music and dance them.”
tion of complete conformity with
schools, science and philosophy and
under questioning by FCC Mark Twain’s monitory observa^And
projects/developed by the station attorney Joseph Kittner, he said he
tion that the difference between
itself.
\
was “anxious and willing” to an- the ‘almost right’ word and the
Among segments being mapped swer questions. “I assure you,” ‘right’ word is the difference beare a pair of panel shows, new he added, “I don’t come here to ask tween the lightning bug and the
technique for showcasing museum for forgiveness for anything I have lightning.”
material, dramatization of narra- ever
done,
any
or
opinions,
The Senator inserted in the
tive' poetry, and a study into the thoughts or writings.”
Congressional Record Sevareid’s
techniques and processes of psyLamb occupied the stand two broadcast of March 3 on the Forchoanalysis.
Ideas presented by days, continuing his testimony at a
mosa situation in corroboration of
packagers will have a station ophis appraisal of the commentator.
(Cdntinued on page 38)
tion attached.
There’ll be a kine

WRCA-TV,

‘

Communist

NBC’s

cleared

New York

cleared,”-

and

it’s,

file

for reflective study.

“Workshop” will probably kick
off with “The* Analyst,” shown in
cooperation with the N. Y. State
Society for Mental Health. It’s
Krantz’s aim to provide a new interest for daytime viewers, particularly for those femmes “who fail
to find enough ’stimulation’ in the

Dept, of GoodwiD
Pittsburgh, April 5.
One of the most unusual turnabout good turns in broadcasting
Is being enacted here, with a non-commercial, educational tv station carrying on the programs of a mechanically incapacitated
commercial outlet.
It is pointed out as some repayment for the
many favors commercial telecasters have done for educational op-

existing fare.”

erations.

SK&F’S LONG-TERM

At the receiving end is Pittsburgh’s station WENS; on Channel
The WENS transmission tower was blown down March 11,
16.
by the hurricane which hit the city. KDKA, the other commercial
station,, suffered a power failure and was off the air most of that
day but was back the following day.
WQED, Pittsburgh's educational tv outlet, on Channel 13, offered
the use of its facilities to WENS during the emergency and was
given approval by the FCC to handle commercial programs until

CLOSED-CIRCUIT DEAL
Marking a new first in the field
of closed-circuit television, Smith,
Kline & French Laboratories has
signed a one-year pact with TNT
to use the latter’s

network
somewhat similar

closed-circuit

facilities.

Deal,

to

a network-sponsor relationship, extends
to March, 1956.
Under the deal,
the pharmaceutical firm, which
stages a series of closed-circuit
videclinics for physicians, receives
a more favorable rate than for a
one-shot telecast.

SK&F,

recent months,

down

for a third
Meeting this week was helmed on May 9. It has slated a 35-city
by v.p. and controller Harold L. telecast to doctors throughout the
Morgan Jr., who handled the joint nation during the prime evening
..(Continued on page38)
hours. .
,

is

Since then, the FCC has authorized a continuation of
April 1.
the emergency status until May 1.
However, WENS is hurrying
repairs and hopes to have a new tower ready for operation by
April 14 or 15.
Since March 12, WQED has been carrying about 22 hours weekly
Saturdays and Sundays, it offers the
of commercial programs.
full WENS budget, including the Harlem Globe Trotters, “Toast
of the Town,” Arthur Godfrey, Walter Winchell, “Stork Club,”
“Disneyland,” “Medic,” etc.
For the remainder of the week,
carries as many of WENS’ programs as its educational
schedule will allow, WQED is regularly authorized to operate
Mondays through Fridays from 1:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
WQED, which has just wound Up its first, year on the air, was
saluted coast-to-coast by Godfrey during a Talent Scouts program.
Praising the station for carrying the show, he added: “So now I'm
on an educational television station! Not bad for a guy who never
got through high school.”

WQED

which has employed
on two occasions in

cloSed-circuit

,

immediately went after the Commission to get going “before it is
too late to deintermix anything.”
Significantly, the Commission instituted the necessary proceedings
after Examiners* recommendations

had been issued on

VHF

contests

in three cities of the four. Intone
of these, Mhdison, Wis., the agency
was in the process of getting out
a final decision and reports that

the outcome was informally decided were published in a Madison

newspaper.
In two other cities
Ind., and Peoria, 111.-

—

Evansville,
initial decisions were issued five to six months
ago. In the fourth city
Hartford,
Conn. hearings were completed a
year ago and the Examiner’s report

—

—

—

is

imminent.
Although it seems highly prob-

able that the Commission will hold
up final decisions on any of the
VHF contests until it has acted on
the deintermixture proposals, the
agency denies that it is freezing
any of the channels involved. No
mention was made of a freeze,
semi-freeze or even “hiatus” and
one official insisted that final decisions Could still be issued subject
to the outcome of the deintermixture proceedings.
That the agency means to act ai
speedily as possible on .the deintermixture front was indicated in
the relatively short time it gavt
for comments on the proposals for
the four cities. The Commission

Lamb

.

time by Slo- Telesessions

cum (Buzz) Chapin, now tv sales
veep, for television and Bud Materne (no longer with the web) for
radio, was abolished shortly after
the Paramount Theatre merger.
Boh O'Brien, as executive v.p.,
then took over coordination of the
various o&o's. Since O’Brien returned to the Paramount Theatres
homeoffice, there’s been nobody
directly in control of the five tv
and five radio o&o’s.

heim, Alan’s brother.

.

j

(4) and yesterday (Tues.) was. general in scope,
but one of the areas dealt with, it’s
concerned ways and
reported,

*

seems, by a desire to attract members, of the Station' Representatives
moveover of “Lone Ranger” and
Washington, April 5.
Assn. TvB, with the joining last
“Rin Tin Tin” from ABC for the
In
attempt
of
“let’s get it over
an
week of Petry, now has three star
same strip.
broadcaster-publisher Edtion rep members, others being with,”
Earlier, Quaker had eyed ABCward O. Lamb testified before FCC
Blair and Meeker.
Examiner Herbert Sharfman that TV’s Saturday night .6:30 slot but
he made “lots” of mistakes but that deal subsequently fell through.

and there’s no definite
(Continued on page 38)

New York Monday

|

Frameup: Lamb’s

have never been

associate

The TvB acceptance

sources,

Nobody’s talking, but reports are
that ABC-TV is considering reestablishing its owned & operated
Special twostations department.
day meeting of o&o chieftains in

reps

more than

springing a national deal, since
they’ve only played a few markets*
Release of the other 39 Thor pix
awaits clearance from European

O&O Gleam Again

trying'

is

to ‘Deintermix

Washington, April 5.
Apparently impelled by ChairWarren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
Dauphin’s ‘American Wife’ man
of the Senate Interstate Commerce
NBC-TV is pitching “My Ameri- Committee, the FCC surprisingly
can Wife” for sponsorship. Pilot moved last week to deintermix
cities to put all
film made in Paris co-stars Claude channels in four
commercial stations on ultra high,
Dauphin as a Frenchman who marThe
action, in the form of proGeraldine
American,
ries "an
posed rulemaking, came much
Brooks. Alan Bernheim brought in sooner than expected as the agency
only recently informed the Senate
the pilot.
Co-producer is Arthur Julian, Committee its consideration of
“limited deintermixture” (advocatformer wfiter on the “Beulah” ed in the
Plotkin report) was in a
shows. Director is Michael Bern- preliminary stage. Sen. Magnuson

WATV
Chicago, April 5.
CBS-TV is believed to have the
mercial programming five minutes
out of every 25 to bring each of the inside track on next fall’s unveiling
eight races.
of the “Sergeant Preston” vidpix
series bought by Quaker Oats from
the Detroit-berthed Trendle-Campbell-Meurer packaging shop. Cereal
firm, through the Wherry, Baker,
Tilden agency, is holding out for
an early evening time slot in the
adventure
half-hour
the
belief
show will pull the adults as well
hoping to
is
Quaker
kids.
the
as
find -a spot in Columbia’s revamped
with
strip,
evening
6:30 to 7 (CSX)
the web now negotiating for a

takes on a full-voting member from
station representative ranks.

future “Intrigue’’ pix if Reynolds
decides to .produce any more.
Official’s deal, negotiated via the
Wiiliam Morris agency, puts amend
to one of the most unusual distribution patterns in the complex telefilm field. For three years, a brewery, P. Ballantine & Sons, handled
distribution on the films under an
arrangement whereby the brewery
bought the series for a number
of markets for itself and sublicensed it to other sponsors in limited markets. Last year, Reynolds
set up shop for himself and distributed under his own banner, but
Finally,
using Morris personnel.
he’l pulled out of distribution altogether and will go back to concentrating solely on production.
Under the deal, Official acquires
78 “Intrigue” films immediately,
another 39 on July 1, and 39 more
at an unspecified future date, making the total of 156, the number
Reynolds has produced over the
past four years. First 78 are the
James Daly starrers and 39 of the
78 Jerome Thor pix. The July
batch' will represent the current’

ABC Getting That

station

OHF As FCC Votes

interrupted its
(4),
regularly skedded commercial pro-

Television Advertising Bureau is
really striving for that “all-indus-

vjdfilm

Gerald Mohr starrers under their
present different format (hotelkeeper instead of newspaperman).,
Morris office is reportedly holding
onto the pix till July in hopes of

the

CommTTV Stations Put On

Monday

TvB’s ‘All-Industry’ Status

syndicator. Official Films this week
took over distribution rights to the try” status. On May 10, the sales
series in a straight distribution promotion outfit^ board of direcdeal reportedly involving a cash
tors, comprised of network and .staadvance to Reynolds but no guaran- tion members only at present,

first

8:30,

something new this year with regard to televising the trotters from
Roosevelt Raceway. Beginning last

i

After four years, Sheldon Reynolds’ “Foreign Intrigue” series
has finally found its way into the

Peoria

changes at
Barry Gray return to Gotham video
for at least a short time and re-

higher time rates.
In a hot blast against last week’s report of the Attorney General’s national committee on antitrust laws,. Reuss asserted the
study completely ignores “numerous instances” in various indusincluding television, “where the Government itself is
tries,
creating the cartels and the monopolies that the antitrust laws are
designed to prevent!”
Reuss, a member of the Government Operations Committee of
the House, said that “in no field is monopoly more threatening
today than in that of tv, where increasingly a few large networks

“The FCC, far from doing anything about

Combo Also

Sports
$

(Continued on page 39)

0

Alex Segal Signs

New ABC-TV Pad

O'

ABC

successfully staved off ef-

by CBS and NBC to woo
away Alex Segal from the network, signing him to a new oneforts

year contract with “several years
options” as a producer-director yesterday (Tues.). NBC wanted Segal
to direct its Pontiac Tuesday ,night
dramatic series next fall, whilo
CBS wanted him to continue as director of “U. S. Steel Hour” when
the Theatre Guild entry moves to

Columbia in July.

Under the

deal, negotiated with

Segal by ABC talent & programs
veep Bob Weitman, Segal will produce and direct an alternate week
hour drama on Tuesdays after
Steel, vacates its present spot. Deal
clinches ABC’s decision to continue
with Tuesday night dramatics in
of
Steel
the
loss
and
the
decision
of NBC
to
slot
a competing dramatic show directly
opposite
ABC’s
“Elgin
Hour” and the successor to Steel,
Network is already out pitching for
an alternate-week sponsor with
Elgin, basing a great part of its
sales spiel on the fact that Segal
will handle the show.
Under his
contract, Segal will also do another show, as yet unspecified.
spite

MACDONALD CAREY’S
‘BLANDINGS’ PILOT
Macdonald Carey takes a five-day
leave of absence from the “Anniversary Waltz” legiter after Saturday’s (9) performance to plane to
the Coast to film the pilot of “Mr.
Blandings,”
the
telefilm
series
based on the Eric Hodgins character. Phyllis Thaxter is set to
costar in the series, pilot of which
at
Pathe studios on

rolls

RKO

Monday (11).
Don Sharpe is packaging tht
show, with Warren Lewis set as
producer.

1
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of the day and night— Nielsen s now
•>>

reports to

CBS Radio show that motorists

radio audience.

you

tell

And to

your story

get the

26

the advertiser

to the

75 million

million sets in cars

Wednesday, April

6,

1955

radio listeners every

hour

-

counting the audience in cars 1 His first

add as much as 33 per cent
these listeners

radios people

come

to the

absolutely free.

have at home, you
*

Nielsens initial report

& minute.

On

on Saturdays

shows that

the average, people

and Sundays, 19%,

even in mid-winter, radio talks to as
driving during the

day add 14%

People driving at night add

14%

many

to the

as two million cars

weekday radio audience, and

during the week, and on
>

the

weekend, 18%. Moreover,

in ten

CBS

tuned in to a program know

Radio*s recent studies on the Jersey Turnpike indicate that seven motorists
the sponsor

ee

and can play back

,f

substantial parts of his commercial

.

When

RAPJO -VIDEO -TV FILMS

84

Wednesday, April 6, 1958
(D., 111.) used transcript of Secretary of Treasury Humphrey’s guest
sportsstint on show as basis for his floor speech on bill . . .
caster Jim Simpson covering Masters Invitation Golf Tournament for
o
NBC April 7-10.

WRC

From

the Production Centres

44 444 44 4 + 4+4 4

4-4 4 4

4

444 + 4 0

ij

BOSTON

IN

•4444 + 4-44444+4-444M

•

has received the Gold Medal Award from the National
Board of Fire Underwriters for “outstanding public service in fire
, . .
liV
prevention and fire safety -during 1954.” Award also noted the “ExNews analysis on future direction of refugee relief program aired by cellent record of general fire safety programming and the station’s
Record
Congressional
in
printed
been
Schorr
has
CBS newsman Dan
original film “Cry in the Night.” This is the third consecutive year
With Lanny Ross and wife Olive to shove off for Spain, Bob WBZ-TV has won award
.
deejay, has orJohn McLellan,
Haymes and Martha Wright will be the respective WCBSubs ron his ganized the “Teenage Jazz Club” to enable youngsters under 21, barred
Farm editor Phil Alampi (WRCA-plus- from niteries here, to get first hand lowdown on jazz from various
4:15-5 and 6:30-45 shows
CBS an- musicians and authorities. Monthly afternoon meetings will be held
tv) elected to board of Men’s Garden Club of N. Ynouncer Hal Simms racks up sixth anni this week ... At request of at Story ville, Hub jazz bistro
Curt Gowdy, Red Sox sportscaster,
show will be guest speaker at meeting of Radio-Television Advertising Exhalf-hour
recorded
Collins
A1
WRCA
d.j.
Alaska,
in
Forcers
Air
Bob Hall, “Music ecutives Club of New England at the Boston Club today (6). His
for airing over closed circuit of KMBG there
Till Dawner” at WBCS, to help celebrate second anni of show under topic, “Baseball in Boston.”
Dave Maynard, WORL deejay, has
American Airlines by guesting half-hour prelim at 10:30 p.m. with moved into his new home in surburban Lexington
Bob and Ray,
Station’s personalities popping in by prearranged accident. AA con- WBZ zanies, announce the first “radio color spectacular” will be preNBC gabber Roger Bowman sented over the station April 11,
tract still has two years to run
to serve as production supervisor on projected program for the o&o
Dreiser’s “American Tragedy” to be
.
“Operation Classroom.”
IN
Red Barber
vented on CBS’ “Invitation to Learning” Sunday GO)
News Editor Jim MoGainn named one of nation’s six radio
Carol. Chanback in town after month at Yankees’ training camp
and tv newsmen to aid in setting up of public information program
Vallee
guestRudy
ning, Danton Walker, Eddie Bracken lined up for
WOW-TV
Pearspn Pharmacal now on local upbeat via for Civil Defense Atom Bomb test in Nevada April 26
ings CBSunday (10) .
CBSports chief John Derr to Augusta completed installation of new studio lighting facilities amounting to
13-week WBCS participations
Bob Morey, sportsJack Sterling 135-minute waker- $13,000. Glenn Flynn is station’s chief engineer
tomorrow (Thurs.) for Masters Golf
caster of KHAS, Hastings, Neb., making the mashed potato circuit as
upper on WCBS is SRO four out of six days.
speaker following end of basketball season
Jim Zobel (WHO)
,
.
Kevin Sweeney leaves Radio Ad Bureau as its chief sometime after a
and A1 Couppee (KRNT) play-by-played Iowa State High School Basthe first of ’56. Guessers have it that he’ll g<) into biz for himself
ketball
Tournament
for
Des
Moines
outlets
. . Connie Cook handling
Fray’s
Cleffer Harold Arlen guested yesterday (Tues.) via Jacques
WAAT, under Bertram Lebhar aegis, starts two- recipes arid homemaking prograiri at 4 p.m. weekdays for WOW-TV
show
Les Davis,
sportscaster, handling that station’s sixth ari*
hour seven-night strip for “out of home” radio listeners. Nighttime
WLIB is inaugurating a news nual five-state bowling tournament in Sioux Falls, S. D.
will be primarily for drivers
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Hill hospital.
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DETROIT

IN

in lining

up reluctant

order to

give

NBC

affiliates in

major tv

a

OG

other
spread. NBC is offering
time periods but the client and
agency are too inad at the moment
to resolve any future alliance.

Then there’s Chesterfield and
Perry Como, both of whom felt
they got a raw deal when CBS-TV
decided to throw out its present
7:30 to 8 p.m. music-news format
(and subsequently raid ABC properties, which heightens the ABC

CBS aggravation). Como's been
CBS longtimer; so has Chester^
Como moves to NBC, along
with the ciggie company. And in

vs.

a

field.

retaliation Chesterfield ig cancell-

ing out on the

Como CBS*

radio

strip.

In the new CBS 7:30-8 piot, General Electric and Gold Seal also
the rap, since it means

take

knocking out GE’s Jane Froman
and GS’ Jo Stafford. But there's
nothing they can do about it—except be sore.

On

top of that, ABC, facing loss

its

successful

kidstrip

shows

(“Lone Ranger”~and “Rin Rin Tin”)
in some CBS raiding maneuvers,

.

.

.

.

.

With general manager Jules Herb’uveaux back at the WMAQ-WNBQ
helm after a Florida auto trip, assistant g.m. [Henry Sjogren winged

it

played a key role (through setting
individual spot deals with stations)

of
. .

Amateur

“Original

in the 10 to 11 period,

Last weekend was a big, one for WXYZ ABC’s o&o; its tv station
jumped vto maximum 316,000 watts video and 158,000 watts audio and knows it just can’t say “lay off us.”
radio station moved into new studios
WJR local and network Since it’s dog-eat-dog ABC can just
radio programs were voted best among Michigan radio stations in poll sit back and hope for a day of reckconducted by 500 clubs of Michigan State Federation of Women’s Clubs oning.
WWJ-TV is conducting contest to select youngster whose pet will
appear on Dave Garroway’s “Today” show which originates here April
18-22
Film series “The Whistler’’, now in 7 p.m. time slot at
Guild Films
WXYZ-TV preems “Madison Ballroom Matinee”- next
WJBK-TV .
week with guest performers from niteries here and Todd Purse as
Continued from page 26
emcee. Ballroom owners will pick up tab . .
Wait Durban’s “Walt’s
Workshop” do-it-yourself film package, returns to WJBK-TV Sunday ercisable until July 27, 1959, at
afternoons after a short hiatus
“Auntie” Dee Parker, who con- $1.29 a share (current market price
ducts moppet show on WXYZ-TV and hubby Phil Brestoff, WXYZ is over $6). Total of $30,000 shares
musical director, and two sons off to Tucson for Vacation.
.

CHICAGO

IN

.

WOR

.

Hour”

.

from Pittsburgh (Courier) for Negro listenership
Ethel Barrymore in Biblical excerpts via Mutual’s “Family Theatre”
salesman, and family get
Martin Monroe,
this Friday (8)
a gratis two-week Florida vacation from his station for winning a
and WOR-TV press
Barbara Gore into
recent sales contest
Jack Foster, graphic arts boss
department as listing editor
for Mutual’s advertising dept., is father of a girl, born last week at

Lenox

WNAX

.

.

,

Continued from page 25

sponsoring

.

.

.

WBZ-TV

Mad

Everybody’s

.

.

.

.

Chk ABC veep Sterling (Red) Quinsouthward for a quickie vacash
lan and treasurer Matt Vieracker in New York this week on homeHarold Salzman new assistant to WLS news director
office biz
Mutual administrative veepee E. M. Johnson checked
Bill Small
Ray
In at the web’s Chi office while on a cross-country station tour
Rayher working WBBM’s Saturday and Sunday afternoon record shows
.
.
.
Stan Dale, ex-WJJD deejay now serving an Army hitch, back for a IN
.
week on leave . ABC ad-promotion-publicity chief Ell Henry and
Chronice radio ed, Terrence O’Flaherty, back after a .sojourn in
Keystone Broadcasting New York
.
family off on a drive through the south
Victor Young guested on the Del Courtney and the
.
added 15 more outlets to its transcription web, bringing the total to Don Sherwood shows while in town with. the G. M. Motorama
Rust! Salmon new gal Friday for Jack Eigen on his radio-tv Pat Henry has a new jazz show Sunday nights on KROW
817
.
Robert
Andy Griffith guesting on Don Pappas joined Ampex Electronics as quality control manager
remotes from the Chez Paree
McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast Club” this week v Peter Donald comes in Frisco ballerina Sally Bailey' appeared on Panorama Pacific (CBS)
next week to host the morning airer while McNeill and family take last week and also filmed “The Swan” for a future Liberace show
a fishing holiday . Howard Henkin, formerly with the TelePrompter .
Writer Bill Eisenlord left KCBS for an editorial job at Shell
Corp., new eastern sales manager for Walter Schwimmer Productions Laboratories .
. Gordon- Roth, KCBS farm editor,
doing a new M-F
.
, Jack Galbraith, longtime Chi NBC network radio salesman, checked
early morning show for housewives, “Here’s Roth” .
Rusty Draper
off for retirement.
guested on the Holsun Polka Dot Revue Friday . . . Brand Sloan, art
film afficionado, offering a package of foreign films for tv-sponsorship
.
, . Abbott Kimball has announced that Snazelle Productions Inc. will
IN
. .
film 52 five-minute tv strips for Golden Gate Fields race track for
“Music in School,” daily 15-minute music appreciation course, sponviewing over KGO-TV and KOVR. Frank Arthur will narrate.
sored by Hecht Co. and “taught” by pianist Evelyn Swjarthout, has
.
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WASHINGTON

.

been picked by Voice of America for overseas broadcast as example
of cultural achievement under American free enterprise broadcast
The two, young daughters of Vice President Nixon \yere
system
first in line at moppet reception for Fess Parker, the “Davy Crockett”
.

.

.

of tv, here to highlight annual

.

powwow

of National Rifle Assn.

IN MINNEAPOLIS . . .
Jim Bormann, WCCO Radio news- director, named Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalism fraternity, Minnesota chairman
U.
of Minnesota radio^ station KUOM producing series of medical pro%

.

.

. ..

Marilyn Maxwell, Doodles Weaver, Johnny Standley, Reita Green,
Ralph Sigwald and the Musical Knights guested on Sat. (2) night’s
Horace Heidt “Salute to Services,” a two and a half hour show combined with telecast of “Swift Show Wagon” before an audience of
hospitalized vets and' government and military brass . . . CBS’ public
affairs teleshow, “Face the Nation,” figured prominently in a Senate
discussion of the Tax Rate Extension Act when Sen. Paul Douglas

.

.

grams; “Doctor’s Digest,” to be presented over.KEYD-TV with Minnesota State Medical Ass’ns. sponsorship . . . Marlene Dolbec, queen
of Minneapolis Acquatennial, local annual summer fnardi' gras, appeared as guest on tv’s network “Big Payoff” show, emceed by former
Minneapolitan Randy Merriman . .
Doughboy Industries now bankrolling
Radio’s “Weather News” Mondays through Fridays
and “Country Journal” three days a week ... In addition to being televised over»KEYD-TC three-day state high school championship/basketball tournament was aired by three radio stations WCCO, KSTP and
.

WCCO

—

(Continued on page 38)
L

have been laid aside for restricted
options to key company personnel.
V.p.-treasurer Aaron Katz has been
granted an option on 30,000 shares
at 95% of market price as of Dec.
3, 1954 (about $7.25). And 169,350
shares were made available to stations and directors of the VitapiX
Corp. for exercising prior to April
30 of this year at $4 a share, the
original price of issue (as of Feb.
10, options for only 35,931 shares
had been exercised).
In his letter to stockholders,
dated March 30, Kaufman explained that “our expansion program has necessitated an important
outflow of cash, the trend of which
will not be reversed until the end
of the year.” He. said that dividends are not being granted in order to conserve the company’s
liquid position, and that Guild will
consider dividends later this year
“when earnings warrant.” Reviewing accomplishments since the period of the report, Kaufman pointed up/ the significance of the acof the Warner Bros,
cartoon package and the Motion
Pictures for Television feature films
as providing important sources of
r.evenUe as well as broadening the
quisition

firm’s distribution service.

1

Oppenheim

TV COMMERCIAL ANNOUNCERS !

Continued from page. 27

Perles remains as assistant to Op-

Why

penheim.
There’s an increase in personnel
provide for a created department that Oppenheim has long
sought under the projected reorganization. This is a Special Projects Unit manned by four or five
and to become activated shortly!
It will work in co-op with the program sector on specials, exploits-,
tion and, as a strategic attack, will
stay with a’ show from start to;
finish to insure continuity of effort.
It \Vfil operate both in New York
and on the Coast, and latter will
have a magazine editor under the
p.r. setup led by Ted Wick (Dorothy Leffler is- the web’s mag ed
based in N. Y.). Jim Kane is in
continuing status as trade editor
and Jack Goldstein as exploitation
head, though latter is a sort of
“vicepresident in charge of $11,000,000 (Jackie Gleason).”
to

The Channel 8 Mighty Market Place
NBC* CBS

yours

all

DUMONT

WGAL'TV
LANCASTER, PA,
Reprosonfoli ves
’'<-*

w

York

MEEKER

Chicago

Jeopardize Your Future?

Sound Film Footage
Is

of Yourself

a Must for Presentation to Advertising
Agencies, Networks, Sponsors, ole.
Cannot Show
You to Best Advantage

Pictures and Recordings Alone

We Supply you with 1 00 feet of professional, edited,
black and White or color sound Him for your presentation to casting directors and advertising agencies
All work from our Studios on premises; 48 hr, service.

—

STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLlOIMH

PRES.

TV, INC.

Los Angeles

San fran cisco

Montpelier, Vt.
Gov. Joseph
Johnson has inaugurated a new
series of “Little Cabinet” sessions
which are being telecast the first
Friday of every month from
WMVT, as well as being broadcast

by radio

stations

WTWN

in

Johnsbury, WIKE in Newport
WSKI in Montpelier.

St.
arid

For further information and appointment call

THREE

MTS

130 W*it 57th StrMt

PRODUCTIONS,
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DISCOVER A

NEW HIGH IN AIR TRAVEL
'

...

''W»C«)X<

TWA

's

/?en/

SUPER
MON-STOP TO LOS ANGELES
LARGEST.

MOST LUXURIOUS

AIRLINERS IN THE SKIES TODAY
TWA!

>

Created by Lockheed especially for

>

Powered by Curtiss-Wright's newest Turbo-compound engines!
Interior by Henry Dreyfuss, world-famous designer!

>

NON-STOP coast to coast, TWA now sets new standards^
and luxury in transcontinental air travel with the great,
incomparable Super-G Constellation*
Never before have so many new features been introduced in one
First to fly

ss\

\

of speed

0*9*

giant airliner.

'*

Not justone,

but' four cabins

.

.

.

three beautifully

appointed lavatories, rich wood-paneled interiors, adjustable reading
lights,

handy baggage

racks, the widest

and roomiest lounge chairs

in

frahseontirientalservice,glare-freepicture windows— much, much more.

Your only regret

will

be the briefness of your stay Aboard. For

In just a few hours the four

\ <K

mighty Curtiss-Wright Turbo-compound
New York and Los Angeles.

engines bridge the distance between

:
:

>'«

Plan to enjoy

New York and

.

it

all at

no extra fare on your next trip between
Make your reservations today. Daily

California.

service starts April 1.

*

7

DEPARTS DAILY AT
from

New

V

P.

M.

York International' Airport

Other convenient non-stop and one-stop Super Constellation
flights daily to Los Angeles and San Francisco
>#

*

*

^

^

FOR IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS
AGENT OR CALL TWAr

Iff VOUit TRAVEL

\•

LExington

\i

Or

visit

2-7100

on* of TWA's conveniently located

ticket offices:

feit Side Airllnei Terminal Building, lit Ave. and 38th St. • 80 Eait 42nd St,
Sheroton-A»tor Hotel lobby * 024 and 030 Fifth 'Ave. • Hotel Statltr
07 Broad St. • 120 Broadway • Brooklyn! 200 llvlnoiton .St,

Newark, Now Jortoyi 13 Commerce St., Mitchell 3*7030
White Plalm— 33 Momoroneck Ave.— WHife Plaint 8-7382

Fly the finest . .

•

FLY ¥177
WORLD
.

TRANS
to.
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AIRLINES
*
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Meal fallow ’passengers

In the smartly decorated.
^Starlight Lounge/’ Relax in the dcep-cuihloned
and order your favorite drink. Choose chain*
-pagne, bourbon, scotch, cocktail* —with TWA’S
aoifaa

compliment#, naturally*

Sleep away the miles In • wide, full-length
berth that* even roomier than rail berthsl In
the morning, awaken to a piping-hot breakfast
served right .In bed. It’s Hit only air aleeper
service

between

New York and

{California.

Finest food In fllghtl Mealtime finds you linering over etch tempting course of a complete
luxe dinner. And any time enjoy your favorite drink, delicious Snacks or tempting canapje
from TWA’s galley— all at n# extra cost.
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Radio Reviews
SUNDAY PLAYHOUSE

11:30

CLUBHOUSE

With Chris Schenkel
(Goodbye, Mr. Chips)
With Joseph Cotten, Barbara Eilcr, Producers: Howard Cosell, Ed Silothers; Frank Goss, announcer
verman
Producer-director: William Froug 30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri,, 11:30 p.m'
Writers: Various
WABC, New York
30 Mins.; Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
With a surprisingly simple idea
CBS, from Hollywood
"WABC, N.Y., hopes to pull some
4
“Sunday Playhouse is ttod’ CBS of the remaining late night radio
Radio sustaining offering that audience away from competing visholds down the Sabbath at 6:30 a-vis stanzas. Plan, as called for by
fort vacated last week by “Hall- co-producers Howard Cosell and
mark Hall of Fame,” The radio net Ed Silverman, is aimed forthrightly
has laid out a big-name drama for- at men, many of whom probably
,mat in hopes of keeping listeners are more willing to tune in a
in condition for the expected re- crackerbarrel session against the
turn of Hallmark in the fall. First more sophisticated talk on Tex and
show without benefit of sponsor Jinx, for example.
Joseph Cotten in
starred
(3)
Half-hour program, “11:30 Club“Goodbye, Mr. Chips.” Next week
house,” has Chris Schenkel up as
it’s Herbert Marshall in “Captain
and then moderator
sportscaster
Huckabee’s Beard,” and the folpanel. Format
lowing week Claire Trevor. Her for the subsequent
Thursday
(March 31) proon
the
vehicle wasn’t disclosed.
gram had Schenkel do about five
The Cotten name value and the minutes of current athletic events,
famous James Hilton story were followed by an approximately 23an impressive “angle for audi- minute long panel discussion, with
ence,” but the treatment wasn’t a news wrapup for later tuners-in,
anything special. “Chips” was re- et. al. One of the glaring advan-;
duced to a series of quickie scenes tages of a half-hour session like
so that the long book could fit into this was that the panelists could
the short airtime allowed. Cotten provide a breadth of information
didn’t warm to this book summary, and views that a shorter sports
’

’

acting job.
Though Barbara Eiler, as the wife
whom he lost, didn’t have much to
dig her teeth into either, she was
offering

a

•

shadeless

a charming performer.
All

new

the dramatizations on the
skein are originals done by
Art.

CBS.

HOW TO

FIX IT

With Hubbard Cobb, Arthur Van
Horn
Producer: Van Horn
10 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:15 p.m.

CO-OP
ABC, from New York
Figuring there ought to be quite
a potential audience from among
the millions of do-it-yourself addicts that comprise a $6,000,000,000
annual market, and that locally a

good many hardware stores and
other suppliers ought to come in
as sponsors under the co-op setup,
ABC Radio has scheduled this 10minute strip in an effort to garner
both audience and sponsors. Show
features Hubbard Cobb, building
editor of American
author of several

Home mag and

tomes in the
field,
answering
on
questions
everything from building a soundproofed rumpus room to the advisability of painting or staining sideboard shingles.
It’s

certainly

an

authoritative

session, and Arthur Van Horn,
who’s the show’s packager as well
as Cobb’s on-the-air sidekick who
poses the questions, makes it more
so by asking innocent but pertinent
questions about just what some

of the materials * are,

how

to get

them and how much they cost.
Cobb isn’t the most microgenic
gent in the world, but his answers*
are to the point and have the ring
of

authority.

Only problem here

is

the

slot-

at 10:15 at night, smack in
of prime television
time. Web may garner some of
the AFL tuneins to the Edward
P. Morgan show for the union,
but it's still an awkward time. Net
would be better off scheduling a
show of this type for a Saturday
morning of afternoon so that the
avid do-it-yourselfers can catch it
while actually at work in their
basements or workshops, since
they usually listen while they work.
ting,

the

middle

Chan

.

Zarat and Lou Singer

are a couple of old hands at
jingling up the kilocycles
whether it’s for the hard sell
under commercial auspices or
the soft sell that carries the
institutional - Charitable - puhlic service banner. The ZaratSinger combo,, now show up
with one of tjieir most rewarding efforts to date—a half dozen
or so quickie ’tunes in a platestingter produced by the

New

1

W

Broadcasting Co.,' in
cooperation with the National
Assn, for Mental Health, for
distribution to all Westinghouse o & o stations.
Featuring Eddy Arnold,
Betty Johnson, Sally Sweetland and The Toppers, these
capsule variations on the menhealth-can-be-fun propatal
gandizing have an engaging,
ear-arresting quality with a,,
that
message
sugar-coated
should get spinning and certainly merits distribution on a
much wider scale to include
One in
radio stations.
all

house

particular,

titled

.

.

.Irv
from MCA-TV to join tures as associate producer.
commercial telefilm Rosenhaus, WATV topper, returns
from
Florida
his
engineering
As
producers, as executive director of
sales.
.Henry Traiman, veep of v.p. Frank Bremer takes off for
Robert Lawrence Productions, on same' state accompanied by two of

Chad

.

.

“Mountains

.

CMQ

,

Merry Widow” Max Liebman NBC-

unorganized, and also of 'many
show was forced to sidestep.
Schenkel got variety into, his guests covered by union contract.
Lipson then turned to the retoo. When heard, none of them
was famous, but, in the main, they cent Montreal hockey-game riot
were interesting talkers. He hosted aimed at Clarence Campbell, NaS. J. (Rick) Riccardi, of the N.Y, tional Hockey League president, in
suspending
his
for
Public Library newspaper division, retaliation
Sport mag editor Jack Newcomb Maurice “Rocket” Richard for
and Chief Petty Officer Al Span- stick-striking a Boston player and
jer, Armed Forces Radio Service punching a linesman. He quoted
reporter who follows the major French and English-language daily
league clubs around. Schenkel did editors as suggesting that if illegal
these intros neatly and naturally, bodily assaults on the ice were,
integrating his one-shot sidesticks’ dealt with by law, not merely by
backgrounds into the overall gab- referees with “Go stand in the
bing.
corner” penalties, there might be
The 11:30 to midnight weekday far' less disregard for laW outside
strip had its interesting moments the hockey arenas. (Campbell himand some sluggish ones as well, self, in a tv discussion a few days
but it should continue an okay before, stressed the point that
pace so long as Cosell and Silver- much that’s done on the ice. would
man can keep digging up a variety be legally actionable off it.) Same
applies, said Lipson, to the “exArt.
of hep guests.
hibitions of violence seen in television under the headings of boxREPORTER’S NOTEBOOK
ing and wrestling.”
With Mack Lipson
Lipson talks like an ordinary joe
15 Mins.; Sun., 1:15 p.m.
who does more and clearer thinkMcAULIFFE-GRIMES LTD.
than the average, sounds
ing
CKOY, Ottawa
about sport and
Mack Lipson is a staff announcer knowledgeable
not a bit highbrow, and handles
on CKOY, one of the Canadian
himself like the vet radioman he
capital’s two indie stations, which
commercials are short, sencompete with Canadian Broadcast- is. His
sible and- delivered in a different
ing Oorp.’s CBO and the FrenchGarcL
tone.
language CKCH.in Hull across the
river in Quebec province. (Ottawa
is about 30% French-speaking.)
Sundays,
on this
sponsored Salk Vaccine Report
stanza (current angel is a building
supply company) Lipson airs his
Gets a Radio Sponsor
candid opinions on whatever he
feels like. When caught, he led
(Berber’s Baby Foods)
off with a temperate tirade against
tipping for other than services of
Announcement of the results of
some actual use and beyond the the. experiment with the Salk polio
call of duty. He described the state
vaccine next Tuesday (12) is bemost people have got into these ing
used for a sponsored one-shot
days, of “not having the nerve not
on ABC Radio by Gerber’s Baby
to tip everybody in sight for the
most routine services,”, and sug- Foods. Gerber’s has bought a halfgested that hotel managements hour on the network at 2 p. m., an
consider cutting down on the hour after the conclusion of the
number of non-essential, tip- three-hour press conference at the
hiingry doormen for- just helping U. of Michigan, for a replay of a
taped digest of the confab, giving
one into cabs.
While covering all other aspects highlights of the meeting, which is
of this cherished abuse, Lipson expected to announce that the vacfailed to mention the plight of cine is a success.
employees whose low pay forces
ABC is piping the entire press
them to depend on tips for a decent living. This is true of wait- conference into New York, where
resses, for example, in Ottawa and it will tape it in’ its entirety and
many other cities where they’re then edit it between 1 p. m., when
the conference ends, and 2, when
the special program takes to the
air.
Network had originally scheduled a 55-minute digest of the conference for 8 p. m. that evening,
but cancelled that when the Gerber’s order, placed through the
D’Arcy agency, came in.
*

HIGHER RATINGS!

MORE RENEWALS!

.

Inc.,

the Coast for meetings with Grantray Animation, an affiliate of the
company. . Mrs* Francis Russell
joined the Dine & .Kalmus flackery,. moving over from Bernardo
Sandals.
.Ward Jones, ex-ABC,
NBC and the Radio City Music
Hall, joined the. Art Franklin publicity staff.
.Arturo Chabau, v.p.
in Havana, due in
of Circuito
New York- April 29 with his wife
.Carolyn Leigh has turned out
.
new lyrics for the songs in ‘The

builds
to a baritone crescendo, rates
a buildup on the alltime jingle
Rose.
^
hit parade,

the .“March of
Time” treatment, complete with
the house orchestra and a couple
of narrators.
Current plans are
to have John Daly narrate, and the
network is also dickering for Westbrook Van Voorhis to share the'
narration. One-shot is being heavily
promoted, via closed-circuit
conferences with affiliates and onthe-air promotion.
Proximity of
the show to the press conference
will enable the network to afford
complete coverage gf the event before the afternoon dailies.
will give

.

resigned

Can Be Moved”, which

Web

.

.

.

still

‘

contractor at the station for the

York.

last two years.
Heilman, who handled
Leon Janney and Jack Grime*'
writers, producers and directors at celebrated their mutual April 1
the Ashley-Steiner agency with birthday acting in the “Space
Alden Schwfmmer, who came in Cadet” airer. April 2 edition of
from the William Morris office, her kid showcase was Shari Lewis,*
now upped to develop and rep last for WPIX. . Melvin Hirsch
package sales at A-S
Keith Tay- joins A. J, Armstrong Co, a vid-.Allen Case,
lor, associate producer on “Mas- film financing outfit.
querade Party,” entered New York WFAA-TV, Dallas, performer is in
hospital over the weekend for a Neur York to talk summer stock
.David- Piel joins Science Picsinus operation ... Mickey Dubin ,

Jerry

it

'JOE FRANKLIN DAY'
Joe Franklin celebrates the 10th
anni of his multiple “Memory
radio

and

television

other

outlet’s

engineers.

“Opera Cameos” signs

.

.

WABD

off

April 10 with the Howard DietzGarson Kanin English-language
version of “Fledermaus”
.John
.

.

F.. Reeder to board of Benton &
Bowles
WABD boss George
BarenBregge’s secretary, Olga Sorowowski doubled in dance last
night (Tues.) via the Ernie Kovacs
stanza.
.Preston Foster is on the
road for MCA’s “Waterfront” se.

.

.

ries as part of the distrib’s “after
sale audience promotion”. . .Dr.

oneTV spec, slated for Saturday (9): Bruno Furst into an April 17
.Herbert Swope Jr. set to direct Shot via WABD. .The N.Y. Teachtwo “Armstrong Circle Theatre” ers Guild inked WABD for a half.Louis Jour- hour, marking first buy on video
shows during April.
dan, who starred in the kickoff seg- for a teacher’s org. It’ll be called
ment of “Appointment With Ad- “Crisis In Education,” a feature
venture” over the weekend, set for panel, and will be seen tomorrow
a role on “Studio One” next Mon- (Thurs.).
.John Conte arid Beaday (11),
trice Kraft added to the cast of
Chicago
“Merry Widow”. .Transfilm served
Paul Mowrey, tele consultant
as host yesterday (Tues.) to the
of
exec, hired by
Industry
^seminar
ABC-TV
and former
Business and
the American Film Assembly being Zenith Radio to work on subscription tv projects. .Marty O’Shaugnheld at the Waldorf this week,,
Peg Lynch and Alan Bunce plane nessy, former editor of TV Foreto the Coast this week to film an cast fan mag in Chicago, new edi“Ethel & Albert” insert for “De- tor of the mid-state editions of TV
cember Bride,” which- “E & A” Guide headquartered in Rock Is.Phil Field new operations
land.
will replace during the summer. .
Gertrude Berg takes time off from veepee for MAC Studios, McConher filming of “The Goldbergs” to key Artists -Corp.’s telepjx subsid
.Jack Gtbneyy ex-Chi ABC-TV
appear on the Milton Berle show
May 3. .Dynamic Productions producer, new production supermaking three half-hour color tele- visor at Kling Film Productions.
films on skiing fundamentals at Other new Kling payrollees are
Mont Tremblant Lodge, starring cameramen Jack Barnett, Wesley
two-time Hardman Cup winner Marks and George Lussow and
Ernie McCulloch ... Herbert L. Mil- sound engineer Paul Seitzinger. .
Johnny
Ferguson- and
ler joined the NBC Film Division George
central sales office, moving over Jones now booking the talent for
from Television Programs of Amer- Jim Moran's Friday night alternat.Boh Bernstein, for the past ing barn dance and variety shows
ica.
couple of years with the DuMont on WBKB. .CBS newsman Frank
publicity department, joined Guild Reynolds pinchhitting on WBBM.ABC un- TV’s nightly “Chicago Story” while
Films flackery setup.
veiled its newly-decorated confer- Irv Kupcinet is covering the Coast
.Chi CBS-TV sales topper
ence room this week. _
beat.
Boh MacDonald exits NBC Press George Klayer taking the Florid*
to become feature Writer on Steve sun for a couple of weeks. .SportAllen’s “Tonight” with Tom Naud caster Jack Drees and June Myers
(ex-“Today”) as associate producer launched their new WBKB chatter
John Fengler producing Herb show yesterday (Tues.) for Ter.WBBM-TV’t
Motors.
Sheldon’s WRCA-TV early evening minal
Film- weatherman P. J. Hoff helming *
.
series, “Sheldon at Six”
- angled
afternoon
moppet
new
Rochemont
Richard
de
tv producer
(JWT v.p.) to speak at New School qrossboarder.
Research tomorrow
for Social
(Thurs.) on “Can American Television Be Exported?” as part of
Hyman’s Coast Deal
Amo Huth’s series on mass media
.
and international relations
Eliot Hyman’s Associated Artists
WorcesCassin,
J,
ex-WAAB,
John
Productions has worked out a subter, new WRCA-TV salesman. An- distribution arrangement for Coast
other salesman, Dan. Sobol, named sales of Its entire feature and synsecr’y to Central N. J. Yale Assn, dicated
telefilm
catalog. ~ Outfit
scholarship committee after helpwhich will handle AAP sales is
ing raise funds for deserving stuCo., a newManhattan
Television
Thre6 playwrights out of
dents ,
Blanche Gaines’ stable repped in ly-formed firm headed by Robert
Kronenberg;
tv with S. Lee Pogostin’s “Down L
From the Stars” on "Stage 7” SunManhattan Television is an offday (3), Rod Serltng*s “The' Raek” spring of Kronenberg’s Manhattan
on “U.S. Steel Hour” next Tuesday Films International, a theatrical
(12) and Joseph Schull’s “Ken- distribution outfit headquartered
nedy’s Quest” on “Elgin Houir” in Los Angeles and serving the far
April 19.
west. New corporation, which will
Joe Roman on “Big Story” Fri- concentrate solely on television,
day (8). . .Lisa Howard planed but is being staffed noW. AAP veep
to Coast for a lead in “Playhouse Ken Hyman set Up the arrangeOf Stars” and “T-Men in Action.” ment on a trip to
the Coast.
.
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.Shirley Eggleston. Into “Studio

One” commercial Monday

(4)

and

continues running part on “Valiant

Lady”

this week,

WCBS-TV:

Easter Sunday with

Currently

Paul Tripp and actress-wife Ruth
Enders on roster of judgfes for kid
sector of Asbury Park orchid
Ken Murray’s “Bill
promenade.
& Coo” in “first N. Y.” exposure
this day on “Picture for a Sunday
Afternoon.” Come the 17th it’ll be
Shakespeare’s

birthday,

so

ship’s “Camera Three” will upsy
with “Hamlet” featuring Earle Hyman, Nancy Wickwire, Michael
Kane, Gerald Serrachinl and
Michael Higgins . . . Virginia Vin-

cent, recently starred in

“Wedding

Breakfast” on Broadway, set for a
featured role in “Best of Broadway’s” version of “Stage Door” tonight (Wed.)
Television direc.

.

.

.

’

ex-

*

JACK
PAAR

SHOW
CBS-TV

flag-

tor Roger Englander elevated to
network status at CBS. He staged
posures “Saturday (9) with a “Joe several segments of “Omnibus”
this season with his promotion
Franklin Day” at Palisades Amusestemming 'from those chores. Since
ment Park in Fj. Lee, N. J.
Englander was attached to New
Event is timed to coincide with York o&o WCBS-TV, his place has
been., filled Jty Neal Finn,. •program
«** *

Lane”

the

CHARLIE

APPLEWHITE
Per. Mgf.

Direction

WYNN LASSNER WM. MORRIS AGENCY

URANIUM FOR TV!

STAKE YOUR CLAIM on

this

rich

vein of creative and executive ability,
Vein shows rich deposits of advertising, writing and business experience.
Tap this 'one-man lode' for TV produc-

programming, etc. Mine site Is
Box V. 41 Variety, 154 W. 46th St.,
New York City.
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NBC
Inside Staff-Radio-TV

Sets Sales

—

York’s arties film houses playing foreign and offbeat product
are inheriting radio music in a crossplug plan. WRCA has completed a deal for its Fleetwood (he fronts "Music Through the Night")
to supply the cinemas with especially programmed intermission music
fitting the "mood of the picture. In return for a plug, "this is Fleetwood of WRCA’s ‘Music Through the Night’ presenting intermission
music," the station will blurb each theatre’s feature on the all-nighter
once nightly. Music and plug will be taped and serviced to the houses
by Draper Lewis, producer of "Night."
First in* is the' Plaza (with "Three Casfes of Murder” current). The
tune picked is Malcolm Arnold’s “Sixth English Dance." Other theatres
wrapped up in the marriage are the Sutton, Art and Beckman,

—

Film Division

Powwow Claims

FCC

Sanctioned Trafficking’

NBC

«

New

37

Film Division holds its first
national sales meeting in over a

.

Olin Soule, reelected president of AFTRA, issued a warning to members against the practice of accepting merchandise for their services
Actors, announcers, singers and others who make
instead of cash.
"under the.- table” deals for radios,, television sets, refrigerators or
washing machines, he said, will be liable to fines of at least double
the cash they would have received.
.
Latest edition of the AFTRA publication, Dial-Log, lists four producers as "unfair." They are: Robert Culbertson and Robert Culbertson
Advertising; Roily Langley and Roily Langley Productions; Henry Taylor-Vic fac Productions, and James L. Morgan, head of Clarion Co.

In Licenses in R.

year next week at the Warwick
Hotel in New York. Meet, called
Washington, April 5.
by sales chief Jake- Keever, will
U.S.* Court of Appeals gave inbring in all the Division’s salesmen
dications yesterday '.(Mon.) it may
for a briefing on ’advertising-protake another slap at the FCC for
motion, new sales devices and new departing from regular hearing,
product.
procedures in handling Of a tv case
NBC prexy Pat Weaver and exec Which involved an alleged "payv.p. Bob Sarnoff will address one off.”
of the meetings, slated for Wedin arguments yesterday on an
nesday, Thursday and Friday <13* appeal of the grant Qf the merger
15).
Division veep Carl Stanton application of Cherry & Webb
will preside, with Division direc- (WPRO-TV) for channel 12, at
tor Ted Sisson handling some of least two of the three judges sitthe sessions.
ting appeared disposed ttf return

I.

TV

‘Payoff’

case to the Commission although the grantee is on now bn
the air.

the
I

I

The case was 'heard by Judges
E. Barrett Pretty man, Wilbur K.
Miller and John A. Danaher.
I

Judges Prettyman and Danaher
seemed strongly impressed by
arguments by Benedict Cottone,
counsel

for

channel

16

of

R.l.

(WNET), which brought the appeal, that the Commission showed
prejudice in restricting the exam(

Continued on page 38)

.

KYW, Philly Westinghouse 'outlet, in unique promotion sent splits
of champagne to 500 advertising execs and trade press. reps under, the
legend ?‘We're Popping’ Our Cork” to celebrate station’s most-listenedto rating in Philly area, based on Nielsen survey (Dec. 1054). Champagne' comes in specially designed wine bucket, plus artificial ice and
decorative promotion piece, with
salesmen and attractive models
making the deliveries.
To spread the cheer, sales promotion manager Robert H. Teter and
advertising manager John Signor' are hosting salesmen of Free &
Peters, KYW’s national sales reps, at champagne parties in New York,
Chicago and Detroit.

WANTED

KYW

T

-

-

DESPERATELY

r -i

Cleveland WTAM’s "Morning Bandwagon” emcee-pianist-singer,
Johnny Andrews, found the 20-piece Bandwagon ensemble in his
Shaker Heights home (1) to awaken him at 6 a.m. to extend birthday'
greetings. The two-hour 7 a.m. stanza was broadcast from Andrews’

;

home with

host of nightclub notables including Toni Stevens, Somethin’
Smith and the Red Heads; Rick! Carter and Herb George, braving
the morning sun to make the 12-mile trek to suburbia to join in the
38th birthday festivities. Also, John Green, president Ohio Bell Telephone CO., presented Andrews with "Community. Chest" plaque for
Bandwagon's efforts in promoting the -annual chest drive.

Exciting

Syndicated telefilms have been coming up with some .unique Sponsors, but Guild Films probably tops the list with its latest sale.
Guild’s "Life With Elizabeth", will be sponsored on alternate weeks
in Portland, Ore., by the Western Transit Co., which operates the
city's bus lines.
Billings Electric Supply continues as alternate sponsor on KOOK-TV
.

,

THE NETWORKS,

THE ADVERTISING AGENCIES,
THE SPONSORS,

there.

To further minimize operating costs, DuMont hopes to sublease its
515 Madison Ave. office quarters in N. Y., and inoye its sales staffs
up to the 67th St. studio space, thjis bringing the whole
and
network operation under one roof. Understood to be mulling use of
the roughly 7,500 feet of office space is RCA.
DuMont has a lease with 515 for another four or five years,

WABD

Henry

And We

Brown Agency,

talent placement outfit organized some
in Manhattan and expanding its staff, adding legitimate 'theatre representation to the radio
and television activities on which agency has heretofor specialized.
Hillard Elkins will head legit section with George Platt as his aide.
Both move over from William Morris. Alixe Gordon, former casting
director for "Studio One” and "Norby" also moves into the Brown
menage as does Arthur Black, with a background of industrial advertising. Blaok will do public relations.
Beverly Chase continues as agency's specialist in television announcers and commercial writers.

C.

three years ago,

is

moving into larger quarters

Sydney Smith has a new.

WRCA-TV

(N. Y.) "Byline"

feature, "Housewife International,"

program.

ARTHUR GODFREYS

on her

GARRY MOORES

It’s

ART LINK1ETTERS
and
RALPH EDWARDS

Jimmy Demaret Show

CHI CUBS, WHITE SOX

Sold in

3? Markets

Chicago, April 5.
J. Milton Salzburg has finally
has put the finishing gotten his "Jimmy Demaret Show,”
touches to its summertime base- the quarter-hour color series featuring the golfer and guest celebball schedule of all Chicago Cubs rities,
off the ground after more
and White Sox home day games than a year of shooting. Series
with the pdcting of the last of the starts this month on some 39 staadjacency bankrollers.
Diamond tions in the U. S. and Canada, with
card kicks off this weekend with the the latter sold out via an allannual pre-season city series be- Canada deal with Export Cigarets.

WGN-TV

Series of 39 pix, which has such
tween the two clubs when Jack
Brickhouse,
assisted
by Harry guest celebrities as Bob Hope, Bing
Creighton, starts his eighth conse- Crosby, Ted Williams and a score
cutive season at the WGN-TV of top golfers, has been heavily sold

mikes.
Actual game telecasts will be cosponsored by Hamm Brewing and
Oklahoma ,Oil products. Pre-game
lineup has Brickhouse hosting the
10 minute "Batting Practice" at 1
p.m. for Miles Lab’s Alka Seltzer.
Vince Lloyd takes over the following 14 minutes with "Lead-off Man”
for H-A Hair Arranger.

Just to Let My Show Biz and
All My Other Friends Know
That I'm Now Making Like

A

in the

HAUPT A CO.
Ave., New York 1t N

IRA
.501 7th

a

LOngacre 5-6262

«Y.

you

feel

you can be a

hit like

any

of these gentlemen,

send us a kinescope, film or recording of one of your
«

performances.

U. S. among auto dealers

and breweries. Pabst has bought
show in Washington; Miller
High Life (in a co-sponsorship deal

with

the
Professional
Golfers
Assn.) in Denver; Pepsi-Cola has it
in Minneapolis.
Among the car
dealers,- a Cadillac dealer bought
it in

Cincinnati, a Buick dealer in
}
Amarillo and a Ford dealer in Indianapolis.
Series, which also features instructions on golfing rudiments by Demaret^ was filmed on
location at top courses throughout
the country. Salzburg filmed and
is selling the show under the ban- 5
ner of his Award Productions.

Prep French-Made Vidpix
Registered Representative

If

4

the

Wall Street Tycoon

JESSE BLOCK

*

are hungry for the future

aimed at acquainting housewives with their opposite numbers in other countries. The "furriner"
fraus Will be interviewed on Fridays as to their everyday life compared to U. S. homemakers.

WGNtTV’S SRO ON

Hew M. C's!

Harry Salzman and Serge Glykson, who produced "Captain Gallant of the Foreign Legion,", which

Television Programs of America
sold to Heinz for an NBC-TV exposure, arb prepping a new vidpixer to be shot in France this
suhimer. Peggy Phillips wound the
*crjpt for. the pilot this, week*
'

’“We're Talent Representatives,

Packagers and Producers

.

.

^
BABIO - VIDEO - TV

38

HUB

Wednesday, April 6, 1953
Richard Greene; Hal Roach Jr.’s
“Bozo the Clown’? (for national
sale only); Jack Denove’s “This Is
Your Music,” and Thetis Films’
“The Three Musketeers;” shooting
-

Lamb Says He Was Framed
Continued from pare 31

an

have made donations “when

in

ef-

in 1943 listed Louis Bromfield as chairman of its sponsoring

York

.

not Write this article,” he said. “My best belief is
that this came to the publication
by someone picking up a manuscript of one of my talks.” He explained that he frequently made
speeches to women’js groups following travels to Russia, China and
other countries in 1933 and 1935.
“I did

The article was based on interwith Madame Krupskaya
(widow of. Lenin) and Madame Sun
Yat Sen.
LoUis Budenz, former
managing editor of the Worker,

views

Lamb submitted it with a covering letter.
Russell Brown, Lamb’s co-counsel,
testified

last fall that

charges Budenz gave false testimony. Budenz, he claims, couldn’t
possibly have remembered how an
article got into print 18 years ago.
Lamb testified that he graduated

Dartmouth .in 1'924 and Western
Reserve law school in 1927, working his way through. He travelled
to Russia at his own expense,
spending 30 to 60 days to tour the
country id 1933 as a student and
observer of world affairs.
He
visited many other countries also.
It was at a time, he explained,
when the U. S. had just recognized
Soviet Russia and there was much
.

—

—

misinformation
and curiosity
about what was happening there.
From these travels he wrote a
book, entitled “The Planned Economy of Soviet Russia,” which he
will probably be questioned about.
Confronted with documents listing him as a vice chairman of the

Trafficking

iner from carrying out his deci- Hometown contingent comprised
sional function after conducting WABC-TV veep Ted Oberf elder,
general manager Mike Rethe hearing.
nault and WABC-TV. program chief
In approving, the “payoff” of
Ardien
Rodner. American BroadWebb
$205,000 by Cherry
casting-Paramount Theatres prexy
through an option arrangement to
Leonard
Goldenson and ABC prexy
effect the withdrawal of a competB|ob Kiiitner addressed the opening
ing applicant, Cottone argued that
meeting.
the agency, sanctioned “trafficking
in a license that wasn’t even yet
issued.”
He further argued that the grant
was illegal on grounds that conContinued from page 27
struction of the station was begun
before the permit was issued. The son why “Living” couldn’t be aired
evidence, he contended, refuted
claims that the construction on another television network. He
pointed out that many of the Duwas for FM.
J. Smith Henley, defending the Mont affiliates for the stanza are
FCC action, admitted that the also ABC affils, implying that the
agency Used to be “more stringent” show might be moved without too
in its procedures but argued that
much difficulty.
the agency had the authority to
The highly tentative state of
modify its policies to get stations Bishop Sheen at DuMont is due
on the air. The $205,000 payment largely to the web's virtual withwas not a “payoff”, he said, and drawal from “live” network ranks.
represented the “fair market Not clarified
was whether Bishop
value” of the options at the expira- Sheen
might become one of Dution of the seven-month period
Mont’s vidfilm properties, which
stipulated.
could be distribbed to many of the
When Henley insisted that no same situations now carrying the
prejudice was shown channel 16 exposure on kine. According to obby the procedure ordere'd, Judge servers, this proposition would
Prettyman observed that the at-' skirt further trouble with the banktorhey was, in effect, saying that roller and agency, Erwin Wasey,
“there is no way in which a party should they remain with a vidfilm
can show he will be hurt if he version. Admiral was understood
doesn't get the regular procedure.” to have objected last fall to kine
“That’s a pretty broad state- quality on many of the DuMoqt

How can
How can
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Release
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KQV

have parted company
Ditto Eveyln Gardiner and KDKA.
... “It’s Fun to Reduce,” which got its start live on Channel 2, is back
on via the new Guild Films telepix series. Station bought the program
and is peddling it on a participation basis.

and
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.

.
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packaging the 117 -fllms which
will have by July into three separate shows, thereby affording flex- to measure up to those of WKAT.”
The Examiner gave North Dade
ibility for station sales. *, One show
is titled “Dateline Europe” (same recognition because of the tv experience
of Compton but found its
pames as the reruns sold under the
Morris sales setup) and comprises application,, like that of Wilson’s,
the 78 Thor and Daly starrers. “short of equaling the appeal of
Those stations wishing to run only WKAT.”
the Daly starrers can get them unAs to public service, the Exder the title of. “Counter-Act.” aminer found that while the busiThird and final group of^ 39, the ness of its parent company (NaMohr starrers, will be available tional Airlines) bears a “superfiunder another tag. Official prez Hal cial” resemblance to television in
Hackett anticipates a gross of the that aviation and tv are both uncomplete package of 156 plx of der Federal regulation, its public
more than $2,000,000 in the. next service record is in the field of
two or three years.
transportation. There is a differDeal's the biggest of many Offi- ence in the two fields, he observed.
cial has made in the past sixl
Miami has one VHF and one
months. Among other properties UHF station on the air. An Exit’s acquired are Harry Alan Tow- aminer’s recommendation favoring
ers’ upcoming British production Biscayne TV Corp. has been issued
of ‘“Scarlet Pimpernel,” starring on the contest for channel 7. A
Marius Goring; Hannah Weinstein’s fourth VHF channel is reserved
“Robin Hood” series, starring for education.

NORMAN

into

reopens his “Waltz Palace” disk stanza oh WGAR . . WNBK’s “Teen
McCann-Erickson feted (3)
.
Twirl” folding its Saturday aft. stint
cast and! press following season’s “Prescription for Living” signoff at
WXEL . . Ronnie Bohne, organist, back on WGAR 6:30 p.m. slot
thanks to listener demand
WXEL axed' seven engineers in switching to CBS , .
Linn Sheldon in for visit from tv. chores in Amarillo
Ancell and Norman Wain to emcee semifinals of
. WDOK’S Bob
Mr. & Mrs. Mambo contest .
Bill Gannon exiting WSRS flack spot
George Reeves added to WJW announcing staff ... Guild Films
. .
filming pilot of WXEL Myrus the Mentalist show. . . General Electric
hosting 150 tv execs in two-day lighting institute at Nela Park.
.

IN

PHILADELPHIA

.

.

Ed McMahon

set for new show “Please Find” aud participator with
hunt-end-find contests oh WCAU-TV, starting April 7 . . WIP awarded
two citations for general news and commentary at fifth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Delaware Associated Press, Radio Association,
Scranton, Pa.
Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general
.
manager of
stations, will moderate panel discussion on the
television industry at Drexel Institute of Technology. Panelists include Courtney Pitt, v.p. of Philco Corp.; Robert E. Kintner, president
of ABC, and’ Elmer W. Engstrom, v.p. of RCA. Edward R. Murrovr
will be given College- of Business Administration award for program
“See It Now.”
Jack Wilson, pianist and vocalist from Scranton,
:
Pa., joins Mary Wilson (“Pots, Pans and Personalities”) April, 11 on
WPTZ. The new format included music, comedy, variety, games and
studio audiences . ... Cal Jones and Joe Behar, WPTZ directors, staged
.

.

.

WCAU

.

,

—

from Holmesburg Prison, maximum security

live telecast
....

,

*

institution.

*

I,

—

Bangor, Me. Plans are being
laid here for what shapes as the
largest radio-tv studio setup in
Maine. Actual construction on the

Wylie
Continued "from page 26

owned by WABI

building,

r

and

>—"

-

Among, the more successful of
the “Omnibus” experiments were
Russell Lynes* filmed study of
“Toby and the Tall Corn,” a film
about the touring players; “Dance
to Freedom,” which the show unimpounded from among V.

Premier* Artist*

S. In-

PENT HOUSE FOR SALE CHEAP

formation Service footage in Berlin; the live pickup of the retired
Native Dancer; Allan Funt's interview of United Nations children*
and ex-flier John Teal's 11-minute

Odd room
onclosod.

cotnplotoly lurnlthod with

17” Admiral TV-

kltchon.

Radio—Ront $42 ppr month.
Gdv and EUc Froo—Frlco $500. Roth,
Zonith

aerial picture of the Canadian tundras. The flier blew his bankroll
to make that 11-minute film, Wylie
recalled, but he’s now in the muskox business in Vermont, a result of
his association on the tundras, and
starting to make dough with the

530

W.

aftor

4 PJA.

113th

Tol.

ft.

MO,

Whlfajpiolni

-thon soo

EDDII

SMITH

H. H. Sohlouor Itoalty Co.
OfiVc*

JU 0-3341

1007 4'

WAY

N«w York

H#m*
StDradaU 3-7491

COLGATE COMEDY HOUR

“ROBERTA”
&

Productions Agency

*

4-7551

A HOME?

BUYING

In fcarsdilo, Rronxvlllo,

musk-oxen. Another project was
the study of the minor leagues in
baseball, handled by Gilbert Millstein, whom he referred to as a
“firstrate utility writer on the New
York Times.”

Ftaturtd a*

LUCILLE

.

CLEVELAND ...

Mort Flelschmann,

Bishop Sheen

|

STREET

.

KQV

i

it

5.00

WQTR

KWFT

Katzenime

or-

con-

cial’s

2.50

TED MARKOVIC. SUPERVISOR
NBC FILM DIVISION LIBRARY
100 th

make

WHEC

>

do

KTLA

For* detailed rate card, or any
farther information, address:

EAST

FCC
FCC

in station contracts,
sold conditional to actual signing
-of the contracts for.the films. Most
of the station deals, among which
is one with
in Los Angeles,
are for multiple runs, with one
deal even for a strip operation. Offi-

Quantity discount* available

105

the
the

some $200,000

MARCH OF TIME

LocrI TV Oni-Tim* Usd

1.00

as'

Gunner O. Wiig, executive veep

nays, the business, but on an offWABI-TV, begins shortly. Leon
the-record basis.
Gorman, station chieftain, Says it'll
Reflecting on the past season's cost $250,000.
»
record of ‘JOmnibus,” Wylie said
the program was “noteworthy, on
top few occasions.” “On our very
first show, we managed to lay an
Continued from page 26
arch egg,” he said, referring to the
vision, Inc. (subsidiary of National world air tour on which they spent
$€0,000 iff an attempt to recreate
Airlines); and North Dade Video,
on television the same kind of exInc., in which a 10% interest is citement “Cinerama” attained in
held by Walter Compton, former its world trip, on film. Experiment
manager of the DuMont station, laid such an egg, Wylie observed,
that “it looked like Easter for a
WTTG, In Washington.
Death last October of L. B. Wil- short time.” Another n.sJi. venture
was
the filmihg pf the life ef the
son, who had become a legal resident of Miami Beach, apparently Maine lpbsterman with New Yorkwriter
er
E. B. White as scripter
affected chances of his company’s
application for tile channel, “Un- and narrator. Ford Foundation paid
White
to recreate the mood
$4,000
fortunately
it,”
Examiner
for
Sharfman noted, “its one real link of the Maine lobsterman’s existand
“I
don’t kn6w why this
ence,
with the Miami area was broken
when Mr. Wilson died, and the as- failed except maybe there is no
mood
for the Maine lobsterman.
surances (of operation in the pubIt's a cosmically empty subject,”
lic interest) it offers cannot be held

date at which Official expects to
acquire them.

Meanwhile,

1.00

.

stations.

‘Intrigue’

Continued from

NIC LIBRARY

.

.

FOR STOCK FOOTAGE

LICENSE FEE PER 35MM FOOT

PITTSBURGH ...

.

C&W

otherwise?
der the examiner not to
clusions of law?”

MARCH OF TIME

.

ex-publicity director of WCAE, has gone with Duquesne
Vic Maitland’s assistant in advertising and promotion
of KQV, just celebrated 28th year
in radio. He started April I, 1927, as a continuity writer for
in Rochester, N. Y., with which, station he was connected until coming
Dorothea Pefferman, who has' been
to Pittsburgh two years ago . .
doing modeling and tv commercials, named manager and program director of
in Corry, Pa. . . . Bruce Rice, former Pittsburgher
lately in radio on West Coast, has been appointed sport's director' of
and KWFT-TV in Wichita Falls, Tex. . .Mead Mulvihill filling
in on the
announcing staf^-wjiile Dave Scott is convalescing from
an operation . . ..Ed Schaughency, of KDKA, operated oil for a bursitis
Harold Lund, Julian Drob and Tojpimy
condition in his shoulder .
.
Dickson of KDKA-TV all sprung for new. Buicks . . Pat LaPeccCrella

&

and such.

FILM DIVISION.

Radio station

.

Brewing Co.

..

WABC

—

,

Ed Brown,

John H. Connolly and David Sacks,
San Francisco office v.p. and KGOKGO-TV sales manager, from S. F.

American Committee for the Protection of the Foreign Born in 1943,
1944 and 1945, Lamb said he could
ment,” Judge Prettyman added.
no recall joining or resigning from “Congress
says (through the Comthe organization. He said he might
munications Act) you must do &o

YOUR PICK OF TWO
GREAT LIBRARIES

IN

!

Continued from page 37

.

.

Continued ifpnm page 31

offer and, in view of commitments
sessions and tfre television meetby Lamb's attorneys, the hearings committee.
Asked whether he was a member ings, with assistant controller
were recessed untfa ApVil ,i8 wheff of the International Labor Defense Jason Robinovitz handling the
Lamb returns.
(later declared the “legal arm” of radio sessions.
Visiting firemen
Kittner’s examination concerned the Communist Party) in 1940 and included James Riddell, WXYZ
writings attributed to Lamb in the 1941, Lamb said he had “no clear and WXYZ-TV prexy-general manhaving joined.
of
30's and his association with and recollection”
ager, WXYZ veep Harold Chriscontributions to organizations in Asked whether he was aware that tian and WXYZ-TV veep John
the 40's which were later declared he was listed as being a member of Pival, from Detroit; Sterling C.
subversive by the Attorney Gen- an ILD advisory committee, he said (Red) Quinlan and Matthew Viehe could not remember serving on racker, WBKB veep and central
eral.
Denies Writing For Commie Paper any ILD committee. Nor did he re- division treasurer, from Chicago;
Shown an article carrying his call a newspaper article whjich list- KABC manager John S. Hansen,
name which appeared in a double ed him as such.
KABC-TV general manager Selig
spread in the Daily Worker in 1936,
Seligman and KABC-TV sales chief
Lamb testified he had not seen it
Elton Rule, from Los Angeles; and

before.

WpGY

grabbed off MBS’ baseball “Game
of the Day.” WCCO-TV will carry network telecasts' of 19 Saturday
afternoon major league baseball games which came here yia WTCNTY and WMIN-TV . Francis Robbing, former KDHL, Fairbault,
'Minn., news editor, has joined WCCO Radio as news writer,.

ABCD&O’ing

tion’s

questions to ask and documents to

j

Continued from page 34

WLOL

the.

hearing on Saturday
hat was passed around.”
fort. to wind it up before taking off
An invitation to the organizafor a vacation. But KIttner still had
national conference in. New
(2)

From The Production Centres

in Italy.

SUNDAY. APRIL

«

10,

P.M., E.S.T.

1424 Vine Street. Hollywood

NBC-TV

i

HAUIO - VIDEO - TV FILMS

Vednexlty, April t, 1955
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ATLANTIC RELEASES

ABC’s Loss in *54

BATCH OF FEATURES

In spite of increased revenues

from radio and from
owned radio and television staprofit

ABC suffered a larger loss
in 1954 than it did in 1953, the

tions,

pic

ditional

The loss, reported as "slightly
larger” than that in 1953, "is not
itself representative of a trend in
the ABC Division,” the report
"Rather , it is a reflection 'of
said,"
the expenditures which must be
made during the period of development ,of the tv network from a
secondary to a competitive' place.
been
progress has
Substantial
made toward forming a strong
foundation for a successful operation. The improved position of the
Division is evident in increased
programs and
better
viewing,
greater revenues. From this point
on each sponsored, program should
hav6 a beneficial effect upon the
earnings of the Division.”
Only specific figures relating tfi
broadcasting were the following:
(1) a gross radio and tv time sales,
less discounts rebates and comas
commissions,
$70,423,348,
pared with $54,757,958 in 1953;
probroadcasting
(2) under assets,

be released

to

,

White House decision to ac-

months.

——

9

==
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I

& Senator’

is

currently being

the

cast.

made to Donna Reed for
femme lead, but actress nixed

Pitch was

.

coupled, with Dr. DuMont’s- outcry
that the IJHF problem has caused
his network to atrophy without
hope of revival, is further evidence
that he seeks a new structure for
his broadcast division.
Another and believed very important angle—in its desired makeup is the $5,000,000, five-studio
plant in Manhattan, which was
only recently completed and hasn’t
yet had the most microscopic
chance to pay off. Since it’s been
learned that more nnd more vidfilm producers are looking to make
a Coast-to-N.Y. shift of production
headquarters in order to capitalize
on the heavy N.Y. advantages. DuMont hopes to make studio rentals.
The web has had Phil Silvers telefilming there,’ and they hope for
the "Gleasons, the Lombardos or
whoeVer else might be shooting in
the east. It’s seen likely that even
with
on a full "live” stanza
basis, the station wouldn’t need
more than two of the five large

it.

WTVO

ford,

III,

UHF

to

would be shifted from

VHF,

getting channel 3
from Madison. ‘‘A similar alternative proposal for Hartford would

for
if

no

.

.

rights and film costs, less
amortization: $2*457,675, as compared with $1,503,859* the year before; (3) a capital expenditure of
$3,355,000 "relating to installation
of transmitting power equipment
for the five owned television stations, the completion of the renovation of the ABC Television and
Radio Center in San Francisco and
other physical improvements; and
(4) a stock* investment of $500,000
and advances of $1,000,000 to Disneyland Inc., operators of the new

gram

—

'

contracts

ABC and Walt Disney
Productions and Disneyland Inc.
between

GOLDSWAN PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

.

»

Disneyland Park, with all advances
repayable in part from amounts
receivable by Disneyland under
television .broadcasting

Series

DuMont
Continued from page

insuffi-

continued net- termixture proceedings "because of
VHF stations the gross inadequacy and, in the
are authorized, effects on commer- final analysis, unconstructive nacial service to the areas if the VHF ture” of the majority, action.
While UHF broadcasters would
channels are shifted to education,
how the VHF channels could be be helped in the four areas conused elsewhere if they are deleted cerned, Miss Hennock felt the
from the areas to which they are benefits would be "illusory” in the
long-run. "For unless help is given
now assigned, etc.
Here’s how deintermixture, would to UHF broadcasters on a far
work in the four cities: Evansville broader basis,” she asserted, the
would have three commercial UHF stations involved "will inevitably
stations instead of two and a VHF be engulfed in the debacle which
instead of UHF^ educational outlet. threatens to erradlcate all UHF.”
Hartford would have two commerWhat’s needed, Comr. Hennock
cial U’s instead of one and an ed- advocated, is an immediate study
3
ucational V instead of U. The pat-' to carry out "a fair and equitable
tern would be the same for Madi- plan of deintermixture.” Such a
son and Peoria.
plan, she said, would benefit "not
The proposals involve v juggling only a few Individual communities
of channels of various stations, in- selected at random” but would, be
side and outside the areas* in- "a major step toward relieving all
volved. Educational station WHA- UHF from the crushing competiTV in Madison, which is on the tive disadvantages to which it is
air, would have to "show cause” subjected in a system of VHF-UHF
why it should not. shift from chan- intermixture.”
stations

work programs

Hollywood, April 5.
Goodson-Todman’s newest telefilm package is "The Lady and the
Sidney
scripted
by
Senator,”
Sheldon.

'

,

UHF

O

lady

is

and proposed network affiliations, UHF, Comr. Frieda Hennock isterms of contracts, prospects of sued a strong dissent to .the dein-

broadcasters. As a result of
the invitation, the NARTB convention committee expects it
to be the biggest ever.-

G-T’s

lawyers feel this

nel 24 to channel 3. If an alternative proposal to make Madison ail
in RockUHF is adopted,

WNET

cept the invite, issued some
time ago, relieves some broadcaster resentment^ over the.
fact that Ike addressed the
American Assn, of Newspaper
Publishers get together but
hadn’t indicated any willingness to do the same for the

elsewhere.
Astor, incidentally, recently acquired theatrical and television
rights to Stanley Kramer’s "Champion” and "Home of the Brave.”
While both pictures are slated for
theatrical re-release, an Atlantic
spokesman said they should be
available to television in about 18

2 as the deadline for initial
and May 12° for replies.

In its notices of rule-making,
in Providence
the Commission calls; for data on result in
the number of receivers in each of shifting from UHF to VHF with a
the areas, the percentage of sets new location in Westerly, R. I.
Although the most vocal member
converted to UHF, quality of re :
ception, information on present of the Commission in behalf of

'

.

Cities ‘Deintermixed’

cient time to gather the informa-,
tion required.

‘

'

I

Some

thus becomes the first
President to address a broadcasting donclave, Ike will deliver a 15 or 20-minute informal speech, from notes,
before the opening general
session of the NARTB ait
11:30 a.m. that morning.

this

May

filings

He

month is "Captain Scarface,” with
Barton MacLane. Pix have already
been played in the New. York area
but have received little tv exposure

89

Continued from pafe 31
set

&

:

factor.

4

tion of the National Assn, of
Television BroadRadio
casters in WashttjEgtoh May 24.

annual report “of American Broad- Woods; "Country Parson,” John
casting-Paramount Theatres re- Beal; "Great Dan Patch,” Dennis
The -report, mailed to O’Keefe, Gail Russell, Ruth Warveals.'
stockholders on March 30, doesn’t rick and Henry Hull;. "Love Isstate the extent of the loss nor land,”
Eva. Gabor;- "Pagliacci,”
does it isolate ABC figures from Gina Lollobrigida and Tito Gobbi;
the overall broadcasting and the- "Return of the Plainsman”; "Robot
atres operations, but does specifiMonster,” George Nader; "Seeds of
cally mention the loss suffered on
Gene Lockhart, Kent
NCAA football as an important Destruction,”
AdTaylor, and "Thief in Silk.”

!

NARTB

Washington, April 5.
President Eisenhower today
(Tues.) accepted an invitation
to address' the annual conven-

Atlantic Pictures, the tv subsidiary of Astor Pictures, has released
10 more of the company’s features
for television distribution. Atlantic Is planning several more for
release later in the year, with one
of these going into tv this month.
Films are "Born to the Saddle,”
with Leif Erickson and Donald

Bigger Than in ’53
and a

-M..***,,.-

I

1

The 'Symbol of Quality Musical Commercials

730 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK

•

SUITE 600

19, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-3300

WABD

studios. And with its own productions before the "electronicam,”
there’ll' still be studio space available for. rental.

’Fortune Theatre’ Italo
Since they didn’t draw enough
sponsor coin, WOR-TV has decided
to call it quits on April 19 to the
exposure of Italian features dubbed

1

into English.

title, "Fortune Theatre,” each- -ofthe Jules Weill-distributed pix has
been exposed twice nightly seven
nights a week under a multiple exexposure setup.
The pix first went at 9 until 10
p.m., and the next week at ll:-30
And- alp. m. to 1 ayem signoff.
though they increased station ratings during the two times, there
Current
weren’t enough takers.
WOR-TV plans call for replacing
the Italo pix with those from the
Associated Artists package.

Continued from pane 25

'

Sammy

Musical

American Tobacco

Under the program

of Tuesday night at 10 to pave way
for the Armstrong-Pontiac full
in.

OG

web

isn’t

of

the

hour drama series coming
doing- a* burn, but the
particularly remorseful.

is-

Ironically,

the

timing

American Tobacco pullout could
well be a major factor in NBC losing out on the U. S. Steel business.
(Latter checked out of ABC to go
with CBS.) -NBC was in serious
contention for the Steel dramatics
but had no place to put the show;
Pontiac had a priority on the new

Tuesday series. Steel had no alternative but to go to Columbia. Had
the time opened up five days earis back in the. telelier NBC might well have wrapped
this time with a
it up.

Kaye’s Pilot

Sammy Kaye

vision circus,
pilot film he’s peddling composed
of kinescoped segments of his -erstwhile "So You Want to Lead a
Band” segment. There’s a switch,
Univ.’
though he’s dropped the "lead a
Continued from pace 2C
band” angle altogether and is selling the pilot as a comedy show.
like Ted Bergmann at DuMont.”
Kinescopes were culled from- his
Should the project prove successCBS-TV version of "Lead a Band” ful, Wylie envisions the college
a couple of years back. In that prof of the future as a specie reshow (unlike his recent -ABC- fined by competition, combining
T V’er) he used comedy "sketches brilliance with personality. "We’ll
between band numbers.
have to think of teachers as talent,” he said, and "treat ’em like
talent.” There won’t be any place
for the dull, dry scholar. He said
that from past teaching experience (several years In an English
chair at NYU), he knows of some
300 professors who could do a job.
As far as objections about commercializing the lectures, Wylie’S

‘Filmed

—

l—

5BB

•

unanswerable reply

is:

"Wouldn’t

the teachers like to share in some
of the loot?”

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.f.C.

—

Houston George Roesner, dean
of Texas farm broadcasters, has
been named farm director for
KPRC and KPRC-TV here, according.- to Jack Harris,
veepee and
'general

manager

of the stations;'”

ALL these quality commercials
ARB SEEN OR HEARD NOW!
\P \>G«;

'

1

-

»

.,
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TWILIGHT OF LEER-ICS

ASCAP

Looking back over recent issues, Variety is impressed by Rn
almost embarrassingly extensive pickup in the lay press of its
recent series of editorials dealing with “leer-ics,” Newspapers
did not pay a one-time, this-is-rather-interestlng endorsement.
Rather it was a continuing echo and surprisingly widespread.
On top of the press, the disk jockeys of the nation kept up an intensive pro and con discussion of the issue.

’While the disk is still the king
of Tin Pan Alley, video is now
emerging as .the top songmaking
medium. As the major publishers
view tv, there is nothing to equal
the impact of a tune getting a visual-aural exposure, to. several million viewers at one shot. If a song
has it, a video showcase will speed
its climb to the top as no disk
jockey or even combination of disk
jockeys could, do. If a song hasn’t
got it, video will prove that lack
also just as fast.
The fast breakthrough of “Let
Me Go, Lover” at the outset of this
year, following its plug on the
CBS-TV “Studio One” show, was a
spectacular instance of the value
of a tv plug. Since that time, other
tunes have been given similar
rides on video and, while they have
fallen fat short of the “Let Me Go,
Lover” pace, sales on these songs
have been far above average. John-

Looking back over recent Variety, issues, intra strode reaction
ran the gamut from the veepee-g.m. of King Records; whose labels were active in the rock ’n’ roll idiom, pledging its own housecleaning, to other diskeries being similarly alerted. Disk jockeys
and other music biz facets—songsmiths, recording artists and

men—explored

&

blues manifestation from all
perspectives. Major diskettes reiterated their obligation to the
:best traditions , of the American recording industry, and the
music publishers likewise took stock of their practices.

rhythm

the

The end result is most heartening. With the spotlight focused
;on what threatened to become a cancerous growth that could
well envelop the music business in censorship restrictions, there
is no question but something that was recently out-of- hand, is

:

now, under a

hope

sensitive, light,

watched and

self -regulated,

Let’s

stays that way.

it

ny Desmond,

-ers
The American

AFM

posers, Authors

With Soda
Seattle, April 5.

Musicians Union,
Seattle
Local 76, has protested the
Liquor Control Board’s ruling
that live music be banned at

ASCAP

taverns and #ocktall lounges.
boat'd says that live music
influences patrons to drink

The

stein

And more work
if

prac-

attorney

Herman

Finkel-

handed down the ukase

last

terms of the antitrust consent' decree.

For the joint* authorship works
copyrighted before Jan. 1, 1955,
ASCAP agrees to pay its writers
75% of what they ordinarily would
receive -for a collaborative effort.
After Jan, 1 ASCAP writers will
receive no payment Whatsoever for
joint authorship works, since the

looters are working in cabarets
9nd cocktail lounges in Seat-,

had

Com-

week after getting prior approval
from the Dept, of Justice under

more.
This is labeled as "a “discriminatory” ruling. About 150

tie.

Society of

& Publishers

kayoed joint authorships
between its .writer-members and
those affiliated with Broadcast
Music Inc., by announcing that no
performance money would be paid
to such efforts by ASCAP writers.
tically

could be
the board.- would allow

it.

•

for instance, dijdn’t

is’ relinquishing all rights
such compositions.
Decision ends aq. area of 'longstanding .controversy
in the

Society

have a big song for Coral Records
many months until “Play Me
Hearts And FlowCrs,” which he did
on the “Phileo Playhouse.” His

of the comments from the fast-buck side of the Hence
to saying: 'why pick on our innuehdo^-the sophisticated
•songs of Broadway musicals have been doing" this sort of thing
lor years." That’s a warranted you-too charge but hardly a defense to offer the respectable public opinion of this country in
a showdown—which would surely have come had there been no
curb on the flood of smut that was rising not long ago. If one
side was more offside than another, or if it’s alleged that the
difference Is hardly noticeable; it’s not a matter of stopping the
game and bringing up the linesmen to measure. The pot calling
the kettle black canmave no constructive point. And pop music
needed statesmanship to forestall censorship. Never forget, that.

Some
amount

to

for

ASCAP.,

Coral disk of that number is: expected to go over the 500,000
marker.
Paradoxical Plug.
The upped value, of the tv plug
(Continued on page 48)

Although

.ranks.

joint

ASCAP-BMI authorships have
played a comparatively minor role
in recent years, it has cropped up
sporadically as a vexing problem.
:

*

•Since ASCAP had no definitive policy, ASCAP held the joint authorpaper platters are ship performance money in escrow.
looming as the next big developBMI execs were unconcerned
ment on the disk biz horizons. about the ASCAP ruling, declarWhile - this process has been on ing that of .the current flock of
the market for the past year or BMI hits not one was a case of
so, the major ^companies are now joint authorship.'
It was indicated,
eyeing its possibilities for their moreover, that. BMI could now
custom record divisions. It’s un-' claim j.a. songs exclusively, inderstood- that RCA Victor will be stead of non-exclusively, as at
ready with the papdr disks some- present. The only other alternat’TT'e this spring.
tive, which U highly unlikely, is
*'
The paper platters will be pitch- for the collaborating writers to lied (is a promotional medium which cense the j;a. tunes themselves.
combines both aural and visual im- This, however, involves such a vast
pact The platters can be an in- organization that no individual
tegral part of a brochure or- even writer, short of an Irving
Berlin,
a magazine ad spread. At the pres(Continued

Laminated

•

Victor Sales

Perhaps the rock ’n’ roll segment of the, music biz may evenwind up taking a bow for this indirect spotlighting of the
“smooth” school of leer-lcs. But rock 'n* roll will first have to
regulate its owh “new beat” by taking the heat off itself with
tually

.

% Over

—

’54

.

Victor continues to rack up
business since its price cuts

‘solid

on Jongplay platters were inaugu-

-

.

RCA

and interpretations. The “interprefca-#
its salty idioms
tlon” part of it perhaps errs even a bit more than the basic maAbet,
terial with certain “artists.”

some of

.

No Performance Comber Tunes

Seemingly the call to the conscience of the pop music business
has already had its affirmative effects. Indeed there can be ho
question of the impact of all the public clamor.

a&r

Nixes Joint Authorships;

*

j

rated at the outset of this year.
In 1955’s first quarter, Victor’s biz
has zoomed 30% over the fourth
quarter period last year. Extent
of the increase this year is notable ent time, .use of the platters in
in View of-:the fact that Victor is national
mags- would be- costly
comparing the opening 1955 biz to since the paper disks, while less
the strong Christmas, season,
expensive than a platter of normal
Victor sliced its LP prices by materials, still would
add up to
one-third three months ago and a big suni for a run to cover a
siqce then has been reporting mass circulation mag.
steadily increasing sales. The comIt would be- practical, however,
pany’s consumer advertising pro- fir manufacturers’ pitches to their
gram,. which began- the middle of field forces or retailers.- In. the
February, has. been m major factor 'case of. a radio. and
rideo adverin: boosting-: biz.' While the. rest: of t ser* the latter,
fopld use. the -taithe industry was. forced to gqs along nt on his show to slice the parier
hyith Victor’s price- .cuts,: not all -of rpSatleHT* for - distribution to his
T
the {companies are happy ajboutthe, «’ ienty. The platters can be manureductions; Mercury Record*, * in Ihetured in any »peed, althougb
fact,' returned to its eld -list prices the
large spindle required for the
after k short period of operating, •45s. may present a- .problem.
with reduced fees.
For music, publishers, there- has

-

on page 48)

1

Chicago; April 3.

The annual Music Operators of
America convention struck its tents
Here last Wednesday ><30) after taking 'several steps designed more
effectively to meet problems con-

SongimitK. Chgyevaky
paddy Chayevsky, who has

frothing .the coin ops: Long-talked^of move; taaet up. athird copyright

'

ecgahteatlOn* torivalythe

American

Society of .Confpasers, Authors fc
Publishers gnd Broadcast Music
Inc. was finally realized at this conclave -when convention, delegates
unanimously approved a 99-year
and
agreement -between the
National Jukebox Music (NJB).

•

.

*

J

,
-

’

•

an

.*

.

Music Day.”

*

-

already

•

of

rideataityf have joined .SPAsince the' first «if the year.

platter

GOODWILL JAZZ ENVOY

.

it

Owen. Engel, jazzclarinetlst who
due to lead a combo oh a tour

1

of 14 foreign countries as a good-

the

been; some experimentatlie paper disks ‘as part
music. The paper
would include a brief -de-

1

sheet

‘

monstration of the song for the
purchase » of the sheet music.

Wald Exits BMI

will ambassador under .the. auspices

Own

To Form
of the State Dept., has been inked
Firm
by Jack Leris, head of RCA VicHarold Wald has ankled his contor’s jazz operation. Engel is due tactman's post at Broadcast Music
to leave for Europe in May and to set up his own publishing operplans to include In his repertoire ation, The Wald pubbery will- be
works by composers in all the affiliated with BMI.
Countries he visits.
Wald had been associated with
Victor plans to release the Engel BMI for close to nine years, workcombo albums in each country in ing under Julie Stearns.
Hollywood, April 3.
In a reshuffle at Capitol Records, conjunction with the group’s apGordon. (Bud) Frazer,, until now pearance. Since the combo is oh Heywood,
Cleveland
national promotional manager, will a goodwill mission, the British
henceforth function as merchandis- Musicians Union has okayed its
Merc Subsid Pacts
ing manager. Richard Rising, his playing in England. Victor plans
In a buildup of Its jazz roster.
assistant, fills the vacated spot, to cut Engel during the latter’s EmArcy Records, Mercury
subsid,
while Joe Matthews, manager of appearance at Birdland, Broadway inked pianist Eddie Heywood and

become, a

reality.
released its first

NJB has already
record and the MOA is setting tip
a committee to select a number of
NJB tunes for early release to
MOA members. The major reeord
companies have agreed to cooperate, if substantial orders of 100,000 of more are placed with them
for each release.
'

Another development at this
convention was designed to enlarge.
MOA membership and provide an
Increased, source of operating, revenue for the organization.
by-laws were revised by' the con(Contlnued on page 43)

MOA

1

-

t-

-

r

*

i

''ii

Col Cx«c»

~

11

1

Co O m*
f

Janies B; Conklfng and Goddatd
Llebefsoh, -Columbia Records, proxy
and v.p.,. respectively, left for Europe Saturday (2) for a quickie
looksee.
They'll hr- hack in * couple, of
,

-

Weeks.

who formerly held position,
was upped to manager of graphic

*qldmn JUBiin r*Ait

in

maWng the new appointments,

vefpjsr Lloyd
.

DUnn

said that both

(Continued on page 46)

Heywood

ses-*

sion is slated for mid-April. He’ll
cut a 12-inch album backed by a
small band.
Cleveland previously tootled with
•

i

Lionel Hampton’s orch and With
;Hey wood’s, combo. He*il cut LPen
backed by an all-stat group.

icy*

*$ts; procurement.

Initial

im-im

•Meantime;

EmArcy has skedded

intro-

His songs deal!

Jimmie Rodgers made his first recording; some state as much aa
fivefold since World War II-. Ten
years ago, if a hillbilly record sold
10,000 copies it was a hit; today
a 50,000 sale is mediocre.
These
tunes continue to come from the
(Continued on page 46)

trombonist Jimmy Cleveland to
longterm pacts. Heywood also will J
cut for the pop field under the

Merc banner.

been

sponded;
.“The demands for hillbilly music
have continued to multiply since

On

Rising.
Matthews’ job will consist primarily' of concentrating on
coordinating sales of single records
arid Will Work in conjunction with
Dick Linke in the N. Y..officei
Steve* Auld Will be ilie: new nier-.
cliandising manager while Ray Pol-

Bill has.-

complishments.

,

Cap's Detroit office, moves to the jive-jn spot, starting April 25.
Coast as assistant national promotion manager previously held by

.>

j

with real problems.
They came
from the heart and the people re-

.

to royalties

5.

jaep. Arthur . Winstead
(D./Miss.)] whose district include*
the town of Meridian in that state,
Date marlqs the anniversary of. the
-death of Jimmie Rodgers, of Meridian* the-railroad brakeman whose
hillbilly yjpdellng records sold upwards of 5,900,900- pressings for
RCA-Victor 'and cithers.
This
singer and composer, died May 28
1933.
“Jimmie Rodgers left a mark or
all hillbilly music/’ Winstead told
the House, “He has been recog.
nized for the simplicity of his ac-

tion with
in-

Washington, April

-

duced by

-

ASCAP member.

Some *2tH)Tnew members,

•

bers the right to use NJB copyright tunes on their juke boxes
without payment of any licensing
fees or royalties for a period' of 99
years*, Industry spokesman -viewed
the- move- as an effective bargaining tool in the fight with ASCAP
and BMI if ^nothing else, should
pending congressional legislation
to make music operators subject

1

•

-

Music

Congress
been asked to pass
a jQint.resolution setting May 2<
of each. year. a* .VNidiotoal.<Joiintrj

'-

.

also

-

MOA
The agreement gives MOA mem-

-

title song of the filrai “Marty,”
Which’ he adapted from one of
bis. tv scripts.
Chayevsky .is.

;

-

:

|

1

;

;

*

.

been making a big- splash in i
tv as: a. Script Writer Ion the*
“Philco playhouse,” is now a
paid-up. :anember bf: Tin: Pan:
Alley. He’s joined the/Scm*
writew Protective; Assn., hav-~
ingwritten the* lyrics to the

>

To Set

Marne Sacks Toasted
Philadelphia, April 5.
Mania Sacks, RCA veepee and
general manager of the Victor dish
division, was guest of honor at a
dinner organized by the local B’nai
B’rith chapter at the Warwick Hotel here tonight (Tuesi). Top RCA
execs, including 'board, chairman
David Sarnoff and* proxy prank
Folsom, headed a delegation from
New York to toast Sacks.
Philadelphia i9 Sacks’ hometown
and he has. continued to be active
.

the release of* a- flock of jazz LPs.
First out will b* "Clifford Brown
With Strings,” followed by a Paul •in this city’s charitable* and relig«
<
*
«
1 loue cFgMiizatiens^ ^
<,Quinicbette
-

42
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MOA

Softly

pajje 41

Individual operators at a charge
side already being received by the
of $25 per year. Previously memperforming rights societies from
bership had been- restricted to therecording companies.
state associations, which paid fees
The introduction of 10c play on
ranging from $100 to $300 per year
and held anywhere from one to 13 a nation-wide basis was seen by
votes, depending on the size of the many at the convention as^ a necassociation. Under the revised by- essary answer to the mounting cost
laws, each individual is entitled to spiral in the industry. Ten-cent
one vote.
prexy George A. play is already in effect in some
Miller hopes to sign up some 5,000. cities, notably Chicago, and parts
new members in the coming year, of New York. But introduction of
wliidi will provide a revenue «of this type of play was saiiT'to be
$125,000 annually. MOA’s past lob- dependent on concerted action by
bying efforts have been financed operators in a given area. Industry
by individual contributions and this spokesmen see 10c play becoming
new source of funds is viewed by the rule rather than the exception
members as a potent weapon as increasing numbers of the nain the fight over copyright legis- tion’s estimated 10,000 operators
lation.
are enrolled in MOA. The record
Marginal Biz
companies were on hand at the
spokesmen at the Conven- convention with LP record packtion voiced the opinion that the ages at attractive discounts, demajority of coin machine operators signed to encourage the switch to

.
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Mambo

MOA

members who

•
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/Ciannelly

,
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L
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.

»

Chase
.Lincoln.
cleffer to get in

Anyone Finds This
Mister Sandman

Mills

Rei
Morris
Finger of Suspicion Pickwick
Berry
Ready Willing Able
Robbins
No One But You
Open Up Your Hearts Duchess
If

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

is

latest
;

Among his other tune credits are
Sinner”
for
“Cinnamon
Tony
Bennett and “Such A Night” for
Johnnie Ray.
.

.

.

.

...... Maddox

Cherry Pink
Heartbeat

Paper .Kisses
Somebody
Still

I

.

:

DAT VT1UME1W ITDDm
lilirlnfcl/I UPPED
PAT
A I KENNEDY
UrrfcU
TO RCA INT’L DIVISION

.Ka^sner
Fields

\

I

Bourne
Macmelodies
.

.

Believe

Count Your Blessings

The new trend

on the vocalling
Tunesmith has been inked liji
Columbia Records for a pop push.Last week, Chase cut two of his
own tunes, “The Message” and
“That’s All I Need” for the label,

act,

Berlin

Hollywood, April

.

Col As Singer

"Joins

Leeds

.Southern
Cavendish

—

—

:

Chase

Cleffer Lincoln

Wright

’

5.

in

presentations mafcks a songwriter’s
Paradise, according to Jay .Livingston and Ray Evaps, who tuned up
tlie «extravaganza Which highlighted
the ‘New Frontier Hotel’s 'opening
last night (Mon.) at. the- desert spa.
Recent phase points to a comPlete production at each Strip hostelry as distinguished from the
vaudeville-type of former presennation which relied heavily on a
:

single- star.
It’s
$8.80 Broadway only an
'hour away from Hollywood,” duo
opined. “It would be Impossible
to assemble the kind of talent Jor
‘

for,,

“LaTcM

«

a short run.”

UAf Kennedy,
Xc
«¥inMn/fAW of
a 4 artists
wti r*TP
<
_
4 ,4
Pat
manager
All the original music of the
and copyright contracts for RCA New Frontier- layout was cleffed
ture“ of the plan would provide Victor, has been promoted to the
by Livingston and Evans, who have
low premiums for MOA members.
RCA international division as man- two numbers running- some 24
MOA execs, viewed results of the ager of record merchandise devel- minutes. Opener, “That’s Luxury,”
convention as extremely satisfac- opment .for the overseas* market, runs 14 minutes; second, “Warm
tory, with effective action taken to Kennedy, who has been in his pres- Sun Cold Moon,” 10 minutes,
meet the pressing industry-wide ent post since 1949, has been sue“No songwriter could ask for
problems of threatened copyright ceeded in his Victor post by Warren more as a showcase for his matelaW revision, smaller operator prof- C. Ling, his assistant.
rial,” they reported.
Ling will work closely with Coleits, and the need for a stronger,
better financed operators organiza- man Tily, overall legal counsel for
,

•

a

-

•

•

,

•

v

en-

would receive income replace-

to $300 a month in the
event of sickness. The group fea-

.

.j.

Second 12
•

were operating marginal business- dime play.
es where profits were decreasing
An added incentive for the opand costs mounting. The MOA at- erator to join MOA was provided
titude is that in view of this, action by introduction at the convention
must be taken to improve the in- of a Health Plan underwritten by
dividual members' margin of profit. Continental Casualty Co.
Under
the plan,

it
.3.

Majorca

MOA

ment up

.
.

.

.

MOA

roll

.

.

—

Sterling
.Victoria

.

Under Bridges
Tomorrow

;

MOA

Aberbach
.

Italiano

Mobile

For Showcasing Original Tunes

..Fields

-.•*.

.

MOA

feels that legislative action
to -subject the juke ops to licensing
by ASCAP and BMI will drive
many marginal ’operators out of

Cavendish
Connelly

.

Give Me Word
Blossom Fell.
Let Me Go
Naughty Lady.
Prize of Gold
Happy Days

business,, which in -turn would cut
into the royalty revenue of 2c a

open up membership to

Vegas Cafes a ‘(Mere Paradise’

(Week ending March 26)
London, March 29.
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the disk division.

tion.

N. Y, Symph’s Tf

You Can’t

Lick ’Em, Join ’Em’ Stance

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
Survey of

JO.

retail disk best

.S

tellers based on reports ob
tained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing com
parative sales rating for this,
and last week.

wk*
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Artist, Label, Title

2

3

(Cadence)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett” ....
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

,

1

“Tweedle Dee”

BILLY VAUGHN
5

4

“Sincerely”

6

6

“Cherry

i

I

•p

fSt

s

•3

I

&
s I
p

5

J

pq

.

s
{

9A

15

ONI JAMES (MGM)
“How Important Can
TENN. ERNIE FORD

9B

6

“Ballad of

8

“Ko Ko Mo”.

12

12

10

.

P.

5

3

6

3

4

4

5

2

.

2

.

4

4

3

3

.

7

2

.

10

.4

112

4

2

2

6

10

4

119

2

4

3

"2

83

3

5

7

71

7

2

1

64

.

51

9

48

.

48

5
7

5

7

7

1

2

5

9

6

3

1

.

3'

5
.

3

3

..

6

4

4

..

4

5...

9

4

(Capitol)

13
7

Want From You”.

10

6

7

.

..

1

1

.

..

.

PAT BOONE

(Dot)

“Two

Two

16

“Glad Rag Doll”

.

.

9

.

8

10

7

..

.

8

5

.

6

6

7

4

6

5

32

3

31

7

Kisses”

2

.

.

10

.

.

.

10

9

.

7

2

(Decca)

6

2

-

..

(Mercury)
“Earth Angel”...

SOMETHING SMITH
“It’s a

..

9

JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)
Me Hearts and Flowers”
FONTANE SISTERS (Dot)

“Play
v

21B 16

“Hearts of Stone”./.

21C 25

Unchai ned Melody”

"

j

LES BAXTER
“Dixie

Danny”

JAYE

P.

-

-

-

-

-

•-

;

9

------

7

..

•

*

•

s

•

*

•

9

0

10

5

/

“Dangerl Heartbreak Ahead”.

PRIfjlCI

Marie tank*

.

9

.

ROUND IN 10G

Victor
1837
1837

LM

SUIT

New

Jersey.

Katz is suing for $10,000 damages for alleged breach of his employment contract with Oberstein.
He claims that Oberstein fired him
in October of last year, two months
before the expiration of his oneyear deal, in order to circumvent
payment of a year-end^onus. Attorney Sam Kaufman is repping
Katz, who is currently sales topper for Urania Records.

Set for Chi in July

8

Chicago, April

5.

The 1955 Music Industry Trade

7

Show and Convention
ARTHUR GODFREY
PRESENTS

SILK

STOCKINGS

Orialnal Cast
Cat!
Original

TONAL EXPRESSIONS
n
Don

*i* i...
Shirloy

CARMEL QUINN

ERB

Herm.

Irving Katz, formerly sales manager for Eli Oberstein’s company.
Record Corp. of America, won the
first round in his bfeach-of-contract suit against the diskery in
Brooklyn Federal Court,
The
court denied a motion by Oberstein to vacate an attachment of
some $8,000 due him from N. Y.
accounts, such as Macy’s.
Katz
was originally granted the attachment by the N. Y. Supreme Court,
but his case was later transferred
to Federal Court due to the fact
that Oberstein’s company operates

(Victor)

STUDENT

orch

Music Trade Show

8

(Mercury).

MORGAN

’

10

(Capitol)

LAURIE SISTERS

ALBUMS

1

7

9

21A 20

TOP

3

..

“Earth Angel”

SIX,

3

8

..

•

17

9

(Decca)

“Plantation Boogie”
PENGUINS .(Dootone)
20

'

(Epic)

Sin to TellaLie”.

LENNY DEE

Sauter-Finegan

OBERSTEIN DROPS

in

CREW-CUTS

17B 18

34

(Decca)

14B 12

,.

The

<?

14A 18

17A

take.

played in rare form, generating
color and excitement whenever
batonist Dimitri Mitropoulos .gave
it
Mitropoulps, incithe nod.
dentally, worked the stick and his
body in this piece like a real gone
hipster in full-dress clothing.
The rest of the program featured
pieces by some composers named

Beethoven and Milhaud.

Be”.

It

4

2

.

....

CRAZY OTTO

4

124

(Victor)

COWBOY SCHOOL

Hearts,

5

,,

(Victor)

MORGAN

“That’s All I

>

7

111

2

1

by RJblf Liebermann, a Swiss' cat.
Piece was an unusual 15-minute
interlude for the symphony’s regular's, who "must have figured they
wandered into Birdland by mis-

,

“Open Up Your Heart”
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Darling, Je Vous Aime”

12

1

Davy Crockett”

PERRY COMO

13

.

.

.

“Ballad of Davy Crockett’.’
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

JAYE

1

2

8

“Dance With Me, Henry”

11

>v

(Coral)

11

8

swinging stuff would have -to rub
off on the authentic longhairs.
A
couple of weeks ago, Duke Ellington’s erew sat., in with the Symphony of the Air (ex-NBC Symphony) to work over some of Ellington’s compositions.
And last
Thursday (31), the Sauter-Finegan
orch was put on as additional sidemen with the N. Y. Philharmonic
to belt -out a hot piece disguised
under the title of “ConMrto for
Jazzband and Symphony,” cleffed

O

&

3

PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
Pihik Mambo” ....
FESS PARKER (Columbia)

8

W
o

(Dot)

McGUIRE SISTERS

7

6

“Melody of Love”.

5

5

S.

(Dot)

“Crazy Otto Medley”
4

1

•

JOHNNY MADDOX

73

.2

si

Pu

BILL HAYES

1

£
§

1

National
Bating
This Last

wk.

With Sauter-Finegan Co.
With all those jazz concerts being staged in New York’s Carnegie
Hall the past couple of years, it
was inevitable that some 6f the

Victor

Columbia

CL

629

LOC 1016
EOC .1016

Cadence

LP

1001

MUSIC TO
REMEMBER HER
Jacliio GUaton
Capitol

W
EBF

570
2-570

1,

be held
in Chicago at the Palmer House,
July 18 to 21. John Robert Butler,
head of the Butler Music in Marion, Ind., will be chairman of the
convention,
according
to
Earl
Campbell, president of the National Assn, of Music Merchants.
The show will be tagged .-’Mulsic,

will

MUSIC

44
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a

with

Sam Donahua waxed

sides
label

... Florian Zabach began a

Friday

bum

.

Georgie Auld waxed

.

.

New York

via

show

radio-tv

in Dayton, O.,

Monday

Coral

.

first

.

.

.

,

sales

more—with

.

member

ASCAP

of

*

Spangler currently at the
Buddy Basch
Copa Lounge ...
handling promotion for Brandom
Cab Calloway into the,
Music
Apollo Theatre for the first time
Patti.

.

.

.

i

An idea for the Record Industry Assn, of America might well
be a plan of campaign of its own to give the phonograph recording business a kudo of its own—or a series of awards, according, to category, much as the recording industry is fundamentally divided in pops, classics, folk, albums, and the like,
divided into instrumental and vocal categories, and in the latter
perhaps further broken down into male and female.

.

.

.
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.

.
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.

.
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popularizing that film excerpt as the basic Holly-

.

.

.

of

wood production. Usually more.

Songstress
Irving
Greene,
.
Thrush Recording
(Wed.) for the
Mercury prexy, in, town last week four Sides todayPeggy
Lee tomorDecca
label
for the RIAA meet; Morry Price,
(Thura.i: begins cutting first
row
manager,
accomsales
Merc’s
sides of a new Decca album
panied,
The Frank Bosolino Quintet, a
Nellie Lutcher begins a three- Stan Kenton Presents attraction,
Vicki week engagement at the Sands, is currently making an indefinite
in four years April 15
Double stand at Zardi’s. In the combo are
Young inked for four frames at Las Vegas, today (Wed.)
the Roosevelt Hotel, New Orleans A Records bought the Delmonicos’ Charlie Mariano, alto-sax; Max
Oscar Ham- slice of “Teardrops” from the in- Bennett, bass; Walter Norris, piano,
beginning May 26 »
Nat (King) and Frankie Capp, drums
merstein’s daughter, Alice, penning die Bellaire label
lyrics for new Venture. Production Cole begins a two-week stand at Nicholas
Brodszky and" Sammy
Louis,
Satur- Calm have completed their eightr
Hotel,
St.
the
Chase
color cartoon series, “Dickie and
day (9)
Tony Martin into thfe song score for Metro’s “The Las
, The Chordettes
San Francisco”
kick off a series of One-night Chez Paree, Chicago, for three Vegas Story.”
stands in Scranton, Saturday (9) weeks beginning Friday (8)
Jazz trumpeter Shorty n Rogers
Herb George, Rich Records Lionel Hampton’s orch kicks off a has been inked to score jazz ballet,
.
.
crooner, back in town Sunday (10) one-niter tour Friday (8) at Owens- “Locumstrot,” being choreographboro, Ky.
after a month in the midwest
ed by Rusty Norvell for Miriam
Sidney Ascher handling public reSchiller
Roy Milton pacted by
lation for American Elite, Inc., sole
Dootone
Records along with Itjpbel
Hollywood
agents for Telefunken in the U.S.
and Chuck Higgins.
Scott
Thrush Dolly Otis and The
Lloyd Dunn, veepee of sales-pro- Harold Jovien of Premiere Artists’
Teens, new vocal combo, inked to motion at Capitol, checked into his has signed the Van Alexander orch
Crooner Coast offices after a two-week biz for future bookings .
the indie Rich label..
.
The Woody
Dean Allen currently heading his trip in N.Y. .
Billy May orch Herman crew opens this September at the Riviera, Las Vegas.
Stan Kenton and A1 Latauska,
head of Kenton’s pubbery, to N. Y.
anent upcoming tv series

a

For Records

‘Oscar’

Motion Picture Arts & Sciences thinks
enough of cinema music to award an Oscar for the best picture
song. Many a time, by the nature of the evolution of exploitation methods, the record business has had as much to do and

John A. Thayer dler cut four sides last Friday (1)
label.
manager of Gotham for the Decca Gloria
Wood waxes

WHIO-TV

Ed Rosenbaum made named

An

The Academy,

upcoming album at
Jeff Chan(4)

Sides for his

Tunesntfth

four
Capitol

for the

(1)

three-day session at Decca yesterday (Tues.) for a forthcoming al-

On The Upbeat
own

Wednesday, April 6, 1953

.

.

The trade press would welcome an invitation to assist in the
impartial judgment thereof, but it is essentially an intra-industry matter, directly for the RIAA to consummate and for the
trade press to chiefly propagate. It would relieve everybody of
any possible suspicions of angles or partiality.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

has had such an invidious spotlight put on the industry.

.

.

.

.

Guy Lombardo

plays a one-nightunder auspices of May Beegle Mail Order Disk Clubs
Concerts, at Syria Mosque May 21
Tommy Carlyn band picked
.
.
Roll With Jazz, Classics
for big tv fashion show sponsored
Concert Hall Society, longhair,
by Gimbels in behalf of YMCAfund
on
Channel
building
label which originally started in
. Twin
pianos of Bobby Car2
business on a subscription basis for
.

.

v

.

YWCA
.

.

.

and Reid Jaynes renewed at
Bobby Negri,
Crescendo Carlton House
pianist
with Deuces Wild, off job
The Robbins have been
nitery .
signed to a three-year pact by the for couple of Weeks to undergo, an
Beachcombers go
Riviera Hotel, Las Vegas, and make operation
Helen into White Elephant Friday (8) for
with
first
their
stand
Gene Norman two weeks.
Traubel April 19 *
has inked Earl Bostic to headline
the Shrine Show April 22.
Al Martino is making the local
Scotland
deejay rounds plugging his latest
Philips pacted Jimmy Logan,
Cap release, “Love Is Eternal”
Glen Mason and Bobby. McLeod.
George. Joy, head of Joy Music, in Scot dance orch to make disks,
from N. Y. on Coastal biz trek.
mainly for export market.' ...John-

Chuck Landis
over

the

for

talent

dillo

Gotham looking

in

.

.

Cash Box

Variety

.

A

ANYTHING FOR

FRIEND

DOLORES HAWKINS
FAYE ADAMS

(Epic)

(Harold)

74 (Good)

B (Very Good)

R&B
Bost Buy

Award o’
the Weak

(Dandelion)

DE CASTRO SISTERS (Abbott)

THE BREEZE AND

I

CATERINA VALENTE

(E. B.

BO

London

^

Sloopor.of

Spotlight

(Dacca)

Bost Bst

Week

tho

DENISE LOR (Mercury)

Sloopor of
tho Week

74 (Good)
67

COQUETTES (Vidor)

Excellent

B (Very Good)

DANCE WITH ME, HENRY
(WALLFLOWER)

THE

(Victor)

THE THREE RAYS

(Coral)

ETTA JAMES & THE PEACHES (Modern)

WINTERS (Crown)

THE DOOR

IS

Disk of
tho Week
Bost Bet

Very Good

77 (Good)

Best Bet

Good

who

a music-publisher, led the

is

70 (Good)
R&B
Best Buy
70 (Good)

(Coral)

THE HILLTOPPERS

The company reportedly has over
350,000 subscribers for its various
subsids, with
similar operators
also functioning in Europe.
Jazztone is the most, recently-formed

and was launched with a
disk, featuring
a
of jazz sides which were
1955 at Empire vaudery in Glas- leased from the Dial and Commogow. .Don Cornell, who Completed dore
Records catalogs.
Jazztone
a vaude week at Edinburgh, set to
also plans’ to do some original
sing with BBC Show Band May 2.
He’ll be first of several U.S. singers pressings as well.
whom Cyril Stapleton hopes to feaLeo Diamond opens a disk jockey
.Sid
ture with the Show Band.
Phillips orch info Playhouse, Glas- tour of the east and midwest April
gow. . .Jimmy Shand orch, leading II in behalf of his latest RCA VicAuld Lang Syne outfit, mulling tor platters.
trip to U.S. and Canada.

Ray making

British

bow

outfit

giveaway-type

of group

.

,

UNIQUE UN GALAXY FOR

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

will

An Array
THE

be either singing, performing

B.

F.

of Great

WOOD
Av(j

r-

.

Records!

MUSIC CO.
••

B,

-.

INC.

*.*

or vacationing abroad this summer.
The personalities involved are a

unique United Nations galaxy, comprising contralto Fedora Barbierl
(one of those working in her native
starting April 20
; “Sobbin’ the
mid-semester), tenor
Italy this
Blues” is the title of the Russ Jussi Bjoerling (Swedish), baritone
Carlyle orch’s latest release on Leonard Warren (U. S.), soprano
Label X .
Buddy De Franco into Zinka Milanov (Jugoslav), basso
Scaler’s, Milwaukee, April 29 for
Boris Christoff (Bulgarian), and
10 days.
conducted by Jonel Perlea (Rumanian).
Kansas City
Incidentally, an off-the-air reGeorgia Gibbs and Los Barrancos corded version of “Alda” by Arset to open for a fortnight in turo Toscanini and the NBC SymEddys’ Restaurant April 8
phony, with Herva, Nelli and RichGeorge Eddy has set Helen O’Con- ard 'pucker,' will ‘be released by
nell and Bob Eberly to open May Victor, which has arranged with
20 for two weeks
Crew Cuts do Columbia Records for. the proper
a return engagement at Eddys’ clearances, These “courtesies” are
opening May 5
Joe Vera orch not unknown in the diskery busiat the Kansas City Club for a four
ness, despite the normally jealous
week^stand, to be followed by the
competitiveness.
.

.

tho Weak
Disk of

Spotlight

R&B

.

Sleeper

Spotlight

.

.

.

Week
R&B

tho

CARDINAL^ (Atlantic)

now

is

.

.

.

Disk of

Spotlight

(Dot)

platters,

VICTOR ‘AIDA’ DISKING

in-

Sloopor of
tho Week
B (Very Good)

edition

subsld firms.
Latter include the Music Masterpiece Society, the Opera Society and the
Jazztone Society.

.

.

.

limited

back in the mail order business via
several

George R. Marek, manager of

midwest in May
Ralph
Marterie resumes one-niters Saturday 19
Sauter-Finegan orch
playing the Colonial- Hotel, Rochester, Ind., May 28, opening hostelry’s summer series of name band
dates
Woody Herman to do
one week at the Blue Note, Chi,

(Good)

C-f-

.

Basie opening tonight
RCA Victor’s artist's & repertoire,
(Wed.) at the Blue Note, Chi
Muggsy JJpanier held over indefi- Will spend the month of July In
nitely at the Preview Lounge, Chi Rome personally supervising a top
Chris Connors into Scaler's
House of Jazz, Milwaukee, next album production of “Alda.” It
week
Fred Waring winding will be a sort of all-star Metropoliup one-niter tour this month
tan Opera cast, the Italo “canning”
Stan Kenton to do one-night stands
conforming with the fact that many
the
.

STILL OPEN (B.rk.hir.)

DON CORNELL

.

Count

Best Buy

LESLIE SISTERS (Marble)

LOU MONTE

LEE

Sure Shot

(Modern)

(Mercury)

.

Chicago

76 (Good)

'

GEORGIA GIBBS

years,

illness,' bandleader Billy Cotton is
back in harness, fronting his band
at Chatham. While he was away,
his 26-year-old son, Bill Cotton Jr.,

(American)

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

.50

band.

Satisfactory)

COOL WATER

retired after

The EMI directors gave ‘a dinner
in Preuss’s honor at Park Lane
Hotel last week
After his recent
.

(Tanntn)

BUTTERFINGERS

who

Preuss,

Marks)

.

.

George Martin has taken over as
recording manager of the Parlophone label, in accession to Qscar

Sleeper of
tho Week

(Excellent)

.

nie

BOOM BOOM BOOMERANG

.

.

.

Billboard

,

.

.

(Ruth)

Abel.

er,

.

.

it might be exceedingly good timing, especially
and as antidote to the leer-ical crop of platters which

Perhaps, too,
in light of

.

.

.

1

THE DUDELSACK SONG
(Hill ft

Range)
Disk of

THE CHORDETTES (Cadence)

100

tho

Week

(Stratton)

VERA LYNN
JIM,

Spotlight

(London)

.

74 (Good)

Sloopor of
the Week

79 (Good)

B (Very Good)

JOHNNY AND JONAS (MRivto

BING CROSBY Dacca

SAMMY KAYE
LET'S

(Columbia)

.

78 (Oood)

Don Roth

STAY HOME TONIGHT (fo

JULIUS LA

ROSA

MOST OF ALL
DON CORNELL
c

M0ONGLOWS
FONTANE

(Cadence)

76 (Good)

m

.

.

R&B

R&B

Spotlight

Sloopor

(Chets)

May

tho

.

Best lot

Week

PLEASE HAVE MERCY <bm»
Sloopor of
tho Week
B (Very Good)

77 (Good)
(King)

ROBERTA LEE ("X")

.

—

Pittsburgh

Taps*
Niteries for Names

by theatre and nitery personali-

NlW NOVELTY ION0

Ving Merlin and his violins open
Label already has tapped nitery
two-week engagement at the
Ankara Monday (11)
Charlotte
. Frank cqmedienne-songstress
Jarema Trio backed Patty Los on Rae for the kickoff set.
her latest releases for the Alba
She’s

label.

.a

.

16-year-old

"THE BLUES ARE HERE 11
NOW AVAILABLE
Professional ahoat muslo, too.

71 (Good)

,

.

Disk of

Spotlight

Week

tho

BROADCAST MIS IC.
O D

'

i

i

•

t

C

INi
•

' C'

S

ly*

<

0 N

M

C h

AVENUE

h

YORK
!

week

third

Ij

E

4

•7

l

N

Y.

at

the

.

.

.

•

Do

(IMI)
Kolb, llllnola

America's ^Fastest

.

his

for

Box 21

Midway

Lounge
Horace Heidt brings
band and show to the Mosque
.

c if v

Nt'vV
I

a

P.O.

V

.

(Simon Houso)

KAMPUS MUSIC

Singer

and a sophomore at the Dormont
Joe Negri threesome, of
the “Buzz
Bill” tv and radio,
shows, into the White House Inn
in Scottdale for a run
Alex
Kallao and his trio held over for
.

*

A take-off on traffic congestion . • «
tho moat wrIHon up, tolkod about
aubloct of tho day.
41 and 70 rpms b/w

ties.

H.S.

TEARDROPS FROM MY EYES
(Dot)

Vanguard Label

.

.

.

75 (Good)

THE MASCOTS (MGM)

THE HILLTOPPERS

.

EASE THAT
SQUEEZE

a

(Capitol)

LINDA HAYES * THE PLATTERS

.

into the

Pla-Mor for a one-nlghter April 9
Vanguard Records, the indie
Helen Forrest set to, chirp at longhair label Which stepped into
Eddys’ in early summer.
the jazz field last year, is now
prepping a new series of albums

Disk of

Spotlight

J

.

long
Club, returns late in

Disk of
tho Week

Spotlight

SISTERS (Dot)

BUNNY PAUL

.

.

Woody Herman and crew

(Coral)

.

Trio
Judy Conrad
which recently completed a
stand in the Kansas City

orch,
Sleeper of
the Week

.

.

,

.

a one-nighter April 28 .
Basin Street combo playing weekends at Charlie Affif’s downtown
tavern. He’s a former boxei' ; . ,
.

.

^Selling-:Records!
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Wednesday, April

Elect

ConkBng

Forms Own Pub

RIAAPrez Again

An

Hollywood, April

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Danny Kaye and

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

president’s slot was set up and
Randy Wood (Dot) was elected to
new post.
The board of directors elected

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet

Music

the

Schneider
Leonard
Greene (Mercury),

(Capitol),

(Decca), Irving

John Stevenson
ord Guild) and

RecArchie Bleyer
(Cadence). Schneider replaces Milton. Rackmil, Decca prexy, and
Stevenson replaces Arthur Shimkin of Bell Records.
The board of directors reclassified the Children’s Record Guild
and Angel Records from the “D”
to the “C” class. Diskery classifications are based on sales and
member companies pay dues to
RIAA on the basis of their classification. /There currently are 41
member companies in the org, a
drop of five from the previous
(Children’s

as Published in the Current Issue

NOTE The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at Under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources which are exclusive
:

,

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail

•

membership

year. Slip in

is

due

disks )

and three ways

=2 CuntJnued from pace

This

GEORGIA GIBBS

McGUIRE SISTERS

FESS PARKER

41

JAYE

manager’s post to the
office

where

he’ll

work

Ballad of

Davy Crockett

(Coral)

It

(No More
Cherry Pink

Melody

.

.

.

*

Mambo

Love
How Important Can It Be
Ballad of Davy Crockett
of

Crazy Otto Medley

TUNE

Shapiro-Bernstein
Progressive

(ASCAP Medley)

fSINCERELY

Arc-Regent

HOW

IMPORTANT CAN IT BE
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
fOPEN UP YOUR HEART
fDANCE WITH/ME, HENRY
fTHAT'S ALL I WANT FROM YOU.

New York
as staffer

Cap operation Irv Jerome (New
York), Don Comstock -(south), Ed
Nielsen (Coast) and John Conwell

Aspen
Chappell

Hamblen
Modern
Weiss

ence.

with a trend

—

&

Barry

and others.
“The home of the 'Grand Old
has become known as th#
Broadway of country music. Th#
question has been asked: 'What

.nold,

Opi*y’

kind of music

been

has never

It

named.

country music
There are many who
or

comes near.
believe history will write it down
as the true
American music.
Writers of this type music, lik#
Fred Rose, said theirs is the music
of a people who may not know
the mathematics of a Wagnerian
opera or a Brahms symphony* but
they

DISKERS TRY THAT

is It?’

definitely

“Hillbilly

know what

sound

currently riding hot for Victor with
“That’s All I Want From You" and

Jaye P. Morgan Fighting

It all tied in

toward simpler songs and nothing is simpler than country music.
“Back in 1930, country singers
started going highly commercial
Autry’s popularity began. Following him came a long
procession
of names
including
Hank Williams, George Morgan,
Red Foley, Ernest Tubb, Roy
Acuff, Jimmy Wakely, Eddy Ar-

PUBLISHER
Wonderland

(BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT
MELODY OF LOVE
fTWEEDLE DEE
CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY

The GIs who might never have
been exposed to this music, heard
it constantly.
They like it and
brought the songs home with them.
“Postwar shifts in population
helped to spread it, and disk
jockeys followed through and gava
country music to a widening audi-

when Gene

(•ASCAP. fBMI)

Week Week

mainly In the deep South, hillbilly
music has a nationwide sales field.
“With the war, hillbilly, or
country, music quickly came out

—

.

Want From You
/Danger! Heartbreak Ahead
fGlad Rag Doll

,

plains, the prairies and the hills.
Once a specialty product marketed

of the hills.
Many of our large
training camps were in the South.

Silly

(That’s All I

(Victor)

(Decca)

May Sound

TUNES

office

states).

MORGAN

Last

to sales v.p. John (Mike) Maitland.
Other distrib heads in the new

(mountain

*

(Columbia)

POSITIONS
This

another sales level move,
shifted William Talant from
district

Crazy Otto Medley

Smiles

Callison’s district

England

P.

CRAZY„ OTTO

and Minneapolis.

New

jSlncIwUhMe, Henry

PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
BELLY VAUGHN (Dot)
JONI JAMES (MGM)

land, Detroit, Milwaukee, Chicago

In

Continued from page 41

Sincerely

takes in sUch key cities as Cleve-

Cap

(Mercury)

JOHNNY MADDOX (Dot)
BILL HAYES (Cadence) ....

Schurrer, who remains as advertising manager,
would not conflict with each other
in their individual capacities and
that each one was responsible only
to him.

his

Jimmie Rodgers
TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

to

Capitol Records new distribution setup moved into full swing
last week with the appointment of
Max Callison to, head up the midwest territory. Cap reshuffled its
distrib areas a couple of weeks
ago slicing the operation from
seven outlets to five and enlarging

and “The
Maladjusted Jester,” latter being
a Sylvia Fine composition. Raphael meanwhile is in N.Y., concluding arrangements for foreign
publishing rights for Dena Music.

Last

Week Week

Lou

each territory;

music J.

retail sheet

Take You Dreaming”

TALENT

Capitol
Frazer and

and

plans to release all of the musical
score from Kaye’s latest unreleased Paramount pic, “The Court
Jester.” All of the pix tunes are
being cleffed by Sylvia Fine and
Sammy Cahn, who received an
Oscar for the best song, “Three
Coins in the Fountain,” this year.
Titles of the songs are: “Life
Cannot Better Be,” “They’ll Never
Outfox the Fox,” “Baby Let Me

POSITIONS

mergers, withdrawal from the biz,
or 'being dropped from the rolls
for non-payment of dues.
Ernest S. Meyers will continue
to rep the RIAA. as counsel.

E

in the case of tunes < coin machines, retail disks

5.

his wife, Sylvia

formed their own music
publishing company in conjunction with Fred Raphael, under the
banner of Dena Music.
The newly formed pubbery first
Fine, have

additional vice-

at the RIAA’s fourth annual conclave was Conkling, Howard Letts
(RCA Victor), Glenn Wallichs

1955

Danny Kaye

Scoreboard

Columbia Records prexy James
B. Conkling was reelected president of the Record Industry Assn,
of America at the org’s annual
meet last w^ek. Other '.officers reelected were Dafio Soria (Angel)
and Harry Kruse (London) as veepees, Frank Walker (MGM) as
treasurer and John W. Griffin as
exec secretary.

6,

of

songs

It

is to

like

hear th#

those

that

Jimmie Rodgers wrot# and sang.*

“Danger, Heartbreak Ahead."
a

I» s

Self

Mastc by

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterday's

CLIMBING UP THE

Two

VIDEO PLUG AGAIN

Labels

Milt Gabler, Decca’s artists

&

repflock of

bought a
the warbler’s unreleased Waxings
Eli
Oberstein.
The sides Were
from
ertoire

LADDER OF LOVE

With

Th# diskers .tied up with the
dramatic video shows again when
the
CBS-TV show, “Danger,”
plugged a new tune, “Skld-A-MeWo-Ri-Ay,” in its plot structure

Jaye P. Morgan will be competing with herself on two major
Do-It-Yourself Jazz
labels before the end of the month.
A new jazz diskery, Signal RecThrush, who is now pacted to RCA ords, has been organized by Jules
Victor, will also be released on
Colomby in N. Y. with the idea of
wax via the Decca label.
Unusual situation arose when making instruction platters for inchief,

now defunct

(VANITIES)

cut last year for the

ROBBINS

Derby Records and came to Oberstein when he bought up a bundle
of the diskery ’s masters.

Thrush

is

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM
Styne and Cahn's

1

last night (Tues.).

Tune was done

by Martin Newman, who wasn't
seen on the. show a la Joan Weber’s
rendition
of “Let Me Go Lover”
First album by the Duke Jordan
Quartet will have the complete on “Studio One” several months
ago.
combo on one side, with the other
side minus the horn on the same
Decca is releasing the Newman
piece, so that the home tooter can version and had platters In the
sit in. Idea has been tried before field in advance of the “Danger”
in the longhair field.
videocast.

"PAPA

strumentalists.

^

|

WON'T YOU
DANCE WITH ME!"
STYNE and CAHN MUSIC

Inc

Welcome Again

DAVID WHITFIELD
ONDON
JOThanks for Your Great

New

Record

BEYOND THE STABS
OPEN YOUR HEART
and

with Mantovani and His Orchestra
1551 and 45-1551

t
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WITMARK & SONS

488 Madison

to

Ave.,

come!

New York

22, N.Y

.
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.
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48
•

Wednesday, April

Inside Stuff-Music
Jemail, N. Y. Daily News’ Inquiring Fotogra18,
pher, posed this question; “Abel Green, editor of Variety, says that
the lyrics of many hit tunes are so suggestive that the music industry
What is your "reaction?” It got mixed
is on the brink of- censorship.
reaction.
Last Tuesday’s (March 29) “Voice of the People,” under
the caption, “They Rock, They Roll .” Robert Halligan, Bronx, observes: “The people who .attacked rock and roll music in your Inquiring Fotographer’s colmri should be lynched.
They showed the
height of stupidity.. No wonder we kids don’t understand grown-ups.”
Marcelle (Manhattan) stated: “Suggestive songs? Gee whiz; compared
to "French songs, 'any of burs could be sung in church,
I’ve never
heard any real sexy soii'gs in the 35 years I've- been in the U. S., and
I know them all.” Louise (Bronx); “I’d like to know where the squares
come from who criticize rock and roll music. The tunes are not suggestive unless you take them that way. We teen-agers think rock and
roll is. the most.
And it is.”

—^

night,

„

Coral Records, had a good break in the
Academy Award presentation show last week. Out of the five tunes
that were nominated, Decca and Coral had the hit versions of three.
“Three Coins in The Fountain,” which copped ^he Oscar as the year’s
best picture tune,, was a hit on Decca via the^Four Aces slice. “The
High And The Mighty” was done by Victor Young for Decca and byJohnny Desmond for Corel, the latter also getting a plug on the video
show. “Hold My Hand,” another nominee, was a winner for Coral via
Don Cornell’s version. Anqther Coral group. The Modernaires, were
also spotlighted on the Oscar tv’er via their commercial jingle per-*
formances.

Along with

subsid,

Cha-Cha-Cha, the Merengue and the Fish, there’s
a new dance cooking called the Sluefoot. It’s being introduced by the
Fred Astaire dance studios this month on the Ed Sullivan “Toast of
the Town” show in conjunction with the promotion for the 20th-Fok
pic, “Daddy^Long Legs,” in which the dance is featured. Decca Records
has issued a Four Aces Version of “Sluefoot,” which will also be tied
In with the pic via disk jockey and platter retailer promotion.
the.

ASK 50G FOR TRACY’
OF ‘WALLFLOWER’ TIRE
Hollywood, April 5.
asking $50,000 damages
for the alleged piracy of- the song
title, “Wallflower,” was filed in Los
Angeles superior court yesterday
(Mon.) against Modern Records.
Modern Music Publishers and
Broadcast Music Inc., although- latter was named only because it, acted as an agent. Plaintiffs are F. B.
Kelton and Preston Coombs, doing
business as Palisades Music Publi-.
cations and Vicki Bell, Joan Hager
and Gold Label Records, who resuit

LAZY
GONDOLIER

quested court adjudge them sole
owners of song title of the ballad
cleffed by Bell and Hager.
Jt was charged that defendants
put out a song under the title,
“Roll With Me, Henry,” which was
ruled off the air as “too risque.”
Publishers then recalled the disks
and sheet music, it Was claimed,
and again put it out under the tag
of “Dance With Me, Henry,” which
was also ruled off the air in Bos?
ton. Whereupon, according to the
suit, defendants again called in the
music and restamped the song
“WaUflo'Wer," which is the same
title of the plaintiffs’ song. Suit
says royalties have piled up with
BMI and the court was asked to
determine the amount due the
original “Wallflower”' song, since
“great confusion” resulted from
the two titles;
*

Plugger Reshuffles
In a reshuffling of plugger posts

ADDI0

last

week Mac Hooper moved

AM0RE
BURLINGTON
MUSIC CORP.
S)« W. Utk
N.T.C. Ok MOM
St..
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LORRY RAINE EXITS
DOT LABEL IN HUFF

Unhave

Songstress Lorry Raine, currentheadquartering On the Coast, has
exited from the Dot Records ros-

ly

She had been with Dot for one
which time only one
disk was released.

ter.

&

their disk sides on their tv
besides.

•

-

paradoxically, also increased been able to make separte perthe power of the disk artist, par- formance deals with the BMI pubs.
Such ASCAP writers mostly write
ticularly, where the singer has a
tunes under aliases fn the country
tv slot. Perry Como and Eddie
blues
Fisher, because of their regular &. western and rhythm
video slots, have become the No. 1 genres, which get maximum circutargets for publishers aiming to lation on the indie stations and
cut a tune sliced. Not only have the hence do not get full logging by

but they can be counted on to plug

4

«-

’

has,

singers an initial big acceptance,
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writers have not only collaborated with BMI writers, but
have writen directly fpr BMI pub-

Continued from page 41
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jDavy Crockett (Wonderland).
Melody of Love (Shapiro-B)
iOpen Your Heart (Hamblen)
tTweedle Dee (Progressive).
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National
Rating
This Last
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wk.
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0
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Brothers)
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0
B
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for' this

week.

ASCAP

year, during

Tim

ASCAP.

Gayle,

Miss Raine’s hus-

band-manager, claimed that Dot
failed to support the thrush, hence
she obtained her release.

Perhaps the most important case
fall under the new ruling is
“The Glow Worm,” a tune copyrighted by E. B. Marks Music, a
BMI publisher with a melody by a
German writer, Paul Lincke, and
an original English lyric by Lilia
Cayley Robinson.
A few years
ago, Johnny Mercer, an ASCAP
writer, wrote a new lyric to “The
Glow Worm,” and it became a
big hit for the Mills Bros, on
Decca. It’s understood that Mercer was paid his share for the
performances on this tune^ but It
was the focal point for & hassle
to

Sammy Kayo

Road

While most video shows accent
Hits
the standards, there are increasing
Sammy Kaye's orch will launch
openings for new tunes on tv. Vaa quickie personal appearance tour
riety shows, such as Ed SulliVan’s
at the end of this month.
Kaye
“Toast of The Town” and the “Col-~
will open In Baltimore April 27
gate Comedy Hour,” frequently
and then play four New England
doing
new
a
spotlight an artist
dates on successive nights before
tune and> even though these plugs
returning to N. Y*
don’t have the concentration of a
The band will return to the road
tune woven into a dramatic show
May 7 for the second leg of the
or one that’s repeated regularly by
tour,
which will run through
a Como or a Fisher, the value of
June 11.
the single shot is still tremendous
among ASCAP toppers.
in getting that initial exposure.
In plugging their standard cataAnother important case of joint
logs on tv, the major publishers authorship was “Santa Baby,” writhave been using some showman- ten a couple of years ago by
ship. Some of the companies, such ASCAP writers Phil Springer and
as Chappell; issue scripts framed Joan Javits in collaboration with
around their standards, a policy BMI writer. Tony Springer, Phil’s
also used by Broadcast Music Inc, brother: Tune was published
by
to hypo its repertoire.
Trinity Music, at that time the
The Big Three has recently is- BMI subsid of George Joy’s music
sued a selected catalog of its tunes operation. According to the
new
classified and indexed according to ASCAP
ruling, Phil Springer and
title, rhythm, music type and lyric
Miss Javits will each get a onecontent to ' facilitate choosing of quarter point
(75% of one-third)
songs for a particular setting.
for
each
performance.
Tony
Springer got and will continue to
get one-third of. a performance
point from BMI.
.

‘

ASCAP

Nixes

Part of the score of the legit
musical, “Peter Pan," also was
stand“must”
of
jointly. authored by members of
with a. catalog
ards, could set up a personal per- both societies. Carolyn Leigh is
formance rights society.
BMI while Mark (Moose) Charlap
In Its petition to the Dept, of
is ASCAP. Latter will get 75% of
Justice, ASCAP execs stated they
found it impossible to cooperate his normal 50% performance credit
with BMI in the licensing of joint from ASCAP since the tune was
authorship tunes, and hence written before Jan. 1 of this year.
ASCAP was willing to surrender
all its rights to such material.
This, however, does not affect the
ASCAP deffer’s rights to continue
to collaborate with BMI writers if
he so wishes. He would only surrender his performance money.
It’s known, of course; that some

ja—a

Continued from peso 41 sssmss

‘Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On April 2 NBC-TV Show)
1. Davy Crockett. Wonderland
2. Tweedle Dee
Progressive
Shapiro-B
8. Melody of Love
4. How Important
Aspen
8. Sincerely
Arc-R
6. Ho Ho Mo
Meridian
.

WILL OSBORNE
AND

Now

HIS ORCH.
Now IlHi Week
Goldon Hotel, Ren#

M«t.t

MILTON DIIITSCH

7.

That’s All I

I
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MSM30I7I
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|
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K3037B
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obtained from leading stores in
13 cities, and showing comparative' sales, rating
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THE HIT OF THE WEEK

PHIL SPITAL1V1
Starting

into

Broadcast Music setup and
Burt Haber joined Lear Music,
firm headed up by Jack Rael, Patti
Page’s manager.
Hooper previously had been with
the Les - Paul-Mary Ford music
firms and Haber had been with Sid

the

retail sheet

Survey 0 /

One* of the most ambitious wrapups of music in the public domain
has been published by George Goodwin under the title of “The Song
Dex Treasury of World Famous Music” ($6). Containing over 500
pages, the volume features 627 compositions written out in chorded
lead sheet form. Book covers over 30 categories of music, such as
overtures, marches, Viennese Waltzes, operas, ballet, folk and dance
music, etc. Basis of selection was music that was* p.d. in the U. S. Via
an elaboraae cross-indexing system, it’s angled for song and jingle
writers who want to use p.d, melodies not yet used in pop music.
Goodwin, who heads the Song Dex publishing operation, put out the
book on the theory that some of top Tin Pan Alley hits stemmed from
longhair and/or p.d, tunes. In fact, Dimitri Tiomkin, in accepting
his “Oscar” at the Academy Awards presentation show, frankly thanked
the old masters for making it possible for him to cop the prize that

:

.
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;
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Iceshow to Bow Seasott
For Upstate N, Y. Casino

No Camp Shows Paid Units Pro Tern In

Nev, Commission Nixes Raft Vegas Bid;

The Glen Park Casino, Williams-

>

N, Y., companion operation
of thfr Town Casino, Buffalo, will
preem for the spring and summer
season April 29 with an iceshow. gs

ville,

Coin Lack; Volunteer Groups Sought
A

financial crisis in the

United

Service Organizations and its entertainment affiliate, USO-Camp
Shows, is causing the temporary
abandonment of paid units. Situation may last about eight weeks
little
longer.
or «
Meanwhile,
Camp Shows will attempt to send
volunteer units of entertainers to
the overseas areas now serviced by
them.
The financial blackout is Virtually an annual affair °around this
time of year. However, this season, USO will seek its financial
support directly from the Community Chests and United Funds
and will go totlie people directly,
instead of taking part in the
United Defense Fund campaign.
In all overseas shows, salaries
were paid by Camp Shows, while
the Defense . Dept, provided transportation, billeting and mess. The
Pentagon would like to continue
the paid shows, but at this time
cannot see its way \ clear to shell
out salaries. Most of the wages

have been minimums that had
been negotiated by the. American
Guild of Variety Artists several

<

Folds; Sold at Auction
Milwaukee, April 5.
The town’s major nitery, the Tic
Toe Club, operated by Albert J.
Tusa, went under the auctioneer’s
hammer last week (29). Purchaser
<ff the club/the Auto Acceptance
Cdrp., headed by H. W. Kaminsky,
bid in at $14,000. The concern has
chattel
of
mortgages
$10,887
against equipment in the club. The
.

club shuttered.
The U^S, Government holds Federal tax liens against the Tic Toe
of $10,799, for alleged cabaret and
withholding taxes due. Kaminsky
indicated his firm would negotiate
with the Government on the liens.
Kaminsy .gave’ no indication of reopening the club.
.

.

Betty Madigan in Double
Bicycle Stint to Launch

Wilson Line’s Riverboat

seasons ago.

Sponsored Units Angle
Washington, April 5.
recording star Betty MadiMeanwhile, to continue the flow
of talent to areas in need of enter- gan teed off a bigname entertaintainment, Camp Shows is process- ment policy for the newly-launched
ing volunteer units and individual* Wilson Line riverboat, S.S. Mount
For example, Lucy Monroe Vernon, over the past weekend.
acts.
has been in the Far East area for Chaiitoosey, a native capitalite,
the past few months. However, a who cut her .show biz teeth in
entertainment
plan
major
by Catholic U. productions and In
which sponsored units Will enter- local bistros, set .some kind of rectain in several areas, is now being or<Lby shuttling twice nightly bepursued. In the past, such units tween the Statler Hotel, where she
have been sent out by .Camel cigs, headlined an Embassy Room show,
Shell Oil, the Stanley Co. of Con- and the refurbished steamer. Comnecticut and other concerns/ Com- bining. land and water travel via
auto and speedboat, Miss Madigan
( Continued on page 55)
managed the unique schedule for

MGM

.

Ddn Saphire’s
display.
current at the 'Valentine
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., has

first

'unit,

Tic Toe, Major Milw. Club,

Suspends Thunderbird in Owner Cloud
By BOB CLEMENS

should^ not have been weighed so
heavily against him as he sought
Las Vegas, April 5.
enter the Las
to legitimately
Hollywood took it on the chin Vegas hotel scene.
been set.
from the nearby gambling mepca,
The Town Casino will close Las Vegas, when the .Nevada State
B2% Ownership Involved
around that time and will reopen Tax Commission Friday
Another,.. drastic, action by the
(1} denied,
in September.
a gambling license to actor George Commission wqs its order suspendthe Thunderbird license until
ing
Raft for a 2% interest in the Hotel
Flamingo. The Commission acted its 51% owner, Marion. Hicks, and
former
Lt. Gov, Clifford Jones,
after listening to confidental reports linking Raft to the late who owns 11%, dispose of their
interests.
The license suspension
Bugsy Siegel, Mickey Cohen and
is
not effective, however, until
John .Capone.
June
the -hotel’s activities
so
1,
The swank Strip area of the Nevada city buzzed at the decision of will go on uninterrupted while the
two
bosses, once ‘considgambling
the seven-man board. There was
no little resentment too, as many ered perhaps the strongest men in
Nevada,
gambling-wise,
procure
local figures spoke, out that Raft,
Hr.’
to the contrary, would have been buyers for their shares in the
a distinct asset to this community. Thunderbird.
*
The Thunderbird had been
Hollywood, April 5.
They pointed out he has never
With two talent unions, Amer- been arrested for anything more charged by the gambling control
agency
with allowing eastern unthan
speeding
ticket;
that
a
many
ican Federation of Television-Radio
derworld figures (Meyer and Jake
Artists and American Guild of Va- gambling operators were acquaintLansky)
to have a secret interest
riety Artists, glaring attach other, ances of the same and other unfn the resort hotel. Attorneys for
possible legal' action looms as re- derworld figures; and that Raft's
the
Thunderbird,
which has been
sult of the Bates agency cancelling particular friendship with Siegel,
under fire since last fall, indicated
the AGVA-sponsored show for the no deterrent to his career under
before
Friday’s
hearing
that they
“Colgate Comedy Hour” April 17. the decency codes of the motion
(Continued on page 53)
AGVA toppers assert the ad agency picture and television Industries,
was “scared off” when Claude Mcits

Club,

-

Vs.

Nix

'Comedy

Cue,

AFTRA

demanded

all.

executive secretary,
performers be paid

AGVA

contheir normal salary,
tends the radio-tv union overstepped its authority by dictating that fees be paid, that its only
interest should be seeing its mem-

bers are not paid under scale. It’s
understood AGVA officials are consulting their attorneys relative to
possible legalistics.
Show carried a package price of
$51,000, with $10,000 earmarked
Perfor AGVA’s welfare fundformers set for the benefit telecast

included Marilyn Maxwell,

Danny

Thomas, Keefe Brasselle and Anna
Maria Alberghetti. Eddie Rio, forfour consecutive nights.
mer AGVA secretary, was to proLaunching of &,S. Mt. Vernon duce from a Henry Taylor script.
marks expansion of the already Players were to be paid scale, balx

.

HARBERS
2nd

WEEK

"KALASTAMTORPPA"

,

AGVA

Helsinki, Finland

DALE

and

extensive operations here of New ance of casters their established
York theatreowner and realtor fee.
Robert Dowling. City Investing
AGVA ran into similar trouble
Co., which acquired the vessel two years ago when Ed Sullivan
when it bought the Wilson Line, protested to the union over scale
already owns the leglter. National pay ,to Bob Hope and other top
Theatre; the two Lopert art houses, names on an
show on the

Playhouse and Dupont, and West- “Comedy Hour.” Deal with NBC
chester Hotel, All Dowling opera- was for three shows, but the nettions here are under general super- work called off the remaining two
vision of Gerald Wagner.
due to the union dispute. Bates is
The completely facelifted and now lining up another show for
streamlined
boat, will
feature April, to he headed by Gordon
nightly trips to Marshall Hall, MacRae.
amusement park owned by the
steamship line, as well as dancing
and bigtime entertainment. In
Halts Talent
addition to show biz personalities,
and a Meyer Davis orch as regular
Cuffo Nitery Tribute
“house” troupe, there will be periodic bookings of bigname bands.

AGVA

WARREN

MIMI

and her Trio

A. C. Ritz Carlton to Try

Major Talent Operation

Park Sheraton

The

Mermaid Room, N.

Y.

Mgt.ID FLAHERTY
110 I, 57th St., New York
PLaxo 5-9290

WHEN

IN
It's

On

Pearl Bailey 20th Anni

%

HELD OVER

BOSTON
tho

HOTEL AVERY

Ritz Carlton Hotel, Atlantic

City, will attempt a major talent
Operation this year with the opening of its Celehrity Room. The inn

has booked George Jessel to pr^em
the room July 1, and has set Myron
Cdhen for July 22. Each booking
is for one week..
This is the first major Boardwalk hotel fo try a largescale talent operation in some years. Only
other bigtime nitery in this resort
town Is Paul D’Amato’s 500 Club,
which will open also on July 1,
with the Vagabonds topping the
first show.

The Homo of Show Folk
Avery

I

L.V. Riviera Defers

Washington. Sts.

The

V S K Rl PTS *
I

•Material by Vlik

COMEDY' ROUTINES

BEST COMEDY BITS

A.

and

GUY

BURLESQUE. .$9
..$5

VISK

Writing Entnrprlft
IIS Hill Street
“Createre at Speilal

Trey.

N. Y.

Comedy Material”

From

Bow

$7,500,000 Riviera Hotel, Las
Vegas, has postponed its preem to
April 20. Spot had been originally
slated to open April 8. Change of
date' will not affect the status of
Llberace, who has been pacted to
headline the premiere show at $50,-

The first celebrity night hassle
in several years occurred in a N.Y.
nitery Sunday (3) at 'the Blue
Angel, when the American Guild
of Variety Artists stepped^ in ana
prevented performers from paying
a gratis tribute to Pearl Bailey’s
20th 'anni in the business.
delegate
forbade
any
JJnion
AGVA member who didn’t have a
contract to appear.. Blue Angef had
fortified itself with minimal pacts
with Lena Horne, her husbandaccompanist Lennie Hayton and
two others. The other performers
who were assembled in the room
went on as members of Equity or
any other affiliate of the Associated Actors & Artists of America.
Consequently, such performers
as Red Buttons, Robert Q. Lewis,
Bill Johnson (latter wanted to go
on to celebrate his being pacted
for a lead in the forthcoming musical “Pipe Dream”) arid several
others couldn't go on.
The highspot of the evening was
the trioing of Miss Bailey, Shirl

Conway and Nancy Andrews,

lat-

“Plain &
000 weekly.
Fancy,” in “Sunny Side of the
The inn’s Clover Room, which Street,” a rendition distinguished
will, seat 800, will be the Riviera’s by ad libs. Others in the hall, ready
major nitery operation.
to go on, included Lawrence TibTruman Capote, Diahann
bett,
Carroll,
Gloria
Vanderbilt and
songwriter Harold Arlen.
Many of the acts were naturally
disappointed that they couldn’t go
on. For some It might have been a
good publicity break, since there
were 23 photogs present. However,
ter

two

appearing

in

bulk of both performers and customers were displeased by the
union’s attitude, -inasmuch as it
was claimed that the show didn’t
displace any paid acts. Miss Bailey
said “the union protects us from
having fun.”

v.v.v.v.yww

PATRICIA

™ CAPPELLA

“SUCCESSFUL RETURN . * . P.
AND C. ARE CURRENTLY WINNING NEW PLAUDITS AT THE
FONTAINEBLEAU .
REAL
.
SMOOTH FOOTWORK, BALANC.”
ING AND SPINS ..

They're

“NEW TO THE FONTAINEBLEAU
BUT NOT TO THE BEACH REGU-

LARS WHO HAVE SEEN THEM
AT THE BROOK CLUB, THE
COPA AND OTHER SMART SUPPER CLUBS ARE P. AND C.,

WHOSE ADAGIOS AND

LIFTS

ARE UNBELIEVABLE.”

HERB RAU,

GEORGES BOURKE,

Miami Dally Nows.

Miami Harald.

A HANDSOME

pair whose

adagio aapocts GASP-BRINGING.

BALLROOMOLOGY

Is

ADEPT, the

UPLIFTS and NECKROUTINING where MOST

They play

BALANCED SPINS THROUGHPUT their
DUOS would ba content fa build to A FINISHER FEATURING ONE
more EFFECTIVE

CLIMAXES

to

of

What makes their WORK the
EASE with which they ACCOMPLISH their
each PATTERNING. THE PAIR make FOR A SOCK ACT.
LARY, Variety, March 2, 1955.

their tricks for tha

Is

applause garnerer.
the

o

Just Closed

FONTAINEBLEAU HOTEL

MIAMI BEACH,

Opening APRIL

Florida

77,

1955

CASINO ROYAL, Washiigton,

D. C.

50

VAIIBEVOUR

.
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RAY CLICKS IN GLASGOW
BOWING BRITISH TOUR

Query; More Hotels Pend; Cafes Blue
Miami Beach, April

The

stakes this
went to the
Fontainebleau*
new $16,000,000
with majority, of the oceanfront
swankeries affected, by, the 650room edifice businesswise.

winter-hotel

season, as expected,

.

announcement this week
that the At Tisch group— operators
But

The Tray-

of Laurel-In-The Pines,

among other New Jersey

more,
resort

area. Hotels such as the Roney
Plaza, Hollywood Beach and Boca

5.

and

hotels,

Belmont

the

—

will build
Plaza in New York
another 5Q0-room hotel for next
season, led to conjecture around
the hotel circuit on what effect
the Tisch project, as well as the
(over 350
currently - building
rooms) .Eden-Roc, next to the
Fontainebleau, the 350-room Sev-

Raton, were reported well below

on room sales this Winter. The
swankeries along Miami Beach
proper also dropped, although the
'Saxony more than held its own,
even to the point where they
topped other season’s revenues.
The older hotels, which catered to
the monied annual returnees, lost
out to the Fontainebleau, which is
expected to continue in the alwaysfull big-profit groove via the con.

,

|

I

:

vention route this

summer and

due

More Cafe Headaches
All of new hotels for next year

;

will boast night clubs, again adding
to the straight niteries’ headaches.
If the fiew four go ahead with such
plans, the competition for talent

to

J

wise) in time for the ’55-’56 season

A

up Bal Harbor way.

smart-act

policy tried in that hotel flopped,
to
an oddly-constructed
room that was buijt for dining and
not for shows, the layout proving
a bad one both for patron and act.
There's talk of a rebuild in time
for the big months come December.

thanks

Withal,

the

consensus

general

among the wiser heads around

COMEDY MATERIAL
Fop

M

FUN-MASTER
THi ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
First

GAG

.

every-year problem

(The Service of the STARS)
13 Fibs $7,00—Alt 35 issue* $25
Singly; $1.05 pop script.

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovar o thousand
No C.O.D/s
BILLY
W. 54th

St.,

—

"is

this

the

saturation point?"

HU

• a Sks. PARODIES, POP book $10 o
$25 •
O MINSTREL BUDGET
• 4BLACK0UT SKS., oa. fak.. $25 oi
o BLUE BOOK (Gogs for Stags) $50 •
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is

that nobody is going to tog the
already-fabled Fontainebleau; and
that 'the always-kept-to-date Saxonys will maintain their hold on
the guests who return annually.
What is also pointed out is that
the inevitable must -happen with
the overload: despite the growing
hordes of vacationers flowing here
on a yearround basis, there’s the

Brttnchej_of Theatrical*

GLASON

Now York If—Dapf. V

Circle 7-1130

For the acts and booking agenthe end of Miami Beach’s 40th
anniversary year may mark the

cies,

beginning of the biggest demand
for talent in the country, if the
Latin Quarter and. Copa City reenter the night life scene next
winter as expected.

John W.

Russell, formerly one of
the Three Make Believes, a record
pantomime act, has opened up a
law office in Carlinville, HI.

Brooklyn’s finest

Theatre

-

.

.

&

.

tions that

on our

We

presenta-

broke every existing record

“LAUGH METER”

CHEZ PAREE in Chicago,
HOME.

April 8th.

Hurry back

Scandore Family

OCEAN PARKWAY

BROOKLYN,

.

N. Y.

i

WHIO, Dayton, Ohio
APRIL 4th to 8th

Guest Starring Daily TV Station

WEEK

SIBYL BO WAN
Thanhs to

MATTY RQSEN

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

BLACK

.

.

&

wmm

.

.

.

.

LOIS WHITE

PHILLY

SASSY

TEDDY SMALL
REDWOOD ROOM

gun fight, and charged with being
connected with a $19,270 hijacking ring, both in January, and running a show without a license in
February.
Closing of the hotel and its two
bars was ordered by Common Pleas
Court on petition of the owners of
the building.

later

this

month

to join

her husband, Jose Ferrer, who is
currently filming in "Cockleshell
Heroes," has been signed to headline at* the Palladium,
She opens
a fortnight's stint on July 18.
The deal was closed last week, by
the London office of Music Corp.
of America, which is now setting
up radio and tv dates for the star.

Ankara Bringing
Back leers After Lapse
5.

MYLES BELL
Currently

PALLADIUM, London
Returning to

EMPIRE, Glasgow
April 18

which have been stand-

ard equipment at the Ankara for
years and originally put that
nitery on a paying basis, will return again next week after an absence of several months. Rink
revue opening on Monday (11) will
have three Ankara regulars back
in the company, Phil Richards,
June Arnold and George Arnold,
with team of Bissill & Farley, fixtures since 1953 at the Biltmore
Hotel in Atlanta, as added starters
along with a femme line.
As is In the past, Ankara Will
divide its floor entertainment into
two sections, the first half on ice
and the second straight. For the
reopening, Ving Merlin and his
Violin Beauties will occupy the
later part. Skating shows, expected
to continue again right into wifi-,
m

:
£

PATE CATCHES UP WITH

ler,

i

AGVA CALLS MEET TO
REPLACE NY. MEMBERS

Pittsburgh, April

at

.

Omaha

Ice shows

on your opening

.

.

Pitt’s

luek

.

Down

join with our audience in saying,

of

.

.

“THEY’RE THE GREATEST”.
Best

.

On

42

London

comedy

.

.

Ray

in Inly
London, April 5.
Rosemary Clooney, who comes to

for their outstanding

.

.

For Palladium

*

Tony Martin opens at the Chez
Paree, Chi, this Friday (8)
.
.
The Crew Cots and the De John
Sisters into the Chicago Theatre,
Chi, Friday (8) for two rounds . .
Al Morgan set for the Cairo, Chi,
April 26 for nine weeks . . . The
Mills Bros, playing the Duluth
Home Show April 13-17 and seguing into the Rancho Don Carlos,
Winnipeg, April 20 for two frames
Eddie Fontaine set for the
Chicago Theatre,
Chi, April 29 in
9
a two-rounder
Jacques Foil
currently appearing at the Embers,
Chi, in an indefinite stint .
.
Rusty Draper into the Park Lane,
Denver, April- 21, for two weeks
.
The Beachcombers into the
.
New Horizon Room of the Pittsburgh Airport April 15 for two
frames.
,

.

Rosemary Clooney Set

Pepper

Chicago
]

.

perse teenster mobs concentrated
at the stagedoor.
On the surrounding show,' the
ex-cowboy satire by the Canadian
Candy Kane, geles, May 2.
act, Fran* Douie
Ann Sothern set for the Rivershowed up best: The deadpan jugBilly
gling by Rob Murray also scored. side Hotel, Reno, June 9 . .
Hayes Idown for Three Rivers,
Vic Lewis orch showbacked.
Syracuse, May 11
Dominique
,
goes into the Copacabana, N. Y.,
In the Dave Brubeck
Johnnie
Paid $19,750 April^l
ad last week, the following dates
were inadvertantly omitted:* SacraTax for
Concerts
mento Junior College, University
of Oregon, and other schools in
Under Bookings "Vancouver, Seattle, Spokane and
Bellingham, Wash. . . . Sam LevenSydney, March 20.
son set for the Elmwood Casino,
Before U.S. singer Johnnie Ray Windsor, Ont., April 25 . .
John
Organist Lela Harper opened at
comptroller
the
left here, he had to negotiate the Donohue,
for
net spread by local tax gatherers. American Guild of Variety Artists, the Grand Bar. . .Beachcombers
with Natalie opened Friday (1) for
To do it cost him $19,750 of his is ailing.
a week at Don Hammond s Seven
earnings from .42 'concerts more
Seas.
.Following in are Shecky
than twice the tax rap made by the
Greene (8), Four Joes (22), Rusty
Aussie treasury when Ray gave
Hollywood
Draper (May 6) and Mello-Larks
only 22 shows during his first visic
Elia Fitzgerald, who wound a (May 20).
six months ago. Also, he’s reported
stand at the Mocambo last week,
to have left behind $9,000 this
tapped
for return late this year
time, to buy Commonwealth bonds.
LEW
The Skylarks taplining at HoThe Lee Gordon office declined tel Statler, with Ross Harvey* and
to reveal how much Ray earned on his five parakeets
. Barbara Best
this Australian tour, business vary- pulls out of handling publicity for
and PAT
ing from sockeroo in "American- Cocoanut Grove April 10 .
Smith
ized" Sydney to so-so in the counDale make first local stand in
second largest city, Mel- 20 years May 2 at Billy Gray’s
try’s
bourne. Frank Sinatra, when here Band Box. Charlie Carlisle, comic,
(Beauty and
in January, paid $12,000 income and Jacqueline Fontaine, canary,
tin [east)
tak on gross earnings of between return for same bill , . Jack RusCurrently
sell at the Falcon indefinitely
. *4
$24,000 and $25,000,
The forced move from the Carroll Coates at Frascati’s for two
CHUBBY’S
burned-out West Melbourne stadi- weeks.
CAMDEN, N. J.
um to the plush atmosphere of the
Mgi.t NAT DUNN
Palais film theatre at St. Kilda
1650 Broadway,
Beach has not been so good for the
New York
entrepreneurs. Prior to boarding
2
he
Ray
said
London,
for
plane
the
figured to return again in October.
The American Guild of Variety
Said be had film commitments in
Hollywood with 20th-Fox until Artists has called a special meeting for April 13 to replace the
then,
members of the N. Y. branch
Singing of thn Plane end Celesta
executive board who resigned last
week in protest over the ousting
with
of former N. Y. branch topper
,
Irving Goss. Meeting will be held
DOC’S,
at the Capitol Hotel, N. Y.
Philadelphia, April 5.
Replacements will be elected
At the Hommoed Organ
Sassy Doc’s, cafe and hotel, which for Paul Valentine, Frank Stevens,
recently figured in a fatal gun Tommy Spencer, Phil Fara, Cy
CumnHyt
duel, was closed last week (29) for Reeves, Leon Fields* Asta Svenn,
Paul Duke and Murray DaVls.
back rent.
HOTEL ELKHART
Alfred H. (Sassy Doc) Manuszak, Resignation of Jai Leta wasn’t acElkhart, lag.
owner of the club, is accused of cepted because her decision to
killing a disgruntled patron in a quit had been made by a proxy.

Restaurant

Congratulates

DAVIS

New York
Eileen O’Dare set for the Desert5
Spa, Las Vegas, May
Billy
.
.
Eckstine has been signed for the
Casino,
BIenckenburg~ Belgium,
July 15 for one week . . , Lillian
Hayes headline! at the Boulevard,
Rego Park, L. I. r N, Y M April 8
.
. Agent A1 Grossman off to the
Coast next week for Smith & Dale’s
preem at the Bandbox, Los An-

.

fall.

concentrated among some
open in mid-December will be
eight or 10 hotels. With that warnand the 175-room Lucerne, would
ing sigh up, Norman Schuyler of
have on the overall picture..
the Beachcomber has set about
The more pessimistic, a rapidly- pacting now, for next season, with
growing group of hoteliers and Sophie Tucker, Betty Hutton and
civic- leaders, now are looking to Eartha Kitt on the list.
the *55- 56 season with some trepiThe Tisch hotel will be built
dation. All concerned noted* the
just below the Balmoral, another
effect of the Fontainebleau, on the
newie (but a slow starter guestille,

Glasgow, April 5.
Johnnie Ray, newly arrived ffbm
Australia, clicked at the opening
of the Empire Theatre here yesterday(Mon.).
Lachrymal
filter
opened his British vaude tour witha 40-minute turn which encompassed 16 numbers. Biz was SRO
and police had to be called to dis-

Foaterg*

Agency

DANII and GENII PRIOR
Currgntly

Appearing At

BROWN'S HOTEL, Louisville,
Mu WILLIAM MORRIS AOINCY

Ky. c

SEILER and SEABOLD
Cerrentfy

ESCAMBRON BEACH HOTEL
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

#
•
*
®

•
A

Wednesday, April
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Brasseile, Phil Baber. Slates in

One

PHILLY LATIN CASINO

PREPS SOMMER RUN
Philadelphia, April

Las Vegas, April 5.
The final week of the Keefe Brasselle show at the Flamingo, ending
Wednesday (April 6) has proven to
be an in-again, out-again, in-again
thing for one act, with a “take it
or leave it so he left it” aspect

—

And result of the
confusion in booking and billing
has been that the original cast remained intact with only the ruffled tempers of the hotel partners
added.
Seems that the Brasserie package, a nice show, had no special
marquee value with the original
layout that included Brasseile, the
S DeMarco Sisters and the Slate
Bros. (3). When the casino bosses
spied the lean throngs around the
from another.

gaming

due

Vegas
traffic that Concentrated on such
bistro fare on the strip as Marguerite Piazza, Edgar Bergen and
Lili
Cyr, they determined
St.
something be done about it instanter.
So forthwith, the Slates,
who were returning to the niteries
after a two-year absence, and who
strangely enough, were pacted only
two weeks of the three-framer,
were handed their notice. Vet entertainer Phil Baker was brought
fables,

to light

—

Penna. Warns

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT
AGENCY. INC.
103 N. Wabash Av#., Chicago,
Hollywood * Cleveland

III.

card.

Season;

Due

lone, musicians’ business agent,
said regretfully he had to lay down
the law. Union couldn’t grant the
Guatemalans membership until

5.

.

Bypass Roch.;

grills, night clubs and all
licensed spqts on the island are offering on Easter. Saturday night entertainment, music and menus
geared for the holiday. That traditional Easter eggnog drink, will
be on every bar on Sunday, by special dispensation of the Alcoholic

Beverage
Control
Commission,
which has a rule barring the serving of such mixed drinks excepting
on these special occasions.
Steel Pier, top resort amusement
unshutters for the holiday,

spot,

,

offering Jaye P.

Morgan

in a re-

vue at the Music Hall and Ralph
Flanagan Orch for dancing. The
stage show includes Don ^Cummings, emcee, Sis & Sonny Arthur;
Roy Douglas and Co., and the
Yokoi troupe. The 'entire pier will
be open for the holiday visitors.
With more than 100,000 people
on the boardwalk Palm Sunday (3)

Is

DYNAMITE

I

.

Direction

MERCURY

ARTISTS

on arriving in this country, sine#
they could not be technically
classified as a variety act. A couple of song and dance numbers are
offered by the Dumas but they
are primarily musicians, Carlone
ruled, after getting a confirmation
from New York headquarters.
Pirchner said he felt “these
people are getting a bad deal, and
I wonder what they will say about
our free, democratic country when
they go home.” He admitted he
brought them here “with good
faith,” planning a night club tour
for the clan after a four-week data
at his Alpine Village.
Union permitted the family to
finish one week before blowing
the whistle. Case of -the stranded
.

20% add

is

in effect.

in

—

BARTON

Eileen

Currently

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW ORLEANS
CORAL Records
DJr.s

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

—

'

Hands

They couldn’t explain how or why
they were persuaded to join AGVA

Miami Beach, -April 5.
Internal Revenue officials at
Jacksonville ruled this week that
a caricaturist who draws pictures
as gifts for patrons in a cocktail Guatemala band drew so much
lounge is an^“entertainer,” there- sympathy in front-paged newsby making owners of the place paper stories that a movement if
on to raise enough money to send
liable for Federal Cabaret taxes.
The ruling resulted in release the troupe home safely.
from his Contract of Newt Random
by the Airways Hotel Lounge here.
According to the manager, Henry
Dorrell, the lounge is too small to
charge or absorb the 20% tax bite.
Spot will feature an organist, Sans
vocals Or any other entertainment
that requires adding^he tax. Random, who worked for many months
at the Dream Bar on the Beach, is
seeking another room where the

.

SHE'S

an Act, Sez BIR

a pre-Easter display of their
spring finery, all concerned got a
wonderful
break as the sun shone Fran Warren’s Double
Rochester, April 5.
The failure of the Rochester and the thermometer registered in.
the
60s.
War Memorial Auditorium here to
Dating in Mpls. Stands
be completed by Sept. 12. will
A great many small spots, resMinneapolis, April 5.
force a rerouting of “Arabian taurants and bars' opened to get
It’ll be a strenuous five days here
Nights.” Show had been slated to some of. the Palm and Easter Sunbe the premiere event in the new day money, with most of them to for Fran Warren if the Starlight
building.
remain open, hoping that the up- Club concludes a deal for her apNew date for the preem hasn’t lift in the convention business due pearances at one midnight floor
been set yet. Postponement was from now until warm weather will show after the night “Pajama
Game” performances May 11-16.
taken despite .assurances from the keep them out of the red.
show as well* as other arena opThe City Press bureau, as usual, During the five days here “The Paerators that many
auditoriums provided the bright spot of the day jama Game” will play three matiaren’t 100% completed at their as three Philadelphia fashion ex- nees on Thursday; Saturday and
preems. Workmen continue even perts mingled with the boardwalk Sunday so that Miss Warren
with the first show in the. building. crowds and selected the 12 best- would be kept plenty busy.
During the national company’s
However, city officials wanted dressed women and another dozen
everything in shipshape, including for honorable mention.
This is tour. Miss - Warren, playing the
a dry final coat of paint, before the 22nd year this event has fea- feminine stellar role, has been
permitting the preem.
doubling at niteries wherever her
tured the Palm Sunday parade.
Another feature was a concert agent can set her.
in Convention hall, free to the pubFeats
lic, under a grant from the Music
VT. TOWN'S CARNIVAL BAN
Magico Paul Duke has been Performance Trust Fund, with
.
signed for two weeks at the Ben- Harry Chazin conducting a 26-piece
Springfield, Vt. r April 5.
jamin
Franklin,
The Board of Selectmen here has
Philadelphia, orchestra in a concert of classical
starting tomorrow (Thurs,).
^oted to continue a ban against
For and -semi-classical music.
the first time in years, he’ll do his
carnival and circus engagements in
act on lceskates.
A three-alarm fire swept a por- this community.
Duke played a one-nighter last tion
The ban has beep in effect for
of the Manhattan night club
week (30) in Philly at the Belle- in Dallas last Friday (1) and caused the past few years, and will be convue for a medico convention.
damage estimated at $17,000.
tinued until next spring, at least.

Memorial And. Not Ready

MILQ STELT

.

Hotel

‘Nights’ to

Direction:

5.

Although it meant that the
marimba-playing family would be
stranded in Cleveland without any
chance of getting work, Tony Car-

for Easter

Week

they had been residents of U.S,
Duma's Alma Indian marimba at least six months.
When Pircbner protested about
troupe ran into some very sour
the injustice of the edict, Carlone
notes ht the Alpine Village last told him he should have checked
week when it was discovered the on whether the' unit was in good
six Guatemalan entertainers were union standing before booking it.
Ennie, club’s house bandAGVA members but knew nothing Dave
about the American Federation of master, also announced his orchestra was not allowed to perform
Musicians.
with a non-union band.
Latin-American
relations
beNeither Mr. and Mrs. Duma, nor
came strained as heads of the any member of their family, could
musicians’ local and Herman Pirch- speak English.
A Puerto Rican
ner, owner of the nitery, hassled busboy
at the Alpine Village acted
about the case of an imported band as interpreter during the jurisdicthat didn’t have a musical union tional
dispute, which baffled them.
Cleveland, April

parade.

JOLLY ROGER HOTEL

MR. CHIPS

Off Boards After Cleve. Chib

Given a good break in the weather, more than 250,000 are expected
here Easter Sunday (10) to participate in the annual Boardwalk

—

and

,

Atlantic City, April

replace the

NORM DYGON

•

sBig

Slates the final
week and broke in his Quiz Show
The Pennsylvania State Dept, of
a couple of days before while the
Labor has sent warnings to all
Slates were still on the bill.
and
agencies
When it was seen that the Quiz nitery owners
portion was not going over, be- throughout the.state notifying them
cause a bank night gimmick in a that mixing of performers with
swank nitery was neither bringing patronage is illegal. Letter also
in additional business nor the car- reminded that penalty-for permitriage trade “just plain folks” ting such procedure could be revoturned up to win an extra 50 bucks cation of license; fine or prison
sentence. It also declared that
performers would be fined or imCURRENTLY
prisoned or both for mixing.
It’s expected that the departFort Lauderdale, Fla.
ment will call a meeting of agency
men and cafe operators to provide a further warning that this
section of the law will be efiforcedr

into

Tooter Local flags AGVA Latin Band

5.

The Latin Casino here will attempt to remain open throughout
the summer.
Spot has booked
it was decided to eliminate the
Quiz but to retain Baker, his ac- Eartha JCitt and Danii & Genii
cordion .and stooge. Also, the dis- Prior to start there May 30. Genmissal notice to the Slates was erally, the Latin Casino' closes
withdrawn and they were signed around that time.
Curiously, one of its principal
for the final week,
Then it was discovered by -the competitors during the summer
now dizzy hotel execs that where months will be the 500 Club, Atcustomers walked out on the Quiz, lantic City, about 60 miles away.
now they weren't even showing up. Philadelphians generally, regard
Amidst the melee. Baker flatly the resort as a suburb during the
Walked out of the show declaring hot weather.
to Brasseile: “You’ve been wonderful to me but my doing a watereddown 8-minute act here is. silly.
First of all I had only two days to
prepare. And with barely any new
material. I'm not at ease in this
show. Thanks a lot, kid, but I’m
coming back to Vegas with my own
25,009
revue soon.and I don't want to hurt,
my prospects.” Baker stated that
he aid not lay the booking debacle
at Brasselle’s door. “He had nothing to do with it and in fact has
been most kind and considerate.”
>
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JAY MARSHALL
Exporter of Monocles
2nd

&

WEEK

SAVOY HOTEL

LONDON
Mgt.t

MARK LEDDY

48 W. 48th

St.,

The Grodo Offica

WILL JORDAN
"the

man who made ED SULLIVAN

laugh!"

Opening APRIL 8 —

CHICAGO THEATRE
Personal Management:

JACK ROLLINS

N.Y.C.

London:

Direction

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
engagements before this) and
ioitolnebleaa, M. B’ch
Impressive. Blessed
the debut

Wednesday, April

52

Blob Angel, Chi

flllin

is
Chicago, March 28.
Miami Beach, April 1.
“Calypsorama,” with Val NavarStanley Boys ( 4 ), with a fresh, clean and arresting
vocal style and a topnotch voice
Velyn & Laverne
Lord
Burgess,
ro,
Olman
Orch;
Phyllis Ponn Val
blend, they also display a degree
French, Carmencita Romero, Al
$3.50-$7 minimum.
of showmanship and stage presence
D’Lacy
Orch
(5); $3.50 minimum.
unusual in such a new organizaThis the first appearance for tion. Qene Puerlihg, who organized
area.
Going
on
Kay Starr in this
the group and acts as emcee (he
This ealypso package at the Blue

Kay

Starr,

,

the reception accorded her, it
won’t be her last.. The recording
click packed
them in opening
night, with plenty of tumaways.
Gauging business .for the premiere
shows, she figure? |to rate the record-breaking (for 'a local hotelcafe payoff! $12,500 weekly she’s
getting for the twO-week date in'
this swankery’s La Ronde Club.
Miss Starr's booking by a hotel
Is illustrative of the thinking by
hotelmen as compared to night
club operators hereabouts. Where
nitery impresarios are reluctant to
buy "a name that has npt been established as a draw here vjia previous engagements, hoteliers seek
“new” faces to create draw appeal
among local cafegoers a considerable group as well as the vacationers. The list is a long one, the
sums paid out ranging from the

was a platter spinner in Milwaukee Angel suffers (badly in comparison
and does the arranging) has an

'

.

—

—

modest to the five-figure range.
The Starr approach is confident
one that contains assurance and
authority a must combination if
a performer is to go over in this
perfectery.
amphitheatre - shaped
Immaculately groomed, she churns

—

out a full selection of platterclicks as well as adroitly-staged ar-

rangements with the Stanley Boys
backgrounding. She keeps the reaction building to begoff returns.
Topper, and a sock one, is her
standard “Wheel Of Fortune.” Big
factor in the overall impact is the
light, effective patter and the easy
manner with which she pre-sells
her numbers.
The Stanley Boys, on their own,
purvey an overlong session of harmonics. The intergroupings around
two mikes are effective, but a more
solid sell is somewhat negated by
too many takeoffs on name quar-

easy, bright and effective delivery,
handling the intros and-, chatter
deftly.

Ponn, a leggy, attractive balhas an imaginative set of
pattemings for her lithe toe-work.
The zinger that sparks the mitts is
a bright and original “Ballerina
Mambo ” Val Olman and his .crew
plays showbacks in top manner.
lis

lerina,

.
‘

Lary.

Beverly Hills, Newport
'Newport, Ky., April &.
Marguerite Piazza , Boh McFadden , Dorothy Dorhen Dancers
(10), Dick Hyde , Gardner Benedict
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilbur Trio,
Larry Vincent; $3 minimum, $4
Saturdays.'

Two

sizzling

newcomers

and

the past. Biz, al-

'of

In their one production number, the current display.
Val Navarro, featured male vo“The Hi-Lo Story,”- written by
Stan Keyawa and Barney’ Ives, they calist, sings in the Mexican mood
effectively mimic groups like the but is not too adept at creating the
Four Aces, Ames Bros, and others. illusion that can go with romantico
When used as a closer, this num- Mexican ballads. Navarro’s interp
ber is a smash hit, visual, good of a south of the border fave
listening and a powerhouse gag for like “Noche de Ronda” doesn’t
any audience at all acquainted with project the mood of wistful melpopular music. With their fresh ancholy. .generally associated with
use of dynamics and the Voicing, such numbers. Lad is good-looking
which has tenor Clark Burroughs and well costumed, but seems to
going into falsetto occasionally, lack confidence. Chanter’s pipes
they have brought the only- new are pleasant enough and he could
sound to vocal groups hereabout. develop an excellent turn with a
Given a bit of seasoning, proper little more assurance and showlighting and a booking at an ace manship, and a more apt choice of
club, this group can be a sock hit. material.
The Vernon Alley Quartet backs
Lord Burgess handles the male
the Hi-Los, and plays good modern calypso vocalizing
and charms
jazz itself. The Cal Tader Quintet with a kind of boyish shyness. Burbelts out a solid, mambo beat in gess has a pleasing voice* attracthe intermissions.
tive presence and some strong
Rafe.
calypso material. However, the

Moulin Rouge, Vienna
Vienna, March/ 30.
Mos & Tania, Sandart Krueger
’

Wasta, Jonny Buchard, Jan

(2),

<fc Ray, El Mario, Edith, Princess Gloria, Five Ternos, Dolly
Lisa,
Urban, Jack
Jonny,

ina

Emmy

Pegy

Blalc, "Will

&

Fantel Orch (6);

$1 cover.

charm

peculiar

of calypso

is

the

tale told in the song and unfortunately, at times the lyrics are
not too clearly distinguishable *as
this chanter handles them. Burgess does. a creditable job, though,
on such numbers as “Young Girls

of Today,” “Linstead Market”

and

“Angelico,” the last a Haitian tale
sung in the French patois of the
island.

*

tets. The basic idea is a sound one,
but tightening in this segment
would help. Their own arrangements are received healthily. Phyl-

with offerings

ready hit by .Lenten doldrums, can
at best only get a mild boost from

Carmencita R^r.ero does a Dunham-type solo dance which turns
out
to be a very muscular effort.
one minute from the State Opera
House, has a good bit of divertisse- Gal evidences long training and
her
terp interp of “Voodoo” does
ment off the current bill. It’s one

standing atqp bit uncle’s turned-'
up soles, does a somersault to the

Blie Angely
'

.

Eddie Fitzpatrick’s Orch; $2 min- partner Marie Knight dre the big
draw. Tea.m bowed in New York

recently at the Angel’s downtown
cousin, the Village Vanguard, and
after a short layoff while Miss
Tharpe had an operation on her
nodes, they’re back in action and
in good form. Team hits a driving
(12 stories), it has. never caught
beat
as
they
whip
the walkin trade of the town’s other revivalist
casinos. For this reason there is a through a series of gospel items.
Best.
in
the
bunch
is
“Down
By
the
big remodeling plan in progress
which will knock out all the stores Riverside.” The warblers go off
on the ground floor and turn the effectively with a rousing “When
corner into a big casino. The fate the Saints Go Marching In.”
Arte Johnson has been making
of the Skyroom as the Show place
a name for himself in legit circles
^
is still undecided.
This show is one of the first to for his slick selling of “The Sea
hit the Skyroom after the remodel- Is All Around Us” from the current “Shoestring Revue.” He uses
ing announcement.
Playing to about one-third ca- it as an opener and it’s still
pacity at show caught, Estilita still whammo in a macabre sort of way.
sparkled but evidently not e/iough After that, however, it’s a downhill
slide for him. He’s got a pleasant
to brighten.
She sang almost classically with whimsical way with a song but the
“Be Mine Tonight,” gimmicked material fails to sustain him. He.
around with “Hernando’s Hide- fools around with bits about “the
away” (borrowing a match from executive type,” a Germanic Red*
ringside for the only light during Riding Hood and a Russian soap
the first verse); doffed her white opera, but none of the items atmore than a reserved
dress for a brief costume and a tracts
kind of “showboat” medley, be- response. Johnson could become,
a
fave
with
the eaistsiders, but a lot
came a bullfighter about to enter
the arena, and tried comedy with will depend on his overhauling the'
material
at
hand.
“Perhaps.”

The Skyroom is in the midst of
a rash of rumors which isn’t helping attendance.
beautiful room
on top Nevada’s tallest building

A

‘

'

.

Trude Adams and Stan Freeman
are frequent visitors here and they

The French pickpocket, Dominique, is even worse off in a small
crowd with less pockets to pick.
.
Everything, suddenly becomes very
obvious when a pickpocket Works
of the very few spots getting create some of the feeling gener- with a few people. "Dominique had
steady local crowds, plus practical- ated by the world of bayou. But a cute, prearranged closing in his
from
ly every halfway well-to-do for- Miss Romero has been away
act when he rips a man’s undereigner interested in fleshery (who interpretive dancing a long time shirt from under his shirt, but the
isn’t?). There are two shows night- and sometimes it shows.
stocking which, he filches from a
ly (9 and 11:30 p.m.) with an.
Velyn
Laverne French are the man’s foot is too much. Not even
added
“exclusive
presentation” hoofing team on this bill and do the kids will buy this.
starting at 2 a.m. It’s just within a series of fast-moving, imaginaThe. Skylets set up both Domithe law.
tive dance impressions. Although nique and Estilita with their tradeToppers are Mos
Tania, with there is a confusing mixture of marked Donn Arden, routines
dancing, pantomine and acrobatics styles (Afro-Cuban and West In- fast runs and a lot of arm-swingcleverly mixed. Mos’ solo ribbing dian) in their “Flirtation Dance,” ing. In a fairly abandoned “Blues
everything and everybody is the it nonetheless pleases onlookers. in the Night,” with red stools to.
show’s climax. He’s a Greek. Team Team is at Its best in “Haitian dance on and around, they, do
Ceremonial Dance.”
is okay for U. S. dates.
charge up some excitement.
Terping by Janiha
Ray earn
Eddie Fitzpatrick keeps Estilita’s
“Calypsorama” is introed by the
them aud approbation. She’s espe- entire cast in a peppy production versatile program in good working
cially adept in splits. The. Sandart number, “Rum
Mark
Coconut Water,” order.
Krueger dances dub also is a stand- which at least gives a fast start.
out. El Mario deserves kudoes as
The 'Al D’Lacy Orch puts its
Orchid,
Chi
step dancer.
heart into the calypso mood for
"
Chicago, March 30.
Jonny Buchard’s material as an adept showback.
Ga be.
Billy Williams Quartet, Helen
comedian is mated to the man and
Halpin, Dave Romaine, Rudy Kervice-versa. His cracks at television
add to the build, earning him a
p ays Duo; $4 minimum.
Riverside Hotel,
begoff.
The acrobatic numbers,
Reno, March 31.
Wasta and the Five Ternos, click
Current offering at this intimery
Crew-Cuts, Hightowers, Mono- is a polished, well-balanced bill
on solid ability.
All of the routines in the 120- hans>, Starlets, Bill Clifford Orch; which should spell b.o. success.
minute revue are in the major $2 minimum.
Quartet

never

ing on jingles. It

Mocambo,

’

.

;

Black

Any

-

-

r

,

that greeted the fortnightly
takeoff of the lady of song, with a
goodly sprinkling of medics “on
the town” from their conventioneering. How well she does rest of

the way is of her own making.
She’s a pleasing practitioner of the
warbling profession if not one of its
foremost proponents.
Miss Mason Is new to the Strip

and previously was on display at
Cocoanut Grove, Between times
she has been toiling in the cinema.
Ergo, she must build of her own
musical equipment and she man.

ages a presentable concept if not
of polished technique. She has a
warm personality and a selling
style, which should get her over*
the jumps. Her whispered purring
is delicately toned but the melodics are strained when she puts on
a show of verve and vigor. For 25
minutes she disposes, of eight num-‘
bers from the torchy “Happiness
Is a Thing Called Joe” to the rampant “Saints Come Marching In.”

,

bers.

Helen Halpin is the comedienne
on the bill and captivates with her
fresh good looks. Gal starts things
off with some musical fun-poking
at the current pop hits,
“Ko Ko
Mo” and “Sh-Boom”; she burlesques title, lyrics, and tune in a
mildly crowd-pleasing bit. Miss
Halpin "does some expert mugging
while
monkeying around with.
“Abadaba Honeymoon” for a visual
comedy chore which® is easily her

Singer should avoid this last one
have seen Mar-

lest the customers,
guerite Piazza.

Best of her catalog is a number
Jackie Barnett put together for

•

her

called “If
Girls,” a saucy

With stronger material, a better
exploitation of visual comedy, her
and a little more assurance,

forte,

“dreamy” numbers,

Miss Halpin could become a big
attraction on the cafe circuit. As
is, she goes off to big palms.

Romaine

parlays

It

Weren’t

For

tune to chide the
checkwriters. For an encore she
has a bluesy thing while fondling
a cluster of red, red roses. Some
night a singer on her opening will
pass out the buds to the gals at
ringside like Hildegarde does with
such grace and aplomb. In her

best.

Dave

the gold record singers

room

tops
The Billy Williams
the display here with well-disciplined, smoothly-joined four-part
vocalizing. Sepia four Intros with
the rhythmic standard, “Dry
Bones,” in an uncommonly good
interp of a rather common number
for groups of this type. Billy Williams, of course, is set apart from
the rest of the quartet, a status
justly deserved by his silky voice
and his role as suave spokesman
for the others.
Williams has an unusually wide
range and delivers with effortless
precision.
He gets away with
gently chiding the nitery audience,
who are sometimes more interested
Group relies
in' steaks than songs.
heavily on standards and old faves,
with a minimum of specialty num-

fairly ordinary fiddling

of.

would have settled for Jana
Mason’s opening at the Mocambo
and, by the same token, she would
have gladly settled for their vocal
talents. It was a packed-jammed

Reno

.

L. A.

Los Angeles, March 30.
Jana Mason, Fred Katz, Chico
Hamilton, Paul Herbert Orch (6).
Joe Castro Combo (3) cover $2.

&

San

adds up to
Gros.

all

good fun.

&

—

Adams

special material Vein she Comes
across just fair with an item about
scrabble but clicks strong with hep
inevitable ‘‘You Can’t Make Love
In a European Car” entry. Freeman’s bag of tricks at the piano
this round includes a “Do It Yourself” parody, some piano-roll fingerwork and some patter-keyboard-

—

&

Miss

disappoint.

warms up the room with workovers
of- such nifties as “Keep It Gay,”
“I Remember You” and “I Wonder What Became of Me.” In the

&

-

'

imum.

stronghold of entertainin the center of the capital,

sock support by the house hands
rack up another smash floor show
at Greater Cincinnati’s ace cafe.
Marguerite Piazza is the topper.
On stage for a full 35 minutes, she
leaves’ ’em begging. After delight- league class.
The Crew-Cuts are not in their
ing with several arias in Italian, f Will Fantel and his boys play
The Riverside
the gorgeous ex-Met Opera so- their usual good job for the show best clime here,
prano switches to dixieland hotcha *and set the tempo for dancing. clientele has never been influenced
in a strip takeoff of a Bourbon St; Rudi Palme rates credit for singing by hit records, especially in the
during the dancing seshes.
current r&b class.
Nevertheless,
spot in her native New Orleans.
Maas.
this very young group, in the one
Miss Piazza’s able assistants are
week it has in this spot, will prove
Jack Bunch, ballet and strut
be more than a sound on recdancer; Wayne Kirkland, pianistEl Bogcdon, Santiago to
ord.
director, and John Cali, mandolin,
Santiago, Chile, ’March 30.
guitar and banjo picker.
Working
with two mikes,, they
Rosita Lara, Las Alondres (2),
Bob McFadden, ’on the boards
have a distinct blend of their own
for a half hour, wins bolsters Mirtha Carrasco & Cantares de and a certaih amount of boyish
aplenty. Tuxed chap’s personality Chile (3); no cover or minimum. pranks in choreography and ingrows as he unfolds imitations of
dividual antics, all of which makes
“El Bodegon” (The Tavern) is a for a pleasant session.
pop names, including Godfrey and
Liberace and a flock of singers. small, pop-priced nitery that apIt may have been discouraging
His material is original, slick and pears to have an established clien- for the group not to have their,
tele for its brand of entertainment.
clean.
trademarks pounced on eagerly by
Dorothy Dorben’s dancing dolls It’s located in the basement of the the payees, but again this is not
in two new, line numbers, singing Bodegon restaurant, a moderate- the same aud which
buys their
emcee Dick Hyde -and the crew of priced eatery in mid-Santiago, and records.
So when “Sh-Boom”
headed by Gardner acts used frequently double into comes up with its w.k. intro
musicians
Benedict come through as standby the Capri boite operated by the nothing.
In fact, standards get
Koll.
same management, but which is more appreciation, here than their
worthies.
open only on Sundays and holi- disclicks such
“Sihine” and
as
“Got the World on a String.”
Pack’s,
Francisco days.
Current show opens with Las
Maybe this should be a tip for*
San Francisco, April 1.
Alondres, a blonde, and brunet who
Hi-Lo’s (4), Vernon Alley Quar- warble
Spanish,
Brazilian
and such bookings. In a casino, where
tet, Cal Tader Quintet; $1 admis- Chilean songs.
The black-haired teenagers are few and far between,
sion; $2 minimum.
member of the duo is a good-look- the attack can’t be the same as it
ing chantoosie, but the act is still was on platters. In such a place
the Crew-Cuts should almost asThis Market St. jazz club is cur- on the inexperienced side.
rently doing turnaway business
Rosita Lara, who died suddenly sume they’ve never been heard of
with a solid music bill that fea- March 28 of a heart attack, was an and rely strictly on good showtures one of the best vocal quartets Argentine singer who gave a de- manship.
The Hightowers, even though
to emerge on the scene in some cided lift to the proceedings with
time; a solid swing group, and a her piping. She went in for Span- preceded by a fine tumbling, act,
good mambo outfit.
ish and French tunes and clicked get their just appreciation with
The Hi-Lo’s, who made their big with “A Menina,” Brazilian the fantastic pretzeling of the
Contortion can so easily
record debut last year on Trend item, and “Cha-Cha-Cha,” mambo femme.
and are currently with Starlite, rhythm, 'with audience joining in make ringsiders shudder that it
really is a credit to this beauty
almost had a hit disk last month the chorus.'
with their engaging “You Can’t
Mirtha Carrasco heads up a that such grace is achieved. In a
Hardly Get Them No More,” a cueca trio, a harp and two guitars, back betid, with feet planted on
fine takeoff on the George Gobel for rendition of pop Chilean songs stilts, which puts her head a full
line. On the basis of that disk and with the cueca beat. Guitarists are yard below her feet, she dramatheir Starlite LPs, the group has attired in colorful Chilean “huaso” tizes in silence for fine climax,
had unusual acceptance locally (cowboy)- costumes and Senorita
A tumbling team of two youngfrom disk jockeys and this has re- Carrasco whoops up the- proceed- sters and their uncle, the Monosulted in a heavy schedule of free ings by dancing cuecas, Chilean hans capture plaudits not only beplugs.
dance, with various of- the paying cause the kids are cute,' but expert
This is the group’s first date at customers, to bring show to a ip their, flips and whirls at the
a club (they’ve done stfftife
r K>WiVtiadt#-'
nierc^ifl^the adult's &£t? <&ne'Mfroy'p

Y«

Sistsr
Tharpe, with
Rosetta
same position again,.
Maris Knight
Arts
Johnson
Costuming is a little drab and Truds Adams ;Stan Freeman
$5
>
;
cumbersome looking for such fhinimum.
flashy maneuvers.
George Moro’s Starlets clinch
This isn’t one of the most specthe show with a colorful fandango.
of the Herbert Jacoby-Max
As Betty Joyce sings, the octet tacular
Gordon concoctions, but it’ll do.
in*" brilliant
swirls
costuming The hosts have
put together a layagainst a black backdrop. Mark.
out made up of names familiar to
Gotham’s intimery crowd and each
Mapcs Skyroom, Reno comes off with a pleasant, if' not
a rousing score.
Reno, March 30,
Sister Rosetta Tharpe and her
Estilita,
Dominique, Skylets,

This
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Miss

Mason

shuts her eyes tight to heighten
the effect of a reverie.
That inveterate nightclubber.
James Francis Durante, out of
friendship for his special material
writer, Barnett, went up on stage

some

with poised

showmanship and comes home in
the money. Romaine ranges the
field of violin music in a very
versatile display. He also gets good
response from violin impressions
of pop- vocalists Frankie Laine and
Eartha Kitt. These serve to show

at opener to intro Miss Mason to
the throng. In his “Prolog” he
took a few destructive whacks at
the piano and flippant barbs at
tablesider Sid Skolsky.
Miss Mason carries her own acoff the remarkable expressiveness companist
and arranger, Fred
of the instrument when properly Katz,
and percussionist, Chico
handled.
Hamilton. Paul Hebert and Joe
The Rudy Kerpayg Duo show-, Castro tend to the other musical
.

.

backs’^ably as usual.

Gabe
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chores.
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

1955

6,

sist

of

eight

girls

Los Angeles, April 2.
(Followup)
Las Vegas, March 30,
June Christy, Tony Martinez
Cyr, Lenny Kent, Guy Maty Intra, femme bicycle champ Orch (6), Hilda Terrace; cover
Cherney, El Rancho Girls (10), of Germany; Erica Herrman, Ger- $1.50.
champion in
Ted Fio Rito Orch (11); no cover many’s women’s
catch-as-catch-can wrestling, and
or minimum
June Christy is strictly of the JOHN MORLEY
Sylvia Rigoni, Italian women’s boxThe final two weeks of the Lill ing and bicycling champ. The girls stylized type of vocalizing* Her in- Songs
match
their talents against each timate whispering and ^shouts that 23 Mins,
which
has
doing
Cyr
run,
been
St.
the other four,
Cafe de Paris, London
solid biz, finds Lenny Kent replac- other and against
the constitute progressive jazz are
John Morley, a newcomer to the
ing Myron Cohen and Guy Cherney also femme strong women, in
alley of those who
Lili St.

$3

Crescendo, L» A.

headlined by
Dolores “Tarzan” Marko, who is
women’s boxing champ of Europe;

El Rancho* Las Vegan

New

.

Acts

.

champ
this

.

-

taking over for the Crew-Cuts, with
the departees due in other spots.
Miss St. Cyr continues her ex-*
otic divestment and bathing routines to the edification of stubholders and her Bird of Paradise
finale is danced-^-or rather paraded
—in a glamorous, lighter vein and
pleases. The lissome blonde can
look as stately while peeling as a
matron in charge of a. cotillion.
Back doing a single sans his erstwhile partner, Rose Marie, Kent is
surprisingly good in this room,
belting material most of which he's
used here many times before. He
•

.

rates yocks for his “win like a
sport lose like a sport” material
and his swift show reprise to a
latecomer stooge merits a big hand.
As always, his asides and throwaways prompt laughs.
Cherney, a better-than-average
“boy singer,” Came into the Sophie
Tucker show here 14 .weeks ago as

—

various sports. Stage is set up like
a prizefight ring, with ropes holding the customers back, and the
floor lined with sports 'equipment.
GI’s and other, male -guests are
urged to match their strengths
against the girls in several laughgetting acts. While most of the
girls are not lookers, their streamlined acts and figures are geared
for audience attention.
Instead of the usual hour-long
floorshow, the Trocadero Sillertal
features “10 on and 10 off,” alternating a well-timed act with the
girls with 10 minutes of smooth
.

dance music by the. five-piece Blue
Stars orch (mostly U. S. popular
This continuous showing
tunes).

from 7 p.m.

until 2 a m., and
gives the^ guests a lot of rousing,

lasts

noisy entertainment for the money.
Haze.

Eddy»\ K.

two-week replacement.
When
the Tucker show closed he was

’a

C.

Kansas City, April 1.
Shecky Greene, Dee
Vince
held over to do a late show of his
own in the Cabaret Room. Now, Abbott, Lester Harding Orch (8)
cover.
$1
back in the Opera House show,
Cherney presents material specialThe Eddy Bros’ deluxe room was
ly written by Bob Thompson that
defines Cherney in a new guise, -as well-packed with both customers
entertainment last Friday night
and
a singer-entertainer.. The personable song-projector belts “Anything (1) as comic Shecky Greene was
Goes,” “I've Never Been In Love .never in more laughable form and
Before,” “Nothing Can Be Done,” the dancing Abbotts (Dee and
his fave, the mellow “Goodbye Vince) whirled through their acroSue,” and a neat arrangement of terpography. Longer than usual,
“No Business Like Show Business,” the 50-minute Show. had nary a
sag, and held rapt attention of the
that evokes a surge of applause.
The El Rancho line continues its customers. Lester Harding, singing
pair of eye-appealing numbers, the iq.c,, a longtime fixture- of Tower
first a Canadian-mountie bit and Theatre vaude, takes over batoning
the second a window-dressing for the orch and baritone warbling
Miss St. Cyr, while the Ted Flo from the stand,
Rito crew is solid in the musical
Harding hac‘ the Abbotts off to
background.
Bob.
a lively start, Vince introing their
work with, a special vocal bit. They,
get right .into terp which highlights
Gatineau,
aerial spins through a Wide variety
Ottawa, April 1.
of acro-adagid in musical comedy
Lewis & Phillips, Gerrick Twins, fashion. Blonde Dee and partner
Jeanette 'Franklin, Bobby Dae & make a handsome couple, and are
Babs, Harry Pozy Orch (8); $1 adept enough to handle four,, numadmission
bers entirely to the customers’

&

.

(

-

right down the
like this kind of chirping, but otherwise it’s not for the general trade.
Current 2^-week layout at this
Strip boite, although the Tony

Martinez Latin combo turns out
hot mambo rhythms, isn’t likely to
attract many except th* younger
partisans* who have followed the
blonde canary through hdr record.

ings.

Ottawa

satisfaction.

Gatineau Club's Holy Week floor
It’s the third time around for
production is unpretentious but. Shecky Greene, and the lad has
solid, balanced entertainment. gained considerable stature since,
Emceed by Don Phillips, show is his last visit. He’s as wacky and
topped by Lewis & Phillips, whose unpredictable as ever, but a much
zippy, zany antics keep the custom- more accomplished performer as
ers mitting. Lewis works to big he varies storytelling with dialects,
reception with impressions of Edw. satirical takeoffs and kidding with
G. Robinson, Humphrey Bogart, the customers. His material is imTed Lewis, Jimmy Durante, with proved both in substance and
Phillips okay in Billy Eckstine and delivery.
Quin.
Billy Daniels apings. Lewis works
a customer-assist in “Me and My
Shadow” bit, and socks over a
heavy dramatic aping of Cagney as
a blind newsy routined into “I
Believe” chanting by Phillips.
Bobby Dde and Babs give neat
handling to a terps and chant
stanza featuring taps and a pleasant mambo insert. Gerrick Twins,
looking like effervescent but fragile dolls, surprisingly do most of
their act in aero. Opening with a
mirror session to showcase their
remarkably identical appearance,
pair uses a brief warble item that

could profitably be forgotten before going into a clicko flip and
twirl routine. Jeanette Franklin,
4

new

to this room, seems awed by
bigness and leaves everything
to 'her voice.
Fortunately, that
voice is capable of great things,
but femme is badly in need of
proper dressing to fit her offering
and almost completely lacks limb
its

•

Sancfc*

Las Vegas

Las Vegas, March

30.

Eckstine, Henny Young*
man, Tony
Eddie, Copa Girls
Boys (14), Antonio Morelli *Orch
(12); no cover or minimum.
Billy

“Mr. B”

&

&

back for a fortnight
to regale Copa Room customers
with songs new and old, and Billy
Eckstine has never been better.
Producer Jack Entratter is also
happy with the. added appearance
of Henny Youngman on the bill.
is

Eckstine baritones

“It’s

Wonder-

ful” and the moodily sombre “Still
of the Night” to vociferous returns.
“Young And Foolish,” is socko and
a peppery “Ko Ko Mo” scores.
Voice timbre and range are welldefined in “More Than You Know.”
Other- ballads and standards click
his requested
as does
“Laugh

Terrace-—who also dances briefly
—and 'Bobby Navarro, one pi his
whit.
five-man band.
.

Reno
New Golden* March
30.
Reno,

Vicki Young, Chords (2), Marion Gay, Will Osborne Orch; no
cover or minimum.

1

year pact by the Cafe de Paris
management. He is due for a
return engagement in the fall and
for a minimum of two dates next
*

year.

Probably by the time he has
completed his two-year stretch
Morley will be quite an asset, but
in the meantime he still has a bit
to learn. In style and material he
appears to have modeled himself
on Noel Coward, but lacks as yet
the artistry and satirical bite of
the maestro. Indeed, he appears for-all is an applause-getter. It’s
to
underplay his personality. an non-standard rough-and-ready
There’s nothing brash about his act that might do for a vaude or
performance and it’s always kept circus bit in the States. Haze.
on a quiet and even tempo.

6 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
Royal Brent, a newcomer to this
house, came to attention via a tele
He sings like a
talent contest;/
comparative stranger to music but
he make's the most of a fairly limited ability.
Brent goes iii for the well-known.
His *two major contributions are

-

,

MARIETTE
Songs
20 Mins.

La Maisonnette

Carol, Montreal
Mariette, a brunet chirper from
'Belgium, makes her first Montreal
appearance at this svtfank eatery
and her pert manned and bilingual
talents make her a natural.. Slight
of stature and demurely gowned,
Mariette offsets the usual brittle
qualities of the more sophisticated
Gallic thrushes with an easy-goingsongalog that is Ideally suited to
this particular intimery. Material
thrqughout is in French with plenty of English intros and explanations. None of the numbers offered
are of a blue nature ahd some refreshingly new or different from
the,

standard faves.

.

Piaf’s w.k. “If

like

hit. the jackpot with a classy routine;
likewise
Gus,
Ursula
jugglers, in a swift workout high-

Cell

lighted by bouncing

alive. Bouncy, with a cute hipswinging style, Miss Young gets

plenty of attention for things
“Tweedle Dee” and “Riot In
Block No. Nine.” Expressions
gestures -are good laugh fare

Doit

&

Review

Colored Rhapsody

and

chance to. make “Colored Rhapsody” one of the best revues
staged here in years. He’ll send
this show on tour after its current
smash Melbourne run, and should
repeat

Continued from page 49

would take the matter to court ^lf
the Commission revoked the hotel
gambling license. This could have
led to a conclusive test of the tax
control
over
Nevada’s

group’s

legalized gambling.

The Dunes was granted a license
and the $3,500,000 hotel plans to
open May 23. It is located across
the highway and just south of the
Flamingo. The New Frontier went
ahead with i:s plans to open with
the Mario Lanza show despite its
difficulties with the Tax Commission, as the group trying to buy
the 80% interests of Jake Kozloff
and Murray Randolph in the Last
Frontier was ordered to show next
month that they are posting more
unencumbered, cash into the venture*.
The group’s report shows
they are borrowing most of the
$4,000,000, while, putting up only

cised to the show’s advantage, swift

Black Hawk, Frisco
San Francisco, March

30.

dance ensembles, plus clever local
talent as an offset to the imported
m&tcrisl
of the bill is David Hughes,
and tv.
British revue
in
personality,
and a powerful voice which he
uses to advantage; - His choice of
numbers, however, lacks the popular touch. Hughes, too, is prone
to overdramatize his presentation
of songs, especially in “Old Man
River.” On stage for around 30
minutes, Hughes gets a nice reception.

Top

Terry Gibbs Quartet, Virgil Gon- w.k.
mini-

Clown Laugh.” “Records,” by Sid

salves

Sextet;

no cover or

His violin bits with invariably brings down the house.
“Smoke Gets In Your Eyes” are a
The Gibbs group is one of the
trademark of humor as he plays few small jazz units with a solid
snatches between jokes.
sense of showmanship. He varies
Tony" & Eddie, a pair of fair the pace neatly between ballads’
record pantomimists, gesticulate and flag wavers, thus pleasing the
and mug wildly while emulating kids and the older heads in the
the voices on the disks.
Their audience. The Gonsalves Sextet, a
Frankenstein horror bit is okay, new jazz unit, features modern jazz
ending in a wild succession of a la Shorty Rogers and Gerry
sound-effects, and they fit this show Mulligan. Instrumentation of tenor,
somewhat better than in the.pre-, baritone and valve trombone gives
vious Marguerite Piazza layout.
it unusual sound, and the arrangeThe Copa Girls and Boys are ments sound okay. Group needs
still performing the western and seasoning and showmanship savvy,
Calypso- numbers for nice visual but should develop into a solid
effect*
jazz act shorts*
.^Rcife.
Hob*
•

1

Rick.

success.

its

Nev. Nixes Raft

,

i

balls.

The comedy sequences carry
plenty of laughs for the payees and
the dance ensembles sparkle with
class. Martin has left nothing to

(TIVOLI, MELBOURNE)
Melbourne, March 27.
David N. Martin revue in two,
acts, with David Hughes, Norma
for a jump version.
Miller Dancers, Michael Bentine,
f She proves successful in selling, Howell
& Radfiliffe, Alfredos,
blues, too, when she tilths out an Ursula & Gus, Gordon Humphris,
emotional “The Man That Got Tivolovlies; comedy sequences by
Away.” “Let Me Go Lover” dicks Bentine; dances by Gordon Humin this category, too.
phris; costumes $>y Angus Winneke,
The Chords were lost entirely at staged by Ralton James; musical
the opener in a long line of -in- director Harry Jacobs.
strumental impressions that never
came through. In an effort to move
David N. Martin has another
fast to keep things going, they lost smash hit with ‘/Colored Rhapsody”
their way and the and. All-out and should click up around 15 caeffort may have been the great pacity
weeks with the current
factor in the distortion of their smartly-paced setup, which em“sounds.”
braces American ana British talMarion Gay opens the show with ent. Stager Ralton James knows
some tap routines and insists on his Aussie audiences and the type
having a male from the tables do of fare that spells boxoffice. Curthe Charleston with her.. It’s too rent production has plenty of
early iri the show, too useless, and class, down-to-earth comedy, a few
Mark
too-blue gags which could be extoo embarrassing.
for

her nimble lyrics. For “Sandman”
she offers a delightful change, with
baby talk, squeaks and the rest

around, too.

varian-styled and highly informal
Sillertal, which provides
a home away from home for many
of the GI’s stationed in the area.
Gimmick of the club is that
every table is equipped with an
inter-club free-of-charge telephone,
and guests are encouraged to chat
via phone with their neighbors.
Staging the current show is
Georg Singer, former six - day
bicycle champion of Germany now
turned manager, and the acts con-

act.

Most popular of items offered Ii
You Love Me” fol“Chloe”, and “Whiffenpoof Song,” lowed. by an amusing Francdboth of which are difficult to in- American “Can’t Say No” from
Blonde thrush Vicki Young will terpret differently. He just gets “Oklahoma!” which made a firte
Jose.
clincher. Voice, is clear but; small
by here.
have to do all the business for
and gestures reasonably restrained.
this stand by herself. Not too well GEORG SINGER TROUPE
An overall sharpening of routines
and less devotion to the mike
known and with no substantial Sports
would enhance without spoiling
disclick behind her, the tables may 30 mins.
present qualities and boost U.S.
Trocadero Sillertal, Frankfurt
settled.
be sparsely
'joiaAi
Georg Singer, ex six-day bike possibilities considerably.
But her energetic and contagious
manner will keep the three shows

;

Trocadero

sports

,

•

being brought out at one of Frankfurt's largest night clubs, the Ba-

manager of

1

.

-

and body action. With showman- Kuller, gives Eckstine a ehance to mum.
ship and production, gal could go perform some worthy impressions
of Vaughn Monroe, Perry Como
Business has been so good with
Harry Pozy band plays for danc- and a standout version of Louis
ing ana showbacking with custom- Armstrong on trumpet as well as this double jazz bill that it has
ary ability, with unbilled small vocal, to bring the solid 30-minUte been held over an additional three
combo filling with Latino rhythms, stint to an end amidst heavy palm- weeks. Terry Gibbs, recently rethis being a dance-loving room. A1 stinging.
covered from a bad automobile
Cost! 88s and chants in the lounge.
Bobby Tucker at the piano and accident, leads a snappy little crew
Gorm,
conducting the Antonio Morelli that features gal pianist Terry
orch is Eckstine’s longtime standby Pollard. She doubles on vibes, and
with newcomer Larry Bunker at one of the most effective bits in
Trocadcro Sillertal,
the drums in stout support.
their part of the show is the capFrankfurt
Youngman is clicko in his com- per to the set when she joins
Frankfurt, March 29.
edic turn. Much of the material is Gibbs on the vibes in a mock batGeorg Singer Troupe, Blue familiar, but he has included some tle playing -“Air Mail Special” or
very worthy new stuff this time “Flyin’ Home,” a la Hampton. It
Stars Orch (5); 25c cover.
is

is

variety

'

far.

Unusual vaude performance

London cafe scene, is being hailed
as a British cabaret discovery, and
as a result of his opening impact
has already been signed to a two-

During her 20 minutes of hugging the mike. Miss Christy plaintively offers six numbers, most effective. and best received by the
crowded first-night audience being
“Something Cool,” which ringsiders recognized as a favorite.
“Little Girl Blue” is in her- delivery, “How High the Moon” a
good closing number and “From
This Moment On” an opener to
The newcomer has clearly taken
show her wares. “ItCould Happen pains in readying his Set, The
to You” also is in array of songs lyrics have a satiri6al quality 'but
Moon.”
“Blue
includes
which
each just turns out to be a nearThrush, before giving out With the miss. They just seem to fall short
latter, warned it was her own, ver- of the sock punch line. Promising
sion and nobody might recognize It items in the routine are a Japanese
3-they didn’t.
folk song,
“The Anna Neagle
Martinez’s tunes are on the hot- Waltz” and a calypso about the
beat side, the leader bringing out men of Sherwood Forest. Myro.
his sticks, too, to perform on the
Xylophone. Vocal chores here are ROYAL BRENT
divided between himself, Nuda Songs

.

.

Germany,

of

eight-girl

Headliners are Sylvia Rigoni, Italian femme boxing and bicycling
champ; Erica Herrman, Germany’s
women’s' champ" in catch-as-catchcan wrestling; Mary Intra, femme
bike champ of Germany, and Dolores Marko, women’s boxing champ
of Europe. They, with four other
girls, pit their talents against each
other in- a 'series of competitions
that display a lot of femme muscles
in the right places. While the girls
are picked for sports skill and not
for beauty, they provide a trim
package.
Acts, timed to 10 minutes each,
vary with contests in the ’three
sports. Men in the audience are
encouraged to compete along with
the girls, and the resulting free-

Hughes has loads of

.

*

own cash.
Ten Norma Miller Dancers wow Members of the new group are
them with the swiftest dance rouH.
Maurice
Friedman, Irving J.
tine seen here for many a moon.
Michael Silva, drummer with the Leff and Stanley S. Leeds, Cal.
outfit, gives his skins a lacing in real estate and insurance men.
a couple of smash solo numbers,
rather

smart

about $75,000 of thdir

overlong, but nevertheless
The Miller

showmanship.

Heidt Hits

should be a decided click
for Martin on his Aussie loop.
Bert Howell and Frank Radcliffe,
colored comedians,, haye the outfronters applauding solidly their
no-punches-pulled gags and 9ong
numbers, bringing the duo back
outfit

381G

In Southern

for Six

‘Wagon’ Run

Chicago, April 5.
Horace "Heidt’s concert tour, in
conjunction with his NBC “Swift
for- a triple encore.
Wagon” telecast, grossed $38,447
Michael Bentine, zany comedian,
in six southern dates recently.
scores with a routine in which he
The show garnered $4,310 in
unloads several too-near-the-knuckle gags, more suited to a stag Winston Salem, March 24; $9,485
party.
Nevertheless, the payees
in Raleigh (25); $6,826 in Durham
on
and
»

like
his

his

way

fare
quite

send him

The

Alfredos,

I

(26); $5,863 in Roanoke (27); $4,100
in Lynchburg (28), and $7,863 in
hand balancers. Richmond (30).

satisfied

Aussie .debut.

<

with his

a

Wednesday, April 6, 1955
event was televised, Steve Allen
originated his Friday show from
the ballroom,, a dangerous thing for
However, it was Well-hanvideo.
Amply costumed characters
dled.
were selected for interview, and

NEWPORT, KY.

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF APRIL

•overly Hills
Marguerite Piazza

Bob McFadden.

D Dorben

Paramount;

NEW YORK

CITY

Music Hall (1^7
Jacqueline Lapgee

RKO;

<R)

Sinclair

Johnny Morgan

,,

L

Sondra Barrett

T. Leung.

Sc

Leo.

de Lyon

.

BROOKLYN

Alan Freed
La Verne Baker
Red Prysock Ore
Moon- Glows
4 Penguins
Danny Overbea

Eric Hutson

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Chicago

.

Norman

MELBOURNE

Dancers
Michael Bentine

Joe Laporte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton

The Alfredros

Eddie Layton
•Patio

Gleb YelUn Ore

Romaine Sc Claire
Somers
Maureen Hudson

La Fronton Ore

Julian

WELLINGTON

Ursula Sc Gus
Gordon Humphries
Bevan
John Bluthal
Ron LOUghhead

Miml Warren Trio

Hellos.

3

David Hughes
Howell & Radcliffe

Twp

Opara House
Jean Sablon

Dancing Boys

Sparks
Latona
W
Roy Barbour

(T)

Guitars
Kqstya Poliansky
Misha Usdanoff
Eugene & Sonia

_

Irene

11

B Warren & Chic

Lubov Hamshay

St

SYDNEY

Myrflhs „

2

Chadells

Max Blake

Chris Cross

Kazan

Hippodrome (M)
Lee ‘Lawrence

Bow

Jackson

4

Austral
Sc

P alace

4

Blackpool
<l»

S

Rio Ron

.

Sc

Demos

Danny. Purches
Authors 4c Swinson
Russ Hendersoii Ore
Walter Niblo

Hippodrome (M) 4
Dickie Valentine
Sc A Alexis
Paulette Sc Renee

K

Sc

Ladd

J Laycock Sc
Sc P Page

Reg Dar t

M

J

Nelson

.

o

O’Neill

Morris
Iris Long 3
Stan Jay Sc Joan
Paris Models
10 Parlsiennes

Debs
Jack Raynes
Douglas Maynard

CHISWICK
(S)

4

Jimmy Young
Syd Millward Co
Joyce

Taro Maito
Steveson St Oldfield
Jane & Michel

EDINBURGH

Empire (M) 4
Devine

G

Sc

Gray

& King

4c
4c

-

S Lamonte
Bernard

Myles Bell
McHarris 4c Dolores
Eddie Arnold

MANCHESTER

Hippodrome (S) 4
Ray Ellinton 4
Marion Ryan
Dave King
Audrey Jeans
S 4c P Kaye
*
Pat Rosa
Ian Stuart

M

Golding

Griff .Randall

4 Aces
Morgan

'

Flying De Pauls
Beverley Sis

Billy

Empire

[

Palladium (M> 4
Eddie Fisher
Carden Dancers

G

Sonny Jenks

Chuck

te

LONDON

B Adams
CARDIFF
Now (I) 4

Billy

Anthony

IBllle

Rita

BRIGHTON

De Vere Dancers

NEWCASTLE

Empire

,(M) 4

Don. Cornell

M

.

de VerC 3
Vogelbeins Bears
Terry Hall

A 4c C Kemble
Billy Baxter
C Warren 4c Jean
Gray

4c

Austin

Empire (M) 4

Yolandas
Dashs Chimps
Nixon Sc Dixon

Eddie Calvert
Nelson Bros

Empire (M) 4
Don- Peters

Eddie Parker

FINSBURY PARK

Averil Sc Aurel
Georgia- Brown
Williams Sc Shand

Cherry Wainer
Hackford Sc Doyle
Albert Burdon
.Alphonse Berge Co

Kordites
Jackie
Jeffrey Lenner

Ken Dodd

M

Gypsy Rose Lee
Connie Towers
Desert inn
Frankie Laine
Bobby Sargent

Mulfikin

Winged

Inga Swenson'
Johnny Laverty
Franca Baldwin
Salvatore Gioe Ore
Panrhitn Ore
Viennese Lantern
Odette
Dolores Perry
Ernest Schoen Ore
Village Barn
Hal Graham
Valerie Noble
Dolores Ritter
Dick Capri

features
that
so
couldn’t be distinguished.
sufficiently

Guy Cherney

V- 'Chorus

The McCormick-Patterson axis
encompasses both the News, the

Sahara

Edgar Bergen
Teresa Brewer

Continued from page

Slipper
Silver
Nite. of Fun Revue

City

—

1

1

000 000
,

Waldorf-Astoria

Dorothy Dandridge
Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Borr
Village Vanguard

;

Ada Moore
Evelyn Page
Charley Mannir
c Williams irio

the various corporate entities under the McCormick-Patterson banner will remain major forces far

Nonetheless, beinto the future.
cause" Col. McCormick impressed
his controversial personality so
deeply during his- lifetime on the
Tribune end of the axis, his passing can only result in some ebbing
of that cantankerous flavor that
made the self-styled “World’s

Greatest Newspaper” a unique personal organ.
(Both the N.Y. paper and the
Trib have gone their individual

companies is that,
ney at least, such tv activity may
Yet, perhaps, it should’t be sur- actually be beneficial to the theaBlack Orchid
Cloister Inn
tres.
Some of the success of “20,prising that the sinners should be
B Williams Quartet Lurlene Hunter
"
Peggy Taft
Helen Halpin
artistically depicted with clothing. 000 Xeagues Beneath the Sea” is
Dave Romaine
Ace Harris
to Disney plugging the
attributed
Nudity, according to most of the
Rudy Kerpays Duo Claude Jones
Dick Mar>
top artists in history*- is for the pic on his show. 20th has already
Blue Angel
Johnny Frlgo
that, at least on the
clear
virtuous. Michaelangelo’s top work, made it
"Calypsorama”
Conrad Hilton
Val Navarro
‘‘Spurs *n Skates"
the representations of angels, and pending General Electric show, it
C Romano
Cathy 4c Blair
the various ancient mythologies of intends to give over a segment of
V 4c 'L French
Marvin Roy
Lord Burgess
gods and demigods, are geherally the program to what will amount
Carol Williams
A1 D’Lacy Quartet
Lie Due Bros
in the Minsky mood. Consequent- to a trailer for forthcoming prodKile Sc Newsom
Blue Note
Robert
Lenn
ly, in sinning getups more than the uct.
B Carroll Trio
Tattlers
T*?e
Salt City Five
usual amount of clothing had to
pointed out by company
It’s
Fr nkie Masters
Chez Pare#
be considered so that they wouldn’t execs that, whatever Hollywood
Crc.
Fulmer House
Xavier Cugat
be
confused with virtue.
does
on
tv, is bound to have a douCeleste Holm
Abbe Lane
But perhaps, on a less artistic ble effect. Example cited are the
Jonathan Winters
Jackie Kannon
Julio Sc M Torres
Empire Eight
(Oscarsju last
plane, it may not be surprising that Academy Awards
Garcias
Charlie Fisk Ore
this year’s Dream Ball showed a week which were televised nationtrend away from the nude. The wide over NBC-TV'nand seen by
fLOS ANGELES
judges committee for the past few some 50,000,000 people.
Ambassador Hotel Clro's Rumba Band years have been encouraging the
While the show undoubtedly
Crescendo
Line Renaud
wearing of costumes for several kept people from attending theaJ Conrad Dncrs (5) June Christy
reasons,
one. of them being the tres in .many parts of the country,
Martinez
T
Ore
( )
F Martin Ore
Mocambo
encouragement of working with it’s felt that it also served as exBand Box
Jana Mason
materials, and another perhaps lies cellent “propaganda” for HollyPaul Hebert Ore.
Arthur Blake
Joe
Castro
Ore
Margo Good
in the fact that the newspapers wood and the pic biz and its perMoulin
Rouge
R Layne Sc Velvel
would be criticized if they printed sonalities.
Theatres reported a
Frank Libuse
Larry Green Trio
Margot Brander
pics of the nudes.
This affair is distinct drop in business for that
Bar of Music
Four Bogdodis
of
the
one
most
heavily
Gene Wesson
photonight.
Miss Malta 4t Co
Gordon Polk
Doubledaters (4)
graphed in New York.
50% Stay-At-Home
Ruthle James
Mme Ardelty
None the less there was nudity
Geri Galian Ore
Jery LaZarre
COMPO survey in Oklahoma
Ffolliot Charlton
to spare, especially among the gay City found that half of the potenBlltmoro Hotel
Tony Gentry
Jon 4c S Steele
set.
The lads were just living it tial film .audience there stayed
Gaby Wooldridge
Wally Boag
Luis Urbina
up, either in wearing very little home on Academy Awards night to
Los Gatos Trio
Eileen Christy
De Mattia£zis (2)
more than painted bodies; or in watch the Oscar ceremonies on tv.
Bob Snyder Oro
Hal Derwin Ore
the other extreme, they came as
Statler Hotol
*
Clro'4
“Can you imagine what will hapThe Skylarks
overdressed women, with some of
K Dunham Dncrs 24 Ross Harvey
pen if two or three of the major
them one couldn’t tell which wore, companies devote the whole vast
Dick Stablie Ore
Sklnnay Ennis Ore
the phoneys*
pool of their talent and know-how
MIAMI-MlAMI BEACH
Beaucoup Cheesecake
It’ll
to create television shows?
There
were
a
couple
of
Adam
be a whole new era for tv, and the
Clover ctub
Harvey Bell
and Eve sets that were less than theatres will he left out in the
Sammy Walsh
Fred Thompson
Phyllis Arnold
Isle Do Capri
minimal attire, with a slight cov- cold. I can’t see how the comr
Tony Lopez Ore
Gene Boylos
ering in front. This season, there panies, who have grown fat off
-Pedro 4e Durand
Eleanor Luckey
Bob Douglas.
Woody Woodbury
were
no bare busts.
the theatres, can think they’ll be
Wally Hankin Ore
Black Orchid
However, the latter department able to service two such deadly
Jo Thompson
Fontainebleau
Richard Cannon
Kay Starr
was amply taken care of. The competitors as theatres and. tv
George Stubbs
Stanley Boys (4)
queen of, the affair was Anita without condemning one to death,
Sans Soucf Hqlot
Phyllis Ponn
Harvey Stone
Val Olman Ore
Ekberg, a Paramount starlet with especially since one medium -gives
Sacasas Ore
Beachcomber

How

It

Figures

-

De. Vere

Girts

|

(?)

circles in { Man( Broadcast
hattan were quick to speculate
on the continuance of "Chicago. Theatre of the Air** the
personal
colonel’s
longtime
and expensive show in the intermissions of which he de.

lighted to expatiate on his military theories, especially as
concerns
strategy
the
of
George Washington, hi* lifelong idol.—Ed.)
editorial ways since 1925 when
Patterson took sole charge of the

News and McCormick remained

SUNDERLAND
Empll* (M) 4
Ronnie Harris
Yale St Diane

a spectacular chassis.

Betty Hutton'

Saxony Holel
Genevieve

Morey Amsterdam
The NovElites (3)
Len Dawson Ore

*

Attendants
were Lee Sharon and Susy Barker.
The former worked the Latin
Quarter, N. Y., as a peeler, and
wore a few little things here and
there, and Mis# Barker, although,

away its entertainment for
commented one exhib.

in

Chicago.)

While his major preoccupation
was always with the Tribune, McCormick early interested himself
in radio broadcasting and subsequently tv. He launched WGN in
the late 20’s and in 193$ took aA
active part in the formation of
the Mutual Broadcasting System,

WGN

of which
is the Windy City
flagship.
Colonel’s pet
project has been the Saturday night
“Chicago Theatre of the Air” carried by Mutual; which for years
featured an intermission talk by
the editor-publisher. An early tv
applicant,
the Tribes
bowed in 1948.
The grandson of publisher Joseph Medill who bought into the
Tribune in 1854 and the grandnephew of Cyrus McCormick,
founder of the International Harvester Interests, Col. McCormick

.

Ann Herman Dors

.

With a firmly estbalished economic momentum of their own,

come to mind among the femme
sinners would be Eve, ’and apparently a lot of the femme artists
conceived the first woman as being
in full regalia, although there were
a couple who figleafed their way
through the evening. Salqme had
a few representations, and there
were a lot of interpretations of the lic are already in the field- and Unidevil.
Some of the Borgias, and versal and Metro are studying it.
even one in the Cardinal Richelieu
One of the arguments of these
habiliments.
judging by Dis-

Jody Caney

WGN

,

Disney Shows Won
Most of the ‘majors at this moment are interested in ways and
means of latching on to tv coin.
With Walt Disney blazing the way
with his “Disneyland” show on
ABC-TV, 20th is on record as wanting to build a number of full-hour
shows on the varlbus webs; Warners is studying a deal and so is
Paramount. Columbia and Repub-

to

the

circulation;

circulation leader; radio-tv
stations
and WGN-TV in Chicago; WPIX, the N.Y. tele station*
plus large real estate holdings in
Value
this country and Canada.
of the numerouis enterprises has
been estimated in excess of $100,-

Some*
.sides against the middle?
one is going to lose out, and you
know it’s going to be the exhibitors!”

Continued from page 2

in

TMbune, for decades the Windy

Exhibs Plead

Art Slades’ Ball

*

tops

nation’s

El Cortez
Haley's Comets

Showboat
Maurice Rocco

Thunderblrd

Jimmie Russell.
Betty Logue

Cyr

Ci-ew Cuter

AM

WGN-TV

I.

NOTTINGHAM

Johnny Lockwood

'

Versailles

St

Myron Cohett

j

Empire (M) 4
Gladys Morgan
Gale 4c Clark
De Vel Co

Vera Cody Horses
Terry ScottEarle Sc Vaughn
Harry Sc Dotty
Anton Sc Janette

‘

!

LIVERPOOL

Josef Locke

St

LEEDS

Empire (M)
5 Smith Bros
Mills 4c Milita
-

Mallini Bros

Rey Overbury

P
B

Kate

Fred Loveile ^
Wilson Keppel 4c B
Henderson 4c Kemp
Brockways
Hylda Baker

Jimmy James Co

Lowe

-4c

‘

D

Sc

Balia dinis

1
.

Sisters

Sands
Marguerite Piazza
Last Frontier
Jack Carson

long shots of. the ballroom, where
the lenses could pick up the neatnudity, were thrown out of focus

.Rancho Vegas

from page Z

family interests., and .that of the
late Capt. Joseph. M. Patterson, who
with the Colonel founded the New
York Nfews in 1919.
$100,000,000 -in Holdings

.

BRITAIN
BIRMINGMAH

Lili

De Marco

Trib’s Future

as Continued

a

|

Harry Jacobson

11

Winifred Atwell

El

Slate Bros’

•

Uno

Aliya

Flamingo..

Keefe BrasseUe

CHICAGO

.

Margaret Brown

Ballet Girls

Banks

Ilona

Fddie Vitch
Fontane & Vaughn
Joe Church

Miller

Paris 9

Old Roumanian
Sadie

Larry Vincent
Dick Hyde
G Benedict Ore
Jimijiy Wilbur Trio

LAS VEGAS

•‘Come As You Are”
Connie Sawyer
Dick Smart
Paul Lynde
Joan Carroll
Bill

Julius Monk
3 Riffs

AUSTRALIA

IT)

Gibson .
Sc
Holger

&

Dorothy Loudon
Jane 4c G Connell.
Raymond Chase

(P)

Dyerettes
Will Jordan
Michael Chimes
Shooting Mansfields Bobby Brandt ^

TIVOll

Troupe

Miller

.

Crew Cuts
De John’ Sis

•

<W> Warner

Melodeara
llarmoneers
Art Waaei Ore
B HurloWe Ore
Le Ruban Bleu

CHICAGO

Sym Ore

Tivoli;

Cristiani

Paramount (P) I Dolores
Rock Sc Roll Show Clarissa

Sally Kirkpatrick
Claire Young

Edmee Hess
Wonderboy John
V Julian Pets
William Upshaw

Norma

<T>

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore
tatln Quarter
Patty Andrews

.Alda

Sc

Peop-ettes

Mary Ann- Ray

Palace' (R)

Stoll;

<$>

I

6

Numerals In connection with bills btlow Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week
Letter in parentheses indicates circuit. <l> independent; (Lt LoeW; <M> Moss;
(Pi

Dancers

first became associated with the
family newspaper in 1919 as president and legal adviser. Upon com-

pletion of his Army service in late
1919, he and Patterson jointly ran

both the Trib and the News until

free,”

1925.

Surviving is his wife, Maryland,
taking
a
Wally Corvine
Balmoral Hotel
Bobby SoxerS
GLASGOW
more philosophical attitude, con- who until the Colonel’s health took
Emil Coleman Ore
Barnett Ore
Morecambe 4c Wise Arne
Empire (M) 4
a
serious
turn, contributed a SunJohnny
Silvers
Ore
Wayne
film
companies
Carmichael
if
the
cede that,
H'wood Marionettes Frank Stanley-- Ore
Johnny Ray
Vagabonds Club
Marionettes
don’t get into tv, someone else day column.
J Sc J Bentley
Vagabonds 4
Bombay Hotel
amply clothed, showed enough to"
Jimmy Edmundson
Rob Murray
money
from,
tv,
Phil Brito
will. “If they make
The Dunhills
Treble Tones
Vic Lewis Ore
win admiration.
Anne Russell
Nellda
creating programs that tv would
Jerry Harris
Dowie 4c Cone
Chaz Chase
Peter Mack
This season’s affair was underGold 4c Cordell
Desmond Sc Marks
'have anyway sooner or later, the
Charlie Farrell
Sandra Barton
SWANSEA
HACKNEY
at
written
by
Lanvin
perfumes and theatres may benefit in the long
Johnlna Hotel
Frank Linale Ore
Empire (M) 4
Empire (S) 4
Judy Tremaine
Nautilus Hotel
went to the ASL scholarship Fund. run through better
Frances Day
Jack Lewis
Continued from page Z
and bigger thePhil Foster
Sam Bari
4 Singing Knights
Sonny Dawkes
Appropriately
enough,
the spon- atrical releases,” observed one.
Gloria Panico
Antone 4c Ina
Gannar 4c Drake
Frank Parr
Paul TTIo
Tip-Toppers (2)
sor featured “My Sin/’ Dick Kollappearance, even for $50,000 a
Caniillieri
Gary .Webb
DILido Hotel
Syd Stanley Ore
Exhibs- generally haven’t taken week.
mar again chairmanned the event.
Clifford Henry
Mel-O-Macs
Bea Kalmus
Delano Hotel
Jimmy Jeff 4c June Bertie Sellers
any strong, stand as yet on the
The
Mambo
trappings
Jets
Bob
Frontier
management should
London
for
the
bal
Flack 4c Lucas
Ronnie Joynes
La Playa Sextet , Terry Scharf Oro
masque were elaborate.
The firming up of the Hollywood-tv have had a premonition that Lanza
Emilio Reyes Ore
Five O’clock
palanquins, on which the queen relationship. In Pittsburgh, two wouldn’t make it. He arrived here
Vartity Fair
Carrie Finnell
^
Otbella Dallas
Nino Yacovino
and her attendants^ were carried, weeks ago, Allied Motion Picture five days ago with his entire famHavana Cuban Boys Parisian Rev
were striking and the decor of the Theatre Owners of W. Pennsyl- ily and two nurses. They occupied
Fansto Curhello Ore
Empress Hotel
Cabaret Bills
Bar of Music
Johnny Howard
ballroom was highly imaginative. vania passed a resolution banning three rooms at the Frontier, but
Bill Jordan
Stuart 4c Saitfara
The music provided additional ex- from their theatres pix that have from the time of arrival from Palm
Arne Sultan
Hal Edwards Oro
Beth Challls
Jack Kerr
citement. Count Basie headed the 6hown on tv first. Reference was Springs nobody saw him except
YORK CITY
musicrews, with Joey Bushkin to Disney’s “Davy Crockett” series his family, nurses, local doctor and
RENO
providing a freewheeling type of which Disney has edited into a the- furrier A1 Teitelbaum and author
Sammy Davis Jr
Basin St
De Castro Sis
Louis Armstrong
music incentive.
Eddie Stanley atrical release. It’s pointed out that Ben Hecht, Lanza’s advisors.
Mapes Skyroom
Allen 4c De Wood
J Sc J Belmont
Velma Middleton
Rusty Draper
Will Osborne Oro
and Willie Rodriquez also were on Disney assembled the “Crockett”
Lanza- literally phoned his act
Donna William*
Blrdlend
Kirby Stone
Riverside
Jack Drummond
Perez Prado Ore
tap.
Costume
(or
lack
of costume) pic from the tv footage at the spe- over to show producer Sam Lewis
Dominique
King Sisters
Barbara Maye
Bon- soli
Skylets
of Miss Sharon and the garb for cific request of exhibs who felt it’d and director Bob Alton:
Lanza
High Towers
Larry Howard
Phil Leeds
Eddie Fitzpatrick
Amazing Monahans Miss Parker were by -Raoul Pene make a good b.o. feature for juve never put In an appearance at reM Durso o*c
Mae Barnes
New Golden
Starlets
*
Frank Marti Ore
3 Flames
Du
Bois, and the free space for this audiences.
hearsals.
Ray
Sinatra, his conGuy
Mitchell
Bill Clifford Ore
Jimmy Daniels
-Hotel. Ambassader
Blue Angel
ductor,
shindig was nabbed by Mai Braverehearsed the Frontier
Quintero Ore
Resfetta Thorpe
Sarkozi Ore
man.
orch without Lanza.
MaYle Knight
Hotel Pierre
However,
Trude Adams
the
Sunday
evening there were rumentire
shindig
Kaye Ballard
Troplcana
Clarisse Novo
Arte Johnson
Vs.
must be construed as a complete
bles that Lanza was suffering,
Stanley Melba Ore
Paulina Alvarez
Stan Freemart
Darvas 4c Julia
Chico
Relli
Sans
Soucl
Ballet
reversal
from
of
laryngitis.
It was said that
Shakespeare’s -premise
Bart Howard
Continued from pas* 1
D’Alda Q
No. 1 -Fifth Ave
Ray Carson
Jimmy Lyons Trio Bob
that the evil men do lives after
there had been some desert wind
R Ortega Orq
Downey
Mercedes' Valdes
Cafe Society
fact,
CBS).
Network,
in
says
a
Harold
C
Rodriguez
Fonvillo
Orq
them
and
and one got into his room and
the good is oft interred
Steve Gibson
D’Ruff Q
Hazel Webster
Redcaps
O de la Rosa
Montmartre
with their bones.
In any
Apparently number of sponsor orders are al- blew down his throat.
Tony Roberts 5
Richard Robertson
Hotel Plaza
Leonela Gonzalez
’taint so.
There were so few sin- ready in the house, but it’s a case event, whatever the cause of his
L Dulzaides Q
A Roberts Ore
Ella Logan
Raul Diaz
Chateau Madrid
Ted Straeter Ore
Gladys Robau
Ivette dela Fuente
ners that the artists could think of, of which bankrolled to choose. throat constriction, Lanza had only
Ana Moreno
Mark Monte Ore
Della Brkvo
Troplcana Ballet
that the variety of characters was Chesterfield, Como’s present spon- enough voice left last night (Mon.
Los Collegialcs
Hotel Roosevelt
Nancy Sc Rolando
S de Espana Orq
Ralph Font Ore
Joseph Sudy Ore
Rivera Singers
S Suarez Orq
fairly low when contrasted with sor, is one of them.
to say just before show time:
Oscar Calvct* Ore
Hotel St Regis
Nancy Sc Alvarez
A Romeu Orq
previous
balls.
It’s
“No dice (exclamation point),”
evidently
Slotting of Como 8 to 9 means
Composer
Jane Morgan
San SoucI
Carlos Sandor
Billy Taylor 3
Milt Shaw Ore
Rivero Singers
Montmartre Ballet
easier to think of a greater num- the axing of. the current Mickey
Reportedly, Lanza insured his
H Chittlson 3
Ray Bar]
Los Barcancos
Montmartre Models ber of goodies in history.
Rooney and “So This Is- Holly- Frontier date with Lloyds of LonCopacabana
Hotol Staffer
Gina Martin
Casino Playa Orq
Will .Mastic Trip
For -the first time in history, the wood” shows.
don for $100,000.
Lc^.Elgprt Ore * j. [Victor, Alvarez
Fajardo z Orq
LUC Poret
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show has made some concesPalaee?
spreads, first being the trapeze set,
Bert Wheeler l with Lick Wilwith Delia Canistrelli, a first-term- sions to modernity, but hasii’t tamer, providing some excellent cut- pered with tradition. Indeed, the son), Bobby Whaling <fr Yvette ,
ups in the end ring; the superb vets, like Emmett Kelly’s sadfaced Royal Brent, Roy Douglas de VirheelfWork of Miss Mara; the ex- clown, are one of the classics in ginia, Los Romeros de Lolita, Ladd
tremely nimble pretzel twists of the business. Yale Otto’s tomfool- Lyon (2), Terry & The Macs (4).
Logano; the Rixos, on' the high- ery in the audience is also liked Eve Walker; “Seven Angry Men”
reviewed in Variety March
suspended ladder, the double tra- and the pantomime of Otto Grie- (AA).,
antics by Paul Jung, and 9/ ’55.
Myerson and Sonja Henie to do it. peze work of The Renellys/ and .the bling,
By JOE COHEN
Adler,
along
Felix
of
presence
the
Antoinette
swinging
by
graceful
Mike Todd staged this sequence of
The Palace has obtained one of
with so many others, carry on a
Bisbi \
The Ringling Bros,, Barnum
the show.
the true names in the variety field
in tradition and enIm the juggling sector',, the five custom rich
for its current bill. Bert Wheeler,
Bailey 'Circus annual at Gotham’s
Nbrth brought in an unusually
view include the tertainment;
a staple on the bigtime who works
Madison Square Garden is indeed high number of circus premieres. on simultaneous
This show is the largest in the major -piterles, is giving tlie show
are listed as making Superbas, who bear a striking reone of the landmarks in New York, A dozen acts
the world. a tone. Wheeler, recently paired
and
possibly
in
country,
Colleanos;
Four
the
to
semblance
tjieir u.S. bows, but the bulk Of
probably the most fabulous break; the entertainment and wonder is The Marilex, in a plate-spinning It’s a good augury for the enter- with Phil Baker, has gotten himindustry in general that self a new partner who works in
in in show biz. The circus has provided by the names that have demonstration; the Adan£s, a jug- tainment
center a quality show of this kind is the near anonymity, With the aid of
become an institution which has made circus history in this country gling turn; Oliveras in the
many communities in Dick Wilson, Wheeler gives the
contact
only
of
demonstration
fine
giving
a
ring
continuing in the same
resisted change, glamorization and and are
and the Cup- this country have with a live form Palace customer a demonstration
vein. For example, Josephine Bero- at the horizontal bar,
of entertainment. There’s a certain of showmanship and solid humor.
the inroads of mechanical enter- sini is one of the top events. She ers, who manipulate on unicycles.
responsibility that goes with an as- Wheeler has a gentle delive'ry, his
major climbs a_ wire at an acute angle
Any
media.
tainment
There are also simultaneous
stuff is funny, and it has the stamp
signment of this kind and the of
authority. His recitation about
changes in the setup would prob- and thence into bicycle riding on work ip three wrings—-Luis Munoz,
out admirably.
over the string doing fine work on the slack wire; circus carries it
a boy is a sentimentally touching
ably destroy much of the intrinsic the Strand a jaunt
bit and he’s off strongly.
while blindfolded and wearing Tonito, who winds up with a tervalue. The adults who take the kids
Palladium, London
coveralls that make traction diffi- rific somersault on the string, and
Wheeler is accompanied by a
to this- bash still find its character cult. She gets one of the top mitts Attalina, who *6aps her work with
London, .March 29.
fairly good roster of ^cts, most of
Wire.
the
on
into
childwork
whom are standard in these parts.
Eddie Fisher ( with Harry Akst)
of the evening.
some top aero
a comfortable retreat
Another fave here is Unus, who A pair of animal turns in the dog George & Bert Bernard, Beverley Sole new turn on this session is
hood memories for an evening.
De Sisters (3), Myles Bell, McHarris Negro singer Royal Brent! An asAny major change would probably balances himself on one finger. In and monkey field by Octave
Six Fly- sist in the comedy sector is by Roy
and
illusion,
the flying section, The Palacios in Jonghe and Alphonze De Jonghe & Dolores, Eddie Arnold,
destroy much of the
of ing de Pauls, John & Sum a La- Douglas. & Virginia, a ventriloquist
lot
centre ring perform some occupy two rings and get a
it’s the illusion that pays off at the the
Dancers turn. Douglas has improved his
secCarden
whip
rope
and
George
the
monte,
laughs.
In
and
exchanges
midair
amazing
boxoffice.
material
considerably and
has
(16') Eric Rogers Skyrockets Orch
tor, the Cordons do some sharpsome lines good enough for solid,
John Ringling North has impre- somersaults, for one of the top re- shooting with the long whip, the
Of
course,
evening.
laughs. The suitcase bit is still the
sarioed the current session into ceptions of the
unfallen
the
To Eddie Fisher has
Bee- male being able to work to
topper.
what will probably be a repeat on The Sabre jets and Clayton
contribute some comfortably close tolerances with distinction of opening the PalladiLadd Lyon, a frequent tenant'
the b.o. bonanza of former years. hee’s Falcons also
The Charros, doing um’s new vaudeville season, and here, repeats his aero turn with an
the weapon.
bring
gasps.
that
aerial
maneuvers
excellently
The show has been
rope work, and Miss Marion at the the launching is done in smash audience plant assisting. He’s good
Another top turn is The Three
staged by Richard Barstow, with
headliner,
the
to
addition
style.
In
lariat, provide sidedressing to the
for the usual returns. New to .this
some luSh costumings by Miles Nocks. On opening night only two Cordons.
three American acts are featured house are Terry & The Macs, comWhite, some original music by performed on the swaying pole,
in the bill, as well as a strong prising three. boys and a girl. This
Horse Parade
the
array of local talent. All of which
North with lyric collaboration by but* there was no diminishing
Aristocratic equine dressage is spells SRO biz for the next fort- group, which had a run at Le
Irving Caesar, and' choreography fact that they brought maximum
Ruban Bleu, show an act that hits
by Alexander Konyot, who has a night.
by Edith Barstow. The net result excitement to the audience.
a largeseater. They put an interwith a class look. Marion SeifAlthough there were no national national flavor to their turn, with
is the maintenance of entertainAn interesting newcomer is turn
the
work
Houcke
Nadia
eft
and
papers (due to a strike) to pub- medleys of Scotch and Irish tunes,
ment values and a fresh facade oh Takeo Usui, a Japanese import,
each side of Konyot and licize his arrival with Debbie Rey- anc^ a personable rendition of
an immutable format.
Who does the slide for life bit. He rings on
each gets applause with skilled nolds (and no London reviews of “C’est.si Bon” with the dame frontThe spectacle aspects of the big climbs up the sloping wire back- hayburner antics.
the performance), the reception ing. They’re off excellently.
slide
show have been designed along wards and dGes a backward
Openers are Bobby Whaling &
Liberty horse drills are by Cze- from the packed opening-night
novel lines, “Mama’s in the Park," on his feet to conclude his conaudience
left no doubt of Fisher’s Yvette, a cycle, turn with comedy
a
handles
who
Mroczkowski,
slan
a depiction of city greenery at the tribution He gets the crowd’s apbeautiful batch of animals with rating in the popularity stakes." And overtones. Their tricks are solid
turn of the century with Keystone preciation".
ease and skill. Gena Lipowska gets it was an inspired gimmick to use arid they generate enough exciteKops and kiddies, winds up with
The Balance Is Right
her equine charges to do a forward Miss Reynolds as a mystery off- ment to warm up the house for
one of the cutest pachyderm demOf the balancing turns, Burton march on two legs, and Hans Us-, stage voice to duet in “A Man ensuing turns. Los Romeros &
onstration in years. The behe- & Son get centre-ring attention
through a pic- Chases a Girl" and then get her Lolita do some sprightly flamenco
moths wheel the baby elephants in with brick-building atop a ladder sim puts his charges
and cape twirling. Their heelto take a bow.
workout.
small coaches, which should be which is done wit IP fine showman- turesque
In the two years since his initial stomping is vigorous and colorful
a
Loyal,
Justino
of
troupe
The
evening.
the
for
sufficient novelty
Palladium appearance, Fisher has and they net hot mitting. They
ship. The Naukos, in the end ring,
business, is one of the
grown in authority and improved could give, themselves a better
Other production number,“Holi- doing some good cycling tricks; vet in this
riding turns
start by permitting musical accombarebackmg
standard
in showmanship. He now confidentday," was turned over opening Evy & Evarto, also on wheels, and
in the country. They provide com- ly parries the enthusiasts who yell paniment during the early part of
of
parade
glamor
night (30) to a
Renis-Eerroni Duo, who balance on
riding tactics. for their favor,
excellent
with
edy
and continues their turn. Their closing jota is
guest stars who cavorted for the the rolling cylinder, and The
Miss Ilonka and Eve Karoly in the on his set routine, with its care- good for strong response.
Arthritis and Rheumatism Founda- Radinos, provide a potpourri that
Closer is Eve Walker on the rope
good
some
through
go
side
rings
blending
of current
fully fashioned
tion, under whose benefit the pre- leaves the customer in a confused
and swinging bar, who hits it well
nags.
hit parade pops with songs of yesmiere was held. The various cate- situation of not knowing where to leaps onto the
with a series of assorted tricks.
catethe
latter
Notable
in
teryear.
Of course, the additional specgories showed a lot of imaginative look to take everything in simulJo Lombardi must give the acts
gory are a medley of tunes by his a
Costumes and staging taneously. The net effect, though, tacle; such as the aerial ballet, is accompanist,
comfortable feeling with his
design.
Harry Akst, followed
one of the highspots of the. eveability to hit cues and the beat on
could make it a gay occasion, but is overwhelming.
by a selection of oldies made fa- the button.
ning. The Geisha girl corps in the
Jose.
opening night took much of the
condensed
Jolson.
A
This year’s show, though, cormous
by
A1
edge off the entertainment values, rects this situation somewhat from centre ring puts another touch of version of “Born in a Trunk,"
the proceedings. Miss Bar- “Count
Blessings," “Oh My
Milton Berle ringmastered the past seasons. There are a lot of color to
Your
choreography is effective. Papa" and “I Believe" are among
event, which opened with a gay solo spots which put the viewer stow’s
in the production^ the smash entries from the impresNew Year’s Eve tableau climaxed in the position of getting maximum The highlight
is the incidental flying* sive lineup
department
of pops.
Continued from page 49
by Marilyn Monroe atop a painted appreciation out of the top acts. In
0
The photogs a situation which has the simul- trapeze work by Pinito Del Oro,
pink pachyderm,
Standard faves at this, theatre
which soon becomes the centre of over the years, George & Bert plete entertainment packages with
taneous performances of the Freswinging
attention. Her windup is
Bernard score their biggest success their own plugs Watered down so
dortias, on the teeterboard; The
in an inverted position on her with a brand new act which allows that they would be palatable to
Abbott Sisters, a fast set of tumJohn Ringling North pro
head—-no hands.
full scope for their satirical mim- the military personnel, were sent
the
.the
blers,
Seguras,
also
Richard
at
by
duction, staged
As for the big animal acts, Paul ing to pop and classical disks. out: The Defense Dept. ’Will still
Miles
seesaws, and the Yong Bros, hnd
costumes,
Bdrstow;
of
“Carmen transport and. board these units,
treatment
terrific, .response, Their
a
Lions
hit
Fritz
in
the
Sisters
stationary
bars,
White ; general director, Pat
Trevor Bale’s Tigers go JOnes" is brilliant in conception same as any volunteer or paid
there’s enough talent to carry sev- and
lyrics
Valdo; music, North
outstanding in- performance, Camp Shows unit.
and
maneuinteresting
some
through
eral sequences. While individual
Irving Caesar; choreography
resulting in a nonstop flow of audiUSD, for the past few years,
performances can’t be measured vers. Walter Stone’s bears also hit ence bellylaughs. And for perfecEdith Barstow; musical direchas been getting approximately.
adequately, the viewers must be top mittings.
tor, Merle Evans; equestrian
tion in precision timing, their $1,200,000 for its
needs.
Same
Merle Evans, helming the band* medley of tunes they have paroimpressed with the lavishness' and
director, Robert Dover; ringprofligacy of the amount Of enter- handles one of the most difficult died in the past rates Special kudos. amount is expected to come out
master, Count Nicholas; lightthis season. USO will get approxitainment available.
showbacking assignments flawie&sly.
ing, Doug Marris.
The Beverley •..Sisters, a popular
There are two other such lavish
The 85th edition of the Ringling, close-harmony trio, have developed mately 12% of the Community
With Paul Fritz’s Lions
Chest's $10,200,000 for its needs.
Trevor Bale’s Tigers, Capt.
a precision which smacks of over- However, the
cash will not be alWalter Stone’s Mixed Bears ,
production.
Each gesture is too located for
at least six weeks, and
Delia Canestrelli, Miss Mara,
carefully timed and mannered and
thus
voluntary
units
will
be
Rixos, Antoinette Bisbini, Lothere’s never a suggestion of spontaneity of movement. This com- pressed into service in order to
gano, Renellys, Luis Munoz,
maintain
the
flow of entertainment aside, they make a favorable
Attalina, Tonito, Octave De
impression, and score nicely with ment for morale purposes.
Jonghe, Alphonze De Jonghe,
Michael Todd staged a much-publicized spec, the N. Y. Garden’s
Importance of providing enter“Naughty Lady Of Shady Lane,"
Pinito Del Oro, Czeflan Mroczcircus preem last week, with show biz celebrities participating in
“Side by Side" and other entries. tainment to troops is seen by the
Hans
kowski, Gena Lipowska,
the first-act finale which, incidentally, was the blowoff to many,
U'ssim, Charros, Cordons, Miss
A newcomer to the Palladium fact that President Eisenhower
considering the 11:15 p.m. intermission. Milton Berle was "ring(though not to Britain), Myles Bell feels that the USO work is suffiMarion, Marion Seifert, Alexmaster" (emcee) and after Marilyn Monroe’s opening act, atop
carefully feels his way; to build ciently important for him to serve
ander Konyot, Nadia Houcke,
ah elephant, the rest of it seemed anticlimactic. Todd’s idea apto a sock reception, with a choice as the outfit's honorary president.
Oliveras,
Adanas,
Marilex,
parently was to give, them a quick boffola but it did pale What
flow of neatly-timed gags and a Under present circumstances, it's
Cupers, Superbas, Josephine
followed, ending with Ray Heatherton (“The Merry Mailman" of
trio of original lyrics which he felt
that USO and USO-Camp
Berosini, Unus, Ilonka, Justino
radio) and Kathryn and Arthur. Murray, the dancing masters, in
delivers in fine style. Another act Shows will continue as they have
Loyal Evy Karoly, Takeo Usui,
the tonneau of an open Buick. (Berle saw to it that his currently
theatre
‘is McHarris in the past, except for the disnew
to
this
Naukos, Burton & Son, Evy de
favorite sponsor got the plugs).
Jeanette MacDonald & Gene
& Dolores, a sepia terping duo, patching of paid units.
Duo,
FenisFerroni
Evarto,
Raymond (Mr. & Mrs.), James Cagney, Red Buttons, Dave Garrowho make an immediate impact
Last week, Camp Shows anFlying
Sabre jets,
Radinos,
way, Martha Raye, Terry Moore, Julius LaRosa (who seemed to
with their expressive rhythmic nounced that it
would serve as the
Palacios, Clayton Beehee’s Falhaving
be
a losing battle- of it), Sammy Davis Jr., Phil Reagan,
stepping.*
b
clearing house for volunteer encons, Emmett Kelley, Felix
Sonja Henie (flashing a fine figure in a bikini), Eileen Barton,
Eddie Arnold, local impressiontertainers.
However,
Lawrence
Adler, ballet, others. At Madithe Copa line, Bess Myerson, and Jinx Falkenburg McCrary
ist,
has widened his galldry of
Phillips, Camp Shows exec veepee,
son Square Garden, N. Y.,
rounded it out.
stars, and his takeoff of Marlon
declared
that
glee
clubs,
’55.
no matMarch 30,
The charity pitch (Arthritis & Rheumatism Foundation) acBrando is a worthy addition to
counted for,, perhaps the largest photographer coverage of any
his lineup, which already includes ter what their affiliation, need not
apply
because
of
the
gigantic
task
William Beridix, Robert Mitchum,
indoor event at the Garden—perhaps 200 of them, or so they
George Sanders and many top U.S. of transporting, billeting and feedseemed. It got so that Berle asked the lenshounds to squat bereally messed up the procession,
ing
them.
vocalists.
The
Flying
James
Six
de Pauls,
Sauter serves as
cause their solid phalanx was obscuring the views.
crowding the path of the slightlyan Australian femme team of prexy of Camp ShoWs without pay,
Berle’s crack, “The nonchalance of that elephant he acts if he’s
clad filmstar in a manner that
tumblers, have a fast and polished and Abe Lastfogel. general manonly riding Sabu,” was a neat laugh.
impeded progress and movement.
routine; John and Suma Lamonte ager.
of
the
William
Morris
John Ringling North has a newL lyricist collaborator in Irving
Miss Monroe’s natural attributes
do their juggling and balancing Agency, serves as chairman of the
Caesar, with the passing of E. Ray Goetz, and Caesar’s music firm
are hard to follow, but eventually,
the hard way, frequently while do- CS board, also gratis.
also
a
took
lot
publishes
It
it.
the
the crowd got over
score.
Sammy Kaye, who had recorded
ing difficult hand-stands; and the
“Impossible," guest-conducted the regular Merle Evans band (so
of talent, including Dave GarroGeorge Carden dancers (10 gals,
announced). Program contains the full lyrics in published form
TANNEN'S PALLADIUM
way, Jeannette McDonald (singing
six males) offer fresh routines ina dream plug for any set of songsmiths.
“Sweethearts"), Phil Regan, Red
Don Tannen has been set as coOf course you gotta
stead of the more conventional
La
own
Julius
a
circus to achieve that. Program also featured a fancy byButtons, Terry Moore,
line-stepping. Entire presentation headliner with Grade Fields at the
- liner in
Robert E. Sherwood who, as Ernest Hemingway and other
Rosa, Jinx Falkenberg McCrary,
is handsomely mounted and expert- London Palladium May 9.
name authors have written in the past in the souvenir booklet,
Copa Girls; Kathryn & Arthur
It’ll be the comedian’s first time
ly showcased by the Skyrockets
expounded on the circus tradition. He pointed up this is the. 85th
Murray, Martha Raye, Charlie ApOrch, now maestroed by. Eric there. Vegas and Coast dates folanni of the Big Tor
Myro.
low.
Abel.
Rogers.
plewhite, Sammy Davis Jr., Bess
'
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Wednesday, April
St.

Shows Out of Town
Dainu Ywikres
New

Haven, April

Bolin. Robert Shafer,
Book,
Richard Bishop, jean Stapleton.
George -Abbott and Wallop; music and
Richard "Adler and Jerry Ross.

Brown, Shannon
lyrics.

Direction,
Abbott; choreography,,. Bob
Fosse; scenery and costumes, William
and Jean Eckert; musical "direction, Hal
Don Walker;
orchestrations;
Hastings;

dance music arrangements, Roger Adams.
At Shubert, New Haven, April 2. *55;

$5.50 top.

Meg

Shannon Bolin
Robert Shafer
Ray Walston

Joe Boyd
Applegate
Sister

Doris

<Je*»n
.

Joe Hardy

.

Henry

*

Sohovik
Smokfey

.

.

Stanleton

Elizabeth Howell
Stephen Douglass
A1 Lantl
Eddie Phillips
Nathaniel Frey

Vernon
Mickey
Van Buren.'
Rocky

Albert Linville

Robert Evens
Russ Brown
Jimmie Komack

.

Rae Allen
Cherry Davis
Del Horstmann
Richard Bishop

Gloria

Teenager
Lynch'

Welch

Gwen Verdon

Lola

Hatty Carr

Jane
Commissioner
Postmaster

Wind

Del Horstm^nn
Albert Linville

Singers, dancers, children

Lee. Stars Paul Muni; features "Ed Begley,
Tony Randall* Murial" Kirkland, • Pcithel
Leslie. Staats CotaWorth, Loui* Hector,
Karl Light, Direction, Shumlln; scenery.
Peter Larkin; lighting, Feder; eofetumes.
Ritth MfttlJW. At Forrest* Phil*:,- March
31'. ’35; $3 :g 0-$4.2O top.
.

Eric Berne

,

Mary Kevin Kelly
Melinda
Rachel Brown ........... Bethel Leslie
Robert P. Lieb
Meeker
Karl Llglit.
Bertram Cates
Salem Ludwig
Goodfellow
Sara Floyd
Mrs. Krebs
Rev. Jeremiah Brown .. Staats Cotsworth
Fred Herrick
Covkin
Donald Elson
Bollinger
Piatt

i

Fired

...

. ,

Miller

Charles ThomDson
Bannister
Mrs. Loomis .............. Rita Newton
Howard Caine
Hot Dog Man
Mrs. McClain ...... Margherlta Sargent
Mrs. Blair
Ruth Newton
Charles Brin
Elijah
E. IC. Hornbeck ........... Tony" Randall
,

.

; .

.

Louis, April

5,

Additional cooling setup will be
used this summer for the 10,000sqat alfresco Municipal Theatre in
Forest Park. .Two giant fogrdispersal fans will be installed at the
sides of the low$r sections to draw
in. fresh dry ,air to replace the
humid air near;’ the ground.
The fans will operate every evening between 6 and 8 o'clock and
They will
during intermissions.
supplement the cooling of the concrete floors Of the amphitheatre
by Water that cascades down each
evening several hours before curThis cooling plan was
tain time.
inaugurated last season.

Legit Who’s

Harry Shaw
Hurdy Gurdy Man
James Maloney
Mayor
Ed Begley
Matthew Harrison Brady
Muriel Kirkland
Mrs. Brady

Who

•'

.

Tom

Dovenport

.......

Henry Drummond
.Tud w e

.

J

Back ‘Lunatics’

William Dirrid
Paul Mmv
LTTtiis Hector

...

Fred Miller
Fred Herrick
Sillers
Harrv Y. Esterbrook ....... Perry Flske
Townspeople, hawkers, reporters,

‘.‘Lunatics

Dunlap

and Lovers.’^ currently

week

at the Broadhurst,
N, Y,, is another one of those proin its 17th

backer list that
who's who.
put .up iliq
$100,000 capitalization for the May
Of the
Kirschner production.
contributors, approximately twothirds have entertainment industry
af if nations.
repayIncidentally,
ment of the entire investment in
the Sidney Kingsley comedy was
comnleted, earlier this month.
Show’s backers include 20thFox veepee Joseph H.- Moskowitz,
$6,000; John Shubert, of the Shutunesmifh Frank
herts,
$6,000;
ductions with

jurors, spectators

Regardless of what may happen
Coast authors Jerome Lawrence
in, the major leagues this season,
Broadway looks set to have a musi- and Robert F. Lee have a script of
cal pennant winner in “Damn Yan- powerful impact in. “Inherit the
kees,” inspired, by the baseball Wind” whieh opened a Philly trynovel. It's loaded with talent and out last week. But they’ve imposed
it's just going to be a matter of tough
conditions for the actual
spacing the hit elements properly stage presentation of the play.
to score substantially.
At the. opening, some of these
Working from a hook that main- problems apparently were not entains a better-than-adequate share
tirely realized by certain members
of interest, production blends its
of. the cast and more especially by
song-and-dance ingredients effecproducer-director Herman Shumtively and comes up with a promlin, but it seems likely that this
ising product' that should be in ex|iveteran will be able to match the
cellent shape by Broadway kickoff
with
on May 5. List of credits packs a vividness of the writing
wallop and same iriay be said of equally imaginative stagecraft. If
numerous highlights of production. and when that happens, -“Inherit
Preem is considerably overboard the Wind” should become one of
on material and needs; sharp slic- the season's standout dramas, in
ing. Heavily in show's favor is a the same bracket, if not exactly
take-ipe-out-to-the-ballgame atmos- on a oar with “Cat on a Hot T*"
The latter recently had
phere*- that carries wide appeal. Roof.”
Also, the fantasy aspect of the Philly audiences, worked up to the
same kind of enthusiastic fervor
show is < piite acceptable.
Story is of a middle-aged base- that was displayed by the^opening
ball fan, himself a frustrated play- night house at “Inherit.”
er, bargaining for a chance to
To younger playgoers, the celerevert to younger days and become brated Scopes trial in Dayton,
He joins the Tenn., in 1925, will probably be
a diamond star.
Washington Senators as, an all- completely new. It was generally
around wonder boy who helps referred to in the press as the
them trim the Yanks for the pen- “monkey trial” because it dealt
nant.
with the arraignment of a young
'As a seductive character from smalltown
on
teacher
school
the nether world Gwen Verdon charges of breaking a state law by
impresses with, standout combina- expounding the theory of evolution
tion- of physical attractiveness and in class. To contemporary youth,
dance talent attributes. She offers Clarence- Oarrow, noted Chicago
a torrid “come-on” routine that all criminal lawyer (programmed in
but dissolves the footlights. Ste- the Lawrence-Lee play as- Henry
phen Douglass adds powerful .pipes Drummond), may be recalled,, if r-t
to personable appearance and also all, as the man who defended Loeb
does his straight work convincing- and .Leopold. William Jennings
ly. He’s a good choice. Ray WalBryan (billed in the play as Matston does a simonized job as the
thew Harrison Brady) will be recloven-footed evil one. His effortmembered
from history hooks as a
entertaining
less work produces an
three-time losing candidate, for the
characterization.
only relative oldCompetent support comes from Presidency, but
familiar with his repRuss Brown, veteran team man- sters will be
utation as a “silver-tongued oraager; Shannon Bolin and Robert
Shafer, middle-aged pair who start tor.”
The Coney Island aspects of the
fantasy ball rolling; Richard Bishop, team owner; Jean Stapleton case, possibly only equalled since
and Elizabeth Howell, neighbor- by the Hauptmann trial, may come
.

1

3

a,

r.eads like a show biz
total of 64 investors

A

Loesser’s mother Julia, $5,000; actor Tom Ewell, $4,000; Louis Lotito,
City Playhouses prexy and general
manager of the Martin Beck, N. Y.,
£4.000; indie film producer AiJfttole Lltvak, $3,000; legit producer
Max Gordon, $2,000; legit pro’

ducer Max Gordon, $2,000; legit
nroducer I. B. Joselow, $2,000;
United Artists prez Arthur Krim/
$2,000; and Jerry Berns of the 21
Club, $2,000.
Also, tv producer Max Liebman,
$2,000; United Paramount Theatres

nrexy

Leonard

H.

Goldenson,

$2,000; Jack Small, Shubert exec
in charge of booking N. Y. theatres, $2,000; actor Buddy Hackett,

featured in “Lunatics,” $2,000; tv
nroducer Irving Mansfield,' $2,000;
Leonard Faske, Hackett’s agent,
$2,000; actress Sheila Bond, also
featured in the show, $2,000;; Hilda
S. Kook, wife of Century Lighting
nrexy Edward Kook, $2,000; Aaron
Goldblatt, of the N. Y. Times,
Smith,
organist
Ethel
$1,000;
$1,000; souvenir program a’gent
Kal Efron, $1,000; CBS-TV exec,
Oscar Katz, $1,000 ‘ and talent
agent Gloria Safier, $1,000.
Others are theatre party agent
Lenore Tobin, $1,000; actor’s agent

Martin Baum, $1,000; his partner,
Abe Newborn, $1,000; Martin
Jurow, of-, the William Morris
Agency, $1,000; pressagent Ted
Howard, $1,000; designer Frederick
Fox, $1,000; agent Kenneth Later,
hood busybodies. Other principals as a surprise to this modern thea- $1,000; Benjamin Yanow, Hackgeneration
the ett’s
and
who score handily are Nathaniel tregoing
manager, $1,000; Mildred
Frey, Jimmie Komack, Albert Lin- chances of its identifying the Bal- Nizcr, wife of attorney Louis Nizer,
ville,

Rae

timore

Allen.

Choreography upholds well its
share of overall diversion responsibility.

steps

in

Range
a

is

baseball

from -novelty

hoedown

to

newspaperman

(programmed as E. K. Hornbeck), as
the renowned Henry L. Mencken
will be slim. Many of the youngsters may not even know who Men-

Whirlwind speed in a bistro num- ken is.
ber. A “Musical Chairs” terp segHowever, 'it isn’t necessary for
ment could- stand telescoping to audiences to know the Scopes trial
advantage. , Opening circumvents antecedents of J *Inherit.” Lawrence
traditional chorus line by working and Lee have a fine theatrical sense
in’ a brief straight scene before and their play can stand on' its
bringing -on the singing-dancing own. Oddly enough, thfe authors
ensembles. It provides a rouser in are most successful when they are
early ‘moments. First-act curtain is dealing with the verbal battle beineffectual, needing strenuous re
tween 'the two lawyers, even
vision.
though the subject matter is theScore contains a number of ology and calls for at least a parear-benders
with
“Heart”pleasing
tial Biblical background.
*

stopping

thump quickly

in

first

They are

less

effective

in

$1,000; Sherman S. Krellberg. film
distributor
and legit producer,
$1,000; Elaine Ellis, wife of col-

umnist Hal Eaton, $1,000 and Miss
<•
Kirschner,’ $1,000.
Also, Jerry Adler, show's assistant stage manager, $500; Arlene Liff* wife of show’s production stage manager- Samuel Liff,
$500; theatre party agent Tyy Larric, $500; Anri Connolly Lester, actress-daughter of the late Walter

Connolly and Nedda
Harrigan
(Mrs. Joshua) Logan, $500; Mrs.
Logan, $500; and realtor-legit producer Henry M. Margolies, $1,000.

the

Monkey Talk

“A Man Doesn’t Know” presumably straight- fiction of the
and “Near to You” will be heard’ romance of young Bertram Cates
around. “Good Old Days” is good (representing .John Scopes in the
for chuckles and “Goodbye OM actual
trial)
with a minister-’s
stanza.

rates a mild tearjerker.
Change of musical pace has the
gait* shifting from tortoise to jet.
Vocal contributions are on a generally okay level and Hal Hastings'
baton rates a bow.
Brisson - Griffith - Prince trium
virate has spent a pretty penny in
dolling show up for optical appeal.
Setup unfolds striking color combinations and a grandstand setting
Novelty is
is a scenic standout.
injected with erection of floodlights in house section to simulate
actual attendance at a night game.
“Yankees” is staged in typical

Girl”

Philadelphia, April 5.
“Inherit the Wind,” Jerome

Lawrence-Robert E.Lee drama

daughter who. has to testify against
him but who finally leaves home
to be at his side* However, these
latter scenes are short and can
probably be cut or even eliminated

currently playing a pre-Broadway tryout at the Forrest here,
deals With the Scopes “monkey
trial” of mid-’20s fame. What
more natural that it should
have a monkey in the cast?
The animal, unnamed in the
program, is under contract
via its owner, Capt. Harry
Shaw, a veteran ex-vaude performer who enacts a hurdygurdy man.
However, the
monkey is importantly involved in the play’s action, as
Tony Randall, portraying E.
K. Hornbeck, a Baltimore
newspaper man representing
H. L. Mencken, delivers a
satiric speech to it during the

entirely.

Paul Muni’s characterization of
(Darrow) may rate as
one of the actors’s greatest performances. It's a long role and an
arduous one and Muni fumbled
badly several times in the second
act on opening night, but his performance as a whole deserved the

Drummond

’

ovation it received.
Ed Begley,
George Abbott fashion give 'em possibly not possessed of the silplenty, then pare it down to the ver-toned qualities of Bryan, nevcream, a task which shouldn't be ertheless gives a strong portrayal.
Both players will benefit when
too difficult
have been trimmed
It could make an entertaining their roles

—

pic.

(Contip^d

*<i

l

Who Made Him

Air Cooling Setup
St.

Philadelphia, March 31,
Herman Shumlln production (In association with Marco Jones) drama in three
acts, by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E.

Howard

Loo Mitny Will Add

New

Inherit the
4.

Frederick Brisson, Robert E. Griffith,
Harold S. Prince (in association with
Albert B. Taylor) production of musical
comedy in two acts, based on novel, "The
Year the Yankees Lost the Pennant" by
Douglass Wallop. Features Gwen Verdon,
Stephen: Douglass, Ray Walston, Russ

'

,

first act.

Who

1955

6,

Censor ?

Edward

T. McCaffrey? He's the Commissioner of
Licenses of the City of. New Yoric and in that role grants the
license under which theatres operate— a license basedon conformity with fire, sanitary and safety regulations. But this
present Commissioner, without sanction in law to censor anything, has now demanded of the management of the Morosco
Theatre a copy of the manuscript of Tennessee- Williams new
smash hit, “Cat On a Hot, Tip Roof.” Why? Why is it any of
Edward T, McCaffrey's business?
is

As with “The Miracle” film a couple of seasons ago, McCafis supposed to have declared that he received complaints.
Perhaps he did. Is it still his responsibility to demand a copy of
the text and, by that demand, imply a threat?
r

frey

Against the complaints may be arrayed the praise of such
respectable citizens as Brooks Atkinson, of the N.Y, Times and
Walter F. Kerr, of the N.Y, Herald Tribune, the latter a devout
Catholic, if that has any bearing, and it shouldn't. The only
point which needs discussion is not the morality, the taste, the
art, of ‘'Cat On a Hot Tin Roof,'* but where McCaffrey comes off
and comes in?

There is an established way to deaf with obscene or dirty plays,
books and other material for public consumption. It involves fofrual charges by the District Attorney followed by a
court trial, with’ a jury to render a decision. That takes time,
as it should, and as most legal procedures do in a democracy.
It may be slower than one-man censorship, but it's the Americafi; way. (In an* emergency, an injunction might be obtained
to' halt- a showy but judges are properly reluctant to grant such
applications without demonstrable necessity.)
films,

Some years ago, it may be recalled, a previous Commissioner
had “complaints” about a play called “Trio.” It Subsequently
developed that the prime objectors in that instance were several
Protestant ministers, none of whom had actually seen the’ play,
but had merely been informed that it had something to do with
lesbians. In the meantime, however, the Commissioner threatened to revoke the license of the theatre and, rather than incur
the cost of a legal light and risk .defeat and the closing of the
building, the owners, of the property surrendered. The play
closed. and the producer, actors, author and backers were the
losers—and some would surely argue, the public, too.

There was also an unexplained action by the police a few
years ago in quietly forcing the management of “Mister
Roberts” to delete a’ few lines from the Thomas Heggen- Joshua
Logan comedy—&. highly dubious extension of authority.
In any case, the License Commissioner’s authority to license
theatres and places of entertainment covers the physical buildings, the brick and steel and mortar; the electric wiring and
such matters of public safety and does not, and should not,
extend to the plays presented or ideas expressed in those buildings'. Any action tending that way is bad medicine and show
business should fight it.
;

.

Equity Reviews
Physician In Spite of
Himself

tion.

Equity Library Theatre revival of qom-

ment, but

Leberman’s racy direction
leans on sex gags, slapstick and
projection. It’s a zesty divertisse-

.

-

edy in three' acts by Moliere. translated
by Grant Code. Direction, Joseph Leber-,
man; scenery, Robert Soule: costumes,*'
Jane Lekberg; lighting, Alan Harper;
orlgnal music. J. F. Wasserman. At Lenox

Maurice Edwards, Anita Dangler, Keith
Rawn Harding, Steve Thomas,
DeSimone.

30. '55.

ELT's raucous revival of “The
Physician In Spite of Himself’*

Wood,

..

Kirby,

Victor- Burgess, Pat

Humphrey

Cast;

Dolly
well,

Ceor.

Davia, Charlotte Jones*

Jonah, Charles Welch. John ConHal Neiman, Sandra Karr, Forrest
Paul Carr, Ray Marsh, Niki-

Greene,

Sid

Minsky cir- Dee Danna*
and loud, but Dick Marr.

of the

cuit. It's gutsy, lusty

Moliere?

Equity Library Theatre revival' of
comedy in three acta by Garaon Kanin.
Direction:
Sherwood Arthur; scenery,
Allan Egly; lighting, Marvin Gellman,
At Lenox Hill Playhouse, N.Y., Marcia

Playhouse. N.Y., March. 24, '55.
Cast; Gisella Orkln, Pat Lavelie, Sylvia
Miles, Sy Travel’s, Luis Mora, John Astin,
Hill

smacks strongly

is“ it

The Hat Race

Conrad, Charles Stewart*
Jack Sorlan, Ray Wilkie*

even burlesque needs variety. AlIf the first act were all, .ELT’s
though the gowns are adapted’ to
treatment of this Garson Kanin
the pseudo-doctor’s peeping Tom
opus would rate okay. By the time
gag, .it’s a tired joke after half a
“The Rat Race” has run beyond
dozen takes.
11:30 p.m., however, Lenox Hill’s
Moliere’s thinnish story tells of wooden pews have, become woea faggot -cutter who is trapped by fully hard.
^

his .wife, into posing as *« physician.
His experiences as he unites two
lovers, despite the girl’s forbidding
father confirm his taste for doc-

Since the script isn’t a compeller, adroit acting and directorial
attention, to pace and variety are
needed to keep interest alive. By
turns seamy' or. salty, it’s a talky

.

{

torhood.

What the company

lacks in precise farce timing it makes up in
gusto. Sy Travers plays the woodcutter-doctor with a coarse deadpan insouciance. Sylvia Miles is
vivaciously ribald, as his scolding
wife,
and „ strikingly handsome
Rawn Harding plays the girl whose

self-imposed speechlessness the imposter must cure.
Keith Kirby is minclngly soignee

piece

.

that

explores

life

among

Broadway’s young yearners without offering much that’s pleasant*
Boy gets girl, to be sure, but their
future looks uninspired.
Dolly Jonah is hard-bitten as the
,

disillusioned dance hall doll who
says she's been there* and back*
Her timing of low-key deadpan

gags is shrewd and she playS*with
thegirl’s
nobleman father,) intense honesty. As her vis-a-vis,
while John Astin scores with an the cornfed sax-tootin’ MirfnesoJohn Conwell is amiable
offbeat job as a cloddish servant. tan,
Anita Dangler is a voluptuous enough, though his 100% gullibilnurse and Maurice Edwards liter-' ity is hard to savvy.
Among the runners-up, Charally dances* attendance ps another
lotte Jones is a vividly protbtypio
servant.
Director Joseph Leberman has west-of-8th-A venue landlady. Charpenned a witty prolog for two les Welch plays an amorous telefetching page girls describing the phone'Tman, his drunk scene reg-.
woes of producing Moliere on istering soundly. Humphrey Davis
ELT's $30 budget, The “vividly- is relaxed as a garrulous old neighcostumed production is actually bor* Hal Neiman scores nicely as
one of the showiest of the current an ex-Palace headliner now on his
Lenox Hill season, being high- uppers,, and Charles Stewart's
lighted by Robert Soule's excel- smooth-talk toughie is chillingly

as

lently brittle sets.

sinister.

Grant Code’s breezy translation
couched in the modern vernacular. Some music composed by J. F.
Wasserman and disked by the City
College Orchestra has been piped

Allan Egly has provided a suitably squalid set. Sherwood Arthur’s
naturalistic
direction
.is
fussy to R fault, his -evident flair
being swamped by a plethora of

in rather too strongly for ^ppireoia*

detail,

is

*

Geor:

'
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Mgt. Snafu Finds

Am 'Caine
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No Commercial!

Ahead

Ho Hum,

Des Moines, April 5.
The H, B. Glover Co., Dubuque,

Iowa,

believed

to

Local Furs Flying Again;

be

the oldest manufacturer of
.men’s apparel west of Chicago,
is ceasing manufacturing and
merchandising operations of
pajamas. The company provided author Richard Bissell with
the setting fdr‘ his novel,
“7 Vi Cents,” oh which the
.

New

Orleans, April

5.

'‘Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
due for a two*performance stand

‘Boy-Friend’ Pays

April 26-27 here with the touring

company headed by William Ben-

Out

40G; Over 100G Earned

dix, will get a “preview” via a local amateur production opening

A

$40,000 dividend,, representing
April 13. Situation is apparently the first profits, was paid last week
Amount
the result of the mixup in the man- by “The Boy' Friend.”
professional was split between the backers and
agement
the
of
and
producers, Gy Feuer
the
edition.
The musical
The touring troupe, with Bendix Ernest H. Martin.
investment.
starring as Capt. Queeg, was re- represents a $140,000
As of the last monthly accountcently booked by original producer
Paul Gregory, after the previous ing, dated Feb. 26, the Sandy Wilson
revue represented $101,991
road company with Paul Douglaswas cancelled. In the meantime, profit, having earned $35,854 for
four-week period. Its aslast
the
however,, the rights were reportedin bonds and
ly released for the amateur produc- sets included $15,573
.

.

tion at

Le

I*etit

Theatre du Vieux deposits.

The show is currently in
week at the Royale, N.Y.

Carre.

The Doiiglas-starring unit had
been, booked here previously, but
the dates fell-through when Gregr
ory closed the tour after the Hollywood actor was* quoted in an interview as making disparaging remarks about the south. Meanwhile,
Gregory had disposed of his original Broadway production of the
Herman Wouk melodrama to Alfred de Liagre Jr. and Huntington
Hartford, and the latter pair took
it to Chicago and are now. presenting it on the Coast With Lloyd frolan, John Hodiak and Barry Sullivan as costars.
Although the show has generally,
been, a sturdy grosser on tour, the
amateur presentation may take
some of the steam out of the subsequent professional engagement
here, despite the expected pull of
the Bendix name.

its

28th

Off-Broadway
ing

to

apparently try-

go bigtime with its own
The President
hassle.

Theatre, N.Y.,
a*

is

booking

is

in the middle of

conflict

Minneapolis, April
It

was obviously too good to

5.
last.

honeyS. F. Group Going Pro;
moon between Minneapolis and St.
musical, “The Pajdma Game,”
old rivalry is
Paul is over. .The
Moves Show Downtown on again, with4 the neighboring
was based.
Richard Bissell is the son
San Francisco, April 5,
towns- scrambling for roadshow
of F. E. Bissell Sr„ president
The little theatre production by bookings as bitterly as ever.
of the company, Asked if he
the Actor’s Workshop of Arthur
Although Bennie Berger, lessee
would like to have the last
Miller’s “The Crucible” is going of
the
Lyceum, local legiter,
pair of pajamas to come off
professional and will open April 15 thought he had brought about thethe assembly line, papa Bissell
at thT 640-seat Marines Memorial atrical peace between the rival
replied, “I don’t wear pajamTheatre here. The Workshop has towns by pledging his efforts to
as.”
been presenting the play at its own have Broadway shows play both insmall Elgin Street theatre.
stead of Minneapolis exclusively,
Move to the Marines Memorial, the deal blew up. Fuse was the
will put it downtown just outside booking of “Tender Trap” into
the theatrical district and is made Minneapolis alone.
possible by concessions from ActDan Bidder, publisher of the
ors Equity. The play will be 'given two St. Paul newspapers, made
weekends only at a $2.50 top. It clear that he had experienced no
opened last Sept. 3 at the Elgin change of heart when he refused
Street house.
to accept ads or allow' any news
Arthur Miller’s two one-act
mention of “Trap/* currently here.
plays, skedded for Broadway proRefused Guarantee
duction next September by Kennit
“Trap” management offered to
Bloomgarden and Robert Whiteplay one or two of its six Twin
head, may be tried out on the
pities nights in Bt. Paul if the
strawhat
circuit' th$
summer.
municipal Auditorium, the legit
Miller is understood to oppose the
stand there, would give a guaranidea, but the producers reportedly
tee.
But that was refused. The
want to test the double bill at
St. Paul Auditorium is managed
several barns.
Furni, but Ridder -apparentEd
by
A third company of “Teahouse
Proposed stands include the ,of the August Moon”yis scheduled ly is influential in its operation.
Westport (Conn.) Country* Play- (for the road next fall. Production He was presumably irked because
house,
the Theatre-by-the-Sea, [will be sent out by Howard Lind- the show’s Minneapolis engageMatur.uck, R. I., the Cape Play- js«\v & Russel Crouse, sponsors of ment is Without a. guarantee. However, "‘Trap!’ is o Theatre Guild
house, Dennis, Mass., and the the current
touring edition of
Falmouth Playhouse, Coonames- John Patrick’s dramatization of subscription offering here, but St.
Paul isn’t a. subscription city any
sett, Mass.
Vern Snelder's novel.
more, and thus would be a riskier
Van

That

beautiful

theatrical

'

'

!

-b way

booking

Mpk-St. Paul Renew Legit Feud

two

between

'

shows. Rival producers are claiming access to the house later this
month and both are selling tickets
for simultaneous dates.
“Shoestring Revue” is current
Heflin, last on Broadway in
Duplicating the Broadway origat the theatre and is contracted to “Philadelphia Story* in 1939, has inal as a sellout entry, the road
stay there until the_end of June, been signed to star in both plays. {presentation, eunently at the O.raccording to company manager The one-acters are “From Under, ,r:<ri Theatre, San Francisco, made
Benjamin Rothman. However, Alan the Sea” and “A Memory of Two an initial profit distribution of
Pitt Playhouse Balked
Abel took an ad in last Sunday’s Mondays.” Presentation has been $32,500 last week, its 16th on' ton;.
Pittsburgh, April .5.
(3) N.Y. Daily Mirror stating that given a tentative overall title, “A- Divvy, represented a 50%
profit
Pittsburgh Playhouse, opening his production of “Safari,” a new View From the* Bridge.”
to the backers on. their $65,000 in“The Caine Mutiny Court -Martial” musical revue starring Bobby
Production will be staged by vestment. .Repayment' of the full
on April 2ft and plotting a short Breen, would open at the house Martin Ritt, with. Boris Aronson capitalization was made during
tour of surrounding towns ureced- April 19.
handling the set designs. Other show’s 13th week on thd road.
(Contipued on page 58)
Tickets to “Shoestring” are be- cast members, besides Heflin, will
The touring presentation, co— —
ing sold at the President, while also double in both plays.
starring Burgess Meredith
and
Abel’s ad asserted that opening
Scott McKay, was separately finight was Sold out and that mail
nanced
from
the
York
proNew
St Loo’s Empress Stock
orders would be handled by Bell
duction, sponsored
by Maurice
‘Lost’ Good Play on B’way
Productions at a West End ,Ave.
Evans and George Schaefer. The
Folds With
Loss;
address. Abel claims to have a twoBroadway
original, currently in its
In Casting, Sez Carroll;
week option on the theatre begin78th week at the Martin Beck TheThis Time for Keeps ning April 19, Abel heads A-Bell
atre, has been playing to standees
Records
Bell
and
Productions,
a
Raps U.S. Video Scripts smce its opening Oct. 15, 1953.
St. Louis, April 5.
BMI firm.
London, April 5/ Profit on the original production,
After dropping about $200,000 in
Irish playwright Paul Vincent financed at $100,000, has passed
four seasons of pop price stock,
.Carroll
has
returned
to his home the $500,000 mark. Latest distributhe.Ansell brothers have shuttered
in England after (as he says) having tion; was made last -week, with intheir midtown Empress Theatre.
“lost”
a
good
play
on
Broadway, vestors sharing a $20,000 divvy.
This time the closing is apparently
IN
“The Wayward Saint/’ Blames the Another $100,000 is slated, to go
permanent. The brothers, Louis
on
flop
the
-miscasting
of Paul out -to the backers later this'
Dallas, April 5,
and Joseph C., folded the operaState Fair Musicals’ six shows Lukas part should have been month.
tion earlier this season, but rer
played
by
Charles
The New York offering, costarRoyer,
"lie
says.
for its 14th summer season, June
opened it.
Carroll is home, (a) to look for a ring John Forsythe -.and Eli Walfi-Aug.
have
been
skedded
28/
Asserting
that
$50,000
was
new wife and (bl to write a film lach, latter having. replaced David
dropped during the ‘curtailed 1854- by managing director-producer
biography of' Sir Thomas -Moore, a Wayne-, is averaging around $8,000
55s*a*on; Joseph Ansell said the Gharies S, Meeker Jr.
Opener, is /’Kismet/* with the subject he.has researched for the weekly profit*. Besides operating
experience .has taught him that if
past five iyears; He has- not talked profit, figure- includes -coin from
virtuaUy hepeless t* try to get NewYorie company headed-by Wil- to
any studio about ^buying the the road, London arid .ethtr fornaUtw to support a - iocal legit liam Johnson, Elaine Malbin and scenario
yet and -doesn’t care eign, productions aftbeplay.
Julie
Wilson,
June
“South
theatres- During tftf -four^aeasonir}
whether
or not they purehas*' same.
he^ cortflldered only three produp- ^Pacific// with Gisele MacKenwe,
Carroll
also returns to* his job
JuneJd-July
“Bitters
wept/* with
8;
tiorisasJIops.
v
MacDonald, July 4-17; as playroader for Douglas FairOn occasions; AnseH continued, kJeanett*
“Carousel/’ with Gordon MacRae. banks’ tv series for Rheingold,
aome of the: productions were JuIy
**31; /‘Oh* Touch of- Venus/’ Fairbanks pays him the equivalent
-snn -m*
lasers Respite SR0
biz.
Of ; $3,000 per year for this job.
144, *nd
Fees are going to be higher next
due to the low price scale, a $2.50 “Teahouse
“Ninety-seven out of 106 scripts
of the August Moon/’
top, -except for
“The Vinegar with Burgess Meredith,
sent to us from America -are im- season for set-designers who douand Scott possible,
Tree,” which closed the house
ble
on lighting.. That’s the result
and the other three .are
MdKay; Aug. 15-28.
when the price was hiked to $3.
usually -mediocre/ Carroll. admits. of recent contract negotiations betouring companies filling
tween
“We kept the prices down for theWith
the United Scenic Artists
feel sorry enough fpr
opening and closing fortnights “When I
these shows, to draw the public to
and the League of N.Y, Theatres.
here, Meeker will produce the in- Fairbanks, I sit down and write
the theatre/’ Ansell said.
Although
a new pact hasn’t been
him a halfway decent script my“We tervening four musicals.
hoped it would stimulate interest
For its annual fall attraction, self, and he pays me $1,000 apiece ratified by the League, the proand encourage regular patronage. State Fair
for these. But it’s not work I en- ducers’ group has agreed to an.
of Texas has. signed the
overall $425- hike- for the set deBut it failed.” He explained that national
don’t do It often.”
company of “The Pajama joy, so 1
signers.
Ratification of .the pact
local residents patronized the theGame/' with Fran* Warren, Larry
is being held up pending ^the comatre only for big stars. He cited
Douglas and Bqster West.
pletion of negotiations regarding
a long list of names that appeared
‘Lincoln-Douglas’ Tour
Musical comedy., will have a 17costume designers.'
at the Empress during the four
day run at the expo, Oct. 8-23.
Chicago, April 5.
Minimum coin for the double
seasons, such as Shirley Booth,
Paramount Attractions, booking duty designers will be hiked from
Judy Holliday, Marie Wilson, June
agency headquartered in Chicago, $850 to $1,175 on the first set and
to London For
Lockhart, and Joe E. Brown, but
booking a national roadshow from $400 to $500 oh the second
is
pointed out that it is difficult to
‘Cushion’ Script Huddle tour of Norman Corwin’s play, “To- set. Current contract calls for the
obtain stars for local stock proDirector-writer
Reginald Den- night, Lincoln vs. Douglas.” An minimum $850 on the first set and
ductions.
ham sails for London today eight-month tour of on* and two- $400 for each of the next five sets,
“We’ve offered high salaries iWed.)
aboard the Queen Eliza- night stands is planned to start in with $250 for each set thereafter.
($7,000 a week for Clark Gable) beth
late September.
to work
New pact will require the $1,175
and still can’t get them; The high legit adaptation,out detail for a
The play is being produced by payment for the first set, $500 for
of “Black. Cushsalaries offered in Las Vegas and ion/!
a short itory penned by his George Brandt, who hopes to use the second set, $400 each for the
for television are factors that comaetretfMuthor-wife. Mary orr. He name leads.
next four and $Z&0 for each ensubine- to keep stars from legit.
will confer
former collabing set.
have the experience, the- knowhow, orator Edwardwith
Percy regarding, the
Another stipulation that’s been
the theatre and we will offer our dramatization,
A fall London proagreed to is the League’s demand
time-and experience and the use of duction is
contemplated. Miss Orr,
that the union permit program
the- theatre for some group willing incidentally,
JUilLU YMAR
it currently appearCredit for foreign designers Whente back plays. But we’re through ing on Broadway
ever their sets are-reproduced in
in “Desperate
losing money on legit/’
fHeurs.”
the. U.S.
In regard to the cosThe Empress, e Him house before
While in London, Denham will
tume designers; the union is askturning to legit, Is just ar half •catch the West End production of
ing for a- $5 hike on the current
block from the American Theatre, -Bad Seed/* which ‘he directed on
$20 minimum per original design
which now has the local stage field Broadway. Play, adapted hy Maxand a $5 boost on the $5 now beto itself, as It had before the 'An- Well
Anderson,
in paid for each repeat of an origfrom WilUam
sells launched their efforts.
The
novel, open* .April 14 at
inal costume. These requests have
Empress will hot be reopened for the Aldwych Theatre- under the
been submitted te the League, but
sponsorship of H. M. Tennent,.Ltd
pietdrea.
homeei has* been hold.’
,
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DALLAS BOOKS SUMMER;
‘PAJAMA GAME’
FALL

-

—

date.

When Lowell
manager, and
“Trap” advance
Ridder to place

.

*

.

'

.

•

.

'

-

agent,

called

an ad and

on

solicit

publicity for the show, the pubdown.
lisher
turned
thumbs
“We’se not going to be a party to

sending any St. Paul or other people from the area reached by us to
Minneapolis to see a show,” he told
Kaplan and Goldsmith.
.

When,

in parting,

Kaplan invited

Bidder and his wife and the members of his newspapers’ staffs to
attend “Trap” as Berger’s guests*
the publisher declined the invitation.
“We won’t set a bad example for other St. Paul people by
going over to Minneapolis ourselves to see a show,” he said.
After Berger offered a peaceful
(Continued -on page 58)

St John

Terrell,

Showman;

.

'

Kaplan, Lyceum
Ted Goldsmith,

Tent

Into Video

Via Thuiher Stories
John -Terretf, operator, of the
J., Music Circus
and the- Neptune Music. Circus, As*
bury Park, N. J., plans to expand
into- the motion picture and tele-,
pix field. The musical tent .impresario hag formed A. corporation.
The Monroe< Stories; Inc., to conduct a. television and motion picSt.

Lambertville, N.

^

*

,

.

WM

COSTUME RATE PENDS

I

1

.

.

Denham

*

,

,

:

We

GOLDEN

.

t

mr*im

ture' business.

The new firm has no connection
with Marilyn of the. name, hut refers to a group of James. Thurber
stories for which Terrell has the
film and tv rights. A couple of the
Thurber yarns were converted for
the stage and were recently presented by Terrell for a one-night
stand at the Greenwich Village
Theatre de Lys.

HENRY BROWN AGENCY
ADDING LEGIT, TV, PICTS
Henry C. Brown Agency, primarily associated with industrial
and commercial productions, is expanding it* operation to take in
other show biz media. Office is
moving into legit, tv, .films and the
concert field. Hillard Elkins, formerly with the William Morris office, has joined the agency and
be in charge of talent and
production.
Other new additions to the opwill

had moved to
erations, which
larger quarters, include Alixe Gordon, George Platt and' Arthur
Miss Gordon, formerly

Black.

tions,

in

of casting for CBS-TV’s
One” apd N6rby Producand Aim
will handle legit,

charge
“Studio

w

casting, while Platt, also eX-Morris
agency, will he Elkins* assistant.
Black Will handle publicity.

ALs% remaining with office are
Beverly Chase- and Jean Thomas,
working en industrials and
mercials, respectively*

com-

——

I

)
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Richard Rodgers Exhib
At Library of Congress
•

Legit Bits

Washington, April
Louis Lotito back on the job as
president of City Playhouses and
manager of the Martin Beck, N*Y.,
'‘World of
after a siege of flu
Sholoni Aleichem” will be given, a
at the
production
Yiddish-language
Corrientes Theatre,/ Buenos Aires,
beginning’ June l,with Jacob Ben

Shakespeare Festival at Stratford,

Conn., which will get underway in
mid- July if the balance of funds
needed is raised in- time.
Touring edition .of “Teahouse
of the August Moon” will be the
first npn-musrcal to play the Dallas State 'Fair Musicals, opening
Grant
Ami directing and starring
Aug. 15 for two weeks
Scene designer Mordecai Gorelik Gordon has been signed as standlias optioned ‘‘O’Malley the Duck,” by for Donald Cook in “ChamFaton Price,
by Norman Vein, for production pagne Complex”
Herb Schut* will be and Michael Ellis have taken a
next fall
musical director for "Meet the five-year lease on the Grist Mill
People 1955.” Jay Gomey’s scor.' Playhouse, Andover, N.^J. Fovner
for the revue is being published will manage the bam, which beby Mills Music.
gins a 12-week season June 13,
Edward Kook, Century Lighting while the latter will continue to
-president, became a grandfather concentrate on the operation of
.... The Fellowship of
last week
the Bucks County Playhouse, New
the Pennsylvania Academy of the Hope, Pa., which he took over last
Fine Arts is sponsoring an exhibi- season.
tion this month at an Academy
Jean Pierre Aumont will re'gallery of legit designs by Jo M*el- create his original role in the TheGerry O’Con- atre Guild production of “Heavenztner, an alumnus
nell planed to the Coast last week ly Twins,” the Louis Kronenberger
for his fifth season as general man- adaptation
Huron’s
Albert
of
ager of the La Jolla (Cal.) Play- comedy, “Pavement of Heaven,”
house.
in which he appeared in x'ui s.
conductor and Pi ay is scheduled for Broadway in
Julius Rudel,
music administrator 'of the New mid-October. Other plays on the
York City Opera Co., has been Guild’s agenda for next season inengaged to conduct Richard Al- clude “Child of Fortune,” Guy
drich’s summer series of musicals Bolton's adaptation of the Henry
at the Melody Tent in Hyannis, James novel, “Wings of the Dove,”
Mass. Rudel also will conduct the and Jess Gregg’s “Sea Shell.”
New York City Light Opera Co.’s
Staff for the upcoming Gant
production of Flman’s. Rainbow, Gaither and William- Bacher musiMay 18-29 at the New York City cal production of “Seven Heaven”
Center.
includes Rebert; Willey, manager
Lee Adams and Charles Sirouse, for the producers;
Ward Bishop,
Who contributed material for the production stage manager; Earl
current off^Broadway production of Brisgal, stage manager; Ernestine
“Shoestring Revue,” are hitting Perrie, assistant; David B. Graham,
the pop record field, with their in charge of casting and .David
tune, “The Syphnx Won’t Tell,” Lipsky, pressagent
... St. John
.
issued oh the Cadence label
Terrell's Neptune (N. J.) Music
Tanya Moiselwitch, costume de- Circus begins its fourth season
signer for the Stratford- (Ortt.) June
27.
Shakespearean festival, arrived
Leo Kerx has scheduled “Clerfrom England last Saturday (2) ambard”
for Broadway production
John
Helmore
Tom
replaces"
.
season. Play, by Marcel Ayme,
Williams in
“Dark Is Light next
which was originally produced in
Enough” today (Wed.), enabling Paris
in 1959, will be adapted by
the latter to fill a film commitand William van- Loon from
ment ... Bill Wfogand, b.o. as- Kerz
an English translation by Norman
City
Center,
has
sistant at the N.Y.
Denny , . . Sam Zerlnsky and Jobeen elected to the Treasurers
seph S. King have taken a five-year
f
Union.
lease on the Long Beach (N. Y.)
Rehearsals of “Once Upon a
Playhouse, skedded to begin its
Tailor” have been temporarily delayed because of a foot injury suf- season June 28, with Richard S.
fered by show’s star Osfcar Karl- Janaver as production manager.
Twentieth season of the Oregon
.weis. The scheduled Philadelphia
opening April 21 has been set back Shakespearean Festival at Ashland,
“After the ’Ball,” Ore., Will run through next Aug.
two weeks
Noel Coward’s musical version of 1-31, with the non-profit repertory
“Lady Windermere’s Fan,” will be operation presenting “A Midsumgiven its U.S. preem at the Music mer. Night’s Dream.” “All’s Well
the That Ends Well,” “Henry VI. Part
Circus,
Lambertville,
N.J.,
3” and “Macbeth,” while “Timon
week of July 31.
Robert T. Drummdnd mil be of Athens” will be presented Aug.
musical director and Walter Ker- 23-29.
Evelyn Lear, who’ll play oppofoot choral director this summer
for the Festival Music Theatre in site Eddie Albert in “Reuben
Franke Park, Fort' Wayne »; . Reuben," will make her first apAn initial $50,000 distribution has pearance on April 17, at Town
been made* to backers of “Plain Hall. -She’ll sing for the first Town
and Fancy” on their $250,000 in- Hall award concert of the Concert
vestment
Dickie Moore will Artists Guild. Tom Stewart, her
.
.
double as actor-director during the husband, is singing: at the Paper
four-week
Glens
Falls
(N.Y.) Mill (N.J.) Playhouse this spring
Arena Guild season this month and summer.
Peggy Phillips has joined
.

.
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Richard Maiiey as associate pressagent on “Witness for the Prosecu- ‘Season’
tion” and “Lunatics and Lovers.”

Gordon W. Pollock has scheduled Sean
For-

Me”

O’Casey’s

‘Red

Roses

Broadway production
.Tyrone Power has pur-

for

next fall.
chased Julian Claman’s “A Quiet
Place,” in which he plans to star
next season, with negotiations currently in progress for a producer
and director. . .Denis Carey will be
artistic director of the American
.

WANTED!
FOR CANADA!
ATTRACTIONS OF ALL KINDS—
ALSO FILMS !

We

have best connections with
leading Theatres, Auditoriums and
Arenas, and book all of Canada.
Percentage or flat fees.
Ready

SUMMER TOURS—

now for
Any attractions with Box-Office' Value, including. Dance Bands.

INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
267 Yonge St., TORONTO, Ont.

For Solo Week,

St.

Loo

St. Louis, April 5.
“Fifth Season,” starring Chester
Morris and Joseph Buloff, drew
a moderate $17,000 last week at
the American. Theatre. “Tender
Trap” grossed $14,000 the previous

stanza.

( Theatre indicated if set
Champagne Complex, Cort (4-12).
Anklos Awoigh, JHellinger (4-18).
All In Ono, Playhouse (4-19),
Guys A Dolls, City Center (4-20).
Inherit the Wind, Nat'l (4-21),
Honeys, Longacre (4-28).
Once Up.ori Tailor (mid-May).
South Pacific, City Center (5-4),
Damn Yankees, 46th St. (5-5).
Flnian's Rainbow, City Center (5-18).
Seventh Heaven, ANTA Theatre (5-26).

OFF-B'WAY
'55,

Phoenix

(4-23).

DAVIDSON CO.
INCORPORATED
Insurance Brokers

WORLD-WIDE
INSURANCE FACILITIES
FOR ALL THEATRICAL
ENTERPRISES
167 West 58th

St.,

New York 19, N. Y. * JUdion 2-9360

Lawrence Shubert Lawrence, or grand-nephew; Larry Jr.
So one night’last week, when friends inquired backstage at the
the Forrest- Theatre' here for Robert E. Lee and Jerome Lawrence,
co-authors of the .tryout play, “Inherit the Wind,” it was natural
that the. grizzled., stagedoorman would be confused.
He’s dead,” he declared.
“Mr, Lee?
“Mr. Lawrence is in
.

Florida.”

Town.”
In addition to the manuscripts,
the exhibit includes many of the
original drawings and designs for
Rodgers’ productions by Jo Miel-

George Jenkins, Lemuel
Ayers, Oliver Smith, etc. Also being shown are- various citations
wou by Rodgers, including his
“Oscar” for the song, “It Might
As Well Be Spring”; a plaque from
the National Conference of Christians & Jews, Distinguished Service Medal from the Navy, copy of
the Oklahoma law making: the tune
of that name the official- state
song; Pulitzer awards for “Oklaziner,

:

homa” and “South

Pacific,” certi-

ficate of the New
rhonic Society, etc.

York Philhar-

Mpls.-St. Paul
Continued from page. 57

The Pajama Game
(ST. JAMES, N. Y.)
After nearly a year’s Broadway
“Pajama Game” remains
run,
smash entertainment. In some respects, in fact, the musical actually
seems to have shaken down Into a
smoother and better show than it
was at the premiere; There have
been no important cast changes
and only minor revisions of the
material pnd staging. The general
level of performance has been
amazingly maintained, perhaps because Robert E. Griffith and Harold S. Prince, who are partnered
with Frederick. Brisson in the production, are stage, managers and
have kept on top of the situation.
One original reaction to “Pajama Game” obviously requires
revision. That is in regard to the
music. As popular acceptance as
well as repeated listening to the
record album have demonstrated,
the Richard Adler and Jerry Ross
songs are ndt simply effective *iq
terms of stage .performance, as
they originally seemed, but have
proven to be sock standards. For
a time, in fact,.&everal of the numbers headed the most-played lists,
and they have not worn out their
pop impact.
On the basis, of a return visit,
’

settlement of the old feud a few
weeks ago and Furni accepted, the
St. Paul papers did accept .the paid
ads for “Tea and- Sympathy” playing Minneapolis exclusively. But
in that case the show’s management had been willing to play St.
Paul.
However, the- latter town
didn’t want the play because of Its
subject 'matter. Bidder explained

Kaplan and Goldsmith’,
want, a show for St.
Paul and it doesn’t come here but
to

“When we

plays Minneapolis exclusively we’ll
continue to ignore it,” Bidder asserted.
“We did- want ‘Tender
Trap’ because of its St. Paul angles
(co-author Max Shulman is a na-

and his family still lives there),
producers discriminated
‘Caine’
its
against us.”
Continued, from pas* 57
Previously, Berger had agreed,
to relinquish two of the seven days ing the regular community theaassigned to the Twin Cities, all of tre run, has- been notified by the
which were to have been played in. Samuel French Co. that it can’t
Minneapolis. He had also induced take the show into two surrouhding
“Pajama counties, Washington and Westthe
management of
Game” to play St. Paul. That was a moreland, which,, in the past have
show Ridder was particularly anx- been' profitable stands for the
ious to land for his city. Finally, Playhouse-on-the-round.
Reason for this is that two wellBerger was working on the “King,
and I” and “Kismet” producers known strawhats, White Barn, in

Snafu

-

had Westmoreland County, and

Little

ex- Lake, in Washington County, have
“Mutiny” bought for their summer
Berger took over the Lyceum seasons, and they objected to Playlate last season. *His predecessor house possibly drawing some of the
during the lastfew years had suc- cream off the top of their prosceeded in getting most important pective audiences.
As a result, the Playhouse tour
Broadway tourers ions to pass up
UsualSt. Paul and play their Twin Cities* may have to be curtailed.
engagements exclusively here. As ly, the community theatre takes ns
a result, Ridder and St. Paul busi- shows on the road after the teguness interests burned and the ad- lar stand; this is the first time,
publicity ban was imposed by the because of the lateness .of the season, they’ve put the tour first.
newspapers.
Berger, believing that cooperaMinneapolis Stock Bow
tion might help both towns theatrically in the long run and desiring
Minneapolis, April 5.
friendship withh St. Paul, reversed
What’s believed to'' be -the first
the former Lyceum policy and set stock company presentation of
wheels in motion for St. Paul to “The Caine Mutiny Court Marthe important shows, too, tial” is scheduled here starting
get
through relinquishment of part of April 6 at the hands of the Star
their scheduled Lyceum engage- Theatre, local little theatre group
1

which has

its

vigor of his co-direction with the
talented Jerome Robbins. The Bob

Fosse choreography also remains
notable, as do the scenery and costumes of Lemuel Ayers./
On the individual performances,
John Raitt remains impressively

and direct as the pajama
factory foreman, Janis Paige has
actually improved over her .already stunning combination of
credibility and drive in the relatively unshowy role Of the ro-

virile

'

mantic lead, and Eddie Foy Jr. still
clicks as the goofy time Study
.

“executive.”
In featured parts, Carol Haney
bullseyes in the mop-up role
of
featured
dancer-comedienne,
Stanley Prager is excellent as the

still

hammy

union prez, and Reta
Shaw, Ralph Dunn, Jack Waldron
Patricia

aiid

Marand

(the

latter

may be recalled as femme- lead, in
“Wish You Were Here”) still contribute substantially in support.
Incidentally, Frank Dervas and

Kenneth. LeRoy now dance the
“Steam Heat” and “Once a Year
Day” numbers with Miss Haney,
All in all, “Pajania Game” seems
every bit as whammo » musical as
-

j

—

Orders on Credit

il

Pay Off for B’way ‘Itch’
New gimmick in legit mail order
started last week for the
edition of “Seven Year

sales,

Broadway

reportedly paying off.
is
Producers Courtney Burr and Elliott Nugent have inaugurated a
ticket payment plan whereby mail
orders can be billed later.
Idea was effected to expedite
the 'sale of mail .business. Tickets
are sent to correspondents requestItch,”

ing seats prior to the management
receiving payment for the pasteboards. In essence the producersare relying on the honesty of the
theatregoers.
As yet there’ve been no embarrassing situations at the Fulton
Theatre, where comedy is current.
‘

Current Stock
Dial
(5-17).

M

Bill

(April 4-17)
for

,

.

Murdor—Arena, Rochester

.

Lata Love Miller, Milwaukee (5-17).
Pal Joey Playhouse, Stamford (11-17).
World of Sholom Alelchom Area.
Stage, Washington (5-17).

ADVANCE AGENTS

comeany man Agees i
Wo

have boon serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
oldest, most reliable end experienced transfer company on tha
West Coast!

tha

• Railroad privileges for handling
a hows and thoatrieal luggage.

Inside Stuff—Legit

• Complete warehouse

Now

William Hawkins, drama critic of the N. Y. World-Telegram,
figures he’s seen everything. Last week he received an abusive postcard for his recent review of the Broadway musical, “Silk Stockings.”
Neither the fact of the postcard nor the abuse was anything novel
to a critic, but what amused him was the semi-literate, barely-legible
pencilled writing. Card was addressed to “Dirty Hawkins Bum Critic,
Theatre Critic, N. Y. World-Telegram, N.Y.C.TV.” Message read,
“What a bum critic you are I’ll drop you another card one year from
now on first anniversary of ‘Silk Stockings’, that is if remember-—
don't like guys like you because I am a backer of ‘S. Stockings'.”
'

additionl returns as promising as
Ho be.
or more* so. „

ever

own playhouse and

operates continuously throughout
*
the year*
It’ll be the hit’s initial local presThe touring company,
entation.
sheets also accepted ads for stage however, earlier this season played
shows playing only in Minneapolis St. Paul for its exclusive Twin
Paramount and RKO film houses. Cities presentation.

-

—

—

There was no

youthful

perennially

the

George Abbott an especial standout for the stimulating pace and

“Pajama Game” stacks up even it did opening night, and there’s
why it
more as a masterpiece of staging, no apparent reason
f shouldn’t be good for months more
of bonanza boxoffice, with all the

but

similarly, after both shows
been slated for Minneapolis
clusively.

rwith

,

tive

“Rainmaker,” with
Geraldine
Page as star, opened last night
(Mon .7 for -a one week stanza at ments.
the house. Next week brings TalRidder’s newspapers still aclulah Bankhead in “Dear Charles.”
cept “Cinerama” advertising, although that film offering is a MinScheduled N. Y. Openings neapolis exclusive. The St. Paul

Phoenix

.

Modest $17,000

To

ylan

•

,

.

,

Philadelphia, April 5.
a veteran Shubert employee, only members of the Shubert
are worth remembering, whether they’re figures like the
the legendary Sam S. Shubert and the late “Mister Lee,” or such
on-thfr scene” execsr as J. J. Shubert, the latter’s son John, nephew

the work of

composer-producer Richard Rodgers opened last weekend at the
Library of Congress and will conMajor
tinue here Until July 31.
part ot the- display consists of
of
manuscripts
original
Rodgers’
the musicals he wrote with the late
Oscar
HamLorenz Hart and with
merstein 2d plus the scores for
Sea” and “Ghost
at
“Victory

signature.

• Authorized
to transfer

facilities/

in California.

Equipped

and haul anywhere

in

U. S.l

• RATES

ON

REQUEST

I

Atlantic Transfer

Company

GEORGE CONANT
1100 East 5th Street
loS Angeles 13, Calif.

MUtual 6121 er OXford 9-4764

Hume Cronyn, costarring with Jessica Tandy (Mrs. Cronyn) and
Dorothy Stickney in “The Honeys,” currently on a tryout tour, is
havihg a private joke with his own program listing in the Roald Dahl
comedy. The actor plays the dual roles of twin brothers, Bennett
and Curtis Honey. He’s listed under his actual name for the former
part. For' the role of the second twin, however, he’s, programmed as
Christopher Labatt. Latter is a combination of the given name of
his and Miss ^Tandy’s son, Christopher; a Cronyn family name, and
the name of a brewery in London, Ont., owned by the Cronyn family.
Mother of Cronyn’* first cousin, Broadway producer Robert Whitehead,
was a Labatt.
s

FOR RENT
xcellont theatre Ip downtown. Provldone#, R. I., for summer stock company.
Capacity
Stag# fully
1400.
equipped, switchboard and dressing
reams. Drawing papulation ever one
million. Call er write,

LOCKWOOD i OORDON
241 Trement St., Vesten
Liberty 21177
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‘Kate’ $11,500 in 23,

Rochester Stock Stand

‘King’ $27,700,

Talk Out

Chicago, April* 6.
Windy City biz continued spotty
last week, with the roster down to
three shows. List drops to two this
frame as "Dear Charles” exited the

Erlanger last Saturday

Upcoming

FIGURE ‘JOEY’ BOOKING

MAY RESCUE STAMFORD

(2).

Stamford, Conn., April

"The

arrivals include

at $11100

initial

5.

a glum start with its
two productions, the Play-

After

Rainmaker,” Erlanger, April 11,
for four weeks, on subscription,
and “Tender Trap,” Harris, April
12 for a run. "Can-Can” is 'listed
as a June possibility for- the Shu-

.

house here is
next Tuesday (12) with "Pal Joey.”
House, which began a year-round
bert.
stock operation last March 1, has
Estimates for Last Week
been playing to starvation business,
Dear Charles, Erlanger (4th wk) beloW the $5,000. mark. With over
(Tallulah Bankhead). 1,100 seats, the theatre capacity is
1,300)
($5;
OVer $17,100 (previous week, $17,- about $17,500.
"Bell, Book and Candle” was the
000); lays oil this week, but exits
town and continues* tour next kickoff bill, with Walter Abel,
Monday (11).
Maria Riva, Estelle Winwood and
King and I, Shubert (19th wk) Roddy McDowall as leads. That
($5; 2,100) (Patricia Morison). Un- was followed by "Stalag 17,” with
der $27,700 (previous week, $36,- Jules Munshin, for three weeks,
300); ‘resumes tour May 7.
including a holdover frame ending
Tea and Sympathy, Blackstone, last Sunday (3).- House was origi(4th wk) ($4.50; 1,500) (Deborah, nally scaled at a $4.20 top, but the
Kerr). Almost $29,500 (previous tab has since. been lowered to
week, $29,900).
$3.50.
laying

off,

relights

,

1

‘

'

.

The Henry C. Brown Agency of
New York is now working with
Playhouse producers,. James J,
Cronin and F. Halaman Daris, in
lining up productions. Outfit was

Philadelphia, April 5.
Stage season took a late 'Lenten
spurt with the arrival of two productions last week. Tryout of "The
Honeys,” which bowed in at the
Walnut last Monday (28) for a two
week stand, got a mixed critical reception.
"Inherit the Wind,” based on
the famous Scope Vmonkey trial”
in Dayton, Tenn., 30 years ago,
fared better. The tryout opened
Thursday (31) at the Forrest and
will play through April 16.
Estimates for Last Week
Inherit the Wind, Forrest (D)
($3.60-$4.20; 1,760)
(Paul Muni).
Reviews, and word-of-mouth good
for the controversial. drama; almost
$14,000 for the first four performances; plays through next week.

active in setting the "Joey” deal.
William Riva, Miss, Riva’s husband,
was originally partnered with the
producers, but exited shortly after
underway.
got
operation
the
Cronin arid Daris function under

name of Argo Productions.
David Alexander, who directed
the book for the 1952 Broadway
revival of "Joey,” is supervising
the production of the Rodgers Re
Hart musical here. Beverly Bozeman, who replaced Nancy Walker
in the Broadway revival, is supervising the choreography.
the firm

‘Pajama Game’

Wow 48G

On Toronto Holdover
Toronto, April

On

5.

Rochester, April 5,
“Kiss Me Kate,” the local Arena
Theatre’s first in-the-round-style
Broadway musical, turned out r to
be the biggest click in fhe, resident*
Btock group’s five-ybarr ..'history,
grossing $11,500 f or 28* performances. Show was held [[over for a
fourth week, closing Sunday (3).
Top was $3.00 but $2200 Subscription ducats were honored* Co-proNducer Dorothy -Chernuck staged
the show, John Allen directed
musical numbers.
for Murder,” begins a
"Dial
three-week run tonight (Tues.),
with Stratton Walling and Blanche
Cholet in the leads. The tireless

M

Miss Chernuck directed.

‘Ankles’ $43,600

Washington, April 5.
,
"Seven Year Itch,” with Tom
Ewell and the original Broadway
company, looks set for strong box-

,

*

'

"Solid
April 26.

Cadillac”

'

arrives

April 4-16)
Ankles Aweigh (tryout)—Shubert,
(

Bost.

(4*9).

Caine Mutiny Court Martial (Lloyd NoJohn Hodiak, Barry SulUvan)—Hunt-

Damn Yankaas

*

of

(4-9),-

Town

Erlanger.
(11-16).-

Fifth
Buloff)

Chi.

(4-16).

—Shubert,

(tryout)

Shubert, Bost.

Dear Charlas

Continued from page 50

The George Axelrod com-

reviews.

Current Road Shows

ington Hartford, L. A.

Shows Out

N. H.

—

(11-16).

Bankhead)
American, St.

(Tallulah
(4-9);

L.

^
Season (Chester Morris, Joseph
Plymouth, Bost. (4-16).

—
Guys A

Wind

.

.

lan,

office during its current four-week’
run at .the National. First week
grossed $24,900, with a running
start due to uniformly favorable

MD

Hub

For 7

'

‘PAJAMA TOPS’ 1HG.D.C.

the Jewish Passover holiday, Which (6th wk; 44; $7.50; 1,400; $57,800)
begins tonight (Wed.), a perennial (Hildegarde Neff, Don Ameche).
b.o. crippler. Drops last week fan Capacity again, oyer $58,200.
as high as $7,900 for a straight
Tea and Sympathy, Longacre (D)
play and $5,000 for a riiusjqal;
(78th Wk; 621; $5.75-$4.60; 1,214;
The smash shows held steady, $28,300), Almost $14,900 on twowhile biz picked up for the clos- fers (previous week, $15,900 on
ing stanza of "Saint of Bleecker twofers); moves to the 48th St,
»

until

Cincinnati, April 5.
"Solid Gold Cadillac” rolled to
an excellent $27,000 last week in
the 2,500-seat Taft. Top was $3.96.
It was one of the best grossers
of the season for Cincy and also
for the comedy’s tour thus far.

‘Lovers $21,500, ‘Anastasia
Over
Broadway tumbled last Week. $24,000) (Eddie Brapk e hi$16,200).
The dive is expected to continue $14,00(Opreviou$
this session with Holy Week Arid
Silk; Sto<ikmgs,r imperial (MC)

Theatfe next Monday (11).
Estimates for Last Week
Teahouse of the August Moon,
(Drama),
D
(Comedy),
Keys: C
Beck' (C)’ (77th wk; 620; $6.22-$4.60;
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), 1,214; $33,608) (John Forsythe, Eli
(Musi- Wallach). Capacity as usual, over
MC ( Musical-Comedy) ,
cal-Drama),. O (Opera), OP (Op- $34,000.
in
retta).
Witness for the Prosecution,
Other parenthetic designations Miller (D) (I6th wk; 124; $5.75Boston, April 5.
played, $4.60; 920; $23,248). Capacity'as
Apparently on the way to potent refer respectively , to weeks
performances 'through usual, over $23,700 (previous week,
b.o., "Ankles Aweigh” moved into number of
the Shubert last Tuesday (29) for last Saturday, top prices, number $23,600).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
a two-weeker (minus one night) to of seats, capacity gross and stars,
Master Builder, Phoenix (D) (5th
unanimous approval of the critics Price. includes 10% Federal and
and favorable audience reaction. 5% City tax, but grosses are net: wk; 40; $3.45; 1,150; $24,067). Over
(previous v^ek,
Musical sold out for the balance of i.e., exclusive of tax.
$8,000
$9,000);
the run. "Champagne Complex”
Anastasia, Lyceum (D) (14th wk; closed last Sunday (3).
wound its two-week stand at the 109; $5.75-$4.60; 955; $23,339) (ViSaint, of Bleecker Street, BroadWilbur with the second week veqa Liridfors, Eugenie Leonto- way (MD) (14th wk; 92; $6.90slightly above the initialer.
vich). Over $21,000 (previous week, $6.00; .1,900; $28,000). Almost $18,Newcomer this week is "Fifth $21,500).
500 for four performances (previSeason,” which bowed into the
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C) ous Week, $14,900 for four performPlymouth last night (Mon.) for a
ances); closed last Saturday (2) at
three-week stand. Set is "Damn (52d wk; 411; $4.60; 766; $20,000) an approximate loss of $115,000 on
Yankees,” Shubert, opening April (Macdonald Carey). Nearly $16,200 a $150,000 capitalization.
Week,
$17,200).
(previous
12 for, three weeks.
OPENING THIS WEEK
Estimates, for Last Week
Bad Seed, 46th St. (D) (17th wk;
3 For Tonight, Plymouth (R)
Ankles Aweigh, Shubert (1st wk) 133; $5.75-$4.60; 1,319; $37,000)
($6.90-$5.75; 1,107; $34,000) (Marge
($6-$4.95r 1,734). Hot interest in (Nancy Kelly). Over $27,400 (pre& Gower Champion, Harry Belathis one, with the first seven per- vious week, $29,200).^
fonte, Voices of Walter Schumann).
formances hitting a nifty $43,600,
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (27th Revue with lyrics and original mafinal week is current, then Broad- wk;
211; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200). terial by Robert Wells
and origiway sees it.
[Over $37,300 (previous week, $37,- nal music by Walter Schumann^
Champagne Complex, Wilbur (2d 700).
presented
by
Paul
Gregory;
opens
wk) ($3.85; 1>200) (Donald Cook,
Bus Stop, Music Box (CD) (5th tonight (Wed.).
Polly Bergen, John Dali). Picked
wk; 38; $5>75-$4.60; 1,077; $27,811).
up over previous week winding Capacity again, almost $28,000.
OFF-BROADWAY
with $15,500; house is currently
Can-Can, Shubert (MO^dOOth
(Figures denote opening dates)
dark.
wk; 796; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160). Over
Bamboo
Cross, Biackfriars, (2-21$40,300).
$35,800 (previous week,
Cat On a Hot Tin* Roof, Morosco 55); laying off April 5-14).
‘Rainmaker’ Only $14,200
Juno & Paycock, G’n’wich Mews
(D) (2d wk; 12; $6.9CH$5.75; 935;
In Cleye. Despite Raves $31,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes,’ Burl (2-22-55):.
Merchant of Venice, Jan Hus
Capacity at. nearly $31,200
Ives).
Cleveland, April 5.
(2-22-55).*
Advance subscription sale of (previous* week, $20,200 for first
Shoestring Revue, Pres. (2-28pretwo
and
performances
four
$12,000 gave "Rainmaker” solid
55).

.

EWELL’S ITCH’ $24,900,

views).

1

.

I

find this too callous.

biz.'

during the

Current London Shows
London, April 5:
(Figures denote premiere dates
For Mary, Duke York (9-9-S4).
Lillie, Globe (11-24-54).
Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21-34).

All

Beatrice
Bell,

Boy. Friend,

Bryan dies

Wyndham’s

(12-1-53).
Can-Can, Collaeum (10-14-54).
Craiy Gang,' Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Dry Rot, WhitehaU (8-31-54).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
Intimacy At t:30. Criterion (4-29-54).
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
Matchmaker, Haymsrket (11-4-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Old Vic Rep, Old VlC (8-9-54).
Sellor Beware, Strand (2-16-55),
St. Joan, St. Martin’a (2-8-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).

trial, whereas, his death
actually came two weeks later.
The role of the girl is weak, although Bethel Leslie does as much
as she can with it.. The character of
her father also misses, both in the
waiting and Staats Cotsworth’s performance. Role of this smalltown
clergyman calls for a more fundamentally primitive note, both in
the scenes with his daughter and

Follies Bergares, Wales (4-9-55).
Men, Duchess (4-11-55).
Bad Seed, Aldwycli (4-14-55).

Different Far

Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55).*

CLOSED. LAST

WEEK

Glass Clock, Aldwych (1-3-55).
Night of -Ball, New Thehtre (1-12-55).

Roofn-For Two, Wales
Sacrifice to Wind, Arts

(3-7-55).
(3-9-55).

(9);

—American,
—

St, L. (4-9); Erlanger, Chi. (11-16),
Seven Year Itch (Tom Ewell) National,

Wash.

(4-16).

Solid Gold Cadillac— Cass. Det.

(4-16).

Tea and Sympathy (Deborah Kerr)
Blackstone, Chi. (4-16).
Teahouse of 1 he August Moon (Burgess
Meredith, Scott McKay) Curran, S. F.

—

(4-16).

Tender Trap (Kent Smith, K. T. Stevens, Russell Nype>—Lyceum, Minneapolis
(4-9); Harris, Chi. (11-16).

Prayer Meeting scene which
Shumlin might conceivably build

Pajama Game,

exceptionally
large number
of
players involved. This too can be
rectified.
riiuch

Three

Sisters, 4th' St. 2-25-55).

‘CAINE’

27G PACING LA;

‘LIFE’ 4G, ‘FINIAN’,$1,700

St.

J

$21,500

‘Teahouse’

James (MC)

(47th wk; 372; $6.90; 1.615; $52,118)
Raitt, Janis Paige, Eddie
Foy Jr.). Capacity as usual, over
$52,100.

(John

Huge $42,300

For 6th Frisco Week
San Francisco, April

Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden
(MC) (10th wk; 76; $6.90; 1,510;

Business tapered off a

5.

trifle for

"Teahouse of the August Moon”
$55,672). Nearly $52,600 (previous last week, its sixth, but the Burweek, $54,200).
gess Meredith-Scott McKay starrer
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C) till pulled a smashing $42,300 at
(124th wk; 989; $5775-$4.60; 1,063; the" 1,758-seat Curran, at a $4.40
top. The John Patrick dramatization of Vern Sneider’s novel is
now set to remain here through
.

.

too long

that should arid can be corrected. Much of the responsibility
for the future of this one must 'be

Waters

.

"Oh Men, Oh Women,” next Mon-

Following are the comparative figures based on Variety's boxreports, for last week (the 44th week of the season) and
the corresponding week of last season;
office

day (11) for four weeks at the
Alcazar, and "Kiss Me, Kate,” May
30 for four weeks at the Curran,
on Civic Light Opera subscription.

BROADWAY
This
Season

Number of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
Total, gross for all shows last week.
Season’s total gross so far
Number of new productions
.

‘but

placed squarely on the shoulders
of Shumlin. It’s not an easy chore,
but he should be able to handle it.

28, then resume its tour.
Future local bookings include

Total Legit Grosses

of the time, the scenic ar-

rangement makes for a crowded or
cramped condition because of the

Thb play runs

(2-1-55).

May

There has been some difference
opinion about Peter Larkin’s
set, just as there was about Mielziner’s in "Cat.” Without using the
the latter’s apron effect, this one
has the courtroom downstage, with
a smalltown street in the background. While visually effective
of

;

Thieves Carnival, Cherry Lane

Los Angeles, April 5.
"Caine
Mutiny CourtmartiaJ”
continued the sole bright spot in
local big time legit last week. It’s
the only legiter out of the small
spots this week.
Estimates for Last Week
Caine
Mutiny
Courtmartial,
Huntington, Hartford,
(3d
wk)
($4.95-$4.40; 1,032) (Lloyd Nolan
Barry Sullivan, John Hodiak). Just
week, $37,800).
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (70th wk; under. $27,000 and continues.
This Is Your Life, Mendel, Civic
556; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (William
Nearly Playhouse (9th wk) ($3.30; 400 (Leo
Johnson, Elaine Malbin).
Fuchs). Sellout again at $4,000.
$36,500 (previous week, $40,300);
Finian’s
Rainbow,
Hollywood
closes April 23 to tour.
Lunatics & Lovers, Brcadhurst Repertory (14th wk) ($3.30; 276)
(Charles Davis). Modest $1,700.
(16th wk;
'(C)
128; $5.75-$4.60;

into a dramatic frenzy.

much

Cry, Je Lys

(4-5-55).

Fanny, Majestic (MD) (22d wk’;
172; $7.50; 1,510; $65,300) (Ezio
Pinza, Walter Slezak). Capacity as
usual, nearly $66,000.
Flowering* ><Peach, Belasco (D)
(14th wk; 111; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
$28,300) (Menasha Skulnik). Nearly
$13,400 on twofers (previous week.
$17,900 on twofers).
House of Flowers, Alvin (MC)
(14th wk; 108; $6.90; 1,150; $47,Almost $32,800 (previous
000).

Royal

the

Serleua Charge, Garrick- *(2-17-55).
Simon A Laura, ApoUo (11-24-54).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-54).
,,
South, Art# (3-30-55).
Talk ef Town, Adelphl (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her MaJ. (4-22*54).
Uncertain Joy, Royal Ct. (3-31).
Wedding In Paris, Hipp. (4-3-54).
Wonderful Tewn, Princes (2-23-55).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS

ton (7-8); Weller, Zanesville
Alexandra, Toronto (11-16).
Rainmaker (Geraldine Page)

Me How To

Teach

ANTA

Is Light Enough,
(D) (6th wk; 45; $5.75$4.60; 1,347; $34,000) (Katharine
Cornell, Tyrone Power). Over $14,700 (previous week. $22,600);. closing April 23, for short tour.
Desperate Hours, Barrymore (D)
(8th wk: 60; $5.75-$4.60; 1,064; $28,Nearly $26,800 (previous
458).
week, $27,000).

Dark

Theatre

edy opened Tuesday night (29) and
Inherit the
Dolls — Shubert, Det. (4-9);
Grand, London, Ont. (11-12): Palace, Hamgot in a twilight matinee Friday
and Shumlin has exerted further ilton, Ont. (14-15); Erlanger, Buffalo (15)..
(1) to make up the full eight-perHoneys (Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn,
directorial influence.
formance week. Advance sale, at
Stickney) (tryout)—Walnut St„
Topy Randall, as the newspaper- Dorothy
PhU. (4^9); Shubert. Wash. (11-16).
the end of the first week was $32,man (Menken), has the audience
Inherit the Wind (Paul Muni) (tryout)
500.
eating out of his hand until a final Forrest, Phil. (4-16).
The one-week of "Pajama -Tops”
King and
(Patricia
Morison) —Shuspeech (taken from Menken’s ac- bert, Chi. (4-16).
at the Shubert brought a surprisPalama Gama .(Fran Warren, Larry
ingly pleasant $11,500 through the tual career) in which he gloats Douglas, Buster West)—Nixon, Pitt. (4-16).
over
the Great Commoner’s (BryAlmost
wickets. Town’s reviewers jumped*
Palama Tops (Diana Barrymore) — Cen-*'] 1,160; $29,500).
on this one, but the lure of twofers an’s) death. Onlookers seemed to tre, Norfolk (4-5); Municipal Aud., Charles- (previous week, $25,100).
boosted

‘Boy Friend’

Street.”

arid turnaway biz,
"Pajama Game” grossed over $48,00Q on its second week at the
Royal Alexandra Theatre here. The
The Honeys, Walnut (C) ($4.20; 1,525-seat house was scaled at $6 backing at the 1,515-seat Hanna
[top
and $4 for matinees.
1,340) (Dorothy Stickney, Jessica
Take for the two-week Toronto last week, but despite, rave reviews
Tandy, ..Hume Cronyn). Murder
about Geraldine Page’s lead perengagement
bettered $95,200.
farce by Roald Dahl opened with
formance, the gross was only a fair
its. third act. slated to be scrapped
$14,200 for eight shows at $3.60
and cast changes still being made; ‘Cadillac’ Speedy $27,000,
top.
almost $19,80Q; holds this week.
House goes dark for three weeks
Cincy Season Pickerup

sellout

I,

:

23
935
$684,600
$25,971,800
50

1953-54

Season
23
895
$659,400
$24,696,500

52

ROAD
»

Number

Excluding stock

of current shows reported.
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all shows last week.
Season’s total gross so far
.

.

18
742
$399,500
$17,588,700

"Guys’ Leisurely $15,000
For First Week, Detroit
Detroit, April 5;
"Guys and Dolls” grossed a
sedate $15,000 in the first week of
fortnight's
engagement at the
2,050-seat Shubert. Top is $3, except Saturday eves., when it goes
to $3.85.

20
665
$475,800
$14,823,300

The
night

1.482-seat Cass relighted last

(Mon.)

Cadillac,”
$3.85 top.

in

with "Solid Gold
three weeks at

for

—
(ONCBRTS-OPBRA

60

Wednesday, April

Adam
Ballet Theatres N. Y. Gala

May Gross

$300,090,

Yet Wind Up in Red for 50G

Theatre celebrates its V
15th anniversary with a three-week
season at the Met Opera House,
N. Y., starting next Tuesday (12).
that shapes as real gala.
In addition to the regular .company, co-director Lucia Cha$e bas
invited back about 25 former mem'

Music Doesn’t Care

RCA

the Juilliard String Quartet
April 1, Arthur Winograd, cellist
since the quartet’s inception nine
years ago* has resigned and will
devote hjfmself to conducting.
His first assignment will be a
series of recordings for
Records.

made his debut with the N. Y.
City Opera Co. last Friday (1)
as Germont in “La Traviata.’’~
Philip Bond, a bass, made his
bow with the Gotham troupe
Sunday (3) as Sparafucile in
“Rigoletto.”
Green is proprietor of a golf
driving-range in East Paterson, N. J., as well as a clothing manufacturer. 'Dr. Bond is
a physician, chief' radiologist
for the regional U.S. Army Induction Center. Both singers,
war vets, prepared for operatic careers under the American Thea tre Wing program.

c

make

the roster for this
the biggest in the
business, with a troupe even larger
than Sadler’s Wells. They’ll present 30 ballets in the three weeks
a huge repertory for any ballet
company.
Four top choreographers have been asked to. refurbish
or restore their works, and dance
in them as well. " Sol Hurok has
bers, to

engagement

taken over booking management
of the troupe, after a nine-year
lapse, to further heighten interest
in the affair.

Management claimed a $100,000
advance a week ago (30), from mail
orders alone, when the b.o. sale
opened. Opening night top will be
$10 (with some seats at $25 for
Ballet Theatre Foundation benefit). Top for remainder of the run
is $5.
The 24 tax-free performances in the 3,600-seat house, it’s
estimated, can gross from $270,000
to $300,000, at capacity, although
the management has an unusually
high press fist, with new works
every night.
But the augmented- roster, top
names brought back, the four-week
rehearsal period needed, all combine to push the weekly nut up,
and it’s estimated that the* engagement will wind <up with a min-

Met’s Graf to Oversee

'

1

Vienna Opera’s

*

TV Bow;

AGMA in Black for 58G;
97G

as Year’s Receipts,

Average Members 1,467
Latest financial statement of the
American Guild of Musical Artists,
recently released, shows the union
again operating in the black. Although expenses have gone up, says
Hy Faine, national exec sec, the
union has been able to increase
receipts, with more members and.
more of them working. Paid-up
membership, in good standing, has

;

Busy Summer Sked Set

;

cal help.

Another statement shows excess
of assets over liabilities of $58,Minneapolis, April 5.
The Minneapolis Symphony Or- 260:55, with assets of $110,409.62
chestra is planning the longest and $52,149.07 liabilities.
tour in its history for next season.
It’ll cover a dozen states and involve more than 4,000 miles of Monteux Taking Four U.S.
travel, according to the manage:

ment.
Singers to Brussels Fest
February concerts already are
Pierre Monteux, who was 80 on,
scheduled for cities in Alabama,
Florida, Georgia/ Kentucky, Ohio Monday (4), is taking four Ameriand Michigan. In the spring the can singers to the Theatre Royale
orchestra will play in Minnesota, de la Monnaie in Brussels to perIndiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wiscon- form in a spring festival of two
operas, “Pelleas and Melisande”
sin, Iowa and North Dakota.
The orchestra is now in the and “Orpheus.” He will conduct
midst of a drive to raise $269,000, five performances between May 18
which it estimates will be needed and 27.
iiext season in excess of concert
Participating Will be Ginia Davis,
receipts, record sales and other as Melisande and Eurydice; Arthur
Schoep as Pelleas; Jean Madeira,
Income.
of the Metropolitan, as Orpheus,
and Vilma Georgiou, also of the
Dance Co. Debut Met, as Yniold and Amor. The fesThe Dance Drama Co., organized tival is under the patronage of the
by Emily Frankel and Mark Ryder, American Ambassador in Brussels.
Miss DaVis, daughter, of bandwill give its debut performances
at the YMHA, N. Y., April 10 and leader Meyer Davis, is also singing
Melisande
in a concert version of
16. Works to be offered have been
choreographed by Todd Bolender, “Pelleas” In Montreal April 19-20,'
with
Monteux
(her uncle) conductHadassah, Sophie Maslow and
ing.

New

Charles Weidman.
Troupe also includes Marilyn
Poudrier, Yvonne Brenner, David
Gold and Howard White.

Escudero $9,800, Chi
Chicago,

GRECO 16G FRISCO
r

San Francisco, April

5.

Jose Greco and company did
$16,000 in their final week at the
Geary Theatre, scaled to a $3.85
top.
First week’s take

April

5.

The Vicente Escudero Spanish

was $18,000.

dance troupe, is laying off this
week, after cancelling the second
its scheduled two-week
stand at the Great Northern here.
„Group grossed a weak $9,800
during the first stanza with a $3.30

frame of

don. Chief project, however, is a
series of huddles with management
of the rebuilt Vienna State Opera,,
which opens its doors Nov. 5 with
“Fidelio.” Although staged by another, “Fidelio” will be televised
throughout Europe via Eurovision,
and Graf has been put in charge
of the video angle- He wants to
do some special planning, he says,
in connection with the vidcast

maracci
AND ASSISTING

is

On#

of

geniuses.

the

.

few

indisputable

—New

York Times

CHARLES

“A unique
time."

E.

phenomenon

—New

of

our

York. Times

GREEN

NEW YORK

Rocks, Colo., then return for the
Vienna assignments.

FIEDLER TO BATON POPS
SERIES IN FRISCO AGAIN
San Francisco, April

CO

5.

Fiedler, 8 Boston Pops
Orch maestro, will again conduct
a series of Civic Pops concerts, this

Arthur

summer with the San Francisco
Symphony, as he has for the past
two years.
A series of nine concerts will be

held in the 6,000-seat Civic Auditorium during July,' with prices
scaled from 30c. to $2.30. A novel
feature will be a concert version
of “La Traviata,” starring Franca
Duval, Eugene Conley and Frank
Forest. The series is presented
under auspices of the Civic Arts
Commissiop.

Golschmann to Quit

Orch

in

St. L.

’56 After 25 Yrs.

5-3581

$1880,990 B.O. Seen
i

By ARTHUR BRONSON

Szell departures of the season before, thd only' ripple being the
carryover of the Zinka MilanovKurt Baum fan qlubs’ feud. There

)

after a year’s absence, and the
Bing avoided a repetition of 1953Tebaldi-Monaco team
(strongly
artists

54's troubles with unions,
and managers. He takes to the
road this weekend (for the Met’s
annual spring tour) with a relaxed
larynx and the recent kudos of the
board of directors ringing in hifc
ears for “a most artistically successful season.”
The Met held its own at the b.o.,
at 90% capacity, considering the
Take for
falloff in biz elsewhere.
the 22-week N. Y. season should
be around $2,700,000, while the net
from the 6V6-week tour should
reach $1, 100,000, for an estimated
$3,800,000 total.
Last Year’s 218G Red
(The Met’s statement on operations for '53-’54 has just been released, showing a net loss of $218,223 as compared with $219,330
the previous season. Management
thinks that’s very good.
Income
for ’53-’54 included $2,816,000 from
N. Y. tix sales, $921,500 from the
tour, and $480,600 from radio,
recordings, rentals, etc., for a
$4,218,000 total. Expenses ran to
$4,572,000, for a $354,000 loss before contributions.
These latter
brought the deficit down to $218,223).
This year C’54-’55) was a smooth
one, compared' to the stormy passage of ’53- ’54.
Thfere were no
temperamental clashes, as accompanied the Helen Traubel-George
.

Louis, April

St.

reminiscent of the old FlagstadMelchior coupling) proved a powerful magnet for the Italian population.

Marian Anderson made a distinguished debut in January, followed soon after by another Negro,
Robert McFerrin. Dimitri Mitropoulos, the N. Y. Philharmonic
maestro, made his U. S. opera debut, batoning a sock '‘Salome.”
Christel Goltz was another exemplary debutante as the dead in
that Strauss opera.
Of the new productions this
season, “Andre Chenier” was a
smash hit after a 22-year revival
while Wittorlo,” first new ballet
in the Bing regime, was a flop,
“Arabella,” heard for the first
time in the U. S., was minor
Strauss, a lowercase “Rosenkavalier,” but an engaging addition to
the repertory nevertheless.
There were many distinguished
presentations of familiar works.
“Meistersinger” was a hit, the best
in years, The Times’ Olin Downes
found “Manon” to be “of surpassing distinction,” with Victoria de
los Angeles “the best.”
“Otello,”
with Mme. Tebaldi, Monaco and
Leonard

Warren,

was

exciting;

“Orfeo,” back after 14 years, was
very fine. “Masked Ball” proved a
sock.
Zinka* Milanov was impressive in her first “Tosca,”

5.

Vladimir Golschmann, oldest in
active, service among maestros of
U. S. symphony orchestras, leading
the St. Louis Symphony for 24

Classical Disk

years, will quit at end of the 195556 season. He'll be emeritus conductor and musical director, a new
position created in recognition of
his long service on the podium.

A

.

'

Columbia isn’t daunted, however,
by the experience. Mertens has already announced return of the Berlin Philharmonic for *57-’58, when
he feels that tempers will have
thoroughly cooled. This will be a
much more extensive tour than
with the orch doing
50 concerts frqjn west to east coast,
over an eight to 10 weeks’ §pafy<.

Reviews
’*r

Verdi: La Forza del Destino
surging,
dramatic,
(Angel).
juicy version, from the opening
the
change
Golschmann requested
measures of the overture, this is a
in his status at the conclusion of highly artistic as well as appealing
the 75th season last week.
album. It teams Richard Tucker
Golschmann, 61, came to St. with Maria Callas as leads, with
Louis from Paris in 1931 and was Tucker very lyric, musical and afchosen over a number of guests fecting without being strident or
conductors who had batoned the coarse, and Miss Callas brilliant
tooters in a four-year period after throughout without being shrill.
the retirement of Rudolph Ganz. Carlo Tagliabife, as the Don Carlo,
Golschmann perfected his naturali- and Nicola Rossl-Lemeni as the
zation .papers several years ago in Padre, are also good, and Tullio
Serafjn handles them and the La
St. Loui^ He will again 'visit his
Sc&la supporting .orch and chorus
native France, as has been his cusmost effectively.
tom at the conclusion of every seaBrahms: Violin Concerto (RCA
son here, leaving tomorrow (Wed.). Victor). Musical as. well as musiHis sked calls for filling a number cianly performance by Gioconda
of summer guest shots in Europe. de Vito. Femme has a small but
choice tone, but strong and dramatic enough when required. Rudolf
Schwarz keeps the. supporting

this season’s,

Consolidated Contorts Corporate

3Q ROCKEFELLER PLAZA*

summer,
preem in London April 18, He
may fly back to the U.S. this summer for some lectures at Red

ty Concerts towns) orch was sold
for a fiat $6,000 fee.

BOOKED SOLID FOR 1955-56

On ‘Cool’ Note;
I

being teeveed urday

Continued from page 2

ARTISTS

Met s History-Making 79th Year Ends

The Metropolitan Opera winds
up its 70th season in N. Y. Sat(9) on a soothing mellow
Were no devastating critical blasts,
note.
Season set a high mark
Graf is slated for a staging job artistically (it was only so-so the as at “Rake’s Progress” and “Barat the. Vienna Opera House Nov. previous year), and business Was ber of Seville’’' a year ago.
B.O. Magnets
14, when “Meistersinger” >s done, good, with attendance at 90%-plus.
Artistically, the Met was much
with Fritz Reiner guest-conduct- The Met made history with its use
Before that, he is doing a of Negro singers for the first time, improved, in singers and in pering.
stage version of “Damnation of and its roster was highly improved formances.- Management acquired
a hot b.o. attraction in Renata
Faust” in Rome on April 27, with with some fine new voices.
Tebaldi,
probably its strongest
all projected scenery; putting on
Public relations were much bet'since Kirsten Flagstad. A greatlya new production of “Magic Flute”
season;
preceding
than
the
ter
in Salzburg July 25, and staging there were no brickbats from the improved Marip del Monaco (voreturned
cally and thespically
the Viennese preem of “Saint of
press, and general manager Rudolf
at the Volksoper
time an opera
by the Viennese.
first

Explosive Berlin

top at the 1,400-seat house.

.

Rome, Vienna, Salzburg and Lon-

.

SYMPHONY MAPS
LONGEST TOUR SKED

.

|

.

In addition to the regreveals, are in the under-$2,000
ular roster, headed by Igor Youskecategory.
vitch, Alicia Alonso, John Kriza
Operating statement for the. Oct.
and Nora Kaye, troupe will be augmented by Alicia Markova, Anton 1, ’53-Sept. 30, ’54 period shows
Dolin, Hugh Laing, Patricia Bow- $4,905.28 excess of receipts over
man, Mary Ellen Moylan, Tatiana disbursements, plus another $5,000
Riabouchinska, Sono Osato, Muriel return of funds advanced to the
Bentley, Viola Essen, Annabelle American Federation of TelevisionLyon, Nina Stroganova and others, Radio Artists. Receipts totalling
Agnes de Mille, Antony Tudor, $97,595.12 included initiation fees
Lichine and Leonide Massine are of $13,950.30, dues of $74,873.79
restoring their works, and (with and working permits (to amateur
Chief
exception of Massine) dancing in groups,, etc.) of $3,271.03.
figure in the $87,689.84 disbursethem,
ments total was $41,840 for office
salaries.
In addition to Faine,
union has two exec assistants and
MPLS.
an L. A. man, all paid, plus cleri-

expression of a democratic people ,
a first-hand creative
experience, open to all men of vision, honest effort; and good will. To
be an artist is not .the intellectual luxury of a few, but the spiritual
necessity of us all.”
artistic

Herbert Graf, vet stage director
of the Metropolitan Opera, is flying to Europe tomorrow (Thurs.).
for a variety of assignments, in

gone up yearly, with a 1,357 average in ’53 and a 1,467 average in
Bleecker St.”
’54.
Dues, of which there hasn’t
Sept. 20.
imum ,loss of $50,000.
been an increase in seven years,
Graf supervised the filming of
Engagement will offer one U.S.
are based oiT an artist’s income,
“Don Giovanni” at Salzburg last
premiere in David Lichine’s “The
but 80% of the members, Faine
and will attend the pic’s
Sphinx.’’

i

.

Credo of Robert Shaw, founder-conductor of the Robert Shaw
Chorale: “I believe that the choral art is the natural spiritual and

.

—

Victor is readying for May release an album appropriately
titled “Rosa Ponselle Sings Today,” refering to th$ fact that the onetime Met soprano tape-recorded them In the past year at her estate
near Baltimore. She has been in retirement since the 1930s, when
she quit, at the peak of her career. She has lately taken to teaching,
and it was over a period of several months that:. Fred Lynch cut a
stack of tapes by Miss Ponselle, accompanied only by her own pianist.
It is said that “most of it is good, and when good it’s very, very good/'
but that-also the Miss Ponselle of “today” may be found wanting in
,a selection or two on the 12-inch LP which Victor plans marketing,
But in order to preserve the authenticity of “no\v,” it is being released as is.
J

MGM

’

Bernard Green, a baritone,

1955

Concerts

Inside StofF

Four; Winograd Maestro
Claus Adam became the cellist
of

Ballet

6,

—

Joins Juilliard

Orch in proper
and refined rather
than broad and open,
Borodin: Symphony No. 2 &
Tchaikovsky: Suite No. 1 (Columbia). The Borodin is a very attractive
symphony, meaty, melodic
and in thorough Slavic mood. Dimitri Mitropoulos and the N, Y. Philharmonic offer it with bristling
xomantic dash, coupling it with
an appealing version of. Tchaiof
kovsky’s
pleasant collection
dance tunes.
Dvorak: Cello Concerto (London),
performance. here,
Fine>.
Philharmonia

focus, elegant

•

-

Pierre Fournier offering a nice,
singing tone and sensitive musianship, while the Vienna Philharmonic under Rafael Kubelik
renders a rich, romantic accomp.
Sohubert: Sonatas in A Minor,
Op. 42
E Flat, Op. 122 (West-

&

German pianist Kurt
Applebaum shows good musician-

minister).

ship, firm tone and a swift, sure
technique in resonant performances here. His playing is a little
dry for Schubert, and it's sometimes too pounding, but this is an

Opus
attractive disk nonetheless.
42 has more solidity aiid. power
than one suspects in Schubert.

Mussorgsky
& Rachmaninoff
Songs (Vanguard). Top Russ artists
in

a varied,

with

the

impressive melange,
songs the

Mussorgsky

interesting.
Mark Reizen
does a rich “Song of the Flea.”
Boris Gmirya is .impressive in
“Trepak.”
Intriguing,
unusual

more

album.
Heart of the Opera (Camden). A
commoner's treat. Excerpts from
11
operas, on six LPs, being
repressings of important works in
the old Victor catalog, with artists
concealed for contract purposes,
etc. Fine singing of familiar yorks,
and good reproduction.
Albert B. Gins, lawyer and personal manager, left for Europe
yesterday. (Tues.) on a two-week
trip, to close contracts for Continental datesrof his-client^.M
.

•

•.

—
Wednesday* April

LITERATI

1955

6,

"

61

<i

ground), Arthur Heinemann, Paddy

Chayefsky (now also a to-bereckoned-with in films via his tvto-Hollywood
Nelson
“Marty”),
Bond, (complete with -sample script
pages), Edmund C. Rice (J. Walter
Thompson agency and pioneer tv
carry articles dealing with life and
script editor), Rod Sfttffhg (whose
work in Israel.
“Patterns” was apparently past
will
be
Year)
‘Hashanah” (The
Kaufman’s deadline), Raphael
edited by Dr, Basil Seltzer, who is
Hayes,
John Latham and Robert
solicitor,
23-year-old
28, and a
whose latest, “ShadMarcus Green, both of Glasgow. Alan Aurthur,
They have received goodwill mes- ow of the Champ,” is still vivid

Literati
Jessel's Bestseller (?)

&

Co, had a first
print order of 15,000 on George
Jessel's memoirs, ‘‘This Way Miss,”
and plans putting a second edition
into print before publication. At
this rate, the comedian’s booh,'
slated for April 18 pub, is virtually
‘a “bestseller” even before hitting
the bookstalls.
Jessel's prolific public speaking
has so “talked up” the book that
the publisher is frankly cueing
dealers to break release date be*
cause of public demand. In the
same idiom of the Bing Crosby,

Henry Holt

Bob Hope, Groucho Marx, Fred
Allen technique of book ballyhoo
radio-tv,
has been
via
Jessel
blanketing the country with personals to shill for his

new

opus.

'

Another Buffalo Bill Book
Col. Henry Sell, editor of Town
8c Country and packager of Sell’s
liver pates and kindred canned
goods, has coauthored “The True
Story of Buffalo Bill (And the Wild
West Legend)” in collaboration
with Victor Weybright, head of the
Popular Library, paperback pub-

||

—

—

son Budd
Schulberg. Another son, Stuart
Schulberg, is associated in film
production in Germany with N.
Peter Rathvoh .and Gilbert de
Goldschmidt-Rothschild, related to
the banking family.
also

publishes

wood
It

G. "Legman, French author, is
seeking texts of racy American
ballads and folk poems for an
anthology he’s compiling on “the
sexual folklore of the English
•speaking peoples.” Legman claims
that they’ve generally been omitted
from published collections because
of their “fortrightness.”
Anthology, according to Legman,
will be a completely serious effort
and will be vol. 2 of his series
“Les Hautes Etudes.” The first
volume, “The Limerick,” is now
being published in Paris. /
83- Year-old’s First Play
Burton E. Stevenson, 83-year-old
Chillicothe, O., compiler and . author who has published 40 books,
has written his first play, “A King

&

Tayin Babylon,” which Baker
lor Co. Will publish this month. It
is based on nis novel of the same

name.
His

Book

compilations, “The Home
of Quotations” and “The
of Shakespeare Quota-

Home Book
tions,”

standard

are

reference

works.
Scot Jewish Year Book
Scotland’s first Jewish year book,
•‘Hashanah,” is set for publication
at

Glasgow

September under

in

Jewish National
It will provide
a comprehensive directory of Jewauspices

of

the

Fund Commission.
ish

societies,

organizations

It contains reprints of many
celebrated photos of the star, including the brilliant Genthe and
Steichen portraits, with jacket likenesses by Anthony Beauchamp.
Because Bainbridge is a Garbo
partisan, he attempts to sustain
and explore the “mystery” and
“legend” of the glamorous lady.
Here, the book provides. little better than literate fan magazine copy.
Garbo’s so-called “romances,” for
example, receive such dignified
treatment that their presentation
is almost laughable.
Perhaps Bainbridge has done the
best job that can be done without
the possibility of an analysis of

her.

—Again

The French Idea

“My

Praise of New York State newsfor their accuracy, fairness
objectivity in covering the
Legislature was voiced by Senate
majority leader Walter J. Mahoney,
Buffalo Republican, and minority
leader Francis J. Mahoney, Manhattan Democrat, in addresses immediately prior to adjournment
Saturday night (2) at Albany.
The Buffalo Mahoney also spoke
of th^ correspondents’ “charity” in
magnifying the leaders’ achievements and minimizing their mistakes. The Capitol reporters were
seated in their accustomed positions, fronting the desk and facing
the senators, as the two Mahoneys
(not relatives) spoke.

and

Peter.” Sir Alexander King tossed
a supper party at Glasgow for
visiting

and local

scribes.'

Dillon Anderson, Houston attorney, appointed by President Eisenhower as special assistant for national security affairs, is a novelist
(two published works) and light
fictionist for the national mags.
Cue mag out this week with a
Separate format “Annual Register
of Distinctive Dining in City and
Country” embracing 590 dinedanee-nitery advertisers lured in
Garbo herself.
Down.
1954, a new high that spanned 326
pages.
Kaufman’s
To Write For TV'
The Weekly Scotsman, EdinIt’s one thing to give the “how burgh, has celebrated its 1,500 isto” as a theorist, quite another .as sue. First issue was published Jan.
an in-the-tradester. who’s been on 7, 1860. Celebration was marked
the firing line and suffered the by a special issue with articles reslings and the arrows as well as calling notable landmarks in the
earned the, kudos and coin. This journal’s history.
is where “How to Write “for TeleSam Kaufman, news and feature
vision”
(Hastings House; $2.50) ed of NBC Press, is author of the
scores a beat, for the contributors all-industry “Broadcasting: Radio
under William I. Kaufman’s (NBC- and Television” chapter of 1955
TV) savvy editing - assembling Collier’s Year Book just off the
give the experienced know-how to press. This is the sixth consecutive
the commercial how-to in this fifth year Kaufman has had this assign.t*1 ® publisher’s Communication
ment.
*
Art Books series. The lineup of
Publisher’s representative Meyer
pieceworkers with short shots is Schattner has signed as New York
a dream roster of 10 that’s been rep for D. Van Nostrand and Capirepped either as author or script tal Publishing. Incidentally, he’s
editor on the top tv dramatic the husband of theatre party agent
stanzas: Anne Howard T'jlley, Eu- Lenore Tobin and handles Stubs,
gene Burr (latter also with wide her annual directory of theatre

synagogs in Scotland, and will also tradepaper

How

and

agency

back-

seating.

Pickford’s

“Why Not Try God?”

Spiritual Diary” is "really out of this world.

It

even praises

right track.
It’s a singularly honest and sustained conversation piece between the
author and her Creator. It covers everything from her own mongoloid
baby to Billy Graham’s outdrawing a football final at Wembley
120,000 to 100,000.
Miss Evans is no teenager. She has a grown son by, a previous marriage. Rogers is no boy either, JHe has three children, by a previous

and

Show biz scribes planed to Glasgow from London for Scot jointpreem of 20th-Fox’s “A Man Called

Mary

Hollywood agents. Well, one anyway. His name is Art Rush, and Miss
Evans credits him with getting not only her but Roy Rogers on the

men

within.

since

goes beyond “Angel Unaware,” the cowgal’s 1954 opus, which was

top.

marriage.
Since the marriage of these western stars and the death of Robin,
their mentally retarded heroine of “Angel Unaware,” they have adopted
two more children one p; rt Indian. This gives them firsthand knowledge of seven children qjite a background in family relations.

—

—

Masquers With Wings
in discussing their Robin, who died at the. age of two,,
and her thanks to God for this gift, are touching manifestations of the
spiritual changes wrought in this western star.
“Wouldn’t it be wonderful,” she writes “if doctors or nurses coulduse a new technique when they have to tell the parents that their baby
is defective? If they could' only say, ‘You are the parents of an angel
in disguise, and if you will accept this child as a spiritual blessing, your
lives will be enriched beyond measure!”’
“
The scope of her charity, and I use the word in its original meaning,
not merely almsgiving, is indicated in the opening sentence of her.
diary:
“Today we were very busy. Roy and I had to tape two commercial
radio shows, and while we were in the
studios, Art Rush, our
manager, gave us a wire from Sallie and Nadine Wpods, of the Muscular Dystrophy Research Foundation,, asking us to join their PrayerCrusade for the work they are doing.”
This caught my interest for two reasons (1) Mamie Doud Eisenhower is honorary president and (2) I’m prez (no kidding) of an organization dedicated to finding a cure for m.d.
The nicest thing that can be said about a person like Dale Evans
is that though she had a personal experience with one kind, it broadened rather than narrowed her sympathies—so that today her heart
goes out to all kinds in trouble. She admits she can’t prove scientifically that her faith has made her whole, but she believes God made
both meteors and men for a purpose and He gave her a new life in
place of an old, unhappy one and 'she’s not interested in debating,
her good fortune.
She tosses off some startling “exclusives.” In Windsor Castle she
saw statues of the late Queen Mary and King George V. Miss Evans
reports Queen Mary posed for the “lying-in-state” effigy several times

Her candor

NBC

—

.

million-plus-circulation mag.

It costs, less

said to have sold 400,000 copies, andT confirms, a grdwing dossier, indicating that if you want to become' a bestseller, start out in some other
profession than writing first, and then jump to the literati from the

Albany Press Saluted

Joe E. Lewis’ Biog
Screenwriter Art Cohn is collaborating with nitery comedian
lishing house.
Sell is a grand- Joe E. Lewis On the nitery comic’s
nephew of William F. Cody (Buf- memoirs for Random House pubfalo Bill) and in looking through lication.
.
..
,
the historical and family lore he
A chapter bylined by Martha
was struck with the vast amount Stewart, ex-Mrs. Lewis, will be
Guthrie On Stratford
.of wordage that has been written part of the biog, frankly detailing
“Twice
Have the Trumpets
about his ancestor since his birth why it’s tough to be a comedian’s Sounded” (Clarke, Irwin; $4.50) is
in 1879 and death in 1917. This wife and the pitfalls of such mar- the story of the 1954 Stratford
includes, over a dozen biogs in sev- ital ties, at least, as exemplified in (Ont.) Shakespearean Festival as
eral
countries
told by Robertson Davies and Tyand languages. their case.
Buffalo Bill's “Wild West Show”
rone Guthrie, with, illustrations in
was equally popular in Britain,
color and black and white by Grant
For Free, Yet
France and elsewhere on the ConOscar Dystel, president oL Ban- Macdonald. Tome is successor to a
tinent.
tam Books, Signed up Mort Weis- book ..by the same collaborators on
Unusual aspect of the Sell- inger’s collection of giveaway the 1953 Canadian festival, “ReWeybright deal is, a “closed bid” items, “1,001 Valuable Things nown at Stratford.”
pitch for the book rights which You Can Get Free,” as the first
Self-appointed American imitaPhyllis Jackson (Music Corp. of original Bantam has ever pub- tors of the Ontario project would
America) has been conducting. lished.
do well to digest Guthrie’s para^
The bids are to be opened this
First edition at 25fc was a sell- graphs, entitled \‘A Long View of
Friday (8).
out, and book has already gone the Stratford Festival,” With good
By coincidence, another book on back to press. Grosset & Dunlap nature and penetration, the direcCody is due via Library Publishers, is now bringing out a hard cover tor spotlights perils and pitfalls for
authored by Dr. Elizabeth Jane edition for $1. Pageant magazine the unwary.
Down.
Leonard and Mrs. Julia Cody is condensing the book in its June
Goodman, the' latter the oldest Issue*
CHATTER
sister of Buffalo Bill Cody.
Tome is a listing of gifts, prodSid Feder collaborating with Nils
ucts, books, maps, films, photographs, manuals, pets, etc., one T. Granlund on the latter’s life
‘Hit' Due
of
Publishers
Tempo, Bold, can get free for a, postcard. Most stbry, “Blondes, Brunettes and
Quick and Picture Week, 15c of these items are given away Bullets.”
Insuranceman Elmer G. Leterpoeketsized weeklies, are ready- gratis by various corporations, soing an entertainment publication; cieties and industries and, in some man’s new book on selling, “How
Sam.
Uncle
cases,
by
to
Sell Yourself,” slated for fall
working title is Hit. Robert Offenpublication by Harper.
geld, of the editorial staff, will edit
Service'
Mag
Nielsen's
launching
in
Hit, which has a July
Scottish critics tossed luncheon
A. C. Nielsen, the radio-tv and to honor Colin Milne, vet drama
view.
food-drug researcher; is eyeing scribe of Glasgow Herald, retiring
measureinto the magazine
after over 50 years of playgoing.
Ken Purdy Group Exits Argosy entry field.
It has been substanBarry Hyams has a piece in the
Quartet of Argosy execs, includ- ment
was approached by April Theatre Arts mag, titled
ing editor Ken Purdy, quit the tiated that he
recently to provide “Twenty Years On A Tightrope,”
major
mag
a
magazine over the weekend followbeing a critical review of Clifford
ing a dispute with publisher Henry them such service.
Nielsen’s “magazine in my fu- Odets’ works.
Steeger over the inclusion of
company
play
would
give
the
ture”
Sven Rye, v.p. of the Hollywood
“pulp” material in the mag. Leaving with Purdy, who has been in publishing as well as manufac- Foreign Correspondents' Ass’n, has
turing
broadcasting-telecastand
been
made American agent for the
editor since last June, were exec
ing.
Danish motion picture company,
editor Thomas Naughton, art diPalladium,
in Copenhagen.
rector Leon Leone and assistant
Bainbridge’s ‘Garbo*
Quentin Reynolds is doing the
art director Sy Sakin.
- John
Bainbridge
story
“Garbo”
of
Street
by
& Smith, the orig=
the
editorSteeger is taking over
ship himself after four years at (Doubleday; $4), is an “unauthor- inal pulp mag publishers (Rover
Boys, the Dick and Frank ^Merrithe publishing-only level, with A1 ized” biography of the Swedish
Norton becoming exec editor, actress. Lacking his subject’s co- well series, etc.) for Random
House.
Bernie 'White art director and operation, the best the author can
Jane T. McConnell’s “Famous
is a. thorough job of reportMorton Mace assistant art chief. supply
ing. This boos’ resubmits most of Ballet Dancers” appears Friday
Purdy said the foursome had “ir- the
facts about Garbo’s career. It (8) via Thomas Y. Crowell, Short
with
differences”
reconcilable
quotes liberally from people who biogs on Alicia Markova, Anton
Steeger over the material for the have known
her and worked with Dolin and Agnes de Mille appear

Scully ++»+»+ + »»»+»+ +

Hollywood.
gifts!
Try Dale Evans Rogers’ “My Spiritual
than an Easter lily. Two bucks in fact. It’s the
most amazing confession to come out of the celluloid cellars of Holly-

completes

House
of Paramount production, who
mentored such stars as Sylvia Sydney among* others RH president
Bennett Cerf was married to Miss
Sidney for a short time has been
ailing in Miami Beach.

i|

Looking for Easter

Diary.”

—

his memoirs, Random
Former head
will publish.

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

sages from many people, including in memory.
Quite a collection and quite a
the Israeli Ambassador in London
helpful treatment for neophytes as
and the Chief Rabbi of Britain.
well as the “have arrived” writers.
It’s a must for the pen-pushers,
B. P. Schulberg’s Memoirs
Traw.
If and when B. P. Schulberg with tips on selling.

RH

SCULLY’S

•
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during her

life.

At first this royal revelation seemed a bit morbid, but then, Miss
Evans thought, why not? “Such thought for the end of life might makeus all a little more careful about the middle of life,”
Telling of how Billy Graham drew 75,000 in Hyde park one day,
she wondered if all the audiences accumulated through the years by
atheist speakers on that same corner could approach such a figure.
“How can a man be an atheist?” she asks. “Doesn’t he know he
can’t produce life? Let’s suppose the scientists could make a man of
flesh and bone, brain and heart. I would like to .see them go on and
make those cells replenish themselves correctly. I would like to see
them give their man-make creature wisdom and faith!
“So man has split the atom. "Can he make an atom? No, he can only
split it, and with it destroy himself and all his works! He is only following in Adam’s footsteps, promoting death.
“It sickens me fo hear America brag about its atom bomb. What
security is there in that? It is a wicked instrument, and it can mean
the end of all of us. We are wicked when we put our faith in it. We
.”
need to turn back from the atom to the Almighty
In another entry she reflects while driving through Laurel Canyon
“and thinking over years that have gone, 1 realized suddenly that there
isn’t one of God’s Commandments that I haven’t broken, in one way
or another either by act, thought or spoken word.”
Texas Guinan’s Kind Of Texan
You know, if the other Texan were' still alive, she’d certainly urge
.

.

—

us to give this little girl a big hand.
Not many possessed of such candor have moved up from secretaries
In insurance companies to the role of* undisputed queen of westerns.
Dale Evans (her real name was Frances Octavia Smith) first broke’
into show biz over station WMC, Memphis, singing on a show her
insurance company sponsored.
From' there she moved as far away from canyon crooners as you
can go. She sang at Chez Paree, Chi’s nobby nitery. There she tried
kidding “gitter” cowboys with one called “Will You Marry Me, Mr.
Lamarie.” He didn’t, but Par took her west for a test. She was soon
released to 20th.
Then 20th decided her talents were not for this century, so she
polished up her old Texas accent and moseyed over to Republic. They
put her in “Swing Your Partner.” The partner she “swang” best was
Roy Rogers, and that was it, brother.
Rogers had made about 40 pix by then and was in fact being billed
in one called “King of the Cowboys,” a regal touch which he has not
relinquished to this day. Though Roy was born in Cincinnati, he actually was a farm boy. Later he worked as a cowhand in New Mexico.
Canyon crooners were crawling all over the Hollywood sound stages
about that time, and Roy headed for Gower Gulch with the rest of
them. Jobs were so few, however, he had to go back to fruit-picking
to get even fruit to eat.
But one day he heard another Gower cowhand saying he was going
over to Republic where they were auditioning crooning cowpokes. Roy
(his name was Leonard Slye then) tailed the informer but was blocked
at the gate. He didn’t have a pass. But he had his foot in the gate
and kept it there.
This, of course, created a row and Sol Siegel, hearing it, walked
over and demanded to know what the scuffing was about; He looked
Roy over, from his foot in the gate to his Stetson. As cinematic cowpokes were going in those days, this kid’s 5 feet 11 inches, 170 pounds,
handsome pan and blue eyes looked okay, if he could sing. The studio
big shot asked if he could. Roy said, “Shore can, podner.”
Then he realized he had left his “gitter” in the. jalopy. It was blocks
away. He begged Siegel to hold a foot in the gate for him. He ran
back to the car, grabbed his guitar and ran all the way back to the
studio.

He arrived go out of breath, he couldn’t sing a note.
But he has sung so many since that his RKA recordings run well
over 100 and the oaters he made for Republic ran into 91 in 14 years.
His marriage to Miss Evans in 1947 has turned out to be one of
-Hollywood?s ^happiest, *

«.
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manager, here with current Cornell
bilitiei of making Arthur Murray
tour, also arranging for DeMarco
London
studios
at
with
international,
Sisters and The Gopfers to appear
Frankfurt, Copenhagen and Paris.
reKostelanetz
played
a
Andre
Robert
Show hiz
Latest of U.S. majors to enter turn date on BBC-V las Monday <in Great Britain next year,
Broder moved to new offices on the German production field is
Val Parnell to Glasgow to o.o.
.
West 57th St.
RKO which has two upcoming (4),Sir Alexander Korda signed 18- Don Cornell bill at Empire. He
,
Without fanfare the 30-year-old films to be made here, “Legion
pacted
young comedian Billy Baxold Shirley Eaton on a longTown Hall Club, on the second Condor” and “Storm Over the year
ter (he’s Jeannie Carson’s kid
termer.
floor of Town Hall, 123 W. 43 St„ Eigenwand,” both to be produced
brother)
for Palladium, stint with
Robert Clark, Elstree production
expired because of economic iner- by EVA in Wiesbaden.
the Danny Kaye layout May 23.
topper, made a governor of the
Specifically, failure to pay
tia.
Also
dickering
for Scot comedian
British Film Institute.
a $9,0Q0 rent bill' to Town Hall
Sid Hyams sailed for New York Jimmy Logan, Ella’s nephew.
which owns the building,
Inc.,
Paris
Paul
week,
last
on
“Elizabeth”
the
caused the eviction.
Gallico was a fellow passenger.
By Gene Moskowitz
Dimitri Mitropoplos, conductor
Chicago
Ian Stewart, batoner at the
(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44)
of the New York' Philharmonic,
Actor Richard Todd in to plug
Forty-one nations already en- Berkeley Hotel, is to lead the new
Will receive the honorary degree
makes
its
which
Savoy
Orpheans
New
Festival
the
Man
Called
“A
Peter” pic,
tered in Cannes Film
of Doctor of Music of
WBBM-TV’s exec producer Les
York College of Music, tomorrow necessitating prolongation of fest new bow April 20.
Ben Henry back from his Far Weinrdtt off on Delta's inaugural
(Thurs.) at Carnegie Hall, preced- which will now run from April 25
part
of
conEast tour which was
a
Venezuela flight.
ing the orch’s concert, Arved to May 11.
Izaak Walton League presented
Guy Des Cars heading for Holly- valescence treatment after his reKurtz, director of the New York
Walt Disney with an honorary life
wood to supervise adaption of his cent prolonged illness.
College of Music, will confer it.
Victor Maddern inked by War- membership ticket.
David Lewis, chief of Metro’s novel, “Chantal,” which William
Continental sales, in for a periodic Castle will direct in C’Scope with wick for a featured role of its curhomeoffice confab with Arthur Maureen O’Hara and Mario Lanza. rent production of “Cockleshell
Offenbach’s “La" Belle Helene” Heroes,” which stars Jose Ferrer
Loew et al. His wife, Helen, preceded him by a, couple of weeks opens at the Opera in Paris today and Trevor Howard.
Alfred Hitchcock featured in the
to catch up on shows and shopping. (Wed.) and the publicity announces
^ Continued from page 3
—
Eartha Kitt, marking her preem that ballet star Chauvire will fea- BBC's “Close-Up”* program, which
at the Copacabana, follows Sammy ture a “strip tease tres classique.” included contributions by Tallulah tre in Sweden was mobbed when It
Bergman,
SidIngrid
Bankhead,
displayed old Garbo costumes used
Davis Jr, in as headliner April 21,
Arthur Krim in before a swing
and with her a complete new through Europe to o.o. progress ney L. Bernstein and James in the two films along with other
Douglas Coudy-staged floorshow of the Various UA productions now Stewart.
Garbo mementoes.
Because the Palladium will be
comes in. A call for a new Copa shooting. Then he heads for LonThat’s in sharp contrast to the
line is set for this (Wed.) aft. don for UA sales convention April shuttered on Good Friday (8), Ed- reception accorded Ingrid Bergman
there,
topper
die Fisher, current
Dominique, the French “pick- 15.
when
she returned to her native
Jerry Epstein and Joe Morheim will appear at the Qranada, Toot- Country recently in “Joan of Arc at
pocket,” will be subfeatured.
to Barcelona to work on script of ing, one of the chain theatres con- the Stakes” Of course, the personal
Errol Flynn starrer, “The Adven- trolled by Sidney L. Bernstein.
history of the two women differs
tures of William Tell,” to be proMinneapolis
vastly.
duced and directed there by HerMiss Garbo last week received a
By Les Rees
San Francisco
bert Wilcox.
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has
special
Academy Award for
Henri Montherlant's “P o r t
By Ralph J. Gleason
Cardini,
her “unforgettable performances,
Royal” breaking records at the
Herb Caen, Examiner columnist,
Tex Beneke played Prom Ball-' Comedie-Francaise as the first play
which,
incidentally,
never rated her
off for Europe late this month.
room one-nighter.
to ever reach 50 performances in
Turk Murphy to Las Vegas for an Oscar. In fact, the Swedish star
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre- so short a time. Hit legit opened
never
attended
any of the Academy
two months at the Show Boat.
senting ’’Ring Round the Moon.”
in December.
Jackie Cain and Roy Krai held Award presentations and refused
Shipstad-Johnson “Ice Follies”
James Webb, scripter for Hechtto do so last week, too. It’s reopened annual three-week run at Lancaster forthcoming pic “Ele- over through April 9 at the Purple called at
Metro that, with the exOnion; then fly to Honolulu for
Arena.
phant Bill” (UA), in from Ceylon
ception of ‘‘Ninotchka,” which was
Minneapolis Symphony extend- where he Was ogling local color. two weeks at the Surf Park,
actress an international hit and has been
Than,
Burmese
Min
Win
ing current state tour into Winn- Pic will be made there. It stars
who plays opposite Gregory Peck reissued abroad over and over
peg, Canada.
Humphrey Bogart.
in “The Purple Plain,” in town again, the Garbo films never set
Dublin Players booked into
for bally on pic. It opens at the any houses on fire even though her
Lyceum May 18-21 for second
United Artists this week.
personal popularity was and apMinneapolis date.
The Mae West show held over parently still is tremendous.
Woody Herman and his new
Showtents
an extra week at Italian Village
Although Miss Garbo hasn't been
"3rd Herd” play Lyceum onebecause of capacity business. Terry in a film since 1941 her
nighter April 11.
last one
^ Continued from page 1
Gibbs-Virgil Gonsalves show held
Northwest Variety club formed
was “Two Faced Woman,” a b.o.
women's auxilary to assist heart weather showcasing. Biggest items over another three weeks at the flop in which a “new” Garbo was
hospital and fund-raising drives/ this season, judging by requests Black Hawk.
supposed to have emerged
her
Augie’s floor show includes the already received by such licensing
personality and life story have conContinentals and exotic dancers orgs as Tams-Witmark and Music
tinued to be the subject of attenSantiago
Vida Van Dyke and Lisa Van Dorn. Theatre, Inc., will be “Guys and
tion on the part of writers and
Here for only five nights. May Dolls,” “Wish You Were Here,”
By Edythe Ziffren
columnists. Lastest book on her is
(Phone: 31645)
11-15, “The Pajama Game” will “Kiss Me Kate,” “Song of Nor“Garbo,”
by John Bainbridge.
give three matinees at Lyceum or way,” “Wonderful Town,” “FinIsidro Benitez readying combo
Come May, the BBC in Britain will
for
European
trek.
a total of eight performances.
ian’s Rainbow” and the perennial
profile
her
and has asked Metro
Flame
Silvia Oxman opened in “Love
nitery
holding
over “Desert Song.”
for clips from her pix.
Charlie Ventura orch with singer
at First Sight” at the Atelier.
Other
big shows will be “South
signed
as
Lucho
Muller
Rojas
Mary Ann McCall substituted for
Pacific” and “Oklahoma.” Release program director by Radio Nuevo
Anita O'Day who cancelled out.
Last-minute
illness
caused of the Rodgers & Hammersteln Mundo.
Bennie Berger
May Avril, ex-Foliej Bergere,
Claude Rains to Cancel scheduled musicals is handled by attorney
appearances at Minnesota U con- Howard E. Reinheimer. “Pacific” snagged for “Bim Bam Bum” SSSS Continued from page 3
sssas
is
being
released to stock for the revue at the Opera.
vocations where he was to have
Republic quoted as being confident that exArnold
Berenguer,
given dramatic readings to music. first time this season and will get
hibition
would
emerge
from
curtransferred
for
Chile,
to
only selected playdates.
“Okla- manager
homa” was released to stock for Havana, with Osvaldo Barcelato rent tv and other woes “more triumphant
than
succeeding
ever,”
here.
Berger
.
now
the first time last summer.
Washington
Silvia Pineiro, Chela Bon, Hugo calls exhibition “a dying business”
Of that crop, “Guys” and “Wish” Miller
By Florence S. Lowe
and Gerardo Werner in “El and asserts small exhibitors “like
Pianist Arturo Rubinstein here are handled by Music Theatre, Amigo de la Casa” (“Friend of the myself” now are “going
broke on
for his annual concert with Na- while the others, are T-W proper- Family”) at the Petit Rex.
the installment plan” and are
ties. Music Theatre, comparatively
tional Symphony.
U.S. and Chilean governments doomed.
Publicist Al Sherman bowed out new in the field, has been latch- signed agreement making Chile
Two years ago he declared he
of Georgetown art cinema to open ing on to some recent hot Broad- first country in South America to
was in the market to buy more thehis own publicity office.
way* properties. In this category, get Informational Media Guaranty
atres “at bargain
prices” that
CBS’ Robert Q. Lewis was the org has “Call Me Madam,” program.
the time to buy was when things
Grand Marshal of last week’s “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” and
are
depressed
and
look
bad.
Cherry Blossom Festival parade.
“Where’s Charley?” Outfit has the
The reason for ,the change of
Victor Orsinger, film lawyer and secondary performance
Stockholm
rights on
mind isn’t mainly because, of tv’s
former Chief Barker of town’s Va- the shows in its catalog,
also inWinquist
By Sven G.
inroads and the toll tv menace, alriety Club, formed new law partcluding “Kismet" and “Pajama
51 05 83)
( Tel.
though he points out that theatre
nership under name of Orsinger
Game,” for release six months
“California
P a s s a ge” (Col) attendance continues steadily and
and Dooley.
after the close of their first-class banned by Swedish censors.
RCA biggies David Sarnoff and runs.
uninterruptedly on a decline, “in“On the Waterfront” (Col), in dicating a dying business.”
Manie Sacks personlly supervised
Active in the group are agent- 10th week at the Royal, promises
a color tv demonstration at powto
become one of the country’s
producer
Howard
Hoyt and' musical
wow of American Bar Assn. Comarranger Don Walker. Tunesmith- biggest b.o. successes.
mittee on Anti-Trust laws.
from Copenhagen, HelFigures
publisher
Frank Loesser is also
Collection of Hans
Spain Censors
Christian
Andersen manuscripts and mem- affiliated with the outfit. Coinci- sinki, Oslo and Stockholm show a
Continued from page 1
total of 1,300 films were preemed —i
orabila, gifted to Library of Con- dentally,
his
publishing
firm,
Northern
countries
during'
in
the
lumbia’s “Pushover.”
Col so far
gress by actor Jean Hersholt, cur- Frank Music, has the “Charley,”
1954.
671 were American.
Some
hasn’t
been able to get the Spanrently on exhibition to mark ses- “Guys,”
“Game” and “Kismet”
.Total of 339 films opened at ish censor to give a reason for his
quicentennial observance of the scores. Handling the operation of
Stockholm’s firstrun houses durDanish story-teller’s birth.
Music Theatre is Alan Whitehead. ing 1954.. U.S. topped with 179; action.
Meanwhile, politics continue to
T-W, which has had a long Great Britain second with 49 and
stretch
as
a
musical licensing Sweden third with 34. Other films play a. part in the Franco way of
Frankfurt
looking at films. Example cited is
agency has acquired, several new came from 14 different countries.
By Hazel Guild
properties for release this year.
Swedish broadcasters have their a film in which a character said
(24 Rheinstrasse: 76751)
These include “Town,” “Paint Your biggest number of listeners these “He’s another fellow Mr. Hitler
Ursula Thiess in Hamburg for a Wagon,”
“Golden
Apple”
and days as result of an employees didn’t like.” The line had to be
brief visit with her family.
the
Norwegian cut.
against
“Regina,” for which foreign re- strike
“Ludwig II” and “Die Mucke” quests far outweigh
Another piece of dialog nixed by
domestic bids. radio. Latter mainly plays rec(The Fly) selected to contend' at
New.
tents set to bow this year ords and advises listeners to time the Spanish censor: “It was the
the Cannes Film Fest.
Nazis that put out his eyes. It was
in Swedish stations.
Ken Kaplan, ex-GAC staffer in are the Musical Fair, Valley Forge,
Himmler’s men. They’re working
New York, now stationed in Frank- Pa.; Melody Circus, Detroit;
for the Russians now.”
North Shore Music Circus, Bever-
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Bob Goodfried recovering from
surgery.

James A. Mulvey in town for
huddles with' Samuel Goldwyn.
Samuel Goldwyn

furt with the

Armed

Forces.

duced amusement
Germany.

tax

in

West

Ethel Fistere, director of Arthur
Studios in Washington,
town looking over ppssi-

Murray

D.C., in
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New Vegas Cry
Continued from page 2
^
the niteries would pay the statuesque show girls a higher rate
than the more talented ponies.
These days the producers are
shelling out unusually high salaries
for virtually any girl who will
pass muster on the floor.
The seasonal closing of the
Miami Beach niteries will release
some gals for the Vegas spas, but
not enough to meet requirements.

Cuba

'

the George Spelvin Award
Masquers Club’s 10th annual

with
at

banquet.

Jane Powell and Debbie Reynolds celebrated their birthdays
on April Fool’s Day, with Spencer
Tracy observing his April 5.
You might call it the Metro
Kennel Club. For one sequence in

“The
Bar Sinister”
producer
Henry Hoffman rounded up 133
dogs,
representing 34 different
breeds. Picture is based on the
old Richard Harding Davis novel
dealing with a hound of doubtful
pedigree.
tfamefe Tante has resigned as
business agent of Studio Lamp
Operators, Local 728, IATSE, to
join the California Adult Authority upon invitation of Gov. Good-

win Knight, He had occupied spot
for several years, and will be succeeded by R. W, Nichols until the
May election, when a permanent
biz agent will

Billy

be selected.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves
May band at Jantzen Beach

Ballroom

this

weekend,

Mike Wallace,

Glorita,

Ed

Ricci

and Don Schmidt orch booked for
Sorrento’s nitery for two stanzas.
Jane Powell was guest soloist
and Georgie Stoll guest conductor
of Portland Symphony Orchestra
benefit April 4.
Tessie O’Shea, The Manhattans,
Patsy Jean, Bill Carroll Dancers,
Victor
Vincent
and
orch
at

Amato’s Supper Club,
William Duggan in N. Y. lining

up additional plays for the WilDuggan Attractions series..
Definitely inked for May are “Teahouse of the August Moon” and
liam

“Pajama Game,”

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway
The
Beachcomber shuttering
when Betty Hutton closes April 9.
Dave Dusshoff, Latin Casino
(Phila.) owner, making the night
rounds.
Department
Internal Revenue
filed a $14,000 lien against defunct
for .unpaid
Ciro’s
corporation

taxes.

Barron Polan in to overset
Genevieve's opening at the SaxOny
and to celebrate her first year in
U.S.
Bullets. Durgom in town ior confab with the Dorsey brothers on
Jackie Gleason show takeovers.
Gleason may spend his next vacation here.

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Lucille and Eddie Roberts playing their first date here in a long

time at Horizon Room,
Lynn Jordan and Bill Roberts,
Playhouse house manager, announced their engagement.
Bernie Hickey, transferred by
Shea’s to home office in N. Y*
bought a home in Leonia, N. J.
James Cagney comes here April
15, the day his new Par picture,
“Run for Cover,” opens at the
<Penn.
Step Bros, booked for Twin
Coaches week of May 2, between
*

'

Marlowe

Marion

and

McGuire

Sisters

Colleen O’Gready, “Miss Ireland” in the “Miss Universe” contest two years ago, singing in
niteries.

Havana
By Jay Mallin
No. 159, Vedado; F-6579)
Telemundo obtained tv boxing
rights previously held by CMQ-TV.
Dudley Pictures doing travelogs
on Cuba and on island-hopping in
Caribbean.
Bullfighting may be permitted in
Cuba (on Isla de Pinos) for first
time since Spanish occupation.
Manolo Alonso produced first
Cuban Cinemascopes; newsreels
(Calle

Irving

(Glasgow; Kelvin 1590)
D’Oyle Carte Opera Company
doing two-Week stint at King’s,
Glasgow.
Musical Elliotts, here in vaude,
plane to Middle East for troop
shows April 16.
Four Aces, after week of vaude
at Empire, Glasgow, crossed to
Empire vaudery at Edinburgh.
atre,
Wallingford, Conn.; SacraHarry Foster, Hyman Zahl and
mento (Cal.) Music Circus; South Cyril Berlin, all from Foster’s
Shore Music Tent, Cohasset, Mass.; Agency in London, gan dering show
and the Cape Cod Melody Tent, tcilcjit her 6
>.
*
Hyannis, Mass.
Manure Greenfield, Don'CorneH’s

to

Mille‘ left an estate of $24,000 to
his widow,
Dorothy Lamour and Bill Howard sold their Hollywood home;
intend moving to Baltimore.
Darryl Hickman assigned to the
Entertainment Division of the Special Services Office at Fort Ord.
George Gobel will be presented

,

Scotland

According to reports from the ly, Mass.; Warwick (R.I.) Musical
East Zone, the Russians have from Theatre and the Music Tent, Flint,
100 to 150 films on this year’s pro- Mich.
duction schedule.
Operations continuing this sum“Lola Montez,” German-French mer are the Melody Circus, Allenco-production
starring
Martine town, Pa.; Music Circus, LambertCarol and Anton Walbrook, now vilie; Neptune (N.J.) Music
Circus;
filming in Munich.
Finger
Music Circus, SkaneGerman Board of Evaluation ateles, Lakes
N.Y.; Musicarnival, Clevegave “especially worthy” tag to
20th-Fox’s “Desiree,” which means land; Tenthouse Theatre, Highland
that it can be shown with a re- Park, 111.; Oakdale Musical The-

Jr.

and Haiti on scouting expedition.
Will of the late William C. De-

.

.

ailing In a sani-

tarium.

.

G

of carnivals and of presidential
inauguration.
Sale of Hotel Nacional, country’s

biggest, being powwowed between
owner Kirkeby and Pan American’s

Intercontinental Ci>rp.

o
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in that city 20 years ago upon retirement. Until a year ago, howhe
tumbling
ever,
conducted
classes for boys at Cincy’s Neighborhood 'House. His circus trouping was with Russell Bros., the

OBITUARIES
best

known

55,

.

Orchestra since 1939, died of a
heart attack last Thursday (30) on
the stage of McCarter Theatre,
Princeton, during the filming of
an educational short subject on
piano music.
Bom on a ranch near Boulder,
Colo.,

McDonald was one

of

Amer-

most popular and successful
composers. He came to Philadelphia in 1924 and two years later
became a lecturer at the U. of
Pennsylvania. He became head of
the university's music department
before he left to take over management of the Philly orch,
A rodeo rider and amateur
lightweight boxing champion of
the southwest during his youth,
McDonald studied and taught in
such places as Los Angeles, Paris,
Leipzig, Boston and San FranHis Suite for Orchestra,
cisco.
one of his earlier compositions,
won a prize from the American
Federation of Music Clubs which
ica's

cus.

Three sons and

ra

many current stars, including vive.
Charles Chaplin. Other perform-

to

ers featured by Murray ih their
early days included Dave Morris,
Tommy Trinder, George Doonan,
Hal Jones, Hilda Heath, etc.
comedian himself, Murray,
born at Liverpool, Eng., made his
first stage appearance in 1890 as
a youth of 17 at the Haymarket
Music Hall, Liverpool. He later
worked in a double act with Ar"The
called
Woodville
thur
-

.

A

ROBERT
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•

possible

his

of

SLOANE

A

I. Barger, 6, a carpenter
traveled for 40 years with
major stage attractions, died in Des
Moines, following surgery, March

He was

26.

with "Pajama

Game”

in Cleveland when he became ill.
a member of IATSE No. 7
in Denver.

He was

pital at Elgin, Scotland, March 29.
Longtime, foil to Harry Gordon,

DUDLEY. M. WILLISTON
Irving H. Weeks, 67, vaudevillian
Dudley M. Williston, 64, presiAuld Lang Syne comedian, dent of Williston Theatres, died and member of band which toured
the
country with the original
most of
he had been in show biz
°
in Indianapolis March 3JL after a

"Birth of a Nation” film, died in
Battle Greek Friday (1).

.

Andrew

J. Gill,

member

vet

the Musicians Union, Local No.
•

of

MARIO CABALLERO
found dead in his apartment in
Pittsburgh March 22 from a selfMario Caballero, 46, a top Mexiinflicted bullet. His estranged wife can stage-radio-tv comic who often
Pulitzer Publishing Co. and a memtold police he had been worried played in Texas and California,
ber of the Advisory Board on Pu- by financial troubles
recently. died of cancer’ after a long illness
Graduate
Prizes of the
litzer
Goldberg was the father of Mar- at his home In Mexico City March
Columbia
at
School of Journalism
foot- 31. He was first stricken while
shall
Goldberg,
All-American
U„ N. Y. One of his brothers was ball player from the U. of Pittsplaying the Million Dollar Theatre,
the late Ralph Pulitzer, publisher burgh
in
the
’30s,
sports
late.
and
Los Angeles^
of The World prior to its merger circles
of that era knew him as a
He was known professionally as
into The N. Y. World-Telegram, colorful
character.
Kikaro.” Widow and two sons
now The N. Y. World-Telegram &
He gave up his theatre interests "El
survive.
Sun.
k

around $1,000,000

in
Surviving are his wife,

two sons,

SAMUEL CRAYDER

mother survive.

subscription enrollment work.
Surviving are two brothers.

daughters.

CAREY EMRIE

daughters.

Yvoy
2.

Marron, France,

- le -

Bride

a film actress,

is

Patricia Krushinski to Dan CotCBS newscaster, died April s2 in
ton, Pittsburgh*. April 3. He’s on
Bellingham, Wash.
staff of Pitt Playhouse.
Phoebe Corinne Safadi to Herb
Sister, 79, of conductor Arturo Kessler,
N.Y„ March 19. She’s a
Toscanini died April 1 in Milan, model; he’s personal manager of
Italy.
the Four Aces.
Jeanne Shores to George H.
George William Booth, cinema (Bud) Westmore, North Hollywood,
exhib, died at Lapworth, Birming- April 1. She’s a model; he’s a film

ham, Eng., recently.

makeup

studio

chief.

Marion Gombins to Michael
Urdang, March 27, New York.
Bride is with Transfilm, New York
tv commercial and industrial film-

Cops Raid

making

S Continued from page

1

minimum. Recent attempts

to en-

'

outfit.

Bobbie Harbor to Bob Schneider,
New York, April 2. Groom is son
of Decca Reedrds veepee Leonard

force an ordinance banning mix-

Schneider.
Shirley
Auerbach to Harold
ing by employes in Miami cabarets
was halted temporarily when Cir- Rosenberg, Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
April 3. Groom is a booker ih
cuit Court issued a restraining inWarner Bros.’ Boston exchange,
junction to Irwin Kayfetz of the
Gilda Ligorner to Robert FishJungle Club. The test trial to de- kin, Newark, April
Bride was
3.
termine its legality is now pending. secretary to Frank Shakespeare
Warning to clean up or else, was Jr., WCBS-TV (N. Y.) sales manissued by Beach Police Chief R. ager.
Shepard. In the Little Club raid,
Det. Capt. Pete Stewart, said his
squad "found strippers doubling
Mr. and Mrs. Syd Silverman,
as B-girls.” There are three other daughter,
April 2, in New Roclubs in the genre located on South chelle, N. Y. Father is owner-pubBeach: the Life Bar, the Paddock lisher of Variety, currently on
and the Harem. All feature a military duty. Mother is the for"rough” comic to head up the dof- mer Jan McNally. Mother and
fers parade, such as B. S. Pully child will join Lt. Silverman at
who worked the 5 O’clock and Salzburg, Austria, in six weeks. He
then the Little Club until his re- is attached to the PIO there.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Hayden,
cent departure for a role in the
film version of "Guys and Dolls.” son. New York, April 2. Mother is
Eva Marie Saint, who received the

BIRTHS

.*

last week for the
best supporting actress of 1954; father is a tv producer-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Bennett, son,

Jukeboxes
Continued from page

MOA

To overcome anticipated publie
resentment, promoters of the ac
disk scheme will seek top recorc
names

to cut special material, with
a soft-pedaled commercial tone
Negotiations are currently in progress for Chesterfield commercial

and three done by Perry Como

to

be used

a field test of the plan.

Harry Richman show on KTTV.
Widow, two brothers and sister
survive.

GURNEY

Philip (Uncle Phil) Gurney, 83,
for many years a w.k. personality
on WNAX, Yankton, S. D., died
recently in Rose, Neb, Gurney retired in 1940 to his ranch in north-

ern Nebraska.
Survivors are his wife and four

Metro’s

TV Gleam

Continued from page

1

26, New York. Father is
with Joe Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Faith,
daughter, Pittsburgh, March 28.
Father’s a bandleader.
Mr. and Mrs. David Langworthy,
son, Philadelphia, March 26. Mother’s
Norma Jean Shea, former
nitery and vaude dancer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Rubin, son,
Pittsburgh, March 20. Father’s one
of the owners of the Merry-Go-

March

JL.

with paid selections. Plan woulc
be limited to
members anc
75% of the net revenue would b<
distributed to the operators and location owners. Records would be
supplied by advertisers through
normal distribution channels.

ir

Round

nitery.

Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Davis,
daughter, Albany, N. Y., March 29.
.

Father was publicity and sports director for* WTRI-TV until it recently suspended operations.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald J. Glickman, daughter, Burbank, Cal.,

March 15. Father is with Pacific
Title and Art Studio.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Stevenson, daughter, Los Angeles, March

30. Father is a film editor.
Jack Chertok Productions,
Mr. & Mrs. Armando Trucios,
Desilu, Revue, and yesterday (Mon.) daughter, March 12, Mexico City.
met with Earl Hudson of ABC. Un- Father is Pacific division manager
derstood he was instructed by E. J. for WB International.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Fowler, daughMannix, Metro exec, to make a
survey with the intent of eventu- ter, Hollywood, April 1. Child is
ally submitting results to studio the granddaughter of Gene Fowler.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Lawford,
heads for a decision on the ques-tion of entering telepix production. son, Santa Monica, Cal., March 30.
There’s no question Metro will go Father’s an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Capra,
into tv production, according to one
producer Peterson contacted, who son, New York, April 3, Father’s
theatre manager of Loew’s In*
said he gained this impression
wood, N.Y.
from talks.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster, daughreported Peterson would ter, New York, March 30. Father
It’s
head up tv subsid once it’s actu- is with Mutual network advertis-

with

Carey Emrie, 89, veteran clown
WILL MURRAY
Will Murray, 76, comedian and and repertoire actor in the tent
WARREN F. KENNETT
producer, died at New Brighton, show era, died April 1 in General
Warren F. Kennett, 69,. organist,
Cheshire, Eng., March 17. He was Hospital, Cincinnati.
He settled died Mareh 28 in Chicago:. A char- ally formed,
1

MARRIAGES
Olivia deHavilland to Pierre Galante,

JACK STANLEY

children.

aatasa
all-out

Academy Award

Jack Stanley, 59, onetime concert violinist, music director and
radio-tv producer, died April 4 in
San Marino, Cal., of a heart attack
suffered B10 days. ago. Last tv music
job was as director of the defunct

PHILIP

|

April

.

mer, local exhib.
Survived by widow

l

John Kopczinski, 68, film studio
Jane Kennedy to Don Peters,
technician, died March 30 in Holly- Bray, Eng. March 28. She’s daughwood, His widow and son survive.
ter of Boh Kennedy, co-director of
Hippodrome Theatre, Dudley; he’a
Father of Edward R. Murrow, vaude and tv singer from Dublin.

Samuel Crayder, 75, manager of
the Stanley Warner Princess Theatre, Philadelphia, for 25 years,
died at his home in Atlantic City,

ROSITA LARA
two daughters, a brother and a
Lara, 26, singing star of
March 28.
The sons include Joseph theRosita
sister.
"Bim-Bam-Bum”
revue
at
of
The
editor
Pulitzer Jr., associate
Crayder, who retired two years
Opera Theatre, Santiago, Chile,
Post-Dispatch and veepee of the
and the current show at the El ago, was the father of the late
publishing company, who now be
Elsie Finn, film critic of the Phila
Bodegon
nitery
there,
died
suddencomes editor and publisher.
His widow, two
ly at a Santiago clinic, March 28, delphia Record.
of a heart attack. Born Nelly Sar- sisters and a brother survive.
M. ELEANOR FITZGERALD
in Buenos Aires, she reM. Eleanor Fitzgerald, 78, an miento
BRYCE M. HANMER
portedly studied medicine before
exec of the old Provincetown Play- turning
Bryce M, Hanmer died at Liver
to the stage.
She had
house Players in New York’s
toured as a nitery act and in stage pool, Eng,, March 14. He was w.k.
March
30
died
Village,
Greenwich
shows in Brazil, Ecuador, Colum- in the English cinema trade and
in Hancock, Wis., after a long illaccountant for many
as
bia, Panama and Central America. acted
ness. Prior to becoming associated
cancelled
per- northwest England, cinema com
with the Provincetown operation, “Bim-Bam-Bum”
panies.
His
brother Ms Philip Han
been active in formances (28) in memory of Miss
Miss Fitzgerald had
Lara.
politics, working as assistant editor
Survived by her mother, residof. Mother Earth, a N. Y. mag
ing
in B. A.
Goldman,
Emma
late
edited by the
the anarchist, and as assistant ediBOOTH GRAINGE
tor in San Francisco of another
Booth Grainge, representative of
anarchist mag, The Blast.
Miss Fitzgerald was connected film distributors, died at Leeds,
with Provincetown Playhouse Play- Eng., March 18, He formed Merers from 1918 until its disband- cury, Booth Grainge (Leeds) Ltd.
ment in 1929 when the group in 1919, and six years later purmoved uptown to the Garrick The- chased the J. A. Fitzpatrick Music
atre. Miss Fitzgerald had been a Master series, inviting Fitzpatrick
director, business manager and to Britain the following year to
exec director of the Provincetown make the Famous Melody series in
Players. After the group folded, association with Gilbert Church
she was active in a number of other and Fred White.
He later formed County Films,
theatrical enterprises. In 1940, she
joined the Dramatic Workshop of Leeds, and acted as agent for Amthe New School for Social Re- bassador, Anglo-Amalgamated and
search, now the Senior Dramatic Mancunian Film companies.
Survived by widow and two
Workshop, and did publicity and

an

“Ankles Aweigh,” opening April
18 at the Mark Hellinger, will have
a $6.90 orchestra, with $5.75 mezzanine and $4.60 top for the balcony, white the matinee scale will
be $4.15 orchestra, $3,45 mezzanine ahd $3. top for the balcony.
Obvious factor in the upped
scale for "Yankees” and "Heaven”
is the steadily increasing cost of
operation. Higher production cost
isn’t figured so important. in this
connection, but the operating nut
is apt to be the key figure which
has pushed up the b.o. top from
$4.80 about 10 years ago, first to
$6, then to $6.90 and now to $7^50
and the $8.05 and $8.35 levfels.
It’s anticipated that there may
be squawks against the .new ticket
prices, but experience has generally shown that if the show,
particularly in the case of a musical, is a hot enough draw, the
public will pay virtually anything
for seats, including broker fees and
even scalper rakeoffs.
Actual
buyer resistance, at the b.o. is generally confined to less-than-smash
shows.

2,

died March 23 after a lingering illness in St. Louis. His widow and

’

IRVING SHERMAN
Under his leadership, the Phila- comedy act of his own. He joined
*
Irving Sherman, 43, who was asdelphia Orchestra developed its a minstrel troupe at age of 14.
extensive tours and CBS broadcast
Survived by widow, ion and sociated with Columbia Pictures
for 26 years, died April 2 in New
concerts. He was in the midst of daughter.
Jersey. Sherman had served with
preparations for the symphony’s
both Columbia and its subsid, Cofour-week European tour, which
JOSEPH CREAMER
International. He
starts May 15.
Joseph Creamer, 41, lately a lumbia Pictures
His widow, two daughters and copywriter at the Kudner advertis- had held various positions in Codepartment,
as aslumbia’s
sales
survive.
two stepsons
ing agency but for some 17 years
sistant manager of exchange operat WOR, N. Y. under the Strauspersonnel.
director
of
ations
and
JOSEPH PULITZER
Streibert regime as advertising and
Joseph Pulitzer, 70, editor and promotion manager, died April 4 Most recently he was an exec of
publisher of the St. Louis Post- at the Medical Arts Centre, Man- Columbia International.
St.
Dispatch, died March 30 in
Wife, two sons, two brothers and
hattan. Death was attributed to an
Louis of a ruptured blood vessel acute Sidney condition.
a sister survive.
in the abdomen. The son of the
Creamer
is credited with origilate Joseph Pulitzer, owner of the nating the "whimsical” type of
ALFRED SMITH
old New York World and Post- advertising copy long Identified
Alfred Smith, 76, secretary for
Dispatch, he took over direction of with WOR. Subsequently he wrote 38 years of the northern England
the St. Louis paper in 1912 at the the same kind of' copy for trade branch of Cinematograph Exhibs
age of 27.
papers and served for a time at Assn, of Great Britain, died at
Pulitzer was president of the BBDO. He was
a frequent contribu- Newcastle, Eng., March 21. He was
tor of belles letters to various pub- an active worker for cinema trade
charities
and organized annual
lications.
He is survived by his widow Sunday shows which added over
the
Cinematograph
to
$50,000
Ruth.
Trade Benevolent Fund.
MARY CHASE GRUBER
SOL GOLDBERG
Survived by; widow, son and
April 5, 1953
Sol Goldberg, 63, longtime the- daughter.
atre owner in Elkins, W.Va., was

gamble on

•

Gerald

who

senior

week’s illness. Native of Fostoria,

Continued from page

cided to
smash.

O’Connor.

Robert R. Sloane, 42, writer-director and playwright, died April
3 in Hollywood, He was the Writerdirector of tv’s "Treasury Men in
Action,” and writer of the “Mr.
and Mrs. North” radio series. He
also was the narrator of "The Big
play he authored,
Story” on tv.
"Howdy Stranger,” with Frank

Parker, was produced on Broadway
and later became a film. At one
Alice L. Fowler, 94, a former
time Sloane appeared on Broadway concert
performer
and
piano
in "Heat Lightning.”
teacher in New York since 1876,
biz.
Surviving are his wife, twd sons, died March 27 in New York.
a daughter, mother and father, and
She maintained studios in CarJACK HOLDEN
a brother.
negie Hall and Brooklyn.
Jack Holden, 62, died in a hos-

In West Virginia several years ago
Under Pulitzer’s direction. The and moved to Pittsburgh,
where
Post-Dispatch, including its subhe had been a manufacturers repnetted
stations,
tv
and
radio
sidiary
resentative
for
some
time.
its peak years.

as—

JACK O’CONNOR

Freans.” He was a leading member of the British vaude order of
Water Rats, and worked a great
deal for good causes inside show

his life.

B’way Seales

theatres.

Survived by son and daughter,

Jack O’Connor, 49, vet singerdancer, died April 3 in Hollywood
daughter sur- of a heart attack.
Survivors are his widow, daughter, mother and brother, Donald

He was foil to Gordon for 33
European years, and was to have appeared O., he opened his first theatre in
Muncie, Ind., in 1911. After World
studies.
with him in this summer’s Howard
I service he joined Warner
Among his 150 works, the more & Wyndham revue at King’s The- War
and was branch manager at
familiar are ‘Testival of the Work- atre, Edinburgh. Their partnership, Bros,
Indianapolis until 1929, when he
Symphony,
Trail”
Fe
“Santa
ers,”
one of the longest inJ3ritish vaude, resigned
theatres
operate
to
"Rhumba” Symphony, Choral went back to Gordon’s early days
Symphony, Concerto for Two at the Beach Pavilion, Aberdeen. (colored) including the Walker,
and
Indianapolis,
Lido,
and
Park
Pianos, Children’s Symphony and They teamed up after playing rival
Palace and Lyric, Louisville.
his suite, "My Country at War,” shows at Fraserburgh, North-East the
surtwo
and
daughters
compoWidow
one of the few American
Scotland.
produced during World
sitions
A native of Forres, near Aber- vive.
War II.
deen, Holden also did n single

made

Loop

in

Bowers comMugivan, Ballard
for hi* revue "Casey’s bine and the John Robinson Cii>

composer Court,” which ran from 1906 to
and manager of the Philadelphia 1950 and gave early opportunities

McDonald,

63

Local 10 of the
American Federation of MfSicians,
he was an organist for many years

&
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Undoubtedly every industry, every craft, every.caUlnehas Its
The miners, who themselves- woo; disaster, in attraditions.
tempts' to succor those trapped in a cave-In; the search plane*,
that go out on a mission of mercy and themselves risk; grave
consequences in uncharted, airlanes the during of seamanship
have inin. storm and tempest, at the mercY of the elements,
And show’ business, has its prime tra-'
spired countless sagas.
ditto#—the show must go on,
,

-

Hollywood, April 12.
Arthur Loew, who recently refor 1st Bine Breaks
ceived appointment as a sort of “inspector-general'' of Loew's forces,
east and' west,, will be president of
in a way of life Whose pendulum swings from the eynical to, the company in a matter of months.
Television for the* first time
the hyper-sentimental, this has been a prevalent credo.
That is the word from banker broke a release date* yesterday
sources which regard Laew. as their (Tues.) on a major news story.
Variety and its founder, Sime Silverman,. long cariipaigned boy, Loew rs forthcoming status im- NBC-TV broke, the story ; of-, jth.e
1or, play-or^pay mutuality in contractual reWiphs, in the; past, plies; the full dawn of the new era, success of the Salk polio -serum
turn. on
Hut if managers should-, already publicly bin ted in a 'com- over its network at 9:22 58
actors. did hot tread a two-way street.
'minpdny long considered the leader Of tbe’^Today" $how> ’a full'
not abuse performers, performers should not jahusb managers,;
*
the Industry but lately off-stride in utes before the scheduled release
Understatement.
time
of .10:20 a.m. The three maelCards,
the
*
is
the
In
earnings.
^
evation- of Nicholas M. Schenck to jor wire services,.AP,. UP arid INS,
iUdtiiza- jkpd
This is four paragraphs away, from
got together arid simulthe .role of elder; statesman; pas- then
a fat $50,00P-a-week commitmeht';in a, Las Vegafe casinri-hoteL sibly as board chairman:
taneously scheduled “immediate
He failed to show. Flop sweats, or Whatever the reason, this;
release”
on the story at 9;35. •.
reported
In conflict with, the
upsinger.
An official NBC -statement deis the worst of a series of letdowns perpetrated by this
ping of Loew,, However, is the intelWrite your. own. tagline. Lanza will find this latest disregard of ligence emanating from both Wall clared the web had .made arrangethe ;cqde .WilLnpt soon be forgiven him.
Street and industry sources that he ments for affiliates riot carrying
has already »has been offered the “Today” to cut in for the Salk report summary. When the release
presidency and turned it down.
None of the contemplated shuf- time was changed Monday (11)
flings Of high executive authority, from 9:10 a.m, to 10;2Q,NBC was
at the home office and at the stu- turned down on its request to redios, is developing in a vacuum. store the earlier time -so it proBanker pressure from 'Lehman ceeded to break the release.'
Brothers, Kuhn, Loeb & Co., and
Boston First National represents

TV

j

:

li.

"

'
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5

1

'

‘

J

.

k

ft
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the barometric source. The finan*
ciers are favorably impressed with
Loew for a multitude of rea-

Production Code Administration
on, th * Coast has refused to issue
a Seal fo the British import, “Court
Martial* (original title: “Carrington' V.C.”). Film, which got a “B”
rating from the Catholic Legion of
Decency, had been hooked across

To Be Launched Via TV
Decca is mapping a heavy promotion for a new songstress, Susan

1

ins

Bway

as it did yesterday (Tues,); following the v press conferencfe at
which the results of the Salk tests
were announced with a barrage ‘of
informed and happy expert opinion on all phases and forms trio
new victory over disease will take,
*

.

[Dr. Jorias E. Salk^s discovery
all other news off the front
pages,, and- the .broadcasters Issued

wiped

bulletin? with a “wartime’’ excite-

ment,]
Radio, tv and newsreels, as well*
as thpatre-tv facilities, were at the
conclave' at which Dr.
Thos. F. Francis Jr., official eval-

Ann Arbor

uator of the vaccine tests; announced the success of the -prolonged and extensive tests, but
none of the communications media
.

brought the vital statistics, to the
public with such speed, conciseness
and lucidity as radio. Via the use
through
of
pre-recorded tape,
special interviews and through the
use of segments of the taperecorded press conference itself,
the broadcasting industry got the
news and its meaning out speedily
(Continued on page 70)
-

sons, among them the showing of
his Loew's International, a depart(Conti.nued on page 18)

the hoard by the Army-Air Force Hunter, who will debut her first?
Motion Picture Service before it
side on the Milton Berle NBC-TV
rah into trouble with the Code.
Edward L. Kingsley, the U. S. show April 19. Tune is “Not Yet,"
distributor of the Romulus produc- which will receive a heavy plug pn
in Fall
tion, which is a big hit in Britain, the show.
said last Week he was “shocked*' by
written, natch, by
Tune,
was
General
expectation
is
that
the* Cbde action and wouid fight
Be.rle in collaboration with Bobby Leland Hayward will be flying the
down the line.

Irving Berlin is a feller like this—
periodically he'll declare himself
fed up on the pressure ’and the personalities that go with some motion picturff package; and then he’ll

J.

<

Mellin, who’s .also publishing.

Vfjere is one of the finest pictures to come from Britain in
years, a film with a great deal of integrity^ and artistic merit, arid the
Code has to. pick Just that one to
refuse if a seal. The scene they are
objecting to involves a basic plot
situation, th at is brought out in the
-dialog rather than seen on the
There are hundreds of
screen.
American pictures that went far
beyond this, and they got by without trouble. I think it's a disgrace."
Kingsley's view, is the footage
which the Code wants to eliminate
is of 'vital importance to the mean-

•

-

They’re Dancing Again In

V

AN

RINK

WINTER

'

“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof’* edged,
out “Bus Stop” to win the N. Y.

Drama

;•

,

David Niven

-

SUMMER

tat’ Crixs Best

.

Stars

-

’

Critics’ Circle award as the
best play of the 1954-55 season.
“Saint of Bleecker Street” led the
field as the best musical and “Witing arid understanding of the pic- ness for- the Prosecution” got the
ture arid literally cannot be cut. nOd as the best foreign play;
He Said the Code people agreed
Competing in the domestic play
that it was a difficult scene to drop category with the number of votes
out- but they were adamant on the parenthetically noted were “Cat”

(Continued On page 70)

.

Fix Houses as B’klyn Par
turn around come up with two
smasheroos, not only in one season
but within a couple Of months of
Roll’
Shakes With ’Rock
each other. Viz., '’.White Christmas”
They’re dancing in film theatres
and “No Business Like Show
again. The swing and swoon era of
Business.”
the late '30s and early '40s, when
NBC colors next seaSon'as part of
This is Berlin’s period* again of.
the retinue of producers being “Wanna ease off the pressure; aril teenagers jitterbugged in vaudelined up for the Monday night gonna join Ellin (MrS. Berlin) in film houses and charged the stage
to touch crooners and bandleaders,
series of “Producer’s Showcase”
(Continued on page 70)
has revived with a new generation
Haywrird, it’s respectaculars.
of kids.
called, was all set to guide the
The beat and dance have
destinies of the one-a-riiont.h 90DRIVE-IN
K.C.’S
changed, but the frenzy is still the
minute “Showcase” series this Seasame. This time it’s a “rock 'n*
son, hut was forced to bow out beICE
IN
roll” ryhthm with an accompanycause of illness, with Fred Coe subing sexy tetp that makes the Lindy
sequently going in* as producer.
Kansas City, April 12.
However, Hayward’s
identity
A project which will coriibine a Hop look like a 19th Century waltz.
Controversy over the r&b music
With the spec next season would be drive-in theatre in summer with a
on gues't producer status, as will skating rink in winter for year- apparently has had little effect on
pertain (if current negotiations round business is under, construc- the juves who are mobbing the
prove successful) such other major tion southeast of tpwri here. It’s Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn, this
personalities as David O. Selznick, to be named the Sixty-Third Street week and are jumping to a “rock
Max Gordon and the Playwrights DfiVe-Iri Theatre arid will have' ca- 'ri’ 'roll” show emceed by Alan
Co., among others. Sol Hurok, al-. pacity for 1,000 cars with a 50x100 Freed, N. Y. deejay. Accompanying
ready under contract to NBC, will fopt picture
pic is. ‘‘The Americano” (RKO).
also play a prominent role in
This is the second time that
The 50-acre site else will include
leading, exponent of this
“Showcase” next season. Latter is eight acres to be usedfor the skat- Freed,,
all set to leave again for Europe to ing rink. ' Construction bn this is music forth*, has given visible proof
negotiate talent deals.
(Continued on page 70)
(Continued on page 67)

For Specs

•

cui The film

Radio latched onto the revela*
tion of the success of the Salk
polio vaccine, with as much efficipricy find quickness as the vaccine itself is expected to dispatch'
the polio virus. Rarely in recent
months has radio revitalized itself
>

;

(9),

“Bus”

(8), “Desperate Hours”
(Continued on page 22)
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22nd Annual

Radio -Television and TV-Film Showmanagement Awards
[Pages 29 to 36]
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TV ‘Brash’; Talent

Holding to High Fees in Niteries
The

inability of

The editorial preparations now
in process at the 46th Street sweatshop for the Golden Jubilee edition
of this periodical are sufficient reminder of the theatrical revolutions
through which Variety has lived
during its 50 years. When the
paper was. launched in 1905' vaudeville and legitimate pretty much
dominated the scene. Burlesque
had a separate existence. There
were still a lot of tent shows, circuses, show boats and chautaqua
in the sticks. (The 75-year life-span
of" the “Tpm”. shows was not to
terminate until ’1931.) The Nickleodeon had. been invented and
named the primitive leaping lithographs which they presented, on
grind policy, contained the protoplasm of the future bonanza of
motion pictures. In less than' 10
years Rudyard Kipling's poem, "A
Fool There Was” (and he loved a
rag, a bone andL a hank of hair)
had been transformed into one of
the first sexsational features starring Theda Bara, who died last

many performers^
i

to get regular spots on television

providing compensation elsewhere, the talent finding that they
$re maintaining high salaries and
draw in the nitery belt. It’s par*
ticularly true of the Negro headliners, such as Billy Daniels, Will
Sammy
featuring
Trio
Mastin
Davis Jr. and Earths Kitt. In addiof
nature
acttf,
some
are
tion, there
which doesn’t permit tele exposure,
Gypsy
Jorgensen,
such as Christine
Rose Lee, Lili St. Cyr and others,
who are able to maintain their
earning power in the cafe fold*
Agencies feel that these performers and others who haven’t reached

is

Jesse! Covers

Show

Beauconp

Biz in

New Book

By ROBERT DOWNING
George Jessel „ has written his
second book,

"This

Way, Miss"

for Jerilynn, his
$3.95),
13-year-old daughter, whose mother is Jessel’* divorced wife, Lois

(Holt;

Andrews,

first book, "So Help
appeared a dozen years ago.
Cerf’s imprint, and,
Bennett
over
as William Saroyan notes in a
friendly foreword to the new book,
the saturation points as far as be- "volume three should be along in
ing seen is concerned, will main- due time.”

Georgie’s

Me,’’

tain their standing in the variety
fields

Burden of the present tome
longer than the turns Who seems to be to impress upon young

have a tele series lasting a season
or two and then are cancelled.
After several seasons on video, a
'regular viewer would be familiar
with virtually every facet of a performer’s work, and there would be
little incentive to shell out to see
him In the flesh. And besides, it is
difficult to sell that which has been
doled out for free for a number of

—

HORACE HEIDT
Offices

For 8wift 4 Co.
J. Walter Thompson,
Chicago

—

Miss Jessel (and the. reader) the
extent _ of Georgie’s popularity as

"Toastmaster General of the U.£>.”, ’Moon Is Bine’ Producer
and to prove his erudition.
When the author writes colorful
Tackling Dope Theme;
recollections of show biz and the
rollicking people he knew and
Garfield Owned Story
John
loved in "the good old days, his
book couldn’t be better. While it
Indie producer Otto Preminger,
may be fine to have some of Jes- whose "Moon Is. Blue” set off cenafter-dinner speeches, ad- sorship fireworks and was nixed by
sel’s
dresses and eulogies in print, just the Production Code Administrarecord, the mass of such Uon, intends to starUroUing next
the
for
material accumulated in "This month With a
S ta b
Way, Miss,” proves slow going in-|
if"MafVi»h -the
textual form, no matter how fresh
70)
page
oh
(Continued
Golden Arm” and one of the ‘key
characters is a narcotics victim.
The Code covers the subject this
"Illegal drug traffic and drug
way:
Exhibs Watch Kansas City
addiction must never be pre-

Now

'

.

years..

Of course, bonifaces find it
cult to make any hard and

diffi-

fast

rules as to' the aid or hindrance
television provides to- the nitery
field. For example, there are many
on video that a cafeman would buy
if given any chance. Eddie Fisher,
Perry Como, Dinah Shore, Danny
Thomas and a few others are regarded as bonanza bookings. Yet
Jackie Gleason, a top Nielsen performer, needed the help of a holi- ’Do a Milwaukee’; Advance
day to put him in the hit class during his recent stand at the ParaBaseball Sale, $1,000,000
mount, N. Y. There are numerous
‘Kansas City, April 12.
examples which indicate that video
Baseball never had it so good as
is b.o. death in the personal apAthletics moved to Kanthe
when
pearance field. The biggest flopand the send-off here is
pola was Hopalong Cassidy, during sas City,
little short of terrific. Show biz is
a circus stint.
it has
The longterm exposure, many right in the forefront, as of civic
been on multiple occasions
feel, is another proof that familiarin the past.
least interest
breeds
contempt at
ity
Television salute to the A’s took
enough to avoid paying money to
I’the form of an hour-long show prosee ’em.

—

duced remote Monday eye from
Restaurant, with Georgia
Gibbs, William "Hopalong” Boyd,
Los Barrancos, The Twilighters
singing group,' along with baseball
bigwigs apd others. It’s one of the
few occasions a remote has been
attempted from the downtown loop
(Continued on page 70)
Eddys’

Showmen Spark Brussels
World Brotherhood Meet
Contribution and potential of
and radio and television' in
promoting world brotherhood will
be emphasized at the World Broth.

films

erhood Quinquennial Assembly in
Assembly,
Brussels in mid- July.
Which will consider aspects of proFisher Into
moting brotherhood from all viewpoints, will devote special attention
to the film and communications

Sho'w;

?hfSr

KM?

1

empire

Revolutions in entertainment do
not occur without consfquences.j
The rise.of silent films spelled sudden wealth for many; their abrupt
demise, after Vitaphone in 1926,
opened the barnyard chute for
, previou5ly prosperous tal
ent—as per the ironic example of
*** G“»ert-a »®»> with a high,

m

NEGRO

Fields

111

media, with Spyros Skcuras, Stan-

London, April 12.
ley Kramer and Vittorio DeSica
On medico's orders, Gracie Fields
already slated to participate. Henry has cancelled out of the first Royal
R. Luce and Louis B* Mayer are Command Vabde performance in
among the contributing sponsors the north of England, which is to
to the films section.
be held at Blackpool tomorrow
In the radio-tv field, Ed Stanley (Wed). Eddie Fisher, who has just
of NBC and John Fisher of Cana- completed a Palladium season, will
dian Broadcasting System will par- be the only U.S. performer .on the
ticipate, along with British and bill.
Continental broadcasting figures.
Miss Fields' commityaent for two
Meetings, which will run from July weeks at the Palladium starting
11 to 15, mark the fifth anni of May 9 still stands. It is assumed
the founding of the World Brother- she will by then have recovered
from her recent surgery.
hood organization.
4/13

—

special for the ages. All who love
show biz must forsooth love our
Golden Jubilee Edition. (It’ll be out
’round the turn of the year.)
Talking pictures killed silent
films deader’n a dodo but history
does not always exactly repeat if
radio's survival, albeit curtailed,
into the television age of today
teaches any lesson. And that may
be a cheering thought for those
motion picture exhibitors who are
currently in an emotional state because' of two threats: (1) The film
studios entering advertising-supported television "by the bask
door,” i.e. by producing elaborate
entertainments, for video which
keep people at home; and (2) the
home-toll television interests, who
now seek an FGC authorization to
.

go ahead with a system which
would transfer the boxoffice from
the theatre to the parlor.
Naturally, Variety is just now
,

telling these latter stories as the

chapters unfold. At the half-century mark of publishing it becomes
clepr nothing stays the same except
change. And so our Golden Jubilee
will paint a cyclorama of theatrical
change as originally sketched in
these columns.

PICKET LINE

Dallas Protest Against Policy
All-Negro ‘Carmen Jones’

On

'Waterfront’ Story

sented.”

Preminger, however, is not takSan Antonio, April 12.
ing any defiant attitude, according
Members of the National Assn,
to sources aligned with him. He
for the Advancement of Colored
b e li e v e s "Golden Arm” can be
threw a picket line In fro^t
handled in sudT“a “faThion“that People
°* * h
x
b®a
b®*®
there’ll be no objections. But it’s
?I1 J® ? stT
{!'tr
'EShUlf
feature,
emn
S of. the ^allJfegro
also underlined that, regardless of oP
°"
a
e
"
J
remains
a
fact
the
the treatment,
5 t,™
arrange
^ange'.
segregated
seating
e
ea
“
e
r
®t
Ratine
ed
picture focusing on a drug addict
"lcnts which shunted Negro pais proscribed by the-Code.
d b a1'
the
“Golden Arm’’ was a 1949 novel trons
,
„ this theatre*1hereto.
cony. Actually
aeby Algren Nelson. Preminger
acquired the rights from the estate *°^®. has not admitted Negroes,
Th <> mas E. Powers, manager of
of John Garfield at a price reported ..
‘he house, held a conference with
at about $40,000. (It’s presumed the
NAACP
reps prior to ‘he picket
late actor had bought the book to
ne
l®d that the policy had
serve as a pic vehicle for himself.) !* ’ r®yc 3
been
set
by the home office of InThe story, while in low key, deterstate Circuit. The ruling stood,
tails the addicts road to recovery.
pickets matched, some Negroes,
According to those on the Preminnumbers unreported, passed the
ger side, its presentation on the
line, no disturbances occurred.
screen can serve as an instrument
of good in dealing with the great
narcotics problem.
Presuming this proves so, even Kefauver Committee
to the extent that the film Wins the
approval of religious and social
Probe Theatre and
groups and the Bureau of Narcotics, there couldn’t be a Code
Film Impact on Kids
okay unless the Code itself is rewritten so far as the drug matter
Washington, April 12.
is concerned.
Question of whether motion pic"Golden Arm” is to be released tures contribute to juvenile delin
by United Artists, which also dis- quency is due for a substantial airtributed "Moon Is Blue.” But when ing by the Senate Subcommittee
was on Juvenile Delinquency, headed
the .latter was being sold,
not a member of the Motion Pic- by Senator Estes Kefaufer.
Sevture Assn, of America. UA is now eral days of hearings will be conin the fold and, like all other ducted in Hollywood about the becompanies, is obliged to re- ginning of June.
frain from distributing a CodeThe interest in films and their
nixed pic for the duration of the producers is threefold, according
MPAA membership.
to a committee' spokesman.
impact received
First, is the
of crime and violence by children
Miller to Sydney
attending theatres.
Second, is the impact of those
Sydney, April 5.
(Continued on page 24)
Hollywood star Ann Miller will

To

Command
Grade

“2U

n

|

squeaky voice. All of these ups and
downs of fortune have been duly
laid out in the pages of Variety
and will be distilled and rebottled
for the 50th Anni. We’re saying it
now and out loud—that this issue
is sure to rank as. the theatrical

TV

UA

MPAA

Ann

Australia this month for the
world preem of Metro’s "InterruptMelody”
in Melbourne, slated
ed

Like Hitler s, Is

Red Party

Jibe

Frankfurt, April 12.
Latest of the U.S. films to be
attacked by the Red satellites as
showing the "capitalistic practices
and injustices toward the working

man” is Columbia's Oscar-winning
"On .the Waterfront.” Blast comes
from out of the East German
mouthpieces, the Berliner Zeitung
newspaper, claiming that the role
portrayed by Marlon Brando as a
future leader and head of the rebels is very similar to. that depicted
by Adolf Hitler in his own struggles as

shown

in

"Mein Kampf.”

Both Brando and Hitler, says
the Russian- controlled newspaper,
were fighting against the trade
unions, Brando against the injustices of the U.S. waterfront control and Hitler, in his rise, against
the trade bosses of the Vienna
Building Workers Assn. Both, continues the Red article, meant doom
for the people who became associated with them. And, the conclusion is drawn, that the capitalistic
practices of the U.S., as portrayed
in this film, must end in "fascism.”

Only added point of which Columbia can take heart is that the
East Zoners are being urged to
see the film, which may mean bigger film grosses, although the East
German people are supposed to
see it and emerge, with thoughts
unfriendly toward the U.S.

visit
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distribs will sell their homeoffices
on sending stars here for exploitaincluding several
tion purposes

—

Truncated Tourer?
Broadway producer Bernie
Hart reports that Paul Gregory has taken, an option on
"the elephant story” which
was censored out of the Tennessee Williams legiter, "Cat
on a „Hot Tin Roof,” last
o

USKTETY
154 West 46th Street

week.”
Inc.

New

York 36, N. Y.

THE TWAIN SHALL MEET
Flirting or mating, the get-together of pictures and television
follows the pattern of show business in the past. New values
are grafted onto old traditions. And in many ways for the
better.
Eveii the film industry’s extermination of vaudeville
had its good side for many—a vaude market into richer paying
musical films; radio and more recently video.

—

radio appearances for Macquarie.
The network deal specifies no salary commitment.

Name)

Street

City

sored by Macquarie Broadcasting
network, whereby they’re willing
to stand most of the expenses if pix
'

for

To
(Picas* Print

for April 20. She will make personal appearances later in Sydney,
Brisbane and Adelaide.
Miss Miller’s junket is understood to be part of a scheme spon-

According to Hart, Gregory
plans to take it on the road
starring Sabu.

Herb Yates’ "threat” to dedicate Republic Pictures production
100% in favor of the video medium, because the latter was surer
and less hazardous economically than theatre playdates, may be
one of those showmanship sharp barbs to jolt exhibitors and
reawaken their economic support of Rep product. Certainly the
present state of the picture business is too good for any such
Not now.
walkout.

The point seems to be clear. Television hurt the boxoffice bad
But this threat is no longer the hobgoblin it was.
With returned self-confidence, film industryites are now disposed to profit from whatever practical collaboration is possible.
for a time.

Partly the philosophy is that two department stores side by side
a la Macy’s and Gimbel’s, are more -than rivals they are also
mutually stimulating.
Abel.

—
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ZANUCK:
ACCENT ON LOCAL

SKIATRON LISTING DUE

'SELL'

May Go On Board

of American
Exchange Tbi# Week

Columbia Brings In 8 Exploiters
For Updating on -"Policy

Columbia is bent on putting
more accent on local “sell" of picThe company is planning
an overall new program of on-the-

Listing committee of the Ameri-

can

tures.

Production at 20th-Fox will be
increasingly on presold values such
as bestsellers and plays and less
on name casts, Darryl F. Zanuck,
20th production topper, said in
N.Y. last week (8) prior to returning to the Coast.
“We’ll try to cast our pictures
with the best and most popular*
players we can find, but we aren’t
going to delay production to tyait
for a name, star to become available if we can get someone else
who is just as capable and have

him when we want him,” he

de-

Exhibitor resistance to WalLDis-

ney’s
“Davy Crockett" appears
meeting win N. Y. on the matter.
Paul N. Lazarus Jr., homeofflce melting away, on the basis of the

with

number

address the session along

Howard LeSieur, ad-pub

A1 Rylander,
manager, and Ray Murray,

assis-

Theatremen
recently
the pic

was being fashioned for theatrical
release from three segments of the
Disneyland program on ABC-TV.
Leo Samuels, president of Buena

tant exploitation head.

25 METRO RELEASES

the producer’s distribution
subsidiary, stated in N.Y. yesterday (Tues.) .that within a period of
two weeks following the announcement, the film was booked {o play
350 theatres, all around June 9.
Playdates number 1,300. for June
9 to July 9, he added.
Lineup of accounts wa&, provided
Vista,

GO TO YUGOSLAVIA
Zanuck acknowledged that there
Metro has negotiated a deal for
were exceptions, and he named
“The King and I" as one of them. a second batch of ,25 pix with
“We had to have the ‘ideal’ people Yugoslavia’s Yugoslavia Film out—Yule Brynner and Deborah Kerr fit. The first 25 Metro films have
—and we waited to get them/' he now been picked up by the YugoPrice in the new deal avsaid. The 20th exec declared him- slavs.
self impressed with what he saw erages out to about $4,500 a pic.
as a new trend, i.e. b.o, pix withMetro is one of three companies
•

film.

many areas howled
when Disney announced

in

clared.

out big name players.
“Just take ‘Battle Cry\" he said.
“It’s a big hit, and yet no one
knows who’s in it." He added he
envied Warner Bros, for the film
and noted parenthetically that 20th
could have had it but that he had
turned it down “because I was
afraid of a war picture/.’ Zdnuck

of situations that already

have booked the

di-

exploitation

rector;

Stock

Exchange

tomorrow

(Thurs.) is expected to admit the
stock of Skiatron Electronics
TV
Corp. for trading on the exchange.
Usual waiting period for a stock to
actually go on the Exchange is
four weeks, but efforts are under
way to cut that period down to two

&

spot promotion to be carried out
in cooperation with exhibitors and
is Calling in its eight exploitation
division managers for an April 15

v.p., will

AND ZAG

ZIP. ZIG

by

and

Samuels

this

showed

“Crockett" headed for a number
dealing with the Yugoslavs individ- of the large circuits in key cities
across
the country.
ually and outside the Motion PicSo far as the protests are conframework.
Assn,
ture. Export
cerned,
Samuels commented that
MPEA recently concluded a deal
with Yugoslavia Film for 61 fea- theatremen have been known to
forget
about
their own beefs anent*
tures, also at an average $4,500 a

(Continued on page 79)

picture.

“Television has been a big blow
it and turn it to
N
our advantage/’
Thus, in a nutshell, did 20th-Fox
production topper Darryl F. Zanuck last week in N. Y. sum up
weeks.
Skiatron stock, a focal point of his company’s attitude in invading
investor interest due to the cur- tv on a grand scale possibly involvrent controversy over toll-tv, has ing several one-hour shows.
Ho said* that, among other things,
b'een rising sharply, going up 50%.
within two weeks and reaching high 20th is considering 45-minute reof six points last week.
number makes of a number, of its' older
“A lot of those pictures
of leading Wall St. brokerage films.
houses are understood to be buy- which didn’t do anythi\g at the
boxoffice because they were too
ing in.
talky and static could be made
again for tv, where they’d be exto us. Let’s take

A

STATE-BY-STATE FILM

cellent material," Zanuck said. “On
top of that, we have a lot of prop-

erties which we never made. Terrence Rattigan’s ‘Flare Path/ for
Washington, April 12,
instance. There are many others,"
The census of motion pictures,
In talking_to Variety, Zanuck
part of the Federal census of in- stressed that going into tv
at this
dustry, is almost completed and
(Continued on page 27)

CENSUS DUE IN FALL

commence

tabulation will
near future.

The U.

in

the

Census Bureau hopes
to have figures ready to release in
the fall, state by state,. National
totals and summaries, however,
may not be completed until the end
S.

f

of 1955 or early in 1956.

.

Canadian Style

*

also said;

Toronto, April 12.

(1.) 20th is working on a number
of important improvements in Cinema Scope and, within four to five

weeks he would make up his mind
4,
iohich way to go ", Three possible

new methods

of C* Scope are being
Zanuck said he favored the
(Continued on page 79)

tested.

WANT

SCALES FEDERALLY FIXED ?

B. 0.

THEN INVITE FILM-RENTAL REGULATION
-

Exhibitors intending to appeal to the

to regulate film rentals will receive

Government

an unpleasant

according to a veteran industry attorney.
He feels that if Congress agrees with the plea of
,the theatremen, it will not only regulate film rentals
but also admission prices.
“Based on past experience," said the lawyer,
“whenever Congress has been asked to regulate a
particular industry, it has traditionally regulated
the prices charged directly to the public." He cited
shock,

United Paramount
Trust Ends 29th
Voting trust arrangement set up
on United Paramount Theatres
stock

upon the Paramount

ment

in 1950 will terminate April

29

.

When

it

was

first

the Interstate Commerce Commission’s regulation
of railroad fares, and the Government’s control of
other prices, particularly if it’s placed in the public
utility category.
A phrase of law employed by
.Congress, according to the attorney, is “instinct
with the public interest." “And if Congress decides that the film industry’s problems are in this panies farmed to operate video
in
Quebec City and
category,” the lawyer said, “chances are that ex- stations
hibitors will find Congress telling them what to Kitchener, Ontario, pltis investcharge at the boxoffice. It’s something for theatre- ment in the Chromatic Color T-V
Tube Corp.
men to think about before they go too
far."

divorce-

Motion Picture Alliance

National Boxoffice Survey

established

the trusteeship meant that stockDeclines Cooperation ..
holders were giyen one-half share
of common in the new picture
Libertarian Pilot
company and one-half share in UPT
Hollywood, April 12.
for each full share in the old Par
A
bid
to
the Motion Picture AlCompany, but with the UPT stock
represented by certificates of in- liance to be subject of a pilot telefilm of a civil liberties series has
terest.
Holders of the certificates could been nixed by the MPA on
collect only half of UPT’s declared grounds it isn’t looking for pubdividends and the balance was licity.
Turnley Walker, consultant to
held in escrow. The divvies could
be collected in full, along with the the Fund for Adult Education, esescrow money, as the certificates tablished by the Ford Foundation,
were converted into regular shares. had been authorized by Fund for
However, investors were called the Republic prexy Robert Hutchupon to divest their Par Pictures ins to go ahead with such a project
stock for the privilege of convert- and approached Ward Bond, an
exec of MPA ivith the offer. °
ing the theatre securities.
“It seemed to me from what I
The curbs were gradually eased
over the past several years, and had heard the MPA came into that
the restrictions will be off entirely general field of civil liberties. I
April 29. About 15,000 shares are knew Ward Bond, and told him
now represented by the interest we would like to have a film dealing with the MPA because it has
certificates.
to do with the loyalty and qualification
of performers," Walker

Michael Stern, roving European
feature writer for Argosy, and previously with True mag, has filed
for an accounting against Warner
Bros, in N. Y. Federal Court because of “The Damned Don’t Cry.’’
He alleges this is a lift on his Vir-

Holiday

1,

‘Eden’ 2d,

5th

booming

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

Hall this session. “Blackboard Juncurrent session. Several new pix gle’1 (M-G), although playing inonly
five keys this week, is capturwere taken in hand and boosted
ing fifth place.
to smash totals.
Rain yesterday
“Man Without Star" (U) is wind(Tues.) along the Atlantic seaihg up sixth while “This Is Cineboard was viewed as a favorable rama” (Indie) will 0 be seventh.
factor by many exhibs. The fact “Untamed" (20th) is eighth, “Hit
that many stanzas included in a the Deck" (M-G), ninth; and “Revenge of Creature” (U), 10th.
portion of Holy Week cut into biz
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) is finishtotals for numerous cinemas.
ing 11th and “Long Gray Line"
“Man Called Peter’’ (20th) forged (Col) is 12th. “Doctor in House"
ahead to capture first place by (Rep) and “On Waterfront" (Col)
sheer weight of some 20 engage- are the runner-up pictures in that
ments in keys covered by Variety. order.
Pic looks to register nearly $400,“Conquest of Space" (Par), just
000 gross this week although not
getting
smash in all ^locations, some okay ington, started, is sock in Washgood in Baltimore, fine in
and just nice playdates coming t<r Denver
b.o. is

in

light.

I presented was
(Continued on page 9)

“East of Eden" (WB) is capturing second position, being out in
some 10 key cities. It Is closely
followed by “Country Girl" (Par),
in third spot, the Crosby-KellyHolden starrer now going into
third month of champ or near-top

SCIENCE FICTION STRESS

PACEMAKER FILMS
Hollywood, April

Trade; ‘Man’ No.

Trad* Mark Registered

The national

“The proposal

WB

ginia Hill story.
takes the position it acquired all rights from
Bill Williams, the late editor of

Week Booms

‘Girl’ 3d, ‘Slipper’ 4th, ‘Star’

said yesterday.

IN

12.

ratings.

Pacemaker Productions, new outto turn out science-fiction and
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“Stranger on Horseback" (UA)
looms fancy in Seattle.
“Purple Plain” (UA), also new,
shapes okay in Detroit, big in
Frisco, nice in N. Y. and slow in
L.A. “3 For Show" (Col) is uneven

monthly,

ETY

j

$11

25 Cents

Editor

and Frisco.
“Run For
Coyer” (Par) is rated fair in Minneapolis, fast in Louisville, tall in
Boston and okay in Portland, Ore.

“Glass Slipper" (M-G) is taking currently.
“Long John Silver"
other product for the exploitation fourth money. Pic, paired with (DCA), mild in N. Y., looks sock
and market, has been formed by Roger Easter stageshow, is setting a new in Toronto *and neat in Buffalo.
also that the story Is in public do- Corman as a subsidiary of his Cor* all-time mark at the N. Y. Music
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie), termain.
man Productions. Simultaneously,
rific in Detroit and sock in St. Loo,
Stern, now in New York, Is wind- producer has upped the budgets of
is rated wham in N. Y., Pitt and
ing his Argosy mag contract in six his present company’s films in a
Philly. “Chief Crazy Horse" (U),
weeks but may stay on although bid for “A" playing time.
nice in Boston, looks good in Balto.
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
True wants him back. He followed
First exploitation film will be
“Battle Cry” (WB) still is solid
Ken Purdy, ex-True editor, to “The Beast With 1,000,000 Eyes,"
in 10th week at N. Y. Paramount.
Argosy, and despite the walkout of to be produced and directed by
“6 Bridges To Cross” (U) shapes
Purdy’s editorial team last week David Kramarsky, Corman’s forbig in Cincy.
he decided to work out the rest mer aide, who also will head Pace.“Abbott-Costello Meet ICops” (U)
of his contract, which expires maker under Corman’s executive
looks
smooth in Toronto. “White
June 1.
producership.
Corman will get
Feather (20th) is smash in same
Stern meantime sold two $5,000 away with initial high budgetter
1905-1958
city.
commitments to Woman's Home for CP with “Cobra," to be filmed
Companion, both having a Euro- in In dia as a joint effort with
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
pean flavor.
Indo-Amerlcan Films,
Pages 10-11)

True' (Macfadden

fit

On this policy of “if you can’t
beat ’em, join ’em," Fitzgibbons
“looked forward to the future with
confidence" but announced that
(Continued on page 20)

i

To

‘Damned Don’t Cry’ But
Mike Stern Yelps Lift

Blaming the increasing expansion in Canada .of television outlets for a decrease in film theatre
attendance, John J. Fitzgibbons,
president of Famous Players (Canadian)
Corp.,
with'
over 40(1
houses across the Dominion, reported a 6% drop in profits for
1954. He told the annual* meeting
of stockholders here that a reduction of $1,039,000 In working capital has been deflected to increased
investment in
associated
com-
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Warner’s
Credit;

TV Screen

39

Programs

Faith Thin, In Quitting

at

$75,000 Per

Hollywood, April

v

12.

J. L. Warner will be the first
major studio topper to produce a

Exhibitor leaders opened fire this

week on Republic prexy Herbert J.
Yates for his plan to withdraw completely
field.

from the theatrical film
Although Yates, at last

Promote Harry Pratt
To German, Inc., Veepcy

Hollywood, April 12.
week’s stockholders’ meeting, said
discussed. Rep’s contemplated
Harry Pratt has been upped to
change' of policy with circuit chiefs, post of veepee of California cornone of the theatre toppers queried poration of W. J. German, Inc.,
said he had conferred with Yates Eastman film distributor, followoh the subject.
ing an association of 28 years with
Theatre Owners of America prexy local organization. Accompanied
E. D, Martin termed Yates’ state- by his assistant, Ernest Lovingood,
ment as “inconsistent and unreal- he planed to N. Y. Sunday (10) for
istic.” In a letter to Yates, Martin meetings with prexy William Ger
said that exhibs had been support- man
and other executives "at
ing Rep and “keeping your com- firm’s Fort Lee headquarters.
pany in business since the beginPratt will be in charger of telening of your career.” He noted that vision
film sales for local corporaRep’s laboratory * business, the

he

backbone of the company, had been
built and maintained by processing

tion.

films primarily for theatrical exhibition.

“Your company, in my opinion,”
said Martin, “must bear the blame
for its lack of success. It has not
kept pace with circumstances and
conditions. It is not an accident
that the statements and reports of
almost all other producers and distributors of motion pictures show a

Terse Handout
Revises Yates

tremendous improvement and very
profitable operation. These profit-

Stated Views

able operations are based primarily
on, their activity in the theatrical
motion picture industry and not in
the field of television.
your
“Perhaps* Mr. Yates, if

Following the uproar relating to
prexy Herbert J. Yates statement
that
Republic was considering
withdrawing from the theatrical

company would make more and
better films that would meet the
needs of your customers, your com-

pany would accomplish much more
than heaping abuse on your customers.”
Wilbur Snaper, New Jersey Alt
lied topper' and former National
Allied chief, said he had bought
{Continued on page 24)

Leverage Versus

'Runaway Pics
Hollywood, April 12.
Producers going abroad on loWho do not get a union
clearance are threatened, with a
labor boycott, in a resolution
adopted unanimously by the Hollywood AFL Film Council.
cation

Resolution, sent to the Assn, of

Motion Picture Producers, Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers,
Independent Motion
Picture Producers Assn., and their

member

film field, the film company topper,
in a terse handout Monday (11),

series of pictures for television.
In the recently negotiated contract
with ABC for the filming of 39
one-hour programs under the title
of “Warner Bros. Presents,” Warner will take screen credit as producer.
Each of the 39 shows will cost
around $75,000 with an added $45,000 for each of the 13 repeats to
round out the year. Robert E. Kintner, ABC prexy* said that two
clients have already been signed
for the series but he is not at
liberty to disclose the identities.
Warners’ tv subsidiary, Sunset
Productions, of which Jack Warner Jr„ is the operating head, will
produce an entirely different series
of pictures for tv, mostly half hour
shows. Kintner and a group of network execs including Robert Weitman, veepee in charge of program-

studio personnel associated with
the ABC series to plan the year’s
output and coordinate, the various
operative functions.
New treatment and filming ot
such old studio properties as
“Casablanca,” “King’s Row” and
"Cheyenne” will be cast with up-

coming young contractess, with
stars appearing in the nine-minute
segment to exploit current and
preview pictures. Six minutes will
be given over to the sponsors, allowing 45 minutes fpr each of the
three 13 subjects.
Tomorrow Kintner and his staff
convene at the Walt Disney studio
-

Zimmerman

Gilbert Chides

In Bernard E. Smith, leader of the dissident move against Republic Pictures, prexy Herbert J. Yates, an ex-Wall Streeter himself, is pitted against a “veteran of Wall Street battles dating back
a quarter of a century.” Smith, whose activities in the financial
center earned him the nickname of “Sell ’em Ben,” has been a
hdember ’Of> the N. Y. Stock Exchange since 1926.
The New York Times last week gave the followjng^account of
Smith’s- activities:
“Mr. Smith was known as a professional bear in Wall Street as
early as 1927, when he declared that the Coolidge boom had gone
high enough and that it was time tQ sell. After this viewpoint
proved premature, several of his friends, to -help him out, tipped
*
*
him off to several advantageous deals.
“In one of the ‘killings’ in which he participated he was a member of a syndicate that drove Commercial Solvents stock from
about $150 to more than $400 a share in the Twenties.
“He was roving in Canada when the financial tidal wave of 1929
struck Wall Street. He is reported to have gotten a long-distance
telephone call through and to have clung to the line selling all the
securities he owned. He refused to reverse his bearish opinion
in the early Thirties and won a fortune by selling stocks shortselling borrowed stocks and buying them back later at lower prices.”
“His battle cry was: ‘Sell ’em; They’re not worth anything’.”
x

Lawyer Team a

la United Artists

ming and talent; Robert Lewine,
program director, and James Stabile, head of business affairs, meet
today with Warner and other

declared “Republic’s production
policy has been grossly misstated for discussions of
the upcoming
and was- not authorizeft-'by me or "Mickey Mouse Club.” Attending
Republic's board of directors.”
will be 5 persons, among them
The new Yates statement was reps of the 20 agencies involved
greeted with surprise in industry in the participating sponsorship.
circles, since all the accounts of
(Continued on page 20)
last week’s stockholders’ meeting
at which the topper aired his views
to London,
were in agreement. Both the trade
and lay press, including The New
Priming ‘Rosalinda’ Film
York Times; The New York Herald
William Zimmerman, who is
Tribune, and the Wall Street Jourwith Gottfried Reinnal, reported that Yates said that partnered
hardt
in the production of “Rosathe company within the next 60
days would decide whether or not linda,” left Monday (11) for England ..to confer with Robert Clark,
to give up making pictures for theatres and devote fulltime to vidpix head of Associated British Pictures
production and its laboratory busi- Corp. Picture', which will be released by Warner Bros., is being
ness.
made under a coproduction arEfforts to reach Yates personally
rangement with the British comhave failed. However, a spokesman pany.
for the company said that the ReIt’ll be' filmed
on location in
public chieftain did not mean to Salzburg,
Austria, with Reinhardt,
take a rap at the press and that who is
also directing, using the
his statement referred to comcastle of his late father,
ments made by stockholders. Told hardt, as a location site. Max ReinThe film,
that the handout* did not say anydescribed as a modem romantic
thing about stockholders but men- comedy,
will star Joan Fontaine,
tioned
the
“production policy” Van Johnson, and Celeste
Holm.
only, the spokesman said that perInteriors will be filmed at the
( Continued on page 20)
ABPC studio In London.

companies, lays down a
pattern of cooperation deemed by
the" Council desirable.
Tenor of the org’s action is
een in the closing paragraph, that
“in the event an American producer who is planning to produce
a picture in a foreign country reBy DONALD I. KLEPFER
fuses to cooperate with the HollyWilmington, April 12.
wood AFL Film Council as reRKO Theatres Corp. earnings
quested above
(required clearare
slightly ahead of last year,
ance), the Council recommends to
prexy Sol A. Schwartz reported at
its member unions that they consider ways and means of with- the annual stockholders meeting
holding service from such ‘run- here last Friday (8) in expressing
confidence film business will conaway’ production.”
tinue on the upswing.
Although
It’s urged in resolution (1) that
producers discuss- foreign produc- March was not up to last year,
Schwartz
saw
a
bright
outlook
for
tion plans well in advance with the
Council; and (2) aforesaid asso- the spring and summer season.
The
firm
head
made
this
stateciations and their members agree
not to make pictures abroad to ment in answer to a question by
escape paying American wages to stockholder Lewis D. Gilbert of
American workmen. Further, that New York oh the status of earnwhen it is agreed that foreign ings. Gilbert took exceptions to
backgrounds are necessary, the the fact that only two directors of
He
producer will take, with him a larg- the company were present.
er crew of American workmen argued that all. directors should
care
sufficiently
to
attend
and
parthan is presently the case.
ticularly criticized the “absence of
Albert A. List, board chairman,
who with his family has a beneRegina Okays ‘Prairie’ ficial
interest
in
approximately
Regina, Sask., April 12.
30% of the voting securities.
A board of appeal in Regina has Schwartz explained
that List has
approved Walt Disney’s “Vanish- been ill.
ing Prairie,” for the public showGilbert, the only speaker from
ing in Saskatchewan.
The film the stockholders’ side, made sevhad been rejected by the prov- eral other points, including
a proince’s film censor, Rev. D. j. test on the
absence of the audiVaughan, who objected to a se- tors who, he said, should
be elected
quence showing the birth %l a by the stockholders and
not apbuffalo calf.
pointed by the directors. Gilbert
The board over-ruled his deci- announced he would seek election
sion.
of the auditors in next year’s proxy

’27

SeD-'Em Ben Smith, Bear

Full-Hour

RKO Theatre Directors

'MYSTERY' CLEARED UP
4

Republic Complaint Was Made
Stockholder Rose Steinberg

By

,

The mysterious stockholder’s suit,
frequently referred to but never
explained at last week’s Republic
.

Pictures annual meeting, involves
a complaint by Rose L. Steinberg, sparking the formation of a stockholder of 800 preferred and 400 holders protective committee, of
common shares. The suit lists which it has been named counsel.
general charges of mismanagement
Members of the law firm include
and asks that the directors be lawyers with picture
industry backheld accountable to the corpora*'
ground, and it’s no secret that
tion and be required to restore any
there’s a move afoot to emulate
losses arising from the alleged
the attorney group that took over
mismanagement.
management of United Artists. In
Originally, the complaint named the latter case, the situation was
all the directors of the company.
somewhat different hi that the
’

However, Bernard E. Smith

director who
stockholders’

Is

Jr.,

movement, has been min

served with a notice of discontinuBefore
ance without prejudice.
Smith Jr. was dropped, he elected
to be defended separately by Leon,
Weill & Mahoney, currently counsel for the stockholders’ protective'
committee. The remainder of the
directors had selected the law firm

made by

The annual meeting should be
returned to New York City, where
it was held in 1953, and “not in
this crowded room in Wilmington.”
(About 18 attended session in. small
office in Delaware Trust Building.)

Recommended the custom of issuing post meeting reports should
be resumed to enlighten absent
stockholders.
Gilbert
said
he
would also use proxy statement in
this regard if the plan is opposed
by management.

Two

directors
present
were
who presided, and Theo-

Schwartz,

dore R. Colborn.
Reduction in company’s capital
from $3,914,913 to $3,330,936 by

Schwartz, List, Colborn, Dudley J.
Layman, Edward C. Raftery, A.
Louis Oresman, David J. Greene.

Dudley G. Layman, member of
the board of
Theatres, was
elected v.p.-treasurer at a meeting
of the directors in N. Y. Monday

RKO

(11).

He succeeds Thomas F. O’Con-

nor in the treasurer’s spot. O’Connor continues as a v.p.

lin,

of

then the controlling owners

&

UA. The Leon, Weill

ney faction

Is

Maho-

faced with a long up-

hill

man

L. A. to N. Y.
Geraldine Brooks

John H. Burrows
Kay Campbell
Gary Cooper
Broderick Crawford
Johnny Desmond
Chester Erskihe

Margaret Ettinger
Jo Van Fleet
Melvin Frank
Clarence Freed
Nat C. Goldstont
Fgrley Granger
Grace Kelly
Jack Lemmon
John Meredyth Lucas

Under the direction of’LW&M,
the protective committee is launching an elaborate shareholder education program as part of its effort to win proxy support. The antiYates group hopes to call a special
stockholders meeting in
about
three months, at which time it
hopes to achieve, its first objective
authority to force Republic management to allow an independent

Gilbert Millstein

—

Norman Panama
Otto Preminger

(Continued on page

Ruth Roman
James Stewart
„ Michael Todd

MCrriel Abbott
Louise Allbritton
Alexander Brailowsky
Hilde Gueden

Shirley Yamaguchi
Adolph Zukor

Elia Kazan
Parke Levy
Jack Mills

N. Y. to L. A.
Darvas

Nathan' Milstein
Oscar Stern
Lt. Syd Silverman

DeMarco

Shirley Eder

Milton Gordon
Peter Gray

Kenneth Tynan

Europe to N. Y.

Jackie Kelk
Ernest H. Martin

Joseph H. Conlin
Mony Dalmes
Beniamino Gigli

Audrey Meadows
Priscilla Morgan
Milton Plckman
Mala Powers
Sinclair

’Michael Todd

Spencer Tracy
Alfred Wallenstein
Robert M. Welt man

Jr.

S. A. Gorlinsky
Philippe Grenier
Kay Harrison
Andre Kostelanetz

Rosalind Russell

Mary

6)

N. Y. to Europe

Shelley Winters
Teresa Wright

Sally

RKO

UA

Tom McKnight

&

is

Interests.

Worthington -C. MinerGene Nelson
Michael O'Shea

Lill

Harold

Vitalis Chalif. Zimmera veteran’ industry attor-

and

Picney. He was longtime
tures executive and was executive
veepee and general counsel during the shortlived Ariiold Grant
regime. He Is currently partnered
with Gottfried Reinhardt in the
production of “Rosalinda,” which
Warner Bros, will release. In addition, he’s veepee of GolditianGregory Productions. Weill and
Chalif were formerly members of
(from 1948 to *501
the board of
and represented Mary Pickford's

Americo Aboaf
Richard Boone

Danny Kaye

78%

Benja-

but made a separate deal with
Mary Pickford and Charles Chap-

&

directors were reof common stock
represented by proxy.
They are

seven

Nizer,

Phillips,

Krim) did not have to corsupport from shareholders,

Weill,

Tony

All

(of

&

assemble enough
fight to
shares to Wrest control from prexy
of Samuel Rosenman.
Herbert J. Yates who controls air
The Steinberg action is being least 25% of the voting common
handled by Leonard I. Schreiner as stock.
representative for another attorPicture Background
ney, Israel Beckhardt.
The suit,
The picture men in the Leon,
according to Schreiber, has been Weill
Mahoney office include
pending for six months.
William
Zimmerman,

retiring $583,977 shares, of stock
was approved by a vote of 2,531,726
shares to 5,894.
elected, with

ral

Benjamin

Krim-Robert

Arthur
group

-a

part of a dissident

-

statement. Other points
Gilbert were:

Should a dissident stockholders*
group succeed in unseating the
present management of Republic
Pictures, members “of the law firm
of Leon, Weill & Mahoney are expected to play a key role in running the film, company. Backed by
Bernard E. (Sell ’em Ben) Smith,
a veteran of many Wall Street battles, and his Son, Bernard E. Jr., a
Republic director, the law firm is

I

Emile Littler
Jacques Mauclair
Akim Tamiroif
Thornton Wilder

!

PICTURES
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Wants Court toUake Howard Hughes
Account to

RKO

Shareholders

Paramount

Steve Broidy’s "missionary
calling on exhibitors in
various key cities to acquaint theiri
with Allied Artists’ elaborate’ production plans and pitch for playing
time has had the effect of driving
home to N. Y, distribution execs
the meaning of trade changes that
have taken place in the past few

the RKO
corporation for any excess he receives over that amount.
Last year Hughes offered to
buy up all of the. assets of RKO for
more .than $23,000,000 in what
amounted to an offer of $6 a share
for the firm’s stock. Stockholders
who tried to block this move lost
their case in the Court of Chancery.
All of the stockholders did not
take Hughes' offer to purchase,

rectors are

years.
<

Theatre, Germantown key.
In addition to hacking seven
holes with the axe, the vandals hurled a screw driver
through the screen, "which was
later found embedded in a
board behind it. The screen
was left a total loss with the
damage estimated at $2,000.
The vandals, who apparently
remained in the theatre after
the final show, broke open sev-

I

’

i

eral vending machines and
knocked the combination off

According to the complaint RKO
has $17,800,000 cash in bank and a
tax loss carry forward (which can

I

j

Use

of

GinemaScope on a blackconstitutes

“a

be applied against future federal horrible step backwards ... I
income taxes) of about $30,000,000. violently against it,” Darryl

am

and-white

The complaint charges that because of his desire to sell to Atlas
at substantially more than the $6
a share he paid for the stock,
Hughes has been wasting corporate
assets by not investing. The resulting loss is claimed to be about
$ 1 000 000
The plaintiff seeks an order compelling RKO to make a distribution, to ask for an accounting for
the failure to invest, to compel
RKO to invest and either enjoin
the sale or make Hughes account-

Zanuck, 20th-Fox production
said in N.Y. last week.

—

were called

—

make some

sacrifices

'

to.

Cinema-

Scope,” he declared. “I haven’t
seen a picture yet that couldn’t be

done in color.”
Zanuck said he couldn’t think of.
a single picture on 20th’s lineup
that wouldn’t benefit from tinting.
At the same time, he acknowledged
that there was, with color, a tendency to exaggerate the hues, an
application
which,
some feel,
makes it difficult to put across
drama on the screen without losing the feeling of realism.
“I think we’ve now<been influenced by the use of color in some
of the British and Japanese films,”
Zanuck observed. “They try and
subdue their color effects.” He
pointed to “Oasis,” a French-Ger-

able.

20th Soon Able
Pull

j

& w projects which
off
Zanuck pointed
out that the black-and-white images lacked depth. “We have to

'.

To

F.

v.p.,

Commenting on Metro and Warner Bros, b

,

,

picture

Out Of

Supply Subsid

man

coproduction

financed

by

livered directly to the supply deal-

20th, as contai ing some striking
uses of color.
Since other studios obtain licenses from 20th for the use of the
CinemaScope tradename, they’re
obliged to live up to contractual
provisions re the use of color. Contract stipulates that color must be

ers by the optical outfit.

used unless 20th okays the b

With the possibility looming that
20th-Fox’s Cinemascope Products

may be dissolved in the near
future, the new Bausch & Lomb
16m projection lenses will be deCorp.

The B

lenses should retail
at approximately $125 a piece and,
according to present estimates, will
become available in mid-summer.

The 35m C’Scope

lenses, originally

handled via CinemaScope Products,
since April, 1954, also have been
sold directly by B & L to the deal-

& w

treatment.

& L

,
I

MILLER

ON TODD-AO

Longtime Republic Exec Still
Clams Up on Sudden Exit

Arthur J. Miller, who resigned
several weeks ago as managing diC’Scape rector
of Republic’s Consolidated
screens.
Film Industries’ Laboratory,* has
CinemaScope Products was es- joined the motion picture prodtablished originally to help push ucts division of the American
the sale of the C’Scope equipment Optical Company.
He’s beep asat a time when there was consid- signed to activities relating
to the
erable exhib reluctance to switch Todd-AO process. Miller is
dividto the new medium, It’s felt that, ing his time between
AO’s Southwith C’Scope now practically a bridge, Mass., plant and New York.
theatre standard, there is no furWhen Miller exited Republic
ther need for the subsid operation. after 25 years of service with
the
Latter still owns a screen factory company, he also resigned
his
on Long Island but the 20th posts as veepee and director of Rescreens aren’t competitive price- public Pictures Corp. Reached
at
wise.
his home over the weekend, Miller
It
was through CinemaScope declined to cbmment “at this
Products that 20th originally in- time” on the reasons for his leavvested considerable sums in guar- ing the Company.
His departure
anteeing lens and screen produc- came as a surprise, especially
tion.
Contrary to earlier reports, since the laboratory division is the
20th is Said not to have guaranteed most profitable operation of the
any 16m lens orders to B & L. Republic setup.
No mention of
Company can be expected to help Miller’s exit was made at last
push the sale of the lenses since week’s stockholder meeting. Nor
none of its 16m versions will be was there any indication that any
made available in anything but of the management sponsored dianamorphic form.
rectors were to replace Miller.
ers,

leaving the 20th subsid only

handling

the

.

special

.

By GENE ARNEEL

Premature Drive-In

Paramount has moved underway
with its first major effort to sell

Winooski, Vt., April i2.
It doesn’t always pay for an
ozoner to try to. get the jump
on northern New England’s
unpredictable weather.
The Mt. View Drive-in theatre had an early opening with
indications that spring had

the public on VistaVision as “a
great new presentation method.”
this is a unique
distributor undertaking: Far is installing its own projection equipment in a number of theatres for
the dating of “Strategic Air- Command.” A. feature of the deal is
that the theatres, upon completion
of the “SAC” runs, have the option
to buy the apparatus for permanent installation or may return itto the film company.

finally arrived.

Combined" with

-

A few days later a windwhipped show covered this
area, with more than 100 motorists temporarily marooned
in various parts of Vermont.
What

Par broke out with it big campaign in N.Y, heralding the opening of “SAC” at the Paramount
Theatre
next
Wednesday (20).
Budget was set at $75,000 for the
local push. Included in the promotion are full-page ads in all seven
of
N.Y.’s
daily papers,
which
amounts to an $18,000 budget item,
and much accent on radio-tv

else could the drive-in

do but announce that

it

was

closing until further notice.

companies and simply closed the
door on other sources of supply.
There always have been these “loyalties” in varying degrees, no matter what kind of abuse trade association leaders would heap upon
the companies, say the New York-

Zanuck

‘Horrible’:

defendants.

Gear In on You-Decide-Later Basis

"

.

it

named the

The meetings called by Broidy
have drawn top theatremen in each
area
theatremen in many instances who’ve* never played an
AA picture. Regardless of how well
AA does in carrying out its plans
for' more expensive product, some
film company officials regard as
significant the fact that importantly-situated exhibs already are
showing interest.
The point they’ make is that
those certain exhibitor “loyalties”
to a few distributors have ceased
to exist. Some showmen traditionally have played the films of a few

the safe; but failed to get the
safe open.

was one of them
who filed the action here. She is
Goldie Bodek of New York, whose
petition was filed by Robert C.
Barab, Wilmington attorney.
RKO, Hughes and other. RKO dihowever, and

when they

found little money used a fire
axe tor destroy the Cinemascope sbreen of the Sedgwick

to

—

—

Philadelphia, April 12.

Thieves angered

The court is asked to stop any
such sale for more than $6 a
share of RKO stock or else hold
Hughes accountable

work”

Malice in Action

.

vestment firm.

VistaVision;

‘Sells’

[

Wilmington, April 12.
The RKO Pictures Corp. moved
back into Delaware’s Court of
Chancery yesterday with a stock-

RKO

Now

Record $75,000 Manhattan Budget;

If

Odium Pays Over $6 Per Share

holder’s suit that claims Howard
to the
Hughes plans to sell
Atlas Corporation, the giant in-

5

blurbs.

In Ph3a. Action

Significantly, the ad is made up
of three parts V' Vision “sell” and

one part the picture (“SAC”) itThis is the first time such
an approach has been taken since
Charles Einfeld’s ad-pub department at 20th-Fox undertook to
make CinemaScope a household
word with “The Robe” a couple of
years hackPar, of course, had a previous
V'Vision entry in “White Christmas” but in this instance the process was given no more billing than
any of the film’s stars.
With
“SAC,” the emphasis is on the
V’Vision vistial values.
On the second count, that of the
installations, eight theatres already
are in line for the setup. They’re
booking “SAC” via so-called “spe-

Philadelphia, April 12,.
Federal jury verdict that
They add, though, that the pre :
sent market is such that any pro- may upset the entire distribution
ducer, regardless of trademark or pattern in the Philly exchange area
background, now has a chance, to. found seven film companies guilty
pick up playing time if his product of antitrust violations in withholdwarrants it. There has been an end ing firstrun pics from 'two Norrisput "to the “loyalties” and along town theatres until after they had
with them the exhib fear that his been shown here.
distributor relationship would be
The plaintiffs, the six Sablosky
impaired if he did any business at brothers and their wives who opall with a new company.
erate the Norris Amusement Co.,
of Norristown, Pa., were awarded^
$425,000
damages.
Under the
terms of the antitrust act the majors must pay treble damages on
the award or a total of $1,275,000.
The seven majors are Paramount Film Distributing Corp.;.
RKO Radio Pictures’ Inc.; Warner
Brothers
Pictures
Distributing
Corp.; Columbia Pictures Corp.;
ers.

A

Rhoden

Calls

AA

Los Angeles, April 12.
Allied Artists is “now emerging
as the first new major film company in 25 years,” Elmer Rhoden,
National

Theatres

Southern

prexy,

told
exhibitors

California

self.

.

which

presumably

cial

deals,”

mean

the usual top terms plus ad-

ditional consideration to at least
partially cover Par’s equipment

Universal Film Exchange; Loew’s
Inc., and 20th Century Fox Film
Corp.
The court action, instituted over
three years ago, went on jury
trial before Judge Alan K. Grim
in U.S. District Court Feb. 11. The
trial lasted almost eight weeks, one
of the longest film trials on court
records here.
The Sablosky a charged that from
1939 until December, 1951, when
suit was filed, they were unable to
obtain firstnms for their houses
until 21 days or more after the
pics had completed their runs in

costs.

Six

situations
in
the
(Continued on page 22)

Renown

hosted by AA prexy Steve Broidy
at the Ambassador Hotel here on
occasion of the i4th and final of
the “Big Sell” meets he has been
conducting coast-to-coast during
the past three weeks.
This, Rhoden pointed out, is a
“milestone of great importance” downtown Philadelphia.
to the industry, which needs new
Jury was out 11 hours.
Harry
blood. He asked exhibs to help Sablosky (son), Harold Kohn and
shove company up to the major Aaron Fine were the attorneys.

U.S.

Pics In

Trans-tux Deals;
|

’54

Profits

Up

-

status

it is

Trans-Lux Corp., which engages
in

various facets

of

the theatre

and equipment business, including
the operation of 14 theatres, is un-

seeking.

The decision meant that Norris- derway with a variety of releasBroidy made it clear that A A town, the largest
borough in the ing deals with a couple of disneeded the theatres if it were to State of Pennsylvania with
a popu- tributors.
The company has the
make any progress with its new lation of inore than
38,000, would Western
Hemisphere rights to
venture into higher-bracket pro- get national
release dates with four British pictures made by Reducting. “We would like to be a Philly.
Norristown is only 16 miles nown Pictures.
grateful company,” he said, but to northwest
of
mid-Philadelphia.
T-L has set a distribution -pact
attain this happy state he empha- The
decision would, if maintained, with Loew’s for distribution
of
sized the company would “just like also give
firstrun availability to a “The
Adventures of Svengali”
Our customers to do something to flock of other nearby
small towns (one of the four) and another deal
make us grateful.” In other words, including Coatesville, Doylestown,
come through with playing time Bristol, Levittown, Chester, West with Allied -Artists for “Grand National Night.” The other two are
for AA’s new releases.
.Chester, etc.
“Adventures
of
Sadie,”
which
“By keeping us alive ,” he stress20th-Fox
will
distribute,
and
ed, pointedly, “you just might be
"Dance Little Lady.”
keeping yourselves alive.”
POSSESS 'THE SCARP'
The annual T-L report to stock<

-

Horwits Heads Columbia
Studio Publicity; Lait

To Join Another Lot

holders sent out this week by
board chairman-president Percival
E. Furber showed a net profit of
$184,612 for 1954, compared with
$170,223 for 1953.
T-L’s annual stockholder meeting is Set for April 28 in N. Y. with
all incumbent directors as candidates for reelection. They include
Chester
Bland,
Harry Brandt,
Richard Brandt, Robert Daine, Jay
Emanuel,
Percival
E.
Furber,
Percy N. Furber, Aquila Giles,

Court Awards Negatives to
Sunset Securities Co.

Los Angeles, April 12,
Sunset Securities Co. has been

awarded all rights to the film, “The
Hollywood, April 12.
Prexy Harry Cohn of Columbia Scarf,” by Superior Court ruling
has named A1 Horwits as studio over-riding
protests
made by
publicity
advertising
director. Gloria Productions, United Artists
Horwits had same job at Universal
Corp., Motion Picture Center Stuuntil 18* months ago.
Since then
he has operated his own indie shop. dios, Republic Pictures and ConGeorge Lait, who for two years solidated Film Industries.
had been acting head of studio adAssignment of Him was made to
publicity, was asked by Cohn to
Sunfcet by Bank of America Naremain on but he resigned following Horwits’ appointment.

He

will
affiliation

announce a new studio
within the next few days.

.

Edison

Rice,

Jacob Starr, Ralph

Wiener and Milton
T-L’s

Harry

biggest
Brandt,
represent

C.

Weisman.

stockholder
is
144,415
of the

whose
25.3%

shares
total outstanding stock. Brandt in
Savings Assn., on
1954 collected $24,878 in fees as
1953, which had acquired T-L film buyer, the proxy state-

tional Trust

&

Sept. 18,
picture for $49,500 at auction.

i

ment

notes.
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Harry Novak, ex-head of Univeril
sal film sales on the Continent reTelevision may be yielding more and more money for oldie picturns to his Paris base on the SS
»
theatrical
Is
coincidentally,
so
the
ture* from the Hollywood vaults but,
Constitution the end of next week
Front cover of the current Life mag, showing Grace Kelly as sn
market. Top-caliber productions are getting fancy coin via reissue,
(23), landing in Cannes where he
Oscar winner, was the result of a payoff by way of anticipation. The
one reason being the dropoff in new films available to exhibitors. meets his
wife, Janine, who is with
color portrait, focusing on the actress in the gown she wore at the
.As a result, such producers as Samuel Goldwyn and David O. Selznlck
relatives on the Riviera during the
actually was shot by Life on Feb. 9. This
•

‘

Academy Awards ceremony,

are continuing with hands-off-tv policies, electing Instead to try for film exec’s U.S. business trip.
the big stakes via theatre re-runs.
They’ll motor back to Paris from

Alan
was seven weeks in advance of the Oscar announcements
Ladd, William Demarest* Edward' G. Robinson and Joanne Dru arWarner
Brothers’
rived In San *Francisco last week on location for
Sid Rogell, 20th-Fox studio exec, and pro“The Darkest Hour”
.
ducer-director Harry Joe Brown have been named v.p.’s of both ths
Motion Picture Pioneers and the Foundation of the Motion Picture
.

the Cote d’Azur.
Goldwyn's experience with reissues of "The Westerner'’ and “Dead
Novak, While in the States, has
End” is an example of the payoff. The filmmaker reportedly had net been
laying plans for Continental
rentals—-after all costs of nearly $300,000. Getting anywhere near that sales distribution on behalf of
coin out of tv would be unlikely.
indie U.S. producers, or those enGoldwyn is now readying “Wuthering Heights” for reissue and gaged in coproduction deals.
other back-number pix from the same source likely will follow in

—

,

.

j

the future.
the film trade front generally, nearly all companies are prepping
one or two pix for the customary summer reissue. RKO tops
the list with five already set and with others probably to be added.
On Paramount’s sked Is the re-sale of "Going My Way,” Bing Crosby

On

at least,

starrer.

Voted Out, Sees

Paramount is field-testing Cronar, Du Pont’s new safety film base,
some prints of its “Strategic Air Command” VistaVIsioger. Num-

Pioneers. They’ll serve as Coast reps.
Marc M. Spiegel, Motion Picture Export Assn, continental manager,
will rep MPEA at the Cannes film festival. MPEA prexy Eric Johnston
wanted to attend but can’t fit Cannes into his sked due. to prior U.S.
Government commitments. He’s expected td return soon to the Near
East to seek a settlement of the Jordan River Valley controversy between Israel and the Arab states. , .Albert W. Trueman, the Canadian
film commissioner and head of the. Canadian Film Board, in N. Y. for
the 16m Golden Reel Festival of the Film Council of America,
Warner Bros., in cooperation with Toho Co. of. Japan, producer-distributors, and a Japanese fruit juice outfit, is keying a country-wide
contest to find a “new star of Japan” to coincide with opening of
Gene Kelly, in
Judy Garland’s “A Star Is Born” in that country .
from the Coast over the weekend, took off immediately for Paris
accompanied by bis daughter . . Metro writer Richard Brooks (“The
Blackboard Jungle”) due back from London In a few days after conferring with producer pandra Berman on Upcoming projects . .
Greer Garson left' Gotham over the weekend for Texas to participate
in the five-city preem of Warners’ “Strange Lady in Town.”
Third annual “hall of fame” awards of. Loew’s International went to
AVa Gardner (star of year); Edouard Sasson, Metro’s Lebanon manager, (distributor of the year), 'and. Manuel AugeL Fernandez, operator
of the Roxy and Estrella Theatres, Mexico City (exhibitor of the
year) . . . Edward L. Kingsley lias picked up the U.S* distribution
rights to the Italo-Franco coproduction, “The Bed,” Starring Richard
Todd, Martin© Carol, Dawn Addams, and Vittorio de Sica . . .
Pathe producer Earl Luby will film a Sportscope on Andros Island,
luxury resort in the Bahamas.
selling “Hansel and Gretel” as a “school vacation” picture.
Over 400 dates were nabbed for over the current Easter holidays . . .
*

via

ber of prints using this tough, tear resistant material will be limited
Kansas City, April 2.
simply because the availability of the acetate stock itself is still
A charge of playing politics was
limited. Du Pont expects to manufacture it eventually at its new plant levelled at Kansas legislators for
the part In abolishing the Kansas
at Parlin, N. J.
Board of Review, film censoring
Cronar' is thinner than the regular safety stock manufactured by body.
The board has existed for
Eastman Kodak and thus allows more footage on each reel. It’s com- 40 years, and for the past 14 years
petitive price-wise since Par is being charged the' same for the years Mrs. Frances Vaughn of
Cronar prints by Technicolor than it is for prints made on conven- Bonner Springs, has been chairtional safety stock.
Par is also collaborating with Du Pont in the man, She issued this statement,
color field.
Several of the “Strategic Air Command” prints,- being through the Kansas City (Daily)
processed at Technicolor, will be on a black-and-white base delivered Kansan.
to TC by DuPont.
"Member* of the State Board of
Review are' both surprised and
Taking a leaf from “fractured French” and “Daffynitions,” Ernie disappointed that the legislators
Emerling’s Loew Theatres ballyhooligans have prepared their own repealed .the censorship law. My
glossary of phychiatric terms. IPs all in connection" with Metro’s “The surprise was not so great because
Cobweb,” film version of William Gibson’s novel about a private several members of both the house
mental institution. Here are some samples:
and senate had expressed the observation that they were not so
Apathy: Famed oldtime song, “Apathy Ball Is Over.”
much concerned with the question
4
Barrier: What chorus girls are getting more every day.
of keeping clean movies in the
Claustrophobia: Childhood fixation—saw mommy kissing Santa state as they were interested in
Claus.
abolishing any board which had
Depressive: Something you don’t have to do to the new creaseless gubernatorial appointments. They
Dacron suits.
wanted to shear Governor Hall of.
all
possible appointments.
The
Get the idea?.
bill was rushed through in the
last few minutes of the closing
Harris Amusement Co. in Pittsburgh Is making big plans to cele- session.' In my opinion legislabrate golden anniversary in two months of country’s first Nickelodeon. tors who vote to kill a board for
The date’s June 5. Bronze plhte on Frank & Seder department partisan political reasons to *get
store in downtown Pitt marks site of the original Nickelodeon, which even with a governor * are putting
was founded by late John P. Harris and his brother-in-law, Harry petty personal politics above statesDavis, in ,1905. Harris circuit, believed to be oldest theatre operating manship."
organization in the U. S., is now run by founder’s son, John H.
The measure abolishing the
Harris, also producer of “Ice Capades.”
board came at a time When the
censors are engaged in a fight
Universal is producing. corn on its back lot—not the kind of corn with United Artists and Holmby
seen and heard on the screen but the kind people eat.
The corn Productions before the Kansas
field will be used as background for “Kettles 'in the Tall Corn” and Supreme Court over its ban of
“The Moon Is Blue,” which has
it will have to be an extremely early crop because shooting starts
played Kansas theatres.
April 4. To insure rapid growth the com was first planted in the never
The
board’s ban was ruled unstudio green house and later removed to. a five-acre plot where it is
a
Wyandotte
being cultivated with the aid of electric heating cables. It is expected constitutional by
County District Court months, ago,
to be five feet tall When the filming starts.
and the board appealed to the
higher body.
*
Soviet Union has turned out two propaganda films for use in Viet
Nam to promote the Communist government of the northern half of
that country. , A Radio Moscow broadcast, monitored in Western
Europe, tells about it. First pic, “Historical Day” is about the Ho
Alberta Censoring
government; it is completed and will be shown shortly in Viet Minh,
northern part of the country. Second film, to be completed shortly,
is a follow up with strong plugs for Russian support for the Reds of
Edmonton, Alta.-, April 12.
Viet Nam.
During 1954 the three-member
board of film censors in Alberta
Gerald FitzGerald, Montreal Gazette columnist, led Off his “Show reviewed 6,002 films and rejected
Business” section (5) thus: "Commentary, without comment, on Quebec’? five. The board made 192 delelaw banning children under 16 from attending motion pictures. An tions from 75 of the 35-mmr films
advertisement for a picture, ‘The Life of Christ,’ this week carried a it reviewed and 36 alterations in
footnote: 'Children Not Admitted.’ " (Law, passed years ago after a 22 16m. films.
theatre fire which took the lies of many children, is occasionally waived,
Of the 2,187 U.S. films processed
usually for a Disney cartoon show.)
the board altered four and rejected
four. In 1953 the board altered 23
U. S. films, but rejected none.
Cigar Institute of America, repped by the Lynn Farnol publicity
Of the 251 films that came Into
office, is tying in with Paramount’s promotion of “Strategic Air Command.” Angle is that pilots in the pic are seen smoking stogies and Alberta from Britain, 18 had to be
censored, compared with 16 In
since the airmen are the hero type their habits might Inspire others.
One of the 25 Italian proFarnol is staging smoke-ring contests at various Air Force installations 1953.
and planting streamers at 11,000 retail outlets in behalf of both ductions was rejected and two
were altered. Scenes were deleted
“SAG” and the CIA.
from four of the eight French films
received last year, five of the 35
James N. Jovan, owner of the Monroe Theatre, Chicago, celebrated: German productions, and the one
his 35th anniversary in the picture business here this month by mail- Russian film. All were
35m.
ing out 25,000 free passes to his theatre. A pamphlet picturing imFilms rejected during the year
provements made in the recently completed remodeling of the theatre were
Enemy,”
“She
“Public
Was mailed to business offices and patrons of the theatre last week; Shoulda Said No,” “The Wild
a pass coupon was included.
One,” and “The French Line,” all
from the :U. S., and “Times Gone
Call for “new faces” on the screen Is answered by Gravis Produc- By,” an Italian production.
“The
tions’ “Hell’s Horizon,” In which five of the 13 players are making their “French
Line” was eventually
film bows.
Newcomers are Johnny Murphy, pro ball player; Chet passed on appeal but with some
Baker, trumpeter; Mark Scott, baseball announcer; Don Burnett, little sequences deleted.
theatre actor, and Wray* Davis, producer of the picture.
P. J, A. Fleming, head of the
film’ censor board, termed “The
Wild
One,” a film* “stupid, rldiEfforts are afoot to sell “The George Mikan Story,” the career of a
ulous and ugly beyond comprebasketball great who now practices law in Minneapolis. Bennie Berhension, with not one redeeming
ger, president of the Minneapolis Lakers pro league basketball team,
as well as a theatre circuit owner,, has been empowered by George feature to warrant it being shown
in Alberta.”
It was rejected by
Mikan to handle the negotiations for the latter.
the board on the ground that it
'
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Metro’s science-fiction film! “Forbidden Planet,” will be forbidden
territory for visitors, with all the sets tightly closed. Idea is to prevent premature exposure of the strange new mechanical props and outof-this- world settings. Studio personnel not directly connected With
•the picture will be barred.

“depicts a revolting, demoralizing,
Illogical story, filled with violence,
sadism and terror, depicting the
antics of irresponsible, beer-dririking, law-flouting hpodlums who go

unpunished.”

.

.

*.

RKO

RKO

United Artists is “trade-marking” “Marty” with ad art work showing
Ernest 'Borgnlne in a telephone booth. That full pager in the Sunday
(10) Times was unusual for am art theatre booking, “Marty” having
opened at the Sutton the following day
Harry Schroeder to serve
as N. Y. distribution rep on the Sam Bischoft-Davld Diamond produc.

.

“A

Bullet for Joey.”
Rosalind Russell back to the Coast . .
Pat Duggan, following a
visit at the Paramount homeof flee, also went thataway while George
Antheil, composer-conductor and music critic, after scoring “Not As
Stranger” came, thisaway.
s
Tom Ewell, who gets costar billing with Marilyn Monroe in “Seven
Mike Todd back
Year Itch, ’’ being groomed for stardom by 20th
from a quickie trip td Mexico . . Writer Michael Stem suing Warner
Bros, for copyright infringement in re “The Damned Don’t Cry.”
Says it’s based on bis “Who Is Virginia Hill” piece for True Mag
which appeared in 1945 and the rights of which have reverted td him
Fred Astaire huddling with 20th on another pic. His last was
.
.
.
“Daddy. Longlegs” (also for 20th). Astaire disavows any intention of
setting up his own indie unit Says it’s tod expensive when it comes
to musicals . . . Richard Davis, owner of the Fine Arts Theatre, N. Y.,
off to Europe and the Cannes festival.
Elia Kazan is currently represented on Broadway with two hit plays,
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” and “Tea and Sympathy,” which he staged.
Also, two motion pictures the Academy Awards-winning “On the
Waterfront,” and “East of Eden,” which he directed.
tion of

.
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.

.

.
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To Do A UA?

0

Continued from, ‘pas* 4
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Morte, Mahoney Go., the veteran
Wall Streeter said there were some
shocking allegations made relative
to the stewardship of Yates at the
annual meeting. “The allegations,”
he said, “are of an extremely serious nature, and can only be properly dealt with by a full and
prompt disclosure to all stockholders of the facts which either prove
or disprove the charges.” He noted
that he supported the formation of
an independent stockholder committee at the meeting for this reason, but that “this resolution was
summarily dismissed by Yates with
the obvious inference that the affairs of the corporation are none
of the independent stockholders’

audit of the company’s books. Bylaws of the corporation allow the
calling of a special session if
enough stockholders demand it.
That’s, the first task faced by the
to win support
dissident group
for the .calling of the meeting.

—

Yates-To-TV Policy
The LW&M group is on record
as opposing Yates’ contemplated
move to withdraw completely from

the theatrical film field to devote
100% of Republic’s effort to vidpix production and film processing activities. Smith, a well-known
Wall Streeter, voted 72,300 shares
against management at last week’s
stockholders
meeting
touched off the current fight, in business.”
all, the dissident group, without
Smith Sr. termed Yates’ conduct
previous solicitation, was able to
snare soifie 80,000 anti-manage- as “unseemly” and the allegation
against
the management as grave,
meht votes at the ahnual meet..
spokesman, leading to the conviction “that we
According to a
should
join in the formation of a
Smith can personally account for
stockholders protective commitIn addition, he
100,000 shares.
tee.” Purpose of the committee, he
said, the committee had received
said, will be: (1) to fully explore
pledges of some 300,000 shares in
the charges brought against manless than a week after the formaagement, (2) to rectify any inequipersonally
tion of the group. Yates
ties which may be brought to light
controls about 400,000 shares, of
by whatever means may be at our
the 1,800,000 shares outstanding,
disposal, (3) to bring about whatbut, it’s believed, he can win addiever management changes appear
tional support from share-holding
necessary in the light of the indeexecutives of the company.
pendent examinations, (4) to make

which

LW&M

Smith immediately after last this company profitable producer
a
week’s meeting, launched the forof motion pictures for theatres and
mation of the dissident group to
television. He invited stockholders
“explore charges brought against
who are In sympathy with the obI

the (Yates) management” and “to
jectives to Write to B, E, Smith Jr.,
bring about whatever management
at 11 Wall St.
changes are necessary.” Already
Although Smith Sr. is spearheadon the committee are Vice Admiral G. G. Bogan, USN, Ret., ing tlm fight, he is not expected to
and Baron E. V^n Zuylen. Smith take any active part in managesaid other names will be announced ment should he succeed in unseating the Yates team. According to
shortly.
spokesman, “he never inIn a statement issued by Smith a
Sr. and released by his son, a mem- terferes with management when he
ber of the Wall St. firm of La- has control.”
.

.

LW&M

Wednesday, April

.13,
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riCTuitES

DUE

LIBERAL-OR
Paris, April 5.

Although b.o. receipts are increasing, with the number of productions fewer to make for bigger productions, French film producers again are crying the old refrain of a crisis. They point to a
$3,900,000 deficit between costs
and gross take in 1954. The SyndicatD.es Producteurs (Syndicate of
Film Producers) put ex-minister
Henri Freriay at its head five
months ago, and charged him with
making a full economic report on
the cinema as well as getting at
the root of its fiscal troubles. Frenay. made the point that the main
difficulty was the state control of

the cinema, under the Centre NaDe La Cinematographic,
tional
•Which, instead of helping the filpi
industry, shackled it under a dead

weight of taxes.
Frenay gave such statistics as
film receipts giving two and a half
times as much to the state in taxes
as they yield to the producer. He
made the point that films pay out
in taxes while /the theabout 24

%

atre

is hit

for only

8%,

- Though a special Film ,Aid Law
was set up in 1948, and- finally put
into operation in 1953,. Frenay
claims that it is not enough to balance the producer’s budget. Despite
producers getting a 7% rebate on

taxes, to go back into production,
a large part of this is given by
the producers themselves as a release visa tax. And though tjiere
tax on the spec*
is an additional
tator, to go into Film Aid coffers,
a large part of this goes into municipal budgets rather than into the
Film Aid nut,
Frenay stated that of the $2,700,000 collected on the spectator tax
only $600,000 comes to the Film
Aid Fund. He also made the point
that the Film Aid is entirely insince in 1954 cinema
sufficient
brought in $33,000,000 in taxes to
the state and only $10,800,000 was
used for aid principles. This sum
had to be divided between all the
film branches, and only $4,500,000
went to the producers. He claims
this is not enough for proper fiscal

5%

.

Fine—If You Can Get

It
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox
production head, is one exec
who believes in talent-participation deals.
“I very much favor that type
of deal, particularly where I'm
concerned,” he cracked in
N. Y. last week- “Only trouble
is, I haven’t got it.”

Convene

in Detroit

Detroit, April 12.

About 200 delegates are expected tcf attend the first national con
vention of the Federation of Mowhich
and Friday
HoteL
Speakers will be George Murphy,
of MGM; Arthur H. DeBra, community relations director, of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
and Robert Bendix, cd-producer of
“This Is Cinerama” and “Ciner-

tion Picture Councils, Inc.,
will be held Thursday
(14-15) at the Statler

ama

A

Holiday.”

San*Antonio, April

12.

MCA

*

—

1

via 20th;

No MCA Approach
Miss

Monroe,

who’s

president

of her indie outfit, claims that h.er
old 20th contract is no longer valid

Hollywood, April

12,

substitute its opinion for that of
the Board of Review.
In essence the supreme court
confirmed legality of censorship in
Kansas, but the victory is academic
since the Kansas Legislature on
April 2 passed a bill abolishing the
Board of Review; and the bill was

more

justification for the governto bridle the
screen than there is to curb the
press.” There are adequate laws,
he. wrote, “to protect the public

ments of free men

from unwholesome

films,

just as

.

and that she

lancer.

This

“Our Miss Brooks”

is,

is

1

And Offer Suggestions

,

Freedom of the screen from both
censorship and economic barriers
abroad is the key in messages from
Eric Johnston in the annual reports of the Motion Picture Assn.
of America and the Motion Picture
Export Assn. He’s president of
both organizations.
The MPAA report also contains
a two-page tribute to the Production Code and its personnel, pegged
to the 25tli anniversary of the Code
Which occurred this year, Calling
the Code “a Creed of responsibility for those engaged in entertainment’s most powerful and dramatic
medium,” the report went on to
hail it as “a bulwark agaihst th
encroachment of political censor-

Kansas Board of Review meant the
Two local nabes, the Broadway
first legislative heave-ho of blueAp»
pencillers, and expectedly will be and the Olmos, hit it lucky.
an influencing factor in putting parently not by foresight they were
on
Waterfront”
the
“On
playing
others out of business.
That the censors themselves the night the Oscar awards were
know they’re in trouble was evi- announced,
denced last week in Memphis.
The Broadway will now play this
Rather than’ engage in a court bat- week another Brando film, “The
Role
Open,
'Bus'
Zanuck:
tle, Lloyd Binford reversed his own Wild One.”
ban on Columbia’s “Bamboo CurMarilyn Must Decide Her tain.” As far as the records show,
this was the first time Binford
ship.”
Overture did any backtracking.
Fate; No
In his MPEA statement, Johnston
Church Influence
Any time. Marilyn Monroe deBlue’
Is
‘Moon
took off on the protectionist polMotion Picture Assn, of America
Censor
cides to return to. the 20tli-Fox lot
icies of some foreign government
where, at least as far as 20th is and other enemies of censorship
re
their
local film
industries!
concerned, she’s under contract, have no illusions about any overCountries which think they are
she’ll find her dressing room in night. victory, of course. General
Kansas City, April 12.
protecting local film enterprises by
the accustomed place and a script figuring has it that it will take anAn about-face came in the Kan- erecting barriers against outside
-probably “Bus Stop”— waiting other couple of years before, the
“moral, guardians” are actually sas censorship controversy over competition, are in fact damaging
for her.
their own industries, and this must
in some areas where
quieted.
And
“The Moon Is Blue” (UA) when the
In discussing the star’s defection
be clear to them,” he wrote. “No
church elements have a strong
in 'N.Y. last week, studio boss Darsupreme court last Saturday, nation’s film industry can continue
voice there doubtless will continue state
ryl F. Zanuck noted that Miss Monreversed a decision of the Wyan- to operate independently and on
spme
forrfi of pic passing.
years
roe’s contract had three more
HoweyeV, the censors of the fu- dotte County District Court which an adequate scale without foreign
to go, He said she couid, of course,
ture,. it’s felt, will have substan- had ruled the ban of the Kansas markets.
elect to “sit it out,” but observed
tially le*ss authority and probably Board of Review (state censor) was
“Nobody's domestic patronage is
offhandedly that, if she decided to
will represent less monetary ex- unconstitutional.
big enough to perrhit the industry
do sro, “there might, be damages
film industry. Up until
The supreme court viewed the to flourish as it should. Hence the
involved at the end of that period.” pense to the
the time thejOhio board was ren- film and in its opinion declared free flow of films around the world
Zanuck appeared vague on Miss dered inoperative, the trade had it
was not passing on the merit of must be of mutual concern to all
Monroe’s current status at the been paying about $2,000,000 in the picture. The question consid- responsible film producers.” John'
studio. He didn't think, fie said, censor fees.
ered was the. statute under which ston pointed out that the U. S. had
that she was suspended, this being
Flick's Liberal Credo
the
lead
applying this
the censor, board was organized, taken
largely lawyers’ talk. However, he
Based on general indications, the and the high court ruled 'the law thought.
recalled, the star had in a sense censors eventually will either lose
did convey the board, administra“There are no restrictions against
suspended herself by refusing to government authority completely
tive authority to review and ap- the import and presentation of forshow up for work. Zanuck didn’t
(Continued on page 22)
prove or disapprove motion pic- eign films in the United States and
know whether qr not she was picktures.
whenever barriers have been proing up her paychecks. He also
The court made the point that posed, our industry has taken »
hadn’t heard of any plans for Marfirm stand against them,” he held.
any
court
nor
district
the
neither
ilyn Monroe Productions to proother such constituted court could
Johnston said there was “no
duce.. independently and release

i
fa'fet,
a freedisputed by 20th.
balance.
Miss Monroe is’ now repped by the
Frenay launched an attack on
Music Corp. of America. Zanuck
the CNC which he said was run by
said he hadn’t been approached by
a governmental employee who is
connection with Miss
MCA
named by the Ministry of Com- Monroe,in
merce and Industry and whose loy“The Seven Year Itch” is Miss
alties are always with the government in the case of any rifts of Monroe’s only unreleased pic at
opinion. The SDP is for a gradual 20th. It’s due to preem iiot. before
disappearance of the CNC to be re- 1956, having been originally set
placed by a governmental commit- for July, 1955, release. Anticipattee directly responsible to the Min- ing a possible refusal by Miss
ister for certain film affairs, name- Monroe to return to work, 20th
appears to be grooming Sheree’
(Continued on page 78)
North for stardom. She’s to star in
two roles originally assigned to
Miss Monroe—:“Pink Tights” and
Review Films
Ladies
"How to Be Very, Very Popular.”

Who

Official film censors, finally, appear on the rurt; Whereas scattered,
court decisions in past have imposed certain curbs on their activities, last week’s abolition of the

Will

bow

as

a screen personality, under a deal
set

by Warners with CBS-TV

to

make

a feature film production out
the videcomedy starring Eve
Arden. Actress, once under contract to Warners, will return there
to take over title role in film which
she and writer-director A1 Lewis
will make under them own setup
for Warner presentation.

signed last

there are to protect society from
unwholesome books. Prior restraint
week by Governor Fred on movies is neither needed nor

welcome.

Hall.

Lewis also will direct feature,
to be produced* by David Weisbart,
and will collab on script with Jo-

Stunting Drive-In
The
here
(Mon.)

Chicago, April 12.
Sunset Drive-In Theatre
ran an ad in yesterday’s

section

Chicago Tribune w#mt ad
which read! "’ “Uranium

—

Prospector Capable man with dog
seph Quillan,'\vho works with -him or cat or man-wife combination
on the teleshow. Property is sec- wanted to prospect for uranium at
ond brought by Warners from teleT Sunset Drive-In Theatre. Call daily,
vision to be made as a feature, first 9 to 6.”
being Jack Webb’s “Dragnet.”
Search for sourdoughs is linked
It’s likely that at least one of these
to ozoner’s booking of “The Far
will be released before “Itch.”
U.S. Returns
Country,” Universal’s Jimmy Stewart pic with a Canadian gold rush
Vienna, April 5.
Kosmos film house was handed background opening there this
Zukor Return* to N.Y.
back to its owner by the. American week. The drive-in has a uranium
Adolph Zukor, Paramount board forces, which used it as USFA The- prospecting display at the entrance
chairman, returned to the N. Y. atre since 1946. It was reopened complete with samples, Geiger
homeoffice Monday (11) after three with a gala performance.
counter and scintillometer. An exmonths at the studio.
Theatre also serves as an appren- perienced prospector type, prefVet exec spends at least a couple tice shop for young men striving erably grizzled, is sought to hypo
of fiionths on the Coast every year. to become projectionists.
interest in and explain the display.
’

Kosmos

Natural Function of Government Bui Don’t
Government to Pay Expenses -Little Stress Put on This
Inconsistency by Foes iff Censorship

Defenders of Censorship Argue

It’s

panel discussion on film problems will be moderated by Mrs.
Max M. Williams, Federation prexy
One aspect of the pressure for censorship laws
and former prexy of the Greater hasn’t been given much prominence in any of the
^Detroit Motion Picture Council. various maneuvers seeking relief from the
bluePanel participants will be Sid pencil burdens.
Blummenstock, Paramount's direcThose who champion censorship statutes on city
tor of publicity;
Ward Marsh, and state levels take the position that “safeguards”
Cleveland Plain Dealer film critic; against “immorality” are the natural function of
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, Film government. The law, so the thesis goes, protects
Estimate Board of National Organi- the entire, citizenry.
zations; and Mrs. James T. Looram,
If this is so, why isn’t it a “natural function” for
National Legion of Decency.
government, city or state, to pay the costs of adThe Federation is Composed of ministration of this law. What kind of law can it
club representatives who review be where only a limited few must pay for its enfilms and offer suggestions to the forcement?
industry of public reaction .and, in
American film companies and foreign picture imturn, attempt to explain the in- porters have been shelling out about $2,000,000
dustry’s problems to members and yearly in censorship fees this for the dubious
friends and the general public.
privilege of having their product vetoed.

—

It

can only do a disservand to understand-

ice to integrity
ing!”

of

—

The mere

Waid

existence of censorship is onerous
its victims have to pay yet. In N. Y.
according to Assemblyman Leo P. Noonan,
censorship fees stack up to four times the amount
of actual administration expense.

Hollywood is suffering from precensorship at home, although’ ’it’s gradually crumbling,
and also abroad where censors are
aetive in varying degrees in practically every country. Among the
worst are India, Indonesia and
release

t

Ireland.

“Motion pictures, as

a.

free in-

should be supported and
defended,”
Johnston
declared.

stitution,

“The principle

is

clear.

Free

men

can remain free only so long as
their institutions are free,
screen is one of them.”

and the

Johnston noted the U. S. films’
advance abroad and-

continuing

noted, for the overall picture; that
there were early signs pointing to
economic gains in 1955 “which
should top the notable progress
made in the preceding year.” At
the same time, he warned against
increased costs of film making; the
tightening up of the foreign market and the continuing high volume
of antitrust suits within the indusHe sounded hopeful on the
try.
final realization pf a workable arbitration system.

ish Titles

Those

Pure But

Who Savvy Polish

enough. But
State,-,

Call ‘Barska’
Police

Happy Over Kansas

Obscene

Chicago, April 12.

O’Connor

Commissioner Timothy
last week yanked the

Abolition, of film censorship in Kansas, the first permit issued to show “Five Boys
a. Polish
state to take such action in the history of the pic From Barska Street,”
feature,
by Chicago’s
industry, has Eric A. Johnston, president of the language
Motion Picture Assn, of America, hopeful there Police Censor Board. Film opened
the Cinema Annex Theatre
at
might be a chain reaction.
He stated: “Every believer in freedom of ex- here and viewers complained to
pression will rejoice that Kansas has repealed its the Commissioner’s office that the
ancient censorship law. It is to be hoped that the film was rife with obscenities. The
lead of Kansas will be followed by her sister states board had passed the picture on
that still have anachronistic censorship statutes on the basis of English subtitles
which of course were simon-pure.
their books.”
'

.

.

!

FILM REVIEWS
Violent Saturday

Wednesday, April 13, 1955

Town

Strange Indy In

Miss Camden
aide to Mitchell*
does well as the mentally unbalanced patient, as do Anthony
Numkena, blind Mexican boy
Greer Garson ii* an I 880 ’s
Taut and vivid meller looks
healed by Miss Garson, and Jose
femme medico from Boston
to be a sleeper; rood b.o. prosTorvay as his grateful father.
who tames the wild west.
pects.
supply the necessary color
Others
Generally satisfactory prosNumkena, and
to character parts.
20th-Fox release of Buddy Adler propects.
duction. Stars Victor Mature,- Richard
Several other juves raise sweet
Egan, Stephen McNally; also stars Virmusic .and
religious
in
voices
Hollywood, April 12.
inia Leith, Tommy Noonah, Lee Marvin.
Warner Bros, release of Mervyn LeRoy there’s a fiesta dance specialty by
features Margaret Hayes, J. -Carroll
Naish, Sylvia Sidney, Ernest Borgnine, production. Stars Greer Garson, Dana
the Trianas that has color,
Dorothy Patrick, Biliv Chapin, H'ad Dex- Andrews,- Cameron Mitchell, Lois Smith;
Brog.
Richard Fleischer. features Walter. Hampden, Gonzales Gonby
ter.
Directed

(COLOR-CINEMASCOPE)

Screennlay, Sydney Boehm, from novel
^"by William L. Heath; camera (color),
Charles G, Clarke: editor, Louis Locffler;
music, Hugo Friedhofer (Lionel' Nfewrtian

conducting.

Tradeshown

In

New York

April 8, *55, Running time, 90 MINS,
Victor Mature
Shelley 'Martin
Richard Egan
Boyd Fairchild

Stephen McNally

Harper
Linda
Harry Reeves
.

,

Virginia Leith

.

Tommy Noonan
Lee Marvin
Margaret Hayefc
Carroll Naish
Sylvia Sidney
Ernest Bnrpnlne
Dorothv Patrick
Billy Chapin
Brad Dexter
..
flymond Greenleaf
Donald Gamble
Rickey Murray
Robert Adler
•....,

Dill

Emily

,

Chapman

J.

Elsie

Stadt

Helen

.

.

.

Steve Martin
Gil Clayton
Mr. Fairchild

Bobby
Georgia
Stan
Bart
Mrs. Stadt
David Stadt

Anna
Mary

Start
Stadt

Harx’.v

....

Carter

Ann Morrison
Kevin Corcoran
Donna Corcoran
Norcen Corcoran
Boyd Morgan

Slick

Mr. n-xden
Miss Shirley .........

Bank Teller
Bank Customer

Richard OaiTiek
Florence Ravcnel
.

Ellcne Bowers

Dorothy Phillips

Virginia Carroll.
Marion, Secretary
Ralph Dumkc
Sydney
Roy, Bartender ........ Robert Osterloh
Jovce Newhard
Dorothv
Helen Mayon
Mrs. Pllkas
Mack Williams
Drug Clerk
Harry Sevmour
Conductor*

John Alrtersoh
Fred Shellac

Amish Farmer
Signalman

(C’SCOPE-$ONG-COLOR

zalez.

*

Joan Camden, Anthony Numkena,

by LeRoy. Story
and screenplay, Frank Butler; camera
editor,
(WariierrColov), Harold Rossdn;
Folmar Blangsted; music composed and
conducted by Dimitri Tlomkin: song,
Tiomkin. and Ned Washington; sung by
Frankie Laine with Mitch Miller and his
orch. Previewed April 5, *55. Running
Jose. Torvay.. Directed

The Looters

.

O’Brien
David
Spurs
:
Father Gabriel
Martinez Martinez.

....Greer Garson
Dana Andrews
Cameron Mitchell
.

.

.

Lois Smith

.

\Valtei-

.

Joan Camden

NoraR

Anthony Numkena
Jose Torvay

BSrtolo

BeUa Brown
Karg

.....

.

.

Scanlon

.

WiCkstrom

Lew Wallace

Billy the

.

.

.

.

Shadduck
Gen.

Hampden

Gonzales Gonzalez

Tomasito

Hatlo

for

programmer

playdates.

MINS.

time, 112
Julia

,

Modern-day' outdoor thriller,
modestly entertaining filmf are

Kid

Rebstock

Dance Specialty

.

.

Adele Jergens
Bob Wilke
Frank de Kova
Russell Johnson

Gregory Walcott
Douglas Kennedy
Ralph Moody
Nick Adams
.... Jack Williams
The Trianas
.

Hollywood; April 11.
Universal release of Howard Christie,
production. Stars Rory Calhoun, Julie
Adams, Ray Danton; co-stars Thomas
Gomez, Frank Faylen; features Russ Conway, John* Stephenson, Rod Williams.
Directed by Abner Biberman. Screenplay,
Simmons; story. Paul
Richard Alan
Schneider; camera, Lloyd Ahem; editor,
Russell Schoengarth; music supervision,
Joseph Gershenson. Previewed April 6,
»
*55. Running time, 17 MINS.
Jesse Hill
Rory Calhoun
4 1,
Julie Adams
Sheryl Gregory
Ray Danton
Pete Corder
George Parkinson
Thomas Gomez
Frank Faylen
Stan Leppich
Major Knowles
Russ Conway
Lieutenant Stevenson .. .John Stephenson
.

.

,

—

>

;

—

.

*

.

,

Luxe

excellent in
quality, and Charles G. Clarke’s
camerawork is topnotch.
Lionel
Newman batoned an excellent score
by Hugo Friedhofer,
Incidentally, the *iovel is being
published simulatneously with the
picture, something of a rarity.
Cli
is

to a seminary to pre- peror bn his white horse coming
pare for priesthood, with a shady down the Champs-Elysees under
lady of songs and, as the story the Arch of Triumph.
opens, wanted for the killing of her
Napoleon’s love life
is
not
married lover. Such a setup pre- spared including his fervent court-

sents awkward problems in avoiding offense, but producer Henry
director Mitchell Leisen bring it off acceptably, even
though a sizeable, share of the pic's
audience may still get an uncomfortable feeling from the situation.
Anne Baxter is the nitery chirp,
no better than she has to be to get
by in life, and Steve Forrest is the
young man who undertakes to protect her, The story and script by
Jo Eisingfer. makes it “rather clear
that Forrest is not moved by any
lure -of “the flesh to aid the girl.
Soon the legit beginning from a
simple act of kindliness boils into
flight as Forrest seeks to keep Miss
Baxter away from the police and
the* killers hired by the dead man’s
brother until she can be spirited
out of France. During the chase
sequences considerable suspense
and tension develops, along with
the complication of Miss Baxter
falling in love with the embryo,
priest; He falters a bit, too, but
pulls up vin time to remain steadfast to a life of the cloth. Picture
ends with the girl going out to
face the killers and die so Forrest
will be completely free of her.
Miss Baxter does her character
excellently, Forrest continues to
show considerable promise and his
natural talent keeps his character
human and believeable without
stuffiness.
bit of French spice,

Berman and

Co-Pilot
Rod Williams
Conventionalism was the' same
1.85-1)
( Aspect ratio:
in the early west as it was in Boston, but the 1880 land of cowboys
Plane robbers replace train roband Indians also -had a frea-wheel- bers in this modestly entertaining
ing informality that made it an thriller qnd the way it goes about
easier target for a femme medico, its
melodramatics will see it
newly come to Santa Fe, New Mex- through programmer bookings in
ico, from Beantowni complete with th,e general situations.
A
bag, pills and suffragette ideas.
very welcome/ is Simone Renant,
A -plane crash in the Pike’s Peak fashion
That’s the setup for “Strange Lady
designer attracted to the
region of the Colorado Rockies,
In Town,” and, with Greer Garson
young man’s good looks. Robert
where pic was filmed, sets off the Christopher,
in the title role, the entertainment
With the same reli-

20th-Fox has what looks like a
in. “Violent Saturday,” a
story to be told in the Howard
complex but .taut melodrama about comes off in a generally satisfac- Christie production, and Abner
robbery
in a small mining tory manner.
bank
a
Biberman’s direction paces the
Producer
director Mervyn Le- plot as advantageously as possible,
town in the southwest. Producer
Roy chose Cinemascope and War-.
Buddy Adler, in his first try for nerColor to insure full pictorial even though there is a lack Of
plausibility, keeping it from being
Fox, has turned out an ambitious display of the outdoor backgrounds an entirely okay show.
and somewhat pretentious film in for the Frank Butler screen story.
The script by Richard Alan SimThe visual values resulting from
color and Cinemascope, but demons, from a story by Paul Schneithe Harold Rosson photography
spite the encumbrances of some are among the several assets the der sends out mountaineer Rory
Calhoun and his old Army buddy,
contrived subplots, the main action film has to please ticket buyers.
Ray Danton, now an adventurer, as
of the story stands out as a master- To be liked also is Jhe title tune,, a rescue team to find the plane and
sung by Frankie Laine* and the
ly piece of filmmaking in the Dimitri Tiomkin score, which is possible survivors. There are four,
Film should robust when required and, else- Julie Adams, model for risque art;
riieller department.
where, full of melodic themes Thomas Gomez, brokerage clerk;
catch on to a good b.o. return.
Frank Faylen, retiring Navy petty
that linger.
Lensed on location in Arizona in
officer, and Rod Williams, badly inTo some, extent, the deliberate jured co-pilot..
a modern day setting, the film
pacing LeRoy uses in the initial
Melodramatics get into the tale
concerns the bank robbery planned half of the film to establish* plot
by a cool trio played by Stephen and characters^ lessens the overall throueh $250,000 in cash which was
McNally, Lee Marvin and ,T. Car- entertainment impact, and this on the plane and which Gomez has
found. Danton scents the money,
roll Naish. As their preparations seeming slowness will get a mixed
too, and partners with Gomez to
for the holdup unfold, the several reaction from audiences who, aware
force Calhoun to lead them out of
set
up Richard of where the story is going, will the
are
subplots
wilderness, scheming to kill
Egan’s unhappy marriage to Mar- want less delay in getting there. them
all when civilization is withHayes;
Victor
Mature’s However, when LeRoy does cut
garet
in sight.
It’s a Jong and arduous
trouble .with Billy Chapin, his son, oose with action,- it is well estabtrek, up mountain 'and down dale,
who’s disillusioned because the old lished and all that the more avid that
Calhoun
leads the party, aimfan
could
ask.
man fought the war as supervisor
ing via circuitous route to land the
In this action category is the
of the mine; Tommy Noonan as
little group in an area where an
fight
Dana
Andrews,
rival
bank
doc
moralistic
and
married
the
and
Army artillery battalion will be
manager who can’t resist being a suitor for Miss Garson’s. hand, has staging; target practice.
Amidst
peeping-tom when it comes to Vir- with Bob Wilke, itinerant teamster, salvos from the
mountain
and who has come to. .drag away his un- Calhoun and Danton have battery,
gi ia Leith, a sexy nurse;
it out,
Sylvia Sidney, a librarian who re- willing ex-girl friend, Joan Cam- leaving the mountaineer
free to
sorts to purse-snatching to pay .a den, a mental patient of the femme continue a life in
his beloved hills
medico. There’s a high suspense
longstanding debt.
with Miss Adams.
Purpose of all the subplots is to in the sequence when ah Apache
Satisfactory
performances are
band comes on Andrews and Miss
set the stage for the holdup, whpre
turned in by the cast. Miss Adams
Garson
while
they
are
riding
in
they all fall into place and are
rates
special attention by virtue of
the desert. Action climaxes in the
solved by the- events of the holdup
the
fight between a posse and a gang a revealing getup she wears
and what follows. They’re highly of bank'
robbers, among whom is costuming going with her previous
contrived* and unconvincing, but
Cameron
Mitchell, Miss Garson’s modelling profession being, fetchthey do serve the purpose of givwayward brother, who listens to ing, but hardly adequate, garb for
ing the film a greater sense of
Technical assists
the pleas of his sister, against the the big woods.
scope and power, and they main- intuition
of Lois Smith, the young come over expertly, from Lloyd
tain interest for the most part
Score
girl who loves him, and surrenders, Ahern’s lensing on down.
while leading into the powerful only to be
riddled by mob bullets. supervision by Joseph Gershenson
climax of the pic.
Plot, simply, deals with a wom- includes a melodic French tune,
Climax comes with the robbery an, unable to break down haughty “Aupres de ma Blonde.” Brog.
itself and the getaway, which is Boston indifference to a femme
foiled by Mature and Ernest Borg- who practices medicine, and goes
Kodevillofl
nine, an Amish farmer whose home west
to
Santa Fe where her
(C'SCOPE-COLOR)
is used as the getaway point. It’s younger brother is a cavalry ofhere that Sydney Boehm’s screen ficer. There, she finds prejudice,
Fair chase meller with reliversion of the William L. Heath too, but is gradually breaking it
gious overtones; moderately
novel and Richard Fleischer’s di- down,
even
winning over an
okay for general program marrection strip the action of the non- established, and opinionated, male
ket.
essentials and turn on the heat doctor, until her brother goes comin a powerful windup that’s worth pletely bad.
The townspeople tar
Hollywood, April 8.
the waiting. Fleischer’s direction in her with the same brush of wickMetro release of Henry Berman prothese scenes is compelling, both edness, but the male doctor and duction. Stars Arine Baxter, Steve Forrest; features Simone Renant, Maurice
from the staging and the camera- the unprejudiced Mexicans and In- Teynac,
Robert
Christopher,
Joseph
work viewpoints. And, paradoxical- dians among whom she has worked Tomelty, Victor Francen. Directed
by
ly enough, the use of Color and defy public, opinion and keep her Mitchell Leisen. Story and screenplay,
Jo Eiscngei*; camera (Eastman Color); F.
Cinemascope enhances the pic with them.
A. Young: editor, Frank Clarke; music
rather than detracting from it by
Miss Garson does a job that will composed by William Alwyn, conducted
giving the action sweep and vigor, satisfy her following in portraying by Muir Mathieson: song,. P,aul Durand,.
English lyrics by Richard Driscoll. Preconfined though it is.
the, title role.
She maintains a viewed April 4, *55. Running time, IS
There’s no one standout acting ladylike dignity, a sort of grand MINS.
Johnson
Anne Baxter
job here, unless it be Noonan’s as dame quality, even in the more Monica
Gregory Fitzgerald
Steve Forrest
the drooling bank manager. But hail - fellow - well - met sequences, Francesca
Simone Renant
Maurice Teynac
McNally, Marvin and Naish arc Without necessarily seeming stiff or Trevelle
Tony Lugacettt. ..... .Robert Christopher
excellent and even sympathetic as assuming a looking-down-the-nose Mama Lugacettt
Ina De La Haye
the hoods, Miss Hayes convincing attitude. The other characters are Father Cunningham
Joseph Tomelty
as the unfaithful wife, and Miss more free-wheeling, lending them- Remy Hotel Manager .... Olivier Hussenot
Priest, in Seminary
Jean Ozeline
selves
tp
the
flamboyance sup- Taxi Driver
Leith full of s.a. as the nurse.
Jacques Hilling.
Raymond Bussleres
Egan and Mature turn in okay plied by Andrews, Mitchell and Concierge
Father
du
Miss
Kocher
Smith.
Victor
Francen
The
two
male
stars
performances, as does young Chapi
Borgnine and Miss Sidney, af*e good, and Miss Smith, who
A
chase
lifted
melodrama,
a
relismall
with
spot
in
Warner’s
the latter in an. abbreviated role.
“East of* Eden,” gives a virtually gious overtones, played off against
Color by De
sleeper

man, en rout#

girl, the .streets and rooftops of Paris,
merging into womanhood but who is offered in this Metro release.
has not yet shaken off the ties to Aside from the striking CinemaScope tour of the French capital,
adolescence.
Walter Hampden* desert priest beautifully tinted in Eastman Coland operator of a ‘small hospital or, the feature is in the medium
in which Miss Garson works, is entertainment class best suited for
capable, and Gonzales Gonzales the regular program market.
supplies some Latin chuckles as an
Plot premise involves a young

perfect portrayal of a young

.

ship of Desiree, his wooing and
to Josephine, and his
various extra-curricular attempts
to create an heir, Marie Walewska
is importantly featured as. well as
the family and friends of the great

marriage

man.
Daniel Gelin is the young Bonaparte but only has flashes of the
dynamic will needed. In a ludicrous changeover, Bonaparte becomes Napoleon during a haircutting sequence, Although Guitry
has taken, full license, the change
from the full-nosed Gelin to the
blunt-nosed,
brooding Raymond
Pellegrin gets titters, Pellegrin
manages to make a sober if not

overwhelming figure of Napoleon.
Michele Morgan is a properly
enticing Josephine. Lana Marconi
is a flaccid Walewska and the other roles are a grab-bag of stars.
There is Orson Welles as the'
beady eyed Hudsoh-Lowe: Eric
Von Stroheim doing a bit as Beethoven; Jean Gabin dying, and
shrieking as he points at some

wounded men, etc.
Color is rich and well balanced.
Costumes and ensembles are well
dressed giving the film nice production. Guitry has a field day as
Talleyrand. Battle scenes were
staged by Hollywood director-art
director Eugene Lourie who has
gotten some nice movement into
the vacillations of the Napoleonic
wars. These are kept at picturesque, stylized length. Music has
the right heroic and parody aspects but is too loud at times. Editing helps keep -the span and
sprawling content coherent.
The bei$y of star names and Napoleon theme gives this a chance
in America if well plugged and

gious destiny as Forrest, and Victor
Francen, crusty priest who attempts to keep Forrest in line during the Paris stay, are the only
other important casters, although
a number of smaller parts add cut.

.

Mosk.

color.
F.

A.

Conquest oi Space

Young

did the excellent
C’Scope lensing, taking advantage
of historic sights in Paris to dress
up the footage. William Alwyn’s
score, conducted by Muir Mathieson, and the song, “Embrasse-Moi
Bien” cleffed by Paul Durand With
English lyrics by Richard Driscoll,
are good. So are the Helen Rose
and the Jean. Desses fashions.
Brog.

Napoleon
(FRENCH; COLOR)

(COLOR)
Science-fiction entry, exploitable but most appeal to youngsters; just medium possibilities
overall.

Hollywood, April

7;

Paramount release of George Pal proFeatures Walter Brooks. Eric
Fleming, Mickey Shaughnessy, Phil FoSWUllam Redfleld, William Hopper,
Benson Fong, Ross Martin, Directed by
Byron Haskln. Screenplay, James O’HanIonr adaptation. Philip Yordan, Barr*
Lyndon,
George
Worthington
Yates;
based on the book by Chesley Bonestell
and Willy Ley; camera (Technicolor),
Lionel Lindon; editor, Everett Douglas;
process photography, Farciot Edftuartt
astronomical art, Chesley Bonestell; special photographic effects, John P. Fulton.
Irmln Roberts, Paul Lerpae, Ivyl Burks.
duction.

‘

Paris, April

5.

Cinedis release of FJlmsonor-CLM-Franolncx production. Stars, Daniel Gelin.

Raymond Pellegrin, Michele Morgan,
Sacha Guitry; features, Henri Vidal.
Daniele Darrieux, Lana Marconi, Jean
Gabin, Orson Welles, Eric Von Stroheim,
Dany Robin. Written and directed by
Sacha Guitry. Camera
(Eastniancolor),
Pierre MontaZel; editor, Raymond Lamy;
music. Jean Francaix. At Berlitz -Paris.

Running time,
Bonaparte
NaDoleon
Talleyrand
•Josephine

Walewska
Murat
Eleonore
Desiree

Hudson-Low*
Beethoven
Marle-Louise

190

MINS.
Daniel Gelin
Raymond Pellegrin
Sacha Guitry
Michele Morgan

Lana Marconi
Henri Vidal
Daniele Darrieux
.

.

Dany Tobin
Orson Welles
ric Von Stroheim
;... Maria Schell

Jan

Domela;

yjf'ved

Siegle

£°oper
Fenton
n to
£( 5
Fodor
Sanella

Donkersgoed
Elsbach

"° S1 ®_

score.

April 4,

MINS.
Samuel Merritt
Barney Merritt
Mahoney

*55.

Van Cleave. PreRunning time, IS

Walter Brooke
Eric Fleming
Mickey Shauglmessy
.

.

Phil Foster
William Redfield
WJlliam Hopper
.

.

Benson Fong
Ross Martin
Vito

Scotti

John Dennis
Michael Fox
Joan Shaivlee

Mrs. Fodor ........ Iphigenie Castlglioni

( Aspect ratio:
1.85-1)
As a jet age film entry, this sciSacha Guitry’s previous his- ence-fiction
feature has enough extorical opus,
“Versailles,” made ploitation
values to steer it through
the French audiences ’cry with
the general market without a crash
pride for the “glory that was once
landing.' It- needs the ballyhoo help
France,” his new pic, “Napoleon,”
because otherwise the grossiug
will only lead to a few throat, tightprospects are not big. Regular dual
enings and scalp tickling by the bill
patrons will find it -acceptable
music crescendos and patriotic enough
but the. kiddies should profanfare. Otherwise, -this* may tire vide
the strongest trade.
many, not looking like the phenom
As in most pix of this type, it’s
grosser its predecessor was. There the
technical stuff, such as models,
is no
doubt that the Napoleon special photographic
and
name and grandiose bundle of star process lensing, that effects
scores the

If

names

in the film will make for
solid b.o. here and it will probably

best. Here, these assets support a
rather stodgily developed screenplay and an unknown cast, both of
which handicap the George Pal
production in putting its best foot
forward: When Byron Haskin’s disors, would have to be taken to rection
has a chance at action and
this longWinded expose of the Emthrills they come over well, but
peror’s life.
most of the time the pacing is
Guitry has reduced him to the slowed by the
talky script that
status of a figure in a parlor James
O’Hanlon fashioned from
charade game. As. the wily, states- the adaptation
of the
Chesley
man, Talleyrand, Guitry takes the Bonestell-Willy Ley
book by Philip
lion’s share of the wit and lines Yordan,
Barre Lyndon and George
as he tells a few friends about the Worthington
Yates.
life of Napoleon. This allows him
Plot time is the future, with the
to dip at will into the various setting
divided between a space
episodes of great man’s rise to station wheeling
some 1,000 miles
power. Blit this also robs the Na- above earth and
a flight from this
poleon figure of its 0 epic spirit floating base to the
planet
and very rarely does an idea about Some suspense enters into theMars,
footthe true genius of Napoleon come age here and
there, but a feeling
through. Guitry dwells oh anec- of expectancy
isn’t
sufficiently
dotage rather than trying to re- maintained to keep
the entire 80
construct and instill the reasons minutes
commanding attention.
and drive that made him the great- Best moments deal with
a meteor
est figure of dictatorial will.
hitting the space station and spillThere is only a brief shot of the ing everything before the wheel is
Revolution as Napoleon sees Louis righted, the near crash of the rockXVII being humiliated. Then it et ship with a. meteor on the trip
takes him through his rise to com- to Mars. The latter planet is ..a
mand, various campaigns,, his ele- sort of red dust affair, sere and forvation to Emperor, and then his bidding, and from which those who
final defeat by the Allies, the re- have survived are able to blast off
turn from Elbe, Waterloo and his for the return trip after some curlast exile to Saint Helena where iously unexciting adventures.
he dies. It ends with Napoleon’s
The rocket ship is manned by a
cinders being returned to France stereotype crew.
There’s Walter
in a symbolical shot of the .Em- Brooks, the commanding officer

make money despite its record
$1,800,000 nut. Coming *oon after
“Desiree,” this is more problematical for the U.S. An axe, not scis-

.

,
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who

Ms

loses

Dial Red. 6

screws because he

God didn’t want man jetting off to new planets; Eric Flemliis
son, who didn’t want to
ing,
make the trip anyway, but who
figures

turns out to be the ship’s salvation;
Mickey Shauglinessy, tough old
master sergeant, devoted to the
c.o.; Phil Foster, a wise-cracking
Brooklynite, and Benson Fong and•Ross Martin, UN personnel. 'These
and others in the cast are acceptable in

undemanding

Profram meller with Bill Elliott out of buckskins and into
civvies in lightweight lowercase offerinf.,

The real stars are the props and
lensing, Supplied in the latter in-

respectively; P. Grubnik, and -T.
Alexeyeva. But even the smallest
us* ro i~
falcon
W4»n laKen.
DU TOie IS Weil
Camerawork of N. Slutsky is
cnm*» 01
c . mar K some
nf hi«
lanascape
0101 landscane
MS Crnlnr
superb,
shots being almost like a painter S
masterpiece. B. Krizhanovsky and
N
B 111 Elliott V. Gomolyaka have provided a
Keith Larsen splendid, stirring musical score.

Keith Larsen, Helene Stanley.
j
Picerni. Written and directed by
PaulDaniel B, tJUman. Camera, Ellsworth
j
Fredricks;
editor, WUliam Austin; music,
Marlin Skiies; jazz sequences by Shqrty
i
Rogers and His uiants. Previewed April
features

1

FiTnnHf.^V

.

\
Wyatt
Connie
j
Roper

.

...

stance by Lionel Lindon on the
Colombo
regular Technicolor photography, sgt. y Clark
Farciot Edouart on process, John M.S"J
LerFulton,
Irmin
Roberts.
Paul
P.
pae, Ivyl Burks and Jan Domela Doctor

1C

j
;

_

Elaine Riley
Robert nice
'

'.

:::::::::

]

S

Rankin Mansfield
William J. Tanrten
Reporter
Mills
••
•••• *••••
Photographer
—
oP i \
(Aspect ratio 1.85-1 )
f
j

on special photographic effects, and
Chesley BonestelPs astronomical
art.
The art direction by Hal
*
Pereira and Joseph MacMillan; set
,,
„
„
of the
stalwart
Elliott,
Bill
decorations, by 6am Comer and
nlain? a
doffs
hie hnekskins
for ci
ciDUCKSKins ior
Oils ms
Frank McKelvy; sound by Harold plains,
Lewis and Gene Garvin, and the vies in this modern-day melq-'
Results are lightweight
score by Van CleaVe are among drama.
Brog.
but passable for lowercase bookother top assets.
m.

-

m*. Rawicke™

.

,

,.

The

of

Paris, April
•

:

.

,

-

Directed by Robert Darene. Screenplay,
Rene Barjavel, Francois Patrice, Marie
D’Hyvert from novel by Boris Simon.
camera, Jean Bourgoin; editor, Raymond
'

At

]

1

i

Balzac,

Paris.

Running time*

f10 fo| NS>
Abbe Pierre

&“?^

Andre

oiseUe

Bema?d Laffige

.

Pierre Mondy
ings in the programmer market.
Thomas
The "Dial Bed O" title on the gggg* V.'“V.V.V.V.V-«2y “SSSd
Cell
Madeleine Robinson
meller might indicate there are Mother
some Communists lurking in the
Film version of Caryl ChessThis pic is a timely narrative
screen story fashioned by director
man book with good b.o.
Daniel B. Ullman, but all it means based On the career of the Abbe
potential in program and acis call the operator when you need Pierre (Andre Reybaz) whose work
tion markets.
In this case, in saving dispossessed people and
the sheriff’s office.
Elliott portrays a lieutenant in the families, during the cold winter of
Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald production. Stara William Campbell, sheriff’s department who is called ’53, resulted in worldwide pride
Film
Robert Campbell; * feature* Marian Carr, in when an ex-serviceman from the and interest in his cause.
Kathryn Grant, Harvey Stephens. Di- psychiatric ward of a veterans’ hos- concerns only the Abbe’s work in
rected by Fred F, Sears. Screenplay, Jack
homefor
the
center
wife
a
the
setting
up
De Witt, based- upon hook by Caryl pital goes looking for,,
Chessman; camera, Fred Jackman Jr.; who has divorced him;
Film is more
less and derelict.
editor,
Henry Batista; music, Mischa
Keith Larsen is the young man for the few specialized spots, and
BakalelnikofE. Tradeshown N.Y., March
17, *55. Running time, 77 'MINS.
who goes over the fence, but all church showing rather than elseWhit
William Campbell. he wants to do is to talk tor Helene where due to its documentary and
Whit, as .a boy
Robert Campbell Stanley, the ex-spouse, not kill her surface treatment,
‘Doll
Marian Carr
.........
Jo-Anne
Kathryn Grant as the authorities, fear. She does
Film shows the Abbe taking over
Warden
Harvey Stephens get bumped off, though, by Paul an Q id mansion for tramps. Here
Hamilton
Vince Edwards Picerni, her married boyfriend who
colorful crew gathers with a
a
Seri
Alien Nourse
Hallle
lane De Laire resents- the idea that she has Tie- punchy fighter, an ex-convict, an
Whit, as a young boy...... Bart Bradley come pregnant.
This leaves Lar- ex-soldier, a suicidal old man and
AI
Paul' Dubov
How the
.Nugent
Tyler Mac. Duff sen in a bad spot, he’s jailed and other lbwlife figures.
Monk
Buck Kartalian then escapes, having figured out Abbe carries on his work and closeBlanche
Eleanor Audley who the real killer is almost before
of
conflicts
internal
the
of
up9
Hatcheck Charlie
Thom Carney Elliott can arrive at the same consome ex-tramps forms the; main
Lawyer
Joe Fqrte
Judge
Howard Wright elusion.
Elliott manages to ar- part of the yarn,
Superior Guard
Glenn Gordon rest Picerni in
p teVent
has
Sonny
Director Robert Darene
... Jimmy Murphy
Tom
Jerry Mickelsen Larsen from really becoming a avo jded the mawkish, and turned
Bud
Bruce Sharpe
a tearjerker story into a well-made
uiSkipper Adams
Wayne Taylor
Ell-tt i s h i s c u s t o a r y t a cit urn film
It lackg the drama and tug
self as the sheriff, d^^g ukay with^ wou id have had if one character
“Cell 2455, Death Row,” story
Larsen,
lus horse an_d chaps.
were treated thoroughly. Most of
of condemned rapist Caryl Chess^
Miss Stanley, Picerni, Jack Kiusman, comes to the screen as a de- chen, a gabby writer; Elaine Riley, y10 i arge> expert cast worked at
spec i a j SC ale, and most of the propressing case history of a youth
deputy, and others in the cee(jg will go the Abbe’s foundawho went wrong. Obviously it has femme
cast do what is expected of them
strong
exploitation
possibilities
which exhibitors will find useful,
Lensing by Ellsworth Fredricks .Sensing and editing are firstrate
and these will tend to offset the and the other technical contribuacting is fine as a whole,
film’s lack of marquee values. But
Reybaz is properly retions are satisfactory, as is the Andre
for the most part this Columbia
score by Marlin Skiies and the jazz strained and luimnous as the Abbe,
release will find its b.o. potential
also are etched bj
portraits
N^ce
backgrounds' done by Shorty, Rogconfined to the program and acP^rre Trabaud as the hot headed
Brog.
ers and His Giants.
tion markets.
ex-con; Charles Moulin, the violent
but generous boxer, and Gaby
For although Chessman’g attempts
m
l^anu,
Morlay, as the imperious assistant
to escape the igas Chamber for the
(Zemlya)
Mask.
the Abbe.
of
last six. years have been well pub(RUSSIAN-COLOR)
licized in the press and in his Own
-Artkino release of Kiev Studios probook, the drama Surrounding his duction.
Stars N. Uzhvy, V. Sokirko. DiTil
circumstances falls far short of rected by A. Buchma. A. Shvachk x
(RUSSIAN—COLOR)
being a gripping human documen- Screenplay by Shvachko from the novel
by Olga Kobylianskaya; camera, N, Slutof Sovexportfilm
Artkino
tary in this Wallace MacDonald sky; music, B. Krizhanovsky, V. Gomol- production. presentation,
Stan A. Gribov and A. Popov,
production. The Jack De Witt yaka. At the Stanley, N.Y., starting April Directed by K. Yudin. Screenplay, N.
'55. Running time, 12 MINS.
9.
story
by Anton.
on
a
Erdman,
based
screenplay fails to probe the inner
N. Uzyvy Chekhov; camera (Sovcolor), I. Gelein
reasons for Chessman’s life of Maria
V. Sokirko and V. Zakharov; music, V. Shirnsky.
Ivan
N.Y.,
crime and resorts to a long flash- Savva
-Thehtre,
Stanley
at
..'
P. Grubnik Previewed
T. Alexeyeva Maroh 25. Running time, 55 MINS.
back of Thcidents which brought Anna

2455, Death
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him to Ban Quentin’s death row.
To De Witt’s credit he never
makes the character a sympathetic
one.
As portrayed by William
Campbell (as' Chessman over 18)
-

and

Robert Campbell (Chessman

as a teenager), the role first comes
off as a study of an incorrigible
kid and later of a ‘youth defiant
of society’s laws. Much Of the
background and story is explained
through the device, of narration as
William Campbell reflects while
pacing his cell.

—

V. Bespolyotova
E. Kiselyova
P. Mikhnevich
N. Naum

Kaklura
Dokia

Onufrl
Parasya

(In Ukraine j Englisfi Titles )

This is a bettel'-type
screen production. Like
Of those pix turned out at
Studios, “The Latfd” goes

Russian
so

many

the Kiev
in

more

for story, fine direction and abovepar acting. And this vehicle boasts
U-Color, better known as Ukrainecolor.
It is perhaps the best tinting to come from the Soviets, and
is easily stronger than th£ more
However, the criminal career of. familiar Sovcolor.
Film looks
cell 2455’s occupant proves to be
geared for top grosses in Russo
such a senseless round of car language theatres.
thefts, stickups and hijacking that
Story of two brothers’ struggle

one wonders what mental quitk for the favored spot in a typical
was behind all this. Little is done farmer-land owner’s home culmito establish the motivation espenates in the death of the older one
cially in view of the elder. Campwhen he returns from a three-year

comment that the individual
has himself to blame and not environment or other factors.
The Campbells, who head a long
cast, are effective as the tough kid
who ‘couldn’t go straight but wised
up in death row. Okay support is
provided by Marian Carr, as a
blpwzy moll; Kathryn Grant; teenage version of a moll, and Harvey
Stephens as the San Quentin
warden. Among those who register
in lesser roles are Allen Nourse,
Diane De Laire and Vince Edwards.
Direction of Fred F. Sears, although minimizing the psychological aspects, handles the many action sequences with finesse. Fred
Jackman Jr.’s black-and-white photography is a plus as is the tight
bell’s

Army duty. ' This is laid in
Ukrainian country, with its wheat
field.s, hard-working peasants and
familiar resentment against serving in the army because of its.
brutal discipline.
Plot has the

tour of

older

brother’s bride-to-be quarwith his young brother’s
sweetheart, this hassel hatching
the scheme whereby the villainous
youngster slays his kin in order
to get a bigger share of land.
relling

While the

story,

which in some

respects resembles “East of Eden,”
rough detail does not represent much, Director A, Shvachko
and A. M.. Buchma have contrived
to make it a surprisingly gripping
pic.
Shvachko also did the screenplay From the novel by Olga Kobyediting of Henry Batista. Music lianskaya, managing to get conconducted by Mischa Bakaleinikoff siderable action into a somewhat

is in

.

in its

keeping with the grim mood methodical plot. Although njuch
detailed,
graphic description is
given the sequences in the army

of the subject, and other technical
credits measure up. Producer MacDonald’s physical trappings beGilb.
spqaK, a hiodcsto budget;

barracks, the actual slaying of the
older -br-dther never is 3 shown.

and Curt

A. Gribov
A. Popov

Shubikov
Dyukovsky
Police Captain
His Wife
Klauzov

M. Yanshjn
M. Kuznetsova
M. Nazvanov

n. Gritsenko
N: Kurochkin

Psekov

Yefrem

.

Ai«li?na*

^r.

The Doctor' 7.7.7. VV.7..’..
chief o£ Police

J.

Braun, adapted from sameby Curt J. Braun; cam-

titled etageplay

era, Albert Benitz; music, Michael Jary.

At Studio,
MINS.

Berlin.

Running

time,

10#

Professor Siebrecht ...Carl Ludwig Diehl
Ernie Lauer ...... Annemarie Dueringer
Dr. Guenther .......... Werner Fuetterer
Paul Hoerbiger
Herbert Klein ..... ...
Adrian Hov.en
Gerhard Sell ole
Susi Ecker
Karima ............

Boehnka

........

Paula
Frida Binder

Bruni Loebel
Lucie Mannheim
Walther Suessenguth
Margot Trooger
Grete Welser
,

slightly misleading.

Nosova

V. Pokrovsky
g. Georgiu

(In Russian English Titles)
Bumbling provincial officials get
the Soviet lmthe going-over

Fritz Kortner’s first directorial
job of a German postwar pic turns
out to be a remarkably good one.
Admittedly, there are several deficiencies along the line but it has
Hun- refreshing individuality which wiH

_

'

this may also have some chance
in The foreign market. The names
of Paul Hubschmid (in Hollywood:

Curt

Paul Christian) and .Johanna Matz
(who recently marked her U.S. film
debut. in “They Were So Young”)

may

Help.

Johanna Matz, after having

lived-

German postwar refugee
camp, comes to the big city and
She
fihds a job as seamstress.

in

a

him without

illusions.

Geza Radvanyi avoids alsd any

latter’s

sequences in this film. Unfortunately, the pie attempts to cover too

cliche stuff in his direction, not
sticking too much to the script.
The' results are not always convincing; but certainly interesting.
Scenically, his film is very impres-

much,

occasionally resulting
Despite this, Kortner’s
film must be regarded as above
*
the German average.
The acting is unusually convincing, Kortner’s handling of th
Curiplayers being excellent.
ously, the most, remarkable performance is given by the story’s
most uninteresting -person, Grete
Weiser, whose portrayal of a selftalking' charwoman is virtually a
little masterpiece.
Also the others
come off well, including Paul
Hoerbiger, Erich Schellow, Annejerkiness.

sive.

Acting is good. Comely Miss
Matz gives a warm performance as
the disillusioned girl. Hubschmid,
her lover, is convincing although
a bit too irresistible. Paul Edwin
Roth is sympathetic as the other
man in her life; Very good support
is given by others.
.
Technical contributions are

Braun, based on

'

becomes a successful
mannequin. Her affair with a man
finally ends happily after a split.
However, it is not the conventional
eventually

to live with

J.

same-titled stageplay of the same
name, takes its. action from a
medium - sized German factory
which suddenly has to shut down
because of financial troubles. It
then centers around a dozen factory employees, each one’s private
life
being unfolded in episodic
manner. The end lees the factory owner, persuaded by his
daughter, resuming operations after one of his employees has committed suicide, indirectly because
of the factory shutdown.
There are - quite a number of
realistic and humanly interesting

1

first-

especially the brilliant camerawork by Richard Angst. Hans marie Dueringer and the late WilMartin Majewski’s score is also fried Seyferth.
rate,

noteworthy. Pic easily could stand
Hans.
some cutting.

Eseiida

tie

Technical aspects are only fair.
Editing could have been tighter.
.Although the atmosphere is in general realistical, camerawork is not
imaginative enough. The score is
average, and production dress adequate.
Hans.

Vagalmtlos

(School for Tramps)

(MEXICAN)
(Songs)

Mexico

.

.

5.

conventionally directed by
garian-born Geza Radvanyi (his even keep the interest of many
The marquee value of an
first German venture), pic is re- patrons.
markably realistic. Partly very all-star cast will be a good selling
impressive, occasionally it is rather asset here. Elsewhere, chances for
Cast and title will some arty spots are rated okay.
confusing.
Screenplay
by Kortner and
guarantee good returns here and

-

.

is

—

5.

Cocinor-Abeille-Nor-rawv**Of vvvauy*
release v*
vuciiiui
Cdcinor icicasc
dia Films production. Stars Gaby Morlay.

title

April

ralcai* of Real production.
Stars Carl Ludwig Diehl, Annemarle
Dueringer, Paul Hoerbiger. Directed by
Fritz Kortner. Screenplay, Fritz Kortner

This is not a film in the usual “boy
meets girl” tradition but one that
tells about a young girl in postwar
Germany- and more or less the
story of thousands of them. Un-

(FRENCH)

•

Berlin,

Europa

-

.

]
1

Ingrid's uncle
Ingrid’s Aunt

Leg Cliiffonuiers
D'Emmailfl

G«orce EldI?d«

’.

.

(GERMAN)

-

.

Herr Moga

Wt&T.

—^

Model)

Alice Treff
A Josef Offenbach
Franz Schafheltlln
Elly Burgmer

Dliectrlce

Veller

left

titoheliMiitas©
(The Town fa Full' Of Secret#)

.

:

Helene Stanley
Paul Picerni
Jack Kruschen

Lavalle
]
Gloria
<

Die St»fU

Berlin, April 5.‘
Schorcht rolaus of Fllmaufbau production, star* Johanna Matz and Paul Hub"
scnmld. Directed by Geza Radvanyl.
Screenplay, 'Geza Radvanyl, Gerda Corbett and Joachim Wedekind; camera.
Richard Anut; music, Hans Martin *!»•
jewskl. At the Kikl, Berlin. Running time,
lia MINS;
Johanna Matz
Ingrid
Paul Hubschmid
Robert
Paul Edwin Roth
Walter
Erni Mangold
Hanne, Ingrid's Sister...
Louis de. Funes
D'Arrlgo

Hollywood, April 11.
release of Vincent M.
production. Stars Bill Elliott;

Artists

Allied

Fennelly
i

i

Story #f «
—(GERMAN)

(Inrrld

.

ff

LieiSt;

roles.

Ingrid-—Die CeieWchti
Elmer Fttemedell*

Rather, the director has the body
found in the woods and concendepicting the family
trates
in
"
grief over his murder.
Best performances are turned in
by N. Zzhvy and V r Sokirko, as the.
sweetheart and the other brother,

City*,

April

6.

Le Ragazze D1
Sanfredlano

Peliculas
Distribuidora Mexicans de
release of a Diana Filins production.
Stars Pedro Infante and. Miroslava; features Oscar Pulido, Blanca de Castejon,
Rogelio
Anabel Gutierrez. Directed by
Gonzalez.
Cameraman. Rosalio Solan;
screenplay, Fernando de. Fuentes. Paulino
-

(The Girls of San Frediano)

(ITALIAN)
Rome, April
Lux Film production. and

Masip; music, Manuel Esperon. At Cine
Mexico, Mexico City. Running time, 100
.

MINS.

This

pic

drew

245,700

cash

for
(very
big here
customers
any film) during its first six solid Rome. Running
weeks on opening playdate here. Bob

Production achieves its Sole goal Tosca v
Tv'.ce
in order to entertain with the Mafalda

maximum

amount

laughter.

of

5,
release. Stars

Antonio CiffarleUo, Rossano Podesta,
Corinne Calvet. Directed by Valerio Zurlini.
Screenplay,' Leonardo
Benvenuti,
Piero DeBernardl from novel by Vasco
Pratolinl: camera, Gianni dl Venanzo;
music,
Mario Zafred; editors, Mario
Benotti.
Elena
Previewed in
Zanoli.

Rossano Podesta
Corinne Calvet
Giovanna Ralll

Gina

Mariani
Giulia Robini
Luciana Llberati

Marcella

Silvana
Loretta

Film is carried by Pedro Infante
almost by hirtiself. He is in top
voice and handily sells his vocal
wares. He has a great co-star in
She’s excepthe late Mirosalva.
tional in traditional femme wear.
The full technical staff delivers
well, without anybody taxing their
mental capacities. Scripters Fer-

]

time, 102 MINS.
Antonio CiffarleUo

Valerio Zurlini has turned out a
sleeper of sorts with “Sanfrediano,” his first feature meggirig effort.
Pic is a lightweight, wellpaced comedy based on a w.k.
novel by Vasco Pratolini. Combo
of title, names, and especially

de Fuentes and Paolino word-of-mouth should rate this
Masip, readily admit that the story one pleasing returns.
It has U.S.
is not much more than a modern
The Mexicanizatf.on of that U.S. oldie, chances.
based on Chekhov s
Story
is
fragmentary,
though
Safety Match. The satirical short ‘‘His
Excellency,
The Tramp.”
story has been transferred to the Infante and Miroslava delight as generally well-knit, and concerns
the
adventures,
with
various
gals
screen with, a light touch. This, in well as songs and music serve well
of various types, of a Florentine
itself, is a departure \ om the usual
in the presentation of family life
Don
Juan
mechanic.
a
The
lure
heavy-handed Russian films ex- in wealthy Mexican home of today.
of the opposite sex* is irresistible,
tolling the virtues of cooperative All this makes “Tramps” worth
and he goes from his fiery, melofarm living. In Chekhov, the Soviet seeing.
Grah.
dramatic steady, Tosca (Rossana
film industry has apparently found
Podesta); to a chorus girl, then to
® source of material that doesn’t
a schoolteacher and finally to a
run counter to the country’s propachic dress designer (Corinrie CalP. Alliance
ganda line and yet can be chalked
vet), with nary a thought to the
up as entertainment fare,
Continued from page 3 LmmmLmi gal downstairs (Marcella Mariani).
“The Safety Match,” the princiLast femme is the only one to
that
could
both
supervise
pal clue in this comedy with murreally love him.
der overtones, relates the efforts and make the half-hour film if
Tale is played for laughs and
they
wished.
merely
I
wanted
an
of a farm community magistrate
forms a good combo of real-life
and his eager-beaver assistant to objective appraisal of the Alliance setting with popular general auand
it
They
have
what
does.
extrathe
murderer
uncover
of a missing
dience entertainment.
Youthful
landowner. Although the corpus legal clearance powers and I told spirit of performers, and able didelicti is not uncovered, the “de- Bond it seemed to me the general rection of Zurlini, as well as a
tectives” lose no time in concoct- public would
be interested in solid script, camerawork and outin 8 fantastic motives and accusa- MPA’s
programs. standing musical backing by Mario
civil
liberties
tions based on an analysis of some We were interested in the back- Zafred
in
the
follow through
meager clues.
The “victim” is ground of the Alliance and wanted lighthearted vein to top results.
found very much alive, holed up an objective approach, not a philoGals are all lookers of varied
W£ tii the wife of a police official,
sophical explanation, I told Bond. types, and act out roles capably,
The performances, especially
‘‘Bond said the MPA was not in- but top honors go to Antonio Cifthat of A. Gribov, as the magisfariello, who socks across his ladypublicity,
that
it
terested
in
trate, and A. Popov, as his aide,
killer part to become one of Italy’s
worked
to arouse the picture inare in keeping with the flavor of
most promising young performers.
the story. The rest of the cast also dustry of certain dangers. He was Lux has given the pic, entirely
ami
in
the
project,
so
disinterested
carries out the assignments well,
shot on location in Florence, solid
K. Yudin’s direction has the right so categorical in this disinterest production backing, and deserves
touch and the technical aspects, in- that I didn’t pursue it. Our dis- credit for its encouragement of the
eluding the Sovcolor, come over cussions were clear and definite," young talent so favorably showHa irk.
cased here.
[satisfactorily.
said Walker.
Holl.
,

nando

m

.

—

Mi

;

MPA

.

;

—

)

•

.
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Wedneiday« April
‘Stranger’ Strong 96,
Seattle; ‘Slipper*

Dan’

.000 in K.C.;

86

‘IS, ‘1955

Seattle, April 12.
this week at the.

Not much here

1

"Stranger on Horseback" looks
"Glass Slipper"
trim at Music Hall but
"Three for Show" is only mild at
Paramount. "Revenge of Creature"
still is good in second Orpheum
round.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; $1b.o.

Sock 15G, Deck’ ldG. ‘GirT 12G, 3d

fast at Coliseum.

shapes

T

Philadelphia, April 12. *
Perfect weekend weather helped
hurt the firstrun boxoffice
here as near-summer temperatures
caused -a big exodus to the shore.
However, it lured, other thousands
to the midtown sector. "East of
Eden" at Randolph, with $30,000,
and "Man Called Peter" at the
Fox, with $28,000 are running a
close race for top laurels, both
being smash. Not all new entrants

Broadway Grosses

and

(flawed
(

Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,830; $1"Stranger on Horseback"
$1.25)
(UA) and "Killer Leopard” (AA).
Fancy $9,000. Last Week, “New
Orleans Uncensored” (Col) and “10

—

on 19 theatres.)
$502,200

'Man’ Smart

12G,

Prov.; ‘Star Big

9G

is

Providence, April 12.

(Col), $8,700.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500;
Girl"
(Par)
$1-$1. 25)—"Country
(5th wk). Swell $5,500 in 4 days.
Last week, $11,300.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)—"Aida" (IFE). Good $4,500.
Last week, "Gate to Hell"' (Indie)
(3d wk), $2,600.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90-

The Easter weekend was slow but
made more dull than usual by first
Arcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)
(3d
(M-G)
Sunday. However, firstruns
warm
Jungle"
"Blackboard
wk). Sock $19,000 or near. Last are helped by vacations. Leading
for
record
is the Majestic’s "A Man
the
list
new
Set
$18,000.
week
Called Peter," rated sturdy. Next
Sunday business.
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)— in line are RKO Albee’s "Man
The State's
"Cinerama Holiday" (indie) (8th Without A Star.”
wk). Wow $26,000. Last week, $26,- "Glass Slipper" is slow. Strand is
Show."
the
for
with
"Three
fair
000
Fox (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.40)
Estimates for This Week
"Man Called Peter" (20th). Mighty
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)—
Last week, "Untamed” "Man Without Star"
$28,000.
and
(U)
(20th) <4th wk), $10,000.
Nice $9,000
“Paris Express” (U).
65Goldman (Goldman) (1,200;
or near. Last week, "Chief Crazy
"N. Y. Confidential” (WB) Horse" (U) and "Sleeping Tiger"
$1.30)
(2d wk). Good $13,000. Last week, (Rep), $6,000.

$1.25)—"Glass Slipper" (M-G) and
"Trouble in Store’’ (Rep). Good
$8,000 or less. Last week, "Long
John Silver" (DCA), $6,000.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; $1$1,25)—"Revenge of Creature" (U)
and "Cult of Cobra" (U) (2d wk-4
days).
Good $3,500. Last week,

$24,000.

‘Eden’

—

t

—

.

$6,600,

Paramount

(Evergreen)

$1-$1. 25)—"Three

(3,039;
for Show" (Col).

Mild $9,000 Or less. Last week.
"Big House, U.S.A.” (UA) and
"Snow Creature" (UA), $6,700.

—

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 50-75)—
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$1.30)
HyPeter" (20th).
"Run for Cover” (Par). Light- "Man Called
clergymen preview and
weight $12,000. Last week, "Con- poed by
word
from
pulpit to peppy $12,quest of Space” (Par), $16,000.
000.
Last week, "N.Y. ConfidenMidtown (Goldman) (1,200; 65- tial"
(WB),
•

—

.

—"Country Girl”
$1.49)

$9,500.

(Par) (10th
wk). Great $16,500. Last week; $16,-

000

State (Loew’s) (3,200;, 50-75)—
"Glass Slipper" (M-G) arid "WySlow
oming Renegades” (M-G).

.

Randolph (Goldman)

75-

(2,500;

front" (Col) (2d run) and "Caine

Mutiny” (Col) (reissue), $8,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2, 200; 50-75)
—"Three for Show" (Col). Should
be fair $7,000. Last week, "Submarine Command" (Par) and
"Branded" (Par), $5,000.
:

•

—

Stanton (SW) (1,483; 50-99)
"Revenge of Creature” (U) and
"Cult of Cobra" (U). Lusty $11,000
or near. Last weeh, "Caine Mutiny"
(reissue) and "On Water(Col)
front" (Col) (2d run), $12,000.
(T-L)
—Trahs-Lux
"Doctor in House"

‘Eden’ Brisk $15,000 In
Balto; ‘Man’ Sturdy 14G,

(500; 99-$1.50)
(Rep). (3d wk).

‘Show’.llG, ‘Space’

Trim

$5,700. Last week, $6,700.
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.50)—

9G

Baltimore, April 12;
Perfect weather for the^Easter
weekend is felt in pleasing grosses
here this week, but no records are
being broken. "Man Called Peter"
is tall at the New though somewhat
under hopes. ‘‘East of Eden" is
brisk at the Stanley. "Three For
Show" is rated okay at the Cen-

"Hit Deck" (M-G) (5th. wk). Tidy
$9,500 or over. Last week, $10,000.

‘Eden’ Rousing $28,000,

Hub; ‘Cover’ Fast 23G,
‘Horse’ 16G, ‘Spot’

"On Water-

Last week,

$8,000.

Eden”
(WB).
of
$1.40)^-"East
Terrific $30,000. Last week, "Battle
Cry” (WB) (6th wk), $13,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)—
"Grashout” (Indie). Slow $11,000
or close. Last week, "Gray Line"
(Col) (6th wk), $8,500.

tury. "Conquest of Space" is getting strong moppet support at
Keith’s. "Glass Slipper" is smooth
in its second round at the Film

14G

Boston, April 12,
Local firstruns are about evenly

(8th wk).
$1,300.

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)
"Glass Slipper" (M-G). In with
short campaign, but fancy $3,200
looms. Holds. Last week, "Little
Kidnappers" (UA (7th wk), $1,200.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 70-90)

lan’13G

12G, Pitt;

Pittsburgh, April 12.
Perfect Easter weekend weather,
with mid-summer temperatures,
didn't help firstrun business any,
and things will have to pick up
sharply down the stretch to hit pay
"Country Girl" in holdover
dirt.
at Stanley still is showing the way,
Holiday” in eighth
"Cinerama.
with
warmer week "Man Called Peter"
at Harris is nice while "Untamed"
"Glass
at Fulton looks .sturdy.
Slipper" lit Penn, despite warm notices, is a big disappointment.
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; «5-$l)

—"Hit Deck" (M-G) and "White
Orchid" (UA). Oke $10,000, with

Hep 24G

(Green)

.

(500;

"Belles

Trinian’s”

Okay

Last

of St.
$2,200. "

Madame De"

rings

"On Waterfront”

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-80)—
"Unchained” (WB) and "Sleeping.
Tiger” (Indie). Dull $5,500. Last
week, "N.Y. Confidential” (WB)

and "Killer Ape”

several
Holds.

(Indie).

"Ear-

Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)
"Jupiter’s Darling” (M-G) (4th wk).
Thin $2,500. Last week, $2,800,
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Granada (Fox Midwest) (2,100: 2,043;
70Q;. 1,217; 65-85)—"Man Without
Star” (U) and "Roogies Bump”

(Indie),* $1,500

.

,

(Rep). Sterling $16,p00, Last week,

Del; ‘Holiday’ Hugo 36G,
‘Plain’

75-$1.25)— "Camille”

(M-G)

sue) (4th wk). Slick $10,500.
week," $10,000.

Boston

Last
Minneapolis, April 12.

With Lent into the discard and

(Cinerama Productions)

—

the temperatures Anally springlike,
Loop biz again is perkirig.
parties to near $19,000. Last week, However, "Ice Follies" and Sportsmen’s Show provide stiff opposi$ 12 000
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)— tion. With only three holdovers
"Gate of Hell" (Indie) (3d wk). Siz- it’s nearly a clean slate. Many
zling $14,000.
Second week, the fresh enries for Easter Week such
as "Man Called Peter," "Run for
same.
(1,354; $1.25-$2.85)
"Cinerama"
(Indie) (67th wk).. Upped by school
.

,

Fenway (NET)
"Run For Cover"

(1,373;

(Par)

60-$l

and "P

of Hell" (AA). Nice $5,500. L
week, "Big Combo" (AA) and "Hi

Society" (AA), $3,500.

Memoria 1 (RKO)
Chief

Crazy

"Green Scarf"

(3,000; 60-$l

Horse"

(U)

s

Fine $1
000. Last week, "Man Withoui
Star
(U) and "Ma&Pa Kettle
Waikiki" (U), ditto.
(Indie).

*

—

Metropolitan* (NET) (4,367;
"East of Eden" (WB). Ni
$28,000 or better. Last week, "l
tamed’' (20 th) and "Bob Math
Story (AA) (3d wk), $11,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 60‘Blackboard Jungle" (M-G) i
$1)

—

local

Cover" and "Escape
and all are doing well.

to

Burma,"

Otherwise,

at

tremendous

Krim.
Estimates for This

Fox

—

"Cinerama" (52d wk).
Rounding out a full year to extend
its record-breaking run still further and the end still is not in
sight. With three extra shows, this
$2.65)

canto looks boff $16,000. Last week,
$14,000.
.

Gopher (Berger)

“Anchors

(1,000;* 65-85)

—

Week

"N.

Y.

(UD)

(2,961;

Confidential”

“Wymong Renegades"

80-$l)—
(WB) and

(Indie).

Fine

$18,000. Last week, "Man Without
Star" (U) and "Ma, Pa Kettle at
Waikiki" # (U) (2d wk), $8,000.

Madison (UD)

"On

(1,900;

95-$1.25)—

Waterfront’’ (Col) (2d run)

and

"Night People” (20th) (reissue).
Big $16,600.
Last week. "Battle.
Cry” (WB) (7th wk-4 days), $5,000.
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
80-$l) "Revenge of Creature" (U)
And "Cult of Cobra (U) (2d wk).
Good $12,000. Last week, $21,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1$1.25)—"Man Called Peter" (20th).
Good $15,000. Last week, "Americano" (RKO) and "Murder Is My
Beat” (AA) (2d wk), $7,500.

—

—

Silver” (DCA) and "Hunters of
Deep” (DCA), $5,800.

—Adams (Balaban)

(Evergreen) (1,590; $1-

(1,700; 90-$ 1.25)

"Long Gray Line" (Col) (6th wk).
$1.25)—“Three for Show" (20th)
and "PiratCf of Tripoli” (Col). Oke $7,000, Last week, $5,400.
IU) (2d wk), $6,200 at 85-$l.
Modest $8,000. Last week, "Caine
Music Hall (Cinerama ProducState (Par) (2,300; 85-$D—"Run Mutiny"
(Col)
and
"Running tions) (1,194; $1.40-$2.65) “Cinefor Cover" (Par). Well received by Wild” (Col) (reissues), $6,200.
rahia Holiday” (9th wk). Terrific
patrons as well as crix. Fair $7,000.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 75- $36,000 or over. Last week, $30,800.
Last week, "Revenge of Creature” $1) "Run for Cover" (Par) and
Krlm (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)—
(U) (3-D), $7,500.
"Murder Is My Beat" (A A). Okay "Glass Slipper" (M-G). Strong
World (Mann) (400; 65-$1.20)— $7,000.
Last week, "Big House $15,000 for Leslie Caron pic. Last
"Country Girl" (Par) (8th wk). U. S. A.” (UA) and "White Orchid" week, "Camille" (M-G) (reissue)
Stout $4,000* Last week, $6,000,;,,; (UA), $fi,30Q*,» c
(3d wk),i $5,fi()Q. it
o a > i ii it *

—

—

.

|

fte^sue).

$1-

.

Palms

issue) (3d wk), $2,000.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Waikiki’ (U)
and "Smoke Signal" (U).
Tall
$9,000.
Last week, "Long John

Orpheum

Week
(5,000;

$33,000.

Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 75-$l)
—-"Man
Without Star" (U) and

—

a full year for the high-step- $1)—"Escape to Burma" (RKO).
ping "Cinerama" and eighth and Marquee cast names a help. Slow
third
stanzas,
respectively
for $7,000.
Last week, “N. Y. Con“Country Girl" and "Untamed." fidential" (WB), $7,500 at 65-85c.
To cash In bn Academy awards
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)—
RKO-Pan brought back “On Water- "On Waterfront" (Col) (2d run) and
front" for sock returns.
‘‘Caine
Mutiny" (Col) (reissue).
Estimates for This Week
Great $8,000 for Brando starrer.
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75- Last week, "Chief Crazy Horse"

(Fox-Detroit)

$1.25)—"Purple Plain" (UA) and
"New Orleans Uncensored” (Col),
Oke $27,000. Last week, "Untamed" (20th) and "Devil Girl from
Mars" (AA) (3d wk), $15,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
$1-$1.25)—"Country Girl"
(Par)
(2d wk). Socko $24,000 Last week,

—

it’s

totdl (near-capacity) in

ninth week at the Music Hall.
“Glass Slipper" is strong at the

at Broadway.
"Three for
Show” is rated okay. Socko session looms for "Glass Slipper.”

(2,800; 85-

new lease on life
downtowners. "A Man Called

Peter" looks stout at United Artists.
Re-run of "On Waterfront”
is big at the Madison. "N, Y. Confidential" shapes fiue at the Palms.
"Purple Plain" is okay at the Fox.
"Cinerama Holiday” is pushing to

"Target Earth" (U). Neat $8,000.
Last week, "Revenge of Creature"
Mild $3,500, hurt by remodeling (U) and "Cult of Cobra" (U),
work.
Last week, “Big House $6,900.
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25)
U.S.A.” OJA), $3,000.
'"Man. Called
Peter"
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l)— "Un(20th).
Last week, "On
tamed" (20th) (3d wk). Satisfactory Socko $12,500.
Waterfront" (Col) (2d run) and
$4,000. Last week, $6,000.
"Here to Eternity" (Col) (reissue),
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)
"Man Called Peter" (20th). Praise $11,600.
Guild (Indie) (400; $1)— "Glass
on every hand for this one. Fine
$15,000. Last wegk, "Ma, Pa Kettle Slipper"
Smash $5,500.
(M-G).
at Waikiki" (U), $9,000 at 65-85c. Last week, "Camille" (M-G) (re-

RKO-Orpheum (RKO)

April. 12.

Detroit,

Called Peter" looms best of new
"Man Without Star” shapes

‘Cover Fairish 7G, Brando Sock SG

(reis-

27G, Caron 15G

Biz has taken a

neat

Estimates for This

Night"

‘Man’ Stout $15,000,

—

*9

M

Last week, "Beauties
(UA) (2d wk), $1,200.

films.

(Par) (9th wk). Neat
$12,000. Last Week, $12,500.
Season Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;

Men” (AA) and "To-

"7 Angry

night’s the Night” (AA), $15,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
"Doctor in House" (Rep). Big
$4,000 and likely a house record.

—

"Country Girl"

(1,900;

D—

Washington, April 12,
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65-$1.10)
Influx of tourists saved main —"Man Called Peter" (20th). Figstem b.o. from usual Holy Week ures to build on stout reviews and
doldrums, and biz is generally on word-of-mouth, to nice $13,000 or
the upbeat for this current holiday over.
Last week, "Big Combo’S
week.
“Man Called Peter" at (AA), $7,000.
Loew’s Palace, launched by some
Penn (UA) (3,000; 65-$l)—"Glass
hep drumbeating, shapes smash. Slipper" (M-G). Crix liked Leslie
"East of Eden" also is sock for a Caron tale but they aren’t buying
standout showing in two houses. it.
Poorest Easter weekend in
"Conquest of Space" at Columbia some years, and looks only slim
looks like a big winner.
"Glass $10,000. Last week, "Conquest of
Slipper" in second stanza at Lop- Space" (Par), $9,000 in 6 days.
ert’s Playhouse is great.
"CineSquirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)—
rama” is soaring ahead of last, "To Paris With Love" (Indie). First
week’s take.
time an Alec Guiness picture here
Estimates for This Week
has ever got anything near a panAmbassador (SW) (1,490; 60-85) ning* but makes no difference at
Great $4,500.
Last week,
—“East of Eden" (WB). Great b.o.
$8,000.
Last week, “Unchained” "Informer" (RkO) (reissue), $2;00Q.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$l,25)—
(WB), $4,800. in 9 days.
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 70-95)— Country Girl" (Par) (2d wk). Even
"Hit Deck" (M-G) (2d wk). Steady on holdover, still one of town’s
leaders.
Brisk $20,000 means at
$14,000 after $19,000 opener.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 60-85) least one more week. Last week,
$29,000.
"Conquest of Space" (Par). Sopk
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.40-$2.65)
and stays over.
$12,000,
Last
"Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (8th
week, "Chief Crazy Horse" (U),
wk). Extra holiday shows for stu$11,000 in 10 days.
helping to push this to a
dents
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$1.20)
—"Gate of Hell” (Indie) (7th-final wow $22,000. Last week, $16,0.00.

(Continued on page 27)

$15,000.

-"Country Girl” (Par) (3d
75-$
wk). Great $12,000; holds another
stanzA. Last week, $16^)00.

in 9 days.

,

Bullish

weeks.

(1,900;
(20th).

was dark

Paramount (United Par)

—

continues big at the Orpheum and
State, with "Country Girl" in ninth
Astor round ditto.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25)—

—

Reopens house which

between newcomers and hold- Centre.

on page 27)

(Indie), $7,000.

Orpheum (Fox Midwest)
"Man Called Peter”

75-$l)

overs this

j

(Col) (2d run)
(Col) (reissUe),

$8,500.

wk). Fancy $>5,000 after $4,000 in
sixth.
Moves on because of prior ‘Man’ Staunch $12,500,
Estimates for This Week
week despite it being the
commitment.
traditional week to unveil new
Port.; ‘Star’ ^Bright 86
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 90-$l;25)—
product. "East of Eden" at the Met 65-95)— “Three For Show" (Col). "Long Gray Line” (Col) (9th wk).
Portland, Ore., April 12,
shapes as strongest of new arrivals Okay $11,000.
Last week, "Man On upbeat at bright $8,500 after
All firstrun spots have strong
with big total. "Run For Cover" is Without Star’’ (U) (2d wk), $6,000. $7,500 last week. Stays.
fast at Paramount and Fenway,
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-$l)
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l) product currently, and general
is brisk.
Biz has been in dol"Chief Crazy Horse" looks fine at
"Belles of St. Trinians-' (Indie) —"East of Eden" (SW).
Smash tone
drums for last^ix weeks. "Man
the Memorial. "Blackboard Jungle"
(Continued
split

.

and “Caine Mutiny”

65-$l)’

week,

Last week,

upped.

slightly

scale

(U), $5,500.-

Gulld

D.C. ‘Man’

"One Summer Happiness" (Indie)
Oke $1,200. Last week,

'‘Untamed’ Solid

"Untamed" (20th). Solid $12,000,
and more than enough to hold.
Last week, “Revenge of Creature”

Wham 26G,

current

uct is helping. "Man Called Peter”
reopens the Orpheum with a bang?
aip week. Art houses are booming
as Vogue looks to set a house rectheatres, chiefly first runs, inord with "Doctor in the House,”
cluding N., Y.
and Kimo is doing sock biz with
Wpek
Same.
Total Gross
"Glass Slipper." "Man Without a
Last Year
$2,320,700
^
Star" in four Fox -Midwest houses
(Based on 24 cities and 223
looms lively. "Hit the Deck" ia
theatres.)
giving the Midland a so-so week.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (750; 85*-$l)

$3,600.

Based on 24 theatres.)

end of

as

on

in

some topnotch prod-

1

Last week,

$2,000 in 4 days.

Holy Week cuts

Estimated Total Gross
This week .
$2,966,500
(Based on- 24 cities and 229

—

Men Wanted”

.are sock, "Run For Cover" never
getting out of wraps at Mastbaum
while "Crashout” being' slow at
Stanley.
,
"Revenge of Creature" shapes
very lusty at Stanton. "N. Y. Confidential" looks good at the Gold-

man while "Blackboard Jungle”
great in third round at Arcadia.
Estimates for This Week

Oke

City Grosses

grosses, but

"Garden of Eden" (Indie)
ahd “Bank Pirate" (Indie) (3d wk).
$1.25)

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$637,700
Last Year

Mixed reactions here

Key

1

r,

1

Wednesday, April IS, .195?

*

Chi Up; Untamed-Crew Guts Fancy

J

.

J

'
I

.

'

I

—

""

Chicago, April 12.
Easter Parade of eight
openers hypoing b,o. biz here this
round, several strong pix, pleasant
weather and vacationing moppets
all helping. “Untamed/' with the
Crew Cuts helming vaude at the
Chicago looks nifty $57,000 in first
week. “East of Eden" -looks socko
$34,000 at the State-Lake Opening
round.
“Man Called Peter" shapes swell
$29,000 in first session at Oriental.
“Gangbusters" and “Battle ?axi”
double bill is headed for nice $22,000 opening week at Roosevelt.
“Hit The Deck" and “Big Up
O ff" at the McVickers, also, new,
looms smash $27,000. “To Paris
‘With Love" is neat $14,000 on
MoUroe opener. “Glass Slipper”
looks boff $14,000 in same stanza
at the Loop.. “Revenge of Creature" shapes wow $22,000 in first

With

compares with $763,400 for Easter

‘MAN’ STOUT $14,000,

HOT 9G

INDPLS.; ‘STAR’

Indianapolis, April 12.

Fine outdopr weather on Easter
in grosses gen-,

weekend resulted

erally under expectations at firstrun theatres here. “A Man Called.
Peter" at Indiana looks outstanding grosser, with stout session.
“Man Without Star" at Circle
looms nice. “The- Glass .Slipper"
at Loew’s is only good.
Estimates for This Week:

(Coekrlll-Dolle)

Circle

(2,800;

.

—

M

Murder" (WB) and “The
Men" (UA) (reissues). Slow $4,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50) Last week, “Down 3 Dark Streets"
“Untamed” (20th) with th# Crew (UA) and “Captain Scarlet" (Indie),

$4,500.

for

—

Hefty $4,500.

stageshow.

$57,000. Last week, “Purple Plain”
(UA> with Georgia Gibbs (2d wk),
$32,000.
Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$l)
—“Revenge of Creature" (U) and
$22,000.
“Cult of Cobra” (U).
Last week, “Smoke Signal" (U) and
“Ma, Pa Kettle at ' Waikiki" (U) (2d
wk), $4,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (608; 90-$1.25)
“Glass Slipper" (M-G). Nifty $14,000. Last week, “Gate of Hell"
(Indie) (5th wk), $5,600.
Monroe (Indie) (1,000; 98-$1.50)

Wow

Paris With Love"

Swell $14,000. Last week,

(Indie).

‘Man’ Whopping

Cross"

although “6 Bridges to
big at the Grand. “Cinesolid* in the 43d
-

is

‘

‘

7

rama" continues
week at Capitol.

Estimates for This

Week

(RKO) (3,100; 75-90)—
“Long Gray Lipe" (20th). All right
Albee

Last we&k, “Hit the
Oriental (Indie) (3,400: 98-$1.25) $12,500.
Called Peter" (20th). Tall Deck" (M-G), $13,000.
Capitol (Ohio Cinema Corp.)
$29,000. Last week, “Long..^Gray
“Cinerama"
(1,376; $1.20-$2.65)
Line" (Col) (5th wk), $14,500.
Hotsy $19,000
Palace (Eitel) (1,484; $1.25-$3.40) (Indie) (43d wk).
“Cinerama" (Indie) (89th wk). after last week’s $18,500.

—

—

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-90)—“6
Bridges to Cross" (U) and “Four
Guns" (U). Swell $7,500. Last
week, “Battle Cry" (WB) (m.o.)
(5th wk), $5,500 to wind seven“Land of Fury" (U) (2d wk), $15,- weeks, on front line.

Strong $20,200. Last week, $22,500.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)—
“Gangbusters" (Indie) and “Battle
Taxi" (UAL Big. $22,000. Last
week, “Chief Crazy Horse" (U) and

week of 1954. A year
Broadway lineup was 23

the
theatres

ago,'

while this year it is only 19. Last
year, too, the oStreet was benefited
by a stageshow at the State. Currently only the Music Hall and the
Palace have stageshpws.
Typical spring weather Sunday
(Easter) made this the biggest day
This upbeat
of the current week.
and continued soaring biz later in
many spots will enable numerous
heatres to top last week’s .trade.
It is bringing a new hopse record
of $201,000. or better to the Music
Hall, where “Glass Slipper" plus
the Easter stageshow, is in its
bird stanza. The Hall hit a new
Saturday peak On Anril 9, and enjoyed the biggest Easter Sunday
o date;
Best coin for newcomers is going to “Purple Plain/’ which is
heading for a fine $40,000 at the
Capitol.
“Annapolis Story" with
vaude is soaring to a mighty
$33,000; new mark under current
policy, at the Palace.
“Wayward Wife." also new*
shapes fancy $15,000 at the Globe.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)— Last week, “Long Gray Line" (Col)
(H&E Balaban) (685: 95)—
Kidnapoers" (Indie) (8th “Glass Slipper" (M-G). Fair $9,- (8th wk-9 days), $15,500 but landStaunch $4,200. Last week, 500. Last week, “Man Without a ing a nice longrun biz.

$19,000.

(Essaness)

Oke
wk).
$ 21 000

98(3d

(1.206:

$1.25)—“Underwater!"

(RKO)

week,

Last

$16,000.

.

,

(Indie) (697: 98)—“Illicit
Interlude" (Indie) (6th wk). Dull
$3,400. Last Week. $3,600.
Ziegfeld (Lopert) (430; 98)
“Holiday Henrietta" (Indie) (4th
Good $3,400. Last week,
wk).
$3,900.

World

—

‘Eden’

Huse

at $18,000,

Buff.; ‘Man’ Fairish

12G

Buffalo. April 12.

Biz is uneven to disappointing
here this stanza.
“Man Called
Peter" is especially unhappy with
.

a fair take at Paramount where it
is about even with “Glass Slipper,"
now at the Buffalo. “East of

Eden"

(Moss)
—Criterion
“Mambo" (Par)

Star" (U), $9,000.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)—“Country Girl" (Par) (8th
Big $16,000.
Last week, ‘Creature’
wk).

looms

smash

at

Center

while “Long John Silver" is rated
neat at the Century.
Estimates For This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 60-85)

“Glass Slipper" (M-G) and “Battle
Last
Taxi" (UA).
Fair $12,000.
(Continued on pag*c?7X r
i

Snappy $17,000,

holdover

(1,700; 75-$2.20)

(3d

round

wk).

concluded

First
last

night (Tues.) held at .good $20,000
after $25,000 opening week.

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Okay 161G, —“To
Paris With Love" (Indie) (3d
wk). Second session finished Mon13G, ‘Space’ 15G day (11) held at mighty $17,200

Frisco; ‘Man’

‘Plain’
San Francisco, April 12.
Batch of new, strong pix is helping firstruns here this round.
“Revenge of Creature" looks fancy
at Golden Gate while “Man Called
Peter" is rated fairly good at the
Fox. “Conquest of Space" is nice
“Purple Plain"
at Paramount.
also is fine at United Artists.

11

,"

’
'

‘Girl’

54G

‘MAN’ NIFTY $14,000,
Louisville, April 12.
four first-runs have fresh
product for the Easter weekend.
With perfect spring weather, most
downtown houses are in for a lively stanza. Mary Anderson has a
big one in “East of Eden" while

All

Kentucky with “Run For Cover"
at

Kentucky Switow)
—“Run
For Cover” (Par) and “Jun(1,000;

50-75).

Gents”

(AA). Likely to hit
fancy $8,000 or near. Last week,
“Country Girl" (Par) (5th wk),
gle

‘

$5,500.

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
“Egst
Of ~ Eden” (WB).

75-$ 1)

biz still remains extremely
spotty. With strong takes the exception instead of the rule, new

but

LVILLE; ‘EDEN’ BIG 9G

is fancy.
“Man Called Peter"
the Rialto looks nifty.
Estimates for This Week

12.

The Easter holiday put grosses
vthe perky side some firstruns

on

—

Looks big $9,000. Last week, “BatCry” <WB) (8th. wk), $5,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

tle

50-75.)— “Man Called Peter” (20th).
Building vid word-to-mouth. Swell
$14,000 indicated. Last week, ‘(On
Waterfront" (Col) (2d 'run) and
1

Snappy 15G,

17G

.

Surf

J

Los Angeles, April

—

“Little

'

Russell Lean 15G, ‘Sea’ Tall

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) (reissue),
newcomer, “Long John $18,000, and m.o.
State
(United Artists) (3,000;
Silver" is limping to ’a light $12,50-75)
“Glass Slipper" (M-G) and
000 or less at the Mayfair.,
“GOG"
(UA). Slim $8,000. Last
“Man Called Peter" is getting week, “Big
House U.S.A.” (UA) and
into stride currently to- roar ahead
“Battle Taxi" (UA), $6,Q00 in 6
to a smash $72,000 in second round
days.
at the Roxy, . This is $26,000* better than opening week.
“Blackboard Jungle," too, is soaring, with
a terrific $55,000. in prospect this
(4th) session at the State.
Second week of “Mambo" did
good $20,000 at the Criterion'. “To
Paris With Love" held wi#h great
$17,200 in second frame at the
Fine Arts.
“East of Eden" is climbing up
Cleveland, April 12.
far past its fourth stanza, with a
“Blackboard Jungle" is standout
socko $33,000 likely for fifth week
at the Astor. “Man Without Star" here this round at State in second
another smash total.
is edging ahead to solid $19,000 or week with
near in third week at the Victoria. “Man Called Peter" is rated extra
“Cinerama Holiday" pushed to a good opening session at Palace
wow $50,300 in. its ninth week at while “Man Without Star" is fast
the Warner. “Battle Cry" landed at Hipp. “On Waterfront" shapes
a torrid $30,000 in its 10th session stout in second round at the Ohio.
at the Paramount, remarkable for
Estimates for This Week
this stage of run.
Allen
(S-W)
70-$l)—
(3,000;
Estimates for This Week
Long John Silver” (DCA). RouAstor (City Inv.) (1,300; 75-$1.75) tine $10,000. Last week, “Big
—“East of Eden" (WB) (5th wk). Combo" (AA), $11,000.
Present round ending today (Wed.)
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
is soaring to smash $33,000 or near. “Man. Without a Star" U).
Fast
Last week, $26,00.0. Continues on. $15,000.. Last week, “Revenge of
Naturally.
Creature" (U) and “Cult of Cobra"
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55) (U) $27,000.
—“Trouble in Glen" (Rep). Opened
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,200; 70-90)—
Sunday (10). In ahead, “Game of “On Waterfront" (Col) (2d Wk) (2d
Love" Indie) (17th wk-4 days), run). Stout $10,000 following $12,mild $2,800 after $3,200 in 16th 000 last round.

Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 75-$1.25) week.
Capitol (Loew’s). (4,820; 85-$2.20)
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400: 65-98) —“Man Called Peter" (20th). TerFirst
—“East of Eden" (WB). Lofty $34,- rific $22,000. Holds. Last week, —“Purple Plain" (UA).
in
(UA),
Tuesday"
“Black
$5,700
stanza
winding up Friday (15). is
000. Last week. “Battle Cry" (WB)
8 days.
likely to reach fine $40,000. Holds.
(6th wk). $17,000.

^

"

'

500.

Woods

M

Spotty; ‘Untamed’ Slow

Cleve.; ‘Man’

Cincinnati, April 12.
Called Peter," terrific
at Keith’s, 'is far ahead of Easter
Week boxoffice winners. Other
new bills are mostly in moderate

—“Man

$4,200.

'"
fl

34^G, ‘Man’ Okay 18G,

‘Star

“A Man

“Romeo tempo

and Juliet" (UA) (5th wk). $4,200.
McVickers (JL&S) (2.200; . 65$1.25)—“Hit Deck" (M-G) and “Big
Tip Off" (AA). Sock $27,000. Last
week, “Racers" (20th) and “Atomic
Kid" (Rep) (2d wk), $15,500.

PICTCHB GROSSES

—

•

Broadway firstrun total this session to a great $637,700 which

‘

wk).

Still

Despite some routine product,
the ideal Easter weather and many
out-of-town visitors are boosting

50-85)—"Man Without Star" (U).
Nice $9,000. Last week, “Revenge
of Creature" (U) and “Cult of
Cobra" (U), $8,500Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 60-95)—
“Man Called Peter” (20th). StoUt
$14,000, Last week-, “Ma, Pa Kettle
week ,at Grand.
(U) and “Land of
at Waikiki"
“Country Girl" is getting award Fury" (U), $8,000 at 50-85 scale.
United
at
(Loew’s)
Loew’s
week
(2,427; 50-80)
rewards in eighth
“Cinerama" stays strong “Glass Slipper" (M-G) and “Yes^Artists.
terday and Today" (Indie). Good.
in the 89th session at the Palace.
$8,000. Last week, “On Waterfront”
Estimates for This Week
(Col) (2d run) and “Caine Mutiny"
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; 95)
(Col) (reissue), $12,000.
“Oii Waterfront" (Col) (2d run) (2d
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-70)—“Dial Another
Last week,
Light $2,800.
wk).

—“To

'

,

Wow 22G, Deck’ 27G

29G, ‘Creature

topping

•

‘Eden Hot 34G, ‘Man' Swell

$57,000,

Cuts

'

L.A.

FOR

B.O. FEIST

1

openers

are all light. Result is
strength is coming
argely from holdovers.
Slow $18,000 is seen for. “Untamed" in three theatres: “Underwater!" is light $15,000, also in
three. “Life At Stake" looks thin
$4,000 at State.
"Mart Called Peter” is up to a
possible $18,000. “Leagues Under
Sea" shapes good $34,500 in second
stanza in four situations. “Country
Girl” is rated good $17,000 in two
sites for second frame plus $37,000
in one nabe and four ozoners.
“Cinerama" did smash $30,500 in
101st week at Warner Hollywood,
with extra performance helping
holiday session.
Estimates for This Week
State (UATC) (2,404; 80-$1.25)—
“Life At Stake" (Lip) and “African
Manhunt" (Rep). Thin $4,000. Last
week, in unit.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz
that' the real

.

(FWC)
—
“Untamed"

(2,097; 965; 1,363; 80-$1.25)

Harbor"

(20th)

and “Devil’s

Slow $18,000. Last
Fox, Ritz, State, “Long
John Silver" (DCA) and “Hunters
of Deep" (DCA), $11,600.
Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
week,

(20th).

New

,

Vogue' (SW-FWC)

—

(1/757; .-2,344;

“Underwater!”
(RKO) and “Lone Gun" (UA). Light
$15,000 for Russell pic. Last week,
“Revenge o*f Creature" (U) (3-D)
and “Cult of Cobra" (U), $18,000.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905;* $1-$1,75)
—“Man Called Peter" (20th) (2d
wk). Pushing to $18,000. Last week,
above hopes at $16,000.
80-$1.25)

885;

f

Fox Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1$1..50)— “Purple Plain" (UA) (2d
wk). Slow $7,500. Last week, $9,900.
.

Hollywood
(1,430;

Paris"

Paramount

(F&M)

$l-$1.50)---‘Tnnocents
in
wk).
Modest

(Indie)' (2d

$5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Hillstreet, Pantages, Loyola, Uptown (RKO-FWC) (2,752; 2,812;
1,248;
“20,000
80-$l. 25)
1,715;
Leagues" (BV) (2d wk). Good $34,500. Last week, $41,700.

—

Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan-

G&S)

T2,213;

1,106;

80-$1.25)

—

/Country Girl" (Par) (2d wk). ;—
Good $17,000. Last week, above
hopes to bright $23,600, plus socko
$49,000, one nabe and four ozoners.
Hollywood (FWC) (965; 80-$1.25)
-“3 For Show"' (Col) and “Wyoming Renegades" (Col) (2d wk). Modest $5,000. Last week, with Los Angeles, $12,700.

—Four Star

(UTAC)

(900; 90-$1.50)

“Doctor In House" (Rep) (3d
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 70-$1.25)— wk). Neat $6,000. Last week, $6,400.
Canon (Rosener) (533; $1.10)
“Man Called Peter” (20th). Extra
good $17,000 or near. Last week, (M-G) (reissue) i3d wk). Smooth
“Crashout” (FM), $7,000.
$4,000. Last week,. $4,300.
State (Loew's) (3,500; 70-$l)—
Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
"Blackboard Jungle" (M-G) (2d (ABPT-UTAC)' (3,200; 1,536; $1wk). Smash $17,000. Last week, $1.50)—"East Eden"
(WB) (4th
$18,000.
wk). Steady $20,000. Last week,
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 70-$l) ScHTl€»
“Country Girl" (Par) (9th wk).
Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90Great $10,000. Last week, $10,400 $1,50)—“Hit Deck" (M-G) (4th wk).
Okay $7,000. Last weefl, $6,700.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1.$1.50)
‘Feather’
$20,000,
“Hulot's Holiday" (GBD) (11th
wk).
Trim $5,500. Last week,

—

—

—

Wow

Toronto; ‘Man’ Terrif

after $20,600 opening week, next to
highest ever here. Looks in for

21G,

‘Girl’

Great

$5,800.

27£G

Warner Hollywood (SW)

(1,*'64;

“Cinerama"

(Indie)

$1.20-$2,65)

—

(102d wk). Into current frame Sunday .(10) after socko $30,500 last

very longrun.
Toronto, April 12
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50)
With Passover denting biz but week.
—“Wayward Wife" (IFE). Initial
Vagabond (Rosener) (390; $1.50)
week ending Friday (15) looks to offset by Easter holiday weekend, —“Gate To Hell” (Indie)
(16th
hit fine $15,000.
In ahead, “On trade is on the upbeat currently. wk). Nice
$2,000. Last week $2,400.
Waterfront" (Col) (3d wk-8 days). “Country Girl" in second stanza
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75)— is still socko to topping town. Of
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (18th wk). newcomers, “Man Called Peter" ‘Holiday’
Estimates for This Week
Lusty $19,000,
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,859; 80- The 17th round concluded Monday and “White Feather" are crowding
(Continued on page 27)
$1)
“Revenge of Creature” (U)
each other for second place. “Ma
St.
Loo;
‘Deck’ Nice 14G
and “Cult of Cobra" (U). Fancy
and Pa Kettle at Waikiki” shapes
St. Louis, April 12.
$17,000 or close. Last week, “Capt.
nice and “Long John Silver" is
Liglitfoot" (U) and “Paris PlayHoly
Estimates Are Net
Week
cut heavily into biz,
smash.
boys” (U), $14,500.
but upbeat starting over weekend
Film gross estimates as reEstimates for This Week
is helping somewhat.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
Damper on
ported herewith from the vari(Rank) (848; fairly good biz was the rain which
Christie, Hyland
“Man Called Peter" (20th) and
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
With started early Sunday night and
75-$l)— “To Paris
1,354;
“Race For Life” (Lip). Fairly good
without usual fcdfc.
DistribLove*' (Rank). Oke $11,000. Last continued through most of Mon$16,500.
Last week, “On Waterutors share on net take, when
week, “Chance Meeting" (Rank), day. There are holdovers at all
front" (Col) (2d run) and “Caine
playing percentage, hence the
$5,000.
houses excepting the huge Fox and
Mutiny" (Col) (reissue), $25,500.
estimated figures are net inDowntown, Glendale, Mayfair, some arty theatres. “Cinerama
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)
come.
Scarboro, State (Taylor)
(1,059; Holiday” is perking with added
“Blackboard Jungle" (M-G) (3d
The parenthetic admission
wk).
Socko $15,000. Last week,
955; 478; 696; 694; 40-75)—“Abbott- performance for current frame.
prices, however, as indicated,
Kops" “Hit Deck" ,and “Rear Window"
Costello Meet Keystone
$ 20 000
for top
include the U. S. amusement
(U) and “Destry" (U). Big $15,000. are running, neck-anriieck
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
4
'
t
"
;
* 1
f<
k
? ; i
>
/
(Cofitiftued on page 27)
taxt ) Mis
(Continued ort* fram'd 27)’
(Continued on page' 27X
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THE
World's

Most
Dangerous

Game
Becomes

A

Edward

Lightning

L.

Alperson presents

thrills...

Thunder— filmed

in

MEXICO

moods
and a thousand changing

. .

.

land of a thousand

colors. ..from sunrise to sunset!

A Magnificent Attraction from

„

;

Wednesday, April 18, 1958
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GLORIOUS COLOR

in

in
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In the

wonder
with

of

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

THOMAS GOMEZ and

Mexico's Top Matadors

Josus (Chucho) Solorzano « ieaquin Rodriguez (Cagancho) • Rafael Rodriguez • Antonio
Velasquez • Jorge (Ranchero) Aguilar • Felix Briones • Nacho Trevino

Directed and Story by

20

TH IN

MAY!

BUDD BOETTICHER

Co-Producer

Screenplay by
•

CHARLES LANG

-

CARROLL CASE

•VARIiTY'**

yAfiiEFr
Hungary

Londoners’ Habits Changed By Paper
Strike;

Show Business Strongly Hit

By HAROLD MYERS
London

The

strike

of national
.

Apm

i2.

newspa-

Hebrew

Workers Group
TV

,e

n

Show 110 Pix

to

Washington, April 12.
Hungary will show 110 feature
theatrical screens this
its.
on
films
year, that country's legation here
of these will be
Several
reports.
Other
domestic Hungarian pix.
have their picwill
which
countries
tures shown, according to the lega-

i

tion, include Czechoslovakia, Russia, Poland, Bulgaria, Roumania,
China, Germany, Japan, Australia,
Finland, Sweden, Brazil, Argentina,
Yugoslavia, U. S., France, Italy

Stow Yen for Using

Italo Prods.

Yank Stars n Drive for World Mkt.
W. Berlin Producer

Goes for U.S. Names
London has now gone on
Opens Haifa Branch
{ong enough to hit almost every
Berlin, April 5.
Haifa, April 5.
facet of show business, other than
Among the WT est Berlin proThe Hebrew Workers Theatre, and Britain.
the few well-established hits. Film
particularly eager
are
films
who
ducers
However, the bulk of the
of Tel-Aviv, is opening a
distributors arid legit managements “Ohel”
with local actors. will come from the Iron Curtain to use big foreign stars .in their
have been compelled to open with- branch here
is
a leader.
Melodie-Film
films,
While in the initial stages, assist- nations.
out the nofmal means of mass
Maurice Chevalier, Stan Kenton
will be given to the young
publicity through the daily, eve- ance
Woody
Baker,
Josephine
orch,
artists by the Tel-Aviy parning and Sunday 'press. The strike, Haifa
Herman band, Mona) Baptiste, Bibi
company. It is understood that 'Helen’ Scores in Paris As
now in its third week, has called ent
Johns and Les Paul and Mary Ford
the Haifa Theatre later will
for Government intervention
achieve its complete independence
Lehmann Opera Bowout; all have appeared in their pix.
which, it is hoped, will result in aii,
with its own stage managers and
Peter Schaeffers, Who with Aldo
early settlement,
producers.
Vertes’ N.Y. Ballet Beef von ' pinelli. heads Melodie-Film
Although only 700 engineers and
first play to be done will
The
are due in the U. S. this
(both
electricians are directly concerned, be Karel Capek's “R.U.R.” It will
By TOM CURTISS
month, revealed that his company
the dispute has already involved be produced by Y. Gabbai, one of
Paris, April 12.
a coproduction with
starts
filming
about 50,000 newspaper workers. the- leading “Ohel” actors slhce the
Swedish Sjmdrew-Baumann
Final production of Maurice the
All printing staff have been pink- company was founded in 1925.
at the company in May.. Film, tentatively
administration
Lehmann's
slipped by the respective, manageParis Opera is “La Belle Helene,” titled “Schwedemhaedel” (Swedish
ments and notices are due to termi-a
which bowed last Wednesday (6) Girl), will- be shot in Stockholm
nate on Friday (15).
to general critical approval. Leh- and directed by, Thomas Engel.
ab°the
.by
caused.
The vacuum
mann will wind up a three-year
Italy
sence of newspapers seems to be
Opera director next
as
term
Londoners.
of
habits
changing the.
>ers in

-

.

<ii

England,

September.

sale of books has soared in
the past fortnight, and there is a
great scramble to purchase almost
any sort of reading matter. Dupli-

The

cated news sheets
cplled mainly from

w t h reports
BBC news buli

letins have been selling like wildfire at double and treble the price

of the popular papers; and provincial newspapers like the Manchester. Guardian have assumed a black
market value of about 10 times the
normal selling price. In order not
to aggravate the situation the outof-town press have not upped their
print number to cash ini on the increased market.
Last week's legit openings were
not unduly affected by the absence
of the press. Maurice Chevalier
preemed at tjie Palace last Monday
(4) to a capacity audience. The new
Folies Bergere Bevue, which bowed
at The Prince of Wales on Saturday (9) opened to a healthy advance, while the new Palladium
"season which began last night
(Mon.) was similarly unaffected.
The Palladium is in an exceptionally advantageous position as it has

a substantial regular clientele
which books in advance for every
presentation and this provides a
handy nucleus.
Plenty Billboarding
In a bid to compensate for the
lack of normal publicity all the

major motion picture companies
have extended their advertising on
boardings, subways and all available space where posters are acceptable. Paramount produced a
four-pager which, while mainly
plugging their own product, devoted a full column to giving all
the West End attractions. They did
this on their own initiative without
seeking the cooperation of the
other majors. This sheet was distributed free through paper sellers,
who enclosed it in current periodi-

Eye Prod. Deal

“Helene” is a 45-minute Iballetbouffe version of Jacques Offenbach’s I860 operetta which spoofs

Greek gods and mythology. Marcel
London, April 12.
Plans for a modified form of co- Achard and Robert Manuel have
production between Italy and touched up the old Meilhac-Halevy
Great. Britain were considered in book and Louis Aubert and MauBorne last week when a delegation rice Rosenthal have arranged the
from the British Film Producers Offenbach score" for a four-tabAssn, met the comparable Italian leaux ballet. John Cranko of Sadassociation. The British team, head- ler’s Wells Co. was invited from
ed by Robert Clark and Sir Henry London to do the choreography and
L. French, prez and director-gen- Marcel Vertes has designed some
eral, respectively, pointed, out that pretty sets and costumes.
UK laws wnuld not permit a deal Libretto tells in broad comic
like that existing between Italy and terms of Helen’s, infidelity to her
France.
husband, Menelaus, and of >her
It was, therefore, agreed to exflight with her lover, Paris, to the
amine the possibility of operating isle of Cythera. Ballet has grace
coproduction
a modified system of
and charm, with a few descents to
on a reciprocal basis. Also, to unburlesque, such as a Grecian biderline that it would be in the best
cycle race and numerous pratfalls
interests of production in both
on the part of the cuckolded king.
countries if the same freedom to'
Yvette Chauvire dances the Helen
work in Great Britain was given
*

to

Italian

artists

and technicians

was accorded
and technicians

to British artists
in Italy.
On another question of production, the Italian negotiators referred to the interest of their government in the production of childrens’ films.
The Italian embargo on importation of color prints from Britain
also was , discussed at the meetdecided to ask
ings. The
for 'technical investigations into
the quality of Italian prints and
also requested further info on
price.
At the same time the Italian negotiators asked the British producers to try and overcome the ban on
the importation of Italian films, already dubbed into English, by
They emphasized that
Britain.
there was no bar to the import into
Italy
of foreign films already
dubbed into the Italian language.

as

BFPA

originally set for Jeanmaire
and Claude Bessy registers as
Venus, with Michel Renault as
Paris and Touroude as Menelaus,
while Max Bozzoni does another
laugh-getting assignment as Agarole,

memnon.
As the

Ballet Theatre is reviving
“Helen of Troy” ballet this

its

month

in

New

York, Vertes has

sent a letter of protest asking the
U.S. troupe *to remove his name as
designer of costumes and sets.
Artist claims the
Y. troupe has
repainted his original “Helen” sets
and made over his original wardrobe.

N

London Legit
Val Parnell

Bits

London, Aoril 5.
Bernard Delfont’s

&

“Follies” show at the Prince
Wales Theatre titled “Paris by
has the biggest advance

Night,”

The ban on dubbed films was im- hookings since the series started.
Metro also produced its own posed sometime back by the Assn,
George & Alfred Black's Lonnews sheet to flack the launching of Cine Technicians, which con- don Hippodrome hit, which closed
of “Deep In My Heart” at the Em- tended that the work should be a year’s run on April 2, will have
pire.
a third leading man when it starts
done by its members.'
An interesting sideline of the
its extensive provincial tour end
of April. He will be Frank Lawton,
press dispute is the temporarilyhusband of Evelyn Laye, who plays
changed status of the film and
EXHIB CHIEF SETS
the femme lead. Previous leading
drama critics representing obscure
in “Wedding In Paris” were
weekly and monthly periodicals.
JUVENILE FOUNDATION males
Anton Walbrook and Francis
They are welcomed by pressagents
Mexico City, April 5.
Lederer.
and hailed by managements.
Bigtime philanthropy has been
Jack Hylton is sending out “The
Kepneth Tynan, drama scribe
for the Observer, was sent to New taken up by William Oscar Jenkins, Moon Is Blue” for a second tour
York to cover the Broadway sea- who 30 years ago began in Mexico in the provinces starting sometime
in April.
Frank Leighton, who
aon. The trip cost his paper up- as U. S. consul in Puebla City,,
played the lead when show was
wards of $1,000 in transportation, capital of Puebla state. Then he revived
the
Vaudeville Theatre,
at
hotels and cable charges. Not a got rich in the sugar trade, later will star ... New British
composer
Word has appeared in print and becoming an exhibitor and wound Tom Chasburn has completed a
up as one of the country’s top
cals.

.

.

MEX

'

much

of his observations may be
out of date by the time they can be
published.

London Film Notes

film circuit operators.
In establishing' the Mary Street
Jenkips Foundation, in honor of his
wife, Jenkins arranged for the organization to be financed from income of 40 cinemas he and Mexican associates operate throughout
Mexico. The chain, which includes
four houses under construction, is.
valued at $12,000,000. The circuit’s

London, April 5.
John Woolf, who recently paid
$56(000 for the film rights of the
Jack Waller - Philip King, hit,
“Sailor Beware,” was offered $15,
000 profit day after purchase. yearly net is reported around
Woolf intends to start filming $640,000.
“Sailor” early next year and will
The Foundation will specialize in
use most of the cast, although with aiding underprivileged moppets. It
the exception of Cyril Smith, begins with the establishment of a
they’re film unknowns.
big school and a large, modern
.

musical

version

of

Shakespeare’s

“The Merchant of Venice,” titled
“The Gal Venetian.” Show, which
began a provincial tour April 11,
will be presented by a new producing company, Warren, Sutton &
Welch, with Jewish actor Meier
Tzelniker in the “Shylock” role.
Tour will last-for eight weeks after
which It is expected to come to
the West End.

GOLDEN

JUBILEE YEAR

Raymond Stross’ film, “Art Alli- orphanage in Puebla City.
gator Named Daisy,” an adaptaThe National Cinematographic

tion by Jack Davies from Charles
Terrot’s bestseller, goes into production April 25. Complete lineup
of leads, besides Jean Carson, are
Harry Green, Stanley Holloway,
Donald Sinden, Margaret Rutherford, Di^iia Dors, John Justine and
Roland Culver.

Industry Workers Union (STIC)
recently announced that it intends
to smash the cinema trust it alleges
Jenkins and his associates command. STIC thinks this combo influences the exhibition of pix too

much*

'.94 lii..

On Latin-Am. Tour
Buenos Aires, April 5.
Belgian legit company is to
tour South America for the first
time this year, aided by the patronage of the Belgian Foreign Office.

A

1905

.

1955

Rome, April 5.
Italian producers are thinking
ncreasingly in terms of Yank
names to bolster the value of their
newly interhatlonallyrslanted “big”
productions. And more and more
Italo impresarios, are making the
U. S. junket a pre-production must,
recent instances being Ponti and
DeLaurentiis on “War end Peace,'*
Goffredo Lombardo of. Titanus and

Gianni

Hecbt

of

.Dopumento.

Among

these end other top Italo
producers, the past year has seen
a decided swing to a fewer., and
bigger production outlook, with
the interest in foreign, especially
American, marquee value a natural followup. And it’s not confined
to stars alone, but embraces
ging, scripting and other
technical sectors.

megmore

Import of Yank thespers is nothnew to Rome, where these and
others, who settled in postwar
years, helped form the Hollywood*
on-the-Tiber contingent.
In re*
cent times, the names have become
bigger. Anthony Quinn made several pix here. Kirk Douglas was
brought in by Ponti-DeLaurentiis
for “Ulysses” while Linda Darnell
made one film and is now back in
ing

“The Last Five Minutes” opposite
Vittorio DeSica;

Hollywood Names
Ponti and DeLaurentiis, who recently junketed to the U.S„ came
back with King Vidor and a coscripter for “War and Peace.” They
are currently setting the cast,
which will include Gregory Peck,

The company will sail from Marseilles June 4, and plays in Rio Jean Simmons, Stewart Granger,
The sec- Charles Laughton and John Mills.
1.
ond stop is in Montevideo (July 10 British cameraman Oswald Morris
to 25) and then the company comes will handle the film’s Vista Vision

Janeiro June 16-July

interiors.
Meanwhile,
Titanus
here July 28.
Troupe, known as the Cie. du topper Goffredo Lombardq is in
Theg|ye Nationale, was founded in America with director Alberto Lattuada and intends to cast three of
1945 and is a state-subsidized outhis pix there.
They are “Goya,”
fit.
which Lattuada directs in Spain
The repertoire includes “Barra- this summer; “The Fair Bride,**
bas,” by Michel de Ghelderode; from the Bruce
Marshall story;
“Malatestg” by Henri de Monther- and “II Bidone,” which will problant; “The Wolves by Romain Rol- ably
star
Broderick Crawford,
land, and adaptations of Arthur Richard Basehart, and an Ameri“The Witches Hunt”; can femme star, under Federico
Miller’s
“School for Scandal,” “Twelfth Fellini’s direction.
He also will
Night,” adapted by Jean Anouilh; set scripters, technicians to work
and Charles Morgan’s “River Line.” on pre-planning of these and other
The Odeon Theatre here-- will upcoming projects. Lombardo also
house this company for its two- will look for a top-level Yank
week stand.
writer to, adapt Mario Soldati’s
Ten legit companies have opened “Capri Letters” for the screen.
new shows in Buenos Aires in reHenry Fonda expressed interest
cent weeks, with the best collection in this project during his recent
of plays seen here in a long time. Rome talks with Lombardo. LomA moving tribute was paid te the bardo feels the Italian producer
late Jacinto Benavente, Spanish can no longer compromise in his
playwright who died last year and quest for the International market
who is widely known in Argentina —that he must go all out and get
when the Guerrero-Romeu-Lopez only the best. This, he feels, mu&t
Heredia Co. opened at the CasinQ not only take in* star values but
in Benavente’s “Por Salvar su also original story and script deAmor” (To Save His Love).
velopment.
•

new
of

LONDON OPPI£l

• St. Martin** Placa« Trafalgar Square

WEST GERMANY-RUSSIA
TIFF ON AUSTRIAN PIX
Bonn,, April 5.
In the postwar film struggles be
tween East and West Germany,
with West Germany refusing en
trance permits to pictures made
under Russian control, the question
of Soviet-financed films made in
Austria seems to have produced a
real deadlock. The Bonn headquarters for West Germany -has been
regularly accepting Austrian-made
pix for showings in its territory,
but the Austrian minister of commerce has just been handed a turndown on two recent films, “Franz
Schubert” and “Girardi.”

Both films were made by Rosenhugel Productions in Vienna, as
Austrian-Russian
coproductions.
The Bonn government has refused
to allow showings in West Germany because they were completed
With Red financing and interests.

The Russians,

in turn, insist that

Among other" local producers
are mulling use of Yank talent on a wider scale are Astra
Cinematograflca which has a pact
with Jules Dassin to direct “Mas*

who

Don Gesualdo” (he would liks
Spencer Tracy or another U. S.

tro

star for the key role) and producer
Maleno Malenotti, who is currently negotiating with Jean Negulesco
to direct “The World's'Most Beautiful Woman.”
Last-named would
probably star Gina Lollqbrigida,

Two

Universal Films
Hawaiian Location

On

Honolulu, April

5.

Two Universal pictures will go
on location in Hawaii, according to
Robert Arthur, company producer
who’s here to scout coastal settings
“Wind from Suva,” based on
an original story by Borden Chase.
Rock Hudson and troupe of 35 to
40 likely will make the trek.
The other film, produced by
Aaron Rosenberg, will bring in
about 100 actors and technicians.
It-s based on the book,
“White
King,” but the title probably will
be changed for fear people confuse
it with a brand of soap.
for

Bonn maintains this position,
they In- return will y/lthdraw all
permits for West German films to
play in the Soviet-occupied section
This would decrease
of Austria.
10th Ann! of Hebrew Theatro
the West German grosses from
Austria by a third. Since Austria
Tel-Aviv, April 5.
is one of the major countries reguThe Hebrew Chamber Theatre
larly importing' German pictures celebrated Its 10th anni with the
(the language is the same and no inauguration of a newly built theadubbing is required), it could tre. “As You Like It” was staged
mean the loss of a major German in the Hebrew translation by Dan
export market.
Gillad.
Currently, notes are being exWhile playing daily (except Frichanged between officials at Bonn days) in its own new house, the
and toppers in Vienna, but the sit- Chamber Theatre will also conuation has not been resolved to tinue in the building used before
*
apyqpe’s ssiji&factoon. i „
J in -.Tel-Aviv, jthe Mograbi.

if

;
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Mwars

2,100 Hardtops

On

French Producers Sharp Eye

in

15

Mex
"

Mexico City, April 5.
National cinema census taken by
Samuel Goldschlag, a top local
architect, shows 2,100 houses operating in 1,164 cities, towns, vil;
lages, hamlets and even on farms,
Havana, April 5.
with a combined capacity of 1,500,+
Paris, April 0.
Hotel officials expect extension
000 seats, and with a potential puba
j frcmn aaa
Released
Career of Sacha Guitry's high
of Havana’s gambling, under a reSpend $800,000 For
uc ©f »,000, 000. Mexico’s popula- ‘Earth*
budgeted “Napoleon" brought in
to provide a
is fast nearing 30,000,000.
Soviets in E. Berlin cently enacted law,
Rftllv on
Ait
Tourism
Aonnsni Hon
isany
* hai 1|700 cin.
on a budget estimated at $1,800,major boost to the city's tourist
alj
C0Untry
Thll
Berlin, April 5.
000, is being watched' by the film
Mexico 9®?* 4? rP,
Gafty, manLindsay
industry,
H;
emas that exhibit 16m pix exclumany years. ager of American-leased Hotel
industry as the era of spectacle
Mexico’s tourism is to bfe bigger sIvely th# Goldschlag census re- "For the first time in
East Berliners are being given a Sevilla Blltraore, predicted that
pix comes into full force here, The this year with an $800,000 Investvea^
chance to see an American film in Havana may become a "tropical
50% admission increase (to $2.top) ment by the government, anHowever,
their (Russian) sector.
4s also an important part of the nounced Gustavo Ortiz Hernan,
Monte Carlo.” The new law permits
ever
film
it’s the controversial "Salt of the
release of the costliest
chief of the government’s tourist
the establishment of gambling
Film, which was day- casinos in hptels whose value is
Earth.”
made in France, Audience reac- department. This will come via
dated in several East Berlin nabe over $1,000,000; “frontones” (where
tions will be significant fodder to large ads for the most part in top
theatres, has been synchronized jai alai Is played) and dubs and
producers who have been clamor-' U. S. and European dailies and
into German by DEFA and * re- luxurious cabarets, deemed suitaing for Unfreezing of admish scales mags.
leased by Progress, sole film dis- ble for tourists by the Institute of
for some time, Prices Were frozen.,
Hernan stresses that this outlay
tributing outfit in Soviet-controlled Tourism.
at a $1.10 top with special dispen/ is fully justified because of the
Germany.
sations allowed for certain large- $350,000,000 cash return visitors
At present gambling is permitPapers here panned it when prescale films.
gave Mexico. last year. The worst,
ted in Cuba only at the Big Three
viewed,
saying the film’s message is*
the
tourism,
to
increased
obstacle
Spec-tinier. cycle Was started
niteries (Tropicana, Sans Souci and
clumsy and that the production
with the French-Italian. coproduc- weak hotel accommodations, since
Oriental Park, (the
had practically no entertainment Montmartre),
tion movement some years ago to there are only 3,854 rooms of all
horse track) arid, the Hotel Varavalue. “Salt” stars Mexican actress
London, April 12.
compete with the big Hollywood kinds in Mexico (only 854 are in
Varadero, a
Rosaura Revueltas, who is fairly dero International, in
product. It seems to have gotten Mexico City), will b e corrected, he
With the prospects of a spring well known in*. West Berlin. She town 100 miles from Havana. It’s
out of hand and made for a' repe- said.
been was a foreign pic personality dur- reported that, three of Havana’s
having
election
general
titious cycle. Guitry’s “Versailles”
hotels (Nacional de Cuba, Sevilla
strengthened by the resignation of ing the First (West) Berlin Filpi Biltmore and Cofnodoro) are planwas a culmination of the big filmy
in 1951 and also attended
Sir Winston Churchill and the ap- Festival
though completely French, in rackning to install casinos. At present,
pointment Of Sir\Aftthony Eden as last year’s fete,.
ing up the biggest grosses since
however, they are waiting for dethe war. This pelped carry the
the new Prime Minister, .the Brittailed regulations to be enacted.
hybrid French-Italian costumers.
ish film industry may possibly.]
The Habana Hilton Hotel, Under
have to wait until the fall ^before
construction, Includes a gambling
The old bromide that the more
it ..knows for sure the outcome of
ayout. Hotel is being built by the
national a film is the more internaits plea for admission tax reliefs.
Cuban waiters' union, but will be
tional it" is at the b.o., seems to
Feeling in political circles leans
run by the Hilton {.organization.
ring true when art house grosses
t
A-rvrtr n
L
0 ?’ **
simple
only
.
;a
View
that
“Mr.
to
the
:
examined.
U.S.
in the
are
, ,
?
Tourist Experts Laud Law
The biggest outside broadcasting budget will be introduced when the
Hulot’s Holiday” was a completely
Persons in the tourist industry
N
Gallic film in feeling and execution undertaking since the Coronation House of Commons meets again
have been almost unanimous in
while “Bread, Love And Fantasy” is to be launched by BBC radio April. 19, and that a full financial
praising the new gambling, law.
London, April 12.
hued to Italo sentiments. Both in celebration of the 10th anni of statement may have to wait until
“Paris By Night,” the new Folies The Sevilla’s Gatty said: “It will
did well at home also. .Biggest
* obe * or thereabouts,
bring
C
a spurt to the tourist indusBergere revue which opened at the
and 8 spe- ?
U. S. films here last month were j VE-Day. Between May 2
ne HHng is certain. If thetove- Prince Of Wales last. Saturday (9), try, giving a sizeable' lift to the
sired on the
9
“On The Waterfront” (Col) and cial features to be also
Ine
boom
business already being* enright
ana
proved
not only is latest but also the best
be trans- casters are
“White Christmas” (Par) which local stations will
^ere will edition of the Folies. Stair of the joyed by hotels, airlines and nightmitted on the Overseas program election is held. May 26,
also "score at the wickets in the
give
clubs.”
to
production is Benny Hill, who
and are being picked up as part of not bedtime for Parli a ment
u. s:
John Burke, veepdfe of. the Kirkecomplicated makes a smash impact. He has
the domestic service for most' of legislative effect to a
“Napoleon,’* with its. grandiose'
budget. Under the British Parlia- come to the fore in the last year by Hotel Co., which runs the Naithe European stations.
cional, explained that it will be a
theme, the history and glory of
procedure, the provisions via tele.
mentary
For the last few weeks a corns
as it is
past Erance, and its long list of
of the budget statement are subIn support is Tommy Cooper, good thing for Cuba as long
star names has all it needs for
comedy magician, who contributed legal and run properly. He felt it
touring
have
toterrtewer,
fnd
more
U.
would bring a let
S. dolRobert Amon, hanb.o. locally.
sock comedy, and Claudine Cereda,
d
Pr 8r
lars to Cuba v \
dling the pic for export, says it is
singer from the Folies Bergere' in
al
series.
h
the
for
sensawith
a
breaking all records
Tourism is ’'already Cuba’s secHouses before it becomes an Act Paris. The cast includes Ilona
tional $90,000 in its first five days Montgomery,. will sum up on the of Parliament and can receive
Adams» specialty dancer; Marqueez; ond most important dollar source.
final day.
According to the Tourist Institute,
at three big houses.
Royal Assent.
Keoni, Hawaiian dancer; The Mor234,000 tourists (95% of them
Among the special features will
Clouzot’s Diabollques’ French Hit
This does not necessarily mean lidor Trio; and Ganjou Brother and Americans) visited Cuba in 1954.
recording by Audrey Russell
substantial reliefs can be Juanita,
The biggest French hit so far be * Hitler’s
old home at Berchtes that no
They spent over $55,000,000 during
from
“Paris By Night” is assured an
this season is H. G. Clduzot’s “Les
introduced; the principal on which
the year. Americans have long had
gaden. Other interviews will come
Diaboliques,” a shocker whodunit,
thb Chancellor is expected to oper- indefinite run.
Copenhagen,
Cologne,
interests on' bo,th .sides of Cuba’s
Paris,
from
which has already .taken a terrific
ate will be to confine himself to
gambling tables. Sans Souci is run
and English cities.
be
$471,000 in its Jirstlton. Another Norway
pan
simple .measures which
Net
European
by U, S. interests. The gambling
.the
West
Among
is
a simple family pic “Papa,
British Prods. Decide
manager, nt Tropicana is an AmerMaman, La Bonne Ft Moi,” and a
programs
domestic
ican. The Varadero Intemacional
their
series
in
melodrama entry, Eddie ConstanCommittee
To Set
Although this air of uncertainty
is owned by an American. will be the North and West Gertine’s “Votre Devoue Blake” (Your
’Ramie-Dazzle*. Kicked- Out
Italy, Portu- remains, there has been fio appreAustria,
outlets,
man
Devoted Blake). Marcel Pagnol’s
Switzerland. Oth- ciable -lessening of the industries
In past years gambling in Cuba
Greece
and
gal,
Fight
In
Vs.
Censors
(Letters
“Letters De Mon Moulin”
substantial
has
not enjoyed the reputation that
ers
still in the negotiation mass agitation for a
are
From My Mill) as well as a FerLondon, April 12,
concession. The claim lodged with
it has in J&evacla and Puerto Rico.
nandel comedy, “Le Mouton A stage.
Concern over recent decisions of In 1952-1*953, so many Americans
the Chancellor earlier in the year
Cinq Pattes” (The Five Legged
demands a cut in admission duty the British Board of Film Censors were fleeced at a game known as
Sheep), are 'also, on this list.
worth almost $17,000,000; most of has led the British Film Producers “razzle-damle” that the Tourist InSees Distrib
Big budgeted films are still Peliculas
which would benefit smaller oper-^| Assn, to set up a committee to stitute" imported a U. S. expert to
popular here. Max Ophuls’. “Lola
ators. Last year the industry asked consider complaints from, its mem- look into the situation and suggest
Filins In
Of All
Montes,” being made in C’Scope
for
$20,000,000 and were granted bers. Recently, Robert Clark, pres- remedies.- Before the expert could
_
.
t
n
i
w
and in three versions (French,
ident, and Sir Henry French, di- get to work, he had to go into hidEnglish, German), has a budget
Latm-Am Set by June relief to the tune of^o,8oo,ooo.
rector general, of the BFPA, had ing and then flee the country beyear also, the Chancellor
This
.. ...
of over $1,500,000. In the offing
discussions with Sir Sidney Harris, cause of official pressure.
Mexico City, April 5.
j s f ace(j with a powerful demand
are such’ big ones as “The Hunch“Razzle-dazzle” continued to. dazMexican film distribution in Cen- from i e git interests and a claim president, and A. T. L. Watkins,
back of Notre Dame,” “Michael
secretary, of the BBFC. Out .of
of their money
Strogoff” and Sacha Guitry’s “Si tral and South America will be has been made on behalf of man- that meeting, the producers have zle tourists out.
reportedly, President FulPeliuntil,
totally
controlled
by
June
by
a gers and performers for the total
Paris M’Etait Conte” (If Paris
quietly
himself
Batista
culas Mexicanas, the big indie abolition of the duty on the live decided that they might aid sup- gencio
Were Told To Me).
which handles Mexican pix at home theatre. This would cost the Ex- potting members who appeal stepped in and ordered a cleanup.
and abroad. It recently became a chequer around $8,000,000 in a full against decisions of the censors.
This included abolishing of “razzle”
British producers normally sub- and the deportation of a dozen
semi-official organization. Peliculas year. There have also been represpecified this control by June be- sentations by sporting interests mit scripts to the censor board be- U. S. gamblers who had helped run
y
cause it counts upon all Mexican who are seeking a tax cut for foot- fore production, and believe them it. Since then there has been no
IN
producers interested in those -inar- ball, cricket; racing aqd similar selves in. this way at a disadvan- wholesale fleecing of the American
tage with American companies. visitors—but gambling hasn’t alLondon, April 12.
kets in joining it via stock buying.
The censor, they feel, is mote like- ways been 100% honest, either.
As the 20th-Fox lease of the Latter is figured to hike Its workly to refuse to approve a script or With increased gambling facilities,
Odeon, Marble Arch, terminated ing capital to $800,000 by midyear.
else to put it in the restricted “X’
OPERA PREEM
EGK'S
last week, the company has made
Peliculas explained that it will
Havana hopes to compete with Las
category, which debars children Vegas.
the Rialto, Coventry Street, into control Mexican film distribution
a flrstrun theatre^ New policy was in all Latin America as does Cinex, Irish Legend’ Opens at Salzburg under 16 of seeing it at all, than
to throw out a completed picture
Festival on July 17
inaugurated last weekend with the the original semi-official Mexican
which may have cost $1,000,000 or $4,146,000
showing of “Black Widow.”
film distributor outfit, in the rest
more to produce.
Currently, 20th-Fox has two first of the- world.
Vienna, April 5.
The new committee will consider
World preem of Werner Egk’s
run West End houses, the other bePeliculas expects to have exIN 30
ing the Carlton Haymarket. It is changes running by June in Puerto n ® w opera, “Irish Legend,” was set anjr grievance which a member
London* April 5.
understood that the Odeon deal Rico, the Dominican Republic, by the Salzburg Festival commit- may have and then decide whether
Improved income for the Eady
was not renewed because the terms Cuba, Brazil, Argentine, Colombia, tee for July 17, with George Szell or not to support his appeal to the
requested made it uneconomical. Venezuela, Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, directing. Program has been com- censor for re-consideration of the fund was continued dtiring February, bringing the total for the first
One 20th beef was that it was not Chile, Uruguay and Paraguay.
As usual, Mo- decision.
pleted meanwhile.
The BBFC, once having handed 30 weeks of .the current financial
even allowed a cut of the icecream
dominates, this time with
zart
year to $4,146,000. Advance in inout
verdict,
concession, worth about $1,700 a
a
hitherto
has
shown
“Abduction
“Magic Flute” and
week.
from Serail,” beginning July 24 itself averse to reviewing any case. come is mainly attributed to the
BourviTs
Series
lower rate of levy In force during
Richard
_
and ending August 30.
Paris, April 5.
the first 12 weeks of the current
Strauss Is represented with “AriEx-Assoc.-British Chief
Scots
Hot
for
leers
year.
Bourvil, the French comic, has adne auf Naxos,” Hans Pfitzner’s
As a result of the improved
signed to make 26 tv films of 26 “Palestrina” is rated a special
Glasgow, April 5.
Post in Tokyo minutes each. They will be shot in event.
Ice shows will be the vogue this financial situation, the dividend
distribution for British films has
French
in
France
his local folfor
directed
will
by
“Everyman”
be
spring
and
summer
in
Scot
three
London, April 5.
the gross.
William Moffat, former bead of lowing, then dubbed Into English Ernst Lothar, who will also be re- locations. “White Horse Inn on been upped to 29% of
between 26% and
Associated British-Pathe, has joined fer England and America. Series sponsible for the production of Ice’’ is due for a short season at the It had fluctuated
Theatre
here
while 28% since last October, although
the board of the British Common- is titled “The Tribulations of Mon- Friedrich von Schiller’s “Kabale Alhambra
“Dancing Years on Ice,” Novello it averaged over 33% during the
wealth Film Corp. and returned sieur Chou,” and first episode has und Liebe.”
him cast as a tourist who gets a
Among the famous guest stars musical on blades, tees off July 28 whole of the previous year.
to Tokyo to assume his new duties.
February returns show a slight
At the beginning of the year, hotel room that is in process of and shows are the Paris Theatre at Murrayfield Ice Rink, EdinJean
Populate;
B. burgh, running through the Inter- decline in British film rentals at
Moffat went on a special mission reddeoration by painters, plumb- National
as against $1,550,000
ers, etc.
$1,480,000
end
Festival
the
there to
Moliere’s “Don Juan,” Margaret national
to Japan and recently came back
in the previous year. Total for the
All Paris hotels are being dolled Wallman, in charge of the State of September.
here. Lewis Bush has resigned his
however, is running
weeks,
first
30
is
An “Ice Circus” production
post as the BCFC rep in Tokyo. up at the moment for the coming Opera Ballet; Eugene Ormandy
The corporation represents British Influx of rich tourists, to the neg- (Aug. 7) and Yehudi Menuhin on pacted for Ayr, coast vacation substantially in advance of the
year.
last
period
same
*
•center.
lecti of the regular customers/
‘Uuly* 28--film makers In
t
Bast.
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BIG FIVE-CITY TEXAS PRE RELEASE:

GREAT SHOWMANSHIP MAKES

CH
NEXT MONTH! DANGER AFTER JOHN WAYNE-WAYNE AFTER LANA

“BATTLE CRY
Starring

VAN HEFLIN • ALDO RAY
MONA FREEMAN • NANCY OLSON
JAMES WHITMORE • RAYMOND MASSEY
TAB HUNTER ’ DOROTHY MALONE -ANNE FRANCIS
Screen Play by LEON M. URIS • Directed by RAOUL
Original Mutle

WAKNCRCOLOR

Qinii

*

WALSH

JULIE HARRIS
With'

BURL IVES

•

Screen Play by

Mm Stolntr
Stereophonic sound

•

JAM

RICHARD DAVALOS

*

PAUL OSBO

Muilc by Uon»rd RoiiA
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WarnerCol
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IEW A RAVE! NORTH, SOUTH, WEST AND EAST-'EAST OF EDEN’ Will BE THE SENSATION PICTURE THIS YEAR!

KNEW—WAVE AFTER WAVE OF EXCITEMBIT! SEARCH THE SEVEN SEAS-YOU WON’T FDD THE LIKE OF

"STRANGE LADY

IN

TOWN"

Starring

GREER GARSON DANA ANDREWS
•

Producad and Directed by

EAR • RAYMOND MASSEY
AN FLEET

•

ALBERT DEKKER

Dirictad by
*rlht

ELIA

KAZAN

by Technicolor

STEREOPHONIC SOUND

•

LOI$ SMITH

Co-Starring

CAMERON MITCHELL

GONZALEZ GONZALEZ

• Story

JOHN WAYNE -LANA TURNER
:the SEA CHASE”

MERVYN LeROY

Alio ttarrlnf

DAVID FARRAR
LOIS SMITH with WALTER

HAMPDEN

and Scraen Play by Frank Butlar

Mult Com»Mrt an* Conducts

by Dimitri

Tiomfclit

WarnkrCOLOR -Stereophonic

•

LYLE BETTGER

with Jamal
lofaan

Arnni

•

TAB HUNTER

• Olck Davilot

May hy Jamas Wirmr

Btllah and John Twist

CIRKTtD BY JOHN FARROW

Sound

WARNKRCOLOR

pwiisir
..
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Stereophonic Sound
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[MOTION PICTURE ASSN. REPORT]

WHO-PAYS-WHAT ISSUE STALLS ACTION;
KID LIBRARY UP TO FILM PRESIDENTS
managers

Film companies' sales
week took, up the question of
the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s Children’s Film Library and it
soon developed that the problem
was by no means as simple as just
forking over the required $200,000

4-

last

for

new

MPAA

MPAA,

it

appears, doesn’t

have that kind of
particularly not on
even though the
thoroughly aware

coin to spend,
children’s films,
Association
of the

p.r.

is

as-

pects of the matter.

Inconclusive upshot of the discussion was the appointment of a
two-man committee consisting of
Bernard Goodman of Warner Bros,
and Monroe Goodman of Paramount. They’ll prepare a report on
what’s needed to increase the effectiveness of the Library.

Latter is understood to be in
need of prints on some 20 titles on
which are no longer available
through the branches of the companies.

Negligence, Says Azteca

A number

of film classics,

used by exhibs for years in building kid shows, are now no longer
in stock and can’t be booked. If the
companies should agree to print
up 20 films as per Library recommendations, that would bring the
Library’s supply to 52 films

Shipped

Library’s Print .Supply
pointed out that* unless
is done to replenish the
Library’s print supply (pix are
booked by the individual Companies; the Library just recommends titles), the Library may
sooner or later have to close shop.
Exhib interest in kid shows has
revived this year as theatres recognize the need to attract juve audiences. Library, is anxious to bolster
the print supply on kid pix before
the summer when theatres frequently bill juve shows. In the light
of the lack of prints, exhib requests for children’s films have
dropped sharply in the past year.
It’s felt among exhibs, and also
at the MPAA, that the final solution to the Library’s problems lies
with the company presidents. Efforts are under way to present the
problem to them.
Sales managers meet last week
produced a variety of "commercial”
viewpoints. Question was raised of
just where exhibs stand on the
matter, how often the prints would
be used and the type of rentals
that would be paid for them to
allow reasonable amortization of
costs. There was discussion on the
fairness of having each company
shoulder its own burden rather
than throw everything into a pot
and raise the money that way.
It’s

While some companies are more
aware of the public relations values
of the Library, others feel that the
Library should draw on the current print run, i.e. current pix,
rather than force the distribs to
make new prints. It’s been argued
for some time that the Library
could get along on current releases

which are deemed suitable for children. Counter position is that while

some current

releases are indeed
of a type that Would please youngsters, they inevitably contain
scenes that are unsuitable for an
audience ranging from 8 to- 12.
Library lost quite a few prints
due to the switch from nitrate to
acetate safety films, with the distribs failing to make new copies.
It costs about $500 to make a new
color print on a feature and between $120 and $150 for a new
black-and-white edition. Some of

Unmarked

Film

.

San Antonio, April 12.
Seven criminal charges were on
file here in U. S. District Court

Comedian Bob Hope

ish’t

mak-

ing any wisecracks about the jumbled state of affairs in one of his
investments, the Hope Metal Products Co., a Cleveland business
headed by his brother Ivor H.
Hope. Company was in a financial
jam up to last week when the
Hollywood star came to the rescue
with $100,000 to stave off more
than 100 creditors.

against Azteca Films, Inc., local
Spanish language film exchange.
Charges of violating interstate
commerce shipping rules grew out
of a July 15, 1954, fire which
destroyed a truck terminal in DalComic is chairman of board of
las.
It involves an alleged failure directors
of factory which
he
to mark as Inflammable a shipment helped organize in 1939. Although
of inflammable film scraps.
its sales have hit more than $.1,Each count carries up to a $1,000 000,000 per year since end of
fine and/or a year’s penitentiary World War II, antiquated equipment, heavy expenses and need for
sentence.
oiled up
The film scraps which the com- expansion
pany allegedly shipped without headaches for his brother.
Company
ic.Cv.ntiy liied petition
danger markings were left on the
in U. S. Federal Court asking for
Dallas dock In the sun.. They igpermission to settle $132,000 in
nited and burned down the dock.
overdue debts for 30 cents bn. the
Several civil law suits have been
dollar. Ivor H., the prez, also offiled as a result.
fered to pay off $12,000 in federal
In the event a penitentiary sen- tax claims and to pay back wages
tence were assessed against the of $2,000 to his 100 employees, Still
corporation, its officers wquld be working under federal bankruptcy
liable, according to the U. S. As- referee’s orders.
sistant District Attorney Harman
Creditors have agreed to accept

Wo

Parrott.

from firm which listed assets
of about $75,000. With the comedian breathing new life into it with
$100,000 donation, and promises of
additional funds for expansion
offer

Briefs

From the

Lois
*

plans.

.

something

Cleveland, April 12.
.

prints.

Among other things, the question arose of who should pay the
freight for the new prints needed
by the Library. It was suggested
that it wasn’t fair to saddle individual companies with the expense
and the thought was advanced to
let the money come out of the
budget.

Hope Metal Products Jams
Comic Aids Frere Ivor

Texas Pressing Criminal

Hollywood, April

12.

Audrey Hapburn will play the
lead. of Natasha in Pontide Laurentiis’ production of Tolstoy’s "War and Peace,” for Para-'
mount release. .Dino de Laurenti

femme

ILL.

UTO MAPS

Rome to
star for production

due in this week from

sign

up a male

Titles,

»

.

2.

CONCILIATION

to roll id June... Robert Aldrich
Wesley Addy,
cast
he
brought to coast last year from
N. Y., for a featured role in "The

Lichtman’s Illness Seen

whom

Big Knife”. .Fred MacMurray’s
leading lady in Allied Artists’
"Gun Point” will be Dorothy
Malone. .Richard Boone is off to
the Virgin Islands to join U’s
"Away All Boats” location troupe
Warwick’s "Cockleshell Heroes”
was launched last Friday (8) in
Lisbon, with Jose Ferrer directing
Trevor
and
co-starring
with

Making Lion Roar
As Factor Winch Doused
Continued from, pace 1 —as

&T0LLTV

.

ment which has operated practicalan independeht corporation.
Just who will be moved or removed within the top echelon is
not yet decided but there is no
Owners of Illinois, TOA affiliate. question that a number of key figSetup of the conciliation plan ures are undergoing a loss of some
Howard.
would work thus: an exhibitor, who authority and sOme attendant presMorris Stoloff signed a six-year believed he had a grievance, would tige. ‘Investigations of various incontract as head of Columbia’s mu- submit same in writing to the pres- company functions began immesic department .
Web Over- ident of UTO, who in turn would
lander doubles as actor-makeup appoint a committee of exhibitors, diately after the considerable emartist in Batjac’s "The Lock and not connected with the complain- barrassment of the Loew stockArcher MacDonald ant in any business affliation. Fol- holder meeting in New York. A
the Key”
signed for a comedy role in Para- lowing a preliminary probe to see
Mau- if the complaint was bona fide, the series of awkward questions and
mount’s "Anything Goes”
reen O’Hara inked a multiple-pic- committee would attempt to re- accusations came out into the open.
.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Springfield, 111., April 12.
Organization of a "conciliation
service”
aimed toward aiding
smaller film exhibitors settle difficulties with distributors has been
approved by the United Theatre

ly as

.

.

.

.

.

ture contract with Columbia .
Paul Douglas will star for Warwick
Productions in "The Gamma People,” to be filmed in Europe . . .
All of Edmund Grainger’s six upcoming productions will.be made
the Superscope wide-screen
in
process . . . Jean Yarbrough will
direct "Night Freight,” which Ace
Herman will produce for William
F. Broidy Pictures, with Allied
Artists releasing . . . Fay Wray will
play a former star in Jaguar’s “The
Darkest Hour” at Warners . . .
Second Holt-Rosen production for
release will be "Trumpets of
Company K,” with Nat Holt producing.
.

.

RKO

e

New So. Dakota

Drive-In

Watertown, S;D., April 12.
Here in Watertown, population
12,000, A1 Fritx is building a 600car drive-in theatre in competition
with one already operating there.

Additionally .Watertown has two
four-wall showhouses, one of them
owned by Fritz and the other by

United -Paramount.

solve the exhib-distrib problem by
conciliation.

board of directors at the
same meeting at upstate Illinois
Starved Rock Park Lodge also
voted to endorse the EFFG film
financing plan being promoted by

TOA

The

banking standpoint the
were put by the industry attorney Saul Rogers and
centered on the invidious comparisons of Columbia earnings on its
gross as against Metro earnings on

Illinois

exhibitors

a

telling

its gross.

group also gave- its support to the
joint committee in its fight against

Metro’s Television Question
Trade circles speculated this
"pay-as-you-see” tv. It set a stateweek
that Metro may hold a topwide rally for April 18 at Peoria
during the week of
to acquaint exhibs with the Zenith echelon huddle
April
24
on the question of enterproposal for subscription tv as
The stanza
filed with the. Federal Communica- ing vidpix production.
tions Commission.
Alfred Starr,* will find the company’s top brass
a member of the joint committee, in New York at the Same time.
Production chief Dore Sehary,
will be the Peoria briefer.
State exhibitors also voiced their who’s booked to address the New
opposition to two bills now before York Sales Executives Club on
the Illinois Legislature. One bill April 26, arrives on the 24th for a
would prohibit any dri've-in screen week’s stay. Prexy Nicholas M.
that was visible from the highway, Schenck, who is vacationing in
give
other ..Would
county Florida, is due back in Gotham on
the
Veepee and treasurer
authorities police powers of cen- April 28.
Both measures are In Charles C. Moskowitz, who has
sorship.
committee stage at the capitol. Sim- been keeping close tabs on the tv
ilar legislative moves of the past situation^ is scheduled to leave on
a vacation on April 30, leaving
.have died aborning.
George Kerasotes, Springfield two days for possible confabs on
of
In addition,
the vidpix question.
exhibitor and vice president
TOA, was elected president of Arthur M. Loew, International
UTOI; Edward Zorn, Pontiac, chief and studio "trouble sSooter,”
board chairman; Ralph Lawler, usually returns from his Coast
Peoria, v.p., and Joseph Sikes, duties at the latter part of the
Waukegan, sec.-treas.
week and would be available for a

In this territory the outdoor thethe companies last week were ask- atre season is exceptionally short
ing if and in what period of time and even during the brief operathey could recoup this new print tion the weather Is unpredictable.
cost, implication being that they That, however, seemingly doesn’t
didn’t see the p.r. aspects balancing deter investment in the ozoners.
a possible loss.
Several of the distribs, notably
20th-Fox, Metro and Republic, have
come through with the required
new prints. Republic recently supplied color copies on three of its
features. Gradual decline of the
Concord, N. H., April 12.
Library is being followed with inHouse Bill 16 has been amended in the Legislature here so it
terest abroad, and particularly in
would now require that anyone planning to construct a drive-in
Britain, where interest in kid. pix
theatre with "direct access” to a Class I, II or III highway must
is strong and Library recommenfirst obtain a permit from the state commissioner of public works
dations command a good deal of
and highways.
attention.
This adds one more hurdle that outdoor theatres must surmount.

Highway Control of Drive-Ins?
*

From

most

UTOI

Sources

Production Code Administration in 1954 issued Code seals to 303
feature films, a record low. Some 4,199 new titles were registered by
the Motion Picture Assn, of America’s Title Registration Bureau during the year. A high 13.5% of the 1954 features, were based on miscellaneous source material, such as non-fiction, radio and tv shows,
travelogues, poems, etc.
Data are part of the annual report of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America put today. Figures have been reported in detail in earlier
issues of Variety.
The 303 seals on features issued last year break down into 232
domestic films and 71 foreign ones. Of the domestic entries, 187
came from MPAA member companies (compared with 241 in7 1953,
259 in 1952 and 282 iii 1951) and 45 from indies (as against 49^ in
1953, 58 in 1952 and 87 in 1951).
On the foreign films, member companies submitted a high 41 last
year and the indies 30, which is about par for the course. Variety ran
the story on Jan. 19.
Number of shoyts that received Code seals ran to 673 last year, a
drop of over 100 from the 769 okayed in 1953. Member companies
submitted 368; nonmembers two and foreign companies none. In the
case of either foreign features or foreign shorts, the Code figures are
no adequate yardstick on what’s been imported since a majority of
the foreign lingualers don’t bother to apply for a seal.
The MPAA’s Title Registration Bureau, with 4,199 new titles registered during 1954, rejected only. 33, the lowest number since 1947.
A high 90 titles were accepted from non-members and there were 16
title arbitrations during the year. Story ran in this paper Feb. 23.
The MPAA breakdown of newsreel content in 1954, also carried in
Variety two months ago, showed that the reels carried a total of 3,940
sequences, an increase of 10% over 1953. There was an increase of
close to 30% (333 clips) in the clips covering' foreign news.
The Advertising Code Administratirfn. reported that, in 1954, it had
passed on 129,229 pieces of advertising and publicity materials, an
increase of two per cent over 1953. The rise was due to ah 8% increase in the number of stills submitted^ All other categories dropped,
^reflecting the general slowdown of production. Of the 103,024 stills
submitted, 2,191 were rejected or revised. There were 8,895 advertisements. Of these, 384 were rejected or revised. The ACA is under the
direction of Gordon White, the Code’s liaison contact' in the East.
As detailed in Variety March 23, pix approved by the Code in
1954 for the first time tipped the scales in favor of color. Percentage
was 58.4% tinters and 41.6%' black-and-white. MPAA report called
the Canadian Cooperation Project "a model of mutual cooperation in
international trade” and said it had resulted in substantial economic
gains to both parties. Detailed story on the Project’s 1954 report was
carried in Variety two months ago, on Feb. 9.
Code reported that, last year, 58.4% of all pix approved by it were
based on original scripts. Plays accounted for 3.7%; novels for 20.1%;
biogs for .3%; short stories for 4% and miscellaneous for 13.5%.
Full story and table showing comparative figures were run in the

Variety issue of March

.

is

Of Codes,

Fuse of Pronto Roundtable

A

simple solution toward ending the delay in calling the industry roundtable conference came
last week from a sales chief who
is a member of the Motion Picture
of America’s general sales
manager’s committee.
"Why don’t the exhibitor organizations write directly to the company presidents and put their answers on the* record?” he asked.
"There isn’t too much the salesmanager can do at this time. It’s
Lichtman’s (20th-Fox distribution
chief A1 Lichtman) baby and he’s
been away for some time now.”
(Lichtman is on the Coast recuperating from a recent illness).
In expanding his views on arbitration and the roundtable meeting,
the sales topper said: "I can’t
honestly give a reason for the
delay. Lichtman really believed
that arbitration would be out of
the way shortly. He didn’t realize
all the comma and period trouble
it would run into. But if the exAssn,

<

,

hibitors want the roundtable, why
don’t they go to the company

presidents?

"As for

me

and

my

company,

we’re ready to arbitrate any question, including film rentals. However, I’m not in a position to say
so officially.

The

situation at

my

different than the
the subject of film
rentals. Also the president of my
company is ready to sit down and
talk to exhibitors any time they

company
others

want

is lot

on

to.”

Ozoner C’Scope Data
St. Louis,

April 12.

Approximately 300 motion picture theatres and ozoners In the
St. Louis film trade territory have
installed wide screen apparatus for

the presentation of Cinemascope
confer.
and other wide screen films and
topflight N. Y. executive said
expected to reach
no timetable had been set for a the number is
1955-56
meeting on the survey Les Peter- 400 by Sept. 1 when the
indoor houses beseason
for
the
sen, fn charge of the company’s
gins.
radio-tv department, is currently
The St. Louis area includes
talking
"We’ve
maldng.
about television for a long time,” Missouri, east from Jefferson City;
he said, “and of course there’ll be Illinois south from Springfield and
discussion when the Petersen re- Quincy; smaller portions of southport is completed. We’ll make our eastern Iowa; northeastern Kendecision after we study the sur- tucky and a small area in southwestern Indiana.
vey.”

A

been

—
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PICTURES
Producers’ College Prizes

Theatre Owners’ Cry for Action;

Holly wood,. April 12.
Producers Guild will
present plaques to the winners of
its second Annual Intercollegiate
Film Competition April 24 at the

Home-Toll: Fine With Advertising

Screen

Industry Roundtable Need Acute;

That's

Hays MacFar land’s Tm-for-It’ Pitch
New England ‘Anti’ Unit Forms

Academy Award Theatre.

on
Theatre" Owners of America, in 4*
• blast at distribution described
by a spokesman as the “strongest” ALL-CASH BIDS
ever issued by the exhibitor org,
demanded that an industry roundSTUDIOS
table conference be held immedi-J
Los Angeles, April 12.
ately “with the express intention in
distribution to evolve formulae for
Date for open-court bidding on
substantial relief” from “unreason- the Samuel Goldwyn studios has
able and unbearable film , rentals been put at April 20 by Superior
and the inequitable conditions of Judge Paul Nourse, who ordered

ONLY

FOR GOLDWYN

licensing” pictures.
The TOA clarion call for. the

meeting coupled with the sharp

at-

Mary Pickford-Goldwyn-owned

lot
placed on the auction block in a
January ruling. Only the two owners submitted sealed bids, Miss

tack at distribution was released
week following an “emer- Pickford for $1,525,000 and Gold*
leaders in wyn for $1,501,000, in the first step
gency” meeting of
New York. It marks a departure of sale.
Both partners add others are ex?
from TOA’s original position which
was in agreement with that of dis- pected to participate in the upcomtribution that" the roundtable con- ing oral bidding. Owners need go
ference be delayed until the estab- only 5% over bids, but others must
Successful buyer must
lishment of an arbitration system, go 10%.
be ready to pay all-cash for prophad been completed.
last

TOA

—

“In all fairness to our member- erty.
ship and exhibitors everywhere,”
said. TOA, “we can no longer hold
the position that the completion of

Terse Handeul

an arbitration system must precede

the Industry conference. It is now
Continued from pace 4
untenable. The crucial times and
the crying need for relief dictate haps the statement was not worded
that the industry conference be correctly.
In another attempt to clarify the
held immediately and that a constructive program of relief result situation, Variety asked another
executive for a post-meetRepublic
from It. We dare not sit idly by
and permit the distributors to drive ing report of the meeting. He said
stenographic report
official
that
no
exhibitors and themselves out of
had been made of the session.
business.”
a secretary had
he
said
TOA is careful to note that its However,
Interest in arbitration is still high, taken notes merely for the pur“but first things come first,” point- pose of compiling the minutes of
ing out the exhibs need “immedi- the meeting. He said it had not
ate and substantial relief from been Republic’s policy to send
rental stockholders verbatim post-meet“outrageous' prohibitive”
terms. While continuing its sup- ing reports. “We did the same
ort for arbitration, TOA says it thing as we did last year,” 'he said.
Meanwhile, the dissident stockS elleves that it’s “the ‘purpose of
distribution to keep the scope of holders group, headed by Wall
arbitration and the avenues "of re- Streeter* Bernard E. Smith and his
;

;

.

‘

narrow as possible.” There
have been wide areas of agreement, TOA notes, but “the road
ahead leading to completion is far
and long; and due to no fault of
lief as

exhibition.”

The

-

TOA

“call

to

action”

charges that exhibition was lulled
Into complacency by the statement
of 20th-Fox distribution chief Al.
Llchtman when he said at the 1954
TOA convention: “We should and
must work together cooperatively
and honestly and we should not
seek to profit at each other’s expense. Our profits should only be
earned jointly from the public.”

TOA’s

says that its decision to
go along on a waiting period before the calling of a roundtable
session was also based on a Llchtman statement that the arbitration
negotiators were apart only on one
point.
“We have learned,” said
TOA, “that what Mr. Lichtman
said was not sq; that much more
than one point separated the thinking of exhibition and distribution.”

TOA

In listing its charges,
said
“distributors profits are greater
ever.
Yet they continue
ruthlessly on their gouging ways.
They either do not know, or do not
care to know, that every successful
revolution of importance was accomplished by a handful of men.
That will be the story in this in
dustry if the distributors do not
awaken for their dream world and
take heed of the justifiable complaints of their customers.”

than

son,

Guild’s Gold Medallion Award
-to the University of Cagfornia at Los Angeles for “A, Time
Out of War. 1 * Silver Medallion
goeg to- the University of MinneBronze
sota for “One Victory.”
Medallion goes to the University
of Miami for “Rooks Alive.” “War”
won the Academy Oscar for best
two-reel subect of 1954.

goes

Bernard E.

met with

Jr.,

their

a

Rep

director,

attorneys—Leon,

—

Weill & Mahoney to map plans
for combating the Yates management. Also attending the confab
was Baron E. Van Zuylen, a member of the dissident committee and
described as a holder of a substantial amount of Rep shares.
in his most recently issued declaration, Yates said that the company’s production policy remains
unchanged. “In fact,” he said, “we
plan to complete and deliver to
exhibitors during the first six
months of 1955, 14' deluxe pictures
and six special pictures, a total of
20 pictures, which exceeds the entire number of pictures we pro.

Powders ‘Joseph’
Los Angeles, April

12.

In a series of legal fireworks,
Rita Hayworth (1) informed Columbia she would not appear in
“Joseph and His Brethren,” which
was scheduled to roll yesterday
(2) notified the studio she
( 11 );
was terminating her two-picture
contract, on the grounds the company had “breached” the pact;
and (3) filed suit in Federal

Court asking ^declaratory relief
on 11 separate counts in connection with her contract dated Dec.
28, 1954, which she wants voided.
Actress, via a telegram dispatched by her attorney, Sam
Zagon, to B. B. Kahane, studio
executive, on Thursday (7) stated
that Columbia’s failure to start
principal photography on “Joseph”
on March 8, 1955, constituted a
“material breach” of the contract,
and she had “elected to terminate”
the agreement. She also said she
would hold studio “liable for any

damages sustained.”
In her suit, Miss Hayworth
claimed that it was expressly
^agreed upon in the contract- that
the film would start prior to
March 8, and she had notified
studio this- date was a “very important provision.”
Reason for the stipulated-date
start of picture, according to Zagon, was so the actress could finish in .time to take her daughter
Jasmin to Europe to visit with the
child’s father, Aly Khan, under
provisions, of the Hayworth-Khan
divorce. Miss Hayworth had asked
studio for a stop-date of June 25,
Zagon reported, but studio had
failed to make any such commitment, indicating merely it would
use “diligent efforts” to finish
film in time.
.

duced during 1954, and our branch
managers were so informed as far
back as March 22 in Chicago.” He
added that the company’s Coast

YIPEED BY MALISOW
Minneapolis, April 12.
Pointing out in an accompanying
letter that “it is good to hear from

some exhibitor who

is

optimistic

to

FCC

With the May 9 deadline for the
of toll-tv briefs with the
ederal Communications CommisTOLL’S
sion drawing closer, the range of
The argument that toll-tv must interested parties getting into the
be fought because it threatens en- act is widening.
Last week, th^ argument was
trenched interests “is both foolish joined
by the MacFarland, Aveyard
and a disservice to the American
Co. ad agency on <he “pro” side
public,” Arthur J. Levey, prez of and the New England Broadcasters
Skiatron, said in N. Y. yesterday for. Free-TV for the “antis.” In

LEVEY SAYS GORMAN

PROVES

filing

POINT

t

(Tues.).

Rita Hayworth

Levey was commenting on a
statement by Leon P. Gorman of
Bangor, Me., chairman of the New
England Broadcasters for Free-TV.
In it, Gorman warned that tv as
currently constituted would disappear if toll-tv came about “because
pay-as-you-see tv simply has to
even
have public acceptance
more so than programs received

—

free-pf-charge.”

&

addition, the CBS network indicated in a roUnd-a-hout way how
it. felt about pay-as-you-see.
Each Of these instances carries

certain significance
neither the advertising

that

in

agencies

nor the networks have so far taken
a clearcut stand on the issue. The
American Assn, of Advertising
Agencies, for instance, of which
the MacFarland agency is a member, hasn’t been -heard from as an

“Gorman couldn’t have cited a organization. Nqrhave individual
broadcasters been very vocal to
better argument for the FCC to
date on their views. The UHF Opauthorize subscription-tv as soon
erators, of course, are openly in
as possible,” Levey maintained.
“There is poor logic in any argu- favor of toll-tv. The National Assn,
TV Broadcasters is not.
ment that this new service should of Radio
Position of the MacFarland agennot come about because the public
'was outlined in a letter to the
cy
it.
If,
accept
and
want
going
to
is
FCC by Hays MacFarland, chairas Mr. Gorman predicts, 'toll-tv Is
bound to have public acceptance, man of the board, in which he
stated- flatly that subscription tv
why fight it?”
“is inevitable” and that this form
of telecasting “will be a boon to
television advertising.”
“There are many areas in the
U. S. where television reception is
Continued from pas* 3 j
impossible for the simple reason
that there are. no broadcasting stahis company’s net profit decreased
tions within range,” he wrote. “Into $3,384,825, or $1.95 a share for
come from subscription television
the 1954 operations, as compared
with $3,611,005 or $2.08 a share added to that derived, from commercially
sponsored programs will
for the previous year; this taking
make it economically feasible for
into account the current investstations to operate in these areas
ment of $1,039,000 for tv outlet
which, heretofore, has been im»
operations.
possible as they had to rely solely
(Famous Players has been a per- on advertising revenue.” MacFarsistent applicant for the past three land added that “the
pursuit of
years for a Toronto television obscure claims by minorities
and
license hut, although if has all fa- special interests” shouldn't
be percilities set up, including the use mitted to delay
tbll-tv.
of the shuttered Victoria Theatre
At the other side of the fence,
for studio purposes, plus mobile Leon P. Gorman, general manager
equipment now mainly used for uf WABI and WABI-TV in Bangor,
newsreel coverage of Canadian Maine, has formed New England
events, and also is willing to gam- Broadcasters for Free-TV. Purpose
ble plenty of funds on the out- of the group is to rally broadcastcome, company has been consist- ers in Maine, New Hampshire, Verently blocked Dy the State-owned mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island

&

Canadian Gripe

"Canadian*

Broadcasting Corp. and Connecticut and to get them
which controls the three Toronto- •to demonstrate the toll-tv isn’t in
allocated channels but is using the public interest,
only one of them.)
“Once the 'coinbox boys’ get
Operating profit for 1954 was their foot In the door, you will see

$6,241,121 as against $6,820,190 tv, as we know it today, disappear
the previous year; but Fitzgibbons because pay-as-you-see tv. simply
pointing out that associated com- has to have public acceptancepanies are carried at a cost of even more so then programs re$2,583,618 whereas value of these ceived -free-of-charge,” Gorman
investments, as represented by net said.
.tangible assets, exceeds $6,650,000.
CBS and the Zenith Corp.
clashed last week on the subject
Also cutting Into, operation costs
and profits has been the installa- of toll-tv as CBS refused to carry
tion of wide screens In most of the a Zenith-sponsored “announcement
company’s over 400 trans-Canada re Phonevision on the “Omnibus”
show. (See separate story in tv
houses.
For year ending Jan. 1, "1955, section.) Zenith; in retaliation,
total assets are $32,852,984 as cancelled its sponsorship ot the
against previous year’s $32,395,- last two “Omnibus” shows, April
827; earned surplus,- $19,722,017, 3 and 10. Only recently, “Omnicompared with $19,116,507. Cur- bus” devoted * part of one of its
rent working capital is $8,712,836, programs to an exposition on tollwith previous year totalling $9,- tv; what It was and the effects it
751,888. Income taxes were $2,577,- was likely to have.
Yet to be heard from on the
860 for '54; with previous year’s
subject of pay-as-you-see are the
figure at $2,857,256.
film companies. Observers doubt
that they’ll elect to take any position at this time, with the 16m
Metro Workshop Busy
antitrust suit hanging over their
Greensboro, N. C., April 12.
heads. Exhibs are forcefully opOver 400 theatre owners, mana posed to subscription-tv and are
from
spearheading the fight aginst It.
gers and operating personnel
North and South Carolina attended
Metf’o Ticketselling Workshop at
StlLLIVAN
Charlotte last week.
- The day-long meeting, the 14th

.Columbia straightway answered
the Hayworth ultimatum of not being available for picture and
termination of contract by threat
studio “has already started plan- of legal action to enforce “all its
ning production for the second six rights, legal and equitable” against
months of 1955.” He noted that actress.
additional information regarding
“We consider the positidn being
titles and release dates' could be
by Mrs. Rita Hayworth
ohtained
from the company’s taken
Haymes as not only having no legal
branch managers.
or moral basis or justification,”
read the statement, “but as a
flagrant disregard of her conNeedless to
‘Credit’ tractual obligations.enforce
all* of
say, Columbia will
Continued from page 4
Its
rights, legal and equitable,
against Mrs. Haymes.”
Both Warners and Disney will have
In her suit against Columbia
complete creative control over
their pictures for ABC. Kintner seeking court release' from' her
declared that “Mickey Mouse” is contract and freedom “to render
80% sold and other deals are in services to anybody in any field of
entertainment” without further litinegotiation.
Kintner said yesterday that gation between plaintiff and deAmerican Broadcasting-Paramount fendant, Miss Hayworth made two
First,, that CoTheatres would start its own rec- money demands.
pay her her contractord company rather than buy a lumbia
salary of $150,000 for
going label. It would' operate as ed
a subsidiary of AB-P-T and will “Joseph,” of which she. acknowlstart
processing within a few edged 'she already had received an
being .held in all
advance of $75,000. Second, that In a series of 24
months.
parts of the country, was in. charge
Daytime tv will be expanded one the court release $100,000 in bonds
of M. L. Simons, director of cushour, Kintner said, and because of she had deposited in escrow with
tomer relations for MGM, assisted
the adjacency value, the hour be- the First National Bank of Reno as
by Judson Moses, MGM’s southern
faith
and
to
good
an
evidence
of
fore “Mickey Mouse” to be opened
division press representative.
up starting July 1* Radio, he said, protect Columbia in thS event she
Panelists were Conrad Brady,
would be confined to news and took a powder on her agreement to
music from 7:30 to 10:30 at night make a second picture for studio. publicity director of .the InterCircuit of Houston; Vic Sistate
with sales to be made on a saturaMiss Hayworth previously filed

—

Jack Warner’s

.

PRAISE FROM AN EXHIB

—

3

about the future of our business,”
Saul Malisow, 20th-Fox branch
manager, has distributed to the
trade press copies of a missive received by him from B. A. Bengtsson, owner of the Saturn Theatre,
Pierpont, S. D., population 325.
against Columbia after her mar“Just a note of thanks to 20th- tion basis.
An hour live dramatic series riage to Haymes* in N. Y. Federal
Fox for C’Scope,” wrote Bengts
fjrom
Television
Center
planned
is
Court, demanding a dissolution of
son.
“I’ve had C’Scope in my
theatre since Feb. 4, 1955, although for next season, similar to U.S. her contract then in force and an
Steel
Hour,
for
the
9-10
p.m.
Sataccounting of monies- being held
the population of my- town is only
0
by studio in escrow as profits
325. I want to say that it has done urday night slot.
Kintner
said
he
is
entirely
satisfrom her Beckworth Pictures. Suit
marvels for show business here in
fied with the Hollywood operations was withdrawn when she signed
Pierpont.
“It hasn’t skyrocketed my grosses and that the only shifts in per- the new contract last Dec. 28,
or anything like that, but it has sonnel would be additions to han- which was to supplant the old
done one thing more important dle the Increased and enlarged ticket, and studio turned over a
activity.
sum said to total $1,000,000 to her.
than big grosses right now.
j

Y&W

The
of
atres of Muncie, Ind.; Joseph Jar
vis, of the Gilbert Stuart Theatre
and David
R.I.;
Riverside,
of
Cheatham, of the Moon-Glo DriveIn, Pulaski, Tenn.
cilia,.

city

manager

ED

SET FOR

ONE-NITERS THRU WEST

Ed Sullivan lias been signed for
a series of one-niters in the midwest and west, opening May 2 at
Denver. Dates are being promoted
by Arthur Goldsmith, out of Chicago.

Stands include
3; Spokane,

May
May

6;

Oklahoma

Eugene,

May
City,

4;

Ore*

Seattle,

May

9,

and

engagements on consecutive nights
at Austin, Tex.; Tucson, Phoenix
and Kansas City. On May 24, he
opens in San Francisco and fol-

lows with Berkeley, Sacramento
*
General meeting of the Theatre and Fresno.
Acts on the show, so far, include
Owners Assn., of North and South
Richard
Hearne
(Mr.
Pastry),
Carolina followed the workshop.
Special guest was Alfred Starr Three Rudells, June Valli, Joe
of Nashville, a past president of Jackson Jr., Will Jordan and the
Amin Bros.
the Theatre Owners of America.
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Hollywood Production Pulse

i

'

Dallas, April 12.
Shooting has been completed on,
Jury,” first full length pro-

i

"THE GUNMAN"

“Hung
With
tion's

close

some

to half
4,400

of

the

ra-

drive-ins

equipped, the ozoner season just
now petting under way will be the
first one to feel the real impact of
CinemaScope, As a result, 20thFox expects to hike its take from
the outdoorers from last year’s
$3,500,000 to $13,000,000 or better.
rep
If that figure is reached, it’d
about 18% of 20th’s total domestic
•

rental take. *
Sales execs at 20th, which due to

C’Scope and stereophonic sound
more or less lost out on one drive-

,

in season last year, say the b.o. improvement in fScope-equippcd ozoners is “phenomenal” in almost

tvery instance.
This summer, with more than
2,000 of the top situations ready to
show ’Scope films, 20th confidently
expects to garner record coin
from the drive-ins which, every
summer, seem to enjoy an increasing decree of popularity. Ini 53,
20th got about $8,000,000 from the
-«
ozoners.
The drive-in season is growing
longer every year. According to
20th, the company last year got
80% of its ozoner revenue between
April and October. This year it’s
expected that most of the northern

drive-ins will continue to operate

through Thanksgiving Week in
November. The number of year
’round situations in the West and
south is growing,
Confusion arising mostly out of
-

20tltfs original insistence on stereophonic sound on all of its CinemaScopers seriously affected its
drivc-in revenue last year. In July,

duction.

by a new local film com-

Year ........ 9
5
This Date, Last Year

pany. The pic was produced jointly
by Nor wanda productions Inc. and
Universal Productions Inc., headed
by Mrs. Ollie M. Jones and Bill
Locklin,
A local premiere has been schedMinneapolis, April 12.
uled for May 1, after it has been
Current North Central Allied
edited and a musical score added
bulletin expresses great concern
in Hollywood.
over a "bill pending in the Minnesota state legislature enabling all
municipalities of 20,000 population
and over to impose local taxes on
Liberal
all “transactions,” including the*
Continued from page 5
atre admissions.
Pointing out that the measure or will be limited in their funchas “strong support” and that mu- tions to a system of classifying picnicipality people “make no bones tures for moppet and adult patronof the fact that theatre admissions age. The latter has been long
are their, first objective, the bulle- advocated by N. Y.’s Dr. Hugh
tin, urges every exhibitor to line
Flick. At any rate, the trend points
up /opposition against it.
to this.
The bulletin suggests that the exHoped for, of course, is a U. S.
hibitor call attention to the fact
Supreme Court verdict holding the
that Congress repealed. ‘the tax on
basic principle of pre-cenSorship
lower priced admissions, not to
unconstitutional. But the highest
give new tax sources, but to retribunal has dodged this Issue iii
lieve a distressed industry. It says
all previous cases and .there hasn’t,
“tell everybody, including your
been
any hint that it will be tackrepresentatives and senators, what
led head on in 'the future.
happens to a -town and the town’s
When Kansas Gov. Fred Hall
other businesses when a theatre
signed the bill repealing the state’s
closesr”
law last Thursday (7), it put
censor
beIrked
Allied is especially
cause the bill would knock out ref- an end to a considerable uncertainin the trade. The unrest was due
ty
now
taxes
where
erendums on such
to suspicion that a veto was forthpermitted by local charter.
coming.
However, Hall finally
agreed to side with the state legislature and. the Kansas Board of

Starts, This

MINNESOTA PROPOSAL

"THE BODY SNATCHERS"

—Don
Kevin McCarthy,
Dir.

(3),

“Bad Seed”

(1)

and

.

Make

terms for Scope pictu.’es’
subsequent run and pointing out
it has a sufficient supply of prod-

MacLane, Touch Connors

AprU

(Started

—

Prod.- Samuel Bischoff, David Diamond
Dir.—Phil Karlson
Richard Kiley, John Mclntirs, Lenka
Peterson, Edward Andrews. James
Edwards, John. Larch, Biff McGuire*
Kathryn Grant.

(Started April

CENTURY-POX

20th

This Date, Last Year . .....

BE, VERY, VERY POPULAR"
Nunnally Johnson
Betty Grable, Robert Gummings, Sheree
North, Charles Coburn, Fred Clark,
Charlotte Austin, Orson Bean, Tommy

Prod.-Dir.

Year .., ....... ?0
This pate, Last Year .... .11

Starts, This

.

Prod. — Buddy Adler
Dir. —Edward Dmytryk
Humphrey Bogart, Gene

Prod.—William Fadiman
Dir. Anthony Mann
Victor Mature, Guy Madison, Robert
Preston. Anne Bancroft,' James Whit-

—

Tierney, Lee
J.
Cobb, Agnes Mooreliead. E. G.
Marshall, Jean Porter, Philip Ahn
(Started March .7)

more, Russell Collins, Peter Whitney,
Pat Hogan, Guy Williams

.

21)

"A

"QUEtN BEE"

—

MadDougal

WiUa Pearl

Gregg

March

(Started

Curtis

March

14)

"SEVEN CITIES OP GOLD"

22)

"THE BIG SHOCK"
Prod. —Sam Katzman

Prod.—Robert Webb, Barbara McLean

Dir.—Robert Webb
Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn, Michael
Rennie, Rita Moreno, Jeffrey Hunter

—Jerry Juran
Frank Lovejoy,
Dir.

Mari Blanchard, Richard

.

MANY SPLENDORED THING"

Prod.—Buddy Adler
Dir. Henry King
William Holden. Jennifer Jones. Jorja
Curtrlght, Torln Thatcher, Virginia

Wald

Joan Crawford, Barry- Sullivan. ,John
Ireland. Betsy Palmer, Lucy Marlow,
Bill Leslie, Fay Wray, Linda Bennett,
(Started

Rhys Wil-

"THE LEFT HAND OF GOO"

"LAST FRONTIER'"

March

—

Noonan,-. Andrew Tombes,
liams. Alice Pearle
(Started Feb. 2D

.

—Jerry
Dir.— Ranald

2

1)

"HOW TO

(Started

Year . ........ 7

Starts, This

COLUMBIA

Pred.

4)

March

(Started

Denning.

(Started April 4)

22)

"THE TALL MEN"
Prod.—William Bacher, William Hawks
Raoul Walsh

—

Dir.

METRO

Clark Gable, Jane Russell. Robert Ryan.
Cameron Mitchell, Emile Meyer, J.
Lewis Smith. Robert Adler
(Started April 8)

.

UNIVERSAL

—
—

This Date, Last Year ..... 9
.

"THE SECOND GREATEST SEX"
Prod.—Albert J. Cohen
Dir. Geerge Marshall
Jeanne Crain, George Nader, Bert Lahr.
Paul Gilbert, Mamie Van Doren,
Keith Andes, Kathleen Case, Tommy

—

Rail,

Arthur
Glenn
Dorothy
Kennedy, John Hodiak, Katy Jurado,
Robert Middleton; Juano Hernandez,
Rafael Compos, John Hoyt

On

AprU

(Started Feb. 25)

Prod.—Albert J. Cohen
Dir. Jerry Hopper
Rock Hudson, Cornell Borchers, George

—

Sanders, Shelley Fabares
(Started April •)

IN THE OZARKS"
Prod. Richard Wilson
Dir. Charles Lamont
Marjorie Main, Arthur Hunnicutt, Una
Merkel. Olive Sturgess, Ted de Corspa,
Richard Eyre
(Started April •)

WARNER BROS.

PARAMOUNT
,

J

2)

2
5

Year
* This Date, Last Year
Starts, This

Industry newsmen are becoming be set at the last minute. By setuct to last it for at least this seaconfused by the recent turn in the ting them up in advance, he said,
son and perhaps another, the cirpublic relations policy of Theatre “we found that we had to intercuit has experienced a change of
Owners of America. The most re- rupt our sessions to meet the
heart apparently.
He also noted that recent example of a snafu was last press.”
It’s equipping two of the five
week’s meeting, of TOA’s Exhibi- leases would be issued at. TOA’s
and
Rose
the
outdoor theatres
convenience and that newsmen
Bloomington, its newest and finest tors Film Financial Group.
After giving the meeting a big would not be notified to stand by
stands, with the necessary large
buildup by sending out a release for them.
screens and other equipment for
Dealing with the press has not
that the officers and directors of
the Scope releases and they'll be
would confer to activate (he been one of TOA’s strong assets.
ready when the season opens a few EFFG
unit, TOA called a At one of its annual conventions,*
film
financing
weeks hence.
The other five ozoners in the press conference for 5 p.m. Tours- it notified reporters that all sesday (7) at its New York headquar- sions, excepting one, would be
area, not owned by MEE, will all
ters,
When the tradepaper report- open to the press. As it turned, all
have OScope equipment, four of
excepting
were
one,
them for the. first time. One in- er showed up, they were told the sessions,
confab had been called off and closed. Another example was the
stalled it late last season.
were handed instead an innocuous denial last week that prexy E. D.
statement quoting Sam Pinanski, Martin had notified TOA leaders
EFFG president, saying “w’e are that an “emergency” meeting
very pleased with the progress ,of would be‘ held following the EFFQ
Sell VistaVision
subscriptions to the stock of our discussion, although there was eviContinued from page 5
company.” None. 6f the officers of dence that Mar’tin had sent out a
skedded to be ready for “SAC” in EFFG or TOA were available to wire to that effect.
the kingsie process are these: comment on the film financing
Exactly who* heads TOA’s pubSaenger, New Orleans; Warner project or on other exhibitor prob- lic relations at this moment is not
Beverly, L. A.; Loew’s Penn, Pitts- lems.
At the same time, the re- clear.
Since the exit of Dick
burgh; Capitol, Washington; Stan- porters were given another hand- Pitts, former director of public reley, Philadelphia, and the State out relating to TOA’s position on lations, followed by a clean sweep
Lake, Chicago. Installations of the Republic’s contemplated move to of the office staff down to secreprojectors (which are rtfanufactured quit theatrical production.
taries and clerks, the TOA office
by Century Projectors, incidenThe next morning (8) TOA came has been headed by Joseph Altertally) also are headed for the Imr through
with
another handout man, a former New England busi-.
perial Theatre, Toronto, and the blasting distribution and calling nessman with no former film inPlaza, London.
for ah immediate roundtable con- dustry ties.
Whether Alterman
As the houses relinquish the fab. The questions discussed in all can act as a spokesman for TOA
equipment following “SAC,” it the releases were obviously based when none of the officers is availwill be used by Par for subse- on the talks held at Thursday’s able has n6t been made’ clear.
quent similar deals.
One condi- meeting. However, by the time The TOA handouts, it’s believed,
tion is that the theatres must scat the releases were issued, all the are prepared by general counsel
at least 3,000 to qualify.
exhibitor leaders involved had left Herman M. Levy, with .Alterman
The Par Theatre in N.Y. shelled the city.
supervising the physical preparaout its own coin, reportedly around
According to a TOA spokesman, tion and distribution. Levy spends
$100,000, for the equipment, which the exhibitor organization will be about one or two days a week at
will be held permanently.
This no longer plan press conferences TOA headquarters, cpming down
includes a new curved screen in or the issuance of releases in ad- from New Haven, where he mainaddition to the booth machines.
vance. He said press confabs would tains his law office.

Kallen.

——

—Charles Schnee
Dir. — Mark Robson
Ford,
McGuire,

Prod.

tarted

Kitty

Midwesterners,

Mary Mario

"THI KETTLES

(Started March- 1)

"TRIAL"

Handouts

Skinner,

Emmy, The

Ellis,

"A TIME REMEMBERED"

iii

—Stale

Edna

Cousin

Ward

—

White

9

Year

Starts, This

—

Explain Little of What’s Going

Starts, This

8
3

Year

This Date, Last Year

;

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dir.— Cecil B. DeMiUe
Assoc. Prod.— Henry Wilcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne De - Carlo, Debra
Paget, Nina Foch, Edward G. Robinson, Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Vincent
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
Olive Deering, Martha Scott, Julia

i

Faye

AND MODELS"

"ARTISTS

(Hal Wallis Productions)
Prod.— Hal Wallis
Dir. Frank Tashlin
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, Shirley

—

MacLalne, Eddie Mayehof, Eva Gabor,
Dorothy Malone, George Winslow
(Started Feb. 28).

—Robert Emmett Dolan
Dir.—Robert Lewis

Prod.

Bing Ci' 9 sby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmarie, Mitzl Gaynor, Phil Harris,
Kurt Kasznar, Walter Sande
,

(Started April 7)

Jack Webb, Janet Leigh. Peggy Lee,
Edmond O'Brien, Andy Devine, Lee
Marvin, Ella Fitzgerald

March

28)

"REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE"

—David Welsbart
Dir, —Nicholas Ray
James
Prod.

Dean, Natalie Wood, Jim Backus,
William Hopper, Marsha Hunt, Dennis

Hopper
March

(Started

30)

(Shooting in San Francisco)
Dir.—Frank Tuttle
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson, Joanns
Dru, William Demarest, Paul Stewart,

Perry Lopez
(Started. April 8)

RKO
Year

Starts, This

—

Prod.-Dir. Irwin Allen
(Started Feb. 14)

"PETE KELLY'S BLUES"
Dir. —Jack Webb

"THE DARKEST HOUR"

"ANYTHING GOES"

r

"THE ANIMAL WORLD"

(Started

(Started Oct. 14)

j

,

1

(Shooting in Phenlx, Ala.)

TOA Press

rental

Dana Wynter, Carolyn

23)

This left five states with fulltime censorship still on the books
4
Starts, This'Year . .
but where its adversaries, encourThis Date, This Year
3
aged by the court decisions so far
and now the action in Kansas, areopening fire that could be mean- "BAR SINISTER"
Prod. Henry Berman
ingful.
Dir. Herman Hoffman
Jeff Richards, Jarma Lewis* Edmund
The statute in N. Y, and MassaGwenn, Dean Jaeger, Roger Moore,
chusetts* blue law (Sundays only)
Willard Sage. Sally Fraser
(Started Feb. 28)
are under court attack. Ohio’s
board of censors has been deac- "BHOWANI JUNCTION"
tivated by the' courts but here and (Shooting in Pakistan)
Prod. Pandro S. Berman
in Pennsylvania some state legisDir.— George Cukor
Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger, William
lators are trying to ram. across new
Travers, Francis Matthews, Abraham
laws strengthening the censors’
Sofaer, Peter llling, Marne .Maitland,
Lionel Jeffries, Frieda Jackson, Jogrip on pix. In Virginia and Maryseph Tomelty
*
land newsreels have been exempt
(Started March 1)
and anti-all-censorship sentiment "QUENTIN DU R WARD"
is noticeably on the upswing.
(Shooting in London)
Prod. Pandro S. Berman
Cities with censorship authority
Dir. —Richard Thorpe
Robert' Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert
include Memphis, Chicago, Detroit,
t%ro j r«iiVvro y rii i Bifiiiin iiiM Mhui s/nrir
San Diego and Atlanta.
man,. Duncan Lamont, Wilfred Hyde

“Rairi-

Dir.

.

I

March
"PHENIX CITY"

i

—George Blair Duke Prod.)
Sabu, Chlquit*. Jonathan Hale, Barton

(Mickey Hooncy-Mauvic#

I

./ones

Review is set for official collapse
June 30 after a reign of 38 years.

the middle of the season, equipped maker” (1).
situations only amounted to 748.
“Saint” got the nod from 11
By December, 1,362 had converted.
By the end“of this month, the total critics after the Circle voted in
favor
of including the opera in the
run
should
drive-ins
of equipped
musical category. Other tuners in
to around 2,200.
the
running
with votes in parenmonth,
last
of
middle
As of the
the areas with the largest ’Scope thesis were “Pajama Game” (6),
“Plain
Fancy”
and
“Fanny”
(3),
Dalwere
drive-ins
installations in
las with 268 out of a total of 487 (1) and “Silk Stockings” (1).
Charlotte
“Witness” led the best foreign
ozoners in the exchange;
with 241 out of a potential 432; play race with 10 votes. “Dark is
Atlanta with 211 out of 333; Jack- Light Enough” and the off-Broadsonville with 114 Out of 170 and way production of “Thieves’ CarNew Orleans with 102 out of 177. nival” followed with four votes
each, while “Living Room” and
“Anastasia” got two votes apiece.
Action Contradicts Words
This
is the second consecutive sea12.
Minneapolis, April
Minnesota Entertainment Enter- son that off-Broadway has been
in the critics selecrepresented
Twin
prises, comprising prominent
tions.
Cities’ conventional theatre owners
’iveand operating five of the 10 d
ins in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, all of them large, de luxe
affairs, is making a partial lastminute surrender to C’Scope.
After announcing a few weeks
ago that it wouldn’t equip any of
Fail to
Leaders Available
its ozoners for the wide screen
projection because of' the high
.

:

Siegtii

iarted

(

,

Circle

Hale

"JAGUAR"

1

Prod.—-Walter Wanger

—

Critics

.

(Started March. 30)

Censors

Continued from page 1

(Shooting in St. George, Utah)
Dir.—Ray Milland
Ray Milland, Mary Murphy, Ward Bond,
Raymond Burr* Arthur Space, Lea
Van' Cleef, Douglas Spencer, Alan

ALLIED ARTISTS

This Date, Last Year .....
.

2
0

INDEPENDENT
"ALEXANDER THE GREAT"

"THE BOY AND THE BULL"

(Shooting in Madrid)

—

Prod.-Dir. Robert Rossen
Richard Burton, Fredric March, Dan-

(King Bros. Productions)
(Shooting in 'Mexico)

Prod.—Frank and Maurice King
Dir. Irving Rapper

—

Michel Ray, Fermln Rivera,
Hoyos. Joi Lansing
(Started

March

•

Year

This Date, Last Year

Bloom

.

Rudolph

4)

"GUYS AND DOLLt"
(MGM Release)

—

Prod. Samuel Goldwyn
Dir.—Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank

REPUBLIC
Starts, This

.

ielle Darrleux, Claire
tarted Feb. 17)

Sinatra, Vivian Blaine, Robert Keith,

Stubby Kaye, Johnny

8
1

Silver, Sheldon
Leonard, Dan Dayton, Kathryn Giv-

ney, Veda Ann Borg, Regis
(Started March 14)

Toomey

"CHARGE OF tHE RURALES"
"THE TEXAS LEGIONNAIRES"
Assoc. Prod.-Dlr.—Frank Lloyd
Sterling Hayden, Anna Maria Alborghetti, Richard Carlson, Arthur Hunnicutt. Ernest Borgnlne, J. Carrol

Naish
(Started

March

1)

(Montezuma Productions)
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod. Robert L. Lippcrt, Jr.
Dir.—Louis King

—

Dane Clark, James
-ames Fernandez
(Started March 22)

Craig, Martha Roth,

-

*(-

\1
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doing
BIG business all over
is

the country.
BIG

in Detroit,

. . .

BIG

BIG

in

in

Broadway-Capitol;

Denver, Paramount;

New Britain,

.

.

,

BIG

, . .

. •

BIG
in

in

Cleveland, Hippodrome;

Youngstown, Paramount;

.

.

BIG in Mansfield, O., Madison;
BIG in Minneapolis, State;
BIG in Grand Rapids, Regent;
BIG in Jacksonville, St, Johns;
BIG in Flint, Palace;
BIG in
Columbus, O., Broad; .
BIG in Jackson, Mich., Capitol;
BIG in
Port Huron, Family;
BIG everywhere!
BIG in Saginaw, Franklin;
.

.

Conn., Palace;

.

.

.

,
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“Hy"

Clips

From Film Row
j
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Wednesday, April 13+ 1955

in the
manufacturer.

coldest
its

Chapman,

Columbia

branch manager, appears as an
extra "in his company’s “Chicago
Syndicate” in sequence shpt while
lie was attending a sales meeting

Windy

in the

i
.

City,.

Palm

an‘d

buyer, sold his Park

by swiping
those

ager of

Denham

the.

Ralph D. Goldberg donated use

to devote his

Wm. Fitzmanager, is

of his Dundee Theatre and Universal-International the film, “Treas*
adding the managerial duties -to use of Lost Canyon," for benefit
stjow for an Iowa family which lost
his present job.
Harold Cunyas is closing the its home in a recent fire,
Fred Teller opened his Hastings,*
Uptown, nabe' house, excepting for
Neb., Drive-In, Harrison Fergus
Sundays.
The Monaco and Wadsworth returning as manager.
full

time to publicity.

gerald,

publicity

CHICAGO
with his wife.
prints

of

“On

.

>

Springs.

my tools of trade they are literally bilking themselves of
petticoats they have their hearts set on for their spring
“

°

No one

has ever given her any encouragement in this field, least of
all. me, since her art work was all at the expense of my paper ‘and
'
pencils.
Recently, however, she has turned to a new field. That is the art of
interpretive reading. It began while reading a biography of' Pavlova.
I noticed she would stop and begin doing ballet steps in front of the
mirror and then. go back to reading. Then one night after dinner
while we were sitting around a crackling open fire, she opened a book.
To flatter me into giving her money to go horseback riding the next
day, she began reading from my less- perishable poems.
Case 6t Missing Fiddler
One night she dragged in Moreen laged four) as a stooge. They
.
squeaked horribly as Old King Cole’s fiddlers. I couldn’t say anything
because the Bishop of San Diego was our dinner guest that night but
I thought the ensuing laughter was, to say the least, unseemly even if
His Excellency seemed to be leading it.
But today was the last straw. She came racing up the walk, crying
“I got it! I got the part!” She was. waving a script in her hand. I took
It was “Mother Was A Bachelor,” a gay piece of
it and looked at it.
fluff Irving W. Phillips tailored for Billie Burke out of a short story
by Mina Lockwood. Miss Burke broke it in at -the Pasadena Playhouse
last November and has been frolicking around the country with it
ever since. In Palm Springs Mike Ferrall directed it for Herb Rogers.
The setting is in Cedar Rapids, where the fastest thing around town
are the falls themselves. The play takes place around 1903 when bustles made even beautiful' women look like a dromedary standing on
its hind legs. Miss Burke is a maiden* aunt who has been chumped
-into raising her dead sister’s family including a pair of brats who are
V

Arthur Goldberg, BaJaban &
Katz legalite, vacationing in Miami
Fifty-six

stiff

parents.

remodeling.

OMAHA

.

For years Nonny (named after Anon, the greatest poet who ever
lived) has been the Worst offender of the bunch. She has used reams
of paper while working -.slowly up from the Thurber level of art to
where her drawings now have a repulsive quality even to doting

#

Jo

Stadler.

Robert Lotito resigned as man-

:l

frocks.

,

er

,

mm

Scully’s Bedside Manor lias signs all around, “Silence, GenWork,” nobody pays the slightest attention, least .of all the
small fry whose cakes and cokes depend, on giving me. a. measure of
privacy so l can work my head off for them.
Not only' do they ignore the signs but they freely barge in to my
study and filch my paper and pencils. N Often I can’t find one pencil
where a dozen once were. I have been pointing out to these magpies
from heaven that he or she (it’s usually a she) who steals my pencils,
rifles her own hope chest. If that seems too far away I tell them that

DENVER

Duane

,

Though

,

.

+»

ius at

'

,

Scully +

publicity

‘

„

SCRAPBOOK

By Fr»nk

After pinchhitting as Des Moines
branch manager during last few
Manhattan Films closed deal for
Harry A.' Doman, vet Harris months, Eph Rosen back here as
theatrical release of the “Medic” circuit manager who remained as Metro assistant branch managervldpix series, starting with “Flash pilot of the Harris in DuBois when city salesman, his regular post.
of Darkness,” dealing with an A- house was transferred to A. P.
United Paramount Theatres
bomb blast.
Way, resigned and is with Harris launching annual May-June “AtEKO acquired distribution rights again,
tendance Drive” and Ed. Seibel,
to “Waltamba,” documentary feaNorbert Stern, head of Associ- ad-publicity director, touring cirture pic about an African tribe, ated Drive-Ins, bought First Na- cuit for it.
produced by Edgar M: Queeny in tidnal Bank in Miami on a recent
Morrie. Steinmin, onetime Alcooperation with American Mu-' trip South; also has wide realty in- lied Artists branch manager here
eum of Natural History.
terests here.
and now in plumbing supply biz,
Mervis Brothers dropped their introduced at luncheon for AA toplease on West End Theatre; new pers Steve Broidy and Morey Goldproprietor is A. Frauleftheim, At stein as “company’s only alumnUs
Atoz Theatres will build an 800- the same time, the Mervises took present.”
“Cinerama,” at Century, starting
teat house in a new shopping cen- over the Cameraphone, East Libits second year, 'celebrated comter to be built at Littleton, Colo., erty, from Morris Finkel
Sid Newman’s successor in SW pletion of 12 months.
near here. All seats will be on
Academy Award brought b.o.
one floor. C. U. Yaeger, president, circuit office is Bob Banze, forif aiming for an early fall opening. merly an auditor. He’d been with spurt for “Country Girl” which is
Alberta Pike, who operated the WB and then SW for 25 years.
in its eighth week at both MinneBernie Potts left the Alpine cir- apolis and St. Paql Worlds; also
Vogue for seven years as an art
house, gave up her lease and re- cuit and E. T. Dormer, who heads going big -elsewhere in territory.
turned house to owner Fred Brown. it, will now license and book, for
Reno Wilk, Triangle Outdoor
continue art policy and theatres in some, eight West Vir- Theatres circuit general manager,
He'll
named Merf Evans, recently man- ginia spots and Orbisonia, Pa.
under observation at.Mt. Sinai hosArthur Newman, out of Air pital.
ager of the. Lakewood, as manager.
Local indie firstrun World to
Miss Pike joined Fox Inter-Moun- Force, .rejoined his father, Danny
Newman, in the SW art depart- close next month for four weeks
tain Theatres.
Sam Dunevitz, independent book- ment.
to. permit completion .of $125,000

turned to his job in
department.

LOS ANGELES

SCULLY'S

.

the

Waterfront’* on hand at the Columbia exchange to meet Academy

Award re-run demand for the film,
Ed Wappler, Palace theatre manDr. ' Abe Greenberg presented
owned by Lem Lee, are
resigned last week and was
going on a day date flrstrun basis. Big Brother award by National ager,
replaced
by. M. ft (“Doc”) Howe,
Hugh Braly, formerly district Conference of Christians and Jews
manager here for Paramount, now (Nebraska and Iowa Motion Pic- who was formerly in the booking
legit biz.
and
ture
Industry
Division).
with Distributors Corp. of America
twins.
with
in
similar position, here
sales
general
“I’m playing one of the twins,” Nonny explained. “They tried out
Irving Wormser,
manager, making a deal with Hal
a bunch of kids and picked me for the girl twin. And, Daddy, you’ll
Told
Douglas Burke, manager of Cin,
Fuller to handle the product.
get in free. They’re giving us tickets!”
ema theatre and a drive-in at Swift
—
’'w‘
“Mighty white of them," I conceded.
Continued ifrom page 4
Current, Sask., organized a com1 looked the script over. I soon saw that for her it was hot a charpany for purpose of operating a Republic pictures whenever they
ST.
acter part.
250-watt radio station in that were offered and “and far as I
Home Work No Make-Believe
Bloomer Amusement Co., Belle- southwestern Saskatchewan city.
know, I’ve paid Republic the same
ville, 111., building an ozoner near
“You haven’t got the part yet,” I said. “Not until you can take
New theatre at Edson, Alta., is
Cahokin Downs race track and an- the 506-seat Nova. Abe Goldstick price for a top picture that I’ve direction better around this house than kids took around Cedar Rapids
paid the other companies. ^When it
other near Scott Field Air Force is prexy, Ewen Low,
veepee; C. had ‘The Quiet Man,’ it received in 1903. Not until you can clear our table on the first order instead
base.
Matthews, secretary -treasurer, and
of the fifth. Not until you can pick your clothes off the floor. And
as much as any of the top comAdolph P. Meier, owner of the Harry Bubel, manager.
panies would have gotten for a stop stuffing them into drawers and cupboards when ordered to pick
Cuba, Cuba, .Mo., let a cdntract for
them up. Not until you. can learn your around here, which though it
comparable picture.”
an ozoner near Cuba.
may seem hard to believe, is just as real as a part at the Palm Springs
Fred Cline, connected with raYates, in making his announce- Playhouse.”
dio station WEBQ, Harrisburg, III.,
William Goldman named to the ment at last week’s stockholders’
There was a long pause for station identification. I thought it was
leased a 500-car ozoner from J. D, Philadelphia Board of Education, meeting, said the only thing that
.* pretty good speech myself, 'though after 20 years and five kids you
and H. H. Barter and Fred Wilr first industryite ever to become
could possibly change his mind -could hardly call it completely unrehearsed or ad libbed. Her big
moth at Pankeyville, 111,
member of board.
would be if exhibitors bought brown eyes became limpid pools;’
George Spencer, formerly manHerman Posner, director and
ager of the Upton, Columbia, Mo., actor with the Lubin Studies in Republic pictures, played them
“You see, your Daddy believes that stage moppets are pests, per se,”
longer,
and paid more for them.
purchased an interest in an ozoner 1915, now doorman at the.Rittenexplained Mme. Scully gently. “It’s nothing against you personally,
Leonard Goldenson, United Para- Nonny. Besides, it certainly would not be doing the company a kindnear St. Charles, Mo. In addition house Savoy.
mount Theatres topper, said he had ness if they could not depend on you to.be on time, to be obedient to
to managing the house he’ll also
Allied
Independent
Theatre
of
book and buy films.
all orders, to take all scoldings in good grace, to give no fresh anOwners of Eastern' Pa., passed not been advised of any change
Pete Malek, associated in the resolution to support the industry policy by Republic. He said „ his swers to cover your shortcomings. These things are particularly imcompany 'had been giving a fair portant if you’re playing with Billie Burke, because she is a grand
management of the Madison, Madi- action against toll-tv.
son, 111., became sole owne$ of the
Florence Weiner made a booker share of its playing time to Repub- lady of the theatre and one of Daddy’s life-long favorites. It would
house, having purchased interest of at Buena Vista.
lic pictures and ' that he was not
be better if you were not in the show at all than to come out as some-.,
Mrs. Regina Steinberg.
Stanley Warner’s Lane, in the aware of any Republic beefs about thing less than perfect in her eyes. Now, for the fourth time, clear
Ray Conners, manager of the wake of the SW Commodore, has scheduling.
the table and wash the dishes.”
Ambassador, transferred to Wash- discontinued its art policy.
Stanley Warner chief S. H.
Twenty years ago news of this sort would have scared me more than
ington, changing peaces with WilShep Bloom will succeed the Fabian also said he had not been atomic radiation, but having seen all our kids and kids of others go
liam S. Levine, who was manager late Herman Hirschhorn
as branch told of any change hy Yates.
He through it, I now face calmly the thought of having ham for breakhouse in the capital city.
of
.manager of the 20th-Fpx New said it would be “deplorable” if
fast, dinner and supper for a while. It will pass.
•The Majestic, Jacksonville, 111.; Haven exchange.
Bloom was com- Rep quit the theatrical field since
recently sold by Fox Midwest Thea- pany sales,
Only the other day I saw Dierde Treacy, the most beautiful painter
manager here.
there was no reason to be pestres to a Jacksonville merchant,
Ralph Colavita, manager, foiled simistic with the industry on the since the days of Neysa McMein.* She had just come from Hawaii. I
who will convert it into a modern a robbery at the Dante Theatre,
got to thinking back to 1937 about the time her brother wrote 'a play
store.
when he made a late night return threshold of its “greatest era,” Per- calle'd “Don’t Forget To Wash Behind Your Ears.” He was about 12
haps a solution for Republic, said at the time. Dierde played the Queen of Booglemania, and Bobby
visit to the house.
Murray Weiss, formerly with Fabian, would be a new approach played the. King. Our Skip, now a lieutenant of the Air Force and
Allied Artists in Pittsburgh, has to picture-making. Alfred Starr, father of male twins, played Hitler. He was coming to Booglemania
Arthur Burke, assistant at the
joined sales staff at Screen Guild Tennessee theatreowner and-chair- (which was on the hill behind Hollywood and Vine) to trade in some
Enright, upped to manager of
man of TOA’s executive committee, old planes for their spinach crop, and the king was at his wit’s end for
Cathaum Theatre, State College, here.
said it would be a “dreadful calam- ways not to give him the crop and not get him sore. He thought of enPa., by SW circuit.
ity” if Rep withdrew from thea- tertaining him at a local koshery store, but the queen explained they
Louis Stuler and Durward Coe,
trical pix. It doesn’t make sense
couldn’t do that, he was too Aryan. So he decided.to take the pest to
partners in several theatres and
Earl W. Teaford joined Astor
“Give the Legion fights.
drive-ins, leased the Lund in Car- Pictures here in a sales and book- in a short market,” he said.
us some pictures and we’ll revitalTop Dough For 1937?
michaels from John and Fuzzy ing capacity.
Until recently, he
the was with Metro in Portland,- Ore. ize Republic. We’ll make a beaten
Industry
Lund.
veterans,
Hitler arrived on a Good Humor truck, having commandeered one
Lunds, who operated eight houses
Charles E. Darden named execu- path to’ the doors of Republic’s ex- for the trip up the hill. The playhouse was a two-car garage. The
at one time, are leaving the busi- tive director of a. newly organized changes.”
admission price was a dime. The play played to capacity for two
ness.
Amusement Industry Credit Assn.
weeks. Bobby Treacy made the most profit, being the author as well
Miami Theatre in Springdale Each member of the organization
as the star, but two of our kids cleaned up $2.85 each and one of
leased by Joseph and Molly Mu- will furnish the headquarters with
them, Patt (now 18, but then about two) made 88c just for walking on
Ione, owners and operators of the a
list
of
delinquent accounts,
as a little doll from France.
nearby Cheswick house.
which will be distributed to mem.Continued from pate 2
The Good Humor man found biz so good he came by the garage
Norbert Stern, who heads Asso- bers.
ciated
Drive-Ins,
planning city
Sunset Drive-In reopened at films when they are subsequently each night. It demoralized the kids to see an audience of adults eating
icecream cones while the kids themselves had to appear serious
-first
twin-screen
ozoner. Munday
area’s
following
widening of shown on television,
a spinach crop. This, more than anything else, limited the run
He’s negotiating for a large tract screen and installation of C’Scope,
And third, are the films made ex- about
of land off Route 51 within the according to owners P. V. Williams
of “Ears.”
clusively for tv by Hollywood.
city limits. Car capacity would be and Clyde Williams.
Skip some years later got into a ‘Shirley Temple picture wholly by
At the Senate Committee’s tv mistake. They wanted teenagers, especially over 14. The casting dibetween 1,800 and 2,000.
hearings in Washington last Octo- rector Went to a school and asked those under 14 to step out. Skip
Ed Fahey will arrive May 1
from New Hampshire to take over
ber, most of the complaints about stepped out. He was tall and looked 18 or 19.
Loop firstrun Gopher being crime and violehce programs on
the managership of Shea's Fulton
“Listen, wise guy,” said the c.d., “get back in the line. Anymore
following Bernie Hickey’s eleva- given facelift,
video centered around old motion stuff like that and you will be out of the picture.”
Bill
Diehl,
tion to the homeoffice.
St.
Paul Pioneer pictures, shortened and re-edited
Those Under 14- were sent home. All except Skip, who was so honMervis Brothers, who own sev- Press-Dispatch film editor-critic, for television. Some of this was
est about his age no one would believe him.
eral houses here, taking over the covering the Las Vegas scene for indicated
also at last week’s sesHe asked why he
I asked him if he said hello to Shirley Temple.
Cameraphone in East Liberty. This his sheets.
sions on video.
should say hello to her. “Well, you used to play with her when -you
former
circuit house has been
Children’s admissions being reThe committee is also interested were kids,” I said.
operated recently by Morris duced to a dime in some smaller
in the scores of small and large
He looked at me. “Listen, Daddy. Have you ever been in a studio?
Finkel.
town theatres in this area.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tice and
Reel Fellows club of film sales- producers of films for television. Why, they’d slug you if you ever went up to a. star and said ‘hello.’
They
want to know why most of It’s like the President and his Secret Service men.”
their son, George, Jr., gave up men holding annual dinner dance
them refuse to subscribe to the
After that his interest in stage and screen wore off very nicely.
their lease on the Park in Home- show at Hotel Nicollet April 21.
stead Park.
Dacron-base motion picture film Television Code of good practice, Nonny reminds me a lot of him. Of course she may develop into anDanny McKeona, a civilian again being given three-week workout in of the National Association of Ra- other Thetesa Heartburn or something but I feel that, like Skip, she’ll
after two years in the service, re- this Minneapolis exchange area, dio and Television Broadcasters.
come to her sehses in a few years. After all, she’s only 10.
drive-ins,
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ed bim. When she died two years Street Theatre, and Ethel’s own
Canadian Blooper
April Issue of HA News, Cana- later, in 1948, three News execs, beginnings in ,the business: “nodlan civil 'service recreation asso- Mary King Patterson (Patterson’s body in our family ever taught me
widely-circulated news- widow and woman’s editor of the anything about acting except by
ciation’s
paper in Ottawa, is a collector’s News), president F. M. Flynn and absorption.”
Miss Barrymore’s book suggests'
W.
Richard
editor
item. In a full-page ad for blouses executive
Now, that members of her family talked
to be worn tucked into skirts ap- ..Clarke; became trustees.
little to one another about
very
as
McCormick
Col.
succeeding
short,
of
the
tense
past
peared the
rude verb which got Lillian Smith’s trustee are his niece, Mrs. Ruth anything. Perhaps that is why her
Arthur recollections say so little. The
Tankersley;
"Strange Fruit* banned in Boston .McCormick
Schmon, president of Ontario story of her marriage and divorce
a few years ago.
the department-store display Paper Co. Ltd, (McCormick had is half-told, from a reader’s point
man who in the press of work for- extensive holdings in lumber and of view. There is virtually no mengot. to check the page proof was paper pulp properties); Campbell, tion of the private lives of her
^red but almost immediately re- his Tribune Co. successor; J. How- brothers.
Coming at the climax of a dishired because of his long, excellent ard Weeks, treasurer of the Trirecord
and likely 'because busi- bune Co. and business manager of tinguished career, Ethel Barryness would, if anything, be helped the Tribune; and Tribune man- more’s “autobiography” is a major
Down.
by the buzz-buzz the blooper pro- aging editor William 4L Maxwell. disappointment.
duced throughout the Canadian The Trust* will end 20 years from
Editor Purdy ’Explains’
now, on the date of Col. McCorcapital.
Ken W. Purdy, former editor of
mick’s death.
1

i

—

.

His will also provided extensive
Gina/ One-Girl Mag
philanthropic expenditures as well
First issue of a new mag, Perfor his widow^ Marysonal Story, is completely devoted as $1,000,000
McCormick, and $10,000 anto a picture biog of Gina Lollo- land
nuities for her two daughters,
brigida. Series of articles on Gina,
of charitable trusts were
covering 66 pages and including Series
the Chantigny Farm in
some 200 pictures, was written by given
with his library and memoEugene Tillinger, editor of the new Illinois to
be maintained as a pubrabilia
mag, which sells for 35c,
Another
park and museum.
Publisher is
Modern Living lic
trust was set. up to support re•Council of Connecticut, Inc., with
ligious, charitable, scientific, literPublishers
hanRepresentatives
ary and educational projects. This
dling the advertising.
latter trust, the Robert R. McCormick Charitable Trust* will get all
Eileen Durning’s $12,000 Post
of Col. McCormick’s stock in the
Eileen Durning, associated with
Tribune and all beneficial interest
Time Inc. since 1943, assumed last from the McCormick - Patterson
week the post of. director of. the Trust. Specific bequests include
(division of publicity in the N. Y.
free hospital beds, college tuition
State Dept, of -Commerce, Albany,
scholarships, help to needy widows
at $12,000 annually. The first
children of Afmy officers and
woman to hold the post, one of the and
ex-officers, and patriotic projects.
choicest in the state publictiy field,
•

she succeeded Robert Robischan of
Westchester County, a Republican.
It is

exempt from

N. Y. Trib’s Reshuffle
Resignation of Mrs. Helen Rod-

civil service.

Miss Durning, 35, now. directs a gers Reid as chairman of the board
staff of 75, charged with publiciz- of the N; Y. Herald Tribune last
ing the resources and products of week' kicked off* several shifts/in
the state, industrially and vaca- the paper’s administrative lineup.
tionally.
graduate of Bryn Mawr Her son, Whitelaw Reid,, president
and holder of a‘ master’s degree and editor .of the paper since 1953,
from Columbia, she served as head succeeds as board chairman, while
researcher for Time magazine’s another son, Ogden Rodgers Reid,
Business
Finance Dept. 1944-47; veepee since 1953, was elected
reported commercial and indus- president and publisher. He’ll also
trial developments for Fortune in keep his post as president of the
Europe, Africa, the Far East, Aus- N. Y. Herald Tribune S. A., which
tralia and the U. S. during the past publishes the European edition of
two years. Miss Durning did eco- the paper in Paris.
Frank L. Taylor, former pubnomic research for the Federal
Reserve Bank district before join- lisher of The Milwaukee Sentinel,
a Hearst paper, was named exec
ing Time.
veepee by the board. Stanley
Brown resigned as paper’s secreLlchty’s Switch
An interesting situation is de- tary, with A. V. Miller getting the
veloping in San Francisco with the appointment as secretary and
switch of cartoonist George Lich- treasurer. In shifting the officers
ty’s “Grin and Bear It” panel from there was no designation as to who
the S. F. Chronicle, where it orig- would function as, editor.
Eric Hawkins; managing editor
inated and where it has run on the
editorial page for almost 20 years. of the Paris edition of the N. Y.
The Chicago Sun Times Syndicate, Herald Tribune, marks his 40th
which reps the panel, did not give anniversary on the sheet this
the Chronicle a chance to renew month.
it’s contract but notified them instead it was transferring it to the
Joseph Pulitzer’s Will
Hearst Call-Bulletin, an evening
Group of trust funds, net inpaper.
come of which will go to the late
So now the Sunday Lichty mate- Joseph Pulitzer’s widow, Was esrial will probably go to the Oak- tablished in the St. Louis Postland Tribune as the Call has no Dispatch publisher’s will, filed last
Sunday edition.
Although the week. After Mrs, Pulitzer’s death,
switch has been announced for the estate will be divided equally
June 1, Lichty will continue to among her two sons and two
work in the Chronicle’s art de- daughters.
partment where he had a chair all
When the estate is to be divided,
these years and according to the the shares of the Pulitzer PublishChronicle management, he’s free
Co. will be distributed as far
ing
to stay right on despite the switch as possible as one-fourth shares of
in his Frisco outlet. When the pa- the sons, Joseph Pulitzer Jr., who
per got the word from the syndi- succeeded his father as publisher,
cate. they ran a two-column notice
.and Michael E. Pulitzer, a Massato the readers outlining the whole chusetts attorney, if in the course
story on the editorial page and of
execution of the estate it beterming the situation the sort of comes necessary to sell Shares in
thing that is “virtually unheard of
the company, the sons will get first
.novel.” Although
. . .distressing.
refusal, with a priority list establongtime Chronicle managing edilished if they turn down the offer.
tor Larry Fanning resigned last
Those on the list are publisher
winter and joined the Chicago Sun
Pulitzer of Palm. Beach,
Times Syndicate, it is felt at the Herbert
brother of the late publisher; the
Chronicle he had nothing to do
Pulitzer Publishing Co. itself; the
with the situation.
Joseph Pulitzer Pension Fund;
It's believed t© have arisen due
and the directors of Pulitzer Pubto deals in the past in which the
Pulitzer’s two daughters
Chronicle has dropped Chi-Sun lishing.
were
eliminated by the will from
features. Ann Landers, advice to
the lovelorn column, a current sharing in the publishing comChronicle edit page feature, is pany. Exact amount of the estate
scheduled to be dropped in re- wasn’t disclosed.
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taliation.

Ethel’s ’Memories'

Ethel Barrymore, a most ImMcCormick’s Successors
Chicago Tri- portant lady of stage and screen,
bune and its associated enter- has produced an unimportant book
prises, the N. Y. Daily News and of “Mejnories” (Harper; $4).
In addition to retelling most of
television stations WPIX in New
York and WGN and WGN-TV in the famous anecdotes about the
Chicago, will proceed under its Drew-Barrymore clan, the author
same, executives, under provisions takes much space to pay compliof the will of Col. Robert R. Mc- ments" to friends, relatives, colCormick, president of the Tribune leagues,
servants
and patrons.
Co., which controls them all. Mc- There is a certain poignancy in her
Cormick appointed Chesser M. recollections of her father, MauCampbell, v.p, of the Tribune Co., rice Barrymore, whom she saw
to succeed him as president, and infrequently (to her great regret)
.also provided for five close associ- during his lifetime; and she makes
Col.

Operation of the

him

as trustees of
the McCormick-Patterson Trust,
which holds the controlling interest in the Tribune Co.
ates to succeed

McCormick-PattersOn Trust was
administered jointly by McCormick and Joseph Medill PatOn>
terson, founder of the News.
first

Capt. Patterson's death, his sister,
Eleanor, late publisher of the
Washington Times-Herald, succeedi

the observation that publicized
quarrels between herself and her
brothers, Lionel and John, during
the filming of “Rasputin and the
Empress ” were scarcely possible,
since the trio “didn't- know each
other well enough to quarrel.”
Early part of Miss Barrymore’s
tome is the most fascinating, recalling as it does the Philadelphia
d^iys ,of

Mrs. John Drew's

4

rc ^.

Argosy,
for
himself
speaking
and three other resigning staff ex-

Thomas J. Naughton,
Len Leone, arid Sy Sakin, executives,

“

plains:

“We

weren’t happy

about our

decision to resign, but since it had
be done, it was good to, go
While ‘Argosy’ was on the way up.
Our differences with the publisher,
to

over, she added, other writers have

done the same thing and specifically named Maxwell Anderson and
T. S. Eliot as among publishing
pioneers.

Published under the

Tampa

im-

by

print are two tomes authored

the Greenbies. One is “Hoof Beats
to Heaven (The Life and Wild
Times of Peter Cartwright, Circuit
Rider)” while the other is “Anna
Ella Carroll and Abraham Lincoln.” Latter Vmrk is a sequel to
Mrs. Greenbie’s “My Dear Lady,”
a biography of Miss Carroll, which
Whittlesey House brougHt out some
10 years ago.
“Lady,” incidentally, figures in

25

this relation does not
half of this period.

even exist

In May, 1954 the Gerpian Ministry of Justice published drafts
for the reform of the copyright
law. Oddly enough*, these drafts
won the approval of everyone who
is in some way connected with or
interested in the use of copyrights.
No wonder that simultaneously all
authors and the majority of publishers showed their strict disapproval. However, no scientific examination of the proposal was
made. It is therefore the special
achievement of the company, C.
H. Beck, Munich, which published
a book coping with this problem,
3

-

an infringement suit brought by “Recht und Unrecht” (Justice and
Mrs. Greenbie in N. Y. Federal Injustice), a study of the Reform
Court last July against Doubleday of the copyright law.
& Co., The People’s Book Club,
This work waS written by «n exE. I du Pont de Nemours & Co. pert
on copyright law, Erich
(“Cavalcade of America"), Hall- Schulze. The result of his extenmark Hall of 'Fame and NBC. She sive examination shows that the
charges that “Woman With a proposed draft of the law contains
Sword,” a novel by Hollister Noble more regulations depriving the auwhich Doubleday published in thors of their rights than the pres1948, was lifted from her -story of ent law itself. It is interesting that

Anna

Ella Carroll (“the great un- Schulze not only points out the
member of Lincoln’s' moral doubtfulnes of the restric-

recognized
cabinet”).

however, were -irreconcilable. We
With trial of the action scheduled
were attempting to improve the for next fall, observers feel that
character of the magazine accord- the question at issue, is whether
ing to -a plan, and at a pace, upon the mere fact that a character once
which there had been previous alive precludes the protection of
.agreement. We were recently con- the author under copyright law.
fronted by the publisher’s objec- Suit seeks an accounting of profits
tion that the change from the old and an injunction. Du Pont, Hall-,
to the new was too abrupt.
As mark and NBC are named defenpublisher, he had every right to in- dants for using dramatized versist that his belief prevail. But be- sions of the Noble novel.
tween his view and ours, we were
Production of a play may also
convinced, lay the professional hinge upon outcome of the case..
reputations of us all, Resignation At the suggestion of the late Brock
Pemberton, the Greenbies wrote
was our only recourse.
“The General Was a Lady” for the
stage. Producers, however, have
Fred Woodress On Own
Birmingham Variety rep Fred shied from the property in view of
Woodress has resigned .^frorn his the litigation surrounding the Carjob as columnist and entertainment roll theme.
editor
for
the
Scripps-Howard
Post-Herald to open a public reChotzinoff’s ’Paradise’
lations
office in
the Bankhead
Samuel Chotzinoff, NBC music
Hotel. He’s also working on film
scripts for Ted and Vincent Saizis,

consultant, is not a man to let his
success in one field hamper his
freelance Birmingham cameramen operation in
another. He scatters
who filmed the General Motors his shots to all fields and, better
Motorama in New York and Miami than most place Hitters, is batting
and produced the Warners shorts, just about 1.000.
“Black Fury” and “Land of the*
First field is the NBC Opera
Trembling Earth.”
Theatre, which he produces
James L. Woodress, a brother, great care and skill. Newest with
field
is the author of the first biography
is literati, in which the Russianof Booth Tarkington to be pub- born Chotzinoff has hit
a homelished this month by LippinCott. run.
His book is “A Lost
Book deals with Tarkington as an dise” (Knopf; $3.95), add the Parajustactor in his boyhood and play- published
373-page tome
is
wright, politician, traveler abroad, heartwarming
chronicle
of
the
art collector, man of letters and maestro’s first
16 years of life,
-

Princeton undergraduate. The book which takes the reader just past
tells how original farces produced the turn of the century.
in the loft over the family stable
Chotzinoff looks back on his
led to the bright lights of Broad- boyhood with a good helping
of
way where the “Man From Home” nostalgia and a heavier dose of
was a boxoffice sensation, Tarking- good humor, all of which adds to
ton wrote “ClaFence,” which made a delightful recounting of a sensiAlfred Lunt a star. Woodress is tive human being’s young tour of
now a visiting professor at Duke life; in Russia, short passage to
University.
England (and a meeting with a
hometown benefactor, Mr. Harris,
that is close to miraculous), emiBill Buckley's Added Chores
William E v Buckley, veepee of gration to the U. S., and a on-theHenry Holt & Co;, has been named whole happy childhood on the
special assistant to prexy Edgar T. lower East Side of New York;
Rigg but will continue to have Waterbury, Conn.; East Harlem
supervisory responsibility over the and the lower East Side again.
trade book department. Howard
There’s no blinking at the povS. Cady, who joined Holt as editor- erty and hardship facing the large
in-chief just about a year ago, has family of a needy rabbi 'in Chotbeen appointed manager of the zinoff’s book* but somehow the
department as well, and will of telling is not at all- grim, but a
happy recital of things that made
course continue as the chief ed.
Buckley’s move is in line with life worth living for a youth with
Holt’s expansion plans, which em- mind intent upon music and tlje
brace new projects, a tv films de- theatre.
Writing, naturally, is not a new
partment, along with the company’s other operations and prop- field for Chotzinoff, who had been
erties, which include its big* school music critic for the New York
textbook business, Field & Stream World and the New York Post.
But this book, parts of which apmag, and other periodicals.
peared in the New Yorker and
Holiday magazines, is
Mrs. Greenbie’s Pitch
a
new
Marjorie Barstow Greenbie, an achievement for the music-minded
author who specializes in Lincoln- scrivener fyho persuaded Arturo
iana, has taken to the lecture cir- Toscanini to come out of retirecuit to outline what she calls dis- ment to lead the NBC Symphony
proportionate distribution of pro- Orchestra back in the late ’30s. It
fits from literature. In a recent ad- is a totally charming re-creation
dress before the American Assn, of a young Jewish life in the midof University Wtfmen and the Ha- dle of the great migration to
worth,
Englewood and Tenafly America more than 50 years ago.
Women’s Clubs in New Jersey, she As such, it will have interest for
complained that the publisher gets all who took part (as well as their
50%, the bookseller 40% and the descendants), and those who have
^
author only 10%.
curiosity about America, the reMrs. Greenbie, whose feelings cent past, music and/or the backare shared by her writer-husband, ground and outlook of a decent,
Sydney Greenbie, said that the talented and admirable human besolution was a simple one. For the ing.
Horn.
Greenbies set up their own publishing house, the Tampa Univer- Critiques of Reich Copyright Law
sity Press, in Penobscot, Me. MoreIn countries ail over the world,
the copyright law is now a topical
problem. Everywhere, suggestions
for a reform of the copyright laws
are being worked on by experts,
LDEN JUBILEE YEAR
to be submitted to the parliaments
of different countries. The copyright is the narrow path on which
the science of law meets with the

tions

which the authors

will

have

cope with in the exploitation of
their rights, but he proves that
these restrictions are contradictory
to the basic law by representing
to

an
expropriation
without
any
compensation.
Schulze has also written another
book recently, entitled “Music and
Law Composers’ Fees.” The time
limitation of the copyright law
.

—

alone (for a period of 50 years),
presents, according to the views of
the author, an expropriation which
is contradictory to the basic law.
‘

He

•

also

demands

that a clear line

be drawn between lawful and unlawful reproductions, since new
technical achievements such aa
photostats and tape recordings
have simply perforated the present
law. Reproductions should only be
admissible if they are hand or
typewritten and. if they are for
personal use and not meant to gain
profits.
^
The* author strictly rejects the
concept that “related protective
rights,” by which the executing
artists and also the manufacturers
of sound-carrying equipment, etc.,'
are to be protected, should be

part of the copyright. The
copyright law should remain a law
who ard to be protected
and should not be undermined by
regulations which are in no way
connected with the protection of
the owners of copyrights however justified these regulations
may be, Schulze also disapproves
of the special regulations contained in the draft which would
grant copyrights, among others to
Robert Stolz.
-film producers.

made

for those

‘

—

.

,
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CHATTER
Dwight Whitney's profile on
Gary Cooper, “Judge Cooper’s Boy,
Gary,” will be printed in next
month’s Pageant mag.
Gertrude Berg writing “The

Molly Goldberg Cookbook” which
Doubleday will bring out next October. Co-author is Myra Waldo.
“Paging Mr. Odets,” by Bill Ornstein, Metro homeoffice trade liaiis to be published in the
American Jewish Times Outlook
May.
The publishers of Music Journal
have appointed Sigmund Spaeth as
Music Journal
editor - in - chief.
has been in existence for 12 years,

son,

for

a large circulation concentrated chiefly in U. S. schools and
colleges.

with

Victor Weybright, who’s collaborating with Town
Country editor
Henry Sell on a new “Buffalo Bill”
book, is chairman and editor of
New American Library, and not

&

(Ned
Piiies),
Library
Popular
which is NAL's No. 1 rival, as erratumed last week.
Wolfe Kaufmah, cx-Variety,

now

a repatriated Parisian after a
long stretch as a Broadway p.a.,
says he is indulging in a luxury of
writing a novel but at the moment
no publisher, no deadline, no Contract, no advance, just writing and
enjoying Paris as long as I can

afford

it.”

Arthur Knight, film critic for
Saturday Review, will spend

the
the

summer

in Switzerland writing

a book on pix for Mentor (New
American Library) paperbacks. It

.

GO

1905-1955

will be a popular account of films,
with one-third history, the rest a
discussion of widescreen, pix for

kids, etc.

Tom

Franklin,

performer

KING-TV,

newscaster and

KING

at
Radio and
Seattle, has a book on

newscasting

coming

out

under

Pageant
Press
imprint.
Titled
science of arts, a relation which “Broadcasting the News,” book is
has not grown old yet. In France, drawn from Franklin’s 12 years of
which has long been fighting for experience in the radio news field.
these rights, it is not much older He was news and program director
than 100 years and in the West at KYA, San Francisco; news ediand KEX, Portland,
German Republic, where negotia- tor of
tions are being made with regard and news and program director of
to a reform of the copyright law, KXYZ, Houston.

KQM

VARIETT
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On behalf of Allied Artists, I want to express my
gratitude to exhibitors across the nation for the wonderful

response to the meetings we have held during the past
four weeks.

Your attendance and the
reflects faith in the future of

grateful to those

interest

our company.

showmen whose

I

you expressed

am

particularly

pledges of support to our

vice-president in charge of sales, Morey R. Goldstein, provide

a stimulant to Allied
I

also

Artists'

would

production plans.

like to

acknowledge the outstand1

ing cooperation of the tradepaper press

whose thorough

coverage of the meetings has carried our message to the
entire industry.

Allied Artists looks

ahead confident that

progress will be mutually profitable to

Sincerely,

its

its

exhibitor friends.

I'

>

m.

.
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TOR’
Picture Grosses

OMAHA;

was

this

Denver Sparkler,

'Star’

(Continued from page 11)
(11)

[

terrific $14,000 after $13,0
in 18tli
16th week.

15G; ’Untamed’ Big

Now
000 in
week, new record for house. With
end of 17th week, house hit big-

22G

—

Denham

—

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke“Glass
Slipper” (M-G) with annual Easter
stageshow (3d wk). Present stanza
.winding today -(Wed.) is soaring to
wow $201,000, new all-time record stone Kops” (U) and T‘West
Had extra shows starting Zanzibar” (U), $8,500.
here.
50-75)—
Tabor (Fox) (1,967;
last Saturday. Second week Was
$150,000. Stays on. “Interrupted “Bowery to Bagdad” (AA) and
Melody” (M-G) comes in next but “Cry Vengeance” (AA). Fair $3,likely not until late in the month., 000. Last week, “Tarzan’s Hidden
(RKO and “Sealed
Roxy (Natl Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40) Jungle”
—“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d Cargo” (RKO), $3,000.
Current round finishing toWadsworth Drive-In (Lee) (1,wk).
morrow (Thurs.) is climbing to 000 cars; 502 walkins; 85)
socko $72,000 after $46,000 open- “Stranger on Horseback” (UA) and
Good.
“Killer
Leopard” (AA).
ing week. Continues,
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$l,75i $2,500. Last week subsequet run.

—

.

(4tif

Present session winding up
(15) is soaring to terrific
$55,000 after $38,000 for third
week. ’Stays on.
wk).

ST.

Friday

LOUIS

(Continued fi;om page 11)
laurels among regular runs alSutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)— though in second weeks. St. Louis
Opened Monday Amus. Co. added the Hi-Pointe as
“Marty” (UA).
(11). In ahead, “Romeo and Juliet” another arty house.
Estimates for This Week
(UA) (16th wk-6 days), $4,000,
Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1:20Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
“Cinerama Holiday” (In“Doctor in House” $2.40)
$1-$1.50)
Current frame 'die) (8th wk). Socko $19,000 or
(Rep) (8th wk).
winding up today (Wed.) looks to near. Last week, $17,500.
(F&M) 5,000; 51-75)—
climb up to fancy $8,500 after
$7,500 in seventh week. Holds on. “White Xmas” (Par). Opened toLast week, “Man
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50- day (Tues.).
“Man Without a Star” (U) Without Star” (U) and “Atomic
$1.75)
Current stanza ending Kid” (Rep). Good $14,000.
(3d wk).
Ui-Pointe (St. L. Amus.) (850;
today (Wed.) probably will push to
“3 Cases of Murder” (Indie).
solid $19,000 after $17,000 in sec- 90
Okay
$2,500. Just opened as firstond week. Holds again.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1.600; run operation.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$l)
$1.20-$3.30)— “Cinerama Holiday”
The ninth ses- “Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Golden
(Indie) (10th wk).
(UA) (2d wk). Fine $14,sion ended Saturday (9) was wham Mistress”

—

—

Fox

.

—

—

000 after $18,500

eighth

first session.

Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; 50-85)
Current (10th) week likely
“Waterfront” (Col) (2d run) and
will climb back into old stride
Mutiny” (Col) (reissue) (2d
“Caine
with extra shows sure to boost
following
week.

.

—

,

wk).

total.

Good $8,500

initial

51-90)
die).

(Continued from page 10)

$12,500

frame.

— “3

Pageant

BOSTON

Fine

(St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Cases of Murder” (InLast week,
$3,000.

“Seven Angry Men” (AA), $2,500.
“Wyoming Renegades” (Col) (3d
Richmond (St. L. Amus.) (400;
wk). Continues big at $18,000. Last $1.10)—“Aida” (IFE). Fancy $2,week, $19,000.
500. Last week, “Fingers of Dr.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 60-$l) T” (Col), $2,000.
“Run For Cover” (Par) and “Port
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
of Hell” (AA). Tall $17,500. Last 51-90)
“Rear Window” Par) (2d
week, “Big Combo” (AA) and “High wk). Fine $14,000. Last week,

—

—

Society” (AA), $10,000.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 65-95)“Tight Spot” (Col) and “New Orleans
Uncensored” (WB). Oke
$14,000. Last Week, sub-run.
State (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-$l)—

$18,000.

Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
$1.10)— “Aida” (IFE). Solid $3,000.
Last week, “Fingers of Dr. T”
(Col), $2,500.

Jungle” (M-G) and
“Wyoming Renegades” (Col) (3d

“Blackboard

BUFFALO

wk). Hep $10,500 following $12,000
In second.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 10)
$18,000 or near. Last week, “Unchained” (WB), $6,500 in 9 days.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,360; 70-95)—
“Man ^Called Peter” (20th). Big
$24,000. Holds. Last week, “Capt.
Lightfoot” (U), $12,000 for 8 days.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75$1.10)— “Glass Slipper” (M-G) (2d
wk).
Big $9,500 for second consecutive round.
Stays on.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
“Country Girl” (Par) (10th). Socko
$12,000 after $13,000 last week.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
“Cinerdma” Indie) (74th wk).

—

May

reach dazzling $20,000 after
last week, which topped
1954 Holy Week.

$18,000

1

as

Feature

Rritish

Customs

is

concerned, anamorphic and flat
prints of the same picture constitute two different subjects and
London, April 5.
must be taxed accordingly.
Current double bill, playRuling name down recently when
ing the Associated British cirWarner Bros, wrote a letter to the
cuit in London:
Customs office, pointing out that
“A Lion in the Streets” and
anamorphic ana standard prints of
“Unchained.”
the same subject should be treated
identically. Under the interpretation of the British authorities, the
U. S, companies will have to pay
5d per foot duty on the first print
Continued from page 3
of each version.
Warner Bros., acting for the rest
juncture was hardly a profitable
of the American distribs, held that,
venture for any studio. “No one
the standard and Cinemascope veris going to
break even, not for sion of a picture being identical,
the first year and a half anyway,” only the first print of the "subject
he said. “As a matter of fact, we imported should be taxed at 5d per
foot and the rest the usual Id per
stand to lose a lot of money. But
foot.
it’s
worth it from the point of
The
film which raised the
view of industry welfare. It’s a issue is “Drum Beat,” for which
wonderful chance to get our prod- the company intends to import into

Double-Daring

c Zanuck’s TV Credo

(2d wk).
opener.

WB

Britain 'standard prints on a 1.85 to
1
ratio.
Original was shot in
C’Scope. Warners pointed out that
no second camera was used in arriving at the 1.85 to 1 version and
that it was made from a duplicate
negative (reduced) of the original
anamorphic version,

—

Dance

Lawn

Patio,
visor for 20th’s tv production acReading, Pa., April- 12.
Zanuck said he would
Wk), $5,000.
Ground was broken Monday (11)
overlook the entire operation “just
Mayfair (Hicks) (9*0;* 20-70)
to see they (the tv subsid) don’t for a $250,4)00 .drive-in theater with
“Chief Crazy Horse” (U). Mild start off in a
direction where they the largest screen in the United
$4,000. Last week, “Battle Jfaxi”
might hurt us or the exhibitors.” States to he constructed along
fTT)
non
20th
production
topper Route 422, five miles west of here.
New (Fruchtman) (1.800: 35-$l) The
F, White is president. He
—“Man Called Peter” (20th). Tall stressed- again and again that, in Gordon
believes screen 140 feet wide and
adopting
the
themes
or
character
Last week. “Ufttamed”
$14,000.
of old films the ' theatres had no 74 feet high will make ozoner
(4th wk), $4,000.
( 20 th)
complaint coming. “They wouldn’t largest in the country screen-wise.
^Stanley (WB) (3.200; 35-$l)
“East of Eden” (WB). Solid $15,- give us $5 for playing one of: those Room for. 1,054 cars will include a
snack bar, dance patio, lawn tablet
000* or near. Last week, “N. Y. old releases,” he noted.
Confidential” (WB), $6,000.
At an earlier press confab, Za- and 'chairs.
Town (Rappaport) (1,600: 50-$l) nuck rejected the argument that*
Aimed to open July 1, White
—“Long Gray Line” (Col) (6th wk). the tv activities of 20th or the added that a swimming pool will
Moderate $7,000. Last week, $6,000.
constructed on. the 22-acre tract
'be
T tao other companies would hurt thea- next year. A drivng range and
tre boxoffice. “Whatever deal we
miniature
golf course are being
make will embody a clause to make
(Continued from' page 11)
certain that a portion of every pro- constructed by two pleading golf
pros,
John
Yocum and Bill Eben,
“Conquest of Space” (Par) and gram will be devoted- to current adjacent
to the theatre site.
“Fast and Furious” (Indie). Nice and forthcoming releases from our
White,
a
Buffalo engineer, has
$15,000.
Last week,
“Country company,” he declared. “If the
General Electric show goes through partiepated in the construction ofGirl” (Par) (4th wk), $14,500.
46
in the U.S. Ha
other
drive-ins
St.
Francis (Par) (1,400; $1- we may have as much as six min$1.25)— “East of Eden” (WB) (4th utes to advertise our films. We said the local layout will .operate
during
40
weeks
of
the year and
wk). Smash $10,000 or near. Last want to get the news about our
week, $12,000.
present and future product into will have a permanent staff of ,17.
Concessions
will be operated *by'
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre, the homes of America now! That
Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“CineWestern Auto Vending Corp.
is our only objective at the morama” (Indie) (67th wk). Soaring ment.”
Tw°o other outdoor theatres here
to great $23,000. Last week, $15,are the Reading Drlve-in on Rout#
If We Don’t We Lose
800.
222 and the Mount Penn Drive east
United Artists (No. Coastt (1,207;
Zanuck made the point that, un- of, here on Route 422:
70-$U—“Purple Plain” (UA). Big less Hollywood moved into tv, the
$13,000. „ Holds. Last week, “Long programs would be supplied by
.John Silver” (DAC) and “Hunters someone else, only without any
IN
of Deep” (DAC), $6;500.
film loyalties or concurrent exStagedobi* (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
ploitation plugs.
“We are confi“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (6th wk).
Good $4,500. Last week, $5,500. dent that we Can come up with the
Edinburgh, April 5.
Bridge (Reade-Schwartz) (349; kind of shows that will sell the
A 20-panel exhibition, “Music in
$1.10-$1.25)
“Doctor in the advertiser's product, the network America,” representing the whole
House” (Rep) (4th wk).
Fine and our films,” he stated. As I see range from folkmusic to opera and
it, a good deal of the advertising
$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
from religious music to jazz, hat
Rio (Schwartz) (397; $1) “Ca- will have to be of the institutional
opened a two weeks’ run in the
mille” (M-Q) (reissue) (3d wk). variety, selling pictures per se and
main city-center library at EdinBig $4,000. Last week, $4,500.
not necessarily individual titles.”
burgh.
As the 2Qth production topper
Panels represent different assaw it, 20th would seek to copy on pects of musical activity in the
tv the type of location feature U. S,
(Continued from page fl)
One shows a mountain boy
Last week, “Big Combo” (AA) and stories that newspapers have been with a homemade guitar, the recarrying
for
a
long
time.
“One
time
cording
of folkmusic in the Ozarks,
“Murder Is-My Beat” (AA), $15,fi00.
Eglinton, University (FP). (1,088; I may be interviewing a" star or a and Aunt Samantha Bumgafdner
1,588; 60-$l)
“Long John Silver” director in my office. Another time and her banjo. Other subjects il(IFD). Sock $16,500. Last week, we may take the cameras down to lustrated
include
elementary
some place where we are on loca- schools, camps, music in indus“Racers” (20th) (2d wk), $10,000.
Fairlawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165; tion and do a feature-type piece try, opera Workshops, chamber
Pleasing
“Bridges

$9,000.

Last

At Toko-ri”

week,

(Par)

(5th

tivities.

—

*

^

.

.

.

—

—
——
SAN FRANCISCO

,

—

AMERICA
ON DISPLAY FOR SCOTS

MUSIC

—

—

TORONTO
—

(Continued from page 11)
2,580; 60-$D— “Man Called Peter" there. These plugs will have to be
week, “Hit Deck” (M-G) (2d wk), (20th). Wham $21,000. Last week, newsy so as to attract maximum at“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d run), tention.”
$11,500.
$14,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)
Zanuck made repeated reference
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$l
“Man Called Peter” (20th). Looks
Walt Disney’s “Disneyland”
to
to top fair $12,000.
Last week, “White Feather” (20th). Socko $20,- show which, he noted,
embodied
“Green 000. Last week, “Bridges at Toko“Crashout”
(FM)
and
clever plugs for the Disney pix.
ri” (Par (4th wk-5 days), $8,500.
Scarf” (Indie), $9,500 in 9 days.
he
said,
Also,
he
was
impressed
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,090; 60-$l)
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)
“East of Eden” (WB). Smash $18,- “Hit Deck” (M-C) (3d wk). Hefty with the way the show had helped
“20,000 Leagues Under the Sea”
000 or better.
Last week, “Un- $15,000. Last week, $14,000.
•Shea's
tamed” (20th) (2d wk), $9,000 in 8
(FP)
60-$l)— at the b.o. He didn’t think that
(2,386;
“Country Girl” (Par) (2d wk). the accumulation of shows resultdays.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— Smash $27,500, for tUrnaway biz. ing from a number of major com“Capt. Lightfoot” (U) and “The Last week, same.
panies entering tv would hurt the
Towne (Taylor) (693; 75-$l)
Looters” (Indie).
Brisk $11,000.
theatres.
Last week, “Chief Crazy Horse” “Aida” (IFD). Very big $9,000. Last
“As we see it, this will be a
(U), ditto.
week, “Farmer’s Daughter” (IFD)
Century (Buhawk) (3,000; 60-85) and “Notorious” (IFD) (reissues), unique opportunity for the industry to sell itself and its films to
—“Long John Silver” (DCA). Neat $4,500.
$14,000.
Uptown (Loew’s) (2,745; 60-$l)— an unprecedented number of peoLast week, “On Waterfront” (Col) (2d run) and “Caine “Ma, Pa Kettle at Waikiki” (U). ple. This Is really using tv the
Mutiny” (Col) (reissue) (11 days), Fine $10,000. Last week, “Captain way we should use It,” he maintained.
$ 20 000,
Lightfoot” (U) (2d wk), $6,000,
,

far

Nice $3,300 after $3,500 decisions had been made so far
as to what would be remade fbr tv
Film Centre (Rappaport) (960: and. he acknowledged that thought
50-$l)— “Glass Slipper” (M-G) (2d had been given to editing
older
wk).
Trim $6,500.
Last week, films to suit
tv’s needs. Herpointed
$7,000,
a to
Jrving S. Cobb’s Judge Priest
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,100:
50-$l)—“Country Girl” (Par). (5th character, and characters and situ- White’s 46th Ozoner;
wk).
Potent $10,500. Last week, ations in the Charlie Chan and
Jones Family series, as being
$9000.
Reading Park Includes
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25- adaptable to television,
of $1) “Conquest .of Space” (Par).
Sid Rogell will be the superSnack,

(UA) and “Killer Leopard” (AA).
$4,000. Last week, on subsequent run.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 50-85)—
“Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Murder Is
My Beat” (AA) (2d wk). Fair
$7,000. Last week, $15,000.
Paramount (Wolf berg)
(2,200;
60-$l)— “Man Without Star” (U).
Rousing $15,000. Last week, “Abbott and Costello Meet the Key-

sion.

in

As

BALTIMORE

Good

(9th wk). The eighth week finished
last night (Tues.) held with fine
$6,500 after $7,000 for seventh ses-

$48,700

70-

(2,890;

.

—

after

(Tristates)

“Country

WB

Same

Prints of

Last week, 90)—“Untamed” (20th). UnpromHolding.
Last week, “CounGirl” (Par) (5th wk), ising $10,500.
try Girl” (Par) (2d wk), $10,000 in
$8,000 in 5 days.
6 days.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 50-85)
State (Goldberg) (875; 65-90)—
“Untamed” (20th) and “Big TipGreat $22,000, and “Man Called Peter” (20th). High
off”
(AA).
stays over. Last week, “On Water- $10,500, thanks to church exploitaLast
front” (Col) (2d run) and “Caihe tion and excellent reviews.
week, “Rig House. U. S. A.” (UA)
Mutiny” (Col) (reissue), $24,500.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-$l)—“To and “Murder on Monday” (Indie),
Big $5,000 at 50c-85c scale.
Paris With Love” (Indie).
$4,500. Last week, “Gate of Hell”
uct advertised nationally.”
(Indie) (3d wk), $2,500.
Monaco Drive-In (Lee) (800 cars;
Zanuck stressed that no definite
(Continued ftom page 10)
85)
“Stranger, on Horseback”
$12,000.

>

$50,300

12.

its

(Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85) top.
Orpheum
“Conquest of Space” (Par). Fine

Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60)—
“Annapolis Story” (Col) 3nd vaudeville. Looks to get mighty $33,000
or close, new high under present
policy here. Last week, “7 Angry
Men” (AA) and vaude, $22,000.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; 85$1.75)— “Battle Cry” (WB) (11thfinal wk).
The 10th stanza concluded last night (Tues.) was hotsy
$30,000 after $27,000 for nintn
week. “Strategic Air Command”
(Par), first VistaVision pic to play
here, opens the night of April 20,
using the new huge screen.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90$1.80)
“Wages of Fear” (Indie)

Customs Rules Separate

session,

—

—

“Camille” MM-G) (re$1.15-$1.65)
issue) ( 1 It’ll wk). The 10th frame
ended Monday (11) was smooth $4,400 - after $4,500 for ninth week.
“Chance Meeting” Indie) due in
next.

—“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G)

British
10G

Denver, April 12.
“Untamed” is taking top money
here this stanza at the Denver,
and will hold. “Man Called Peter”
is edging ahead of opening week
to a big take in second round.
“Conquest of Space” is jamming
the Denham with kids, and will
“Man Without Star”
stay over.
looms socko at Paramount.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 75-$l)
“Country Girl” (Par) (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
over from Orpheum.. FairMoved
60-$l)—
(Fox)
Centre
(1,247;
"Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d wk). ish $7,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa
Big $19,000. Stays on. Last week; Kettle. at Waikiki” (U) and “Mighty
Fortress” (Indie), $6,000 at 85c
$18,000.

gest gross ever herd, at $275,000.
79Mayfair
(Brandt)
(1,736;
$1.8Q)-7-~“Long John Silver” DCAi
(2d wk). Initial session ended last
night (Tues.) was, light $12,000 or
Holds.
In ahead, “Underless.
water!” (RKO) (8th wk), $6,000.
Normandie (Trans - Lux) (592;

fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)

‘LINE’ BIG
Omaha, April

expected Easter peak
“Man Called Peter”
looms giant at the State, while
“Long Gray Line” is lusty at the
Brandeis. “Untamed” looks spotty
“Country Girl”
at the Orpheum.
is still stout on moveover at the
Omaha, for third downtown week.
Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,100; 75-$l)—
“Long Gray Line” (Col). ./Hearty
Last Week, “Americano”
$10,000.
(RKO) and “Utopia” (Indie), $4,000
at 75c top.
Biz hit

BROADWAY

GIANT 10|G,

27

music, radio and

tv.

One panel

consists of a large
the locations of most
of America’s symphony orchs and
opera companies and of the prin-

map showing
cipal
cities.

music libraries and festival

The

exhibition,

after

its

run at Edinburgh, will be switched
to Stockholm.

17th ‘Lest

We Forget’

Paul E, Glase, manager of Fabian’s Embassy Theatre, Reading,
Pa., has compiled the 17th edition
of “Lest We Forget,” a booklet
listing show bizites who have died
during the year.
Embassy, for many years, has
kept records of theatrical events
as a service to patrons. Booklet is
an outgrowth of this function.

4
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Golfers, Fishers

Wednesday, April 13, 1955

Amusement Stock Quotations

and Union Labor

X

:

'

r

( N.Y• Stock Exchange)
San Antonio, April 12.
Base’s
Force
Air
Kelly
Theatre No. 1 has become one
of the first theatres in the Air
Force to be equipped with a
new widescreen for Cinema-

Seek Minnesota DST; Drive-Ins
Fear Big Dent in Boxoffice

For Week Ending Tuesday (12)

28% 22%
97

Scope, SuperScope and VistaMinneapolis, April 12.
Theatre interests here are fight'
Ing a daylight savings' measure in
the Minnesota state legislature.

Vision.

*

p

Boston. April 12.

Thik state hasn't had daylight savings (which is opposed by most ru-

A

tem and projection

damages of $1,ralities,
present bill boasts 500,000 against the New England
bitf
strong organized labor and other Theatres Corp., American Theatres
uppprt and is conceded a good
chance Of passage. It already has
a senate committee’s approval.
Film industry fears that daylight savings would be a serious
blow for all exhibition, but espedrive-in

for

cially

theatres.

It’s

pointed out that ozoners wouldn’t
to start their first shows
until about 9:30 p.m. and the op-

be able

eration
accordingly would run
into the wee small hours of the
morning, with attendance affected
Injuriously.

Theatres'
i

and eight major

8%
9%
7%

season in this
state and throughout the territory
is shorter than anywhere else in
the nation, usually running 'less
than 20 weeks. Also, even during
the season, many of the nights are
cold and windy and rainy.
S. D. Kane, North Central Allied executive counsel, appeared at'
•R public hearing in the Senate to
argue against the bill. The only
other opponent was ah attorney for
C farm group. Union leaders and
Individuals describing themselves

WEAR

theatre

chief, will be
given a farewell testimonial dinner
at De Witt Clinton Hotel, Albany,
this Friday (15);
Norman Jackter, Columbia manager, and Norman Weitman. Universal manager,
are arranging the affair.

MODELL’S
Pawnbrokers Since 1893

Cor. 6th Ave. at 46 St.
PL 7-7097
N. Y. C.

GIGANTIC

DIAMOND SALE
GUARANTEED TO
APPRAISE FOR MORE
THAN TWICE OU# PRICE
OR NO DEAL
1

1

-Carat Round Diamond

Magnificent
color,
exceptional
Gem cut. Expensive,
tapered baguette mounting. OrigBargain £7 ocn
priced for only
perfection.

inally $15,000.

4-Carat Round Diamond
Beautiful color and quality. Mod-

ern

cutting. Platinum setting.
Special.
Pawnbroker £ 1

price of.

.

.

;

.

irn
* iWU.
*

Huge Marquise Diamond
Spreads 10 carat. Graceful shape.
Covers entire finger. Terrific collor and purity. A once In a

Pawnbroker £c onn
90 , 0 UU.

lifetime.

bargain for

9

7

-Carat Round Diamond

/e

Sensational color, excellent quality. Best modern cut. Platinum.
Original cost $10,000. £c Ann
*D,4-UU.
special for

“Because we are a country of
grim need, we can’t help finance
such pictures, but we will give full
Government cooperation at all
levels.
There will be no red tape,
and there- are no tax restrictions,
said Pearlman, who left Thursday
night for N. Y. enroute home to
Jerusalem.
“We can offer great background
authenticity for Biblical nlmsi”
Pearlman
Opined,
enumerating
some of the religious landmarks in
Israel which could be untilized for
such pix.

Eastman Kodak, also showed
marked strides in last week’s market, soared 23k to a new high of
75%. Republic preferred also went

“The creative force largely conHollywood should not overvital, dynamic creation of
democracy in Israel now taking
place.
Border incidents and economic difficulties notwithstanding,

Amusement -Group last week.
ABC-Paramount Theatres, RCA.

look the

workers,

but

advised

pix

Pear Shape Diamond
Magnificent color and quality.
Clear as a drop of dew, 6 carat
with 2 tapered baguettes. Originally $12,000. Will sac- £c CrtA
rifice at the low..... JO-.&UU.

Rare Diamond Necklace
Of "breathtaking beauty,” 150
round diamonds, 11 pear shape
diamond drops, 12 marquise dia-

mond

drops, 21 baguettes, plat.
$10,000 originally. Can be had
the
ow

if

..

.

!

.

Fine Marquise

$4,500.

In

Record Numbers
At Los Angeles May 4
Los Angeles, April

Ladies

Auxiliary,

Tent

Diamond
t 073 *

Emerald Cut Diamond
1V4 carat. Fine color and quality.
Platinum with 2 tapered baguettes. A desirable engagement
ring value at $850 for
$395.
the special price

(FED. TAX INCLUDED)
GUARANTEED LOAN 70%
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Films

Polaroid .
Skiatron
U. A. Theatres
Walt Disney
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Skiatron also, soared to a

peak for 1954-55

at

5%

new

(bid price),

move apparently being based on
expectation of a constructive company move in the near future. This
makes three new highs for the

Washington, April 12.
U. S, motion picture industry
the
motion
picture equipment
and
Nat’l Theatres’ Divvy
people had a big export year .in
Los Angeles, April 12.
1954, with the $39,082,772 worth of
Quarterly dividend of 12%c per exports about 33% more than thu
share on common stock outstand- 1953 figure.
Biggest gains were in rawstock,
ing was voted (April 7) by National
theatre equipment and 8m equipTheatres’ board of directors.
ment
of all types, reports Nathan
Dividend is payable May 5 to

Warner Bros, and Zenith all advanced, last - named climbing a
stockholders of record April
point to 106 where it was less than
three points from the year’s high.

steady

around

93%

or near

year’s peak.

2L

Fails to

Pass

Com-

—

tering the largest gain. In addiwe exported 323,404,000 feet
of actual motion pictures, both
negative and print, about 20,000,000
feet more than the previous year.
tion,

Albany, April

12,

The Marro bill authorizing the
head of a municipal fire department- to detail not more* than two
uniformed members to each place
of amusement or entertainment
whenever machinery or scenery
were in use and one or more per-

sons participated in the performthe ance such details to be paid by
the theatres serviced (died in the

20th-Fox continued quite static,
winding at. 27%, for a minor fractional loss on the week. Current
crop of the company’s films, outside of “Man Called Peter,” were
not rated in financial circles as
calculated to encourage much bullish enthusiasm. Failure to lift the
dividend also was mentioned as
partly responsible for recent showing by the shares. Loew’s held
even at 18% or 3% points from the
peak.

D. '^Golden, director of the

merce Department’s motion picture
and photographic products division.
Exports of equipment cameras,
projectors, sound and studio hit
a fat $14,470,000 last year, up 23%
from the preceding year. Exports
of rawstock were close to 453,000,000 feet, with 35m raw film regis-

—

—

—

Senate Cities Committee.

therefore did not- come to a floor vote
before the Legislature adjourned
last

It

week.

DRIVE-IN EXPERIMENTS

WITH FOREIGN FILMS
Pittsburgh, April 12.

Dependable Drive-In, operated
by the Associated circuit here and
located half a mile from the Greater Pittsburgh Airport, is going to
try something new this season, an
policy. First ozoner
in for the foreign
product of the sure-seat smaller

The measure, which theatre rep- exclusive art
resentatives had characterized as known to go
“worse than the Fino-Clancy

bill”

of 1949, also permitted the detailing of additional firemen if there
were 6,000 or more persons in an
audipnee for any 24-hour period.

12.

25,

42%.

39%
37%
43%

the pfan to abandon making
pix for theatrical distribution was

.

EDITORIAL rave

indoor houses.

Management is opening with
bill of “Little Kidnappers”
and “The Detective,” with Alec
Guinness, and has programs set for
next few weeks. Of course, it can
always change back to the regular
double

is

bookings, but Associated execs feel
if Dependable can make a go of
it, other drive-ins are likely to follow suit and be a big boon to the
Keep Newsreels
In a rare plug for a picture, “A overseas producers^ who haven't
Man Called Peter” was the subject heretofore made much of a dent
Both C’Scope and Color of the lead editorial in last Thurs- in the outdoor field.
ing May 4.
Volume of foreign film footage day’s (7) issue of the PhiladelPlans were put in work with the being used by the American news- phia Daily News (now edited by
election last week of officers. Slate reels is one of the reasons why Louis Ruppel, ex CBS, ex-Collier’s).
includes Mrs., Morton Scott, prexy; they wouldn’t switch to black-and- It’s prefaced with this note: “Of
Mrs. M. J. E. McCarthy, veepee; white Cinemascope, a newsreel such significance is a new film in
Mrs. Ezra Stern, veepee; Mrs. W. editor explained this week.
presenting an impressive case for
H. Lollier, property mistress; and
“Color versions would be too practical religion that the Daily
_IUDI0 CUT MUSIC DILI
Mrs. Fred Stein, dough girl.
expensive and black-and-white edi- News assigned its motion picture
Rockefeller Center
Named to the advisory board of tions would 'mean we’d have to editor, Charles Melin, to write an
“THE GLASS SLIPPER”
the Auxiliary as
Canvass;-ladies equip every cameraman in the editorial about it.”
in radiant COLOR lliirini
were Mrs. Bernard Wolf, Mrs. world with Cinemascope lenses.
Melin’s piece is a rave, concludIfSLK CARON • MICHAEL WILDING
Stan Brown, Mrs. A1 Hanson, Mrs. Obviously, that’s Impossible now. ing with: “We heartily commend
An M-G-M Picture
Ben Peskay, Mrs. Robert Kronen For the newsreels it’s literally a ‘A Man Called Peter,’ a motion
»wd THE MUSIC HALL’S GREAT
burg, Mrs. Dick Dickson and Mrs. case of wider screens and narrower picture that clasps all humanity
EASTER STAGE SHOW
.Bill Srert.
1 coverage. And that doesn’t pay.”
to its heart.”

making extensive plans

Sky-Blue color. Graceful shape.
Fine brilliancy. 2 carat with 2
tapered baguettes in platinum,.
A $2,000 value for the tft OK '
Special price of

Variety Clubs’ Ladies

86

.

18%

143/

28%

.

%
4%

78

when

f

companies to bring over their own
key personnel.
He said housing
conditions are much improved, and
there are adequate accommodations for U. S. pix companies there.

18%

.

313/4
15 3

into fresh high ground at 15 following the stockholders’ meeting

there is in Israel not only a tough, RCA was up to 43*4, where this
grim pioneering, but also a kind of stock was only two points below
gaiety which picture makers should the year’s best quotations.
The Thursday rally in film and
want to capture.
shares failed to erase
Israel has one studio with two cinema
stages, also has black-and-white lab earlier weakness so that losses
were
shown
on the week. Columfacilities.
Pearlman advised it
would be better for an American bia Pix was down 75c at 32%.
General
Precision
Equipment lost
company planning production in Israel to shoot its interiors here nearly a point but still displayed
amazing
steadiness
at 63, high for
rather than at the Israel Motion
Picture Studios in Herzlah. There a stock paying $2.40 annual divvy.
National
was off 25c at
Theatres
are three pix companies in Israel,
turning out documentary and news- 9% while RKO Theatres lost 37%c^
price
with
a
closing
of 9. Stanley
reel product, he stated.
Warner slipped 62% to 19%. CoPearlman said Israel has some lumbia Broadcasting issues were
skilled

20%

5%

;

fined in

84

.

96%

9%

37%
3634

9%
6%

+ %
+3%
+3%
+ %
+ %
+334„
+ %"
—
%
+ %
+2%
+ %
—

25%
97

9

4u

37%
43%
8

Not
Chang
week

for

American Stock Exchange

the week, this increased interest
in films helped the whole Amusement Group. The stock market
generally was a bit higher much
of the past week which was limited
four trading sessions (Wall
Hollywood, April 12.
to
Heads of film studios Jiere have Street was shuttered Good Friday).
manifested /‘considerable interest”
Paramount Pic moved up near
in making pix in Israel, Moishe its 1954-55 peak, going as high as
Pearlman, Director General of In- 40, for a net gain of. 2% on the
formation Services for Israel, said week. Improved earnings and hope
s golf and fishing addicts spoke following conversations with studio for a long-overdue hike in the
toppers. “I am hopeful the inter- dividend rate sparked this advance.
Jl the measure’s behalf.
est created will eventually result Par has had a long string of whopin American pictures being made ping film grossers, and ,the public
Nat Rosen, new Pittsburgh mana- in Israel,” the executive told
a apparently is finally gaining knowlger for 20th Century-Fox and for- press conference.
edge of this.

mer Albany branch

7%
5%

91

108%

Film shares, which have been
backward to lower during the last
few weeks, came alive last Thursday (7) and staged a smart Fally.
Led by Paramount Pictures, which
also was much stronger earlier in

Because of weather vagaries, the

7

15
13%
22% 19%
31% 25%
30% 26%

Pace Amusements
By MIKE

*

18%

9%

216
190
95
...... 210
RKQ Piets.
24
RKO Thea. 143
Republic.
100
Rep,, pfd.
4
Stanley War., 61
20th-Fox
117
Univ. Pix
14
Univ., pfd ..*120
28
Warper Bros.
Zenith
25

Paramount

Tuea.
Close

4

16%

40% 35% Philco
45% 363/4 RCA

Paramount Shares

filed in U. S. District Court
here last week by the Kelmar. Theatre Corp.
Suit charges “restraint of trade,
monopoly, conspiracy and improper
clearances.” Attorneys George S.
and W. Bradley Ryan are representing the plaintiff.

4%

169
210

....

Loew’s
Nat. Thea.

36

40

distribs.

was

3% EMI

21% ,17%
10% 9%

tions.

,

drive-in

lenses.

’

Corp., Loew’s Boston Theatres,
Keith Massachusetts Corp., Keith

won

5%

Other A 71 Force 'bases theatres throughout the country
wilL also have similar installa-

suit seeking

79

96% 80
39% 31
16% 14%
78% 67

A new wide angle screen
28 by 69 feet has been installed
along with a new sound sys-

Kelmar's Boston Action

Weekly Vol.Weekly Weekly
in. 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Th 238
25%
25.
CBS, “A”
97
8
93%
CBS, “B”
93%
96%
5
46
Col. Pix
33%
31%
133
Decca
15
15%
Eastman Kdk 121
78%
74%

1955
High Low,

to

enter-

‘Man Called Peter* Gets Accolade

number Foreign Footage Alone

tain the anticipated record
of wives and family members who
will accompany delegates to the
19th Annual Variety Clubs, International, convention in L.A. start-

.

of Philadelphia Daily
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Showmanagement Review

Citations: '3l-'55

MMMf
states
of the

Then came the case of the mysterious Myrtle. Again it was the
deSuze show that started the en-

Serving The
Public Interest
t

ulmmiun
WLW-T,
WLW-T,

t

tire affair,

unut?

Cincinnati

the Crosley station in

would have to be enshrined from any point of view for
the work noble in purpose it accomplished last year on the community and global levels. In driving toward public service emiCincinnati,

—

—

nence,
tet

WLW

put together a quin-

of programs

of sterling

cali-

bre, with VLet There Be Life” its
opus. This was a series
of 10 half-hour shows covering
application of modern medicine to
personal health, produced With the.
cooperation of the Cincy Academy

magnum

of Medicine, Montgomery County
Medical Society, (Dayton) and Blue
Cross Hospital Care Plan for Southwestern Ohio. Its chief aims were
to dissipate "popular fears and
misconceptions” held by iaymen in
the medical field and at the same
time "instill confidence through
knowledge” in ability of modern
medicine to protect and restore the

with staffer Arthur

ments and an indefatigable spirit
of public service and enthusiastic
reporting came the best example of
news coverage of the year. In spite
of power losses, floods, and everything Nature could throfr at them,
WJAR’s radio and tv outlets kept
all of Rhode Island informed of
all hurricane
developments and
subsequently gave\New England a
permanent filmed record of the

notes from clerics of the three major faiths; the transformed "Eye on

New York” under
and the ex-"Here

In terms of

B

Westinghouse’s WBZ in Boston
(and WBZA, Springfield) had New
Englanders turning handsprings all
last year via a series of zany promotions and campaigns. Some of

Bill

Leonard;

Is the Past"
a 13:week archeological series done with support from the
Ford Foundation and With Dr. Casper Kraemer as the "tv goes un-

(NYU)

derground” authority.

444 444444444444 4 4444 44 44

*

Showmanship

films that threatened to inundate the networks#-specs that

In Promotion

presentations designed for enlightenment; the pattern of rotating comics and
an upbeat in hour-long programming. Some good, some poor, blit all of it
reflecting a type ol imagiriative leadership thatoven now seems destined to.
make today's pioneering in new patterns ttye accepted and established television of five years hence.

WBZ, Boston

First came the famous Lobster
Cook-Off, a contest among the six
New England governors to decide
which state had. the best lobsters.
It started when deejay Carl deSuze
said quite casually on the air,
"Last night I had a Maine lobster
and it was the best I 'ever tasted,”
Then came the deluge of mail and
phone calls protesting the statement, and
aired the controversy.
Finally, the station ran a
contest with the six governors
cooking their own (Vermont won,
using lobsters from each of the
other states since it’s got no seacoast of its own), and
airexpressed two lobsters to the governors of each of the 42 other

Day,” which starts the day and
closes the night on inspirational

ranged from bad to the superlative quality of a “Peter Pan." Out of it, too,
came cultural advances in programming, the telementaries and one-shot

4444444 4 444444 4 4 444444

radio managers.

,

—

tional half-hour

WBZA

of a
is one
series of public service
stanzas with which WCBS-TV impregnates its operation while at
the same' time, maintaining its
prime financial 'position through
commercial facets. Its other major programs, produced as joint
efforts wholly in the public interest, are Paul Tripp’s "junior” Omnibus, "On the Carousel” (N. Y.
City Board of Education), with
direction by Ned' Cramer; "America in the Making,” piloted by
NYU’s Warren Kraetzer;. "Our
Goodly Heritage,” Dr. William
Bush Baer’s (NYU) nonsectarian,
literary-slanted interpretation of
the Scriptures; "Give Us This

Madison Ave. agency thinking it meant disrupting a way of life and a way of thinking. It was the gamble of the decade
not only with one man's career, but with an entire network.
Out of it came “Today," “Home," “Tonight," with the inauguration of the
“magazine" concept of insertion advertising bringing a new-to-tv parade of
Out of it, too, came the era of the
clients into the “T-H-T" sponsor family.
90-minute spectacular in RCA's brightest compatible hues ahd tints to generate a new kind of excitement in helping to stem the advance of the conven-

*

—

C.. Bowen.
"Camera Three”

sturdy

vision will have for its circulation all members of all families."
was rough going—not always successful and often inviting brickbats.
But for Weaver there was no retreat. The conventional, cliche patterns that
applied to yesterday's radio were not eridugh if television was to succeed in
attracting mass audiences as well as new Sponsors, including the small-

Showmanship

CBS

Ward

It

Radio Station

.

flagship in New York. "Camera Three” rules the roost at.
station where Public Affairs means
what it says and says what it means
with fidelity to the facts mated to
sure dramatic instinct that, is not
mere pap to make educational
Values more palatable.
Whether It’s tackling a John
Brown or multiple-part "Moby
Hamlet." or engaging
lck
» nd
P
,
of a Poe, "Camera
in an analysis
Three” carries out its mission with
rare distinction.. Score this one lip
for the Education Dept, of the U.
of the State of N. Y., for moderator
James Macandrew of the N. Y. City
Board- of Education, and for the
vigor. with which the station’s public affairs chieftain, Clarence Worden,. goes about the task of presenting elaborate canvases embracing the greats or the works thereof
updated, socially significant
in
terms. Also credit producer Robert Herridge, director Frank Moriarty and advisory consultant Dr.

Pat weaver

budget advertisers.

44444 4 4+4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Not bored of education but
board of education; culture with
showmanship built in. In^a word—
or a call letter—WCBS-TV, the

giving the television industry an expanded dimension, there
can be no doubt. Never one to underestimate the intelligence
of his audience, it has been the Weaver credo that “we must
program up, not down, to get the big audience,* we must program for the light viewer and the heavy viewer so that tele-

up with amateur boxing

off quite accidentally,
others by design, but Paul E. Mills’
staff had the basic knowhow and
showmanship to turn them to advantage. New England talked, read
and wrote about. WBZ-WBZA, and
it’s type of public relations or public reaction that’s all too often associated with television these days
and not with radio. Running a
radio station is like running any
other show biz enterprise it’s not
just a matter of programming and
It calls for the creation
selling.
of excitement in the station, and in
what the station is doing. WBZcreated that excitement
with a series Of happenstances that
ought to give new vigor,, to old

WEAVER

Showmanship
44

WCBS-TV, New York

That the NBC proxy, often against what seemed like insurmountable odds and conflicts from within, succeeded in

.as

them came

L.

4

limited.

a fund-raiser for the dread dis-

WBZ

AM

Education With

—

,

WBZ

s

the now-famous "Hurricane Carol” struck New England
last Aug, 31, WJAR
& TV was,
like the' rest of the area, unprepared. But out of routine assign-

Ii any one man Is to be singled out for bringing imaginative qualities
and d new kind of excitement to television during tho past year, that man,
beyond any question of doubt, is Sylvester L (Pat) Weaver, president of NBC.
Virtually from the start of commercial telecasting. Weaver has been a dedicated man to convince the advertiser and the agency, not to mention the
viewer, that this dynamic new video medium can he something more than
“radio with eyes" and that the horizons are practically un-

listments; and "Golden Gloves for

4

Providence
When

SYLVESTER

Federalists; national defense in terms of recruiting young
men for the Air Force during periods when enlistments decline,
with popular Cincy personality
Ruth Lyons encased in the "Ruth
Lyons Flight” to work up steam
calculated to give impetus to en-

ease, tied
bouts.

WJAR AM A TV,

»44 +

44

air,

Showmanager Award

"Quest for Tomorrow,” engaged
with the problems of world peace
and international understanding in
concert with the local United

annual event

Station

+444444444444 + 4444444444

+

!

but by 1:40 p. m., auxiliary equipment had it back on,
reading bulletins
announcers
with,
by flashlight. After the storm had
announcers, engineers
subsided,
and newsmen traveled back and
forth between the studios and
transmitter all afternoon ahd night
to keep the flow of news going.
Television came back on the air on
emergency power the following
night with network shows, and on
the next morning renewed its
schedule of local and network programming.
But though the worst was over,
the

the reap work had just begun for
the WJAR news staff. On Wednesday, the day after the storm while
television was still off the air, 20
teams were sent out all over the
state and nearby Massachusetts.
With power still off, the films were
developed by a hand-operated ma
chin* *t the OlneyvlU. Boys' Club
and at staffers’ homes, where the
rounded campaign, on-the-air .as
oopy was written. Qn Thursday,
well as off. For the listener, there worst devastation to hit the area In with tv back on the air, a Cessna
was music, info on places to visit, years.
180 was hired to fly over the entire
Story of the coverage starts with Rhode Island and Southern Massawhere to. fish, swim and golf, traf-

subjects of singular latterday importance as brainsight and eyesight, the heart arid polio, diabetes,
old age and, if you please, the
"Miracle of Birth” and "The Middle Years,” latter about menopause, rarely exposed to the light
of video.
The station’s other foursome:
"City Manager Reports,” embracing the complex functions and Services of the municipal government
in discussion with the citizenry;

station’s

News

Am*

.

"Let There Be Life,” authored
by Frank Hart, ran the gamut—
from the bitterly contested issue of
fluoridation of water to such other

Polio,”

Outstanding

adon, appearing onathe show as a
character named George LeBlanc,
mentioning that he had lost his
mythical horse. Myrtle. The mail
and phone calls started from people claiming to know the whereabouts of Myrtle. In came letters
from the Animal Rescue League,
out went station horseblankets that
read "This Is Not Myrtle” and on
went the search. Myrtle, of course,
Was never found, but a lot of Bostonians tuned in to WBZ to find
put what was going on.
In a more serious vein was the
New England Vacationland campaign, pointing up the on-the-tcres
management at the station. The
Vacationland campaign was not
sirtply an agency pitch but a well-

health of the individual.

World

4444444444+ 4444444444 +

and the President on behalf
New England governors.
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KTFI, Twin

Falls, Idaho
The KTFI Armed Forces March,

-

on Polio is one of the fascinating
stories of the radio year. Not alone

it raised the greatest amount
ever realized In any single fundraising March of Dimes event in
Magic Valley’s history, but the real
County and the surrounding area story that lies in the promotion
while film was being shot.
idea behind it is one that could
Meanwhile, the engineers at the well be used by other broadcaster*
telecasters
throughout the
station got the Caterpillar Co. to and
non-stop its mobile electric gen- country. It was a Job KTFI could
well
afford
to
shout
about.
erator from Dayton, where it was

that

information, descriptions of spe- the film director, Bill Cooper, who
weekend events, an AAA tiein early that morning was at Galilee,
on where to eat and where to R. I., to cover the Tuna Tournasleep, forest fire info* etc.
The ment. At 9 a. m., he called news
sales campaign pointed lip the fact director Warren Walden to tell him
that New England is a billion-dol- the tourney was off, due to high
lar summer resort market and winds. He began filming activities
covers it all. This year, the there, and suddenly found himself
campaign kicked off with a full- in the middle of a hurricane, with
page institutional ad In Look, paid 100-miles-an-hour winds. In water
for by the station but simply stress- almost to his neck, Cooper coning the virtues of New England as tinued shooting until he ran out
of film, then went back to Provia vacationland.
Back in the let's-make-people- dence. Meanwhile, at 9 :44, JARtalk category was the WBZ Piano TV lost its power, with phones
Roll Contest, and once again it was gone dead and wire services out
deSuze, aided by Nelson Bragg, of order. Walden ordered his news
another deejay who started a fight staff out on the beat to find out
over how to play piano rolls. The what was happening.
resultant “feud” brought in 23,000
Walden himself and photograpiano rolls to the station and cre- pher George Clarke started for the
ated a new show, "Player Piano Rhode Island Yacht Club in EdgePlayhouse.”
Again, WBZ made wood, getting the last pictures of
people talk by bringing back home- the Club before it was washed
towners Bob & Ray in an eatly- away. Then they returned to the
evening show the team tapes in station to develop the films. But
New York, backing it with an all- on their return, via rowboat, they
out promotion campaign.
found the Outlet Co. Building,'
This is the type of heads-up which houses the stations, surthinking and programming that rounded by six-feet of water. Film
makes radio enjoyable as well as was thrown to them from windows,
Maybe the best moral since the doors were locked, and
profitable.
of the WBZ-WBZA story is that a they rowed about downtown provisense of humor pays off some of dence, taking pictures of everythe prophets of gloom have made thing in sight. Other WJAR newsradio a grim business, and nobody, men and photographers soon joined
a them.
especially
the public, likes
grouch.
At 11; 35, WJAR Radio went Off

fic

chusetts coastline, while a helicop-

cial

ter with announcer Ted, Metcalf
at the controls hovered over South

WBZ

W

—

-

$££

Four Magic Valley Armed Force*
Men marched from Twin

being demonstrated at the National
Air Show, to Providence to furnish

Service

emergency power for tv. The unit
was allowed to drive right through

Falls to Sun Valley, a trip of 84
miles, in the dead of winter, in exchange for contributions made to
the local drive for March of Dimes.
They marched at the rate of
cent per step. In easier terms, it
took $43.80 to move the four men
one mile. -The march began at
8 a. m. on Saturday, Jan. 22, and

devastated areas in order to get the
station back on the air with full
facilities on Friday. That morning,
the first hurricane films were
shown, and in the five days that
followed, the 4,000 feet of film

and hundreds of

stalls

H

were shown

27 times in half-hour and hour seg- the goal was Sun Valley by 10
a. m., on Jan. 29.
Every step had
menta.
to be paid for by contributions
A week after all this had hap- mailed,
phoned or brought to
pened, on Sept. 10, Hurricane KTFI.
Motorists were urged to

Edna
tlon

started

north,

prepared

to

WJAR

and the

start

all

sta-

over

Radio stayed on all
night with storm warnings, while
the tv side put on a special "Hurricane. Watch” from 1 to 4:30 a. m.,
and
entertainment
comprising
storm bulletins. Luckily, the storm
bypassed Rhode Island except for
and though these
gale winds,
knocked off WJAR-TV’s power for
two hours the next morning, nothing else happened.
again.

I

1

stop and give their contributions
directly to the marching men along
the route.

Before they were hardly under
way, it was apparent that everyone
within reach of KTFI’s signal wanted to take part in the event. KTFI
announcers, special events men,
disk jockeys, engineers used their,
special talents, all coordinated for
the cause . . money for polio. Soon
everyone was talking about the
.

(Continued on pagq35)
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Review

Highlights: ’54-’55 Sliowmaiiagenteiif
TP RCA & WRCA-TV, New York. which won
—NBC’s Gotham flagships operate award for

on a broad base in programming,
merchandising and exploitation under veepee Hamilton Shea. Overall accent is on service, which
could mean anything from an elaborate remote in support of a
sponsor’s coin to a whole series of
On the WRCA
civic campaigns.
radio side, the emphasis is on the
personality parade, including live
wake-up music (such as in 'the
Allyn Edwards show); A1 Collins’
three platterrspinning shows (in a
moveover from indie rival WNEW);
Jinx McCrary, who, in a reTex

&

shuffle,

were launched on

a

new

afternoon skein and had their
nighttime series hiked by 30 minutes; and such other segments as
the feature and news stanza,
“Pulse”; Sydney Smith, the femme
“Music
Fleetwood’s
“By-Liner”;
Through the Night”; Gabriel Press\
man’s roving reporter assignments.
WRCA-TV keeps humming under program topper Steve Krantz
with Herb Sheldon, Steve Allen,

Richard

Willis,

Norman Broken-

shire. (latter of recent premiering),
Charity Bailey and numerous public service programs.

Pittsburgh.—Under the
motto, “Something for Everyone,”

KQV,

KQV,

the

CBS

affiliate

in

Pitts-

burgh, branched out oh a variety of
local

programming fronts

in 1954.

Included in the new shows under
the public service category were
“It Pays to Know,” a weekly quiz

on

traffic

“On the Spot,”
the Junior Chamber

safety;

a series giving
of Commerce time to pinpoint issues affecting Western Pennsylvania; “Dateline Pittsburgh,” a
quarter-hour series reflecting progress in Pittsburgh; and “Birdie’s
Shut-in Club,” a show designed for
shyt-ins.

In mus\c, there’s Vicki Grosse’s
“Vicki’s Vignettes,” featuring Continental music; “These Are My
Favorites,” in which leading music
personalities select their own plat“Music for
the. late-night
ters;
Reading,” and “Off the Podium,”
a discussion of music and musicians featuring Pitt Symphony
conductor William Steinberg. On
the educational-information front,
there’s “The Reader,” with program chief John Gibbs reading
from the classics; “The Spelling
Bee,” run in cooperation with the
Pittsburgh Press for grade-school
children; “Sights Unseen,” a
weekly show about the blind; and
“The Man and the Moment,” a
series of 13 biographical dramas
presented with the Ladies Auxiliary of the Veterans of Foreign

—

Wars.

Freedoms ^Foundation

a

“outstanding

ita

con-

tribution to the American Way of
life.” This latter was “Americans
in Profile,” a quarter-hour dramatic
series emphasizing America’s basic

freedoms through biographies of
outstanding citizens, living and
dead.
“For Better Schools,” another of
the shows, is designed to focus
public attention on problems of
education and to inquire into the
nature of those problems.
Produced in collaboration with the
Connecticut Citizens for the Publie Schools, it’s a panel segment
covering a single problem each
week, carefully prepared in advance.
Panelists have included
Connecticut’s top educators, along
with interested parents and education-minded private citizens. In
“Behind the Pages,” featuring
Prof. John Dando of Trinity College’s (Hartford) Dept, of English,
WTIC covers a varied of literary
fronts and makes recordings of the
shows available to the Connecticut
Dept, of Education’s Audio-Visual
umit.

And

“You and Your

in

Child,” John F. Schereschewsky
(Mr. Sherry), headmaster of,Rumsey School for Boys in Washington,
Conn., chats in' an intimate style
with parents on the proper development of their offspring. So effective has the show been that it’s
now the basis of a three-a-week
column in the Hartford Courant

n

Boston

Baltimore:

M

'

which has been responsible for
getting thousands of youngsters to
age Cl “ bS Wlth ,‘dUlt

-nrr

flow of 2% per month. Fairly encouraging in terms of audience
conversion, more so in terms of
advertisers, with the outlet having
gone into the black in the last
quarter of ’54,
Conversion campaign was an allembracing one, involving the
preparation of booklets, advertising and promotion material about
UHF and the station, delivered to
dealers and servicemen and companies who would distribute the
information
(booklets were enclosed in pay envelopes of more
than 100,000 Norfolk shipyard,
utility and other industrial workers). Station ran a $4,000 dealer
clinic,
updating theip on sales
ideas, pew engineering techniques,
customer reaction and general info
about UHF and WVEC-TV specifically. Big gun, however, was a “doit-yourself” converter kit devel-

•

Vi/
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led all the rest as Showmanagement searched its
conscience and the files for the 1954-55 special Writer Award in
television. He is Reginald Rose, New Yorker, now pushing 35, but
a comparative newcomer to fulltime video. His magnum opus was
realized last fall when his masterly “Twelve Angry Men” opened
the CBS-“Studio’ One” season. He followed it with several plays
of distinction such as “12:32 A.M.” and “An Almanac of Liberty,”
with “Broken Spur” as a change of pace for his initial try at the
westerner motif. Elsewhere, he turned in a moving classic last
month with “Crime in the Streets,” tackling juvenile delinquency
at the behest pf the burgeoning “Elgin Hour” on ABC. \(In this
period his services wpre being formalized by CBS under a fiveplay contract for one year at fees recorded as second only to Robert
E. Sherwood, who has since departed the NBC vidramatist ranks.)
The Rose saga as the man of conscience and integrity was sneaking up the season before when he registered his first pair of
VStudio One” clicks in “The Remarkable Incident at Carson Corners” and “Thunder on Sycamore Street.” With these and “The
Death and Life of Larry Benson” under his belt, Rose left his
employ (the Ray Austrian agency, where he labored for about four
years as copy, chief and in other capacities, and before that as a
Warner Bros, pressagent and Army lieutenant) to give his exclu“
sive attention to a medium that he seemed to
6wn” in the same
manner as Paddy Chayefsky. He had turned in 10 scripts for the
Westinghouse dramatics and is in tlite midst of preparing a film
version of “Twelve Angry Men” for an independent producer,
Before becoming the man of the “hour” Rose had prepared himself for tv by way of the 30-minute show, selling to such stanzas
as “Danger” and the old “Mirror Theatre.” (He had written loads
‘’of short stories, selling none
and part of his current fertility may
perhaps be traced to the rejected manuscripts.)
In a business where the blurbs are easy to bounce, Reginald
Rose stands out as the conscience of television, where his prohings in dramatic terms are now praise be—fullblown and fulltime.
'
r.
11
..m,„
j

oped by the station and manufactured to sell for $29.95, way below
anything on the. market at the
time. Some 15,000 were sold.

—

KYW, Philadelphia Part of the
general
buildup
Westinghouse
achieved in its radio structure was
an intramural sales promotion
campaign designed to beat the
summer slump. Campaign involved

.

—

—

i

.

'

l
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KYW

.

sales

1

.

most vital to us all. Emanat- night platter
from famed Independence its sports division, under Les Kei- time

Hall, the series, a presentation of

the 1955 Bulletin Forum, has performed a fundamental and stand^
ou t service to the community of
Philadelnhia
The oroerams examine the’ best guarantees of

pitched round-the-clock news;
inaugurated first cross-plug reciProcity with WABD, the DuMont
tv’er, and punched" hard with showmans hip values calculated to will
a wider audience, which it did.
ter;

KYW

won because of
and wholehearted
which it entered the
spirit of the campaign. It awarded
weekly “Wheel of the Week”
the

high.

energetic

manner

in

prizes to staffers offering the best
suggestions, and prizes at the end
of the summer for the best sales
WTOP, Washington, D. C.— ideas. Research stepped in with the
lot of television
stations make information that, less than
of
the people within KYW's signal
left the area even on vacation,'
vv as 1
c
^pariay its Broad- coming up with the slogan, “Even
kindling the interest and action of
f "|
in
a
on vacation, families In KYWland
many prominent civic groups in
n
p iff
mmumty
never leave home,” and the proPhiladelphia co
'
ieaUon
Jmiqlle-in' terns of gram and sales
departments handled their * campaigns under the
WINS, New York: “Rehabillta- p;e 0
_ d wlfiSh^
same theory. Posters, bulletin
tion” and “revitalization” were the
key words as J. Elroy McCaw took th
boards and sales charts were
Soon nnrt
over ownership of indie WINS
posted to keep the personnel in
nl
a
3
°f
WINS early in 1954 to give station
l3
a high state of excitement.
D
a shot in the arm on personnel,
,

liberty and one bi olefines and
merica With
applies them to the
* he America
which today's citizen is concerned,

4
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‘
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P°e™sion;
Last summer

£

made college credavailable to radio and tv audiences through programs produced
in
cooperation
with
Baltimore
Junior College;
Romper Room” made a big
splash as a pre-school educational programming
show.
its

—

^

^
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Speak With Freedom," in which
outstanding American personages,

—
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WMGM, New

wr&asss

-

John
sta
Leder, outjwuert u.
J. ueuci,
manager Robert
iiovps
fr aves
ran
a Knur
nn
can tairp
taka 3
how
ftn
th sQ ne
y
b
n thic
tiori put the finger on complacency
and came forth with a senes °?
•_
wr trn» tr*n.
w
i-»
«
CKVM
Ville-Marie, Que^-Eaeh
creative strokes. Accent was put
on youth in all departments. Team year on the Feast of Assumption,
o£ £ ol[) & Ray> ea § y morning' vet- CKVM, in this pleasant little town
erans wen t '‘reciprocal trade” via on the shore of Lake Temiskaming,
pact yvith WBZ, NBC outlet in bas produced a series of pageant
Boston, for use of tapes daily. Sta- Plays, as the population swells to
tion reversed the trend by raising 15,000, and in *54 it was climaxed
rates; brought in disk jockey Alan with Dolorous Mysteries: The PasFreed from Cleveland; brought si ? n fbe- biggest one of them all,
back Stan Shaw, the original all- with 225 actors drawn entirely
from the population of Ville-Marie
....
—and its neighbor village of Lor6 ral
erai

WCAU, Philadelphia.
Taking
cue from the NARTB Code on
en^ightenment“of
OI 'Ihe ~ Am
American
n
-.S
•Eu offr the
public and
responsibility
broadcaster, WCAU came up with
its

'

;

‘

»

,

y

JWT—Real

.

a contest pitting station against
station and a second contest among
the salesmen of each station.
won the contest, with summer

up 79% over the same three
spinner; Rejuvenated months in 1953, the previous alli

.
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*
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The Hearst ing

1

.
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CkT\

issues

WBAL,

radio-tv operation chalked up an
enviable service record during the
past season, including:
The~ first color ty show to be
fed directly to city schools and
incorporated into the .curricula;
d^ 6
Marvi an
Me d
diced the only * seriaUzed medmal
education program in the country;

—

WHDH

M
JL

One name

vitally concerned with the course
Boston’s 50,- oi events in this nation and the
000-watt indie
solidified its world, freely and openly discuss
position in the New England area
substantially over the past year,
bringing in the highest income in
v
~wr\
•
1 wt tpTff
# MM/ #
the history and improving its ratJL
J.A.tZxM'w
w
ing position in important time periods.
Key to the gains was a
At a time when the question of network vs: agency control of
vigorous programming, research,
television shows is one of the hottest items in Madison Ave. deadvertising and promotion cambating circles, there’s been one consistent spokesman in favor of
paign that won the outlet high recthe agencies.
Its arguments have been phrased in terms of
ognition from civic and trade
deeds, rather than words.
This spokesman is the J. Walter
groups. Kickoff was a “Wake Up
Thompson
agency,
which with four live dramatic shows a week,
New England” campaign promotthree of them hour-long, has set up an impeccable standard of proing the sale of clock-radios coverduction excellence that speaks far louder than words.
It’s unforing seven weeks and <done in coltunate that other agencies haven’t taken up the JWT example the
laboration with the Herald
&
entire
question
might
academic
now.
be
by
Traveler
and seven interested
Hardly academic, however, are the advantages the Thompson
sponsors. Campaign resulted in an
production staff, led by v.p. John U. Reber, have taken of
increase in the sale of clock-radios
their opportunities.
In “Kraft Television Theatre,” tv’s oldest
in the area and a substantial incontinuous hour dramatic show, they’ve set a standard of excelcrease for WHDH’s morning ratlence that’s at once the envy and the guidepost of the industry.
ings.
Second step was the creaIn the second (ABC) Kraft show, since taken over by Pond’s, they
tion of 36 new station breaks and
broke all the rules by duplicating one show on another network
call letter jingles,
Third was a
for the same client and endowing it with all the virtues of the first.
complete research job on such
In “Star Tonight,” for Brillo, they’e come up with the admirable,
items as audience composition inif not completely effectual, idea of giving comparative unknows
home and out-of-home as well as
a chance to star.
Their commercials for Kraft and even for
cumulative, unduplicated audience
Brillo, have long been recognized as the epitome of visual salesof multi-week shows Under the
manship.
And their unique closed-circuit television station for
overall heading of “Second Area
auditions .and testing and pre-rehearsal camerawork has excited
Survey.” Backing up programming
the imagination of the industry^
And berthed on the Coast is
and research was a paid advertising
Lux Video Theatre, combining the same qualitative elements as
campaign involving the use of 109,the long-running Lux Radio Theatre in mating pix studio proper000 lines in the Herald & Traveler.
An added research fillip was a
ties with video.
More important, however, has been the agency’s courage, indesummer ratings study.
pendence and responsibility to U16 public in its choice of dramatic
Next was a series of 22 half-hour
material. Ho\y many agencies would have okayed, let alone proshows on juvenile delinquency featuring d.j. Bob Clayton and produced, a drama like “Patterns,”, with its inside view of the vicious
duced in cooperation with Suffolk
connivings of a big businessman? And how many agencies would
County District Attorney Garrett
have the dramatic integrity to permit an experimental version of
H. Byrne.
“The Emperor Jones” or the obvious thfrne of an “Anna Christie?”
Too often, the agency has been the most direct target of the
WTIC, Hartford The Travelers
pressure groups and the bluenoses, simply because they have
Insurance Co. station headed by
shown themselves to be the most easily affected by any kind of
radio pioneer Paul W. Morency
pressure or controversy.
More than for the volume of production
moved forward on the educational
and the excellence of that production, JWT deserves an industry
and public service front with four
kudos for its maturity, courage and integrity, in not letting the
outstanding series last year, one of
public down.

WHDH,

mUMJ
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Live

The presentation had
58 scenes, telling vividly the story
of Christ and the production, directed by Louis Bilodeau, manager
of CKVM, who also portrayed
Christ, was heralded far and wide
through Ontario.
raineville.

York:

Metro’s

50,000-watter enjoyed billings upbeat under, new Arthur Tolchin
management and enhanced programming via patterns of music,
Tiews arid sports under Raymond
Katz. Season marked by greater

use of staff announcers by promotion to star billing on shows specially produced such as the Aime

Gauvin-Dick

DeFreitas

Woman’s World”;

“It’s
a
Phil Goulding’s

“Your Hits of the Week”; Bill Edmonds’ “Tops in Pops,” and Ed
Stokes’ “Best Sellers.” Other coverage maintained and improved,
including hockey, college and pro
basketball, pro football and preseason and regular “home and
abroad” games of Dodgers. Station’s promotion was at its peak.
'

WEWS,

Cleveland.

—

Scripps

Howard tv station in Cleveland got
early itself talked about plenty when it
in 1954,
and business- decided to send news analyst
men began to be pessimistic about Dorothy Fuldheim, a globetrotting
the economic outlook, forecasting grandma, to Formosa, with stops in
a recession or worse, Louisville Tokyo, Hong Kong and Manila.
and the surrounding area was one Outstanding feature of the trip
of
the
anticipated
soft
spots. was an exclusive interview obRadio didn't believe it and tained with the two brainwashed
moreover thought the talk might Americans released after more
hUrt. So it got to work— on the air. than three years in Communist
Program chief Jim Caldwell con- prisons in China. Daily soundfilm
ceived a series of “Bright Spots,” reports were sent back, including
composed of short but pointed spot interviews with Madame Chiang
announcements detailing economic Kai-shek, American Ambassador

WAVE,

—When,
economists
Louisville

WAVE

and business progress in Louisville,
Kentucky and the nation. These
were aired an average of three
times daily during the year, and
they were transposed, into print
and sent out as mailing-pieces.

Carl
Rankin,
General William
Chase and American servicemen
from the Cleveland area.
Overall, station’s

public

affairs

during the past year, including a
notable job on slum clearance,
Periodically,
the
also,
station reflected a keen awareness on part
printed reports on the favorable of station.
economic outlook, sending them to
KTLA, Los Angeles.
Paraall its contacts. Campaign received
lots of backing, including that of mount Pictures’ indie KTLA, under
the
energetic
leadership
of
Klaus
other Kentucky stations which
Landsberg, put its greatest efforts
used the material.
during 1954 into the development
WVEC-TV, Norfolk—Tom Chis- of color, becoming the first Coast
man’s Channel 15 operation here indie to equip for tint, the first
served as a be.llwether for the station to offer color trial runs as
industry on what a determined a service for advertisers, the first
campaign, with network backing, station to regularly program a
could accomplish in terms of UHF color series originating in a Coast
conversions. Result of a year-long studio, and the first outlet to deeffort: 60% of the market’s 230,- velop a color mobile unit by itself.
000 sets converted to receive the New unit, mounted in a trailer, ii
signal,
(Continued on page 34)
an additional conversion
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"Colgate Comedy Hour."
For "Toast of the Town"

is more than a variety show, and Sullishowmanship and his alertness to the public appetite
have made it so. His telebiographies have excited public imagination
and private memories, Sullivan more than any other individual is responsible for the swing in Hollywood's sentiment toward television, a
shift that's made the medium a valuable ally instead of a menacing
enemy. His informal "histories" of the picture companies have done
more of a public relations job for the industry in one night than years
of soul-searching by batteries of seasoned ad-pub veepees. And he's
settled, once and for all, the question of the value of a televised film
clip by making "Toast" the most coveted trailer showcase of them all.
Nor has Sullivan lagged in his responsibility toward his sponor.
Aside from keeping the show in the Top 10 audience-wise, Sullivan
has created tx new client-performer pattern, with a major Kenyon &
Eckhardt assist, by his merchandising field trips for Lincoln-Mercury
and is credited by the sponsor as being one of the key factors in their
sales upbeat. Moreover, he's done right by them cost-wise, achieving
and maintaining a cost-per-thousand that's the envy of every producer
Sullivan has had his bad shows-—
-in this era of high-cost television.
but his sense of showmanship and sense of responsibility toward the
public in bringing them something new and exciting have made "Toast
of the Town" a viewing "must" to the American televiewer.

flair for

.

i

JACK BENNY
such a thing as a natibnal comedic institution. Jack Benny
Perhaps at no other time in his long and fruitful career as one
is it.
of the nation's top entertainers has an accolade been more deserving
than in this ('54-'55) year of grace. Not alone that Benny, in his own
cautious, sure-footed way, mastered the new medium of television just
as, years back, he found all the answers to a successful radio career,
but the perennial 39'er has brought his artistry, his genius for pantomime and his flair for9 subtlety and adult comedy to perhaps its finest
peak. And few are the vet showmen today who can make that statement.
^
There isn't a more prodigious worker and seekef-for-perfection in
the business. For Benny not only supervises his own radio-tv scripts
and hires his own guest stars, but as a master showman oversees all
If

.
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DISNEYLAND

ED SULLIVAN
Sullivan's got the hardest job on television. He's got to take
the most tired of entertainment formats* the variety show* and keep it
consistently fresh and attractive. That he's done so in spades with his
CBS-TV "Toast of the Town" is not only testified to by the number of
variety shows that have fallen by the wayside in the seven years since
"Toast" began, but in the way Sullivan has pulverized the NBC-TV
opposition, making an ineffectual also-ran out of the onqe-powerful

Ed

van's

—
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there's

When

emerged in all. its glory as America's newest
sociological phenomenon, the experts hopefully predicted that* the
medium would be the instrument by which the American family might
be reunited. Well, it didn't exactly work out that way, in fact, in some
households creating more friction between parents and children than
ever existed before Hbppy and wrestling appeared on the scene- The
prediction did come true this season, though, at least on Wednesday
nights, when "Disneyland" bowed on ABC-TV. It took Walt Disney to
bring to television the kind of entertainment that has universal appeal
A kind of spontaneous pattern has sprung up all over America,
in the home and in the schools, that's made Wednesday a special night
for the kiddies. Many schools have made it no-homework night, provided the kiddies watch the show so they can talk about it in class the
next day. At home, it's junior's "late night," when he can watch the
show with his parents and share a common experience with them. No
small factor in this trend is Disney's remarkable facility for serving up
television

informational-educational items in not sugarcoated but fascinating
form. Some schools have capitalized on' the show by having the children look up the topics of a program beforehand and reporting on
them. Other kids voluntarily have gone on to read about history,
nature and science after having been exposed to them on "Disney^
lantf."

Apart from its vital effect on American home life, the show has
played an important role industry-wise. It's proven to be the lifeblood
of ABG-TV, sparking it to its greatest peak in its challenge to NBC and
CBS. The almost instantaneous rise of "Disneyland" to the Top Five
in the Nielsen sweepstakes licked the network's most vicious problem,
the belief among clients and agencies that because of past inefficiency
and poor programming and a comparatively weak affiliate structure,
they "couldn't get an audience on ABC-TV."
In his own bailiwick, the motion picture industry, Disney has served

up some

Many

object lessons in

how

to

make

friends

and

influence people.

"Disneyland" shows haye been out-and-out plugs for. his
pictures; yet these same shows, "Operation Underseas," for example,
have been among his most fascinating and entertaining. 'Their effect
on the boxoffice can't be estimated, but it must be tremendous. Small
wonder, then, that most major studios are now in varying stages of
retoolihg for tv, with Warners having already made a deal for q simiof his

lar-type

show on ABC-TV.

Disney and "Disneyland" admirably fulfill the concept
management" in every sense of the word.

of

"Show-

,

If
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BIOGRAPHIES IN SOUND
In "Biographies in Sound" NBC has brought a new distinction to
radio, a glamor-laden Sunday night series of “auralaculars" under the
stewardship and architecture of Ted Cott, the. web's ex- vicepresident.
These "evenings with the great" often provide a new key to the personalities dramatized, and whether it's
accolade for the is, the programs are

his tv "Summer Cum Laude" as aide-decomic to Hoagy Carmichael in the hot weather replacement for the
then "Show of Shows." Today he is NBC's Saturday night wunderkind
and a cause for new worry on the part of the cinema houses.

George Gobel earned

In radio

—

ting for their portraits.
The series has its evaluators, as “Variety"

has termed them: Like
William Saroyan, Alistair Cooke and John Mason Brown, who delved
deeply into the characters. And such principals or guests-on-the-tape
as Adlai Stevenson, Robert E. Sherwood, Ben Hecht, Sir Laurence
Olivier, Ralph Richardson, Bennett Cerf, Helen Hayes, Alfred Lunt,
Lynn Fontanne, Marlon Brando, Ethel Barrymore, Billie Burke, Eleanor
Roosevelt, Somerset Maugham, Katharine Cornell, Bernard Baruch,
Beatrice Lillie, Herbert Bayard Swope, Bing Crosby, Ruth Gordon, Bernard Shaw, Leo Durocher, Lady Astor, Norman Thomas; authors, MP's,
statesmen and newspapermen and, in preparation, one on Franklin D.
.

it

was

Joe Pennev's

”vas you dere, Sharlie?" and

"wanna buy a

many

duck?". Jack Pearl's
another catch-asrcatch-canned-

—

that crept into the population's conversation pieces. Today in
ty it's Gobel's "so there you are" and the pointedly ungrammatical
"don't hardly see these things no more" that have trademarked him
for the glasses and given him tall stature as manufacturer of vidioms
(for which page writers Kanter, Douglas, Allardice & Winkler for both
the Gobelisms and the Gobel show; according to the Gobel legends he
would be the last to disqualify the pen-pushers from the list of credits).

goods

—

For his superb timing, for the way in which he subordinates himguest attractions (be they king or regular size), for his offbeat
charm, for his refusal to descend to blues in the night, for his vital
humor, for his gentleness, for his highly polished satire and for his
this Showmanship palm
infinite talents in the phraseology department
to George Gobel, gentleman comic.
self to his

—

—

a requiem for the was or an
mounted with authority and

infused with universal interest. They are newsworthy, with the network's newsmen manning the quill and entirely within theatrical
bounds to provide greater absorption thereof.
If "Biographies in Sound" were to serve as a model for the introduction of bigtime formats elsewhere in the spectrum, radio might indeed have a kind of renascence. Subject matter and magnitude of
the dramatis personae have imposed no mental restrictions on the
fabricators of the bio show. Page Tallulah Bankhead and she would
femcee the Lionel Barrymore stanza; Dave Garroway for Carl Sandburg, Herbert Marshall for Sir Winston Churchill, Oscar Hammerstein 2d for Gertrude Lawrence, and hordes of noteworthies and "nobodies" brought into play where they had a connection with those sit-

Roosevelt.

GEDRGE GOB EL

a

situation calls for supporting players to take the
play away from Benny, that's all right, too, for he's never one to hog his
show. Thus were spearheaded into prominence over the years such
personalities as Dennis Day, Rochester, Don Wilson, Mel Blanc, The
Sportsmen Quartet, Artie Auerbach, Kenny Baker, Giselle MqcKenzie,
Sheree North, and many others.
The Benny saga goes back many years to his Palace next-toclosing spot of the early '2Gs and his entrance into radio in '-32. Came
'50 and tv, and Benny, with the same conservative approach typical of
his career and with an established format that had changed little in
the passing years, "felt" his way in the new medium, slowly picking
up momentum. In '51 -'52 he confined himself to six tv shows;* the following he did nine, the next year 12. Now as an alternate-week
LS/MFT entry he makes every move of the eyebrow, every inflection,
every pause a gem of its kind.

his productions.

MAKE ROOM FOR DADDY
The proof

of

a show's excellence

this isn't limited to the

isn't

Sunday afternoon

and
Danny
second year on ABC-

always

in the ratings,

cultural segments.

Thomas' "Make Room for Daddy," winding up its
TV, hasn't exactly been walking away with any Nielsen prizes, but it
stands as a model of what a situation comedy should be. In the conception, the acting, the writing and the production, this is the most
tasteful, the most consistently funny and the warmest and most human

comedy shows. It's to the show's credit that dean unfortunate time slot and a less powerful station lineup than
other shows command, there's been no slackening in its standards of
intelligent and mature comedy for the whole family.
For Thomas, for Jean Hagen, Sherry Jackson and Rusty Hamer,
the "Danny Williams family" of the show, and to such regular supporting actors as Ben Lessy, Jesse White, and Louise Beavers; for producer
Lou Edelman, director Sheldon Leonard (who's done an outstanding
job in his conversion from a on-screen heavy to an off-screen one),
story consultant and editor Mel Shavelson and writers Mac Benoff, Jean
Holloway, Irving Elinson, Robert O'Brien and Alan Lipscott & Bob
Fisher, “Variety" happily makes room for “Make Room for Daddy" as
one of the recipients of an accolade.
of television's family

spite

<

'

—

!
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(Continued from page 32)

Though color played the key role
at the station, its regular broadcasting activities won it many
accolades during the course of the
year. When CBS and NBC dropped
their coverage of the Army-Mc-

ABC

decided

not to transmit them to .the Coast,
KTLA continued its coverage,
a pattern by picking up the
audio and ^supplementing it with
stills.
photographic

setting

KNX, Los

—In

a television age, KNX Radio was not
one to contend itself on surviving
on a meager diet of table-scraps.
Instead, station management continued its careful consideration of
local radio as an entity entirely
apart
from other media and
stepped up the program streamlining schedule to keep the operation at a peak level in entertainment, education and dollar volume. Result: KNX had the best
In
year in its history in 1954.
adapting itself to the changing patterns of radio, it carefully weeded
out obsolete programming and invested heavily in experimentation
with new features and in improving its existing properties.
ImAngeles.
.

WCPO-TV,
new

tack in

which to point with
duction that have plagued the

—General

come of

sion has

televifast-

WMAQ-WNBQ,

Chicago: Quite
team, this Jules HerbuveauxHenry Sjogren- George Hienemann
combo on the brace of. NBC Chi
stations, who are constantly alerted to changing public tastes in
radio and tv and thus maintain a
a

preeminent

status

in

midwest

broadcasting circles. During the
past year they've come up with a
variety of new programming concepts in the best Chi tradition, as
witness:

“Cartoonland,” new children’s
show which is. a complete departure from the usual kid show by
presenting humor appealing to

KMTV, Omaha: Station did an
outstanding promotion job on its
“Baseball Party,” in fact one of
the greatest single promotions
staged in the interest of minor
league baseball. KMTV helped in
putting Omaha on the “baseball
map” and in proving that Omaha
liked baseball and could support
the .national pastime. Station undertook a survey that proved beneficial to organized baseball, the
NCAA' and the broadcasting indus-

g

technical sense brings its own rewards the respect of the industry and the public, greater sales and greater viewing of their
Shows, and the chance to play a more vital and potent role in the
entertainment industry. Variety hopes there will be a justification
to reward such efforts next year.

The

age.

.

watching.
If the key

—

a

based on. his conair know tv is here to

»+

»

youngsters

men in the industry would devote some of the energy
and intelligence which made them business giants in a short period
of time to the responsibilities which their positions now demand,
they will find that they need play second fiddle to no one. They
will discover that a sense of responsibility in the business and

a

»++

thousands both inside and outside the-minute reports on the area’s
Georgia, with letters and tele- club, church and social activities
grams pouring in from Maine, for Women, announcements of
California,
Montana .and from worthy fund-raising projects, birth
ships at sea. WSB did it with announcements, engagement and
everything from station breaks to wedding announcements, showers,
an entire day’s programming. It dances,
receptions,
teas,
etc.
was audience promotion on a
grand scale.
WALK, Patchogue, N. Y.— Sta-

networks have been magnified
10-fold in syndication. v The tendency to play the safe bet, to follow the show with the track-record with another show of the same
type, to copy instead of create, has already done much to sap the
Industry of the vigor and vitality with which it started. The emphasis on low cost instead of high quality cost is admittedly an
important factor, but not a paramount one has cheapened syndication in the eyes of the agencies, the clients and the viewing public which may not be able to spot the producer of a show but certainly is quick to point out that that particular show isn’t worth

—
—

*54,

“We
stay—so is WCPO-TV. But
viction:

++

efforts of the syndicators been anything
pride.
The qualities of sameness in pro-

at

Cincinnati.

manager Mort Watters opened

»?

ment and potential.
Nor have the individual

.

provements have made KNX
more dynamic and vital force.

»»•

+

Last year at this time, Variety inaugurated a series of tv-film
awards as an integral and permanent part of its Showmanagement
survey. It made three awards at the time, one for an effort on
behalf of the whole industry, another for an enterprising production that brought to its star and to the industry front-page attention, and a third for a show that pointed up to all of television the
advantages and potentialities of syndication.* This year, Variety
will make no awards.
The original awards were established in recognition of the vital
and energetic role syndication was playing and would unquestionably continue to play in the television industry. Syndication is
still playing this role, but is doing so in an irresponsible, unproIn terms of the entire infessional and unimaginative manner.
dustry, no one syndicator or group of syndicators has attempted
to set Up standards, either technical or professional, to better the
industry. Not even for purposes of common defense or the solution of mutual problems has any distributor stepped out of his lone
wolf shell. Nor has any single- syndicator taken the initiative in
telling the industry’s story to the rest of the television industry
or to the public-—and there’s a story to tell* in terms of achieve-

room.

Carthy hearings and

Showmanagement Review

TV- Films: Low Ebb

revolutionary in design, providing
full monitoring facilities that can
be converted into a studio control

form
“Bob

of

in

the most

comedy

—

difficult

pantomime;

& Kay With Eddie Doucette,”

presenting Chi’s own magazine of
the air and of especial interest to
the housewife audience; “Kids*
Holiday,” another mdppet-slanted

show which

attracts more than
5,000 pieces of mail per month.

buck boys in the field are going to
take a licking because the tv set
has become a member of the fam- the “bait and switch” ad malprac- mitted to come and record their try generally. More than 1,800
ily in 450,000 households in the tices, Rosenhaus was the first lo pledge for airing.
copies of this “Baseball Story”
Cincy area.
We need program- clean house, regardless of revenue
booklet went to local and national

ming

that is going to build audience loyalty in years ahead.”
And thus came into being the
Cradle - To - College format at
WCPO-TV, designed to serve and
entertain the younger generation.
To boot, it has made this programming commercially successful. Bucking the trend with 26.25
hours of weekly programming ‘for
the kids, WCPO-TV, with its A1

loss.

KDKA-TV,

KPHO,

—This Meredith

Phoenix.

—

W

WATV

WATV

level,

of

its

local

level

responsibility.
its remoting of

—

WNEB, Worcester, Mass. “No
gimmicks, gadgets or Godfreys” is
the

byword

WNEB

in its consistent goal to achieve the status
of “Worcester's Own Station.” That
it has come a long way in translating these precepts into a reality is
indicated by the last season’s record of accomplishment. In the

current

at

furore

over

Rhythm

&

Blues, station points proudly to its
policy of no “race,” “be-bop” or
“progressive jazz,” particularly on
offbeat labels.
Some teenagers

squawk, but WNEB .insists its
music programming be planned
and meaningful. Similarly in news

and special events, the accent

is

all

.

pounded of a variety of visual
and “hidden’’ factors, any
searching

medium’s

c

appraisal
virtues

of

must

the
of

necessity encompass elements
with which the viewing public
is
not
generally
familiar.
Thus the part that TelePrompter has played as one of
the tv's “hidden” assets in
helping to eradicate sloppy
and careless television performances (which it is slowly
but surely accomplishing)
merits a sidebar recognition* in
evaluating * the
onward-andupward climb of the medium
as a major show biz facet.
The prompting device today
has become standard equipment around the networks
and, for that matter, most of
the nation’s
tv
production
centers an essential addition
to the electronic video pat-

—

tern.

Pittsburgh

—

This accounts, to every baseball organization in the country.

talking about the week
the ex-DuMont tv

It’s

on Worcester, as witness: weekly
accomplished broadcasts of City Council; broadwithout fanfare of big appropria- casts
regular meetings
of
of
tions, reflected an awareness of a
Worcester
school committee;
station’s responsibility. And when broadcasts
of all public hearings
the D.A. repercussions set in on on combined
slum clearance; redevelopment
program
affecting
.entire downtown Worcester area;
covering,
hearing
on
proposed
‘Hidden’ Asset
fluoridation of Worcester water
Since television is
comsupply, -and some hangup “Opera-

munity

is still

grow operation, became the Westingabout the live- house-owned KDKA-TV. It was
liest “Operation Desert” around, strictly razzle-dazzle, as witness
top.dog among video
operations boats massed on the Allegheny
hereabouts in the rating sweep- River; cameras on the building
stakes and always fully-cognizant roof picking up elements of the
its feet.

Only- last month
Lewis, Colin Callin’, Fun ’n’ Facts, the Phoenix World Championship
Big Wheels, Bud Chase, et al., did Rodeo Parade was parlayed into
a hangup job, translating it into a the most elaborately - produced
story of solid ratings and satisfied hometown tv’er seen
by Arizona
0
sponsors.
viewers.

WATV, Newark, N. J. Irv Rosenhaus, prexy of Bremer Broad-'
casting Corp., operators of the
WATV- A AT, is a man who believes in the “college' try” spirit
and refuses to shirk a responsibility simply because
wtfn’t
be able to do it as lavishly as NBC
or CBS. But knowing there are
some areas in which
can
do things almost as good, particularly in giving recognition to civic
groups, ..educators; foreign groups
and the minorities, Rosenhaus rendered some notable public service.
The Rutgers and NYU series; the
Junior Town Meeting, the showcase for the Governor, the ^“Coffee
Club” for public service on a com-

hurg

when WDTV,

station doesn’t let the cactus

under

tion

Tornado" coverage.

many Americans
called

proud to
any more.

aren’t

Americans

They argue about the merits of
Communism, they hide
behind the Fifth Amendment, they
even disagree oh the methods used

fighting

by

Congress

Commies

to

...”

ferret

out

the

With this in mind, WGBS asked
itself what it could do. So it turned
up with a. public service contribution in terms of six-times-a-day
broadcasts of the Pledge of Allegiance to the flag. Not just by
announcers, but since Miami is a
major resort center all are per-

af-

Glenn

&

The

Station

Duke.’.’

also

originates

a

n

hour-long disk jockey show from
the lobby of the Bay Shore theatre,
as well as several other live weekly shows. WAJj
has an elaborate
studio, complete with two microphones, turntable^and attractively
displayed banners and posters in
the lobby. Even when the studio
is not actually on the air, it’s a real
eye catcher for the upwards of 30,000 Who attend the theatre every
week,

Y

WFIG, Sumter, S. C.: T Doug
Youngblood, enterprising general
manager of this 1,000-watter, has
ah appropriate monicker. Take,
for example, the WFIQ Supplement he negotiated in the Sumter
Daily Item. Let Mr. Youngblood
tell it: “To the casual reader it
would appear that we let the local
paper make all the money on this
special edition. Such was not the
casej We like our local paper:
they like us. We simply bought a
thousand lines at 53 cents per inch
then sold it for $1.25 an inch. Not
only that—but we had each advertiser purchase time on the air
with his newspaper ad, depending
on the size of the ad; a five-minute
program plus newspaper cost; a
15-minute program plus space cost,
etc.
We' realized a substantial
profit on the venture.”* And the
station's staging and promotion of
a Radio' Cooking School, sponsored
Westinghouse,
by
incidentally
General Electric and Hotpoint
dealers, brought in good' revenue
and won first prize in the entire
US. for merchandizing and promotion on Carnation Milk.

—

AAA

—

then applied

itself^

to techniques to get more people
to employ radio as companion to
daily living—to listen when they
ride, rest, work, play.
Research

established that radio is the best
way' to reach people occupied with
do-it-yourself

projects

26-week period
Cleveland Press

and for a

WGAR,

with a
assist, dedicated
itself to a
listen-while-you-work
campaign via contests, etc, It

added up to

We

“Famous Four At Four”

‘

integrating

ance as to their feelings for their
country.
hear reports from
Washington, Detroit, Chicago, New
York which make us feel that

In
all
jammed into
20,000
for the big party,
attended by Joe DiMaggio and
Dizzy Dean—an occasion and recognition that had much to do with

Omaha Stadium

tion’s

ternoon disk jockey show has a
unique feature labelled: “TD, BG,

Golf is
WTRI, Albany, N. Y.
Omaha’s elevation from class A
Western League baseball to Class practically a religion in the AlSo
bany-Troy-Sohenectady area.
American
Assn,
baseball.
salute to KDKA-TV; a helicopter,
WTRI went about developing its
flying low over the city; a flight
“Tee Off With the Capital District
of U. S. Army jets criss-crossing
KPIX, San Francisco: Since Pros,” and by the end of the 26the skies overhead; 40,000 helium- joining the Westinghouse family
week cycle had graphically infilled balloons (some of them carry- last August, KPIX, under the leadjected a brand new UHF station
ing $2 bills for Channel 2) released ership of manager Philip G. Lasky,
to the forefront of the local sports
from Gateway Bldg.; cocktailing of devised and executed a highly suc- scene. “l*ee Off” captured more
press,
agencymen,
advertisers; cessful publicity, promotion and local newspaper publicity than any
relations
campaign other local tv show, sports or
prizes galore; fete for KDKA-TV community
execs by Pitt Ad Club, etc. Chris that got itself talked about in the
otherwise, serving as a model tv
Witting & Co. were on the beam, Bay Area. There was considerable
golf for stations, regardless of size.
for it was one of the strongest pro- hoopla and festivity to mark the
As Variety’s own review pointed
motions to hit Pittsburgh.
move-in of Chris Witting’ & Co.
out: “Enterprise, imagination and
during KPIX-Westinghouse Week
Steve
by
conducted
program
WGAR, Cleveland—“Do-It-Your- that paid off publicity-wise. Sta- Davis.”
self”
was the WGAR working tion did a good job oh dealer and
theme during the past year and customer tie-ins and at the same
WILY, Pittsburgh: Here’s the
time broadened recognition of the
it was translated into some effecthumbnail success story of WILY
tive promotion.
For WGAR de- importance of Westinghouse In the in Pittsburgh, which was running
termined during ’54 to add to its west.
$3,000 a month in the red and
vast Northern Ohio audience “by
put in the black within six
WLIB, New York Station dur- was
investing in more programs and
months with a staff numbering
promotion themes based on the ing the past year had a two-fold only 10. John Kluge, owner of sevfundamental fact that people can objective: (1) to sell radio; (2) to eral other stations, bought the then
listen to radio while doing other, sell radio as a medium of adver- WPGH and brought in exec staffer
tising to reach the Negro market Ernie Tannen as v.p.-general manthings. Station

all

hangup promotion
the

WGBS, Miami—As WGBS put it: gramming.
“We have felt for a long time that
our listeners needed some reassurWSB, ATLANTA:

be

—

-

station’s

pro-

New York. As a small station
a specialized field, it did a
smart, effective job WLIB had a
record year. In a Comprehensive,
day-in-day-out program of public
service directed toward the need
of a community, it successfully
negotiated such laudable projects
as the WLIB Festival of Music and
Drama; a VD blood test campaign;
40 “Heart of the Community’! programs; an “Operation Fire Escape”,
during the Xmas and New Year’s
holidays as example of fine, public
service programming.

in
in

—

ager. They decided to beam at the
area’s 175,000 Negro population,
becoming a “prestige” rhythm and
blues station under WILY call letters named .after Pitt’s biggest
street in Negro district (Wylie).

Disk jockeys were “imported”
from Nashville (Lee Dorris, Bill
Powell). Established two hours of
.

(Continued on page 36)

Cordic Day
When

—

—

WBKB,

Chicago

— When

ABC-

WBKB in Chi increased its
operating power to the fullest maxmimum authorized by the FCC, the
station inaugurated a teaser ad
campaign in the leading newspapers; inaugurated ad, promotion
and publicity hoopla to tell its
“now we’re a giant” story that
won a whole new host of Channel
7 viewers.
TV’s

a disk jockey

moves

station and the
issues a proclamation
dedicating the day to that personality that’s news. Which
precisely why
in
is
to

Station pulled
a unique switch oh the occasion
of its 32d anniversary instead of
honoring itself for reaohing a ripe
age as a public servant, it decided
to honor the listeners who had
given the station their loyal attention for more than three decades. Since there was no precise
way of determining “who are our
listeners?” (clear channel station
reaches out to every state in the
union) it hit on the solution of
“Salute to the States” dedicating
a day of broadcasting to each
state and running the celebration
for 48 days. The fundamental concept was sound. It took a lot of
doing. But the end result justified
the labors. The “Salute” touched
the ears and the hearts of many

another

Mayor

—

KDKA

Pittsburgh
doing
some
is
chest-thumping over the manner in which its acquisition of
Rege Cordic was parlayed into
some standout civic hoopla.
Cordic is not just another guy
in Pitt, As the proclamation

informed of meeting

set forth: he’s an “illustrious
son who has brought joy and
merriment into the lives of
our citizenry; he has created
a wholesome cast of characters enjoyed by young and old
of both sexes, which cast mirrors our foibles and frailties,

places,

thereby enlightening the load

—

StaBeckley, W. Va.
tion’s “For the Women” cross-the-

WJLS,

board morning show

is

a

commend-

able local attraction, providing a
valuable service in keeping women

ments.

.dates, times,
cancellations' or postponeup-toconcise,
presents
It

of

daily

woes and worries.”
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(Continued from page 30)

KTPI Armed Forces March on.
Polio. Donation contests developed
between counties; people listened

“Conversation" was launched
originally as a local tv show
(on WRCA-TV, N. Y.) but
“never had it so good” as in

gramming lineups

4-44 44 4 44 4 4444444 44 44444
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KIST, .Santa Barbara
Leave

it

to

••

>

Harry Butcher, the

imaginative
KIST operator in
Santa Barbara, to find new ways
of serving his audience and increasing its size and loyalty.
It was

back

in

May,

.’54,

that

writing

Butcher

qame up with the idea of “Free
Speech," whereby listeners could
call the radio station on one of
three lines and. express their opinions on any subject so long as religious and racial discord was not
created.
Blasphemy .was also forbidden.
Originally the station permitted
listeners to go directly on the air
without taping.
Eventually the
phone company rule-booked the
station, so it acquired a recording
head for its Magnacorder to comply technically with the phone
company rule, but still maintaining
the spontaneity of instantaneous
reaction. With the recording head
there was a delay of as little as
1/20 of a second.
The program has become an
open forum for all kinds of ideas.
KIST has been on the verge of at
least one libel suit; so far it has
not been sued. Butcher bought a
$50,000 libel policy, but the station
Is liable for the first $1,000. There

was a row that lasted for about
three weeks revolving around the
Santa Barbara art museum, an exceptionally good museum and widely known.

Local artists felt that
the management of the museum
discriminated against their work,
either by not accepting it for public display or by showing paintings, etchings, etc., in inconspicuous positions. In the course of the
argument one local artist claimed

museum was popular primarily with those who waited for
buses at the museum corner and
that the

course, local “drag strip” for teenagers, modern art, better traffic

comic book problem. The
question of garbage disposal has
now been taken up by the City
Council; something is being done
about the drag strip, and the spot-*
light has befen turned on litterbugs,
Overall, the “Free Speech” Idea,
with direct participation from the
homes on their own telephones,
enables participants to speak vigorously and enthusiastically (much
better than in the strange atmosphere of a studio) and thereby
Butcher and KIST haye achieved
some sort of dimension for radio
that adds 'to its usefulness; exhilarates the radio staff at a time when
they need some rejuvenation from
the impact of television.
lights,

4 44 44 4444 4 444 4 444444444
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KTTV, Los Angeles
Two cities in the U. S. have
seven television stations, New York
and Los Angeles. They’re both
huge metropolitan centres, cosmopolitan in every way.
They both
house the flagship stations of the
three major networks, both have
four
independents
each;
Yet
they're different as. day and night
in terms of the competitive situation in each.
In New York, two
stations, the flagships of NBC and
CBS, dominate the market. In Los
Angeles, it’s a wide-open race
among the network stations and
the indies, and KTTV, the Los
Angeles Times indie, played a vital
part in making

KTTV

it so.

•

tape recording ( one of each show
is kept for about two weeks) even
though Butcher’s lawyer said that
to do so would be equivalent to
testifying against himself. The insurance company got into the act

and sent an executive from Kansas
City

with the intention of arbi-

trarily cancelling the

KIST

insur-

After watching how the program was handled and checking
generally in the town he found
ance.

agement, headed by Dick Moore,
has spearheaded such operations as
the Television Bureau of Advertising as well as' key NARTB committees and campaigns. The story of
KTTV’s development as the top independent station in the country
has been an example to other stations; it occupies much the same
position in television as
for
many years did In radio.
Key to its success was a programming philosophy .framed in 1951
when CBS sold out its ownership
share in the station and disaffiliated it. Left to its own resources,
the management became convinced
that the station could compete, day-

WNEW

the public goodwill created time and night, weekday and weekwas so extensive and the real dan- end, with the networks through
ger of a libel suit so remote that concentration on three
programthe insurance policy was kept in ming keys: (1) use of
syndicated
effect.
film, with its star names and propBecause women wanted to partic- erties available on a local basis;
that

it’s

the regional underdone on occasion for a
is

but introduced important advertisers into its regioii 'and helped
launch important shows.
.
In terms of personalities, KTTV
has developed Paul Coates (now
going national via a film series)
with his- “Confidential File" studies
of pressing social problems; George
Putnam, whoSe news show, backed
by a daily local newsreel produced
by a staff of 10, *is among the foprated multi-week shows in *the
country; Eleanor Hempei, whose
“Little Schoolhouse” program, one
of 30 children’s shows presented
each week, has won a score of accolades and has set a programming
standard all over the country; and
Jackson Wheeler, host for the past
six years on the late-night films
and a key factor in making that
segment the highest-rated in town.
KTTV’s four remote units, representing a high for any station in
the country, did 1,046 remotes last
year, covering everything from
earthquakes to flower shows. The
station interrupts regular programming whenever there’s an event
,

continuing power and efficiency of radio even in markets well saturated by the

home

4.

44 4 4 4 44414

Boston sponsors,* Among them department
stores
and utilities.
WCRB is now beginning' to crack
the
national
front,
with such
clients as RCA, Air France, Elizabeth Arden, jet al. It’s raised its
rates twice, is on the road .to repaying the costs of going fulltime
($25,000 for two towers and an
FM transmitter); its January business was 80
ahead of any previous year and its February biz
100% ahead.
Jones and his staff have demont

-

..

%

strated that radio, good local radio,
is

an alive and growing me-

still

dium, that, there’s still pioneering
to be done by those with enough
initiative and enthusiasm.
•44-444 4 4 4 4 4
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KRGV-TV,

screens.

Weslaco, Tex.

Television has always been surblack with upped rates, expanded rounded with such an aura of “bigness”
that the prospect of a small
facilities, recognition by all of Boston’s newspapers and a topranking tv station operation has been difficult
to
conceive.
Nonetheless,
place in Boston’s music commusince the lifting of the freeze, there
nity.

“good music” station, well in the

The big switch started in 1951, have been many such snjall outlets,
when WBMS, another daytimer, operating on one or two cameras

terminated its. good music policy
because it was unprofitable. WCRB
prexy Ted* Jones decided to take
over where WCRB had left off,
but on a different basis, No fanfare at the beginning, no interruption of selections (even if it meant
triple slotting of commercials afterwards), »and most important^ nighttime exposure, without which, it

plus a film chain, serving a small
population center but a large population

area.

Outstanding among

these is KRGV-TV in Weslaco,
Texas, which when the station went
on the air in April of last year was
the smallest town in.the U. S. with
a television station. But KRGVTV serves a total population of
390,000—the. only trouble is, it’s
was felt, good music programming got to cover an area of 6,000 square
miles to do it.
couldn’t succeed.
Compounding the difficulties,
Jones and his staff informed the
public, by radio and by mail, of the KRGV-TV was the third station in
switch, asking their cooperation the area (the oldest went off the
.

in underwriting costs by subscrib- air two months after KRGV-TV
worth covering, and the policy’s ing to a mortthlyv program booklet started). In addition, there are
paid off in terms of audience iden- at $3 a year. They got 800 re- six radio stations and three daily
tification of the station as the sponses; the subscription list is newspapers.
But
KRGV-TV,
“eyes and ears" of the community. now 3,000 strong and the booklet equipped with a staff of 24 (only
one
had
experience
tv
at
mimeographed
the start)
Like KTTV’s own puhlicity says, has grown from a
“Los Angeles is different from sheet to a 40-page printed booklet. and ^one studio' camera, one film
camera
and
a
film
chain, carved an
every other market, and the differ- They asked for listings by the
ence is KTTV.” With the prob- Boston papers, and after a year of outstanding place for itself in the
lem of UHF stations a vital one, trying, their arguments and listen- Rio Grande Valley, It did so by
and the prospect of four or more ers’ letters got them into the Bos- complete and persistent coverage
outlets in many key cities, KTTV’s ton Herald. The other papers fol- of local events and local problems.
achievement in earning a top place lowed suit, and WCBR is now one Its daily half-hour of nbws, sports
for itself in the toughest situation of the six out of the 17 Boston and, weather (the latter vital In an
of them all should stand as a model stations that get regular listings. area where crops are valued at
annually)
brought
With a schedule of classical and $125,000,000
for independent television.
semiclassical music, now on from about a “Hows and Whys
4 44 44 4 4 4444 444 444-4444 44 sunrise to midnight, WCRB found Weatherwise” series in cooperaa natural promotion outlet, the tion with Texas A&M Extension
Last Service and the U. S. Weather Bupromotion of good music.
Outstanding
fall it ran New England’s first High reau.
In July, the O. L. Taylor outFidelity Show, enlisting the aid of
Music Station
local New England hi-fi manufac- let, headed up by Millman Roches! turers along with national equip- ter, faced the biggest challenge of
444 4+4 4 444444 4 0 4 -44-44 4 44 4 ment distributors and manufac- all, a series of special events con.

WCRB, Waltham,

Mass.

Four years ago WCRB, in Waltham, Mass., was jus£ one of 17 stations beaming into the Greater Boston area, featuring disk jockeys,

news and community events.
station wasn’t paying off, in
fact was on the downgrade, losing
local clients to the Boston stations.
Today, it’s Boston’s only fulltime
local

The

occupies a unique place

in the television industry.
Completely independent, relying on
only used the building for its pub- nothing but its own programming,
lic toilet facilities. This same wom- it pulls ratings high in the 30’s
an also charged that members of and pulls more national spot adthe Board of Directors were mere- vertising in Lbs Angeles than the
ly puppets for the management other six Stations combined.
It
and one day reached a crescendo has won a place of high respect
by asserting over the air that the among broadcasters, and its man-

late director was a well-known inebriate and his associate director
had a record of Communism. Counsel for the museum immediately
demanded a transcript which
Butcher furnished in the form of a

that consistently

Coast, reselling it either to regional sponsors or stations but taking on the risk in its initial purIt has lost money on the
chase.
venture in at least 'one case, but
lh others has not only made money

“Free Speech” was moved
from the noon hour to 6 p. m. At a
time when world shaking events
are in the headlines, on radio
and on tv, the people of Santa
Barbara are talking about: Litterbugs, city garbage service, need for
municipal auditorium and golf

•4

trator,

promising film series, whereby it
buys rights for the entire West

,

Imagination

sales
vicepresident,
as an adminisrefuses, to be chairborne to the exclusion of that
outer - space known as the
states, of the Union, At the
drop of an option this modern
“Klondike Kid” will go off into
the major communities of the
country to sell radio before
advertising clubs and kindred
organizations.
Karol’s is virtually „a oneman crusade of holding a
torch for a medium to which
he is dedicated, holding it
against the inroads of televirealistically
sion which he
recognizes by showing the

while sound

shows.

An example

all

w ork

outrate

—

a

is

gone

the competing network
Aside from being the biggest single filmbuyer in the country, the station has achieved a
reputation of being the smartest.

'

*

radio era wherein
cheap” John Karol has
out on “oral for
aural” to help hold the billings line for^CBS. The net-

In

“talk

Los Angeles life. All three produced amazing results.
Perhaps the station’s greatest
claim to fame is the manner in
which it’s bought syndicated film
and blocked it out to provide pro-

for the taped and telephonic recordings with the men. They kept
now well established
its
tab
on the total / groove on the NBC radio netstep-by-step
amount taised, phoned to ask queswork. The Louis G. Cowan
tions such as: “Were they through
package is one of the genuthat bad patch of fog?" or: “Had
inely classy “think pieces” in
they tried this or that on- the blisthe sound medium’s firpiaand
Distant
relative*
ters?''
menfc one that is looked forfriends and acquaintances volunward to Saturday nighty by
teered to care for the children of
that segment of the population
the marchers while wives accepted
which gravitates toward the
free rides along the 84-mile strip,
urbane, literary flavor in seekladen with gifts of food for the
ing surcease from stock enterhusbands.
tainment on the radio ramparts,
Service clubs, Chambers of Comand
churches,
granges
merce,
Under the gentle, witty and
schools all arranged welcoming
expert prodding of Clifton
One high school band
parties.
Fadiman in the- moderator’s
braved the elements to meet the
chair and with guest panelists
men and pmarch them into town., distinguished in their purft took up nearly the whole local
suits, “Conversation” attempts
operation for a week. Office girls
smart,
informal
restore
to
worked 11 hours each day taking
roundtable talk to the cherpledges, phone calls r collecting
ished place- it held pre-tv and
monies which came by mail and
succeeds in a grandiose way.
A Variety citation, beyond
person, arranging interviews With
had
question, is in order.
local personalities who had
personal experiences with polio.
This was showmanship, in capital ipate,
letters.

A Carol for Karol

(2) the development of strong local
personalities,^ and (3) the use of
remotes to cover every phase of

‘Conversation’

Foil

Some 30,- centrated over the July 4 weekend
Boston’s that included the dedication of the
Hotel Touraine for the show, for Queen Isabella Causeway linking
which WCRB was the official sta- the mainland to Padre Island in
tion and for which it issued 30,000 the Gulf of Mexico, mid-day on
official
programs promoting the the 3d; crowning of the Queen of
station’s new fulltime operation the Shrimp Fleet on the night
of the 3d; blessing and the parade
and listing its schedules.
Saleswise, the station has held of the Shrimp Fleet on the 4th;
its local bread-and-butter accounts and the annual fishing rodeo of
and added some dozen important Port Mansfield the morning of the
5th.
With rented cameras and
homemade processing tanks, the
station got same-day coverage on
.

.

.

Witting (ex-DuMont), and with Richard
Pack (ex-NBC) as recently designated program chief, the radio and
tv stations of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. are scoring a record
for group operation that will be hard to surpass—and chances are
if it is, WBC will do it.
In the past year, WBC had awakened
from its lethargy, rebuilt its reputation in the industry, latched
on strongly to showmanship and talent, revitalized program components and behind-scenes personnel, and went on. to amass bigger sales as a normal consequence of its drive toward leadership.
With expansion of its holdings from east to west, WBC invested
its properties with power-laden public relations, aggressive local
management, top talent from the respective communities; and
drafted sales incentive plans and contests to make the payoff. In
addition to Pack, the new blood includes David E. Partridge (exWLW, Cincinnati), assigned to advertising and promotion. They

made and

J.

are making a “Three Musketeers” whoopee emblazoned
with the WBC heraldry. They have succeeded in making WBC a
“going" and “keep going*’ concern, perhaps the most zealous and
aggressive among the independent station groups in the whole
broadcasting expanse, with some $75,000,000 riding on its success
year-round, with a heavy accent on the so-called summer slump
which Westinghouse B’casting refuses to recognize as other than
a myth. (The chain beat the hot weather rap last year, with sales
up to 51% over 1953.)
While thus expanding, WBC managed to find the time (and the
money) to annex a brace of members to the roster, tv station KPIX
in San Francisco and KDKA-TV(ex-WDTV) in Pittsburgh, with
more expected to come in a join-up with WBC’s hard-hitting
family.

.

turers’ representatives.
000 people piled into

Can Be Sure

Led by prexy Chris

.

the events.
election night and the stastayed on an additional six
hours with only one camera posting the returns and getting compliments from the local newspapers
on the job, along with a doubletake from an advertising manager
who was told it Was a one-camera
job ( and that the cameraman three
months before had been a schoolteacher). In November, when Weslaco celebrated the anniversary of
its founding with a one hour and
18-minute parade, KRGV-TV borrowed, not another camera, but
some extra cable, and planted its
.one and only camera at a vantage
point for a full pickup of the parade, the first “remote telecast in
south Texas.
Then,, with a film
show on, the crew broke down and
set up the equipment again for a
studio show that followed in 30
minutes.
It’s this kind of Initiative and
ingenuity that will prove television’s flexibility as a small-town
And
as well as big-city medium.
KRVG-TV’s example should point
way
same
sitthe
for others in the
all of

Came

tion

uation.

—
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Wednesday, April 13, 1955

Highlights: ’54-’55 Showiiiaiiageiiient
(Continued from page 34)
(morning and afternoon),
with r&b for remainder of day.
Since then, sales have jumped
40%, and Pulse gave station close

‘Local Spectacular’
WBNS-TV, Columbus, a CBS

spirituals

Negro

highest

the

to

XL

in

rating

S.

WARL,

Arlington, Va.: In District of Columbia area, with two
stations and four netdozen

AM

work-linked VHF's, what chance
has indie radio? WARL did it by
going hillbilly music from its lair
across the Potomac. Station no-cd
that

when

was incept-

this pattern

its guitar-pickin’ birth

ed in 1946,

was was greeted with raised eyetongue-clucking

funereal

brows,

and

critical brickbats.

get

away with the

How

do you

folk beat in a

sophisticated, cosmopolitan world
capital? Eight years later, station
was able to point to considerable

achievements with
mately 75 hours of

its

approxi-

hillbilly

stuff.

WGH, Norfolk-Newport News, Va.:
This Walter Diehm operation played
it the ‘‘beauty” way with tri-city pulchritude (Miss Portsmouth, Miss
Virginia Beach, Miss Norfolk, etc.)
that drew wide attention in Tidewater area.

with Jerome R. Reeves
program helm, competes
razzle-dazzle
network
shows by producing its own
“local spectaculars” in prime

affiliate,

at the
with,

evening time.
“hot far sale”

The one-hour
stanzas

zeal-

preempt major web
shows with five of itoown behemoths to be presented by sea-

ously

Under the theory
son’s end.
that tv is confronted with obstacles in public service programming that never arose in
radio, station earmarked Class
time for the' community
shows with wide entertain-

A

appeal, and found itself
ratings that at times
topped the network shows it
replaced.
Among the “Columbus Specs”
were “You Are Here,” a report to the citizens on the

ment
with

growth; “A Christmas
\Vish,” a Yuletide fantasy with
film
and
live
innovative
values; “Heartbeats,” .to spur
the drives of the Central Ohio
Heart Assn, and kindred orcity’s

upcoming
and
ganizations;
(April and .May), the role of
liveveryday
in
the engineer
ing and a pictorial survey of
landmarks.
the town’s historic

KOA, Denver: On the occasion
went
of its 30th anniversary,
to town in one of the slickest exploitation jobs this city has seen.
In dramatizing the event, 'the station preemed it with a reception
for 1,000 clients, press and adver- cooperation with the five-state Extising agency guests; Bob Hope, a tension Services and other groups.
stockholder, was present at Last year, in the first of the Leadreceived 71
the event, staged at Webb & ership series,
Knapp’s new Denver skyscraper, county winners and up to date
“The Mile High Center.” There there are approximately 50 entries
was no doubt that manager Don for the current year. Measured in
Searle put his best foot forward. the pragmatic terms of commerce,
‘‘KOA Kids Party,’* inspired by the Rural Youth promotion accentthe anni, was so successful that it’s ed the role of radio in the combeen scheduled as an annual De- munity, has won for the station
cember event. And wisely,
wide acclaim in the press of the
put its heavy exploitation artillery five states encompassed, and even
on the medium itself, with some brought kudos from other outlets
hangup on-the-air promotion.
as well as tv stations.

KOA

KOA

WNAX

A

KOA

—

Promotion,
WLW, Cincinnati
merchandising, big contests that,
in a nutshell, is WLW. “Operation
Sunburst” is an intensification of
that, strategy, and ’54 “Sunburst”
saw the introduction of an innovation in merchandising techniques
•—the “Sunburst” premium glasses,
which- bore the likenesses and
signatures of
’

—

WLW-Radio and

tv

designed and
created for
by Anchor-Hocking, the glasses offered an excellent means of promoting Crosley

talent. ^Especially

WLW

station

not

and talent. But this was
primary purpose. The

the

glasses premium was put forward
as a means of stimulating the Sales
of
advertised
products.

WLW

CHVC, Niagara

—

Falls, Ont.
Deep
competitive radio-tv marholds the line. As the
radio audience declines, the station doesn't mutter in its beard
but meets the invader with com-

in the
kets,

CHVC

munity programming of a unique
character. First

and foremost,

for

minutes in the morning,there’s “Across the Mayor’s Desk.”
a report by the chief executive
himself on everything that’s newsworthy in the city hall and in that
prime tourist and convention city
five

—

—

WNAX

commenced the work

in

service-entertainment awareness.

WBZ-TV, Boston.—N et.work
news may not have found answers
to video news problems, but evidently this Bill Swartley-managed
Westinghouse outlet has come up
with plenty' of answers to doing
profitable and audiertce-building

news programs on local level.
Sparked by ingenious news director Dinny Whitmarsh, WBZ-TV
has built itself solid rep as one of

news stations in the nation.
One way Dinny does it is via unique
setup of 27 newsreel, stringers
who cover all of New England and
who feed him constant flow of film
Station also has razzleclips.
dazzle knack in covering big local
newsbreaks, and even feeding ’em
to NBC net when they assume national importance, as with hurricanes and recent Charlestown State
Prison riots. For example: WBZTV hired giant, crane, put its cameraman in bucket seat of derrick,
and hoisted him up in air, so he
had bird’s eye view over the prison
walls, for unusual exclusive tv pix
during the big stir at Charlestown State Prison, when prisoners
took guards as hostages and holed
up. -.With small staff, Whitmarsh
also manages to turn out four major news strips daily, plus some
shorties.
In fact, WBZ-TV devotes more than 14% of its air time

V Strength

and WRCA-TV, the
New York flagships of NBC,
has its major “in the news”
winner in ‘^Citizens Union

to
local
news
sells it, too.

—and

programing

WRNY, Rochester, N.Y.—In
New York, WRNY is

state
called

upnot

—

Searchlight.”

capped

program

series.’

either

the

It’s
a rarity
doesn’t
hit
front or inside
the town’s news-

pages of
papers on Monday.
It was
thereon that Averell Harrlman

made

public disclosure of
his candidacy for governor. It’s
a show that brings together opposite camps for airing of hot
issues applicable to the city's
first

growth and development.
“Searchlight” is well past
100th broadcast and bids
go on forever as the
city’s “watchdog” on the broadits

fair to

casting side.

games

for the

Cincinnati what

community
lic

it didn't have, a
station built on pub-

service.

cards,

— playing
chess and

advertiser.

WHAS,

Louisville: Station

came

up with an unusually fine program,
“Crisis,” to point up the financial
crisis being faced by America’s
(and specifically Kentucky's) inde5

pendent liberal arts colleges. It
was prepared with the cooperation
of the Kentucky Independent College Foundation, and aimed not
only at the vast radio audience in
general^ but particularly at the
business heads who have within

REX,

Hand”

“Helping

its

Portland,

Arm

Ore.:

of

Westinghouse had had a farm
hour with; pseudo-farm experts

“who are really just bums who
can’t make a living farming, so
they also become bum agricultural
directors.” After five years of that,
KEX took the stag by the antlers,
buried the 6 to 7 a.m. “Oregon
Farm Hour" in the silo because it
seemed to be no more than a full
hour of yak. and alfalfa hay that
practically nobody listened to
not even farmers. Station hired a
farm editor and comboed him with
a disk jockey, Barney Keep, cut
show to half-hour, Inserted bonafide aggie news of appeal to both
urban and rural segments and
came up with “Western Living.”
First month, rating was hiked one

—

and news

at 6:30

at 7

in-

creased ratingwise; program is
well sold and another ouarter hour

—

them, some of them five hours in
length, then aired half-hour digests.
On important matters, the.
station did live pickups of the sessions, and the monitoring of the
meetings has enabled WSAI to
score news beats and at times spot
coverage of dramatic debate in the
Council, With the Council meetings as the bulwark, WSAI ex-

panded

in other
directions.

community

service

CKEY,

Toronto: v In
excitement over

public

Toronto
Marilyn

Lake Ontario swim aroused
an appetite for news unmatched
since the days of the Moose River
mine disaster in the 1930s. CKEY
was alerted to this news need and
Bell’s

brought to

its listeners a unique
day-long eye-witness account of
her progress which gave the station an estimated 80% of the city’s

radio audience.

WKNB-TV,

—

generation.”
Program presents a relations gun with the teenagers
panel of high school students who
at
was Ray Schreiner, a
discuss a pertinent, current topic
disk jockey with a sense of imagwith an adult guest panelist. For
ination and promotion, Schreiner
two years the WHLI audience has
worked up the teens in the area
been looking forward each week to
last month with an “Eddie Fisher
see how the guest panelist will
Contest,” in which he tied up
fare under the probings of the
American Airlines, the Coca-Cola
teenagers.
All community, civic,
people and the local RCA disfraternal, religious, se’rvice and
tributor. Idea was to get a winner
social organizations are constantly
to New York to spend a day with
alerted to the “on the air forum.”
Fisher. Some 185,000 entry blanks
were printed and inserted into all
WBBM, Chicago: This CBS big Coke cartons at the local plant.
noise in Chi knows its way with a Heavy newspaper ads and publicity
docqpentary, as reflected in its campaigns followed, with on-theprevious awards and citations. This air promotion via the station’s own
past year was “The Seventh Con- spots ahd Coke’s commercial time
tinent,” the story of understanding an added booster. Weekly winners
designed as a bridge of knowledge were interviewed
on the air by
which ties mankind together. In- Schreiner, and the grand winner
augurated in July, ’54 with the got the full redcarpet treatment,
hope that the American public will with the local Coke plant, head
have a better understanding of its seeing him off at the airport
neighbors among the world family American Airlines handling pubof nations, the series delved deep- licity
in New York at the arrival
ly into the story that lies behind
and Coke following through with
the news, thereby giving the lisFisher at the tv show.
tener an insight into the world’s
problems which no news report
could accomplish. AS each country
This station
CHUM, Toronto.
was spotlighted in the news, “Sev- thrives on sock news coverage (in
enth
Continent”
unfolded
the 1950- it won a Variety Award for
story of that country its cultural an outstanding job). The 1,000
achievements, its national prob- watter is still In there pitching,
lems and people’s opinions, all pre- and despite a small staff and limit
sented in detailed dramatic form. ed broadcasting hours, manages to
A commendable achievement.
do a praiseworthy job. A highlight in '54 was the coverage on
WSAI, Cincinnati.—When Sher- Hurricane Hazel. Off the air wh^n
wood Gordon took over WSAI in the storm hit, causing millions in

WRNL

‘

—

—

in

(at 12:45) is wrapped up by a
First step was. the building of a sponsor principally because the
public service structure, basis .of farm editor is the mccoy in Ben
which was coverage of the City Buisman, editor of the Oregon
Council meetings.
WSAI taped Grange Bulletin. =

—

men

CHUM

lives,

Cinpinnati late in 1953, he was
faced with a problem—how to program a station in a market that
had four important stations covering virtually every facet of statibn
point; mail response to commeroperation.
Gordon came to the cial
offer increased 100%; dee jay
conclusion that WSAI had to give
show

—

adult

damage and many

signed on with appeals for clothes,
accommodations, food, kicking off
all commercials in the process. On
the public service front, station
gave a major assist to the handi-

when

top tv

—

—

Yankton, S.D.
Long
since entrenched .as a vital force in
the
agricultural
community,
WNAX, Cowles station in Yankton, branched out this season with
programs beamed at young people
the farmers and citizens of tomorrow. To assure the appeal,
farm service director Chet Randolph struck home with “Rural
Youth Leadership Award” as an
encouragement toward' local and
committee leadership.

of Democracy,” and
“Let’s Talk It Over” gave the station a spark and general public

UN,” “Voice

‘Union

WRCA

New. Britain, Conn.
“Rochester’s Prestige Sta- For WKNB, a UHF’er, the past
tion” just to play the game with a season has been one of getting
slogan.
General manager Jack over growing pains, especially in
WGLV, Easton, Pa.: Here’s a Shefrin really says it with music regard to studio space. Though
tv station in the Lehigh Valley and the prestige is in the payoff. licensed in 1953, it didn’t move
^
that “cooks with cookies” as one
It was an uphill climb. “At end into its new West Hartford studios
example of the sales strength. With of 1953, "WRNY was In a sad state. until June of 1954. Before then,
Christmas approaching, Schaible’s Backman Bros., the owners, called it operated out of a studio near its
Bakery, sponsor of a portion of
in experts to revamp program, transmitter, a golf course pro shop
the click “Relax With Rattigan”
business and public service pol- (until the golfing season started),
daytimer, went along (“reluctant
A revolution took place an office in a half-built shopping
but hopeful!’) with participation in icies.
within
60 days by programming of centre. When it finally did move
a .special Yule
show featuring
studios, it launched a
Santa Claus. Bakery highlighted “WRNY Music” which was her- into its own
one item, Christmas Butter Cook- alded by an elaborate newspaper series of local shows that: put it
thd competitive race on a
ies, with live commercial. It ran styled mailing piece, block-posted into
from Dec. 6 to-24 at 5:45 to 6 p.m. to every residence and business ad- strong footing.
Show was backed with on-air and dress in Monroe County. A new
On the conversion front, there
newspaper promotion.
Sale
of musical, library was built, includ- were only 13,000 UHF-equipped
“Cutout tv” cookies broke records, ing five transcription services. sets in the area when WKNB took
increasing 25% over previous year. “Good music” was on the way, to the air; at the end of 1953, there
from pops to classical, all day long. were 137,000; currently there are
It was music, top, that played a 250,000 and the area has the secKCBS, San Francisco Station’s key role in
countless causes polio ond highest conversion rate in the
Bill Weaver came up with a solid
drive, teenage activities, highway country. All of which* bespeaks a
idea a “Gift for the Old Folks safety
and service club features. top selling job by exec v.p. Peter
Collection,” and parlayed it into a
B. Kenney and prexy Julian Gross,
stunning succcess this year via
WHLI, Hempstead, L.I.-— Sta- who also pushed the outlet via his
his “Waitin’ For Weaver” show.
tion's “Teen Town Hall” is designed Hartford agency.
Sewing and knitting materials for
the women yarn, thread, needles, to counteract the misconception
scissors,
fabric,
remnants, etc.; that the youth of today is a “lost
WRNL, Richmond Big public

jigsaw puzzles,
checkers, etc. Offers of help have
been pouring in, as witness in a
single two-week span: 18 barrels
of clothes; 11 barrels of sewing
across the border.
material; three barrels of stockSecond, broadcasting the entire
ings; 1,822 barrels of adult games;
city council meeting of Stamford
3.603 barrels of playing cards; 816
every Monday evening— Stamford barrels of knitting
needles, etc.
being the suburb which exceeds
the city in population. It’s grassNBC Spot Sales: Division chine
roots democracy at work via airing
of this township-type, quasi-rural, up with a lot of showmanship
shirtsleeve “council of fitfe” in angles during the past year, from
electronic spot buying demonstraaction.
Third, in Welland, where, as in tion to a variety of direct mail
Stamford, station maintains staff pieces. “Spotsie,” the most sucand studios for* meetings of the cessful Xmas mailing in the divicity council every second Tuesday sion’s experience; the showmanly
using a battery of 10 mikes. A kits of intricate pattern and destring of 15 correspondents covers sign; the penny giveaway to acthe Niagara Peninsula for the sta- cent low cost-per-thousand; the
tion with every birth in four calendar slip-stick; unique trade
Welland County hospitals report- ads and the assorted chain lightning
bally left their impact on the staed each morning.
tions, on the agency and on the

WNAX,

their control the ability to invest
future
in their own business’
through grants to the independent
Such additional procolleges.
gramming as “This Is Your Busi“Tomorrow’s Travelers,”
ness,”
“Hi Varieties” “Youth and the

Review

WNOX,

Knoxville: Scripps-Howsome radio-

ard station displayed
active showmanship to

promote its
“Midday Merry-Go-Round” It’s
been whirling for 18 years, a giant
95-minute stage revue broadcast
Monday through Saturday as a
daily paid admission enterprise. It
has incubated such personalities
as Roy Acuff, Homer 'o’ Jethro,
Carter Sisters, Smiling Eddie Hill,
In its 18 years, it has played
to more than 2,0Q0,00Q: many millions more have heard It on the
air and more than~500,000 pieces

etc.

of mail have attested to
larity.

its

popu-

.

WCCO,

Minneapolis.

— WCCO’s

story

is patterned on “Bigger Than
Bunyan’s” progress in the Twin

City Northwest. Station is alert
to its community mission, with a
festoon of events that this season
ran to “polio Party Line” fund
raising,' elaborate highway safety
campaign, thorough briefing of

population

on civil defense In
series titled “If War Should Come.”
CBS station continued the July
Aquatennial Show as civic festival,
its

foremost

annual

name talent and of
at -the Minneapolis

embracing

SRO

stature

Auditorium.

Served the agricultural interests
with “Plowville of 1954.” Observed
30th anniversary as “Good Neighber to the Northwest” last October with bigtime showmanship.
Unc” e<* new project in January,
«ri
Winter Carnival Show, modelled
on Aquatennial lines and a feature

of

St.

Paul’s

famed winter

fete.

WTON, Staunton, Va.:
is
power and personnel, but
wit « major stripes in special event
and “serve the public” compo-

WTON

en

-addition

to

answering

(third

year run-

«
the
Hey, Rube” calls, this 250watter in town of 20,000 population
<with only .eight staffers)
r *^ s
^13, 700 in cash for March
S^.
PT ,p imes, hi 10 nights; covered
bigtime basketball on remotes;
tackled the local Soap Box Derby
in a four-hour pickup
and ran
lines^

to

Akron

ning) to dramatize Stauhton’s
en<'

try.

—

KLZ-TV, Denver On the ai
18 months and a<
quired by Time, Inc., Hugh Terry
operation came forth with sue
documentaries as “Blueprint to
Disaster,” which dealt with th
age-old problem of the drouth, an
Giant of the Earth,” which mad
a foray into the intriguing lattei
day subject of uranium addin
lustre to its pattern of public sen
ice and special events programs,

for less than

.
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TV DONS A SIZE 60 MANTLE
+

Phil Silvers, Marie Wilson, ‘$64,

TV’s Cross-the-Checkerboard
«

SCRATCHED
O’Connor—NBC

* Donald

—NBC

Bob Hope

Question’

(?)

—CBS

Chronosope
Montgomery Presents—NBC—By American Tobacco
Noxzema— CBS “Person, ,to Person”
Walter WlnchelJ, ABC
* Ray Bolger Show—ABC By Lehn & Fink
Longines

—

By
Next

—

<

HATCHED

—Armstrong
,

Hour—NBC.
“Mardi Gras Hour”—CBS (tentative for fall)
Appointment With Adventure — CBS (started)
Milton Berle—Martha Raye—NBC—By Sunbeam,.
Pontiac

Jimmy Durante

FIXED

—
—
20th-Fox— CBS— General
Paramount NBC „
Warner Bros. ABC

Electric

NIXED

—

SWITCHED

—NBC

Buick

&

Berle to

—

Gleason

NBC

—

tradition sponsors such as- Procter
Gamble is talking hour shows.
Although a lot of the scheming for
the ’55-’56 semester is still in the
embryonic stage, nonetheless it’s
becoming increasingly evident as
tv dons its “size 60” mantle that
sooner or later the formula of bigbig-big 60 and 90-minute shows as

—

—

—

Professional Father CBS
* Halls of Ivy— CBS
* Life With Father— CBS

initially

(?)

U.S.

buying

Steel—ABC
American Tobacco

—NBC

Wax—By

NBC prexy
subsequent-

(Schick

syndicators.

in).

Overall Exiting

Red Barber Gets

Jack Overall and

Post-Gillette Nbd
©

Chicago, April 12.
Sportscaster Red Barber, for so
many years associated with CBS,
gets
an NBC-TV identification
starting May 13 when the State
Farm Insurance Co.’s move his
post-fight “Corner” in behind the
Gillette-sponsored
Friday night
bouts. Barber’s sports spot curently is the flexible afterpiece to Co-

of

Like the Gillette

fights,

Summer

Sub,

Starring Phil Foster,

A

’Bus Stop’ With Music
The hour package put together
by Sid Caesar for summer slotting

CBS.

sales

manager

Changes become

on

the

effective

Coast.

May

1.

'Ballroom’ Spots,

Mebbe News Sale

A WNEW Stunner

Barber’s

during the summer but they return
together in the fall. During the
hot weather lull, razor blade firm
<r
will again run its
Cavalcade of
Sports” film in the 9 to 9:30 (CST)
Friday night slot with Toni, its
subsid, moving into final half-hour
with a show still to be picked.

are

Replacing Lockridge in Detroit
will be Bok Reitzel, CBS Radio

CBS-TV.

show takes an eight-week hiatus

CBS

CBS Radio

severing relations.
Overall has
been eastern sales manager since
moving over from Mutual. He is
being replaced by Ben Lockridge,
who shifts from the Detroit office

lumbia’s Wednesday night pug card
but because of the station clearance angle the bankroller and the
Needham, Louis & Brorby agency
nixed ABC-TV’s bid to join Pabst
in the .June 1 changeover from

Caesar’s

CBS

ly falling in line) will become the
norm as the half-hour format
dwindles in importance and becomes relegated to the vidpix

Film

'

projected by

Pat Weaver (with

LURCHED
Elgin—By
Johnson’s

Station chief Richard Buckley is
breaking sharply for the first time
with the emphatic sales tradition
of the preceding Bernice JudisIra Herbert regime at WNEW, N.
Y. Station’s major showcase, “Make
Believe Ballroom,” will no longer
be restricted exclusively to quarter-hOur sales, and Buckley is contemplating sale of the once-anhour news' capsules, which have
been enforced pubserv sustainers
since their inception years ago.
Buckley’ll offer hunks of the
“Ballroom” six-day strip (±0 to
11:30 ayem and 5:35 to 7:30 p.m.)
for one-minute spots, all of which
will

Monday night 8 to 9 period
on NBC-TV and starring Phil Fos-

be delivered live by deejay
(Continued on page 52)

in his

be a “variety stanza with a
running story.” Foster will be a
bus driver, with the format evolving around a series of one-niter
stands by a band. Bill Hayes will
be the band singer. Bobby Sherwood has been signed as the bandleader.
Gal vocalist is still to be
ter will

picked.

’59 Pan American Games

June

27.

down as currently projected into
next season shapes up thusly:
Monday: NBC-TV rides 8 to 9
with the Sid Caesar three-sponsor
show; 9:30 to 10:30 will continue
its hour dramatic show, despite
puullout of American: Tobacco.
Schick moves in when American
Tobacco moves

out.

CBS-TV stands pat with the
10 to 11 Westinghouse-sponsored
“Studio One.” Continuing on the
90-minute front will be NBC’s onea-month “Producers Showcase.”
Tuesday: NBC will have the
Milton Berle-Martha Raye 8 to 9
spread (with perhaps Bob Hope
and Martin & Lewis as alternating
comics); network expands into a
full hour drama formula at 9:30
to 10:30, co-sponsored by Armstrong and Pontiac. (Latter is dropping Red Buttons to go 60-minute
drama). ABC will have the in-

coming 7:30-8:30 Warner Bros, pix
series. With U.S. Steel shifting to
CBS, ABC will still stand pat with
hour dramatics.
Wednesday: This is a big, big
night on the 60-minute front. CBS
has the full hour “Godfrey Sc
Friends.” Coming up is the hour
drama series alternating U.S. Steel
(Continued on page 54)

hit the rating
jackpot with his Marilyn Monroe “Person to Person” interview Friday night (8), hitting
with a 33.2 on the Trendex

scorecard, the highest he’s
ever achieved. Previous high
for the show was the Bing
Crosby • session, which pulied
down a 29.3.

Fact that the MurrOw CBSTV'er is in fringe (10:30) time
militated against the rating,
but its near-saturation effect
can be seen vty a glance at the
opposition, a 7.7 for the Gil-

on NBC-TV, a. 4.4
“Down You Go” on DuMont, and a 2.2 for the ABC
affiliates on the 15-city Trendex ffne.
lette fights

for

‘

Colgate Decision

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

Pan American Games won’t be
held again until 1959, but bids are

network radio-tv rights
and coverage. Games have been
awarded to Cleveland, which will

cently in

Mexico

City.

1905

-

1955

Phil Silvers, Tuesday at 8; a new
Mabel,”
situation comedy, “Joe
at 8 30, another new situation comedy starring Marie Wilson at 9;
a revamped Red Skelton" show at
9:30; “$64,000 Question” at 10—

&

:

that’s the CBS-TV Tuesday blueIn
the reshuffle, “Life With Father,”
“Meet Millie” and “Danger” getthe axe;

print for the *55-’56 semester.

Thus the three-network rivalry
Tuesday night rating laurels
new high comes SeptemCBS- for the first time

for

will hit a
ber, with

throwing in heavy, costly ammunition in a bid to dethrone Milton
Berle and Martha Raye in the 8 to
9 slotting.
(Silvers show, at 40G
per, represents an investment of
more than $1,000,000, with 26 installments to be delivered in the
can by teeoff date. R. J. Reynolds
has bought alternate-week sponsorship.
CBS says the second client
has also been set, but prefers keeping- sponsor under wraps pending
finalization of deal.)

On

the

ABC

1

Bob Kintner

fropt,

Co. will be throwing in the new
film series £t 7:308:30 in an effort to get the jump
Sc

On Tap This Week;

Warner Bros,

on Berle on the one hand and
Silvers on the other.
If Danny
Thoma§’ “Make Room for Daddy”
.

P&G a Big Factor

stays put at 9 on ABC, the scorecard will find a three-way Thomas-

Future status of Colgate in the Marie Wilson- Jane Wyman (“FireSunday 0 night tv programming side Theatre”) battle for supresweepstakes will be resolved be- macy. The real gahgup comes 9:30
fore the end of this week, when to 10:30 when NBC and ABC will
the major sponsor will definitely slug it out on the 60-minute dramake up its mind whether or not matic front while CBS counters
the
Red Skeltoh-“$64,000
it
will retain the Sunday night with
NBC 8 to 9 period, which presently Question” brace of entries. Latter show hits the air in a few
berths the “Comedy Hour.” Be-

making increasing inroads

weeks.

•j

•

Pilot on the Marie Wilson vidpix
series was readied last week on
•

Coast for inspection by top
CBS brass. Everett Freeman produces and directs. Show’s title is
“Miss Pepperdine.”
the

CBS-TV

‘Search’

fl

To Sub Murrow

in night-

time television by copping alterWith Alcoa set to tqke a sumnate-week sponsorship of some of mer hiatus
on its “Sec It Now,”
tv’s
most potent properties (“I CBS-TV is slotting its
“The Search”
Love Lucy,” “This Is Your Life,” documentary
series in the Tuesday
at 10:30 time as a summer replacement.
Series will have the “for
sale” tag on it, since Alcoa is taking off entirely for the hot days
and won’t be back till the fall,
when Ed Murrow returns. If the
web can’t achieve a sale, it will
run “Search” as a sustainer.
There’s a dual reasoning behind
the slotting of “Search” as “See
corporation which will make avail- It's” replacement,
factor is
able
& L pix properties, among the maintenance of One
the documenothers.
tary flavor of the Murrow segment. The other is the. fact that
such slotting will give “Search”
nighttime exposure, giving it a far
Bartlett, Cunningham,
greater audience than it’s been
able to achieve in its Sunday afteretc.).

Also seen as a major factor in a
continued Colgate sponsorship is
the projected program plan for the
hour now in the process of being;
finalized by the Wm. Esty agency,’
which is inheriting the Colgate biz
from Ted Bates agency. This involves a deal with Paramount and
the new Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis

M

Lear Exiting ’Travelers’

In Chi-to-N.Y. Switch
Chicago, April 12.
expected, co-hosts Tommy

As

Bartlett

elers”

New

noon

slot.

Series,

produced

by

Irving Gitlin for the network, was
filmed at various universities, and
shows their special educational-social field units at work.

and Bob Cunningham and

business manager Les Lear aren’t
making the switch when Procter &
Gamble moves the “Welcome Trav-

CBS-TV midday

York. Moving day

strip to
is tentative-

ly set for May 9 with Jack Smith
slated to get the nOd as emcee of

starting for

Caesar himself will produce the provide extensive facilities includwith Carl Reiner, regular ing a ne\v huge stadium, swimming
on the Caesar show, as director; pool, etc.
It’l^. mark Reiner’s debut as a tv
Sports classic was concluded re-

33,2

Ed Murrow

the
'

Whopping

True, the half-hour comedy boys
and gals will still be around, but
by and large tv (insofar as big- cause of the shellacking Colgate
league network programming is has been taking from the CBS comconcerned) Will belong to. the hour petition with, its “Toast of the
sponsors. The tab is high, in some Town,” there has been considerable
cases running to $5,000,000 and Speculation whether Colgate
wanted to continue in the time seg$6,000,000 per annum spread for a
60-minute exposure, but as the ment or cperhaps come back under
hour formula more and more dom- a share-sponsorship arrangement
inates the program schedules, the with another bankroller.
Those close to the picture say
alternate-week and participating
bankroller will become par for the that Colgate has no alternative but
course, since few are the clients to hold on to the valuable Sunday
who can afford that kind of- a rap. at 8 franchise if for no other reason than that its rival soap comNight-By-Night Scorecard
A Monday-through-Sunday run- pany, Procter & Gamble, has been

Bidding Already on For

stanza,,

director. Kickoff date is

Marilyn’s

—

&

Danger CBS
Meet Millie—CBS
* Ray Milland CBS
Best pf Broadway CBS
Hazel Bishop—NBC Sunday Specs.
* Norby NBC

—

bug,

with perhaps the exception of a few steeped-in-radio-

Little

^

showcase

for

ABC).
Everybody

DITCHED

—DuMont
Red Buttons—NBC
* Mickey Rooney—NBC
* My
Margie—NBC
*
Married Joan—NBC
Capt. Video

—

it’s

NBC

Jackie Gleason live to film
Jackie Gleason—^60 minutes to 30 minutes

I

minute

drama, variety,
film features (as
the proposed 20th-Fox series for
General Electric on CBS; Paramount’s deal for Sunday 8 to 9 on
and Warner Bros, future
identity with Tuesday 8 to 9 on

'

Sc

-

comedy or major

NBC

CBS

Football—ABC to

60

whether

—

NCAA

the

ABC

Pabst Fights—CBS to

is

down his show from' 'a full hour
to 30 minutes for a weekly filming
Of his “Honeymooriers” for Buick.
Practically everybody else has got

Jo Stafford—CBS
Jane Fromdn CBS
Truth or Consequences—NBC
U.S. Steel—ABC to CBS
* Father Knows Best CBS to
Perry Como—CBS to NBC

signifi-

the fact that there will be
an unprecedented upbeat In 60minute and even 90-minute programming on the tv networks,
despite
fact
that
Jackie
the
Gleason, for one, will be cutting
cant

In Hot, 3-

a majdr

their

ENRICHED
to

will witness

new patterns.
And what is particularly

Whirlpool, American Chicle

Texaco—NBC—Wholehog

GEORGE ROSEN

fall

upheaval in tv programming. Sponsors and shows, Monday-throughSunday^, particularly those in the
creamtime 8 to 11 p.m. segments,
are being subjected to multiple
shifts as the networks crystallize

CBS-TV s Tues. Ammunition

revamped format.

Gov. Harriman Booked

As ‘Meet

Press’ Guest

“Meet the Press” has booked

New York Gov. Averell Harriman
for its May 1 NBC-TV Session.

When the show moves, Benton & Since the Lawrence Spivak panelBowles take over the billing from ler is a nationwide segment, the
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample with pro- session won’t be confined to matducer-director Jim Colligan continuing under the B&B banner.
Bartlett and Lear, who have
been identified with “Travelers”
since its Inception on the NBC
radio web in 1949, are prepping
new daytime tele show ideas to be
pitched to the networks as a Chioriginator.

ters of state politics. It’s anticipat-

ed the participating newsmen will
sound Harriman out on his Presidential aspirations for ’56.
Marshal Tito of Yugoslavia

is

another “Press” entry
U. S. later in
the year. “Press” claims it’s got a
solemn confirmation on the matter.

said to be

when he

visits the
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Can CBS Afford

KEEPING UP WITH THE GLEASONS’

ON TALENT FEES ALARMS STATIONS
Sour reports have been seeping:
N.Y. from network affiliates
is no object” pacts
the video webs have been making

into

over the “cob*

with top talent. The outlets fear
that agencies and sponsors will
find the ratio of time costs to program costs completely out of kilter
with past advertising practices, and
thereafter seek other, less expensive media.
The problem revolves around the
.venerable agency yardstick for
cost per 1,000. It’s
video buys

suffer

in

kind),

just

I

Take a look at the past year:
WCBS, the CBS N. Y. o&o,
has latched onto Bill Bardie,
who still does some work out
of his former exclusive do-

and others
of that money genre,, have shows
that already pull mighty ratings.

main,, WERE,

Thus, audience costs will rise. The
problem, the stations complain, will
then point up the fact that production costs are so much higher than
time cost, far exceeding the 40.45
or even 50% higher that some
agencies are willing to recognize
as necessary. Of course, as set ownership increases, time costs go up
also, but not as appreciably as

Ohio

The
among

stations

draw a parallel
which lately, aue

niteries,
to the fast spiralling talent

costs

(Las Vegas, etc.) have set the price
of entertainment so high that many
bistros can’t afford to present
shows any longer. Therefore, the
stations foresee . where all video
talent will demand increases to

Cleveland.
WINS copped Alan* (formerly
“Moondog”) Freed from old
’n'

too,

Roll”

though the. “Rock
specialist

still

“The

People’s

selecting a femme
lead., Brecher, creator of “Lif^ of
Riley,” checked into McCadden to
begin casting lesser roles in the

and help in

.

comedy-drama

series.

a

started

WOR

couple of other talkers who
made the trek to N. Y. are Ed
Locke, from Philly, and Norm
Prescott, from Boston, where
he still does some timer*
There was a report that
Johnny Andrews would be
brought in from Cleveland as
successor to Allyn Edwards on
WRCA, but Bill Cullen has
been announced for the job.

ing will drive the bankrollers to
other fields a sore hurt to tele
Stations, who unlike their radio
bretheren cannot live without the
network. The possible walkout by
sponsors, affils say, won’t necessarily be substituted by increased na-

fights

Bouts With Pabst

Pabst this week succeeded in
some kind of equitable increase, bringing in a cosponsor to share
and industry-wide price mushroom- the cost of its Wednesday night

TV
will

when they

switch to

ABC-

New cosponsor
on June 1.
be the Mennen Co., which

heretofore

has

concentrated

its

television efforts in the spot field.

Mennen

will plug its entife line
over the fightcasts, which it will

cover
with every- week, rather
than alternate-week, exposure. International Boxing Club is said to
be lining up a championship bout
tv networks, giving the comics, (probably with middleweight king
writers, director-producers, et al, Bobo Olsen) for the June 1 ABCan opportunity to say, either dou- TV kickoffer.
ble my salary, or the other gijy
ABC-TV, incidentally, has rewill. The hinterlanders argue in
greater numbers these days that solved a touchy clearance probthe nets -will somehow have to put lem involving the fights. WABCa ceiling on talent contracts to TV, its New York flagship, had
prevent industry-wide overindul- “Eddie Cantor Comedy Theatre”
gence, if, indeed, it’s not already on Wednesdays at 10:30, smack in
too late.
the middle of fight time, for Ballantine

Beer

&

Ale. It

But. it’s a question of “how entertaining ban you get?” when
the network’s only attempt at regular programming on even a
quasi-public service level within the 7:30 to 10:30 “network
time” area is sacrificed. It’s true that the guy with the fight,
zingy tv news format is still elusive; but there’s no denying that,
over and above the “responsibility” facets involved, news is a
commercial commodity. And while CBS has its Ed Murrow and
“See It Now,” that too, Is a 10:30 station-time slotting.

viewers.

The responsibility is not CBS’ alone; it concerns all the networks.
J3ut Columbia happens to be the flushed-with-riches
web, most vulnerable to the Washington sleuthing!
,

Chicago, April 12.
In a financial recap of its 1954
activities, A. C. Nielsen, the rethat
it
search firm, disclosed
grossed $2,789,900, from sales of
its
multiple vadio-tv surveying

The figure amounts to an
alltime high gross in the broadcast
line for Nielsen but it still represents a substantial loss for radiotv services, though probably the
smallest deficit to date.

Can CBS

Nielsen’s overall research operaincluding the foreign subended up with a neat net
profit of $500,000, compared with
$285,000 in 1953. Total revenue was
$12,322,000, a 12.3% gain over the
previous year. The Food-Drug division accounted for the bulk of
the service revenue with a total
of $7,132,700, up 15.4% over 1953.
One of the top projects on the
Nielsen 1955 agenda is the development of a tele rating service for
Great Britain, tied in with the
emergence of commercial video
tions,
sids,

there this
to get*

fall.

Construction

underway

this

is

due

That Parent Company Identification Gets a

What is regarded as a “sneak
Bert Lee Jr. Joins Pop
preview” of coming events on a
Like his father, Bert Lee Jr, remuch
broader scale is the current
cently quit WMGM, N. Y. radio
indie, and, like his father, he’s practice among NBC telephone opgone and joined WAAT (and erators on the West Coast to anWATV), Newark. In this recent swer calls with: “This is NBCWMGM-to-WAAT cycle, he’s been
accompanied by a show that was RCA.” The move is generally incarried on the former station for terpreted as a follow-up to the
18 years, “Today's Baseball.”
desire of RCA-NBC board chair“Baseball,” day’s N.Y. games re-* man David Sarnoff to gradually increated with sound effects by the still a greater awareness on the
younger Lee, in a half-hour show, part of the American public of the
comes sponsored by a chain of RCA parent company in*the NBC

Cury’s general stores. It’s a seven- scheme of things.
summer on day
a week, 7:30 to 8 p.m. deal,
The initial push came about
that began last Monday (11). Two

an Oxford, England, headquarters*
Meanwhile, five new stations and
seven ad agency subscribers have
signed for the Nielsen Station Index reports, bringing to 49 the

weeks ago, Lee

former buddies at WMGM, Marty Glickman
and Ward Wilson joined him in
radio
number of stations and 54 the a carbon of their
number of agencies using the serv- sports cracker-barrel session on
Stations are
cago;
and
ice.

geles,

KXLA
and KSD

Bill

Bid for Rival

Leonard

WMGM

WBBM-TV, Chi- WATV.
KNXT, Los An-

and KSD-TV,

St.

Louis.

i

'

NBC Sets Kidvid

Role on ‘Mr.

Plight of the network “contract leaving
personality” is pointed up in the Pabst.

Wednesdays

open

for

Finney to Vidicam

NBC-TV has become the first
telenet to set up its own kidvid
The web, In
vigilante committee.
a simultaneous move, also made
Dr. Frances Horwich, producer and
commercial and industrial pic firm, tutor for “Ding Dong School,” its
as a partner and exec v.p. under supervisor
children’s
profor
prexy Alfred Justin.
grams.
Besides supervising such shows
The web is establishing a “chilas
“Police
Story,”
“Hollywood dren’s program review committee,”
Night”

and

“Danger.”

Wednesday (20). Incident occurred
a few weeks ago, with Liggett &
Myers offering him the slot but
CBS refusing to allow him to do a
show on another network.
Leonard, who does a. flock of
shows for WCBS and
in New York, including
his “Eye on New York,” was reported plenty miffed about the network’s refusal to okay the deal.
He confirmed he’d been offered the
job and the network turned it
dowr*, but wouldn’t comment beyond that.
However, friends of
Leonard said he felt he’d given 10
years to the network ahd built a
rep for the net and himself, yet
when an opportunity such as the
radio-tv

WCBS-TV

“Mr. Citizen” show came along,
web shut the door In his face.
“Mr. Citizen” particularly represented a good opportunity, it was
said, since (t was right up Leon-,
the

ard’s

human

interest reporting-in-

terviewing alley*
Network gave no reason for its
refusal, but trade '.circles thought
it might have something to do with
(Continued on page 50)

The Peabody Awards committee got neatly off the hook this
year on the perennial awards problem leaks to the press before
the presentations—(by announcing its choices nine days before the
annual luncheon at which they’re presented. Henry Grady School
of Jouralism of the U. of Georgia, which administers the George
Foster Peabody awards, released the list of winners to the press
Monday (11), nine days in advance of the presentation luncheon
at the New York Radio-Television Executives Society gettogether
at the Hotel Roosevelt next Wednesday (20).
Awards brought few surprises. In television, John Daly (ABC)
copped in radio-tv news; George Gobel (NBC) in television entertainment; “Adventufe” (CBS) in tv education; “Omnibus” and “The
Search” (both CBS) won special tv awards; “Disneyland” (ABC)
took the youth-children’s category; “Industry on Parade,” the
National ASsn. of Manufacturers’ quarter-hour weekly newsreel,
won for national public service; while WJAR-TV, Providence,
copped in regional public service for its “Hurricane Carol” coverage. Radio winners were “Conversation” (NBC) for radio entertainment; “Man’s Right to Knowledge” (CBS) for r^dio education;
“Pauline Frederick at the UN” (NBC) for radio
>ntribution to
international understanding; KGAK, Gallup, New Mexico, for local
public service, for its “Navajo Hour” and a citation for radio music,
to Boris Goldovsky for the Metropolitan Opera broacasts on ABC.
Luncheon, the ninth RTFS session at which the awards will be
presented, will ibe emceed by Bennett Cerf.

—

say

it’s

it

just a question of

becomes the

RCA

Group

v.p.

Mennen buy-in was effected via
Bill Leonard is doing because
CBS refused to allow him to accept McCann-Efickson, which shares
an offer to emcee the “Mr. Citizen” Mennen billings with Kenyon &
Opening
tv’er on ABC which preems next Eckhardt.

bum

Some

time before
Network.

Vigilante

a

year ag#*when the station break
operasignals on the NBC
tions (both radio and tv) broke
away from the traditional networkonly identification pattern and put
the accent on RCA.
Then came
an even more deliberate thrust—
when the call letters of the New
York and Hollywood NBC-owned
stations were changed to WRCA
and KRCA, respectively.

o&o

Sr.'s

Peter Finney has resigned as
in charge of radio and television at the Harry B* Cohen agenCitizen’ 10:30, effective this Monday (11), cy to join Vidicam Pictures, the

Web Emcee

Hypo

Telephonic Coast

and-go

CBS Nixes

“afford” it?

services.

Agencies are Calkins &
Holden, McCanmErickson, John G.
Dowd, Hoag & Provandie, Sutherland-Abbott, Reingold and Lang,
was a touch- Fisher & Stashower.

question whether Ballantine would allow itself to be preempted for Pabst, a competitive
Former has consented,
brew.
however, to having the Cantor
show moved to Monday nights at

0

work in the medium’s annals.

Rescheduling of Edwards at 7:15 must obviously cut into his
exposure, for the affiliates, not bound by network-time commitments, can take it of leave it. A lot of stations wlU leave it,
for 7 to 7:30 is a local bonanza period.
Some stations would be
required ^to
slot it as early as 6:45, thus Inviting even fewer
~

Nielsen Whittles

A

gabathon.

CBS undoubtedly is motivated by the best of showmanship intentions.
The 7:30 accent on kid shows will probably swell
the web’s tv coffers to new highs and rack up those all-important ratings. That’s the kind of CBS sawy and knowhow that
parlayed the tv web into '54 revenues unequalled by p any net-

*

gets

Mennen to Share

tional spot; it might be a case of
thorough anti-tv conditioning.
Considered the basic reason for
the inflationary talent nuts is the
dog-eat-dog competition among the

series,

to be made under the
banner of George Burns' McCadden Productions.
Alan Lipscott and Bob Fisher
script series. Cooper arrives from
N.Y. next week to meet with Brech-

Choice,”

back there via E. T. Latest
Ohio (Cincy)-to-N. Y. addition
Jean Sheppard who^ just
is

“keep up with the Gleasons.” (It
has already begun; freelance tv
scribes have shown a strong tendency to resent the high prices
the webs pay comics while holding
out on them.) While they might
never get the deal Gleason got, it’s
felt there’s no denying other talent

—

new

his

er

salaries, since all three,

talent fees, the stations say.

3

particularly

stations,
most,
Ohio stations.

will

affils

Hollywood, ApriM2.
Producer Irving Brecher has
inked Jackie Cooper as lead for

been reaching out and swiping them from smaller town

ence (a la ABC), with Doug Edwards’ 15-minute news program
as a consequence being relegated to 7:15 non-network time,
might well wind up as a “penny .wise, pound foolish” gesture on
the part of Bill Paley & Co, The program rescheduling comes
at a time when the D.C. solons are on the warpath and gunning
for the networks with an eye toward possible regulation of the
coast-to-coast skeins.

Jackie Cooper as Lead

thejbig metropolis apparently

how much

Brecher’s ‘People’s Choice,’

medium, have
dreamed someday of quitting
their loc^al jobs and migrating
to N. Y. But of recent months
the

of

hasn't been waiting for them to
come of their own accord. It’s

wondered among stations (who figure that if the webs lose biz and
subsequently programs,

Most out-of-town radio gabbers, almost since the incep-

tion

—

higher can an Ed Sullivan, Ralph
Edwards, Jackie Gleason go in the
Nielsens; certainly not high enough
in proportion to their increased

Talkers’ Tall Trekking

It?

Decision of CBS-TV to knock out its 7:30 to 8 p.m. music St
news cross-the-board format and make a play for the kid audi-

which will have, in addition to Dr.
Horwich, Mrs. Douglas Horton,
former president of Wellesley
College, ex-WAVE chieftain, and
now v.p. of the National Council
of the Churches of Christ in the
U. S. as well as a membef of the
RCA and NBC boards. The other
committee vigilante is Dr. Robert
F. Goldenson, assistant professor
of psychology at Hunter College
and past prexy of the Tri-State
Conference on Family Relations
as well as being a member of the
International Congress for
Health.

Doug Edwards News
on CBS-TV

Slotting

A Local

Station PosCr

Douglas Edwards’ CBS-TV newscasts, involved in the web’s 7:30 to
8 p. m. ditching process (along
with the singers) n6xt season, may
ride at 6:45 on some stations instead of at 7 or 7:15. Reason stems
from fact that a number of outlets
cannot afford to relinquish the 77:30 segments which are solid with
syndicated telepix and other local
.

fare.

The 7:15 crossboard berth for
Edwards would apply to many
other stations, however, and possibly he will do a live and updated
repeat from the earlier newscast.
Under such a setup, the locals
(such as WCBS-TV, N. Y.) would
Mental slice 15 minutes from their feature
films

that

customarily

anchor at

According to Joseph Hefferhan, or near 7:30.

NBC

financial v.p., the jutfe programming supervisory job established for Dr. Horwich will cover

Whole

situation is just about as
nebulous at this point as to what
will happen to vocalists Jo Stafford
(Gold Seal) and Jane Frottian
(General Electric).

building new shows and keeping
a rein on old ones, reporting di’
rectly to program veep Dick Pink'ANSWERS TO CANCER'
ham. As for the committee, it will
WRCA-TV’s news and special
work “toward the maintenance of
high program standards for the events sector is producing a halfmillions of American youngsters hour program jointly with the New
who watch tv,” said Heffernan. He York City Cancer Society 'titled
also said that the web “is deeply “The Answers to Cancer,”
It’s slotted Sunday, April 17, at 1
conscious- of its position in rela:
tion to social problems.”

p.m.,
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CBS-TV SIGNS LA ROSA
Despite the decision of CBS*
TV to follow the pattern of
ABC and "play, to the kiddies”
from 7:30 to 8 p.m. by knocking out its music-news shows

and
says

"Monitor,” NBC radio's forthcoming 40-hour stream of sound, oh
'weekends looks like the testing
and perhaps final ground for Sylvester (jPat) Weaver’s "wide-wide
world” concept. Over 200 affils in
the coast-to-coast audio hookup are
expected to take part or all of this
June 12 initialer, which’, the NBC
presentation said, wilt bring the
audience “everything, important,
entertaining or interesting that is
happening anywhere!” And by that

Weaver means

to cross

media

borrowing" from theatrical

*

tv
,

i.

Weaver chooses

into the three-ttmes-a-week 7:45 to
8 p.m. period when Perry Como
LaRosa deal is for nine
exits.

weeks

,

tion

New TV Comedies
At least three new comedy shows
are in the blueprint stage at CBS-

Stafford (being preempted by
CBS) if the time opens up.

,

TV

with an eye toward slotting on
next season's roster. These include
a Larry Storch show, another starring Orson Bean an<L_a third, a
situation comedy, built around the
“Joe and Mabel” characterizations
created by Gaynor Niemann. Latter show is already earmarked for

Storch show is currently being
written by Larry Marks and Marvin Fisher, with Mario Lewis as
producer. (Storch previously did
summer duty for the network as a
Jackie Gleason replacement a few
seasons back.) Orson Bean show
is being produced by Dick Lewine.
(Bean also had a summer ride last
season with a “Blue Angel” variety
format ’which was subsequently
scrapped.) This time the web feels
it’s got a more potent property.
CBS already Jias an audition
show -in the shop on the Dan
.Petrie-produced “Joe and Mabel-’
and has high.' hopes for the half-

Hollywood, April 12.
,
General Electric and Ray Milland have parted after GE was
unable to find another time slot
for the Milland vidseries now seen
Thursdays at 8 p.m. on CBS-TV.
GE wanted to duck b.ucking
GrouCho Marx’s "You Bet Your

“Monitor.”

Meade is going to act somewhat as the show co-ordinahe was described as
between Weaver and

—

Life.”

‘tor or,
"liaison”

Deal also

the program’s exec producer,

ohe role was enough as far as he
was concerned.
However, there is a distinct possibility the actor may be back on

.

’

has been completely axed as a result of allegations that it was proving a bookmaker’s blessing. The
station’s televising of eight races
a night from Roosevelt Raceway,
only a week old when stopped, was
believed the most extensive regular coverage given any horse event.
A N. Y. Post article by Jimmy
.

said that “tv

has allied innocently with the underworld to create an immense
new city-wide gambling racket. It
has made horse parlors put of living rooms/’ Almost immediately

WATV

the other hand, renewal for
“General Electric Theatre” is being finalized, and
will again
produce 26 live and 13 filmed
shows in the series seen Sunday
nights on CBS-TV. Revue Productions,
agency’s production arm,
will turn out the telefilmed stanzas.
Film production begins in May,
with first on tap to be “Prosper’s
Old Mother,” starring Ethel Bar-

this

w£ek

of

by

major

a

signing

Schick Razors to sponsor the alits “Robert Mont-

|
1

gomery

..Presents” Monday night
as a replacement for

dramatics

American Tobacco, which

is dropping the show. Schick will alternate with Johnson's Wax.

Montgomery Collapses
Robert Montgomery collapsed on
the set Monday (11) during rehearsals of “The Great Gatsby,”
in which* he was to star via his
"Presents” show that evening. He
was reported in good condition but
resting, with the collapse presumably coming, from overwork. Program used a kinnie that night, but

rymore and Ronald Reagan. Negotiations are under way for Raoul
Walsh to make his tv debut directing a GE vidfilm, and whether he
will is contingent upon his pix
commitments. “Mother,” scripted
by Bill Borers, is from a Bret Montgomery said^he’d do “Gatsby”
Harte story.
four weeks from now.

'Bait-Conscious’

Commentator - columnist Barry
Gray had-his recent plans to feturn

By BOB CHANDLElt
major evolutionary operational pattern to emerge out of the
.“transitional period” of networkradio is the growing use of the networks by major clients for promotional shortterm saturation campaigns. As a result of this type of
network purchase by sponsors and
the acceptance of this business by
the nets, radio is gradually changing its face and finding a new place
in the show biz sUn.
The “new” radio, as reflected in
this “spot buy” era, now takes on
the semblance of ai newspaper or
magazine, with "insertions” the advertising rule instead oflongrange
contracts. The staples of the "editorial” content of the networks
comprise news, sports and weather,,
featurets
and capsule service
shows, plus the traditional soap
operas, musical segments and audience-participation series. Under
the saturation purchase, by which
a sponsor buys multiple exposures
all over the network for a two
or three-week period, his message
is spotted on news sho^s, service
shows, or anyplace on the network
First,

WATV, Newark, foiled
hot ’n’ heavy
and "switch” campaign now
’
being waged. He was skedded to he wants it.
start on the tele station Jast MonRadio Heretofore Reluotaht
day (11) for at least four weeks
The major roadblock to such a
on a stripped news stanza, but alnew pattern, which how has largely
most at the last minute his wouldbeen-* overcome,

to video via
indirectly by- the

“bait”

'

has been- the rebe bankroller, Gimbel’s Food. Plan,
luctance of the networks thembacked out.
selves to sell radio like newspaper
Gimbel’s ad agency', Maury, Lee. or. magazine advertising. The un& Marshall, cancelled the. Gray certainty involved in such shortsponsorship becauseiit realized that term purchases, the. absence of the
it was to start almost oh the tail
traditionally projectable longterm
of some very bad publicity for food contracts, the hidebound tradition
freezer plans generally. And only of selling specific periods and spea few days before the slated WATV cific programs rather than insqrlaunching, the. D.A.’s, office indict(Continued on page 54)
ed, a Bronx food freezer company
and its execs for fraudulent advertising. The overall situation, the
agency said, would, have cast an
onus on Gimbel’s Food Plan
merely through association, and
even though the Gimbel firm was
legitimate. The Gray four-week
nightly sponsorship was said to be
in behalf of an intensive spring
promotion.
Dennis James and Old Gold are
Gfay has been off video since calling it quits oh their six-yearlast summer, when he had a fall- old association at the end of the
ing out with the Dumont o&o, month. Parting, ‘which marks the
WABD, N. Y., primarily, it was end of ’one, of the oldest sponsorfelt, because of his political view- personality relationships in televipoint.
sion, is completely amicable and
James in the future will offer
Lorillard first crack at any package
CBS-TV Signs
in which he’s involved.
Reason for the break is multiSan Francisco, April 12.
Morf Sahl, comic at the Bo- fold there’s the press of other
hemian North Beach club, the work, what with his cross-the-board
hungry i, has been signed to a five- half-hour CBS-TV daytimer, “On
year contract by Hairy Ackerman Your Account” for Procter & Gamof CBS and will be launched on ble and his “Chance of a Lifetime”
for Bromo-Seltzer arid Lentheric
tv with his own series in June
on DuMont: the matter of impending deals for the fall on major networks; and the question of responsibility to his regular sponsors in
that he works for them as star of a
vehicle while doing only commercials for Old Gold.
Both James and Nick Keesely,
v.p. of Lennen & Newell, the Lorilgestions from Congress, and that lard agency, expressed regret that
broadcast licensees are equally the relationship was ending, but
sensitive to suggestions of the FCC. the decision was a matter of balJoseph V. Heffernan, vice-presi- ancing relative values. James,
dent Of NBC, told the hearing that pointed out that continuation of
“we are opposed to Government his Lorillard deal involved only
censorship and to any device by money, while a break would clear
which Government is empowered the way for other things, such as
to check the expression of opinion. emceeing a couple of new vehicles
We believe that in the long run any in the works for the fall. He also
attempt to regulate program con- said it wasn’t fair to P 8c G for
tent by Government decree will him to do only commercials for
prove both unwise and unworka- another firm while starring for the
ble.”- He added that “crime and soap company. Additionally, since
mystery programs are a proper and the additon of “Account” to his
legitimate part of broadcasting” schedule, fitting in the OG comand said most experts and surveys mercials has been tougher.
say television shows do* not conAt present the deal involves only
tribute to juvenile delinquency.
one show, the Sunday night “Two
Harold E. Fellows, president of for the Money” Herb Shriner starthe National Association of Radio rer. At one point during the assoand Television Broadcasting, spoke ciation, three properties were infor the voluntary NARTB Code. volved, “Two for the Money,” the
While the Senate Committee gave Fred Allen show and “Chance of a
NARTB an “A” for effort under Lifetime.” Relationship with Lenthe circumstances, Senator Estes nen
& Newell continues via
Kefauver (D., Tenn.), committee “Chance,” since Bromo-Seltzer is
chairman, urged NARTB to “take an L&N client. James over the past
off the gloves” in enforcing its couple of months worked with Old
code. Otherwise, Kefauver warned, Gold on a new commercial format
f

Dennis James, OG

SaU

—

Frieda Rebuffed On TV Violence As
FCC Head Bars Program Regulation
Washington, April

12,

FCC

Commissioner Frieda Henrecommendation that the
Commission crack down on some
of the crime and violence shows
seen by youngsters on television, '
has run into a roadblock.
Commission Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, while admitting
such programs may contribute to
juvenile delinquency, said he opnock's

ming.
"Without question,” McCqnnaughey said on the CBS show, “Capitol
Cloakroom” Saturday night
And it was simultaneously learned (9), "juvenile delinquency, being a
that Roosevelt Raceway was pay- serious problem in this country,
ing part of the nightly freight to could be very easily contributed
televise the chariot events, and to by the wrong kind ojT programs.
therefore wanted more than one Crime programs could very easily
contribute to juvenile delinquency
race a night.
Station, at the time of the Can- as one of the segments, as is true
non article, disclosed that it had of movies, as is true of automobeen careful to avoid airing the biles, as is true of the manner in
winning prices of the races, either which youngsters are raised.
"The FCC is interested in the
visually or orally. Before starting
the., series on April 4, the station problem, but the FCC does not
have
bookcontrol over programming in
is said to have been told that
makers in N. Y, had little interest this country. The only control that
we Jjave of the licensee is when
in the trotters.
(11), and, instead, all races
killed. Reason was that the
station felt that it cost as much to
televise one race as it does eight.

•

out

got

ternate weeks of

MCA

announced cutting trotting
coverage to merely the feature
event of the night, from 10:45 to posed FCC use of its license re :
11.
But plans were revised on newal powers to censor program-

Monday

problem

On

i

were

OF MONTGOMERY
NBC-tV

of

WATV, Newark,

week

SCHICK CO-SPONSOR

tv next year as host of an anthology
vidfilm series, and would also star
in some of the films.

kilo-

cycle” and* he intends seeking a
big turnover' audience rather than
a steady listenership.
" ‘Monitor’
Won’t pull people
away from^tv. Instead they’ll listen to it instead of not listening to
radio at all,” Weaver opined. He
didn’t expect to get radio listeners
who had their minds on, say, an
all-music show, either.) So, on the
(Continued on page 52)

late last

apart because Mil-

*

ing at the U. of Virginia
graduate school of biz administration. Just how long Meade
intends staying with NBC was
not disclosed.

The nightly video coverage

fell

land didn’t want to Continue in a
hour stanza, which it will film
series portraying the same, conin New York. Leads are played by
tinuing characterization.
Milland Edith Talbert and Jimmy Lydon!
said recently he .felt two years in

Meade, who rebeen teach-

tired to write, has

Cannon

with Roberta Peters.

Tuesday night.

nent. NBC preky Bat Weaver,
his ex-associate of Y&R, has
hired Meade as "project officer” of the new NBC Radio
40-hour weekend show, called

by

it would be the
Metop performance in
Opera under considerais
“Tales off Hoffman”

initial
tint tv.

to

industry completely, is back,
but he says it won’t be perma-

trotting races

for theatres.

However,

Ev Meade Back'

on a

performance of "Fledermaus”
a couple seasons back and the
opening night at the Met was

ment

Shore-Eddie Fisher alternating
There may, howsegments.
ever, be one change. There’s
some doubt about Toni continuing Tony Martin in the Monday 7:30-7:45 period. B.ut the
web already has an order from
piass Wax., on behalf of Jo

Everard Meade, who ’retired
from his job as radio-tv Vee-'
pee at Young & Rubicam two
years ago when he quit the

atea. It’s "mobility

Sol Hurok, who has an important voice in NBC-TV programming these days, is reported negotiating for a Metropolifari Opera performance as y
a 90-minute "Producer’s- Showcase” color spec next season.
This, of course, would not be
the first tv exposure for the
Metop, since "Omnibus” did a

given the closCd-circuit treat-

it,, is his bid to bring a. little
coin to a virtually barren program-

ming

27.

kid shows.

call

Jim Fleming.

June

effective

- In the fall CBS is converting the
7:30 to 8 five-times-a-week strips to

rently prevail.

mags and newspapers, -if necessary
To run from 8 a.m. on Saturday'
to midnight on -Sunday of each
week, the radio, “service” (instead
as’

NBC

installing kidpix;
will stand .pat next sea-*

it

Thus the John Cameron
Swayze cross-the-board (7:45-8)
news show will stay put, as
Dinah
preceding
will
the

(via simulcast, tapes, etc.) niteries,

of program),

Julius LaRosa, ex-Godfrey singer

on CBS-TV, gets his own video slot
on the web this summer, going

son and return with the same
15-minute slottings that cur-

lines,

pix,*

FOR SUMMER STRIP

Metop as Tint Spec?

hi$ license comes up for renewal.
get into that you are
getting into the regulation of programming. That, as I conceive it
today, should not be a function of

When you

the Federal Communications
mission.”

Miss

Hennock,

testifying

Comlast-

week before the Senate Subcommittee to Investigate Juvenile Delinquency, asserted that the FCC
has the power and duty to licensing authority to Control certain
programs. She said the Commission should require stations seeking license renewal to report “the
incidence of acts and threats of
crime and violence on all programs
throughout the day. Moreover, the
FCC should pursue a rigorous policy of refusing renewal of licenses
to offending stations which disregard their public responsibilities
by continuing to victimize immature audiences with a concentrated and profuse deluge of crime,
brutality, sadism and outright murder.”

She suggested that the Senators
a recommendation to this effect to the FCC. She said the Commission was most sensitive to sug-

make

..

the broadcasters will lose public
confidence.

wherein

the

stressed as

much.

personality

isn’t

v

.
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29.1
LOUIS

HAYWARD

A

The 2nd highest rating of any non*
network l^-hour film show in Milwaukee
(nation’s 14th biggest consumer mar*
ket) .
where it’s heating up sales for
Wisco Gas. 39 thriller-dillers with
thrilling ratings in market after market.
•ARB, Jan, 1955
Milwaukee
.

.

—

CHARLES
BICKFORD

•s#*.

a
I
I

f'Vj

All

new,

but the same ter-

26.1 in Fort Wayne, and moving moun-

that scored top ratings (like

tains for Bekins Van & Storage in San
Diego with a 15.7*. In Los Angeles, a tidy
13.6* vs. Herb' Shriner end Imogene

ail first run,

rific series

that 31.9 in Boston) on its network run
last

summer. “Realistic

cellent” (Variety).
• ARB, Junt 1954

.

. .

Bickford ex-

39 fast-paced dramas.

— Boilon

m•M

That rating Is for the important New
Orleans market, where FAM0US PLAYHOUSE did famously for Budweiser.,
Timely tipi it’s one of summer’s most
reliable sales-builders in market after
market. Over 200 four-star films.

im

Coca. 26 gripping films.
0
• ARI, P#b. 1955

*

TtUpuls*, Stpl. 1954

— N«w Orlooni

WIRE, PHONE OR WRITS YOUR
NSARSST MCA-TV Off ICS TODAY
BEVERLY HILLS: 9370 Santa Monica Blvd.
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LOOK AT THESE TOP RIDINGS FDR MU-TV SHOWS
And we’ve

got

o dozen more

just like

these— syndicated film

hits

thqt are snaring No* t ratings wherever played. For top ratings,

you

big-time stars, solid merchandising support,

MCA-TV

shows... because they’re beating everything in sight!

26.7 *

*

AND

MAYOB

PRESTON

OF THE

FOSTER

r

<4
In Cleveland (nation’s 6th biggest con*

sumer market), a chunky 23.5 for
Chunky Chocolates, putting it right up
in the “top ten” They're a scream in
New York, too— with a 14.6** and 3rd
among

’/a-hour film shows.

52

all

non-network

rollicking films.

——Cleveland
New York

•ARB, Dec. 1954
•*
ARB, Feb. 1 953

.

The top-rated of

all shows, local and
network, in Houston-Galveston (nation's
16th biggest consumer market)... where
it’s racking up sales for Sears Roebuck.

. .

perb, hard-to-beat dramas’’ (Billboard),

In

Philadelphia:

ing and top-rated non-network

Thomas

film

Mitchell.

Dec.'

1954

— Chicago

show! 78 taut

*ARB, Jan. 1955

— Houston and

ROCKY JONES

''

7 >'

lyrical

44.8, knocking off 2nd highest rating,
there... for (ton City Beer. In New
York, 13.8 first rating** wins 4th high-

est spot

rat-

1

/2 -hour

among

all

non-network Vi-hour

39 sparkling films.
ARB, Jon. 1955
Pittsburgh
•• ARB, Feb. 1955
New York

film shows.

—

*

Philadelphi

—

•

36.5

*

ROD CAMERON

HEART

CITY
DETECTIVE

OF THE

f

new series whoso network
zoomed from 11.2 to 17.1* in six

market)— a

biggest consumer

’

films.

42.9

*

OF THE

A

A smashing 32.2*

projected with twinkling warmth by
• ARB,

PAUL HARTMAN

GUV
LOMBARDO

First rating in Pittsburgh (nation’s 7th

The top-rated non-network Va-tiour fi(m
show in Chicago (nation’s 2nd biggest
market)
where it’s putting, a head
on sates for Meister Brau Beer. 39 “su-

NEW
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short months for Armour & Co. Now
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sponsorship. 40 films in one of the funniest situation comedies ever produced.
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TV Lays a

Black

Caesar’s spoofing, of

& White

Tele Follow-Up

Easter Egg as Pickups

Lack
By ART
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WOODSTQNE

principal special television
shows added little to the flavor of
Easter Sunday, and, with the exception of one of two churehcasts
and a panel stanza, less to the
spirit of the holiday, The fashion
shows that appeared intermittently on the channels in N. Y. this past
Sabbath might have better served
in commemoration of Ladies.* National Garment Week or the like,
and the WPIX cast, featuring Ed
Sullivan, and bringing N. *Y. its
only contact with the famous Fifth
Ave. parade, would have made a

The Milton Greenes of Connecticut, and their houseguest, Marilyn Monroe, w,ere “at home” to Edward R. Murrow’s “Person to Per-

the importance of haiving a good
director; on wanting to do dramatic
parts; on N. Y. (“It’s a very optim-

son” cameras last week (8).. Those
who tuned in for the sake of seeing a pretty face and a famous
shape must have been pleased with
the visit. The rest, who perhaps
expected to see a new and perchance different side of the star,

Connecticut (“It’s the first time
seen the woods”).
Lensing on the Monroe bit was
good and there were a sufficient
number of Monroe closeups to
please the fans, who also got a full
dose of the star sitting on the
couch, thoughtfully stroking her
shapely legs. Somehow the show
could have done with a little less
of the glamor pitch and a little
more of Miss Monroe as a person.
Came time for the Beechams and
Murrow seemed to brighten considerably. The conductor is fond
of anecdotes and he delivers them
with a twinkling eye and an ob*
yiously .good
sense of humor,
shared also by his wife. What is

came away disappointed.
It was an odd coupling that producers John A. Aaron and Jesse
Zousmer concocted this stance.
Half of the show was given over to
Miss Monroe and the Greenes and
very ordinary slotting on any Ston/ the * other half to Sir Thomas
day, Monday or Tuesday of the Beecham and Lady Beecham, he
week. On the whole, from the looks the w.k. conductor and she a conof things, video would have been cert pianist. Where the Monroe inmuch better off sticking to the terview lagged practically from the
churches, unless it could have been start, with neither Murrow nor
more imaginative and still be sen- Miss Monroe at ease, the Beecham
interview went along swimmingly
sible.
and produced some fine little anCBS-TV at 10:30 ayem was the ecdotes.
first Egg Day ‘telecasting caught.
Miss Monroe, h£r blonde hair
It was a ’“Look Up and Live’* halfhour that was styled,' the CBS re- attractively tousled and her figure
moulded in a tight-fitting sweater,
lease said, after the “You Are
looked, very good. However, her
There” skein. It capsulized, as one delivery was painfully slow, almost
part of the show, an interview labored, ard her conversation was
with the witnesses of Christ’s res- something less than inspired. Nor,
urrection and included an inter- for that matter, were the questions
view between the padded shoulder thrown at her by Murrow of a kind
of a. Witty Brothered announcer likely to produce interesting conand doubting Thomas in his 2,000 versation. In fact, he seemed curiyear-old raiments. There were ously ill-at-ease, particularly
other segments to the 30 minuter towards the end of his session with
that made a serious effort td.dis- the star.
close the meaning of Easter./ but
Mrs. Greene emerged as the surthe program managed somehow to prise star of the show. She is a
remain stagey when it should have looker with a keen mind who frebeen sincere. Monsignori. John J. quently helped Miss Monroe over
Dougherty, who bears a strong the humps. Greene, a photog, who’s
vocal and physical resemblance to also v:p. of Marilyn Monroe ProBishop Fulton J. Sheen, was a show ductions, didn’t exactly impress on
the program which ranged from
fillip, and, perhaps, he could have
carried the ball alone. But were the what looked like his den to the
kitchen and the Greenes* livingshow more than a minor effort, it room.
was still on too early for maximum
Greene revealed that Marilyn
appreciation.
Monroe Productions had had a
At 11 ayem, NBC, CBS and ABC number of offers for films, books,
televised church services. CBS and tv and theatre
an item which
ABC gave Episcopalian services should be of interest to 20th-Fox,
while NBC devoted time, to Catho- the studio which says it has. Miss
lic worship. Background descrip- Monroe' under contract. 20th,’ incitions, where available, were brief dentally, got a plug for “Seven
but helpful. Though the three Year Itch” (carefully initiated by
shows were only viewed in smat- MurTOw) but 20th per se never
terings, camerawork seemed ade- even got a mention on the show.
quate in all cases. Perhaps it was Miss Monroe held forth byefly on
because the Washington Cathedral
during Holy Communion was the ing that Easter Sunday is as much
most impressive church of the a day for. thought as for 'frivolity,
three covered, but CBS manipu- the Dorothy Gordon show (seen on
lated the most intricate and re/ WABD, DuMont N. Y.) certainly
vealing shots. It was naturally good filled the former need. On WABC,
sense for the Webs to restrict these there was a “Faith For Today”
late morning telecasts to the more panel, discussing the value of hymn
colorful Catholic and Episcopali an singing. What might have been an
services, but there could have been enlightening conversation was esmore general interest evoked if sentially destroyed by its phonithe webs conspired and each got ness. Every line was scripted and
a different denomination On at delivered on cue, and, for. laymen,
complementary times for compari- acting (which this was in reality)
son’s sake.
is. not always a successful or credJust a Mass of Suits, Hats
ible undertaking.
At 11:30, WPIX, the local station
The most lavish show of the day
owned by the Daily News, started was the WRCA-TV 1 to 2 p.m.
its two-hour show with Haila Stod- “Easter at the Waldorf 1955”
with
dard, Ed Sullivan (who did his own Tex and Jinx McCrary. It combined
“Toast of the Town” that night on interviews and parading manneCBS), and Kevin Kennedy. Per- kins. It, too, because
was
haps the greatest disappointment seemingly anxious to assure suclay in the fact that the only views cess, was heavily rehearsed and
of the Fifth Ave. tradition were missed spontaneity and sparkle. To
<&i^iven as crowd shots. Every .time hear, for example, actress Win Min
the WPIX remote made one of its Than, in her dulcet English accent,
irregular appearances, the crowd read a letter about Easter to her
was an indistinguishable mass of hubby back in Burma might have
new suits and hats. The only vivid been a sweet fillip had it not obmotion came when everybody viously been written by a presswaved at the camera. It lacked the agent.
close-up vis-a-vis touches of other
Arlene Francis from the Hotel
years; viewers like to meet some of Pierre’s Cotillion. Room and Ben
the marchers, provided they’re not Grauer from somewheres on 5th
in there just as free plugs for a Ave. were a peripatetic pair, at
least so far as the mobility of the
commercial group.
Haila Stoddard and Ed Sullivan video cameras were concerned.
exchanged studio interview chores They switched from the fashion
with the combined choirs of a boys show to the street scenes, and in
there
were intrusive
college and a girls school, with ac- between
Charles Antell commercials with
tors Richard Todd and Walter Sleone of those sledgehammer don’t$ak, etc., none of whom had anysend - money - now spiels. Miss
thing but a strained connection Francis
emceed an international
with Easter. Miss Stoddard, for all fashion show,
got in beaucoup
her hat changes, was uninspired Credits for her own skimmer and
and garrulous, Sullivan was digni- her own wardrobe that should
fied but of no great help in allevi- keep her on a due-bill for a spell
ating the eventual boredom of the
and, in between, Mimi Benzell
Stoddard - to - Sullivan - to - crowd (“the first Metropolitan Opera, diva
-to-commercial cycle. Incidentally, to invade the nite clubs,” said she)
^.JToerless Camera Stores bankrolled and Ralph Hunter conducting the
the WPIX proposition, and Kevin Robert Shaw Male Chorus (16
Kennedy looked sort of odd stalwarts) did their stuff. Overdressed in a daytime formal selling all caption was “Easter In New
York.” Anyway, it’s the first Gotcameras.
ham Easter Sunday that ever hapThere were two panels about
pened by courtesy of a hair prepmidday. “The N. Y, Times Youth
aration and shampoo merchanForum” constituted perhaps the diser.
One day somebody u)ill pick
best show, of the day. It panelized up
the strollers, talk to vox pop in
“What Does Religion Mean To the street and adjacent
to places
Youth?” and the cross-fire among of worship, and the world may disthe collegians on the stanza Was cover it can all be done by courdeft, sincere and sensible. Allow- tesy of just the original Sponsor.
likely
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city”)

and on

I’ve ever

Brando was

okay though somewhat on the.
heavy-handed side, the
actual
parodying of the story itself had
little to recommend it. Apart from
a few good gags which could have
stood by themselves and some rib-:

society
Denny
snob. . Reginald
posed briefly as the family lawyer
and friend.

tickling

credits

by Yvette”),

it

(“lumber-jackets

was a rather point-

less affair.

As for the rest of the show, it
with suffered, perhaps by virtue of theattention given to the “Waterfront”
business, from a paucity of humor
and a tendency by Caesar (by no
means confined to this show alone)
repetition.
Opening sketch,
self, and a brightening influence to
in spots (as with her “Nicolina” with Caesar and Nanette Fabray as
specialty), but generally she ham- “the Victors,” concerned an apmed it up all over the place in pointment, with Caesar forgetting
keeping with the overall produc- whom it was with and where.
Jack Carter and Luba Malina

carried

the

comedy

relief,

Fritz Feld assisting as another designer. Carter’s gifts were wasted,
with some pretty tired business
Miss Malina was herresulting.
,

Emphasis was on sight and sound
Lovely tunes like “Touch of Your gags, and each of them was overHand” and “You’re Devastating” done. Miss Fabray was good in a
“Tea for Two” song-and-dance, but
didn’t show to Yuli advantage, although Miss Norman’s rendition •the closing bit, in which Caesar,
Carl
Reiner and Howard Morris
of “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes”
tion.

Bron.

had merit.

teamed
rhythm

in a satire of the current

& blues ensembles as “The
Haircuts,” was loud and noisy
Fred Waring’s Easter Sunday enough
but unfunny after the first
Electric
on
show
for
General
CBS
the influence of tv, pix, <£tc. on
chorus. Best thing about the show
music, asked Murrow. “Devastat- (IQ) made a concession to the re- continues to beClark Jones’ expert
the
day,
but
ligious
character
of
ing.” exploded Beecham who earcamera direction, with such items
lier had quoted someone else’s des- the major emphasis was on Hie re- as a split-screen on Miss Fabray’s
cription of himself as “the most turn of spring. Waring gave the number lending spice to an already
cheerful pessimist” he’d e v e r show a light musical texture and good fturn.
Chan.
known. As the Murrow show left a gay spirit. The maestro selected
the Beechams,, one had the feeling a lot of musiconiedy- with a lot of
The final stanzas Qf the CBS-TV
that one would have liked to have bounce and grace. .Titles such as
“It’s a Lovely Day Today,” “While “The Search” series* which is being
known them a little longer. Hift.
We’re- Young,” “I’ll Remember presented in cooperation with leadHy Gardner may be the poor April,” “Beautiful, Wonderful Day” ing universities, are offering an inman’s person-to-person over WPIX, and others gave an air. of gaiety to structive glimpse into the world of
N. Y., but the N. Y. Herald Tri- the proceedings. This tune collecbune columnist frequently has it tion under the overall title of psychotherapy. Although this subover the more elaborate Ed Mur- “Holiday in Springtime” made for ject has been explored a few times
before on video, the surface has
row-CBS show, by ^snagging news- excellent holiday fare.
worthy personalities who disclose
The long session was broken up barely been scratched as yet.
facts via interview form. Rudy Val- with the balleteCring by Roberta
“feased on the research work belee, for instance, observed he could Onigmkn and good vocal efforts by ing done in thepsychiatric departplay himself in a possible 20th-Fox Gordon Goodman, Bob Sands & ment of Tulane Univ. in New Orbiophic, and Jackie Gross, book- Patti Beans and the other Waring leans, last Sunday’s show (10) inmaker-brother of Harry Gross, the regulars gave good accounts of dicated the general outlines of the
Brooklyn bookie tycoon, disclosed themselves.
nature of mental illnesses and the
The finale, a religioso effort techniques of combatting them. As
that Gardner was planning to collaborate on “The Harry Gross “Song of Easter” penned by Ward- usual, unfortunately, this show was
Story.” Marshall MacDuffte, author- ing, seemed a ^rather shallow trib- saddled with some of the trade
attorney, who first met Soviet ute. The Glee Cliib gave the tune jargon, such as “maturation/* “afleader Kruyschev when he (Mac- a vigorous rendition. The form en- fective
responses,”
“catatonic,”
Duffie) was with UNRRA and did a compassed several musical styles etc., which are anything but clariCollier’s closeup on the Red poli- including the oratorio. Singing by fying. This, however, was a minor
cito boss, was another good sub- the Glee Club Was fairly polished. factor in a session that generally
ject. Win Min Than, the Burmese In fact, the rendition seemed far succeeded in humanizing the psyactress now showing at the Capi- superior to the material.
chotherapist and his techniques by
Jose.
tol, on Broadway* as femme lead
showing patients, suffering from
opposite Gregory Peck in “The
Although the whole never various mental illnesses, being
Purple Plain” was a winning inter- equalled the sum of its parts, Ed treated by the analysts. Most perviewee. Bad direction kept all sub- Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town” out- suasive was a sequence devoted to
jects at one angle and mostly in ing over CBS-TV Sunday (10) had to a six-year-old boy; this one could
closeiip; it would have been fetch- something .for- everybody. Talent have been expanded at the expense
ing to see her, particularly, in for the stanza was founded up of other patient-doctor illustrafuller length. Robert Q. Lewis also from the disk biz, niteries, Holly- tions which were too limited to inrevealed his yen to recreate the old wood, the campus, ballet and the dicate anything at all.
Harold Lloyd comedies and the ballfield. Show resembled a patchDr. Robert Heath, head of the
fact that (1) Lloyd plans reissuing work quilt but not as well put to- university’s
psychiatric
departthem on tv, and (2), has Harold gether.
ment/ was an authoritative guide
Lloyd Jr. in mind for any possible
In the song department were through the proceedings with
Clooney and David Charles Romine doing a nice job
followups. Lewis put in sound plug Rosemary
for Arthur Godfrey (for whom he Whitfield. There was nothing out- as the sight-seeing tourist.
Hefm.
has. frequently substituted during standing about either stint. Both
the star’s layoffs) and also saga- sang disclicks and scrammed. From
Talent Associates got a better
ciously observed “these is more fu- the nitery field came Los Chavales grip on itself and “Appointment
ture in daytime television; at night de Espana with Trini Reyes for a With Adventure,” its new Sundayyou tire on the public too fast.” repeat visit. It’s a flash act that at-10 entry fdr Kent cigarets on
The new Thursday night slot for makes for exciting viewing.
CBS-TV. After a dull and trite
The Hollywood pitch was for start, the packaging outfit came up
Gardner, plus the extended halfhour period, makes for a less hec- Paramount’s upcoming “Run For with a tight meller in its second go
tic semester; it’s not as feverish Cover.?* James Cagney, pic’s ban- Jast week, “Five in Judgement.”
and both the newspaperman and died about some chitchat with Sul- Combination of a good cast, a taut
his ^interviewees* have greater re- livan and a clip from the film fol- script and fine direction put the
pose and opportunity to say things. lowed. It was an okay trailer. The drama in TA’s customary output,
The staccato journalistic style of Ballet Theatre, which is opening a which is to say among the best in
the columnist punctuates the Q.’s spring season at New York’s Met- the live half-hour field, and if prowith result the A.’s, as equally pep- ropolitan Opera House also got a ducer-director Robert Stevens can
pery, tell more, and falter less. cuffo plug. Troupe worked for it, maintain this calibre of programThis is in contrast to the more though, giving out with' a vivid ver- ming, “Appointment With Advenleisurely Murrow technique with sion of “Graduation Ball.”
ture” may emerge as one of the
For his. salute to the baseball better entries in the live half-hour
but two subjects per session.
:

•

•
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season, Sullivan brought in a flock field.
Abel
of major leaguers for some gab“Five in Judgement,” written by
time and talent was bing practice. The palaver was in- Douglas Taylor, was
set in a diner
wasted on NBC-TV’s “Colgate formal but none of the athletes during
a windstorm in the midComedy Hour” last Sunday night looked too comfortable in his turn west, with
Paul Newman and Jeff
(10), on a caricature of the Jerome at the spieling plate.
as a couple of youngsters
Show wound up With the Notre Harris
Kern musical comedy, “Roberta.”
hitchhiking their way to California.
Casting was offbeat, if not to say Dame Glee Club tackling Jerome
Other occupants of the diner, Hendownright bad; the presentation Kern’s “Sdioke Gets In Your
ry Hull and James Gregory as a
lacked style, as well as taste, and Eyes,” from “Roberta,” by coincouple of farmers, Frank McHugh
the whole thing came off -as a cidence on NBC-TV competitively
as a travelling salesman. Jack Lord
gauche, awkward show.
They've been as the proprietor
Either at the same hour.
and Pat Breslin
we’ve come a long way since the heard in better form.
legit musical days of the *30s (“RobCommercials again were expert- as his girlfriend, hear the report
of a murder of a neighborhood
erta” preemed in *33), or present- ly handled by Julia Meade and
girl on the radio, and when the anday tv writers are wreaking havoc Sullivan.
Gros.
nouncer mentions that she was last
with some pleasantly-remembered
seen in the company of two youngscripts of yesteryear.
Sid Caesar’s Monday night hour
The story of a bruising U.S. on NBC-TV has had its ups and sters who fit Norman’s and Harris’
description, they immediately take
football star taking over the ex- downs this season, starting slowly,
the boys into tow. A casual suggesclusive Paris dressmaking shop of picking up pace in midseason and
his aunt was treated heavily, with more recently productive of some tion by McHugh makes Lord and
broad brush strokes and no finesse. very funny shows. But some of Gregory decide to beat and lynch
The dialog never sparkled, and ex- his special efforts, like this Mon- the boys, and it’s only the death of
cept for one or two funny, lines, day's (11) have been disappointing. Hull, who tries to intercede and is
the humor was of the Bowery This week’s show was devoted to a killed when he’s pushed away,
burlesque-day level.
The stage repeat of his parody of “On the along with the news that the sherbusiness was handled fumblihgly, Waterfront,” and it seems if he ex- iff’s captured the real murderer,
with awkward intros and sketchy tends himself on one sketch, thfe that saves the boys.
A* rather grim yarn, but played
buildups to songs, so that even the others suffer.
Except for the
lovely Kern melodies seemed tar- “Waterfront” takeoff it was a off with considerable credibility and
nished.
Whole thing was a mis- 'dull show, and the parody itself lots of tautness and vigor, Newman and Harris were good as the
take.
was on the spotty side.
Surprise
Just so nobody, got the wrong boys, Gregory excellent as the hotcasting
had Agnes
farmer. McHugh gave perhead
Moorehead in during the first impression, Caesar praised the picthird, as the Parisian aunt, singing ture before starting to give it the haps the best portrayal, as° the
“Yesterdays” pleasantly though business, and then brought out know-it-all wiseguy who sets somenot sturdily.
Gordon MaeRae Sam Spiegel, producer of the thing off he can’t stomach when it
bumbled along as the athlete, with Academy Award runaway, to actually happens. Hull, Lord, Miss
Lucille Norman attractive as a praise Caesar’s
Spiegel Breslin and Frank Overton as anefforts,
French designer and Niiia.Foch was. pretty generous at that, for other farmer -turned in good perChan.
miscast and ill-at-ease. S as g. U.$. while Caesar’s efforts for' \yhile formances.
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VOICE OF DELAWARE VALLEY, SCIENCE FICTION THEATRE

With Truman Bradley, narrator; With Burr Tillstrom, Fran

TJ.S.A.

William Lundigon, Ellen Drew,
Tom Drake, Bruce Bennett, Basil

With' Gunnar Back
Producer: Jack Steek
Director: Lew Klein
WFIL-TV; Philadelphia
The Goyemors of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and Delaware, collectively termed the “Voice* of Delaware Valley," spearhead a new

-

.Ruysdael, others
Producer: Ivan Tors
Director: Herbert Strock
Van
George
Writers:

Marter,

39 half-hours

of

—a

track syndication entry in
Fiction Theatre.” The Fred ZivJohn Sinn film factory has taken
semi-documentary approach
the
with this series, to a far greater
extent than it. did with “I Led
Three Lives,” and to judge from
the first program in the series,
“Beyond,” the approach is almost
an impersonate one, relying more
oh the content than anything in
the way of ordinary dramatics.

project claimed
to affect the prosperity of the 16,000,000 potential viewers. Beef of
all three Governors— George M.
Leader, of Pennsylvania; Robert
B. Meyner, of New Jersey, and
was
J. Caleb Boggs, of Delaware
President Eisenhower’s viewpoint
that the Fairless Steel Works
should^ defray some of the' costs
of widening the stream.
Brass at WFIL-TV believe this
is the first time citizens of inters
related areas have been privileged
to sit in on a full scale governors’
conference. Judging by the opener
the “sitting in” must take place
after the program’s end with the
discussion in Independence Hall
for the invited audience, which
included Chamber of Commerce
members, business and industry
reps. What the viewers got were
three speeches from the Governors
and a couple of loaded questions
from the fiobr. Gunnar Back, moderator of American’s, Town Meeting,/ had a cinch with this one
since the argument all ran rihe

—

•

’

•

Opening segment concerned a.
mystery encountered
by William Lundigan, an Air Force
pilot flying an experimental plane

flying saucer

with an experimental fuel.

When

he hit about 1,500 miles an hour,
he spotted a long torpedo-like object about to collide with him.

^

'

Tom

way.
“Voice” was aired by a special’
tri-State network which, included
outlets in York, Easton, Reading,
and Pottsville, Pa.; Vineland and,
Bridgeton, N. J., and Milford, Del.
Subsequent monthly sessions plan
to discuss Federal aid to schools,
industrial
expansion and other
problems indigenous to the Delaware Valley and its residents.

Gagh.

Rabbit,

bert, others;

Drake, as the physicist conducting the experiment, Bruce
Bennett as a general and Basil
Ruysdael as a medical expert, don’t
believe him, and finally come up
with the (inclusion that he was in
a state of weightlessness at the
time and that the object he saw
was actually his fountain pen suspended in air. But the punchline
comes when figures disprove the
weightlessness theory and a piece
of the wrecked plane is found to.
be magnetized, a' shocker since the
flying saucers are believed to be
magnetically powered.
Documentary style used serves
to obliterate anything like the development of character or situation, and the cast, goes through its
paces competently but uninterestingly. Direction is standard, but a
ring of reality is given the film
through some on-location shooting
at an Air Force base. Truman Bradley, who's host for the series, opens
and closes the show with some interesting scientific demonstration
Used as a lead-in.
Movement into the science-fiction field by Ziv was a smart decision, since it represents a departure in production for syndication and bears none- of the imitative stamp of most shows in the

(Best of Broadway)
With Anne Jeffreys, Brian Sullivan, Helena Bliss, Edward EvWith Rhonda Fleming, Diana Lynn,
Dennis Morgan, Peggy Ann
erett Horten; John Conte, Bambl
Garner, Elsa Lanchester, Victor
Linn & Rod Alexander, Beatrice
Kraft, Jack Russell; Charles SanMoore, Charles Drake, Virginia

Allison,
Gil-

Carolyn

Rex Maupin Arch

Producer: 'Beulah Zachary

CST

Vincent, Nita Talbot, Kathleen
Maguire, Treva Frgzee, Mary
Ellen Verheyden, Elizabeth
York,
Melissa
Weston,
Jack
A television tour de force; as. a
Weston,
Keefer,
Doit
David
singleton endeavor is something of
White, others
a rarity in this era of the spectaculars where the cast lists read Producer: Felix Jackson
like a battalion rollcall and .the- Director; Sidney Lumet
financing implies a passkey to Ft. Writer: Gore Vidal
Knox. There have been and will 60 Mins., Wed. (6), 10 p.m.
be again flashier and splashier WESTINGHOUSE
holiday specials than the half-hour, CBS-TV, from N.Y. (color)
fantasy unfolded Easter Sunday
{McCann-Erickson)
The tall corn rippled into the
(10) on ABC-TV by puppeteer Burr
Tillstrom and his tiny band of; homescreens with the “Best of
cohorts working with a budget in’
Broadway” edition of the Edna
the $10,000 area. But as a concentrated delight for the little kids Ferber-George S. Kaufman “Stage
and the big kids, this ranks as a Door” last Wednesday (6) via CBSfine demonstration of live video TV, but a handsome production,
craftsmanship.
andean, excellent cast made the
"As befitting the holiday, viewers
were taken on a tour of an “egg corn highly palatable. There’s a
plant,” appropriately conducted by sort of folksiness in the AmerFletcher Rabbit of the Kuklapoli- ican theatre as wiell as the Vientan clan. Junket was run off in nese, and it
shows up most often
“You Were There” fashion with
Fletcher switching back now and in the thoroughly roirianticized
then to anchor gal Fran Allison. dramatic conception of the theatre
Tour started' with an interview and its people. "“Stage Door” is
with a' Mrs. Rosemary Buff Orprobably the quintessence of its
phington who majestically rose to
the occasion by popping with not type, and taken with a grain of
one but two eggs, Fletcher’s work sentiment, it proved entertai ing
here with the pencil mike was a viewing.
gently hilarious spoof of on-theAs in. most sentimental mishspot tele newsmen.
Action then segued into the egg mashes of this type, the success
the production depends almost
of
wonderfactory itself which was a
ous Goldbergian concoction, com- entirely on the cast, and producer
plete with a boiling machine where’ Felix
Jackson was fortunate in his
the eggs were hardened arid the

CO-OP

.

’

:

candy
tinted.

where they were selection of Rhonda^Fleming and
After some byplay with the Diana Lynn for the principal roles;

room

gals on the production line, Fletch
moved along into the caiidy room
for an interview with Felicia Rabbit, niece of the plant owner, E.- B.
"(Easter Bunny) himself. Host, ’who
this point had conducted
himself with .the aplomb of an

up to

,
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1
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ON WB’S TV ENTRY

As

—

WB

WRGB-WGY

—

Choreography:
90 Mins., Sat

Rod Alexander

(9),

OLDSMOBILE

9 p.m.

NBC-TV, from New York

(color)

(D.P. Brother)
Franz Lehar’s “Merry Widow”
was given another go-around on tv
Saturday night (9), this time under
Max Liebman’s and NBC’s tinted
spec auspices, and it’s to be fervently hoped that the medium has
done with it. If video, has a hankering to perpetuate the can-can and

the glorified precincts of the^ Maxim’s of the ’90s certainly the topicality, modernity and tunefulness
of a Cole Porter could fill the bill
for today’s long-suffering audiences far more engagingly. If it
has to be Lehar arid “Merry Widow” better still save it as a
“bonus” special for the “Hit Parade” and wrap the whole thing up
as a five-minute capsule. It’ll save,
viewers a lot of extraneous agony.
Not that Liebman did wrong by
Lehar. The trouble was, he dia too
well by him. There was something
almost frantic in the determination of Saturday night’s spec to
give “Widow” its. definitive performance. playing it straight and
right up to the hilt. When, some
time back, the Lehar warhorse was
trotted out for a 90-minute “Omnibus” presentation, it had a lightfooted, engaging quality; while not
exactly kidding the vintage piepe,
it nonetheless
succeeded in not
taking it too seriously. The result
was something pleasant to hear and

&

Edward

.

—

.

,
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NOW

ford Oreh,
Director-Producer: Max Liebman
Writers: William Friedberg, Neal
Simon, Will Glickman

Miss Lynn, as the all-American
aspiring actress whose loyalty and
admiration for the stage knows no see.
bounds (not even a fat Hollywood
But, urifortunately, that same
contract), gave the role all the
sincerity and wistfulness that one quality was sadly lacking Saturnight as Liebman
day
Co. kept
could expect frorii an actress, and

R. Murrow in what he Miss Fleming, as the flamboyant
called his “Bunny to Bunny” visita- but untalented beauty who achieves
tions, proceeded to fall into the success in Hollywood, was an imCartoun Blueprints
Chocolate syrup vat. It took the pressive adornment and highly
kindly ministrations of Miss Alli- convincing in her role besides.
Fairy Tale
son to convince the shattered emcee
Series
Back that up with such highly
that he should put in an appear“knowns” as Dennis
at the evening’s plant patty, competent
ance
la Longines Segs)
Morgan
clias the picture producer
which
natch,
Hop,
Bunny
the
Alan Cartoun, producer for Lonmaxed the end of another Easter with a conscience, Peggy A.nn
gines-Wittnauer
(“Chrono'scope,”
production run.
^
Garnet* as the unhappy gal who
etc.), is off on a fairy tale kick,
As Usual, Tillstrom did all the tries suicide, Elsa Lanchester as
blueprinting a half-hour live tv
voice characterizations, excepting
the
mistress of the “Footlights
series with staffers who’ve been
song
field at present. But production-* of course, Miss Allison’s and a
Victor Moore as a cairicaworking with him on his holiday wise, there doesn’t appear to be vocal by Carolyn Gilbert, and Club,”
film company prexy, and
turized
shows for the timepiecer.
too much meat to the story, which worked the main puppets. Because it’s quite a show. And some amusran
which
“cast”
expanded
the
of
Formula worked out for Car- in the preem segment runs only 20
ing
able support by Charles
and
through five sets, he was assisted
toun’s Thanksgiving and Christmas minutes; after eliminating comDrake, Nita Talbot and Virginia
in the backstage manipulations by
stanzas will be used for the new mercials and Bradley’s intro and
Vincent
along with a host of
and
Lockwood
Joe
DOrnheim,
Mary
girls, and it almost
skein. These had off-camera narra- closing. Show is certainly no worldPeter Pell. Kuklapolitan 'regulars, pa jama-clad
tion by a name actor tied in to beater, but affords local and re- Kukla and Oliver J. Dragon, sat completes the picture. Not quite,
though.
dramatization of story in panto, gional bankrollers an opportunity this one Out.
ballet
and animated film se- to escape from the unbroken line
Sidney Lumet’s direction had
Holiday greetings from the Gorof cliches that pass off for syndiquences with vocal and symphonic
don Baking Co., which sponsored the right touch, playing it towards
cated shows these days,
Chan.
background. Walter Hampden narthe program in New York, Chi,'De- the climax clinch between Miss
Turkey Day’s “Sleeping
rated
troit and Elkhart, were given a
and
nice genteel pitch by Miss Allison. Lynn and Morgan with taste
Beauty” and Judith Anderson and FOLK SONGS
With Alan Mills
The whole works went off with- pace. There are two ingredients
respectively,
were,
Monty Woolley
30 Mins.; Wed., 5 p.m.
out a hitch. It’s to be anticipated in the play which can be played
encased in Hans Christian Ander- CBS-TV, from Montreal
that Fletcher will return to the egg up, the sentiment and the backsen’s “Little Matph Girl” and adapAlan Mills, Canada’s singing
Easters. The ground color. Lumet handled both
tation of Grimm Bros.’ “Elves and counterpart of Burl Ives, has had plant on subsequent
first visit was too much fun not to nicely, pointing up the tearjerking
Shoemaker.”
his own weekly radio folksong
be repeated with appropriate vari- aspects in the old, tradition, yet
Cartoun pioneered the “first tv program for nearly eight years, ations next year.
Dave.
not taking it too seriously, and
extravaganza” for Longines seven tv version has been built up into
boardinghouse
the
pinpointing
a pleasant, easygoing half-hour,
years ago.
activities with humor and subtlety.
beamed at kids -but with plenty of
Jackson’s production clicked off
Canada’s Report:
appeal for. adults as well.
in his typical pro fashion; he could
Wisely, the show is not all vocal.
teach a few socalled top producers
Always Some other diversion, this
OFFICIAL
IT’S
Teaching Aid Still
few things about turning out a
time a pair of dancers Brydon
dramatic show. Viewed^ in black
Paige and Roger Rochon of MontNeeds Experimenting and white, the show had few of the
real’s Chiriaeff Ballet. This time,
blurs and washings-out that have
offiABC-TV
too*
a guest singer Arthur ScamWarner Bros, and
Ottawa, April 12.
plagued many of the color presencially took the lid off their plans mell, Newfoundland’s best-known
Television has “a definite con- tations this year. Miss Fleming
songwriter,
now
highschool
the
a
for “Warner Bros. Presents,”
tribution” to make as a teaching must have been a wow in tint.
Tuesday night hourlong series the teacher in the Town of Mount aid in. schools but needs further
Chan.
film company will do .for the net- Royal, just outside Montreal. He experimenting, according to a resang his
own “Squid Jiggin’
work. But in spite of a joint anport issued this week on Canadian CLUB SIX
Ground,”
his
record
which
sold
of
nouncement by both Warners and widely in
Canada around 12- years Broadcasting Corp.’s schoolroom With Bill Edwardson
the network to the effect that the ago, a bit nervously
and less video trial last November. Teach- Director: Hal Greene
program was in the works, they rhythmically than then.
ers asked for more dramatization 15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 11:15 p.m.
still held off comment about sales
Mills, a tall burly figure in and use of visuals, suggesting 20 Participating
on the show, which already is checked flannel shirt and sea-going minutes as minimum for classroom WRGB-TV, Schenectady
New show, featuring Bill Edthree-quarters sold out to the tune cap, later doffed, was Intro’d by tv’ers.
of about $6,000,000 via Liggett & Frank Williams, announcer and
Report is based on findings wardson in a night club setting,
Electric.
General
capable
ballroller.
Myers and
Buck Lacomb among 500 teachers and 18,000 pu- consists of filmed musicalets, remJoint release, coming about three handled th*e guitar accompaniment pils in 205 schools across Canada. iniscent chatter and number introand some clever drawings Show was beamed chiefly at larger ductions. It somewhat resembles a
weeks after the fact, mentioned the nicely,
by Jacques Lamarr backgrounded
centres over 17 CBC and other program which Red Levy long preformat, which is to consist of three parts of
“Squid Jiggin’ Ground.”
In Detroit, 50 public sented on the block, although Edon “Casablanca,” Scammel and Mills
stations.
based
series
followed that
“King’s Row,” and “Cheyenne,” with the gay, strong-beat Nfld. schools gave the Canadian video wardson 's approach and personality are different. A scrap book is
but without the casts -of the orig- chanty "Jack Was Every Inch- a classrooms stanzas 100% okay.
The shows Were planned by a the prop for the musical trip down
inal features. Additionally, some six Sailor,” with the chorus flashed
minutes of each -segment will be on for watching kids to sing. special committee of teachers and^ the lane of yesteryears.
When caught the third night,
devoted to “location” behind-the- (These tunes, paired, might be a produced by CBC television service
pro- good disk bet.)
at Toronto, tlnee of them on film Edwardson was obviously nervous,
scenes stuff on current
tense,
and slightly uncertain, dethe
There
“Homeward Bound,” a Nova by the National Film Board.
productions. Warners stressed
motional value of the tele series, Scotia chanty, preceded a Sailor’s were eight sessions, aimed at spite his relaxed mood technique.
evening, miker seemed
The
next
Hornpipe,
danced
and
by
Paige
stating
grades five to eight.
with V.P. Jack L. Warner
Of the teachers evaluating the to be more at ease, although a
that “the new Warner Bros, tele- Rochon with harmonica adcomp by
intervened
strained
pause
still
Pierre
Bergot,
did
who
later
a
shows, 94% rated their teaching
vision show will exploit to the fullafter he cued several introducsolo. It was an effective interlude
value either “high” or “medium;”
est extent the value of the teletions. Edwardson, a telecaster in
before “Shenandoah,” which Mills
rated them “low.” Continua- California
vision medium In the marketing of sang
before
the
joining
superbly against a shadowed 6%
tion of shows was suggested by
theatre motion pictures.”
announcer staffs last
background.
Mills’
warm personality, fine 93% of the teachers. The report year, smokes cigarets as he talks.
popular
music
of
Baton Rouge WBRZ goes on voice and knack of Imparting info stressed the upcoming need for Knowledge
good.
Scrap
reasonably
the air tomorrow (Thurs.) official- without sounding professorial com- special training in utilization of seems
ly.
On channel 2, the new tele sta- bined to move the show along in classroom video as part of teach- book might be used more effecsprightly fashion.
Jaco.
ers’ college courses.
tively.
tion has an NBC affiliation.

TV
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THE MERRY*- WIDOW

ABC-TV, from Chicago

Robert Smith

River channel

Fletcher

Director: Lewis Gomavitz
30 Mins.; SUh., 5:30 p.m.

Dfstrib: Ziv* Television Programs
Ziv Television Programs, which
monthly telecasts origihas: been stepping up its producnating from Independence Hall.
tion activities over the past nine
with
concerned
itself
Preem (7)
months, has an off-the-beatenthe development of the Delaware
“Science
series

KUKLAPOLITAN EASTER SHOW 'STAGE DOOR

with Lehar. Productionwise
it received stunning treatment from all concerned.
The first and third act scenes at
Maxim’s in particular had a gusto
faith

and

technically,

that compensated somewhat for
the more depressing aspects of this
Marsovian resurrection. Too, Anne
Jeffreys in the titular role, while
inclined to be overhaughty as a

merry widow, nonetheless can be
counted in as one of the show’s assets. She was in fine singing voice.
It’s too bad that Brian Sullivan
as Danilo, the male lead, was more
suggestive of a star halfback for
Marsovia Tech. His singing wasn’t
bad but when he carried the ball
on the dialog it could have easily
passed for parody. Edward .Everett
Horton, the comic relief as ambassador of .the impoverished kingdom, was never more Hortonish on

John Conte, as usual, filled his
role adequately. Beatrice Kraft Was
cast as a peasant dancer but the
one number allotted to her failed
to permit display of her distinctive terp talents. Charles Sanford’s
backgrounding, as always, was toptv.

flight.

With Lehar coming five days after the tv revival, of "Reunion In
Vienna,” another antiquated variation on a Viennese theme, the sad
truth is‘ that the specs have slowed
down to a waltz.
Rose.

NOAH
Producer: Jack Leary
David Metcalf
30 Mins., Sun., 3 p.m.
WPTZ, Philadelphia
Hedgerow Theatre presented a
tv adaptation of Andre Obey’s
“Noah,” a standard in its repertory, as a special Easter feature
on WPTZ’s Telerama. Cast, scenSetting:-

and costumes moved from
winter moorings in the Academy
ery,

of

Music Foyer to the station for
first complete and live

the group’s

television entry.

Jasper
Deeter,
founder
of
Hedgerow, played the literal Old
Testament patriarch, who hears
the Voice and answers with reverence but in a neighborly fashion
wholly without fear. Play is almost
a monolog, which is all to the
good, as Deeter is a tower of
strength both in Biblical characterization and histrionically. As in
penesis, the rest of the passengers
on the Ark are not of the same
stature as the star.
Play, in the half-hour television
version, relates. thjB familiar Bible
story of the events leading up to
the flood, without obvious embroidering and made a fitting, as well
os an enjoyable holiday session.
big asset was the setting by David
Metcalf, but the costumed animals
did not look worthy of being saved
for propagation.

A

The Hedgerow group has such an
extensive repertory and the physical means for staging a production
that WPTZ would have good bet
In lining up organization for future
half-hours.

Gagh.

*
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WLW-T'S 'SO SORRY’

TO CINCY AM-TV ED

From

!:

the Production Centres

Cincinnati, April 12.

25th

Annual Ohio State

A

Institute

WLW-T

retraction by

is

a tv
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first locally.

Columbus, April

12.

Silver anniversary’ Institute for

Un wilted

Education by Radio-Television gets
under way here tonight (Tues.) with
a general session on. “Broadcasting
Comes of Age." Entire schedule of
events will show preoccupation
with time and the passing years,
including a list of awards to be
given to 25 individuals who have
made “outstanding contributions to

*Rpse*
in

annual birthday appearance on WLS’ “Dinner Bell”
daytimer last week, and per
custom rendered “The Rose^pf
Sharon.” Because uf his age,
he confines his stints to a
once-a-year basis.
He's 103,
his

the development of educational
broadcasting during the last quarter century. The personal awards
will be presented at the banquet

Thursday evening (14). Committee headed by Judith Waller, NBC’s
public affairs and education director in Chicago, have made the
selections.
at

Gold-plated lineup of speakers
dinner includes
Thursday's

George C* Connaughey, FCC chairman, who will be on home grounds
since he is a Columbus attorney:
Davidson Taylor, NBC public affairs veepee; and David D. Henry,
executive vice chancellor of N.Y.U.,
president-elect of the U* of Illinois
and chairman of the Joint Committee on Educational Television,

During the four-day meetings,
which winds Friday noon, there
will be 12 work-study groups and
15 special interest -groups, besides
three geheral sessions.
Speaking tonight on. “Broadcasting Comes of Age” will be James
C. Hanrahan; general manager of
WEWS, Cleveland; The Very Rev.
Celestin J. Steiner, S.J., president
of the U. of Detroit and co-chairman of finance for the Detroit Educational TV Foundation; and Robert Blakely, central regional representative for the Fund for Adult
Education, Chicago.

Speakers for Wednesday night’s
general session on “Some WorldWide Aspects of Broadcasting” are:
Eugene King, Voice of America
program manager, Washington, D.
C.; Alec Sutherland, former BBC

Ohio Institute TV

Awards To NBC
Columbus, April 12.
NBC copped the lion's share of
the television awards in the 19th
American Exhibition of Educational Radio and Television Programs,
the so-called “6hio State Awards,”
although it and CBS came out even
With two First Awards each. NBC
rolled up four Honorable Mentions,
one Special Award and a new and
unprecedented “Special Unclassi" fied Award.”
The list of winners was ..made
public here yest. (11) prior to the
opening of the 25th annual Institute
for Education
by RadioTelevision tonight. Both the Exhibition and Institute are sponsored
by Ohio State U,

NBC’s
“Special
Unclassified
Award”, was presented for the color

Corp., which, his statement read,
‘Vishes to express regret at what
apparently had been a complete

tional
cago.

The Big

10,

program.
Although the networks have already been briefed generally on
the Big 10’s package, the Specific
schedule of games has been heldup pending NBC-TV’s selection of
the three open dates in its purchase of the national eight-game
..NCAA slate. The NCAA tv committee named five dates but gave the
web the right to pick the other

CBS

and Na-

4-H Club Coiigress. in Chireceived

its

First

Awards

for “Adventure” and “The Search*”
ABC got a First Award for “Distelevision
neyland.” The fledgling
0
operations of the Canadian Broad-

(Continued on page 50)
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loser of at least $100,000 in television fees since only 25 of its out-

ing Co. has signed for

all

tv rights

around

Reported tv
$250,000.
rights are “about $150,000,” based
on Weekend as well as key games
to be covered.
will carry
radio coverage of all games.

WERE

This year’s tv coverage has
brought protests from City Councilman Harry Marshall who has
called for both a FCC and councilman probe of stations that have
,

tele

.

.

.

“NBC-TV Opera with Jim Britt and Ken Coleman
“March of Medicine,” as voices. Had all 77 games been
Carlings
would have
“Ding Dong School” and “Zoo cleared,
Parade.” NBC’s Special Award was shared coverage with a major
for its coverage of the Internation- banking company at a tv. fee of
Livestock Exposition

.

.

.

j

al

.

.

.

Theatre,”

college athletic conference, has put
a $500,000 price tag on tv rights to
the five football games it can. peddle regionally under the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn.’s 1955

,

.

.

Mentions were for

dominant midwest

,

.

,

Chicago, April 12.
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Big 10 s 590G Tag
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“Frontiers of Faith.” Its Honorable

-

Len Cane with WEAV, Plattsburg, N. Y„ as sports chief
CBS
Radio program' veep Lester Gottlieb staging the entertainment for
annual Four A’s powwow this month at Boca Raton, Fla., General
the Tel’s Herb Bice dittoing with Brand Names show
misunderstanding” between
Harry Wismer
station and Wallace.
is, in addition to being a sportscster, a “Lt. Colonel” hereafter on the
stated
that
the .Staff of Georgia Gov. Marvin Griffin. It was as special aide-de-camp
Shouse further
“station regrets any inference, that in. ceremonies last Saturday (9) for the Masters’ Golf Tourney he got
may have been drawn which in the “military” nod..
any way could be construed as
Ballet Theatre director Lucia Chase, lutenist (singer to the lute and
impugning either Wallace's per- player of virginals”) Suzanne Bloch and Benny Goodman, who has
sonal integrity or his integrity as a his own virtues, guesting on WQXR’s “Music Magazine” show, on
journalist.”
subsequent Fridays of this month'.
. CBS program promotion chief
Tagged .to the item in the Times- Murry Salberg on Calif. -N. Mex. respite
A1 Schacht, baseball’s
Star about the apology was Charl- “Clown Prince,” guesting on Galen Drake CBS Radio stanza Saturday
ton’s kissoff: “This tv editor deeply (16) in plug for new book, “My Own Particular Screwball”
CBS
regrets this misunderstanding and, Teddy Wilson casing expanding from 15 minutes to 30
George
as far as he is concerned, is will- C. McConnaughey, FCC chairman, guested on “Capitol Cloakroom”
ing, in view of Shouse's statement, Sat. (9)
Patrolmen’s Bfnevolent Assn, of N. Y. cited CBS’ “21st
to consider the matter closed. I am Precinct/’ series for “outstanding public service achievement.”
sorry for whatever embarrassment
Anatole Broyard added to Radio Advertising Bureau as local prohas been caused anyone.”
.-Mike Jablons, WLIR. flack, back from extended
motion scribe
Jane Pickens, back from
jaunt through Europe and Near East
r
two weeks in Nassau and Aiken, S. C., lined up for personal appearances for Cerebral Palsy and Salvation Army. Joining her in the
C.P. lineup, at least in a batch of recorded radio spots, for the charity
are Bob Hope, Jack Benny, MacDonald Carttey, Glenn Ford, Imdgene
Coca, Bed Buttons, Dennis James, Geraldine Page? Ella Raines, Tyrone
Power, June .Havoc, .Esther Williams, Celeste Holm, Ralph Edwards,
Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald . WINS jocks Bob & Ray,
Brad Phillips and Jack Lacy appearing at Macy’s to- judge a “Junior
Disk Jockey” promotion
WLIB moving headquarters from 30th
Cleveland', April 12.
St. to the Hotel Theresa in Harlem
N. Y. Practising Law institute
Opening ball game today (Tues.) to hold a series of six Thursday night lectures at NBC beginning tofound the Cleveland Indians the morrow (14).

“Combat Television” of-town games' will be carried this
from Fort George Meade, Md., and year by WXEL.
was shared in by the Army Signal
Abbreyiated telecasts resulted
Corps and RCA. The program was when WXEL, which earned all 77
example
of co- out - of - town
cited as “a dramatic
games last year,
operation between the armed serv- switched from “DuMont-ABC to
program organizer for its tv serv- ices and the broadcasting industry CBS: At one time, all three outice; and Burton Paulu, manager of in the utilization of new television lets, including WNBK and WNEWS,
the U. of Minnesota's KUOM, and techniques for military purposes.” sought to clear time for 77 tilts,
former senior Fulbright research
NBC's First Awards were for but contractual commitments prescholar ’with the BBC.
“Mr. Wizard” and for telecasting vented agreement. Carling Brewtelecast

44 44

NEW YORK CITY

.

Lion’s Share of

4

. .
It was made on the station’s IN
“Three City Final” 11 p.m. one
Mary Margaret McBride gets 'd-Con Co. (insecticides) as the new
over
was
Rhubarb
week.
night last
Now the four radio webs are
Saturday morn NBC bankroller
the Ruth Lyons flareup about Paul
junketing to Chi to continue the joint sales promotion pitch in behalf
Dixon going to join WLW-T.
of audio. The “let’s work like brothers” phenomenon that doesn’t
Apology was to Charlton Wal- even push network radio, rather an all-industry spiel, is booked into
lace, Times-Star radio-tv editor, BBD&O,
Leo Burnett, Fpote, Cone & Belding, Earle Ludgin, McCannfor statements about him on the Erickson, Needham*, Louis & Brorby, JWT, Tatham-Laird, Geoffrey
same news show a week earlier. It Wade in Chi this week. ABC’s John Curtis, CBS’ Frank Nesbitt, Muwas by James t>. Shouse,. board tual’s Hank Poster and NBC’s Howard Gardner are oiling the agencies
chairman of Crosley Broadcasting on the jaunt
Millicent Brower' into running part on “Helen Trent”
.

Chicago, April 12.

Tenor William Berry put

44444-44 4 44444444

-

by their action, alienated public
opinion and good will” in shortening the

may”

television schedule.
“It
said Marshall, “mean that
should have four tv outnot three!”
•

Tom O’Neil,. General Teleradio topper, to be announced as chairman
of the exec committee of. Brand Names Foundation tonight (Wed.) at
the annual dinner
Bermuda
. WMGM’s Ted and Rhoda Brown in
with Red Benson subbing on gab stanzas. . .Ed Kobak back from Nassau and Georgia just in time to hang out grandpop shingle.
.

IN

.

CHICAGO
WGN

WGN

of
Inc., and manager of
and
the group of longtime Chicago Tribune execs who
received a $1,000 honorarium in Col. Robert R. McCormick’s will
.
Chuck Wiley rejoined Zenith’s public relations staff last week after
a three-month sabbatical during which time he handled the press
relations for Republican mayoral candidate Robert Merriam ... Vet
scripter. Art Thorsen is WBBM’s. new continuity editor vice Joe Strader
who shifts to WBBJM-TV as engineering Schedule manager. Paul Condylis fills Thorsen’s writing post ... Carle Rollins Jr., ex-space salesman, added to the Chi NBC network radio sales crew . . Dick Bingham has resigned the
announcery to share mike duties with
Bob Prince ou the Pittsburgh Pirates baseball broadcasts Via the
Chi NBC news chief Bill Ray vacationing this
Steel City’s
,
promoweek on the Gulf coast ... Mary Ann Pasternak new
tion writer . .• . NBC newsman Alex Drier to Cover, the Yucca Flats
Roy Danish, assistant to MutuH-bomb tests skedded for April 26
al prexy Tom O’Neil, stopped off at the Windy City offices on his
cross-country swing ... WBBM’s ‘Seventh Continent” documentary
produced by station’s education director Virginia Renaud being reDon Ross and Dick
aired by Chi board of education’s WBEZ .
Schutte of CBS Spot Sales San Francisco office due in later this
week for conference.

Frank Schreiber, treasurer

WGN-TV, among

.

.

.

.

WBBM

WWSW

.

.

WBBM

.

.

.

.

IN

WASHINGTON

.

.

.

*

Henry Salomon, chief of the NBC Television Film Documentary
Unit, here past week to present the French Ambassador with prints
WINS, N. Y. radio indie, has lets,.
of “Three, Two, One-Zero” and Victory at Sea” for use in training
Last year, ball club," under polbeen grossing about $2,000 weekly
Alexander Sheftell has left WTTG-DuFrench military officers
from its 1 to 6 ayem airtime and icy established by George Med- Mont to join sales staff of WMAL-ABC ... A new weekly CBS radio
via a distinctly offbeat sales ar- inger in charge of radio-tv, initiReport,” narrated by Charles Von Fremd, web’s
House
“White
show,
rangement. TJie station, out to fill vising only out-of-town games to reporter on the Presidential beat, debutted past week
M. Robert
that time (“Stan Shaw Show”) ated first league program of teleRogers,* prexy of WGMS, currently holding huddles with industry reps

OFFBEAT SALES HYPO

this area,

.

.

i.

.

•aoyjoxoq

with lots of small retailers, has organized a second and basically au-

(

.

.

saiue3 auioq pje

on a proposed plan to "turn, future’ Hi-Fi Fairs, held past two years
under station operation, on a cooperative plan for all-industry, participation ... A special program of entertainment and sightseeing is
in the works for wives of delegates to the NARTB convention May
Chet McCracken Quits
22-26, with Mrs. Harold - Fellows, frau of organization’s prexy, and
.
Biz; to Teach in Vt. NARTB flack Frances Riley, in charge of details and hospitality
Pat Priest, daughter of U. S. Treasurer Ivy Baker Priest, currently
Chester MacCracken has ankled spending her two-week school holiday doing daily stints on the Mark
as veep in charge of radio-tv pro- Evans (WTOP-TV) show, pinchhjtting for the vacationing Angela Bayer.

While it’s understood that all of tomonous sales staff headed by
networks have expressed an Perry Plager.
Big 10 bundle, it's
Operating independently of other
figured that NBC-TV may make the WINS salesmen, because they rarebiggest push, not only for the mid- ly seek out bankrollers through the
west regional games but others as usual agency routes, the four-man
well so as to give it a complete 13- Plager team has gone mostly after
week package that would blanket restaurants and dance palaces that duction
Clifford,
at
Doherty,
the nation.
are open when Shaw is on the Steers & Shenfield to ship out for
.
.
.
air.
Though there are other retail- Vermont.
He expects to teach IN
ers involved too, like, bakeries and there, after a year of refresher
Bob Lintner has joined the announcing staff at WICRZ in Oil City
auto supply houses, the main body Courses at the U. of Vermont.
... Jerry Landay, Paul Long and Jim Snyder have won for KDKA
MPLS. ENLISTS PUBLIC
of early morning sponsors are repThe MacCracken move calls to first prize for general news excellence among radio outlets of 5,000
resented by the likes of Jack Demp- mind a reverse of the agency-to- watts and over in the Perinsylyania-Delaware AP Broadcasters annual
JUNKET sey’s eatety, The Turf, Headquar- school switch this week by Ever- awards. Seventy stations competed
Abbie Neal and her Ranch
Minneapolis, April 12.
ters Restaurant, The Palladium, ard Meade, ex-Young & Rubicam, Girls have signed for a weekly hillbilly show on WTRF-TV in WheelKSTP-TV is urging the public Ebony Lounge, etc.
Paul Papach, of WMCK staff, named president of
who left the U. of Virginia, where ing, W. Va.
In this atea to help it bring the
WINS has only been in -'all-night he was mentoring, to take up as newly-organized Junior Chamber of Commerce in Glairton
John
NBC-TV show “Today” to- the Twin radio for a few months, first with an exec on NBC’s new “Monitor” Roberts, Channel 2 announcer, and Carol D. Cole, singer who was on
Cities for one of its regular tele- the short-lived “Birdland” stanza
Mrs.
marriage
Town,”
took
out
a
license
“Wonderful
road
in
the
show*
casts from here during its current and now with Shaw, who gabs
Davy Tyson, wife of the WCAE waker-upper, recovering from major
tour taking it to towns outside of around pop music.
To entice a
Beckley
Smith’s
store
renewed
department
has
Kaufmann’s
surgery
.
KOLN Sold
“-New York.
quantity of small advertisers in
Evelyn Gardiner has redaily newscast on KQV for another year ,
Omaha, April 12.
Participation in the show’s essay order to make a profit Plager sells
signed from KDKA staff after 25 years and she and her husband,
Lincoln
radio
Sale
of
KOLN,
contest may help to accomplish a string of sixspots for about $25.
Victor Saudek, musical director and father of Boh Saudek, will make
this, the station is advising its System
garners about 40 spots outlet, to the Frudeger Broadcast- their home in San Diego, Calif.
ing Co., subject to FCC approval,
audiences. In 100 words or less the nightly.
writers are asked to tell why they
A station spokesman explained was announced last week. The buy- IN
. .
think “Today” should visit their that the independent sales org for ing firm is headed by Robert W.
Storer Broadcasting Co. has signed a contract with United States,
city. The best essay also wins a the Shaw casing did not repeat Frudeger of Galesburg, 111.
New York trip.
the old time audio deal wherein an
John E. Fetzer, Kalamazoo, Mich., Canadian and Detroit public health officials permitting use of the
.
KSTP-TV has lined up local outside party ‘bought station time is prexy of the current owner, the top of WJBK-TV’s 1,057-foot antenna for a study of air pollution
firms and industries, schools, cham- and then resold it to advertisers. Cornhusker Radio and tv Corp., WJR reelected all officers and directors and prexy John F. Patt rebers of commerce, etc., in coop- Plager & Co. are station em- which also, owns KOLN-TV in Lin- ported to stockholders that the station has done 45% of the total
(Continued on page 50)
eration. They’ll plug the contest. ployees, it was said.
coin.
the

interest, in the
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If there’s anything that points up the changes which have
occurred over the past couple of months at ABC-TV, it’s the network’s feat in selling some $18,500,000 in new business in a twomonth period without even a pilot film or kinescope to aid them.
What’s more, the web's sales force has accomplished this feat,
not with one or two clients, but a total of 10, with one of those
plunking down $4,000,000 without a foot of film to look at.
Sales were made on Wait Disney’s “Mickey Mouse Club” and
“Warney Bros. Presents,” with Disney accounting for some
$10,500,000 from eight separate sponsors and “Warners” representing $8,000,000 from two bankrollers. Contracts were, firmed deshow doesn’t hit the air for five
spite the fact that <1) the
months,' “Mickey Mouse” for six; (2) not a foot of film existed comprising footage that would be used on the shows; (3) formats were
and are still in the idea stage, with scripts not even written on the
Warner show; 'and (4) station clearance hasn’t been resolved en-.
tirely yet, with the clients having signed on the dotted line before
a lineup had been set.

ray-i v nassie rays
Production qf new telefilm sefor syndication- has slowed
virtual walk at a time

-

Web’s achievement in selling on this basis easily rivals NBC’s
pre-production sellout of its specolas last year, and represents a
That it
complete change in ABC’s status as a “third network.”
could do this Jdnd of selling on “Mickey Mouse” is understandable
Warners
the
success,
but
instantaneous
in light of “Disneyland's”
sales point up not only the draw of a major. Hollywood studio
with Hollywood stars, but ABC’s new strength, as a major contender
in the video sweepstakes. Addition of the Pabst fights brings the
’

distribs that there’s just too

Back

late

.

were.

Apparently

NBC is

game pattern on

itself felt too, and many distribs realized they had overextended "themselves in last year’s production commitments to the point
where they’ve got to cut back for
a while in order to meet their

guarantees or financing notes.
Business over the past month
has been reported as generally
good, which at last gives the key
Ups Bruce Eells
In line with the growing ex- syndicators a chance to recoup
pansion of its production and sales after a bad winter. They’re not
setup on the Coast, Television Pro- taking any chances op, flooding the
grams of America last week upped market all over again and going
Bruce Eells to v.p. in charge of its through another price war as well
western division. Eells, manager of as individual economic scrapes.
be less
the division since 1953 and before The result is expected to
for syndication next
that with Young & Rubicam, Ziv new product
*witli a higher price scale
season,
netDon
Lee
Television Programs,
work and his own transcription being maintained because of it.

following the

TPA

|

Only Few

“after the Spec”

As

late night parties.

sell

Official has up-

ductions. Guild is already in production on "The Goldbergs” and
“Confidential File,” and is readying “I Spy” and “Brother Mark,”
the latter to be lensed in Germany
with Carlton Films and Marion
Parsonnet. These will be offered
for national sale, but the likelihood
is they’ll end up in syndication in
the fall. ABC, in its first majpr expansion move, has “Sheena, Queen
of the Jungle” in the works as
well as additional “Douglas Fairbanks Presents” and has tentative(Continiied on page 52)

The plan, the most far-reaching,
yet to be proposed, will also limit
VHF competition in Ashville, -N. C.,
Anderson, S. C. and Greenville,
S. C.
No VHF stations on the air air
would be affected under the proposal, but
in Spartanburg,
which has been stopped by the
courts from building a station at
Paris Mt., would be given a
instead of a VHF license. The proposal points out that this would

WSPA

UHF

enable WSPA to operate from
Spartanburg with CBS programs
without overlapping CBS affiliates
in Charlotte, N. C., and elsewhere
in the area.
Proposal is being filed by Benedict Cottone, counsel for UHF sta-

Parlays ’Lassie’

Into Big Boxoffice

On

Personal Appearances
Television’s amazing ability to
create box office attractions is by
no means limited to personalites,
plays, or films. It can even make a
potent drawing card out of animals.
A case in point is Lassie, which
went on the air as the star of a
CBS-TV film series in September,

in Anderson and
in Greenville, which jointly
the.
plan to locate

about $50,000.

Moreover,
the
dog and its
trainer-owner, Rudd Weathenvax,
dn Paris Mt. on the grounds it was are booked for the Canadian Naa device to circumvent the alloca- tional Exhibiton in August for a
tion. plan in order to get a CBS six-day stand at a fee of $15,000
affiliation. By the direction of the for the entire troupe, which incourts, the Commission has or- cludes Lassie, another dog and an
dered hearings on the
move. assistant trainer. If Weathenvax
and the dog could fill all the dates
offered them between now and the
CBS Flacks' Pay Hike
end of the year
but shooting
Hollywood, April 12.
After two months of "negotia- schedules make that impossible
tions by the Publicists Guild CBS the gross fees would be between
flacks here won a 7% pay boost $150,000 and $200,000 making teleon a two-year agreement. Affect- vision just a sideline, although
ing about 20 publicists at Colum- that’s what started the entire busibia Square and Television City, ness.
pact, now being drafted, provides
Figures come from Bob Maxwell,
for first year flacks to
draw producer of the tv show, who was
$97.50, which automatically goes in New York last week setting up
to $115 thereafter.
(Continued on page 54)
|
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WSPA
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WSPA
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"Omnibus” two Sundays hack
paying off in spades for the set
manufacturing firm’s campaign to
get the tollvision message across

for
is

to the lay and trade audience.
to wide press play, the controversial blurb plugging the advantages of" pay-tv ighich failed to
get network exposure on CBS nevertheless got national distribution*

Thanks

The next round may well hinge
on the use of Zenith’s name nn
Sunday’s (10) “Omnibus” spon-

last

it

be withdrawn. Although

no

Congress

May

Push (or Free

definite
decision has
been
reached, Variety learned Zenith is
mulling legal .action against the
“unauthorized” use of the Zenith
trademark, which ran contrary to
specific instructions.
It’s understood the decision to retain the
Zenith tag oh the final show of <the
season Was made by the Ford Foundation, producers of the Sabbath
'

display.

Meanwhile, Zenith general counsel Joseph Wright is drafting a
A hint that Congress may be replyto CBS veep Richafd Salant’s
asked to seek free' television time
letter which outlined the network’s
for campaigning in next year’s elecreasons for nixing the commercial.
tions came out of last week’s hearZenith is taking exception to Saings by the Senate Committee to
lant’s argument that subscription
Investigate Juvenile Delinquency.
tv does not fall in the category of
It grew from the opinion ex- ’’products”
eligible for showcasing
pressed at the session by Alex- commercially on the program. Zeander Wiley (R., Wis.) that the nith claims it falls within the
mounting charges for political time “product and/or service” classificaon tv has many political -figures tion, while CBS argues it’s a “conworried -that the powerful medium troversial public issue,” and therewill be withheld from candidates by not'
acceptable for use on shows
without fat campaign chests.
not dfevoted to discussion of such
Wiley, ranking Republican on issues, per standard network polthe Foreign Relations Committee icy.and a member of the Juvenile DeCharge Censorship
linquency Committee, is up for reWhen CBS refused to okay the
_
election next year. The indications plug for the April 3
show, hankare that he will face a knock-doyn roller blasted it as “arbitrary and
scrap in the G.O.P. primary. While unwarranted censorship” and told
FCC Commissioner Frieda Hen- the web it wanted no part of that
nock was on the stand, he com-, program and demanded its name
plained:
be withheld from the following
“I am thinking -about the in- week’s telecast which wound up
creasing part played in elections the “Omnibus” season.
by television, and the cost is getWright also is expected to disting prohibtive. Has the FCC given agree strongly with Salant’s stateany consideration to providing a ments regarding discussions with
barrier against the stations in their CBS prexy Dr. Frank Stanton two
charging? A man in the Wisconsin days previous over the handling
primary is limited to spending of the pro and con toll-tv debate
$5,000. For that he can’t buy 15 used
editorially
dn “Omnibus”
minutes of time on the Wisconsin March 27. Salant charged the Zestations.” Wiley added that some nith attorney was
“outrageously
use the political subterfuge of hav- and knowingly wrong” in stating
ing independent committees set up
(Continued on page 50)
to push their candidacies. If these
committees have a lot of money, he
said, they can push their candidates on tv while those without
plenty of funds can’t get their story
across on video.
This makes it impossible to get
fair play before an election”, continued Wiley. It’s a dangerous situation. These days, a viewpoint with

^ Washington,

April 12.

Sinatra Snarls

TV

began doing appearances in December solely on the strength of
the tv show, and between Decemr
her and now has already grossed

WAIM-TV

WGVL

—

top of the heap.

(Wed.).

tions

—

coming “The Scarlet Pimpernel.”
“The Three Musketeers” and “Robin Hood,” all of them foreign pro-

Tenn. Stations

On Color Shows

New Ones On Tap

moment and while
may change by sum-

there are only a few
new"shows on tap. Official, Guild
and ABC Syndication are at the

for the fall

Deintermix Plea

Despite its lack of color originating equipment and its refusal
to enter the tint sweepstakes until
there are enough sets to make it
“economically feasible,” ABC-TV
is building a formidable backlog
of tinted programs. With the decision to film “Warner Bros. Presents” In the studio’s own WarnerColor, the network now has three
hour series set for the tintfilm
treatment. “Disneyland” has been
filmed in color all along, and Walt
Disney’s upcoming “Mickey Mouse
Club” is also slated for the rainbow treatment.
What gives ABC-TV, although
out of the competitive color race
at this point, a decided advantage
over NBC and CBS in future colorcasting, is the fact that the ABC
“baby specs,” in the form of the
three shows, are all on film. On
the other hand, NBC’s and CBS’
most notable color ventures have
been in the form of live shows,
with only the kinescopes preserved. It’s true that many of the halfhour vidfilm segments on CBS and
NBC have received the occasional
tint treatment in terms of 13-week
color cycles, but the three ABC
series are deemed to have more
durability in terms of acceptance
for their repeat in terms of color
“premieres.”

the

mer, when syndicators start to

In contrast, the party thet followed last week’s “Reunion in Vienna” tint spec, held at a midtown
bistro, was strictly off the “blue
plate” shelf. A bare score showed
up in what was described as a
“dismal affair,” occasioning one
of the show’s stars to comment:
Washington, April 12.
“We’d have been better off if NBC
A proposal to deintermix changave us $5 each and permitted us nels in the Carolinas and Tennessee, which would provide for all
to go out and eat on our own,”
VHF stations in Knoxville and Columbia and only UHF in the
Spartanburg area, is to be submitted to the FCC tomorrow

ABC-IYs Backlog

of

the picture

in

Chicago, April 12.
Whether planned or not, Zenith
Radio’s latest spat with CBS-TV
over., the network’s turndown of a
subscription tv commercial slated

demand

|

made

—

m

sorship billboard despite the firm’s

much

properties to " economystation managers and clients), there’s an overload of firstrun product from the fall still waiting to be sold, Pricecutting war

outfit, will expand the sales and
Following the service ends of the Coast setup for
“Peter Pan” telecast, the shindig TPA within. the next few months.
was a blue-ribbon affair, with .21
Club in New York taken over
for the occasion.
its

its

minded

9

when the

to

Gesture, which would put
the nets in the clear on any
charge of conspiring against
pay-as-you-see, is said: to be
imminent. The CBS nix on
the Phonevision pitch has been
widely interpreted as reflecting the web’s policy stand re
the parlor b.o.

firstrun

'Blue Ribbon to Blue Plate Characterizes
9
9
'Peter Pan Vs. ‘Reunion Party

in the days

sticking

systems.

product on the market now. Aside
from the vast rerun catalog (aind
this cuts sharply into sales of new

NBC Tosses a IT Party
:

Toll-TV 1-Shot
CBS

guns re Zenith’s. Phanevision
message, RCA is said, to be
moving to offer time on. the
NBC web to one of the toll-tv

distribs ordinarily are

opment” stage.
Slowdown in production comes
as a result of the realization by the

two-month total up $4,300,000 to nearly $23,000,000, as much as
the network grossed during all of 1953.

Atwater Kent was conspicuous for
his West Coast parties on his Bel
Air estate, it was common knowledge that his guests were “graded”
in terms, of A, B, C and D parties,
depending on how Important they

9

With

gearing up their production commitments in order to fill their new
product portfolios for the fall; Last
year at this time, there were nearly
20 new series in the works for September sale. This year, there are
only about 10 on the “definite
list.” Distribs, of course, are talking about other properties, but
these are in the nebulous “devel-

WB

From

NBC *

ries

down to a
when most

,

^

49

Toast’ ‘Guys’ Plug

Ed Sullivan’s proposal for a big
sendoff on “Toast of the Town” for
“Guys and Dolls” has been snagged
(Continued on page 54)
by the refusal of Frank Sinatra to
appear personally on the show with
other members of the cast of the
Samuel Goldwyn pic. Singer conSosnik’s Original Scores
tends TV is as much his business as
pictures and he should be paid for
For ’Darkness,’ ‘Forest’ the appearance.
Goldwyn claims
Harry Sosnik, who’s waging his contract binds Sinatra to make
what’s almost a one-man campaign such gratis appearances to promote
to secure recognition of the con- the picture, a point Sinatra distributions of live music to televi- putes. He has no control, howsion and particularly video drama, ever, over clips of him from the
pair of. film being shown.
is currently propping a
original scores for two upcoming
Sinatra is being paid $25,000 for
“Producer’s Showcase” specs on guesting on the April 24 Max
NBC-TV. He’s doing an original Liebman NBC-TV color specola.
for “Darkness at Noon,” and one
for “The Petrified Forest,” and will
conduct both, the latter on the
Gordon Heilman to
Coast with a Hollywood orchestra.
Gordon Heilman quits as CBSSosnik, incidentally, turned out
an original score for last week’s TV’s director of sales presenta“Showcase” specola, “Reunion in tions on April 30 to step in to TeleVienna," and led a 28-piece orch on vision Advertising Bureau as sales
the show. “The fight against re- promotion chief. Heilman is excordings,” Sosnik says, “is always pected to be the last major exec
difficult because of the cost prob- to join TvB under present expanlem and it takes every little thing sion plans.
The new sales promotion org’s
to combat it and make the powers
that be as well as the public aware appointee joined CBS in ’50, beof the advantages of live music as fore that being with Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
against recordings.”
a

tremendous amount of money

can put

its

ideas before the public.
is preferred by

The fellow who

TvB
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9

On, a

monthly

40 to 60

each week , with the 10 top-rated

Cities will be rotated

basis.

time factors , since iets-ln-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot, i.e., a Saturday afternoon children * show, with a low. rating, may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children, with corresponding results for the sponsor aiming at the children9 s market . Abbreviations and symbols arenas follows: ( Adv.), adventure; (Ch), children9*
(Co), fomedy; (Dr), drama ; (Doc), documentary; (Mus), musical
(Myst), mystery
(Q), quit; (Sp), sports; (W ), western; (Wom)i
women 9 *. Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the station 9 * channel; all channels above 13 are VHF. Those ad agencies listed as
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired*

chart of city-by-cily rating* of syndicated and nacitie* reported by American Research Bureau

VARIETY’S weekly
tional spot film cover*

film show* listed in each case, and their competition shown opposite.
ratings are furnished by ARB , based on the latest reports

All

'

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of alt pertinent information about film in each market , which can be used by distributors, agencies,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of a filmed
show iti the specific market . Attention should be paid to time-— day and
*
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DAY AND

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND

STATION

TYPE

BOSTON

Approx

.

SHARI

FEBRUARY
RATING

TIME

DISTRIB.

HITS IN
USI

f%>

Count—

Set

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

1

PROGRAM

|

Stations

RATING

STA.

—WBZ (4), WNAC (7)

0

1.

WBZ
WNAC
.. WNAC

Range Rider (W)
Led 3 Lives (Dr)

.

2. I
3.

Ellery

Wild
5.

Queen (Myst)

Bill

Hickok (W)

Badge 714 (Myst)

6.

Gene Autry (W)

7.

Liberace (Mus)
Stinerman fAdv)

•

ft.

*

Sun. 7:00-7:30

,

.

7:00-7:30

..

39.1
.34.0

.

.

.

.

.

.

....
....

85...
87.... .....

46.2' Elgin
39.3 Terry

TV Hour

.

.

.

28.8

and the Pirates
Nightly Newsteller
.
Life Begins at 80
News—V. Best
Starring the Editors.
News V. Rest
You and Your Health.
News—V. Best

35.1

Terry and the Pirates.
Pro-Basketball
News V. Best

.

.

TPA
.

.

NBC

..-

Sun. 10:30-11:00
.Tues. 6:30-7:00

..

Flamingo

.WNAC.

,

.

.

..Mon.

Ziv

.WNAC

.

.

.CBS.

.

Wed.

..

..WNAC

CBS

..WBZ
..WNAC.

Guild

..

6:30-7:00

.......

......

.

.

Mon. 6:30-7:00

.

.

Sun. 3:00-3:30

.

,

.27.4. ...
.27.4

.

...

•

•

•

*

74....
75
»

.

.27,3

85

.

.24.6

85

•

32.3

...

.....

*

•

Flamingo

.

..Fri. 6:30-7:00

.......

.

.

.

.20.5
20.0

....
.

.

.

.

62....
57
.

.

.

.

.

36.7

•

. . . ,

—

.

.

.

Stories of the Century (W)

WNAC

Eddie Cantor (Com).

WBZ,

HTS

.

.

Tues. 6:00-6:30

,

.

Tues. 10:30-11:00

.

.

19-4

.

f|Q

t

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ziv

18.6

.

•

I

•

•

52

•

rWBZ
.

.

.

.

29.3

Lady of the Bookshelf ....
Animal Fair

•

mr

.

35.7

Mr. District Attorney

.

.

.

.

.

V

1.

Annie Oakley (W)

2. I

(Dr)

.

.

7.

8.
9.

10.

CBS

,

WXEL.

Ziv.

.WNBK
.WEWS

3. Badge 714 (Myst)
4. Liberace (Mus)
5. All Star Theatre (Dr)
6.

WNBK

.

Led Three Lives

,

Range Rider (W) ..........
Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
Foreign Intrigue (Adv)
Waterfront (Adv)
Janet Dean R.N. (Dr)

.WEWS
.WEWS
.WEWS

Superman (Adv)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Badge 714 (Myst)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MCA

.

UM&M.

.

.

7.

Amos

..

.

8.

Annie Oakley (W)

...WTTG

Cowboy G-Men (W)..

..

Andy (Com)

;

.

4.

Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Badge 714 (Myst)
Led 3 Lives (Dr)
Cisco Kid <W)

5.

Life of Riley (Com) .........

6.

Hopalong Cassidy (W)
Annie Oakley (W)
Racket Squad (Adv)

1.

.

7.
8.

.

.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).
10.. Victory at Sea (Doc)

.WCCO
KSTP
KSTP

.

.

.

.

.

.

.,

WCCO

Flamingo

1.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

*

Average weekly

WCCO

Kit Carson (W)

6.

8*

9.

10.

.

.

.

Sun. 3:30-4:00

.

.

.

Sun. 3:00-3:30

41.8

Inside Catholic Schools

52.2

Industry on Parade
Cavalcade of Sports

63
38
82
38
39.
32..

40,4
65.9
30.1
61.3
55.9
65.0
38.9
38.3

.

53
51

.28.3
.

,

.

.

.

.

. .
.

*

.

57....
70....
33.

.

..

27....

...11:4....

.

(4),

65....
68....
71....
55.
44,

18.4
.18.2
.18.0
15.6
.13.6
.

66.

.

.

....
... *

.

....
....
....
....

>

*

i

NBC
NBC

.-i

i

nr

•

Sat. 6:00-6:30
.... Sun. 5:00-5:30

CBS

.

.

.

NBC
.

.

.

Flamingo

KOMO

Flamingo

CBS.

KOMO

.

.

.

....
....
....

*

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

83
•44

.

...

54
45
72

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

29

.17.0

.

89
47.....
42

.

.

.

43.

WLW-D
WLW-D
WLW-D

Range Rider (W)
Waterfront (Adv)
Racket Squad (Adv)
Liberace (Mus)

.

39.0
42.4
24.3
58.9
39.9

Thurs. 7:30-8:00
.Sun. 9:00-9:30
Wed. 8:30-9:00
Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5:00
Tues. 6:00-6;30
Wed. 6:00-6:30
....’.
Fri. 8:30-9:00
.Mon, 6:00-6:38
Thurs. 6:00-6:30
Mon. 7:00-7:30
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

36;9
.30.7
.

.28.5....
*28.4 ....

....

.27.9

....

.

.

.

.26.0
.25.7
..25.3
.25.2

....

.

.

....

.

.

.

...27.4.,..
.

61
48
42
on
69
69
45
47
68
43;....

60.3
64.1
68.5
*31.4
40.5
...
40,0
...
57.7
54.2
37.4
...
58.6
...
...
...
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.WEWS

WLW-D

CBS.

WHIO

MCA

WHIO

.

....
,

.

.

.

Wed. 6:00-6:30

WNBK

WHIO
WLW-D

.

.

33.9
32.2
27.4

.

.

.

.

.26.4

.

.

66

•

.

.

81

.

.

.

51.3
58.0
33.8

80

.

.

.

33.2

.

.

.

•

55
,

Guild

.....Sat. 7:00-7:30

......

Flamingo

CBS.

TPA

.

.

26.0
22.8.
21.4

......

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

44

...20.8...

.

Wed. 7:00-7:30

19.3

.

.

.

18.6...

50

.

.

.

.

.

.

60.6
36.7
49.1

..

,

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

•

35.9
38.8
26.2

.

.

.

..

4.0
1.7

mSE

.

.

.

.

.

.

...WNBK

Norby
7

O’clock Playhouse.

WMAL

(5),

(7),

Foreign Intrigue....-*.

..WTOP

WRC
WTOP
WTOP
WTTG
..WRC
WTOP
WTTG

Norby

.

Studio One
Janet Dean,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(4),

KSTP

9.6
7.1
6.2
7.9
12.0
8.5

*

20.3

.

KEYD

(5),

WTCN

(9)

.

„

, .

RN

Sunday Show
Your Hit Parade
Omnibus
Sunday Show

(11)*,

.

.10.2
9.2

WTOP
WTOP

.

Stories of the Century

.

.

WJOP

Hans Christian Andersen.
.

....

WXEL

...

.

Captain II
Studio One
See It Now

.

......17.5

(9),

*$hare-Time

(11)*
.

.WMIN

.

3.2

WCCO
WCCO
Trail Blazers
KEYD
You Asked for It
WMIN
Championship Bowling
WMIN
People Are Funny.
KSTP
Willy
WCCO
E. W. Ziebarth; Dick Enroth WCCO
Topper
WCCO
Hans Christian Andersen... WMIN

22
•

.

,

• •

Name

(4),
(11).

That Tune

GE
My

.

.

KING

KTVW

-

45

.

12.3
.

,

.

.

12 0

.

.

7.1

.!... 2.5
31.8
.... 12.1

(5), Seattle;
(13), Tacoma

KTNT

.

.

ii.2
18.9

..

..KTNT

Theatre.
...
Little Margie...
Channel 13 Matinee.
Dinner Matinee.

..

KOMO
KTVW

.

1 5
5.7
7.0

Dinner Matinee

Ray Bolger
Producers Showcase.
Dinner Matinee

1

•

'

.

Studio

KOMO

—WLW

.

20 9
5 0

..

16.9

.

KTNT
KTNT

One

-D (2),

WHK)

...WHIO
...WHIO

Masquerade Party
Lassie

Barker Bill’s (flarinnrrs
Don's House
Sports Report
Weather; Ohio Story.
Midwestern Hayride ....
Ray Bolger
......
Dinah Shore
News Caravan
Hopalong Cassidy
Hollywood’s Best
Barker Bill's Cartoons
Weather; Ohio Story.
.

Tues. 6:00-6:30

ABC
.

WLW-D.

.

Flamingo

...
...

.

Stations

NBC

(8)

.

KOMO

MCA
.

WHIO.

(V/)

59.1
29.5
52.3

6.8
17.1

WXEL

.;.WEWS

/

.

Superman (Adv).
Gene Autry (W)
Ramar of the Jungle

33.8
61.1

.

.

KTNT

.

Guild

..

.

8.6

21.2
12.0

.

.WNBK

.

4?10,000

.

MCA

KING
KING.

.

..

.

....17.1

.

Interstate

CBS.

.

.

Sun. 5:30-6:00

McCann-Erickson.
Guild

KING

.

.... Fri. 7:30-8:00
..

..
.

23.2
21.1
.... 18.9 .......
.17.4
.

NBC....

KING.

.

ABC
Ziv

KING.

30.0
28.6

a

•

.

.

.

43,9
37.5
35.7
33.9
41.9
32.0
25.8
46.6
50.9
17.3

.

.

.

.

.

Sports; Moments in Sports
Corliss Archer
...WEWS ...
9.8
Kraft TV Theatre
...WNBK .... ...21.8
...
Frankie Laine
WXEL ....
4.5
People Are Funpy
...WNBK ... .21.2
.21.2
Truth or Consequences. ...WNBK ...
...WNBK ...
Loretta Young

Meet

WTTG

WCCO
WMIN
.... 24.6
.... 24.5

(5),

91

—330,000

Badge 714 (Myst)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)

5.

.

WEWS

(3),

53

Approx. Set Count

1.

7.

•

rating.

2.

4.

*

.

DAYTON
3.

.

.... Sat. 4:30-5:00
•

KING
KING
KING

Life With Elizabeth (Com) ....

.

.

—

.

.

Wed. 7:00-7:30
Mon. 10:30-11:00
Mon. 7:00-7:30

Approx . Set Count

Liberace (Mus)
Little Rascals (Ch)
Gene Autry (W)
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Waterfront (Adv)
Superman (Adv)
Annie Oakley (W)

«

25.5
...24.3

Sat. 5:30-6:00

.

.

.KSTP
.KSTP

Life of Riley (Com)
Death Valley Days (W)

.

.

.

Mon. 9:30-10:00

.

SEATTLE-TACOMA
2.

*

—-465,000

.WTCN.
.KSTP ..

9.

»

Approx. Set Count

KSTP
.

«

—WRC

Sat. 7:00-7:30

Official

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
2.

•

Stations

.

10.

3. I

.

Flamingo

....

*

.

CBS
CBS

WMAL

.

.

UM&M..

WTOP

Hero (Com).

25.5
24.8
24.6
23.1
21.9
20.9
20.6
19.6

.

Fri. 7:00-7:30

TPA

WRC
WTOP

7:00-7:30
9:00-9:30 ...
Thurs. 7:00-7:30
Sun. 7:00-7:30
Tues. 10:00-10:30
.Sun. 10:00-10:30
.Wed. 7:00-7:30 ...
.Tues. 7:00-7:30 .
.

»

1

*•••.* 27 .8 •••••»••»

Wed.

‘.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

...WRC
.

..

Count—630,000
...

Flamingo

..

10:30-11:00

.

.

...WTOP,..,.

.... **•*(* 38.0

Sat. 6:30^-7:00

.

.

.

NBC.

Sherlock Holmes (Dr)

My

.

....

WRC

6.

9.

.

.

.

.WRC

,

.

.

...CBS

WEWS

. .

Ramar of the Jungle (W)
Led 3 Lives (Dr)

5. I

10.

.

.

...WRC

1.

’n’

Gems

Approx. Set

2.

4.

.

.... Ziv. .
/
Official

.WNBK

Stations

.. Fri.

Guild
.... Screen

WASHINGTON
3.

..

.. Fri.

..

NBC

WNBK

—WNBK

Count—890,000

Approx. Set

....

,

WBZ
WBZ ...
WNAC

.

k

CLEVELAND

5.5
4.6
4.6
.

—

.

9.7
...
...

WBZ
WBZ

.

10.

WBZ

..WBZ ...
..WNAC
..WBZ ....
..WBZ ...

Rid Tin Tin
9.

7.1
3.4

&&

..WBZ
..WBZ

.

;

.

WNAC

..WBZ
..WBZ

.

.

.

(7)

.13.8
18.3
5.5
. . .
2.0
. . .
2.3
...WHIO ......... 2.9
...WLW-D
.32.4
...WLW-D .,
10.4
....

,

.

.

.

Whio
WHIO
WHIO

,

,

WLW-D

...WLW-D
.

.

.

WHIO

...WLW-D
.

.

.

.

.

.

WHIO
WHIO

.

.

.

«

•

«

.. ..
.

.

,

.

.

.. ..

17 4
JL 1 •TJt

.24.4
12.4
.15.7
7.2
3.8
.

IIAMO- VIBEO-TV FILMS

Wednesday, April 13, 1955

Coty’s

New Org

Copy Cat Claim

Gilbert Comte, former

Rims

commer-

producer for March of Time,
has formed Public Relations Film
Corp. together with screenwriter
Lester Cooper, Jonathan Stern and
JEdward Greenfield for the purpose

\
and continued to work on it since.”
Quote didn’t come from Spector himself, but from a spokesman
authorized to speak for Hazel Bishop, which boils down to the
same thing. Spokesman said Bishop had been asked to comment,
and then proceeded to pooh-pooh the entire affair by in essence
declaring that the advertising for long-lasting lipstick was started
by H-B five years ago, using even the very same phrase, so what
was the shouting all about?
.
Spokesman said H-B had informed Coty, which has been using
the phrase, in newspaper advertising but objected to Rcvl 011 s alqeged use of it on tv, that it had originated it and added. It is
very strange that that very caption and much of the copy that appears in the Cofy campaign had been prepared by Spector as early
no
as 1950-1951 including the very same phrase.” H-B is taking
legal action in the matter, nor Was its advice to Coty of a legal
since
and
copyrightable,
isn’t
nature. It simply feels the material
will get public
it was in there first with this type of campaign, it

in 1950

and trade recognition for

to Produce

Public Relations

Battle of the long-lasting lipsticks took a legal turn .last week
when Coty announced its N. Y. Federal court copyright infringement suit against Revlon, CBS and the Wm. Weintraub agency over
the use of the phrase “Wake up beautiful.” But before the Coty
press conference and complaint could get into print, the ubiquitous
Ray Spector, owner of Hazel Bishop and the'ad agency which bears
his name, threw a monkey wrench into the proceedings by quietly
stating that* Bishop “had originated this very same campaign idea

it.

cial

of making public relations films.
Comte is exec v.p.; Cooper and
Greenfield, who’s a publicist, are
and Stern, son of former
v.p.’
New York Post publisher J.> David
also

is

clients’ individual needs. * Advisory board includes Dr. Ithiel Pool,
director of the Center of International Studies at Massachusetts In-

re-

A Kg TV fleam
Monsanto
striving to

Chicago, April 12
Chemical, which

is

make a major dent

in

the hotly competitive' detergent
arena with its All brand, is likewise
trying to carve out a bigtime niche
in nighttime tv. Blue chipper has
its agency on the detergent account, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
on the hot prowl for a prestige

network display.
At one stage last week, a deal
was practically set for an alternate
share of' NBC-TV's Monday night
Robert Montgomery drama series
being vacated by American Tofact.” Treyz, in turn, said his facts
bacco. Agency undoubtedly was
come from a survey by the Amerimore than anxious to place Moncan Press Institute which were
that property as a
santo
Charities co-rideraboard
printed in part in the Feb. 4, 1955,
with the S. C. Johnson
issue of “Winners and Sinners,” a
works,
also an NL&B account.
wax
A .pair of tv shows will serve a£ But apparently another bankroller
bulletin' out of the N. Y. Times
newsroom, which said that the springboard for the annual fund had priority on' the Montgomery
“family time” spent reading news- appeal of New York Catholic Char- opening.
papers Was one hour and 58 min- ities on various dates this mo'nth
Jt’s understood, too, that a bid
utes in a non-tv city and only 55 with replays by most Gotham outHollywood-repped half-hour was put in for the upcoming Perry
lets.
minutes in a video town.
film will be displayed on WRCA- Como Saturday, night NBC offerAfter Treyz's D. C. talk, Variety
TV at 6 p. m. Saturday (16) with ing but that likewise came too
referred to his source as a survey cast consisting
of Danny Thomas, late. In any event, the heavy musby the N. Y. Times, and Benziger Betty White, Anna Maria Alber- cled chemical firm has that tv
proceeded to pick that point apart. ghetti, Arthur Dunc2n, Margaret gleam and figures to land someThe AANR spokesman said that O’Brien, Ruth Hussey and Jack place In next fall’s nighttime specthe Times’ survey is non-existent Haley. Radio counterpart will have trum.
and that it was an “erroneous in- Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Jimmy
vention” by Treyz. In answer, Durante, Ann Blyth and a cast
Treyz said that he quoted the spillover from the Coast stanza.
Times newsroom bulletin, which
Other 30-minute program will Screen Gems Buys Space
might have been misunderstood in be presided over by Francis Cardinews accounts, but that the Ameri- nal Spellman and feature 80-male
In N.Y. Tunes to Cite
can Press Institute survey did ex- group of St. Patrick’s Cathedral
ist.
Choristers and a Metopera star not
Contribs to Industry

Treyz making such a statement at
a Washington, D~. C., meeting, said
that the TvB topper “states a situation as to newspaper readership
whieh is contrary to accepted

Set

Now that NBC-TV has finalized its deal for a repeat of
“Peter Pan” at Christmas
time, here’s how the network
envisions its Yulefide week
spec layout (and all in color,
yet):
'

^Ppfpi* pan ^
<“Amahl and the Night

Visitors ”

“Babes in. Toyland.”
Like "Peter Pan,” “Toyland”
also copped the No. 1' Niel3.

sen
last

when
berth
Christmas.

presented

IT Shows For

Catholic

,

&

communications media is CunningWalsh’s annual “Videotown’
survey.” According to Benziger it
stated that newspaper reading was
the only form of mass communications that was not affected by video

ham &

Inroads.
Treyz,

own letter

to
at length
the
Institute survey,
“Benziger says
doesn’t exist.”. Treyz said the following information on the Institute

in

Variety,

his

quotes

American Press
which he adds,
survey was

forwarded

by the

Birmingham News:

69%

of the readers without
tv read about motion pix in local
papers, while only 18% with tv
did; (2) as for theatre advertising,
70% of non-tv readers got around
to it, but only 53% of the tv own
ers followed theatre pitches; (3)
19% of non-tv readers browsed tv
(1)

news, programs, personality stories in papers, with 78% of the tv
owners reading those features; (4)
local motion pic reviews were read
by 55% of non-tv readers and by
20% of the tv owners; (5). newspaper boxing stories got nods of

WABD

yet designated*
will slot it
New York Times, for the past
at 8 p. m. on April 23.
Replays
of the Hollywood film will be given few years the recipient of a good
on WOR-TV, April 20 at 1 p. m.; deal of television advertising aimed
WABC-TV, April 23 at 11 a. m.; at consumers and agencies, and
WCBS-TV, April 23 at 2 p.m., with agency advertising aimed at clients,
WPIX slot to be announced. Re- found a new source of revenue last
prises of the cardinal’s presenta- week. For tlie first time, a telefilm
tion are set for WCBS-TV, April 30 producer bought space to point up
at 2 p. m.; WRCA-TV, April 30 at the job its doing on the networks
4:30 p. m.; WABC-TV, May 1 at 11 with its film shows.
a. m.; WOR-TV, May 1 at 12:30
Advertiser was Screen Gems, the
p. m., with WPIX sked to be anColumbia Pictures subsid, which
nounced.
took out a one-time-only half-page
ad on Wednesday’s (6) radio-tv
page at a cost of well over $2,000.
Westinghouse B’cast Co.
Idea, according to a spokesman,
was to “show what a job we’re doBuys
Air
ing.”
Others in the trade commented on the timing, what with
Jinx other major Hollywood studios beWestinghouse Broadcasting Co. ginning to eclipse Columbia in the

WRCA

Time

To Thank Tex

&

has taken the unusual step of buying
three
announcements
on
WRCA, N. Y., the NBC flagship
station, to plug one of WRCA’s
own shows. There’s method to
Westinghouse’s madness, however,
in that the announcements, which
;

were aired Monday (11), plugged
the “Tex & JinA” segments, used
for the New York premiere of
Westinghouse’s latest public service venture, “Sing Along for Mental Health.**

“Sing” Is a group of songs and
conceived and produced by

jingles,

21% men and 1% women from Westinghouse
non-tv readers, but, interestingly,
in tv homes, 49% of the men and
31% of the women gave fisticuff
accounts the o.o>; (6) non-tv gave
68% readership to comic strips,
but only 31% in tv homes’, with
figures in both cases roughly halved
where it came to reading the com-

chief

tradepapers and dailies with re-

ports of their upcoming television
activities.

Theme

of the ad was that 73,000,000 viewers see Screen Gems’
four network shows each week, according to American Research
Bureau. The four are “Ford Theatre,” “Rin Tin Tin,” “Captain Mid
night” and “Father Knows Best’
(off the air now, but due back in
the fall). “More millions will soon
be added” by “Damon Runyon
Theatre” (preems Saturday (16) on
CBS-TV) and “Celebrity Play
house,” which bows in the fall on a

program
national
Dick Pack and distributed national

spot

basis

for

Falstaff

throughout the nation through the Beer. Ad also mentions the upNational Assn, for Mental Health. coming but still unsold “Jungle

Two

of the spots Invited listeners
to tune in on the “Tex
Jinx” seg-

Jim” and “You Can’t Take

It

With

You” and the firm's four syndi&
ment, the third thanked the hus- cated properties.
And .finally, it
band-and-wife team for their co mentions Screen Gems’ commer
operation.
cial production service.

figures disclosed by Guild

in. a postscript to their financial report released last weekr The

Films

Guild financial statement, showing
slightly oyer $2,000,000 for the
year ended last Nov. 30 in “film
rentals and other distribution income,”, has come as a surprise to
the trade, in light of previous predictions by- Guild prexy Reub
Kaufman that Guild would do
about $5,000,000 In sales for ’54,
hut the fact is that the $2,000,000
figure represented only collctions

and no actual

sales figure
closed' in the report.

was

dis-

ended Nov.

and an updated

30,

figure for the year ended March 31,
1955, brings the total sales up beyOnd the $5»000,000 mark. These
figures represent the lag between
as
Campbell Soups, well satisfied sales, which can be written for
much as a two-year period, and
with the ratings “Lassie” has billings or collections on a particuachieved in its' Sunday-at-7 CBS- lar contract, which often lag as
TV post, has given Television Pro- much .as six months beyond the
grams of America and Robert Max- date of sale.
well - Associates the go-ahead for
Difference has posed a bookkeepSoup
another year’s production.
ing problem for syndicators, particoutfit has also upped the budget for
ularly
Guild and Official, which as
the ’55-’56 season, ordering 39 new
publicly owned companies must refilms in contrast to this year’s 26.
port
publicly to their stockholders
talent tap to CampTotal time
in
annual financial statements.
bell will be in the neighborhood of
Official’s procedure hfas been to list
$3,000,000, with the cost split about
all contracts, no matter what their
evenly between time and program.
length, under “accounts receivMaxwell starts shooting on the able.” In the case of Guild, it takes
new cycle of 9 on June 1 on the a conservative stance, not listing
for
September delivery. sales at all but merely listing “inCoast,
BBD&O, Campbell’s agency, is cur- come,” which is in .the form* of
'
rently considering the unique step billings.
of ordering 52 films for next seaExplanation of the billings lag
son, under the philosophy that recan be explained in terms of a
peats in the case of “Lassie” may
typical sale.
Suppose, for exdamage the identification of the ample, that
Guild’s “Liberace”
show with the kiddies. Theory is show has been
sold in April for
that, since it’s basically an emoa September start under a 52- v
tional show rather than action, its
week
deal at $1,000 per week. Tocredibility for the kids is damaged
tal sales of $52,000 would be regby virtue of their realization that istered in
April.
Guild wouldn’t
it’s on film, which would he made
begin to bill the sponsor until the
evident by repeats. Die tecast for
end of September, and then at the
this summer, with a repe"at Skein
rate of $1,000 a Week. So that the
scheduled, but for next summer,
total $52,000 involved in the sale
the client and agency may have wouldn’t
be .collected or take the
Maxwell produce an additional 13. bookkeeping form of
“income”
until the following September, 17
months " after the sale itself was
recorded. Fact that billings for ’54
Ziv Enlists Colleges
represented proceeds^. from only

Renewal

&

.

To Research

‘Science

.

’Quibbling*
Treyz felt’ that Benziger was
quibbling when the latter said in
his letter to Variety (which he had
reprinted in the April 9, 1955, Editor
Publisher) that “the only'
study of any consequence that has
bird-dogged tv in relation to other

wake of

Fact is, according to Kaufman,
that Guild did “slightly less’ than
$4,000,000 in sales for the year

'Lassie

.

AANR

fatter of billings or collections
as- opposed to sales in the syndication field , is spotlighted in the

Technology; Daniel Bell,

senior associate editor, of Fortune;
Dr. Peter H. Rossi, of the Harard
U. Dept, of Education; -Dr. Herbert
Hyman, of Columbia U.’s sociology

department, and Golumbia
searcher Irving Lukoff.

The battle between the' Ameri- ics to kids in the family; (7) 78%
can Assn. ot. Newspaper Repre- of newspaper readers without video
paper,
sentatives and the Television Ad- receivers “shop” from the
followed
vertising Bureau has been joined but only 69% of tv owners
last
with a splash of hard words and the same practice, and the
questionably hard facts in some point (8) is the aforementioned
in readspent
time
family
average
instances.
ing the daily paper—an hour and
The crux of the matter is that 58 minutes by non-tv homes and 55
Peter Benziger, prexy of AANP’s minutes by tv homes.
N. Y. chapter, and Oliver Treyz,
Treyz summed up his letter to
TvB prexy, dispute each other on
whether video has “substantially Variety by saying that if
is an
reduced the average time the aver- “still feels that this survey
invention* or a ‘misage family devoted to their news- ‘erroneous
it
as
or an ’ignorance’
truth’
paper.”
charges, then we suggest that the
Benziger, in a letter to Variety
AANP argue with the American
concerning a March 16 story about Press Institute.”

Own Financial Reports

NBC’g Xmas Plot
2.

employing 8 new

twist in using a research advisory
group which will assemble material and ideas to help determine

stitute of

Believe Their

1

Stern, is secretary.

Firm
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Fiction Theatre’ Series
Hollywood, April 12.
Ziv Television has earmarked
$75,000 as a research budget for
the company’s new series, “Science
Fiction Theatre.” Additionally, it
has made arrangements with six
leading universities, plus a large
number of commercial organizations

and

scientific institutions to

lend their aid in the research program.
Schools which have promised to
cooperate include UCLA, USC,
California Institute of Technology,
U.- of Pennsylvania, Massachusetts
-

Technology and John
Hopkins U.
The Smithsonian Institute, U.S.
Defense Dept., L. A. County Museum, and the Douglas, Lockheed
and North American aircraft orgs
also are furnishing info and docuInstitute of

mentation.
Ziv toppers take the view that
actual scientific problems present
some of the choicest teleplay material.
The backgrounds, however,
must be believable to hold scripts
together logically, in their opinion,
and for this reason the company
is contacting sources best able to
At least
provide this material.
three weeks are required for researching each half-hour production.

three Guild shows (new shows
won’t appear In the billings column until this year) points up the
rosy aspect of a situation which
looked cold in the black and white
legit of the financial report.

MCA’S ‘TOM

& HINT

PILOT SET TO ROLL
Hollywood, April 12.
Hurdling legalities, MCA has
cleared rights to a tv series on

Tom

Sawyer

after

negotiations

with the estate of Samuel Clemens
(Mark Twain), and is going ahead
with the series, “The New Adventures of Tom and Huck.” Revue
productions, agency’s production
branch, will make it.
Bobby Clark and Donald MacDonald have the lead roles, while
other stet parts are portrayed by
Dorothy Adams, Tina Thompson
(who plays Becky Thatcher) and
Clem Bevans* Pilot rolls tomorrow,
with Sidney Salkow as director.
Full production on the series will
begin in the summer.
Series

is

up

Granet Vice

On

for national sale.

Tom Lewis

Loretta

Young Series

Hollywood, April 1$.
Bert Granet has succeeded Tom
Lewis as producer of the Loretta
Upbeat
WRC’s
Young telefilm series. Lewis, Miss
Washington, April 12.
Young’s husband, has exited in
Accent on local tv programming order to prep two other vidfilm
and a “renewed and increasing in- series for the pair’s Lewislor Proterest” in radio on the part qf local ductions.
sponsors, have resulted in a
Granet is a former pix producer,
marked upswing of radio-tv time
his credits including “The Marrysales for WRC, according to Carleing
Kind,” for Columbia, "The
ton D. Smith, NBC v.p. and genLocket,” “The Torch,” and “Berlin
eral manager of the o&o station.
Express.” He is both a producer
Latest reports show an increase* of
32.3% in net tv time for the first and writer.
Richard Morris has been inked
quarter of> 1955 over the same per
lod last year, and a 6% rise in to direct and write seven of Miss
Young’s vidfilms for next season.
radio sales.

AM-TV

.

BAilO REVIEWS
THIS PEOPLE TAKE THE LEAH
(The Battle of Fraternity Kdw)
With William Rtdfield, William
Lipton, Hal Studer, Robert Hastings,- Wendell Holmes, Charles
Webster; Nelson Olmsted, Narrator

Producer: William Welch
Director: Fred Weihe
Writer: Irve Tunick
30 Mins., Tues, 10:30 jp.m.
NBC, from N. Y. (transcribed)
NBC (in association with

Wednesday, April 13* 1955

progress report after going it alone theme, while the “corti” portion*
for eight years was inspiring.
were introed by doggerel scripted
Device
All male cast did a standout job by staffer Johnny Mies.
in delineating the undergrads. The lent a further spice of individualwhole thing smacked of realism ity,, to a pleasant 55 minutes.
—
and was radio documentary work
STAGE
in top form.
Gros.
With Phillip Gelb
Producer-director: Gelb
CONCERT OR
Writer: Gelb
With Jay Andres
30 Mins.: 11 a.m„ Wed. (6)
Producer: A1 Bland
Sustaining
Writer: Johnny Mies
KUOM, Mintieapolis-St. Paul.
55 Mins.; Sun., 3 p.m.
This is a periodic
(U. of
Sustaining
.

BACK

CORN

the

American Jewish Committee) got
off to a hangup start in its four'
part series on discrimination with

“The Battle of Fraternity Row."
Working tag for the series is “The
People Take The Lead" and upcoming sessions will tackle discrimination problems in housing,
a defense of public education and
a human rights program.
Kickoff show was devoted to discrimination in campus fraternities.
It was an effective half-hour with
top credit going to scripter Irve
Tunick. Working from pamphlets
issued by the AJC, Tunick whipped
up a stirring plot with realistic
dialog. And he got his point across
without any soapbox hooplah.

when

the actors were1 1 diction and speaking voice proved
valuable assets.
This is a good audio show for
those concerned with the theatre
and like to know what’s occurring
theatrically here. In presenting it
and giving a boost to the local theatre with its cultural influences,
theatrical background and experiseems to be following its
ence, how they identified them- educative pursuits and, in addition,
selves with their roles and their doing a commendable turn for the
opinions regarding the play’s mes- legitimate drama.
Rees.

Gelb taped his interviews
with Kent Smith, K. T. Stevens,
Russell Nype, Joey Faye and others of the company.
The interviews were calculated to enlighten
the public regarding the actors’
offstage,

.

KUOM

sages,

KUOM

WBBM,

Chicago
‘’Jay* Andres, who has developed
a following with his “Music 'Til
Dawn” postmidnight stint on the
Chi CBS anchor, has been assigned additional duties on this
:

Sunday afternoon plattgr serving.
One of the few actually “produced" dee jay sessions with a defformat left on the local
scene, it paakes for intriguing lis-!
tening.
inite

As per

its tag, it’s

an integrated

of longhair and povelty
tunes, all of which might be jarring for fans of either were care
not taken to keep the longhair
stuff from being too shaggy and

parlay

Yarn showed how a frat house the novelty stuff too raucous. The
New England college took on show heard (10) counterpointed

in a

the battle against discrimination in
its org’s rulings ai)d won out. Fight
begins when the undergrads discover that their frat objects to
Negroes and Jews. After trying to
amend the rulings with the national committee, the boys find that the
old-line prejudice is too difficult to
topple.
So they bolt the org and
set up an independent house. The

the acts and

Saint-Saens/
“Carnival of Animals," recorded on Capitol label
by Felis Slotkin and the Concert
Arts orch, with a string of specialty disks ranging the_ Boston
Pops “Chicken Reel” to Les Paul’s

“Kangaroo.”

Andres introed the Sairit-Saens
segments with bits of Ogden Nash
verse along the birds and animal

An erudite and serious-minded
radio critic who apparently probes deeply
station)
transcribed
show that for social significance in the plays
finds staffer and formerly faculty, that he witnesses, Gelb discovered
member Phillip Gelb with the title much of it in this comedy dealing
of “critic at large" covering and with bachelorhood versus marrireporting- oh theatrical and other age
significance that escaped
events over the air when such most New York and other critics
events are considered of particular .(and maybe the authors themsignificance to the community.
selves) who have been more imBecause “The Tender Trap," a pressed by its farcial nature.
touring legit attraction at the
For example, he. pointed out that
Lyceum, boasted a Twin Citian and the play had much to say about
U, of Minnesota alumnus, Max the problem confronting young
Shulman, ,and a Duluth, Minn, women who choose a career and
resident, Jay Lurye, as co-author then, to their regret, find that it
and co-producer, respectively, its has denied them marriage.
He
local visit came within, the pro- cited the fact that 12,000,000 young
gram’s scope.
people eligible for matrimony are
In taking the public back stage unable to achieve it and that staat the theatre on the opening night tistics indicate that 80% of those
here and interviewing cast mem- who don’t marry before they're 25
bers and giving an analysis and ap- never do so. “Do we have the sopraisal of the play, Gelb, who has cial machinery to get enough peohad several of his own brainchil- ple married?" he asked.
dren produced on the campus and
Gelb demonstrated not only critiby little theatre groups and has cal talent, but also an ability to
proved to be a discerning and pene- make his interviews and reviews
trating tv drama critic, did a bang- entertaining and interesting
His straightforward,
throughout.
up job.
On a portable recorder between simple language and topdrawer
Minnesota

non-commercial

1

—

•

Radio Followup
Timed perfectly to coincide with
the 10th anniversary of the death
of the late Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and also following on the heels of
Winston Churchill’s resignation as
Britain’s Prime Minister, the NBC
^Biographies in Sound" recollection of the great JFDR through the
voices of his intimates made for
listening Sunday (10).
The 55-minute program, a “Hear It

fascinating

Now" embroidered

with personal
memories, recollections and comment, bridged the long period be-

tween Roosevelt’s boyhood and his
death, perhaps not removing some
of the legend about him but at
least providing a fund of listenable
material that briefly brought him
back to life.
Speechwriters Robert B. Sherwood, Sam Rosenman, Raymond
Moley, and Ben Cohen; campaigner
Jim Farley; physician Ross McIntyre; Senator and successor as New
York governor Herbert Lehman;
widow Eleanor Roosevelt; VicePresident and Agriculture Secretary Henry Wallace; Labor Secretary Frances Perkins; opponent Alf
Landon; secretary Grace Tully; and
host of others, along with recordings of Roosevelt's speeches

a

and one by Winnie, brought the
man alive again. His charm, his
foibles, his politics, his mistakes,
his disability, all got frank discussion. Farley discussed his break

with Roosevelt on the ipatter of a
third term; Landon went Into the
period when he almost joined the
cabinet; Lehman told about how he
opposed the court-packing plan;
Miss Tully of the last few days.
Editor-narrator Paul Cunningham did an excellent job on both
ends, and Joseph Meyers’ production rates a bow, particularly in
the matter of rounding up FDR’s
intimates and getting 'them to

A.S.E. can switch channels

speak plainly and frankly, RCA,
the parent company of NBC, might
look into the possibility of getting
such “Biographies" like this onto
disks via the RCA Victor label;
there ought to be a pretty wide
public demand for ’em and certainly there would be some from educational

institutions.

Chan.

161^ INCREASE Id

ABC FILM BILLINGS

in the blink of

ABC Film Syndication’s billings
for the first quarter of 1955 rose
161.2% over the same period in
1954,
according to figures released this week by prexy George

an eye...
yj*.

Shupert. Moreover, while the figures reflect the increased revenue
from, additional properties acquired
since the first quarter of 1954, the
two properties ABC Syndication
had at that time also showed billings hikes..

“Racket Squad" billings
over the previous

49.4%

rose
*

first

quarter, while “The Playhouse"
(“Schlitz Playhouse" reruns) in-

to keep your

creased by 183.5%.
Two shows
represented 64.7% of the company’s total billings. Shupert said
increases
represented
improved
market conditions over the period
in '54, when stations had purchased
many library packages
just prior to ABC’s “Playhouse"

picture clear.

acquisition.

To

pictures

city to city, the

designed A.S.E. which switches radio

help keep network

clear as they go

from

TV

change-over automatic, the Bell System

System is installing Automatic
Switching Equipment (A.S.E.) on all
major multi-channel radio relay routes.
Bell

Here’s

how

it

works:'

Even the most carefully engineered
microwave radio systems are affected
by some facing caused by atmospheric
changes.

The only way

to avoid this

interference in television pictures car-

Currently

relay channels in a split second.

Now—when

fading threatens^- It

JACK

Is

recognized by an electronic device that

p.

sends a warning signal back to die control station. The picture is then switched

«i

tiS-TY

automatically to a protection channel.

The

entire operation could take* place

several times a second without disturb-

ing your

program

In

any way*

CHARLIE

APPLEWHITE
P«r. Mgt.

ried

from

city to city

by radio

relay is

to switch the signals to another path.

Manual switching
to

is

beat sudden fades.

not fast enough

To make

die

Advances of this sort In equipment
and technique assure that the television
public will have the benefit of the best
possible service now and In the future.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
Providing transmission channels for intercity television today and tomorrow

Direction

WYNN IASSNER WM. MORRIS AGENCY

BUYING A HOME

SCARSDALE7
SEE
EDDIE SMITH
1407 B'way

in association

JU

4-3345

H. H. Schlosser Realty Co.

!
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Amazing how many

Boston families take

weei

Amazing and a matter

to their hearts.

of fact.* For

weei

is

welcomed by more

different families than any other radio

station

(network or local) heard in the entire

reaches
all

88.6%

(virtually 9 out of 10) of

radio homes in the area

.

.

.

and

is

the

only radio station reaching more than

800,000 families (60,800 more than the
nearest competitor)

metropolitan Boston area.

Amazing indeed. Must be our magnetic
a

And that goes for the morning period

,

the

personalities.

For information about any of

afternoon period, the nighttime period, total

them (note sampler below),

day and

Radio Spot

total

week! Just look

figures for weei’s total

at the

week lead. WErEi

Sales or

call

weei ...

CBS

the most

listened-to radio station in Boston.

*Long
.

.

.

but this

established fact
is

the latest frdm

the ne tv Cumulative Pulse

udlence report

on metropolitan

Boston area listening
(Pulse

CPA

12/54, released

March

7.

1955).
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nAMO - VIDEO - TV

so

vamETT

FILMS
Dawn"

Air, broadcast over KUOM, U. of Minnesota; honorable mention for “Classroom
Playhouse" to WBGQ, Newark, N. J.. and
Newark Board of Education.
In-School Programs for Junior and Senior High Schools: First award for “Red
Man in Michigan" to the U, of Michigan
BroadcasUng Service, broadcast over
Ann Arbor, Mich.; honorable
mention for “Eqoutez!" to the British Co-

Ohio State Awards
Continued from page 44
St. Louis Educational TV Commission
casting Corp. carried off three Hon- to
and KETC. St. Louis.
orable Mentions.
Special Unclassified Award
In radio, as usual of late years,
For “Combat .Television" to the Army
Signal Corps in cooperation With RCA
the network awards were heavily and
NBC, broadcast from Foft George
in favor of Canadian Broadcasting Meade, M<L» over NBC-TV.
Corp., which took five First Awards
RADIO AWARDF
and five Honorable Mentions, NBC
Group I—^-Network' or. National
Radio received a First Award for
Directed to Special Interest Groups:
broadcasting the “Columbia U. Bi- First award for “Summer FaUow" to
Centennial Dramas’Vand Honorable CBC; honorable mention for “Trans-Can<

Wednesday, April I3f 1955

to the Minnesota School of the

WUOM.

Dept. Of Education and CBC.
broadcast from .Vancouver over the Trent
Canada. Pacific NetWork of CBC; honorable mention for “Listening Is Fun" to
the Depts. of Education of Manitoba,
Saskatchewan. Alberta and British Columbia and CBC.v broadcast » by Trans
Canada Pacific Network of CBG; -special
award for “English" to Ontario Dept, of
Education and CBC. broadcast from Toronto over CBC Mid-eastern network.

lumbia
-.

.

—

From The Production Centres
Continued from pago 44

volume of radio advertising transacted

in the area in the past three
He said that while national spot and network (CBS) revenue
declined slightly, local and regional sales increased so that for the
eighth consecutive year sales were over $3,000,000 ...
is
plugging Ed McKenzie, disk jock, in an attractive brochure
. . Ken
Boehmer, WJBK-TV promotion manager, will serve on the tv desk
during Operation Cue, the final and most important test in the current series of nuclear explosions in Nevada
WXYZ-TV*s highly
.
successful promotion stunt of awarding sterling silver belt buckles to
every golfer making a hole-in-one will be continued this season. Last
year, 80 buckles were awarded.

years.

WXYZ
.

.

..

Group III Local
ada Matinee" to CBCDirected te Specie! Interest Greups:
Mentions for “Conversation/' “The
Cultural: First award for “Stage 55” Honorable mention to “A Gallery of
American Forum” and “His Finest to CBC: honorable mention for “Con- Women" to WUOM. Radio Guild, U. of
versation" to NBC; honorable mention Michigan, broadcast over WUOM, Ann
Hour Winston- Churchill.”
for “CBC Wednesday Night" to CBC.
KGO starting a “Do-It Yourself” series featuring Hubbard Cobb
Arbor, Mich.; honorable mention for
CBS won First Awards for “The Dealing with Personal and Social Prob- “Within
These Walls" to Radio and TV Fridays at 7:15 p.nu .
Red Blanchard now doing a Saturday 9 p.m.
First award for “What's In Your Broadcasting Service, U. of Alabama,
World Today” and the one-shot lems:
Mind" to CBC; honorable mention for broadcast over WUOA, U. of Alabama,
show via tape on KROW
educational tv station, planning
. KQED,
“The High Mountain.”
"Theatre of Life" 'to Council of Jewish
Cultural: First award for “Behind the a broadcast series of the San Francisco Little Symphony
ex-49er
Federation and Welfaro Funds.Scenes' in Music" to the National OrchesTELEVISION AWARDS
Public Affairs: First award for “The tra Assn., Inc., broadcast over WNYC. football quarterback, Frankie Albert, back on KGO-TV with a SaturWorld Today" to CBS; honorable mention New York; honorable mention for “Fin- day 15-minute sports show sponsored by Roos Bros, at 7:30 p.m.
.
Group I Network or National
for “The American Forum" to the Amer- gerprints in Music" to WUOM, U. of
Bill McGraw drops from the KGO-TV “San Francisco Tonight” show
Dlrtctwl to Special Interest Groups: ican Forum and NBC.
Michigan.
Dealing with Basic Freedoms: First
First award for “Frontiers of Faith" to
Dealing with Personal and Social Prob- next week with a replacement as yet unannounced.
national organizations representing the award for "Columbia U. Bi-Centennial lems: First award for “Psychologically
three major faiths in the U. S., telecast Dramas" to Center for Mass Communica- Speaking" to WEVD, University of the
over NBC-TV; honorable mention for tion, Columbia U„ and NBC: honorable Air, New York* and Mrs, Lee„R> Steiner. IN
“Living" to the Committee on Broadcast* mention for “Cross Section-—Community
Public Affairs: First award for “Men
KOMO-TV lias just received new three-Vidicon color film camera,
ing Companies, ^telecast over the CBC; in Crisis" Jo CBC.
Behind the News" to CBC, broadcast over
Special
One-Time Broadcasts: First CBO, Ottawa; honorable mention for and is how ready to give local origination for color film and slid*
special award for “The National Farm
and Home Hour" coverage of the Inter- award for “The High Mountain" to CBS; “Continental Comment" to WBAA. Purprograms and commercials on Channel 4
KTVW, Seattle-Tacoma,
national Livestock Exposition and 4-H honorable mention for "His Finest Hour due u., Lafayette. Ind.
—Winston Churchill" to NBC.
Club Congress, and to NBC-TV.
Dealing with. Basic Freedoms:
First Channel 13, has purchased a mobile unit complete with two cameras
Children and Youth: First award- for award for “The American Story—NathanCultural: First award for "Adventure"
of Tor- iel Bacon" to Broadcast Music. Inc., broad- to be used for the Seattle Rfiiniers home baseball games starting. April
Junior
League
“Sounds
Fun"
to
to CBS: honorable mention for “Summer ronto and CBC; honorable mention for
cast by a number of stations.
Initial
19, and for future remotes of special events by KTVW
Festival" to CBC: honorable mention for
Quiet Force" to CBC.
Special
One-Time Broadcasts: First
“NBC-.TV Opera Theatre" to. NBC; honor- “The
In-School Programs for Primary Grades: award for “Gettysburg" to Radio and TV decision of FCC examiner has awarded Channel 7 here to Queen City
able mention for “March of Medicine" to
&Wctrds»
Broadcasting Service, U. of Alabama, Broadcasting Co. (KIRO).'lt will be a long time until channel is on
NBC, American Medical Association and NoIn-School
Programs for Intermedtat4
Smith, Kline & French; special award for Grades: Honorable mention for “Voices broadcast over WUOA, U. of Alabama; the air, however, for KVI, one of the two other applicants, will file
“Disneyland" te ABC and Walt Disney of the Wild" to CBC and National Ad- honorable -mention for “Invitation to exception
to the award. Third applicant, KXA, has not announced inLive" to U. of Kentucky Broadcasting
Productions.
visory Council on School Broadcasting.
Service, broadcast by WBKY, Lexing- tentions, but local belief is that station will go along with KVI and
Public Affairs: First award for “The
In-School Programs for Junior and Se- ton,
-

m

*|

—

SAN FRANCISCO ...
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SEATTLE ...
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;
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Search" to CBS.
nior High Schools: First award for “PioBasic Freadoms: Honorable mention for neer Settlements" to Ontario Dept, of
•Tress Conference" to CBC.
Education and CBC.
Systematic Instruction: First award for
Group II Regional
“Prescription for Living" to McCann
Directed to Special Interest Groups:
Erickson and Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, First
award for '‘The Ethnic History of
broadcast from Cleveland over a special Wisconsin"
to Wisconsin State BroadcastOhio network.
Programs for Children and Youth; First ing Service; honorable mention for "Toaward for “Watch Mr. Wizard" to Jules day in Business" to CFAC, Calgary, AlPower Productions, Inc., and NEC; hon- berta.
Cultural: .First award for “Americanorable mention for "Ding Dong School"
Adventure" to Communications Center,
to NBC; hohorable mention for “Zoo
of North Carolina, broadcast from
Parade" to--NBC; honorable mention for U.
Chapel
Hill over NAEB Tape Network:
for
“Junior Science" to Motion Pictures
honorable mention for “The Roots of
Television, Inc.
Jazz"
to WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa.
School. Telecasts: First award for "Let’s
Dealing
with Personal and Social ProbTake a Look" to CBC and National Ad- lems: First
award for “Report to the
visory Council on School Broadcasting.
People" to WMCA, New York: honorable
Group II—Local and Regional
mention for “How's the Family" to
Directed to Special Interest Groups: WSUI, State U. of Iowa, broadcast from
First award for “Your Health" to WOI- Iowa City over the NAEB Tape Network;
TV, Ames, Iowa, and Iowa Medical So- honorable- mention for “This Is Los Anciety;
“Thursday's geles" to KNX, Lo4 Angeles.
special award for
Child" to WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa.
Public Affairs: First award for “This
Cultural: First award for “Princeton Week in the News” to CFAC, Calgary,
•34" to WRCA-TV and Princeton U.; first Alberta; honorable mention for "Report
award for “Camera Three" to WCBS-TV on McCarthy-Army Hearings" to LoweU
and the U. of the State of New York; Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Counhonorable mention for “The Great Plains cil, broadcast over WGBH-FM, Boston.
TrUogy to U. of Nebraska, broadcast over
Dealing with Basie Freedoms:
First
KOLN-TV, Lincoln. Neb.; honorable men- award for “New World A'Coming Free
tion for “Walker in the City" to KETC, and Equal" to WMCA, New YorJs; honSt. Louis and Washington U.: honorable
orable mention for “What. I Believe!’ to
mention for “Inquiry" to KPIX, San Fran- WHAM. Rochester, N. Y.
Special
One-Time 'Broadcasts: First
cisco and U. of California.

Ky.
Children end Youth: First award for
Story Book Lane" to Dept, of
Speech, U. of Michigan, broadcast over

“Down

—

—

Public Affairs: First award for “Soap
to KETC/St. Louis; honorable mention for “Through Other Eyes" to WRCATV in cooperation with Herb Moss and
Pierre Crenesse.
Basic Freedoms: First award for “Hearings of House Un-American Activities
Subcommittee" to WKAR-TV, Michigan
State CoUege, East Lansing; honorable
mention for "Know Your constitution"
to WTVJ, Miami.
Systematic Instruction: First award for
•Tsychology on TV" to KNXT. Los Aneles and the U. of Southern California;
gonorable mention for “Introduction to
Art" to KNXT and Ui of California at
Los Angeles.
Programs for Chlldran and Youth: First
HAaward fgr "The Friendly Giant" to
TV, U. of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.; honorable mention for "New York Times

Box”

1

W

award for "A December Day in Jeru-

WHA, U. of Wisconsin, MadiWis.; honorable mention for “The
Norwalk Story” to WRCA-AM Jk FM, New
York; honorable mention for “Eclipse" to
U. of Michigan Broadcast Service, broadcast over WUOM, Ann Arbor. Mich,
Children and Youth: First award for
"Young Book Reviewers" to WMCA. New
York; honorable mention for “Children's
Bookshelf" to the Junior League of Pittsburgh, 'broadcast over WCAE, Pittsburgh.
In-School
Programs
for' Primary
Grades:- First award for “Let's Sing" to
Minnesota School of the Air, broadcast
over KUOM, U. of Minnesota; honorable
mention for "Adventures in Speech" to
Manitoba Dept, of Education, broadcast
from Winnipeg over special eastern secsalem" to
son,

‘

tion

From

of CBCr special award for “Tales
the Four Winds" to WNYE, New
and New York City Board of Edu-

Youth Forum" to WABD, New York, and York
the New York Times Youth Forum; spe- cation.
In-School Programs for Intermediate
cial award for “On the Carousel" to
WCBS-TV and the New York City Public Grades; First award for “A Day to Remember"' to WNYE and New York City
Schools.
Board,
of Education; first award for
“Iowa
School Telecasts: First award for
TV Schooltime Landmarks in IoWa His- “Standard School Broadcast" to Standard
tory" to Iowa Joint Committee on Educa- Oil Co. of California, broadcast ffom San
Francisco
over a special western network;
tional TV and WOI-TV, Ames, Iowa; hon-

—

orable mention for '‘Let's

Make Music" honorable

mention

for

“Darkness

at

WWJ,

Detroit; ‘honorable mention for
“Candy C?.ne Lane" to KUSD, U. of South
Dakota, Vermillion, S. D.
In-School Programs for Primary Grades:
First award for “Come Listen Awhile"
to KBPS, Portland (Ore.): Public Schools;
honorable mention for “Turn 'the Page"
to WABE, Atlanta (Ga.) Board of Educa-

further contest decision
Broadcast of Seattle's biggest' sports
event, the Gold Cup races, over KIRO will be sponsored for the second
consecutive year by the Texas Co. and Texaco dealers. Deal Was set
by Kudner agency. Tom Harmon will call the three heats of tho
spectacular race for unlimited hydroplane speedboats.
.

.

.

PHILADELPHIA ...

IN

Stan. Lee Broza to receive Distinguished Service Certificate from
In-School Programs for Intermediate the Penna. American Legion, on his ‘‘Children’s Hour” this Sat. (17)
Grades:- No awards,
.
.
P«ffgy Wood, CBS-TV’s ‘‘Mama,” will be in Philly May'10, for
In-School Programs for Junior end Se.Eddie- Fisher to
nior High Schools: First award for “Ecco award by Ideal Nat’l Council of Jewish Women
LT^lla" (“Here Is Italy") to WBGO-FM. emcee the Betty Crocker ‘Homemaker” ceremonies at Bellevye-StratNewark -IN. J ) Board of Education; hon- ford (21). WEIL-TV
will feed 7:30-8 p.m. session to NBC-TV network
orable mention for “A World at Peace"
to WFBE, Flint (Mich.) Public Schools; . .
Edwin H. Schloss, inquirer music critic, will broadcast Special
honorable mention for Tips for PreTeens" to WABE, Atlanta (Ga.) Board of series (preem May 1) featuring soloists and conductors appearing at
Robin Hood Dell .
Jean Corbett (‘‘Aunt Molly”) exited WCAU-TV
Education.to freelance. She will continue Thurs. pjn. commercial commitment
... Joe Nanpi, long time record rep, formerly with Decca, Capitol
and King Records has joined the Mac McGuire staff, handling the
Bill
deejay’s personal appearances and recording, activities
.
Warren Hull in to plug his B.B.S. recording ‘‘Morning Prayer and
Continued from page 38
Evening Prayer.” The proceeds are to be donated to the Salvation
its hassle with Liggett & Myers,
Robert N. Pryor, v.p. in charge of public- relations for
Army ,
which Started with CBS-TV’s pre- WCAU-TV acted as judge in the annual competition of the Phila.
emption Qf the perry Como show to Club of Advertising Women (11),
'make way for half-hour strip in the
7:30-8 period and ended in L&M’s IN
.
. .
withdrawal of all its business fropa
daily 5:25 p.m. sports
Paul Wilcox returns to
mike for
CBS-TV aind CBS Radio. Could _be, stint-. . Bob MUIer, former NBC spot sales, a now flacking
for Cleveit’s believed, that CBS refused to
Glenn Rowell taking radio-tv spot in Rapid
land Auto Dealers : .
let the ciggie outfit have Leonard
City . . . Paul Bedford, WTAM-WNBK, vacationing in Florida
.
as a matter of avenging the busiH6rbe/t E. Evans, veep Peoples Broadcasting Corp., elected prexy of
ness Joss. >‘Mr. Citizen” preems
Ohio Assn. Radio-TV Broadcasters
execs Jim Hanrahan
next week as the post- ‘Disneyland”
and Jack Hartley both suffering^ injured hands . . Walt Kay returnreplacement for the Stu Erwin
disk spot
ing to
WXEL producer Harry Black skedded for
show on ABC/TV, with Allyn Ed- McCann-Erickson berth . . . . WNBK’s Bowlathon with Sammy Leino
.
.
wards, who ankled WRCA in N. Y.
brought ’in $1244 .
Patty Rowe pinch-hitting on “Bandstand” until
to take the slot, as emcee.
Steinberg named head of radio-tv
Barbara Page returns
.
. Eddie
tion.

-

.
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Macon, Ga.-^Ben Chatfield has
ankled WMAZ and WMAZ-TV here
after

nine years

as

news

for Ohio

Adv

.

.

.

During

Bill

Mayer hiatus

drews will take over the WTAM disk spot
end in Manhattan” tour in June.

.

.

Johnny An“Week-

in Florida,

WHK sponsoring

chief.

While his future plans are undisbeing split between Ferrell Knight,
for the radio side and tv’er Herbert
Kassner.

it was CBS that failed to fulfill
end of the pact. Zenith, which

that

closed, Chatfield’s job is currently

Zenith Hassle
Si

Continued from page 45

March 27 you (CBS) presented on ‘Omnibus’ a program, on
that “on

subscription television which was
unfairly slanted to create an unfavorable reaction on a program

which we (Zenith) sponsored and
over our (Zenith) objections to
same,”

CBS exec claims that Wright was
asked, after studying the text of
the proposed subscription tv discussion, if he wanted to have the
segment deleted from the upcoming show. “You took the position
that you did not want to ask for
its omission, On the contrary, you
discussed with me certain changes
which you Wished to make in the
copy to which you objected. In
your presence I called Robert Saudek, director of fha TV-Radlo

its

has pioneered both the engineering
ideological development of
pay-tv, alleges that the whole matter stems from CBS’ basic opposition to subscription tv. Whereas
the network rebuts that this is “in
error” and points to the upcoming
public service program which it
has in the works for a “comprehensive discussion of the entire
issue.”

and

YOUR PICK OF TWO
GREAT LIBRARIES
FOR STOCK FOOTAGE
FILM DIVISION

Workshop, and he agreed to make
every one of the changes which
you suggested,” Salant’a letter as-

MARCH OF TIME

serted.

Just

DR.

As
I.

It

Wright, however. Insists he hotly
protested the handling, of the subject and asked for a two-week delay in airing the toll-vision insert
while a “fairer presentation” was
evolved. It’s known that Zenith was
highly displeased over the use of
George Storer as the broadcaster

Did In Radio ....

Q. (now avai liable tor
Can Become One

t.v.)

of

TELEVISION'S

GREATEST QUIZ SHOWS!

LEE SEGALL
Shadywood La no
Dallas, Texas

anti-subscription spokesman. Ironically, because of the technically
garbled Storer filmed presentation,
CBS felt the immediate wrath of
the motion picture exhibitor inspired Committee Against Pay-AsYou-See Television.
As things are now, both camps
are standing pat, with the network
claiming Zenith is contractuallybound to pay for the two shows
whereas the ex-sponsor is arguing

LICENSE FEE PER 35MM FOOT
MARCH OF TIMI

NBC LIBRARY
1.00

1.00

TV Ona-TIme Usa
Network TV One-Time Usa

Local

1.50

Z.50

2.50

2.50
Single Film Short Subjects—
Unlimited use TV or NON-TV

2.50

TV Sales Commercial

2.50

5.00

Feature f Icture for Theatrical
Release

5.00

Qua ntlty discounts available

For

detailed rate card, or

any

further information, address:

TED MARKOVIC, SUPERVISOR
NBC FILM DIVISION LIBRARY
EAST 106th STREET
NEW' YORK 20. N. Y.

105

CIRCLE
Q

7-8300

EXT.

8438

WednewUy,
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Wednesday, April 13, 1955
ments “in a variety of forms." Each
one-minute announcement goes for
$1,000; minimum packages of four
30-second announcements per weekend go at a total $3,000/ and 10

Television Chatter

-

six-second spots will sell at $3,000
also. (Midnight to 8 ayem buys will

weekly “Man’s World" live last
Friday (8) at the starting fringe of
WOR - TV’s practically all. -film
“All About
nighttime sked
Baby" does a diaper change by
moving on April 14 from its 2 p.m.
Thur$day-Ffiday -DuMont slot to
Paul Falkenberg is as1:45
sociate producer as well as super-

New York
Nancy Leeds, daughter of Roseland ballroom owner Lou Brecker,

.

on “Kraft Theatre"
Producer Parke

set to appear

tonight (Wed.)

.

.

.

his wife sailing bn the
Liberte Friday (15) for two-month
vacation-research trip
wherein, they’ll survey Continental
tv-filming facilities and techniques
Bill Cullen left immediately
after last week’s “I’ve Got a Secret" for a '10-day vacation in
Mexico (with the vacation being
.,Jon
his “secret" on the show)
Hall, “Ramar of the Jungle" star,

Levy and

.

European

.

go at 50% of this daytime rate.) It’s- to be a late-night affair, starting at 10:30, with some of the “hosts"
Instead of available frequency dis- coming in costume as Runyon used to describe them. Listed as cocounts, the web’ll make a “special hosts for the affair are Eberhard (The Brain) Anheuser, August A.
introductory offer" to induce bank- (Harry the Horse) Busch Jr„ James' (Earthquake) Conzelman, Bill
rollers to take, at last 20 minutes (Pale Face Kid) Corum, Jack (Big Butch) Dempsey, Joe .(Sleepout
DiMaggio, Leo (Jack the Beefer) Durocher, Jackie (Seldom
of spots in any/ combination before Sam)
Oct. 1. For *20 minutes of time Seen Kid) Gleason, William Randolph (Izzy Cheesecake) Hearst Jr.,
bought for the hot months, the ad- Leo (Mindy) Lindy, Toots (Big Jule) Shor, Herbert Bayard (Louie the
vertiser’ll be given 10 minutes of Lug) Swope, Alfred G. (Fingers) Vanderbilt, J. L. (Handsome Jack)
Van Volkenburg, A. (Dave the Dude) Von Gontard, John L. (Solid
free time during the same period
The show itself, produced by John) Wilson and Walter (Waldo Winchester) Winchell. Handling
James Fleming with an assist from arrangements is Earl (Hot Horse Herbie) Blackwell.
“Night at Mindy’s" is a recurring phrase from Runyon’s stories, reEverard Meade (who’s returned
from teaching at the U. of Virginia ferring of course to Lindy’s Restaurant. But the Friday (15) night
to act as “project officer”), will party will he held at Toots Shor’s.
pitch anything and everything that
Joan Benny, who^made her teledebut last season on papa Jack's
comes along. It’ll air one-line jokes
by Milton Berle, George Gobel or CBS-TV’er for Lucky Strike, now has a regular series of her own.
Winston Churchill, if necessary. She’s doing-the .blurbs ior-Royal Crown. Cola on “The Ajnes Brothers,"
There’ll be nostalgic music, sound- the quarter-hour vidpixer produced by the quartet and sold via MCAtrack slices, maybe a piece from TV to Royal Cfown for 193 markets, said to be the largest spot buy
Harper’s stuff that doesn’t neces- in tv history. Series has already begun in N. Y. (via WABD) and
sarily fit a whole show. “Interest- preems around the rest of the country this month.
Just to keep it in the family and uphold the Benny tradition, Joan’s
ing little hunks," Weaver called
’em. There’ll be some longer mo- immediate boss in her Royal Crown deal is BBD&O, Jack’s longtime
ments too. The general idea is to agency.

.

.

.

vising film editor of the Guy Lombardo music-a-la-celluloid packProducer Stephen L.
age
.
.
Sharff junketing to Israel and
Italy to make institutional pic after
putting final touch on a half-hour
Casablanca film . . . Lee Polk, exDuMont megger, joins Gross-Baer
to handle WABC-TV showcase. So
hospitalized briefly in Allentow'n, does scribe Tony Spinner, to act
Pa., after a minor auto collision as assistant producer-scripter of
while on a personal appearance new G-B stanzas
Steve Allen’s
there for “Ramar." No major in- “Bop Fabler" etchings now get
Empire Produc- Simon
juries, though
Scnusfer print treatment.
of
couple
out
a
tion Co. turned
Off the presses are four bop-talk
Wines, with the tales,
spots for
“Goldilocks,"
on
twists
blurbs directed at the ItalianBears," “Three Little Pigs”
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

.

&

.
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G & D

“Three
Steve Davis
American audience
and “Jack and the Beanstalk," with
joined Young & Rubicam as head drawings by George Price.
last
of its station promotion unit
get as much sound as possible from
week, coming down from Albany,
all -corners of the globe about as
where he was publicity and sports
Chicago
.

.

.

Idea
.
.
director for WTRI (TV)
of how specialized the industrial,
filmmaking business is getting is
seen in the appointment of Saul
Feuerman to the staff of Dynamic
Films as producer-account exec.
He’s a specialist in production of
films on medicine and related
films, most recently with Audio
ProTelevision
Productions
,
grams of America exec v.p. Mickey
Sillerman took the family,for a 10.

.

.

day junket to Washington, Williamsburg and points south.
NBC pub affairs v.p. Davidson
Taylor of Columbus as speaker at
the 25th anni of Institute for EduThe‘
cation by Radio and TV.
web's manager of pubserv programs Edward Stanley will be
there, and Charles Polachek and
Herbert Grossman of the opera
department will also be on hand,
with film clips from four NBC
Claudette Colbert
songathons
has May 19 lead in the “Climax"
dramatization of “The Deliverance
.

.

.

.

of Sister Cecilia," from book by
William Brinkley on escape by a

nun

from

Czech

WPIX

Commies

.

,

.

.

lations, checking in at
his return next week .

entertaining things as posParenthetically,
Weaver’s
sales to NBC-TV central educational overtones in the origidivision spot sales ... Tony Mar- nal “wide-wide" pitch were absent.
tin and Jim Moran to co- emcee TV He said that he wasn’t seeking any
anni show via specialized listening groups.
Guide’s' second
Lee Foley,
April 22
Flexible Time Segments
theatre producer - director,
legit
There won’t be any specific time
joined Kling Film Productions as
visual coordinator . Kenny Bow- breakdowns, beyond a five-minute
ers guesting on WNBQ’s “Close- return to affils out of each hour
Johnny (Ric) for local news, weather, sports,
Up" this week
sales crew etc. No slave to time, the “service"
Walker of the
. Charley
will, however, generally divide itvacationing in Florida
Ruggles in’ Monday (11) for huddles self into national news summaries
with Miles Labs and Geoffrey on the hour, followed by sports
Wade execs who have bought into summaries, with a variety-type caphis “World of Mr. Sweeney” day- sule holding down the remainder
Curley Brad- of time. Anything goes /in
timer on NBC-TV. ,
the valey subs next week for the vaca- riety segments.
tioning John Conrad on WNBQ’s
Sought as NBC radio’s weekend
“Elmer the Elephant" kiddie strip salvation,
with no immediate plans,
House of Plenty bankrolling
WGN-TV’s Roller Derby Wednes- according to Weaver, for going into
other
days
or nights, “Monitor" is
weeks
day night remotes for four
Hal Lansing making his tele shirking regional sales. Network
debut as narrator of a Friday night advertisers will have to take at
hunting and fishing film on WGN- least 75% of the available network,
TV, working from a Jack La- and Harry Bannister, station relaNorm Barry's tions v.p., explains that the size of
Frandre script
.
sports capsule now the network at various times will
10:25
sold out with the Coca Cola Bot- depend largely on how much times
tlers of Chicago taking the Thurs° the 200-odd NBC radio
stations can
day seg and Collinite Auto Wax clear. Bannister said all the affils
buying Monday nights.
will carry the new show in whole
or part.
Though the point wasn’t made
final when the “Monitor" details
‘Monitor’
were handed down to the press at
^ Continued from page 39
a “21” luncheon last week, Weaver

WMAQ

Nodland

.

Petry upon

switched

from

sible.

|

WBKB

I

.

.

,

.

.

.

WNBQ

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Robert E. Button has been appointed Deputy Assistant Director of
the U. S. Information Agency for Broadcasting.
Button, on leave of absence from NBC for the past several months,
will be top aide to J. R. Poppele, USIA Assistant Director in charge
of “Voice of America." Button, who has been serving in the office of
the Secretary Of Defense, succeeds Edward F. Lethen, of 'CBS^who
has resigned and returned^, to hi4 network.

Packaging outfit of Barry, Enright & Friendly has picked up rights
new telefilm series based on case histories from the National
Assn, for Mental Health, and have already begun production on the

to a

which Reginald Rose has scripted.
Series, which would be the first devoted entirely to mental health,
would be filmed on location at hospitals and institutions under supervision of the NAMH, which will provide a board of three psychiatrists
headed by Dr. George H. Stevenson to screen all material.' Barry,
Enright & Friendly have been dickering with Sidney Lumet to direct
pilot,

<>

the series.

Telepix Slump

“development" or even pilot stage
but their future status

at this point,

Even if their indie
is nebulous.
producers secure financing, getting
a distribution deal under the “new
look" of tightening up the product
flow Is going to be* tough. As of
Hal Roach Jr.
NBC Film Division has nothing the moment, the syndicators are
fit into his aim of program elasset for the fall, except for a pilot quite happy with what they’ve got
ticity.
NBC lists several things that version of “The Great Gildermight be heard on .the “variety" sleeve," which it’s offering only
share of “Monitor": a part of a for national sale. CBS Television
trip through Paris or Munich, say, Film Sales is in production on the
with_ a roving European corre- Errol Flynn starrer, “March or
spondent; dramatic highlight from Die," and has made a pilot but no
a current Broadway or Hollywood more on “Navy Log.” Screen Gems
hit; live or taped voices of top has several properties in the works
people in the news, comedy (“of for national sale, but maintains a
all types"); a “Monitor" exclusive policy against producing directly
Television Proa dive with an atomic sub or a for syndication.
visit to “Birdland,” or a Vis-a-vis grams of America has “Spade Coowith ah actor or actress. Weaver ley" in production for the fall. Ziv
will use announcers (10 of them will probably account for the lion’s
TEXACO STAR THEATRI
working in about four-hour shifts), shore of production for syndicawhom he’ll call communicators, to tion, but isn’t talking about new
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
product except to say that “Black
integrate all segments.
Beauty" is in the works.
Mot.i William Morrla Agency
There are scores of shows in the
apparently intends building the 40
hours around at least a few of the
existing popular sustainers like
“Meet the Press." Such steps would

Teleac-

.

.

Chicago office of the American Federation of Radio-Television
Artists has asked f<?r aid in locating five performers who have checks
due them for their appearances on a Windy City cerebral palsy telethon back in June 1953. AFTRA office is holding checks for $26.93
made out to Horvil Roberts, Lorraine Gebhardt, Jack Leonard, Corinne
M. Pelletier and Doris Kaye.
AFTRA’s Chi address is 102 E. Hubbard St., Chicago 11.,

•

assumption that sometime during
tresses Rita Newton and Mary its 40 continuous hours, “Monitor"
Kevin Kelly opening on Broadway will reach “60 to 70% of all
April 21 in Paul Muni-starrer “In- homes," Weaver has instituted a
herit the Wind."
flexible selling structure, which he
Barney Biro does a repeat as feels will give radio advertisers a
“Mr. Vacuum” on ‘‘Big Town”
shortly
Hy Gardner pulled a reasonable impact spread over the
cutie by guesting Harry Gross, ex- weekend.
Variety qf Sales Forms
con bookie, on his Thursday (7)
The “Monitor" sales plan, tfte
WPIX casing . Preston Foster to
latest
extension of the overall netTexas for some MCA promotion on
work radio effort toward providing
the “Waterfront" vidpix skein
Bert Bacharach launched his once- participation buys, offers announce.

j

.

.

.

.

.

did an “Omnibus” repeat
this week, taking a U.S. Information Agency pic, the 38-minute
“The Yukawa Story," (done primarily for Nippon video) and showing it locally in N.Y.
. Elizabeth
Lawrence into ABC-TV preem of
“Mr. Citizen" on April 20 .
Tom
Knode “between jobbing" in Havana. He resigned NBC station .re-

A WBZ-TV, Boston, engineering snafu during the Hub showing of
“Chance of a Lifetime" nearly caused a minor “Invasion From Mars"
stampede last week when the tv audio faded out and the words “All
Navy personnel are requested to return to their, bases immediately"
hit the air. Lines were being spoken in a live radio-broadcast carried
over WBZ but before a WBZ-TV staffer could announce the mistake
phone boards at the station and local dailies were jammed with calls.

many

Jory

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

Anheuser-Busch and CB&-TV are kicking off the “Damdn Runyon
Theatre," which bows on the network for the brewery Saturday (16),
with an offbeat night-before shindig captioned "A Night at Mindy’s."

.

Continued from pas# 45
ly listed “Life. Can Be Beautiful"
as a soap strip as well as unnamed series with John Gibbs and

—

WNEW
Continued from page st

The Channel 8 Mighty Market Place

all

NBC* CBS

yours

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PA.

DUMONT
STEINMAN STATION
CLAIR McCOLlOUGH PRES.
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Jerry Marshall. No decision has
yet been reached on sale of the
five-minute news spots, which Miss
Judis kept sustaining, though it did
and still does cost the station In
the vicinity of $150,000 per annum
to take the service from the N. Y.
Daily News. A station spokesman
said that the newspaper and Buckley have been “exploring" the commercial situation.
Since the station reports that the
“Ballroom” for the first quarter of
’55 got more advertising and more
income than the like period in ’54,
the intention to sell many segments by the one-minute spot is
said to be a shift to meet the radio
pattern of shorter and shorter
sponsor periods rather than one "to
recoup possibly decreased billings.
Marshall and the show are
WNEW’s prestige package, and
Buckley’s office reports that he’s
had requests from some bankroll-

ed
,pe " n,a,v ..‘
New* Vork

MEEKER

Chicago

Los

TV> INC.
An gales

San Franc i'sea

for a chance at an all-live spot
commercial spiel by the gabber.

“Ballroom"

will

continue

being

sold as quarter-hours as well as by

spot announcements.

HIGHER RATINGS!

MORE RENEWALS!
BIGGER RESULTS!
CURRENT HITSt
THE EDDIE CANTOR
COMEDY THEATRE
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j
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MEET CORLISS ARCHER
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
I

LED 3 LIVES

FAVORITE STORY
CISCO KID
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Stations

Keep Films In Trenner s

Tresell the Residuals* Plan for Soaps
Stations will get complete rights-f*
1
“in perpetuity’ to all film they

Washington, April 12.
The tv board of NARTB voted
today (Tues.) to instruct the group
tp oppose toll-tv insofar as it may
interfere with the development of
present commercial video. The 15man board action was opposed by
Paul Rai'bourn, repping Paramount’s KTLA, L.A. station. Another member, JolTn Esau, owner
of an Oklahoma city outlet, ab-

,

Under this arrangement, Trenner could offer a national sponsor
a soap strip for a flat- package
price well under the ordinary
charge for time and program,
since time charges would be eliminated in the exchange of rights
to the film for one free play by the
station. At the same time, the stations could use the film for repeats, Selling both time and' program, which they’d own and with
which they could make up their
initial loss in time charges (by

f

playing the firstrun free) via a
charge for the program as well as
the time on the repeat.
Series themselves, though not
yet in production, would comprise
“completed stories,” that is, each
five days would complete a separate story, enabling the stations to
edit the programs into half-hour
form as well as repeating them as
strips.
Thus, the station could
have four quarter-hours, (two originals plus two reruns) going at the
same time, as well as two halfhour versions a week.
Philosophy behind the Thrive is
that currently filmed soaps are too
tough to' sell because of their high
price.
If* a proper use of their
"residual values „could be attained,
however, the price could be reduced to a feasible point. Treqner’s plan wraps up the residual
benefits in advance by turning the
film over to the stations and eliminating time costs in the initial

'

Resolution Against ToII-TV

ner’s choosing.

^

’

NARTB TV Board Votes

purchase for the first time under
a plan which would permit lowcost filmed soap opera* through
the expedient of “preselling the
Plan, worked out by
residuals,”
Harry Trenner, former radio-tv
veep of the William H. Weintraub
agency and now head of the newly
formed Station Film Library Inc.,
would give the stations the films
of two daytime soapopera strips to
keep and use as they choose in return for simply playing the strips
just once for a sponsor of Tren-

x

1

from voting.
The board adopted

stained

a resolution
toll-tv was “contrary to
the public interest and challenged
FCC’s authority to authorize it,
The board instructed NARTB to
appear and participate at all hearings on the subject and take proper and- necessary steps “to ^preserve unlimited public reception
Within the television broadcast
bands.”

which said

m
SB

60
Continued from pm
sSE
Size

ality”

programs, “Amos

’n’

Andy

Music Hall,” “Robt. Q. Lewis
Show,” etc. In the case of ABC,
the emphasis is on news shows and
“featurets,” the latter being five-

37

General Electric (20th-Fox
pix). NBC has “Kraft Television
Theatre” ABC has the 7:30 to 8:30
“Disneyland” and tha 10 to 11
Pabst bouts.
Thursday: Another big night for

and

minute capsule segments in the
service, homemaking and general
interest fields. NBC has just begun
to go after this type of business; following from its “Today”the big ones. Chrysler looks all
“Home”- ‘Tonight” “magazine conset to ride again with the 8:30 to
cept” experience in the television
9:30 “Climax” series. NBC has
field, but hasn’t.yet evolved the pro“Lux Video Theatre.” ABC has gramming framework around which
“Pond’s Theatre.”
a saturation campaign would be
Friday: With the exception of built. One entry, according to presthe NBC Gillette bouts, this is the ent plans, Is the new 48-hour weekone night that hour clients sit it end show which last week got the
out. It’s significant, too, that it’s nod from the NBC affiliates.
regarded as a the weakest tv night of
the week.
Saturday: Coming up on NBC is
Lassie
the new full hour Perry Como
variety show 8 to 9 opposite CBS’
Continued from page 45
^
Dorsey
and
the
Jackie Gleason
Bros. CBS is prepping the new a merchandising line around the
10
Gras”
Gleason-packaged “Mardi
dog with Martin Stone, former proto 11 to throw against NBC’s ducer of “Howdy Doody” and its
George Gobel and “Hit Parade.” merchandiser, Pointing up the
NBC will also have the one-a- power of television, Maxwell re*

month Max Liebman

specs.

called that

when

Lassie did occa-

Sunday: The major 60-minUte sional p.a.’s for Metro in conjuncammunition tion with pictures starring the dog,
and
90 - m i n u t e
bears the Sabbath stamp, CBS there was no fee involved and
late afternoon 90- never much of a turnout.
its
has
minute “Omnibus.” At 8 ,to 9.
In contrast, a two-day date at
there’s “Toast of the Town” (being Massey Hall in Toronto last week
retabbed “The Ed Sullivan Show”). was orignally scheduled for a couNBC has the upcoming Maurice ple of shows a day, but Weatherwax
Evans hour and 90-minute presen- and the dog had to do five a day,
Sparks Healthy
tation on the fall agenda, alternat- getting overflow crowds and a
ing with the NBC Opera Theatre flood
newspaper
frontpage
of
D.C. ‘Anti-Bait’ Trend,
and the projected “Wide Wide stories. Demand for the dog has
World” (both in hour and hour- become so great that bookings have
But N.Y. Still on Hot Seat and-a-half form). From 8 to 9 will also been turned over to Stone,
the Par pix in the current who operated a similar setup with
An exec in the Better Business be
“Colgate Comedy Hour” slot; from “Howdy Doody." Up to now, the
Bureau relates that -when radio sta- 9 to 10 Phiico rides again. The 90- bookings have come without soliciSunday evening one-a- tation.
tion WGMS' in Washington “cut minute

WGMS

out the cancer completely” recently
by sacking all home demonstration advertising (including a five^
year old account), others began

month specs stay

put, too.

:

;

—

•

.

AMERICAN WOMEN
RADIO AND TELEVISION
txfcnd a cordial invitation to

BROADCASTERS

AND

&

In N.Y.

Skytop Meet;

Pack’s Filmbuying Spree
Westinghouse Broadcasting

s

Co.

chieftain.* Dick

program

national

off something new in
of filmbuying this week
in the course of a two-day
meeting of his program managers,

Pack pulled
terms

:

when

filmbuyers and operations managers of the four
telestations,
he invited pitches from no less
than 11 syndication houses, all of
Whom cooperated by sending their
top sales execs to the session.

WBC

Two-day program session at the
in New York preceded
a general meeting of all Westinghouse tv station at the Skytop Club
in Cresco, Pa., outside Pittsburgh.

New Weston

General meet, which runs three
days starting today (Wed.T, will
cover all phases of operations of
KDKA in Pittsburgh; KPIX, San
Francisco; WBZ-TV, Boston and
WPTZ, Philadelphia. WBC prexy
Chris Witting will preside, with
Westinghouse parent company -corporate affairs veep E. V. Higgins,
WBC national sales chief Eldon
Campbell; ad-promotion manager
David Partridge and* Pack among
the speakers. Each station will be
repped by a general manager, pro-

gram manager,
promotion

sales

manager and

chief.

New York meet had

top execs

of the film syndication companies
on hand for the sales pitches,

along with KTTV, Los Angeles,
filmbuyer Richard Woollen as a
speaker as part of the seminar.
Film
company execs includes

«

AM

WOMEN

Westinghouse B’cast

Flamingo Films* Sy Weintrjaub,
NBC Film Division’s H. Weller
(Jake) Keever, Television Programs of America prexy Milton
First date came in December Gordon; ABC Film Syndication’s
with a call from the Northern Cali- Don Kearney; MCA-TV’s Aaron
Beckwith; Guild Films* Dave Savfornia Dog Show, asking for the
age;
Vitapix Corp.’s Ed Hall;
dog’s services at $1,500 a day for
in
San UM&M's Cy Ddnegan; CBS Teletwo days at the Cow Palace
vision Film Sales* Wilbur Edwards;
Francisco. Since that time, there
have been appearances at dog Official Films* Herb Jaffe; and
Ziv’s Al Goustin and Burt Lambert,
shows, fairs, carnivals and depart-

CBS-TV is smitten with the 90minute spec bug, too, with Noel
Coward and Mai‘y Martin set to
inaugurate the Columbia version.
“quietly” to follow suit. BBB's There will be no specific time
Leland S. McCarthy, in the capital, segments allocated on a regular
run, with preemptions to be carried
said that he knows of one other
out on a flexible basis to support ment store events in Detroit, Chistation plaqping action similar to the web’s thinking: “When a show cago, Pittsburgh, Allentown and
three
out
and
that
that of WGMS,
Warrants going 90 minutes, we’ll Toronto, with bookings now in the
of the four newspapers have re- do it; otherwise we’ll keep to an work£ for El Paso and the southfused home demo type ads for hour.”
west. Figures would be swelled if
some time. The other paper has
the dog could work more fail's and
modified its stand on copy acceptexpositions in the summer, which
is. the basic outdoor season, but
price.
He said he’s spoken to ance.
Quickie Biz
the show must be shot during June
However, as Washington throtmore than 50 stations, gotten
and July, which eliminates, a good
okays from over 30 of them so far tles it “bait” and “switch” potenContinued from pace 39
part of the season. One factor that.
and hasn’t had one negative re- tial, N.Y. faces, according to relithe
word,
“message,”
in
or
a
tions
intriguei
bookers and' audience
action yet. He’s currently dicker- able sources, several .more indictchangeabout from a alike is the fact that Weatherwax
ing with writers and producers ments by the 'District Attorney. complete
meprojectable
sales
and
stable
hands
out a door prize at each
and hopes to start production in 30 The indictments should be forthdays for a late September start on coming within the next few weeks, dium to a changeable and “spot show, a Lassie- puppie. There are
chief
reawere
vehicle,
the
buy”
five
dogs which lobk the same in
both series. He also hopes to offer following recent legal criminal
national bankrollers a 125-station charges against a home freezer sons for the webs’ reluctance to Weather wax’s kennels, and. one or
outfit and a sewing machine firm. take such orders. From the ad- another is always littering. Appearlineup for the soaps.
vertisers’ side, it' took a little get- ances-, of course, have the blessting used to also, particularly ings and cooperation of Campbell
among the radio-tv sectors of the Soups, the show’s sponsor, and
agencies.
Television Programs of America,
But now, everybody’s .doing it. its distributor.
Automakers, for example, are
spending more coin in radio than

IN

1955

Weilneiklay; April 13,

from network to network. In the
case of CBS, the web is spotting
the participations on its “person-

EXECUTIVES
of

ever before, via the quickie saturation campaigns. Oldsmobile, Studebaker-Packard, Chevrolet and Buick
have used two or three-week carh- #
paigns to plug the unveiling of'
their new models. Seasonal products, particui^Jy in the drug field,
have used quick campaigris for the

crats spent $2,573,000

onstration

of

high

—as

a dembroadcasting

costs.” These- broadcast amounts,
he said, were -about four or five
times less in *44.

Leonard Hall, Republican chairman, agreed that tv has changed
the present campaign picture. He
thought ' that
Democratic
Sen.
Thomas Henning’s proposal for a
$12,000,000 budget was enough to
get along. with.

Free Politico Time
Continued .from pas* 45

the group which has all the money,
gets the time. The public, and not
merely the candidate, is deprived
of a right.. This calls for serious
consideration.”
start of their selling period. Ex“There are 35,000,000 television
amples in recent weeks have been
O'Cedar’s 25-shows-a-week buy for sets,” responded Miss Hennock.
two weeks on ABC, and Stude- “These sets are 35,000,000 political
baker’s $50,000 contract to plug its halls.'' I favor your right to use the
showing in the Mobilgas Economy people’s airwaves free. The time
Run via four shows within a week .should be released for political
on CBS. Gerber’s Baby ‘Foods candidates. One of thri most basic
bought a half-hour one-shot last problems today is to bring the
week on ABC to carry the results people their candidates.”
Of the Salk vaccine experiment yes“Be a little more definite,” urged
terday (Tues.) when the results Wiley.
were revealed.
“Alert your brother senators to
ABC’s Spadework
the problem”, Commissioner HenChief reason for reluctance of nock recommended. “Get the Senthe networks to go after this busi- ate to pass a resolution calling
ness in the past was the fear that upon the FCC to call on the inenough sales volume couldn’t be dustry for free tiirie.”
worked up. But ABC, which has
In response, Republica and Dembeen doing the lion’s share of the ocratic National Committee chairspadework, came out on top of all men today (Tues.), testified before
other networks in the billings pic- a Senate election subcommittee
ture last year in terms of percent that present feelings on campaign
of decrease, and the main reason expenditures are “unrealistic in
rwas the fast-turnover quickie busi- view' of the cost of tv.” Paul Butness./ ABC’s 1954 billings were ler,
Democratic chairman, sugdown less than 2% over the year gested that the ceiling of $3,000,000
before, while all other, nets showed on each party should be at least
far more substantial drops, ABC doubled.
He also suggested that
started going after the saturation the committee consider a requireclients last summer, and as a re- ment “that reasonable and equal
sult its billings for the last six amounts of radio and tv time be
months of the year were almost provided without charge to each
even (and in some hionths, ahead) party in a presidential election as
with those of the same period in a public service.
1953.
Butler submitted figures showing
Frame of reference, program- that the Republicans spent $3,447,wise, for the campaigns varies 000 for radio-tv in ’52, and Demo.

STATIONS,

NETWORKS

AND AGENCIES
to attend the fourth

AWRT

annual convention

DRAKE HOTEL, Chicago, Illinois
May 5- May 8, 1955
Workshops

— Panels — Speakers — Interviews
Entertainment
Registration:

Members

$15.00, Others $20.00
t

R.S.V.P.:

AWRT, Room

5434, 70 East 45th St„

New

York

17, N. Y.

EVERY DAY
BN EVERY CHANNEL

BROOKS
COSTUMES
I W..I 41.1 St., N.Y,C.»T*I. PL. 7* J WO

3

UNUSUAL VALUES

Scarsdale,

Hoathcote

N.Y.,

12 room, 4ft botha,

1

School
acrO $92,750.

Shorman, Conn., SVfa aero rotroat
modernized historic homo, 7 rnie, 2
baths, suost cottage $4S,00i.
Chatham, Mass., Ranch, 9 rms,
bath; oloctrlc kit. 1 aero $13,900.

1

DOROTHY
Harwood
Noar

S. WILLIAMS, BROKER
Bldg.,
SCarsdale 5*1334

Now Havon, COUNTRY ISTATB,

bedroOmt, 4 baths, plus
maids’ quarters; 25 acres. Near Yala,
Shubart Thoatra, straw hats, Oakdale
"musical. Concerts, music library. Price
9 yaars old, 7

half cost. RALPH
1141 Whitney Ave.,

CHostnut

S-9959.

HOWARD,
Now

Realtor,

Havon. Conn.,

-

—

/
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NEW HIGH IN AIR 'TRAVEL
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Hi

....

SUPER
NON-STOP TO LOS ANGELES
LARGEST MOST LUXURIOUS AIRLINERS

IN THE SHIES,

TODAY

>

Created by Lockheed especially for

TWA!

>

Powered by

Turbo-compound engines!

Curtiss-Wright's newest

> Interior

by Henry Dreyfuss, world-famous designer!

Firstto fly

NON-STOP

coast to coast,

TWA now sets new standards^

of speed and luxury in transcontinental air travel with the great,

incomparable Super-G Constellation.

Never before have so many new features been introduced in one
Not just one, but four cabins
three beautifully
appointed lavatories, rich wood-paneled interiors, adjustable reading
giant airliner.

.

handy baggage

lights,

racks, the widest

.

.

and roomiest lounge chairs

in

transcontinental service, glare- free picture windows— much, muchmore.

Your only regret
in just a

will

be the briefness of your ‘stay aboard. For

few hours. the four mighty Curtiss-Wright Turbo -compound

engines bridge the distance between

New York and Los

Angeles.

ho extra fare on your 'next trip between
York and California. Make your reservations today.

Plan

New

to

enjoy

it

all at

DEPARTS DAILY AT
from

Now

P.

I

M,

York Intornafional, Airport

Other convenient non-stop and ono-step Super Constellation
flights daily to Los Angeles and Sdn Francisco

FOR IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS
AGENT OR CALL T WA>

Ilf yOU(t TRAVEL

LExington 2-7100
Or

viitt

ono of TWA's convoniontly focatpd

tlekot officot:

and 30th St. * 80 Eait 42nd St.
Sheraton-Astor Hotel lobby * 624 and 430 Fifth 'Ava.
Hotel Slatlcr
67 Bread St. * 1 20 Broadway * Brooklyn) 200 llvlngston ,5t.
Newark, New Jersey) IS Commerce St., Mitchell 3*7450

tail Side Airlines Terminal Building, lit Ave.

.

White Plains— 35 Mamoroneck Ave.— WHIte Plains 8*7282
t

Ely the finest .

. .

FLY
TEAMS WORLD A/EUNfS
eS0EE99Ae*M0SEteM* MDiM

mm
-

9

J

I

*>

I

3

Meet follow passengers

Jn the smartly decorated,
“Starlight Lounge." Relax in the deep-cushioned
sofas and order your favorite drink. Choose cham*
pagne, bourbon, acotch, eocktails — with TWA’i
compliments, naturally.
J

( I > .

1 >

u J

)

Sloop Away tho miles In • wide, foil-length
berth that’* even roomier than rail berths! In
the morning, awaken to a piping-hot breakfast
served right in bed. It's the only air sleeper
service between New York and Californio.
.

j

.

,

«

i

Mi

I)

•

Finest food In flight! Mealtime finds you lingering over each tempting count of a complete
d« luxe dinner. And any time enjoy your favorite drink, delicious snseks or tempting canapfe
from TWA’i galley— all at no extra cost.

.

.

music
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and Disks

By MIKE GROSS
Frank

“Learnin’

Sinatra:

(Capitol).

Sammy

The got back on the

hit lists

with

“How

Had Three Wishes" Important Can It Be?" and “Is
Sinatra and “Learnin’ This The End Of The Line?" should
I

The Blues" were meant for each keep her there. It’s a serviceable
other. He’s got the style and the ballad, pegged for current teenage
tune’s got the quality, It's a bouncy tastes, and the jocks and jukes
item with topgrade. lyrical values will go for it in a big way. It has
and Sinatra has rarely been heard a pleasant lilt and she delivers
in better form.' “Blues" is a shooiri with, the same kind quality that
for top money. “Three Wishes" is brought her to the top before^ On
the flip side is ‘.‘When You wish
Upon A Star," a standard which
she
works over handily.
Fooland
Jo Stafford: “Young
Patti Page: “I Love To Dance
ish”-“Be Sure, Beloved" (Columbia). “Young and Foolish," out of With You"-“Near To You" (Mer"
cury). The past couple of releases
the legituner, “Plain and Fancy
has been waiting for Jo’ Stafford. by Patti Page have been nearTune has had several disk work- hits but “I Love To Dance With
overs already but Miss Stafford's You" looks like it can go all the
slice will be the 3ne to push it way. Side is done with the multicomes
gimmick and
through. It’s a solid ballad blend- ple-voice
ing of words and music and thrush across for top effect. Tune is in
gives it. a warm and effective read- the chile groove and sounds faing. She does a nice job for the miliar, but thrush gives it a fresh
ballad on the flip side but “Young and interesting touch. “Near To
You,” on the bottom deck, is a
and Foolish" will ^eal the play.
a routine 'ballad that doesn't quite

come

off.

.

.

1Jest

Bets

FRANK SINATRA
(

(

LEARNIN’ THE BLUES
If I Had Three Wishes

Capitol )
.

.

.

YOUNG AND FOOLISH

:

Columbia )

HEART

EDDIE FISHER

RCA Victor)
JONI JAMES
(MGM)
PATTI PAGE

Near To You

(

THE END OF THE LINE?
When You Wish Upon a Star
LOVE TO DANCE WITH YOU

IS THIS

...

I

.Near To You

(Mercury)

Eddie Fisher: “Heart"-“Near To solid ballad which may give “Dance
Victor). When Eddie With You" some opposition.
Dorothy Collins: “That’s All I
Fisher gets a belting-styled song,
Is
Thing
Called
he's hard to stop in the wax sweep- Need"-“What
stakes. “Heart,” from the incoming Love" (Audiyox). The “big beat"
“Damn Yankees" score, is' that has’ now taken Dorothy Collins into
and she does well by
kind of tiine and should go far its fold
on all spinning levels. Tune has it, too. With “That’s All I Need”
plenty of spirit and drive and Miss Gollins gets into the rhythm
Fisher handles it in top form. The & blues groove with a vengeance
Four Aces sliced it for Decca and and delivers an exciting side that
should give Fisher a good fight the deejays or the coin operators
for top slotting. The coke set will can’t afford to overlook. She goes
probably give the decision to into a frenzy on “What Is This
Fisher.
If the 'deejay plays on Thing Called Love," on the bottom
“Heart” go to Fisher, The Aces deck, but it won’t attract as much
have a solid item on their flip side attention.
Crazy Ottp:
in “Sluefoot." Tune's from the pic,
“The Crazy Otto
“Daddy Long Legs," and the boys Rag’’-“Twelfth Street Rag" (Decca).
deliver
with
catching
a
zest. When Decca’s Crazy Otto started
Coupled .with Fisher’s “Heart” is the barrelhouse piano vogue on
the ballad “Near To You,” from wax several months ago, it was
the same “Damn Yankees" score. natural for Tin Pan Alley to come
It’s a workable ballad fashioned up with a “Crazy Otto Rag." The
in a beguine tempo. Crooner gives circle is complete now that Crazy
it plenty of juice but it looks like
Otto has sliced the tune which
it’ll be slow on the takeoff.
he inspired. It was a good idea

You" (RCA

—

Davis

Jr.:

(Decca).

Teddy Wilson” (Norgran). A lot
Teddy Wilson’s keyboard magic
captured in this 12-inch LP, Set
features Wilson (backed by Milt

There’s a lot been said about Sam-

of

my

is

Davis Jr. in person and there’s
a lot to be said about him oh wax,
too.
In a little more than a yeah
recording in the big time, he’s de-.
veloped into a potent wax factor
and this 12-inch cLP is a standout
example of his work. It includes
some- of his previously released
biscuits (“Hey There,” “Birth of
the Blues" and “And This Is My
Beloved") as well as some new
slicings. It all adds up to a top display for one of the standout youngshow" biz personalities of the day.
The Milton Greene photo of Davis
on the album cover is a’ knockout.
Album is simply titled “starring
Sammy Davis Jr." and contains 11

and Jo Jonea, drums)
on a dozen numbers, mostly standards, The Wilson touch is hard to
beat and-it’s all evident on such
evergreens as “You Took Advantage of Me," “April in Paris,"
“The Birth of the Blues” and “It
Hinton', ,bass,

Had To Be You.”

—

Jonah Jones: “Jonah Wails (first
Wails
“Jonah
(second
(Angel).
When Jonah
Jones, a hot trumpeter, was in
Paris last year he teamed, up with
Dave Pochonet’s All-Stars for a
blast)’’

.

wind)"

series
sions.

jamming recording

of

ELEPHANT SONG

version of “hl§" rag is okay and
The
may revive some interest.
workover of “Twelfth Street Rag,"
on the flip, is good if you can
stand that much barroom piano.
The Four Esquires: ‘‘Three
Things’’-“The Sphinx Won’t Tell"
quartet
This
vocal
(Cadence).
makes a solid wax bow with “Three
Things.” Song has a melodic drive
and a lyrical “message" that takes
hold and. The Esquires build it into
a standout wax item. It could come
out of left field for a big score.
The bottom side .is a cute novelty
that rates occasional plays.
Dori
Brooks:
“Ev’ry
Day"-,
“After All We’ve Been Through"’
(Label X). There’s enough style
in Dori Brooks’ piping manner to
give her a good start in the Wax
wars. She projects a shellac savvy
that’s winning but this first opting
lacks the excitement that’s needed
to take over. Her sides are good
programming material and since
both are cut in the same mood
‘Ev’ry Day" looks like it’ll win

today like Lizzy Miles. She's the
kind of warbler who feels every
song she sings whether it be
rhythm, ballad or spiritual. Every
note comes through with a definable zing.
Cook has packaged a
topdrawer 12-inch LP set that includes such oldies as “Waitin' for
the Robert E. Lee," “Who’s Sorry
Now." “Bill- Bailey," “Ballin’ the
Jack" and “A Cottage For Sale,"
to name" a few.
There's also a
pretty risque item, “Take Yo’ Finger Off It," which she isn’t ashamed
to sing or Cook to advertise. Some
of the double entendre lyrics are
printed on the liner notes.
The
set is done with an authentic barrelhouse gaiety sparked by Tony
Almerico’s band Red Camp’s piano
and Albert French’s banjo.
Teddy Wilson: “The Creative

in’
for Mary-Lou" and “Jonah
Meets Dave.”
Sarah Vaughan: (EmArcy). Sarah
is leading a double wax
these days. For the Mercury
she’s been turning out a
series of pop clicks and for its EmArcy subsid, she cuts in the cool
groove. She’s standout in both departments. On this 12-inch LP she
works over a flock of nifties, .“Lul"
laby of Birdland," “April In Paris
“I’m Glad There Is You" and “September Song," in a style that puts
her way ahead of the cool school

Vaughan
life

label,

class.

//

,

Survey Week Of April 1-7, 1955
Mari Chases A Girl t“Show Business"
All Of You +"Silk Stockings"
Ballad Of Davy Crockett

out.

June

Rose," “Dave’s Delight,"
“Black and Blue," “Thinkin’ of
Inez"and “Perdido," On “second
wind" are “Barbecue for Jonah,"
“Stars Fell on Alabama," “Swingsuckle

The top 30^songs of week (more in ease of ties), based on ^
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index k Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dtv John Gray Peatman»
Director. Alphabetically listed.
* Legit - musical,
t Film.

A

“Tomorrow”-“Unchained Melody” (RCA Victor)'.
“Tomorrow" is an English import
that’s headed for big spins in the
U. S. Lilting melody and refreshValli:

—

—

Blue Mirage
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White
DanceJWith Me, Henry
Danger! Heartbreak Ahead
Darling, Je Vous Aim# Beaucoup
Dreamboat;
Farewell ......
Hey Mr. Banjo
How important Can It Be

ing lyric will appeal to the spinning solons, especially the way
June Valli does it. It’s a- left field
item that rates front-and-centre.
On the London label, Lita Roza
has a bright and energetic version
of “Tomorrow" „and it, too, rates
plays. Miss Valli covers “Unchained
Melody" on the Victor flip, but
Jont James:' “Is This The End but it looks- like the disk buyers in this instance A1 Hibbler (Decca)
Of The Line?’’-“When You Wish have had the dinky piano and and Les Baxter (Capitol) aren’t
Upon A Star" (MGM). Joni James are looking elsewhere. Crazy Otto’s making room for the lady.

. .

,

.

,

Berlin

Chappell

Wonderland

Wood

— t“Underwater". Chappell
Modern

. , .

.

Robbins
Chappell
Leeds

Wonderland
Mills
>.

Aspen

.

May Sound Silly
Jim, Johnny And Jonas

Progressive

It

Keep Me

in

Red River

Mind

Famous

Ko Ko Mo

Meridian

Learnin’ The Blues

U’d’termin’d

Melody Of Love
Pass It On
Play Me Hearts
Sincerely

Shapiro-B

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
CRAZY OTTO ,MEDLEY

Johnny Maddox

Dot
Decca
Cadence
Hayes
\
Tennessee Ernie Ford .Capitol
Columbia
Fess Parker
\
Dot
Billy Vaughn
Mercury
David Carroll
Decca
Four Accs
King
Ink Spots
..... MGM
Joni James
Mercury
Sarah Vaughan
.Victor
Perez Prado
Mercury
Georgia Gibbs
McGuire Sisters .... ... .Coral
Mercury
Georgia Gibbs
\

(10)

(

I

2.

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT

'.

—

-

.

•{

(6)

.

3.

MELODY OF LOVE

(14)

.'.

5.

HOW IMPORTANT CAN IT BE (7)
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE

6.

DANCE WITH ME, HENRY

7.

SINCERELY

8.

TWEEDLE DEE

9.

DARLING; JE VOUS A1ME BEAUCOUP

4.

——

.

(14)

(

j

l

(1)

j
l

(
(

S

^
\

f

UNCHAINED MELODY
IT MAY SOUND SILLY
HEARTS OF STONE

\

\

Oxford
...Chappell
Mark VII

Any Questions
Atlantic
Lavern Baker
Nat (King) Cole ...... .Capitol
Coral
Johnny Desmond

IT’S

A

SIN TO TELL
1

4

4

A

Johnny Ace
Teresa Brewer
Crew-Cuts
Penguins
Gloria

.

number
+

01

. .

.

,

Mercury
.

.

.

Victor

Ballad Of Davy Crockett
Wonderland
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White— 1 “Underwater" Chappell
Crazy Otto Rag
Pincus.
%
Dance With Me, Henry
Modern
Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup
Chappell
Door Of Dreams^
^lohcom
Hearts Of Stone*
Regent
Home For The Holidays .....%
Roncom
Hqw Important Can It Be
....Aspen’
.

.

.

i

*

• »

•

i

C»07*(t1

Mercury

....

.... Dootone

Sound
...... Decca
'.

.

Al Hibbler
Roy Hamilton

.Epic

Sisters

i

Fontane Sisters

)

Charms

.... Coral

Dot
.

in the

Top

s

I

Need You Now'
A Happy, Hoppy Bunny
May Sound Silly

'I'm
It

Who
Ko Ko Mo

DeLuxe
.

10]

.

.

Epic

.

<

Miller

Progressive

Shapiro-B
.

Home

Let’s Stay

.

Winston

'

Kitty

.

....

Mann

weeks song has been

Victor

.

Crazy Otto
Somethin’ Smith

LIE

^inures in parentheses indicate

tttftM

Jaye P. Morgan
Perry Como
Crew-Cuts
Jaye P. Morgan

McGuire

SMILES

Rogers
Chappell

;

WANT PROM YOU

KO KO MO

Frank
Frank

of Ties )

Girl Can’t Say
All Of You— +“Silk Stockings"

(9)

(1)

More In Case

A

*

DANGER! HEARTBREAK AHEAD
PLEDGING MY LOVE

Feist

Progressive
.

Top 30 Songs on TV

.

1

Feist

,

.

Witmark

W&B

—

.

Second Croup
THAT'S ALL

.

|

(3)

(2)

PLAY ME HEARTS AND FLOWERS

.

J

.

10.

And Flowers

Stowaway
Strange Lady In Town f “Strange Lady In Town"
Take My Love— i“The Glass Slipper"
That’s All I Want From You
There Goes My Heart
Tweedle Dee
Unchained Melody t“Unchained"
2
Whatever Lola Wants ’•‘“Damn Yankees"
Where Will The Dimple Be
Young And Foolish *“Plain And Fancy"

Crazy Otto

Bill

-

Peer
.Advanced
Arc-R
Melrose

.

1.

ses-

Some of the results have
been put on two 10-inch LP sets
release
for
by Angel in the U.S.
'and his
selections.
They’re all swinging sides and show
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
Lizzy, Miles:
“Hot Songs My off Jones’ tootling and Poehonet’s
Consecutivs Week, Aragon
187th
InCalif Mother Taught Me” (Cook). There drumming to good advantage.
Monica,
Santa
Ballroom,
are few old-styled belters around cluded on “first blast" are “HoneyExclusively on Coral Records

LAWRENCE WELK

LAZY GONDOLIER

JO STAFFORD

.
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Jocks, Jukes
Blues"-“If

.

Meridian
Peer
Marks

.

Tonight

Malaguena
Melody Of Love"

.

Naughty- Lady Of Shady Lane

No More
Pass It On

^

‘

.

>.

Shapiro-B
Paxton
Maple Leaf
Peer

Rock Love

Lois

Sincerely
Sisters— 1“ White Christmas"
Somethin’s Gotta Give

Arc-R

.

Stowaway
Take My Love
.

That’s All

I

.

.

—

i

“The Glass Slipper

Want From You

Tweedle Dee

Berlin

Robbins
Melrose
Feist

W&

B

Progressive
C

.

MUSIC
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“Jazz has become so big in Eu-rope, even the squares are interested.” That’s orch leader Lionel Col
Into Burley
Hampton’s sumup after returning
tb New York last week from a sixLabel
With
Back-Door
month tour overseas; And strong
The Columbia Broadcasting Sysin liis belief that jazz has become
an important medium lor building tem, .pqrent company of Columbia
friendship between the U. S. and Records, is frowning on a burEurope, he plans to return in Sep- lesque, album cut by the diskery
tember for another sixmonth trek. and has forced a change in the
He’s booked solid for the fall- release plans. The package, which
winter tour and he attributes the was produced for Columbia by
response to the growing interest Gilbert Millstein, N. Y. Times
there in the U. S. jazz beat. The .staffer, and pressagent Marvin
jazz vogue isn't limited to the key Frank, is a sampling of classic
cities either, he stated, and the burlesque music and inclydes the
hinterlands have developed into w.k. butcher’s spiel delivered by
Millstein, Album is tagged “Music
profitable playing time.
To point up the mushrooming in- In the Minsky Manor.”
terest in jazz, Hampton' cited his
Because of the CBS o nix, Col
30-day stay in Israel. Originally now plans to release the set on a
booked for five concerts, the orch special Minsky label so there’ll be
was forced to stay for 40. The band, no open tieup between Columbia

The American Broadcasting Co.
planning an early move into the
disk biz, putting it on same foot-

Ducks

is

ing as

building a hospital In Jaffa. Hampton expects to make another benefit tour there next year.
According to Hampton, the native jazz groups in Israel are way
ahead of the modern-school in the

Doesn’t Like

S. “They’re advanced in chords
and voicings,” he said, “and once
they get the proper facilities for
recording, you’ll hear sounds that’ll

weekend.

The radio-tv network, a division
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, had been nego-

of

tiating

latin, Tenn,...

The web-wax affiliation soared to
the front a few months ago with
Columbia’s click, “Let Me Go.
Lover,” following its showcasing
on CBS-TV’s “Studio One,” Recently ABC kicked off a hit tune,
“The Ballad of Davy Crockett,”
via its “Disneyland” show and it
was unable to cash in on ifs priority when a flock of disk companies
began racking up top coin with

No Hypo

their slicings of the tune.

make your

shoelaces untie.” Most
of the stuff they’re playing, he added, is folk and tribal music handed

down from generation

to

genera-

tion.

Hampton has brought home

a

flock of these Israeli melodies and
he’s currently arranging them for
his band. He plans to preem a couple of the tunes when he guests on
Ed Sullivan’s CBS-TV show May 1.

Philly Dinner Toasting

Maine Sacks SRO With

RCA Execs, Stars & Jessel
Philadelphia, April 12.
Over 800 guests, including top
RCA execs, show biz personalities
and Philly solons, turned out to

RCA

toast
last

Manie

veepee

Tuesday night

(5)

Sacks
Hotel

at a

Warwick dinner given by the Gilbert M. HerbaCh Mid-City Lodge
of

the

Philadelphia

B’nai

B’rith

Men’s Council. Sacks, a Philly nawho's currently president of
the Temple Beth Israel in this city,
received a plaque as “an outstand-:
ing leader in religious, civic and

tive

business affairs.”

George Jessel, whq was toastmaster at the affair, presented
Sacks with the B’nai B’rith Council’s fourth annual Civic Award.
Both RCA board chairman David
Sarnoff and RCA prexy Frank M.
Folsom attended in honor of Sacks,
who heads the company’s disk di-

“

Columbia Records prexy James
B. Conkling sees no material in-

Talent

Move

crease in business since the price
cuts went into effect the first of
the year.- In a sum-up of the new
price
schedule situation, which
Conkling taped for distribution on
the “Columbia Retailer,” a monthly promotion platter sent out to
dealers and distributors, he also
pointed out that the $3.98 price
didn’t shutter any discount houses,
as some diskery execs hoped it
would. He also added that some
discount houses claim that their
business is as good or better than
last year.
There also has been a marked
division in dealer reaction to the
sliced price, Conkling reported. In
territories, east of Cleveland, he
said,
non-discount
dealers
are
pushing the $3.98 LP, and either
report or expect increased dollar
business returning to them from
the discount houses.
“Yet,” he
added, “discount houses continue
to discount and report that their
business is ahead of last year.”
Discussing the territories west of
Cleveland, where discount houses
are
less
prominent,
Conkling
claimed that the dealers are not
too happy with the price reductions and are “pushing the $4.98

would

wedge

Wedge

into the shellac biz also
give ABC an additional
in talent with the tv-disk

parlay , payoff. CBS owns Columbia Records, and NBC as well as
Victor are RCA subsids. Both have
(Continued on page 60)
\

Hall, Chevalier

House

-

Berlin, April
It

was sort of

management

5.

a bad joke when
of the West

Highschool of Music refused
week to place its Konzertsaal
Maurice Chevalier's disposal,

claiming this hall

is restricted to
serious music only, and that the
appearance of a chanson-singer
would be against regulations of

this house.

Chevalier’s farewell concert to
Berlin, however, took place. Not
at thfc city's “Carnegie Hall,” but
the Titania Palast; And his date
here was
the
expected
great
triumph for the veteran French
singer who long since has been a
special favorite with Berliners. In
the truest sense of the word, the
Titania Palast thundered with applause.

.

(Continued on page 60)

REELECT DECCA BOARD

Chevalier, accompanied by Fred
QUIET
Sarnoff also toasted Sacks’
Freed on the piano, gave his onemother, Mrs. Harry (Ida) Sacks,
At a quiet stockholder meeting man show, consisting of nearly all
who was present at the affair, for which only 50 people attended at his famous songs, including “Place
roviding the proper guidance .to Decca’s N. Y. homeoffice, the Pigalle,” “Louise,” “L'Orientale,”
er son.
diskery ’s board, headed by prexy “Barcelone,” “Ga va Ca va” and
Among those present were John Milton R. Rackmil,' was reelected. “Valentine.” He had to give one
(Continued on page 60)
On the only point at issue in the encore after another with the audiproxy vote, a proposal to institute ence insisting that he continue.
cumulative voting for board memThe fact that Chevalier has anbers wa svoted down on the man- nounced he is going to halt his
agement’s suggestion.
career is. causing deep regret here.
IN ALL DIRECTIONS
In reply to questions from .the
Chevalier came to Berlin for the
floor, Rackmil stated hq did not
San Francisco, April 12.
one show, under the auspices of
Woody Herman and the Third think it was feasible at this time Gertrud Heinicke concert agency
to
complete
a
merger
between
Herd have been set for a week at
which also had the previous conthe Steel Pier at Atlantic City Decca and Universal Pictures. At cert in October, 1952. Needless to
,vns over 70% of
opening July 16 and then on Sept. present, Decca
say, business was brisk, tickets
9 they open at the Las Vegas Universal’s outstanding shares. ranging from 50c to $3.
Riviera for 11 weeks with a second Rackmil is also prexy of U.
date at the Nevada spot set for
next year.
‘Candid Mike’
In the meantime, the Third Herd,
Set for
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAH
on tour now in the South, opens
Release
April 20 at the Blue Note in ChiMaterial
from Allen Funt’s
cago for a w'eek prior to swinging radio-tv “Candid Mike” show is
south again on a college and air being readied for album release by
base tour for the rest of May. In Jubilee Records. The set is being
June the band will be working co-produced by Funt and Kermit
Middle West and Eastern summer Schafer. Latter already has scored
resorts and ballrooms. According for Jubilee with his “Pardon My
iros-im
to personal manager Abe Turclien, Blooper” series.
The “Candid Mike” package is
Herman is now set almost without
slated for May release.
break until the end of 1955.

vision.

AT

STOCK MEET

THIRD HERD DASHES

anglocized to “We’ll Go a Long,
Long Way Together.” English lyric
was written by Jimmy Kennedy
who also worked over the original
melody by Fragna.

N.Y. Jocks Burn

At 'Randle

First’

!

The court ruled that royalties do
not have to be paid on the Federal
excise tax, the .biggest point of
contention in the case. The court,
also ruled that in the case of album jackets and* -covers,, the. diskery could deduct these costs from
the retail price on which royalties
are figured. The court, however,
granted the Jolson estate some
royalties on
that Decca
per $2.85 alOther minor
a few thouwere also found in

$9,000 for additional
LP albums, stating
should have paid 20c
bum instead of l€ J/£c.
points, amounting to

sand

clollars,

Importance of the case is focused On the challenge of the
plaintiff, represented by the Irving
Trust Co. and attorney Charles
Schwartz (& Frohlich), to the
standard industry practice of figit first” act. The
uring the retailers’ disk price withGotham jocks have been burning out the manufacturers excise tax.
for the past several weeks over
The retailer disk price is the base

The New York

into the
Bill Randle to get

getting

disk jockeys are
“we don’t want

the practice of the top diskeries of
giving Randle “first play” on their
new releases when he comes into
town for his Saturday afternoon
platter show over WCBS. During
the week, Randle’s home base is

WERE,

Cleveland.
In recent weeks, the Cleveland
jocks got together to warn the
diskeries that they’d ban their
disks if they didn’t get a day-anddate break with Randle on new
releases. Now the N.Y. jocks are

from which the artists’ royalty
payments is calculated, hence the
lower the list price the lower the
royalty.

Attorneys for the Jolson estate
argued that the Federal excise tax
is an item in the manufacturers’
cost which cannot be figured apart
from the final price which the retailer gets. That- is distinguished
a city sales tax which the retailer is collecting for the local

from

(Continued on page 60)

Although none of

“foul.”

jocks has thrown the “ban”
line yet, they've made it known to
the diskeries and their local plugers that they don’t like what’s
happening as far as the Randle
The
disk priority is concerned.
pluggers have defended themselves
by saying- that Randle is bringing
in the platfers from his Cleveland
h.q.,
Which often gets the new
platters before New York. They’re,
now trying to work out a system
whereby no territory will be given
a jump on the new waxings.

The New Yorkers started boiling
a few weeks ago when Randle got
the jump on Bill Hayes’ “The
Berry Tree” on the Cadence label.
Situation came to a head last week

when Randle was
to spin
platter,

Nat

the- first in

(King)

“A Blossom

town

Cole's

new

Fell.”

Reports are that Randle got the
Cole slice fr-om England via Canada, where it already had been on
release, and the feeling in the
music trade is that if a* guy wants
to go to those lengths to scoop the
field, he’s

he can

entitled to all the “firsts”

get.

Link Back in Action
After Bursitis Attack
Harry Link, vet music man, is
back in action this week after being felled by bursitis. Link Was
forced to hold up plans for a new
pubbery operation because of the

RIAA

Sets Promotional

Pitch

Pegged Towards

/

Retail Merchandising
The Record Industry Assn, of
America’s promotional pitch this
year will be pegged at retailer
merchandising. Program, which is
still in the talking stage, will be
directed at such retailer problems
as store modernization and self-

Groundwork
operations.
service
for the plan was discussed at the
RIAA’s annual confab

last

week

in

N.Y.
It’s expected that the project
will not be kicked’ off for a few
months. Meantime, John W. Griffin, org’s exec secretary, is prepping a campaign.

In the past few years, the

RIAA

has had promotion pitches for the
industry in Hartford and Baltimore. The Hartford pitch was to
stir

up interest

in the disk biz via

personal appearance of top diskers.
In Baltimore, the RIAA worked
with phonograph manufacturers to
hypo sales of phonos.

DECCA TAPING ON-SPOT
CLEVE. CONCERT BASH

Decca Records will take its recording equipment to Cleveland’s
Link ankled the general profesMasonic Aud next Sunday (17) to
sional manager’s post at E. B.
for
Marks Music last month to put a tape an on-the-spot concert
attack.

new publishing setup in the works. album release. The Cleveland bash
He now expects to start it rolling is being put together by WERE

Alley.
He’ll then hop to the continent
for confabs with affiliate publishers there. Mills is expected back
in his New York office sometime in

deejay Bill Randle. Bill Haley, A1
Hibbler and The Gaylords already
have been set.
Decca will have to omit The Gaylords’ portion of the show because
the vocal team is under contract
to
Mercury and latter diskery
wouldn’t give Decca a release for'
the set. A few weeks ago Coral, a
Decca subsid, forced Merc to scrap
a Georgia Gibbs’ slice of “Ballin'
The Jack” because it had been- released before the five-year limit
needed for an artist to cut the
same tune for one diskery that she
previously recorded on another

June.

label.

within the next few weeks.

Mills’

Album

1

.

the estate’s favor.

'

May

$250,000 additional royalties. The
court, in effect, ruled in favor of
Decca on all the major issues affecting' general industry practice.

the

Scores

In Sub-Berlin

lin
last
at

has reached

into Italy for a marching song for
the U.S. Last* year, the firm went
into a Germany and came up with
“The Happy Wanderer," which developed into a sheet and wax click
here.
Acquisition from Italy is “Cad.ets
of Guascogna” which, .has been

calling

Kept Out of Longhair

the

Marching Tune

Randy

of the hottest indies in the business. Wood heads up Dot in Gal-

LP

Italo

Sam Fox Music now

with several indie labels.

.offer of $1,000,000 for

Wood’s Dot label was turned down
Dot, right now, is one
last week.

U.

Cuts;

as far as recaffiliations go. Net's

entry into a wax operation will be
made via a new label instead of a
buyup of going diskery. The shellac subsid is expected to start processing within the next few months.
For the past few months, ABC has
been eyeing several indie labels
for a possible purchase but no
de^ls were consummated. Robert
E. Kintner, net's prexy, disclosed
ABC’s disk plans on the Coast last

which was the first swing crew to and 'the bump-and-grind set. The
play Israel, was brought to the platter, however, will be released
country by the Mogen David Adorn, through Col’s distributors.
org similar to the American Red
^ Cross. Proceeds of the tour were
turned over to a special fund for

Sam Fox Picks Up

CBS and NBC

ord company

An

key legal decision for the disk
industry," affirming the price basis

on which the payment of artists’
royalties are made by all the major
companies, was handed down yesterday (Tues.) by N. Y. Supreme
Court Justice Henry Clay Greenberg in the^case of the A1 Jolson
estate vs. Decca Recyds for over

O’Seas Junket

Jack Mills takes
European junket

on his annual
today (Wed.).

off

pub topper’s
be England where he’ll

First leg of the
will

new
Denmark
the

offices
St.,

of Mills, Ltd.,

London's

Tin

trip
o.o.

on

Pan

<
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Bell Label

Best British Sheet Sellers

Makes Basic Copyright

(Week ending April

a

from the publishers.
This would permit the
publisher to hold back on giving

to the

compulsory

licensing provision, Shimkin said
that under no circumstances would
he cut a song on which he did not

in
*

Mercer’*

.

Pubberiet

MGM

Second 12
Happy Days
Mister Sandman

Two

Hollywood, April 12. £
Johnny Mercer has teamed up
staff pianist Milton Raswith
kin and Marshall Robbins to form
two pubberies, Palm Springs Music

.

Ready Willing Able. . .Berry
Maddox
Cherry Pink
Open Up Your Hearts Duchess
No One But You. ,. .Robbins
.... Robbins
Tweedle Dee
Fields
Paper Kisses
Unsuspecting H’rt..Berrjf, Music
.

.

Survey of retail dish best
tellers based on reports obtained from leading stores in
22 cities and showing com-
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(Epic)

Sin to Tell a Lie”

15B 17

“It'a a

17A 11

“Ko Ko Mo”

17B

(KING) COLE (Capitol)
“Sand and the Sea” ..........

19A 24

“Dixie Danny”

19B

“Honey Babe”

PERRY COMO

• »

.

“Darling, Je

SOMETHIN' SMITH

•

7

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“How Important Can It Be”

with ’words, dialog,
dramatic

accompanying

The Appeal Court ruled that the
had to pay additional

plaintiffs

“Unchained Melody”

12C

court said, "permits
of non-iristrumental
such as. were per-

license,” the
the rendition
compositions,
formed here,

class.”

FESS PARKER

11

ac-

and unaccompanied by any stage action or
visual representation (by motion
picture Or otherwise) of the work
of which the music forms a part.”
Only Small Part
The Appeals Court ruled, that
Yost in singing a medley from the
Shubert - owned show, performed
only a small part of an overall nitery production and did not stage
a dramatic performance of “The
Student Prince.” “The worst that
could be saidj” the opinion stated,
“would be that they were sung in
an intermission between the acts
of a dramatic performance.” “The
tion or scenic accessory,

1

3

0

10

tume accompanying dramatic

0

(Dot)
•

essary to arrive at some “consistent
theory of the relationship created”
in the licensing agreement.
Crux
of the dispute,' according to the
court,
is
a paragraph in the
ASCAP agreement with night
clubs which excludes “oratorios,
choral, operatic or dramatico-musical works (including plays with
music, revues or ballet) in their entirety; or songs on other excerpts
from operas or musical plays accompanied either by words, pantomime, dance or visual representation of the work from which the
music, is taken; but fragments of
instrumental selections from such
works may be instrumentally rendered without words, dialog, cos-

2

(Mercury)
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BILLY VAUGHN
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against Ben Yost and The Harem,
a defunct N. Y. nitery, has defined
some of the limits of the ASCAP
licensing agreement with respect

,

>s

41

* S
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Ap-

ers of the nitery, did not infringe
on the copyright of “The Student
Hollywood, April 12.
Prince,” phrt of whose music was
Kassner
Baton-swinger Chuck Cabot has used in
Heartbeat
a Harem show titled “The
Stranger P’dise. .Frank Music
inked Cathy Bryan, Cardinal re- One Thousand
and One Nights.”
cording artist, as band thrush and April Productions,
a Shubert subopens a four-week stand tomorrow sid which owns the rights to “The
with songwriters. Shimkin is ap- (Thurs.) at the Rice Hotel in Hous- Student Prince,” composed by Sigpearing before the Songwriters ton. Booking is followed by a two- mund Romberg, claimed that
Protective Assn, shortly to outline week stand at the Peabody Hotel when Yost’s troupe did
a medley of
the meaning of his proposal and if In Memphis, for the Cotton Fes- songs from the operetta, it exceedSPA okays it, many publishers tival.
ed the scope of the club’s ASCAP
Cabot recently waxed “Charlie, license agreement.
will go along with Bell’s royalty
My Boy” On the Cardinal label.
percentage scale.
The Appeals Court opined that
in the ASCAP license “the form
of the license is such that almost
nothing is sure,” hence it was nec-

ft

fa

41
«o

of

peals, in recently rejecting the appeal of April Productions (the Shuberts) in its infringement suit

Band Sets Southern Dates

BETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS
>fa

,

The N. Y. Federal Court

and Commander Publications. Both to dramatic performances. ASCAP
agreements with users of music are
are irt the ASCAP fold.
Marshall (Brother) Robbins is generally considered to cover only
the “small” or non-dramatic rights
music vet Jack Robbins’ son.
*
to music copyrighs.
The Appeals Court upheld a
lower court decision that Yost and
Cabot Inks Cathy Bryan;
his musical troupe, and the own-

Wright

...... Morris
Finger of Suspicion. < Pickwick

Despite Bell’s offers, some of
the major publishers are not reacting favorably to the diskery’s
proposals.
One top publisher
stated he will take nothing less
than the prevailing mechanical rate
since he believed that 'low-priced
disks hurt the sale of the regularprice disks. “If a song has got it,”
the' publisher said, “the public
doesn’t care if they pay 39c or 92c.
They want the song.” Shimkin, of
course, disputes this idea, believing that the lower-priced disk can
tap a huge market that can’t afford
to blow a dollar for a platter.
Other publishers are studying
Bell’s proposals with respect to
how it squares with their contracts

v

With respect

.Victoria

Under Bridges
Southern
Mobile ............... Leeds
Naughty Lady. ...... .Sterling
If Anyone Finds This. .Heine
..... Cavendish
Tomorrow
M&mbo. Italiano* .... Connelly
.Mills
Majorca

priced labels established a definite
edge.
Shimkin said that Bell's
move to relinquish its rights under
the Copyright Act is in line with
the general aim of the publishing
industry to control its copyrights
completely. Shimkin said that the
book industry, out of which Bell
grew, does not have a compulsory
licensing provision.

Prince’)

,

Prize of Gold

a'song to Bell until the regularly

Bell’s ptch is part of an overall
proposal to publishers, to set up a
royalty rate that would be strictly
tied to the price of disks.
This
would permit Bell to dispose of
old “overproduction” disks at a 10c
retail price without, haring to pay
the publishers the l 3Ac per side
that it pays for its normally
priced 39c. 'On a percentage basis,
Bell is paying almost double the
2c rate on 89c disks. Arthur Shimkin, Bell chief, stated he would
continue to pay the higher percentage if he could get agreement
to hitch it strictly to the retail

price.

.

89

On Usage

Of Operetta CStndent

Give Me
Let Me Go ........ Aberbach
Blossom Fell .
Fields

get a specific okay

rate per side.

Court Defines ASCAP Pact

I)

London, April ff.
Cavendish
Word
Connelly

Softly

Concessions to Pubs for Royalty Rate
Bell Records, the low-priced label distributed by Pocket Books
Inc., is pitching up to publishers
a unique royalty rate proposal
which would involve the diskery’s
abandonment of its rights under
the compulsory licensing provision
of the Copyright Act. This provision permits any diskery to cut any
published tune without a license
as long as it pays the statutory 2c
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$500 counsel fees to Rivkin &
Rosen, lawyers for Nat Harris and
Lou Walters, operators of the (defunct) Harem, and to A. Allen
The
Saunders, lawyer for Yost.
plaintiffs
had to pay similar
amounts to the lawyers fQr the

original suit in N. Y. Federal
Court. Strand Enterprises, Inc., a
corporation,
was
Harris-Walters
the other co-defendant. The Harem
was on the Broadway and 48th St.
location of the old Paradise nitery
•
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ART MOONEY (MGM)
•

•

21A 21

JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)
“Play Me Hearts and Flowers”.
ROY HAMILTON (Epic)

21B

“Unchained Melody”

MORGAN

JAYE
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“That’s All I
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HALEY'S COMETS (Decca)
“Birth of the Boogie”
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ARTHUR GODFREY

CRAZY OTTO

PRESENTS

Crazy Otto

3
SILK

STOCKINGS

Marta Lanxq

Original Cast

Original Cast

Victor
1837
ERB 1837

Victor

Victor

CARMEL QUINN
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Brit. Pic

The Performing Rights

Society,

equivalent of ASCAP in
this cobhtpr, is querying U.S. theatre owners on the number of performances on pictures produced in
England and Ireland.' QuestionBritish

•

JAYE
24

* •

Polling Exhibs

Columbia

CL

629

Decca

DL
ED

4

6

MUSIC TO
REMEMBER HER
Jackie GUaton
Capitol

8113

2201

W
EBF

570
2-570

1,

10
9

which is being handled by
the Boosey & Hawkes firm, is designed to give PRS a basis for
equitable distribution of performance money earned on film music.
In a service bulletin to its members,
the
Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio okayed the quesnaire,

tionnaire as follows: "There is no
apparent risk in filling out these
forms since under U.S. law the
Society cannot collect for performance rights, so if any exhibitor
wants to earn the gratitude of the
PRS, he may feel free to do so, if
he wants to take the trouble.”

-)

'

P7&HETT

MUSIC

60

Wednesday* April 13* 1953

Carnegie Jazz Bash To
Aid Blind Lighthouse

British

Pop Reviews

WCBS, CBS* N.Y. flagship, and
disk jockey Bill Randle will stage
a jazz and variety concert at Carnegie Hall, N.Y., May 6, as a beneattractive treament. “Will You Be fit for The Lighthouse, of the N.Y.
Mine Alone” is the old Neapolitan Assn, for the Blind, on its 50th
melody “Santa Lucia,” with British anni.
lyrics, and is dull.
Randle will line up the talent
Cyril' Stapleton' Orch: “Gabri- for the show while Sam Slate,
(Decca).
elle”-“Elephant Tango”
WCBS
program director, will pro“Gabrielle” is a melodius moodduce it. Part of the proceeds will
music opus featuring the lush
towards
expanding the faciligo
Stapleton strings and a full-toned
trombone section. Suitably ele- ties of the Lighthouse Music
School,
which
now has 235 blind
phantine noises mark “Elephant
Tango” with sufficient novelty for students.
jocks to be interested. And the
brass even produce elephant trumpeting sounds.
Dickie Valentine “Lucky Waltz”“Ma Chere Amie” (Decca) Valentine makes the best of a bad job
Eddfe Wolpin/ general profeswith the derivative “Ma Chere
Amie,” and does little more with sional manager of the Paramount"Lucky Waltz,” which is material Famous Music firms, returned to

Robert Earl “Face of an Angel’

“Time After
“Time” is /the

Time”

(Philips).

here, a neat,

side

original tango which will be very
Singer gives'll a full-throated
reading of great power and 'style.
Opening to "Face of an Angel” is
interest-compelling Earl sings it
in the Frankie Laine “Wild Goose”
0
tradition.

'

big.

David Hughes: “I Love Yoif
More”-" A Fool in the Ways- Of
Love” (Philips). Hughes, one of
the finest British singers of today,
makes the most of "I Love You
More,” a beautiful melody with a
lyric corny enough to make it a
hit. Reverse has a lyric as cumbersome as its title, and not even this
fine singer can make much of it.
Frank Weir: “Too Many Dreams”“Hold Me In Your Arms” (Decca).
“Dreams” is a weird piece which
fully exploits the haunting tones
of Weir's soprano saxophone. The
tune from “Young ait Heart” has
perhaps the mos.t_ unusual treatment it has had thus far on disk,
and as such will undoubtedly merit
jockey and juke attention. Vocal
is adequately served by Jean Hudson.

Lee Lawrence: “Wedding Bells
and Silver Horseshoes”-“Will You

Be Mine Alone?”
is

the

best

(Decca). “Bells”
of material

piece

Lawrence has been given
and his virile voice gives
•

lately,
it

an

AL FREEDMAN HEADS UP

PAR-FAMOUS ON COAST

unworthy of his talent.
' Ted
Heath * Orch “Late

Night

his New York h.q. last week after
a quickie hop to the Coast, where
he appointed A1 Freedman to head
up 'the Famous operation there.

Final”-“Haitian
Ritual”
(Dedca).
“Late Night Final” features some
incredible tromboning from Don Spot opened up when Larry Shayne
Lusher, while “Haitian Ritual” is ankled to take over the g.m. spot
a West Indianish piece which gives at Decca’s Northern Music, which
everyone in the orchestra a chance was recently reactivated. Shayne
to shine.
will work out of the Universal-International studios on the Coast.
PERRIN'S
BMI AFFIL
U-I is a Decca subsid.
Jack Perrin has deactivated his
Next pic score on the Par-Famous
Perko Music firm to kick off a new agenda is “Artists
Models,” the
BMI -affiliate, Pinetown Music.
Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis starrer
Perrin previously had been as- set for Paramount release. Score
sociated with Tommy Valando and for the pic was penned by Harry
Warren and Jack Brooks.
the Chappell Music group.

NEW

&

'

Inside Stuff-Music
Harry Ak#t has -waited mora than 40 year* to achieve full scale
public recognition. It came during his two weeks at the London
Palladium with Eddie Fisher, when his own distinguished career and
his long association with the late A1 Jolson was spotlighted by the star
before going into a selection of some of the composer’s outstanding
hits.

In his introduction of Akst as the man who composed and played
for Jolson (and in whose *arms Jolson died), Fisher recalled their
first meeting in New York when he asked to introduce a new song
specially cleffed by Akst as a Jolson tribute. That incident marked
the first step towards their present association.
Akst will accompany Fisher today (Wed.) when he appears at the
Royal Command Vaude gala at the Opera House, Blackpool. Queen
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh will be attending.

The Sunnysiders’ slice of “Hey, Mr. Banjo” on the Kapp label ha#
sparked a flock of cover disks by the major companies. Already on
the “Banjo” wagop ate Coral (Lawrence Welk), RCA Victor (Chet
Atkins), Decca (Guy Lombardo), Capitol (The Banjo Boys),. Columbia
(Frank Yankovic) and
(Gene Sheldon), Tune is published by
Mills Music and was independently sliced by The Sunnysiders for

MGM

the Mills diskery subsid, American Records.
Freddie Morgan and Norman Maklin.

Capitol Records is collabbing with the Doubleday book publishers
on a promotion for its A1 Martino slice, “Love Is Eternal.” Tune wa#
penned by Jean Stone, wife of Irving Stone, who authored the current bestselling tome of the same title. Cap promotion material is
going into the 35 Doubleday bookstore outlets, and the .publishing
house has supplied 200 copies of the hook for Cap to send out to
key deejays around the country.'

A Blues Classic Folio of William C. Handy tunes, as played and
arranged by Roy Smeck, Spanish guitarist, has been edited by John
Martell. Folio, which includes the same numbers recorded by Louis
Armstrong on his Columbia LP of Handy compositions, sells for $1.50.
Handy, incidentally, has been away from his Broadway publishing
office for the past seven months on doctor’s orders. Incidentally, the
late Walter White, president of the National Assn, for the Advancement of Colored People, had been associated with the Pace and Handy
Music Co., which opened Broadway offices in 1918.
his

(ft** 0

*«-a*«2K

Song was penned by

Decca-Jolson
i

—

Continued from page 57

government and which

is

entire

classical

product

is

priced at $3.98. Col’s classical sets
are priced at $3.98, $4.98 and
$5.95.
Conkling is strongly opposed to the one-price schedule.

account-

ed for separately.

The Jolson estate contended that
the late singer* was guaranteed a
5c on all records selling up to
75c apiece, and a 7V£%, royalty
rate on all records selling above
75c. Before 1950, when disks were
flat

He stated, “There is really no
justification to put all products at
one price; can you imagine having

books, or television sets, or
or automobiles, or men’s
suits priced the same? Why, even
gasoline has a premium priced
all

shoes,

line.”

Col, he said, will take the profits
selling at 79c, Decca was deducting 4c from each disk as a manu- from the $4.98 and $5.95 to pio-

BILL HAYES

pay

off

Hayest “The Berry Tree”-

“Blue Black Hair” (Cadence). It
looks like Archie Bleyer (prez and
a&r head for Cadence) has come
up with two-in-arrow for Bill
Hayes. Crooner clicked a couple of
months ago with “Davy Crockett”
and “The Berry Tree” shapes as a
follow-up smash. Tune, from the
Metro pic, “Many Rivers to Cross,”
is in the folk genre like “Crockett”
and Hayes gives it a standout vocal. It’s light and lilting and a
natural for jock and juke spins.

mmm

mm

.

.

It’s

first

for the diskery.

Berry Tree” pusn is
over, the jocks won’t hurt themselves by spinning “Blue Black
.

by

Henry Cohen (& Bingham),
Decca attorney, handled the case

When “The
Hair.”
folk item.

artists

Manie Sacks

a solid infectious

SiSii Continued from pace
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B. Kelly, Phllly civlo leader and
father of Academy Award-winning
actress Grace Kelly. He credited
Sacks with urging his daughter to
become an actress. Jessel said that
Philly airports will someday read:
“This is oPhiladelphla, famous for

Best Bets

.

.

William

Penn,

Grace Kelly and

Sacks voiced his' gratitude over
being honored by an organization
dedicated to “assisting the underprivileged, combating discrimination and lending support and service .to worthwhile public institutions . .
And when the award is
made in the presence of my mother, my family, my spiritual leader,
my friends and my associates, it
carries with it an added and more

personal connotation.”
Among others present at the din-

THE BERRY
TREE
BLACK
b/w “BLUE

HAIR”

Series.

to

graph

to the consumer via direct mail,
listening clubs and other special
services.

ABC Wax
^

Net

Continued from page 57

lured talent into their wax fold
via the dual setup.
Most recent example of the tvdisk tandem is Perry Como’s longterm deal with NBC-TV beginning
next season when he ankles CBSTV. Como is a Victor pactee. Victor
also was able to lure Kay Starr
away from Capitol because of the
tele opportunities it can offer/ via
NBC. Other Victor diskers who
are regularly berthed on NBC are
Eddie, Tony Martin and Dinah
Shore. The shows often are used
to showcase their new waxings.

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM

Manie Sacks.”

.

it

neer in such packages as “The
Confederacy,” the American Composer Series and the Literary

Conkling wound up with a pitch
the retailers to push phonosales, improve self-service
operations, sell up the higherpriced
product and to 'get closer
deducting

the manufacturers excise tax from
the final price on which the royalty percentage applies.
One industry lawyer pointed out
that artist contracts have remained
more or less static for the past 40
years. During that time, manufacturers’ excise taxes have been levied and lifted at least three times,
and were never considered part of
the payoff price.
the manufacturer#’ excise tax from

PfatlETY
Bill

facturers excise tax.
Interest of the industry is centered on the case since a victory
for the Jolson estate would mean
back payments to all artists to the
extent of the statute of limitations
on such contracts, which is six
years. All the major companies

ner were Perry Como, Tony Martin, Lena Horne, Vaughn Monroe,
Rise Stevens, Martin Block, Phil
Spltalny, Jinx Falkenburg and Tex
McCrary,
•

Styne and Cahn’s

"PAPA
WON'T YOU
DANCE WITH ME!"
STYNE and CAHN MUSIC

Inc.

LAZY
GONDOLIER

Cockling
*

•

«

«

Continued from page IT

hem

and $5.95 products In preference
to the lower $3.98 records.”

Conkling repprted that the diskery will stand pat on its three difprice schedule# for its
classical line.
Hi# contention was
that no manufacturer or retailer
can earn a reasonable profit when

ferent
KHjiiKL'5

ANNO
AMORE
BURLINGTON
MUSIC CORP.
531 W. 25th
N.Y.C. OR MOM
S*.,

,

'

,

'
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Chicago, April II.
step by iocal
first* concrete
yKdlo-feevee outlets to meet Increasing popular protest against
suggestive lyrics of some current
record releases, was taken here by

Medico-Cleffer

r

•»

~

117G on footers
N. Y. Local 802, American Federation of Musteline, if wrapping
up a four-year pact with WOR, ra-

and tv, thli week to settle a
row which has kept live musicians
Mutual network flagship for
dio

Over a year. New pact calls for outlay by
of 8117,800 annually
for live music.

Compiled from Statistical Reports, of Distribution
Eritom passing the Three Major Outlets

recentlyrjwtmp review
tmarjl, representing the station’s
disk jockeys and management,
banned the following titles from
presentation on the stations: “Dim,
pirn the Lights,” “Honey Love,“
“I've Been Thlnkln’,” “I Wanna
Hug You, Kiss YoU, Squeeze You,”
“Rock and Roll, Baby,” “After the
Lights Go Down Low” and “Live

Love Hard, Die

'

off the

WGN'*

Fast;

1

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

WGN and WGN-TV last week.
,

WOR to Spend

Scoreboard

WOR

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet

of the pact,
treatment to
those musicians who were previously employed by the station. At
present, the station plans to Use the
footers on WOR-TV only, but the
agreement makes it possible for the
station to use the AFMers on any
non-network radio or video show.
will give preferential

Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative tales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major tales outlets enumerated above . These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored two ways in the case of talent ( coin machines$ retail
disks) and threk ways in the, case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

Young.’.'

Forms

Both sides, meantime have agreed
drop all legal actions against
each other.
Dispute originally stemmed from
WORrs decision to drop 40 staff
musicians last year. In subsequent
to

,

Diskery, Pub Firm
Dudley Manners, nom de clef of

Own

POSITIONS
This

BILL HAYES
3

5

PEREZ PBADO

4

2

JOHNNY MADDOX

*

iTweedl^Dee^’
{leiTy

Tteb”
Mambo

(Dot)

Crazy Otto Medley
Sincerely

the trade

May Sound
{No More
-7

7

6

JONI JAMES (MGM)

BILLY

VAUGHN

How

/Silver

'

TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD

8

JAYE

NAT

10

leaving after six years.
A violinist, Leslie will play at the
Gleneagles Hotel.

P.

MORGAN

<”»>

Important Can

Be

It

(That’s

fVtntnrl
'

Moon
Davy Crockett
All I Want From You

Ballad of

(Capitol)

/Danger! Heartbreak Ahead

““

faXffi'iS*?”

is

TUNES
POSITIONS
This

EASE THAT
.
congestion
.
up, talked about

traffic

the most written
subject of the day.
45 and 71 rpms

b/w

"THE BLUES ARE HERE"
NOW availabli
P rofessional shaet music, toe.

ICAMPUS MUSIC (IMI)
Db Kalb, IlllnblS
•

P.O.Box 23

5

6

6
7
8
9

5

fSINCERELY

1

2

2

3

7
3

4

NEW NOVELtY SON®
on

TUNE

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT.
MELODY OF LOVE
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
f TWEEDLE DEE
HOW IMPORTANT CAN IT BE

1

SQUEEZE
take-off

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

Week Week

'

10

i

-

4

CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY
HENRY
UNCHAINED MELODY
fOPEN UP YOUR HEART

8

Shapiro-Bernstein
Chappell
Progressive

MGM

JIMAE
end RAIL

SUNDAY
DUST
THE STARS
b/w
I’LL

Hamblen
sody” from “The Stranger Left

Readies Soundtrack
o

Set

GENE

Frank

**

*

ART MOONEY

problem, however, was overcome
by the use of magnetic tape which
is inherently free from many of
the disadvantages of disks.

Modern

,

From Arthur Shorts

MGM

Card”

and

Bruce

be on
At a
week.

cooperated by making special recordings, said it was a fundamental deVelopment, in sound recording and
reproduction.
Research on two-channel sound
started in 1929 and four years
later, the EMI group made a single
groove disk containing both recording panels by using a complex cut
involving both lateral and “hill and
dale” recording. When this method
was applied to modern LP’s; it wai
found difficult to achieve the high
standard of quality associated with
single channel disk recordings. The

Aspen

fD ANCE WITH ME,

THE HIT OF THE WEEK

of “Stereosonic.”

Arc-Regent
(ASCAP Medley)

.

.

9
•

PUBLISHER
Wonderland

f

name

Reproducers are expected to
the market early this fall.
demonstration in London last
Sir Malcoln Sargeant, who

Silly

(Melody of Love

(Dot)
'

Tapes

London, April 12.
Directional sound on tape was
launched last week by the MHV
(His Majesty’s Voice) label under

It

6

-

HMV Bows
‘Stereosonic’

Cherry Pink

(Victor)

'

-

British

7 Cr0ckett

(Cadence)

8.

ceeded by Bert Corri.
Another impending change in
Tin Pan Alley concerns A1 Leslie,
of the Bron Music exploitation

’

(Mercury)
•

past five years, is leaving early in
April to return to his native Montreal, after 18 years away from Canada. Heft, who as a pianist has accompanied Bebe Daniels, Ben
Lyon, Joy Nicholls and other stars
on radio and in vaude, is being suc*s

A

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

GEORGIA GIBBS

Matt Heft, exploitation manager
of Francis Day & Hunter for the

who

Last

Week Week-

Matt Heft Exits FD&H
For Return to Canada

staff,

negotiations, the station refused to
accept any quota system, but made
offers which are substantially the
same as . Jhose accepted by the
union at the present time.

TALENT

the songwriting ex-Army medical
officer, Dr. D. D. Krupp, has set
up a music publishing firm under
his cleffing name. He also has his
own label, So Deska Records,
which will put out Manners’ tunes.
He has already cut eight sides.
Manners plans to make a disk
Jockey trek this month en. route to
the Coast.

London, April

WOR

Under terms

SON® OP

No

Montgomery’s

INDIA

OENII RECORDS

“A Waltz For Cynthia” from “A
Prince For Cynthia.”

Records has packaged a
soundtrack set of the score from
three" short films produced
abroad by George K. Arthur. Pic,
which has been touring the artiCs

the

MGM

11900

NMMA

K 11900

in the U.S.
of “George

America's ^Fastest

under the overall tag

K. Arthur's Surprise
Package,” includes “The Stranger
Left No Card,” “Martin and Gaston” and “A Prince For Cynthia.”
The music for the pic was cut
by Muir Mathieson and includes
Hugo Alfven’s “Swedish Rhap-

-"Selling: Records!

•
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Welcome Again

DAVID WHITFIELD
Thanki for Your Groat

Now

Record

BEYOND THE STARS
OPEN YOUR HEART
and

With MantovanI and His Orchestra
1591 and 45-1591
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLER!5

On lie Upbeat

— — PfcRIETY
4

Janet Brace into the
for two
Park Lane Hotel, Denver, May 5
on Steve
Giselle McKenzie to sing and
NBC-TV show tomorrow fiddle with the Denver Symphony
Crooner Bob Anthony at the Red Rocks Amphitheatre
(Thurs.)
set for a two-week stand at the July 26
The Gadabouts curFlamingo Hotel, Las. Vegas, begin- rently at the. Plantation Club,
Bob Watson, form- Moline'.
ning May 20
er Chi disk promotion man, will
handle the disk' plugging chores
Hollywood
for the Ralph Flanagan orch in
the east.
Eddy Howard's Hollywood PalA1 Hibbler opened at the Show- ladium .opening last Tuesday (5)
drew an estimated 2,142 dancers
boat Philly, Monday (11)
Phil Moore is setting the arJubilee Records thrush Betty St.
Claire moved in to the Las Vegas rangements for Ina Ray Hutton's

New York

Yaged

Sol
Allen's
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Room, Baltimore, yesterday (Tues.)
Tele maestro Nat Brooks planning a South American tour for
Adrienne Kent, piano
next fall

.
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sides.
label.

Monday
His

recently cut
instrumental for

banjo

Russ Carlyle orch playing the
Walled Lake Casino, Walled Lake,
June 17-18 and June 24-25
Ray Pearl orch set for Peony Park,
Don Reid
Omaha, August 27-28
orch into the Riviera, Lake Geneva, Wis., June 24, for six weeks
Lou Math orch currently at the
Corpus Christ! Country Club, CorLes Brown pacted
pus Christi
for the Blue Note, Chi, August 10
Stan Kenton
for one frame
also set for the Blue Note, June 15
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Cleveland
Rab h Joska, singing violinist,
turns impresario by preeming his
own Gy.psy Cellar Club tomorrow
(Thurs.) with his orch on stand . . .
Three Suns start the long-dark
Sky-Way’s floor show season April
29 for a 10-day stay. “Ted Lewis
inked for mid-July . . . Luis
is
Kant, formerly Joe Loco's conga

.

.

.

..

.

bana.

Friedman to Head Coast
Office of Famous Music

Leslie Abbott Exits

Brit. TV
Hollywood, April 12.
Al Friedman has been appointed
London, April 12.
manager
of
the Coast office of
Leslie Abbott, managing director
of Southern Music here, is relin- Famous Music Corp., Paramount

Southern for

quishing his post after three years
to join the Associated Broadcasting Co.

subsid.

Previously with the Happy Goday Music Corp., Friedman fills
music the post Larry Shane vacated last:
man to join commercial television, month to set up a Decca subsid
and his job will be concentrated pubbery on the UI lot.
on copyright and contracts. He
holds positions on the board of
the Performing Right Society, the
Mechanical Right Society and the
Mechanical Copyright Protection
Society. He takes up his new duties
on April 4.
Another commercial tv signing
is that of bandleader Nat Temple

Abbott

is

thus the

first

Warner Jazz
Concert Series Teeing

An Array

Stanley

THE

The jazz concert series to be
presented .at the Stanley Warner
Theatres will kick off tomorrow
(Thurs.) at the National Theatre,
Passaic, N.J., with Sol Yaged’s
combo.
In the group will be such Jazzsters as Bud Clayton, trumpet;
Cecil Scott, sax; Milt Hinton, bass;
Charlie Queener, piano, and Ray
Diel, trombone.

j.

Atlantic Inks Pell 8

From Les Brown Orch
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LIBERACE 55G, SPOKANE
Spokane, April

12.

FRANKIE LAINE

Liberace's two concerts in the
Spokane Coliseum on Easter Day

Hollywood, April

Columbia #40457

grossed $55,000.
Event, scaled at $6 down, was
sold out two weeks in advance for
the 8,000-seater.

M.

WITMARK A SONS

12.

Dave Pell Octet, formed by some

BILLY
and his
NOW

16th

of the sidemen in the
orch, have been pacted

WARD

DOMINOES
WEEK and CONTINUING

.

Les Brown

by Atlantic
Records. Group's initial waxing will
be a 12-side album, “Jazz From
Romantic Places.”
In combo are Pell, tenor-sax;
Don Fagerquist, trumpet; Ray
Sims, trombone; Bill Richmond,
drums; Donn Trenner, piano; Bud
Clark, Bass; Tony Rizzi, guitar; and

Bob Gordon,

SAHARA HOTEL, Las Vegas
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HEARTS
•

(On April 9 NBC-TV Show)
Crockett. Wonderland
1. Davy
Progressive
2. Tweddle Dee
3. Melody of Love
Shapiro-B
Arc-R
4. Sincerely
Meridian
5. Ko Ko Mo
.Aspen
6. How Important
.

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER,

New
'A.i>

9.460C

202

No.

Wabash

Hollywood
8619 Sunsot

Blvd.
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Paul
men’s Center April 18
Moorhead orch continues at the
Duo pianists Bob
Paxton Hotel
& Bertie Heilman held over at
Cottonwood Room of Blackstone
Sauter-Finegan signed
Hotel ,
for Omaha U. Military Ball April
22 at City Aud , Mai Dunn orch
weekended at Joe Malec's Peony
Park (9-10), with Jimmy Palmer
following this Saturday (9) .
Lambert Bartak closed at the
Music Box last Saturday (9)
Tenor Frank Pane and Dorsey &
Fiore, musical act, bought a new
Earl
cafe here, the Delmonico .
Graves combo, featuring trombonist Snarf Olson, in at the Copaca-

.

.

2

—

.

.

slated for Kimball, Neb., Service-

through Saturday at Jacktown
Stan Bailey’s ipusic set
Hotel .
for Stanley-Warner Club’s dinner
Los Chavales
24
April
.
dance
de Espana opened return engagement of 10 days at Horizon 'Room
.

1

(St

“Grand Ole Opry” gang fea- who has contracted to write the
Roy Acuff, Kitty Wells and music for five films produced by
Johnny & Jack played' City Aug C. J. Lytle (Advertising) Ltd.
Music Hall last night (Tues.) at
Bob Calame orch
$1.50 top

.

Muale by

1

&

—

turing

.

.

It’s

May

Skeets Mahoney's orch set for
Omaha Sports Club Coronation
Ball at Carter Lake Club April 22

Joie Vance
night (11)
Trio held over at the Aluminum
ColClub in New Kensington
legiates and Rho Roberts, local gal,
signed to record for Bigelow Records, operated by two Pittsburgh
musicians, Al Marsico and Dick
Stutz . . D’Knob & His Mob now
playing for dancing Wednesday
.

.

.

.

Monday

.

and doing

civic auditorium
1.
telecast from it

.

indefinite engagement
Bunny
at Club 30 on May 6
Benack outfit signed for annual
spring dinner dance at Phi Epsilon
Pi fraternity’s Tri-State Alumni
Assn, at Park-Schenlej\May 1 .
Sarah Vaughan comes back to
Copa week of April 25. Errol Garner opened there with his trio

band opens

.

.

.

coming to
Elgart orch
Mosque with George ,Gobel on his
Patsy Oliver
one-nighter May 2
Les

1

(Grossman

L.

.

.

Cuts' personal biz manager, who
are opening new downtown daficery labeled the Palladium next
month . Billy de Arango, Trinidad Club's guitarist-maestro, had
his recording contract renewed for
another three years by Mercury
Horace Heidt’s band and revue set
for inaugural program of Lake-

.

.

|Ko Ko Mo (Meridian) ....
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iEarth Angel (Williams)..
f Hearts of Stone (Regent)

drummer, polishing new mambo
unit at Luccioni’s Cafe on a fourRuss Harmon crew
week date
supplement disk combos at
to
Mentor-on-Lake ballroom beginning May ”31. Spot is operated by
Hal York and Fred Strauss, Crew-

pacted by Liberty Records, with
initial sides being cut tomorrow
(Thufs.).- Si Waronker, orch manager at 20th-Fox, heads Liberty
Lawrence Welk cut four sides on
Friday (8^or Coral Records
John Arcesl in town prepping a
Johnny Desmond
new nitery act
planed out over the weekend^ to
open a stand at Philadelphfa’s
Latin Casino.
,

13

.

Ll

.

.

11

•

.

tThat's All I Want (W&B)
Hearts & Flowers (Advanced;
Heartbreak Ahead (Robbins).
tDixie Danny (Southern).

13B 15

The HollyDick Stabile’s baiid
wood Saxophone Quartet has been

Chicago

7
9

12

MGM

for the

9
10

Important (Aspen)

(Arc-R)
Cherry Pink (Chappell)..
Unchained Melody (Frank)

13A 10

waxed four more

(11)

.

.

Newman

been set for the Christmas-New Year Itch.”
Year’s period at the. Hotel Roose- an “Upstairs”
Vocal combo Liberty Records.
velt, New Orleans.
currently is at the Gay Haven, DeGene Sheldon
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tDavy Crockett. (Wonderland)
Melody of Love (Shapiro-B).
Y Tweedle Dee (Progressive)
tOpen Your Heart (Hamblen).
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Hoosier Hotshots have been .set to
appear at the Buena Park Hometown Jamboree April 29-30
stylist, doubles as a real estate of- Nellie Lutcher opens a two-week,
Laurie Sisters cur- stand at the Fairmont Club in Hull,
fice exec
Paris Sisters
rently at the Casino Royale, Wash- Quebec, May 20
Erroll Garner opened are in town from Frisco to slice
ington
at the Copa, Pittsburgh, Monday four sides with Gary. Crosby at
TuneBuddy Morrow orch on a Decca tomorrow (Thurs.)
(11)
Sammy Cahn has been
series of one-nighters in the mid- smith
.
The Penguins playing signed to pen the lyrics for the
west
Newman melody, “The
one-nighters in Jamaica, Staten Alfred
Island, and Farrell, Pa., April 15- Girl Upstairs,” to be used as the
16-17
The Four Coins have theme of 20th-Fox’ “The Seven
.

«

5

week.

last

ASCAP
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com

13 cities and showing
parative sales rating for

.
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retail sheet

best sellers' based
obtained from leading stores in
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Mplx. Flame Shutters

Kangaroo Hop Draws More Top Acts;

Minneapolis, April 12.
The JSt. Paul Flame, one of the
town’s leading niteries, which has
played name bands and singers
from time to time, has shuttered.
It’ll try to* find another location
Sydney* April 12. 4
away from the loop, but even if.
Betty Hutton, Bob Hope end Ab
it does so it’ll operate without any
bott it Costello. are the latest head
entertainment, Ralph Stacker; its Ex-Maestro Debt Snarls
Valentine, Marshall
liners to sign for Australian ap<
head, states. Otherwise it will repearances under the aegis of Lee
linquish its license, he announced.
Socko at Palladium The fact that a $30,000 Federal
Gordon and Benn Reyes. They'll
London, April 12.
San Francisco, April 12.
start their 17-day, four-city tour
cabaret tax lien is pending against
Dickie Valentine, only British the Flame was not a factor in the ^ Whether or not mambo bandMay 6, May 27 and June 17 respectively.
headliner of the season, opening present decision to. close, accord- leader Joe Loco, will open tonight
(Tues.) at the* revived Macumba
Gordon & Reyes have' imported, the Palladium’s second bill Mon- ing to Stacker.
was still up In the air at presstime.
nine units for the "Big Show" in day (11), socked with a* routine
The club has been closed since
as many months.
Now that the comprising largely Impressions of
mid-February by a Federal tax rap
performers realize it's nearly as top Hollywood stars. Jay Marshall,
of some $14,000, but has been reeasy to get to Australis from San sole American , performer on the
reception
for
a
bill,
clicko
for the scheduled opening.
had
a
financed
Francisco as it is to get to New
Main stumbling .block at the moYork, more and more of the top polished comedy act.
ment
is
a debt of $2,200 to Cal
acts are agreeing to .make the
British acts almost exclusively
Tjader, whose mambo group
kangaroo hop.
dominate the bill. Valentine, local
opened
the
club last year and who
As originally set up, .the Aussie vocalist, is making his \ debut: in
was featured at the spot when it
circuit was a 10-day affair in Syd- the bill at the theatre where jsome
Pittsburgh,
April
12.
closed.
Jimmy Jones, operator
was
ney,
Brisbane,
and Melbourne. 10 years ago he worked as a page
Greater Pittsburgh Airport has of Mambo City, has bought into
Adelaide has heen added,'and ^vith boy. He’s accompanied by Don
extra playing time in each city, Phillips.
asked Allegheny County to float the Macumba and Signed Joe Loco,
and made a $6,000 advance deposit
the swing calls for 17 days in the
In support are Ted Ray,, standard a bond issue for an additional
four cities.
The elapsed Frisco- London comic; Sally Barnes, also $925,000, a large part of which will for a six-week contract on the latter.
Jones and his partners, Freddy
to-Frisco time is only 21 days, af- debuting at the Palladium, who he used to double the capacity of
Ray Triscell, were
ter covering some 15,090 air. miles. specializes in comedy characteriza- the airport’s nitery, the Horizon Paolonl and
ordered
byN Local 6 business agent
tions; the Lane Bros., 'also first- Room.
Most of Take Stays
It’s operated under lease
Eddie Burns to come up with, half
timers,
whose
forte
is rope skip- by Andy Chakeres, former owner
It takes a lot of cash customers
of the money owned Tjader by
In the indoor stadiums to pay the ping; the Rastelli’s, Continental of the Vogue Terrace, who has yesterday (10) and the rest within
enormous cost of bringing the units clowns; Joan Rhofies, billed as pointed out to the County Com- two weeks if Loco’s . contract to
down here. And despite hefty Britain’s Mighty Mannequin; Lowe missioners that with more room, he work the club is to be okayed.
paychecks for the acts, actually, it Ladd, who mix comedy with can take a lot of banquet and pri- Tjader’s group, meanwhile, has
Renee, tramp- vate party trade Horizon Room has
less than half of the money taken terping; Paulette
opened at the Tin Angel, replacing
in at the b.o. goes into the per- olinists, and the resident George h£d to turn down because of its Turk Murphy*
Carden /lancers.
limited space.,
formers' pockets.

Betty Hatton, Hope,

—

A&C Latest
—

'

*

'

'

Hollywood, April

1

Pitt

series of orie-nighters, to take place
in May, is stymieing the pacting ©£
a lot of engagements, particularly
on the time controlled by the
Arena Managers Assn,

According

Seeks Bond

AM

ton,

.

Everything

burgh Airport

'

Mahoney; Harmonica „ Rascals (6);
huge advertis- Willy, West it McGinty; Donna
ing budgets, etc., and it’s not hard Grescoe, girl violinist; Wazzen
Arabian tumblers;
(6),
to realize that the patrons aren’t Troupe
the only ones who are happy about Dave Broadfoot, comedian; Bob
Top & Lauren, roller-skating act on
the influx of Stateside tajent.
a 60-foot platform; Rose Mary
No Worse Off Taxwise
Burns, dramatic soprano, and the
Taxwjse, the performer is no Step Bros., dancers.
The£9 are
worse pff than if he had stayed at more to come.
home. Under the reciprocal AusOn a stage with a 225-foot opensie-U. S. fax arrangement, tax bites ing and 150 feet deep,
with pet
(Continued on page 66) 1
pieces pushed on flat-car rails by. a
crew of nearly 100, Arthur will
also use 60 dance girls and 30 boys;
plus a mixed chorus of 32 singers*
Watch That Slick City
The choreography will be done by
Alan and Blanche Lund; the preciTophatter: He Might Be sion numbers of the 90 Cariadettes.
will be supervised by Midge Ar-,
An
Private-Eye thur. The mixed chorus will be directed
by Howard Cable,, who will
Some Sunday night a representhe 60-musician pit
tative of the American Guild of also baton
band.
John
C. Ray will again do
Variety Artists will don tails and
topper and try .to crash FI Mo- the sets and lighting, with Stuart
rocco, N. Y. They’ve been hearing, McKay designing the costumes for
reports that free shows featuring the some 300 performers.
some of the top names in show biz
perform for free in John Perona’s
swank eatery. It’s been reported PITT’S LITMAN SPREADS
that aside from rhumba and mambo contests and champagne-hour
TO EATERY OPERATION
type of divertissement, some top
Pittsburgh, April 12.
names have been persuaded to do
Lenny Litman, nitery operator
a turn or twp at the mike. Organwho presently runs the Copa downizers have to catch the acts in the
town and

at
is

Greater Pittsrun under con-

cession, rental being; a percentage
of the gross receipts, and Chakeres
likewise has all of the restaurants
and bars there. Present seating of
Horizon Room is just under 500. •
!

!

Grakam Pays $5,600 For
Cinema’s 1-Week Rental

electricians, ushers,

London* April

12;

Billy Graham had leased the
Davis Theatre, Croydon, one of the
biggest cinemas in Europe, for
Easter week to screen "Souls In
Conflict’’

He

is

and "London Crusade.’’

—

No

In.Lanza Vamp; Daniels

reportedly paying a rental

tion also has closed deals with a
number „ of suburban and provincial
theatres for the program to be
presented on a percentage deal. It
is stated they will get 20% of the
gross.

Kuller’s

Vega* Post

Is Set

Las Vegas, April 12/
Sid Kuller will be executive producer for the new' Royal Nevada
Hotel, which opens April 19 on
the Strip.
Deal also Involves his becoming
a stockholder in the hostelry.

Las Vegas, April

ABC

nitefles.

It’s

reported that the
rep tried to get in with a

he was told
that there was no show and he had

show

of credentials,

in the joint. The rep,
kept on insisting, and the
kept on refusing. Latter

no business
however,

doorman

has other' cafe Interests,

has
stall

formed a corporation
restaurants, in a

to

number

in-

of

big

ers.

Although, he didn’t actually say
Litman intimated that when the
eateries get rolling, he may pull
out of the night club field and devote all of his time to the restaurants.
Right now, his Copa is the only
big hot spot left in the Golden
Triangle, although the smaller New
.

so,

union delegate to
get a policeman if he was dissatisfied with the way he was being
handled. Unioneer walked away.
Nixon, formerly the Monte Carlo,
Talk about El Morocco has, been has been
going in lately for limited
a big issue since last Sunday (3),
floor entertainment.
when AGVA stopped a guest night
at the Blue Angel. Union was critiNEW DALLAS SPOT
cized for stopping a show at a cafe
which !s a year-round buyer of talDallas, April 12.
The Mocambo, a new local night
ent, but does nothing about El Mospot on the Fort Worth highway,
rocco's gratis talent soirees.
will open here on Friday (lS). Bert
The Showboat, Las Vegas, has Smith and his orch will occupy the
pncted Bert Wheeler and Gillian & bandstand. Spot will operate, on
Gray, for May 6 and Billy House weekends for the time being. Chris
Semos has been named manager.
June 18.
finally told the

Walters pointed out that as far
name value is concerned, the
only nitery in actual competition
with the cafes is the Fontainebleau,
which used a topheavy name assortment.
Otherwise, so far as
headliners *go, the other inns
as

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAH

1905-1955

weren’t competition for the night
clubs.
According to Walters, the fault
of the Miami Beach niteries lies in
the fact that expenses have risen
beyond the point where nitery operation is plausible or profitable.
"There
is
something basically
wrong with an industry that needs

fore,
stine

Tuesday night, Billy Eckand Henny Youngman head'

dW

weeks engagement were cancelled
by the New Frontier on the second
day (Tuesday) of his till uninitiated appearance.
Although the
hotel brass claimed they had spent
in excess of $150,000 promoting the
first singing engagement of Lanza
in a nitery and that they had given
the troubled singer $10,000 as an

many names who

won’t, draw.
salaries, plus the inoperating expense, will
make nitery operation in Florida
and elsewhere more hazardous unless something happens to revive
that late show.
Walters felt that with late business, attractions could justify their

The

Benny Payne

lined the first session, and Keefe
Braselle
and Mary Kaye Trio
moved in for the late show.
Lanza and his $190,000 for two-

capacity operation every
in
the week in order to come out
ahead," he said.
Walters pointed out that the.
price of talent has become runaway', especially at a time when,
late business has practically disappeared.
Without the late second show, Walters stated, there is
no justification for paying out the
tremendous prices being demanded

fem

Hollywood rep.

arrived at the spot Wednesday (6)
and Daniels followed him in time
for a Thursday preem (7). Booking was made with the permission
of the soQn-to-be-opened Riviera
Hotel, where Daniels is slated to
open Sept. 28.
Before Daniels came in, New
Frontier had been getting acts
through the courtesy of the other
Strip hotels.
Patti Moore & Ben
Lessy worked there the night be-

Sez Walters; Adds To Nitery Fans

AGVA

AGVA

12.

augurated by Joe Glaser, head of
Associated Booking Corp., out of
New York, and completed by the

The More Miami B. Hotels* The Merrier

new shopping centers going up
around this district.
Litman albut they have a very strict door- ready
has three locations rented in
man and unless the name 'is on the spots now
under
.construction
and
reservation list, he .can’t get by. is
scouting around for several othnight the

act before they can prefer charges.
has been unable to
So far,
check. They have gone so far as
to send a delegate over to the spot,

as Permanent Sub

Billy
Daniels
finally
settled
down as the permanent replacement for Mario Lanza at the New
Frontier Hotel here. Deal was in-

AGVA

The more hotels opening in
Florida, the better chance the entertainment industry has down
there, according to Lou Walters,
who operates the Latin Quarter,
Miami Beach. Walters recently arrived in New York following his
Florida season, which admittedly
was far from successful. Walters
doesn’t discount the heavy competition of hotels but, he added,
each inn opening on the Beach
adds another 500 or so potential
customers, and most of those coming to the hotels are able to afford

22.

with more than the $10,000 guarantee they’re asking. At the same
time, other arenas that wouldn’t
dare take a chance on shelling out
the 10G could get the team, since
the percentage arrangement would
permit
to take out an aver*A hearing on the granting of a age of $10,000 or more for a larger
burlesque license to Tom Phillips, number, of houses. This has been
who intends to operate the Or-, turned down.
pheum Theatre, Brooklyn, is
It’s recalled that during their
slated in. the office of N.Y. License last tour, Toronto grossed a terCommissioner Edward T. McCaf- rific $36,000 on one-night for Marfrey Friday (15). Hearing was re- tin & Lewis. However, after the
quested by Phillips to refute the guarantee and percentage arrangetestimony of several Catholic lay- ment plus the 25% the house got,
men who protested the issuance of plus the Advertising costs,, the
a permit for the operation of that promoter -declared himself very
house as a burlesquerie;
•lucky that- after all that hard
Phillips, who is executive secre- work, terrific gamble and
sweating
tary of the Burlesque Artists Assn., it out—he made a $280 profit on
applied for a license six months the $36,000 gross.
*
ago, but was turned down.
He
'then filed suit in the N.Y. Supreme
Court to get the License CommisAction
ioner to show cause why the li- Frontier Plans
cense shouldn’t be granted.

of $5,600 for the week.

The Graham Crusade Organiza-

May

M&L

^

Toronto, April 12.

Jack Arthur^ producer of the
24,000-seater grandstand show at
the Canadian National Exhibition
here, has lined up some more acts.
With Ed Sullivan in' as emcee at
$20,900 for the fortnight, in late
summer, and Marilyn Bell, 17-yearold swimmer, already announced,
Arthur has added strong support.
Other acts newly signed are Will

on

AMA

had countered with a proposition that the comics go in under a straight percentage arrangement, probably 60-40, with the
comics in some cases getting 70%.
In that way, they could walk, off

&

Clark Dennis, Jack Lattimer, Jack
Regas, Herb Laurie .and others.
Qantas airline’s tab to the producers is in excess, of $20,000 for
each unit.
Gordon it Reyes maintain a
permanent staff of 25 here; during
playing time the -figure is upped
to 200 employees. Add on stadium
rentals, musicians, stagehands and

interests*

Under this arrangement, the
arenas figure that with a $10,000
outlay* the smaller arenas
will have to take in $17,500 without the amusement tax before they
can break even. The larger arenas
will have a nut oL $20,000. As a result,
only three
A members
have signed the comedy duo. Syracuse gets them on May 20; Providence the following night and Bos-

_

At Vogue Terrace, Chakeres had
built up a big trade in these departments, much of which wanted
to follow him to the Horizon Room
but couldn’t. At same time, hotel
which Chakeres also operates at the
Airport will be 'increased by 48
f’ooms if the bond issue goes
through.

arena

M&L

initial

.

Most of the take remains in Auswhether in the form-of salexpenses or profit. Roundtrip plane fare, San Francisco to

to

the contract for
is one of the
stiffest they’ve encountered. Under
previous arrangements when they
were booked on one-nighters, advertising costs were taken off the
top and shared equally by both
parties. This time around, comics
have been asking that the arenas
and auditoriums assume the bulk
of the ad costs.

'

tralia,
aries,

12.

The $10*000 nightly price, tag on
Dean Martin it Jerry Lewii

the

Issue (or Nitery

Sydney, is $1,500 per person. Betty
Hutton’s unit, for example, includes* in addition to the star, her
husband, hairdresser* electrician,
four 'lead musicians (local bands
are used in all units), plus supporting acts of Morey Amsterdam,

65

advance, they stated emphatically
that the hotel did not propose to

talent

creased

sue him.
ing night

On

his scheduled

open-

(4)
in the swank new
Venus Room, his non-appearance
prompted the management to pick
up all the dining room tabs at a
cost estimated to be around $20,-

000

huge stipends. Without it, some
adjustment must be made so that
the boniface can make out.

.

CLAUSON'S O'SEAS TOUR

Hollywood, April 12.
Although Walters believes that
William Clauson, guitar-singer,
hotels can help niteries in providing guests, he didn’t discount the has been booked by Giesen &
.competition they provide.
The Boomer Inc. for a three-month tour
problem is one that will have to of England, Sweden and Spain.
Clauson is set to make his tv
be worked on. by all elements in
the industry, including talent agen- debut May 6 over BBC in Kurt
Weill’s "Down in the Valley."
cies* he feels.
I

V

•

—

.

—
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Wednesday

1955

April 13,

Kosty Gershwin Concerts
Score in Paris, London
Andre Kostelanets returns to
N. Y, this, morning (Wed.) after
«CRJP W

SHARON PORTER

HEARD

5 Mini.
Apollo, NT.
It’s pretty startling to see a onehanded, one-legged performer but
the handicap doesn't seeip. to
bother' “Crip” Heard so the initial
,

shock wanes quickly. Negro boy
walks on with a crutch but as soon
as the orch gives him the downbeat, he tosses it into the wings to
get
ing,

down
And

to his
it’s

highly successful concerts in Peris
an,d London. Inr Paris, March 27,

Sonrs-Dance

Dance

monopedic terp-

good, too.

He starts swinging from the outset arid moves at a hot pace. He
gives the leg quite a Workover put-

ting in everything

frdm the

soft-

7 Mins.

Apollo^ N. T.
;
Sharon, Porter is an eight-yearold who abts like she started singin
and. dancin’ when she was .in the
cradle. She’s a cute Negro moppet
with no fear and lots, of talent.
Comes on like a vet with ‘‘Ole Man
Mose” opener that puts the crowd
in her little pocket. , She's got a
bundle of vocal tricks that gives
the tune an added fillip.
She follows with a rocking version of “Rockabye Baby” that the
aud eats up. She gives it enough
bounce and vigor to keep everybody happy. Encores with a buckand-wing to “Liza” that’s gay and
spirited. After each number she
bounces around the stage curtsying
and blowing kisses. She’s hard to
Grot.
resist'.
•

;

shoe to the'mambo. The marabo
gyrations are difficult and frenetic but the aud pulls with him all
the way. Heard differs from PegLeg Bates who utilises the false THE HEARTS
supplementary extremity. Incid- Songs
entally, that “Crip”, billing—can 10 Mins.
only mean a contraction of Apollo, N. T.
“Cripple.”

Handicap will probably hold
back his tele exposure but Heard,
a nice looking lad, is a good bet
*
Gtos
for niteries and vaude.

*

(4)

These -four teenage Negro gals
have made -some noise with a waxing of “Lonely Nights” on an indie
label but they’re not yet ripe for
wider in-person spottings. Stage
demeanor is awkward and vocalistics need more variation to sustain
interest.
They -.work with two mikes, one
for the lead singer and the other
for the three who are laying down

the harmony. The two girls who
lead the 'way on “You're Mine,

“Blue Moon” and “Lonely Nights”
display strong piping qualities and
indicates that they’ll probably be
heard from again, especially on
They’ve got to put more
wax!.
Variety- and spirit into their turn,
however, if they want to get out of
Grot.
the recording studios.
,

:

he conducted the' Lamoureux Orchestra in an SRO all-Gershwin
concert, .attended by U, S. Government officials, in London he conducted the Philharmonic Orchestra
in two concerts; on an all-Tchai-

Bleen BARTON
Currently

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW.ORLEANS

CORAL

Record,

Mm wiuiam morris agency

Pi

15 Mins.

,

ting.

For

All

Broncho*

of Theatrical*

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
First

GAG

HU

CTho Sorvlc* of tho STARS)
13 Filos $7 .00-All 35 iuuts $25
Singly; tl.05 por script.

3 Bk». PARODIES, por book $16
$25
• MINSTREL BUDGET.:
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oo. bk..*25
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50

•

•
•
O
•
TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
.

HOW

$3.00

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousan*
No C.O.D.'i

BILLY
200

W.

54th

GLASON

Now York 10—Dapt. V

St.,

Circle 7-1130

WHEN

BOSTON

IN
If*

Mg

HOTEL AVERY
The

Home

Avtry

A

of

Show

Washington

Folk

Sts.

.

returns to Europe in the fall for
two other concerts in Paris, and
.
.
London each and for additional
ones in Brussels and Amsterdam.
Summer U. S. schedules calls, for
conducting 12 outdoor concerts
four in New York (Lewisohn Sta- Franklin, Philly.
dium), two in Philadelphia (Robin
Hood Dell), two in Chicago (Grant
Chicago
Park), three in Los Angeles (Hollywood Bowl), and bne in WashNat (King) Cole into the Chez
ington.
Paree, Chi, May. 12, for five weeks
Frank Parker set for the Town,
Casino, Buffalo, next Tuesday (18),
in a one-rounder . . . Chan Canasta
booked for two frames Et the
Muehlebach, Kansas City, April 22
George Gobbi to do the Du
.
Quoin, 111., fair, Labor Day
.
,
Merriam Sage Dancers open at the
Lake Club, Springfield, for an in'

.

.

.

’

.

Spike’s

75%G

.

.

In

.

.

.

Mary Meade French on same
1

short sessions in Ireland, before,
-

ly playing in Liverpool.
Next Monday (18) he
night stand in Belfast

Now York

a one-

fills

end then

<

.

'

The Adelaide

stint

Marguerite- Piazza blamed a cold
for her exit from the Beverly Hills
show midway in a fortnight engagement. She was replaced by
another headline aria and hotcha
chirper, Dorothy Sarnoff, Friday
(8) night without loss of a performance.
Fast fill-in resulted from prompt
contact by Rocky Sennes of the
Frank Sennes agency office here
and New York. Miss Sarnoff
planed from there to make rehearsal for a show revised by

Hawaii Niteries Set Up

Reservations accepted on share basis

• swimming

writ* or

industry.”
Situation’s so acute that one major nitery has been running “Help
wanted: entertainers” ads in local
papers. In other spots, some of the
“beachboy” musicians actually are
men in their 40’s and 50’s, veterans
of 20 years of show biz.
ist

Agent Jack Kalcheim, brother of
Nat and Harry Kalcheim of the
William Morris agency, is giving up
his office in New York after 10*

^

^

your travel agent

the entertainment field of the tour-

LOIS WHITE
Singing at the Plane

and

Celeste

With

TEDDY SMALL
At the Hammond Organ
Currently!

REDWOOD ROOM
HOTEL ELKHART
Elkhart, Ind.

JAY MARSHALL
at the

PALLADIUM
LONDON
For

a

Fortnight
Law A

Mgt.: Mark leddy
J

Naw York

Would

I

Like to Contact

All Mall

Orad*

Leslie

London

Old Frlonds

Welcomo

•

•

,

ALPHABET THE MAGICIAN

Edward McGough

strong, Nat (King)
Cole, Billy
Daniels, Frankie Lalne, the Andrews Sisters and Frank Sinatra.

years, to join forces with the Lou
Irwin booking setup on the jDoast,
Kalcheim had been head of the
defunct Frederick Bros. Agency,
at one time, and had been an indie
for

$m

Co-op group hopes “to encourage
study and training programs by
which young Islanders can- go into

(twice), Artie Shaw, Ella Fitzgerald, Jerry Colonna, Louis Arm-

Jack Kalcheim to Coast

pod

beach chair* • coffee
•hop • cocktail loungo
• planned entertainment
• FRfK FARKINO

4 FREE

ists expect.

the project.
*

KILL MITTLER, 1619 Broadway,

Pal-

ladium April 25/ He opened in
Glasgow last week and is current-

crosses the -border to Southern Iredefinite stint Sunday (17) . . . Fell- land to play two nights in Dublin.
After his Palladium stint Ray is
the
Town
at
Sandersbows
f-cia
Spike Jones racked up hefty
House, Indianapolis, Friday' (15), booked, for a week each in Edingrosses in an Australian tour which for two . .
Amby Houghes cur- burgh and Birmingham, running
wound up last week (6). Jones and rently at the Black Onyx, Chi . . . through into May.
a troupe of 21 kicked off the trek Sam Levenaon set for the Beverly
Hills Country Club, Cincinnati,
with a six-day stand at Melbourne’s May 27, for a two-framer . . .
Palais De Dance. Unit pulled in Rusty Draper into the Seven Seas,
close to $75,500 in. 13 perform- Omaha, May 6, for two rounds . . .
ances.
Vic Damone opening at the Gay
Package then pushed on to Ade- Haven, April 25, for two frames.
laide foe a $32,780 gross in seven

down

MgL

bill.

^

—

he opens a return date -at the

.

International Theatre Tour

'

Ray’s Irish Dates

Kangaroo Hop

Now

—

I

London, April 12.
Johnnie Ray has been set for
two provincial playd&tes, plus

They have instruments which
double as pipes, hide food, drinks
and innumerable inventions, and
they topsy-turyy everything into a
snowballing gimmicked end to a
Mosk.
funny act.
Frank Sommers and John Croft,
chiefs of the nitery in Newport,
HALF BROS. (2)
Ky., opposite Cincy. Martin Bros,
Juggling
and tfyeir puppets were added to
Continued from pin 0$
15 Mins.
the new one-week lineup.
Empire, Paris
here are applied on U. S. income
Sparkling duo Indulge in a fast
taxes.
For his 42 performances,
paced juggling routine that has
Jbhnnte Ray was nipped for about
enough bounce and movement to Corwin Cantata Set
$20,000 (which would be the normake this a likely U. S', entry for
For Coast Hearing mal U. S. tax for his income
boites, vaude or tv on their perHollywood, April 5,
bracket in the States). However,
fection and pace.
Norman Corwin’s cantata, ’The this entire sum is credited on his
They bullet clubs about and then
Golden
Door,” Written under com- U. S. tax, not as a business exdo such items as grabbing hats and
cigars from each other along with mission by the American Jewish pense, but as a tax actually paid
three whirling clubs, and working Congress for the tercentary cele- the U. S.
If, for example, Ray
this into a fast bit. Then they do bration of Jews in America, will should owe the U. S» $50,000 at the
this poised on unicycles and end get its local unveiling May 24, in end of the tax year, the 20Gs paid
by getting a stooge from the aud the grand ballroom of the Beverly here would be deducted, making
“to pose between them while they rWilshlre
Hotel.
Martin Gang Uncle Sam’s bill only $30,0000.
knock off his hat and flip a chairmans the local American JewWhile the currency control act
cigarette from “his mouth with their ish Committee chapter.
here limits an act to $10,000 anMosk.
darting Indian clubs;
“Door,” with music by Maurice nual takeout money, foreign lnGoldman, preemed recently i»4 vectors In Australia are waiting
Cleveland at the Music Hall, played for the better convertibility arDeutsch Reps Gale
by an orch and chorus of 200. Cor- rangement, with complete InterTho Milt Deutsch Agency of win, currently prepping Llncoln- change of pounds and dollars,
Hollywood will represent Gale pouglas debates for legit, audi- which is frequently reported as
Agency acts on the Pacific Coast torium presentations, was ap- near finalization.
from now on.
proached by George Brandt to
Headliners who have already apDeal set between Gale chief Tim dramatize “The Investigator” peared here under the GordonGale and Deutsch last week.
Canadian radio satire, but turned Reyes banner include Johnnie Ray

CAB CALLOWAY

1

‘I

—

15 Mins.

yocks. This is a plus off beat .entry
for U. S. tv or vaude or revue spot-

COMEDY MATERIAL

.

Talent Auditions; Most
Empire, Paris
A clowning but proud papa puts lowed, pulled in 77,000 people in
his three bouncy sons through a
Hula Dancers Amateurs
for
performances
gross,
of
11
a
solid aero bit that makes this a fine
$114,375. A return to Adelaide for
Honolulu, April 5.
entry for that opener or aero filler.
They bound from one’s shoulders two performances racked up $12,Everybody dances the hula and
returnSydney
for
400
and
a
to
shoulinto somersaults on to the
plays the ukelele here—but there’s
ders of another carrier, and then four performances grossed $44,380.
not enough pro talent in sight.
do this blindfolded for a boff finish.
Hence, the decison of a committee
This has the eye appeal and class
of
top nitery and- hotel execs to
Cold Shortens Piazza Ky.
Mosk.
for U. S. interest.
stage a series of auditions for
youngsters. Only hitch is that they
Date; D. Sarnoff Rush Sub must be or be able to, pass as a
JO, JAC & JONI
Comedy
Cincinnati, April 12.
Hawaiian, because that’s what tour*
Empire, Paris
Deadpan, trio, garbed in funereal
garments with bowler hats, come
out for a lugubrious shuffle dance
before uncorking a barrel of solid
low comedy gambits that, make for

ho-

.

.

was followed by a return to Melbourne for. seven performances in
three nights and a b.o. tally of $36,340. The Sydney stop, which fol-

(4)

Hollywood
Ruthin James signed for 16-week
return engagement at Bar of Music, starting May 12 . . . Paul Gilbert,
currently headlining with
Gypsy: Rose Lee at the Palm
Springs Chi-Chi, booked into tho
Mocambo April 26 . . . Joe Gaudle
makes his nitery bow April 25 at
Amato's in Portland, Ore.
Harry Mimmo goes into the Cocoanut Grove June 15 for three
weeks, after winding in the Edith
Piaf tour, following with four
frames- at Riviera, Las Vegas . . .
Mickey Rooney opens tonight
(Wed.) in the Grove; Allah Jones
opened last night (Tues.) at the
Mocambo ... Bits Bros, return to
headline show at the Flamingo,
Vegas, May 8, with chanteuse

.

kovsky. April 2, the other allGershwin, Monday (11), both played
to overflow audiences.
,
In England he also appeared on
BBC’s “The Conductor Speaks”
television program April 4. Kosty

performances

FREDIANIS
Aero

New York
Lottls Armstrong signed for the
Chicago Theatre* Ofeicago, May 27
for two weeks . . , The Chuckles
and Eddie Fontaine pacted to Joe
Glaser's Associated Booking Corp.
Roger Ray goes into Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y., April 28
Larry Best signed for the
.
Riviera^ Las Vegas, Aug. 3 for four
weeks .
opened
. Jimmy Nelson
a seven-week concert tour with
Guy Lombardo
. Angellalres, a
five-girl harp group, give a morning musicals at the Waldorf-*
Astoria, N. Y„ Friday (15) and appear on the Steve Allen show that
Jeanne Bal opening
evening
tomorrow (Thurs.) at the Maisonette of the St. Regis Hotel, N. Y.
. Magico Paul Duke held over
for a second week at the Ben

229 Ea$t 63rd St.
N. Y. City 21, N. Y.

SEILER and SEABOLD
Currently

ESCAMBRON BEACH HOTEL
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO
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Rock
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Continued from page

Philadelphia, April 12'.
Philly cqfes began to get a pew
look over- the weekend as night
club ops were forced to remove'
advertising .entertainers
outside
in a, Liquor Control Board, crackdown on the girl shows and exotic
attractions which
play, an important role in the after-dark setup here.
Some 52 licensees were “invited"
to attend s meeting at the board's
Philly office (7) and F. C. Brennecke, chief enforcement officer,
warned' all ops to quit advertising
their acts with outside displays, or
face severe penalties, which could
Include license suspension.
Posters exhibiting the body beautiful and scantily clad danseuses,
banners boasting beauty, cotillions
Inside and even signs naming star
.

enforce the regulations against
“mixing," Brenne’cke. said that
henceforth if a* customer wants to
buy a girl a dHnk, he is supposed
to bring one along with him anu
not have one furnished by the tav<

management.
Jack Sommers, local AGVA rep,
sought clarification On just where
the line would be drawn between
an ordinary dance and a “lewd
exhibition." The Board officials
ern’s

.

'would give

no

clear-cut definition

but said it was up to the owners
to decide how far a dancer could
go without breaking the .code.
Reading Riot Act
The. Liquor Board lowered- the
boom on the. cafe ops after investigators had. come here a month ago
photographing the entertainment
displays. This action was taken
erformers were ordered removed' when complaints reached Gov.
Sy the state officials. This- was the George M. Leader’s office in Harlast warning, Brennecke said,- and risburg. Brennecke was sent down
set May 1 as the deadline for re- •to read the riot act to the nitery
moval of all exterior signs. The ops. Although they have until the
crackdown would not be limited to end of the month to remove the
Philadelphia, he added, but will be signs, .the rulings on sex acts and
effective throughout the state.
mixing went in effect immediately.
The cafe men were also bluntly
No new laws had to be passed
told that they would have to clean to put through the
orders. Regulaup their shows, particularly the tions against outside the premises
ones stressing nudity and suggesr advertising, “B-girls? and
suggesfive dancing. Dancers were warned tive shows have
long been in the
against use of hands and were told liquor ,cdde but they
have not
to employ the feet more, with less been enforced for so long
they had
emphasis on other sections of the become almost forgotten.
Some
anatomy.
club owners professed relief
the
The Liquor Board also plans to regulations,* stating it would at
mean
-

;

;

.

—

the end of the. costly circus-type
promotions practiced by their
rivals. It would also end the up‘

Just to let My Show Biz arid
All My Other Friends Know
That I'm Now. Making Lika

A Wall

Stroet

Tycoon

Registered Representative

IRA HAUPT

A CO.

New

Yerk If.
LOngacre 1-4242

N

spiral in the prices for strip
acts and exotic charmers.

Less optimistic club owners were
in no mood to .underestimate the
power of the women. Most midtown cafes, chorines, hostesses,

JESSE BLOCK
101 Tth Ave.,

ward

manageresses, seating hostesses,
hatcheckers, camera-girls, cigaret
girls and even waitresses—most of
whom are not averse to accepting
a drink from a male patron.

.Y.

ROCK

’N’

ROLL RIDING

An'PMcriv

Uncl ,, M'OUMihp<l

Comedian

Currently

Horry and
Alma'a Club
Michigan

Detroit,

'[)'*,
."ox

hon

PETER

TH-'.ot'..

J

5'd'i

IODICL

,

announcement, of eh -upcoming performer. At one point several youths
hopped on the stage, but were soon
ushered off. One kid Involved in
this action began shoving a fireman who was aiding in clearing the
stage, but he was eventually coaxed,
to the wings without any further

house rec-

Gerber-Wetss. N. Y.

CO

5-l4|0

AL JACOBSON
formerly of tho oil molo Melody
Chorus, lost teon In Co no do In tho
your 1949, or anyone knowing of him,
please contact 4.. K, Frankeon, Tracer
Bay St.,
of Mining Person*, 111
Rm. 204, Toronto, Ont.

1

'

formed Saturday

(9)

at”

per-

to

MCA

,

.

'

.

.

1

WRCA-TV,

WMGM

i-,-.

who

line are

The Chuckles,

their two biggies,
“Runaround" and “Foolishly." Eddie Fontaine, who’s clicked with

“Rock

Love”

and

“On Bended

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

at the Will 'Rogers while recuperating.

May

1.
View Driye-In, Tarentum, Pa.,
Gerber will work in the act de- mastered the setback in one year
partment 'of the Beverly Hills of- with the aid of surgery and real
fice, while Weiss will work out of care.

New

York.

One of the best concerts of this
season was given at the school
auditorium by Todd Duncan. He
played to SRO.
The following
morning he did a milkman’s matinee at the school house for the
end

kids.

hit

Len

Grotte,

tx-Loew manager

who has been going through surgery for a long time, dropped in
St the Will Rogers for an X-ray
checkup.
He talked wlth_ Joe
McCoy, Loew's Victoria iffanager,
who is skedded for major surgery.
Marion McCrea, formerly with
the Washington Square and Clifford Devereau Players, took exactly one year to rate an all-clear
light; she is on her way to N.Y.
to resume work.
"
"Write to those vko are '‘lit.

Cumnllp ANKARA, .RitU.- . -Oirrf.WUUAM-MORRIS- AGENCY-

i

W.V.'.V,

HALO GOVT. BANKROLLS

fci

deliver

SINGERS IN IRISH OPERA
Dublin, April 12.
The Italian government is granting $15,000 towards the cost of top
singers from La Scala, Milan, and

Rome Opera House

appearing in
season here with the Dublin Grand
Opera Society. Op its two seasons
with Continental stars, outfit last
year dropped around |1,000 despite
full houses.
Operas on this year’s tked are
“Norma," “Lucia de Lammermoor, ” “Rigoletto," “La Traviata,"
“The Masked Ball” and “Tosca."

Apart from songsters, two Italian
conductors will also travel here,

Monday

(11)

Empire Room,

at the downstairs
gloats the Waldorfs

Music Corp. of America is now
Jack Kelley, manager with winter-spring season by remaining
absorbing entire firms. They've Walter Reade Theatres, took two until May 81.
taken on Roy Gerber & Norman years to definitely beat the rap;
Weiss, who have been operating as he has left here with an all-clear
an indie outfit for several years. light to resume work.
Dorothy Yogeley, of the Sunset
Both start at
on

MCA

Kaufman

.•.w.yAv.'.v.v/,

bigger.

Weiss

Y.)

a broadcast direct
plafts to feature
name recording stars on the aired.
Franklin, ,
h b appeared on the
premises the opening afternoon,
produced somglO guestars headed

opening of Palisades Anitisement
w
Park iii Foft Lee, N. J. Clear^kles
and balmy temperatures in the
high 70s brought out a, reported
75,000 customers for the ‘unveiling by Terry Stevens and Irving
and 85,000 oh Easter Sunday, Fields.
Eight midways, which proclaim
Weekend biz* was described by Irving Rosenthal, who operates the 150 rides and attractions, have
51-acre fun emporium with his four new entries this season. Two
brother Jack, as “the best opening of them are German imports which
since we took over the park from talent scout Mickey Hughes latched,
Nicholas and Joseph SchenCk in onto in a European tour last year.
1934."
“Globe of Death," a German mof*
Rosenthal,., who. has arranged torcycle act comprising two men
and
a femme, is making its ty. S,
elaborate tieups with several metropolitan area radio and tv sta- bow. Previously, the turn had
tions, bus companies, etc., feels played European’ fairs.. ‘’Motorcythat the extensive promotion and cle Merry-Go-Round" is the other
a “reasonable price, scale" will pay German import, while Junior Hot
off this year in the biggest attend- Rods is British in origin. “Golf-oance in the history of the park. Matio Driving Range" provides 10
Particular stress is laid on co-op balls for 25c. Results of each drivedeals with disk jocks and moppets* are shown on sin automatic inditv stats. They’ll plug the spot on cator.
For the patron’s 25c .admish
the air and also will appear at the

Alberto Eredo from La Scale and
Saranac Lake, N.Y., April 12.
Moonglows, and
Among the patients who rated Giuseppe Morelll from Rome.
others. Pic is “The Americano"
good
medical
clinic
reports
for
(RRO) a firstrun in Brooklyn.
Spring which elevated them to the
House is doing five shows daily ambulatory floor are William O. Cugat Bows
Starlight
and is straining the 4,264-seat ca- Stamps, designer of Momet Co.,
pacity. Scale has been upped con- Miami, John (IATSE)
Streeper,
June 1 in Six-Weeker
siderably, going to $1.85 top. Nor- Atlantic City, film operator; Otto
mal ceiling is $1,150.
Xavier Cugat reopens the N.Y.
Hayman, theatre manager of CamWaldof-Astoria’s
bria,
N.Y.;
Clifton
(IATSE)
Byrd,
Starlight
Roof
According to manager Gene
Pleshette, the youngsters, hitting picture operator from Harriman, season June 1 for a six-week stay,
Tenn.,
and
Earl
Lewis,
of
WTVT
A
successor
has
yet to be set. It
the house are “exuberant but wed
marks Cugle’s first time back at
behaved and there’s excitement, radio station, Miami.
John (IATSE) Anderson, of the Hilton flagship in some seasons.
but no trouble."
Local
>cal No. I, N.Y., into the general
Dorothy Dandrldge, who opened
hospital for major surgery, Is back

&

(WABC-TV, N.

will ^originate

the 1955 from the park and

Moonbeams,

Gerber

New Acts line Bill
lin

LEARNIN’ THE BLUES

Included in the Freed unit are
Chuckles, Eddie Fontaine,

Dlr.t

Seen Paying Off ;
By GBQRGE GILBERT
The weather was the ’star

Palisades in person. Park, in turn, (which includes free parking) to
will bally the radlo-tv luminaries Palisades, he has free dancing
in its newspaper and outdoor ad- available plus a free show prevertising.
sented twice-daily at a small band*
Hefty radio-tv hoopla this sea- shell at the east end of the park.
Acts,
which are booked by George
son is the result of success the
park had with that media last year. Hamid, open Mondays for a week
stand.
Policy always calls for ad
Tieups have already been arranged
with
and aerial act ahd a novelty turn plus
band.
Initial
bill comprises Henry
WMCA, all in New York. WORTV’s Ray Heathferton, the Merry Peters and his Dixieland Band.
Sylvia’s
Kennelkade (dog turn)
Mailman, guested at the Saturday
of the tunes offered aren’t of an (9> matinee show and Gloria Flood, and The Sensational Albon, who
offensive nature, but ins.trumental- who presides
over WABC-TV*s works atop a 130 foot pole.
ization and performer movements “Romper JRoom," will do a similar
are at times suggestive.
stint April 23. In spotting the
For r&b fans, the talent lineup moppet tv stars on Saturdays, the
is right up their alley. Each of the management’s theory is
that rioJ
acts gives out with their top record only will the youngsters come but
sellers In additon to other rendi- they’ll also bring their elders.
tions. At show caught/ the mike
Teener Tieupe
was a little blurry, but judging by
In a bid to. the teener trade, the
<*/
audience reaction, this was no
Rosenthals
have
worked out tieups V v
handicap: Kickoff act is The Penguins, whose vocal output includes with such disk jocks as Murray
IftiSiist
the click, “Earth Angel." Trick Kaufman (WMCA, N. Y.), Bill Silguitarist
Overbea follows with bert (WABC, N. Y,) and Joe Franksome fancy string plucking that
makes' for okay visual entertain-

Talent on the show includes La
Vern Baker, The Penguins, The
Chuckles, Eddie Fontaine, Danny
Overbea, the Moonglows and. Moonlighters
and an 18-piece orch
headed by Red Prysock, Sam (the
Taylor,
Man)
A1 Sears and Mickey
(Guitar) Baker. In emceeing the
show, Freed concentrated on getting the audience worked up via
gab and actions. Most of the lyrics

The

CORBETT
MONICA

Radio-TV Ties at Palisades Park

trouble.

ords with the present engagement Knee", follows with the' Moonwinding up tomorrow (Thurs.) of glows and the Moonlighters, the
Alan Freed and a rock ’n’ roll unit. group within a group that’s clicked
Take is expected to go to $94,000, with “Sincerely" and “Most of All,"
the windup act.
according to theatre spokesmen.
Bringing in additonal
Engagement started slowly, but Phil Kahl and Morris income for
Levy, sponkept building and by Saturday
sors of the show, js a hefty buy
after the weekend $30,000 had
on a souvenir programs selling at
been collected. Gross kept climb50c per copy.
Jess.
ing, with the result that with the
school holiday, receipts after the

weekend were

Op'roi!

.

Next

The Paramount Theatre, Brooklyn, expects tojbreak all

of this large local following. Ho
had previously put on an r&b show
at St. Nicholas Aren*;- N. Y., that
drew a hefty turnout*;
Show, which kicked .off a week’s
run at the Paramount' last Friday
(8), is a test booking* for this type
of offering in an ofay uabe. It’s
paying off. The clpsifig show opening night at the approximate 3,000seater .Was SRO, with a preponderance of teenagers, With the
kids off from school this week because of Easter, biz is expected to
continue at a high level.
However, it’s not all peaches and
cream at the. Paramount; The staff
of ushers has been reenforced, to
handle any disruptions, of which
'there were a number at the windup
show opening night. The kids were
dancing in the. aisles, clapping in
time with music and letting out
shrieks at a lively riff or just the

ment.
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ing item, and enthusiastic, audiHotel. Fierro* N. Y.
Kaye Ballard with Toni Ayr* A
Nick ence participation in -standard
( with
Gallic well-known*. Inclusion of a Jack Pierce (Len Berge at piano);
Brandwynne
Perito at piano); Nat
more recognizable set of themes Stanley Melba dir Orch, featuring
and Mischa Borr Orchs; c ouvert would help.
As is, she earns Carlos Piahtini A the Cotillion
Bl.5Q42.50r
healthy reception in this room. Strings (6) with Lois Bannerman;
Al)le assists by husband-composer Chico Relli Music; $2 and $2.50'
The Waldorf's Empire' Room Luc Poret on the guitar and harconvert.
closes on a gay note with Dorothy monics,
and accordionist Wally
Dandridge as the sole' performer Corvine, add to interest-build.
Kaye Ballard bounced from the
on the season’s finale. Miss DanDeMar & Denise click with
drige, making her first appear- their assorted lifts and spins. The Village to 6lSt & 5th Ave. via a
2d
Ave. detour (Phoenix Theatre’s
ance at this Hilton flagship will two have obviously been around
wind up one of thejmore artistical- and handle themselves in smooth “Golden Apple”) and has traversed
ly successful seasons this inn has. style to win plaudits. Arne Bar- the route with gusto if not comhad for some time. It’s been a nett and his crew, moved over plete regimen. Actually iio stranger
season distinguished by the. rare from thei Latin Quarter, turn in a in the East Side boites (the Blue
Angel followed her Bon Soir imc

Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.

-

Dorothy Dandridge

..

appearance of Dinah Shore, sound job on the

,nitery

among

others.

Lena Horne was offered
room some years ago, but she

grade.
this

.

showbackings,

despite cutdown on

However, one of the more important notes in Miss Dandridge’s
engagement hero lies in the fact
that she is the first' Negro artist to
appear at the Empire Room. In
fairness to the Hilton management,
it must be noted that a performer
must grow up to Waldorf status,
and the rate -of climb is not too rapid these days or at any time. One
other Negro singer made the
Obviously talent is the
only standard here.
Miss Dandridge’s previous N. Y.
stands have been in the intime
boites. At La Vie ’en Bose she -was
a stellar performer, but doesn’t
seem out of her league at the
larger room, although ft must be
admitted that certain nuances and
shadings in her performance are
lost. Withal, Miss Dandridge is a
lot of fun, aside from being a looker. She previously turned down a
Hilton offer in order to get her act
up to Waldorf standards. Her material has been worked over to a
glossy sheen. Most of her tunes
have been previously unexhibited
in New York, and there’s a sense
of freshness to her performance.
The singer is able to get her s.a.
over easily. Some of her tunes are
truly provocative and her incidental terping is probably the most
torrid item, except for the chafing
dishes, that the Waldorf has had
in years. She makes sex seem a
lot of fun even on. Park Ave. In
fact, a ballad would seem out of
place with her styling and, let’s
face it, intent..
A glimpse at her titles indicates
her direction in the half-hour stint.
The collection includes “Have Myself a Time,” “Why Not Try a Little Love?” “Easy to Love,” “Good
for Nothing Joe,” “Come By Sunday” and a few others designed for
(boudoir enticement. Her sole offbeat tune was a calypso, “Never
Mind the Noise in the Market” a
charming item which called for
Miss Dandridge to take off her
shoes for a bit of choreography;
In these swanky environs, Miss
Dandridge has arrived. Although
a deeper dimension -.is lacking in
her Waldorf bow, she seems to belong. She may learn to adapt her
particular talents to balladeering
which might give her a greater
depth, but still she shows enough
to make her a steady at this spot.
Her piano backing by Nick Perito, who ^also batons Nat Brandwynne’s band during her performdeclined.

manpower

seven men,

to

Lary.

Chi-Chi, N. Y.
Matt Dennis

(3>;

$3.50

mini-

mum.
The word is beginning to spread'
that Matt Dennis is in town so the
Chi-Chi, new intimery on West'
56th St., will have no problems
For the past
digging up trade.
couple of years, the L. A. to N. Y.
crowd has been touting Dennis’
work on the Coast,, but the keystayed
boarder-crooner-composer
put until tyro boniface Don Jacobson lured him east to kick off the
Chi-Chi.
Dennis started making a dent on
Gotham’s ear about a year ago yia
the release of a “Matt Dennis
Plays Matt Dennis” album on the
Trend label. (He’s since switched
Local deejays
to RCA Victor.)
have been giving the set plenty of
air play and a Gotham cult quickly
Now that he’s here,
developed.
the Chi-Chi should develop into a
(He
regular evening hangout.
starts to work' about 10:30 p.m. and
plays until closing, ilrith the usual
cigaret breaks between half-hour
sets.)

Dennis has just what It takes for
late-evening listening. His 88-ing
and piping are soft and warm* and
bring the right romantic touch to
this small but comfortable, dimly-,
Management has been
lit room.
Wise in not trying to embellish the
entertainment. It’s all in Dennis’
lap and he takes over expertly.

Working with Jimmy Gannon on
and Jimmy Campbell on

bass

drums, Dennis delivers a half-hour
and charm.
is made up of sock
standards from his own ASCAP

set that’s full of taste

His songbag

catalog as well as from the works
of colleagues. From his own files
are such nifties as “Let’s Get
.

Away From
•

Julie,”

It .All,” “Junior and
“Violets; for Her Furs,”

“Uncle Fud” and /‘Will You Still
Be Mine?” For the Rodgers &
Hart contingent, he has stickout
versions of “Dancing on the Ceiling,” “My Funny Valentine” and
“Manhattan,” among others.
The mood is pleasant and reHis nifty
freshing 'throughout.
compleexcellently
fingerwork
ments his intimate piping style
and his two aides provide topgrade support in laying down the
rhythmic and Iistenable downbeat.
It’s already tough to get into the
room on weekends and once the

ance, gives her excellent support. Gotham bistro-goers fall into the
James Stanbuck has designed her Dennis habit, it’ll be ropes up all
incidental dancing thajt adds a lot week.
Gros.
of lustre to her show, and the
lengthy wardobe and writing credits to-

of

her act indicates that a lot

work has been poured

It’s

paying

into her.

Jose .

off.

Saxony, Miami Beach
Miami Beach, April 8.
Genevieve
with Luc Poret &
(

Wally Corvine ), DeMar

Arne Barnett Orch
minimum.

&

(7);

Denise,

$2.5044

This is a tough town for the
Parisian gamin-type of chanteuse,
a la Edith Piaf— who, incidentally,
played the area at the Riviera
(Copa City) a couple of seasons
ago and racked up in-and-out boxoffice during her tenure at height
of the season.
The jaded cafegoers. in this resort prefer the brighter of the imports, such as Patachou or a Denise
Darcel.
Genevieve* more in the
Piaf groove, still projects enough
of the Gallic zestiness in this twoweeker to overcome the laments
contained in some parts of her
compote of chansons.
The garb and hairdo she affects
(extreme Italian cut and black

.

T-shirt
raising.

and trousers)

To her

is

eyebrow-

credit she over-

comes that facet via a pert, .appealing
personality
and vocal
strength.
Her array of tunes is
mostly in the Montmarte idiom,
artfully blended in the mixture of
torch and upbeat tempos. Another
plus is intro of her numbers in
brief, amusing, twisted English.
At times, however,' the songs essayed are unfamiliar, negating full
response. Withal; she keeps them
intrigued most of the way; • expressive use of hands and eyfes aid
h,er French folk tales.
Big lift
comes with her version of “Deep
to ‘ h
rt of

S$*!

Mapes Skyroom, Reno

Che*

business ever viewed on the Strip
Paree, Chi
that engender* near-hysteria a*
Chicago, April 8.
Bolger enacts the two fighter* in a
Totty Martin (with Hal Borne),
manner reminiscent of Nick Al- Pepper Davit
Tony Reese,
trock and A1 Schacht, but more Chandra Kaly
Dancers (4),
narrative, expression and explo- Brian Fomoji Orch; $1.50 cover

A
A

...

He performs

a Lili St. Cyr $3.75 minimum.
type of strip and the inevitable
“Once In Love With Amy” in boffo
This extremely long show (one
style, accenting the soft shoe.
hour and 40 minutes at session
sion.

The

finale,

a

farm scene,

finds

caught) doesn’t, get bogged

down

Bolger as the farmer working along the way, and should keep
around the barn, depicted by a the rope up at the door for some
well-conceived stage setting, as time to come.
Andy Mayo and Pansy the Horse
Tony Martin tops the card here
register strongly in comedy and
Sylvia Lewis as the travelling and again proves that few singers
in the biz can match his pulling
salesgirl proves a delightful dance
pact), the Cotillion Room is a big
partner with Bolger He winds up power or. ability to satisfy an audileague booking that follows on the
with the horse while the George ence. Playing in a mature, sophisheels of her Phoenix Theatre (offMoro Dancers perform a neat ticated way to an audience that is
Broadway) impact.
square dance to make this one of mature and sophisticated, Martin
She has been nicely produced the best all-round and imaginative manages to elicit deep sighs from
with two gallant lads, 'Tom Ayre production finales in Moro’s long the young matrons who drag their
hubbies. In fact, he has the same
& Jack Pierce, stopgapping in the choreo career.
proper interludes, but in the main^ Muriel Landers, the rotund little effect on this mature audience
that
some singers have on the
Miss Ballard is still using her last singer-dancer, pleases in her work
year’s nite club material and the with the star as does baritone Jack matrons’ teenage daughters. This
year before that. Probably new is Prince, who nets salvos with “Birth chanter, of course, bas been doing
business at this same stand for
her okay opener, “First Impression of the Blues.”
That Counts” (with the boys)', but
Miss Carson, a radiant personal- quite some time and his undiminfamiliar is her Fanny Brice caval- ity exhibits stage presence and ished success is easily explainable
cade and .her Bette Davis a la charm along with a fine set of in terms' of a rich, deftly-conAnna Magnani impression. “Sexiest pipes as she sings “Truly In Love” trolled and feeling voice, authorishowmanship and good
Kid In The Nursery” is a discourse and “Sincerely.” Strikingly attired tative
on “parents who are kids who were in a short, pleated dress with se- looks.
Martin is onstage a good 40 minsilly enough to grow up.”
quined bodice, the blonde singer
She’s a completely uninhibited socks “Gentleman Friend” lustily, utes, and begs off after running
performer who makes the fashion- and contrasts with fine sensitivity through a full, varied rep, suavely
able Hotel Pierre customers pay in the warm Gershwin tune, “I’ve gift-wrapped with a line of reOpenattention most of the time. She Got A Crush On You.” “Steam laxed and amusing patter,
errs in overstaying and in 'dubious Heat,” from “Pajama Game,” is a ing with “Hallelujah,” Martin does
old faves, hits of the moment
selectivity. If she’s so partial to delightful song delineation, and the
Harold Arlen, as announced, and “September Song,” unique for a and some special material. One
while “House of Flowers” is his femme, is dramatically intensified spec number, “Security,” a song
current plug, that excerpt isn’t to thrill her auditors. As minStrel- sold with a suggestive twinkle, was
exactly one of the prolific and man Bert Williams, Miss Carson is written by Martin’s conductor and
talented songsmith’s prime efforts. clicko in “I Aih’t Never Done accompanist, Hal Borne, in col(She has since substituted his Nothin’ To Nobody,” to rate kudos. laboration with Academy AwardSherman Edwards gives her good winner Sammy Cahn. Sung to a
Blues In The Night”).
The Brice “salute” also becomes- support at the piano, while Bolger’s catchy Latin beat, song is just
conductor
of the Cee Davidson right for this type of audience and
a dubious entity. With the excepgoes over big. Martin wraps up
tion of “Baby Snooks” (and even crew is Edward Scott, who must
with a clarinet solo, his “insurtake
bows
for
a standout chore.
that is now a memory), and perhaps
ance,’’ as he puts it, and goes off
Bob.
the traditional “My Man” and
to salvos.
Rose of Washington Square” (and
Comic chores in this display are
Birdlnnd, N. Yhere, too, the Nicky Arnstein noPerez Prado Orch (15), Modern ably handled by Pepper Davis and
toreity might be construed as a
Tony
Reese. Introing with a rather
major coimnon denominator), the Jazz Quartet; $i.50 admission,
hackneyed “Hello and Welcome”
Brice tradition is otherwise obscure $2.50 minimum at tables.
bit that recalls many similar opento the present crop of goer-outers.
ers, duo soon redeems itself with
Lovey Joe” sounds like a museum
The Birdland is going in for an a succession of whopping routines.
piece and the dialectic “I’m An offbeat session with the coupling
Comics rely heavily on visual
Indian” seems out of key. That of the mambo specialists in the
comedy and provide two top exgoes also for “Second Hand Rose," Perez Prado band and the Modern
amples of same with a rib of teesegueing' into “Washington Square” Jazz Quartet.
The effects are vee production numbers complete
and “Snooks,” with its topical varied and different, traveling the with special effects, and a sideasides to “Big Daddy” (the Burl range from hot to cool, and emsplitting 'silent film pantomime.
Ives characterization in “Cat On bracing the heady work of
the Their fight interview bit, with
Hot Tin Roof”). [The Brice caval- small combo to the hip-swinging suave
with
announcer foiling
cade and the “baby” numbers too,, and foot tapping variety offered by punchy cauliflower ear expert, is
wound up on the cutting room floor the Prado combine.
a classic. Davis & Reese throw in
since her preeml.
The Prado
is probably the a little expert hoofing for good
Of her ’“impressions” she goes best exponent orch
of the mambo. With measure and wind up with a flashy
from the Bette Davis espresso con- an instrumentation
of five brass luminescent drum bit for an uncept into the two Judys (Holliday and
four reeds, along with three usual wrapup.
and Garland) including the now strings,
Bill is introed and later spaced
an assortment of drumoverly familiar “Made Me Love mers
and a bass, Prado has an ex- by a unique, showmanly dance act,
You”; rocks ’em with “Tweedle cellent
concert form that dwells Chandra Kaly & Dancers. OpenDee” and tops off with “Lazy After- in familiar,
melodic lines. At this ing with a superbly costumed Innoon,” out of her off-Broadway point,
there’s something insidious dian type dance, terpers blend
musical. In between there is a about
the mambo that permits a east and west, New Delhi and Tin
flute musical bit, in the same uncustomer to listen to this steady, Pan Alley with their “Boogie
inhibited manner. It all runs 45 driving
Latin beat for several sets Woogie” number. Act is an imminutes and would register better Without tiring,
It’s the kind of pressive blend of .Indian temple
if chopped to a half hour. Tony
rhythm that sets up a compulsion dancing together with the LatinCharmoli
(TV’s
“Hit
Parade” to dance, but yet has excellent Amprican beat, in their “Rhumba”
choreographer) staged, with an listenability.
One of Prado’s at- routine. Group’s “Caribbean Inassist from Bob (20th-Fox stager)
tributes is his ability to handle a terlude,” later in the show, showSydney; special material by Ray healthy brass
contingent without cases top. terping with a West InCharles &-Roy Freeman.
making for a
backdrop,
blasting the occupants out of the dies
Maestro-conferencier Stanley room. The
group even has three varied, balanced bit. Turn is very
Melba gives the proceedings a fiddles, although they
Gabe.
received.
well
not
used
arc
suave kickoff with Carlos Pianti- too frequently,
except probably

—
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Reno, April 7.
Rusty Draper, Kirby Stone Four, ni’s sextet of Cotillion Strings,
plus when Prado seeks a softer mood.
Eddie Fitzpatrick harpist
Lois Bannerman, in a slick
minimum.
Prado is a good bandstand perensemble entr’acte. Biz surprisingsonality, b@ing able to get through
ly good considering Holy Week.
personably
After a long winter in the doldespite the handicap of
Abel.
not being too fluent with gringo
drums, the Skyroom springs alive
talk. He grunts at the breaks for
with this two-week show. All muSahara, Las Vegas
an added laugh effect and the
sic and mostly full blast, with the
Las Vegas, April 5.
galleryites soon learn when to
room crowded and responsive.
Ray Bolger (with Andy Mayo & make similar noises.
Rusty Draper got out of his local San Francisco run for the first Pansy the Horse , Sylvia Lewis,
Whether Prado is wise is doing
Muriel
Landers, Jack Prince),,
time in this nitery three years ago.
nothing but mambo remains to be
He was in his eager style then, Mindy Carson, Saharem Dancers seen. True, he has carved for himCee
Davidsoft
(12),
Orch
(11); self
sort of down the Frankie Laine
a monumental niche in that
path. And now with his never- no cover, no minimum
field, having achieved the distincserious, self-kidding manner betion
of
working the WaldorfRay Bolger tops an 85-minute Astoria. Majority opinion
tween numbers, he’s a cinch to get
holds
enthusiasm ^put of the dullest-look- opus that’s heads up from start that the mambo will be around
to finish. Mindy Carson scores in
ing crowd.
for a long time and they’ll be terpDraper still sticks to his guitar- the extra added slot while Bolger’s ing this wild and sexy item for
type songs “St. James Infirmary” show includes a cast of talented years. But already, a softer wind
to “Davy. Crockett.” And the guitar entertainers.
is blowing from the Equator. There
Bolger tosses off his special is the
is worked throughout except for
growing popularity of the
opener, “Sunny Side of the Street.” brand of smooth hoofing, involving merengue, a terp of mincing steps
He pleases with a wild, guitar in- soft shoe and tap, to the complete with knee bends that has a trace
satisfaction of thp packed Congo
strumental too.
of elegance and relaxation without
Kirby Stone stiff mixes large Room, and the show, clean and violence. True, the mamho is only
quantities of humor with his batgh sparkling, is well-paced and a cinch starting
to reach its maximum
of interesting arrangements. Quiet to word-of-mouth good biz for its audience,
Prado having waxed
and tasty sometimes, loud and ex- month’s stay. The graceful dance “Cherry Pink,” which is an Victor
citing others,.
Although the ar- master, who can toss off a. lyric or clicker. But after a peak comes a
rangements are Class. A, the four- gag with equal aplomb, is one of decline and it may be wise to have
some always makes sure it keeps the warmest personalities in the something else in reserve.
everyone happy by injecting sud- theatre today and can seemingly
The Modern Jazz Quartet, com
den bits of nonsense without de- do no wrong where his audience
is concerned.
His terps, trade- prising four Negro lads playing
stroying the sound of melody.
piano,
bass, drum and vibes, n\akes
marked
with
the
familiar
stumbles
Stone’s own impreSh of the Englishman before the American audi- and prattfalls, edify, and the dance for relaxing listening. The inence, singing “Old Man Riv§r,” is jester ,lsings and clowns with his fluences of the modernists are
loaded 'with laughs. Each of the gang, in inspired fashion. He works evident but there are traces of a
boys portrays' a certain type offbeat hard and nets solid returns for his healthy respect for the classics.
character in the show. There’s a efforts. His limber high kicks in a They are progressive and avante
sleepy, lost soul, a sort of elfin varied assortment of chiropractic garde, but not so far ih front as
to lose the touch of immediacy.
halfwit, a kind of Dennis the Men- dances bring hOwls.
The laugh topper is his dance This outfit is articulate, well-manace, and Stone wh'o tries to keep
them a“ll in line. Interruptions creation of the Max Baer- Joe Louis nered and mature in the mode of
Jose,
,,from qffjtJ^ree are the rule.
ofc hyuisip^ ^expression
ai

Eddvs\ K.

Skylets
(8),
Orch (10); $2

.

—

•

Kansas

,

C.

City, April 8.

Georgia Gibbs ( with Bill Russell), Los Barrancos (2), Lester
Harding Orch (8); $1 cover.
Georgia Gibbs is in town for a
two-wfeek date when interest is at
peak .pitch over two record hits
Currently in the top 10 hit parade
And' she is living up to
listings.
advance notices, drawing top biz.
Along with her are the Barrancos,
Toby and Luis, dancers playing
their second stand in the club. Second show opening night went a
long 50 minutes as Miss Gibbs
reeled off a dozen numbers and
left the floor with little short of

an ovation.
In the m.c. spot Lester Harding
on the Barrancos to open, and
they oblige with their fast-paced
variety .of Latin dances,' running
through the rumba, samba and
mambo. and tossing in their own
twirls, twists and aero variations.
In her portion, Miss Gibbs relies heavily upon the established
standards, from her opening with
calls

Be Some Changes Made,”
through “He’s Funny That Way,”
“There’ll
“Ballin’

the

Jack,”

“Somebody

Loves Me” and on to “After You’ve
Gone.” In between she gives her
present hit, “Dance with Me,
Henry,” and saves “Tweedle Dee
Dee” for near closing, with response

from the patrons building

all

the

Her “Kiss of Fire” as a
way.
closer is just the extra fillip needed
to draw the extra ounce of applause
from the house. Eddys’ is in for a
big refcsion of biz with this bill.
I,

«
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Armstrong

6r

His

All-

This jazz spot* which has been'
operating -on a weekend policy only
for the past couple of months, has
come back to a fulltime basis with
a bang. In Louis Armstrong, Basin
Street booked the hardiest perennial on the jazz scene, and for the
next three weeks this spot should
be jumping. On opening night (7),
there was capacity biz at the tables,
with the kids in the bleacher sec.

more tightly.
Satchmo has rarely been better

tion, packed even

His gravel-throat-

in recent years.
ed vocal style

seems to gain in

expressiveness

over

,

From

his

intro

the

years.

number, “Sleepy

Time Down South," through a program of dixieland classics,. Armstrong handles his horn and his
pipes with a skill, a verve and a

showmanship unmatched by any

now

the younger jazzmen

much

capable bandstand crew for

Basin Street, N. Y.
Louis

Stars (6), with Velma Middleton;
Don! Shirley Duo; $3 minimum .

of

around.

of his stanza’s routine.

With socko cooperation of Richardson’s group, Rolls works a sekeyboard apings of pianoplaying types from moppet beginner to temperamental concert pianist. He uses comedy plentifully
and to big returns.
Stocky comic Fred Barber uses
little visual, 99% vocal effect in a
clicko string of a dozen impressions ranging through yv.k. show
business names like Crosby, SinDorothy Cosatra, Jolson, others.
tello handles a race-paced stanza of
acro-terps solidly, filled with action
and zip to good mitting. ^Edwards
Bros, opefi their acro-balance session atop the grand piano, piling
each other so high at times that
the top man disappears* into the
lighting grillwork in the ceiling.
Their thrill closer has\ two of the
brothers practically toss the third
into the ringside customers’ laps.
Johnny Winston handles, emcee
chores plus a chant session as a
ries of

•

,

'

'

’

single.

Miriam Sage Dancers are on
Armstrong is backed by a superlative crew of sidemen, some of three, times, using male partners
whom have been with him now for from the tables in a gag closer.
Gorm.
several years. On clarinet, vet Barney s Bigard collaborates closely
with Armstrong in weaving the
Cal© «t© Paris, London
musical patterns. Trummy Young,
London, April 5.
on trombone, completes the front
Spivy, George Smith & Harry
ensemble, with Billy Kile on piano, Roy Qrchs; $0 minimum.
Arvell Shaw on bass and Barnett
Deems, on drums laying down a
Among the regular commuters
great rhythm beat. Deems, incibetween London and. Paris, Spivy
dentally, is the only ofay member
has established a reputation as an

of the- troupe.

performer
sophisticated
offbeat,
provocative
specializes
in

While Satchmo. is the dominating who

long solo licks are
taken by each of the sidemen.
Bigard and Deems have a long duet
which, if not topflight music, is at
least amusing. Kile, another w.k.
jazzman, also impresses with his
standout work on the piano,
Sharing the vocal assignments
with Armstrong is Velma Middlepersonality,

ton. As usual,
effectively play

she-

and Satchmo

it for laughs when
they work together on the novel-

ties.

,

Don Shirley on piano and Richard Davis on bass supply the interlude music between Armstrong’s
appearances. Shirley is an accomplished musician, but one who
plays as if he can’t make up his
mind whether to play legit or to
swing. As a result, his style is an
unintegrated melange of Mozart
and ErrOll Garner, but done up

with very fancy arpeggios.

Hem.

Sans Sonci, Miami B’ch
Miami Beach, April 9.
Harvey Stone, Ernestine Mercerh
Sacasas Orch; $3.50 minimum.
Harvey Stone is back for his
semi-annual visit to .these parts
and doing well in the Blue Sails

Room
on

of this mid-Beach swankery

this

two-weeker.

Working with an ease and Sureness that

is

reflected in his timing

and gauge of aud reaction, Stone
spins out a sparkling collection of
yarns and one-liners anent nitery
work, Las Vegas, childhood days,

married

life

and gambling

evils.'

It’s
a familiar format, but the
lines contained are fresh-sounding.
Laugh build is steady to earn him
begoff returns.

Teeoff spot

is filled

by Ernestine

Mercer.
Her booking into this
smart room is an odd one. A tall,
fully-rounded- blonde, she is possessed of a good soprano voice, but
seems more intent' on working
grinds and bumps into her delivery that are more suitable for a
strippery such as the Five O’Clock
Clhb than in this spot. Extent of
her concentration on this aspect
of her act is illustrated in a split
skirt

to

The

reveal leg to hip.

weavings are .even worked into
such a composes “Habanera.”

Topper is a torrid rendition of
“Love For Sale,” the staging finding her more on the floor and
knees than straight standup. Vocally she is equipped for better
things.
The tablers can’t quite
make out what she was trying to
prove.

Sacasas and his orch, per usual,
turn in a fine job on the backgroundings and for dansapation.
Lary.

Chaudtere, Ottawa
Ottawa, April 9.
Roily Rolls, Fred Barber Dorothy Costello, Johnny Winston, Ed ,

wards Bros. (3), Miriam Sage
Dancers (5), Norman Richardson

Orch

(3); $1 admission.

Rose Room of the Chaudiere
Club opened its current season
Saturday (9) after a four-month
winter hiatus with a long (lMs
hours) and impressive show, a new
and capable band and top business.
Since it preemed three years ago,
Chaudiere’s Rose Room has been
plagued with a series pf ineffective bands, but this crew under baton of Norman Richardson shows
well
It’s
considerable promise.
for bill-topper Roily Rolls, since
the 88er -depends on a responsive,

night club reviews
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lyrics. Now, after quite a buildup,
she’s making her London debut at
this ritzy nitery and the impact

‘more than disappointing. Maybe
proves the old adage about
it
“horses for courses,” but Spivy is
unmistakeably a misfit at the Cafe
de Paris.
Her brand of hpmor, the quality
and tenor of her songs don’t harmonize with the lush atmosphere
of the Cafe, It’s not just that she
may lack the youth and glamor of
other entertainers; but primarily
because her material does’nt fit
into, the general setting.
Entirely
self-accompanied
on
the 88’er ahd without orchestral
backgrounding, Spivy goes through
her offbeat routine with a determined exuberance. Among her
songs are the story of a wife of an
acrobat, another about a pet cat
and a third giving intimate memories'* of buffalo in the ’90s, which
have their moments of fun but
only a modicum of audience appeal. Her best entry comes towards
the end of the routine with “Madam’s Lament.”
Myro.

is

-

:

Le

Paris

Present card stays in the song
catalog, but with enough diversity
in origins to have something for
the regular patrons of this lush,
cave who are the U.S.-show biz
set and the carioca monied group.
Leo Marjane comes back., to the
nitery scene for the Gallic tug and
displays that she is iri fine voice
arid spins a songalog of well-balanced love and throb proportions
that suit this intimate atmosphere.
Well-gowned, this sleek 'perennial
makes her place back among the
,

-

.

staple belters here.

Perdita Chandler displays, as
already noted here, that she has
more of a musical comedy poise
than a nitery tang. However, her
"throaty renditions, with a sincere
if still unpolished delivery, score
with the. crowd and she is easy to
look at and displays a way with an
aud. Elissa Lotti is a diminutive
Latin beauty who has played in
viupix in the U.S. and London.
Recipient of lots of publicity when
English Equity refused to let her
work there, the pubwise head of
the club, Frede, got her over to do
a song interlude. Though the little
minx-eyed looker has never sung
before, she shows enough nerve
and physical accoutrements to get
over this first hazard until she has
time to learn. She’ll never be a
top sorig addition, but she has fine
movement and a pleasing voice
which can. make her a nice bet for
intimeries of this ilk.
Next is a blackout with lights-on
uncovering an uncovered, wellmade girl, Rita Cadillac, writing on
a table. Body makes up for lack
of thesp or any show knowhow, and
it is a sort of entry that would" be
welcomed on any table, Spectacle
winds with a Mexican entry, the
Trio Vera Cruz,’ who give out With
familiar Mexicano ballads for an
okay entry. Rudy Castell orch (9)
gives good Latino support for
dancing.
Mask.
(

Minneapolis, April

With the passing years, Cardini’s
magic seems as baffling and bewildering as ever, and repetition
of his cards and other tricks apparently makes them no less acceptable in this supper club.
this

—

minutes,
including
Rickie some patter and comedy business
Layne with his dummy and chan- with his feminine partner enhances
teuse Margo Good, it will be one the act’s value.
of the better offerings for afterDon McGrane and his musicians
darkers.
^ supply effective background music
Blake has re-routined much of and the tunes for gu§st dancing
his material to give it freshness, in topdrawer fashion, and McGrane
and also brings in a number of is a suave emcee.
»
Rees.
new character impersonations to
lend added lure to his act. Me- Chateau
Madrid,
IV. Y.
chanical difficulties with the tape
JayAlai Basque Dancers (5),
recording which figures prominently in the act marred the po- Chiquita Sisters (3), Victor ManJose Pillado
tency of performer's takeoff, caus- uel, Oscar Calvet
ing a slow start, but this he over- Orchs; $3.50, $5 minimums.
came in experienced fashion to
Although it seems incongruous
build strongly to a boffo finish.
plunk down some authentic folk
As usual, longer routines are in- to
dancers in the midst of mamboterspersed. with the shorter demad
clientele, the Jai-Alai Basque
lineations of celebs, tops here undeniably being Tallulah Bankhead Dancers (two femmes, two guys,
and
an
accompanist who plays a
“pub-crawling,” and his familiar
drum and flute simultaneously)
Louella Parsons closer.
come off okay in their debut at
For something new, Blake has the Chateau Madrid, ’Handicapped
grouped a number of fresh impres- by a tiny working space, the terpsions in a package, “Ethel Barry- ers
display some
footmore at Sardi’s,” and her^recollec- work highlighted intricate
by precision
tive commentary as she ganders
maneuvers and flashy stick-clapdifferent sketches on the wall. Two
Ping.
of the biggest hands go to his flickIn essence, the Basque interpreer impression of Charlie Chaplin
and a be-curled Mary Pickford, but tations have the bucolic feel of
It’s
his Liberace opener is. weak and the American square dance.
needs working on. A total of 18 stressed by the native garb and
imitations of top people figure in the general appearance of the
The gals, rather plainthe act, others including Bette quartet.
Davis, Jimmy Stewart, Greta Gar- looking, .will never be mistaken
bo, Shirley. Booth, Jose Ferrer, for nitery performers. They make
Gloria Swanson, George Arliss up for it, however, by their terping
ability, lending credence to the
and Helen Hayes.
Ventriloquist Rickie Layne and authentic folk flavor of the act.
his partner Vel Vel open setup,
The Jai-Alai connotation is oblatter a Yiddish dummy, for ro- viously a misnomer, since only
bust humor and laughs of the kind one routine is based on the popupatrons here like it, and Margo lar Spanish sport.
It comes off
Good chirps seven numbers, all of the worse, since the small, raised
a sameness. Larry Greene Trio platform hardly gives the perdoes a good job of backing.
formers the necessary area for
*
Whit:
this -number." It’s '»specialized'act;<

80

&

,

*

San

—
—

•

ment and after her first number
Car dim (2), Don McGrane Orch had the crowd nicely in hand. She
offers a neat program designed to
(8); $2.50 minimum.

Piece-de-resistance of Cardini’s
Arthur Blake is back in town
and for the next four weeks de- repertory is ‘the amazing manipuvotees of his impressionistic art lation of lighted vcigarets which
and technique he’s got plenty and seem to emanate continuously and
they're many—should be stamped- in endless numbers from his mouth
ing Billy Gray’s Fairfax saloon. and the thin air. And again his
First 'Show opening night ran a urbanity, sophistication and pollong 110 minutes, but when it’s ished Continental manner impress.
trimmed down to a proper 75 or The inclusion of some chuckle-

>

Group .harmonizing, the fad of a
distant day, has gradually receded
They serve to the background and no longer
ern Spanish manner.
as the club’s line and are un- takes the call “front and center.”
mistakably dressed for male cus- The singing combos with the
tomer ogling; The dancing is sec- matched voices are used largely for
ondary, although two of the gals backstopping, to pitch in and help
are okay performers.
a weak voice over a strong note
Victor Manuel, emcee and sing- or, more remuneratively, to carol
product
er; SDeaks with an accent that is the call to the sponsor’s
the stereotype of those imitating (on filmed tv, that is). In the StatHis in- ler center ring is such a group in
Spanish-speaking’ people.
troes are satisfactory, straight and the accustomed idiom, The Sky*
to the point, with no aim toward larks, and opening turnout would
comedy. His “Bullfighter’s Song” indicate bhat the Terrace Room
and Afro-Cuban “I Care for You,” will need a good run of transient
both in Spanish, While good melo- “on-the-iowners”, to keep the terdies and rendered with feeling, fail races green this three-weeker.
The Larks have been around and
to impress a rude, talkative audiMambo- is apparently the it would be more to their advanence,
tage
were they an instrumental
king, at this Angel Lopez spot and
the customers are only biding group,, more in the contemporary
intime
of Dave Brubcek. Currently
time before becoming performers
themselves to the music of the or- they give vocal assistance to Dinah
chestras of Oscar Calvet and Jose Shore, who led the cheering at
ringside.
Whoever laid out the
Holl.
Pillado.
group’s repertoire of 10 songs
should be taken to account. There
Francisco isn’t one tune among them, youngFairmont,
EUa Fitzgerald, Ernie Hecksher er than the youngest of the troupe.
Orch (15); $2 cover.
Everyone a standard, like “Danny
Boy.” “Old Man River,” “Tea For
San Erancisco, „ April .5.,
Two” and “Hallelujah.’’ And, to
not one good solo voice
It just might be that Ella Fitz- boot,
gerald, who opened before a sur- among them.
To break the monotony of sameprisingly large Holy Week crowd, ness,
no small feat with three
will turn out to have become a singing males and two spirited
legend in her own time just as femmes, they pantomime divers
Louis Armstrong has. And if this moods, and movements, kick up
is so
and there are indications of their nethers and otherwise disport
in the manner of Jackie Gleason’s
it in the manner in which a, nonshow business audience, as far re- travellin’ music. At harmonizing
moved from the jazz concert hip- they make a lot of receptively
pleasant music but the sitter, can’t
sters as you Can get, received her
help but feel they need one good
here' she is going to emerge as a
toprank attraction on the class A voice out front. Perhaps a rotation
of recording artists to spin a coucafe circuit.
ple of numbers or some new “finds”
One can’t say Miss Fitzgerald spoiling for a chance to be heard.
belts out a song; because she does The act needs more than the group
not.
She merely sings it and in singing oldies.
contrast to the tense and high
The five feathered birdies that
pressure acts who specialize in dance along the fingers of Ross
belting, she ’gets across With ease Harvey warble not a note or utter
and a sense of relief.
a word while he taps out a rhythm.
Obviously nervous on opening Trained they are, but the routines
night of this three-weeker, /singer are little different from what’s hapnevertheless survived an unfortu- pening in and out of the home
nately loud orchestral accompani- cages. Parakeets are a, pushover

9.

return visit, Cardini
brings a parakeet to help him with
Box, L. A.
some Of his adroit* card tricks. The
Los Angeles, April 5.
Arthur Blake, Margo Good bird obeys the prestidigator’s bidRickie Layne, Larry Greene Trio; ding to pick named cards from
an encased pack and ..contributes
minimum $3.
a diversity to the performance.

<

.Los Angeles, April 5.
Skylarks (5); Ross Harvey, Skinnay Ennis Orch (11); $2 cover.'

:

Hotel Radisson, Mpls.

On

Hand
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Stattor Hotel, L. A.

satisfactory for the right spotting,
Carrell’s,
but hardly in the headliner’ class.
Paris, April 12.
In a more appropriate setting, the
Leo Marjane, Perdita Chandler, result
might be different.
Elissa Lotti, Rita Cadillac, Trio
As a contrast to the folk dancVera Cruz, Rudy Castell Orch (9);
ing, the Chiquita Sisters, wellminimum, $4.
built lookers, terp in a more mod-

for extended fingers. Skinnay Ennis fronts the stands and pours out
his smokey rings of rhythm.

showcase her vocal talents to best
advantage. Opening tune is “This

B©ll©vue^Fasino 9 Mont’l

and then she immediately drops

down to a slow-ballad interpretation of “Teach
Tonight.” Other
slow ballads, such as “Angel Eyes”
(for which she completely hushes

Me

the room) and “Someone to Watch
Over Me,” are spaced around the
only really rhythm tune she does,
“A-Tisket,
Opening
A-Tasket.”
show, including the double session
of encores, ran to 45 minutes.
That Miss Fitzgerald is effective
there is no questioning and her
underplaying the vocal chords may
be a strong point, but this act
would be considerably strengthened by some special material and
a good opening bit.
A spiritual
might be in order. With these,
she would be equipped to work
any spot in the country. Without,
she may have trouble in the nonshow biz crowd Spots where the

a

was

“Tisket.”

Rafe.

Montreal, April, 9.
( with
Joel Wes-

Mahoney

Will

& Patricia, KanazaGerrar, Claudette
& Bongo, Bill Deegan

Norton

ley),-

(2),

Dell

Jarry, Chico

Casino Lovelies (10), Bix Belair
Orch (11), Buddy Clayton Quartet
with Shirley Sheldon; staged and,

produced by Natalie Komarova,
music by George Komaroff; $1 admission.

The apparently inexhaustible
Will Mahoney heads up the current two-week layout at the Bellevue Casino, and the owner Harry
Holmok, as per, gives Mahoney a
showcase to back his still
nimble tapping and general clownsolid

Mahoney has

ing.

a well-stacked

newcomer, Joel Wesley, as his foil
this time and the two combine to
cover the comedy and visual fields

average customer last heard her in

when she sang

Helm.

x

Be Love” takes up-tempo

Can’t

adequate

fashion.

Mahoney

nicely to his clog routine
the xylophone and
then
clinchs with his bell-ringing bit
aided and abetted by Miss Wesley
in a brief white costume which
builds

atop

Gatineau, Ottawa
Ottawa,
“ Swingtime in Paris

April

9.

’

revue produced by Don Sapphire, with Day, keeps payee attention at all times.
Terpsters Norton & Patricia are
Dawn & Dusk, Lenny Colyer,
Clark Ranger, Don Sapphire Danc- a cut above the standard ballroom
and do yeoman service
ers (6), Harry Pozy Orch (8); $1 team
*

*

throughout, appearing in all production items and then , scoring
heavily in a featured slot.
The
Kanazawas are back but this time
as a man-and-wife team, with the
male half doing the lion’s share of
the jiiggling. Femme appears in
most barrel-tossing sequences, but
without, the other two males who
formed the original trio, the act
has lost some of its punch. As a
dubious highlight, couple introduce
a moppet of about five and though
cute and self-assured when working, novelty fails to register as
might be expected.
Claudette Jarry, a local femme

admission.

Don Sapphire has built the
Week show in the Gatineau
Club’s Carnival Room into as spectacular and impressive a bit as
ever hit this big spot. Socko chant
trio of Day, Dawn
Dusk tops the
bill in a rousing series of songs to
strong begoffs.
Opener, “’Way
Over There by the Cherry Tree,”
sets the fast pace for their solidbeat stanza for heavy attention
from the tablesitters. Act' scores
with tunes like “Saints Go Marching In,” “Old Man River,” “St. accordionist,
is attractive in her
Louis Blues” and Mills Bros, one production appearance,
but
aping in “Up a Lazy River.”
the team of Chico & Bongo looks
Spectacled comic Lenny Colyer and sounds like a last-minute ingets a big reception in a gag- sertion.
Songs are fair but duo
sprinkled session of impressions. needs presentation to click in a
This was no minor achievement show such as this. Emcee Bill Deewith
capacity
opening-night, gan keeps show moving and Dell
a
holiday weekend crowd of more Gerrar’s
baritoning and
fiddle
thap 1,200 celebrators evidently playing sparks the Natalie Kamarout to make up for lost Lenten ova spectacles^ The Casino line,
good times. But diminutive Col- always a big attraction in this
yer has the experience and savvy room, is on notice and the managefor the job, accomplishing it easily ment is bringing in an entirely new
and smoothly. Clark Ranger, able line of hoofers for the upcoming
lad who sings with the line, has anniversary show later this month.
an okay spot as a Single to show The Belair orch backgrounds all
his pipes.
He lacks volume for performers handily and the Claythis room but pleases the cus- ton combo does interlude sets for
- *
* 1
j *
tomers.
Gorm.
'Customer 'dancing.
NCwt.
Easter

&

.

•

•

1
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VARIETY
in

connection with

whether

full

Paramount;

RKO;

<R)

<81

Tarry Scharf Ore
Five O'clock
Carrie Finneu

Hal Edwards Ore
Jack Kerr

Empress Hetel
Stuart

Samara

ft

RENQ
Mapei Sky ream’
Rusty. Draper

er eplit week
(I) Independent; (L) Loew; <M) Mdss;
Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warner

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit.
<P)

Parisian

Eddie Barnes

IS

below indicate openlnt day el ehpw

bills

wasn’t sure wherg the contracts
could legally be cancelled on the
grounds of the picture not. having
a Code seal. Film is considered of
potential appeal to the circuits and
Kingsley is doubly determined to
get Code approval for that reason.
Case where the Legion of Decency rated a film as “B,” okay for
adults, with the Code nixing it at
the same time, is virtually unknown. Legion usually is. tougher
than the Code which, under the
Shurlock administration, has been

Rev

(yd Stanley ora
Delane Hetel

Bob London
•

WEEK OF APRIL
Numerals

Tommy

Raft

Eddie Fitzpatrick
New Golden

Kirby Stone

Guy

Dominique

Allen

Skylets

Will Osborne Oro

Mitchell

De Wood

ft

HAVANA
NEW YORK

CITY

Music Hall

14

(I)

Lange#
Mary Ann Ray
Sondra Barrett
Jacqueline

Sym Ore
Palace (R)
Joe Maize Co

George Kirby

Mr

Cabaret

Ballantine

Sally Kirkpatrick
Claire Young

Wilfred Mae 3
B Joyce ft Ginger

Edmee Hess

Martel!

V

Minon

ft

Chicago

Julian Fets

IS

(P)

Crew Cuts
De John Sis

William Upshaw
Eric Hutson
Rockettes
Corps de Ballet

Basin

Bobby Brandt

Bon soli
Leeds

Phil

David Hughes

Eddie Vitch
Fontane ,& Vaughn
<»
Joe Church

Norma

3

Tivoli

II

(T)

Miller

Jimmy

Harry Jacobson

II

Angel

Thorpe
47

Marie Knight

Trude Adams

Jimmy Lyons Trio
Cafe Society
Josh White
Josephine Premice
.Tony Roberts 5
A Roberts Ore
.

.

Chateau Madrid
Los Colleglalcs
Ralph Font Ore
Oscar Calvet Ore

Max Blake

.

BRITAIN
Hippodrome (I)
Dawn White Co

11

Eddie Arnold
12 Zio Angels
Joe King

2

Peters

Hippodrome (M)

Johnny Lockwood
.

Dashs Chimps
Joan St Ernest
Nixon St Dixon

Palace

Quintero Ore

Ann Rooney
Roberta Dexter
Jimmy Lee

Kaye Ballard
Stanley Melba Ore

Chico Belli

HACKNEY

11

(I)

Sarkozi Ore
Hotel Pierre

Frances Snuw

BLACKPOOL

Empire

No.

Andrews Danny Purches
Ronald Chesney
Syd Mill ward
Graham Stark
Wally Stewart Co
Peter Madden
Griff Kendall
Les Raynor St B
Donn Arrell
Edward Victor
Vadios Bros

Brough

St

Jimmy

Gilcore

Michael Mitchell
Ballet Montmartre
.

BRADFORD
Alhambra (M)
Meier Tzelnlker
Linda Gray

11

&

June

Bpb Downey
Hotel Plaxe
Celeste Holm
Ted Streeter Oro

Mark Monte Ore

LEEDS

Empire (M)
Ronnie Hilton

A

ft

Avo

Fifth

GroVer

Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster

Michael

.LEICESTER

Palace (S) 11
Ray Ellington 4

Dounos

brixton
Empress (I)
Sonny Jenka

Qusino
Pat Rose

11

Empire (M)

Long 3

Iris

11

Johnnie Bay
Billy Morris
Averil ft Aurel
Jack Raynes
Vic Lewis Ore
Douglas Maynard
2 Angelos
Models de Paris
Clifford.
Stanton
10 PariBlenne Debs

CARDIFF
Now (S) 11

Palace (M) 11
Don Cornell
Anton ft Janetta

Joyce Golding
Arthur Haynes
2 Baris

Leslie

Jimmy

.

Fred Lovelle
Rlkl Lingara
Edorlcs

ft

D

Bartlett

ft
ft

Ferrari

ft

Dey

Ambassador Hotel
Mickey Rooney

B Black

Tommy Wonder
Margaret Banks
F Martin Ore

Ballet Montmartre
Curzon 3

DERBY

Hippodrome (S)
Ronnie Ronald#
Helen Turner
Jeffrey Lenner

11

R

ft

Max Wall
M De Vere
Joan Mann

Holland

EAST

HAM

Hippodrome

(I)

11

Alec Pleon
SteVano Co
Malachi
Leandoes
Laurie. Johne
Wallace ft Beverfy
Gus Williams
Valerie Matthews
8 Montmartre

M

Palace

(I)

11

Roy Holland
Jones
Bridie

ft

Geri Galian Ore
Blltmore Hotel
•

De

Devon

Sammy Walsh

SOUTHAMPTON

Phyllis

Woody Woodbury

De

ft

Lysia
Calvin

Black Orchid
Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon
George Stubbs

Kay
Noon Bros

Sans Souci Hotel
Stone
Ernestine Mercer
Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman nor#
Saxony Hotel

Harvey
Girls

Empire (M) 11
Joan Regan
Shane ft Lamar
Empire <M) 11
Jimmy Wheeler
Dave Willis
Rey O t bury ft g
8 Bobby Soxers
Fayne at Evans
Ronnie Harris
Courtneys
Brockways
McHarris ft Dolores Harry Worth
Jimmy Edmondson 4 Furres
Tommy tovky
Treble Tones
Jerry Harris
WOLVERHAMPTON

EDINBURGH

FINSBURY PARK
Empire (M)

McAndrcws ft
A ft L Ward

Mills

S Lamonte
Jat Herod
Des O'Connor
B1U Wareham ft
T ft G Durante

J

Donovan
Shek Ben
Hill

B

ft

Great

Rumba Bam

Ciro’s

Crescende
June Christy
T. Martinez Ore

(8)

Ffolllot Charlton

Tony Gentry

Gaby Wooldridge
Luis Urbina
Eileen Christy

Bob Snyder Oro
Statlor

(!)

Phil

Judy Tremaine

All

Sam

Billie

11
I^eyjyit^

Brito

Nellda
Peter Mack
Sandra Barton
Johntne Hotel

11

(I)

M

,

La Playa Sextet
Emilio Reyes Ore
Vanity Fair
Dallas
Havana Cuban Boj
Fansto Curbello Oi
Othella

Bar .off Music
BIU Jordan

Arne Sultan

Beth Challis

Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson

l«le De Capri
Eleanor Luckey
Bob Douglas

Wally Hankin Oy«
Joel

Corvine
ft Denise

Hotel

—

Lillian

JesseTs New Sook
Continued from page 2
it

and Fanny

quantity

it

—

can be ex-

pected.

Pointing up AM’s initiative was
in
the job turned in by
New York, one of the test areas of
the experiment and a locality
where distribution plans have been
in the works for months. The indie
pre-recorded an interview with
N.Y. City Health Commissioner
Dr. Leona Baumgartner before she
left for Ann Arbor, detailing the
city’s plans for innoculating school
children. Yesterday morning, at
9:55, immfediately after the first
flash came in, the station placed
the interview on the air, repeating
it throughout the day. WNYC, the
Ifew York 'municipal station, cut
in on a City Council meeting to
pick up Mayor Robert F. Wagner
reading bulletins on the success of
the vaccine.
The CBS network put a special
report on at noon, at 7:45 and at 10
p.m.; NBC got Ben Grauer on with
a quickie" at 3 and Irving Levine
with a quarter-hour wrapup at
7:30. Mutual spelled out the details at 9:05 p.m. Report, of course,
took first place onfall news programs, but the speed with which
radio dug into the event and its
significance put radio back in the
driver’s seat communication-wise,
and should have restored a great
deal of respect from the public for
its ability to create as well as disseminate excitement In an important ^public event.

Grey

Val Olman Ore
Balmoral Hotel

Mary Peck Trio
Emil Coleman Ori

Wayne Carmlchac

Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds 4
Condos ft Brando
Kalanl
Nicole

ft

Lanl

Philip Knight
Charlie Farrell

Bari
Gloria Panlco
Paul Trio
OIL Ido Hotel

Barry

Bea Kolmus

Phil Foster

Frank Llnale Ore
Nautilus

Hotel

Sisters

Mtynqjdg

1*0)1;

others.
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and Margaret Leighton and was
directed by Anthony Asquith.
Geoffrey Shurlock, Code administrator, and his staff are said
to feel that the scene involved is a
violation of Code provisions against
the showing of extra-marital relationships in a casual or condoning

manner.
Contracts for the showing of
“Court Martial” by the Army and
Air Force on a pre-release basis
have, been signed and Kingsley has

placed his print orders accordingly.
It was at the last moment that the
Army asked about the seal. Kingsley said both he and the Army
were flahbergasted when the film
was turned down for the seal. However,* the Army has a rule not to
play pix without the Code okay.
This brings up a curious situation since the Army contracts don’t
mention the seal as a condition of

I

The *author bemoans the
there are no reservoirs

fact
for
theatrical talent except “the
borscht circuit and summer theatres.” He ignores
the Actors’
Studio. He cites Buddy Hackett
as one of the few stage newcomers,
to show promise. Mourning the
lack of fresh talent, Jessel removes all stops to honor “the biggest dramatic talent as actor-director and writer, Orson Welles. I
hope someday Orson will come
back to the American theatre, or I
will even settle to see him ’on tv,

that

new

The songsmith’s plan for this
teenage (and under) revue has to
do with Americanism and perhaps
also a step in the current problem
of juvenile delinquency.
He envisions some 150 professional kids,
from the pro show biz ranks and
elsewhere who, as was the case
with “This Is The Army” where
they Were chiefly pros, would be

provided the manuscripts and the
production are not rewritten to
who is the wife
the owner of
Klinck’s disappearing undershirts.”
Perhaps mindful that his book
appears at prize-giving time, Jessel
bestows palms upon Jose Ferrer
and Tennessee Williams. He likens
Dan Dailey and Donald O’Connor
to George M. Cohan, a talent for
whom Jessel had the greatest respect and affection. “Among the

'Scout

ladies, there aren’t
about In the last

There

is

many

to write
years.

dozen

no new Judy Garland

movement, would par-

ticipate.

Berlin foresees “perhaps some
adult in the role of a Scoutmaster” presiding over a super-minstrel show, and thus permit the
“Scouts”-actors to do their stuff,
finalizing into “God Bless America,” And of course with that fund,
which is now near the $30Q,000
mark from the proceeds of the
one song alone, benefiting 100%
from the Broadway show’s run.
Berlin adds he doesn’t want to
do any picture for a while, $nd
while he was keen bn James A,
Michener’s “Sayonara” “and in
fact I have 50% of the score
already written,” the legal complications
because
of
sundry
studios claiming prior film rights,
has
stalemated
that
proposed
Joshua
legit
musical
Eogan
proposal.
‘

K. 0, Baseball

suit Mrs. Klinck,
of
Mr. Klinck,

e

Continued from page 2

j

here, turning the Eddy establishinto a tv studio for the night.
Tribute to the team was directed
by Bob Wormington of WDAF-TV

ment

and produced by Marvin Litman*
Last week a dinner saluting ofof the Athletics and the
Schlitz Beer, which is sponsoring
the radio play-by-play over
and area network crew a capacity
crowd in the Muehlebach Hotel,
with Joe E. Brown as the speaker
ficials

KMBC

(whose name Jessel claims to have
changed from Gumm), no Ethel of the evening.
This and other ballyhoo has the
Merman, and certainly no Helen
Hayes or Katharine Cornell.” town standing on Its ear, with all
Among current directors and opening day tickets sold out a
producers, Jessel tosses posies at week in advance, and more than
Abe Burrows, Elia Kazan and $1,000,000 worth of season tickets
Feuer & Martin. Frank Loesser “is sold before “play ball” Is heard.
the only one around tyho seems to All this, too, with a minimum of
be able to be both lyricist and advertising and public relations efcomposer.” The author finds no forts by the ball club itself. There
new drama critics of stature, no is actually not too much left for
columnists comparable to Brisbane them to do everybody is doing It
for them.
and McIntyre.
Mainstem theatres, however, are
Certain sports figures are assessed in the Jessel manner, and taking a tongue-in-cheek attitude
there are some paragraphs on the about the whole thing, looking
career of Roy Cohn, boy lawyer, upon the major, league advent as
just one more entry in the already
that add nothing to the book.
Maybe in “volume number three,” tight competitive situation.
Opening game vs. Detroit TuesJessel will write the autobiography
of which he is capable. Then there day (12) in K.C. saw the new
stadium
loaded to the limit of its
will be cause for cheering from
35,000.
Shubert Alley to Vine Street.

—

Red

«

Drive-In Ice Rink
Continued from page

1

to begin In July and will he ready
for use in the late fall. The rink
proper will be 100x200 feet, accommodating 1,200 skaters.
Cost estimates run to $200,000

for the theatre and $150,000 for
the ice rink. Tho fink design includes plans for a roof-like structure to be added later, making it
serviceable for all weather.
The
roof' comes at another $50,000.
Owners of the project are the
F & S Theatre Enterprises, Inc., of
Which E. S. Sutter, indoor exhibitor, is president.
Alex Schniderman is secretary-treasurer, The
skating rink will be owned and
operated by the Sixty-Third Street
Ice Skating Company, a subsid
of E 8s S.
The drive-in 1* expected to be
$qadyv fqr4 a/jMay opening.
.
(
1

1

iftj

—

Pared

He Boy

George Burns and Jack Benny
reasonably well in Jessel’s
memoirs.
Cantor
Eddie
gets
“thumbs-up, thumbs-down” treatment; Winchell, likewise.
In Re New Talent

‘Court Martial’
Continued from page

among

fare

Salk Coverage

how much

Brice,

reports in' some detail on his record as a film producer at 20th Century-Fox.

Hank Henry

it will be distributed, when it
will start, who will get it and in

—

but he has spiteful things to say of
tv, and he takes a few slaps at The sworn
in as Cub Scouts. All races,
Jessel extols Harry colors and creeds of young Amerfavorite “intimate”) icans, forming the Girl Scout and

Showboat

and clearly

1

Bermuda; we’ve taken a house, you
know, for two months.” But that
was a day before yesterday.
Berlin did join his wife and bile
Of their three daughters in Bermuda “Ellin says it’s nice and sunny now” but before he N. Y/d to
Hamilton, the capital of Britain’s
colony in the Atlantic, he sounded off on an idea for a “Youth
e” (tentative’ title, you
know, for a theatre like the
Broadway; we have a hit in ‘BusStop’ at our Music Box”) (Berlin’s
little colony in the Times Square
“
sea of theatres),
‘Youth Parade*
would be produced by and/or benefit of the Girl & Boy Scouts of
America,” he expanded, “all profits
to go to the ‘God Bless America*
Fund.”

Lambs Club.
Truman (his

Intimate Rev
Silver Slipper
Maxie Rosenbloomi

1

deliv-

Jessel writes warmly of his Gus
Edwards days, and sometimes not
so warmly of his, old crony, A1
Jolson. He gives a friendly nod to
the memory of Sime Silverman,

Roth

Continued from page

may have sounded when

ered by the master himself.

El Cortez
Haloy’s Comets

i

Berlin

1

Frankie Laine
Bobby Sargent
Thunderblrd
Winged V Chorus
El Rancho Vegas
Joe E Lewi#

Hotel

Wally

Bombay

Westway Wonder G
w YORK
Empire

Charlie Fisk Ore

Fontainebleau
Joyce Bryant

Arne Barnett Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Frank Stanley Oro

Hayes

ft

Yma Sumac

Luc Poret

DeMar

Jean Malvllle

ft

Freddie, Jfafryson

Hippodrome

Genevieve

Lester Ferguson
Sandy Powell Co

11

Beverley Sis

Arnold

Tony Lopez Ore
Pedro ft Durand

SUNDERLAND

Sydney Arnos
Aero Lovlles

Palmer House

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

Benson Dulay

Raymond Ray.
Momo Beams

Joan Keys

Tony Vaughn

(2)

Clover ctub

Marsh ft Lorraine
Monica Henries

Foss

Tattlers

Frankie Master#
Ore

Clre's
The Skylarks
Dncrs 24 Ross Harvey
Dick Stabile Ore
Sklnnay Ennis Ore

Grand (I) 11
Frank Formsby

ble-standard, one for U, S. films
and one a much tougher one—for

imports.

Larry Vincent
Dick Hyde
G Benedict Ore
Jimmy Wilbur Trio

K Dunham

3

Fox

De Young

Mattiazzls

Hal Derwin Oro

Claudine ft
Honeysuckle
Terry Hall
Kentones
Janette

The

•

Jon ft S Steele
Wally Boag
Los Gatos Trio

Royal <M) 11

Lou Camper
5

Diana Coupland
Jack Watson
Terry Reilly
Fay Jover
2 Waldorf
Spanglers

PORTSMOUTH

Billy Whittaker

Robert Lenn

Moulin Rouge
Margo Good
R Layne ft Velvel Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Four Bogdodis
Miss Malta ft Co
Gene Wesson
Doubledatcrs (4)
Gordon Polk
Mme Ardelty
Ruthie James
Jery LaZarre

Larry Green Trio
Bar of Musle

Monty Norman

Alfonse Berge

Newsom

ft

Mocambe

Arthur Blake

Janet Brown

Max Geldray
Empire (S) 11
Hylda Baker
.Max Bygraves
NORTHAMPTON
Authors ft Swlnson
New (I) II
Hackford ft Doyle
KodeU

Kile

1

Allan Jones
Paul Hebert Ore.
Joe Castro Ore

Band Box

Spike Milligan
Marcel ft Denise
Bal Tabarin Models Kendor Bros

CHISWICK

Man

"Spurs *n Skates'
Cathy ft Blair
Marvin Roy
Carol Williams
Le Due Bros

IOS ANGELES

NEWCASTLE

Bravo
ft Rolando

WNEW

Evelyn Page
Charley Manna
C Williams Trie

June

Jeff ft

Empire (M) 11
Harry Secombe
J ft J Bentley
Cherry Wainer

Ross

Desiree
Pierre
Livingstone

Billy
Julie

Randall

Baxter

Falcons

A

11

(I)

Billy

Arthur Worsley
Nino

CHELSEA
Palace

Lord Burgess
A1 D’Lacy Quartet
Blue Note
Count Basie
Chez Pare#
Tony Martin
Davis ft Reese
C Kaly Dncrs
Brian Farnon Ore

MANCHESTER'

Lita Roza
Jerry Allen 3

Frederick

Ada Moore

Johnny Frigo
Conrad Hilton

C Romano
V ft L French

Rob Murray
Desmond ft Marks

Nancy

Rivera Singers
Nahcy- ft Alvarez
Carlo# Sandor

how

Dorothy Dandridge
Nat Brandwynna
Mischa Borr
Village Vanguard

Dick

Blue Angel
"Calypsorama"
Val Navarro

LIVERPOOL

Joan

Delia

to the American public.
Typical of the topnotch coverage
Jimmie Russell
Betty Logue
was ABC’s special half-hour show
Inga Swenson
(sponsored* incidentally by the
Johnny Laverty
Franca Baldwin
Gerber’s Baby Food Fund) featurSalvatore Gioe Ore
ing
John Daly and Westbrook Van
Panrhito Ore
Voorhis, with the program not only
Viennese Lantern
Odette
picking up taped segments of the
Dolores Perry
Ernest Schopn Ore press conference but bringing on
Village Barn
a battery of public health,- medical
Hal Graham
and pharmaceutical experts to tell
Valerie Noble
the country what to expect from
Dolores Ritter
Dick Capri
the vaccine, how much is available,

Rudy Kerpays Duo Claude Jones

Lan Stuart
10 De Vere Dncrs

O'Neil

Dulzaides Q
Ivette dela Fuente

,

Black Orchid
Cloister inn
B Williams Quartet Lurlene Hunter
Peggy Taft
Helen Halpin
Ace Harris
Dave Romaine

•

Billy Nelson
St

Uno

•'Come As You Are"
Connie Sawyer
Dick Smart
Paul Lyhde
Joan Carroll
Bill MuUlkin

CHICAGO

Dave King
Audrey Jeans
S ft P Kaye

Shipway Twins
Alexanders Dogs

Stan Jay

Last Frontier

Jack Carson
Gypsy. Rose Lee
Connie Towers
Desert Inn

Marion Ryan

Billy Maxara

Chuck

Danny Thomas

Patio

1

Ray. Bari
Chevalier Bros
C Denier Warren
Hotel Statler
Dowle ft Cane
BRIGHTON
Les Elgart Ore
Hippodrome (M) 11 Walthon ft Dorraine
Hetel Taft
ft
P
Page
P
Billy Cotton Bd
Vincent Lopez Orr
Mills St Millta
Freddie Sales

Eddie Layton

Waldorf-Astoria

Joseph Sudy Ofc
Hotel St Regie
Jeanne Bal
Milt Shaw Ore

M

ft

Ron Parry

Mimi Warren Trio

Jody Caney

Motel Roosevelt

11

Alexis

J Laycock

Sara Gregory

Stanley

2 Aeroas

K

1

Nancy Lowe

11

(S)

Ambassador

Hotel

Flamingo
Ink Spots
Jack E Leonard'
Honey Bros
Marquis Family
Sands

Versailles

M Durso Otc
Frank Marti Ore

11

(I)

Freddie Carlisle
Dexter ft Dale
Garland & Roberts
Katrina

Banks

Joe Laporte Oro'
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheratan

Aliya

Jack Drummond
Barbara Maye
Larry Howard

GRIMSBY

11

that, if the Code ruling on “Court
Martial” stands, it adds fuekto the
argument that the Code has a dou-

Robertson

L

Lubov Hamshay

J ft J Belmont
Donna Williams

Shand

ft

Ray Bolster Show
Mindy Carson

Guitars
Kostya Poliansky
Misha Usdanoff
Eugene ft Sonia

Davis Jr
Castro Sis

Richard

liberalized considerably.
Its’ felt among the indies in N. Y.

LAS VEGAS
Sahara

Paris 3

Two

Sammy

„

Bob McFadden
D Dorben Dancer#

Old Roumanian
Sadie.
Ilona

Ray Carson
R Ortoga Orq
C Rodriguez Orq
Montmartre

Montmartre Ballet
Montmartre Models
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo Orq

Beverly Hills

Dorothy Sarnoff

Dorothy Loudon
Jane ft G Connell
Raymond Chase

Norman

Novo

Clarissa

Paulina Alvarez
Sans Souci Ballet

NEWPORT, KY
.

Gleb Yellin Ore

Copacabana

.De

/

La Fronton Ore

Will Masttn Trio

Day

ft

Williams

4 Aces
Nelson Bros
Devine St King

Palace

ft

Balladinis

BIRMINGHAM

Kelroys

H

Empire (M) 11
B Bernard
M De Vere Dncrs
Zoe Gail

G

Arnley

Terry O’Neill
Les Micheles
.

Composer
Billy Taylor 3
Chittison 3

GLASGOW

ASTON

ft

Julius Monk
3 Riffs

Arte Johnson
Stan Freeman
Bart Howard

Ana Moreno

Chadells

Winifred Atwell
Chris Cross

San Souci

Gibson
Holger

ft

Orq

Rivero Singers
Los Barcancos
Gina Martin
Victor Alvarez

Melodears
Harmoneer's
Art Wanet Oro
B Harloxve Ore
Lo Ruban Bleu

Daniels

Blue
Resetta-

A Romeu

Clarissa

Flames

3

Hellos

W

(T)

Miller

Dolores

Mae Barnes

Romaine St Claire
Dancers
Julian Somers
Michael Beptine
Howell St Radcllffe Maureen Hudson
The Alfredros
WELLINGTON
Ursula Sc Gus
House (T) II
Opera
Gordon Humphries
Jean Sablon
Irene Bevan
B- Warren ft Chic
John Blilthal
Latona St Sparks
Ron Loughhead
Roy Barbour
Dancing Boys
Msrgaret Brown
Ballet Girls
2 Myrons
SYQNEY
Tivoli

Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Georgle Kaye
Crlstiani Troupe

Blrdland
Perez Prado Ore

AUSTRALIA

CITY
Latin Quarter

St

Armstrong
Velma Middleton

Louis

Will Jordan

MELBOURNE

Bills

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

Wonderboy John

Troplcana
Darvas ft JullA
D'Aida Q
Mercedes Valdes
D'Ruff Q
O de la Rosa
Leonela Gonzalez
Raul Diaz
Gladys Robau
Tropicana Ballet
S de Espana Orq
S Suarez Orq

IS

Irving

ZmmmM Continued from page
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‘Jungle*

Philadelphia, April 12.
“Blackboard Jungle,” in third
week at the Arcadia, had pickets
outside the theatre (6) handing
out leaflets which criticized the
film as unjust to American youth.
The leaflets were issued under the
signature “Teenage Division of the
Labor Youth League.”
Newscaster John Raleigh, who
did a special program about the
picketing over Radio station KYW,
said he checked with the Attorney
General’s office and learned the
“Labor Youth League” was on the
list

of “subversive fronts.”

The

leaflets declared “Blackboard
Jungle” gives a false picture of
teenagers today and does not pre_s'ent the real problems: need of

free city colleges, jobs and jobtraining programs, universal military training (sic), discrimination

and the 10:30 curfew.”

The

pickets failed to return in

(the , f.ypnjpg .pr th?

.day.;

.

.
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Chicago, April

De John

Crew-Cuts (4),

Y.

Palace,

winding up with acting as

tricks

'

(2), Will Jordan, Bobby Brandt
“Untamed
Orch;
Basil
(20th).

*

Juliette Greco heads an uneven
of the voices down pat but he’s
this stanza, but manages to
meet requirements of best irt the physical aping depart- bill
make her offbeat songalog a fetch-,
The Shooting Mans- ment.
of his movements ing interlude in spite of the fact
Some
fields, who close the layout, excite
help create an illusion that’s hard that the fad and background from
the imagination of the small fry; to beat.
Among his best are which she came has disappeared
puppeteer turn Of The Peop-ettes Arthur Godfrey, Sammy Davis Jr.,
these last few years, The symbol
are up the moppets’ alley and the Jerry Lewis and Richard Widmark.
of the earlier Existentialist craze,
harmonica Michael. Chimes Famwith her long, lank hair, black robe
do
AFM’ers
okay
Green’s
an
ily, among others, is also in tune
showbacking job and score for and tawny physique, she .emerges
with the. youngsters’ taste.
themselves with a peppery version an anachronism with p enty of life
Leo De Lyon, in next to closing, of "People Will Say We’re in Love” and enough solid numbers and
scores nicely with impressions of and a driving
throaty incantations to keep her
"I Wanner Blow.”
such figures as Vaughn Monroe
in the specialized sqng front for
Gros.
and Tommy Dorsey. Aided by a
Some time yet.
\
trick voice, he produces .weird, efThough her attempts at girlishfects whilst vocalling several tunes.
ness and sensuality are risible
Glasgow
Empire.
on
shown
His versatility is also
rather than disturbing or beguilGlasgow, April 6.
"Don’t Blame Me,” Which he sings
Johnnie Ray, Vic Lewis Orth ing, her grave, torchy voice, anarto his own simultaneous trumpet
chic,
poetic ballads and eerie
( with Sylvia Drew, Dean Raymond,
imitation.
physical presence keep attention
Ronnie Chamberlain, Rob Murray,
focused on her throughout, and she
Dyerettes, five Negro dancing
Candy
Kane,
Dowie
&
DesFran
displays a brand of insouciance
lassies, open in unison to display
Some routine stepping. Girls then mond & Marks, Jean & Joy Bent- and street dramatics that make this
switch to individual, challenge stuff ley, Bobby Dowds Orch; $1,80 top. an applauded turn and stake her
as an authentic offbeater here. But
and wind with fancy acrobatics for
The power of Johnnie Ray to for the U.S. she would be confined
& solid reception. The Peop-_ettes,
who’ve appeared at the Palace draw in the mobs, mainly juves to the expressly Francophilic cirpreviously, retain their same basic and younger customers, is shown cuits. Her Charles Addams’ look
material. Working on a miniature anew at the No. I Auld Lang Syne and gurgling may seem passe to

the Palace has obviously tailored
bill to
that sector.
its

•

'

,

,

their vocalizing with subtly coordinated stage activity; the chanters
split into sub-groups as the arrangements require, without dis-

It £s almost 40 years since Maurice CheValier first appeared at
the Palace in London and in this
new presentation he reminds his
turbing the musical effect. The audience that tempus fugit is takLads, expertly groomed in char- ing its toll. As he explains, he’s
coal shades, still show traces of been a performer through two
teenage youth underneath the world wars, seven presidents of
suavite; and therein probably lies the French
Republic, countless
another facet of their appeal to governments. and
innumerable
the bobbysoxers.
Ministers. Time may have made
From time to time, the Crew- the white hairs all the more obviCuts add a little smooth group ous, but have not dimmed his. skill
kneebending to the music, a bit of and artistry as ah entertainer.
His one-man show, stamped with
timely handclapping, to send their
devoted following into new and his disarming quality, is one of
more rapturous ecstasies.
the brightest diversions in town,
Distaff vocalizing on this 'bill Which should pay off handsomely
.season, despite the
is handled by the De John Sisters, for its limited
fresh from thejr hit Epic disking, lack of press publicity.
The set routine is almost en"No More.” The sisterly duo sounds
oldlike more than two and does a neat tirely- new and the traditional
job of harmonizing as well as ies are saved for the curtain' calls,
second
the
double
almost
which
catching the roving eye. Gals start
^Chevalier
off with "Somebody Stole My Pal” half of the presentation.
and build to the climax with "A has always made his narrative exPresent .for Bob.” The sisters do planations of his songs, an integral
an interesting bit with "He Loves part of his show, and he .has never
polMe,” as one sister, Julie, out of- done it With more charm add
this occasion. Indeed,
sight offstage echo-answers the ish than on
a
with
performance,
the
he
opens
loveother. Dux, as she sings of
about his age
woe, The pop-pair winds up with long explanation
segues smoothly into
"No More” and go off to loud and from that
his first number, "Demajto* -Pal

.

.

.

.

.

stage against a black curtain, the vaudery. His spell is almost hyp- the general U.S. .public*
Singer, making his 1955
Leo F.uld is forthright and lowcouple manipulates marionettes in notic.
Okay, mimicking of Liberace, Jo United Kingdom bow, did a 40- down showmanly in his song sesminute
act of 16. tunes,, opening sion. A big voice is put to a series
Stafford, Frankie Laine, ,et al.
night, and exited to solid mitting of gypsy-type songs with a savvy
They win tidy aud response.
from the fans. House orch backing. Fuld relies on an
Larry & Trudy Leung is another and screams
was SRO and likely to stay so for easygoing bombast and could use
familiar Palace turn Which hasn’t
run, including solid book- more imagination in his patter and
week’s
For this
changed its material.
ing for two matinees, % afternoon impression takeoffs. As is, he puts
Chinese couple StiU, dishes out a
performances being an exception the emphasis on raciness and good
Hawaiian medley, the same song at this
vaudery.
humor which pays off with the
and patter and the same terp bowRay appeals fo both younger aud, but he needs more heavyBut their routines apparently
off.
weight material to be able to make
types
and
older
femmes
reato
by
wear well on basis of applause at
show caught Friday (8). Michael son of his fresh youthful looks and for headline spotting; in the future..
Jean Constantin is a clefferboyishness,
gives
hardand
he
a
Chimes, an ex-Borrah Minevitch
interp whose fey antics make for
harmonica rascal, makes a family working performance.
lively entry of song and patter.
a
His
his
17-year-old
of
act.
affair
An innovation in his act, which
daughter accomps dn piano and he’ll take to the London Palladium Neat songs, well' interped, plus an
three sons (from eight to 12) also for a two-week stint April 2{5, is excellent sense of timing make him
exhibit their individual prowess on a descent into front stalls during a performer to be watched, and he
the mouth organ to garner solid the
"Walking
My Baby Back scores big in his first music hall
*
palming.
Home” number. This starts the appearance.
More music' is supplied by the
Johnny Morgan, who presumably teenagers screaming, especially Bobby Jaspar All Stars (5) and the
was booked for the comedy slot, when he grabs hold of two of ’em Trio Raisner. All Stars are a young
fails to get up much steam with and implants, a hearty kiss.
Gallic jazz outfit who, have a good
However, he.
several so-so gags.
Songalog is a well-balanced one sense of rhythm and timing and
improves with an Impersonation of of new and old. "As Time Goes give a clear rendition of standards,
Robert Merrill and by the time he By” gamers palming from oldsters but lack the verve and imagination
winds, with aSTolson medley, the as well, then ""Papa Loves Mambo” to push them into the unusual.
comic has established rapport with and from the 20th-Fox musical
Fillers and. openers are spread
Sinclair
th,e customers,
Aida is "No Business Like Show Business” through a juggling, aero, and lowa terp team which lias trouped ex- —the tune "If I Believe.” This is down stint in the Three Chiesa,
tensively in vaude, niteries and the number which aroused con- Five' Ternos, Egyptian Bros. (2)
USO tours over s the last decade. siderable opposition in Britain for and
Frank Rexis. The Chiesa ate
Their forte is lifts and spins in its inclusion in a religious scene in two boys and girl who juggle with
Pair has a the Fox filtn when Ray is about aplomb and keep things off- the
which they excell.
pleasing appearance and they regis- to enter the priesthood.
But, at ground for an okay opener. Ternos
ter nicely.
show caught, it garnered solid ap- are four women and a man, with
Shooting * Mansfields comprise plause, the Vic Lewis orch boys the girls doing most of the underFrank Mansfield; his wife, and joining- in the handclapping chorus. work for the agile male topper. A
daughter Jean. The elder MansAnother boost to the Fox mu- switch for a good entry, with fine
field, who appears to be in^his sical is his rendition of “Alexan- balancing getting this mitts. Egyp70s, is still a crack marksman der’s Ragtime Band”, and he also tians do a foot aero bit with one
despite his age. He easily wings a gives
"With These backing to a table to twirl the
out
with
swinging ball with a .22 rifle and Hands,” “The Paths of Paradise” other with his pedal entremities.
his femme assistants show almost and his scream-happy tune, "Such An okay turn but lacking polish
equal ability.
Turn’s piece-de- A Night,”' which rocks the house as yet. Frank Rexis is a clarinet
resistance is a bit in which the two with, shrieks from the younger ele- clown who substitutes energy for
women rapidly shoot some metal ment. Segues with "Little White material and pied-pipers his vvay
rods to produce the tune, "My Cloud” seated at piano, then into through a lowbrow item that makes
Country 'Tis of Thee.”
his w.k. "Cry,” and winds with for ,an okay Jeavener of the primarily humorless proceedings.
Jo Lombardi, per usual, com- "Jubilee.”
Carioca aspect is filled by Pedro
Gilb.
petently backs the show.
Vic Lewis orch occupies final

.

j

plaudits.

Vingt-

Jordan gets
top
ex-

|

Ans” (tomorrow

am

I

.

the

hausted. Jordan amazes with sheer
volume; if this were all, however,
the turn would be dull. But this
presentation,
polished
mimic’s
with velvety, funny patter tying
of his success. Fred
one bit to the other serves, as a measure accompaniment
on the
Freed’s
neat showcase for uncanny mimivories maintains' a boff standard.
Sullivan
Ed
Crosby
and
His
icry.
Myro.
impressions vie for top honors, and
are only' a shade better than carbons of Groucho Marx, Bob Hope,
Casino? Toronto
Marlon Brando, et al. Jordan preToronto, April 8.
cedes ‘the Crew-Cuts on the bill
Julius LaRosa, Artie Dann, Hocand never once is the audience tor
Byrd, Ben fieri, Kathy Karr,
heard to become impatient;, comic Joe
Ange Burcklier,
Guercio,
is very Well received and gets big Archie Stone Orch.
palms.
Bobby Brandt opens the show
To Just fair returns, despite
with a top tap terp turn. Brandt the Easter holiday season, Julius
fascinates with uncommon agility, LaRosa is teeing off a new 65-min.
expertly - timed, qulcker-than-the- Stage show at the Casino here that
eye tapology and youthful exuber- is lacking in the former juveance. Tapster needs only a bit squealer audiences and stage alley
more smoothing of rough transi- autograph-seekers.
Lad opens
tions between numbers, to go a with a rousing "Big Wide Wonderlong way. Hoofer gets good mitt. ful World” and then into his pleasGabe.
ant and low-controlled delivery of
'

1

.

.

|

’

‘

.

Home Tonight” and a
mediocre handclapping audience-

"Let’s Stay

Hartford,

Fontane

Sisters

April

(3),

9.

Johnny

Maddox Bud & Cece Robinson,
Cy
Bobby Whelan & Yvette
,

,

Reeves ; Sain Kaplan Orch.

participation of "Pass It On.” But
he doesn’t get into his former
rep stride until his second set of
what he, -when caught, expressed
with considerable disparagement to
the customers and asides to the onstage band, as "The Godfrey Med-

layout is first after a pre-Easter
hiatus of three weeks.. House now
operates on Saturday and Sunday
policy, running six perfs in all. In
the not too distant past, house

operated Friday through Sunday,
running 14-15 performances in the
interim.

House policy is to play names,
mostly from television. When unhouse shutters rather
than play bill of no marquee pulling value. Topping the bill are the
Fontane Sisters (3). Canaries have
been tiround tv and records for
some time and have several hits
in latter field. In former field were
on Perry Como show. They sell
quickly with their offerings. On
for a 10-minute spot all their nine
offerings are solid. Chirps exhibit
pleasing voices, good looks and
poise. Open with "When You're
Smiling” and windup with their
of
"Hearts
recording,
newest
available,

Stone,” all to accolades.
Capitalizing on his currently hot
ragtime and dixieland piano offerings is Johnny (Dot Records) Maddox. Heavy mitted piano player
sells a brace of tunes reminiscent
of the old saloon or honkytonk
days.

Works

in

a

striped

shirt,

bowler, arms bands; only thing
missing is a cigar and beer glass.
His "Crazy Otto Medley” on Dot is
the prime reason for this personal.

&

Show opener

is

Bobby Whelan

Yvette*. ‘Mate; offers Varied* bike*

plus Berlin’s
these getting
plause pickup in the
Belated begoff is his
der,”
net,”

I

Wan-

singer’s stint.

"Mobile, Ala'

LaRosa has commendably surrounded himself with cei*tain fine
stage support. Wandering in and
out as emcee is Artie Dann, later
getting his own slot for swift-paced
patter that is over to top returns.
Opening are Hoctor
Byrd for
neat taps, with the male okay on
a conga routine, the girl back for
challenges climaxed by pirouettes
on one foot, and a wham finale of

&

the '20s dance styles, with whole

marked by class.
Same suavity is contributed by
Ben Beri for his tophat-and-tails

act

juggling of the tennis balls, clubs
and tamborines for his standard
nonchallant routine with just outof-hand catches that saw no fluffs
when act caught. Kathy Karr, pert
blond in pink, is also over big for
her eye-rolling delivery of "What a
Day in shout style, a lowdown delivery of "Can’t Take That Away”
and pop medley including "Let Me
Go, Lover” and "Come to My
.a

»

i

is

u

.

Sharon Porter, Arnold
"Easter Bon- Heard,
” (U).
the first ap- Dover; " Hollywood Story

bama.” Aiding LaRosa’s delivery
is Joe Guercio at the piano, plus
his baton work of the Archie Stone
house orch, with the 10 pit men
Currently on stage, and the agile
drum work of Ange Brucklier; with
both to augment the resident house
band on tour.

House.”

Drew and Dean Raymond,

Louis Jordan Band (7), with
Danny Knight; Benny Green Orch
The Hearts (4), ."Crip"
(13),

one time one of the ley.”
vauderies of the nation, is still
This includes "The Lady Loves

hanging onto the ropes. Current to Dance” and "Anywhere

i

•

f-McStdy..

>

After

a

frame’s

Cordoba and the Ballets
to
intermission.- De
prior
Maestro presents chirpers Sylvia D’Andalousie (8). Cordoba displays
plus alto- a smooth interpretive dance, skirtsaxophone playing of Ronnie Cham- ing the usual flamenco and Hisberlain. Combo is too loud for pano terp. Though of interest in
stubholders in nearest front stalls, his agility, design and frenetics,
point which should be noted, since he leaves behind a certain fire,
vaudery is not packed completely discipline and excitement usually
Miss Drew’s associated with this type of dance.
with band fans.
chirping of "Softly, Softly” is The Andalousie are eight youngand
orch
winds with sters who make up in energy and
commendable,
its familiar "Peanut Vendor,” nov- bounce what they lack in knowMosk.
how for a gracious act.
elty tune.
slotting

s

Apollo? N. V.

State, at
top.

—

&

&

State, Hartford

.

.

20).

procedure is followed
through with telling effect,, with
the Chevalier personality dominate
ing every gesture.
He' keeps it up for the best part
of two hours, and has the audience
clamoring for! more. *That is the

And

)

$1.25 top.

tlie

-

carbons of
the roster is

(8), Trio Raisner, Jean Constantin,
Ternos (5), Egyptian Bros. (2),<,
Frank Rexis, Chiesa (3), Bobby
Jaspar All Stars (5), Yvonne Soldi,
Gaston Lapeyronne Orch ( 12 ;

Up.”

[

cutting

•

Dover; who precedes
Jordan
With the family trade forming caper, wraps up the crowd with his
a big slice of the Easter Week biz, eelebrity carbons.
He’s got most

'

bizites,

Paris, April 12.
Juliette Greco, Leo Fuld, Pedro
De Cordoba, Ballets D’Andalousie

1

i

‘

71

L’Olympla? Pari*

a

it

.

show

"We Had

Dytrettes

Larry

This vaude offering is one of the sell their
most polished'seen at theBalaban a minimum of .effort. Binding the
& Katz flagship iii quite some time, show together and taking over the
and is. practically guaranteed to third spot is vet comic Cy Reeves.
draw throngs, during its stay.
Latter does okay with his patter
The Crew-Cuts headline the bill offerings, walking on to a cold
and elicit loud cries of joy from house and going off to mitt warmEck,
the teenage. audience, on hand in ing.
large numbers at .the show caught.
But the Guts’ appeal is not limited
Palace? Eomlon
to the adolescent’ trade? smooth
London, April 5.
showmanship and deft vocalizing
Peter Daubeny (by arrangement
can please older patrons as well.
Opening with "Crazy ’Bout You, with Emile Littler) presentation of
Baby,” the four display well- Maurice Chevalier laccompanied
blended voices solidly supported by Fred Freed). At Palace, Lonby rhythmic intricacies that never don April 4, ’55; $2.15 top.
lose- the beat. They accompany

through

Va. ”

,

t

will

W.

"I
Was Locked Up,”
(fl), Peop-ettes
(2), Time,”
Trudy Leung, Michael "Shake,, Rattle and Roll”, and "I’ll
Maestro brings on
Chimes A Family (5), Johnny Die Happy.”
orooner Danny Knight for a
'Morgan, Sinclair & Alda, Leo De
Lyon, Shooting Mansfields (3), "Nearness of VOu” workover and
standout." Turn closes with the
Jo Lombardi Orch; “An Annapolis it's
outfit and Benny Green
Story
(AA) reviewed in Vari- Jordan
whipping out "Baby Let’s Do It
dextrous hoofology with ety March 23,% '55,.

heavy lor the gal,’ carrying, her,*
around on hii shoulders as he
works with a two-wheeler and
then a unicycle. It’s a good bit.
Second slot is taken by the dance
team of Bud & Cee Robinson.
Youthful hoofers work easily and

9.

Sisters

Lou

After -comic

"Suffolk,

layoff

Holy Week, the Harlem

during
flagship

51

spring season off to a- fast
start with a snappy layout topped
Rob Murray, deadpan Australian
by Louis Jordan. Although three
Globe?
and twirling
turns (moppet warbler juggler, tophatted
of the
clubs, balls and plates, scores with
Ottawa, April 9.
Sharon Porter, femme vocal comBarlow
routines which demonstrate
new
& Craft; “Mr. Hulot’s
bo The Hearts, and terpster "Crip”
afresh his juggling dexterity. At- Holiday ” (GBD).
Heard) arc recruits for the New
is
Act files, Jordan’s smash closer titude of disgust and boredom
yock-raising, and he winds with
Without disturbing its successful
gives the bill' all the vet savvy it
of policy of art and foreign films, the
clever balance manipulation
needs.
Work of such repeaters
and two balls.
Glebe Theatre brings the chant duo
here as mimic Arnold Dover and three golf clubs
Fran Dowie, Canadian comedian, of Henry Barlow and Blossom
orchster Benny Green also helps
fills the second slotting with sock Craft to its stage for a pleasant
bring the show home.
effect, this being a spot hated by Easter Week session of light warJordan brings on the yowls from all performers. With wide-brim- bling.
Using only piano accomthe start when he and six sidemen med hat, friendly manner and paniment (unbilled male), pair exare exposed to the aud in pink bright string of jokes and gags, he hibits clicko staging savvy and
Garb puts everybody in a warms up the house quickly. He’s pleasing repertoire of songs socked
suits.
happy mood and Jordan keeps it joined later by his femme and over by their confident, capable
that way until the windup eight partner, Candy Kane, in their w.k. pipes.
Pair uses no microphone
numbers later. Jordan puts on the western travesty, now an estab- and, without seeming to try, easily
"personality” as he croons and lished act in British vaude and fills this 1,000-seater.
tootles and his enthusiasm rubs off worthy of export to U.S. and ComOpener, "It’s a Lovely Day Toon his aides as well as the pew- monwealth dates.
day,” showcases their voices and
holders.
Desmond & Marks are two well- they run through a brief (20 minHe works with four rhythip, one built males who rouse further utes) session of tunes ranging from
brass and a reed which supple- yocks with falls and comedy knock- a medley of w.k. operatic bits to
ments his own. sax work and they about. Jean & Joy Bentley, sister "Baby, It’s Cold Outside,” all to
Fred Leavens. Glebe
all whip up plenty of freewheel- act, are graceful openers in aero top mitting.
Some of the stuff dance routines. Showbacking for manager, wisely keeps his house’s
ing rhythm.
support turns is effectively pro- prices at regular levels.
Barlow
is loaded with double-entendre but
Jordan’s impish delivery keeps it vided by the Bobby Dowds house and Craft appear three times a day
His orch, the Vic Lewis combo taking until Tuesday, to begin twice-a-day
from becoming offensive.
J "
Qorm.
to*end of rim.
songbag* “includes 4uch items* ’as- 4ts* stance later* on ‘stage. Gord.
got

its

Ottawa

•

•'

1

•>

*

•

j

)

)
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Wednesday, April 13, 1953
faith

porting “cast” for the “story”
songs of Belafonte Rfld the dances
of the Champions. Sherman also
ter Schumann Chorus; features Hiram
valuable assist with his
Sherman. Hetty Benson. Direction, Gower lends a
Paul Gregory production of aong and
dance revue in two parts. Stars Marge ft
Gower Champion. Harry Belafonte. Wal-

Champion: lyrics and special material. droll scene-setting intros and even
Robert Wells; original music, Walter joins in the period softshoe finale.
Schumann; arrangements, Nathaft Scott;
“3' for Tonight” may not he
guitarist,
Richard Prlbor;
conductor.'
Thomas; woodwinds, Sberwin quite everyone’s dish (out-of-town
Millard
Ltchtenfcld; -percussion, Bob Morrison; buyers may he inclined to pass it
Plymouth,
At
Williams.
pianist* John
N.Y., April 6r *35; S6.9Q,-$5.15 top ($7.50 Up Tfor more traditional girl mu*
opening),
_
sicals, for instance), but it’s an ob.
,,
Chorus: John Bennett, Robert Brink,
and adds distincAndrew Case, ;Glna Christen, Diane vious b.o. puller
Dnxee. Elaine Drew. Joyce L. Foss, Dor- tion to the late-blooming BroadHo be.
othy Gill. Nancy Harp, Jimmy Harris, way season.
Mark KarL Jferry Madison, Robert Miller,
Ned Romero, Jack Steele, Brad Thomas,
Robert Trevis, Karen Yvonne, Richard
,

imaginative, tasteful and entertainRack up another click for
ing.
the producer of “Don Juan in
Hell,” “John Brown’s Body” and
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial.”

Shows Out of Town

Broadway Highlights
Bridgeport, April 11.

‘

.

Nick Mayo production of revue in two
acts. Stars Janet Blair, Richard Eastham;
features Jack Cassidy. Patrica Northrop,
Jonathan Lucas. Staging, Mayo; music
arranged and conducted by Colin Romoff;
designs,
scenic
Lucas;
choreography,
Frank Caldwell and Walter Hyde; costumes, Jerry Boxhorn.. At Klein Memorial
Auditodium, Bridgeport, April 11, *55;

510
19,554
45,193
33,456

.

7,405

140
1,070

450
560
300
250
225
175
450

royalty
10%
The play’s logical attacks on cer- Authorroyalty
Music
50
tain religious mores must prove
.
2%
unsettling to the faithful. Funda- Director royalty
August
Moon
Co.
royalty
ceiling
5%
gross
to
up
a
of.
$1,500
bementally, it’s a conflict pf wills
1,000
tween two strong men, with the Ad-publicity expenses (approx.)
500
prosecutor winning the brain-wash- Departmental 6c rentals (approx.)
200
ing contest and securing the “con- Office expense
in
belief
his
(Note:
The
losing
Howard
Crouse
coproduction,
which
but
Lindsay-Russel
fession,”
the State’s methods of maintaining stars Burgess Meredith and Scott McKay , has been touring since
political conformity.
Dec. 16).
Campbell and Davis, from iniANASTASIA
tial polite duel of wits to ultimate
(As of April 2, ’55)
use of harsher devices, bear the
brunt of the play’s buildup to stark
(14th Week)
horror. There are few laugh-in- Original investment
$90,000
voking incidents to relieve the ten- Production cost
*
.
45,482
sion, but these rare moments are Net loss, 4-week tryout
13,532
supplied by Max Helpman as the Pre-opening expense
2,607
bluff, prison warder whose inate Cost to
Open
on
B’way
61,621
oblitkindliness has almost been
Additional
production
cost
6,265
erated by bovine devotion to the
1,331'
Cost of souvenir booklets
State.
Operating
profit,
first
weeks
on
B’way
40,075
14
Vigorous but perceptive direc29,142
tion of the nine scenes by swift Unrecouped cost
36,000
blackouts instead of curtain drops, Repaid to backers
11,087
with developments switching from Balance available for sinking fund
Weekly Operating Budget
John Wilson’s bl-sected stage set
30% of gross
of the interrogator’s office and the Theatre '.share
McStay.
Cast payroll
cardinal’s cell.
$4,535

has quite succeeded in
figuring out a precise designation
for “3 for Tonight,” but whatever
_
Its classification, it is an engaging, $3.60 top.
Ensemble: Jim Albright; Fred Zoeter,
diverting show. It captivated the Bob
Miller, Alan Gilbert, Ana Baldwin,
firstnieht audience at the Plym- Joyce Gladmond, Betty Wlnsett,
outh Theatre and .seems likely to
be around as long as Gregory is
His experience last season in
interested and Marcq aiid Gower touring “Oklahoma” to the hinterChampion, Harry Belafonte find land gave Nick Mayo the idea of
the Walter Schumann chorus have bringing hits of Broadway hits, as
energy enough, to continue.
well as a few tv musical numbers,
The program bills the show as to less-trafficked stages. The tour
“a diversion on song and dance.” of “Broadway Highlights” is limwhich is probably apt enough. It ited to three weeks, because of
commitments, which
fails, however, to convey the quali- principals’
tv of freshness, lightness and in- makes the project an economic
fectiousness of “3 for Tonight.” If question mark from the start.
It’s douptful whether the conthe absence of sketches and physical productions limits the show’s cept of a collection of assorted
dimension, by normal Broadway show tunes sung by a group of
standards, it enhances the novelty superior performers is potential in
this day of the spectacular. Comand informality.
As usual, Gregory is emphasiz- petent as production and performare, the program misses the
ance
ing talent in “3 for Tonight,”
excitement one has a
using .drapes and skillfull lighting surprise and
right
to expect in the legitimate
instead of scenery. „As a switch
from “Don Juan.” “John Brown” theatre.
About three dozen numbers and
and “Caine,” he’s doing without
such video offerings
such authorship as Shaw, Benet or 20 shows, plus
Town” and the
Wouk, but manages to make a as “Toast of the
Red Buttons
* and
Winchell
Paul
minimum of material provide a
represented in this
thoroughly engaging evening. It shows, are
Blair (Mrs.
Janet
package,/
with
appears to he the 'ideal showcase
Mayo), Richard Eastham, Jonathan
for the Champions, Belafonte, the
Patricia
and
Cassidy
Jack
Lucas,
Hiram
m.c.
Schumann singers and
Northrop carrying most of them.
Sherman.
It’s all capable and mode),lately
Since “3 for Tonight” embarked
effective, with the help of rear
last fall on a typical Gregory oneprojection, and it moves smoothly.
niehter tour, the show has anparThis first night three numbers
entlv been gradually shaken down.
were held out because of running
It took a layoff -recently for minor
overtime.
Sherrevisions and rehearsal, with
all
virtually
is
“Highlights”
man succeeding Don Beddoe as song.
Lucas and Miss Blair taking
But it appears to be essen- the few choreographic items. The
m.C.
tially
the same intimate semioutstanding vocals are Eastham’s
floorshow, semi-concert program
“September Song” and “Soliloquy”
as originally Dut together.
Cas( the latter from “Carousel” )
The routining gives the impress sidy and ^Vlis$ Northrop in
two
Sion of considerable scope, despite
excelan
‘‘Oklahoma”
and
from
the limited range of talents—-a
lent male ensembling of “There Is
and
chorus
singer,
dance team, a
Nothing Like a Dame.” The fromm.c. And although the Champions
tv items, all of which Miss Blair
are not notably versatile dancers
figured in originally, are “A Day
and Belafonte makes only a slight
in the Life of a Star,” from the
gesturp beyond singing, the show
Winchell show, used as the first
nevertheless has quite a little flexfinale,
and “Our Fathers
act
ibility.
Moreover, it all seems efPlayed the Palace Years Ago,” an
the
That’s
fortless and pleasant
oldtime vaud.ejroutine with Eastessence ef showmanship.
ham,
The Cb amnions are stylists. AlThe five principals are abetted
though there’s nothing very orig- by seven slick song-and-dance
inal in Gower Champion’s choreyoungsters, a credit to Mayo in
rt i’aphv
o
and nothing particularly casting and performance. Attenddifficult technically in their dancance was sparse at this oneing or miming, they are an attrac- nighter.
Elem.
f
tive eouDle who dance with smooth

No one

596
41,200

.-

Wessler.

Trust Paul Gregory to come up
with something different. Not only
different, but as usual for him,

$65,000
60,660

,

'

.

him no matter

severe are mediaeval tortures.
the modern persecution
formula involves long hours of alternate solitary confinement or
questioning, the continuous loss of
TEAHOUSE OF THE AUGUST MOON
sleep while the victim is unceas(Touring Co.)
ingly paraded by guards, Sind com(As of Feb. 5, ’55)
bines the inability to guess the time
‘
s
(8th Week)
after weeks of imprisonment, plus
Original investment
......
glaring lights and periods of starOriginal
production
cost
^
vation. Stripped of his vestments,
the one-time powerful prince of Additional production costs
Operating
profit,
first
8
weeks
in
disintegrates
the Church, slowly
;
prisoner’s garb under the suave Souvenir program income, same period
...........
and subtle prodding of the inter- Unrecouped cost
Assets (bonds, deposits, prepaid expenses)
rogator.
The latter, a former aristocrat Balance available
Weekly Operating Budget
moulded into the State-above-all
pattern, is expertly played by Cast payroll
young Murray Davis, who makes Extras
/
the character alternately male- Crew
&
volent or charming, and. with even Company and general manager
vestiges of sympahty that switch Stage managers
audience reaction’ to the presum- Pressagent
That the cardinal’s Musician
able villain.
background and private life has Wardrobe
..:
not always been exemplary is a Crew expense
further facet that often confuses Extra musicians (approx.)
the audience’s sympathy.

But

ment and even becomes the sup-

3 for Toniglit

‘

will sustain

how

Show mi Broadway

,

•

.

Crew

950
400
300
250
192

.-s

Stage managers

Agt. Chamberlain Brown
Company and general managers
Indicted on 11 Counts Pressagent ....

*

Wardrobe and dressers
Author royalty

Chamberlain

Actor’s agent
who recently celebrated
liis 50th year in show business, was
indicted on 11 counts yesterday
(Tues,) in N: Y. General Sessions
Court. The 69-year old agent was
charged, with two counts of grand
larceny, four counts of forgery, two
counts of petty larceny and three
counts of making false statements

Brown,

7%

%

Director royalty
Ad-publicity expense (approx.)

V/ 2
$1,500

Departmental and rentals (approx.)
500
Boxoffice and mailing staff
108
Office expense
250
Gross necessary to break even (approx.)
12,400
(Note: The Elaine Perry production, which opened last- Dec. 29 at
the Lyceum, N. Y., was sold to 20th-Fox for- $450,000.)

.

employment.
Handling the complaint, brought
by three individuals who claim they
gave Brown money on the guarantee he would get them legit employment, was Assistant District
of

;

T

precision and have a relaxed, distinctive quality.

lack the sock or the personal impact to carry a standard musical,
hut in “3 for Tonight” they are at
theiv best.

magnetic personality. He is artfully costumed and skillfully presented here.

His

numbers

include “Jerry,
VSylvie,”
the
familiar
“Mark
Twain” and “When the Saints Go
Marching In,” in the first half, and
three spirituals, “Noah;” “Take
My Mother Home” and “In That

Great Gettin’

Up Momin’,”

"plus

the calypso “Matilda” and the
audience-hushing ballad “Scarlet
Ribbons” in the second half.
The Schumann chorus not only
provides versatile singing on its
own, but adds versatile backgrounds, supplies physical move-

.

.

TEA AND SYMPATHY

30.

Old

Woman

Cell

Warder

.

.

.

.

(As of April 2, *55)
(78th Week
Original capital (repaid), $60,000
weeks, B’way, late Charles Dillingham, later beCHI LEGIT BITS
5
Profit last
$7,173.
Chicago, April 12.
coming a theatre treasurer and
Profit last 6 weeks, tour, $21,- ultimately a manager.
Ethel Linder Reiner, co-pro677.
Steve Brodie, who played the de- ducer of “Rainmaker,” in for the
Total net profit to date, $382,fendant, Lt. Maryk, in the touring Chicago opening of the tourer at
399.
company of “Caine Mutiny Court the Erlanger last night (Mon.)
*
Total distributed profit to, date,
Martial,” replaced John Hodiak in Edward Everett Horton starring in
$325,000.
Cash balance available, $13,899. that role last Monday (11) night “White Sheep of the Family” due
at the Huntington Hartford The- next Tuesday (19) for two weeks*
atre, Hollywood, where the Broad- at Milwaukee’s Fred Miller ThePAJAMA TOPS
way original production is in its atre 1
Chicago Daily News col(As of March 26, ’55)
fifth week
Elia Kazan sailed umnist-drama
editor Sydney J.
(20th Week
for an 'eight-week trip to Greece Harris
surveying
the
current
Original investment, $25,250.
Turkey
last Saturday (9) aboard Broadway play crop
and
Profit, last 4 weeks, $6,748.
the Cristoforo Colombo
CorNet profit to date, $2,001.
nelia Otis Skinner will present her
Distribution to date, $6,312.50,
one-woman show, “The Wives of
Current London
Cash available, $10,782.
Henry VIII,” in a one-shot Equity
London, April 12.
Library
Theatre benefit May 1 at
HOUSE OF FLOWERS
(Figures
denote premiere dates
the Plymouth, N. Y.
(As of March 26, ’55)
All For Mary, Duke York (9-9-M).
“Shadow
Substance,”
and
with
(13th Week)
Beatrice Lillie, Globe (11-24-54).
Julie Haydon starred in her origBell, Book, Candle, Phoenix (10-5-54).
Original investment, $240,000.
Book of Month, Cambridge (10-21-54).
Operating profit, last 4 weeks, inal Broadway role, grossed $13,Boy Friend, Wyndham's (12-1-53).
396 on a potential capacity of $14,$16,804.
Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Crazy Gang, Vic. Pal. (12-16-54).
Unrecouped cost to date, $193,- 101 during its two-week run at the
Different
For Mon, Duchess (4-11-55).
Miller Theatre, Milwaukee, March
749.
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Capacity gross at the
22- April 3.
Balance available, $24,971.
Follies Bergeres, Wales (4-9-55).
house has been upped to $14,424,
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
Intimacy At 8:30, Criterion (4-29-54),
with the addition of eight seats,
SEVEN YEAR ITCH
King and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).
which brings the seating capacity
(As of April 2, ’55)
Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).
to 346
Margaret Bannerman is
Mousetrap, Ambas, (11-25-52).
(124th Week)
Old Vic Rap, Old Vic (9-9-54).
Original
investment
(repaid), subbing in “Thieves Carnival” at
Sailor Bowaro, Strand (2-16-55).
the
off-Broadway Cherry Lane
$60,000.
St, Joan, St. Martin's (2-8-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
Profit last
weeks, B’way, Theatre for two weeks while
5
Separate Tobias, St. Jamos's (0-22-54),
Gerry Fleming fills a tv-film com$1,856.
Serious Charge, Garrick (2-17-55).
Profit last 5 weeks, tour, $8,752. mitment.
Simon A Laura, Apollo (11-24-54).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-04).
The Hilltop Theatre, LutherTotal net profit to date, $686,South, Arts (3-30-55).
ville, Md., begins its 18th consecu217.
Talk of Town, Adelphi (11-17-54).
tive
Eugene
season
May
with
profit
to
23,
Total distributed
date,
Teahouse Aug. Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
Uncertain Joy, Royal Ct. (3*31).
O’Sullivan as resident director and
$634,746.
Wedding In Paris, Hipp. (4-3-54).
scenic designer
balance
.

.

Murray and Donald Davia production
of drama in three acts nine scenes), by
Bridget Boland. Stars Douglas Campbell,
Murray Davis; features Max Helpmann.
Direction, Herbert Whittaker; scenery and
lighting, John Wilson.' At Crest Theatre,
Toronto, .March 30, *55; $3 top.

Their numbers include “Dance,
Dnnce, Dance,” "The Clock.” “ByPnsoner
Play for Drums.” “The Sunday The
Interrogator
Picnic Social.” “Summer in Fair- Warder
view Falls.” “It Couldn’t Be a Bet- Secetary
Doctor
ter Day.” “Here I Stand” and “The Barber
Auction,” in the first half, and
“The Lecture.” ‘.‘By the Light of
the Silverv Moon” and “Shine On,
Harvest Moon,” in the second half.
Harry Belafonte, who has
emerged as a hot showbiz name in
recent months, tops his previous
Alefforts in “3 for Tonight.”
though his voice is not outstanding. lacking size, resonance and
clarity,
he is an extraordinary
singer, with striking looks, expressive dramatic feeling and a

March

Callahan,

Operating Statements

1

Toronto,

by Robert Radnitz,. in association with Lawrence Baker and
Robert
Sagalyn.
Emmett
company manBritish director Tyrone Guthrie
ager; Karl Bernstein and Harvey will stage the Playwrights Co. proSabinson, pressagents; Irving Sud- duction of Leslie Stevens’ “Marrow, stage manager, and Thomas lowe”
next season
Robert
Wright, assistant
Louis A. Lo- Thom’s “The Minotaur,” schedtlto, president of City Playhouses uled for Broadway production by
and general manager of the Martin Franchot Tone and Ted Mann, will
Beck Theatre, N. Y., will mark his be tried out this summer at the
40th anniversary in the theatre Westport (Conn.) Country Playnext spring. He started .as an usher house.
at the old Hippodrome, N. Y., and
then became an office boy for the
tion

tion of “3 for Tonight” Includes

Attorney, Albert P. Loening.
Brown pleaded not guilty before
Judge Francis L. Valente. A date
will be set for trial.

The Prisoner

They apparently

Legit Bits
Staff for Paul Gregory’s produc-

.

.

Douglas Campbell

.

Murray Davis
Max Helpmann
Grant Reddick

Graham Parker

.

.

.

.

James Pearce
Paddy Croft

•

Shows

Fred Wood

production of “The Pristhe North American
is
preem of the Bridget Boland
drama which Alec Guiness played
in London last season. In its theme
of the breaking of a man’s mind,
Douglas Campbell is superlative as
the Cardinal, with Murray Davis
adeptly uncompromising as the
political interrogator who secures
a false confession.
This Is the
church-vs.-State
conflict
behind
the Iron Curtain and manifestly
harrowing not only to the central
figures, but to th* sensitivities of
the audience.
Campbell play* the Catholic
cardinal brought in for “questioning” because, a$ the spokesman for
personal freedom and the spiritual
anchor of his people, he must he
degraded rather than martyred.
The Scot actor Is an imposing figCash
available, $6,245.
ure in his crimson cassock during
(Note: Cost of bringing the nathe initial scenes, well-manneredly tional company to Broadway and
contemptuous of his captors and sending the N.Y. production on
strong in the knowledge that his tour wii* :$3;295.)
This
oner”

;

!

.

.

.

George Dombo as
“Young and the Beautiful;”
.

.

Wonderful Town, Princes

-(2-23-55).

.

Sally Benson’s adaptation of five
F, Scott Fitzgerald short stories, is
iskedded for fall Broadway ’produc-

SCHEDULED 0PENINGS

Bad Seed, Aldwych

(4-14-55).
Hipp. (4-19-55).

Desperate Hours,
Kismet, Stoll (4-20-55L

*

.

*
,
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Femme Producer Upbeat on B way;
Several

Newcomers This Season

By JESSE GROSS
Broadway

^

—

+

Bob

Summer

are four in number, although two revived this year in new outdoor
others can be rated as comparative theater at Butler Bowl here. Sixstarters, having made their man- week season will open July 8, acLatter cording to Mel Ross, general managerial' bows last season.
Edwin Biltcliffe, Indianpair are Haila Stoddard and Lyn ager.
Austin. Miss Stoddard; 'who was apolis musician, has been named
represented this season by “One choral director.
Eye Closed,” was co-producer with
Fate of the other local summer
Harald Bromley of last season’s venture, Town and Country Play“Dead Pigeon.” Miss Austin, who house, which operated successfully
has been co-producing with Thom- last season,* is still clouded by disas NoyeS since last season, has also cord among stockholders. Whether
failed to come up with a click. Pair it will operate again may be depresented “Portrait of a Lady” this cided at a meeting April 12, acsemester with the Producers The- cording "to Paul Sicanoff, president
atre, and “Take a Giant Step” and and producer.
“Frogs of Spring” during the ’53’54 stanza.

Besides the Misses Stoddard and
Austin, other debuters last season,
who haven’t been represented on
the boards this semester, were
Nancy Davids (“Pin to See the
Peep Show”), Claire Heller (“End
As a Man”) and Dorothy Natter
(“Sing Till Tomorrow”). Another
newcomer last season Was Mary K;

Hot Payoff;

‘Cat’

Nets 7G Weekly

“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” is headFrank, who’s partnered with the ed for a fasf payoff. At its present
Playwrights in “Tea and Sym- sellout pace, the controversial Tenpathy.” She had another venture
Williams drama should
nessee
several years ago that didn’t get
move into the black by May 28, its
to Broadway. >
Four '54-’55 beginners are May 10th week on Broadway.
Kirshner, Yvette Schumer, Hope
Playing to the standee limit, 'the
Miss
Abelson and Gayle Stine.
Playwrights production can make
Kirshner is sponsoring the hit,
approximate $7,000 weekly
“Lunatics and Lovers,” by her an
brother, Sidney Kingsley. Mrs. profit. As of last Saturday (2), the
Schumer, the wife of theatrical Barbara Bel Geddes-Burl Ives
hauling exec Henry Schumer, is starrer had $55,655 to recoup. The
(Continued on page 76)
production, which was financed at
$102,000, including $17,000 overall,
cost $63,330 to opeij at the Moros-

’King’ Caught in Middle

Of

co,

Neither’ll

Get

Show

March

Minneapolis, April 12.
As a result of the renewal ’of the
long-standing theatrical feud between Minneapolis and St. Paul,
neither town will get “King and

$4,491. Operating profit for the first two weeks at

will get

tion.

o

Bennie Berger, operator

of the
Lyceum, after arranging to give
up. the show for a half-week so the

Paul, could get it
for a split, hit the ceilng when his
peace gesture was brushed off and
the old feud was renewed. He
thereupon refused to take “King”
on a split with St. Paul, so the

Auditorium,

whole Twin

St.

Cities

bookng has heen

“Cat” is the second Playwrights
production this season to pick up
a fast return on its investment.
The other was “Bad Seed.” which
paid off after only seven weeks.

’QUADRILLE’ OFF
BIG

cancelled.

Berger’s burn-up came after Dan
Bidder, publisher of the two St.
Paul dailies, the Dispatch and Pioneer Press, declined to accept paid
ads for or give any news space to
“Tender Trap” because the latter
was booked into Minneapolis as its

Twin Cites stand. The
comedy was at the Lyceum here

exclusive
last

week.

tracted

from

its effectiveness.

START

IN

TO
ZURICH

Zurich, April

5.

The first Zurich performances of
Noel Coward’s “Quadrille,” adapted
in German by Martin Dongen, at
smallseater Theatre am Central
give every indication Of a profitable run for this three-acter here.
Audiences have reacted most favorably, and reviews were laudatory. This stand's out as one of the
most carefully prepared stagings
this house has offered in quite

Previously, Berger thought he
had established friendly relations
and cooperation between the ad- some time.
JL-ocai ravorites Anne-Marie B
joining towns when he reversed
the Lyceum’s former policy and and Leopold Biberti as Lady
made efforts to get all touring rena and Axel Diensen are in
shows to play St. Paul as well as form and turn In high-spirited

They are ably
Minneapolis. In recent seasons the formances.
increasing trend had been for ported by Egon Waldmann C
major legits to pass up St. Paul in Edgar Spevin), Robert Te:
favor of full-week stands... at the (Lord Hubert), looker Lore 1
ling as
Charlotte Diensen
Lyceum.
Even after Berger succeeded in Hilde Harvan as Lady Har
having “King” and “Pa'jama Game” Alice Lach gets special praise
routes altered to. include St. Paul, her portrayal of the crazy Lady
Ridder imposed the ban on ads, tavia Bonnington. After prev
news mention or. critical coverage Zurich productions of the s
of “Trap.” So now nobody here- author's “Blithe Spirit,” “Pri
abouts will get to see the eagerly- Lives,” “Present Laughter”
awaited.. Rodgers-IIammerStein tun- “Week-End,” “Quadrille” looks
er, and the old feud is on again, for a healthy run, at least equal
those of its predecessors.
more bitter than ever.
.

Elia

Kazan, who staged the Playwrights
Co. production and reportedly im
sisted on retaining the bit of dialog
during the tryout tour and for the
Broadway opening, was not quoted

on the subject before sailing over
the weekend- for Europe.

Edward

T. McCaffrey, N. Y. City

Commissioner of Licenses whose
requesting to see the
script of “Cat on a Hot Tin Roof”
precipitated the “censorship” furore, blandly denied trying to censor anything. In fact, he conceded,
he has no legal power of censorship, since his -licensing authority
over theatres extends only to the
physical buildings, not to the editorial content of what is presented
action

in

in

‘Yankees’ Getting

Stiff

season.

They drew

excellent notices

and are theoretically naturals for
Spring Training Trip sellout business and fast payoffs.
New Haven, April 12. But both have consistently disapAfter its nine-performance break- pointed at the boxoffice and at
in. ending last Saturday night (9)
least one is proving a slow reat the Shubert here, “Damn Yan- couper.
kees” departed for Boston with
In contrast to “Saint of Bleecker
plenty of doctoring still to be done.
Street,” which drew critical raves
Despite the favorable .response
but was obviously a questionable
here, the production, staff is giving
bet for popular appeal, “Plain and
the show a stiff shakedown.
Fancy” and “Desperate Hours” not
Dropped after the premiere was only got enthusiastic reviews but
a song, “One Would Have to Be looked like b.o. powerhouses. HowBlind,” and also due for scissoring ever, both the musical comedy and
is another tune, “Who Needs Base- the cops
’n’ robbers thriller have
ball?” Two new numbers, one an failed to do capacity business,
intro for femme lead Gwen Ver- though getting strong patronage.
don, will be inserted in Boston.
Under present- economic condiAlso set for revision are the first
tions on Broadway, it's generally
act finale and the second act openfigured that a show must do sellout
.

ing.

•

business

within

There was a frightening incident weeks and hold

at the dress rehearsal April 1 when
a descending curtain hit Miss Verdon on the head, splitting her
scalp. However, she was able to go
on for following night’s opener.

ently

for

the first, several
pretty consist-

it

several

months

if

it's

going to pay off. There are variable
factors, of course, such as the film
deals

and

that saved “Tender Trap”
“Rainmaker,” or the fast-

starters that fade as soon as theatre party ..bookings are used up.

Coast 'Men Prod.

them.

As a general rule, however, a
show that has sufficient b.o. power
earn back its investment and

to

make

a profit will go clean f.*jm
the first or, second performance,
and hold sellout pace long after
theatre party bookings are exhausted. A notable example is
“Pajama Game,” which opened
without parties and with almost no
advance sale, but jumped to capacity immediately after the rave reviews 'appeared, and has gone almost a full year without an empty

The Commissioner has not said
on what grounds he demanded to
see the “Cat” script, at whose in-

on what authority he
San Francisco, April 12.
did so. Nor has he explained how,
Coast production of “Oh Men,
with no censor powers and, in Oh Women” has Tun into trouble
fact, no thought of such action, he with Actors
Equity. As of today
was in a position to discuss the ‘(Tues.) it still Isn’t clear whether
matter of the “elephant story” and the Randolph Hale production,
other material in the play with which opened at the Alcazar Theathe author and the management.
tre here last night (Mon.) is in seat.
stigation, or

'

Non-Censor’s Visit
Similarly, McCaffrey has discreetly failed to mention that fact
that, on the night of his inspection
visit to “Cat” (having failed to
(Continued on page 74)

U.S.

COMEDIES DOMINATE

violation of union rules.

Musical’s Problem
Under Equity regulations, a
Particularly in the case of a
show can’t close anti reopen within mUsical, which as a larger investeight weeks without the union’s ment and generally takes longer to

permission. Presentation follows recoup, it’s usually a matter of
by only a fortnight the Chicago concern if business doesn't hit
closing March ,26 of the Cheryl •capacity and bold it for some time.
Crawford touring edition of the That used to be especially the case
Edward Chodorov comedy.
for late-season openers, with the
Equity is investigating the situ- summer slump in prospect. But in
ation to determine what action to the last few seasons it seems to
take. It’s possible that the union prevail for shows opening at any
may demand full salary payment time of year.
for performers who had run-of-theThe reasons for boxoffice draw
play contracts with the road com- (dr the lack of it) are theoretical,
pany but were not signed up for
(Continued on page 76)
the Coast edition. It’s understood
a member of the touring company
has beefed to Equity that Miss
;

W. GERMAN LEGIT STAGE

way expenses were

The Rodgers and Hanimerstein
musical Was originally booked for a
full week at the Lyceum here, then
was set to split the stanza between
the Twin Cities. Now neither one
I.”

Tennessee Williams' now-celebrated “elephant story” is apparently a case of the censorship that
wasn’t there. According to official
accounts, the whole affair was just
a great big coincidence.
The anecdote is now out of “Cat
On a Hot Tin Roof.” Williams, author of the play, says, he never
liked it very much anyway. He explains that the smoking-car story,
to which various playgoers objected, was not only not essential
to. the
drama, but actually de-

.

cost

the Morosco, ending last Saturday,
was $9,510, including $2,695 for
the opening six-performance frame.
According to the
accountant’s
statement, the $17,000 overcall has
already been returned to the backers, .leaving $29,345 balance, including $745 available for distribu-

it.

By HOBE MORRISON

24.

$75,244 to produce,"
with a $16,405 profit on the twoweek Philadelphia tryout reducing
It that figure to $58,839. Pre-Broad-

Mpls.-St, Paul Feud;

Now

N. Y., last

At least two Broadway shows
have perplexed their backers this

'

getting an accented
feminine touch. Distaff managers
Perry Staging Indpls.
playing
dominant part in
a
are
Main Stem production, having
Sked
Starlight
been involved in the sponsorship
Indianapolis, April 12.
of eight of this season’s offerings.
Robert JJ. Perry, production diNumber is slated to be increased
-by another three shows before the rector of Empress Playhouse, St.
Louis,
has been named producersemester ends May 31.
The femme contingent includes director of Starlight Musical summer
opera
series, which will be
both vets and newcomers. Latter
is

Berlin, April

5’

'

Since 1945 very few

new come-

dies of domestic origin

have been

.

performed at German theatres.
Most of the established German
writers prefer dedicating themselves to serious themes.

Most of the comedies preemed
here after the war’s end have come
from abroad, particularly the U. S.,
such as “Teahouse of August
Moon.” “Born Yesterday,” “Three
On a Horse,” “Kiss and Tell,” “The
Moon Is Blue,” and "The SevenYear Itch.” Most of these items
found above-aVerage reception by
press and public.
Along this line, another new
American contribution may be considered noteworthy: Mateo Lettunich, former HICOG Theatre Officer turned playwright and now residing in Berlin, has turned out a

comedy

entitled, “American Beauwhich Was preemed with good

ty,”

at Thalia
burg, last month,

results

Theatre,

.

Ham-

It was written
by Lettunich in English and has
received an efficient translation job
from Tatajana Sais, comediennewife of Guenther Neumann. The
fact that this American comedy
saw its first performance in Ger-

man

before the pi'eem of the Eng-

makes it unusual here.
incidentally
has been
skedded for Stuttgart, Heidelberg
and Hannover, and will possibly
lish version

Comedy,
also

come

to Berlin.

‘

Crawford had originally guaranteed that the show Would go to
the Coast.
After receiving permission to do
the play, Hale reportedly lined up
most of the principals from the
original Broadway cast, including
Franchot Tone, Gig Young, Larry
Blyden and Anne Jackson.
Another Main Stem cast mefhber,
Betsy von Furstenberg, may join
the cast after her impending ’moth-

JUBILEE YEAR

DRAFT NO

—

Story deals with college
student accused of homosexual
tendencies.

°

-

If 51

Anonymous

Philadelphia, April 12.
Earl Selby, Evening Bulletin
columnist who recently swore off
legit reviewing, apparently can’t
stay away from it.
Having absorbed more than he could handle

TEA AND SYMPATHY’

Habimah Stages 'Teahouse'

1905

Join Critics

Oughta

The touring ’company was by panning “Bus Stop” during its
headed by Ralph Bellamy and Joan Philly tryout, he took the nonGray., The Alcazar production is critic pledge in print. But recently
he went after “Cat on a Hot Tin
skedded for a four-week run.
Roof,” another local tryout that
made good on Broadway.
After his blooper with “Bus
Stop,” the columnist admitted in a
FIRST
DICE subsequent piece that he’d gotten
“egg all over his face” in the inHollywood, April 12.
cident and ended the pillar with
First script written by “Tea and
Sympathy” playwright Robert An- the promise, “I will not review any
derson for Metro filmization re- more plays,”' repeated six times.
In a recent column, under a subportedly has already run into snag
with production code.
Studio is head, *“A Dog of a Critic,” Selby
now making certain unspecified wrote, “A while back we were unfortunately exposed by a silly,
changes in ^screenplay.
tasteless thing
the word is used
It's expected Dore Schary will
take matter up with Geoffrey .Shur- advisedly— called -‘Cat on a Hot
lock, Code Administrator, in near Tin Roof.’ We recalled it on hear-

Habimah

'

Is at It Again;

erhood.

future.

GOLDEN

That Philly Columnist

Tel-Aviv. April 5.
successfully
staged

ing that a Pennsy SPCA ambulance driver had a 4 a.m. call to
rescue a dog from roof. Most people are baffled how the pooch got
there, but not us.
News that the
drama critics liked ‘Cat’ was so
upsetting,
the
dog went right
through the ceiling.”

“Teahouse of the August Moon”
After drawing generally favorby John Patrick. The Hebrew version is by Dahn Ben-Amolz, who able
reviews on its Broadway
is also a regular newspaper col- opening, “Cat” has done absolute
umnist.

Play was directed by Julius
ner of London.

capacity
Gel.1-

business. It’s generally
agreed to be one of the most controversial plays of recent year*.

WScVjnTi
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Now STARRING in
“THREE FOR TONIGHT”
Plymouth Theatre
NEW YORK
THE UNANIMOUS VERDICT
"•
•

•

fiery

.

.

.

.

magnetic

Mr. Belafonte

» •

.

all artist

.

.

magnificent/'

Is

BROOKS ATKINSON

New
".

. .

York Times

varied, moving, brilliant
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company with

•

.

.

ready

the great enter-

tainers."

WALTER

F.

KERR

Herald Tribune
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unforgettable

•

.

.

.

has entered the

modern
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WILLIAM HAWKINS
World-Telegram & Sun
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.

•

.

.
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JOHN McCLAIN
Journal American
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,

showman!"
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folk singing

York Post
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art."
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Daily

News
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P^KlETr
‘Tiger’ Set to

Shows Abroad
Uncertain Joy
drama

&

1.

Dunfee Ltd. production of
by Charlotte Hastings.

In three acts

Stars Roger Livesey, Ursula Jeans. Staging, Warren Jenkins. At Royal Court
Theatre, London, March 31» ’55; $2,20 top.
... Ursula Jeans
Barbary Leif»h

Stephen Leigh
Arnold Hamble

Roger Livesey
Noel Hewlett
Marda Vanne
Richard Leech

....

Mrs. Blundell
Giovanni Dawson

Michael Rtfooke
Tod Dawson
Margaret Whiting
Julie Dawson
Mr. Perryman ....... Jean Taylor-Smith
Robert Raglan
Birch
.

The timely subject of juvenile
delinquency, and methods of dealing with it are the theme of this
moving play. It argues the rewarding results of tolerance and understanding, and generally keeps within bounds as such, but occasionally
merges into melodrama. For screen
purposes the psychological aspect
could possibly be played down to
advantage.
Plot involves a woman novelist
and her husband, a country schoolmaster, who regret their childlessness. When a 10-year-old boy invades their privacy and destroys
her manuscripts, steals, and breaks
their windows, the woman is understandably annoyed.. The lad has a
brutal father, arid after the latter’s
departure the femme writer is
appalled at her husband’s request
that they adopt the boy, and a
breach develops between them.
Sometime later the father returns, takes the youngster away,
but ultimately the former Is killed
and the boy’s mother tries to pin
the deed on him.
Ursula Jeans and Roger -Livesey
are superb leads, and Michael
Brooke, making his first London
appearance, is engaging in the
long apd exacting role of the problem child. Marda Vanne represents the tough attitude toward
delinquents, giving the schoolmaster the alternative of thrashing the'
boy or notifying the police when
her home is ransacked.

Preem

Inside Stuff-Legit

In England April 25

Manchester, April 12.
While conceding that “Tender Trap” wasn’t a “top Broadway hit,”
“Tiger at the Gates,” adaptation
Kent house is pleasing.
by Christopher Fry of the’ Girau- the Minneapolis Star went to town for the comedy with an editorial
Play is not lacking in amuse- doux play, “The Trojan War Will
last week. Piece appeared while the show was playing at the Lyceum
ment, and shapes up as a light Not Take
Place,” is set to preem there. Editorial called public’s attention to the fact that the play’s
legit entry, though its chances of
here April 25.
a lengthy run seem. slim.
Film at the Opera House
Play is presented by Stephen present tour represents a New York Theatre Guild-Council of Living
Gord.
possibilities are obvious.
Theatre effort to channel more Broadway shows, Other than the comMitchell and Robert L. Joseph.
Michael Redgrave heads the Cast paratively few smash hits, to the cities outside of New York and thus
South
as Hector ^and Diane Cilento, film to revive the road legit. Message was* in effect, a plea for better com«
London, March 31.
London Arts Theatre Committee pro- arid stage actress, plays Helen. munity support of the theatre and concluded with the declaration that
duction of drama in two acts by Julien Harold Clurman handles the mega good way. for the public to show its appreciation of the theatre would
Greeti.
Stars Andre Morell. Denholm
Elliott;
features Clare Austin. Lyndon ging' chores.
be to attend “Tender Trap.”

Ghin setting of a modern

frey

London, April
Linnlt

Wednesday, April 13, 1955

i

-Hall. At Arts TheaLondon, March 30. '55; $1.50

Brook. Staging, Peter
tre Club,
top.

Edward Broderick

Mac Clure

Rex

Andre Morell

.

Denham

Jan Wicziewsky
Eric

The Alan Jay Lerner-Frederick (Fritz) Loewe reunion with the
musical version of G. B. Shaw's “Pygmalion,” which Herman Levin
is an on-again collaboration after their two previous
splits. They went their separate ways after clicking with “Brigadoon,”
reunite^ with “Paint Your Wagon” (which Louis B. Mayer bought for
intended Cinerama production, at which tiriie Arthur Schwartz was
retained to write the new film score). Picture has yet tq be produced
and meantime Lerner and Schwartz again worked on another legit
musical but former and Loewe are reteamed for “Pyg,” on which*
they have been working in Paris.

Allen Goes Legit

ElUott

Hollywood, April

Lyndon Brook

*.

12.

will produce,

Regina
Clare Austin
Rex Allen,* star of western picAngelina Broderick
Zena Walker
Jimmy Broderick ......... Melvyn Hayes tures, is going thataway to the
Mrs. Strong
Joan Young stage for the lead in “Ah, WilderMr. White
Horace Sequeira
Uncle John
John. Harrfson ness.”
Jeremy
Errol John
Eugene O’Neill comedy will open
Rita
Rita Stevens
Mrs.. Priolleau
Bessie Love next August at the Teatro SomMiss Priolleau
Elaine Usher brero de Baja in Ensenada, Baja
California,
which a Hollywood
Julien Green, an established group has taken over for an eightnovelist, offers “South” as his first week summer season.
play in London, although it was
previously produced in Paris. The
drama has an unusual theme set in

South Carolina on. the eve of the
outbreak of the" Civil War, but bypasses the obyious situation of impending disaster to concentrate on
the tortured mind of a man aware
of his unnatural leanings and
seeking rehabilitation in marriage.
Production is up to the customary standard Of. the Arts Theatre Club, and it should, appeal to
the regular habitues for its literary
value and excellent interpretation.
As a contender for wider public
presentation it would lose much of
^ts value even if the play itself
were okayed by the Lord Cham-

Off-B’way Show

Teach

Me How to Cry

LPS Productions (Paul Lilly. Bill Penn,
Robinson Stone) production of drama in
three acts <10 scenes), by patrica Jourday*
Features Deirdre Owens, Richard Morse,
Nan McFarland, Nancy Marchand, John
C. Becher, Mary James. Directed by Robert Hartung; settings, lighting and costumes, John Blankenchip. At Theatre de
Lys, N.Y., April

by

Tom

Tyrell.

Lys, which last

and conviction. Andre Morell is
forthright as the humane planter,
and Zena Walker is pert as his

'

Blackpool, Eng., April

1.

James P. Sherwood production of comedy- in three acts v by W. P. Linscomb.
Stars Cicely Courtneidge, Jack Hulbert.
Staging, Jevan Brandon-Thomas; scenery
and costumes. Geoffrey Ghin. At Grand
Theatre, Blackpool, Eng., April 1, *55.
Bessie
Cicely Walper
Marlon
icely .Courtneidge
Agnes
JoCelyne Rhodes
George
Jack Hulbert

John

*

Victor
Basil

Mr. Barnes
Shirley Winter
Miss Ponder

George Lee

Roma

Denville
Richard Butler

John Trevor
Diane Bester

Ann

Stutfield

New comedy

B’way Puzzler: 2 Non-SRO

nearby plantation.

->

of Living

teenage daughter.

Continued from page 73
of course, so it's customary in the
trade for everyone to be ready
with an explanation for a show’s,
failure to sell out after getting
enthusiastic reviews. In the case,
of “Saint of. Bleecker Street,”
there was general agreement that

with

friendliness and affection, apart
from her relationship with her un-

balanced mother.
Localled in a small American
in 1919, play centers on the
comely but lonely daughter of a

Lyndon Brook has the unenvi- town
able part Of the successful duellist,
the supporting players are competent and the direction is on a high

Clem.

level.

Mob

Jor Sieger

(HIOB THE VICTOR)
Zurich, March 30.
„
Schausplelhaus production of drama In
four scenes by Albert J. Welti. Direction,
Karlheinz Strelblng; scenery, TOO Otto;
technical direction,
Ferdinand Lange;
,

woman whose mind snapped when

and school.

.

;

.

new mode of off history, and there is too little
dramatic punch to captivate more
The father gets busy with the than passing interest. U.S. chances
crooks who have taken his son for are slim.
a ride, and makes their deals work
Central figure of the play is

find satisfaction in a

Nan

living.

Becher. Nartcy Marchand shows up
well as Miss Owens’ mother, while
Mary James does a good job as a
schoolteacher. Other cast members

McFarland

and

John

C.

Kepler,
revolutionary perform ably.
Robert Hartung’s direction sus-.
17th-century
astronomer, whose
tains an effective mood and gets
is threatened with death as
a witch. Tempted by several repre- solid performances from the cast.
sentatives of State and Church to John Blankenchip’s settings, in
Save her at the price of his per- some cases skeletonized, are imagithe couple cope with business sonal freedom of thought, he native and atriiospheric. Although
problems, and after this zestful rejects them all until she is finally “Cry” is Miss Jourday’s first play
new lease of life, settle down cleared through intervention of to be produced in New York, she’s
again into what they hope will be the reigning Prince.
had previous scripting experience
quiet retirement.
Whatever dramatic power may on radio and tv in Canada and the
Miss Courtneidge plays with as- lie in this yarn is only partly U.S. A native of Canada, she’s the
sured exuberance. A highlight of realized. The final act, with its wife of John S. Steele, Canadian
the overlong second act is when confrontation of mother and son, photographer.
Jess.
she comes face to face with her is by far the best and contains
husband’s sweetheart, competently some moments of real emotion. It
played by Diane Bester. Hulbert is also here that the Prince enters
Scheduled N. Y. Openings
is well cast as the nonchalant take- the story, whose character
is vigit-on-the-chin husband, and acts orously drawn by the author.
(Theatre indicated if set
with charm throughout.
Under the circumstances, KarlAnkles Awolgh, Helllnger (4-18).
Among smaller roles, there’s heinz Streibing, guest-director from
All In One, Playhouse (4-19).
Guys A Dolls, City Center (4-20),
solid performance by John Trevor, Germany, has done the best he
Inherit the Wind, Nat'l (4-21).
as a young crook, especially in the could, breathing some life into the
Honeys, Longacre (4-28).
scene where he expresses astonish- affair wherever possible. Walter
Once llpon-Tallor (5-16).
South Peclflc, City Center (5-4).
ment at the success of “honesty- Richter as Kepler and Traute CarlYankees, 46th St. (5-5).
ls-the-best-policy.”
A maid is a sen as his mother are excellent, Damn
Plnlan's Rainbow, City Center (5-18).
worthwhile cameo for Cicely Wal- with Lukas Ammann contributing
Seventh Heaven, ANTA Theatre (5-26).
por.
Jevan Brandon-Thomas has,_an interesting
portrayal
a§
the
de0
OFF-B'WAY
staged adequately, and the Geof-praved Prince.
Mczo
Phoenix '55, Phoenix (4-23).

—

Johannes

mother

.

.

theme of various legit thrillers,
notably the brilliant “Blind Alley”
(although the latter was first done
n
19 years ago).
opera
was
the Gian-Carlo Menotti
Another possibility is that the
“special,” with a limiting religious reviews and publicity on “Desangle besides being heavy and perate Hours” makes it. sound
depressing.
tough for today’s escapist playRegarding “Plain and Fancy” goers to take, That facUthat it was
and “Desperate Hours,” however, originally a novel and has a film
the second-guessers have been version on the way is not figured
frankly puzzled. Both drew excel- a drawback.
lent notices, the critical reaction
to the latter being unariimous
raves. Among the suggestions for
the “Plain and Fancy” failure to
sell out are that it was hurt by
; Continued from Dace 73 ^^,1
having to open at one theatre
(Mark Helllnger) and move shortly associated with Richard Koilmar
afterward to* another (Winter Gar- and James W, Gardiner iri the proden), thereby complicating advance duction of “Plain^ and Fancy,”
sales, and that the word “Plain” in which has been playing to strong
the title lacks come-on. Also, that biz since its opening last Jan. 27.
the tuner is too similar in approach Miss Abelson was associated with
to the universally-seen and oft- Ethel Linder Reiner in the payoff
presentation of “Rainmaker.”
revived “Oklahoma.”
Absence of a potent marquee
Miss Stine, wnos sponsoring
name iri the .cast is also offered as “Champagne Complex,” currently
a reason, plus the fact that the out-of-town prior to a scheduled
book is about an ultra-staid re- April 12 Broadway opening, will
ligious sect in Pennsylvania. Also, be making her Main Stem bow
while certain of the songs, notably with the presentation. She was ac“Young and Foolish,” have gotten tive off-Broadway last season as
good tv-radio plugging, the origi- one of three producers who put
nal cast album has aroused little on “Bullfight” at the Theatre de
excitement among recording ad- Lys.
In the vet status among this
dicts.
season’s femme producers are Mrs.
Spring Decline Due
In any case, it adds up to the Reiner, Cheryl Crawford, Elaine
fact that with the spring decline Perry, Katharine Cornell, Elizaon hand arid the summer slump beth Miele arid Margo Jones, Miss
coming up, “Plain and Fancy” is Crawford is presenting “The Hondoing profitable but under-capac- eys,” currently out-of-town prior
ity
business and the Shuberts to a slated April 14 Broadway
have reportedly booked the thea- opening. Miss Perry is sponsoring
tre for a vaude engagement for <s Anastasia,” which has been a
strong b.o. entry.
Judy Garland in the early fall..
“Dark Is Light Enough” is opIn the case of “Desperate Hours,”
there’s
also
been considerable erating under Miss Cornell’s proMiss Miele was
head-scratching. It not only got duction banner.
great reviews and epidemic-type represented by the flop, “Hit
word-of-mouth comment, but has the Trail,” and Miss Jones is assoa pre-production film sale for a ciated with Herman Shumlin in
headstart toward payoff. It, too, the production of “Inherit the
has failed to sell out, however. And Wind,” currently trying out and
coupled with the
production’s slated for an April 21 bow on
heavy operating nut (it needs Broadway,
Another femme producer this
about $18,000 to break even), the
setup calls for the producers to get season, who’sx had prior produca royalty of V/z% of the gross tions, was Violla Rubber. However,
on profitable weeks, with the her production of “Put Them All
amount not to exceed the operat- Together,” presented in association
ing profit for that week.
The with Alan Robinson, folded during
money represents an advance its tryout run.
Miss Rubber and Robinson reagainst the management’s 50%
cently formed Globe International
share of the profits.
As for the ineller’s b.o. draw, Productions for the presentation of
second-guessers have several theo- plays in the U. S. and abroad. Duo
ries. Principal one is that the yarn are currently represented at the
Cambridge (Eng.) Art Theatre by
is the sort of cliffhanger that B
which
pictures and more recently tele- “Day After Tomorrow,”
vision have done to death. Vir- they’re producing there with David
tually the same basic situation of Horne. Duo plan to present the
a family trapped in their own home play on Broadway next season.

Producer

-

by W. P. Lipscomb lighting, Walter Gross.
At Schauspiela vehicle for Jack Hulbert and baus., Zurich, March 11, '55.
Cast: Walter Richter, Traute Carlsen,
Cicely Courtneidge (Mrs. Hulbert)
Parker, Sigfrit. Steiner, Wolfgang
and their draw should help at the Erwin
Stendar, Alfons Hoeckmann, Helmuth
b.o.
“Joy of Living” is amusing, Ebbs, Hans-Helmut Dickow, Ellen
Widalthough the second act could be mann, Margaret Carl,- Flavia Schnyder,
Lukas Aihmann, Hanna Krassnitzer, Robpruned. It’s a show for spring and ert Bichler, Peter Brogle,
Friedrich
summer customers who, don't de- Braun, * Friedrich Carlmayr, Hans Jed-

It’s when the son of a traveling
salesman joins her class and takes
an interest in her that she’s finally
able to escape from her solitude
and enjoy companionship and acceptance? by her classmates. Community narrowmindness and her
mother’s past eventually upset her
litschka,
Kraft - Alexander,
Angelika relationship with the boy, although
mand subtlety.
Arndts,
Betschart,
Alice
Play represents the first straight Druengger,Annellese
Armin Schwelzer, Hans Kaes. the ending is on a hopeful note of
part for Miss Courtneidge, an
a future reunion.
English musical comedy star. She
Deirdre Owens is sincere, inThis
season’s
second worldand her husband are seldom off preem of a Swiss author’s dramatic tense and convincing as the young
the stage. It is their first appear- o^us, “Hiob the Victor” is superior girl, while Richard Morse gives a
ance together since “Something in to the preceding Swiss entry “In generally strong portrayal as the
the Air.”
This Sign ,
which folded after boy. A number of their scenes toPlot is slight hut funny.
The a few performances. Nevertheless, gether. are thoroughly captivating.
stars are cast as a wife and hus- it appears doubtful whether the Miss Jourday has also created
band preparing. to retire to their new entry will figure in the upper some touching moments in a couhome in Kent. But their son loses brackets, either artistically or b.o.- ple of scenes between the boy’s
his coin in a business deal, so they wise. The theme again lies in far- parents, played impressively by

—

by gangsters provided the hook for
the recent Frank Sinatra starrer,
“Suddenly,” and also was the

Femme

she gave birth to the girl after
haying been seduced by a guy who
took it on the lam. Dual factors of
being an illegitimate child and.
having to serve as a crutch for her
mother have resulted in the youngster leading an almost solitary
existence outside of her home

is

In honest style, greatly to their
consternation.
The mother becomes a television personality,
later making a trip to America for
tv appearances.
Between further family troubles,

last year.

Yarn invokes, a young lieutenant season, introduced such promising
on leave from Fort Sumter, visit- playwrights as Leslie Stevens and

ing old family friends ori, their Calder Willingham, is dittoing this
He is indiffer- semester with Patricia Jourday.
ent to his hrist’s niece, an orphan Her drama, “Teach Me How to
from the north, but proposes to Cry,” bowed at- the Greenwich
Village showcase last week. It’s a
Noel Howlett is noncommittal as and is scorned by the daughter of tender, well-written work, helped
the family lawyer, Richard Leech his hosts. Her young brother is the by good acting, direction and set
personifies the heartless rogue of only member of the young set who design.
a father and Margaret Whiting his tolerates him and he deliberately
Play is the initial offering of
quickly disillusioned bride. Jean provokes a duel with q. neighbor, LPS Productions, recently formed
Taylor-Smith and Robert Raglan and is killed;
by actors Paul Lilly, Bill Penn and
Denholm Elliott -gives a fine per- Robinson Stone. It’s an auspicious
give regulation characterizations
as a comfortable housekeeper and formance in a complex characteri- start. Miss Jourday’s script
has a
zation and Clare Austin, as the
the arm of the law.
prevailing sense of warmth and
Play is ably directed by Warren northern girl, plays her scenes of understanding in describing a teenemotional
conflict with sincerity
Jenkins.
Clem.
age girl’s initial encounter

Joy

Paul

—

5, '55; S3.45-S2.90 top.

Cast: Nancy Marchand, Mary James,
Deirdre Owens, Charron Follett, Jack
Mildred Trares, Jane McArthur,
Richard Morse, Nan McFarland, John C.
Bbcher, Julann Wright, Kathy Dugas, Ted

Sturgess,

St.

Jean-Paul Sartre is inviting JParis newspaperriien to rehearsals of
his forthcoming play, “Georges Nekratoff,” which tears the Fourth
Estate to ribbons but he intends it-for. satire, nor for serious. Asked
if he expects a Broadway production, Sartre replied: “Obviously not.
Broadway commercialism can only afford one set and four principals.
This play has three acts, 10 scenes and three times too many actors.”
His next writing chore: he’s promised a film script for the French
cameras by August.

Betts,

The Theatre de

berlain,

Star Theatre, Minneapolis little theatre group, paid the highest
royalty in its history, $300 plus 6% of the gross, for the rights to
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial.” It’s the first, stock or little theatre
group presentation of the Herman Wouk dramatization of his “Caine
Mutiny” novel, two professional companies of which are on tour.
Ordinarily, the Star pays around $150 royalty for its plays,- with a
maximum of $200. “Chine” is in for two weeks, its first showing in
Minneapolis, although rf’Paul Gregory road company appeared in 'near-

.
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Mayor at Orch Mgr.
Salt Lake City, April 12.
The Utah Symphony Orches-

Voice Sends U.S. Jewish Concert to 29

tra lays claim to the fact that
It is

yt/VjVVV
Stratford, Ont.,

where a Shake-

spearean festival is readying' for
season this summer, has
added a music fest to the proceedA four-week schedule* of
ings.
longhair events has now been set,
to run roughly during the middle
of the eight-week drama season.
Milsic event is the first as well ,as
the most ambitious of* its kind in
Canada, with high hopes that it
will prove (on a smaller scale) to
be another Salzburg - or Tanglewood.
Twenty-two concerts have been
skedded, in a new hall seating

A new
next

fest,

eventually moving tha summer
school of the Toronto Conservatory to Stratford, thus having a
school adjunct to the fest, as exists

of Louis Applebaura,
He’s been
its music director.
with the drama fest its two sea-

American Dance Season
The

Bethsabee de Rothschild
Foundation will offer its second
season of American dance at the
ANTA Theatre, N. Y., for a two-

week

run, starting

May

3.

(First

season was held in 1953, at the Al'vin, N. Y.). Martha Graham & Co,,
Jose Limon Co., Valerie Bettis &
Co., John Butler Dance Theatre,
Pearl Lang, Paul Draper, Pauline
Koner, Janet Collins, Daniel Nagrin and Ann Halprin will participate, for the most comprehensive
showing of leading modern American choreographers and dancers'.
Miss Bettis will revise, and dance
Miss
in, her “As I Lay Dying.”
Graham will be repped by nine
major works, including s N‘. Y.
premiere in “Ardent Song,” done
The Limon
last season, abroad.
troupe
do seven works.
will
Draper, Miss Koner, Miss Collins,
Miss Halprin and Nagrin will offer solos.

Symphony Manager

operates

the

.

-

A

Top Modern Terpers in 2d

admiriistrative

Edward MacDowell

A

was the idea

services.

its

1

now

Last year’s drive raised about
$134,000, which was used for the
budget of the season recently concluded.

will

in N. Y., appearing at

i

Tanglewood. At it is, Mme.
Schwarzkopf and Paul Ulanowsky
will devote one week to lecture
classes at Stratford, this summer.
Music adjunct to the drama fest
at

St. Louis, April 12.
The St. Louis Symphony Society,
for the first time, has reached its
goal of $205,000 in the annual
maintenance fund drive. Coin, according' to prez Edwin J. Spiegel,
will be used to make up expected
future deficits, but there won’t be
enough to permit hilces in tooter
salaries or expansion of the orch’s

week

-

A

SYMPH DRIVE
REACHES GOAL OF 205G

City, April 12.

Memos

people atwith same

ST. LOUIS

Lake

the

;

po-.
likely this season.
tential of 22,000 more is seen for
the concerts. There’s hope, too, of

sons; writing the incidental scores
Toronto composer
for its plays.
of film, radio and tv music, Applebaum is also music consultant to
the National Film Board of Canada. He’s also done incidental music
for dramatic shows on CBC-TV.
Applebaum was, in N. Y. recently
on a double mission, to record a
score for a National Film Board
short, and to see the visiting
Canadian National Ballet in Brooklyn do the premiere of e “Barbara
Allen,” a ballet to. which Applebaum contributed the score.

bow

Salt

Maurice Abravanel, conductor of
Utah Symphony, ended his
eighth' Season here with the orch
last Wednesday, doing his eighth
Greta Rauch has been appointed performance of Leroy Robertson’s
.

Greta Rauch Gets Post
With MacDowell Assn.

•

be directed by Paul Sherman.
125,000

director of the
Utah Symph, he’s a member
of the board of-directors as
well as the orch’s .manager.

To

Schiotz, most of them
doing solo recitals as well as appearances with the orch. In addition, Stravinsky’s “Soldier’s Tale”
will be done four times, with
Franchot Tone as narrator, Marcel
Marceau coming from France to
mime the Devil, and Douglas
Campbell staging. Orch of seven

year,

As managing

Hall April 19-20.

and Aksel

amount

make

*

secretary of the ‘Oratorio. From The Book of Mor-r
Assn., which moh,” Maestro headed for N.Y.
MacDowell over the weekend to line up talent
w.k.
Juilliard Concert
Colony at .Peterboro, N. H., de- for his annual summer, festival for
Doris Humphrey is director-chore- Pitt
James the U. of Utah. He will offer
arts.
promoting
the
voted to
ographer and Anna Sokolow guestTake Over Cleve. Post; J. Sweeney is prez of the org. Miss “South PapifiG” for six performcboreog. New works by both will
the ances, July 4*9, and “La Boheme”
of
Rauch will be in charge
be preemed next week; with Fred- /
erick Prausnitz conducting the
Dallas, Philly in Shifts N. Y. office.
"(In English) four times, July 13-16.
Juilliard Orchestra.
For the past bVz years, until reOrch, under Abravanel, gave 45
Cleveland, April 12.
Troupe was formed ' to offer
booking
was
Miss
Rauch
concerts this season, with 10 subWilliam McKelvey Martin was cently,
training and experience to young
head
of scriptions in the Tabernacle here,
pub-relations
manager
and
appointed' new manager of the
professional, dancers, and many of
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, Carnegie Hall, N. Y. Before that, five evening concerts in Ogden, and
the,. 16 terpers in the group have
succeeding Carl J. Vosburgh, who she headed artists’ relations for others throughout the state and in
had considerable pro work before.
Idaho. Orch also gave 12 one-hour
died April 7. Martin, who man- Columbia Records.
broadcasts oyer the 50,000-watter
aged the Pittsburgh Symphony for
KSL for Kennecott Copper. Symph
four years, will take over his post
operated on a $140,000 budget;
This Is a Free Country, For as soon as his own successor in Collaborationist Cortot
took in about 80% of this amount,
the Smoky City is named.
at 'the b.o„ with private contribs
Martin is credited with negotiatBallet Cos., Confidential
Concertize
Cleared to
and small county and state donaing a profitable recording contract
tions making up the remainder.
with Capitol Records, for the Pitt
and Anything Else symph, and launching Pittsburgh
With Orchs in France The Ap Stores paid for three youth
New York.
industrial concerts in cooperation
The return of artists to popular concerts in the Tabernacle.
Editor, Variety:
with the CIO; steelworkers union. international favor after -a dubious
Unusual interest was aroused by
..Variety dated March 30 contain? Martin' was formerly assistant period under war or controversial the “Salute To Israel” which the
a prominently featured story, cap- manager of the Hollywood Bowl clouds is continuing. (This season, orch gave March 19, to mark the
tioned “An Object Lesson.” I read concerts.
in N. Y. alone, saw appearances by centenary of Jewish settling in the
this story with great interest beWalter Gieseking, Kirsten Flagstad U.S. Abravanel, himself a direct
Engle To Manage Philly
cause obviously the Spanish dance
and Herbert von Karajan,, with descendant of Don Isaac Abarcompany in question, which lost
Philadelphia, April 12.
Beniamino Gigli due this week- banel, minister of state to FerdiDonald L. Engle has been ap- end). Latest to be heard from is nand and Isabella of Spain, and demoney, is the company which I had
the privilege to book in the United' pointed manager of the Philadel- Alfred Gortot, noted French pian- scended through them from King
States.
phia Orchestra, replacing Dr. Harl ist, accused of active collaboration David of ancient Israel, led a
The story reads that the head of McDonald, who died two weeks as a member of the wartime Vichy program entirely of music comone concert bureau pasted up the ago.
posed in America by Jews. Ingovernment.
story, with a lengthy commentary
The new manager, 38, has been
His Paris manager, Charles Kies- cluded were George Gershwin
besides it and sent it around as a a member of the orchestra’s staff
gen, recently advised Ahierican (“Porgy And Bess”), Aaron -Copconfidential memorandum to ex- since 1948, when he was engaged
land (“El Salon Mexico”), Ernest
ecutives to be read and initialed.. as,, press rep and program annota- friends as follows:
“Pianist ‘Alfred Cortot, protest- Bloch, Morton Gould, Kurt Weill
The memo states basic reasons for tor. He was named an assistant
and Irving Berlin (“God Bless
the
of
the
ing
that
veto
Musicians’
the loss,
manager in 1951.
Syndicate of France against his America”), a
“Pretense that It was .a New
Concert was offered free by the
performances
amounted
slander
to
New Dallas Symph Mgr.
York attraction.” Well, this is a
or defamation of character, Jewish community of Salt Lake
free country and everybody has the
Dallas, April J2.
City to its fellow citzens, in the
brought
court
against,
action
the
Henry Peltier Jr. of Wichita
right to express their own opinion.
Mormon Tabernacle, which was put
However; it is my Opinion that to Falls Will succeed Morgan Knott Syndicate before the Tribunal of at its disposal by the Church of.
Tribunal decision was set
bring a large ballet attraction from as manager of the Dallas Sym- Paris.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints
abroad and not to present It in phony Orchestra. Peltier is cur- aside 18 months ago by the Su- (Mormon). About
3,500 attended.
New York Is Indeed a folly. The rently manager of the Wichita preme Court of the Cour de Cassa- The U.S. Information
Agency retion,
highest
court
in
th^
of
appeal
reaction of New York press* is read Falls Symphony- and will .leave
corded
the
concert'
and sent the
France, which put the case before
all over the country and unless* there on June 1.
tape to Tel Aviv. The Voice of
the
Court
of
Orleans.
Recently,
an attraction establishes itself as
Knott will stay here in an adjudgment. was rendered in favor of America took a newsreel of the
an artistic success in New York it visory capacity until Sepfe, l.
the veteran keyboard virtuoso, event and is releasing it in 29 counmight just as well stay in Europe.
granting him the damages asked. tries overseas. Included in the
“Half of the money lost was lost
BUFFALO'S 20TH
This suit settles the accusations newsreel are talks by the Israeli
by playing four weeks in N. Y.” I
Buffalo, April 12.
against Cortot, clears his. name, and Consul-General, from Los Angeles,
am sorry to say, this is complete
The
Buffalo Philharmonic Or- leaves him completely free to play and the mayor of Salt Lake City,
bunk.
Not only wasn’t it half,
latter making reference to Abravchestra will celebrate its 20th an- with orchestras in France.”
it was not even a quarter.
Cortot has been freely playiiig anel’s distinguished lineage.
“Three days In New York was niversary season in 1955-56 with
12 pairs of concerts 'featuring art- abroad for some time, including
enough.”
If you bring a ballet
concerting and making records in
company to New York from abroad ists from all over* the world.
Conductor Josef Krips will make England. His onetime U. S. manand play it three days you must
Y. CITY
his
American
debut
as
opera
an
ager is Arthur Judson.
have your head examined.
The
cost of preliminary advertising, maestro In Mozart's “Don Gio‘BEAUTY’
BROOKLYN SYMPH
orchestra rehearsals, etc., for three vanni.”
The N. Y, City Ballet, which
days or three weeks Is the same.
A Beethoven Festival on May 3,
’preemed
its first full-evening work
_The New York Community Trust 5 and 7* at the Brooklyn Academy'
Public would never be able to digest the reviews in three days, and has granted $2,500 to the Met Op- of Music, will mark the debut of -last year in George Balanchine’s
era as a “travelling fellowship” for the Brooklyn Philharmoriic Or- “Nutcracker,”
to
Tchaikovsky’s
so on.
music, will add another full-length
These are the facts. Other man- Herman E. Krawitz, administrator chestra.
Ted Cott, former NBC veepee, ballet to its repertoire next seaagers, you say; feel differently. of stage departments, to study- the
This
will
be “Sleeping
Each and every one of us is en- opera houses of Europe this sum-' and Seymour Siegel, director of son.
m,er. It’s the first such grant to be station WNYC, N. Y., have been Beauty,” also to Tchaikovsky’s
mutitled to his own opinions. The atmade by the Community Trust.
elected to the board of directors.
sic, and also choreographed by Baltractions come and the attractions
anchine, based on Petipa’s classic
go and each manager at least feels
original.
that he knows what he is doing.
I hear that another prominent man“Beauty” is skedded for unveilager is bringing another Spanish
ing next March, when the Gotham
company next season, and will play
troupe will*offer it in a four-week
it only week stands with a long
season as its sole presentation. Patrun in New York and with a big
tern. of a run with one work has
Verdi: La Traylata (London). played here by Arturo Toscanini already been set by the N. Y. City
orchestra.
Who is right and who
is wrong?
Nobody, knows.
The Delightful, warming version of the and the NBC Symphony. Waxing Ballet, which did it last fall with
only thing I do know is that the melodious, dramatic opera. Renata was taken from a 1952 broadcast. “Nutcracker.”
Mendelssohn
Tchaikovsky:
Ballets Espagnols had a phenome- Tebaldi, as Violetta, is an artistic
Concertos
(Columbia).
nal artistic success wherever it as well as vocally .exquisite singer. Violin
Protti, as the elder Germont, Choice backing of two of the. most
played, that the reviews it re- Aldo
is very good, and Gianni Poggi is popular
violin
concertos,
with
Orleans
Sets
ceived were the greatest I have
sastisfactory' as
Alfredo.
Fran- Zino Francescatti lending his lush
ever seen for any ballet company, cesco
Molinari-Pradelli
handles yet elegant tone, and musical
1st Latin-American Tour
and fully justify the return of this singers and Santa Cecilia orch and meticulousness, to both
works for
company to the United States next Chorus tastefully as well as with ingratiating results. Dimitri TVTiNew Orleans, April 12.
season now when their reputation oomph.
tropoulos and the N. ¥. PhilharThe New Orleans Philharmonic
is established.
David Libidins.
Beethoven: Symphony No. 6 monic add substantial support.
is readying its first tour of Latin(Mercury).
Spirited,
full-bodied
“Grieg: Quartet in
Rach- America, with a 21-day jaunt of
rendition of the lush, tuneful maninoff: Quartet in G Minor the Caribbean and adjacent lands
“Pastoral” by the Detroit Sym- (MGM).
The Grieg is a lively, set for May. Trip will have the
Stoky’s Three Assists
phony under Paul Paray. There’js dancing rhythmic work, with a backing of ANTA’s International
Houston, April 12,
Three guest conductors will as- a nice, spacious quality to the lovely, slow Romanza. The two Exchange Program, with director
as the rustic scenes unfurl. movements of the early, unfinished
music
sist Leopold Stokowski in his first
Dvorak: Cello Concerto (Capi- Rachmaninoff work are pleasant Robert C. Sehnitzer assuring the
year as musical director of the tol). Andre Navarra’s neat, singand palatable. Both works are ex- symph of some support towards the
Houston Symphony Orchestra next ing tone -is not too large, but it’s pertly done,
with -taste
and $90,000 cost. City of New Orleans
season.
ample, in a refined, finished style warmth, by the Gullet String will also chip in as a civic venture,
Signed for Single concerts in of performance. New Symphony Quartet.
with Mayor Chep Morrison actively
1955-56 are Max Rudolf, Andre under Rudolf Schwarz gives backAdam: Giselle (Capitol). That interested, and private donations
Kostelanetz and Bernard Herr- ing.
most popular of ballet classics in making tip the rest.
mann. Andor Toth, associate conTchaikowsky : Manfred Symphony a rich, satisfying reading by the
Three
concerts
in
Caracas,
ductor, ..also will have charge of (Angel). The alternately brooding London Symphony under Anatole Venezuela, have already been set
and lyrical romantic symphony, Fistoulari, who knows his terp by Mario Bermudez, city director
some programs.
built
around Byron’s, hero, is movements find scores;.
of International relations, who flew
played with feeling arid passion,
Verdi:
Masked Ball (Cetra).
though a little too deliberately in Good, serviceable version of the down for the purpose, He’s now arSALMAGGI BACK
ranging for other concerts in
the
first
movement,
the
complete
opera,
Philbrisk,
little
by
a
Alfredo Salmaggi is returning to
rough-hewn, but quite agreeable. Panama, Colombia and Cuba. It’s
the Brooklyn Academy of Music harmonia under Paul Kletzki.
Saint-Saens: Symphony No. 3 Formidable
participants
include hoped, too, to have the symph apfor a series of opera presentations.
(RCA Victor). Infrequently-heard Ferruccio Tagliavini, Giuseppe pear in Guatemala, Mexico and
Opening .performance will be symph
Alexander Hilsberg
is moody, mystical yet ap- Valdengo, Maria Curtis Verna and Puerto Rico.
“Cavalleria Rusticana” and “Pagpealing in its richly-textured and Pia Tassinari, with Angeld Questa is director of the symph and Tom
liacci,” April 30.
Greene general manager.
orchestrated tunes. Especially as helming.
Bron.

Dance Theatre,

take is $70,000. With cost of converting the hall set at $15,000, and
amoritized this season, the music
fest will cost about $90,000 to put.
on, the Stratford Festival Foun.
dation absorbing the deficit.
Boyd Neel, now connected with
Conservatory,
the Toronto Royal
has formed a new chamber ensemble of 25, the Hart. House
Orch, which .will open the fest
July 9. The 20-odd soloists will
Schwarzkopf,
Elisabeth
include
Isaac Stern, Alexander Schneider

tended the drama

terp troupe, the Juilliard

Lands O’Seas; Utah Orch Ends Season
i»

,

Dance Troupe
Set for Gotham Preem

Juilliard

With a $1 to $3.50 scale
1,000,
(a few seats are at $5), potential

Last

c

He’s David S. Romney. Former mayor of Ogden, Utah.

Its third

Will

unique in having a mayor

as a manager.
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Broadway
The

Elia

Naples
lombo.

on

Kazans en rout*
Christoforo

tho

Co-

...

J. p. McEvoy out of Presbyterian
Hospital and back homo following
surgery. Now OK.
Dino Yannopoulos, stage director
at the Met Opera, flies to Athens
April 19 to discuss details with
the Greek government for a fall

opera

fest. He'll

be back

May

Gilbert’s.. blowofl

Victor

6.

party,

with Rudi Shulterbrahdt’s orch at

St. Croix, V. L, spot, The
‘Henge’ this week (15) before returning to his Greenwich (Conn.)
summer operation, Stonehenge.
Mony Dalmes, star of the ComEaster
arrived
Franchise,
edie
Sunday from. Paris to rejoin her
husband, Claude C. Philippe^ of
the Waldorf. Both remain here until June 1 when they go abroad.
John W. Houser, exec veepee of
Hilton Hotels International, back
from exploratory trips to Berlin
(west sector) and Amsterdam, with
plans for new hostels in the two

his

•

be built with\local financ-

cities, to
ing.,

A. Gorlinsky, London concert
promoter, flew into New York from
S.

London yesterday (Tues.) to set a
concert tour for Beniamino Gigli,
his client. The Italian tenor also
came in yesterday on the Queen
Mary.

j

I

.

'*

cultural situation.

Jem

Anouilh

play,

“Don

countries.

By Ramsay. Ames

Danish film director' Carl ThePeter Cushing here for the ever- odor Dreyer claims he has Amerigrowing “Alexander the Great” can financing for a film showing
cast.
the life of Jesus Christ frdm the
Carmen Servilla, Fernando Fer- .Jewish viewpoint, He's been worknan-Gomez and Manolo- Moran in ing on the scenario for 18 years,
Stockholm for last week's shooting will shoot it in Israel and goes to
on their “Congreso en Sevilla.”
New York in a couple of weeks to
Director Rafael Salvia starting clinch the money deal.
soon on his “Juego de Ninos”
Yves Montand, the Frank Sina(Children’s Game), which stars tra of France, announced that he
Lina Rosales, Angel Picazo and has no more time for singing. He’s
Carlos Casaravilla.
starring on the Paris stage in ArProducer
Eduardo
Manzanos thur Miller’s “Les Sorcieres de
will bring flamenco singer An- Salem” (The Crucible), and has
gelillo
and his couplet, “Juan just started doubling into the stuSimon,” to the screen in a film dios to shoot* his new film, “The
bearing the same title.
Heroes are Tired,” adventure script
Viviane Romance, once she fin- about Liberia.
_
her
ishes
current “Gueule
St. Paul De Vence must now be
d’Ange,” will star in '“Blues” un- the literary colony of the Cote
der the direction of Jean Josi- d’Azur. Peter Ustinov, author-dipovici.
Jean Bretoniere, Sidney rector-star of “The Love Of Four
Bechet and Claude Luther are in Colonels,” etc., has gone there to
•

:

Pittsburgh
By Hal V. Cohen
Tally Brown doubling between
‘‘Pajama Game” at Nixon and Copa
nitery.

Harry Steintnan in town with his
Fran Warren, of “Pajama
Game.”
Boogie Woogie Sherman in Al-

Wife.

legheny

General

hospital

for

checkup.
a short

season at
Copa City in Miami Beach.
Little Lake Theatre opens 15week strawhat season June 4 with
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,”
June Arnold signed for ice show
that Harry Altman's installing at
his Glen Park Casino in Buffalo.
Musician Dave Gifford making

visit

after

—

write two plays (one a fantasy of
love, the other about the French
revolution), one novel about Lone
don during the last war, and to
design a new automobile.

Rome
By Robert
SArchimede

F. Hawkins
145; 800 211)

Brazilian actress
for film stint.

Vanja Orico

in

Igor Strawinsky here for concert
on the Italo radio net, RAI.
Patricia Medina arrived in Rome
to participate in “The Red Cloak,”
Robert Alda and son Alan appearing in English language' production of “Room Service” at the
Ridotto dell’Eliseo.
Gian Carlo Menotti looking for
house on Elba while prepping
“Saint on Bleecker Street” for its
May Scala Theatre Milan bow,
which- is a European preem.
Robert Z. Leonard reported
signed to direct Gina Lollobrigida
in “The World's Most Beautiful
Woman” .for Maleno Malenotti.
.

Johnny Kirby home for
singing

all

to

Hono-

lulu.

Irwin Geilgud recovering from
surgery.

Claude Binyons celebrated their
28th wedding anni.
Darryl F. Zanuck in town after
Six weeks in Europe.
George Pal returned from twoweek siesta in Honolulu.

Tommy

MacAdoo

hospitalized

with ruptured blood vessel.
•Mervyn LeRoy visits N. Y. this
week after winding Texas personals.

Gene Brooks in the Veterans
Hospital for injuries sustained in
Korea.

Lynn Bari signed a management
contract
agency.

with

the

Milt

Rosner

John Auer cited by the Navy
Department for producing and
directing, "The Eternal Sea.”
Jeanette MacDonald signed with

t

is one of the Juan,” next season,
founders has been named the beneLewis Milestone back from Lonficiary of the $100 per-plate dinner don, where he dubbed his Italianbeing tendered the humorist at the made film, “The Widow.”
Event
Waldorf-Astoria, May 17.
Sophie Desmarets over to Rome
Is being chairmanned by Carmine
to play opposite Vittorio De Sica
GHDe Sapio.
Hilde
Gueden,
Metropolitan and Linda Darnell in “The Last
Opera soprano, flew to Vienna last Five Minutes.”
Elisa Lotti, U. S. tele actress, in
Saturday (9) one hour after the
Met matinee performance of “Or- for her first song date at Le Carnitery.
roll's
Diminutive beauty
feo,” in which she sang Eurydice.
On Monday (11) Miss Gueden ap- sings in five Hugos.
Sartre's
new play,
Jean-Paul
peared with the Vienna State Op“Georges Nekratoff,” is a comedy
era in “Rigoletto.”,
Kaye Ballard and the Pierre’s on the newspaper milieu; bows at
Stanley Melba trying to work out the Theatre Antoine in May.
Bambi, U. S. Negro actress, into
on extra fortnight, depending on
the Hollywood Mocambo’s agree- an important role in Frenchment to set back her May 10 com- German film, “Les Heros Sont
mittment.
This would keep the Fatigues” (Heroes Are Tired). Dicomedienne six weeks at the Cotil- rector is Yves Ciampi. It stars
lion Room where she debuted last Yves- Montand and Maria Felix.
Georges Simenon, French auTuesday.
Dr. Harold C. Case, president thor, returned from the States and
immediately to St. Paul De
went
of Boston University, presented
Sol Hurok, New York impresario, Vence on the French Riviera to
with a scroll citing him for 4,his write a novel about the U. S. When
distinguished contribution to the it's finished, he’ll head back to
cultural life of the United States” New York via Brussels.
Paramount may, use the title of
at a luncheon in his honor at the
Ritz Carlton Hotel, Boston, last the legit version of. “The Country
Girl,”
which bows next month, for
Thursday (7).
the pic. Called “For Better Or For
Worse” in. play form, this may
also be the film tag in some foreign

the cast.
Igor Strawinsky, fronting the
Orquesta Nacional, a great success
in his performance of “Orpheus,”
VOde,” “Scenes from the Ballet”
and “Symphony in Three Movements” at the Monumental Cinema, which was packed.
Ignacio Iquino plans a big production schedule for the near future, including “Camino Cortado”
(Broken Road); “El Difunto es un
Vivo” (The Corpse is Alive), directed by Juan Llado, (starring
Carmen de Lirio, Saza and Gena
del Rio); and “La Maja Desnuda.”

Hollywood
Knox Manning planed

the William Shiffrin for all pro
activities except her concert tours.
distribution, Agency -in town for Ella 'Fitzgerand
production
Art Linkletter will be toastParis
acquired film rights to the tv ald’s opening at Fairmont Hotel.
master for the Masquers Club
By Gene Moskowitz
Dave Brubeck Quartet back home party honoring George Gobel next
series, “The Grove Family.”
(28 Rue Huchette, Odeon 49-44)
Andre Kostelanetz conducted the after eastern college tours and a week.
Georges Simenon in for writing; Philharmonia Orch in a Gershwin Colgate Comedy Hour date for run
Patricia Lynn and Edward Crawl
family accompanies him.
program at the Royal Festival Hall at the Black Hawk.
entertained as soloists of the Easter
Louis Bromfield in for a swing on Easter Monday. The SRO boards
concert at the Motion Picture
through Europe to "study the agri- were out several days ahead of
t
Country House.

Home, of which new

Madrid

before

o.o.

its Chicago opening.
London
Bruce Dybwlck handling pubJack Browning, 20th-Fox eon- licity for Flame nitery, now playCinerama ad-pub director Ar- tracts manager, completed 30 years
ing name binds, musicians' and
thur Mapson and his wife, Florence with the company last week.
Charlie Ventura there
singers.
Sando, of tv, back from Tampa and
Rev. Roy McKay appointed head
currently and Dizzy Gillespie unHavana;
religious brdadcasting;
of BBC
derlined.
assumes his new post June 20.
Volunteer groups here went
R. C. Sherriff’s latest play, “The over top to $1,212,000 in campaign
Long Sunset,” is to have its world to
sell $800,000 of bonds to assure
preem via BBC radio on April 23. construction
of $3,500,000 baseball
Bill Black, of Orchestras Inc.,
Marti Stevens here for her upsuitable for housing the'
park
back from a Florida hiatus.
cabaret season at the
league brand of the sport.
Chicago American sports editor coming
opens next Monday major
which
Colony
Leo Fischer recovering from a mild
(18).
stroke.
James Quinn appointed director,
San Francisco
NBC’s George Oliver producing of the British Film Institute, sucTam O’Shanter Country Club’s an- ceeding Denis Forman who joined
By Ralph J. Gleason
nual spring revue April 23.
Eddie Janis of BMI in city visitGranada-TV.
Spiritual singer Mahalia Jackson
Lewis Gilbert has gone into in- ing disk jocks.
thrushed at the Goodwill Indus- dependent production, with “MurWalter O’Keefe up from Fresno
tries' special Good Friday services der Mistaken,” the London legit where he’s breaking in a new act.
last week.
The Tin Angel in a policy switch
hit as his first vehicle.
Mrs. Joan Gibbons, widow of brought in the Fal Trader mambo
Fran Keegan, late of the “Fifth
Season” touring legiter cast, gal Carrol Gibbohs, the former Se/oy group.
Best business in small-club cirof the month on Tom Duggan's maestro, sailed for New York on
cuit being done by the Hl-Lo's at
the Queen Mary last week.
WBKB latenighter.
recently Fack's.
who
Miller,
Nat
Tim Gale and Irv Siders of Gale
branched out into independent

Pierre Brasseur will star in the

N. Y.' Cardiac
Harry Hershfield

“The Tender Trap” the

rapid recovery at Leech Farm Hospital; expects to be out In a few
to weeks.

Vittorio
opposite.

Gassman would appear

“Porgy and Bess” will probably
open in Rome soon at Quattro Fontane Theatre.
Originally it was
planned to stage the show under
a tent in Baths of Caracalla, but
preparati&ns would have over-delayed local bow.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

concert.
To celebrate their 25th produc-

Robert Baker and Monty BerDeep River Boys head show at
man are hosting a Dorchester cock- Amato’s Supper Club.
tailery tonight (Wed.). All stars
Paul Lamoureaux band at Todd
and directors who have worked McClosky’s Frontier Room.
on their films have been Invited.
Dixie Evans held for a second
Terry Bishop, w.k. documentary smash week at the Capitol.
film director, signed exclusive conJane Powell and Georgie Stoll
tract with TV Advertising, newly appeared here as guest soloist and
formed company for production of conductor at Portland Symphony
Clive Orchestra benefit.
commercials.
television
Freedman joined same company
Virgil Faulkner booking name
as production manager.
bands into the Columbia Athletic
Club every month for club dances.

tion,

in latter part of April,

By Maxwell Sweeney
(22 Farney Pk; Dublin 64,506)
“Anna Lucasta” currently being
presented at Dublin Studio The-

Warbler
and

Bonnie

Lee

set

for

season in Spain, France

Italy.

:

$5,000,000.

Ted Weems was the band last
week while Duke Ellington comes

Ireland

cabaret

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans to
Nashville to hand out trophies for
sixth annual. Roy Rogers School
Safety Awards Program.
In the first week of the 1955
United Jewish Welfare Fund drive
the motion picture industry subscribed more than 25% of^ts total
for last year’s campaign, Jack
Karp, UJWF film division chairman, reported. Already pledged
Overall 1955 goal is
is $200,000.

Philadelphia
By Jerry Gaghan
Dodie O'Neill is back* in town
after a year in the Lakeland, N. J.,
sanatorium.

Australia
By Norm Louden
Terence
playwright
English
Rattigan arrived here from Amen?
ica on a four-week business-holi.

visit.
London Old Vic Co. set for two- day
Rex Hamilton's Civic Theatre in
week season at Opera House, Bel- Moe,
Victoria, has the honor of befast, opening June 13.
ing the first new theatre to. open
Maureen O’Sullivan nixed fem- its doors with Cinemascope.
me lead in St. Patrick pageant for
Jim Collins, southern supervisor
“Ireland at Home” Festival, May.
for Greater Union loop with headCharley. Ross here from London
quarters in Melbourne, with his
to direct new production of “Show
wife had a lucky escape in a
Boat” at Gaiety, Dublin; phow
.

Beniamino Gigli, who will mark
his 65th birthday by retiring from
active operatic and concert work,
will make farewell appearance at
Academy of Music (April 29).
Willard Swire, executive director of the American National Theand Academy, addressed
atre

Greater Philadelphia Drama Association at all-day conference last
week.
Mayor Jasper McLevy, of Bridgeport, Conn., presented citation to
Jack Fields, owner of Blue Note
serious auto accident. Both suf- Cafe, for aid in producing “rock
*
opened this week.
fered cuts and abrasions.
and roll festival,” which raised
currently
McKenna,
Siobhan
Mrs. N. B. Freeman, wife of $10,000 for Bridgeport youth cenplaying “St, Joan” in London,
Metro topper, leaves tomorrow for ter.
pacted by Sol Hurok to appear on
Canada to stay with her son and
Broadway in the fall.
daughter-in-law in Toronto.
She
Gov-’t okayed renewal of $24,000
will be joined later by her husTheatre,
Abbey
subsidy
to
a year
Miami Beach
band, who is skedded for a trip
and will vote further $19,700 to to the U.S. to huddle with Metro
By Lary Solloway
aid drama in the Irish language.
executives there.
biz
holding up, Felix Young
With
Pre-London tryout of new comwill keep his L’Aiglon open until
edy, “Tropical Fever,” by Leonard
April.
end
of
the
Huizinga skedded for Olympia,
Washington
Lucille and Eddie Roberts plus
Dublin, April 18. Hugh Sinclair,
By Florence S. Lowe
the Empire 8 open at the Saxony's
and Dermot Walsh pacted for
Cab Calloway currently heads Pagoda Room .this week (13).
leads.
vaude bill at the Howard, showcase
Dorothy Dandridge’s younger
in chain of Negro theaters.
sister, Vivian, set for singing date
Mrs. Richard Nixon, wife of vice- at Vanity Fair, .beginning April 17.
Vienna
president, will be “Guest Mother”
nine-year-old
Crabtree's
Paul
•By Emil W. Maass
local Variety tent's
at
annual son, Jim, mad? his stage debut with
(Grosse Schiffgasse 1 A; A 45-0-45) Mother’s Day
luncheon May 9.
Helen Hayes In “Mrs. McThing,”
Celius Dougherty and Vlncenz
Col. James Carreras, Chief BarkRuzicka, American pianist duo, er of London Variety Tent, a visi- at the Palm Beach Playhouse,
which his father operates.
gave concert in Brahms Saal.
tor here before going to the Coast
Joyce Bryant and Joel Grey
Josef Witt inked by Teatro Co- where he will attend Variety conopened at the Fontainebleau’s La
lon, Buenos Aires, for stage-setvention.
Ronde April 12 for a six-day stand.
tings of Richard Wagner operas.
follows
Marguerite
Piazzza
on
“Fox anc| Grapes” by Brazilian
April 19 for two-week date.
author Guillermo de Figueiredo
Omaha
had its German language preem
By Glenn Trump
in Esterhazy theatre.
Gil Gray's Shrine circus booked
Athens
T. S. Eliot’s “The Confidential
Clerk” clicked in the Academy for Hastings, Neb., April 25-28.
By Irene" Velissariou
Hale Shows of Tomorrow left
Theatre, with Heinrich Schweiger
(44 Tinou St.; 614515)
their Lenox, la., winter quarters
and Inge Konradi in the leads.
Italian Ballet Acrobalano at the
Raimund Theatre prepping Sid- for annual trek, Kansas City being
Ritz.
first
stand.
ney Jones to do “Geisha” for fesFuture bookings at the TerryPianist Ervin Laszlo’s recitals
tival weeks ,with Japanese star
Tomiko Kanazawa of the San Fran- town Arena in Scottsbluff, Neb., scored a success here.
include Ted Weems orch April 18
cisco Opera House.
French pianist Nicole Henriot
and Dick Jurgens May 19.
with the National Greek Orch now
Frank Kurtz, ex-copy chief *of at the Orpheus.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., and
Minneapolis
Indian director Tsaoundouri off
former ad man in N.Y., named

By Les Rees

Tito Gulzar into the Hotel Radisson Flame Room.
Joe Moss back with “The Tender
Trap,” at the Lyceum.

Lyceum had Woody
band for a one-nighter,

Herman

Shipstad-Johnson “Ice Follies”
in second week at Arena!
St. Paul Civic Opera Co. offering “Oklahoma” April 14-16,
Ed Sullivan to bring a show into
St. Paul Auditorium May 18.
Bill Haley and his Comets played

continuity director of

WOW

here.

German children’s chorus of
Schools gave charity performances here for Greek juve-

Slalem

French Producers

niles.

Theatre National populair de
French due here for a series of
ly foreign markets and agreements. performances
at
the Kotopouli
He also stated, that such things as Theatre.
frozen tabs were an evil since pro*
Russian artists’ performances are
duction costs had gone up 45% drawing capacity crowds here.
since 1945 and tabs had risen They are dancers Sophia Golofkina
and Leonidas Zdanof, soprano Elisonly 7%.

SSSSS Continued from pare

7

aaAi

two one-nighters at Prom BallThe CNC published some happier
room.
balance figures on production some
Doc Evans Dixieland Band back months ago, but is also of the opinat Williams’ nitery for another
ion that taxation is a heavy burreturn date.
Sportsmen's Show, an annual den, and is working on amelioration
Meanwhile, it
big event here, opened Auditorium of this problem.
looks like a cold war Is on between
10-day stand.
the
CNC and the SDP but somB
Producer, Arthur Waxman
brought in co-author Max Shul- compromise is probably In the

man from

to Italy after a short stay in Athens
where he studied Greek theatre.

Westport, Conn., to give offing.

Boris
saveta
Tzavdar,
violinist
Goldstein and pianist Naoum Walter,

“Caine Mutiny” (Col) playing
here day-date at the Astor and the
Pantheon. It drew crix acclaim
and excellent audience reaction#
Other recent U. S. releases include

“Broken

Lance” (20th), “Silver
Sinner”
“Great
(WB),
(M-G) and “That’s My Boy” (Par).

Chalice

—
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79
—

one of whom is Ruth Mugdebee, women’s editor for Hearst
Boston papers.
sisters

——

^
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THEDA BABA
original "vamp”
of the silent screen, died April
7 . in Hollywood after a long
siege of cancer during which she
had undergone four surgical oper-

Theda Bara, the

from a head injury suffered Jan.
14 when struck by an auto. For
the past 25 years he headed a

realty firm’ there. He managed the
Opera House In his native Aurora,
Ind., before opening his first film
ations. Although, she kept her age theatre in Covington* Ky., opposite
a secret, she was known to he in Cincy, in 1904. The following year

her late dps.
Born Theodosia Goodman in Cincinnati, the star opened her career at the Theatre Antoine in
Paris: Her film debut was in "The
Two Orphans” in 1915.
Prominent among her stellar pic-,
"Sin,” "Cleopatra,”
tures were
"Serpent, of the Nile” "Salome,”
‘The Vampire,” ‘The Vampire’s Revenge,” "Camille," "Carmen,” "A
Pool There Was” and other siren
stories.

Her

last

starring

role

was

in

"Kathleen Mavourneen,” in 1921,
directed by her husband* Chafles
Brabin, who survives. In 1925,
she also appeared in Chadwick’s

J.

"Unchastened Woman,” and made
several comedies for Hal Roach
before retiring permanently.
Other survivors are her mother,
Pauline Louise Bara, and a sister,
Lori Bara.

AL PIANTADOSI
A1 Piantadosi, 71, pop tune composer, died April 8 at his home in
Encino, Cal. The composer of "I
Boy to Be a SolDidn’t Raise
dier,” of World War I vintage, he
had written more than 1,000 songs,

My

IN

LOVING MEMORY
of

RUBE BERNSTEIN
(APRIL

13,

1354)

My Frlond
EMMETT CALLAHAN
Evor

some in collaboration with Irving
Berlin.

MRS MABEL H. LeBARON
Mrs. ..Mabel Hollins LeBaron,
wife pf producer William LeBaron,
and a former* singer and composer,
died April 8 in Beverly Hills, Cal.
She turned to composing after retiring as a performer. In the. course
of her stage career she appeared
in a number otj.Brbadw.ay produc1

'

tions of yesteryear*
Also surviving “besides her hus-

he and the late Jerome M. Jackson band are a niece and nephew.
formed* a partnership Which- developed a chain of picture houses
PETER LASHER
in downtown Cincy and nearby
Peter .Lasher, 72, veteran exOhio and Kentucky towns.
hibitor, died April ‘4 in Los An“Cincy,
Lyric,
the
of
As operators
geles, where he had been assoafter its legit policy, McMahan and ciated with Harry Popkin and Jack
Jackson added vaude to pictures Y, Berman for the past 20 years.
in the early - ’20s through the In exhibition fof -more than .40
Pantages office in opposition to years, he started the old Portal
Albee’s vaude stands* Keith’s and Theatre on L.A.’s Main Street.
the Palace, in the same city. Mc- - Surviving is his widow and two
Mahan and Jackson started the daughters.
Cincinnati Film Exchange in 1906
and the Buckeye Film Co. in 1912.
ROBERT ABLESON ‘
For Cincy’s first "talking picture”
Robert Ableson, 56, Paramount
they synchronized a' phonograph
branch
manager in Los Angeles for
with the film, ‘‘Neptune’s Daugthe last five years, died April 9 in
ter,” featuring Annette Kellerman.
Sawtelle,
Cal., Veterans Hospital
Survived by wife, four sons and
after a four-month illness. He
four daughters.
started with Paramount more than
~*
25 years ago as a salesman in
'

.

.

;

*

fi

CHARLES MARFORD
Minneapolis.
Charles Marford, actor-producer
His wife and' son survive.
and wartime director of the Byre
Theatre, St. Andrews; Scotland,
IRVING GIBBS
died April 2 in -Newton Abbot,
Jrving Gibbs, 79, member of the
Devon, Eng. He 'began his career
as. an apprentice to his uncle, a 20th-Fox studio police force for
scenic artist in a London theatre, 25 years and known to thousands
and later became a noted thesper of employees as "Gibby,” died April 5 in Hollywood after a long
and megger.
He played in the companies of illness. In addition to, his police
such actor-managers as Robert duties he often ‘played 'himself on
Poel and Ben Greet. He also was the screen*
His wife survives.
stage manager for .two of the Engmanagers,
lish theatre’s femme
Elisabeth Bayliss, of the Old Vic,
ALFRED GERVAfS
London, and Lena Ashwell. He
Alfred Gervais, 75, pioneer motoured throughout the British tion picture exhibitor, died April
Isles and Ireland.
1 in Ottawa. At the'tprn of the
During World War II, Marford century, he operated a travelling
was director of the Byre Theatre, film theatre in central 'and northern
St. Andrews, and kept the little Ontario and later opened one of
theatre alive, producing plays dur- Ottawa’s first filmers*
ing the difficult war<,years, even
He Is survived by 44 people inwhen left with a company of three cluding his wife,, sons, daughters,
—himself and two actresses.
sister and grandchildren;
Survived by his wife, Molly
Tapper, stage and radio actress.
RAYMOND B. CUNLIFFE
.

..

.

After working as a musician during the early 1900s in N.Y.’s Chinatown, under the billing, "Ragtime
Al,” Piantadosi switched to composing and joined the staff of a
music publishing firm. He theh
MURIEL AKED
served as an accompanist for vaude
Muriel Aked, 67, veteran actress,
performers and toured the* U.S.,
Europe and Australia. Later he died March 23 at Settle, Yorkshire,
Worked with various publishers Eng. She made her first appearuntil 1930 when he moved to Cali- ance at Liverpool, Eng-, in 1916
as the nurse in "Alice-Slt-by-thefornia.
.
.
His tune credits include ‘ Pal of Fire.” Seven years later she' was
My Cradle Days”. "The Curse of seen In London at Wyndham’s
an Aching Heart,* "Baby Shoes,” Theatre as the. woodcutter’s wife
"That’s How I Need You,” "In All in "The Rose and the Ring.”
My Dreams,” "I Dream of You,” Throughout her noted career,
"Dreamy Italian Waltz,” "Honey Miss Aked took Important roles
Man,” "Italian Bag,” "I’m Tired of on the British legit stage, includMaking Believe” and "My Mariuc- ing Marya In the 1926 production
"Uncle Vanya;” Martha in
cia Taka da Steamboat.’- He also of
wrote the lyrics for several of his "Rosmersholm” in 1926, and the
songs and in 1914 became a charter First Witch in a modern-dress promember of the American Society duction of "Macbeth” in 1928. Her
last London appearance was in
"Lace on Her Petticoat” at the
Ambassadors Theatre, London, in
la Loving Memory of
1950.
,

.

*

MAURICEABRAHAMS

EARL TtJRNO
tor of

HATHAWAY

amusement

tax,

The

bite

was

later

JOSEPH MUGGLEBEE

Joseph
Mugglebee,
vet
66,
Surviving are his wife, his moth- vaudevillian, died April 7 following a long illness at his home in
stepson.
er and a
Salem, Mass.
Active in USO
shows during World War II, he
had been seml-retired for several
I. W.
pioneer
years.
I.
W. McMahan, 79,
Cincinnati exhibitor, died April 8
Survived by a brother and three

rbpctilcd

MCMAHAN

Zanuck on

(1)
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Stars (2) Pre-Sell

Continued from pass 3

type of innovation that wouldn’t
require additional expenses in the
theatre booth.;
(2.) The company expects to put
between 12 and 14 pix into w&tK
between now and. the end of the
v$dr.
,
v
(3.) There are now over, 21,000
theatres, in the world equipped for
Cinemascope and the medium, "has
thus become the fixed motion picture standard .” There should be
30? 000 installations worldwide by
the^end'of 1955,
..

r

taken on a number of 2-D releases
for foreign release "if we were^interested in some personalities in
those pictures/!

0

-

i

‘Crocket!’ Dales

.

(4.) 20th*s

main purpose

in.

en-

*

1

.

t*.

•

Continued from pace 3

s

a picture if they find they can
turn a profit with said picture.

The exhibs* gripe was that Disney was trying to subordinate them
to television
as’
purveyors of
acregh entertainment to,the public.

tering tv was to help broaden the
Not so, answered Samuels.. He
film audience and help exhibit via claims tlflb tv-ing "Crockett” in
the national plugging of 20th’s curblack and white and in three in
rent and upcoming releases. (See stallments -served To stimulate
separate story).
interest in seeing the film, in color
'Vital Subject Matter
Zanuck stressed the need for
Hollywood to develop new screen
personalities but at the same time
said he saw a new trend in the
business, i.e. a new emphasis on'

and. widescreen.
"Crockett” is
.

being

withheld

from N.Y., Chicago and L.A. the-

atres to avoid a clash with Disney’s
new cartoon feature, "Lady and
the Tramp.” Latter opens early
subject matter. "Audiences today, summer in these three towns and
in most areas, are more interested Samuels wants to hold back on
in what's In a film' than in. anything: "Crockett” until the "Tramp” runs
else,” he said. "We’ve seen .a ten- are underway about five weeks.
dency of late for subject matter
Buena Vista, Walt Disney disto be boxoffice without any stars tribution subsid. Is packaging a’twoin the picture at all. That’s why reel short with its "Davy Crockett”
we are more interested than ever
feature. The combo release is set
v
in plays and books.”
for early summer.
The short is "Arizona SheepThe 20th exed said that the
studio naturally wouldn’t miss out dog,” a documentary in Techonf casting a star if it could get nicolor.

him, but it would no longer hold
up shooting on a property' if it
couldn’t. Abroad, too; he held, "the
Arlene Judge to Edward Cooper
so-called ‘star* doesn't have the
importance he’s had to date. Heard, Las Vegas, April 9, Bride
is the former film actress^
They're more interested there,; in
Roberta
Peters
Bertram
to
movement and pace,” Zanuck digs Fields,
New York, April 10. Bride’s
closed that '20th was currently a Metopera star soprano, he’s a
negotiating for three plays and hotel exec*
was ready to launch a very ambiEva Jacoby to Alvan Milgram,
tious production program.
Philadelphia, April 3. He’s son of
"Looking back over my -years of Nat Milgram, De Luxe Theatre,
picture making. I’m amazed to find Buying and Booking Service and

MARRIAGES

.

.

,

how many

films

were successful DeLuxe Premiums.

Elspeth Hunter to Kenneth Macwithout star names, in them,” he
He’s a
said. "We know now that a top Rae, Edinburgh, April 4.
radio and concert singer.
star
can’t
‘make’
bad
a
picture.
On
Raymond B. Cunliffe, 63, treasJoan
Elaine Landsman to Howurer of the Music Operators of the other hand, a good picture can ard- Honigblum, San Antonio, April
America hnd president of the Re- do without a top star.” He re- 2. Bride is daughter of Albert H.
corded Music Service Assn.; died called that he had, at times, made Landsman,
head of * Statewide
the mistake of waiting for a certain Drive-In Theatre^ in that city.
In Chicago April 10.
Survived by wife and a daughter. player and had then suited the . Janine Guyon to Georges Guerole to the star: "In doing so, I tary, three months ago in the south
may-have dissipated the value of of France, just announced. Bride’s
AL KAYTON
N
Alvin J. Kayton, 59, who was a the property,” he opined. “I’ll try a French tv producer; he’s a
partner in the Kayton Spiero and avoid doing that in the future.” French singed.
Gladys Tepman to pr. Edward
advertising agency, died April 4
Improved C’Scope
of * heart attack v in- New York.
Zanuck said he expected to see Noyitch, New York, April 3. Bride
is
secretary tcLagent Frank Sennes.
Surviving are his Wife, two daugh- an improved version of Cinematers, a brother and three sisters.
Scope by mid-summer, adding he
doubted that 20th would be ready
Karl Kirksmith, 70, former cellist to produce in the new and better
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Williams,
with symphony orchestras, through- method before October. Involved, son, Burbank, Cal., April 4. Mother
out the United States, died' April he said, was a camera development is vocalist on the tv program,
9 in Seattle. A cellist since. 14, and a “new and exciting feature” "Help Thy Neighbor,” produced
He also was a brother to the Six equalling in importance the advent by heir father, Hal Styles.
Kirksmith Sisters, a vaude act of Cinemascope per se.
Mr. and Mrs* Russell Johnson,
He acpopular in the early part of the
knowledged that CinemaScope on son. North Hollywood, April 3.
century.
wide-gaugd filnj played a part in Mother is drama coach Kay John-

BIRTHS

-

.

Earl Turno, 45, managing direcMrs. Bernice Dick, 38, of M-G
The Barclay Hotel, Toronto,
died April 3 in Miami from a con- exchange in Pittsburgh, was killed
dition brought on by hypertension in an auto accident March 23
of past two years.
He managed while on her way to work. Mrs.
of Composers, Authors and Pub- and operated four hotels in To- Marion Orris, of 20th-Fox staff, a
lishers.
ronto and Hamilton, with The Bar- passenger in the same car, was seWife, a brother and two sisters clay the chief stopping place and riously injured.
survive.
after-hours night club rendezvous
Mrs. Al Morell, wife of Pittsfor professionals during their Toronto engagements. He was also burgh musician, died in that city
JACK O’CONNELL
Jack O'Connell, 63, veteran To- a buyer of talent for Canadian April 4 giving birth to a baby girl.
Two other daughters survive in
ledo exhibitor and onetime vaude niteries.
Holding key jiosts in the Ca- addition to her husband.
performer, died April 7 in that
Hotel Proprietors Assn.,
city. He is credited with being the nadian
Myer Jftrody, 59, former operator
first exhib to screen sound films Turno was chairman for 10 years
in Toledo. At the time of his death of its labor relations committee of the Wedge, North Philadelphia
he owned the Loop Theatre, To- and secretary-treasurer for five nitery, died April 9 in Philadelphia. He retired two years ago. His
ledo,* and the Paulding Theatre in years.
Survived by widow, two sons.
wife and two sons survive.
Paulding, O.
As a youth O’Connell trOuped
Isadora Saminsky, former Philaip Vaude under the name of StanFOSTER H.
delphia dancer known professionley O’Connell in a two-man dra-Foster H. Hathaway, 57, Ohio
matic sketch but left this field to drtye-in operator, died April 5 of ally as F. George Cooper, died
April 1, In Phoenix, Ariz. Brother
operate a Hoboken, N. J,, theatre a heart ailment in Youngstown,
O. survives.
jh the early 1920s. He came to At the time of his death
he was
a
revue
produce
to
1928
in
Toledo
running the Sky-Hi Drive-In TheHoward J. Ridgway, 68, retired
for auto tycoon John North Willys. atre in Coitsville, O., and the Midpicture
operator,
died
Later he became a film salesman Way Drive-In near. Conneaut, O. motion
for Warners in .that area,
Born In Cleveland, Hathaway April 8 in Philadelphia. His wife
O’Connell, who opened the Vita- began his film career in the 1920s and son survive.
Temple 'Theatre in downtown To- as a salesman for the old Film
Father of Lyle Harding, manager
ledo in the late ’20s,* pioneered Booking Office Co.
Later he
in showing sound pix there. In Worked for Warners In a similar or SW’s Sheridan Square Theatre
subsequent years he also operated capacity out of its Cleveland In Pittsburgh, died April 3 in that
the Avalon, Ohio and Stratford branch. He went to Struthers, O., city.
Theatres, all in Toledo, and the in 1937 and opened the Ritz, hirMother pf Martin Gosch died
Madrid Theatre, Port Clinton, O’.- first theatre.
Monday night (11) in Philadelphia.
He recently figured in trade news
His mother survives.
He’s a video producer and exwhen he closed his Paulding TheVariety mugg in Philly.
atre in protest against a 3% local

BELLE and HERBERT
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20th’s plans.
"I doubt that it will be necessary
for us to make roadshow versions
under 'this new system,” he ob-

an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. George Peppard,

son; father is
‘

son, Pittsburgh, April 4.
a Playhouse actoi*.

Father’s

Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Pudlo,
served. "However, we may have son, Pittsburgh, April 4. Mother’s
two versions. Frankly, we’d prefer Arabella, of vaude and niteries.
one version that everyone can use.
Mr. and Mrs. David Finkel II,
It all depends on whether the sin- daughter,
Pittsburgh,
April
6,
gle version lives up in quality to Mother’s the daughter of Mike
what the competiton has to offer. Shapiro, Pitt theatre owner.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Scherer,
Zanuck said the new C’Scope angle
involved sound almost as much as daughter, Pittsburgh, April 4. Father’s on the J. P. Harris Theatre
vision but wouldn’t elaborate.
"It is essential for us to -make
radical CinemaScope improvements
as we go along,” Zanuck maintained. He said that, as in the.
past, any new aspect of C’Scope
would be offered also to the other
studios to take or leave as they
Wish.
Zanuck said 20th’s policy of sending out C’Scope sound and projection experts to the field had paid
dividends and also that European
resentment against CinemaScope
(due to the lack of tv competition)
‘

staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Lou Teicher, son,
York, March 27. Father is
with CBS Radio Network Program
Dept.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Davis,
daughter, 'Albany,
March
22.
Father is new head of the station
promotion unit at Young & Rubicam agency in N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Ballerino,
daughter,
Hollywood,
April
6.
Father is casting director at Metro.
Mr. and Mrs. David Brinkley,
son, Washington, recently. Father

New

is NBC news commentator.
was being overcome. "We have now
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Royen, son,
more requests for CinemaScope Washington March 29. Father is
lenses ‘and cameras in Europe than director of publicity for WRCwe can ever hope to fill,” he noted. NBC in Washington.In Germany alone, producers for
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Landon, son,

36 features have asked for 20th Philadelphia, April 3.
Father is
The company has a man WPTZ newscaster.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark D. Race, son,
Germany how. "We try to enFather is a
courage only the most important Albany, March 25.
WOKO announcer-dee jay.
undertakings,” Zanuck said.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Eddy, son,
He added that 20th was anxious
to encourage local C’Scope produc- Kansas City, Mo., April 6. Father
is one of the three brothers operattion as much as possible as a means
George Sheldon, 88, composer of
ing Eddy’s night spot in-K. C.
of overcoming exhib reluctance to
Mr. and Mrs. George Huntingmusical comedies, died March 28
invest in the system. Zanuck said ton,
at Colwyn Bay, Wales. He also
daughter, Freeport, L. I., April
20th was partner in a number of 9. Father is manager of sales deauthored a number of plays.
foreign coproduction deals "in a velopment at ABC Radio.
Mother, *74, of talent agent Al- minor way” and had interests in
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Neuman, son,
vin G. Manuel, died April 6 in only three or four major produc- I?ew York, March 26. Father’s an
tions. He disclosed that 20th had NBC producer-director.
Hollywood.
licenses.
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considered classy and classic for any she-tramp brought
to court to identify herself as “actress” or “model” or “showgirl.” Small wonder the real professional troupers of feminine
gender occasionally get riled at this slander by label. From
Montreal last week, addressed to the editor of Variety, came the
following telegram:
?

It's

“Tried to phone you today after reading the horrifying nows
that Pat Ward was being booked at the Stage Coach Inn, South
Hackensack , N. J. AGVA tells me, via telephone mine was the
only protest so far. In- defense of all decent women in and out
of our profession surely you can do something to help us uphold our professional careers. Please do something, before it is
too late, with your paper which is the most important voice we
have.
(signed) Karen Chandler

In.

wide

a.

McCoy

writer-director
Sheriff In ‘Okla/
Delmar Daves opines that sex in
Minneapolis, April 19.
many foreign pictures has become
Role of the sheriff in the curso stereotyped that it’s laughable.
In others, there’s such an attempt rent St. Paul Opera Co. producof
“Oklahoma” is being
to achieve realism that a startlingly tion
Hd’s
offensive breach of’ good taste re- played by the real thing.
scene,

(

‘

’

Tom

respectability,

“Freak” bookings in the old Willie Hammerstein era at the
Victoria Theatre in N. Y. included many a gunmoll who had
dispatched her husband or paramour. (Necessarily only those
acquitted by the jury -were available for theatrical dates). It
was then, it is now, a one-shot type of notoriety and a blowzy

kind of come-on.
For sure Pat Ward will never be admitted to the theatrical
profession. She joined an older one very young. Miss Ward’s
own bad taste is exceeded only by the bad taste of the business

men

in her

Abel.

life.

TV Edging Out B’way

Source (or Pix Play Material
There’s no doubt about it nowlegit has taken a backseat to television in supplying plays for HolThe tv-to-pix
lywood treatment.
beat has displaced Broadway
temporarily at least as the mainmost proving ground. Paddy Chayefsky’s “Marty” started the party
under the Hecht-Lancaster banner
(and is the first in release) and
currently there are more than half
a dozen on their way to the Coast
lots in the smallscreen to bigscreen processional.
Latest slated to go before the

Keitb Birthplace Plague

.

Hillsborough, N, H., April 19.'
One of this year’s projects of the
Hillsborough
Historical
Society
will be the erection of a bronze
plaque at the birthplace here of
Benjamin Franklin Keith, founder
of the theatre chain.
The group will also honor the
memory of two other Hillsborough
notables, President Franklin Pierce

—

Cameras

Rod

“The
Ra.ck” in a swift buy up by Metro
(and retitled “Court Martial”)
since the play was given only last
week on the U. S. Steel hour over
ABC-TV. This makes it one-two
for

is

Serling's

with his “Patterns”
(done twice within a month on
NBC-TV’s Kraft TV Theatre) going to Jed Harris and Michael

j

Road

For

Own

Films

,

1

.

Worth of Backers

the introduction of the various
Italian beauties gave an added fillip
to thevfilms. In these earlier years
the story was the star of their
films, then, gradually, the star system developed and the story emphasis shrunk and with this deemphasis on story came the whole
train of evils that come when the
star wins approval of every step
of the film (as the Italians regretfully told me was too often true
in Italy and thus, they feel, wreck-

continued on page

18)

SHOW BIZ’S ROLE

the fall, when the singer shifts
over to NBC for his fpll-hour Saturday night (8 to 9) variety layout. NBC has finally parcelled out
the
co-sponsorship segments
(a

Monsanto for the three-way

parAll
sponsorship ride.
fetch NBC $9,000,000 in
revenue on a 52-week contract,
with the three sponsors splitting
up the tab evenly.
This, will represent Monsanto’s
first major invasion into the bigticipating

told,

it'll

time tv programming, sweepstakes.
Originally they were interested in
sponsoring the Monday night Robert Montgomery dramatic show, but
this would have created a product
pitting

Monsanto

back-to-

back with a rival outfit, Dow Chemical (which sponsors “Medic.”)

VICTORY
Show

CHANDLER

business, past and present,

played a prominent role last week
when Dr. Jonas E. Salk’s polio
vaccine was proclaimed a success
and methods immediately an-

Nitery Date, But Union

Can’t Nix Membership
The American Guild of Variety
number of clients wanted in) and
when the fall curtain goes up it Artists has a problem on its hands.
will be Kleenex, Sheaffer Pen and The union has to consider the ap-

conflict,

By BOB

Stars Hit

for the championship in 1923 at
Shelby, Mont.
The ex-pugilist ds sheriff of
Ramsay County, in which St. Paul
is located.
The “Oklahoma” stint
is
Gibbons’ first" acting attempt.
He says he’s enjoying it, but has
no intention of giving up His badge
to make a career of it.

Como’s

and Benjamin P. Cheney, founder
of the first American Express Co.

Serling,

AG

,

Daves’ report is in the form of a
20-page letter sent to Y. Frank
Freeman, president of Motion Picture Producers Assn., in which he
comments on 36 features and a
number .of shorts he had seen at
the Uruguay Film Festival, Copies

.

as Major

the talent array than being ballied
as part of the
show in their
off-the-track (nitery, etc.) bookings.
Julius LaRosa went on to about
$250,000 per annum after Godfrey
“humiliated”' the singer 18 month*
ago. Marion Marlowe, pinkslipped

Gibbons, former heavyweight last week off Godfrey’s
CBS-TV
boxer who fought Jack Dempsey “Friends” and his Other radio-tv
shows, along with two other acts
and three writers, will rise' from
her $1,500 AG fee to 3G per for
six shots on Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town,” starting Sunday (24).
It ain’t as steady as with AG, but
were circulated among others in
she has other bookings as well.
the film business.
Since Sullivan was the first to
Daves, who's a vet of 25 years
give multiple-appearance asylum
in writing and directing Yankee
to LaRosa, incurring the dwrath
#
pix, is critical of current Italian
of Godfrey, 'there is now no doubt
product. One Italo entry he covthat the “Toast”-master has beered in the report, he said, “imcome the Palace to Godfrey's “fampressed me as an example of the
ily time” circuit. The Mariners (4),
dissipation of what was once the
with Godfrey for well over eight
strength of the post-war Italian
years,’ filled a concert date in Dedfilms: honesty and realism. It was
ham, Mass., last Friday (15) night
these latter factors that made these
(Continued on page 59)
earlier stories so striking, so immeFor the first time in years Chesdiately popular in Italy and abroad, terfield will be missing from the
and the technique carried over as Perry Como bankroller ranks in Beefs Heard on Pat Ward
sults.

1

Miss Chandler’s point is well taken. The booking of Pat Ward
into the Stage Coach Inn was “from hunger.” But public reaction has already been felt and probably no more will be
heard. Variety adds that this is mockery of, rather than a sample of, “showmanship.” The taboo of New Jersey's Alcoholic
Beverage Control was inevitable. Liquor licenses are bestowed
only upon establishments which can meet a passing grade for

“Fired by Arthur Godfrey” is
becoming a better billing line for

unique report on the worldfilm

Interesting aspect of the new
sponsorship array is that it means
a continuance of the Saturday 8 to
9 berthing for Sheaffer Pen, which
had a longtime identity with the
Jackie Gleason Show, same time,
on CBS, until its recent checkout.

plication of Pat Ward, one of the
central figures in the Mickey Jelke
case, who has applied fpr membership as a singer. She has been

booked
stead, L.

at
I.,

Paraglide, Hempfor two days, starting

the

April 29. She had been booked into,
the Stagecoach Inn, So. Hackensack, N. J., but the New Jersey
Liquor Board threatened to revoke
the spot’s license if it went through
with the engagement of the former
prostitute. She’s getting $125 for
the weekend at the L. I. spot.
Meanwhile, the union has no
(Continued, on page 62)

HERO ALVIN YORK
DUNNED FOR TAXES
Washington, April 19.
Question of whether World War
hero Alvin York sold Warner
Bros, a capital asset when he gave
I

PROBES JUKE MFRS.

them the right to make the picture,
“Sergeant York,” about 15 years
TRUST; 0.0.
population against the disease.
ago, will.be tested in the U. S. Tax
(Metro
In an era when individual stars
Chicago, April 19.
Court in’ Nashville, next month.
decision,” kidnapper themer staras well as the entertainment comThe
Dept,
of
Justice
Internal Revenue Service claims
yesterday
ringvRalph Bellamy and presented
munity as a whole have become the (Mon.) launched a far-flung probe York owes' $85,442 ih income taxes
by U. S. Steel in the 1953-54 sea r
key espousers of- charitable and of jukebox industry here, issuing on the $134,338 he received in
son.)
Although Serling is under
disease - fighting causes, the Na- subpoenas for books and records film royalties in 1942-43 from the
a shortterm pact on the Coast, it’s
tional
Foundation for Infantile of five major manufacturers and picture based on his life.
York
for 20th-Fox, where he was asParalysis stands out as the grand- two unions involved.
The local contends he sold a capital asset and
signed to adapt the novel, “The
daddy of them all, a cause with U.S. attorney’s office is seeking should pay only the lower capital
Day the Century Ended.” His
which show biz became immediate- evidence of monopolistic practices gains tax rate.
‘Rack” will be screenplayed by
Kirk Douglas is traveling for ly identified and with which it’s in restraint of trade under the
Issue of capital gains, and when
Stewart Stern.
“Man Without a Star,” Universal been a driving force since the be- Sherman antitrust law, as well as it applies, has become increasingly
Another one-two puncher Is Reg- entry.
Greer Garson and Dana ginning.
evidence of other illegal activities. moot since Dwight Eisenhower’s
inald Rose who, like Serling, is a Andrews were among
The entertainment business, of
those visiting
The Chicago Crime Commission, war memoirs were taxed only at
(Continued on page 71)
(Contihued on page 71)
(Continued on page 62)
(Continue# on page 71)
the 26% rate.

Myerberg

for an indie production.
has also bought “Fearful

With top

stars more and more
taking a partial ownership in their
films, they’re also hitting the road
to help in the promotion of them.
This is part of the reason behind
the number of name players now
doing the p.a. bit in various parts
of the country, either showing up
at openings or making the press*
radio-tv rounds.
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Poll of ‘People's Choice’

Nostalgia—And Gunsmoke
j

j

By 3 Months

Will Precede Oscars

Workmen were

The audience poll anent best pic- 4
tures and players of the year is
RANK TV PACKAGE
shaping along elaborate lines with
industry thinking now trending toUnger Believed Hitting
Oliver
ward full-blown bally of the old
London for a Deal
Instead of makschool tradition.
ing the project a cut and dried afTrip of Oliver Unger of Na?
fair via the simple solicitation of
Associates to Lonvotes in theatre lobbies, some tional Telefilm
wondering
tradesters
has
Council of Motion Picture Organ- don
huddling with the
be
whether
he’ll
izations are aiming to give it the
that still
excitement inherent in an import- J. Arthur Rank Org on
unsold package of 52 Rank feaant election.
tures still being offered around for
One plan under discussion would tv in N.Y,
have actors and actresses hitting
Unger was involved recently in
the road on p.a. tours designed to negotiations for the acquisition of
win ballots for themselves. 0 Par- seven Korda features for tv. These
ticipating in this end of the campix were handled in the U.S. by
paign likely will be candidates for Ilya
Helprin,
Morris
Lopert.
“most promising young player” ci- Korda’s U.S. rep, also is in London
Best

tations.

femme and male

formances and
be voted upon.

perbest film also will

—

HORACE HEIDT
For .Swift

Offices

now.

—

J.

There’s never been a price put
on the Rank package, the outfit in-

&

Co..

Walter Thompson'
Chicago

,

As

the
nomenclature,
for
special counsel Robert W.
Coyne wants to get away from “audience poll” billing on the theory
this strikes a flat note.
He’s in
favor of something like “The Peo-

from U.S.

viting bids

COMPO

tv film dis-

Latter are said to be hesitant to enter into a bidding situation.
One offer reportedly was
for $10,000 per picture against a
percentage. So far, it hasn't been
accepted.
tribs.

ple’s Choice.”

See Gala Tix Orgy

7.

COMPO-ites have reiterated that
the poll will in no way interfere
with or impair the values of the
it’s

The

COMPO

underlined,

Continental release

will

ners.

i

Bill

is

being held

—

sue; to them, it’s principle they
feel Bizet’s music was "desecrated”

For

new, English
lyrics and performances by a non-

by

Ohio Supermarket Chain

writing

the

operatic,

Negro

of

cast.

Musical is slated for screening
next month at the Cannes Film
Youngstown, O., April 19.
Festival, but 20th-Fox okayed it
Century Food Markets Co., local only after company Was indemnisupermarket chain, has found a fied against any possible law suit.
new. way to get customers give Understood company gave nod only
them a good Show in exchange for because it’s a non-admission show$25 worth of cash register receipts. ing.
This year the firm will offer its
second “Show of Shows” to its customers, in celebration of its 15th Asks Aural-Visual Record
anniversary, in the large Stam- Of
Driving Pinches
baugh Auditorium, the week of
Concord, N. H., April 19.
May 17. This means 16 shows, with
Atty. Gen. Louis C. Wyman has
two each night, at 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
and matinees May 21 and 22, Sat- proposed in a letter to all the
county solicitors in New Hampurday and Sunday, at 3 p.m.
shire that film be shot while a
In addition, also originating in tipsy suspect takes the standard
the Stambaugh Auditorium, will sobriety test of walking
a straight
be Marjorie Mariner’s two-hour tv line.
show, May 20, 1 to 3 p.m., and
Furthermore, the state prosecuSusie Sidesaddle’s two-hour chil- tor would have
tape recordings
dren’s show, May 21, 11 a.m. to 1 made during police
questioning of
p.m. These shows are sponsored motorists
apprehended on tipsy 4
(Continued on page. 62)
charges.

Customers’ Cuffo Shows

—

Drunk
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being held c/o Variety for performers. They could write in or
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These pigeonholes
had once been used for the millinery department of Mme; Frances.
There is no longer any need to
rUn a mail-forwarding service. But
because of their ladies and because
it’s amusing to know that in the
men then smoked cigars, and never
course of time the “actor’s mail”
alphabetically.

was occasionally used as a blind by in the presence of the tender opposition.
persons not in show biz at all who
A dramatic .moment during the
were on the lam.
J
lifetime of the founder of Variety
Another Variety service from was the’ firing of a revolver bullet
way back was “registering” vaude- through the front window. Sime,
ville (and later radio) scripts. This who was editing copy at the
mo,was the Protected Materials Dept, ment, never looked up.
But he
and was very vital in the then high- maide one concession: the next day
ly competitive struggle for rights he had his desk turned round so
to “originality.”
Time, too, has that he faced out toward the street
passed by in this regard.
and no longer offered the back of
When income tax began hitting his head as a target.
i

j

ducats have received a gentle hint,

unofficially of course, that a “generous” compensation (double, tremble) is expected. Informant adds
the fact that “the deputies in Parliament already have their prices,”

Under Her. Nom de Canvas (Miriam

London Paper Strike

Svet, who in private life
is the wife of Metro production
chief Dore Schary,. is scheduled to
arrive in New York Sunday (24) to

MRS. DORE SCHARY'S ART
Svet) She’ll Exhibit in N. Y.

See Hand Of Ben Smith

On Rep’s Wall St. Spurt;

Common At New Peak

Miriam

The hand or Bernard

E. (Ben)
leader of the dissident
against Republic Pictures,
was seen in Wall Street as behind
the steady rise in^Republic comReturning to Normal American Artists Galleries.
Three-week showing, which will mon stock last week and early this
London, April 19.
Biggest spurt came Monbegin next Tues. (26), will have week.
The London newspaper strike some 26 new canvasses on display. day (18) when the shares rose 50c
has been settled, with publication A highlight of the exhibition will to a new 1955 high of 7%, iij greatresuming Thursday (21). Show biz be Shakespearean paintings por- ly increased trading. Volume rose
was hard-hit by the strike, which traying Portia, King Lear, et al, as to 24,000 shares in Rep common
ran into its fourth week. Limited they appear in
Mrs.
Schary’s Monday, highest it has been in
news of openings cut into film and mind’s eye after reading the many weeks, it held around V/e at
legit receipts for recent entries. classics.
the close yesterday (Tues.) deBiz for Maurice Chevalier, for inSame day as her art show, spite a spotty market.
stance, indicated the public prob- Schary will address the Sales ExAccumulation of Republic comably didn’t know he was here.
mon is regarded in the Street as
ecutives’ Club in N. Y.
The BBC, at 8:15 a.m., had been
a prime move towards obtaining a
making some attempt to air show
strong hand in the film company’s
biz. Two recent major Broadway
management. Rep preferred shares
Goetz Stepping
imports failed to get reviews beare held fairly closely, while the
cause of the strike. They were
common, representing in some inMetro’s British
(Continued on page 62)
stances numerous stockholders not
London, April 19.
happy over the dividend policy
Ben Goetz, chairman and man- over the years, would be easier to
aging director of Metro’s. British obtain, in the opinion of financial
Studios and executive producer observers.
for all Metro’s British production,
The closing price yesterday com«
pares with the 6 Vi to 6% range of
Johnny Mercer has cleared up is due to return to Hollywood this
summer.
His
10-year
pact
with
the
last Wednesday
(13), when volthe family name in his hometown
(Continued on page 62)
Tunesmith recently company expires April 30, but he’s
of Savannah.
staying on at the Elstree studio to
deposited a $300,000 check in a
see the completion of its two curSavannah bank to pay off about
rent productions, “Quentin Dur500 holders of certificates of deCollege Films ^
ward” and “Bowhani Junction.”
posit with his late father’s G. A.
These films are expected to be
Service Television
Mercer Co., real estate and insuroff the floor in July, when Goetz
Hanover, N. H., April 19.
ance firm. It failed 28 years ago.
He
will return to
Hollywood.
New motion picture studios for
Paying off the family debt had
will take up an adminis- the production
probably
of educational films
been an expressed wish of his
trative post at Culver City.
have been opened at Dartmouth
father and Mercer’s longtime amCollege
here
Robert L. Allen,
with
bition.
Questioned about the payassistant secretary of the college,
off on the Coast, Mercer said, “I jessel Sparking Friars
in
charge
the
project.
of
don’t want any publicity. It’s just
Davis Jr.
Fete for
“Our aim,” he said, “is to proa family affair.”
George Jessel is sparking a duce for use in television stations
Friars Club dinner (on the Coast, throughout the country a series of
and by the Hollywood branch) for motion pictures of general appeal
Einstein
Sammy Davis Jr., the first time a that will explain Dartmouth, and
colored artist has been kudosed at higher education in a liberal arts
Ad agencies and networks
wouldn’t touch dramatic or
a Friars’ affair. Usually the Coast college.”
Friars’ revenues go almost wholly
documentary stuff themed on
The staff of the studios, located
to three local hospitals, City of in Fairbanks Hall, includes J. Blair
Albert Einstein. He was conHope, Cedars of Lebanon and St. Watson Jr., director; Adrian N.
sidered too “offbeat” in his
views. One top tv playshop last
John’s, the latter hosp in Santa Bouchard,
college
photographer,
season nixed a script for that
Monica. The Negro Actors Guild chief cameraman, and Prof. Almon
reason.
would also be a beneficiary of the B. Ives of the Dartmouth speech
But now that he’s dead,
Davis fete.
department, technical assistant;
radio-tv latched on to the
Per almost always, Jessel is the
The new outfit is known as Dartsavant with stirring sagas.
toastm'aster.
mouth College Eilms.

Is Settled;

Show

Biz

attend the opening of an exhibition
of her paintings at the Associated

Smith,

move

Down As

Head

MERCER PAYS 300G TO
CLEAR FAMILY NAME

Postmortem

One Year $10.00
Two Years—$18.00
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional Per Year
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ground

Sammy

Nam*)

Street

City

sounded off about
or—rfrequently—

stuff,

To

Enclosed find check for $

.

else,

Again there
notice.
to be, each issue, a listing of

Dartmouth

Form

Subscription Order

To

for the first

up by the publishers of George A. is April 28, with payments to be
Bizet’s music, who have announced made in June.
Prices for the first week will run
they will continue this ban so long
for first-row seats down
as they have any. control on copy- from $200
“standing row.” Boxes for
rights under the Berne agreements. to 50c
sell at $650. Prices are
persons
six
Bizet wrote the opera, “Carmen,”
after the first week.
on which the film is based. Pub- lower
wlio’ve already asked for
Those
Ushers aren’t raising any coin is.

precede the Oscar derby by three
months, and will differ in that the
public, rather than the inside-thetradesters, will determine the win-

$45,000 Talent

is a goldmine of Americana back to before the Civil War
the files are sealed out of
sheer necessity since Variety is
not a public library for scholars.
Old copies of the Clipper have the
disadvantage of being printed in
tiny “pearl” type, about half the
size of the present 8 pt. Roman you
are now reading. A great amount
of the news in the Clipper had to
do with sports and it is interesting
to note in passing that most of the
19th Century theatrical “trades”
operated as a link between boxing
and other organized sports and entertainment it was all part of the
“night life” dominated by men
with feminine patronage minor.
“intermission” at
Incidentally,
many legitimate theatres in the
1870s and 1880s often, lasted only
just long enough for the stagehands to rush the change of scenery. Men did not leave their, seats

—

anybody

Reopening this fall of the Vienna Opera House, resplendently re‘Jones’ Barred in France
built after its wartime bombing,
will not bring with, it enormous
Until 1971 on Grounds
splash and excitement, but a ticket
situation that will make Broadway
Bizet Score ‘Desecrated’ legit, specs look like pikers. Reopening is generally regarded as
Hollywood, April 19.
“Carmen the year’s major musical event in
Preminger’s
Otto
Jones,” currently playing in Eng- Western Europe.
Although preem isn’t due until
land, won’t be available for showing in France until 1971, under the Nov. 5, the Minister of Education
been besieged with requests
has
Berne convention agreement, which
applies to this 20th-Fox release, for info on tickets, and has already
sent
out notification about ducats.
and in other Continental countries
Time limit to file requests for seats
even later.

influence many circuits and indie
operators to participate from all
parts of the country.
The main
national
chains
already
have
pledged to join in. The voting is
to run from Thanksgiving Day to

undertaking,

The Clipper

—but

critic’s

toppers took a giant
step ahead with the enterprise over
the past week with agreement by
Elmer C. Rhoden, head of National
Theatres, to serve as national
chairman.
It’s pointed out that
Rhoden has the industry stature to

Academy Awards.

Another bygone custom of this
paper was to republish each issue
a digest of news from Variety of
15 years before, and news from
the Clipper of 50 years before.
The Clipper was the oldest of the
theatrical tradepapers and was purchased, on its last legs, by Variety.

Thoughts of past decades come
readily to mind this year because
of the preparations now in full
swing—for our Golden Jubilee Edition.
In the course of researching
the history spanned by 50 years of
publishing, amusing details of yesteryear are recalled. Many of these
sidelights are being expressed in
For example,
this Page 2 space.
there used to be an “Artist’s
Forum.” In it vaudeville actors, or
things and

COMPO

Dec.

the average Joe, Variety had Internal Revenue 'men stationed in
the office to assist troupers— quite
a novelty In its time. (Historic parenthesis: the first U. S. income
was enacted during the Civil War,
was a flat 10% oter $10,000, and
was abolished in 1872 and not revived until 1913).

repairing the airconditioning unit on the editorial
floor of the Variety edifice the
other day (let the advertising dept,
sweat they’re supposed to be out
chasing business, anyhow) and this
served as a natural reminder tjiat
fashion mannequins used to come
down from the platform in the days
when the premises were occupied
by the modiste establishment of
Mme. Frances (Mrs. Nate Spingold
of Columbia Pictures) and that 20
years after the mannequins, had departed the late Jack Pulaski insisted he was still picking hairpins
out of his typewriter:

r
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Silverstone Reports Mex., Argentine

Data on

20th’s

Circuits in 1954:

Roxy, N.Y
Twentieth Century-Fox is doing
everything possible to encourage
.production of local Cinemascope
pix in Latin America, particularly
in Mexico and' Argentina where
producers are very interested in
the system, Murray Silverstone,
20th-Fox International prexy, said
in N. Y. yesterday on returning
from a two-month swing through
the territory.
He reported that Gen. Abelardo
Rodriguez, 20th’s exhibition partner in Mexico, would .definitely

make several C’Scope films this
year. In addition, 20th has agreed
to license Argentine producer Cesar Amadori to make two C’Scope
tinters, with full

Argentine govern-

Heard
French

pic,

“presold”

“La Rage

Au

Corps,” produced by Jacques
Gautier, has been acquired by
Pacemaker Pictures for the
U. S. and possessions. Film
deals with a nymphomaniac.
According to Max Goldberg,
Pacemaker prez, “La Rage,”
may be dubbed. However, it’s
expected to play N. Y. with
Gautier originally
subtitles.
negotiated for release of the
film via Allied Artists. How,

ever, deal fell through when it
became obvious that it could
never get the Code seal.

sanction. None of these projare coproductions and 20th
won’t necessarily distribute the

ment
ects

some

4 Plays, Novels;

1,000 C’Scope installations at

the moment (most of them with
stereophonic sound), today accounts
for 22% of 20th’s total foreign
revenue, Silverstone stimated. He
thought the figure would continue
to rise.

The 20th foreign topper

said his

(Continued on page 20)

story
Century-Fox
Twentieth
buying binge is continuing, with
the studio adding two plays and two
to its list of properties.
Company so far has stayed clear
of the tv field, but it's openly admitted that, should a good tv
script come along, 20th wouldn’t

novels

turn it down.
Latest 20th acquisitions include
“A Room Full of Roses” on a preproduction deal. Play will be produced this fall; “The Painted
Days,” an unproduced play by
John Byrne, and “Boy on a Dolphin,” a novel by a British writer,
David Divine. Also “Four Winds”
by William Beaty.
Cuban government has, to all in“At least you can’t say we
tents and purposes, called off its aren't buying quality material,”
proposed 10% royalty tax on the. observed a 20th spokesman in N.Y.
N. Y. share of the American film “Now it’s up to the studio to make
companies.
good pictures from it.”
While no formal action has been
20th already owns two of the hit
taken by the government, the Moplays currently on Broadway
tion Picture Export Assn, tax com“Bus Stop” and “Anastasia” and
mittee has returned from Havana
it has money in “Ankles Aweigh.”
with the firm impression that ManStudio also will make “Can Can”
uel de la Torro, director general
and is set to do “The King and I”
of direct taxation, had come to the
“Anna and
share
conclusion that the N. Y.
was as a musical remake of
the
King of Siam,” using the
not properly subject to the tax.

Cuba

to Forget

10% Royalty Tax

—

Levy

originally

was imposed

in

Rodgers

&

Hammerstein

,

.

r

DENNIS O'KEEFE EXPANDS

place respectively.

—

He’s Producer-Director-Autlior
Trending Away From Acting

Hollywood, April 19.
20th Century-Fox has bought
"Angela’’ produced, directed, writco-starred
by Dennis
ten and

O’Keefe

in

Italy.

For eariy

re-

particularly

O’Keefe weary of acting, now

is

Y. trying to negotiate deal
with either Columbia or United
Artists for two pix he’ll produce
and direct for Patria Pictures,
which Steve Pallos is partner.
in N.

MONTAGUE'S STOCK

SHIFT

Abe Montague, Columbia

v.p.-

manager, has unloaded 2,800

Daiei’s gross of $1,513,000

came

Montague

sold 2,400 shares

still

even

First inclination, of course, is. to
stick to a title that's already been
advertised and that is known to
millions.
However, that policy

has

its

pitfalls.

Example

is

“Man Called

. After
a fervent
hero whispers to the

Peter,”

.biog of Peter Marshall, It’s agreed
that, while the book was a bestseller, there may be a tendency on
the part of the public to mistake
the title for a pic of Biblical era.

want

I

is

kiss,
girl:

the
“All

a bite out of you!”

the public, 20th last week decided
to change the title of its upcoming “Sir Walter Raleigh.” Explanation was that it might be misunderstood to denote a contemporary
British “gentleman.”
In “Violent
Saturday,” 20th again has a problem.
Story, under that title, was
widely read in serialized form. Yet
Turkish government has come
the word “Violent” in a title, many through with a proposal for a longfeel, automatically keeps a lot of term liquidation oif accumulated
people away.
U.S. film earnings in Turkey up
Upcoming on the 20th sked is .to March 1, 1955. Involved are
“View from Pompey’s Head.” Ac- monthly payments of $15,000 becording to present plans, the title tween May and September of this
will be retained for the film.
It year, the remittances to be raised
deals with the return of a man to to $25,000 as of October,
The
his Southern .hometown where he Turks earlier had offered $25,000
meets up with his past.
Book a month but later reduced it.
has been a big hit. Yet some 20th
The current proposal would reexecs fear that the reference to mit $175,000 between May and
Pompey may be misleading, sug- September and $25,000 after that
gesting an Italian volcano, and without a period-termination date.
they’re hoping that the title will The Turks originally proposed to
be changed prior to release.
pay $25,000 for 24 months after
Attempt is being made to settle October, i.e. through September
on titles in advance of shooting 1957, in liquidation of the debt'.
a film. In the case of “Sir Walter
The Turkish letter was unclear
Raleigh,”
for
instance,
switch in. two aspects: it failed to specify
comes with the film already in the an exchange rate and it appeared
can.
Inevitably, a good deal of to include the independents in the
advance publicity gets lost that settlement, a move which wouldn’t
way.
be acceptable to MPEA. Specific
In the past, 20th has stuck pretty language of the Turkish proposal
close to original book titles. “Desi- in that respect was:
ree” and “The Egyptian” are just
“In case that this way of settletwo
examples.
Upcoming are ment should be acceptable to the
“The Seven Year Itch,” ‘A Many companies, I request that the necSplenfiored Thing” (from the Hans essary steps be taken so that these
Su-Yin book), “Bus Stop,” etc., all provisions be also extended to paywith the original tags.
( Continued on page 20)

Earning Takeout

.

and was The Nippon Refrigeration Co.
with $111,000.

'

8 8 %.
.

Most striking drop last year was
registered \by the Roxy Theatre*
N. Y., which played off most of the
20th’s take
20th CinemaScopers.
from the Roxy last year ran to
$835,936, a reduction of 46.76%
from the $1,570,285 in rentals
which the big house delivered in
1953, the year when it teed off
.

20th’s overall sales revenue last
year, from all types of theatres,
came to $65,018,411, a drop of 3.4%
from the $67,309,274 in rentals for
1953 when C’Scope first hit the
screens of the nation.
Breakdown shows a 20th rental
take from National Theatres in
1954 of $7,143,810' (down 11.11%);
from Paramount Theatres, $6,890,000 (up 8.13%); from Loew’s $921,-

(Continued on page 62)

Florida Producer

Aims

New Champ,

'is
revamping its financial
structure in an effort to step up

tures,

production to the point where the
company can turn out a minimum
of six feature length films a year.
Under a plan approved by Empire stockholders at the annual
meet last week an issue of 60,000
shares of common stock will be
marketed. Meantime, outstanding
stock in the company will be recalled, according to Empire prez
R. John Hugh, and reissued on a
25-to-l basis.

Empire, which recently deliv( Continued on page 20)

Trade Mark Registered

up to first place by dint of new
playdates and uniformly excellent
engagements.
Vast majority of
dates are big to great. “Man Called
Peter”

(20th),

champ

last

week,

is

a close second and playing in more
keys. It is smash in only five keys

some

covered
by
Variety correspondents.
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G), still
not out in keys too extensively, is
pushing up to third while “Glass
Slipper,”
also
from Metro, is
out

of

20

fourth.

“Country

10th.

Chicago

London

11

WC2

8 St. Martin's PI., Trafalgar Sq.

Temple Bar 5041

“Marty” (UA) looms as standout
newcomer, with a near-record
opening round at the arty Sutton,
N. Y. It seems assured of a longrun there. “Run For Cover” (Par)
is a bit uneven this session. “Rage
At Dawn” (RKO), also new, is fine

Annual,

SUBSCRIPTION

.

$io
Single Copies...
....

“Strange Lady in Town” (WB)
shapes big in Boston, but modest
in Philly. Another
of Affair” (Col),
L. A.

new
is

entry,

“End

rated fair in

“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie), now
in four keys, soared to a new alltime high in N. Y., is sock both in
in
Pitt and St. Louis, and

wow

“Conquest of Space” (Par)

looks spotty in current round.
“Chief Crazy Horse” (U) is rated
stout in Balto. “N. Y. Confidential”
“White
looms big in Omaha.
(20th)

is

light

in

Min-

“Wayward Wife”

(IFE)

is

hold-

second N. Y. ses“On Waterfront” (Col),,
sion.
around for second time in several

up nicely

in

keys, is trim in St. Loo and Balto,
great in Minneapolis and okay in

Cleveland.

“Gangbusters”
is okay in

Chi,

Lightfoot”

(U)

(Indie), solid in
“Capt.
Seattle.
in
fine

shapes

Omaha.

— -p^es-W)
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“Gate of Hell” (Indie), “Doctor
House” (Rep), “Purple Plain”
(UA) and/“Long Gray Line” (Col)
are runner-up films in that se-
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most ex- Deck” (M-G) is taking ninth money
hibitors experiencing usual post- while “Revenge of Creature” (U)
is

VARIETY,

Published Weekly by

Current stanza finds

Easter holiday week decline, with
the number of holdovers also contributing. to downbeat. Changeable
weather also is hurting in some
spots while few of newcomers are
providing much help.
“East of Eden” (WB) is pushing

a Yr.

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

‘Man* 2d,

Next

‘Jungle’ 3d, ‘Slipper,’ ‘Girl,’ ‘Star’

at 6

Orlando, Fla., April 19.
Empire Studios Inc., local filmmaking outfit which has a multiple
releasing pact with Republic Pic-

National Boxoffice Survey
Biz Dips Post-Holiday; ‘Eden’

RKO

gross of $950,000 came
mainly from rental of the Ernie
Pyle Theatre to the U. S. Security
Forces, a monthly income which
ended Jan. 28 when the house was
released by the military to Toho.
It opened last week as the Tokyo
Takarazuka, after extensive face
lifting, with the Italian Film FestiToho also released four of
val.
its own films during the month.

Twentieth Century-Fox revenue
from U. S. and Canadian circuits
was down in 1954 by only 0.13%
from 1953 rentals whereas income
from all other accounts dropped by

CinemaScope with “The Robe.”

Not staking too much confidence
in the educational background of

Girl” (Par) is
from proceeds of. six big b.o. films dipping to fifth, largely because
released during the month includ- now almost exclusively on longrun
ing one import from the U. S., ddtGS*
Walt Disney’s “Living Desert.”
“Man Without Star” (U) is finishThe
release accounted for ing sixth, with “Untamed” (20th)
During the month Daiei seventh.
$75,000,
“Cinerama” (Indie) is
also sold ten houses of its chain.
landing
position.
“Hit
eighth

Nikkatsu earned $385,000 during
shares of Col common stock, reducing his ownership to 10,738 shares. the month.
Second place earner
gifted 400,

a la Hollywood is
raising censor eyebrows,
in countries like
Australia.
Aussie censor recently deleted from the film “Take Me
To Town” a stormy embrace
scene. Actually, his objection
centered on a single sentence.

Passion

has highlighted the
question of whether or. not to keep
the original book or play tag for
the screen version.

Toho’s

lease.

sales

properties,

Clip Cannibal Crack

bestsellers,

score.

“A Room Full of Roses” is an
1943 and is being applied retroactively by the Cubans. If actually Edith Summer play which Guthrie
collected, it would run to about McClintic and Stanley Gilkey are
It’s a
set to produce this fall.
$ 2 000 000
The MPEA tax committee, con- sensitive drama about the impact
girl.
Ceilsisting of William H. Roberts and of divorce on a young
Albert A. Fisher, told the compa- ing price 20th will pay for the play
nies in a special report last u eek is set at “under $200,000” by a
that de la Torro was now against 20th exec.
the tax, but that he’d still have to
take the matter up with Garcia Daiei Copper of Prizes,
Rayneri, the Treasury Minister.
Topper of Jap Profits
Interesting aspect of the Cuban
tax problem was the willingness of
Tokyo, April 19.
the U. S. Embassy to take a part
The Daiei Motion Picture Co.,
In the talks. However, seeing the
favorable turn of events, the Em- producers of the Academy Award
bassy decided to leave well enough winning “Gate of Hell” &nd the
internationally acclaimed
alone. The American distribs had earlier
actually been assessed, and their “Rashamon,” was the top earning
Tokyo for the month of
concern
in
appeals had been denied, when the
Cuban government changed its Januai’y, 1955, according to figures
released
by
tax authorities.
Two
mind.
other film firms, Toho and Nik-r
katsu were in third and fourth
,

emphasis on

For Long-Range

filhis.

Silverstone, in predicting another record foreign year for 20th
in 1955, said the company’s Latinameriean billings in the past 15
weeks were ahead by 46% over the
comparable period in 1954. The
Southamerican increase was put at
59% and the Centralamerican
boost at 33%. Latin America with

20th-Fox
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Re-Tagging Taina

London, April 10*
and dominant.
Agure in motion picture producinternational-wise, bn this
tion,
tide of the Atlantic is an Ameri-

riding high on the
tie up front with
a contest offering $100,000 in
public for choosthe
to
prizes
ing a new name for Taina Elg.

Metro

active

She's an import from Finland

making her bow
igal” and M-G

M-G

on

it

stores

<

Gen’l Mills Uses

gratis.

which

18

MGM

Players as In-Package

New

:l

*

/

York Sound Track

for

New Kix

As a result of a General Mills
tieup for
(Minneapolis)
the. former’s newest advertising

This will be co-produced with
Jose Ferrer, who also will star^in
and direct. A second unit currently
js touring Spain to get bullfight
footage; Second for AA will be

“Thunderstorm,” to co-star Linda
Christian and Carlos Thompson.
It’s understood that Frankovjch’s
bookkeeping system includes an
accurate^ up-to-the-minute record
of every cent of frozen coin belonging to U. S. producers outside
America;: which allows him to make
deals for investments in his pictures.

Allied Artists to Shoot

ABC’s ‘Crime

in Streets’

Before ‘Big Knife’ Rolls;
Goal 15-Day Schedule
19.

.

gimmick, the film company and
stars

Hollywood, April

19.
a tele-

“Crime in the Streets,”
vision play by. Reginald Rose, has
been acquired for filming by Allied
Artists. A story of juvenile delin-

New York, “Crime” was
presented live on the
“Elgin Hour” via ABC-TV several

quency

in
originally

weeks ago.
Deal calls for Rose to receive a
substantial down payment plus a
profits. His service as scripter is included in the

percentage of the

arrangement.

AA

decides to film the picture
If
in Gotham, which it is now weighing, Sidney Lumet, who directed
the teleplay, may repeat his assign-

ment. In addition, AA is dickering
with John Cassavetes to recreate
his starring role. Vincent Fennelly has been assigned as producer.

The

picture is tentatively scheduled to roll this summer.
Incidentally,. Rose’s “12 Angry
Men,” which won the author an
Emmy for best dramatic script of
the year, is also up for filming. An
indie company is currently negotiating for a United Artists deal.
Sam Jaffe office here repped
Rose in the “Crime” deal in cooperation with his New York agent,
Ashley Steiner.

Readings by Cast

— MGM

and pictures receive

its

gratui-

tous plugs and publicity.
Included in the packages of Kix,
a new breakfast food, are 18 full
color photographs of Metro stars.
On the back of each of the playing

card size pictures are a brief biography and description of the star’s

MPAA

Each cereal package

is

imprinted

.

players include Frederick Valk, Ursula
play with Malvin Wald
Lyn, Robert K. Cunningham, all with European vidpix backgrounds
Mexico is host right now to°at least five American companies
Columbia has “Last Frontier” before the cameras
making features
there, Robert Webb is co-producing 20th’s “Seven Cities of Gold”
“The Tall Man” is in work at Durango under
Guadalajara,
around
William Bacher and William Hawk, Two others are Montezuma’s
and Irving Rapper’s- “The Boy and the Bull”
Rurales”
the
“Charge, of
.

Knife,” United Artists release, via
full readings before the .cameras
roll.
Run-throughs of the entire
script are designed to iron out any
possible hitches in dialog and story
situation and cut. the shooting to a
brief 15-day schedule. The rehearsals started last week.
James Poe, who adapted the pic
from the Clifford Odets play, and
Aldrich will sit in on the runthroughs. Whenever a cast member has a problem with phraseology or offers a dialog idea those
directly concerned will thus be on
hand to make possible changes.
This approach traditionally is taken
in stage production. In line with
this, Aldrich points out that most
of the “Knife” players have legit
backgrounds and are particularly
equipped for the script readings.
Cast includes Jack Palance, Ida
Lupino,
Wendell Corey, Rod
Steiger, Everett Sloane and Shelley Winters.
The Odets play centered on a
a

hold bn fame and fortune as a film
star. When presented in 1949, some
ih the film industry felt it was an
attack upon Hollywood.

Missouri Antitrust Suit;
400-Seater Asks $300,000
Louis, April 19.
A $300,000 treble damage antisuit was filed last week in the
U. S. District Court here by Earl
E. and Pauline Williams, co-owners
of the Venita, a 400-seat house in
Herculaneum, Mb., against 10 distributing film distributing companies and the Miller Theatres, Inc.,
operators of houses in Festus and
Crystal City, Mo.
St.

The petition charges that because the distributors “illegally refused” to give the plaintiffs firstrun
pictures for showing in the Venita
they were forced to shutter the
house in June, 1952. Defendants
named in the suit are Paramount,
Columbia, Warner Brothers, 20
Century-Fox, Universal, Loew’s,
RKO, United Artists, Republic and

.

.

.

.

.

'

Mexico City.
Metro production chief Dore Schary will produce a two-reel documentary in Cinemascope dealing with Gettysburg, site of the greatest
battle of the Civil War. Schafy’s idea for the documentary developed
Elia Kazan
from a visit to the national military park a year; ago
has left for a trip to Greece and Turkey to gather material for a new
Metro looking for a new name for its Finnish find, Taina Elg,
film
and has tied in with Armour & Co. in a $100, 000-in-prizes contest
Howco’s Harold F. Cohen has set 90 dates for the saturation opening
of the company’s “Kentucky Rifle” in the New Orleans territory
on May 1
George Skouras in Columbia Presbyterian Hospital for an eye op-

in

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

eration.

with the notice that the picture of
Ronald Reagan, program supervisor and voice of “The General
a Hollywood star is on the inside Electric Theatre,” in an address at the annual dinner of the Greater
and that the handsome color pho- Troy- Chamber of Commerce last week warned Americans against
tos are only obtainable in Kix.
Repprt
.
the danger of Communist Infiltration into labor unions
Purchasers are urged to collect from Montepelier: Alfred Hitchcock has purchased three original
the complete set which includes paintings by
for
his
Woodbury,
of
Bessie
Drennan
artist,
Vermont
a
Ann Blyth, Pier Angeli, Leslie home in Los Angeles.
Caron, Marge & Gower Champion,
conto
chartered
Corp.
been
has
Enterprises
Leppert International
Cyd Charisse, Vic Damone, Glenn duct a motion picture and entertainment business in New York, with
Ford, Anne Francis, 'Howard Keep, capital stock of 200 shares, no par value. Directors include: George
Eleanor
Parker,
Walter
Miller,
Ann
M. Leppert and Attorney Maurice R. Cheyette . Bert E. Friedlob
Pidgeon, Jane Powell, Edmund
Productions Inc. has been chartered to conduct^a film productions
Purdom, Debbie Reynolds! Michael business in New York;
Wilding, Esther Williams and KenBetty Marsh, who with her husband was half the cast for “Cinerama
nan Wynn.
Holiday,” will model for Neiman-Marcus, Dallas, at the April 27 style
It’s the first time General Mills
film industry should awaken to television’s great sellshow
. The
has distributed film stars’ pictures ing force, Elmer C. Rhoden, prexy of National Theatres, declares in
as cereal premiums.
an article in the current issue of the Screen Producers Journal, which
devotes its whole issue to the problem of “How To Sell Our Pictures.”
.

.

.

.

,

.

.

CARL LAWRENCE COLLECTS
Universal Prop Man Gets $50,000
For Loss of Eye on Job

UNDER

‘THE INFORMER’

New

York’s Cinema Verdi

'

Charles B. Moss Sails

STUDY AS REISSUE

.

Robert Aldrich is borrowing
from legit in prepping “The Big

MPEA

UA

.

latest release.

+

Current hews about Republic’s industry position and the antagonistic
attitude of stockholder Bernard (Ben) Smith shouldn’t represent a surprise development to tradesters. On April 21,. 1954, Variety reported:
“Looming large in Rep’s future is Bernard E. Smith. . .(who is) not
particularly pleased with Rep’s economic status and wants 'action’.”
annual reports, which drew
and
Physical layout of the
favorable comment in the trade, was done by Metro’s Ab Weisbord. . .
goes into the Capitol
Prodigal"
.“The
dates.
for
.
Gene Nelson in
tv
May 11. . .Max E. Youngstein, United Artists v.p., leaves April 28 on a.
Arthur Krim
president
London.
and
Madrid
10-day swing of Paris,
is now abroad. . .Arthur Loew is still on that trans-Continental shutLonglcgs”
(Thurs.).
.“Daddy
tomorrow
A.
tle. He comes in from L
the next 20th-Fox. pic in the Roxy Theatre, N, Y, It follows “Man
Saturday”
20th’s
“Violent
leaves
That
Called JPeter” in early May.
and “Magnificent Matador”: to Brandt’s Mayfair Theatre.
the
picture
dur“For reasons of security, no publicity was given
ing shooting” is the publicity handout on a feature called “This Is
Freedom,” reportedly phbtographed in the Soviet and Western halves
of Berlin by Paul F. Heard and Herbert Luft, who wrote the screen-

,

19.

\\

4

.

Premium

’

;

.

in Scotland in May as his
for Columbia under the new
pact. The other is “Matador,” for
Allied Artists.

Monogram.

in

*n>

derway

soul for

is

Minneapolis, April

•first

his

giving her

outlets for contest blanks.

.

forfeits

“The Prod-

is

distribution rights, to release the
film in November with the aim of
circulation
having it in wide
around the Christmas holidays.
Campaign for “Dolls” is now
getting underway, the “breaks” including a piece by Tom Pryor on
Goldwyn in the current Collier’s,
a double truck on the film in the
N. Y. Sunday (17) Times and a
spread on Marlon Brando set for
the May 1 issue of This Week mag.

Nearly
handle
the
be
Armour products will
,

60,000

supervising and arranging the financing for several other productions being made abroad.
Frankovich has two of his own
production companies, Locations
Unlimited and Hemisphere Productions, and also has a tie-in with
the British Eros Productions, under whose banner he sometimes
produces. He currently is prepping
two films, “Joe MacBeth," starring
Paul Douglas, which will get un-

man who

Samuel Goldwyn is due in N.Y.
September with the first print
of “Guys and Dolls,” which is now
in its sixth week of production.
Plan is for Metro, which has the

The 100G Sweepstakes is berun by Armour & Co.;

ing

On the strength of his recent
picture, “Rebound,” starring Stewart Granger and Jean Simmons,
he landed a six-picture deal with
Columbia, which will distribute
film. He also has a two-picture releasing deal with Allied Artists
and a releasing arrangement with
British Lion. Additionally, he is

Hollywood, April

in

the buildup routine.

tivities.

Full

is

promotional

can, Mike Frankovich, who holds,
stage space in London, Borne and
Madrid for his varied producer interests, He has just rented three
floors of the Eros Bldg, here to
house his expanding production ac-

Goldwyn’s ‘Guys & Dolls’
Print J)ue East in Sept.
in

Knows
Has Stages in London, Rome, Madrid
Where Frozen Funds Are Buried
The most

»» »»»
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Charles B. Moss, exec director of
Moss Theatres and the N.Y.

B. S.

first-run Criterion, leaves for Europe On the Queen Elizabeth Tues.
(19) on the prowl for foreign pic-

tures.

The Criterion has played

a

few

imports over the past year with
sufficient success to warrant the
dating of others, states Moss. He’ll
attend the Cannes Film Festival
while abroad.

Los Angeles, April 19.
Carl Lawrence, Universal prop
man, won a judgment of $50,000
for the loss of an eye and other
injuries received When he walked
into the revolving tail rotor of a
helicopter being used for the filming of studio’s “It Came From
Outer Space*”
Defendant was
Kern Copters, Inc., which had
rented eggbeater to U as a camera
plane. Lawrence is back at work.

duction for RKO, is
for reissue value. It’s set to open
at the first-run’ Aladdin Theatre,

Be Turned

being tested

Denver, next Tuesday

Around Us”

will play
half of the program.

(26).

“Sea

the lower

“Informer” was a 1935 entry
that brought Oscars to Ford as
best director and Victor McLaglen
as best actor.

L. A. to N. Y.
Pedro Armendariz
Fay Bainter
Mort Blumenstock
Vanessa Brown
Eugene U. Castle

DeMille’s Pickford Intro
an introduction to Mary Pickford’s soon-to-be published
“Sunshine and Shadow,” her autobiography (Doubleday; $4.95),
Cecil B. DeMille’s introduction reads in part:
“Among my own memories of Mary Pickford I cherish particularly one that she has probably completely forgotten. One evening in 1945 I was asked to speak at the Biltmore Hotel in Los
Angeles about why I had chosen to sacrifice my right to work, in
radio rather than pay a $1 political assessment to my union. My
stand on that question was, to say the least, not enthusiastically
supported by all my fellow-workers in the motion picture and
radio industries. On the evening in question the meeting hall was
packed to the doors; and it was packed in another sense, also, by
some strategically placed hecklers.
“I saw a woman struggling to get through the crowd, patiently
but indomitably working her way, squeezing (between chairs and
packed bodies, not being stopped by anything. It was Mary Pickford, come to take her place on the platform beside me. I had
not asked her to come. I did not know she was coming. But she
had heard about the meeting and, unlike many others, Mary did
not pause to calculate whether the gesture would be popular or
unpopular. It was a chance to stand up and be counted for political
freedom and the right to work. And she was there. v
“Show business has a term to describe someone like Mary Pickford. She is a good trouper. As often happens, show business
hides its heart under a glib phrase. There is another word for
being a good trouper, a word that show business would think too
grand to Use. That word is dedication.
“And that word, I think, is Mary Pickfbrd’s secret, as it is the
secret of anyone who succeeds at anything. Most of us serve our
ideals by fits and starts. The person who makes a success of living
is the one who sees his goal steadily and aims for it unswervingly.
That is dedication. Mary Pickford’s story shows what it has
meant in her life.
“When Mary’s publisher asked me to write this foreword, I
replied that Mary is one person of whom it 'can be most truly
said that she needs no introduction! If any readers bear with me
this far, they will by now -be in the same impatient state as a
motion picture audience waiting for ‘our Mary’ to appear on the
screen. It is time for the unnecessary introducer to step aside,
not satisfied that he has done justice to his subject, but grateful
for the opportunity of paying his tribute to America’s sweetheart
and to a friendship that goes back to her childhood.
“Your patience wULbe, jewarded. Here she is.”

Shuttering; Site Will

“The Informer,” John Ford pro-

In

Pat di Cicco

Cohen
Gary Cooper

Irving

Joseph Gotten
Broderick Crawford
Marion Davies
Nelson Eddy
Charles J, Feldman
Larry Gates
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Alex Gottlieb
James R. Grainger
Leland Hayward
Gene Kelly
Piper Laurie
Gene Nelson
Dore Schary
Walter Seltzer

;

The Cinema Verdi, formerly the
Princess, a legiter, has been under
the present management the Cabedime Cine Corp.—since 1946.
House manager Lou Messina said
business had been bad and that the
building would be torn
entire
down to make way for the Opera

—

Garage.
Messina, putting a damper on
the argument that, there being, as
many Italians in N. Y. as there are
in Rome (about 2,000,000), Italo
film language houses should find a

(Continued on page 20)

N. Y. to Europe
Louise Allbritton
Brooks Atkinson
Oriana Atkinson
.Edith Barstow

Milbourne Christopher

Bernard Smith
Gene Tierney

Tom

Billy de

Vincent

WOlfe

Mattiwilda Dobbs

N. Y. to L. A.
Valentine Davies
Sidney Harmon
William Liebling
Hillis Mills

Walter Reilly
Richard Rodgers

Audrey Wood
Donald Woods

•

Harold Freedman
Nathan D.‘ Golden

Trudy Goth
Sol Hurok
Lewis
Harold Lloyd
E. R. (Ted)

Prof.
Clair

Marco Malini
McCollough

Terry Moore

Lee Moselle

Charles B. Moss
Harry Novak
A1 O’Keefe
Marion Parsonnet
Howard Reinheimer
Oscar Serlin
George Shearing

Dennis Price
Debbie Reynolds

Dino Yannopoulos

Europe

to N. Y,

Jack Buchanan
Eddie Fisher
David M. Holtzmann
Walter Lowendahl

*

Collins

Reg Connelly
Victoria De Los Angelei

Henry Tobias
Oliver Unger

Romo

Garage

Into

television and a shortage of suitable Italo pix, the
Cinema Verdi, N. Y., Italian language house, is shuttering soon.
House will be turned into a garage.
This leaves only the Cinema Giglio catering to Italian audiences in
N. Y. That theatre, too, is curtailing its Italo film sked and may
present them twice a week only.

Blaming

Herman Wouk

—

)

0
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TV PLAN:
By GEORGE GILBERT
Writers and independent producers are on the brink, of a new
era in the opinion of writer-producer Sidney Harmon for now
there’s a fresh, virtually untapped
story field awaiting them. Almost
entirely responsible for discovery
of this yarn lode, he said, is “tv
which has focussed the industry’s
attention on .the intimate type of
drama that previously had been

£anuck on Star*
Modifying the star system in
Hollywood isn’t going to reduce the cost of production, as
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox
production topper, sees- it. On
the other hand, it might result
in better films.

-

“When you have a^big star
in a picture there may be some
temptation to cut corners,” he
said.
“If you have to rely
mostly on the subject matter,
chances are. you're going to be
mighty careful to make those
corners nice and round. That
usually means a better picture.”

neglected.’’

Harmon, who returned to the
Coast Sunday (17) after a 10-day
New York stay to o.o. Broadway
plays, feels that Hecht-Lancaster’s
“Marty” started the ball foiling on

the new trend and film-makers
would be foolish not to follow it
Based on an original teleplay
by Paddy Chayefsky, it represents
the opening wedge in developing a

up.

“field

for

entertainment
lucrative than
has been able to

intimate

‘art picture’

’

“The whole

concept stems from television for Canada, 20th-Fox is in a solid posithese stories are alive, with the in- tion in the Dominion for the next
timate details of a character with three years.
*
which an audience can identify itCompany has what it considers
self.
a very favorable arrangement with
“Of key importance is the script Famous Players and it has just
and ‘Marty’ proved there’s still a signed a similar contract for the
field for a small picture with good Famous Players, drive-ins. Odeon
writing. This new trend,, in which deal has been agreed on but not
have yet signed. Whereas the Famous
writers
for
Opportunities
never been greater, is tailor-made Players and Odeon contracts run
for the independent with limited to 1957, with each party free to
facilities and budget because inti-* cancel out in 1956, the drive-in
(Continued on page 18)
deal is on a year-to-year basis.
Under- the FP contract, the cir-

MAJORS WITH TELEPIX
SUBSIDS TO DOMINATE?

cuit, now close to 100% CinemaScope equipped, agreed to take all
of the 20th features and shorts.
Gimmick is that, on the basis of

projected 36 releases (three a
month), 20th has the right to withHollywood, April 19.
THie major film studios which hold one-third of the product.
While the contract negotiated by
have entered vidpix production are
planning to build up their con- Arthur Silverstone, 20th’s assistant
tract player rosters for their tele- general sales mgr., doesn’t actuvision subsidiaries. Several of the ally say so, these films are going
companies are already approaching to Odeon on an alternating “first
top “tv performers with the view choice” basis. It’s worked this way:
On alternating months, either
toward signing them to -long-term
contracts. The majors are aware Odeon or Famous Players are enwho
artists
many
that
the
titled
fact
of
to “first pick” of the releases
never made the grade in theatrical for that period. Split always is one
pictures have nevertheless done to two in favor of Famous Players.
very well in television and these In March, for instance, Odeon
are the performers they want to picked “A Man Called Peter.”
sign to contracts.
Famous Players in turn later got
A pair of outstanding examples “Daddy Longlegs.”
These deals not only assure 20th
much
made
never
who
telestars
of
of a dent in theatrical pix are of top outlets for all of the company’s
product, but allocate perStafford.
A
Jo
Como
and
Perry
categories
for
certain
pitch has already been made by a centage
groups
of pix. Last year, the FaMiss
Stafford
major vidfilmery for
to sign a contract. Her manager, mous Players chain alone returned
Mike Nidorf, admits there have to 20th film rental running to
been offers but declines to identify $2,860,000. Including the FP partners, that total exceeds $3,000,000.
the companies involved.
Specifically excluded from any
Nidorf, also chairman of the
board of Official Films, predicted of the Canadian deals is “The
Greatest
Story Ever Told” which
film
major
the
.that within a year
studios with vidpix subsids will the studio intends to make as a
super
spectacle,
possibly for a
“As
in
field.
dominate the telepix
said, “they'll be in
competition with each other, each

pictures,” he

trying to outdo the other. The independent producer, Who has little
margin to work on will have a
tough time.” The tv exec asserted
that the major vidfilmeries will
want to use their own contract
players in their telepix series and
“there are nudges here and there”
to indicate they're out to corral as
many successful tv players as possible for this purpose, Nidorf said.
“Time slots in television are limited,” Nidorf said, “and to get and
hold this time, the major tv subsidiaries will seek to make the best
possible product. Television is in
for a quality swing because of this
Competition which will be healthy
for the industry.
“The majors will be out for all
the good tv artists there are today,
seeking to supplement their picture
contract lists. In some instances,
the tv artists signed by the majors
.

appear in some of their
motion pictures if the vehicle is
will also

suitable.”

appear determined

a

roadshow.

Good Mean Fun
St.

on the air as possible.
Discussing the matter privately,
film execs

be

It'll

make these

com-

paratively few remaining “star”
personalities to appear in vidpix
remakes of, let’s say, their former
hits;
Hollywood badly needs a
buildup for its “new faces” and tv
would be the ideal frame for them;
using new. talent is cheaper, and
the tv audience isn’t spoiled in
the same way that theatre audi.

that’s barely
legit stage.

Many good dramatic
air

generally

It’s

have used talent

known
felt

outside
that,

the

while

Hollywood “glamor” will of course
be harnessed for the film companies’ tv efforts, the primary accent
will be on the story material. Execs
at at least one major outfit are
confident that the
their
in a

showcasing of

talept on tv may
new era in which the
may rise once again.

young

stench bomb in
the house. Cops who had kept
the trio under surveillance before they had entered the
theatre confiscated the bomb,
wire cutters and screw drivers

made sulphur

points:

difficult to get the

Louis, April 19.

Three juveniles, the oldest
were nabbed last week in
the Kirkwood, a St. Louis
County theatre, before they
had time to explode a home17,

ring

found in their possession.

They admited, the. cops report they had been loosening
the arms and seats in the
theatre and had cut phone and
electric Wires.
But it was all
in fun they insisted. They also
told cops they belonged to the.
“National Socialist Workers
Party of America.” The juves
will be arranged before Ju’
venile Court. authorities,

Film companies’ entry into the
television film production field is
seen cueing a much closer liaison
between the studios, tv stations
and the exhibs with a view to getting the most out of over-the-air
promotion of pix.
In the instance, of 20th-Fox, at
least, Darryl F, Zanuck, production
topper, has made it clear that any
tv show built by the studio will
include a segment devoted to cur-

rent and

been

British

Showmen

star

Exhfb Ire
Underlying some of the company
thinking is a reluctance to rouse
London, April 19.
exhib ire by using top names. TheBritish film and legit biz got the
atremen are divided in their reacbrush today (Tues.) from Chantions to the filmeries’ newly found
cellor of the. Exchequer, R. A. Butenthusiasm for tV. Some go along
ler. In his proposed budget he comwith the companies’ argument that
pletely ignored the industries’ apbuilding tv shows will merely serve
plication for tax relief.
to broaden the theatre audience.
Principal relief was a minor inOthers hold it’s bound to hurt the
come tax concession which will
theatrical b.o." by diminishing the
Compensate slightly by increasing
paying customers.
the public's spending power.
There is a theory among exhibs
Film industry here had asked for
that overexposure of talent on tv
a cut in admissions levy running to
could kill its appeal in the theaabout $17,000,000.
It's now paytres. At the same time, there’s no
ing the government over $100,000,question that many exhibs today
000 a year via b.o. taxes. Last year,
are taking a different view of Holthe industry asked for $20,000,000
lywood collaboration with tv from a
year relief and got $9,800,000. At
(Continued on page 18)
that time it was the only industry
to get any tax concessions from
the Chancellor.
.

It’s

that

the audience.
In the light of this approach, the
distribs are expected to employ all
means at their disposal to harness
the effectiveness of the national
plugs apd to alert exhibs to them.
At the moment* it's felt that
there is insufficient liaison between
the companies, the stations and the
theatres to take the fullest advantage of promotional material that
gets on tv, and particularly the national shows.
In many instances,
*
the first exhibs know of a film being plugged is when they see it on.

homes.

tv in their

According to ad-pub execs in
N. Y., the new tv era, with studiobuilt
shows, demands improve-*
ments in the cooperative skedding
of activity centering around airplugs.
For instance, if an exhibitor knows that picture is to be advertised on a show, and the film
should at that time be playing his
house* he’d be told well in ad-vance. This would enable him to
make his tieup with the local station, perhaps to buy a spot following the show to let his public know
that the film they’ve just seen
plugged, is currently playing his
theatre.

While details remain to be
Worked out, some of the companies
( Continued on
page 20

20TH-F0X ERECTING

TEL AVIV THEATRE

‘Eternal Sea’ Premiere

Sterling

films.

contention

1

system

Hollywood, April 19,
Producer-Director John H. Auer,

upcoming 20th

Zanuck’s

20th’s entire' aim in going into tv
is to help plug pix and broaden

Twentieth Century-Fox in July

PICKFORD-GOLDWYN

Hayden and Alexis Smith

Their Respective $509,000 Claims
plane for Providence, R. I., today
Cut To $15,000 and $819
(T.ues.)
participate in world
to
Los Angeles, April 19.
preem of Republic's“‘Eternal Sea”
Litigation which lias been brewat Albee Theatre tomorrow (Wed.).
ing between Mary Pickford and
Navy brass from Washington also Samuel Goldwyn more than
five
to attend event.
years
over their jointly-owned
Goldwyn studios has finally been
settled, on the eve of the property
‘Buried’ on Page 2
going on the open auction block.
“Which department do you
Miss Pickford had sought $500,read?” has been a timehon000 assertedly due her from renored Variety readership query.
tals she said producer had failed
The gag about a story being
to pay her, and Goldwyn. had filed
“buried” on P. 1 or P. 2 is too
for $503,535 for maintenance exoften kidding - on - the - square.
penses he contended she refused
The broadcasters turn to Rato share.
dio-TV first; the music bunch
In a decision handed down Frito Music first; ditto the legit,
day (15) Superior Judge Paul
vaude and even the picture
Nourse, who has been trying to
business
sometimes
readers
untangle the assets of the studio
skim over the first two pages
for years, awarded Miss Pickford
and start looking on P. 3.
$15,000, and Goldwyn won a judgIn recent weeks, and for the
ment of $819.
Miss Pickford ’s
rest of the year, a somewhat
judgment was in settlement of a
informal and certainly al fresco
second suit for $115,000 brought
approach to the history of the
against Goldwyn, Bench previouspaper, since Sime Silverman
ly tossed put her $500,000 claim
founded it 50 years ago, has
on the ground she hadn’t been
appeared serially on P. 2. This
ousted from studio.
is part of Variety’s Golden
The $819 awarded Goldwyn was
Jubilee self-trailerizing.
In
in
payment of utilities, Judge
radio-tv they call it a “comNourse ruling he couldn’t recover
mercial.” We call it a deparanything on his $503,535 suit
ture, to talk about ourselves
against actress.
thisaway.
But once started
The property will go to open
we’ve been told it’s "very inauction tomorrow (Wed.) in Judge
teresting” and, for the younger
Nourse’ court, when the two partgeneration in all branches of
ners are expected to enter into
lively bidding against each other.
show biz, and certainly for
those in the newer mediums
In sealed bids for studio,' they
broadcasting,
the
diskeries,
were the only entrants. Miss Picketc.—it’s a refresher course on
ford having offered $1,525,000 and

expects to start construction of a
2,000-seat theatre in Tel Aviv,
Israel. It will be the first Americanbuilt

house in

Israel.

The theatre

will be completely
with aircoriditioning,
stereophonic sound, etc. It is being designed specifically for Cine-

modern,

mascope. Another C’Scope showcase is planned by 20th for Haifa
within two years.

Meanwhile,

in

South

20th’s theatrebuilding

Africa,

program also

advancing. Four houses, all designed with a view to C’Scope exhibition, have been completed or
are in the planning stages. Latest
to open was the 20th Century Theatre in Germiston, a 1,500 seater
with a 70 foot screen. The 20th
Century in Port Elizabeth, also
1,500 seats, is about ready to open.

is

,

The 20th deal on drive-ins involves some 20 ozoners operated
by Famous Players. It represents
a compromise in that some of the
20th product will play on percentage and the rest flat, as in the
past. In 1956, a new deal will be
negotiated, based on the current
season’s b.o. experiences which are
expected to help in adjusting flat
rental deals on a realistic basis.
Under the FP and the Odeon
deals, 20th’s C’Scope shorts will
get the same price as before, wjtii
extra playing time demanding 50%
of the original price per day.
Movietone newsreel deals also are
to be continued. The FP ozoners
are currently equipping for Cin•

emascope.
In Canada, which

last year netted 20th some $6,000,000 on the
whole, the 20th release sked is bol-

stered by a number of indie productions
mostly British - Which
the company doesn’t handle in’ the
U-.S. so that the release rate of
three a month is fairly constant.

—

to use this

.

shows on the

do in the past.”
A veteran toiler in Hollywood’s
script mill, Harmon declared that
Assured of preferred playing
films such as “Marty” don’t compete with the $4—‘5,000,000 pictures time for its entire output on both
de“They
studios.
of the major
the Famous, Players Canadian ana
pend solely on the critics and word the Odeon Theatres circuits in
of mouth,” he said.

field

side activity to build up new stars
for the theatre marquees.
Question is a sensitive one with
the studios since advertisers are
naturally interested in getting as
much of Hollywood's, “star” appeal

ences are.

much broader and
the

Despite some protestations to the
contrary, film companies entering
the television program production

—

what makes Variety tick. Anyway, that’s the main idea.
So start looking on P. 2.
This is the whyfore of this
supplementary box in every
department of the paper.'

D.A.R. Dubs Columbia’s
’Line’

Most

Patriotic

Washington, April 19.
Columbia’s “Long Grey lane”
has been chosen by the Daughters
of the American Revolution as
4

“best patriotic picture of the year.”

Award

will be made tomorrow (20)
during the current annual D.A.R.
convention. Here to receive the
award will be John Ford, who directed “Line” and Paul N. Lazarus,

Columbia vice prexy.

Award

for

the

best

children’s

be made at the same time,
go to Michael Myerberg for
“Hansel and Gretel.” Myerberg
will be on hand to accept. He will
also present a demonstration of
the puppets used in the picture.
Goldwyn $1,501,000.
The
D.A.R.
radio - television
All bids must be 5% higher than
a previous bid, with any new bid award of the year will be presented
film, to

will

.

Miss Pickford owns 41/80ths and Goldwyn

starting at $1,601,250.

v

39/,80ths of 'property.
•

to

CBS Thursday

for

“You Are

There,” with Hubbell Robinson accepting.

.

:

)

.

.
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Wednesday, April 20, 1955

frj&RIETY
Dehner trio, plus henchmen Ray
Teal and John Harmon, are ca-

The Men From

Lady and the Tramp

Bitter lUdg©

(C’SCOPE^COLOR-SONGS)

(COLOR)
Walt Disney returns to hte cartoon homegrounds via a dog
story with a sturdy boxoffice

Good western feature, stressing story and action, for gen-

punch

eral outdoor market.

line.

Vista release of Walt Disney
Erdman
production. Associate producer,
Luske. Clyd e
Penncr; directors, Hamilton Directing amfjevonimi. Wilfred Jackson.
Thomas, OlUe
n'ato rs Milt Kahl, FrankTtiwina

John Lounsbery. Wolfgang
nms,
Rcitherman, Eric Larson, Hal
Rinaldi,
CJark Story, Penner. Joe
Don DaGradi; based on an ongiWright,
E
Lee
n il bv Ward Greene; songs, PeggyOlivei
and Sonnv Burke; musical score,
Johnston.

.

^“or. Don WD'-Jf'WS
V&cc
Bcekman Theatre, N.Y., April 15, od.

1

at

Running lime, /S^MIN^

-Id

Barline. Pen. Si
?P

Bin

Bull
U

Tock

Thomp«S

Bill

’

Stan

C

*»ni saia
S9 M
Aunt
Tnnv

Baa C° n
Freberg

Verna Felton
Alan Reed
George Civet

••••••

Dallos

fStoV'Pro&sor
D
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Hollywood, April 19.
Universal release of Howard Pine production. Stars Lex Barker, Mara Corday,
Stephen McNally; features John. Dehner,
Ray Teal,. Warren
Bardette,
Trevor
Stevens. Directed by Jack Arnold. Screen;
plav, Lawrence Roman; adaptation, Teddi
Sherman; based on. a novel by William
MacLeod Raine; camera ° (Eastman Color),
Russell Metty; editor, Milton Carruth;
Gershcnson.
music supervision. Joseph
J
Previewed April 12, 55. Running time,
80 MINS.
Jeff Carr
Holly Kenton

,
„ .
Barker
Lex
Mara Corday

.

Bardette
Bay Teal
..Warren Stephens

....

Norman Roberts

.........

Myron Healey
.John Harmon
John

...

Cliff

...Richard Garland
1.85-1)

Aspect ratio

:

The Melio Men

Aspect ratio

t

2.55-1)

of

delight for the juveniles, lots
fun for adults and a good

a favorable reception in the gener-

money-makef-ofor most situations, al outdoor market, The f taming is
“Lady and the Tramp” marks expert all down the line and the
Walt Disney’s return to the cartoon running time is a handy 80 minarena where he’s scored many utes, giving it a booking advantage

conquests. This Is the for release intentions.
animated feature in CinemaCast toppers Lex Barker, Mara
scope and the wider canvas and Corday and Stephen McNally go
extra detail work reportedly meant about the outdoor business in the
an additional 30% in. negative cost. Howard Pine production with asIt was a sound investment; the surance under the snappy-action
pictorial values thus achieved give direction by Jack Arnold. There’s
the entry greater stature produc- no pace lag anywhere in getting
tion-wise. and more entertainment onto film the William MacLeod
impact.
Raine story, adapted by Teddi
,
Disney!s stable of imaginative Sherman and scripted by Lawrence
characters is well enhanced with Roman. It’s apt writing to meet
“Lady & Tramp.” This time out the .demands of the action fan.
the producer turns to members of
Barker is quite at ease in his
the canine world and each of these role as a special investigator come
hounds of Disneyville reflects to Tomahawk to get the facts on
knowhow
drawing-board
astute
stage holdups and killings that
and richly-humorous. invention. have been blamed on a group of
This, of course, paves the way for sheepmqn
headed by McNally.
merchandising tieups which make After sortie run-ins with the gunfor an additional boxoffice bolster- handy brothers of aspiring politiing factor. The songs by Peggy cian John Dehner, Barker correctly
Lee and Sonny Burke figure im- figures who’s behind the looting.
portantly', too, in the salability.
So does sheriff Trevor Bardette,
“Lady &; Tramp” is suggestive but it remains a question of getin stqry line of soap opera, with ting the goods on Dehner and
a pedigree, and with the comedy brothers, Warren Stevens and .Mytouches, which are characteristic ron Healey. Some ready gun jusof Disney product, in abundance. tice at the finale leaves the heavies,
The early reels tend to slowness dead and Barker ready to settle
but these are forgotten once the down with Miss Corday, attractive
film reaches, and maintains, its sheepherder. She gives the role
merry .pace short of the halfway zip and McNally is colorful and

previous
first

.

•

13

rk

Characters of the title are a
cutie-pie faced and ultra ladylike
spaniel and the raffish mutt from
the other side of the tracks. In
“featured” roles are Trusty, the
bloodhound who’s lost his sense
of smell, and Jock, a Scottie with
a sense of thrift. Both have a crush
on Lady but her on-and-off romance with Tramp finally leads to
a mating of the minds, ete., and
a litter basket.

Other eiwacters, each with

its

own colorful “personality,” include
Boris, Russian wolfhound; Pedro,
Mexican chihuahua; Peg, a Pek.

ingese with a show business background, and Bull, gruff English
bulldog.
Curiously, in making a hero out
of the jaunty Tramp, the writers

Paris,. April 12.
L« Fils d* Caroline Chorle (The Son
Caroline Cherie) (FRfiNCH-COLOR).
Gaumont release of Gaumont-Francois
Chavane production. Stars Jean-Claude
Pascal; features Brigitte Bardot, Sophie
Desmarets, Jacques Dacqihine, Magali
Noel, Micheline Gary. Directed by Jean
Devaivre. Screenplay, Cecil Saint Laurent;
camera (Technicolor), Maurice Barry; ediof

Germaine Artus. At
Running time, 105 MINS,
tor,

Berlitz,

Paris.

telling.

of his heritage. However, it shows
up in his easy conquest *of a bevy
of beauteous females on both sides.
This looks in for fair b.o! here.
But for the U.S., pic is too naive
and languid to make for any possible arty fare, and with its torrid

This

A

is

for kids?

few “humans” are sketched

from the Mickey SpiUane pen,
featuring blood, action and
sex for exploitable,

b.o.

Hollywood, April

trail leads to

19.

United. Artists release of Robert Aidrich (Parkland Pictures) production. Stars

Albert Dekker,
Ralph Meeker;
Paul Stewart, Juano Hernandez, Wesley
Addy. Directed by Aldrich. Screenplay,
A. I. Bezzerides; from the Mickey Spillane novel; camera, Ernest Laszlo; editor,
features

Mike Luciani; music composed and conducted by Frank Devol. Previewed April
time, 105 MINS.
Ralph Meeker
Albert Dekker

Eddie Yeager
Pat
Friday
Velda
Christina
Lily Carver

Nick
Sugar
Charlie

Sammy

Paul Stewart
Juano Hernandez
Wesley Addy
Marian Carr
Maxine Cooper

Leachman
Gaby Rodgers

.Cloris
; ,
•

.

•

Max

Nick Dennis
Jack Lambert
Jack Elam
.

Jerry Zinneman
Leigh Snowden
Morgue Doctor ........... Parcy Helton
..Madi Comfort
Singer
Night Club
Bonanova
Fortunio
Trlvaco
..James McCalUan
Super
Silvio Mlnciotti
T
Old Man
Robert Cornthwajte
FBI Man
.James Seay
FBI Man
Girl at Pool

Mara McAfee

Nurse
Diker
Mrs. Super

Mort Marshall
...Jesslyn Fax

(Aspect ratio: 1.85-1)

The ingredients that

sell

Mickey

about Mike Hammer, the hardboiled private eye,
are thoroughly worked over in this
latest Pqrklane Pictures presentation built around the rock-andsock character. The combo of
blood, action and sex which has
Spillaile’s novels

(For thk Record; Limited for U.S.)

the folks in
Lady’s household who are referred
to by the canines as Jim Dear and
Darling.
This is the way they
address themselves and it comes
off as amusing billing. Also, there
are Tony and Joe, proprietor and

in a fight with a rat that
recalls to <mind the terror of the
bat episode in “Lost Weekend.”

(SONG)
Hardboiled private eye meller

attracted exploitation b.o. in previous entries should repeat here
for the situations that find this
type of filmfare sells tickets.
Ralph Meeker takes on the Hammer character this time around
under the. producer-director wing
of Robert Aldrich and as the surly,
ask questions later,
first,
hit
shamus turns in a job that is acceptable, even if he seems to go
soft in a few sequences. Aldrich’s
handling is acceptable, too, alexcellent as the sheepman who though he prolongs the footage to
fights with and for the hero. The an unnecesssary hour and 45 min-

Film is the third in a series devoted to swashbuckling and sedate
sensuality during the Napoleonic
wars is Spain in the 19th Century. This concerns the son, Juan,
of the easy and feminine Caroline
who has been brought up in a
Spanish family and does not know

worked

Me Deadly

15* '55. Running
Good, albeit familiar, story val- Mike
Hammer
ues and plenty of action shape Dr. Sober in
“The Man From Bitter Ridge” for Carl Eyello
.

A

Kiss

....,, .Trevor
•

Clem Jackman

(

gets it all on film in Eastman Color effectively. The editing is good,
the background score fair. Brog.

Stephen McNally
John Dehner

Alec Black
Rahsc Jackman
Walter Dunham
Shep Bftscom
Line Jackman

Wolf Landers
Jace Gordon

pable at the skullduggery.
Production and direction get In
quite a bit of mass motion in the
outdoor scenes of battles between
Dehner hirelings and the sheepmen, and Russell Metty ’s camera

his talent to a lesser role and
credits are ordinary in this violent

Mosk.

affair.

Pans, ‘April 12.
L«» Clandestine* (FRENCH). Vascos
production and release. Stars Maria Mauban, Philpe Lemaire; features Alexandre
Darcy, Michele Philippe, Nicole Courcel.
Dominique Willms. Directed by Raoul
Andre. Screenplay, Raymond Caillava;
editor,
BarFellous;
camera, Roger
benchon. At Monte Carlo, Paris. Running time, 9 MINS.

purposes of the story

Among them

are

'

Five Guns West

a series of amorous

(COLOR)

dames, murder-minded plug-uglies
and * dangerous adventures that
offer excitement but have little
clarity to let the viewer know
what’s going on. Finish takes place
at a beach house, where a curious
blonde ©pens the pandora box protecting the fissionable substance
and everything goes up in flames,
except Hammer and his warm
brunette secretary, who manage to

Fair

bill-filler for

the general

action market with
John Lund, Dorothy Malone

outdoor

as familiar cast names.

Hollywood, April

18.

American. Releasing Corp., release of

Roger

Corman

production. Stars John
Lund.. Dorothy. Malone; features Touch
Connors. Directed, by Corman. Screen-

escape.

Wright Campbell; camera (PatheCrosby; editor. Ronald SinBuddy Bregman. Previewed
Running time, 78 MINS.
Govern Sturges .........
John Lund
Dorothy Malone
Shalee
Hale Clinton
Touch Connors
John Candy
Bob Campbell
Billy Candy
Jonothop Haze
J. C. Haggard
Paul Birch
Uncle Mime
James Stone
Jethro
Jack Ingram
Cdnfederate Captain
Larry Thol'

play, R.

Albert Dekker is the top heavy,
seen through all but a few closing
scenes as no more than, a pair of
suede shoes and striped britches,
while Paul Stewart is more out in
the open as the boss of the gang
carrying out Dekker’s orders. Wesley Addy is an FBI man. For
femme companions, Meeker is supplied with, in order, Cloris Leachman, the first blonde; Maxine
Gaby
secretary;
the
Cooper,
Rodgers, a blonde menace, and
Marian Carr, a blonde who wants
to be loved. For good measure, pic
has Leigh Snowderi standing around
as a spare blonde in case she’s
needed. The femmes are well

color), Floyd
clair; music.
April 14, '55.

.

.

.

,

.

(Aspect ratio: 2-1

Familiar names of John Lund
Dorothy Malone, plus good
color lensing for widescreen, make
this second offering from the indie
American Releasing Corp.,. acceptable fare for the smaller outdoor
action situation.
The entertainequipped for the s.a. demands of ment values aren’t all they should
their parts.
be for the action trade, but pic
Not “King” Cole sings “Rather should prove out for release inHave the Blues,” a Frank Devol tentions as a bill-filler.
tune, as a plug piece behind the
Story concerns five convicted
titles, and later in the film Madi murderers, pardoned into the ConComfort does right by a piece to federate Army to catch a deserter
be known as "The Blues From Kiss and retrieve the gold and a list of
Me Deadly.” Devol’s score else- Southern undercover agents he is
where furnishes the proper kind of carrying.
The assignment is to
backing to the love and mayhem. waylay a stage on which he is
Also, fitting to the meller mood is travelling
under Union cavalry
the lowkey, artfully angled and escort \Vhen it reaches a lonely
lighted lensing by Ernest Laszlo.
western way station. The quintet
Brog.
figures to best serve its own purposes by taking the gold after the
deserter is caught and killed, plus
doing some double-crossing among
(COLOR)
the group so the swag won’t be
cut so many ways.
Minor entertainment entry in
Scripter R. Wright Campbell’s
tye outdoor action league for
plotting is acceptable but he perprogrammer bookings.
mits his characters to talk too
The result is that the
much.

and

The Marauders

Hollywood, April 15.
Metro release of Arthur M. Loe\v Jr.
production. Stars Dan Duryea, Jeff Richards, Keenan Wynn. Jarma Lewis; features
John Hudson, Harry Shannon,
David Kasday. Directed by Gerald Mayer.
Screenplay, Jack Leonard, Earl Felton;
from the novel by Alan Marcus; camera
(Eastman Color), Harold Marzoratl; editor, Russell Selwyn; music. Paul Sawtell.
Previewed April 11, ’55. Running time,
.

pacing by producer Roger Corman, on his first directorial assignment, lags, often enough to
make the unspooling seem slow.

Corman doesn’t supply as
drive to the action as this
type subject requires so the elements of suspense and tension
present in the. story aren’t fully
80 MINS.
Dan Duryea realized. On the production side,
Mr. Avery
Jeff Richards
Corey Everett
film’s assets include good outdoor
Wynn
Keenan
Hook
Hannah Ferber
Jarma Lewis locations and very expert photogJohn Hudson raphy in
Roy Rutherford
Pathecolor by Floyd
Harry Shannon
John Rutherford
David Kasday Crosby.
Albie Ferber
James Anderson
Louis Ferber
portrays a member of the
Lund
Richard Lupino
Perc Kettering
Ramos
Peter Mamakos quintet, in reality a Confederate
Mort Ml'
officer posirtg as a killer to 'make
Carmack
John Damlei sure the job’s done right.
Cooper
When
Sal
Michael DuaAn
Ken Carlton he makes his identity known at
Thumbo
the finale, he has to take on the
(Aspect ratio 1.75-1)
gang to save himself, his prisoner
The outdoor action league has -a and Miss Malone and her uncle,
James
Stone, keepers of the stage
minor entertainment entry ffi “The
Marauders” and the picture will station, The two stars are satisand okay support is turned
factory
depend, mostly on programmer
bookings. Although in the actioner in by Touch Connors, Bob CampJonothon Haze and Paul
class, it’s shy of enough to get by bell,
as satisfactory outdoor fare, and Birch, members of the murderer
Brog.
the scripting fails to make the mo- gang.
tives plausible or the characters
Too,

much

'

This falls into the quickie exploitation genre. Gimmick of “call
girls”

marily

used to make this prifor the baldheaded row

is

Trite scripting, lacklustre
acting and direction, and the obvious cheap technical aspects make
this only possible for grind spotting or maybe dualers in the U.S.
For the local scene, it has some
fair marquee value. A taut subject
is treated with many cliches. Rer
cook at a pizza bistro, who engage love scenes snipped, there is suit is a familiar potpourri of film
in one of the hilarious highlights nothing in this -to make for general bits with the heroine managing to
of the film. In this they serve U.S. chances. Jean-Claude Pascal keep out of bed and be saved from
Lady and Tramp with a backyard is vapid as the young lady killer “fate worse than death” by the
Mosk
meal replete with candle light and while color is properly pastel. inquisitive young hero.
a serenade. Another standout item Editing helps get sOme movement
Paris,
April
12.
is a vocal of the tune, "He’s a
in the better scenes. Shadow of
L#«
Impure*
(FRENCH).
Fernand
Tramp,” by the Showgirl-like Peg. Martin e Carol, the previous Caro- Rivers release
of S. B. Film production
It’s
Miss Lee’s voice and she line, hangs over this and is sorely Stars Micheline Presle, Raymond Pelle
grin; features Bill Marshall, Dora Doll
torches it with great effect.
missed.
Mask.
Daniel Cauchy, Jacqueline Noelle. Di
rected by Pierre Chevalier; Screenplay,
"Tramp” and “Bella Notte” are
Juliette
Saint-Glnez;
camera,
Henri
rated here as the best numbers
Paris, April 12.
Alekan; editor, Monique Kirsanoff. At
and figure to cop attention on their
Seri* Nolr* (Black Edition) (FRENCH). Balzac, Paris. Running time, 85 MINS.
own. “The Siamese Cat. Song” goes Pathe release of PAC-Pathe production.
Stars Henri Vidal; features Erich Von
over fine in the film because of the Stroheim, Monique
This Is obviously made for ex
Van Vooren, Robert
cleverly-etched visual accompani- TIossein, Jacqueline Pierreux. Directed by ploitation
purposes in treating
Pierre Foucayd. Screenplay, Pierre Gasment. Other songs are “La-la-lu.” pai‘d-Huit;
white
slavery. But it defeats its
camera. Paul Cotteret; editor,
a
lullaby;
“Peace
on Earth,” Jean Fcyte; music, Sidney Bechet. At purpose by an overly familiar story
Christmas entry, and “Home Sweet Raimu, Paris. Running time, 90 Ml NS.
which plods its way to its foregone
Home,” which is the only nonconclusion. The virtife of tile girl,
original item in the score.
“Serie Noire” is the tag of a spe- sold down the river, is saved and
“Lady & Tramp” is excellently cial pop edition of detective and the soiled procurer dies for the
tinted by Technicolor.
tough guy books here. With the woman he has come to love.
Gene.
cycle in full steam, the title was
Ordinary direction and wasting
bought for a film, but the pubs of two talented actors, Micheline
Nathan Golden to Europe
washed
Presle
their
hands
and Raymond Pellegrin
pf
it,
and
Washington, April 19.
Nathan D. Golden, director of rightly so. This is enough to give make this of dubious chances in
the Motion Picture and Phoio- the final black mark to this type America. It has a special pegging
Derivative
and possibilities on the theme, Locally
graphic Products Division of the gangster films.
imitative, at best, of its superior it has enough names for a fair run
U.
S.
Commerce Department, U.S. counterpart,
this might have For his first pic, Pierre Chevalier
planed to Paris today.
a lair run locally. But it emerges has given this fair mounting, but
He is official U. S. Govl. rch amateurish and too draggy for the lacked the Imagination to make
resentative at the Cannes Film American market except for lower something of this old theme.
Festival
casing. Erich Von Stroheim brings
Mosk

in' for

Richards and dies along with neary everyone else by the time the
liomesteader proves he intends to
hold his land,
A few in the east manage to
make their performances acceptable within the limits of the material.
They are Richards, Jarma
ewis, interesting newconfer, and
James Anderson, her weak husguarded confidence until near the band who is killed by the crazy
footage windup and even then the Duryea. The latter and Keenan
Wynn, gunman, are handicapped
subject remains rather obscure.
overdrawn characters they
From the time Hammer picks up by the
are called upon to portray.
a half-naked blonde on a lonely
Harold Marzorati’s lensing i
highway he’s in for trouble. Before
astrnan Color (Print by Technimuch footage has passed, the girl color)
and the editing by Russell
is killed and he nearly so in an
head up the okay technical
Selwyn
his
gets
This
arranged accident.
Brog.
curiosity aroused and he sets about credits.
puzzle.
The
the
unravel
to
trying

utes by his deliberate pacing of
many individual scenes.
Subject of the chase in the
Spillane yarn, scripted by A. I,
Bezzerides, is some kind of fissionable material which a gang is trying to get* out of the country. At
least, that appears to be wnat all
the shooting and shouting is about
because the viewer isn’t taken into

trade.

,

1

:

Oxis©

interesting.

The Arthur M. Loew Jr., produccomes equipped with standard

tion

ingredients for the

market, such
as rugged settings; widescreen and
color, that backstop for Gerald
Mayer’s direction of the Alan Mar
cus story, screenplayed by Jack
Leonard and Earl Felton. The cast
isn’t provided with much opportunity to show to advantage, and the
direction sometimes permits ludicrous overplaying among severa

members.
Basic plot is the one about big
ranch interests trying to keep the
range free of homesteaders. Why
any big rancher would worry about
a lone settler on the arid piece o
range chosen is a question, except
the homesteader has brought in a
deep water well and it’s just naturally against the principles of western plotting to let small farmers
alone.
Jeff Richards Is the homesteader
and the story opens with him do
ing a lone stand against the gun
men of big rancher Harry Shan
non. When the latter is killed, Dan

(Oasis)

(GERMAN-COLOR-C’SCOPE)
Berlin, April 12,
20th-Fox release of Roxy production.
Stars Michele Morgan. Cornell BorOhers and Carl Raddatz. Directed by' Yves
Allegret. Screenplay, Joseph and Georg
Kcssel; camera (Eastmnncolor), Adolphe
Charlct; music, Faul Misrakl. At Delphi
Palast, Berlin, Running time 95 MINS.

Michele Morgan
Francolse
Karin ................ .Cornell Borchcr*
Antoine
Carl Raddatz
Perez
Grcgoirc Aslan
Doctor
.Pierre Brasscur
Juan
Gil Gnlion

Salem
Beehnra
Hassan
Van Grouten
Gentleman
Barber

Salem
,

.

.

.Bechara

.Nico
Regnler
.Helmut Weiss
.Ulrich Belger

.......... Charles

“Oasis” commands special atbecause it is Germany’s

tention
first

CinemaScope

feature. Mostly

shot against actual backgrounds of
French-Morocco and dealing with
a
gold-smuggling caravan, this

might have been an ideal C’Scope
had it not been based
on such an unconvincing and un-

action vehicle

imaginative script. This just doesn’t
give French director Allegret much
chance. Pic, however, has sufficient exploitation angles to make
a battle tactician
it a healthy b.o. contender here.
takes command and soon goes com
(Continued on page 22)
pletely crazy. He’s no match for

Duryea,

ranch
fancies himself

bookkeeper

who

—

1
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EXPORT ‘BLACKBOARD JUNGLE*
We

Info Agency:

Offset Hollywood!
|)

jj

Hollywood, April 19.
While here following his speech before the San Francisco Union
League-Press Club, Eugene ,W. Castle, founder of Castle Films,

‘Tail-Piece’

revealed the contents of a 73-page report recently circulated in
Washington, marked “highly confidential,” to a selected group of
“friendly” Congressmen, newspaper columnists and others. Intended as a point-by-point subrosa reply to charges in Castle’s
book, “Billions, Blunders and Baloney” (Kevin-Adair)* Castle
pointed to references in the confidential report which, he argued
supported his Contention that the USIA was anti-Hollywood.
In answering Castle, the Information Agency rapped the type of
features turned out by the major studios, Castle charged this was
self-appointed missionary work by the USIA to “offset the influence"
•
of American films on foreign audiences.”
In liis book Castle had written, quoting an Italian editor: “Your
Hollywood movies are your best ambassadors.” In comment upon
this the confidential report stated: “Many misconceptions about
America that it is rich* materialistic, lacking in culture, jazzhappy, full of gangsters have been promoted and prolonged by
productions from Hollywood.. The United States Information
Agency is constantly forced with having" to correct this view.”

—

Fix Info

Current cycle of films featuring
violence and relating directlv to
various phases of contemporary
life is a concern to for*American
e jg n execs a t some of the companies
a

in

Chicago Started

"

Agency Budget
House;

Rep. Raps Castle Book
Washington, April 19.
The House passed arid sent to
the Senate last week an $80,500,000
budget for the U. S. Information
Agency. This is about $4,000,000
more than the Agency was given
,£-«*» fiscal
.« spend for the
*h„ current
««w.rv.»,
to
y
*£3®?* «$w>year
£X
ending
gnding June 30, but is $8,000,000
less than the agency requested for
the next fiscal year.
The House Appropriations Comniitlee directed that no
mittee
ho more than
$3,000,000 of this amount should be
used for the motion picture program, which is $87,000 less than
for the current year and substantially under the $4,484,000 budget

The

amounts

may

It

establishing a blue-pencil authority in. 1907. Pennsylvania
set up its board of review in

Ohio followed

and

1911
1913.

The first U. S. Supreme
•Court ruling on the subject
the
x«m»u. Mutual
u.« famous
mutum Films case
in which censorship was upheld
hcld ass constitutional
constitutional—was in
*
19i5.
915
j

.w

—

--

—

-

Mpo* xhayiffc
Idea: Sheriffs

Illinois

*

nlllCu
Allied Voices
Y01C6S Dissent
l/lSSGIlt
Board of direc tors

April 19

The-

of Allied

culTe ntly being considered in* the
Illinois
State Legislature which
would introduce a censorship setup
administered by the sheriff’s ofdoes not bear the USIA label.
f ice. in unincorporated areas of the
“The committee does not believe state’s counties. The resolution
this this agency was at all founded states that such censorship is a
for the purpose of having U. S. violation of the First Amendment
citizens all over the world keep in to the Constitution and that the
touch with it, and feels that broad- film industry is adequately policed
casting in English can be reduced through its own production code.

made:
The agency should get out more
material which is unattributed and

substantially.”

request, tore into Eugene W.
,,
Casand his book, “Billions, Blunders and Baloney.” Castle was a
witness at the hearings:
“We went through that book with
iis
author
paragraph by paragraph,
said Rooney,
and found
theroin a great riiany misstateinents.
When one considers these
things, one has to be fair, particularly of. the writer of that book
attacks everything nieataxe fashion

ai

highways. The board’s statement
for the record read that passage of
such a. bill would curtail the establishment of drive-ins, which cannot be construed a pub^c nuisance,

W.

Castle,

last

ing stock of

Europe

bill

repealing

the

Schenectady Union-Star

editoralized:

“One wonders

if

New

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland and Virginia citizens need

than

i i

the

protection from
motion pictures
43 states.

other

Tampa

their

more
Or if

i

;

j

_
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a nril
Apiu

10'

men

to

play

Officials

Reminded

Censor Nude
Tampa,
Police last

Camp

Fla.,

Film

April 19.

week withdrew

a mis-

demeanor charge against William
Schultz, manager of the State The^
atre, which grew out of a two-week
“adults only” showing of “Garden
of Eden.” Produced by Waller
Bibo, the picture was lensed at a

nearby nudist camp. City officials
dropped the case after Municipal
Court Judge Johnson held that a
recent U. S. Supreme Court ruling
Art Erlich to Panama
on film censorship gave police no
Arthur Erlich, formerly traveling legal grounds for prosecution.
quditor in the United Artists forSchultz originally was accused of
eign department, has been named screening an obscene picture
but
manager in Pahama.
the complaint was later amended
He succeeds George Kallman, to charge him with showing a picwho was shifted to the similar post ture which did not have approval
in Peru. -Isidro Rosenl'eld shifted of the National Board of
Review
from the managership in Peru to or the New York State Censor
the Continental division in Paris.
Board. Defense attorney A. W.
Brubaker argued that failure of
“Eden” to carry such approval was
meaningless in Florida since it was
a delegation of power to “an outside source.”

.
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They Lack Authority To

sorship law expires.

;

A

its

f

Kansas will be any worse after
June 30, when the present cen-

rlOUIluCrS* Unable
UIUIDIG
Flounders,

^

J f

Connecticut Censorship

I

who was presented

a scroll for his
IIolcontributions in interpreting ITollywoocl to the public, answered a
question from the floor in connection with depiction of brutality in
films.

than

rather

detracts

froi

Draws Stony Welcome

the

lustre of stars.

Hartford, April 19.
Mrs. Dean Gray Edwards, movIndications are that the state
ing picture chairman of the Nationentertainment
industry will real Council of Women, told the delegates that various groups like the main free of censorship. A measure
to
establish
a State. Board of
He said thal in a society geared 'Federation should contact similar
f or Vvar such films help people let
organizations in foreign countries Review, to advise local authorities
when
any
entertainment,
including
gleam vicariously and so are to help sell good American films
beneficial, But, he added, in a few abroad by calling their attention to motion pictures, was considered
indecent,
immoral
or
likely
to imcases, perhaps, realism had gone the pictures.
pair general public morality, drew
'too far.
St. Louis was chosen as the site
no
support,
at
an
open
hearing
of
Laler in a s P eedl DeBra, di- for next year’s conference, April
Ct
com muni ty r ol a tions tor 19-20, 1956. The group passed no the Judiciary Committee last
I
|

,
.

It was obvious that the women
attending the first annual conference 0 £
Federation of Motion
councils
Ine at the
Hotel
Uoun<
lnc
Ule llolel
- lls

'

1

,

1

'

*;

;

Statler were principally concerned

j

with brute-gore pictures and were
n0 £ happy about the trend.

^

*

„

,,

'

i

i

.

?,
re d cd VeRarding
g this “tou’l^cy§., n?es Cl!gney, George
,

’

and Arthur H DeBra
llcl nunds considuably.
^
Cagney, in town for a personal,
was a surprise speaker at the meet-.!
female delegates from

Murphy

Evgeni*.

law,

If any new concepts arise in subcommittee discussion of this admittedly thorny problem, further publie hearings will be called.

^

out-of-

all

of Parents Magazine relating to the picture since
it feels that the views of the highly-regarded publication “might be
helpful in handling of ‘Blackboard
Jungle’ in some situations.”

HFAR PROS,
PROS
f ft NS OF
JLW/LJ
HEAR
CONS
OF FILM GORE;

S
GALS

(J 41

1^

Gov. Fred Hall of a

statutory

_

understood that

been urging

19.

the 38-year-old Kansas censorship

committee,

ln

000.

“•

,

ea, ccl

iceek

pointed to the $ase of the 17-yearohl East Berlin boy, Valery Lysi Jcov,
who played hookey from
school and got a big buildup from
the U. S. Information Agency as
a “ defector ” only to be revealed
as a not-very-bright lad who “reclefected ” back to the Reds. Castle
said this episode of USIA bungling
“ made the United States the laugh-

?

m

for 25 or more years been
a considerable figure in tjie motion
picture business and should have
been an expert, whether or not he
Was qualified to attack the motion
picture program,
“In his book, he mentioned certain motion pictures by name. The
committee looked at some, 13 or 14
motion pictures short and long,
ancl decided to question this au101
lhe committee found that of
’;*
l!
the 13 or 14 motion pictures which
Were exhibited, he had seen only
one short two-reeler. And I have
a doubt as to whether or not he
saw that two-reel picture, because
when he was asked to point out
what were the wrong slants in it.
he seemed utterly unimniliar with

Schenectady, April

But if the subcommittee decides
|t
it jis
s impossible to write a film censorship law that will stand up in
he cour ‘ a the issl,e may dle right

caus d dama gg estimated at
000 yesteld ay.
addition to destroying an adjacent building, fire
loss to the theater and projection
equipment is estimated to be $120,-

man had

It’s

town RKO Theatres playing the
“The Blackboard Jungle” .will show
Union-Star similar trailers. Metro also hAs

Commenting on the signing by up the comments

tee.
19.

the^iaiMThtatilr
"

_ _ __

one
changing

employ a sii ilar solution.
The disclaimer, made up by National Screen, says: To Our Patrons: The school and situations
you have just seen are NOT to be
found in this area! We should all
be proud of the facilities provided
for OUR youth by the Public
Schools of New Brunswick and the
Middlesex County Vocational and
Technical High Schools. We suggest a visit to any of the fine
schools, in our city and county.
Your interest will be cordially welcomed.”

For Improved Features:
Schenectady

New

of

Thea-

with school
Brunswick,

confab
,

“Movies have been steadily im#
.
proving, even without censorship
fptKnrclllIt
lTIlfinFIQ
I/Glllllliuilo
vCUoUIoIU|* Definitions
Censorship
in 42 states,” continued the editorial. “Public opinion, not legal
Columbus, April 19.
Question of film censorship in surveillance, accomplished it. It is
that
same public opinion, not laws
Ohio is now in the hands of the
House Judiciary subcommittee that Will be most effective in supwhich is considering all legal ques- pressing or eliminating ‘bad’ comic
tions involved. If it decides a bill books. Law can not substitute for
can be written which would be individual conviction.”
constitutional, it will draft such a
commitbill and present it to the commlit-

.

'

is

a

N. J. The local theatre’s willingness to cooperate with the school
people resulted in good local public relations and Metro is now suggesting that other exhibitors,- facing the same , type of opposition,

spell

to

after

authorities

Credit Public, Ntt Censors

n
IT
In Properly
rTOnfilfiV
rlT&inft NfiW
To
Frame
New
**
^

.

Another bill opposed is one
which would make it* illegal to
screens visible from state

Bedford’s
Bedford s 120G Fire
s Moines, April

w»

tres

even in Memphis, the Mississippi Valley’s successor to Boston as queen city of the bluenoses.

of

•

seems

censorship

tastes 'in

erect

tie
'

all

RKO

mick was devised by

.

It

thing:

(Continued on
page 22)
g

jJfllO
Ohio

addition of a special “tail-piece” at
the conclusion of the picture Gim-

tion.

^

of Illinois placed a resolution* into the record opposing a bill

a tres

tions v\eie

“The propagandizing of the citizenry of this country should be discontinued.”
During the floor debate on the
bill
Rep. John J. Rooney (D.,
N.Y.), chairman of the appropriations subcommittee which conducted heatings on the USIA budget

.

the reputation of the^H. S. abroad,
of
particularly
in
these
days
ideological struggle with the Reds,
j
v ew 0 f
an 0 j d one and)
observers close to it, will never be
solved satisfactorily,
There are those who feel that
indhstry. in Cooperation with
State Dept,, shouldi voluntanly weed out and nix for export certain films which tend ^to
a ^ad
s ^ ovv

Wnillfl
IfUUIlI Rornma
Would
UCLUIIIC
Become Pancm-e*
vCUdUlo,
Censors;
III* J
Chicago

',

what the industry
should or cpuld do to safeguard

•

,

|||]||a|c

be

changed* by -the
the Senate Which
which is
generally a little more libeial. In
the Appropriations Committee report, 'the following recommends-

Problem

:

1

Objection of local education offithe depiction of school conditions, in Metro’s “The Blackboard
Jungle,” is being overcome by the
cials to

Chief censor Lloyd T. Binford of this city has eaten his
second helping of crow in a
week. After passing Columbia’s “Bamboo Prison” under
threat of litigation, Binford
has followed by okaying Metro’s “B lack b o a r d Jungle”
which he had previously publicly castigated as “the vilest
picture I’ve seen in 26 years as
censor.”
Binford put an “adult only”
tag on “Blackboard Jungle,”
although admitting the. municipal censorship law did not proBinford stated
vide for this.
that the city fathers will be
asked to legalize such a limita-

Nevertheless, “Blackboard Jungle” and other films, several of
them updated versions of the old
gangster pix, are seen hurting
American prestige - abroad. It’s
pointed out ‘that a foreword can
hardly be expected to counterbalance the dramatic impression left
by a film such as “Jungle” and
that
audiences abroad have a
tendency to generalize, particularly “ scencs in a film coincide
wlth Preconceived notions they
already hold of life in this
country.

The pre-censorship of picby government bodies
goes back 48 years. The City
of Chicago started it off by
tures

for Binford

Memphis, April 19.

f1
ine
currently
is Men o s
Jungle,” which porVeni
ra
pr D ^
* 01K
a lJr w -v
P
,
school. Metro has every intention
ex P°.rtin S tne feature,- out is
fitting it with a foreword that
opt
that
points
the condition
shown jn this particular school is
by no means typical of conditions
prevailing
American schools
generally.

,v

Following ‘Blackboard Jungle’ Assure*
Conditions Are Not Native

Town That

More Crow

..

Blackboard
^-e

—

At $80,500,000

request.

Jersey

j

j

of the nation. He said
character is properly built

°U parts
‘

if a

U P sO

^ makes

it^

logical for

him

“heav. ” the portrayal
should not be objectionable if redeeming features are incorporated
Ih the role.

j

=

.

a

Murphy,

the

banquet

speaker

j

;

j
I

i

i'f

'

Plct ur,! Aasocialion ot
„

resolutions and its officers, who
had been elected- previous to this

but* added that war fear has increased religious films which enables filmgoers to release fruslrations in a constructive way.
•*
Critic for 40 Years
Ward Marsh, film critic of 'lie
Cleveland Plain Dealer for 40
years, said he felt that motion picture Industry was headed for a
future bigger and brighter than its
past. He deplored, however, the
fact that scandal now adds to,‘

meeting, hold office for three
Mrs. Max M. Williams,, of
Royal Oak, Mich., is the president.
The Federation is composed of
various organizations of film councils whose members, mostly club
women, review motion pictures to
inform members about their content to promote moviegoing and,
also, to offer suggestions to the industry as to their reaction to the

l

J

,e

M#u<,.n

Wednesday
Bill

consist of five

1

!

’

*

films:

1

'

R

members appointed

by the governor. It was introed
by Senator A. Lemaire Jr., Norwalk Republican, and was tagged

years.

|

(13).

would have had the B of

SB 608.
Herman M.

Levy, general counof the Theatre '‘Owners of
America, told the Committee thal
present law. provide ample protection against the showing of
obscene or immoral motion picsel

‘

,

lures.

‘

L.A. Offish Albeit Kettles
FjVVVj

:

‘XMAS’ HEFTY $17,500,

Okay

ST. L;

St. Louis, April 19.
Called Peter” shapes, as
boxol’fice leader this frame, which
is overloaded with, holdovers for

<n •
Prince’ Mild 6G, ‘Eden 19G» 5th

“Companstraight week.
ions of Night” also looms strong
“White
theatres.
arty
two
in
Christmas” finished its stanza at
the Fox with a hefty take. “Hit
Deck” is still good in third Loevv’s
session. Outdoor weather* provided
some tough competition over the
past. Weekend. Biz for “Cinerama

Broadway Grosses

Holiday” is being boosted by some
extra shows.
Estimates for This Week

—

Ambassador (Indie) (1,400; $1.20$2.40)
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie)
(9th wk). Fancy $20,000. Last week,
$20,500.

.

1

’

.

(FWC)
—
“Untamed’*

1,363; 80-$1.25)
(20th) and “Devil’s
(20(h) (2d wk). Light $14,Last, week, $18,500.
(2,097; 965;

000.

Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
Vogue (SW.FWC) (1,757; 2,344:

—

80-$ 1.25)
885;
“Underwater!”
(RKO) and “Lone Gun” (UA) <2d
wk). Slim $10,000. Last week, $16,-

000
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75)
—“Man Called Peter” (20th) (3d
wk). Fair $13,500. Last week, $16,000
.

.

Fox

(FWC)

Wilsliire

$1.50)— “Purple

Plain”

$1-

(2,296;

(UA) (3d
Last week,

wk).
Slight $5,000.
$7,400.
Hillstreet, Pantages, Loyola, Uptown (RKO-FWC) (2,752; 2,812;
1.248;
1,715;
80-$1.25)
“20,000
Leagues” (BV) (3d wk). Okay $21,000. Last week, $34,200.

—

G&S)

(2,213;

80-$1.25)

1,106;

—

“Country Girl” (Par) (3d wk).
Moderate $11,500. Last week, $15,700.

Star (UATC)
—Four
“Ljoclor In House”

(900; 90-$1.50)
(Rep) (4th

wk).

Steady $5,200.

Last week,

$5,400.

Same

000

(5th
$21,-

—

“3

Warner Hollywood (SW)

—

.

—

(Rosener)
—Vagabond
“Gate of Hell”

(390; $1.50)
(Indie). (17th wk).

Steady $3,000. Last week, $3,100.

'EDEN TALL 15G, D

C.;

1

‘MAN S0CKER00 17G
a

solid

erally brisk. “Cinerama” in 75lh
stanza at the Warner and “Coun11th week at TransLux seem completely unpredictable, showing renewed strength and
over expectancies. “East of Eden”
shapes smash in second sessions in
two theatres. “Man Called Peter,”
in second x'ound at Loew’s Playhouse, is rated sock, and will go a
third week.
Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (SW) (1.490; 75-SI)
—“East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk).

try Girl” on

.

.

(Based on 24

Week

houses continue strong, “Doctor in
House” holding record pace in second week at the Vogue and “Glass
Slipper” getting big play at the

$3,112,300

.

cities

and 223

theatres.)

Kimo.
Weather

is the
typically mild
spring type.
Estimates for This Week
Glen (Dickinson) (?50; 85-$l)

‘Eden’ Rousing

“One Summer Happiness” (Indie)
(9th wk). Okay $1,000. Last week,
$ 1 100
,

75-$l)

1,354;

— “to

Love” (Rank).

With

Paris

Nice $9,000.

week. $13,000.

—

—

.

,

(2,100;

‘Deck’

Hub; Lady Big 20G
Boston, April

Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)—
(Col) (2d run)
(2d wk).
Nice $3,300 after $4,000

Biz continues to perk this frame,
with new product, especially sock
getaway.
and holdovers still in the chips.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-90)— Hypo was caused by the holiday.
“Chief Crazy Horse” (U) (2d wk). Patriot’s Day, here today (Tubs.),
Strong $4,800 after sock $6,500 and spring vacation for one week.
Best of newcomers is “Hit the
over hopes in first.
which opened nicely at the
New (Fruchtman) (1,800; 35-$l) Deck,”
Orpheum
arid State. “Gate of Hell”
—“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d still is very
good in fourth week
wk). Looks bigger than opener at
at the Exeter. “Strange Lady In
$15,000. Last week, $14,000.

Town”

Paramount and Fenway

at

“Untamed”

rated smooth.
Estimates for This Week
Torrid $10,000 after $13,000
Astor (B&Q) (1,500; 75-$1.25)
opener.
“Glass Slipper” (M-G). Brisk $20,Town (Rappaport) (1,600; 50-$l) 000. Last week, “Country Girl”
“Hit Deck” (M-G).
Opens to- (Par), $12,000.
is

—

$5,000.

Tall

$17,000.

Loew’s (Loevv’s) (2,090; 60-$l)
“Hit Deck” (M-G) (4th wk). Neat

(800;
(re-

‘Slipper’ Slick

$17,000,

PhiUy; ‘Mambo’

Oke 12G,

$11,000. Last .week, $15,000,

Shea’s

“Country

(FP)
Girl”

60-$D—

(2,386;

(Par)
(3d
wk).
$18,000. Last week, $25,000.
Towne. (Taylor) (693; 75-$ 1)
“Aida” (IFE) (2d wk). Big $8,000.
Last week, $9,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,745; 60-$l)
“Man Without Star” (U). Solid $11,000. Last week. “Ma, Pa Kettle at
Waikiki” (U), $8,500.

Wham

‘Man’ Mighty $13,000,

—

morrow (Wed.). Seventh round of
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill)
“Long Gay Line” (Col) was fair 75-$l,25)— "Camille"
(M-G)

|

(20th).

Last week, “White Feather” (20th),
$18,500.

19.

“On Waterfront”

35-$l)
(2d wk).

—

Smooth 30G,

$9,500.

Seattle; ‘Star’

Oke 7G

Seattle, April
,

“Man

19.

Called Peter"

‘Lady’ 15G, ‘Eden’ 22G,

2d

Philadelphia, April 19.

There are

newcomers here
this stanza but they got a mixed
reception, some doing sturdy biz
while others were mild or disappointing.
However, strong holdfive

continue

overs

doing

well.

“Mambo”

is
just okay opening
round at Goldman. “Tight Spot,”
also new, looms mild at Mastbaum.
“Strange Lady in Town” is not
doing too much at' Stanley but

"Glass Slipper” shapes sturdy at
Viking. Top holdover is '“East of
Eden,” still smash in second round
at Randolph. “Blackboard Jungle”

is heading
Avenue is rated lusty in fourth week at
here this stanza. “Man Without Arcadia.
Estimates for This Week
Star” is rated .okay at Music Hall
as does “Gangbusters” at OrpheArcadia (S&S) (625; 99-$1.49)—
um. “Three For Show” is down to .“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (4th
mild takings in first holdover wk). Lusty $17,000. Last week,
week at Paramount.
“Aida” is $ 19 000
rated okay in second round at
Boyd (SW) (1,430; $1.25-$2.60)—
Music Box.
“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (9th
wk). Happy $24,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 75- $26,000.
Cincinnati, April 19;
Fox* (20th) (2,250; 90-$1.40)
“East of Eden” looms big at the $1)— “Timber jack” (Rep) and “Dark
Violence”
(Rep). Sad $2,500. Last “Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d wk).
huge Albee to head the firstruns
Good $16,000 but more expected.
this stanza.
But “Strange Lady” week, “Garden of Eden” (Indie) Last week,
$28,000.
shapes fairish at the Palace. Sec- and “Black Pirate” (Indie) (3d vvkGoldman (Goldman) (1,200; 65ond round of “Man Called Peter” 4 days), $2,100;
$1.30) r— “Mambo”
Okay
(Par),
at Keith's is great.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (l-,830; $1“Long Gray
or
over.
week,
Last
Line” on Grand m.o. is fancy. $1.25)— “Pirates of Tripoli” (Col) $12,000
“N,Y. Confidential” (WB) (2d wk),
“Cinerama”
remains
and
“Conquest
hefty
of Space” (Par). $13,000.
stride in 44th round.
Good $8,500. Last week, “Stranger
Mastbaum (SW) (4,370; 75-$ 1.30)
on Horseback” (UA) and “Killer —“Tight Spot” (Col). Mild
Estimates for This Week
$18,000
or less.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-90)— Leopard” (AA), $8,600.
Last week, “Run for
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,500; Cover” (Par), $12,000.
“East of Eden” (WB). Swell $15,500. Last week, “Long Gray Line” $1-$1.25)— “Man
Called
Midtown (Goldman) (1.200; 65Peter”
(20th) and “Stranger’s Hand” (FF). $1.49)
(Col), $12,500.
“Country Girl” (Par) tilth
Great
$13,000.
Last
week,
.wk).
Neat $11,000.
“CounLast week,
Capitol
(Ohio
Cinema Corp.)

(Continued on page 22)

‘Eden’

85-$l)

Last week, $9,000.
Missouri (RKO) (2.650; 65-90)—
“East of Eden” (WB). Sock $18.-‘
000, biggest here in many weeks.
Holds.
Last week, “Unchained”
(WB) and “Sleeping Tiger” (Indi ),

—

Girl” (Par) (6th
wk). Still faiicy at $9,000 after
$10,500 in fifth.
Keith's (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25$l)-^“Conquest Of Space” (Par)
(2d wk). Okay $6,8Q0. Last week,

(WB)

(504;

_

50-$U— “Country

(3.200;

(Dickinson)

Slipper” (M-G) (2d wk).
Fancy $3,000. Last week, $3,500.
Midland (Loew’s) (3.500: 70-90)
“Hit Deck” (M-G) and “White Orchid” (UA) (2d vv'k). Slpw $6,000.

Toronto, April 19.
With biz on upbeat, “Untamed”
is landing the most coin of newcomers. “East of Eden” is actually
making a better showing with a
sock take. “Man Without a Star”
Leading the town
also is fancy.

’

following

Hippodrome (Rappaport)

.

Kimo
“Glass

,

Film Ccmtre (Rappaport) (960;
50-$l)—“Glass Slipper” (M-G) <3d
wk).
Pleasing $5,000
$6,500 in second.

Called Peter”

[

Paces Gincy, Swell

for a great session at Fifth

$15,500;

,

.

‘Lady’ Light 8G, ‘Man’ Fat 12G, 2d

—

‘Jungle’

Lush

$12,000,

I

Indpls; ‘Man’ 9G, 2d
Indianapolis, April 19.

With outdoor competition

in full

first time this season,
grosses generally are lowev at first,,
run situations here.
.*t
“Blackboard Jungle” is rurtmuv socko at
Loew’s, to lead town.
A Man
Called Peter” looms oke in second week at Indiana.
“Rage at
‘

Circle

Week

(Cockrill-Dolle)

(2,800;

*

'

—

—

$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama”
50-851— “Rage at Dawn” (RKO) (1,376;
(Indie) (44th wk).
Hefty $19,000.
and “Sleeping Tiger” (Indie). Fair Last week,
$19,300, with boost via
Last week, “Man Without Wednesday
$7,000.
(13)
matinee from
Star” (U>, $9,500.
train excursion from Louisville,
Indiana (Cockrill-Dolle) (3,200; Ky.,
and 1,005 kids for record out-

—

60-95)
“Man Called Peter” (20th)
(2d wk).
Good $9,000 after $14,-

of-town group.

Grand (RKO) (1,400; 75-90)—
“Long Gray Line” (Col) (m.o.)

000 opener.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-80)
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) and Fast $7,000. Last week, “6 Bridges
“New Orleans Uncensored” (Col). to Cross” IU and “Four Guns” (U),
Sock $12,000. Last week, “GlaSsS $8,500.
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500;. 75-$1.25)
Slipper” (M-G) and “Yesterday and
“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d wk).
Smash $5,000. Last week, $9,400, Today" (Indie), $8,000,
Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 35-85)— “Man Holding to big $12,000 or near
Capitol (J,oew’s) (3,434; 70-95)
—"Hit Deck” (M-G) (3d Wk-3 Without Star” (U) (m.o.) and “Cali- after $15,600 bow.
days). Okay $6,500 after $15,000 fornia
Outpost” (Indie).
Okay
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 75-90)—
For “Strange Lady in own” (WB).
last week.
$3,000. Last week, “Dial
Columbia (Loevv's) (1,174; 60-85) Murder” (WB) and “The Men” Mild $8,000.
Last week, “Glass
(Continued on page 22)
(UA) (reissues), $4,000.
Slipper’’< (M-G); ditto.

M

/

cluding N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Year

“Man

second week at Orpheum. “Revenge of Creature”
and “Cult of Cobra” in four Fox
Midwest houses shapes okay. Art

and 227

theatres, chiefly first runs, in-

[

(3,000; 25-65Darling*’
(M-G).
Tall $10,000 or near.
Last week,
“Three For .Show” (Col), $8,500.
Cinema (Schwaber) (466; 50-81)
“Belles St. Trimans” (indie) (3d
wk).
Fairish $2,500 after $3,000
for second,

Washington, April 19.
holdover situation
along main stem this week, except Dawn” is fair, at Circle.
for reissue of “Wuthering Heights”
Estimates for This
at Dupont. Despite this, biz is genIt’s

also is great.
looms neat in

$2,615,200
cities,

(2d wk). Nifty $12,000. Stays. Last
Last week, $14,000.
Paramount. (United Par) (1,900;
$3,000.
Downtown, Glendale, Mayfair, 75-$l) “Country Girl” (Par) (4th
Richmond (St. L. AmUs.) (400; Scarboro, State (Taylor) (li059; wk). Great $10,000. Holds to near
$1,10)— “Aida” (IEE) <2d wk). Big
955; 478; 696; 694; 40-75)— “Ten house record. Last week, $12,000.
$2,000. Last week, $2,500.
Roxy (Durwood) (879; 70-90)—
Wanted Men” (Col) and “Bowery
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4,000;
Boys High Society” (AA).
Nice “Looters” (U). Fairish $3,500. Last
51-90)— “Man Called Peter” (20th), $15,500.
Last week, “A-C Meet. week, “Jupiter’s Darling” (M-G)
Neat $13,000, Last week, "Rear Keystone Kops” (U) and “Destry” (4th wk), $2,500.
Window” (Par) (2d wk), $15,000. (U), $14,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, GranaShady O^k (St. L. Amus.) (800;
Eglinton, University (FP) (1.088; da (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; 700;
$1.10)— “Aida” <IFE) (2d wk). Nice
“Revenge of Crea60-$ D
“East
of Eden” 1,217; 65-85)
1,588;
$2,500 after $3,500 opener.
(WB). Big $17,000 or near. Last ture” (U) and “Cult of Cobra” (U).
Last week, "Man
week. “Long John Silver” (IFD), Okay $13,000.
Without a Star” (U) and “Roogie's
$ 11 000
Bump” (Rep), $14,000.
Fairiawn, Odeon (Rank) (1,165;
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-$l)
2,580; 60-$D— “Man Called Peter”
“Doctor in House” (Rep) (2d wk).
(20th) (2d wk). Hefty $19,000. Last
Championship $3,500. Holds. Last
Week, $24,000.
week, $4,000, record at this house.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 60-$lU—

—“Jupiter’s

swing for

1

Week

Based on 23

.Kansas City, April 19.
,
“East of Eden” at the Missouri
the big news currently, with a

is “Country Girl,” wham in third
"Caine Mutiny” (Col) (reissue) (3d round. “Man Called Peter” shapes
hefty in second session.
$5,500.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Fox Midwest) (1,900;
Christie,
Hyland (Rank) (848; 75-$l)—“Man Called Peter” (20th)

Century (Loew’s)

95)

(1,364;

week.

(

L.

—

Last week, $6,400.

$1.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(103d wk). Into current stanza Sunday (17) after okay $21,500 last

(St.

Loew's (Loew’s) (3,172; 75-$D—
“Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Golden
Good
Mistress” (UA) (3d wk).
$9,000 after $13,500 in Second.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (1,400; 50-85)
“Waterfront” (Col) (2d run) and

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.50)— “Hit Deck” <M-G) (5th wk).
$4,200.

This

10G, 4th

‘Girl’

huge gross and best biz at this
house in many weeks. “Country
Girl” in fourth week at Paramount

Estimated Total Gross

“Companions

$2,500.

.

Thin

Amus.) (800;
Night”
of
Fine $3,000. Last week,
Cases of Murder”
(Jndie),

Ili-Pointe
90)
(Indie).

Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
(ABPT-UATC) ©,200; 1,5*36; $1$1.50)— “East of Eden” (WB)
wk). Neat $19,000. Last week,

is

City Grosses

(Par), hefty $17,500.

wk). Trim $7,000 after $9,500 for
Horse” remains solid in its second second.
at the Mayfair after sock opener.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;
Sixth session of “Country Girl” is 90)
“Companions of Night”
still potent at the Hipp.
(Indie).
Hot $3,500. Last week,
“3
Cases of Murder”
(Indie),
Estimates for This Week

Stanley (WB)
Orpheum, Hawaii (Metropolitan- /‘East Of Eden”
-

Fox (F&M) <5,000; 51-75)— “N.Y.
Confidential” (WB) and “Unchain-'
ed” (WB). Opened today (Tues.).
“White Christmas”
week,
Last

.

Harbor”

Key

.

.

day” (GBD) (11th vvk), $5,400.
Paramount (F&M)
Hollywood
(1.430; $1-$1.50)— “End of Affair”
Last week.
Fair $10,000.
(Col).
“Innocents In Paris” (Indie) (2d
Wk-6 days), $4,700.
State, Hollywood (2.404; 965; 80$1.25)— ‘Kettles At Waikiki” (U)
and “Looters” (U). Modest $12,000, Last week, State, “Life At
Stake” (Lip) and “African Manhunt” (Rep), $4,000; Hollywood, "3
For Show” (Col) and “Wyoming
Renegades” (Col) (2d wk), $3,200.
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz

‘Man’ Solid 12G, 2d,

second

out among new bills, local firstrun
trade is coasting along slowly. It
Estimated Total Gross
is falling well behind the spring
$549,000
This Week
period of a year ago.
on 19 theatres
( Based
Most coin for new bills this
Year
$763,000
Last
...
Waikito
frame is going to “Kettles
(Based in 23 theatres.)
ki paired with “Looters.” Picking,
up a modest $12,000 in two hardtops, this combo is okay $41,000
in one nabe and six Ozoners. Fair
$10,000 is expected for “End of
Affair” in single, situation.
“Prince of Players” looms mild
$6,000 in sureseat Fine Arts. A
few extended-runs are doing okay
but here, too, the tone is offish
generally. Best in this category is
Baltimore, April 19.
“East Of Eden,” still neat $19,000
in fifth week, two theatres. “20.000
Pleasing grosses continue here
Leagues” looms okay in four after the spurt provided by the
houses, third stanza. “Man Called holidays.
“Jupiter’s Darling” is
“East of
Peter” is rated fair $13,500 in third brisk at the Century.
round at Chinese.
Eden” is holding big at the Stanley
in its second round.
Second week
Estimates for This Week
of “Man Called Peter” looks like
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
it
will
outdistance its rousing
.—“Prince of Players” (20th). Mild
opener at the New, “Chief Crazy
$6,000. Last week, “Hulot’s Holi-

Balto; ‘Eden

‘Eden Big K.C. News, Sock $16,000;

‘MAN’ NEAT 13G

“Man

‘Affair Fair

Lost Angeles, April 19.
With holdovers, extended-runs
predominating and nothing stand-

Wednesday, April 20, 1955

VARIETY

PICTURE CROSSES

try Girl” (5th

wk-4

days), $5,600.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.25)— “Aida” (IFE) (2d wk). Okay
$3,500 after $4,700 last week.

$16,500.

Randolph (Goldman) (2.500; 75$1.40)— “East of Eden” (WB) (2d
wk). Socko $22,000.
Last week,

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,300; 90- $30,000.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 74-$1.40)—
“Man Without Star” (U)
and “Land of Fury” (U). Okay “Strange Lady in Town” (WB).
Modest $15,000. Last week, “Crash$7,000. Last week “Glass Slipper”
(M-G) and ^Trouble in Store” oul” (Indie), $11,000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 50-99)
(Rep), $7,400.
“Revenge of Creature” (U) and
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; $1- “Cult of Cobra” (U) (2d wk). Good
$1.25)
"Gangbusters” (Indie) and $7,000. Last week, $11,000.
“Five Guns West” (Indie). Okay
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.50)
$8,500.
Last week, “Revenge of
“Doctor in House” (Rep) (4th
Creature” (U) and “Cult of Cobra” wk).
Trim $4,400. Last week,
(U) (2d wk-4 days), $3,200.
$5,700.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 74-$1.50)—
Sturdy
$i-$1.25)— “Three for the Show” “Glass, Slipper” (M-G).
(Col) (2d wk). Mild $6,000. Last $17,000.
Last week, “Hit Deck”
(M-G) (5th wk), $9,500.
week, $8,200.

—

$1.25)-

—

—

—

—

—

1

—

PICTURE CROSSES

P^AftlETY

Wednesday, April 20, 1955

‘Jungle’ Terrif $22,000,

Kids Back in School But Chi OK;

Buff.; ‘Cinerama’

—

—

«

B way Spotty; ‘Marty

Near-Record

Hot 15G

Buffalo, April 19.

'Star Bright $28,000; 'Eden

'Man Sturdy 21G, Both

,

Big news here currently is smash
racked up by “Blackboard Jungle” at the Buffalo. “Run
for Cover” looks sturdy at Para-

Hotsy

,

total being

mount

in 2d

“Rage

while

'Slippers’ - Easter

Giant

Dawn”

at

at Century. “Cineholding very big with
rama”
$15,000 in sixth week at the Teck,
The usual post-Easter letdown
after upsurge -to $20,000 in fifth hit Broadway the last half of curround.
rent session. All last week was
^
Estimates for This Week
solid, trade going lower starting
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,000; 60-85)
Monday (18). Springlike weather
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Smash Saturday (16) held down the take
$22,000 Or over. Last week, “Glass but cooler temperatures' Sunday
Slipper” (M-G) and “Battle Taxi” helped that day’s total.
(UA), $12,000.
There are no newcomers aside
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 50-80)
from the usual Palace change and
“Run for Cover” (Par) and “Big ..the launching of “Marty” at the
$16,000.
Tip-Off” (Indie). Sturdy
arty Sutton. Latter soared, to a
Last week, “Man Called Peter” wow $20,500 in first round, near
(28th), $10,000.
“Bullet For
the
house record.
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)
Joey” with vaude looks big $27,000
“East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk). Fine at Palace.
$10,000. Last week, $15,000.
“Cinerama Holiday” roared
Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200;
“Cinerama” (Indie) ahead to a new alltime record of
$1.20-$2.4Q)
its 10th
(6th wk). Looks to reach nearly $66,900 at the Warner in
session.
Six extra shows helped
$15,000, great. Last week, $20,700.

shapes

Show

fine

is

+
Chicago, April 19,
Wicket coin, in the Windy City is
not as free-flowing this week as in
round
last
Easter-hypoed
the
mainly because of kiddies' return
to school and a plethora of holdovers, but it still is rated very good.
“Man Without Star’' shapes lofty
$28,000 opener at the Woods.
“House of Arrow” looks to nifty
$9,000 in first round at Esquire.
“

A Nous

Liberte’ ”

La

solid

is

World. “Isn’t Life
Wonderful.” also new, looks okay
the

$4,800 at

$3,300 at Carnegie.

“Untamed” with the Crew Cuts
strong in second
“East of
Eden” shapes hotsy in same week
at the State-Lake. “A Man Called

topping vaude
stanza

at the Oriental.

“Hit the Deck” and “Big Tipoff” -f
continues sturdy at the McViekers
“Gangin first holdover week,
busters” and “Battle Taxi” twin
bill at the Roosevelt is swell, also
in second. The Grand's -"Revenge
of the Creature” looks terrif for
this house in the second week.
“The Glass Slipper” is still hefty
in .same frame at the Loop. “Cinerama” looms steady in 90th session
at the Palace.
Estimates for This. Week

Carnegie

(Telem’t)

95)

(480;

Wonderful”

Life

(Indies

Nice $2,700. Last week, subsequent,
run.

(B&K) (3,900; 98-$1.50)
— Chicago
“Untamed” (20th) with Crew
Cuts helming vaude (2d wk). Fair
Last week, $55,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;

$41,000.

85-$l)— “House of Arrow”
Okay $7,500. Last week,

(Indie).

subse-

quent-run.

Grand (Nomikos) (1,200; 98-$ D—
“Revenge of Creature” (U) and
of Cobra” (U) (2d wk>.
Snappy $13,000. Last week, $22,000.
Loop (Telem’t) (606; 90-$1.25)—

“Cult

“Glass Slipper” (M-G) (2d wk)..
Solid $11,500. Last week, $14,000.
(Indie)
—Monroe
“To Paris With

(1,000; 98-$1.50)
Love” (Indie)
(2d wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last week,

$11,50.0.

Me Vickers (JL&S)

(2,200;

65-

$1.25)— “Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Big
Tip Off” (A A) (2d wk). Swell
$20,500. Last Week, $27,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
Called Peter” (20th) (2d
Okay $21,000. Last week, $29,-

—“Man
wk).

000

.

— Palace
“Cinerama”

(Eitel) (1,484; $I.25-$3.40)

wk).

(90th

(Indie)

Sock $24,800. Last week, $20,200.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400; 65-98)

“Gangbusters” (Indie) and “Battle
Taxi” (UA) (2d wk). Nifty $18,500.
Last week. $22,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 65-98)

—“East

of Eden” (WB) (2d wk).
Tall $30,000. Last week, $34,000.

(H&E Balaban)

Surf

Kidnappers”

“Little

wk).

Slight

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net; i.e.,
Distribwithout usual* tax.
utors share on net take, When
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in.

com

—

(685; 95)
(9th
(Indie)

week,

Last

$2,700.

$4,200.

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 98$1.25)— “Country Girl” (Par) (9th
Good $15,000. Last week,

wk'.

$16,000.

Woods (Essaness)
$1.25)— “Man Without

98-

(1,206;

Star” (U'.
Lolly $28,000. Last week, “Underwater!” (RKO) (3d wk), $16,000.

98)— “A
World (Indie)
(697;
La Liberte” (Indie). Fair

Nous,

Last week, “Illicit Interlude” (Indie) (6th wk), $3,400.
’

$3,700.

(Th-urs. 1

,

The

parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.
,

!

ahead,

“Battle

Cry”

hopes.
Paris

(Pathe Cinema) (568; 90“Wages of Fear” (Indie)
$1.80)
(10th wk). Ninth stanza ended last
night (Tues.) was good $5,800 after

—

“Heart$6,500 in eighth week,
break Ridge” (Indie) opens May 4.,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers)
95-$2.75)
“Glass
(6,200;
Slipper” (M-G) and Easter stageshow (4th wk). Current session
finishing today (Wed.) looks like

—

'Eden Smart 19G,

In

(WB) (11th wk-6 days), okay $23,000, the. 11th week -representing a
new longrun. mark at the house.
jThe 10th week was $33;000, over

.

Chicago

Peter” looms lusty in second round

“Isn’t

Film gross estimates as

,

is

the

at

Estimates Are Net

$184,000, with three or
four days of Easter holiday week
terrific

helping.

The

third

week

hit $201,-

jOOO. new all-time record for Hall,
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)— produce this result,
(Col),
Easter and first time the house went over
“Glass
Slipper”
and
and “They Rode West” (Col). Oke stageshow is following up its new $200,000. Stays a fifth.
Roxy (Nat’L Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40)
$10,000. Last week, “Capt. Light- alltime high of $201,000 in third
foot” (U) and “The Looters” (U), week to hold with a mighty $181,- —“Man Called Peter” (20th) (3d
000 in fourth stanza at the Music wk). Present stanza ending tomorsame.
Cleveland, April 19.
row (Thurs.) looks to reach solid
Century (Buhawk) (3.000; 60-85) Hall.
Standout here this session is
“Man Called Peter” is (being $50,000, with a couple of days in
—“Rage, at Dawn” (RKO) and
“East of Eden,” smash at Allen
“Tarzan’s Hidden Jungle” (RKO). hurt by usual post-Easter down- Easter holiday week assisting. SecTheatre. “Man Called Peter” looms
Fine $13,000. Last week, “Long beat but still big at. $50,000 at the ond week was smash $72,000.
fairly okay at Palace in Second
Roxy in third round. Sharp dip Holds a fourth.
John Silver” (DCA), $10,400,
round. “Blackboard Jungle” still is
from the second week' follows the
.State (Loew’s) (3,450; 78-$1.80)—
excellent in fourth frame at State
general pattern, for the pic in most “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (5th
while “Man Without Star” looks
keys over the country. “Purple wk). Current round ending Frinice in second Hipp stanza.
Plain” is down to a good $27,000 day (22) is heading for smash $30,Estimates for This Week
in second Capitol week.
000.
Fourth week was $59,500,
Allen,
70-$l)—
(S-W)
((3,000;
“Wayward Wife” is displaying over expectancy, with students
“East of Eflen” (WB). Smart $19,stamina to hold at $10,000 in second flocking in. Goes a sixth, naturally.
000 or near. Last week, “Long
session at the Globe. “To Paris
Sutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.80)—
John Silver” (DC A), $9,000.
With Love” is getting $15,000 for
“Marly” (UA) (2d wk).. First week
Hipp (Telem’t) (3,700; 70-$l)—
the best third week of any pic to
ended
“Man Without Star” (U) (2d. wk),
Sunday (17) was terrific
play the Fine Arts.
San Francisco, April 19,
Nice $8,000. Last week, $16,000.
near alltime record at this
“Blackboard .lunele” still is ere.M $20,500,
Lower Mall (Community) <585;
In ahead, “Romeo and JuBiz is holding nicely here this with around $30^000 in fifth frame spot.
70-90)
“Game of Love” (Indie). stanza, helped by several solid at the State albeit off sharply from liet” (UA) (16th wk-6 days), $5,000.
“Marty” started off moderately but
Routine $4,000. Last week, “Gate newcomers. “IVlan Without a Star” the fourth.
This is natural in view
of Hell” (Indie) (4th wk), $2,000.
looms sturdy at Golden Gate for of the previous week having ad- gained momentum via word-oOhio (Loew’s) (1.200; 70-90)— best coin of new entrants. “East vantage
moutlv, with audience reaction of
of Jhe school vacation *
“On Waterfront” (Col) (2d run) of Eden” continues big in fifth ses- “East of Eden” also is socko with rave proportions. Longrun looms.
(3d
wk). Oke
$6,500 .following sion at St. Francis while “BlackTrans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) $540;
$30,000 for sixth session at the
$8,000 last week.
board Jungle” is holding strong in Astor.
$1 -$1,50)— "Doctor in House” (Rep)
Palace (RKO) (3,287; 70-$1.25)— fourth Warfield round. “Aida” is
Paramount
launches “Strategic (9th wk). Present session finishing
“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d wk). smash on opening week at Larkin. Air Command” tomorrow (Thurs.) today (Wed.) looks to reach wow
Fairly okay $12,000. Last week, “Three For Show” is rated okay at
Eighth week was $8,300.
after special preem tonight. (Wed.). $8,000.
$16,500.
Paramount. “Man Called Peter” “Battle Cry” finished its record Stays on.
State (Loew’s) (3,500: 70-$l)— looms moderate at the huge Fox.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,06Q; 50longrun at the Par Monday (18)
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (4th
Estimates for This Week
night, going six days of 11th. week $1.75)— “Man Without Star” (U)
wk). Excellent $10,000 after $15,Golden Gate (RKO) (2 859; 80- because of need to prepare for (4th wk). Current round ending
000 last week.
unveiling of “Command” with new today (Wed.) likely will hit good
$1)—
and
Without
Star”
(U)
"Man
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 70-$l)
Vision
setup.
This
gave. $12,500 after $17,000 for third
—“Country Girl’’ (Par) (10th wk). “Crest of Wave” (M-G). Solid $16,- Vista
Going so well it forced postpone- 006. Last week, “Revenge of Crea- “Battle" slightly better than $500,- week.
Warner (Cinerama Prod.) (1,600;
ment of “Camille” *(M-G). Fast ture” (U) and “Cult Cobra” (U), 000 on the run at the Ear flagship.
$15,500.
$l.20-$3.30)— “Cinerama Holiday”
Estimates for This W?ek
$6,500. Last week, $8,000.
Fox (FWC) (4.651; $1,25-$1.50)—
Astor (City Inv.) (.1.300; 75-$1.75) (Indie) (11th wk). The 10th ses“Man Called Peter” (20th) and —“East of Eden” (WB) (7th wk). sion concluded Saturday
(16)
“Race for Life” (I4p) (2d wk). Present week ending today (Wed-) soared to new high of $66,900, be‘Cover’ So-So $10,000 In
Modest $12,500. Last week, $16,500. looks to reach sock $30,000 after ing helped by six extra shows or
Warfield (Jboew’s) (2,656; 65-90) $33,000 in sixth round. Continues. a total of 13 performances. Ninth
Pitt; ‘Girl’ Fat 13G, 3d;
The $66,900
'Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 8'5-$2.20> week was $50,300.
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (4th
wk).
Big $10,000.
Last week, —“Purple Plain” (UA) (2d wk). figure also beats the biggest week
‘Man’ Stout 11G in 2d $15,000.
First holdover stanza ending Fri- ever registered by “This Is Cinerama” (Indie) at this theatre.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)— day (22) looks like okay $27,000
Pittsburgh, April 19.
Entire downtown is studded with “3 for Show” (Col) and “Bamboo or near after $40,000 opening
week.
Stays on.
holdovers with the exception of Prison” (Col). Okay $13,000. Last
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 75-$2.20) Sun Sloughs Mpls. But
Penn, where “Run for Cover” looks week, “Conquest of Space" (Par)
“Mambo” (Par) (4th wk). Third
just so-so. “Country Girl” in third and “Fast and Furious” (Indie),
frame ended last night (Tues.) was
‘Eden’ Boff at $14,000;
week at ^Stanley still shapes best $15,000.
good $15,500 after $20,000 for
tiling in city. “A Man Called Peter”
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $l-$1.2o)
too is holding up fine at Harris, —“East of Eden” (WB) (5th wk). second. “Run For Cover” (Pan
‘Feather’ 60, ‘Man’ 12G
comes in April 28.
being little off from opening. “To Big $8,500. Last week, $9,500.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
Minneapolis, April 19.
Paris With Love” continues big at
Orpheum -(Cinerama Theatre, —“To Paris With Love” (Indie)
Squirrel pill. “Cinerama Holiday” Calif.)
Alibi for offish grosses this week
(1,453; $1.75-$2.65)— “Ciner-. (4th wk). Third round ended Monpicked up sharply on the holiday. ama” (Indie)
is sudden appearance of sunshine
(68th wk). Fine $15,-» day (18) was huge $15,000 after
Estimates for This Week
and a moderate amount of warmth.
500. Last week, $23,000.
$17,000 for second. Third week’s
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 65-$l)
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207: take represents best non-holiday However, “East of Eden” is climb“Untamed” (20th) (2d wk). Drop- 70-$l) “Purple Plain" (UA)
ing to a smash session at Orpheum.
(2d session at this house.
ping to $6,500, or maybe less; wk). Good $7,000.
Other newcomers are sluggish to
Last week, $13,Globe, (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.50) light, “White Feather” being
won’t hold again.
“Chief Crazy 500.
—“Wayward Wife” (IFE) (2d wk). cially slow at State. It’s theespeHorse” (U) comes in Friday (22).
53d
Stagedoor (A-R) (400; $1-$1.25)
Inititial holdover session winding week for "Cinerama,”
Last week, $9,500.
ninth for
“Gate of Hell” (Indie* (7th wk). up Friday (22) looksto hold with "Country
Harris (Harris) (2,165; 65 t$ 1.10) Torrid
Girl” and second for
$5,000. Last week, $4,500. nice $10,000 after
$16,000, over “Man Called Peter,” last being
—“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d
Larkin (Rosener) (400: $1)
hopes, opening week.
wk). Second weekend even better “Aida” (IFE),
especially solid.
Smash $6,100. Broke
Guild (Guild) (450: $1-$1.75)
than first; that spells stout $11,000, all old marks
Estimates for This Week
.first -three. days -de“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (19th- wk).
and another h.o.
Last week, spite sad reviews from
top music The 18th frame finished Monday.
Century (S-W) (1,140; $1.75-$2.65»
$12,500.
crix. Last week, “Detective” (In"‘Cinerama”
(53d wk). Holds to
(18) was solid $12,500 after $14,000
Penn (UA) (3,300; 65-$l)— "Run die) and “Curtain Up”
(Indie)
fancy $14,000. Last week, $14,800.
in 17th week.
for Cover” (Par).
James Cagney’s $ 2 000
Gopher
(Berger)
(1,000; 65-85
Mayfair (Brandt) (1.736; 79-S1.80)
two p.a.’s on stage opening day,
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; $1)
“Long John Silver” (DCA) (3d “Timberjack” (Rep). Facelifting in
with
wide
newspaper-interview —“Game of Lovfc" (Indie)
(4th wk). wk). Second round
progress
here
is hurting trade as
concluded last
coverage, all that’s saving this. Good
$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
night (Tues.) was mild $10,000 would be expected. Slow $2,500.
Even so, only ordinary $10,000.
Bridge (Reade-Schwartz)
week,
349: after $13,000 opening week. Easter Last
“Anchors Aweigh”
Last week, “Glass Slipper” (M-G). $1.10-$ 1.25)
“Doctor in House” vacation for school
kids did not (M-G) (reissue), $2,600.
$10,500.
(Rep) (5th wk). Smash $3,500. Last
65-85)— “ConLyric
(Par)
help
(1,000;
too
much.
Guild (Green)
65-$D—
(500;
week, $3,000.
of
Space” (Par). Getting
Normandie
(Trans-Lux)
(592; quest
“Belles St. Trianian’s” (Indie) (2d
$1.15-$1.65)
“Chance Meeting” strong play from juveniles but only
vrk 5 days). Holding 5 days to get
(Indie). Opened yesterday (Tues.). fair $4,000 looms. Last week, “Unhouse back on Thursday opening ‘Plain’ Potent 15G,
(3d wk',- $3,800 at
in ahead, “Camille” <MG> (reissue) tamed” (20tJi
again.
Oke $1,400. Last week,
Denver;
‘Slipper’
10G
(11th wlc-8 days), held at oke $4,300 85-$ 1.
2
$ 100
after $4,400 in 10th week, to make
Denver, April 19.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$D—
Radio City (Par) (4,100; 85-$l)—
“To Paris With Love” (Indie) (2d - Firstrun biz is mainly good here a remarkably fine run for an oldie. “Man Called Peter" (20th) (2d wk)
Palace (RKO) (.1,700; 50-$1.60i
wk).
This one’s riding okay be- this week, with “Purple Plain” getMias made an excellent impression
cause Alec Guinness has built up ting top money and a solid take at “Bullet For Joey” (UA) and vaude- and is helped by crix. praise and
such an enormous following. Stout Paramount. Fact that the weather ville.
Week ending tomorrow word-of-mduth. Stout; $12,000. Last
turned warmer and attracted thou- (Thurs.) looks like big $27,000. week. $14,500. Continues.
$3,000. Last' week, $4,000.
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25)— sands outdoors hurt at wickets. Last
week,
“Annapolis
RKO-Orpheum iRKO> 2,800; 85Slor^’’
“Country Girl” (Par) (3d wk>. Still “Glass Slipper” is not big at Or- (Col) and vaude, $33,OQO, for new $1)— “East of Eden” (WB). Plenty
“Tonight’s
in chips at $13,000.
the
Night” high under present policy.
of boxofficc interest in this one..
Last week, pheum.
shapes good in two ozoners. “Man
$18,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3.664; 85- Big $14,000. Last week. “Escape to
Warner (SW) (1,365; $1.40-$2.65) Called Peter” looms lofty in third $1,75)— “Strategic Air Command” Burma” (RKO), $6,000 at 65-85C
—“Cinerama Holiday” (Indie) (9th Centre stanza.
(Par).
Initial VistaVision pic to scale.
Estimates for This Week
wk).
Hanging on to some sharp
ulay at Par flagship opens tonight
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 65-85)
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$
gains made over the Easter holi(Wed.) with a special preem ard “On Waterfront” (Col) (2d run)
day to sock $19,000. Last week, “Man Called Peter” (20th) (3d wk). benefit for Ail- Force Assn., N. Y. ancl “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (reissue)
(Continued on page 221
(Continued on page 22)
Wing. Regular run' starts tomorrow
$ 21 000

“New Orleans Uncensored”
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Cleve.; ‘Man’

12G
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‘Star Soars

To

$16,000, Frisco
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‘Jungle’ Torrid

Prov.; ‘Eden’

$25,000,

Wow

18G,

.

—

—

.

‘Cover’ Sluggish at

6G

f

,

Providence, April 19.
the word for take on
“Blackboard Jungle” at Loew’s
Slate.
Also sockeroo is Majestic’s
“East
Eden,” with equally
of
strong take. RKO Albee’s “Escape
to Burma” is average.
Estimates for This Week
Terrific

is

Albee (RKO) (2,200;: 50-75)—
“Escape to Burma” (RKO) and
“Ma, Pa Kettle,.at Waikiki” (U>.
Fair

$6,500.

’

Last

week,

“Man

Without Star” (U) and “Paris Express” U), $8,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 70-90)—
“East of Eden” (WB).
SoekerOo
$18,000,
Last week, “Man Called
Pel er” (20th), $11,000.
Slat* (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-75)—
<

“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) and
“ m‘w Orleans Uncensored” (Col).
Solid $25,000 or near. Last week,
“(Bass Slipper” (M-G) and “Wy-

m’ng Renegade” (M-G),

$9,500.

(Silverman) (2,200; 50-80)
Fair
’n.
for Covei” (Par).
$6,000.'
Last week, “Three for
Show” (CoD, $4,000.
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Lichtman Reacts to

TOA

Washington Bored

Ted O’Shea, Hugh Owen

Blast;

Washington, April 19.
Home-toll television was pictured both as a monster of
destruction and as a friend of

Share Domestic Sales

Under Weltner at Par

motion pictures and free

berg’s

Par’s domestic distribution organi-

Outlook for an industry roundconfab appeared dimmer
than ever this week in the wake
of a sharp exchange between the
Theatre Owners of America and
A1 Lichtman, 20th-Fox director of
distribution and the sparkplug for
table

v

the get-to-gether.
TOA upset the

week with

a

“gouging ways”

applecart

last

blast against the
of the distribs and

a demand that the. conference he
held immediately, and “with the express intention of taking up “unreasonable and unbearable film
rentals” and “inequitable
tions of licensing pictures.”

condi-

this week, Lichtman
crystal clear that, on that

Replying

made

it

there would, be no roundAnd lie reminded the exthey themselves had
agreed all along that there neither
would nor should be such an industry powwow until and unless a

basis,
table.
liibs

,

K. (Ted) O’Shea and
Hugh Owen have been assigned to
head up the operation, O’Shea in

that

Starr Sees Toll Evil
Charlotte, N.C., April 19.
Speaking here, Alfred Starr
of Nashville, chairman of the
executive committee of Theatre Owners of America, had a
of
variety
applications,
all
bristling, for home-toll television. He said in effect:
“A scheme to put a boxof*
fice in your parlor It expands
the slot piaehine racket into

the

east

and Owen

in

the west,

George
function under
Weltner, recently named topper of
both foreign and domestic distri-

They’ll

bution.

Owen

additionally

was named

a

your home, and you have to
pay for the meter. Everything
you now get free would carry
an admission charge .”
Admitting
his
prejudice

of the subsidiary outfit. Both
he and O’Shea, who has been a
v.p. right along, had been members
top sales echelon under
of. the
Schwalberg.
Also as part of the realignment
made by Weltner, Robert J. Rubin,
a lawyer and assistant to Par president Barney Balaban, has been

against home-toll, .Starr said
believed his interest coincided With public interest.

v.p.

V.p,

.

assistant to O’Shea,, and E.
Fitter Jr., appointed assistant

Voluntarily Pays More!
“Assignment Children,” Danny Kaye short about the
Children’s
Nations’
United
Fund, rates credit for a remarkable switch in an exhib-

By JESSE GROSS

thinking about film rental
terms.
Stanley Rosenbaum, of Muscle Shoals Theatres, Florence,
Ala., wrote the following (With
an enclosure) to Gordon Brad-

itor’s

ley,

ager:

media.
Presiding over the confab was
author-scenarist

Samuel

Paramount branch man“Frank Polger (Par sales-

man) made me a good sales
on ‘Assignment Children’
and I agreed to give him $75

talk

Grafton.

On hand

to sell the approximate
150 authors attending the meet on
Lichtman said he had experi- swinging oyer to pix and tv were
enced “great personal distress” Alan Jackson, Paramount’s eastern
over the TOA blast. “Vicious at- play and story editor; Bertram
tacks on producers and distribu(Continued on page 20)
tors and dire threats of one kind of
action or another cannot create the
intelligent, fair-minded, open discussion of matters, of industry concern and interest can take place,”
he maintained.

for the four situations. That’s
the way the contracts were
made up. We how think we
didn’t pay enough. I am therefore enclosing you check for
$ 100 .”

.

He stressed that “at no time durWhile the National Press Club debate on home-toll television in
ing the meetings or discussions on Washington last week hardly settled any arguments, it did serve to
arbitration has there been any dif- further point up the vast number of complex issues involved in the
ference of opinion between exhibi- question of whether or not to sanction parlor boxoffice.. Protagonists
tors
and distributors attending in the debate were Alfred Starr* co-chairman of the Committee against
these meetings on the fact that film Pay-As-Ybu-See-Tv, a prominent exhibitor; and Millard C. Faught,
rentals were not to be an arbi- economic consultant to the Zenith Radio Corp. of Chicago which spontrable issue.”
Allied hasn’t been sors Phonevision.
a party to the arbitration talks
The. exchange between the two is expected to be echoed in a numprecisely over the film rental issue. ber of similar debates on a number of tv shows as both sides in the
“The latest attempt to bypass controversy seek to inform the public of their, positions and, indirectly,
arbitration and to have a round- bring pressure on the Federal Communications Commission which is
table conference at which the prin- in the uncomfortable position of having to handle this hot potato.
cipal item of discussion would be
There is literally no area in which the pro and con factions on toll-tv
film rentals and the sales policies coincide, each side fashioning its own convenient arguments to prove
of the individual companies is con- a point. Following are the key views of Starr and Faught:
trary to the expressed purpose of
such a conference,” Lichtman com-

Says Faught

mented,
that,

in

fairness

to

its

(1) Nobody can
had said
members, that another fellow

the exhib org could “no longer hold
the position that the completion

an arbitration system must precede the industry conference. It is.
now untenable. The crying need
of

relief dictate that the indus*
try conference be. held immediately.
We dare not sit idly by and
permit the ^distributors to drive exhibitors and themselves out of business.”
for-;

OTTAWA’S TOWNE SHOT;

is

especially on an adjacent channel.
The first requirement of subscription tv programs is that they must
be either different Jrom, or better than, sponsored tv programs,

Subscription programs will have to
compete with all others for public
acceptance.
(2) Toll-tv will

Says Starr

something
(1) Proponents of pay-as-you-see
giving away, tv say it offers a new service, but

sell

make

tv an even

advertising medium, one
that will provide still more and
better sponsored programs.
By
increasing
tv revenue,
it
will
boost the number of stations economically possible in many more

better

of course this isn’t tnxe.
They
merely offer the substitution of a
home-toll program for a free program.
Subscription television is
absolutely pre-emptive
a free
service is exchanged for a pay

—

Reflecting unusually hefty exhibitor interest in

petitive

programs.

must inevitably force

Competition
all

stations

go pay-as-you-see.
(.3) In the end, all the desirable
and cities.
VIDEO
VILLAIN towns
(3)
The average family will programs will be on a pay-as-youOttawa, April 19.
watch at least 10 sponsored shows see basis. Free tv and coinbox tv
One must drive
After replacing an unsuccessful a week for every one they will cannot coexist,
art policy with a general second- buy on subscription tv.
We’d be out the other in order to survive.
run policy only last fail, the 500- delighted if the average family
4 ) There is no tv entertainment
scat Towrie Cinema, a nabe filmer* buys $2 worth of subscription tv being denied the public now. Proponents of “slot-machine tv” want
became the second Ottawa picture programs per week.
house to shutter, in a year. Fred
(4)
Subscription ty will have to to sell to the public the sports
Leavens, head of Fredell Theatres, add something valuable to tv. It events it has been seeing free of
management of the Towne, blames cannot Succeed by substituting it- charge.
television for lack of business self, at a fee, for what tv already
(5) Families who bought their
which forced the house to close. has without charge. Both advertis- sets last year, and the millions
A year ago the Rexy, also a nabe ers and public will be beneficiaries, who bought them earlier, are going
house, shuttered and blamed tv.
to raise a howl when they learn
of the new competition.
Leavens may make another try
( 5)
They say we are going to they will have to buy a decoder
the
with
Towne next fall. Fredell sell the public a lot of expensive and then pay for the programs they
also operates the Elmdale, nabe gadgets with
which people will really want to see.
filmer four blocks from the Towne, have to pay to see the tv
programs
and the Glebe, currently running now provided by the sponsors.
petitive United States, not Russia,
on an art-stage policy.
This being the free-market, com- I guess that must be a joke.
|
to

AGAIN

.

(

'

-

'

TOA

action. TOA and Allied
representatives recently called at
the home of 20th-Fox distribution
chief A1 Lichtman to press -for the
holding of the roundtable session,
Lichtman, it’s understood,
expressed the fear that the exhibs
would bring up the subject of
prices charged for filriis, a subject
the distribs do not care to discuss
in a body.
Lichtman is said to
have wanted assurance that film
rental
question^ would
not be
brought up. Exhibs, on the hand,
point out that this is only purpose
of such a meeting. E. D. Martin,
TOA prexy, recently stated that lie
would certainly bring up the question, of film rentals at an industry
roundtable conference.

a distributor pro-

’

theatremen
have attended the Metro “TicketSelling Workshop” meetings in key
cities around the country to date.
There have been 15 such sessions
so far, the mosts recent being ini
With delay in calling tlie sesBuffalo Monday (18), and M-G has
sion, Allied had just about given
a sked of eight more to go.
up hope and was ready to proceed
The turnout has been so strong with its appeal to the Government,
all around that some execs are
it was learned.
However, TOA’s
frankly shaking their heads in puznew position may delay the appeal
zlement,. Point, is made that thea-.
and the two exhib groups may
tremen have been sharply critical combine to push for the industry
a

ject,

total

of 4,856

of distributor policies to the extent
that distribution is getting billing
as the villain of the industry.

Further,

all efforts to

work out an

arbitration system or bring both
sides together in a roundtable con-

conference.

TODD SETS CANTINFLAS
FOR VERNE’S ‘80 DAYS’

ference have been non-productive.
Hollywood, April 19.
Yet, the theatremen, presumably,
Mexican screen - radio -v a u d •
including members of the various
trade associations, have been join^ comic Cantinflas has been contracting M-G in the “Workshop” ses- ed by Mike Todd to star in the
Jules Verne film, “Around the
sions.
World in 80 Days” to be processed
Thus, in effect, M-G has had
in the Todd-AO 70 millimeter sysrare success in achieving some
It now develops that “Around
form of unity of action with its tem.
the World” is not to be released
string of get-togethers on how to
by Columbia with William Goetz
increase theatre business.
Each associated. Mike Todd is currently
session is a day in length, is run
in Miami conferring with Nicholas
informally and is given over freely
M. Schenck, president of Loew’s
to an exchange of ideas. A few
release.
Inc., with an eye to
theatremen serve as panelists at
Todd would also favor release via
each confab and address their colMetro of his “War and Peace,”
leagues on b.o. approaches which
which is still very much in the
they’ve found effective. Mike Sicards, Todd affirms.
mons, M-G exhibitor relations
chief, and^Emory Austin, exploitaCantinflas’ Realty Venture

MGM

tion directors, also discuss selling
devices. A few exhibs have served
on up to four panels.
First meet was held last Oct. 28

greatest
Mexico’s
Cantinflas,
popular personality, is also conproposed
cerned just now with a
ultra-modern theatre centre to be
in Pittsburgh and drew an attenderected in Mexico City by Price
ance of 300. Indianapolis was next
Hoenloche.
This would have a
and brought out 325 exhibitors,
for
equipped
house
3.200-seat
followed by: Boston, 347; Denver,
Todd-AO and two office structures
258; Jackson, 203; Memphis* 185; rising
to 22 stories, high for Mexico
Richmond, 183; Detroit, 343; Co- City.
lumbus, 373; Kansas City, 441; Dallas, 537; Milwaukee, 236; Oklahoma
City, 257; Charlotte, 418, and Buf- Rochemont Office’s
falo

service.
(2) If the pay program is suecessful, it will pull away viewers

from the advertiser-sponsored programs to such an extent that the
advertisers will not sponsor com-

Sharp attack at distribution and
forthright call for an industry
roundtable
session
by Theatre
Owners of America caused* some
eyebrow lifting in the industry.
The statement issued 'by
leaders sounded like those of Allied
States Assn., the rival exhibitor
organization and, over the years,
always the more belligerent. Based
on the current views of the TOA
leaders, there appears no difference in the sentiments of the two
exhibitor organizations. However,
TOA is still opposed to any appeal
to the Government, an approach
that Allied is weighing.
Not only the delay in finalizing
an arbitration system but also evidence of distributor hedging on the
roundtable
conference
brought
about TOA’s decision to call for

button.

Value Scripters

On TOA ’s Switch

immediate

Weltner has yet to decide on the
personnel setup in foreign distri!

The time is ripe for serious
Lichtman declared.
novelists to concentrate on writing
“I know,” he said, “that no com- for theatrical films and television.
pany can participate in a discus- That was the theme socked across
sion of its film rentals and its sales at an Authors League meet held
policies in the presence of other last Thursday (14) night at the
There are certain French Institute, N. Y. The twodistributors.
responsibility
for hour session was an out-and-out
matters,
the
which rests on each company for pitchy to generate novelists interest
decision in its own company, with- in scripting for the two visual

statement

in the

Owen.

to

“Until there is a complete understanding on what matters, are appropriate for discussion at a roundtable industry conference, and until such time as the atmosphere
is cleared of name-calling, vituperation and threat, I must sadly conclude that it would serve no purpose to cail such a conference,”

TOA

it

give-and-take.

named
A.

mission.

The

shade the better of

given a top administrative post in
domestic distribution along with
chevrons.
Other execs affected by the shuffle are Sidney Deneau, who’s been

he

system of arbitration had been
agreed on and was ready for sub-

out Consulting Or advising with any
Decisions in reother company.
gard to production and sales and
film rental policies come within
this category.”

E.

zation,

'How-Come’ Query

tele-

vision at last week’s debate of
the century” between Alfred
Starr, past president of TOA
and ^co-chairman of the Committee Against. Pay-As-YouSee TV, and Dr. Millard C.
Faught, promoting Zenith Radio’s phonevision system.
The hassle, before a luncheon of the National Press
Club, proved something less
than sensational as magnet for
the nation’s Washington correspondents. The paid audience
counted up to a little under
200; quite a few of these were
exhibitors and people from
the broadcasting industry who
were not members of the club
arid had been brought along to
“drgss the house.”
Starr appeared to have a

wake of A. W, Schwalbowout as president of Paramount Film Distributing Corp.,
In the

350.

First ‘Outside’ Film

Peoria to Ponder Toll
Peoria, 111., April 19.
statewide rally of exhibitors
combat pay-as-you-see-tv has
beep called by the United Theatre

A

to

Owners of Illinois, a Theatre Owners of America affiliate. It’ll be
held starting today (Tues.) at the
Pere Marquette Hotel here. Alfred
Starr, co-chairman of the Joint
Comjmittee on Pay-As-You-See-TV,
and E. D. Martin, president of
TOA, are listed as the principal
speakers.
In addition to the toll-tv ques-

UTOI

tion,
prexy George Kerasotes
will discuss proposed state legislation and the unit’s plan for a

David WallerBalaban & Katz topper, will
speak on the relationship of tv adconciliation service.

stein,

vertising to the film theatre.

Louis de Rochemont Associates
has taken on distribution of “The
Great Adventure,” this marking
the first time the outfit will handle
an “outside” picture. It’s further
evidence of the industry trend
toward distribution being undertaken by small companies in association with states rlghters.
The de Rochemont office last
year peddled “Martin Luther” on
its own but this was a de Rochemont production. The N. Y. staff

headed by Borden Mace did the
bulk of the selling, Including all
circuit accounts across the country.
Regional distribs acted as sales
agents for sub-run theatres and
National Screen Service handled
the shipping.
Same pattern will be followed
with “Adventure.” This entry is
a documentary feature made by

Arne

Sucksfox-ff,

Swedish director-

Jack Chisholm, after years with photographer. In past he turned
Associated Screen News in Tor- out only shorts, including the Acadonto
and Montreal, has been emy Award-winning “Symphony of

named head
ate

of publicity, to oper-

from Toronto.

a

City.”

“Adventure” dialog

be dubbed in English.

will

.

high-fidelity

.

transcends

all

other large-screen

processes by as
wide a margin as
the talking picture
transcended the
silent

one

.

HERE IS PROOF

•
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Exhibitors will understand why VistaVision
year’s -special

won

Academy Award when they

presentation at the

this

see

its

New York Paramount.

You’ve never seen anything

like

this,

great

new

method of motion picture presentation: VistaVision
horizontally projected

The

clarity, brilliance

VistaVision
factors.

—

on the world’s

thrilling sense of reality

and depth

and

that

largest screen.

participation, of

is

inherent in the

comes from many

process,

different

No words can adequately describe VistaVision

must.be experienced in the theatre.

it

Be sure to. see VistaVision at the New York Paramount
or at similar presentations in other large cities soon

— because
bility,

through VistaVision’s unique compatidramatic advantages can be duplicated.

its

THE IMPORTANT ATTRACTION SELECTED
TO LAUNCH THESE NEW PRESENTATIONS
OF VISTAVISION IS
*

JAMES

JUNE

STEWART fALEYSON

The picture with a

striking force second to

none !

Color Ijy TECHNICOLOR
co-starring

ALEX

FRANK

BARRY

LOYEJOY NICOL
Produced by

SIMM BENNETT

VALENTINE DAVIES and BEIRNE LAY,

Story by Beime Lay,

Scale representation
the

-

SAMUEL J. BRISKIN . Directed by ANTHONY MANN

Screenplay by

pares

Jr. •

A Paramount Picture

com

Paramount's

former screen ( A ) with the

huge

,

screen

new
(

curvilinear

B ) which

takes

fnil advantage ofV1STA*
VISION's tremendous
and depth.

clarity

In the

new

specially designed

VISTAVISION

projectors the

film runs horizontally , instead

of with the customary vertical
feed, allowing projection over a

bw*-

with I?erspecta
Stereophonic Sound

BRUCE

far greater screen area than
ever bejore possible.

Jr.
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Engagement®

strategic air

NEW YORK CITY
EOS ANGELES
PHILADELPHIA

NEW ORLEANS.
WASHINGTON
CHICAGO

.

.

.

.

:

TORONTO
PITTSBURGH

•

i

COM M AN

PARAMOUNT
BEVERLY HILLS
STANLEY

NOW

Stanley -Warner

. . .

...

.

.SAENGER
CAPITOL
STATE-LAKE
.IMPERIAL

PENN

April 2S

May 5
May 6
May 19
May 12
May 12
May 19

The unique effects you will see
at the above engagements, are as
possible IN YOUR THEATRE, TOO,
with standard equipment if your
screen size is below 45 ft. in width.

WIDOW WINS

Goldwyn Tells

It

to the Kids

the current property.
With Steven McCormick as moderator, he had to.jephrase some
of the ktys’ questions on a number of occasions, because Goldwyn
failed to get them—the youngsters popped quite a few nifties.
They ran the gamut from the role of motion pictures in education
to Goldwynisms. In between, in direct answer to questions, the
subjects embraced Communism in Hollywood; accent on crime and
violence in pictures; the harkihg-back by one youthful interrogator
to Goldwyn’s signed story in September 1951 that “censorship” is
robbing the picture business of its vitality”; private pressure
groups; Garbo’s comeback, if any; the current Mary PickfordGoldwyn litigation over the studio ground lease; foreign films and
film stars .versus- the Hollywood brand; tollvision; why no more
“Our Gang” comedies?; misleading movie advertising; actors in
politics; 3-D, the new scopes and other techniques (Goldwyn gave
Todd- AO the biggest cheer); the high cost of film admissions (one
youngster was querulous over the $1.50 admission tab); songs in
films, and the like.
Goldwyn may have parried one or two but he was never
pompous or condescending. He spoke forthrightly. He didn’t think
that crime in films “puts America in a bad light because every
nation has its share of crime; otherwise we would be accused of
propaganda,” He liked producing “Wuthering Heights” best, stated
“Best Years” was his most “popular” picture (top grosser); gave
the $1,000,000 script buy of “Guys and Dolls, 'LMarlori Brando et al.
a big commercial; thought Hollywood's own self-regulation the
best policy; favored the same freedom of the screen as for books,
the press and the like; deferred to the public as the best judge;
thought “better pictures now do better and poor pictures do worse,
than before”; can’t prognosticate on tollvision for feature films
until pay-as-you-see television comes into existence; deprecated
slurs on the “commercialism” of Hollywood with the statement
that attorn or any business can’t remain in business unless it
makes a' profit; ..dwelt on “today’s production gamble in making
films is greater than ever”; thought Europeans are making fine
pictures but that Hollywood is still tops; didn’t think making them
abroad is cheaper, but with freer travel and the wider screens it
is smart for Hollywood to take advantage of authentic locales;
extravagant advertising is not believed because the public decides
whether a film is worthwhile or not; accented that the “movie
habit only depends on the want-to-see films”; sees standard of
films and improved techniques progressing “in the same degree
that the world is progressing.”
Whoever “casts” these “Youth Wants To Know” panels must
have a good eye for good looks and brains; some of the kids, both
sexes, were very telegenic and, above all, gave a pleasant feeling
that, despite the juvenile delinquency problem this country has a
good crop of young Americans.
Goldwyn also disclosed that Frances and he will mark their
30th anniversary this April 23.
Abel.

Chicago, April 19.
;Mrs. Laura Blackburn. Shaw,
widow of Joe Louis’ manager Jack
(Chappie) Blackburn, has received
a settlement of $20,000 and a percentage of the possible teevee
as
gross of “The Joe Louis Story
a result of a suit against United
Artists

and

deemed

prece-

dent-setting, since Mrs, Shaw sued
property
appropriation ’of
for
rights rather than invasion of priThe defendants moved to
vacy.

success of early engagements
for “Revenge Of The Creature.”
According to Alfred Daff: “Biz

dismiss the case on the grounds
that since Blackburn was a public
figure and died in 1942, no privacy
rights accrued to his widow. Since,

medium

however, Mrs. Shaw claimed use
of Blackburn’s name and picture
without her consent constituted
mis-use of property rights belong-

with majority
“Creature”
playdates so far in 3-D.

convinced

company

producer interest in the U.

From

Its main difficulty, according to
execs, is that the outfit isn't
in a position to give advances on
films. Italo producers, when they
have pix they think hold a U. S.
b.o. potential, are prone to beat
the. bushes for indies willing to put

depth

20th

At opening session of five day
Society of Motion Picture and Teleconvention at
vision Engineers
Drake hotel here yesterday (Mon),
prexy John G. Frayne predicted
continuing competition between
several new motion picture screen
techniques developed in last few hit.
years, with some falling by the
wayside. He said it was too early
to determine which processes
would become casualties, but that Critic Seeks 125G For.
Frayne
some inevitably would.
Injuries on 1951 Par
said meantime, multiple means of
projection would continue, with

*

?

‘Blackboard’ Erasure
Metro ha^s made a one-word
deletion in “Blackboard Jungle” as a means of toning
down thfe controversial (and
big money-making) entry.
Clipped is Louis Calhern’s
reference to a prostitute in his
discussion of the pay received
by school teachers as compared with other professions.

different combinations of processes being offered theatres depending on their size. He pointed
out that size and financial limitations of smaller theatres would
preclude installation of two sets of
projection equipment as large first-,
run houses and the drive-ins might
almost be forced to do so.
Frayne called on the engineers
not to limit themselves as well as
producers and exhibitors to one or
two systems but rather to seek out
every possible technical improvement to be made available to the
creative end of industry. He also
pointed out some time in future,
single process might emerge which
could be endorsed by engineers,
producers and exhibitors alike as
most effective widescreen medium.
Frayne ended by askipg that the
engineers and professional’ critics
allow creative artists time to master intricacies of new media, rather
than hastily criticize their first attempts.

‘BLACKBOARD’ INTO 11
L.A.

Divided Views
"Blackboard’

Film Estimate Board of National
Organizations, whose membership,
comprises 12 women’s parent-teachers, church, etc., groups, has a
mixed opinion about “Blackboard
Jungle,” Metro entry about untamed teen-agers in a big-dity
school.

HOUSES DAY-DATE

Hollywood, April 19.
Breaking precedent, Metro will
open “Blackboard Jungle” on a
day and date basis in 11 theatres
the L. A. area, including five
conventional houses and six driveins. Heretofore, the company limin

ited its simultaneous openings to
two situations despite the fact that
other distribs, particularly Universal and Paramount, have had
good results With the multiple

dating.

Success of “Blackboard” via this

Nine of the 12 groups endorse new

M-G

approach likeTy will

in-

Junket to Crosby Ranch
Albany, April 19;

A

critic who planed to Elko, Nev.
in July, 1951 as guest of Paramount
Pictures for the world premiere of

.

Bing Crosby’s “Here Comes the
Groom,” has sued the company for
$125,000
alleged
when, he
Crosby’s

as the result of injuries
to have been sustained
was dragged by a steer at

Arrowhead D. ranch.

AB-PT, which had held 50%
the ownership,
interest.

now has

the "outstanding” rating.
Girl Scouts’ view is this; “The
positive and constructive aspects
of this film, spotlighting a grave
social illness,
are unfortunately
overwhelmed by the brutality and
violence in most of the action.
to

of

a one-third
I

film.

N.

In

Y.

another

Lollobrigida

“Wayward Wife,” at the
Globe Theatre, has been so-so.
However, it preemed there for the
Easter holidays and, as an IFE
exec remarked, “it’s not exactly a
film,

picture for the kiddies. Considering that, we’re doing quite well.”
bocker News and now an editorial Pic is dubbed.
writer for the Gannett daily, in a
Observers close to the foreign
complaint filed last week with the film field say the run of pix from
Albany County Clerk, set forth that abroad in recent months has been
the accident happened JUlj) 31, very disappointing.
That's true,
1951, when he attempted to rescue they feel, particularly of the Italo
film actress Cass Daley, who was imports and also
to a lesser exastride a steer that broke loose tent of the British. Interest
at
from its handlers. Bradt stated that the moment seems to center prihe was thrown to the ground and marily on upcoming French proddragged into a pile of rocks, suf- uct.
fering a broken collar bone and
IFE position is paradoxical in
torn collar bone ligament.
that some of the producers who
His attorney is Arthur J. Harvey, are skipping that release channel
of Albany. Brown & Gallagher, also are actually on the IFE board in
of this city, represent Paramount. Rome. Giannini Hecht, Italo prowhen asked in ty. Y. reA guest at the ranch for a riding ducer,
cently why not a single of his pix
contest, Bradt was standing nearby
when the steer “tore the ropes had gone via IFE, observed that he
from the hands of the people hold- was torn in two directions. “On
the one hand I am of course for
ing them and ran free, attempting
IFE,” he said. “On the other, I’m
to throw the rider.” The complaint
shopping around for the best deal.
added that “in compliance with the
And I’ll make It wherever I can
instructions of the defendant’s em-

|

—

ployes to ‘grab the rope’ I did so
in an attempt to rescue the rider.”
Miss Daley, a comedienne, was
said to have been at the contest
for promotional purposes. One of
Crosby’s sons was among those allegedly holding the rope.
Bradt's complaint charges negligence by Paramount Pictures
at whose expense he made the trip

—

to

Nevada

...

graph Co. has purchased a onethird interest in Microwave Associates, Boston outfit which designs
and produces electronic devices.

titled

E. Bradt, then scrCenstage-music critic for The Knicker-

Bank

The Girl
In a deal disclosed this week by American Revolution.
American Broadcasting-Paramount Scouts, University Women and
Theatres, Western Union Tele- Daughters groups do not subscribe

cash on the line.
Latest example is the Titanus
film, “Bread, Love and Jealousy,"
the sequel to IFE’s “Bread, Love
and Dreams.” Like the original, It
“Bread,
stars Gina Lollobrigida.
Love and Jealousy” isn’t going to
IFE. Having been offered to various parties, including 20th-Fox, it’s
now likely to end up with Distributors Corp. of America, the Fred
Schwartz outfit. DCA has offered a
handsome guarantee.
Two other reasons are advanced
for the occasional hesitancy on the
part of Italo producers to make
deals with IFE. First, the org is
saddled with a considerable overhead due to its branch operations?
etc. Second; being a semi-official
‘agency, it has to stick to the letter
of the law.
When making deals
vrith the indies, a wider variety of
arrangements than with IFE are
said to be possible.
IFE has a healthy grosser in
“Aida.” Its Lollobrigida starrer?,
despite a terrific publicity buildup:
during the star’s visit to the U. S.
(and since), haven’t ‘been as big as
might be wished. “Bread, Love and
Dreams” took $24,000 film rental,
out of its first run at the Paris
Theatre, N. Y., and has been set
for a run .on the RKO circuit.
According to IFE, the film should*
gross $400,000. Indie observers say
that’s a gross exaggeration since
“Bread” has been on the spotty
side oUt-of-towh. IFE says it’s doing well, considering it’s a sub-

Clifton

— .on

several grounds.
the picture as a “serious expose” fluence future policy.
One is for “negligently and careof
the
delinquency
problem.
lessly providing a steer which dethe company's top management “Harsh, violent, brutally shocking
fendants had knowledge was of a
“immeasurably, improved” by these and authentic as to individual epiferocious and mischievous disposichanges. “The arrangement,” he sodes, this melodramatic film draws Academy, Oldest Buff.
tion and liable to attack, injure,
added, “still keeps me active as its horrifying quality from the naTheatre, Sold to
stomp or gore mankind.” Another
permits
me
your senior officer, but
ture of the situation it presents,”
is for “allowing the defendant to
Buffalo, April 19.
to turn over to very capable but they say. These nine organizations
The Academy, Buffalo’s oldest be placed in a position of great
younger hands the daily pressure classify “Jungle” as an outstanding
danger without proper safeguards.”
of corporate management.,
theatre,
has
been
purchased
by
the
picture of its type.”
Four dissidents are the National Marine Trust Co. of western New
Congress of Parents and Teachers, York, and will be razed to make Junior League Sponsors
Girl Scouts of the U. S. A. and
‘Holiday’ Dallas
American Assn, of University room for the bank’s building exSLICE
Dallas, April 19.
Women and Daughters of the pansion.
,

WESTERN UNION TAKES
OF MICROWAVE

is

IFE

Twentieth Century-Fox has revised its release sked and is now
planning to make available 16 top
domestically
between
budgeters
April and September of this year.
Of this total, 13 are in CinemaScope and color and three, including one tinter, are in standard dimension.
New sked eliminates from the
1955 list “The Seven Year Itch,”
Marilyn Monroe starrer, which
can’t be released until 1956 due to
contractual obligations with the
legit producers of the Broadway

Chicago, April 19.

S.,

in its bid for

the top Italo pix.

still holds considerable public interest.”
Exhibs were given, choice of
3-D or standard showings on

16

some ground

losing

April to Sept.

Herman Robbins, Now 66, Limits Himself To
Chairmanship; Dembow, Burton Robbins Step Up

ations were unanimously approved
by the directors, who voted the officer shifts.
The elder Robbins, in an open
letter to NSS domestic and overseas executives, said he felt that

Still Intrigues
Hollywood, April 10.
Universal is contemplating
further 3-D features following

ing to Blackburn's, estate and
therefore accruing to her, rather
than an invasion of privacy, Judge
John P. Barnes of U; S. District
Court ruled in her favor.

Natl Screen Service’s Top Reshuffle

On

is

Italian Films Export, which once
loomed as the fpcal point of Italian

U

3-D

local exhibitors.

Settlement

.

I

Export By-Passed,

.

is

Herman Bobbins, who has been
president and board chairman of
National Screen Service for the
past 25 years, relinquished the
presidency last week at his own request but will continub as board
Chairman. Replacing him as NSS
head is George Dembow, who previously was v.p. in charge of sales.
Burton Robbins, son of Herman
Robbins and ’formerly assistant to
the president, assumes Dembow’s
old post, William Brenner remains
as operations v.p.
Changes in the NSS top echelon
from recommendations
resulted
made by Herman Robbins to a special meeting of the board last
Tues. (12) that his two posts be
divided into two separate entities.
Robbins, who will be 66 in July,
urged that the board chairman be
the chief executive officer and the
president assume duties of chief
operating officer. His recommend-

Italian Films

Than

Invoked

Is

‘Privacy’

13

$20,000

‘Property Rights’ Rather

Youth not only \yanted to know a lot of things from Samuel
Goldwyn when he guested Sunday (17) noon on NBC-TV, from
Hollywood, under local American Legion? auspices on Theodore'
Granik’s. “Youth Wants To Know” series* but seemingly the teenagers were beaucoup hep on the picture business. It may be their
backyard influence but hone of it was smartalecky. There were
all solid questions and if, mayhaps, the vet producer dodged a
few and/or didn’t quite hear the exact phrasing of the Q.s, his
A.s, in the main, were on-the-beam.
Goldwyn, no tyro before the mike, is one of the few articulate
showmen who “has picture, will travel.” His upcoming “Guys and
Dolls,” of course,
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UA’S FOREIGN SALES
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United Artists has set elaborate
plans for sales meetings on the
foreign front, all being called to
focus attention on the company’s
extensive lineup of new product.
A seven-day session opens May 1
in London to be attended by 150
UA execs and distribution reps
from the U.S., 20 countries in Europe, the Near East and Africa.
Conclave is to be presided over
by Arnold M. Picker, v.p. in
charge- of foreign distribution. Sitting in will be Max E. Youngstein,
homeoffice v.p.; Charles Smadja,
charge of European producLouis Lober, foreign depart-

v.p. in

tion;

ment general manager, and rePreem gional heads Mo
Rothman and
Walter Gray of the Continental
Formerly the Metropolitan ThePremiere of “Cinerama Holiday” division, Great Britain managing
atre and later the Academy of Mu- at the Melba April 27 will be spon- director Montague C. Morton, ana
sic, practically all of the greats of sored
by the Junior League of Georges Rouvier, managing dishow business played here in the Dallas, as a benefit to the Fine Arts rector in France.
Subsequent international parleys
last century. Theatre was opened Department of the new Dallas PubApril 15,

1852,

status, it ran the

From

a top legit

gamut downward

through 10c-20o-30c burlesque, vaudeville, bingo,

and

finally its pres-

ent policy of last-run pix.

Library for audio-visual educa- are slated for July in Tokyo, to be
Ducats will go at $5 lower attended by UA reps in the Far
East, India and Australia and in
and $4 for balcony seats.
Regular run scale will be $2.40- September in Rio de Janeiro for
key personnel in Latin America.
$1.24.
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tion.
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The Easter
more than compensated

for lack of
caused by the pro*
longation of the strike, and bofto
biz was reported in most situations.
Only pix hit by the absence of the
press were some of the newcomers,
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American comics Bud Abbott
which called for special exploita- and Lou Costello were slated to
their Aussie engagement for
open
n
the
“Deep in My Heart” is pacing Lee Gordon Enterprises, at
Stadium this week. HowSydney
in
$19,000
the field with a smash
office now says
second week and ahead of opening ever, the Gordon
“Above Us the Wayes” the comedy team won’t show up
session
held at fancy $12,500 in its second
round at the Odeon, Leicester
Square.
"A Star Is Born” continues a
mighty draw at the Warner and
the sixlh week looking like $12,000.
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (20th) (1,128; '55-$.70l—
“Man Called Peter” (20th) (2d wk).
Fair at about $4,200. Last week,
$3,900. Holds.
70-$2.15)
Casino (Indie) (1,337; 7U-$z.iD)
“Cinerama” (Robin) (27th wk).
natch!
Stays,
Smash $13,000.
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“It’s Different fot Men.” presented- by Minster Productions at
the Duchess Theatre last Monday
(11), is a feeble piece on the sub-

i
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Monja Danischew-

stars Naunton
Wayne and
June Clyde, and was directed by

Richard Bird,
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for the outfit. Its
-j<rb is at the -International Spurting Club for nine weeks, starting
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summer

season at Monte
Carlo this year.
Although Geraldo is one of
Britain’s top dance bands, it has
hover yet played a resident date on
the Continent'. This will be breakplays a
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Geraldo Orch Set For

n
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of
10
dancers,
with
The ANICA topper admits there Japan.
choreography by Tamami Gojo, have been dissenting comments
Marcel Achard is adapting The
will dance three programs repre- from some French sources, with King and I” book and hopes to uo
senting
and
classical
modern Jap- certain Gallic producers appear- the French lyrics, too. Jerome
for the three countries, First deA Japanese orches- ing downbeat on the co-production Robbins will handle the choreogfinitive discussion of this idea will ane se styles.
scheme. But these are isolated raphy as he did for the New York
be at the Cannes Film. Festival, i ra accompanies the troupe.
~
As
opening event, of the eases, he says, mainly due to in- and London productions. Eddie
April 25-May II.
Bearing on this is a recent dec- Wiesbaden May Fest, the Japanese tellectual currents and from mak- Constantine, French singer who
laralion of M. Rauschenbach, head dancers will be presented in a ers of arty pix who. feel their type lias become a top film star for his
of the
German Film Producers special television program over 0 f product unsuited to the collab- gangster roles, is going to London
Frankfurt, oratory scheme.
Assn., in which he said that the Hessischcr Rundfunk,
this week to see the production
play
pix which sell the' best in Europe and *dso transmitted to the other
All this, however, lias been taken there and decide if he can
Geiman
majot
stations.
tv
are those produced in Europe. He
into account in the new agreement, H-he Siamese king.
Giraud
~
For
the ski production
says that in Germany, as in France,
^
^
/.
,.
ai’curqing
according
to
io
Monaco,
ivionaco,
"via
via
more
miy
the public prefers its own films
import 30 Norwegian s i
w^l
ril
elastic clauses which allow mere w
OlTQnn TaIkQ
Aam5 ftll
UI1 RnC-TV
1T
rather than
Ulan American pix. Also
casting and artistic freedom in the champs. The program will be
sKiing
tIle
le un
union
i° n should have as its main
^
'London, April 19.
case of co-produced items of rec- three parts: a history ot skin g
aim the curbing of the U.S. inva-.
A series of talks by Orson ognized artistic tendency while the fvoni the days of the Vikings, a ski
sion of European markets.
Welles, filmed by BBC-TV, are to more commercial majority of co- competition and a carnival. If the
Coproduction has been shewn to be telecast as a fortnightly feature productions would share talent police okay the Port Maillot aeai,
have its faults, since its growth starting next Sunday (24).
from both countries as in the past, production will open June 10 and
here, with the creation of repeliThe series, known as “Orson Henceforth, a. “prestige” item with continue until June 26.
tious cycles and the loss of the na- Welles Sketch Book,” is a direct predominantly Italian or French
The Imperial Ballet of Japan has
tional. feeling
in the
country’s result of his appearance on the characteristics can be launched already played most of the rest of
films. Though the old adage of a BBC “Press Conference” last Jan- and cast in the country of origin the world but will wait until Sepgood national pic outgrossing a uary. After that program, Welles without worrying about usual co- tember to be brought into the
good Yank pix may still hold true, said he thought tv “a good me- production requirements. Within a Theatre des Champs Elysees by
1 lei’e 'is~ n a~girin s a y j n g
the popIF TfiunTTn^vlTTc1i~Co tell siories.” The "six-mouth or^ year’s pe riod : this- Gh^udi Gn-^Aptil—2—it-open^ )JL
larity of U. S. pix in the world talks are illustrated by his own production would be balanced by a Luxembourg, then goes to Germarket.
many for several engagements.
like one in the other country.
drawings.
I

^
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demonstration, says Monaco, of ski carnival at the Port Maillot,
mutual comprehension and collab- and in preparing the September
oratory spirit as well as confidence, run of the Imperial Ballet of

Germany.
Troupe
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May Festival at the
State Theatre- in Wiesbaden, West
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the London newspaper strike. The
play, written by Michael Perlwce
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being pointed out. this would be
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ject of infidelity, and cannot hope
to survive, particularly with the
absence of publicity as a result of:

and Brenda

like

confined, to too narrow a market
and that a great broadening was
needed. One way of getting this
is via the European
Film Union,
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Paris, April 19.
pans,
Busiest theatrical producer in
Paris at the moment is Claude

Wiesbaden, April 19.
reports of friction between the
in
The Imperial Japanese _Ballet of two countries’ film industries. Ex- Giraud. currently
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^
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with Margalo Gillmore and Maicolm Keen, and is presented by
H. M. Tennent.
The play has been directed by
by'
Frith Banbury with settings by
Skillfully acted
Stewart Chaney.
and handsomely mounted, it's the
best contender to beat the news-
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Now, as a result of a lead taken tors’ profits so inadequate (or nonby Associated British Cinemas, existent) they are unable to build
reserves for building new theathere is an increasing tendency to
open new bills on Sundays, and tres. They P u t .forward the suggestion
that varying price-scales be
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Meantime, Betty Hutton is skedded to arrive from the U.S. May 2
and is due to open for Gordon

Empire (M-G) (3,099;
“Deep in My Heart” (M-G)
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Buenos Aires, April

The Argentine Assn, of Film
Distributors has addressed a note
the Ministry of Commerce,
pointing out that high cost of realand
construction is holding back
ty
the growth of film entertaiiynent
here. Also, that despite the conincrease of the population,
new film theatres $re built to
accommodate the thousands of film
P^rons who roam from theatre to
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tO XlTlu A SO&t 111
houses already filled to eapaeity.
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FRED CLARK
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RAY ANTHONY

Produced by

SAMUEL

rtf'

G.

ENGEL

(and his Orchestra)
Directed by

*

JEAN NEGULESCO

Screen Play by

A
PHOEBE «r HENRY EPHRON
From the Novel by Jean Webster
Ballets by Roland Petit

Color by
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New Highs

Six

As

in

Amusement Group

Market Soars to 25-Year Peak

By MIKE

WEAR
Flick on Kansas

With the stock market soaring
new historic, high ground for

into

the last 25 years, the Amusement
Group climbed out of he doldrums
to take part in the sharp advance.
Result was that six stocks from the
group hit new highs for the year

while only two issues wound up
behind minus signs. All' the others

showed gains or held

over.

Film shares, of course, reflected

bullish

justified

.

Commenting on the fading

the Kansas state censor
board, Hugh M. Flick, the
N. Y. censor acknowledged'
this week that “the old order
changing, but the desire
is
for control is still there.”
As Flick sees it, the censors
have failed to change with the
of

times. “The whole impact of
films is different today,” he
noted. “They are no longer
the experience. Other, com-

the soaring boxoffice grosses of
Easter week, and also a feeling
that current earnings and new

news

improved

Typical was the way 20thFox shares pushed up sharply for
prices.

media have made
petitive,
their bid. for the public’s atself

Paramount Pictures registered a
of 41 and 0an advance of

AD

Critics

5%

vance of 3 points.
Columbia Broadcasting (both issues) appeared reaching for the
century mark as the week neared
Both shares hit new
its close.
peaks of 98, obviously preparatory
to the stock split. Each issue was
up better than 3 points.
ABC-Paramount Theatres came
to life again and spurted nearly a
Deal
point to wind up at 2614.
for the company’s micro-wave gadget provided the spark in this
move. Universal also climbed 75c.
to 2914c., not far from the year’s

Hollywood, April

*

Continued from page

tures

5

~

Critics

Make

"'f

or

Break Them?”

reports it’s been his company's
experience that bad reviews are
Excellent nodefinitely harmful.
tices may or may not help a film.

He

the public doesn’t want to see
a certain film, he says, no amount
of good reviews will bring them in.
Reviewers, eight of whom also
present their views on criticism
and its values in the Journal, are
divided into five categories by EmIf

the Cinemascope, Cinerama, Toddr
techniques that get enormous
grosses when moved into the big
first-runs.”

Dorothy Parker Story

Harmon,
tures

a v.p. of Security Pic-

which

Combo”

produced

“The

Big

for Allied Artists in asso-

ciation with Cornel Wilde’s Theorecently
acProductions,
dora
quired a Dorothy Parker short
story tagged “The Big Blonde.”
He’ll
both produce and script
“Blonde” which he feels, is in the
same idiom as “Marty.” "It’s an
intimate characterization,” he recalled, “of a garment center girl
who’s kicked around by a lot of
guys.”
In line with the “Marty” production blueprint which called for no

sincere critic, who “approaches each new picture without
prejudice and with a reporter’s
determination" to inform his readers as to what he has seen, his
opinion of its merits, an appraisal
of individual performances, and
major
of
criticism
constructive
(1)

The

(2)

Snobbish

critic,

who

“hates

“a hot
writer to whom a well-turned
phrase is dearer even than a wellturned ankle.”
(4)
The reporter; who reports
merely bn what he sees, with a
minimum of personal comment.
(5) The part-time reviewer, “who
has no knowledge of his subject
because he’s a reporter delegated
to cover on a» hit-and-run basis.”

—

Majors’

TV

Continued from page

5

—

the one they adopted only a comparatively short time ago. One of
the Coast convincers is that, if the
studios don’t get into the field,
someone else will, and that much
valuable free publicity would then
be lost to the industry.
Most of the , material the companies propose to bring to tv will
center around properties that have

been made.
Darryl F.
Zanuck, 20th-Fox production boss,
suggested recently that his studio
might profitable remake some of
the oldies in a 45-minute format,
Spyros P. Skouras, 20th prez,
specifically denied in N. Y. Monday (18) a report that 20th may
allow a batch of its old features
to be edited to fit a one-hour tv
players of star calibre, Harmon is format. Skpuras arid execs at other
seeking an “unknown” for the companies
feel
nothing
much
title role of “Blonde.”
For in. his would be gained by putting the
opinion the story today transcends outdated oldies on tv. One aspect,
the star in importance.
Mean- again, is talent.
time, the venture is slated tc go
Player contracts in respect to tv
before the cameras in Hollywood differ widely and Hollywood has
sometime in June with no distribu- always disliked to revive the aged
tion jleal^set_as yet. How ever, Al- product to drive home to the aulied Artists is a~ top posslbIirt'y~in dience the passage" of time “ via~tfic"
already

1

light of Security’s association with
the distrib on “Combo.”
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18%
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974

9

222
79
567
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153
694
35

41%
38%
44%

Stanley War,. 75
20th-Fox
363
.45
Univ. Pix
Univ., pfd ..*130
66
Warner Bros.
35
Zenith

19%
28%
29%
87%
19%

.

RKO
RKO

Piets.

Thea.
Republic
Rep., pfd.

.

.

.

108%

86

5%

4

Allied Artists

9%

rAird Art., pfd

9%

39%
37%

4174

38%
43%

43

7%

8

9%

8
974

9

6%

8
15

7%

14%
19%’

15
19

26%
28%

28%

86

86

%

273,4

18%
105%

106%

Change
week

for

263/8

310

Paramount

7Y
574
15
13%
22% 19%
31% 25%
30% 26%

Bruce Trinz.

19%
106

3,4

American Stock Exchange

Quarterly Gain

11%
17%
16%

Showing a gain of nearly 100%,
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres had an estimated net op-

,

4%

49
32
134
152
32

Du Mont

13%
14%

Technicolor

3%

Trans-Lux

4%
10%

4%
9%

15
1674

13%
15%

4%

4%
1074
14
153,4

4%

4

+

74,

+
—
%
MMX
74

—

Over-the-Counter Securities
Bid

|

compares

Capitol Records
Chesapeake Industries
Cinerama Inc
Cinerama Prod.
Official Films

In the new quarter AB-PT had
gains of $33,000, bringing
consolidated earnings to $1,950,The con46c. per share.
or
000,
solidated profit in the first quarter

Polaroid
"Skiatron
U. A. Theatres

.

.

Ask

12

4%

5

13/4

274

4%

5%
3%

374
52
,

#

+

54

5%

,

Walt Disney

year was upped to $1,110,or 25c. per share, via cap

000,

874

06%
96%
31%
15%
76%

4%

40% 35% Philco
45% 36% RCA

9%

253/8

98
98

4%

Loew’s
Nat. Thea.

36

'

26%

324
418

3% EMI

40

prexy, consists of
Donald
Clark,
Jack
chairman
Knapp, Robert V. Harrison and

This

17
66

Col. Pix ....
Decca .... /

67

5%

Allied

AB-FTs

317
25

Tues.
Close

Low

674

17%

183,4

38

41

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

gains of $77,000.

&

74

+ %
—
%
+3
—%
+3%

Co.)

* Actual volume.

and the broadcasting end of"
The upward theathe company.
tre trend continued since mid-1954
Continued from page 1
through the first quarter. The second quarter appears bringing a ing the integrity of the films); from good-looking people
are on the
lesser number of good pictures, story to screenplay; choice of di- screen if.
only for the pleasure of
but the product situation is still rector and camerama" '"id control looking at
attractiveness instead of
better than it was in the same pe- over the photography of the scenes) homeliness
once in a while,” he
riod of 1954, said the prez.
^
and of final prints.”
remarked.
ABC earnings are running well
Gab, Gab, Gab
Plug for Capitalism
above last year, reflecting imDaves is hard in his criticism of
As for reactions to the American
proved programming, ' Goldenson
wordiness in films from any land. product shown in Uruguay, Daves
said.
“Dialogue talk, excessive talk
encountered some criticism of “Saseems to be the greatest villain of brina” on the grounds it was a plug
international movies,” he comment- for American capitalism. (The sused. Gabby pix are particularly dif- picious attitude of foreigners toLegit Auspices
ficult, he said, when the dialog is ward Yank pix was further shown
foreign to the audience and sub- in criticism that “Caine Mutiny”
July (Instead of Jan. 1)
titles must be read. He noted: “As was propaganda for an American
producers' of films which are ever naval officer, although just the opRelease of 20th’s ‘Itch’ more dependent on foreign mar- posite would
be expected, Daves
Hollywood, April 19.
kets for profits, we must clearly said.)
tions

films Talk Too Much’

.

erling.

conflict

AO

Am tor-Par Th
CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

is
Leonard H. Golderisori, AB-PT
ducers Journal article by Ernest president, reported the earnings
Emerling, Loew’s Theatres’ pub- upbeat was due to substantial imexploitation chief, tagged “Can provement in both theatre opera-

with
the majors’ ambitious productions.
They concentrate on spectacles in

mate drama doesn’t

i9.

a critic on picexplored in a Screen Pro-

The impact

American movies.”
The pseudo-snob,
(3)

Story Intimacy’

22%
79
80
31

of last

1574.

year’s high.

28%
98

You-See TV. The Illinois committee, appointed by Jack KIrsch, Il-

quarter of 1955.

Five Classes

faults.”

Technicolor was up 3714 c„ nearing the best 1955 quotation. RCA
climbed 1% to 44%, placing it
away from the
only fractions

Net

Weekly

Vol. Weekly
in 100s
High

Weekly

1955

High Low

will

erating profit of $1,917,000, or 45c.
per common share, for the first

Are

best price. Decca reflected the advance by going up five-eighths to
-

The committee

-

fiV.Y. Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday (19)

urge exhibitors to obtain the help
of merchants’ associations, veteran
arid fraternal groups and other citizen organizations' in opposing payas-you-go televesion.
The committee will execute the
program drafted by National Allied’s Committee Against Pay-As-

linois

•

i

Amusement Stock Quotations

Chicago, April 19,
A committee to enlist the support of local theatrq exhibitors in
the fighf against home-toll television has been appointed by the
Board of. directors of Allied Theatres of Illinois.

*

-

capital

sported

The shares have been
ing great for several weeks.
Skiatrori continued to roll, and
on rehit a new ’55 high of
ports that it was going on the
American Stock Exchange. Eastman Kodak also went into new
high territory at 78% or an ad-

%

i

11

with $1,039,000, or 23c. per share,
for the same period in 1954.

stirred interest.
gain,
Greatest

act-

\

has become more sophisti-

pre-release censoring the decisions of the U.S. Supreme
on that subject.
Court
“Whether there is censorship
as we know it, or some other
more up-to-date form, there
will always be a need to curb
excesses,” he said.

new peak

shares. Reports of a higher divvy
or a stock split were back of the

it-

The N. Y. censor said he
saw no inconsistency between

shares.

however, was
Precision
General
by
Equipment with an advance of 474
to fresh high ground at 6714. This
was the closing price for these

audience

I

Anti-Fee Strategy

cated.”

well on company’s Hollywood property also whetted demand for

114 for the week. News in Wall
Street that Par was likely to show
around $16,000,000 gross for the
quarter this year, an allfirst
time quarterly high, undoubtedly
whetted the appetite of traders.
The fact that the plush treatment
was to be accorded the launching
of the improved VistaVision via
“Strategic Air Command’’ at the
N. Y. Paramount this week also

anc^ the

tention

a one-point advance last Friday on
news of having set a tele series.
The stock was “all over the tape'’
in dealings that day, with the is*ue
sporting a net gain of 75c. on the
week. Bringing in of a fifth oil

move.

Wednesday, —April 20, 19S5
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young faces of

stars that are still

around, playing romantic parts.

—

Ask

Okay

Broadway visualize what happens when any
the
of
Producers
“Seven Year Itch,” and of our more ‘talky’ films are shown
George Axelrod, its author, are abroad and around the world. The
being asked by 20th-Fox to permit audience, (those who can read) are
put through a kind of desperate
a July release of the Marilyn Monroe-Tom Ewell film version, in- torture: they want to watch the
stead of the studio holding it un- actors and the action but they must
leave that to read the sub-titles!
til Jan. 1, 1956, as per the stipuCompany has In ‘talky’ pictures, to the frustralation in contract.
backed up its request with offer tion of the movie-goers, the subtitles either win the fight or the
of a considerable hunk of coin.
viewer gives up and merely watchWhen Charles K. Feldman pur- es actors
yacking
meaningless
chased property for his indie prowords.”
duction for 20th-Fox release, the
Re
a
Swedish
film,
some
“shock”
January 1, 1956 date, or until all
legit versions cease, whichever is material was “so obviously tawdry
that
I
wondered
at
the
scenes
beearlier, was agreed upon as date
Legiter still is play- ing exposed to public view,” wrote
of release.
Daves.
Commenting
on blue mateing on Broadway, and Tom Ewell
in a French pic, he said,
is on the road with the original rial
“there is a kind of honesty here
company.
whether it is regarding religion
or sex they (the French) step over
the border with nonchalance in an
play,

.

URUGUAY FESTIVAL:

.

.

to tell the story well, not
to shock. It makes a difI think we run astray in
our sex scenes, often, because of
this lack of nonchalance or honeffort

merely

LESSONS IN DISROBING

ference.

Writer-director Delmar Daves, in
an extensive report on films shown

esty,

Uruguay film festival, made
a special note on the saucy content of non-American pictures.
at the

...”
In Praise of

In line with this, he made this
point: “. . . our films are 'seen as
indications of our way of life and
our way of thinking, too. Distortions in our way of life are thus
taken literally, even by intelligent
people/ often, because they^ want to
see distortions and the uncomplimentary.” He adds though that an
unflattering picture can have upbeat results, an example being “On
the Waterfront,” which demonstrated a freedom to be self-critical on the screen.

Summarizing Daves’ report:
(1) Talkiness is the death of the
“international film.”
(2)

many
(3)

Interesting
locations
a mediocre pic,

Hollywood

be

more

commendable. light. “Even though,”
Daves states, “as in the ‘Waterfront’

Monochrome

should

sensitive to international tensions.
Depicting a foreign national as a
heavy can set off anti-American
reactions, for example.
(4) American films sent to festivals should show the U. S. in a

picture

the

commendable

quality

be

criticize

ourselves.” Further, each

our

ability

to

freeljr

Daves on color and widescreen: country should send at least one
Daves stated: “After seeing all “Time and again I was struck, at pic as an example of its effort to
the
Festival, by the beauty of black advance the art form.
the countries’ handling of sex
themes, I’m in favor of our Code. and white, its efficacy in the filmpersonnel
(5) American
film
ing
of such widely diverse films as working abroad should be persons
The liberty to shoot such scenes
cannot compensate for the liber- ‘Sabrina,’ ‘Salka Valka,’ ‘Hobson’s of tact and who can make friends
ties that would be taken with the Choice,’ etc. If the story is absorb- for their company as well as counliberty if the bars were let down. ing, black and white or color, size try.
It got to be a cliche that the of screen, etc., seem to make no
(6) Loss of quality results when
lover pulled the dress off his girl’s difference the audience is held if stars are given virtually complete
shoulder and just before it bares .the story holds them in any size, control over the films. This is a
her breast the camera pans* away to shape or color or the lack of it.”
growing trend.
trees, waves, lake, birds, you name
Daves complained about a num(7) Foreign producers in many
it.
This got to be amusing, seeing ber of pictures which had plain, cases hgve misconceptions about
one picture after another, and one unattractive people in the leads, U. S. censorship And the Producshoulder" bared after {mother, in this type of casting - having been -tion Code, -some believing -a .film
France, Portugal, Spain, Finland, designed to attain “realism.” "I is automatically banned unless
etc., etc.”
became aware of how welcome there is Code approval.
.

.

—

.

.

!

!

!
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HOLD EXTRA TIME! IT S A
HOLD-OVER SENSATION!

JUNGLE

a

Starring

Week-PHILADELPHIA — All-time house records broken!
,h
6 Week-NEW YORK — Biggest in 6 years at State,
5 lh

Extended

5 ,h

GLENN FORD
'.••'.•.•'•'••V.V.V.V.V.

Run

Week - SAN FRANCISCO
tops “7 Brides*',

presents

“Mogambo" and

all

ANNE
Subsequent week business
ness
M-G-M top hits!

4 BIG Weeks-CLEVELAND- “7 Brides” Bir!
3 BIG Weeks -BOSTON T Tops “Mogambo", “7 Brides"
2 nd Week -DETROIT — Equals "Quo Vadis” and "Ivanhoe”!
NEW OPENINGS ALL TERRIFIC! SPRINGFIELD, MASS., NORFOLK, READING,
BUFFALO - Beats "Mogambo”, "7 Brides’* • NEW HAVEN, BRIDGEPORT,
WILMINGTON, DEL. — Beats "7 Brides’’, "Executive Suite” . HARRISBURG,
PROVIDENCE, HARTFORD, TOLEDO, AKRON, INDIANAPOLIS, EVANSVILLE
—Beats Top M-G-M Attractions! 2 BIG WEEKS! TRENTON, POUGHKEEPSIE
-Tops "Mogambo”, "7 Brides” EXTRA DAYS! PERTH AMBOY, MIDDLETOWN,
N.Y., NEW BRUNSWICK, ASBURY PARK, LANCASTER, ALL outgrossed
biggest M-G-M productions Including "Mogambo” and "7 Brides” PITTSFIELD,
MASS.-Sensational Opening! • AND IT’S THE SAME EVERYWHERE!

LOUIS

FRANCIS CALHERN
$ereen
'.v.v.v.vv

1

.

MARGARET HAYES
Ptey by RICHARD BROOKS

«h

-
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v.v.v v w.* v.w.v.v *v

.

Directed by

RICHARD BROOKS
Produced

FANDRO
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(Available in Perspecta Stereophonic or 1-Channel Sound)

.

•

-
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Based On the Novel by EVAN HUNTER

,

"GLASS SLIPPER" FLASH
3rd

Week

sets

All-Time Music

Hall record! Philadelphia
sets

new high

1

«
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Direct Voice Recording

the new Hollywood concept of having original authors adapt their
novels for the screen and also the
financial gains afforded them by

Grows in Rome

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Producer-writer Sidney Harmon warns that some properties can
„
share-in-the-profit deals.
Patterning his pitch along the never be attempted by indies. Among these, of course, are such films
same lines, Block cited., generally as Cecil B. DeMille’s “Ten Commandments,” 20th-Fox’s “The Robe”
improved conditions for writers on and other spectacles. Moreover, Harmon asks, what independent could
British frigate for that
the Coast. He also stated that au- match Metro in coming up with a $200,000
Coat?” This man-o’rwar, Harmon disclosed in
thors, outstanding in certain fields, studio’s “The Scarlet
years
ago
for another picture but
20
was
built
week,
York
last
have been getting the Hollywood New
qome-on to work on pix in line with was never used. When “Coat” recently moved into production, based
conveniently
recalled
was
that the vessel
Harmon,
it
by
script
their specialties. Good scripts were on a
the baeklot and would be perfect for this historical
also cited by him as being neces- was still moored oh
Andre
and
Major
Benedict
Arnold
with
of Revodeals
Which
venture
sary to> draw top casts.
’

Frank McDonald Sec* Colony of About 100
American Actor* Eventually Affected Job-Wise
Hollywood, April

Stretching

19.

are becoming
more sound conscious and are beginning to switch from their traditional dubbing methods to direct
Italian producers

Frank
voice-recording,
McDonald, just returned from
three months in Rome, reports.
McDonald was inked to meg
eight chapters of the Italian company Thetus Films’ “Three Musketeers” telepix series, 'with Ameriand
can actor Jeffrey Stone,
worked entirely with Italian crews,
which he says were efficient and
on a par with Hollywood technidirector

It

claimed fo be the
banner yet in the
Times Square area is set to
draw attention to the run of

What’s

biggest

at all the major studios. In contrast to this number,, he

stated that .Metro alone 'had 114
writers on the payroll at One time.
It was later .brought out by Grafton that the Screen Writers Guild
has approximately 1,200 members.
Regarding the video picture.
Smith commented on the need for
good dramatists, with the tv play
developing as the outstanding accomplishment of that medium, Vi*
dal kept in step with Smith, giving
a breezy, but generally favorable
impression of tv scripting. He also
viewed the novel as being ori the
way out in popular appeal.

Thetus, megger declares, is one
the first companies -there to
abandon the former practice of
voice dubbing after a picture is
of

.

It’s beginnings to dawn
finished.
upon Italian producers that better
results are possible through directrecording. Some time will be required before this becomes general, however, according to McDon*
sound stages of
aid, since the

the most modern studios
completely
weren’t
constructed
soundproof, due to the prevailing
custom of voice-dubbing.
Swing of the Italian industry to
direct-recording is calculated to

even

¥

AFL

and

CIO

finds the Inter-

Theatrical
“a strong
jurisdictional position,” according
In a
to prexy Richard F. Walsh.
statement to IA members in the
of

Alliance

national

Stag® Employees

have an effect upon many Ameri- Walsh
can and English players in the the amusement
capital city.
for a few new areas, almost every
20 Yanks Multilingual
organization today concedes jurisThere are possibly as many as diction to the IATSE.”
100 American thesps in Rome, and
In the areas of dispute, the
an undetermined number of Brit- union chieftain said there is nothish, who have made their living for ing about the merger plan to preyears dubbing in their voices in- vent the IA from making the same
Italian
films,
as per the
old strong organizational pitch as it
method of picture-making. About has made in the past. “Moreover,”
20 Americans also speak French he said, “I -can see various spots
and German, which gives them ad- where adjustments beneficial to
ditional revenue by dubbing in us can be made by virtue of the
these languages.
AFL and CIO getting together.”

Under the new scheme
this

of things,
cut, since
Italians are' becom-

revenue will be

more and more

ing fluent in English.
On the
brighter side, however, there may
be more acting jobs open to them.
Italian film companies are trying to interest more and more
American directors, as well as directors and others, into going to
Rome for Italian pictures, both
theatrical features
and telepix,
McDonald also reports. Big salaries are being offered, but what’s

Conti ued from page 4

^

-One, he said, was the lack of interesting films. Another, the showing of Italian films on tv.
consideration, too, is the desire of
Italian immigrants to be assimilated. “They don’t like* to feel like
’greenhorns’,” he noted.
“Apart

Silverstone on Latin America

A

the

that, they

American

know and enjoy
stars

that

all

they’ve

Shuttering of the Cinema Verdi,
is located way off the thea-

which

.

tre section, on Sixth Ave., and 40th
Street, leaves 16 persons unem-

including two projectionMessina himself is going to

ployed,
ists.

scout for a new job “but I’m getting out of the picture business,”

he

said.
Italian Films Export, the official
Italo film distributing agency in
the
U.S.,
is
concentrating on
,

dubbed imports. It had a section
for Italian language pix for a time
but gave it up.

tected.”

AFL

and CIO signed an
agreement in February calling for
more important big percentages a merger. A proposed constituTurks’ Offer
are being made available, which
tion will be drafted and submitted
Continued from page 3
will come to them over a period of
The
executive bodies.
to both
years.
agreement and constitution are set ment of films to be sent to Turkey
In addition to McDonald, other
to come up next fall at the annual by other American film produHollywood directors who recently conventions of the AFL and CIO.
cers.” Its assumed that the referhave worked on Thetus’ e "Muskeence is to the indies.
teers” series include Hugo FregoThe letter, from the Turkish
nese and Joe Lerner.
Minister of Finance, specified that,
Tent Sponsors

The

,

Vegas

MPA'S QUARTERLY MEETING

Army

Motion Picture Assn, of America
board, at its first quarterly meet
in N. Y. last week, reelected Eric
Johnston as president.
Geoffrey
Shurlock, Production Code head/
was elected an
v.p. and
Stanley R. Weber was elected
treasurer of the "association.
He
succeeds the late Frederick W.
DuVall.

MPAA

1

*

Las Vegas.
Would
Variety Clubs International Tent Bank.

that a presidents’
be called in the near
take up a number of

personnel in hospitals of the U. S.
and Europe.
Eight chorus girls and the stars,
provided with the aid of the Strip
hotels and cleared through the
Hollywood Coordinating Committee, will be. flown on tour in a
28-passenger deluxe plane provided

Dee, the MPEA’s rep in Italy, involved a guarantee for the convertibility of U.S. film earnings “at

the rate of exchange prevailing at
the time such- deposits were made.”

future

to

pending issues. However, no date
has been set.
At tne annual MPAA meet,
which preceded the board meet,
the full board of the association

was reelected.
At the board meet, Thomas Mc-

Namara was named

assistant treasurer of the MPAA.
Officers reelected Ralph
Hetzel,
Kenneth
Clark and G. Griffith Johnson,
vice-presidents; Sidney' Schreiber,
secretary; William H. Roberts, assistant secretary, and James S.
Howie, assistant secretary-treasurer.
Board passed a resolution on the
death of DuVall on Jan. 17, 1955,
rioting his "devoted long and” productive years to the interests of
the American film industry.”
•

New
feel

Authors’ League
Continued from page

Era

TV

Continued frbm page

possibility

meet may

“Once their industries get

built up,

our current business there will
be insignificant in comparison to
what we can and will do. That

whole area

is

still

far

from

fully

developed!”

Silverstone reported that 20th
duction of top-budget C’Scope
was distributing Italo pix in. the
tures aids the American industry in
Far East with very good success,
that they serve as an incentive for
and he said, on the basis of his
exhibs to install the equipment.
.recent observations, he was anxious
Also, being in the native language,
to get Italian films for distributhey filter down to the native “hintion also {.in Latin America.
20th
terlands.”
already i^ handling some French
Help Other Nations
pix there.
“The American industry should
help these people as much as possible,” Silverstone opined, “There’s
fea-

its

Routine budgetary items also
were discussed at he board powwow which was attended by a single company president,
Barney by the Government.
Balaban of Paramount. There is
a

the necessary taking lenses available for Latinamerican producers,
Silverstone indicated he would
favor a priority “even if it means
taking them away from, someone,
else.”
As 20th sees it, local pro-*

The American companies
dream fulfilled maintain no exchanges in Turkey no need to worry about being
Florida Films
but sell their films outright to in- swamped out of the market. That
with the announcement by Chief die Turkish dislribs.
Continued from pace 3
happens only if they make a lot of
Barker Ernie Cragin that the tent
While the Turkish letter didn’t bad pictures and the government
ered “Yellowneck” to Rep, reportwill sponsor a three-week tour of specify exchange rates, the orig- then protects them with stiff quoedly will expend upwards of $250,inal and tentative deal made with
a show troupe leaving Las Vegas
tas.”
000 over the next six months in
Eugene
Van
government
by
the
Army
May 26 and estined to visit
Latinamerican exhibs like

Weber Succeeds DuVall
39 here has seen
As Treasurer of Assn.

Stanley

case the annual total for imports exceeded $700,000, the rest
be. blocked by the Central

in

Hospital Tour

Cohtinued from pace 3

The
company’s foreign gross was 27% rangements in Argentina.
ahead of last year in the first quar- original deal was for five years.
Silverstone said he was satisfied
ter of 1955. The first three -weeks
of the second quarter have bet- in general with the 20tht product
tered the comparable 1954 take by insofar as its foreign appeal was
concerned, but noted that he was
over $1,000,000.
Noting public and trade enthusi- opposed to musicals. “We have a
asm for Cinemascope in Latin- tough time selling them abroad,”
ameriea, Silverstone disclosed that he noted. “I don’t care, of course,
20th prexy Spyros P. Skouras was as long as they make them at a
expected to visit Mexico at the in- price that doesn’t make it too devitation ^of the Mexican .trade, in- pendent on foreign market recluding producers, exhibitors, un- turns,” he added.
The U. S. government should aid
That visit,
ions and technicians.
he thought, would stimulate the the Latinamerican economy wheruse of C’Scope by Mexican pro- ever possible, Silverstone concluded from his trip. “There is a treducers.
mendous potential there,” he said.
Asked whether 20th would have

been seeing at home.”

:

.

The Film Bureau of the Assistance League of Southern California,
one of Hollywood's most valuable services, has folded after 30 years
because of the growing tendency by producers to shoot their pictures
in the actual background of the script. Agency lined up private estates and properties, riot otherwise commercialized, for rent to film
companies, with rental fe^s going to stipulated charities. More than
50 philanthropic projects have been benefited through the years.

ready audience, cited two negative

The IA topper noted that “all of
us” are moving “cautiously” on
He said the merger
the matter.
agreement contaihed. many points
“which require close scrutiny by
the IATSE.” The subject, he explained, came up at the IA’s re-.
Cent mid-winter board meeting
and “I made clear that our jurisdiction in the amusement indusWill continue to be protry
.

.

factors:

from

J.

“It would be' interesting to know how many minutes of ‘Man Called
Peter’ are devoted to extracts from sermons preached by Dr. Marshall.
At a guess the! time is probably three times as long as any minister
would dare keep his congregation sitting in their pews of a Sunday
morning,” writes an Ottawa Citizen reviewer (13), all of whom use
the staff name Cinefan. As it happens, the following Sunday (17), the
congregation of Chalmers United Church attended morning service
in the comfortable seats of the Capitol Theatre, offered by manager
Ray Tubman when a blaze, believed set by a fire-bug, wrecked the
Church on the eve of its 90th anniversary celebration.

Cinema Verdi

mm

bulletin,

that throughout
industry “except

declared

chairman and chairman respectively.

Pic biz end of the American committee is headed up by -William
Jf 0”Connor, the latter v.p. of Universal,

German and John

were brought up.

in

official

organization’s

as honorary

A followup question-and-answer
period was confiried t!b an elaboration of some of the comments made
by the speakers. .No burning issues

The proposed merger between
the

Work on the first American Roman Catholic church and community
center in Paris is due to get under way soon. It will be staffed entirely by American priests and will be dedicated to St. Francis of
Assisi. While the American community in Paris has already rased
$332,000 towards the building fund for the project, another $350,000
is being sought by the U S. Committee of the American Catholic Assn,
of Paris. Group is headed by James A. Farley and Eugene W. Castle

now working

cians.

,

lutionary times.

Block noted the one-time stable
of writers employed by film companies to mold scripts has been
eliminated, with qbout 100 writers

“Strategic Air Command” at
the Paramount Theatre.
It’s to be strung from the
house across Gotham’s big
midtown thoroughfare, measuring 60 feet in length and 24
feet in depth.

10

—

Block, 20th-Fox’s eastern story editor; Mark Smith, story editor for
ABG-TV’s “U. S. Steel Hour” and
Gore Vidal, who’s been on the bestseller lists, but is now a leading tv

.5

siaJS

that the triangular coopera-

arrangement between studio,
station and theatre could work to

tive

the benefit of all parties concerned.

One aspect of such cooperation, it’s
held, could be a certain amount of
cross-plugging between station and
theatre.

It’s the view of the companies
dramatic show writer.
that are now going into tv that such
Tenor of the confab was key- activity in no way affects the theanoted by Grafton’s opening com- tre b.o. but, instead, stands to
ments which reflected favorably on stimulate it.
Essence of this
film scripting, both artistically and point-of-view was expressed by
economically. Picking up his lead, Zanuck who pointed out that, if the
Jackson and Block both accentu- film studios didn’t enter the field,
ated new writer prestige in Holly- someone else would.. His thought
wood. Jackson cited the upbeat in was that, by a 20th or Warner Bros,
purchases of novels by picture providing the shows, the area for
companies, -.with the notation that promotion: pix on the air would re12 of 16 recent bestsellers had been main wide open and national plugs
picked up for celluloid conversion. of great value would come across
On this point, he also underscored regularly.

to in- readying two other films for the
stereophonic
sound
with distrib. First of the projects is a
C’Scope partly because it’s popular yarn concerning a legendary Semwith the public and partly because inole Indian leader while the other
they then stand a good chance to. is described as a “modern murder
get a special government permit to mystery.”
raise their long-frozen admission
Empire annual meet saw election
prizes.
of Hugh as president; Jack A.
Silverstone saw Brazil as the
Nants, Dean G. Downs and H. R.
number one market in Latinamer-

stall

capable

Hathway Jr., veepees; John E.
Thomas, secretary-treasurer, and
Robert H. Threadgill, assistant
sec.-treasurer. Board members include Hugh, Nants, Downs, Hathaway and Thomas in addition to
Harry H. Hearn, W. H. Urban, Wilsaid
liam A. Slade and Robert James.
sup-

of great expansion.
his visit there, he signed
a five-year franchise deal with the
large Ribeiro circuit under which
the chain agrees to take all Of
ica,

During

20th ’s pix.
In Argentina, Silverstone
the government had agreed to
ply dollars both to import C’Scope
equipment and to bring in “The
Robe.” Latter is now in its 54th
Week in Buenos Aires. In his confabs with Argentine government
officials,
Silverstone
was asked
about the future of the U. S.-Argentine
film
agreement which,
signed in 1950, runs out next
month, according to the Argentines.
While the deal was signed
by Eric Johnston in 1950, it was
not actually implemented until
1951.
There was an indication
that failure to arrive at a new
agreement or to extend the old one

may

.

Up Bernard

Silverman

Bernard Silverman has been promoted from manager of the Branford Theatre, Stanley

Warner unit

Newark, to district manager of
chain’s Essex County, N.J.,
houses under zone manager Charles

in

the

A. Smakwitz.
In other N.J.

changes, John
from the Fabian
shifts
Theatre, Hoboken, to manager of
the Branford and Frederick De
Angelis lias become manager of
the Fabian. DeAngelis moved up.
foul up 20th’s production ar- from the Sanford, Irvington.

Stanek
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is reflected the American
of life, its philosophy and its
ideology.
Willy-nilly the film industry has come to be a signally

which

Writers Yield to Industry Trend,

Forming

Own Corporate Entities

at last is coming into*
.
his own, indie producer-scripter
points out. In the
Harmon
Sidney
past, lie notes, they’ve always con“artists
as
themselves
sidered

The writer

Howrather than businessmen.’’
Minneapolis, April 19.
ever, the men of the typewriter
urging attendance at the
In
now not only are creative stoiyNorth Central Allied convention
wise but are becoming increasinghere May 2-4, President Bennie
ly aware of their business potential.
Berger in the body’s current bulleHigh taxes and a desire to im- tin warns the territory’s exhibitors
prove their earnings prompted that “the film companies’ present
such stars as Kirk Douglas, Jane outrageous demands for top picRussell and Martin & Lewis into tures mean your eventual exterforming their own corporate set- mination from the theatre busiups. Among writers who have also ness.”
seen the light are Daniel Taradash
Berger tells the exhibitors that
(who screenplay ed “From Here to
their attendance will be “a voice
Eternity”), Budd Schulberg t“®n
of\ protest to these film companies
and
George
Waterfront”)
the
and, thus, it "behooves” them to
Seaton.
be present.
Taradash recently formed Phoe“A large turnout is imperative
nix Corp. in partnership with Juto show the distributors that the
lian Blaustein and closed a foursmall
town theatreowners are hurt
One
Columbia.
deal
With
picture
j

j

of the firm’s properties is “Bell,
Book and Candle’* which Taradash
will direct from his own screenSchulberg has an alliance
play.
with producer-director Elia Kazan

\

sales policies
have been
changed to must percentage for
top pictures,” states Berger in the

since

way

Picture Grosses

important arm'pf policy. For its
effect
unconscious
propaganda

upon foreign minds is immense.”
Enumerating pix that have had
importance
abroad * politically
(“Grapes of Wrath,” “Mission to
Moscow,” “Ninotchka.” etc.), Sulzberger went on to say that “the
reflection of ourselves presented
abroad by Hollywood is certainly
not entirely what we would like.
Above all an impression of thoughtlessness and brutality is conveyed
to the foreign mind,” He added
that
Hollywood was concerned
with its impact abroad and quoted

WASHINGTON

—

(2d
$5,000 after disappoint-

wk). Oke
ing $9,000 opener.
Dupont (Lbpert)

Detroit, April 19.
“Wuthering Heights” (Indie) (reFancy $6,000. Stays on. Last
Biz is petking nicely at all downweek, “Gate of Hell” (Indie) (7th towners this week. “Blackboard
tvrif
*nn
Jungle” shapes wow at the Adams
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 90-$l,25) “Run for Cover” looks fast at the
“Long Gray Line” (Col) .(10th Palms. “Big Combo” looms okay
wk). Pleasing $8,000 for second at the- Broad way-Capitol. “Coun\

t

—

Frank Freeman as saying: 'consecutive week. Holds.
“Poor patriotism is bad business.”
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75At the film companies, foreign $1) “East of Eden” (SW) (2d
$16,000
resentment against brutality in wk). Great $10,000 after
Hollywood pix is recognized and opener.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,360; 75-95)—
appreciated.

—

objected to abroad,” was one

formed comment.
dilemma for us.”

“It’s

in-

quite

Sulzberger

a

observed that “the
single
most conspicuous propaganda aspect in films of and by

$20,000,

‘Combo’ Okay 12G,

issue).

Y.

At the same time, the
studios are in a quandary.
“In
many types of films, the very elements that appeal to American
audiences are the ones that are

Del.;

‘Cover’ 17G, ‘Man* 13G, 2d

75-$l)

(372;

Wham

‘Jungle’

(Continued from page 8)
“Conquest of Space” (Par)

try Girl” is holding sturdy in third
week at the Michigan.
“Man
Called Peter” is steady in second
round at the United Artists. “Cinerama Holiday” stays great in 10th
stanza. “Glass Slipper” shines in
second session at the Krim.

Called Peter” (20th) (2d
Estimates for This Week
Sock $17,000. Last week,
wk).
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; $1$25,000, above hopes. Stays on.
Playhouse (Lopert) (435; 75- $1.25) “Purple Plain” (UA) and
(M-G) “New Orleans Uncensored” (Col)
Slipper”
$1.10)— ‘‘Glass
(3d wk). Bright $7,000 after $8,000 (2d wk). Oke $19,000. Last week,
$27,000.
in second. Holding.

"Man

—

.

Michigan (United Detroit) (4.000;
TranS-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
“Country Girl” (ParJ
“Country Girl” (Par) (11th wk). $1-$1.£5)
Sock $12,000 after $11,000 last? (3d wk). Fresh $18,000. Last week,

—

$24,000,

week. Stays.

„
bulletin.
Americans is that of which we are
$1.20(1,300;
Warner (SW)
Palms (UD) (2,961; 80-$l)— “Run
“If you're not here your ab- least conscious.
The incredibly, $2.40)— "Cinerama” (Indie) (75th for Cover” (Par) and “Operation
sence
will,
interpreted
be
by
the
$22,000
after
high
been
standard
of
living
mirrored wk). Big $14,000
while George Seaton has long
Manhunt”
(UA).
Swell $17,000.
ever
observant
distributors as sat- by our movies is a source
topping 1954 Last week, "N.Y.
latter
partnered with William Perl berg
of envy last. week,
Confidential”
isfaction with things as they are. and incredulity in many lands.”
in Perlberg-Seaton Productions.
(WB) and “Wyoming Renegades”
If you are here, they will know
(Indie),
in
$18,000
10
days.
writer
the
giving
Trend toward
that Allied speaks for a large
Madison (UD). (1,900; 95-$1.25)—
greater Recognition, Harmon de- group of dissatisfied ^exhibitors.
In
Robust
$9,000
‘Eden’
“On
Waterfront”
but
every
day
gaining
(Col)
(2d run)
clared, is
Don’t take the attitude 'Tet Jones
Film Reviews
and “Night People” (20th) (remajor studios’ awareness began do it.’ Your help is needed.”
Port.; ‘Man’ Loud 116, 2d issue) (2d wk). Stout $14,000. Last
when writer Don Hartman moved
Continued from page <
week* $16,000.
in as Paramount production head
Portland, Ore.,' April 19.
Oase
Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500;
and Dore Schary, also a writer, asBiz continues to perk despite
“Big Combo” (AA) and
Although it falls short of similar sudden rainstorms. “Glass- Slipper” 80-$l)
sumed the production reins at Me‘Blackboard’
“High
Hollywood
Society” (AA). Oke $12,000.
items,
writer
this
also may is fizzling in second stanza. “Man
Moreover, the smart
tro.
Continued from page 7
have international chances, helped Called Pe.ter” still is very, big in Last week, “Revenge of Creature”
is moving into the package field
by the names of Michele Morgan second week at the Fox. Top new- (U) and “Cult of Cobra” (U) (2d
for if he has a great script he can the opposite side of
the fence, and director Allegret.
comer is “East, of Eden,” sturdy at wk), same.
collect anybody and go to United there
are others who maintain
Story sees Carl Raddatz, a for- the
of
“Conquest
United Artists (UA) (1,938; $1Broadway.
Artists for a deal.
that, only by showing ourselves mer airline pilot and now owner of
Space" is not getting far in first $1.25) “Man Called Peter” (20th)
from all angles including the bad an oasis, commanding a gold-smug- stanza at Paramount.
(2d wk).
Steady $13,000.
Last
ones can American films be ex- gling caravan through the desert.
week, $13,500.
Estimates for This Week
pected to look credible to audi- Another gang takes counter-action
Adams
Settlement by Agreement
(Balaban)
$1-$1.25)
(1,700;
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; $1and
sets
two female
agents,
ences abroad.
“Blackboard
Jungle”
(M-G).
(Wr B).
Morgan and Cornell Bor- $1.25)— “East of Eden”
Terrific $20,000. Last week, “Long
Whatever the argument, no one Michele
Kansas City’s Fashion
chers,
against
him.
Eventually Sturdy $9,000. Last week, "Man Gray Line” (Col) (6th wk),
so far has suggested that the gov- Miss
$6,700.
Morgan falls in love with Without Star” (U) and “Target
Music Hall (Cinerama Producin any way regulate or Raddatz and * confesses her
in- Earth”. (U), $8,200.
After Electric Award ernment
tions) <1,194; $1.40-$2.65)
“Cinecontrol the type of film being sent tentions.
The finish, sees him
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.25) rama Holiday” (Indie) 11 0th wk).
Kansas City, April 19.
all over the world.
Nor has there emerge as the victor while the two
Called Peter” (20th) and Big $31,500. Last week, $36,200.
"Man
Four antitrust suits against nine been any recent move for industry women die in a camel stampede. “Stranger’s Hand” (Indie) (2d wk).
Krim (Krim) (1,000; $1.25)
The script doesn’t give the play- Loud $11,000. Last week, $12,600.
major distribs were dismissed in self-censorship on that score. View
“Glass Slipper” (M-G) (2d wk).
United States District Court by taken by company execs is that in- ers much chance to show up well.
.Guild (Indie) (400; $1)—“Glass Steady $10,000. Last week, same.
Judge Albert A. Ridge here last dividual distribs must and do That .particularly concerns the per- Slipper” (M-G) (2d Wk). Hot $5,500.
Tuesday following settlement of exercise, their own sound judge- formances turned in by the two Last week, $5,500.
•
the cases by agreement between ment on what should or should femme leads, Miss Morgan and
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,875; 75-$l)
Miss Borchers. It certainly would
not be exported.
(Continued from page 9)
attorneys for both sides.
‘Anchors Aweigh” (M-G) and
have been a wise idea to let Miss
In practical application, it’s ad- Morgan speak her broken
The nine defendants: 20th CenGerman “Asphalt Jungle” (M-G) (reissues). Good $12,000. Holds. Last week,
tury-Fox, Fox Midwest Theatres, mitted that this policy Is based in a film like this but, instead of Okay $7,000. Last week, “Ma, Pa $19,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 50-85)
Loew’s, Paramount, RKO; Warner more on potential profits than that, she has been synchronized Kettle At Waikiki” (U) and “Smoke
“Conquest of Space” (Par) (2d
Bros., United Artists, Universal, concern for the ultimate effects with a German <woice which con- Signal” (U), $8,000.
films may have abroad. Frequently siderably robbed her individual apOrpheum (Evergreen) (1.600; $1- wk). Okay $7,000. Last week,
and Columbia.
In addition. Judge Ridge sus- mentioned is the argument that, peal. In all, this able actress seems $1.25) “3 For Show”- (20th) and $ 12 000
tained a motion to vacate and dis- even if a picture contains nega- to have been badly miscast. Miss “Pirates Tripoli” (Col) (2d wk).
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)
“Untamed” (20th) (2d wk). Fair
solve an injunctive decree issued tive \elements
about American Borchers, who won attention for Mild $5,000. Last week, $8,100.
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400; 75- $9,000. Last week, $22,000.
in the Electric Theatre case against life, this in itself is a plus factor her recent British films, has a
the companies. A motion for appeal in foreign countries where audi- thankless part, and is not even easy $1) “Conquest of Space” (Par)
Esquire (Fox) (742; 75-$l)— “To
on the eye. Raddatz is generally and “Bowery To Bagdad” (AA).
by the defendants in the Electric ences are bound to appreciate the okay as is the supporting
Paris With Love” (Indie) (2d wk).
cast in- Light $8,000, Last week, “Run For
American capacity for' self-criti- cluding several natives.
Fine $2,900. Last week, $4,500.
case was dismissed.
“Murder
and
Is My
Cover”
(Par)
The Electric case also before cism.
Monaco Drive-In (Lee) (800 cars;
Taking into account this is Ger- Beat” (AA), $7,000.
75)— “Tonight’s the Night” (AA)
Judge Ridge several months ago
many’s first C’Scoper, the techniSulzberger’s Comment
brought a verdict of $2,496,602 in
and
“Treasure Ruby Hills” (AA).
cal
standards
are
satisfactory.
The
Subject of U. S. films abroad
damages to be awarded to the was
Good $4,000. Last week, “Stranger
taken up last week in the Eastmancolor is used to advantage.
on Horseback” (UA) and “Killer
plaintiff, W. D. Fulton. The amount
Camerawork
by
Adolphe
Charlet
(Continued
from
page
8)
N. Y. Times by C. L. Sulzberger,
Leopard” (AA), same.
is mostly very goo”d. The scenery
was determined by the jury in the
issue) J5th wk). Fine $7,500. Last
the Times’ chief foreign corre- is often eye-filling.
Actually, the week, $10,500.
case, but later was cut to $1,334,402
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 60-$l)—
s*pondent, writing under a Holly- scenes which have no action
and
Judge
Ridge.
by
Boston (Cinerama Productions' “Glass Slipper” (M-G). Fairish
wood
“Hollywood,” he deal with French-Morocco alone
The long litigation involved in wrote, dateline.
$10,000 or close. Last week. “Hit
“Cinerama”
$1.25-$2.85)
(1,354;
“is
the looking-glass in are the best in this.
Hans.
this case and Jhe whopping award
(Indie) (68th wk). Upped again by Deck” (M-G) and “Murder Is My
of damages is cited by industry
school parties to big $20,000, Last Beat” (AA) (2d wk), $7,000.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

DENVER

—

—

—

.

,

—

BOSTON

—

leaders here as the principal reasons for taking the method of settlement by agreement, as in the
four cases dismissed last week.

Ads Bad-Suspects ‘One World’
Manchester, N. H., April

MINNEAPOLIS EXHIB

RAP AT 3 MAJORS
Minneapolis, April 19,
Columbia, Paramount and 20111Fox are singled out and taken to
task in the current North Central
Allied bulletin for their “Long
Gray Line,” “There’s No Business
Like Show Business” and “Bridges
of Toko-Ri” deals.
S. D. Kane, NCA executive counsel, deals especially harshly with
20th-Fox for what he labels a
“Show Business” gimmick which

he recommends that the territory
exhibitors reject.
Exhibitors also are warned to
“beware of flat rentaL or percentage on ‘Long Gray Line’ ” while
the “Toko-Ri” rentals are called
“ridiculous”
and theatreowners
are asked to say “no” until they
can buy it “at the proper terms.”
White 20th-Fox finally has con-

sented
flat,

its

sell “Show Business”
terms, “an increase over

to

what you have been paying for
their top pictures in the past.” constitute a “gimmick” and are far
out of line, according to Kane.

ing newspapers.
The following actual memo from William J. Montague, general
manager of the newspapers, to William Loeb, publisher, was
printed in editorial form under the caption, “Movie Advertising
vs. Union-Leader Policy”:
“Believe me, Mr. Lofcb, in Manchester the type of motion pictures
that in many cases is coming into town and the type of advertising
being presented to us every day keeps us on a constant monitoring
job.
I aui not exaggerating when I say we have to do over, reject
and discuss about 60% of the movie ads we take.
Thisi is not
the fault of the local theatre owners, but is due to the ~type of
picture and the type of advertising forced upon them by Holly.

VThe ad you camplanned about completely -got away from us,
but I do want io tell you frankly that we are on our toes, and
have rewritten, reworded and rejected much of the .copy that has
been submitted to us in the past year.
“The moving picture industry has certainly come way out in the
open in order to attract patronage, which coincides a great deal
with the whole change of life taking place in this country. This
can be understood when one looks at the tremendous increase in
juvenile delinquency.
I have never been iri France or in other
European countries , but I am wondering if this whole thing is not
effected by the mass influence of world consolidation
“I hope you understand what 1 mean
I do know that the
good old U. S. is changing , and changing fast.
God pity our
Younger Generalion. ,,
.

.

—
—

Paramount (Wolfberg)
(2,200;
50-85)— “Purple Plain” (UA). Fine
“Man Without

$15,000. Last week,
Star” <U), $15,000.

Wadsworth Drive-In (Lee) (1,000
cars, 502 walkins)— “Tonight's the
Night” (AA) and “Treasure Ruby
Hills”
(AA). Good $2,500. Last
week, “Stranger Horseback” (UA)
Kenmore (Indie) (700; 85-$1.25) and “Killer Leopard” (AA), ditto.

Fenway (NET)
19.

Motion picture advertising has been denounced on the editorial
pages of the Manchester Union-Leader, New Hampshire’s lead-

wood

week, $19,000.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-$l)
"Gate of Hell” (Indie) (4th wk).
Good $12,000. Last week, $14,000.
(1,373;

60-$l)

“Strange Lady in Town” (WB) and
“Terror Ship” (SG). Nice $5,500,
Last week, “Run For Cdver” (Par)
and “Port of Hell” (AA), $5,200.

•

.

—“Aida” (IFE) (2d wk).
First
week was record $10,000. Theatre
closed 3 /2 months because of
j

Memorial (RKO)

(3,000;

fire.

60-$l)—

(J

.

.

.

MINNEAPOLIS
(Continued from page

9)

“Man Called Peter” (20th) and (2d wk). Powerful
$8,000. Stavs
“Strangers Hand” (DCA).
Good week,
State

$15,000. Last week, “Chief Crazy
Horse” (U) and “Green Scarf” (Indie),

$14,500.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 60-$l)

—“East

of

Eden” (WB)

(2d

wk).

Nice $18,500. Last week, $28,000.
Orpheum (Loew’s) (3,000; 60-$l)

—“Hit Deck” (M-G) and

“Battle
Taxi” (M-G). Neat $17,500 or over.
Last week, “Blackboard Jungle”

$6,000. Last
on!
85-$l)
(Par)
(2,300;
“White Feather” (20th). Well liked
Western, but has little in way of
marquee names. Mild $6,000, Last
(Par)
week, “Run for Cover”

—

$7,200

World (Mann)
“Country

Coming

Girl”

(400;

(Par)

65-$1.20)—
(9th

wk).

end of remarkable
run. Theatre’s tornup front may
lessen take but okay at $3,500. Last
(M-G) and “Wyoming Renegades”
week, $3,800. Holds another.
(Col) (3d wk),
close to

$15,500.

(NET)
—ParamountLady

(1,700; 60-$l)
Albany’s Camp for Boys
“Strange
in Town” (WB)
Albany, April 19.
and “Terror Ship” (SG).
Hefty
Variety
Club’s Heart Fund here
$14,500,
Last week, “Run For
Cover” (Par) and “Port of Hell” has set aside $12,250 to provide
free two-week vacations for 550
(AA), $12,500.
boys at Camp Thaclier this sumState (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-$l)
“Hit Deck” (M-G) and “Battle mer. Barker George H. Schenck
.Taxi” (M-G). Oke $12,500. Last recorded that recent Denial Drive
week, “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) made it unnecessary in 1955, to
and “Wyoming Renegades” (Col), borrow for the financing of the
(3d wk), $12,000.
camp’s operating expenses.

—

'
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An Old One-—But
Receipts

to $4,000,000 Last Year—Trueman In
N. Y. Says Board Mulls C’Scope

Ran

Reacting to the sharp trend to- the request of various government

wards Cinemascope, the National departments "at
Film Board of Canada is currently
Film Board’s

cost.”

London, Ont., April 19.
Two men flimflammed a movie cashier out of' $9 here Thursday
(14). First gave a $1 bill, got his change, in a few minutes came
back and claimed he'd given her a ten. .Proof: he’d scribbled a
phon/s number on it.
The number was there, so he got $9 more. Later the -cashier
saw him leave with a man who’d given her a ten and got his change
between the other man s two appearances, She checked, and was

Chicago, April 19.
Five Chicago film houses will
Barry the closed-circuit telecast of
the Marciano-Cockell heavyweight
championship bout on May 16,
originating from Kezar Stadium in
San Francisco. The event will not
appear on home television nor on
•

total receipts last

mulling the. desirability of turning year ran to $4,000,000. It’s perout at least sorihe of its theatrical mited. to plow back revenue from
subjects, in the widfescreen medi- theatrical showings into current
um, Albert W. Trueman, chairman operations as a reserve fund.
of the board and also Canada’s
Trueman, in N. Y. to attend the
commissioner,
film
government
Golden. Reel Festival sponsored by
said in N. Y. last week.
the Films; Council of America last
Trueman, who describes the week, reported that the Film board
Film Board as “half way between expected to move into its new
corporation and part of a $5,230,000 quarters in Montreal
crown
a
government department’’ (it actu- from Ottawa by May or June of
ally reports to the Minister of'Citi- 1956, bad weather, having somezenship and Immigration), noted a what delayed the building project.
"gratifying increase” in the numFilm Board is’ continuing with
ber of worldwide theatrical bodk- experimental film work, including
ings received by ’Board subjects.
Norman McLaren’s work involving
At the same time, he stressed pen drawing on film and the dethat it was the primary responsi- velopment of dual-language (Engbility of the Board to make pix lish and French) soundtracks. Bethat show Canada to its own citi- cause of Quebec, all of the Board’s
zens and to the rest of the world. material must be turned out in
"We make films because we think English and French.
they are good and serve the purNoting the rising popularity of
pose that we have in mind, and Canadian subjects abroad, Truenot necessarily because we think man said none of them were
make money,” Trueman booked behind the Iron ^Curtain
they’ll
said, adding that it was in part due
and Russia. "We just don’t^see any
to this policy that the Board was
point-^in showing them there,” he

any. closed-circuit outlets in the
State of California. Theatre teevee
showing of the fight ’is sponsored
by the International Boxing Commission and Theatre Network Tel-

Working

Still

$9 short.

nf^fairoiiu,
i

Be Expanded

to Cover

Colosseum To

evision.

Three Balaban
carry the

will

&

fight

Circuit Theatre Staff

Katz theatres
in -Chi,

the

Marbro, Uptown and Tivoli, at $3.60
per ducat.
Two other theatres,
Essaness’ Crown and Telemanagement’s Loop will also carry the
bout here. Admission at the Crown
will be $4.80, and $5.50 at the
Loop.

Dealers in Gear

Grab Chi Space

Washington, April

19,

Circuits of motion picture theatres overlapping state lines and.
presumably, other branches of entertainment would come under the
Federal Wage and Hours control
under a proposal submitted to
Congress by James P. Mitchell,
Secretary of Labor.

Negotiations between, the Colosof Motion Picture Salesmen

seum

and the distribution companies for
a new contract will be resumed

that the

recommended
minimum wage law be ex-

panded

to include “multi-state en-

the

to

indie

Talks ceased after a failure
to reach ah agreement after three
weeks, of discussion. The negotiating committee met for a full week
in Chicago, a week in Cincinnati,
and a week in New York. Entry of
a Federal mediator in the N. Y.
failed to break the stalemate. The
Colosseum nixed the offer of $2.50

Mitchell, testifying last week before a subcommittee of the Senate

Labor

according

shortly,

union.

Committee,

terprises” which are now exempt
because each of their units is lo-

The committee is considering weekly increase for all salesmen
the Administration’s proposal to earning over $110.
boost the minimum* wage from 75Union, which is seeking a wage
cents-per-hour to 90,
and expense
theatrical
getting
interested in
“Many employees in need of a other benefits,hike in addition to
commented.
charged the film
Exhibitors, manufacturers and minimum wage,”
bookings and tv time.
Mitchell,
said
companies with advocating a “nickdealers in theatre equipment, and “who do not now have it, work iif elodian
Produces ‘At Cost’
psychology of an era long
operators of Concessions in thea- units of the vast interstate depart- since
The Film Board, which this year Vermont Ruling Puts
passed.”
The Colosseum
tres have combined forces for an ment stores, variety stores, and
again has applied for a $3,000,000
claims the film companies are atoverall
trade show at Allied States grocery chains, nationwide mo- tempting
grant from the government, proto limit the film peddlers
Sunday Matinee Option
Assn.’s annual convention at the tion picture theatre chains, interduces two theatrical series, “Canada
salaries to $100 a week, which it
Hotel Morrison, Chicago, Nov. 6-9. state hotel systems, and loan comCarries On’’ (documentaries), of
terms “shocking and reprehensiBack Until March, 1956 Last week Fred C. Mathews and panies ... If employees of multi- ble.”
which 12 a year are made, and “Eye
Bert Nathan, presidents., respec- state enterprises are to be given
Witness,” a magazine-type reel. For
Montpelier, Vt., April 19.
The Colosseum asserts that there
tively of Theatre Equipment and the protection of the minimum
the Canadian Broadcasting Co. it
has been a decrease of some 63
men,
who S u
Vermont theatre
Ay
Assn. wage, it would be necessary to reManufacturers
turns out “Window on Canada,”
p
p
salesmen
scored a hard-won victory in the
(TESMA) and International Pop- move outlets of. interstate chains territories in the industry and that
culled from documentary footage
Legislature, will have to wait un-v
are being split, “thereby
corn Assn. (IP A) signed contracts from the complete’ minimum wage
already in its library, and “On the
placing an additional burden on
they can
til March, 1956, .before
with Jack Kirseh, generjfl. chair- exemption in the Act for retail and
Spot,” which is a review of Canathe remaining salesmen.”
take advantage of the new law
service
establishments.”
man of Allied’s convention, to pardiana, shot by flying units.. In adpermitting the showing of Sunday ticipate in the event. Previously,
Mitchell said he would still exdition, the Board turns out pix at
afternoon films.
Kirseh inked a pact with Ray G. empt small, independent retail
Atty. Gen. Robert T. Stafford has Colvin, executive director of Thea- and service businesses within one
1.00
ruled that towns lack authority to tre
Dealers
Assn. state. At present, the production
Equipment
and distribution branches of mocall special municipal meetings and (TEDA).
must wait for the regular March
There will be 240 booth spaces tion pictures are under the Fedgatherings of the voters to take available at the Hotel Morrison, eral law as are broadcasting staPawnbrokers Since 1893
local option action on the Sabbath with 136 on the first floor of the tions and networks.
Presumably, the Mitchell promatinees.
hotel, which will house displays
Cor. 6th Ave. tit 46 St.
The prosecutor’s decision .spiked and exhibitions of new equipment. posal would include also the legit
7-7097
N. Y. C.
Vermont theatre owner’s hopes of Concessions exhibits, numbering theatres owned out of New York
starting Sunday afternoon shows 108. will be shown on the third City, such as the Shubert and City
soon after enactment of tbe new floor exhibition space. Private ele- Investing Circuits. It would also
cover
small,
two-state
circuits
law.
vators will connect the floors.
cal,

For Allied Meet

.

YOUR PICK OF TWO
GREAT LIBRARIES

MODELL’S

FOR STOCK FOOTAGE

.

PL

FILM DIVISION

FABULOUS
DIAMOND SALE

During

legislative hearings, the.
testified that competifrom television was driving
them out of business and that Sunday matinees would be a shot in
the- arm for their establishments-.

exhibitors

tion

Guaranteed
for

to .Appraise

More Than Twice Our
Price or No Deal
Necklace

Exquisite

Huge heart shape diamond, very
Emerald Cut and

fine oit'>'ity: 185

round diamonds.
um.

50 carats^ Platinoriginally
1 1 Q -non

Cost

$35,000. Investment

buy -r ®,UUU.
*

Sunday night shows have long
been permitted in this state, but
until the current session the Legislature had stubbornly refused to
authorize Sunday ’matinees in the
communities that wanted them, out
of deference to the clergy’s objections.

Fabulous Marquise ’Diamond
Covers entire

This huge
stone possesses excellent color,
fine cutting and excellent quality.
Expensively mounted. Fore conn
mcrly $11,000. Now only 4>37UU.
finger.

Sunburst Cluster Ring
Tiffany

monds

&

Co. 1C Fine quality diaabout 2 carats #771;
^4/0.
on gold

total

Platinum

Huge Emerald Cut Diamond
Magnificient color, graceful shape.
Fine quality. Show of 5 carats
Platinum. Originally
e i oyr
$4,000.

.

N. Y., the film grossed $275,000 in
its first 17 weeks via an attendance
of 212.500. It is now set to play
an additional. 10 weeks. The 19th
week started yesterday _(Tues.).

State-Lake theatre, firsthouse. Dr. C. R. Daily,
technical advisor to Paramount
Studios, will explain the intricacies of the new process to an audience of industryites.
The State-Lake is the first local
house to install the new double-

in

run

1.00

2.50
Single Film Short Subjects—
Unlimited use TV or NON-TV

2.50

TV Sales Commercial

2.50

5.00

Feature Picture for Theatrical
Release

5.00

For detailed rate card, or any
further information, address:
TED MARKOV1C, SUPERVISOR
NBC FILM DIVISION LIBRARY
105

EAST

106 th

NEW YORK

i

CIRCLE

debut

with “Strategic Air Command”
following the current “East of
Eden.”
A reel of "Strategic Air
Command” will be shown as part
of the demonstration.

1.50

2.50

2.50

Quantity discounts available

B&K

will

TV One-Time list
Network TV One-Time Use
Local

Chi’s

frame equipment, which

MARCH OF TIME

NBC LIBRARY

“Gate of Hell,” Japanese import
Chicago, April 19.
which copped two Oscars (best forThe first midwestern demonstraeign langu-age pic and best color
tion -of Paramount’s new doublecostume design), apparently picked
frame VistaVision process will take
up new strength via the citations.
At the pint-sized Guild Theatre, place Thursday (21) at 9:30 a,m.

D.A. Installs Youngstein
William I. Siegel, assistant district attorney of Kings County,
Previous marathon champ, at the
was principal speaker and install- Guild was “Martin Luther,” which
went
ing officer at the Cinema /*Lodge
16 weeks and four days. “A
of B’nai B’rith president’s lunch- Queen
Is
Crowned” played 14
weeks.
eon in N. Y. yesterday (Tubs.).
Max E. Youngstein, United ArtThe Guild, situated adjacent to
ists v.p., was inducted president, Radio City Music Hall,
opened in
succeeding Burton E. Robbins.
1938.

7-8300

STREET

20.

N- Y.

EXT.

8438

DON THOMPSON
FILM OPERATIONS, NBC
SUNSET & VINE, HOLLYWOOD, CAL.
HOLLYWOOD 9-6161

•

New: Am, Fed of Film

Diamond

.

Sky Blue color.
Long graceful
shape.
Fine brilliancy: 2- carat
with 2 long tapered baguct-eii 7C
tes.
Platinum. Now only^O/O.

—

Pear Shape Diamond
Finest dew-drop shape, wonderful
color and quality. 2 carat with 2
tapered baguettes.
Plat- tCOC

imun.

FOR 10 MORE WEEKS

LICENSE FEE PER 35MM FOOT

VistaVision Demonstration
In Chicago Thursday (21)

T Y/O.

Now

Fine Marquise

^070.

Now

Man’s Cuff

‘GATE OF HELL’ HEADS

MARCH OF TIME

since Congress would have difficulty in legislating an interstate
control otherwise.

Links

2 matched quality diamonds over
’ii carat 'bordered with 48
eij>/\
tiny genuine sapphires.
v OU.
•

Cultured Pearl Choker
2 strand matched quality cultured
pearls. Huge 10
centers. Diamond catch. Fine color tooc
and sheen. Bargain. .... ^440.

mm

(FED. TAX INCLUDED)
GUARANTEED LOAN 70%

DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE
10

In a move to coordinate the activities of the some
258 film study groups now active across the country,
the American Federation of Film Societies was
formed in N. Y. last week. Fred Goldman of Philadelphia was elected its first president.

Reps of the various societies met within the
framework of the recent American Film Assembly
in N. Y., sponsored by the Films Council of America.. Affair also encompassed the 16m Golden Reel
Film Festival and a Sound Slidefilm Conference.
Apart from the election of Goldman, the Federation also named three area chairmen: Gideon Bachman (Group for Film Study), east coast; Cameron
McCauley (U. -of Wisconsin), midwest, and Ernest
Callenbach, Coast.
It’s

hoped

that,

through Federation, the various

societies will boost the interchange of information
and will draw strength from one-another. Lifespan
of these groups in tlriS past hasn’t been very long

even though the number of societies

is

now

at a

peak.

Mail Inquirica Solicited

MODELL’S

Film societies are flourishing abroad, particularly
in Britain and Canada. It’s expected that, if the
U.S. federation clicks, it will establish contact with
its, counterparts in foreign countries.
Kickoff speaker at the Assembly, which included

Societies

Am

honored that tome
of the greats of

show business have become
a large number of panel discussions on various aspects of the commercial, artistic and cultural uses
of narrow-gauge film, was Bosley Crowther, film
critic of the N. Y. Times,, who warned against the
use of 16m film in dogmatic fashion. "Under the

pretext of offering information, it is simple to asseverate and insist,” he declared. “The ideal of inspiring creative thinking may be considerably disr
lorlcd in such films.”

Discussing “The Role of the 16m Film in American Society,” Crowther said that, in teaching films,
"sometimes there appears an inclination less to
teach than to tell. The film is. occasionally constructed to establish a fixed idea rather than, nourish the roots of inquisitive and creative thought.
When this is done with a subject of obvious shadings, it violates my concept of the role, of the 16m

my

clients.

JESSE BLOCK
Reqllfered Representative

IRA

HAUPT & CO.
New York 18. N

501 7th Ave.,

.Y.

.

LOngacre 5-6262

film.”

The N. Y. Times critic referred to the “antiintellectualist” trend in the country and noted that
while “we as a people ar not in any sort of imminent peril of completely and irrevocably losing
our heads and our heritage, I feel that we may, indeed, lose a lot of our sensb of freedom to investigate and inquire. There is a strong tendency in this
day to dogmatize and demand-^-to convey, ih the
guise of persuasion, absolute attitudes.”

_

AUDIO Dili MUSIC
Roclcclcltcr

H * LI

Center

“THE GLASS SLIPPER”
m
LESLIE

•nd

radiant

COLOR

starring

CARON • MICHAEL
An M-G-M Picture-

US

THE MUSIC HALL’S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW

1

.
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Another good reason why more and more advertisers dre'
switching to film Then action is rehearsed. Should. <m
actor VbloW^a line— or have an accident like this—*>the
scene can be re-shot, No red faces 1 No product. kidded
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Besides,

it’s

easy^ economical, to produce and

co-ordinate showings
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DuM’s Live

&

Johnson

& Film Camera Focuses

DuMont Cable Down to a Thread

Johnson's

NBC-TV Daytime Splurge
&

Johnson

Johnson

coaxial lines being maintained since DuMont cancelled
but those between WTTG, Washington, and WARD, N. Y,
the eight remaining
(o&o’s) are those show-by-show deals for
sponsored programs. The lineup on all of these shows is small,
of
are expected to
most
them
end,
contracts,
and when current
ankle as the web makes a drastic, changeover from live to “film
after
says
next fall, only
topper,
web
network." Ted Bergmann,
news, sports and special events will go live*

The only

buying

is

all

heavily into daytime tv on NBC
with outlay going into “Ding Dong
School,” the Pinky Lee Show and
Details on the
Tennessee Ernie,
spread are under wraps pending

on

finalization.

By ART

Majpr share

trade

of

which

The one factor that must be
cleared up before there can be
any unqualified approval of the
proposed DuMont, of the future is
what type and what quality prounder

The web
the new arrangement.
execs are setting their sales sights
on launching the “different route”
next fall, since the summer is already lost to them. One of the
hardest problems for DuMbnt is
easily solved, according to Du-

demand more

Mont. Topper Ted Bergmapn ex-

web

—

film-live camera will produce stanzas for no more than the web now
spends on a live production an
estimated per-show average of
$3,500. At these low filming costs
the web can forseeably make a production profit. And, at this rate,

—

some extreme

into the agency
(Mon.).
yesterday
deadline
three to
nearly
Comments ran
one against the plan.
Proposal, designed to. prevent
VHF stations from encroaching into
UHF markets, drew opposition
from all four networks, NARTB
and Assn, of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers.
NBC, which has asked the Commission to approver seven-mile relocation of transmitter for its projected UHF station in New Britain, Conn., opposed plan as detrimental to UHF and small market

Asserting that its New Britain
move is to enable WKNB-TV to
compete with VHF station WNHCin New Haven; The
in Chi TV
said° “it is inconceivable

Howard Miller to a three-year
radio-tv pact which guarantees him
a minimum $4,000 weekly. While
the contract is billed as an exclusive, platter spinner is committed

CBS

daily half-hour on WNBQ. But his
contract with the NBC tele station
expires the last of June. * Gabber
for the past several months had
been pitching network tv ideas to

CBS Radio

1 ’

it),

the

present Vallee layout is brought in
for about $3,000 a week. And While
Vallee has been able to corral
major talent as guests, the reciprocal cuffola plugs ride all over the
place.
I
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Auditions

Naturally, the syndicators are
pleased when after completing a
big regional, the little guys fall
in line.* Show is sold out much
more quickly and, the distrib starts
to recoup faster. But, the distribs
point out there’s an element Of
grave danger in the growing trend.
For one thing, it’s the big bankrollers who provide the most resistance to “new and different"
types of film programming. If a
syndicator comes up with a bold
new format he’s got troubles selling it to the larger clients and
agencies. And under the new trend
that seems to be evolving, he encounters trouble selling it on
strictly a local basis "because the
local sponsors want to see the big
fellow on the show’s market list.
This factor, along with the multiplicity of oher reasons why a. major
doesn’t
ofttimes
regional
deal

Washington, Abril

The FCC will
managing editor

call

19.

Alan Max,

the Daily
Worker, to testify at hearings on
Commie charges against broadcaster-publisher Edward Q. Lamb.
of

has been subpoenaed by Commission Counsel Joseph Kittner in

Max

effort to determine' whether
submitted an article which
appeared in the Sunday Worker

an

come off, is viewed as a danger
1936.
sign by the distributors. What surLouis Budenz, who was man- prises some distribs is the fact
aging editor f the time, has tes- that they consider the local spontified
that Lamb submitted an sor in many cases to be a cannier
article, a glowing account of in- filmbuyer than the big boys. "Reaterviews with the widow of Lenin son for this View is the fact that
and Madame Sun Yat Sen, with a the local sponsors ordinarily are
covering letter but Lamb has de- involved In only one media, telenied writing, or. submitting it. vision, and they devote all their
in

Kathy Godfrey,

sis of Arthur,
half-hour series
Radio, with the web hav1ST
ing auditioned “Good News With
Kathy.” As per title, it will accent the bright^?ide of the news
The first ad agency to officially in commentary, discussion, songs Photostats of the article, which
carries Lamb's byline, have been
use the “electronicam” is Erwin, and interviews.
Featured On the audition were offered by Kittner as documentary
Wasey. The agency is hiring the
Lamb’s
contradict
to
live and film camera for “experi- singers Stuart Foster and Maureen evidence
mental Use” for client^Admiral on White and Bernie Leighton’s orch. sworn affidavits to the Commission
Lou Melamed is producer-director. that he has never associated with
the “Life Is Worth Living” show.
Communist organizations.
Erwin, Wasey figures use of the
machine offers a “perfect charfce”

may have her own
on

TO

CBS

USE ‘ELECTRONICAM’

‘Buried’

read?” has been a timehonored Variety readership query.
The gag about a story being
“buried” on P. 1 or P. 2 is too
often kidding - on - the - square.
The broadcasters turn to Radio-TV first; the music bunch

live

to Music first; ditto the legit,
vaude and even the picture
business
readers
sometimes
skim over the first two pages
and start looking on P. 3,
In recent weeks, and for the

rest of the year, a Somewhat
.informal and certainly al fresco
approach to the history of the
paper, since Sime Silverman
founded it 50 years ago, has

appeared

Ray Hutton Show
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call
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what makes Variety tick. Anyway, that’s the main idea.
So start looking on P. 2.
This is the whyfore of this
supplementary box in every
department of the paper.
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PILOT SET TO ROLL

the major

new

marked

carefully
ac-

their

the
or
ad-

vertising shots in print, billboards,
radio and tv, and can’t account for
all the benefits accruing from one
film show as against another as
directly and acutely as can the
small buyer.
One step that the distribs have
undertaken to try to rectify the
situation is instructing their sales
forces to butter up the little guy,
not so much from the ordinary
“you're a great guy" standpoint as
from the “you know* as much as

Pilot for the half-hour “ChaN*
lenge” series on civil rights roll
this week at the Bedford Parks Film
Studio. With a top string of production-writing-direction
credits,
the show, with NBC-TV holding
initial option, is

and

planned budget to tv, with the
cent on syndicated shows. On
other hand, 4 large regional
national sponsor scatters his

‘CHALLENGE’ SERIES

anybody

a? one of

about .filmbuying’’

else

entries.

Worthington Miner is producing;
Sidney Lumet directing, with Reginald Rose and Rod Serling coauthoring.
George Justin, who

Par, 20th

TV

acted In a similar capacity for
“Waterfront,” will be production
manager of the series.

Formalization

For Mel Gold Exec Berth

:

*

n

*

'

Leviathes, v.p. of Young & Rubicam, is on the Coast and meets today with Sid Rogell and Darryl

ZanuCk, 20th-Fox production chief,
to finalize studio’s series for General Electric next season on C^STV. Films will alternate vyith U. S.
Steel’s live dramatics on’Wednesejay, lQ.fo
p, m*

"
•

,

•

i

: i 1

i-

;»

bringing

due today (Wed.). New format
will kick off June 12 and ride
through the 1955-56 semester in
the three-way deal worked, put by
It's a
the William Esty agency.
$60,000 budgeter against current
Hour/’
“Comedy
tab
for
$50,000
Another Hollywood front, Peter

•

»

pact

is

Dennis D. Carlin has resigned as
advertising manager of Republic
Pictures after 20 years with the
studio to join Mel Gold Productions* as exec producer of the industrial and dramatic film division
of the telefilm outfit. Gold, who set
up shop for himself last year, has
concentrated on industrials and
commercials tip to noty, but is expanding into the program field
with the appointment of Carlin.
Gold’s currently dickering with
Dr. Paul Ilton for the latter’s series on archeology, “And It Came
to Pass/.’'
v

of

Paramount and the Martin & Lewis
York Productions into the Colgate
“Comedy Hour" camp on NBC-TV

Carlin Exits Republic ..

a “com-

it

We call it a departalk about ourselves
thisaway.
But once started
we’ve been told It’s “very interesting” and, for the younger
generation in all branches of
Show biz, and certainly for
those in the newer mediums
broadcasting, *=> the
diskeries,
etc.
it’s a refresher course on
mercial.”

*

^

i

Jubilee

serially On P. 2. This
of Variety’s Golden
self-trailerizing,
In^

is

Guild Films, which has put two
flew series into production this
month in “I Spy” and “Brother
Mark," starts a third on May 5 in
the Ina Ray Hutton show, which
will be filmed in color at the California Studios on the Coast. Series
will be a musical-variety segment,
with the switch coming in the fact
that it will be cast entirely with
girls.
Guild prexy Reub Kaufman
set the final details last week on a
trip to the Coast.
Duke Goldstone will direct the
series, operating on California lot
for the first tithe.

on Page 2

“Which department do you

(24)

To Be Filmed

Guy

the Little

kets.

would

proposal

the

Kathy Godfrey Show

“Life Begins
CBS Radio, with its Rudy Vallee at 80.” It doesn’t mean that the
“Kraft Music Hall,” will be decid- Barry-Enright-Friendly package is
ed in the next few Weeks. Kraft going into the new program setup
initially bought the time for Edgar under the “electronicam."

when Bing Crosby helmed

off

on WABC, the
Radio flag in New York, over
the weekend, because of the press
of work. Deejay and “Happiness
Exchange” operator and his wife,
Choo Choo, told their Sunday night
(Monday morning, actually) audience that the WABC nightly 3 to
6 a.ni. show has proved too tough
combined with the “Happiness Exon WMGM,
segment
change”
which they air till 2 a.m. daily.
They’ll continue with “Happiness Exchange," of course.
late-nighter

his

ABC

Lamb

(Continued on page 44)

Show, a live entry originating
from the Park Sheraton Hotel in

11 stations, 3 live

Telefilm distribs are concerned
over what they believe to be a
“follow the leader" psychology
among the nation’s smaller filmbuyers, who make up the bulk of
syndication income. It’s getting so,
some report, that a local agency or
sponsor won’t touch a new syndicated show until they read in the
trades or are’ told in a sales pitch
that a large regional or even national bankroller has bought the
property for a big group of mar-,

‘Big Joe'
“Big Joe" Rosenfield checked

WMAQ

Ina

(alt.)

stations, 6 live

Smaller Filmbuyers Won’t Bite on New Shows Until
Big Fellows Come In

1

Whether or not Kraft will retain
Sunday night 9 to 10 hour On be next Sunday’s

'30s. In contrast to the $30,000$40,000 weekly budget that pertained to "Music Hall in its days
of glory (through the long span

said

With WIND artd NBC’s
both of which have a year
It’s understood he’ll continue the WIND, stint but that he purchased subject to FCC approval
deal. of relocation of its transmitter to
has asked out on the
Miller definitely will be a CBS serve Pittsburgh area.
exclusive tv property when the
NARTB said it objected to “a
termer goes into effect. July 18. formalized and arbitrary magic
He’s currently working both the number” of miles and urged comCBS and NBC side of the video mission to handle applications for
street with a Friday night 160-minantenna location on a case-to-case
ute display on WBBM-TV and a basis.

will be shipped out
as spots later on.
All the spots
will run is little more than “cost
of the raw film stock itself/’
The first complete show to experiment with the hew camera will

an interesting “then
and now" contrast when stacked
up against the long “Kraft Music
Hall” career of years past or the
Vallee "Fleischmanri Hour” yof the

You Gotta Butter Up

it more difficult for stations
to obtain sufficient advertising revenue and harder for small stations
to compete against larger. Opposition was also filed by WSTV-TV in
Steubenville, O., which CBS has

pacts

its

26

(alt.)

Swift

Baby"

make

to run.

The

Seltzer

Western
Union

ket.”

WMAQ,

serve the dual purpose.

offers

network
that the

Commission desires to make it
Chicago, April 19.
more difficult for UHF to compete
CBS here has stitched deejay with VHF in an intermixed mar-

ERWIN, WASEY

•

BromO

at

program spots

N.Y.,

.

“Chance of a Lifetime"

“All About

comments poured

which stars Bishop Fulton Sheen,
needs live spots every week, and
since the appliance manufacturer
also needs spot announcements,
the “electronicam” is expected to

Bergen, but the latter bowed out
after a ,f«w months, with Vallee
taking over.

“All About Baby"

19,

to require
their transof city
miles
five
within
mitters
limits brought strong opposition as

too,

CBS Pact

-

locate

to

stations

optimists see \vhere
the stations could possibly be cut to solve_^ client problem and save*
Since the “Living” show,
in on program profits (as well as coin.

(Continued on page 44)

“Studio 57”
“What’s the Story?"

'17 stations; 9 live
37 stations, 21 live
172 stations, 60 live
Admiral
4 stations (film)
Heinz
18 stations, 10 live
DuMont
11 stations, 3 live
Libby
Lentheric 27 stations, 13 live
Geritol
co-op

“Down You Go"

stations.

to

Wednes.:
Thurs.:
Friday:

Washington. April

control of “electronicam” performers.

functioning.

While the coin problem is apparently bypassed by these measures, there has been a number of
industryites who insist that doing
away with the coaxial in favor of
shipping film prints of shows, as
DuMont proposes, still leaves theorganization with its basic problem
clearing time among affils. Since
the network will maintain and feed
only its own lineup of over 200
affiliated stations (only 12 of which
are DuMont excltisives), it still
faces NBC-CBS-ABC plus syndicator competition in prime tele
hours, it’s said.
Can Offer Stations More Coin
However, it was pointed out by
third parties if the “electronicam’’
can save all DuMont says it can
in time and money and if the setup
is handled carefully, DuMont can
offer to stations a number of sales
devices to elicit support. For without cable charges, the web is capable of .offering stations well in excess of the normal 30% revenue
given by the other three hookups.
Additionally, Gerry Martin, DuMont 'sales boss, said that the new

Tuesday:

Boxing
Bishop Sheen

The FCC’s proposal

tv

Another possible dispute is
between SAG and AFTRA for

plained that the web, because it
has just killed all AT&T coaxial
cable contracts will save nearly
$3,000,000 a year, which, it’s assumed, can be turned almost entirely
toward film production.
There's also the possibility that Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, network and laboratory overall chief, might be
willing to give some of the net
profit from the WDTV (Pittsburgh)

Monday:

>

On

,

tialities.

“Life Begins at 80"

Networks Beef

video simultaneously, has already brought dire predictions
of inter and intra-union jurisdictional squabbling. As a matter of fact, it’s expected that
one of the major blocks in the
path of full use of the machine
be a strictly “inside
will
IATSE” matter. The IA problem might not be as easily
solved as some network execs
presently feel. One producer
explains that, even though DuMont is all IA, the tv engineers who operate the live DuMont. cameras will not want
to give in to the fflm cameramen, who make five times more
(as much as $100 a day), Instead, it’s felt, engineers will

—

sale to

“eiectronicarii,"
shoots both live and film

are:

Sunday:

Union Headache?

The DuMont

“elec-

tronicam” has been favorable.
There’s been general appreciation
of the .technological aspects of the
and the way
live and film camera
it might hypo other show biz divisions besides tv. Also a good deal
of the skepticism about DuMopt’s
future as a “film network” has
waned in light of current poten-

will be provided

The remaining shows

&

A

reaction

DuMont

to the future of the

gramming

Surgical outfit will plug its baby
Rubicam.
products, via Young

WOODSTONE

1

/

eU«
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CHANCE

PIX GET SECOND TV
Unless some of the affiliates sneak in a curve from out in left
field, which is regarded as highly unlikely* the annual NBC television convention, to be held Thursday (21) and Friday of this
week in New York, should resolve itself into something approximating a siesta. There isn't a major controversial item, on the
agenda, unless a talk on the future of color television can be regarded as controversial— a far cry from the Boca Raton and Greenbrier days of’five, six years ago when even the mention of tv
was enough to draw affiiliate blood. But those were “pioneering”
days and apparently the station managers feel, in the wake of
fruitful SRO years, the patterns’ have been set.
True, the affiliates would like a more profitable and ratingladen daytime schedule, and there's a little apprehension over
what the upcoming ABC-TV “Mickey Mouse Club” in the 5 to 6
slotting might do to “Howdy Doody” and Pinky Lee. But NBC is
all prepared with answers to fortify the ^iveb’s future daytime
stancSv Also there will be unfolded plans for an extension of the
network's ^ Program Service whereby the small optional stations,
are offered a number of shows (sans commercials) which they can
sell locally (with only a small portion of the sponsorship spoils
going to the. network). This will keep the optionals happy. In fact,
NBC anticipates that, come Thursday and Friday, everybody will
be bursting with sunshine,

Live Animation

New

v

—W

Technique Gets a Network Preview on ‘Hit
Parade’; Also Used on Commas

—

4-

Technique of manipulating, reflections of light from mirrors has
been applied to television in a

manner

Mirrors

ith

that

makes

live

animation

!

;

1

Liebman Makes Good
“Long Sam,” the A1 CappBob Lubbers comic strip; for
week was
days
last
four
themed on Max Liverwutst be-

Under, the application of
the method, developed by Mobilux Lumia Co. (John and Dorothy
Hoppe), live cameras can pick up
animated figures, lettering and
abstractions in black and white or

Charlie to work up a spectacular in a diner whose “revenue
format” was in decline.

in color.

Max Liebman thinly disguised.
McCoy plug was for Guy Lom-

possible.

Application got its first major
display Saturday night (16) via
“Your Hit Parade” on NBC-TV.
with the Hoppes doing an animated,
abstraction as the visual portion of
one of the “Extras” on the show.
It’s been shown before, on Johnny
Desmond’s local tv’er in Chicago,
where Mobilux held down as much
as a half-hour of camera time, and
last week on “Tonight,” where the

technique 'Was displayed, but “Hit
first time it was
integrated into a network show.
Additionally, it’s' being used for
with film
commercials,
filmed
cameras simply picking up the
animated action in regular shooting fashion, instead of the frameby-frame process normally needed
Hoppes, who are
for animation.
agented by Bruce fend Josie Balaban, have already shot several
blurbs for various bankrollers.
Actually, it’s all done with mirFigures or abstractions are
rors.
outlined on the reflecting portion
of flexible mirrors, with the rest
of the mirror blacked out. Operators, of whom there can be four
or more, depending on the complexity of the animation to be
achieved, hold their mirrors in
front of projectors and manipulate
them so that the figures or abstractions are reflected onto and
animated on a screen where the
camera then picks them up.
“Hit Parade” pickup used abstractions, while commercials have
used both animated figures and
(Continued on page 42)

Parade” was the

ing

by

retained

Liverwurst

Cannibal

character

was

bardo as the prospective maethe

stro
of
spec.

staiTing-a-steer

--
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Hazel Bishops
$10,000,000

TV

By GEORGE ROSEN
With practically

all

the

End

major

television

programming, the 1955-

56 season could well usher in a
new era in tv. And again it could

1

To

not.

all

,

intents arid purposes,-

The

time,

first

it’s
it

generally
os they (1)

inundated the webs with an
ferior 30-minute product;

(2)

inuti-

one-way street
for exploitation purposes as such
major attractions as "Toast of the
Town” and Colgate “Comedy
Hour” became a showcase for trailerizing new theatrical films. With
perhaps the single exception of
“Disneyland,” which is a rarity in
tv programming, the consensus is
that, up to now, the contribution
of the film industry to tv has been
practically nil, with neither pix nor
video coming out ahead.
lized television as a

As of the moment there is a lot
of skepticism as to just how concrete a contribution the pix boys
will make. Will it merely be a conversion of 30-minute B product into
6Q minutes? Will it just mean taking away the free trailer ride from
“Toast” and Colgate and striking
out anew in expanded exploitation
formats? These are some of- the
questions being asked on the eve
of the big money (Par, 20th-Fox,
Warners) taking the plunge.
Gamble for Sponsor

So far they’ve been selling their
good names little else. But the
impact of tv, with its multi-million
exposure, being what it is, it's recognized all too well that they can
jeopardize these good names overnight if they turn out bad product
for the medium. For the sponsor
it represents the
biggest gamble

—

in television today—he’s forking
out top coin on a promissory note.
Hanging in the balance is the
question of whether tv henceforth
will be predominantly film or live.
Same question came up as far back
Hazel Bishop’s tv business from
as 1950 (and by ’54 approximately
here in will be. gaited at around
50% of network programming was
$10,000,000 per annum, up from
on
celluloid),
but
subsequent
its $6,000,000 outlay. The cosmetic
events only served to stir up a
house’s upbeat stems in part from
hankei'ing on the part of the
the $2,000,000 earmarked for spots
American viewing public for a reon the three networks starting
turn to live shows.
Aug. 1, and most of that is for a
The First Act
push of its new Compact Makeup.
In the 1950-55 “firsjt chance” era,
Raymond Spector outfit (he doubles as the agency, thus draining practically everybody in Hollywood

Tuneup on Tap

the commission from the huge (except the major studios) got into
expenditure) is also stepping Up its the act. The rundown and temindependent
program representation, having re- porarily-out-of-work
newed Ralph Edwards’ “This Is producer moved into the picture;
because
of
-tax
purposes and “blue
Your Life” on NBC-TV (with Procter & Gamble riding as alternator) skieS” promises on residual payand taken the 8 p.m. Milton Berle- offs, which in most cases hive
Martha Raye summer spot (half- never materialized, talent also behour) with “Place the Face/’ Latter gan making them. In short order
will have Bill Cullen as emcee, almost everyone was in. The sucand since Cullen has been recruit- cesses were few and far between.
ed to replace Allyn Edwards on Majority were woefully uncreative,
WRCA’s (N. Y.) radio waker-upper hardly calculated to elevate the
(with Edwards pacted for ABC- standards of television.
Came the sudden realization in
TV’s “Mr. Citizen” series for Liggett & Myers), he’ll be planing out ’54 that tv was not a bugaboo doomto the Coast on Tuesdays for the 8 ing the pix business (through the
o'clock show (crosscountry com- simple expedient of turning out
muting is a familiar route for Cul- good features), and the major stulen). Bishop board chairman Spec- dios now want a slice of the video
tor has taken an option on “Face” pie. The 20th-Fox boys thus far
are committed to a “Flicka” halffor slotting in the fall.
Also vital in the lipstick firm’s hour series in a deal with CBS-TV.
1955-56 planning is an exposure for What still remains to be deterBill Kaland,
who resigned a the Dunninger Show which will mined is whether “Flicka” as vidcouple months ago as program give the - thought-reader a half- pix will maintain the same high
head of WNEW, N. Y., is joining hour stanza with a “crosscountry studio standards or in the process
the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. expose” gimmick attached. Slotting of being “farmed out” to a subsid
( Continued on page 35)
program and, network have not been reassistant
national
as
manager as major aide to program solved as yet.
chieftain Dick Pack. He’ll operate
in both radio and television and
will give special emphasis to the
Collingwood Exiting
JUBILEE YEAR
creation of a clearing house for
info on tv films and features,
off

Mrs. North,” Thursday at 8:30
“Night Watch” and Friday at 8
“Crime Photographer.” “North”
and “Crime” are lorigrunners and
“Watch” is a year old. Replacements are “Mr. Keen” for “North”
with the 8:30 Tuesday-through'Friday slot to be taken over by
“Disk Derby” starting next week
and Arthur Godfrey’s “Digest,”
currently Friday at 8:30 moving
into the “Crime” time.

programming principals are
causing the singer to lose his
audio omnipresence.
The matter was brought out
by the recent axing of a Crosby
showcase by WMCA, N. Y.,
after the station had been airing the program regularly for
easily 15 years. As a matter
of fact, Crosby had an hourlong seven-day strip all to him-

be the pix industry’s second
chance at making good in video.
it’ll

agreed, they muffed

CBS is. reshuffling its nighttime
skeds. as three thriller-dillers get
the bullet treatment in a crimerampage.
doesn’t - pay - on - radio
Axed are the Monday at 8 “Mr. and

of an Era

A few years ago you couldn't
turn the radio dial anytime
during the day or night without somewhere hitting the
voice of Bing Crosby. But it.
would seem that present indi

film studios establishing a stake in

self since

'51

on the

“21st Precinct,” Wednesday at
8:30, goes Off tonight (20) for a
briefie hiatus as Everett Sloane
goes to the Coast for a film pommitment. He’s due back in about
six weeks. Tennessee 'Ernie's ^.77 :30 strip latches on to an extra
15 minutes starting Monday (25)
in the early hiatus of Longines
“Choraliers,” with watch outfit
slated to return in the fall.
Network meanwhile is on a sales
spree.
Chevrolet Dealers, with 12

station.

But WMCA, trying to Conform
with its pattern of using only
the 40 top records in each segment, had to axe the show. A
station spokesman put it this
way: “There wasn’t enough of
Bing in the top records to justify a show of his own.”
.

Allan Jackson and Bob Trout
capsule newscasts seven days a
week, adds six over Saturday-

Boston, Philly,
Pitt

May

Sunday to total 18. Auto outfit
started last July for a cycle and
has continued to expand on . CBS
time;

Sit It

Another sale brings McKesson
Robbins Drugs into network
for the first time in, a number
of years via a buy of the last 10minute portion of Arthur Godfrey’s Friday night “Digest.” This
NBC Radio’s ambitious weekend makes “Digest” SRO’ with Bristol“Monitor” show, which bows in Myers sponsoring the first quai Godfrey’s
gets
daytimer
June, faces a major three-big-city ter.
Bauer & Black 10:30-45 Mondays
hurdle, with possibility that the
and every fourth Friday. "General
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.’s
Foods has had a change of heart
o&o stations may bypass the mara- on Galen
Drake’s Sunday inorning
thon programming schedule. The
capsule and continues indef. C-7
blackout
would apply to the Lettuce
Growers has bought addi50,000-watters in Boston (WBZ);
tional participations on "Amos 'n'
Pittsburgh (KDKA), Philadelphia
(Continued on page 42)
(KYW) as well as Fort Wayne '
(WOWO).
Westinghouse hasn't

&

AM

Out on 'Monitor

i

definitely

made up

its

mind

yet,

it's known that the broadcasting operation is seriously contemplating the “no pickup” edict.

but

'WBC

execs are presently evaluthe
network’s
proposed
of compensating the affiliated.
stations
for
carrying
“Monitor.” Also, it’s felt that the
stations have been doing well programming-wise and sales-wise during the past two years when there
has been little or no network biz
ating

On

method

like
the
ambitious
GleasOn-packaged “Mardi
television show,
with its elaborate nitery background won’t be getting off the
ground. At least not on the basis
of a run-off presentation of the
projected
showcase which was
staged for the edification of the
CBS brass last week and which.

Jackie

Gras”

on weekends.
Hence it’s felt to
accept “Monitor” would cost the
plenty of out-of-pocket
revenue.
Also WBC stations feel at the
moment that “Monitor” acceptance
in large doses or in entirety might
impair the local flavor of the individual stations, as well as perstations

Kaland thus joins

his

ex-asso-

As

’Adventure’ Host

Charles Collingwood is giving up
whom he succeeded as
program head three years the host's reins on the CBS-TV
ago when. Pack moved over to “Adventure,” Sunday series done
NBC. Kaland put In Six years at jointly with the American Museum

It

WNEW

CBS

the N. Y. indie,’ prior to that being identified with CBS Radio and
Young Sc Rubicam as a writer. .He
was also a freelance writer.

of Natural History.
He’ll coricentrate on the 7 to ft
a.m. “Morning Show” as the newscaster.

&

1Y05-1f55

WCBS

CBS

color studios at 81st St.

tv

show.

The doorman

didn’t

know

Paley from the elevator starter
and wouldn’t let him in. It
took a bit of doing, but the

BOB BLAKE TO CBS
ON SPECIAL PROJECTS

who will start end of May,
publicity boss of NBC Spot Sales
and the owned
operated (WRCAplus-TV with nearly two years’
service there that followed a year
at
Before that he
Radio.
was for 13 years at WOR-plus-tv
and a New Yorker mag staffer.

V True

and Broadway, N. Y,, for a
runoff presentation of the
projected “Mardi Gras” hour

Deal beihg worked on is for 30
spots of varying slices for a $20,000 Outlay.

is

It

actually happened.

board chairmari William S.
Paley was among those who
showed up last week at the

U. S. Rubber is reported “first
in” on a network basis on NBC
Radio’s June-preerning “Monitor.”

Blake,

ciate.Pack,

full-hour

Yep,

and community service
they have been 'building locally.
U.S. Rubber Buys In
sonality

Bob Blake is returning to CBS
to head up the tv side’s Special
Project Unit in the press sector
chieftained by Charles Oppenheim.
Unit, in the formative stage for
several weeks, will work on special
shows in the spec-holiday-big name
class as distinct from the regular
shows. Tapped as Blake’s aide is
John Walsh, who’s been shifted
from network radio press, and two
or three others are skedded to man
the exploitation guns.

‘Mardi Gras

looks

It

BiD Kaland Joins

GOLDEN

27~

guy who owns the Columbia
Broadcasting System was finally admitted.

!

j

from
cided

all

accounts,

thumbsdown

Show,

designed

met with

a

de-

reaction.
as one., of

the
costliest to ride the video channels
had been tentatively slotted for.
the fall in the Saturday night It)
to

11

periods,

which would have

given Gleason a virtual monopoly
on Saturday night shows, with his
own half-hour “Honeymooners”
plus the preceding Tommy-Jimmy

Dorsey musical.
"Mardi Gras,” for which special
stage trappings had to be built,
boasted a major unit of dancers,
singers, stars, orch, etc., for the
audition spread, The presentation
as put on last week was reported
as one of the most pretentious and
costly yet ventured*

4
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Radio Destined For

From

Specialized Audience,

By DEAN MYERS

t

Columbus, April 19.
Chairman George C* Mc-

WRCA’s ’Salk Spots’
FCC
Connaughey speaking in his homeWRCA and WRCA-TV, N. Y. flagtown to the banquet session, of ships of NBC, are latching on to
Ohio State U.’s 25th Institute for the polio vaccine story all this
Radio-Television, week with a “Salk Supplement” seby
Education
gave educational broadcasters the
solid assurances he has ever
given that they will have all the
time they need in which to build
television stations on the 250-odd
channels allotted to them.

ries of public service spots through
the operating hours.
Accent is on the local informawhere to apply for the
tion side
with Dr. Leona
vaccine; etc.
Baumgartner, the city’s health comHe pointed out that educational missioner, participating in the rebroadcasters have, staunch friends, corded announcements. '
among them President Eisenhower
and Sen. John W. Bricker (R.,
Ohio). The chairman also offered
the FCC’s technical assistance and
said his “personal attention can be
obtained at any reasonable time
on request."
“At. the present time,” McConnaughey said, “the activities of,
educational broadcasting are not
straining my patience. And within
Washington, April 19,
the foreseeable future, I hope that
A group of about a dozen CBS
yOur planning activities will parand NBC tele affiliate owners
tially evolve into realization.”
In emphasizing the importance banded here to day for what is
of education, the chairman Said, understood to be a lobby against
“our very survival depends on our the
recommended investigation
educational system. Using President Eisenhower’s definition,.* he into the networks. They’ve powwith
described security, which is our wowed so far today (Tues.)'
main concern, as the ability to Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B.
adapt to changes. To do this, minds Johnson, whose wife has a majormust be developed, and education ity interest in an Austin, Tex.,
video outlet, and with Sen. William
is the best method of mind-development. Finally, tv and radio pro- Knowland. Tonight they’re slated
vide one. of the. most potent means to dine with members of the FCC.

most

— —

.

(

j

by which we disseminate information by the visual and aural method which is necessary for mass

j

Chairman of i;he affil group is
P, A. Sugg, WKY-TV, Oklahoma
City.
Also supposed to be part of

Levine Tells Institute
Columbus, April 19.
Radio is “definitely on the way
out” as a medium for group listening and as the center for family

group

are

minimum amount

“I feel that the
of regulation in your field will provide you with the maximum of
opportunity.”
‘More Than You Can See'
Davidson Taylor, NFC public affairs v.pl, used the banquet session

theme, “The Shape of Things to
Come,” to make a little hay for
the commercial broadcasters in the
academic fields by saying there
now are more good programs on
television than it is practical for
one viewer to see in the course, of
almost any given week.
International tv is with us, he
said, so is Eurovision and intercontinental tv

some might

is

COOK’S STAGING REPEAT

ON

;

not as far off as

think.

Taylor also neatly underlined
the “moral progress in the attitude
which broadcasters have toward
the. instruments at their disposal"

PIC

OF ‘PATTERNS’

Fielder Cook, who directed the
Kraft “Patterns” on NBC-TV (both
the original and the repeat) for. J.
Walter Thompson, which produces
tlTe
series, checks off the show
next week for an extended leave
of absence to begin work on the
film version of the Rod Serling
play, which will be done as an indie. venture by Jed Harris and
Michael Myerberg, Fielder will
ditto for the pic on the directorial
assignment.
Kirk Douglas read the script
last week, although there’s no decision yet as to whether he’ll play
the lead in the field version.

between the differences in drafting the radio code and ilie tv code.
“The radio code was drafted by a
‘Winky Dink y Yo’
,” he said,
group of- visionaries
and “the television code was draftCaracas Bonanza
ed by a practical group which had
CBS-TV’s “Winky . Dink and
the whole of the television industry
You” is a Saturday-Sunday susback of it.”
If there* was any trend discerni- tainer in the U.S.A. but a moneyble in this silver jubilee Institute maker in South America.
The
it was a growing belief in a modJack Barry-starring kiddeo is being presented in the Spanish lan(Continued on page 32)
gage (titled “Winky pink y Yo”)
in
Caracas, twice weekly over
.

.

.

A

YVLA-TV

at 6 p.m.

It’s

sponsored

there by Sears, Roebuck (de Venezuela),
which also peddles the
Winky Dink kits and other merchandise used in Sketching features
of the show.
Fidias Elias is Barry’s opposite number in the latino
version.

There’ll

be

a

one-third

change

According

in the. sponsorship auspices attend-

35.000

ing the Sid Caesar NBC-TV Monday night show in the fall as result
of RCA’s decision to bow opt. As

Caracas'.

tv

to
sets

CBS,
in

there are
metropolitan

’55-’56

.

.

.

.

1

WMGM

.

.

WO

.

.

.

.

WHA
.

.

.

Storer Broadcasting Co., only tv
operator with seven outlets, including some of the choicest VHF
properties in the country.
In a comprehensive, high-documented proposal calling for a reallocation
of
channels
in
the
Miami-Fort Lauderdale area in
Florida to make all commercial
stations there UHF, Storer told the
FCC that unless deintermixture is
put into effect in the Miami area
and elsewhere the “death” of
UHF “w'ill be a fact within a period
of not over 12 months.”
Storer owns one of the two UHF
stations on the air in the MiamiFort Lauderdale area.
The com-

pany

also

owns

a

UHF

“

.

IN CHICAGO
WLS news director

“DeintermixtUre on a market-by-

market basis,” company advised
“provides the
the Commission,
only feasible and practicable solu-

UHF problem.”
'Deintermixture of all markets
would take too long and would be
“fatal” to UHF, Storer said, but
on a “selective” basis it provides
"the only solution tp the eventual
realization” of a competitive nationwide tv system.
In support of its Miami proposal,
Storer presented data showing that
when- final grants are issued in all
VHF hearing cases there will be
only 16 UHF-only markets with a
total of 29 stations and only 14
markets With ^one VHF station each.
tion to the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

WMAQ

daily quarter-hour
production director Dick Reinauer
First quarter Admiral Corp. sales were off about 12%
vacationing
largely due to 65% drop in defense biz
Dick Orr, for the past
several months assistant to Chicago Tribune radio-tv editor .Larry
Wolters, switching back to the sheet’s farm dask with John Fink
slated to take the radio-tv berth
Jay Andres and his “Music
’Til
Dawn” postmidnight stint on
for American Airlines
notched second anni last week.
,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WBBM

WASHINGTON

IN

Edward
Committee,

Ingle,

.

.

.

former radio-tv director for Republican National

how

chief of the radiq-tv branch, Office of Public Information, Department of Defense
Sportscaster Jimmy Gibbons
.
moves into the “Kukla, Fran and Ollie” time slot on
Tv panel sweepstakes which developed over bids for guest stint of
Edward Corsi, storm center of the State Department firing, copped
by CBS’ “Face the Nation,” on which ex-immigration official appeared
Radio-Electronics Television Manufacturers’ Assn, reSunday (17)
ports sale of 626,613 radio receivers in February of this year, an increase of 90,596 Over same month last year . National Federation of
Music Clubs awarded its “President’s Citation” to WTOP-CBS’ “Music
’Til Dawn” allnight music show for its^. “inestimable contribution to
furtherance of good music throughout the nation”
Harriet Kogod
named publicity and promotion assistant at radio station
Ruth Crane, WMAL-TV femmecaster, is first radio-tv personality
.
to be chosen guest of h.onor o for the annual Charm Fashion. Show
sponsored by the national women’s magazine
will relay
broadcasts of Washington National baseball games to 41 stations in
four-state
area.
a
is

.

.

.

WMAL-ABC

.

.

.

NBC

I

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WWDC-MBS

.

.

CLEVELAND

IN

.

.

.

WWDC

•

•

Chris Gordon of tv made her Play House debut as heroine in “King
of Hearts” which also has Joe Bova, WNBK, as member of cast
WGAR’s Hal Morgan does emcee pitch at North Royalton Ohio Horse
WTAM’s Johnny Andrews on the air eight hours daily
Show
since doing fili-in for vacationing. Bill Mayer
Burglars ransacked
Willard L. Dougherty exiting
disker Hal Morgan
home of
general manager
as
WEWS’s General Manager James
Hanrahan and John White, Western Reserve veep, announced plans
for first college alumni reception to be televised for 90 minutes
.
WNBK’s Jay Miltner to emcee 150-minute Saturday afternoon teenparty
radioage dance
from 'WNBK’s roof terrace
Plain Dealer
.
tv editor George Condon in Columbus trip
pacted two
sports shows with Jim Graner and Jackie Davis doing hour-long Saturday night POC fights and Paul Wilcox and Bob Dale signed for
daily 10-minute Plymouth spot . . , WXYZ’s Soupy Hines into town
.

.

WGAR
WDOK

It

.

.

.

.

,

.

Prof. Gessner Sees

.

.

.

“If the rate of decline of operat-

.

Bill Small copped the National Headlined Club
kudo for “consistently outstanding news 'reporting by a radio station.”
... Betty Johnson and Dick Noel signed as regular vocalists on Don
.,Mal Bellairs giving up freelance
McNeill’s ABC “Breakfast Club”
ABC commentator Paul Harvey
status to join WBBM*s gabber staff
guestspoke at the DAR Washington conclave yesterday (Tues.)
Daily News radio-tv columnist Ethel Daccardo surveying the Manhattan scene this week
“Facts Forum" is switching from WGN
Bob
to WLS with the Fisher Pen Co. bankrolling for 13 weeks
Drews airing a nightly WEAW remote from the Blue Angel’s Opera
Rosemary O’Brien new WBBM femme commentator with a
Club'

station in

Portland, Ore., in addition to VHF
stations in Detroit, Cleveland, Toledo, Atlanta and Birmingham.
While Storer's proposal was
aimed primarily at the Miami area,
it urged adoption of deintermixture
there as a “showcase” for UHF
ODeration in mainy other areas.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

/

into the Robert Montgomery NBC
teledramatics..
RCA defection doesn’t mean a
budgetary cutback.
Parent com-

''

.

.

coin

pany of
intends underwriting
a different time slot and show, but
hasn’t made up its mind 'yet.

.

.

Columbus, April 19.
Prof. Robert Gessner, motion picture department chairman at
N.Y.U., told the Ohio State Institute here:
“Closed circuit tv is the most exciting innovation since the discovery of the blackboard. It has more potential uses and services
and applications than any other teaching method. It is the answer
to overcrowded classes, overworked teachers and under-taught

second
CBS-to*NBC* razor
moveover, since Schick, presently
sponsoring Jackie Gleason On Coits

.

.

(Continued on page 44)

As

the

putting

»

NEW YORK CITY

IN

.

the picture to share in the tab with

American Chicle and Speidel.
both of whom, are current bankrollers of the comedy stanza.
Remington is switching allegiance from the CBS-TV Sunday
night “What’s My Line,” making

is

»+»+

•

.

Remington, via Young &
Rubicam, has been brought into

result,

lumbia,

+

Waiting for fatherhood: George Scanlon, WCBSales service mgr.,
John Henry
entertainment, Leon Levine, direc- and Ken Regan, director of Jack Sterling ayemer
tor of Columbia' U.’s officer of Faulk tapped as m.c. of Overseas Press Club’s Congress Night April
Radio-TV,, tpld the 16th annual 27 in D. C.
Garth E. Kauffman to Wm. Esty agency on Ballantine
convention of the Association for account, with Milburn McCarty office handling publicity ... WCBSportsEducation by Radio-Television, But; caster Herman Hickman romped off with $250 as first prize awarded
he continued, radio is destined to by E. P. Dutton for best wrestling story in a January Satevepost ...
become the medium for specialized John H. Thompson named manager of news and special events of
audiences, and for those interested NBC’s Pacific Division and Sam Sharkey, ex-Timesman (national
in educational broadcasting, this news desk) becomes editor of NBC News. Latter post part of web’s
presents a “long hoped-for oppor- upbeat in the news sector with an eye on upcoming “Monitor” radiotunity.”
thon ... CBSports chief John Derr back after .southland trek coverAERT held its meeting here last ing golf and racing
CBS Radio's "Make Up Your Mind” cited by
week concurrently with the Insti- Veterans of Foreign Wars this month as “furthering the cause of
tute for Education by Radio-TV.
freedom of speech and thought.” Presentation to producer Art Henley
Levine said there is “overwhelm- will be made on the show April 29 by commander Merton B. Tice,
ing” evidence on a national basis Who’ll be in New York for the annual Loyalty Day parade, which it’s
that television is replacing radio been sponsoring for 29 years there, with some 75 other processionals
as the center of family entertain- slated for various parts of the nation.
ment, just as radio once replaced
.WWRL sales chief Selas scribe-director.
Don Wolf joins
the phonograph.
and Rome to arrange “program exHe believes, however, that “the vin Donneson to London, H.Paris
Tobin to “commentate” the new Mutual
.John
tieups”
change
pew mass media stimuli to self-eduThursday “Behind the Iron Curtain” stanza being produced and dication have made large sections of
rected by Wallace H. Lancton. „. .Conductor Sir Eric Coates latest forour people hungry for knowledge.”
eign musico to guest stint on WQXR-Alma Dettinger show this Monday
Because of this different type of
.Eric Sevareid set as guest speaker today (Wed.) at the Sidney
(25).
audience, educational broadcasters
Hillman Foundation journalism and radio-tv awards luncheon at the
“have a real opportunity now to
.Therman Ruth gets an
Biltmore. WNYC will broadcast the affair.
serve the public interest and neexpanded gospel disk session via
V, with a full-hour ayeni strip..
cessity.”
N. Y. American Women in Radio and Television powwowed Monday
.Flacker Walt
(18) on the national convention set for Cfii May 5 to 8!
Kaner to Havana and Miami On five-day biz jaunt.
Annual “Spring Showing of Gardens and Penthouse Terraces” (for
charity) includes visits to the co-op of Maurice Dreicer, a familiar
figure of N. Y. radio, to the hoine of Mrs. Albert D. Lasker, widow of
the adman and the triplex of Princess Artchil Gourlelli, behind which
Betty Ripley
facade you may recognize sponsor Helena Rubinstein
in Madison,
who once was script editor of the chastely academic
Oldtimers tryWis., is now writing soap opera on staff at ABC
y
ing to recall any precedent for Arthur Godfrey’s press* release on
firing nine employees.
.Sunday’s double-header on radio ran to
8:20, overlapping Ed Sullivan’s video time, something Sullivan could
hardly have anticipated ever happening. Many cities ordinarilly will
never allow any baseball play-by-play to run beyond 7 p.im
Washington, April 19.
Novelist Jerome Weidman guest panelist on CBS’ “Make Up’ Your
Probably the boldest argument
Mind” today (WedJ in place oi; skedded author Gore Vidal.
yet made for deintermixture of
channels to eliminate VHF com-

Walter Damm,
“The FCC must never lose sight WTNJ-TV, Milwaukee: -Jack Harris, KPRC-TV; Houston; James D.
Instiof
the
and
you
this
goal,
of
tute for Education by Radio-Tele- Shouse, Crosley Broadcasting; L.
vision must bend every effort to H. Rogers, WSAV-TV, Huntington,
hasten its accomplishment,” Mc- W. Va.; Vic Sholis, WHAS-TV,
Connaughey told the group, add-, Louisville; Harold See, KRON-TV, petition to UHF stations was made
San Francisco, and five others.
ing:
last week by none other than the
the

education.

the Production Centres

students. It is the only feasible solution to the educational bottleneck of more students than seats; it can decentralize the campus
into small, neighborhood town halls, wherein lectures and laboratories from the mother university are received and supervised by
instructors.
“Closed circuit tv, however, is only a means, not an end, and*
the human dement is needed to be present* both a teacher and
fellow students, to make the learning process come to life. I am^
skeptical of the. solitary confinement type .of tv- courses, .conducted*
•'<
in the 'loneliness of the llvingToom.
>

*

.

WEWS

for visit.

IN

MINNEAPOLIS

.

.

.

WCCO

In special presentation, F. Van Konynenburg,
radio and tv
general manager, accepted for his station the Minneapolis Junior
Chamber of Commerce Minnesota Development Committee’s Award
of Merit, given in recognition of WCCO’s “substantial contribution
to the welfare of the state and its industries.” In cooperation with
the Jaycees, WCCO-TV presents a weekly Sunday morning film series
called “Minnesota, U. S. A.” and also cooperates in promoting the
use of a “Made in Minnesota” trademark
Minnesota Governor
Orville Freeman npw l aS KSTP-TV weekly “Report to the People”
.

}>

i

.

.(Continued on page 40)
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A SUMMERTIME THING
Anni

TV Ball

On

the night of May 11, following the regular Wednesday
night Kraft Television Theatre performance, on NBC-TV, the sponsor will again take oyer the main ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria
in New York for the annual Kraft Ball,, celebrating the eighth
anni of the longest-running dramatic entry in tv. As in the past,
it’ll be a costumed affair, With the invited guests consisting of
stars and featured players of the 88 NBC and ABC Kraft dramas
presented since last May’s affair.
Whereas in previous years the ball was thrown open to stars of
all Kraft attractions since the, show bowed in Video, the size of
the performing roster has become so unwieldy that this year only
the stars and featured talent covering the' ’54-’55 semester are
being invited. As such there will be 88 tables, one for each show,
and because “Patterns” was done twice, with the same cast, the
second “Patterns” table will be left vacant.
Ball will run Kraft in the neighborhood of about $30,000 (including cost for recostuming the talent). Invited list reads like
a “Who’s Who on Broadway,” since the brace of NBC-ABC shows
have used practically all available legit talent with exception of
some of the major stars. (Kraft has subsequently bowed out of
the ABC show, with Pond's taking over sponsorship.)
The May 11 show will also be a colorcast.
'

The day-by-day lineup
Only

NBCsummer sell-

a hairline separates

TV from

a nighttime

but with the hot weather
sweepstakes still a couple
of
months away and Sponsors biting
for the few gaps available, the
chances are the web will hang up
the SRO shingle ere long.
•Open for a taker is the 7:30

out,

“singers” slot cross-the-board that’s

scrammed by Tony Martin, Eddie
Fisher and Dinah Shore come ris-

A

ing mercury time.
musical type
of show is being set for the period.
The other openings are Friday and

Once Over Lightly
They’re now calling NBC the
“cleanest shaven network.” As
witness:
Sunbeam pacted as co-sponsor of the Milton Berle-Martfia
Raye Tuesday night show next
seasori.

Schick to co-sponsor “Robert Montgomery Presents” dramatics next season; Remington
as the newest bankroller addition to the Sid Caesar Show
next season;
Gillette fights Friday night.

at 8, but Friday is halfhome in Kleenex’s alternating

on the imported-fromCincy “Midwestern Hayride.” Saturday's wide open on two counts,
show and sponsor, as Summer successor to the axed Mickey Rooney
telepixer. Outside of these, the
excursion

bases are FOB—-full of boodle.
There’ll be a dozen or so reruns
on the web’s summer spectrum,
lining up with Sunday’s “People

Chicago, April 19.
Zenith Radio prexy Cradr. Eu-

gene F. McDonald, besides masterminding his firm’s legal battle with
RCA over radio-tv patents and the
latest feud with CBS over its rejection of a subscription tv commercial slated for use on “Omnibus” as well as calling the major
shots on the overall tollvisipn offensive, last week took on a new

adversary.
it’s the National Assn,
Broadcasters
Radio-television
whose tv board of directors last

This time

of

week voted

Calling the

video.

&
NARTB

to oppose

watch
board

pay

Are Funny” and Bob Cummings;
Monday’s “Medic”; Tuesday’s “Four
Star Playhouse” (for Kleenex and
possibly. Toni) and “It's a Great
Life”; Wednesday’s “Ford Theatre” and “This Is Your Life”;
“Best
Thursday’s
Groucho”
of
(Marx) and “Dragnet”; and Friday's “Life of Riley.” The Ford retreader is billed “Request Performance” under Eastman Kodak auspices (with the 8 p.m. slot perma“Press”
dropout
left
nently vacated by General Elecbut Sen. Stuart Symingtric’s “I Married Joan”).
fill
gap.

Attlee Cancels on ‘Press’

“Meet
the Press” in the lurch. The British Labor Party chief and former
Prime Minister told Lawrence
Spivak on Tuesday (19) that he
had to cancel out of the Sunday
(23) show.pn NBC-TV to hurry back
to England to stump for the May
26 general elections called by Sir
Anthony Eden.
Clement Attlee has

left

Attlee
in a void,
ton (D., Mp.) agreed to

the

network dominated, McDonald is
urging an immediate investigation
by the Justice Department, the
FCC and the Senate’s Interstate &
Foreign Commerce committee.
He claims the board is dominated by eight “powerful” tv stations affiiliated with NBC and CBS
and by the veeps of the two webs.
“These powerful network interests presumed to speak for the

Martha Raye’s 10

be W. Theodore

outings). Gillette
cards sports film in place of its
fightcasts, the plot here being a
segue to Red Barber’s CBS “Corner” from mid-May to June 24,
after which Jan Murray will come
over from ABC-TV with his “Dollar a Second” to take the 10:30
stance under Gillette’s Toni, timed
with the filmcast inaugural. Sid

Pierson, of Pierson & Ball, Zenith’s
Washington attorneys.

Caesar and George Gobel take over
the production fronts for pinch-

entire broadcasting industry, but
the fact is that they are attempting

new development that
can enable independent stations to
compete with them on equal terms
and that can make possible hundreds of new television stations to
compete with them and provide
improved television service for the
public,” Zenith topper stated.
Charging that the webs are opposing subscription tv “out of fear
to stifle a

that*its public acceptance will

(Continued on page 44)

Half a dozen spots will find the
same and supplementary sponsors
riding along but with different setups as to talent and format, Reynolds Metals is plotting a new
Sunday show at 7:30 with “Peepers” being dumped next season.
Hazel Bishop has retained Tuesday
at 8 for “Place the Face” (iri a
summerlong exposure compared to
its
in-season 8 to 9 hour with

Zenith

Chicago, April 19.
(Tues.) accepted

today

CBS-TV’s invitation

to participate

in a special telecast

May

sing

subscription

spokesman

will

tv.

1 discus-

Zenith’s

McDonald’s hitting shows, the former (Shellric
under American
de- telegram of acceptance indicated Productions)
Chicle, RCA and Lee (Spray) with
plainly his doubts over the treatPhil
Foster
heading
the layout,
ment of upcoming CBS panel presand the Saturday night comic’s
by stating he assumed it

Prexy

Eugene

F.

entation

Pope-Baltin Set

Gomelco outfit supervising a Coastwould be characterized with the
variety stanza -for Pet Milk
same “balance and fairness” of the based
March 27 toll-tv exposition on the and Armour. Loretta Young’s Sunday
berth is earmarked for an Alweb’s “Omnibus.”
“Omnibus” discussion and CBS’s bert McCleery live “cameo” from

subsequent nixing of Zenith subscription tv blurb as controversial
touched off a heated wrangle beFortune Pope, owner of Italo
tween the firm and the network.
newspaper II Progresso and N. Y.
McDonald points

In his latest wire,
radio indie WHOM, is getting into
out that the CBS show (“You Are
the Video field with his foreign
There”) following “Omnibus” is
language setup.
Partnered with
sponsored by a public utilities
his
managing factotum group using commercials dealing
Charles Baltin, the publisher-stawith the public vs. private power
tion owner has started Telingual
issue.
Productions, Inc., and launches his
Meanwhile* it’s understood Mcfirst vidcast on WATV, Newark,
Donald is awaiting further details
May 1,
before making his decision on
Pope, who was recently teamed
NBC’s offer of time on its o&o’s
with WOV, N. Y,, in applying for a
for a tollvision kickaround.
local UHF channel before both

WHOM

backed out, offers via
hour weekly in Spanish.
Show goes on at 8 p.m. on Sundays, The Pope-Baltin package will
parties

WATV «an

WHOM

gabbers, with the
half Of the show being devoted to films reportedly initially
shot especially for Central and
South American tv consumption.
Forthcoming show, plus a new
one launched last Saturday (16),
gives WATV four arid a half hours

feature
first

‘What Do You Think?’ As

Frank Edwards Vidpixers
Frank Edwards, former news
commentator for the American
Federation of Labor, has signed to

(the other station in the N. Y.
tv application) only a month or two
back tried to get some
time for Italo telecasts. Deal fell

moderate a new telefilm series being shot in Washington by HulSeries
linger Productions there.
will
comprise 52 shows, titled
“What Do You Think?”
Initial film in the series, being
shot this week, takes up the flying
saucers question, with Maj. Donald
Keyhoe (author of a bestseller on
the topic) and pilot Capt. William
Nash on the one side and rocket
expert Willy Ley and Time mag
science editor Jonathan Leonard

through.

on* -the negative.

a week in Spanish. There are two
of the Latinocasts on Sunday, but

they have no connection whatsover
with Pope’s packaging firm.
Incidentally, Ralph Weil, boss of

WOV

WATV

Coast titled “Offbeat,” with
Procter & Gamble in retention
-(Continued on page 42)
the

Trib

Romances TV And

result of ABC-TV’s overwhelming
rating challenge through “Disneyland,” was disclosed last week by
web brass in a closed-circuit “sneak
preview” to affiliates. Description
of the components followed a long
background “briefing” by research
chief Oscar Katz who pointed to
the continuing decline of both CBS
and
“news and music” formats in the period since Disney’s
advent.
As laid down by program v:p.
'

NBC

Hubbell Robinson, the crossboard
lineup will read:
Monday and Tuesday not specifically resolved, but the choice

—

Saturday

way

CBS-

of

TV’s plans next season for a switch
in the 7:30 to 8 p. m. picture, as

be from among “Champion,”
advpntures of the Gene Autry
horse; “Gill Men,” about Navy
underwater divers; “Yankee Priwill

vateers,”

tween
and Ed

Payoff for

T-HJ

NBC-TV already has grabbed
oyer $2,000,000 in a gravy train

sea actioner falling bethe. Revolution and 1812,
Wynn in “the best material

of his. career,” with gimmicks and
all the fixings based on the Rube
Goldberg cartoons. (Robinson said
such a grouping would not only
lure„the kids but serve as strong
family fare, as would the other adventure strips in the latter part of

stemming from the Summer the week.)
Plan applying to the
Wednesday “Cochise the Indian
“THT” threesome of “Today”- Chief,” vidpix series done on location.
“Home’^'Tonight” shows. It’s figThursday— “Sgt. Preston of the
ured that the crossboard trio* might

ride

—

Incentive

have lured about $1,000,000 sans
the SIP setup, and thus the web is
an identical amount ahead at this
point. SIP offers discounts running
from 14 to 35% for the time only
and these yield bonuses in the
form of free spots on a graduating
scale. It marks a departure for the

web

in offering discounts for C
time, with participations on one
or more of the programs for the
period May 30 to Labor Day. Most
of the buyers are small outfits more
nearly associated with magazine
advertising.
As of the end of last week, spots
bought amounted to 361, led by
the 189 on Steve Allen’s “Tonight”
in a surprise upsweep over the
others. However, theory here is
that summer viewership on the
late-nighter will ' rise during the
hot weather (“people can’t sleep
and even if they could, the noise
from air conditioners and open
windows will keep them up”). The
“Tonight” boodle so far is $981,700; next, “Home” with 106 plugs
yielding $720,000, and “Today” with
66 shares for $369,000. Three underwriters have bought the threesome, Star Kist with a spread of

38 spots, Del Monte with 14 and
Mobile Homes with 26. The others
are one-show particants as follows:

“Today”: Apex Electric (26), JJ.
L. Bruce Wax (16); “Home”: Glass
Institute (12), Adolph’s (52), Polk
Miller’s Sargent’s Dog Care (20);
“Tonight”: International Salt (26).

Law Blower Fans

(13),

Mounties,” another locationer (for

Quaker Oats).

—

Friday
“My Friend Flicka,”
from the 20th-Fox larder.
Other principals on the closed
circuit were tv prexy J. L. Van
Volkenburg; who served as “moderator,” Glenn Marshall,
acting
chairman of the Affiliates Advisory
Board (he’s prexy of WMBR, Jacksonville), as well as Katz.
Latter
the “justification” switch
^
pitch, "citing in great detail how
had cut into the other webs

made

ABC

not only during the “Disneyland”’
60-minute time but in the fore and
aft where there was a definite payoff for the “third web” in maintaining viewer habits.
Katz utilized the Nielson nine-city chart in
cities with three or more stations
to trace the CBS-NBC dip affecting newsmen Douglas Edwards and

John Cameron Swayze and vocalists Perry Como, Jo Stafford, Jane
Froman, Eddie Fisher,. Tony* Martin and Digah Shore. He gave a step
by step, day by day picture of the
decline, showing also how, comparatively
“weak” ABC shows
grabbed

off ratings while knocking
out NBC’s “I Married Joan,” for
instance.
He stressed the large
adult audience (about 50%) snared
by the Disney show as well as the

“family

by

viewing” strength shown
“Rin Tin Tin” and “Lone
(Continued on page 42)

Helene

Curtis (52), Peerless Electric (39),
Polaroid (5). The Law Blower busiMost ambitious newspaper ven- ness is attributed to the Allen
show’s Dayton (O.) visitation (the
ture into the radio-tv coverage
fan company’s base).
Despite denials all around, the
will
yet
attempted
field
be
talk persists that Coca-Cola will be
launched in mid-May by the N. Y.
ankling the D‘Arcy agency and
shifting over to Young & Rubicam.
Herald Tribune, in the form of a
LINK
The D’Arcy-Coke affiliation is one
Reader’s Digest-size Sunday supof the oldest extant, approaching
plement, printed on slick paper in
its 50th anni.
color and with a full cover. New
A variety of reasons are ascribed
enterprise will kick off with an
NBC is calling its quits with its
88-page issue, and will appear longtime Richmond affiliation, noti- to the reported shift in the lucraweekly as a supplement to the fying Wilbur Havens that it is not tive billings. First off, practically
Sunday Trib. Plans are to achieve renewing its tv contract with all of the “old guard” at D’Arcy,
national distribution on the mag, WTVR after the June 1 expiration with foots deeply planted to Bob
Coke administration,
Instead the television net- Woodruff’s
as yet unnamed, after the manner date.
of other Sunday supplements.
work is making an affiliation deal have passed on. Second, a common
and
interest
(centering
Herald Trib night editor A1 with Tom Tinsley’s newly granted bond
President
Eisenhower)
Davies will move oVer to the new VHF station in Petersburg, Va., around
that’s forged a link around Cocasupplement as publisher, while the about 12 miles from Richmond.
Trib’s syndicated columnist, Hy
Move follows in the wake of Cola board chairman Woodruff, the
prexy, Bill Robinson and
Gardner, will be editor. Regular Havens’
permitting
its new
Tribune staffers like radio-tv col- NBC Radio contract to lapse and Y & R chieftain Sig Larmon. Third,
umnist John Crosby (who’s also failing to renew.
continues the increasing talk of disquietude
syndicated, by the way) arid adver- to use NBC radio shows but is do- over the Pepsi-Cola inroads.
While a Coke defection would
tising editor Joe Kaselow will be ing so without a contract.
NBCheavy contributors. Project, into TV takes the position that, with obviously be a blow to D’Arcy, it
which plenty of coiri will be fun- Richmond ending its one-station would be anything but fatal, since
nelled, is under direct supervision tv status and a competitive race in the agency has such major-entries
of Ogden Reid, who- recently .took the offing, it. can do better affiliat- as Anheuser-Busch and General
Aver as publisher o the paper.
Tire, among others.
ing. with Tinsley.

With Major

Mag

Project

,

NBC-TV BREAKS

WITH WTVR, RICHMOND

WMBG

WMBG

Wednesday, April 20, 1955

SHOWER OF STARS
LET'S TARE A TRIP
With Sonny Fox, Ginger MacMan- With Ethel Merman, Red Skelton,
(Pick the Winner)
Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy,
us, Brian (Pud) Flanagan
With Donald Woods, host; Vivian
Harold Lang, Cindy Robbins,
Blaine, Robert Strauss* Bruce Producer: Ted Sack
Patti Wharton, others; David
Director: Roger Englander
Bennett, Diana De Laire
Rose, musical .director
Writers: Bob Allison, Bob Fenwick
Producer: Michael Kraike
Jule Styne, Nat Perrin
Producers:
p.m.
Sun.,
3:30
30
Mins,,
Director: William D. Russell
Directors: Seymour Berns
CBS-TV, from New York
Writer: Russell H. Hushes
Gilbert
Writer:
George
30 Mins., Sat., 10:30 p.m,
Irving Gitlin, CBS public affairs
Choreographers: Gene Nelson,
ANHEUSER-BUSCH
director, has brought in “Let's
Starbuck
James
York
(film)
New
from
CBS-TV,
Take a Trip,” designed for the 60 Mink; Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
( D’Arcy
There seems to be a certain qual- six to 12 group. But like the circus, CHRYSLER
ages if last CBS-TV, from Hollywood
ity to the short stories of the late it’s for kids of all
McCanii'Erickson
Damon Runyon that defies trans- Sunday’s premiere is intended as
job,
crackerjack
The
word.
It
was
typical.
a
lation to the spoken
Having introed “Show Stoppers”
one exception to the rule was the with credits all nround, and an in January with Ethel Merman
legit “Guys and Dolls,” which was extra nod for the camerawork, and
Red Skelton, the once-aa sort of omnibus of Runyon’s which, brought helicoptering and month “Shower of Stars” took the
work as compiled by Abe Burrows the Brooklyn-Manhattan landcape same route last week, except on
and Jo Swerlirig, but most other at- right up close for what may well this outing it was excessively titled
tempts, notably in the field of film, have been the finest example of “Ethel Merman’s Show Stoppers."
seem to have failed. Latest to join intimate actioner remoting in tv The hour had its flashes, but these
the roster of unsuccessful entries annals. The minimum of film used were not too abundant despite the
is Screen Gems’ “Damon Runyon was remarkably merged.
presence of La Merman, Skelton,
Theatre,” which bowed last SaturFirst chapter in this Sabbath Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy,
day on CBS-TV in place of “Willy,” Trip” was done at the Coast and Harold Lang. Some of the
which moved to a Thursday slot- Guard NUr Station of Brooklyn’s numbers were begoffs in their
Floyd Bennett Field. Several offi- original version, but leagues away
Kickoff show in the series, “Pick cers were recruited to take adult for setsiders in this respect. This
the Winner,” emerged as a trite, guide Sonny Fox and his pair of isn’t to Say that the Jule Stynetired entry that couldn’t hold in- moppets
various Nat Perrin production failed, to
the
through
terest from the start. Just what stages of ’coptering, including a score in some innings; it’s simply
the element of Runyon's yarns is climactic air rescue mission spe- that the whole lacked spirit and
that makes dramatization difficult cially staged, and auditioning an failed to generate excitement in
is hard to spot, but in* this case it ocean that was cutting up a bit charting any new paths, being conwas plainly evident as the teleplay on a gloomy, overcast Sunday tent to make with the routine vaof Russell H. Hughes. His adapta- afternoon. lt marked a grand finale riety motif. Black and white vertion of “Pick the Winner,” not one
absorbing half-hour encom- sion of the tintcast lost values, as
anyway, to an
of .Runyon’s, .strongest
passing a flight by the permanent per usual, which may account in,
lacked pace and spirit, and Hughes’ kidcast
of Ginger MacManus, nine, part for the overall offishness. It's
treatment failed to fill, in the lags and Brian (Pud) Flanagan, 10, both about time the color shows were
in a not-so-strong plot.
They’re cheerful geared for the monochrome reof New York.
This, combined with dragging
ones, bright and inquisitive, arid ceivers first and for. the limited,
direction by William D. Russell
that
the
play is made rainbow subscribers second. This
them
it’s to
and almost mechanical playing by rather than to the viewers as such. is sornething for Chrysler and the
Vivian Blaine, Robert Strauss and
came
out not as a others to ponder.
result,
it
a
Bruce Bennett made the kickoffer As
Miss Merman was in the openshow in. there pitching
a tired affair. The stars can’t be coldblooded
home audi- ing production salvos via her
unpredictable
for
the
blamed too much for this one; noand updated “I Got
trademarked
that tried
body could have puffed life into ence but as a segment the ques- Rhythm” and the borrowed (from
through
the roles. But it’s a bit surprising for its interest
“All of You,”
Stockings”)
“Silk
moppets
posed by onscreen
that Miss Blaine, who was one of tions
for a click with Skelton interpolating on latthe Runyon dolls personified in themselves. It made
ter;
at the halfway mark with
the
considerably
by
aided
session,
“Guys and Dolls,” wasn’t able to
with which Fox maneuvered Hayes & Healy in a Kaintuck acdeliver more spiritedly, and that ease
What
activity sans waste cented, overprecious “Doin’
Strauss, who couldn’t look and all hands into
Comes Natur’lly; with Skelton in
sound more like a Runyon charac- motion or cuteness: Fox was per- Rodgers fc Hart’s "Ten* Cents a
emcee.
itself
fection
as
ter if he came out of one of the
Dance”; and in finale “That’s the
Ginger and Pud donned their Kind of Dame I Am,” Styne-Milpages of the book, was so stilted
and unnatural in his role as a Mae Wests, inflated ’em and were ton Pascal tune “based” on the
gambler and tout. For Bennett, it taken up for the skyline tour with Merman memoirs but without any
was an effective piece of casting, the sound and closeups near-per- particular distinction as a song
but he was so subdued by the story fect as they passed over and under even in its strictly personalized
that his influence was all but neg- bridges, buzzed a passing tugboat, form. Rest of the potpourri conligible.
saw other kids waving to them sisted of Lang’s lively “I Could
Screen Gems is going to have to from the streets below, came with- Write a Book” song and hoofery
revamp its production setup drasti- in an announced 50 feet of the (with Cindy Robbins assisting), his
cally on the series if it’s to bail it Statue of Liberty and, as they “Luck Be a Lady” interp from
out and keep it on the air. Not returned to the field, were treated “Guys & Dolls” (with Patti Wharthe least of a number of surprises to the crash alarm and the pre- ton as pard); Hayes & Healy in
is that the Columbia Vidpix sub- cision with which the rescue was okay “Disk Jockey” takeoffs ensidiary came out with a show of accomplished entirely within the casing Helen Traubel and Mario
such poor quality, since up to this camera’s eye. It ended with the Lanza, Fred Waring, Liberace,
series, it hasn’t missed yet, having breathless “rescued” pilot being etc.; Skelton’s sole solo, “Going to
had a perfect track record in “Ford interviewed.
the Movies,” a neat impression;
Theatre,” “Rin Tin Tin,” “Father
.Gitlin 4c Co., consisting of pro- and Hayes & Healy in the vintage
Knows Best” and “Captain Mid- ducer Ted Sack, initialer director “I Still Get Jealous” from “High
night.” It would be too bad if it Roger Englander, and scripters Bob Button Shoes.”
Trail.
clunked now, especially with a Allison and Bob Fenwick (plus
property with all the potential those corking cameramen and tech

DAMON RUNYON THEATRE

(

;

,

Runyon has

to offer.

Chan.

nicians)

have a number of exciting

subjects in the hopper, with next
week’s showcaser on how cartoons
With Gen. Holland Smith; Daniel are made for tv. As a kid show,
Riss, narrator; others
this is one of the best, and perProducers: Cliff Carling, William haps the most perceptive when it
Kamt
Icomes to entertainment mated to
Writer-Director: Kam
information. As a show for any
36 half-hours
age, it’s also tops, considering SunDistributed by General Teleradio day’s opener as the norm.
After ’trying for several weeks to
(Bill Weinstein (ex-NBC “Biogs
sell “Uncommon Valor” to a na- in - Sound”)
co-producer of
is
tional sponsor, General Teleradio “Trip,” with premiere show reined
has decided to throw the skein by Steve Fleishman and Weinstein
built on the exploits of the U. S
handling next Sunday’s remote.)
Marine Corps into syndication. It’s
Trau.
understood the distrib had to make
the syndication move in order to
meet the original terms with the SHELDON AT SIX
Marine Corps, which supplied most With Herb Sheldon
of the footage out of which the Producer: Steve Krantz

UNCOMMON VALOR

was produced and which Director: Willie

series

asked that

it

Stein.

get on the air before 30 Mins,; Tues., Thurs., Frl., 6 p.m.

WRCA-TV, N. Y.
summer.
The skein covers the Marines In
Herb Sheldon has added a
action from World War 1 through trice-weekly evening show over
this

the present, with Colonel Paul
Davison as technical advisor to
GT’s Executive Productions. The
one in the series that is being
reviewed was about the fourth or
fifth completed. It was on “Guadalcanal,” and, for the most part,
contained strong, dramatic realism.
William Karn, who co-produced,
directed and wrote the scripts,
began slowly with “Guadalcanal.”
Taking Marine library and captured Japanese footage, and often

WRCA-TV

to his Monday-thru-Satstint for that station. It’s a move that should find

urday morning

favor with the short pants set.
is good entertainment for
the kiddies, with Sheldon displaying a friendly manner without resorting to any patronizing prac-

Program

,

tices.

.

Half-hour stanza, caught last
Friday (15), included cartoon clips
and songstering by Sheldon, who
also works with a hand-puppet,
tagged Eggbcrt. Show also has educational value for the moppets in
a brief newsreel bit that uses film
clips to answer various queries

inserting specially shot scenes to
give the story more roundness, the
factotum wrote an okay narrative,
which was smoothly delivered by
Daniel Riss.
The voice behind sent in by the juves, who receive
spouted some fine supplementary prizes for their questions. Jess.

DAILY DOUBLE

With Jack Drees, June Meyers
Director: Jim Holmes
25 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:30 p.m.

TERMINAL MOTORS
WBKB, Chicago

played with his usual professional
polish. Also outstanding was Rita
Vale, as the latter’s wife who yens

There are few people around
today who can call Edward R. Murrow “Eddie” and get away with it.
On previous “Person to Person”
outings

it’s

for a divorce to
senator.

either been a friendly

“Mr, Murrow"
adequate
seemed
neither
but
enough for Sophie Tucker when
she opened up her Park Ave. (N. Y)
apartment to CBS-TV’s *“P to P.”
cameras Friday (15). She insisted,
on the informal show biz vernacular sprinkling her gab with plenty
of “Eddies” and some “dears” and
“darlings” thrown in for good measure. She did it, however, with an
assurance and affection that was
just right for her although a bit
startling to the viewer and even
perhaps Murrow, himself.
Show apparently is goirig in for
Previous week,
offbeat pairings.
the producers (John A. Aaron and
Jesse Zousmer) coupled Marilyn

“Ed” or

boyant and sentimental, Judge
Medina’s session was full of courtroom decorum and pleasant humor.
The camera trip to Medina’s
N.Y. apartment opened the halfhour. The 67-year old Judge, with
pipe in hand for assurance and at-

r

script

among

from England. It was not
the more successful shows
.

series, due primarily to
mechanical' questioning by
Christopher Wright, of Harvard
Although Toynbee showed a
U.

Of

this

some

willingness

maintained

to
unbend, Wright
a dry, academic air

was particularly unfitting for
the introductory comments about
that

Toynbee’s family background.

about the growth, clash and decay
There was, unof civilizations.
fortunately, little time to explore
his provocative thoughts on the
role of religion.

Toynbee

also spe-

cifically

.

ties in West Hampton, L.I., his reading habits and his career. Highlight of the visit came when he
told Murrow that because of the

show he was missing

his first class
reunion in Princeton in 46 years.
When Murrow told him he had the
Class of ’09 on the phone and that

they were watching the show
Medina’s eyes lit up incredulously.
It was an image worth rememberr

,

ing.

Looking like the elder statesof show biz (she’s celebrating her Golden Jubilee this year),
Miss Tucker dominated her quarter-hour completely.
In her big,

woman

unsparing voice, she made every
staternent sound like the introduction to one of her songs. Back in
Gotham for a stint at the Latin
Quarter, which began two nights
later (Sunday), she wasn’t at all
shy about boasting about her apartment, her souvenirs, her furniture
(Chinese teakwood in the bedroom), her linen closet, her profession, her friends and her charities.
Murrow had no trouble winding her up.
brief cue was all
she needed to go on a reminiscing
bender.
She told of youngsters

A

with this chatter-interview cross- sending her a picture wearing her
boarder parlaying sportscaster Jack first diamond and a Gainsborough
Drees arid looker June Meyers who hat. She told of how she stopped
first captured tele attention as the gambling in 1940
to concentrate on
foil for Tom Duggan on his late- charity work
by selling her books
nighter on the same station. Al- and records and she told
of how
though it’s apparent there’s an at- she loved to play in England.
tempt to throw off some sparks That’s a lot of territory to cover
with a no-holds-barred kickaround in a short visit. It’s just too
bad
of any and all subjects, Drees there, though, that
there wasn’t
scores more effectively with his enough time for at least one
song,
dry, low pressure wit rather than
Gros.
by any soapbox pontificating. And
he’s too much of a nice guy to
“Affairs
of
State,”
the
Louis
that
Meyers
in
draw out Miss
barbed repartee she and Duggan Verneuil play which had a successSo what ful run on Broadway a couple of
played, to the hilt.
emerges is a pleasant enough talk years ago with Celeste Holm starshow that’s cut to a cloth that’s ring, made for a sparkling "Studio
wearing a bit thin through overuse One” stanza on CBS-TV Monday
night (181. Eyerard Meade did a
on the Windy City scene.
Solo guest on chapter viewed crisp editing, job of shoe-horning
the story into the one-hour period
(15) was Gloria Van, new Label X
pactee, on hand for the obvious without the loss of any significant
detail or flavoi\
reason. The chinchin was okay but
Above all, a crackerjack thesphardly the sort of thing to cause
ing foursome executed the script
the hausfrau to drop her potato
with a style and wit that gave a
peeler. Best moments were when
Drees was discussing the phoned- high sheen to the frothy marital
intrigue which underlay the story.
sports questions, relayed by
in
Miss Meyers. This Is the guy’s The Washington, D.C., setting gave

Dave

Arnold Toynbee, the British historian w hose 10-volume “A Study
of History’ 1 is considered one of
the ranking intellectual achievements of our times, turned up
Sunday (17) on the NBC-TV “elder
wise men” series via a filmed tran-

emphasized the point that
he was not pessimistic about the
tractive wife in the room for com- passing of our own civilization, but
fort, was an excellent foil for Mur- again there
was no real opporrow. Although some viewers may tunity for him to grapple with
have been disappointed that more what specifically has to be done.
time wasn’t spent on queries about
A half hour, of course, isn’t
the Commie trial, whch brought much trine to
permit Toynbee
him to Page One, his folksy qual- much scope, but the show, despite
ity and genial humor gave ’em
did manage to
its shortcomings,
more of an insight into the man. raise some fundamental questions.
He spoke of his home and activiHerin.

Eddie Cantor, Georgie Jessel, Wal-

bailiwick and it would seem
the format could be better patterned along the athletic line.

*

Herin.

Monroe and Sir Thomas Beecham.
Flashes of Toynbee’s blind came
And for La Tucker’s 15-minute through
in the show’s latter half
pard, they picked Judge Harold R.
when
the discussion focussed on
The' two guests comMedina.
With a few
his theory of history.
plemented each other, however. lucid phrases, Toynbee succeeded
While Miss Tucker’s visit was flam- in outlining his general ideas

is

home

marry the younger

a respectful

ter Winchell and Jack Benny. She
making a pitch for the told of her mother’s objection to
early evening grownup' clientele her going on the stage and then

WBKB

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

!

some political coloration to the
yarn, but this was superficial and
few topical lines were attempted.
The play was designed and smartly carried off as a clever romantic
.

comedy.

U. S. Steel Hour on ABC-TV
week (12) borrowed from the
headlines in presenting Rod Serling’S “The Rack,” a drama about
an American officer who, as a
prisoner-of-war of the Reds,
cracked and collaborated with -the
enemy, signing leaflets and making propaganda speeches.
It was, on the whole, a convincing and thought-provoking show.
Revolving for the most part around
the actual court-martial of the
officer, played by Marshall Thompson, it had drama and impact. Yet
in inany ways It was disappointing
as a play and the reasons were inherent in Serling’s curiously anatreatlytical
almost detached
.

last

—

—

ment.
Since going on the Steel Hour,
“The Rack” has been sold to Hollywood (Metro) and it may very
well be that, in an expanded form,
will probe deeper and more
it
fully into the people involved. On
tv, Serling used his hour’s time to
examine the outward arguments
for and against the man who stood
up in the military court, accused of
treason and collaborating with the
enemy.
Since the writer has a great facility with words, and the subject
has plenty of controversial angles,
“The Rack” emerged as an absorbing, often fascinating study of a
problem. Yet its characters never
came alive.
The audience was
treated to what might best be
called an “animated argument,”
with each person standing for a
certain point-of-view without any
explanations

for

the

and

whys

wherefores of their position or the
experiences that conditioned it.
Story had Thompson coming
back from a Korean (or Chinese
He
Red) prisoner-of-war camp.

was welcomed by his father, an old
army man, who soon learns that
be tried for treason.
trial itself was staged well
with prosecutor and defense attorney offering their respective sides,
his son is to

The

Thompson was found

guilty

on

all

charges.

Wendell Corey as the prosecutor,
determined to bring Thompson to
justice, yet personally loathing the
job; Keenan
as the defense
attorney; Nicholas Joy as the father and Mitchell Agruss as a witness all did very well, with
perhaps the best in a juicy role that

Wynn

Wynn

contributed a degree of underhimself.
standing of. the man
Thompson, still confused by his experiences and bitter over his treatment, did a very fine and sensitive
job within the confines of the

Betty Furness, who has been doing the commercials for the Westinghouse bankrollers of “Studio script.
A major point of the drama was
Wallie Dunlap, v.p. of WlCCt di- One” for the past six years, made
the reason for just why Thompson,
rector of tv affiliate’s operations another one of her rare appearMaj. Hall, cracked under the
as
and conductor of daily deejay radio ances as a dramatic actress and
Red treatment when others, unshow, ends more than seven-year carried off her assignment neatly. dergoing the same threats, did not.
association with station to join She played the school teacher who Serling contented himself with the
and WTAO-TV, Cambridge, makes good via a marriage of con- plain answer that he just did, and
venience to an ambitious senator
Mass., as general manager: on
queswith an appropriately methodical took it from there. But the
May 15.
air.
As the handsome and some- tion still remained: What was it
Philip Merryman, WICC exec, what bungling senator, Jeff Mor- in Maj. Hall that’ softened him to
authenticity to narration. It’s not basis of the episode viewed, as at
known whether Karn or Smith least a fair challenge to vidfilm holding up replacement announce* row was excellent. Walter Hamp- the Communists' blows?
At one point, Thompson *dhimself penned the lines, but the skeins about other branches of the ment until he returns- from nuclear den, as the elder statesman who
General, plus giving arduously service.
Art.
junket td YuOda'FlafcV(Continued on page 44)
spts the' plot gears’ iri motion,

background to add an important
and historical dimension to the
immediate story. The landing itself detailed and distracting facts about
was done in strict minute-by-mi- the strategy of the battle, spouted
some of the most obvious platitudes
ute chronological Order.
For all this, Karn didn’t know ever made available to a military
how to utilize General Holland recruiter. Also, the music could
(Howlin’ Mad) Smith, retired Ma- have been used better to convey
rine, as host. Smith was inserted changing mood.
(face on camera) too frequently in
Despite these shortcomings “Unorder to add what was believed common Valor” shaped, on the
,

>

I

Dunlap Exits

WICC

Bridgeport, April ID.
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GOTTA GET
on
Used

to be that the motion picture industry viewed television
as a threat. Time for turnabout. Many video packagers and telefilm producers are beginning to look upon the major studios as
a threat to their own existence, and with gopd reason. In line
with the current swing of the studios into television, the .major
studios. are latching onto a lion’s share of tv time, freezing the
indies but of time for which they’d normally compete.

Walt Disney has an hour a week nighttime on ABC-TV, with
hours weekly daytime upcoming in the fall; Warners takes
an hour a week on ABC in the fall. 20th-Fox gets an alternateweek hour on CBS-TV, plus a weekly half-hour with its “My
Friend Flicka.’’ Paramount looks to be in with an hour a week on
the “Colgate Comedy Hour” time on NBC-TV comes the fall. Total:
Three and one-half hours a week, pius an hour alternate weeks,
five

1

,

in nighttime; five hours a week daytime. This doesn’t include the
activities of Screen Gems, Columbia’s long-established telefilm
Subsid, which for the fall so far has four nighttime half-hours in
“Rin Tin Tin,”. “Ford 'Theatre,” “Damon Runyon Theatre” and
“Father Knows Best” and a half-hour daytime with °‘‘Captain Midnight.”

Congress to Probe Threat to Keep Boxers Off
Televised Bouts in Cleveland
Cleveland, April 19.
threat to keep fighters off the
hour-long Saturday night

Set ‘Mark Trail’ Vidpix

A

Clarkson

First
Features,
the
radio transcription outfit headed by
Robert Clarkson, is making the
telepix plunge with a series based
on the “Mark Trail” comic strip.
Clarkson’s bought the rights to the
character from its creator, Ed
Dodd, and is planning to shoot a
pilot on the series, which stresses
nature and woodcraft, within ‘four
weeks at Dodd’s Georgia game pre-

WEWS

televised fights failed to materialize when Jossie Rodriguez kept
his scheduled (2) match with Ed-

die Crawford on the suds sponsored show.
7
The' threat, viewed as part of

_

the feud between Ohio fight managers' and New York managers,
will now be investigated by Congress with Rep. William Minshall
reportedly also asking the FCC to
probe the threat.
The issue broke into the open
(16) in a front page story by
Regis McAuley of the Cleveland
News who disclosed that Jack
Laken> promoter and fight manager with headquarters in Detroit, telegrammed Jack Carpenter, manager of Rodriguez, “my advice please don’t let Rodriguez on
outlaw studio show tonight. Just
received long distance call, from
Los Angeles that Rodriguez will
not box there the 14th if he
boxes on outlaw show. Take my
advice and protect Rodriguez who
has a wife and two children to
support as a future fighter.”
Carpenter disregarded the wire
and Rodriguez fought in the
scheduled bout. Incidently,
Herman Spero, producer of the
(Continued on page 42)

Down on Those
In one of his rare “for publication” statements, Frederic W. Ziv,
board chairman of Ziv Television

Scram

on commercial tv shows to ballyhoo films has been taken by Frank
should call a halt and the Screen
Actors Guild should clamp down
on the practice.

Even

critical

If Clients

period” which will deter- itself is definitely committed to a
26-week ride on the network, it’s
it can continue “to

mine whether

command

growing

enthusiasm been learned.

a

Still in its first 13-

week

cycle in the Wednesday-at9 30 spot on the network, show has
caused some Unhappiness to the
Attacking mediocrity and “com- bankrollers, who are considering
placency” among both the net- installing “Penny to a Million,” a
works and syndicators, among live new Ed Wolfe quizzer, as & reand film packagers, Ziv declared placement.
that “too many segments of our
If Sheaffer and Admiral do deindustry are complacent about the cide to drop “Who Said That?”- the
quality of the product and the serv- John Daly-moderated paneller will
ice we are delivering to the home move into a sustaining slot for
viewer. To be sure,” he continued, the balance of its 13-week cycle
there are many exciting and in- and an additional 13-week ride.
formative programs and entertain- Network bought the show from
ment ideas reaching our audience. packager Ann Gillis, who produces
But they are too few compared it for the network.
with the total volume of telecasting being presented today.
This
failure of the industry to maintain a continuously high level of
quality, ingenuity and inventiveness in its programs results in a
joss of. audience, a loss of impact
and finally a greater cost per thousand to the advertiser who is paying the bills.”

from

its millions of viewers and the
respect of major advertisers.”

:

No Free Time For

Politicos—Fellows

some

To Senate Group
Washington, April 19.
prexy Harold E. Fellows
came out strongly today (Tues.)

NARTB

against giving political candidates
free time on radio and tv during
election campaigns. Testifying before Senate elections subcommit-

which is considering new ceilon campaign expenditures,
Fellows said that “any suggestion
In this connection, Ziv called on that the industry should underthe industry to develop, new talent, write certain political campaign
in terms of writers, directors and costs is not only discriminatory
Television “must face, up but unrealistic and unworkable.”
actors.
If candidates got free time durrealistically to maturity in our
Fellows
said,
campaigns,
thinking and planning and our ex- ing
ecution.
We must dedicate our- “there would be nothing else on
selves to find and develop, encour- the air for a couple of months.”
agreed
with
Three
senators
age and nourish great new writers men and women who can ap Fellows’ position. Sen. Thomas C.
proach this vast new medium, .in Hennings (D.-Mo.), whose bill' to
the spirit of courageous explorers raise campaign ceilings to take acwithout being shackled by the for- count of tv costs is before the
Fellows
mulas, formats and inhibitions as- subcommittee, told
sociated with the earlier forms of “Your point of view appeals to
stagecraft,” he said.
“We must me.”' Sen Francis Case (R.-S.D.)
search out the eager and able commented that free time v/ould
young minds of directors who will encourage marginal candidates for
(Continued on page 42)
give voice and photographic genius
to the fine writing which can be
produced. We must encourage our
production and technical staffs to
Glickman-Wilson-Lee
find new and more dramatic ways
of storytelling, entertaining and
Sports Gab Nixed;
informing our audiences and help(Continued on page 42)
tee,

ings

.

Two

of the major tv networks
produce their own filmed programs in their own studios by early
fall, thus ending the longest jurisr
dictional fight between unions since
WEWS
video turned up the residual windfall for actors and other participants. Moving swiftly on the heels
of NABET’s acceptance of network
(NBC, ABC) contracts, both webs
announced immediate preparations
and filming their own, rather than
the current practice of “farming
out” to indie producers because of
union restrictions.
However, not
yet settled the matter of jurisdiction with its cameramen’s unio:f,
so that Columbia still faces the
Hollywood, April 19.
Some east coast talent agents prospect of farming out filmed
have writers coming and going. shows to independent producers or
As packagers they hire them to studios.
Both NBC and ABC are so
pen tv scripts, yet they still collect

WGA Gangs Up On

I*

Agent Malpractice

—

WGA

Team

WGAW

WGAW

MCA

WGAW

k

Sinatra,

who

said

actors

that

As A result of his refusal last
week of producer Sam Goldwyn’s
request to join others in. the “Guys
and Dolls” cast on Ed Sullivan’s
“Toast of the Town” plug for the
Goldwyn has
withdrawn John. Silver and Stubby
Kaye of the pic cast from Sinatra’s
16-minute stint pn Max Liebman’s
picture, Sinatra said,

NBC-TV

spectacular this

Sunday

124).

Goldwyn I'd work on the
Sullivan show if Sullivan paid and
gave the money tp charity; then
“I told

suggested that his sponsor, Lincoln-Mercury, pay something like
$100,000 to an actors fund.
But
he said "That’s not the point” and
ignored my suggestions.
Now,
after having originally given fine
permission to use Silver and Kaye
in a sketch on ‘Guys and Dolls/

i

he’s

withdrawn

how he can

I don’t know
them—they have

it.

stop

their rights,” Sinatra said.
The singer added that he's elimi-

nating the “Guys” sketch from the
Liebman show and won't mention
the picture on the program.
“I
think a stand has to be made
against these free appearances, and
I think it’s not fair that I do a
show for Sullivan with no pay and
then in the same breath ask Liebman and others to pay me. I cannot set a precedent.
“I’m a businessman, and get paid
when I’m on tv. I’m one of the
few in pictures who earns a living
in television.
I turned Sullivdn
down for a similar free show in
connection
with ‘Not as a
Stranger.’
They can use film
clips but when you make a special
appearance you’re entitled to compensation. My contract states I’ll
do stills and trailers for the picture, not tv. If it were a tv trailer
for Goldwyn Who would then buy
air time, I’d do it. I told Goldwyn
that if my schedule allows, I’d be
glad to do personal appearances to
promote the picture when it’s released,” Sinatra stated.

.

WATV

General Teleradio latched on to
Gene Autry-Roy Rogers pix
from MCA-TV yesterday (Tues.) in
123

a joint deal for four of its

o&q

sta-

in N. Y., Memphis, Boston
and Los AngeleS. It’s one of the
Says No Can Do first station buys of he Republic
hoss operas since they were turned
Latest “outside” trouble to face
to he vidpix distrib.
WATV. Newark, was radio indie over
GT stations included in the buy
WMGM’s stepping in and cancel- were
WOR, N. Y.; KHJ, L. A.;
ling plans for a nightly tele sportsWNAC, Boston, and WHBQ, Memfeature Marty Glickman,

tions

WMGM

:

the 10% agent fee. The first joint anxious to start filming in their
meeting of Writers Guild of Amer- own studios that engineers are beica resulted in a decision to take
(Continued on page 42)
action against such malpractices.
The joint get-together here of
East and West also ended Henny Youngman, Rocky
with F. Hugh Herbert being elected the first national chairman of
for Post-Pabst
the scribbler guild. He’s seated for
a two-year term.
Stanza
Musical-Variety
Beefs against agency two-way
Henny Youngman and Rocky
malpractices were said to come
chiefly from eastern writers, since Graziano are teaming for their own
has a successful format television show, the post-Pabst and
for working with Coast talent Mennen bouts segment on ABC-TV.
And it’s understood Series, titled “Henny and Rocky,”
agencies.
will model future action will be a musical-variety show,
in order to curb With Marion Colby as vocalist, and
after, the
Will run from the termination of
abuses.
A Guild spokesman made it clear the Wednesday night fights Until
that Hollywood agencies are not 11 p.m.
Series, which starts June 1 when
guilty of such practices. He specifically said that William Morris and the fights switch to ABC from
rate a clean bill of health. CBS, will be sold on a co-op
veepee Paul Franklin com- basis by the network. Web is tackplained: “We must stop the prac- ing a 30% cut off the local statice of agents who, while repre- tion’s time & talent price as its fee
senting writers, also act as their when and if the station sells the
employers in tv package deals, but show. Stations can sell the package either in a straight sale or on
still insist on collecting commissuch representations. a participating basis, but products
for
sions
'What this really means is that the competitive to Pabst and its other
employer is collecting, commissions beverages And. to, the Mennen
products are tabu.’
from his employee.”

WGAE

stand against Hollywood performers making cuffo appearances

Admiral
Pen
and
Sheaffer
week blasted television’s “tend- haven’t made up their minds yet
Said
“Who
whether
to
keep
On
ency to mediocrity” and Warned
the show
that the medium is “entering a That?” on ABG-TV, but

we have known.”
Need More Mature Thinking

will

19.

A

mo Said That?’ Stays

Programs and head of Ziv and
World transcription outfits, this

Ziv took an indirect swipe at
of the spectaculars, remarking that “what was good theatre
on
‘the
Broadway stage in the 1930’s
Drex Hines is exec producer on
the series, which will be put up for is not necessarily powerful television
drama today. The patterns
national sale.
of success in the many fields of
entertainment of the past should
not be our guideposts in building
this infant entertainment industry
which has the greatest impact and
the greatest potentialities of any

-

Shots

Hollywood, April

serve.

.

TV

Cuffo

So Go Do Something!
One

of those obvious little

ironies

to

the

industry

WCBS

(N..

Y.)

dee jay

is

Bob

Haymes’ current predicament.
Of probably all the men in the
radio

biz,

the

he’s

strangest

anti-rhythm & blues voiceeven to the degree where his
protests

got

indie

WINS

(which plays lots of r&b via
the Alan Freed show) to
virtually ban Haymescleffed
songs.

Now Haymes
through

gets

his

r&b

backdoor, so to
speak, and his hands are tied
against it. The Ford Dealers,
the

who’ve bought spots in his
show, have etched Frankie
Laine into one of the few spot
commercials ever made in r&b.
It’s a very obvious incongruity,
and it’s drawn much smiling
trade comment. As for Haymes.
he doesn’t feel that he has any
right to dictate fo WCBS sales
like he might concerning regular musical pieces. Besides, he
said, the Ford commercial ish’t
vulgar like mo,s£ other r&h,, it’s
just “corny.”
'

'

cast

to

phis.
It’s felt
is the first of
Ward Wilson and Bertram Lebhar many buys for this
o&o programming
(now WATV sales chief who forthat will come out of the GT headmerly teamed with other two on. a

WMGM

quarters, .Buy seems to fit under
reshow.)
Glickman and Wilson Herb Rice’s duties since he moved
over from Mutual,
were both restrained by contract
from doing similar shows else-

WMGM

similar
ports that

where.
Slated as a crackerbarrel session
and modelled after the longtime
show, it was to start last
week. Embarrassing to WATV. was

NIDORF RESIGNS AS

publicly announced show
start before the plans fell through.
In the past two weeks, the tele
station lost two other shows, one
through the same abortive route as
(bar
Glickman-WilsomLee
the
stanza. First a newspaper reporter
complained that a new trotting
race telecast provided living room
comfort to the bookmaking trade.
Then an unassociated criminal indictment against a home freezer
advertiser, forced would-be sponsor, Gimbel’s Food Plan, to back
out of a Barry Gray news commentary fqr fear of provoking the
public.

(Tues.)

O.F. BOARD CHAIRMAN
Mike Nidorf resigned yesterday

WMGM
that

it

.

ficial

chairman of OfPress of his duties,

as board

Films.

managing Jo Stafford was the
reason, with Official prexy
Hal

in

Hackett

stating

that

“increasing

demands” made on Nidorf’s time
by Miss Stafford’s affairs “was and
would continue

to interfere with
duties at Official.”
Nidorf
volunteered the resignation, Hackett said, and it was accepted with

his

some regret.”
He’ll be replaced on the board of
directors by Seymour Reed, treasurer of the company. No replacement as board chairman has been

“quite

’

’

set yet.

,
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Webb Wants Out on

Wednesday, April 20, 1955

‘Dragnet’; Desi

Decision by Elgin as to whether
will continue with its Tuesday
ABC-TV
on
dramatics
through the summer and into the
fall
should be forthcoming this
week. Watch company is huddling
with its agency, Young & Rubicam,
By DAVE KAUFMAN
on whether it wants to stay with
Hollywood, April 19the show after U. S. Steel pulls
That’s
It’s time for a change.
out of the alternate week slot and
the feeling of Jack Webb, who
transfers its dramatics to CBS-TV.
seeks out as lead of his “Dragnet”
Elgin is said to be downbeat
vidseries.
Hollywood, April 19.
about continuing, feeling that the
Not ready for the change no\\\
Gary Stevens is' general manager Steer switch lias robbed the time
but planning one as soon as their
slot of stature and of the concommitments with CBS are up orl of the Warner Bros, tv division tinuity that’s necessary for an al-.
the toprated “I Love Lucy” are which will produce studio’s hour- terriate sponsor to keep his audiDesi Arnaz. and Lucille Ball. Team long series for ABC-TV, it’s dis- ence. ABC-TV meanwhile is pitchis planning a new series when the
ing a dramatic hour with Alex
CBS pact winds, probably in two closed by Jack L. Warner.
Warner further said Art Silver Segal as producer-director as the
years.
Steel sub, and* if Elgin pulls out,
Webb said he is having discus- will be in charge of behind-the- it’s likely the net will pitch the
sions with his sponsor, asking scenes subjects in tv. Solly Biano,
Segal package for another time
Chesterfield’s okay for another a.cformer casting director for WB, is slot.
tor to be cast in the lead in
operation
casting chief for its tv
‘‘Dragnet,” and added: “They are
and is already interviewing actors
interested, but have reached no
Alternate Director Setup
Webb, current- for the various series.
decision as yet.”
it

Columbus, April

night

Looks to Post-lucy Era in

Twentysix persons,

TV

special “Anniversary

ABC Names

Smith

has pulled

J.

English

On

‘Big Story’

century.”
In addition to the above awards, a special “25th Anniversary
Citation” went to Frieda B. Hennock, only woman FCC member
and staunch fighter for educational tv channels. Citation was for
•‘outstanding contributions to the development of educational
broadcasting since appointment to the FCC.”
Also, special Anniversary Recognition Certificates were awarded
five foundations for “continuous assistance to educational broadcasting over ah extended period during the last quarter century.”

Foundations cited are: Fund for Adult Education, Ford Foundation, W. K. Kellog Foundation, Alfred P. Sloan Fund and the
Payne Fund. The Rockefeller Foundation also was mentioned
but not formally granted a certificate because it does not, as’ a
matter of policy, accept awards.
The 26 individuals receiving awards are:
Kenneth Bartlett, v.p. and dean of ‘public relations, Syracuse U.;
Bryson, professor of education, Columbia U. and CBS
counsellor on public affairs; Franklin ‘Dunham, chief of radioOffice of Education; Dorothy Gordon, originator

Lyman

television, U.S,

and moderator, New York Times Youth Forums; Robert B. Hudprogram coordinator. Educational Television and Radio Center,
Ann Arbor; Richard B. Hull, director of radio-television, Iowa
State College; George Jennings, director of radio and television,
Chicago Public Schools;
R. S. Lambert, supervisor of school broadcasts, Canadian. Broadcasting Corp.; Kathleen N. Lardie, manager of WDTR, Detroit,
and director of radio-television, Detroit Public Schools; William
B. Levenson, deputy superintendent of Cleveland Public Schools
and director of WBOE; Leon Levine, director of the office of
Radio-Television, Columbia U.; Harold B. McCarty, professor and
director of the division of radio-television education, U. of Wisconsin; Eleanor McClatchy^ owner and president of McClatchy
Broadcasting Co., and McClatchy Newspapers, Sacramento;
Adrian F. Michaelis, head of the radio division, public relations
department, Standard Oil Co, of California; Allen Miller, director
of information services and general manager, KWSC, State College of Washington; Edward R. Murrow, CBS reporter and news
analyst; M. S. Novik, radio and tv consultant; William S. Paley,
chairman of the board of CBS; Robert Saudek, director of TVRadio Workshop of the Ford Foundation; Frank E. Schooley, director of university broadcasting and manager of WILL-AM-FMTV, U. of Illinois and president of the National Assn, of Educa-

So Boys

son,

Smith out of his post as television
Can Go Out on Location
program service m a nager and
nairied him network coordinator
David Ricb, who’s been hanthe
Presents,”
Bros,
“Warner
on
directing
chores on
dling
the
4 result he thinks the show would new Tuesday hour-long show the
pave a fresher look with another ’film company will make for ABC. Bernard Prockter’s “Big Story”
topliner.
Smith will move from New York on NBC-TV for the past two years,
Arnaz has a different motive for to the Coast, where he’ll headquar- moves to an alternate-week status
a change in scenery as he plans to ter at the Warner’s lot, but will this
Friday
(22)
when Allan
launch a dramatic anthology series, report through program chief Bob Cooke picks up the first of his
fcJesilu Playhouse, hour-long tele- Lewine in N.Y. to ABC Television new directorial assignments. Purfilms which would be co-hosted by veep John Mitchell and programs pose of the switch from eVery-week
the, comedy team, with the pair
talent v.p. Bob Weitnian.
to alternate-week directors is to
•tarring in some of the segments.
held by enable the director of each show
that
parallels
Post
He explained he and his wife want Sandy Curiimings, network’s coor- to go on location with the film
to broaden, their scope of activity, dinate on “Disneyland” who works crews in advance of the live proand added he. feels the trend is in- out of the Disney studios in Bur- duction. In the past, -Rich never
creasingly toward the hour-long bank.
handled the filmmaking portion
program, saying he feels it will
of the show, confining his direcbe in full swing by the time they
tion to the live production and
begin their new show.
integration of the film footage.
to Audition
Still a Year To Go
Both Rich and Cooke will go out
“Lucy” pact has one more year
on. location in the future, thus
Col Talent for ‘Elgin’ controlling the show from beginto go, with an option for another.
Reruns will take it far beyond the
Implementation of ABC - TV’s ning to end.
CBS- deal with Columbia Pictures to
first-run series expiration.
Decision was made by Robert
TV launched reruns of “Lucy” last spotlight the studio’s younger con- Lewis Shayon, who took over the
Sunday (17).
producer’s slot on the show a ffew
Arnaz said Desilu will have 160 tract players on the network’s dra- weeks back when Everett RosenVidpix canned by the end of five matic shows gets underway this thal left, the Prockter stable to go
years and added, “I wouldn’t sell week with the visit of “Elgin Hour” into business for himself.
Rich’s
$5,000,000,”
for
pictures
those
producer Herb Brodkin to the new deal includes an extended
which he said he considered a convacation, to start seven weeks beservative estimate of their value. Coast. Brodkin will audition Col’s fore
eight-week
Story’s”
“Big
Desilu has outright ownership of young stars for roles on “Elgin” summer hiatus. Rich will continue
other ABC-TV
showcases.
the telepictures, although company and
Godfrey’s
director
of
Arthur
as
has cut its writers and a few Brodkin planed out today (Wed.) “Talent Scouts” on CBS-TV during
others in for participation on the for a three-day tour.
He’s
held
down the
summer.
He’ll also take a gander at Uni- the
In addition, “We hardly
reruns.
Godfrey post for six years.
versal's stable of picture talent for
(Continued on page 40)
the same purpdse. Columbia deal
MILT GORDON TO COAST
was set between ABC-TV program
& talent veep Bob Weitman and
Television Programs of America
Florida Citrus Options
Col exec producer Jerry Wald a prexy Milton Gordon planed to the
couple of months back. Universal Coast over the weekend to finalize
ABC-TV’s ‘Wyatt Earp’;
deal was set informally since that production details on four new
.

TPA

time.

May Sub

‘20 Questions’

ABC-TV has withdrawn its new
“WyaH Earp” western series from
pending a decision by Florida
Citrus Commission on whether it
wants the show for next fall as a
replacement for “20 Questions.”
Citrus association is holding onto
the Tuesday-at-8:30 time currently
but
“Questions”
by
occupied
gnic

,

doesn’t want to continue the quizIt’s taken an option on “Earp”
and is exploring the budgetary
problem, since the “Earp” vidpixer
costs at least three times as much
as "Questions.”
A factor in the final decision of
the citrus growers and J. Walter
Thompson is the sudden strength
of the time slot, since it’s adjacent
to the ihcoming “Warner Bros. Presents” hour-long segment. “Earp”

aer.

NEW MBS
Mutual

this

series.

tional Broadcasters;
Seymour N. Siegel, director of eomrmmications, City of New
York; Charles A. Siepmann, professor of education and chairman
of the department of communications, New York U.; Mary Somerville, comptroller Of talks, BBC, London; I. Keith Tyler, professor
of education, Ohio State U. and director of the Institute for Education by Radio-Television; Paul A. Walker, attorney and former
chairman of the FCC; Judith Waller, director of public aff ail's
and education, NBC, Chicago.

Ohio State Institute
Continued from page C8

its

bright, glittering picture

educators

In

He’ll discuss casting,
releasing details with

its

had

place

held

of

comes the vision

'

of

the closed circuit television operation, which received some tremendous support from several speakers.

Eells.

share of shorttime network radio
New properties, couple of which „ College administrators facing
billings via a buy by Scholl Manu- have been in the works for a year doubled enrollments in the next 10
facturing.
or more, are “Count of Monte years may find a solution to some
The footpad firm inked for 11 Christo,” “Leather Stocking Tales,” of their problems in close/i circuit
“multi-message” spots in the 8:30 “Tugboat Annie” and an untitled tv, suggested the Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, U. of Detroit presto 9 p.m. strip, Starts April 28.
animal series.
'

ident.
“I believe,” said Fr. Steineir,
“that television has not yet been
given a chance to prove its worth
in
field
this
of closed circuit
campus classroom broadcasting.”

‘Disneyland’ Repeats Getting Bigger

He foresaw

an educational revo-

Audiences Than 1st Time Around

lution in which the extraordinarily
competent teacher will come into

Most decisive argument for sum- share, an increase rating of over
Trendex reports on the
since the practice be- 25%.
gan was struck last week by Walt other four repeats telecast thus far
ABC-TV “Disneyland,” show mixed results, with ratings
Disney’s
which Went into a repeat cycle on increased and share lowered in
is being produced by Lou Edelman,
who turns out the Danny Thomas this year’s output on March 16. some cases and ratings up and
He's cur- Nielsen advance reports on the share down in others.
vidpixers for ABC-TV.
Trendex results thus far show:rently working on the pilot for an first two shows reveal that the reother' series, "It’s a Great Co un peat visions drew ratings in one “Operation Undersea,” repeat Verthe
arid
in
March 16, 26,0 rating, 44,8%
higher
sion
nearly
case
10%
try,” which the network is prep-

his own, reaching hundreds and
thousands of students on his own
campuses and (by networking) on

ping for

mer repeats

other

sale.

more than 25% over

the orig-

of the winter firstAdditional Trendex material
to some exNielsens
disputes the
tent on the degree of increased
audience, but the more recent
Trendex research gives the repeat
last week of the “Davy Crockett”
episode a 25% audience boost,
pointing up the fact that public
realization that “Disneyland” is
in a repeat cycle hasn’t affected
the show’s rating an iota.
Trendex nine-city report (ABC
is using nine-city data on the repeats even though the research out15 cities because
fit has gone to
the originals Were taken on a nineinal

ratings

runs.

Hamm

Brewery’s Sports

On CBS

Regional

Chicago, April

Web
19.

Hamm

Brewery has turned to the
CBS radio network to give it a
38-station
regional hot weather
spread with 11 five-minute weekly
sports capsules over a 22-week
span starting next Monday (25).
Scoreboards will air from here
with Joe Foss, WBBM miker, at the
helm. They’ll run cross the board
at 7 and 10 p. m. (EDT) and at
6:55 p. m. Saturdays.
Sudsmaker is bypassing WBBM,
the originating station, because of
its heavy Windy City exposure on
- TV’s
baseball
telecasts.
Agency Is CampbelMYIithun.

WGN

city

basis)

for

last

Wednesday’s

“Disneyland,” the "Davy Crockett”
episode; shows a 35.4 rating with
a 59.8% share of audience, compared with the Pep* 15 firstrun
Trendex of 28.1 with a 51.0%

after 30 years of conscious

some effort, has been able to develop any
consistently higher standards of
running
discrimination* among British listheir own stations which could teners and viewers than has been
send its uplifting signal into homes attained in the United States with
in 40 counties, is definitely fading. a competitive system of broadcast-

The

timing and
board chairman Edward Small
and western division veep Bruce

BIZ

BBC,

est entry to educational telecasting.

TPA

week picked up

19.

21 men, were presented
week by the Institute for

last

Education by Radio-Tv;
The awards, one for each year of the Institute’s life “and one
grow on,” were presented for “outstanding contributions to the
development of educational broadcasting during the last quarter

TO WARNERS’ TV JOB

ABC-TV

women and

to

NAME GARY STEVENS

producer-director-star of
the
ly
*‘Pete Kelly’s Blues” at Warner
Bros., said he would continue supervision of “Dragnet,” but feels
interest in a star in one series declines with Che years, and that as

five

Awards” here

where now his listeners are
confined to a few scores, This classtool, said Fr. Steiner, “we
can’t afford to overlook.”

others,

room

J

share; original firstrun Dec. 8, 31.6
rating,
“Seal Is55.0% share.
land,” repeat March 23, 29.7 rating, 51.4% share; original showing
Nov. 10, 26.1 rating,, 48.3% share.
“Monsters of the Deep,” repeat
March 31, 30.9. rating, £6.9% share;
original Jan. 19, 34.1 rating; 54.0%
“Alice in Wonderland,” reshare.
peat April 6, 29.4 rating, 52.3%
share; original Nov. 3, 30.3 rating,
49.2% share.
But it’s the Nielsen’s for the
second half of March, just in, that
provide the topper. Nielsen data
gives “Operation Undersea” a 47.4
rating and a 56.8% share, compared with the original’s 43.4 rating and 52.6% share. And on “Seal
Island,” the increase is over 25%,
with the repeat garnering a 51.9
rating and a 64.3% share, compared with tha firstrun’s 40,2 luting
land 47.2% share.

ing.”

He said the British are providing
a larger proportion of programs to
minority and intellectual groups
than the U. S. system, and yet it
is not overlooking the majority audience. Paulu also reported the
trend is away from the serious toward the

program

light

in. Britain.

In 1946, for instance, the intellectual Third Programme accounted for 4% of British radio listening but it is now struggling to
maintain a 1% share of audience.

‘Mark Twain Theatre

Of Air’ for Filmcraft;
Refute

MCA

Clearance

Coast
Productions,
telefilm outfit which does the physical production on the Groucho
Filmcraft

Marx show,
based

readying a series
works,
of the
Filmcraft has cleared rights
is

Mark Twain’s
“Mark Twain Theatre
on

Gene King Speaks

titled

In another session on some International aspects of broadcasting,

Air.”

Russians poured $3, 000, 000,,000 into
the fight; VOA’s budget last year
was a little more than $16,000,000.
King said there is conclusive evidence the Voice gets through the
Iron Curtain. Three-fourths of its
programs, he revealed, are beamed
to Communist nations at a cost of

the estate.
Meanwhile', MCA’s Revive
ductions is proceeding on its

to the show and to certain of
Eugene King, Voice of America Twain’s material with the writer’s
program manager, said Russia is estate, and has shot a pilot which
spending more money to jam radio is being peddled to prospective
programs than it costs the Voice sponsors by the William Morris
to operate. In 1953, he said, the office, repping both Filmcraft and

Pro-

“New

Adventures of HuCk and Tom,” supposedly based on the Samuel L..
but
stories,
(Twain)
Clemens
Chamberlain, Clark, Buchner &
Willi,

attorneys representing trus-

day tees of the estate, inform that the
trustees “have never granted any
During the same session, Burton rights whatever to MCA, Revue
Paulu, KUOM manager at the U, Productions, or any of MCA’s afof Minnesota, exploded the myth filiates for a tv, or any other series
on any of Mark Twain’s
off the British Broadcasting’s abil- based
It is therefore
ity to sow culture among its listen- works or material.
false
and wholly misleading to
ers.
“There is no evidence,” reported state that MCA has cleared the
Paulu, a former Fulbrigbt .research rights with the estate of Samuel
scholar “With* the BBC,, “that the Clemens.”

$10,000,000 (75 programs a
broadcast in 38 languages).
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yfcftiEfr

and National Spot Film Chart

City-By-City Syndicated

time factors 9 since sets-in-use and audience composition vary according to
time slot 9 i.e., a Saturday afternoon children’s show9 with alow rating9 may
have a large share and an audience composed largely of children , with cor•
responding results for the sponsor aiming at the children’s market . Abbreviations and symbols are as follows: (Adv.) 9 adventure % (Ch) 9 children
(Co) 9 comedy ; (Dr 9 drama; (Docj 9 documentary ; (Mus) 9 musical;
(Myst 9 mystery; (Q) 9 quiz; (Sp>9 Sports; (W) 9 western; (Wom) 9
women’s . Numbered symbols next to station call letters represent the staThose ad agencies listed as
tion’s channel ; altchannels above 13 are ZJHF.
distributors rep the national spot sponsor for whom the film is aired.

chart of city-by-city ratings of syndicated and nacities reported by American Research Bureau

40 to 60

‘

on a monthly basis. Cities will be rotated each week , with the 10 top-rated
All
film shows listed in each case , and their competition shown opposite
ratings are furnished by ARR 9 based on the latest reports
.

.

This VARIETY chart represents a gathering of all pertinent
tion about film in each market 9 which can be used by distributors ,
stations and clients as an aid in determining the effectiveness of
show in the specific market . Attention should be paid to time

informaagencies ,
a filmed

— day and

TOP COMPETING PROGRAM

t

TOP 10 PROGRAMS

AND

DAY AND

TYPE

STATION

CHICAGO

3.
5.

Approx. Set Count—-2, 050, 000
WBKB

Annie Oakley (W)

1.

2.

6.

Gene Autry Time

.

.

(W)..

.

.

.

.

i

.

...

.

.

.

Janet Dean, R.N. (Dr)
All Star Theatre (Dr)
9. Hans Christian Andersen (Ch)
10. Racket Squad (Myst)
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

CBS

Sun, 2:00-2:30

Ziv

Sun. 5:00-5:30

MCA
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Interstate

Approx. Set Count

Little Rascals (Ch)
Bill Hickok (W)

WXYZ
WXYZ

.

Interstate

Superman (Adv)
Flamingo.
........ ..WXYZ
Badge 714 (Myst)
..WWJ
..NBC
Cisco Kid (W)
..WXYZ........ Ziv
Amos ’n’ Andy (Com)
WWJ
.CBS

.

.

.

.

WXYZ

.

Eddie Cantor (Com)
Mr. District Attorney (Adv)

KRON

6.

Liberace (Mus)
Cisco Kid (W>
Range Rider (W)
Star and the Story (Dr)
Waterfront (Adv)

.

.

.

3.

.

10.

(2),

WNBQ

.

;

.

.

.

,

.

.28.7

.

.

.

Wed. 7:00-7:30

MCA

..Sat. 7:00-7:30

CBS

.

TPA.

Sun. 4:30-5:00
Tues. 6:30-7:00

Ziv

Fri.

„

.

Sat. 7:00-7:30
Fri. 10:30-11:00

Wed. 9:00-9:30

.KPIX.

CBS

.KRON.
.KRON.

MCA

.

of the Jungle (Adv)

.

.

.

.

Official

Tues.

.

.

.

6:30-7:00

.28.1.
-23.1
.21.0.
.20.5
ji8«0

.

wOh

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

38
....
48 ..... ....

*«••••*«•

17.8

.

(2),

83 ....
77
53
....
69
....
48
41..... .
59

....

.

.

,22:1.

Sun. 9:30-10:00Thurs. 6:30-7:00
Tues. 7:00-7:30

.21.7.
.21.7. ........
.21.2.
19.8 ........
.19.4.

.Thurs. 7:00-7:30
8:30-9:00

.

8.
9.

.

WGN
WBBM
WBBM

Adventure

Red Skelton

11.6
25.5

..

..WBBM

......

1.2
1.6
8.6
9.6
2.6
3.1
5.4

.

6.5
.20.4

WJ (4), WXYZ (7), CKLW (9)

.

51.9
29.6
61.4
87.9

60

87.0

WGR

TPA

Florian Za Bach (Mus) .......

.WGR.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

MCA

.

10:30-11:00

.

.

Mon.

MCA

Eddie Cantor

NBC

•
-

WAVE

MCA

.WAVE.

ABC

(Com)

T

.

News

TV

—D.

Ziv

WAVE.

MCA
MCA

WHA£
i.

KRON

Edwards

.

KPIX
KPIX

.

*

WBEN

KRON
KGO
KRON

......

WBUF

(4),

WBEN
WBEN
WBEN
WBEN
WGR
WRFN
WREN
WBEN
WOR

Big Story
T.nnlr of

T.ot , c

.

.Sun.

.

.

.

.

,

.27.0.
.24.4.

60....
68

35.8

Pinlnr T.ca

.24.0.

77..

31.2

Howdy Doody
Omnibus

Stations

.

33.9. ....
.32.1.
.31.8.

Tues.

.29.1.

Thurs.

9:30-10:00
.Sun. 6:00-6:30
Sun. 5:30-6:00
Mon. 7:30-8:00
Sat. 9:30-10:00
Thurs. 8:30-9:00

.

.

5:00-5:30
7:30-8:00

Wed. 9:30-10:00

.

71

52
70. .......

28.8
26.6

63
62
54

.26.4.
.26.3.
.26.3.

46
46
43

.

Pnn (trace

Art Linkletter
45.2 Ozzie and Harriet

55.9
45.2
48.0
62.1
45.5

WGR

—WAVE

Omnibus
Climax
pArnor

Hopalong Cassidy

Ramar

WHAS
WHAS
WAVE

.

.WHAS

WAVE
WHAS
WAVE

Hour

Hollywood Theatre
Ford Theatre

i

.

7.2

(11)
.

.

.

WTT
A <5
yv n/io

of the Jungle

Caesar’s

...11.6

.

WAVE
WAVE
WAVE
WHAS
WHAS

Theatre

Film Short
45.7 See It Now
46.5
49.3
57.5
57.5
61.8

.

WHA S

(3),

Pantomime Quiz

Parhiir’e

.

.

WBEN

Do You Know Why; News.

"R/Orl

(17)
.... 8.8
. .30.8
10.0
5.6
7.6
4.4
11.2
28.2
3 2
4.8
17.4
11.2

.

You Are There

89

14.9
..12.5
,23.2

.

Robt. Montgomery Presents WGR
Red Barber’s Corner
.WBEN

N'Pw«
Sports Spotlight

80:

13.7
25.3
.

.WGR

84.4

40.2

7.5.

7.2

KPIX
KPIX

.

39.4
55.6
31.6

.

(?) ’

!

Norby

Starlight

.

WHAS

1

10.4
23.3
8.8
26.5
12 9

..14.2
3.2

.

KPIX

.

72
49
86

.44.7.

.

CBS News—D. Edwards,... KPIX
KPIX
Perry Como

83

—-415,000

.

KGO

.

!k

j

9.7

..

13 )

Theatre

CBS News

3.2
20.6

.

Search for Adventure
Falstaff

Kraft

--

52
76

.

KG °
(

64.0 Television Playhouse
36.5 Pond’s Theatre
48.9 Favorite Story
40.9 This Is Your Music
57.2 Topper

44.0
66.8
41.2

.

.WJBK
.WWJ
.WWJ ...
.WWJ

.

R

Stations—WGR (2),

-

.

.

.

Traffic Court
All Star Playhouse

.28.2.
.27.4.
.27.2.

...Fri. 9:30-10:00
Fri. ,10:00-10:30

Ziv

.WAVE.
.WHAS.
.WAVE,

W aterfront (Adv)
I Am the Law (Myst)

Zoo Parade

3.7

CKLW
WXYZ
.WWJ
WJBK

«

Liberace
Files of Jeffrey Jones
Lassie

.28.4.

Sun. 6:00-6:30

WAVE.

City Detective (Myst)
Superman (Adv)
Cisco Kid (W)

for It

6:30-7:00

....Mon. 7:00-7:30
...Tues. 5:15-5:45

.Guild

.WHAS.
.WHAS.
.

.

Week

You Asked

Sun. 6:30-7:00
Fri. 9:00-9:30
Fri. 7:00-7:30

Approx. Set Count

Kit Carson (W)
Passport to Danger (Adv).
Liberace (Mus)

.WWJ

Play of the

Beat the Experts

.

.WBEN.
.WGR.

48
34

,

.35.0
.34.8
.31.4.

Mon. 9:30-10:00

.WBEN.

714 (Myst)

Various

Norby

37.1
53.2
40.8
47.9
51.0
34.6
47.2
37.2

83
38

57.........

.

.Wed. 7:00-7:30

.

.

....Wed.

.

Waterfront (Adv)
Little Rascals (Ch)

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

10.

Close-Up
Wrestling
Studio One

WGN (9)

WNBQ
WNBQ
WBBM
WGN
WGN
WNBQ
WNBQ

.

Wrestling

*38.4
.... 35.3

80.

.26.5.
.24.5.
.23.5.
....... .23.0.

... Fri.

.

WGR.

.

Badge

7.

(7),

Sunday Showtime
Mr, Wizard

Stations—

Ziv
Ziv

.

.

—WJBK

28.4

•

7:00-7:30

NBC

.

1.

6.

WBKB

Omnibus

.

Count—1,035,000

Guild
Ziv

.

WBEN
Superman (Adv)
WBEN
I Led Three Lives (Dr)
Colonel March (Myst) ....... WGR.

2.

5.

(5),

City Desk
American Forum

28.1

.

RATING

STA.

Jo Stafford

LOUISVILLE

3.

PROGRAM

|

t

4.

'

1

41.2
50.7
47
27.9
85.
74....
30.2
*31.3
68
..... 46.0
44
34'.
;.... 54.9
48....
29.1
26.
68.2

.

—430,000

Liberace (Mus)
City Detective (Myst)
Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

8.

*30.9
29.2

.

.

Approx. Set Count

Ramar

9.

.

.

.

...Wed. 6:30-7:00

KRON.

5.
7.

.

Wed. 6:30-7:00
.Sun. 7:00-7:30
Thurs. 6:30-7:00

. .

.KPIX

4.

6.

.

.

61 ...

.

Stations

Mon.-Fri. 6:00-6:30

,

.

.

BUFFALO
2.

.

.

.Mon. 6:30-7:00

.**.

.

KGO

.

.

.

.KRON.

.

Superman (Adv)

1.

91.

.25.6

.

..

USE

—-WBBM

25.3
.23.7
.23.7
22.4... .... ...
*21.2
20.4
..
18.8
..
.18.6
.18.0

—1,470,000

Flamingo

Approx. Set

5.

9,

.

.WXYZ
..CKLW

4.

8.

.

.

Badge 714 (Myst) ......... KPIX
KGO
Wild BiU Hickok (W)..

10.

.

.

;

.WXYZ

SAN FRANCISCO

7.

.

.

.

.

.

1.

.

.

Waterfront (Adv)
8. Annie Oakley (W)
9. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv)
10. Boston Blackie (Myst)
....
4 Average Weekly Rating

2.

.

...Mon.-Fri. 5:30-6:00
Sat 10-30-1100
.Mon. 9:30-10:00
Sun. 2:30-3:00
...Tues. 8:30-9:00
.

.

.

7.

3.

.

ABC

Wild

€.

Sat. 5:00-5:30
.

3.
5.

.

.

....Sun. 1:30-2:00

CBS
TJM&M

2.

4.

.....

Sat. 10:00-10:30

Flamingo
Flamingo
Screen Gems..

.

Stations

SETS IN

Average Weekly Rating

DETROIT
1.

.

WNBQ
WNBQ ......
WBKB
WBBM
WNBQ
WNBQ
WBKB
WGN

.

7.

8.

.

.

WBKB.

Cisco Kid (W) ...
Mayor the Town (Dr)
•Wild Bill Hickok (W)
Superman (Adv)

SHARE
(%)

FEBRUARY
RATING

TIME\

DISTRIB.

.11.3

..14.1

18 2

,

...

9.3

16.6
...17.7
.22.7
.31.1
..31.3
.35.6

.

.

.

.

.

r

HARTFORD

Approx. Set
.WNHC.

1.

Wild

2.

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

Bill

Hickok (W)

3.

Range Rider (W)

4.

Waterfront (Adv)
Death Valley Days (W)

5.

WKNB...
WNHC...
.WNHC...
.WNHC,,.

Liberace (Mas)

.WKNB.

1.
t.

..

Dangerous Assignment (Adv) WKNB
Century (W) .WNHC...
.

.

7:00-7:30

.26.5

7:00-7:30

.25.6

.

.

.

WGTH
WNHC

WKNB

(18),
(8) New

(30)

WKNB
WKNB
WKNB
WNHC
See It Now
WKNB
Early Show
WKNB
Early Show; Weathervane .. WKNB
Western Playhouse ........ WGTH
Chronoscope
WKNB
Late Show
WKNB
Caesar’s Hour
WNHC
Mama
WNHC
Sunday Matinee
WKNB

Early Show
Early Show; Weathervane.
Early Show
Early Show; Weathervane
51.2 This Is Your Life

54

49.2

R7

45.0

.

.

.

...... Guild

NBC.

.

.

Mnn

fl-fld.A'SA

Fri

.Sun. 1:30-2:00

.21.2
.20.9
.19.4...
.

.

.

41

63
44. .......

16.8

j;n

15 a

67
OR

.15.0

33.0
44.5

28.0
22.7

.

•

14 1A
AH*

•

«

«
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i

•

<

91
dtL

B9.5
£«! O
00.0

•
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*
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56

24.1

New

Britain;

Haven

.

Sat. 6:90-6:00
..Sat. 11:00-11:30

Star and the Story (Dr)

.

Mon,

Sat. 7:00-7:30
..Tues. 10:30-11:00
Thurs. 7:00-7:30

Meet

10. Stories of the

.

Stations

.WNHC...

7.

(Com)

.Tues.

.

WNHC...

6.

Corliss Archer

Count—250,000

.WKNB

.

18.0
21.2
.....; 14.7
.14.7
28.5
6.2

23.5
22.4

,

*

,

.

9.7
2.9
5.9
.35.0
51.5
9.4

«
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CBS ’Sunday Afternoon’

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

in n. Y.-to

L

Following the lead of Dennis James, who’s come to a parting of the
to continue as a straight
announcer, Jean Alexander is exiting New York’s Savarin Coffee camp
this week. She’s the "Savarin Girl” on WRCA-TV's "Saturday Night
News,” a stint of several years’ duration. No more commercials, says
she, prefers dramatic roles (she’s an actress, inclusive of picture
credits), and thesfe don’t come too -frequently to the plugging sorority

Pix Get Second

a. Shift

"Top TV Shows Of th« Y«ar,” edited by Irving Settel, ourrently
CBS Radio’s "On a Sunday Aftwith CBS and with a varied career in tv (while abroad he was Variety's
ernoon” will shift to the Coast at.
$ron Curtain mugg), is oft the Hastings House presses this week ($5.50).
the end of May.
The 4:05-5:55
|t’» the first comprehensive anthology of current television programs,
show has originated in New York
representing the best the medium has to offer in the multiple catefor the past year with Mike Walories (drama, quiz, news, comedy, etc.). A couple of essays, by Tom
lace as emcee, Alfredo Antonini,
SIcAvlty, NBC-TV chieftain, and Bob Weitman, ABC-TV program the^ maestro, and Stuart Foster
head, pinpointing developments and trends during, the past year, are and' Mary Mayo, the' singers, plus
John Derr’s sports segment.
thrown in for good measure.
Talent for the Coast version is.
Volume contains complete texts of "Toys and Science" (John Hopnot yet set with exception of Lud
kins Science Review) in the children’s category; a Jackie Gleason
Gluskin’s music,,
Web is talking
"Honeymooners” installment in the comedy area; "See It Now’s” re- a deal with Jack Smith to m.c. Not
port on Joe McCarthy (commentary show); March of Medicine’s "Ar- known whether the shift Is rethritis and Rheumatism” (documentary show); Kraft Television Thea- lated
to NBC’s upcoming 40-hour
tre’s "Elisha and the Long JCnives” (dramatic show); David Shaw’s
weekend "Monitor” layout.
"Native Dancer” on Goodyear Television Playhouse (dramatic show);
George Faulkner’s "Thinking Heart” on Kraft (dramatic show); Camel
News Caravan (news category); “What’s My Line” (quiz); "Meet the
Press” interview with Gov. Herman Talmadge (political panel show);
Johns Hopkin^ "Conquest of Pain” (science show); NBC-TV’s Home
'*
show (for the femme-slanted entries).

TV Chance

Continued from page 27

product, but the tipoff as to how
seriously they're taking tv will
come in the writers and other creative elements.
If
they muff their ’’’second
Both Warners and Par are com- chance” the damage this time could
mitted to 60-minute films in their be irreparable.
ABC and NBC (Colgate) deals, reDes Moines Dick Covey has
spectively. But aside from the revelation that there will be 10-minUte been named program director of
KRNT-TV
and Joe Hudgens as asstudio exploitation inserts, there is

operation Wjndup as a counterpart

of Screen Gems, whose "Ford Theatre,” while perhaps profitable, can
hardly be termed a credit to the
parent Columbia Pictures.

—

no inkling a^ to the- qualitative
components, if any, for the remaining 5(Upiinutes. WB, for example,
has some titles, based on former
still

sistant program director, with main
duties in radio. Announcement of
the appointment has been made by
Robert Dillon, general manager of
KRNT radio and KRNT-TV.

ways with Old Gold because he doesn’t want

(ditto the stag side).

Douglas Edwards, CBS-TV newscaster, got an unexpected "extra
added” on his show last Tuesday (12) night, when announcement of
the dick of the Salk vaccine went around the world in the biggest
medical story since penicillin. Day before, Edwards ran into a ‘friend
In Weston, Conn., where he resides, saying he’d give his eyetooth to
be at Ann Arbor, Mich., with Edwards to talk to Dr. Jonas Salk,
et al. Since the friend, Dr. Harry Di Blanda, is public health officer
of Weston, Edwards arranged with CBS Transportation to make with
another plane ticket.. As a result, Dr; Di Blanda participated in Edwards’ newscast from Ann Arbor Tuesday night and came back to
Weston with "eye witness” data to help him in carrying out the vaccine

work

Jim

in.

WJAR AM-TV
PROVIDENCE
highly honored to receive

the community.

Colligan, producer-director for Procter

& Gamble

Productions

on the "Welcome Travelers” CBS-TV daytime, hasn’t definitely committed himself to continuing with the show when it moves out of Chi
to New York either May 9 or 16. Jack Smith is all but signed as emcee
Of the revamped format, vice Tommy Bartlett and Bob Cunningham.
Colligan, meanwhile, is mulling a nighttime network tv assignment
out of N. Y.

the

Standard Oil (New Jersey) has finished the third 12Vf>-minute vidfilm in the "Journey” series and shortly beings work on the next two.
Like the others, the latest one, "Mano-1,” was built out of some 400,000 to 500,000 .feet of documentary celluloid lensed originally for the
Commercials on “Your Esso Reporter.”
"Mano” is about oil drilling in France. Next two concern life in
Lapland and a towboat voyage up the Mississippi. Three others are
get after that. First pic last August was distributed gratis (with permanent print thrown iq) to 58 eastern video outlets. Three different
producers—^Telenews Productions, Information Productions and Morton McConnachie Productions have each handled one of the Series

HONOR
OF

—

RADIO-TV

so far.

MCA-TV, 7-Up and United

seem

have taken the latest
prize in the video publicity sweepstakes. To promote a new MCA
skein, "Soldiers of Fortune,” which is spot booked by 7-Up, the distrib and the sponsor teamed with United to take about 30 reporters
and ad agency personnel on a "flight to nowhere.”
What it was was a junket by a United plane to Boston (without
landing) and back to N. Y., with dinner thrown in by the airline. Of
course, MCA and 7-Up had a captive audience when they projected
one of the "Soldiers” vidfilms In the air. It was probably the first
time a telefilm was shown in the air instead of on the air.
Airlines

to

UM&M,

the telepix syndication outfit, along with Motion Picture
Advertising Service, one of its associated companies, flew a junket of
15 New York tradepaper reps and columnists to New Orleans yesterday
(Tues.) in the first major press junket in the field of syndicated teleOccasion was the premiere on WDSU-TV of "Official File^
films.
N.O.P.D.” (New Orleans Police Dept.).

Orleans by MPAS, which headquarters
its- theatrical commercials business there, and is being distribbed by
committee
will be headed by Mayor Shep Morrison
Reception
tJM&M.
and Stacey Harris, star of the series. Newsmen return tomorrow

New

Series was filmed In

ROLL

STATIONS
i

PLAQUE AWARD 1954-55

i

as the

V OUTSTANDING
NEWS

(Thurs.).

Anlut&i ta a *1V Pnoldam

A

film

. .

’G AVEL’

program

that appeal* to

young and old

.

.

ride the erest of
1

the ”do-it-yourS6lf
craze ...

Already

N

In Its

34th market.

WALT’S WORKSHOP
The Original "HowToDolt" TV Show

Rei'AJ4, $atf
FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
£260 FORD PKWY.

*T. PAUL, MINN.

commercial
motion picture company

A merica's oldest

Established 1910

STATION

BOB MAXWELL PREPS
CRIME SERIES

We

acknowledge with pride this
honor on behalf of our radio gnd

Coast telefilm producer Robert
Maxwell, currently turning out the
Campbell
for
series
"Lassie”
Soups, has a new property up his
history
docusleeve, a crime case
mentary series delving Into the rea-

who covered the
“Hurricane Carol” story and who

television staffs

recently

won

the coveted

sons for crime. Series, which hasn’t

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY AWARD

yet reached the script stage, would
be based on case histories from the
75-year-old New York Society for

in special recognition of their

the Prevention of Crime,
Maxwell, in New York last week
to survey facilties and to talk with
writers for the series, would like
to do it in Gotham but is discouraged by the limited studio choice.
He’s been talking to such scripters
as Paddy Chayefsky, however, and
will probably sign several of that
stature. Pilot on the series, bearing
the working title of “Gavel,” will
roll on the Coast in a few weeks,
with several leading penologists
and criminology experts acting as

technical advisors. Television Programs of America, which distributes the "Lassie” series, will get
first crack at "Gavel.”

public service during and after
the catastrophe.

Powerful 10
Providence,

Rhode Island

WJAR-TV

USki&Ty
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Now

for the first time the excitement

taculars

is

and power of the Spec-

Spectacular Audience: Based on the performance of the nbc
Spectaculars this past season, an audience of over 30,000,000

within the budget of any national advertiser

viewers

is

expected for every color spread commercial.

color SPREAD, a new series of 90-minute color extravaganzas,
will be

introduced this

basis. It will

fall

and

will be sold on a participation
.

be seen in the primest of prime evening time,

7:30-9:00 pm, nyt, approximately every fourth Sunday.

/

Spectacular Sales Impact: The Sunbeam Corporation
ports that
sold, at

color SPREAD

will be able to

crow about.

place a full 90-second commercial immediately before every

million

$25 each, following

taculars.

Spectacular Schedule: On COLOR spread you

more than a

Its gigantic

is

its

re-

Sunbeam Fryers have been

commercials on NBC-tv's Spec-

something that your salesmen can

nation-wide promotion and publicity

can-be merchandised to the

hilt.

major merchandising event throughout the year. Note the
key dates at the

— on

left,

buy

the dates you need

as

many participations

as you need

them most.

exciting things are

NBC

Call

your

still

available.

representative while choice selling dates are

happening on

TELEVISION

38

ussnsn
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GERMANY

son, to return to his old post at THE JEWS IN
WARM UP TIME
TODAY
With Gussie Moran, Ward Wilson, WMGM just for the two Dodger
shows, then perhaps Miss Moran Writer: Helmut Blume
Marty Glickman
could have exchanged with him 30 Mins.; Thur., (14), 9 p.m.
Producer: Nat Asch
on tv. He may be a more experi- CBC, from Montreal
25 Mins, before each game

were touched by humor and good
sense both when they teamed a
femme noted for her panties and
her tennis playing with two veteran and candid sports commentators on the fore and aft Dodgerradio stanzas. Gussie Moran
was as aggressive, if not quite as
well-informed as her confreres,
when caught in her second day's
broadcasts (13), the same day of
She was
the Dodger opener.
pleasant and glib too.
The pre game “Warm Up Time,”
and the post-fray ‘.‘Sports Extra”
have built a reputation for plain
talk and lots of info over the years.
Miss Moran’s presence didn't seem
Actuto diminish those customs.
ally, it was Ward Wilson’s tonguein-cheek irrascibility that conHe
stantly sparked conversation.
and Glickman were full of halfbiting exchanges, and although
Miss Moran wasn’t very hep at
starting off a conversation, she was
fully capable of handling herself
once drawn out. On one occasion
she made the queries (but they
were from paper) and Wilson made
the answers.
Her presence was a nifty angle
and should remain so even rafter,
the largest share of novelty dissipates itself. She got in, a couple
of exchanges about tennis, and the
one time she seemed to do any real
adlib manuevering (to get the gab

game

back on tennis) she made an abrupt
swingover from baseball talk. Her
diamond chatter itself was okay—
the few times the subject came her
direction, though she was feeling
her way about diamond matters as
a result of relative inexperience.
The gal’s speaking voice was
high but not unpleasant. She was
a busy talker as well, but her pronunciation needed brushing; her
A’s were erratic as she squeezed
them together either as a nasal
midwesterner might
or
she
stretched them out after fashion of
an improper Bostonian.
It’s
a
shame that Miss Moran is linlited
to the hear-only medium. Were it
possible for Bertram (Bert Lee)
Lebhar, who now belongs to Newark tele station WATY where he
recently planned to do (it fell
through) a sight-and-sound show of
this genre with Glickman and Wil-

.

This broadcast, consisting largely
of material specially tape-recorded
in Germany a few weeks ago, was,
heard over Canadian Broadcasting
VIEWS OF THE NEWS
'With Jim Little; Carlos Romulo, Corp.’s Dominion Network, carried
guest
by private stations across Canada,
Producer-writer: Little
“Feature Story.”
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 1:10 p.m. on its weekly
After brief backgrounding in
WTAG, Worcester, Mass.
Informal commentary or inter- which he said the 25,000 Jews now
view takes upjthe three time dally in Germany were only about 4%
10-minute “Views of the News.” of the pre-Nazi number Helmut

enced provocateur but she

Participating

WMGM, New York
WMGM, N.Y., programmers

pretArt.

is

tier.

>

—

The Jim
1:10,

at

Little package runs at
6:10 and again at 11:10
recent edition which fea-

—

Blume

of CBC’s Montreal staff
played a recorded interview with
three German Jews living in Ber-

p.m. A
tured a vis-a-vis with General
Carlos P." Romulo, chairman of the lin.
One of them had become
Philippine UN Delegation demon- British but had returned
to see
strated Little’s ability to line

up what

important Worcester guests as interviewees, but it also demonstrated the commentator’s verbal
weaknesses
and demonstrated

it

was

like in

tremendous amount of work, not
The misery
to lack of goodwill
brought on by the Nazis has impeople
German
munized the
against dictatorship of any sort.”
Sol Hayes, director of the Canadian Jewish Congress, asked, "Do
German Jews in Canada want to
return in the hope of finding a
changed Germany? I don’t know of

Germany.

A

professional writer and former theatre man, he said he’d received
with open arms, and mentioned
Fritz Kortner, Elisabeth Bergner
and Erwin Piscator as among
those "who believe they can find
normal cooperation again.”
A second, an electrical engineer

any.

with

-

.

.

The closer their connection
Germany the greater their

bitterness,

and financial restitution

We
does nothing to temper it
can’t ignore Germany, though
but the. fear is that its moral
mainly in
lies
strength today
Chancellor Adenauer, and that, if
he should leave, the anti- democratic forces like those of Otto
Strasser might gain power.”
Blume, summing up, said no Jew
could be completely objective, now
or in 100 years, “but at least two
.

.

.

things are evident: Germans and
Jews are now living peacefully

KANSAS CITY ATHLETICS
With Larry Ray, Merl Harmon
SCHLITZ BREWING CO.

KMBC-KFRM, Kansas
Advent

of

the

City

major

league

Kansas

City in the
form of the Athletics has meant
a hypo for radio all over the
area where 40 stations have joined
the network originating through
KMBC and KFRM. Net covers stations in Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,
Nebraska,. Arkansas, South Dakota, Oklahoma and Colorado, indicating the extent of the baseball
fever that has gripped the midbaseball

to

.

west.

Doing the play-by-play is the
same team of Larry Ray and
Merle Harmon which did the origination last year for the K. C.
Blues American Association games.
Ray is a veteran of a decade or

more

of 'play-by-play and is established as a sports “name” in this

and every Jew in Ger- neck of the woods, while Harmon
many today is a living symbol that joined him last season. They split
the work all along the line, and
Hitler and Hitlerism are dead.”
thOm most clearly.
Blume was very calm, and not are travelling with the team for
one of the speakers was impas- all-live coverage.
First off, the Romulo (who was
No doubt about Ray’s knowledge
sioned. This was a weU-P re P are (I»
in town for a dinner appearance)
well-presented public-service pro- of .the game and players, and it
session offered no surprises.
At
Gard.
comes over the mike much as if it
gram.
best, the Little written and deliv- who had worked
in South America
Harmon, too, it
is a part of him.
ered queries were stock, and per- then returned, was about to leave
hep enough and capable at the
haps because of that they were of- for Australia. Though well treated
mike, albeit given to excitability
fered in the most tasty manner. in Germany, he said, “I feel ununnecessarily at times. Actually
Little’s
delivery was dull
and comfortable, and so do the Ger- John Henry Faulk To
there is a considerable contrast in
wordy. At one point he reiterated mans I meet.’ A third, returned
Romulo statement as if he from managing a transport com- Exit N, Y., Back to Texas the mike-work of the two men
a
that gives the listener a change of
weren’t fully sure of its meaning. pany in Israel because the Climpace.
The impression, upon reflection, ate there disagreed with him, said
In Public Affairs Role
seemed due almost entirely to his he’d' found the restitution office
Behind the broadcast phase of
After a 10-year hitch' in New this new sport here is the Schlitz
hesitant, ponderous speech. Art.
very helpful, and through part of
Co. which paid $1,000,000
Brewing
John
its
payment had been able to. York, radio-tv humorist
get started again.
He had found Henry Faulk is turning back to his for the baseball rights for five
addition buying
is in
and
years
the Germans going out of their
CONVENTION
way to help, and believed “they are native Texas to become a veepee time on a flock of stations, making
badly ashamed of what happened, of Texas Broadcasting Corp. oper- a shot in the arm for radio in genSEATTLE IN JULY and strongly wish to reestablish a ating out of Austin, his hometown. eral out this way.
Faulk will be public affairs chieffriendly relationship.”.
With the play-by-play as the
Seattle, April 19.
Dr. Heinz Galinski, a leader in tain of KTBC and KTBC-TV, Aus- basis, a new world of “adjacenNational convention of American
will
and
Waco,
KANG-TV,
tin,
and
has opened up to radio in
cies”
the
Jewish community of Berlin,
Federation of Televisioh and Radio
His public af- the eight-state area, from the peaArtists will be held here July 7-10. was disappointed with, the slow- start next month.
to the 50,000 watters.
him
whistles
will
exclude
not
nut
fairs
role
ness
of
restitution,
and
said,
“The
reports George Peckham, executive
KMBC and KFRM have jumped
secretary for Seattle AFTRA local. government has not taken the nec- from on-the-air chores.
with a pair of
opportunity
that
on
essary
steps
anti-Semitism.
against
Faulk’s eastern career in which
Headquarters will be in the BenFormer Nazis are again permitted he made something of a splash for programs by Sam Molen, station’s;
jamin Franklin hotel.
veteran sports director, who has a
to hold high positions, while the
himself has latterly been with 10-minute pre-game dope session
Robert Ackerley, announcer at
people have to fight for
KOMO, is general convention Jewish
WCBS, the Gotham radio key of and a “Major League Baseball
their existence.
Still, the democ-chairman, and Gay Evans of Kath- ratic organizations are on our side CBS, and he’s been identified with Wrapup” for 10 minutes after the
leen Peck agency has been named
We are filled with disappoint- a number of radio-tv network game.
hostess for women’s program. Don ment, yet filled with hope.”
shows, including “Walk a Mile,”
All in all there is likely to be
Courtney, announcer at KIRO, and
Dr. Adolph Reifferscheidt, new “Leave It to the Girls,” “It’s News radio listening across the midwest
president of Seattle local, said German consul in New York, in a to Me” and his own program- on the likes of which haven’t been
other committee chairmen and talk recorded In Montreal while he ABC-TV. He’s a grad of the U. of seen since the advent of the video
complete program -will be an- was still consul there, said delays Texas, where he later taught Eng- sister, with a credit line for
nounced in next few weeks.
Schlitz and the Athletics. Quin.
in restitution “are due to the lish.

—

side

by

side;

AFTRA
TO

.

Our thanks

.

.

.

To the George Foster Peabody Awards Committee, for bestowing on the weekly TV film series,

“INDUSTRY ON PARADE”
The Award for Television National Public Service

And our

congratulations

.

.

To the National Association of Manufacturers,
for whom we have been privileged to produce
this program during the past four and a half
years. We have yet to find a more congenial, cooperative and understanding group of people
for whom to work.
Aniltufi

fj.

Jladcje,

ARTHUR LODGE PRODUCTIONS,
550 FIFTH AVENUE,
"FILMS FOR TELEVISION

fin,.

INC.

NEW YORK
AND INDUSTRY"
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It’s

barely possible

we might be
prejudiced, but

we

think

&

the

PfiKlih

Showmanagement Award
demonstrates

again that

Television

is

Different

in Los Angeles

and the Difference

is

Los Angeles

Times Television

5746 Sunset Boulevard

•

HO. 2-7111

Represented Nationally by BLAIR-TV
V-
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[Wednesday night deejay spreads
film superon WGN-TV . .
visor Isabelle Cooney vacationing
in Florida and Chi NBC-TV casting chief Helen Carey dittoing in
Arizona . . General Foods taking
a 10-week ride on Len O'Connor's
WNBQ news squibs in the morning
Pat Scot and
“Today” 'strip .
Len Dressier, featured vocalists on
WBBM-TV's “In Town Tonight,”
inked new term pacts with CBS
o&o
Casey subbing for
. Angel
Art Hern on his WBKB “Pied
Piper” show while he and family
head south for a couple, of weeks
Kenny Bowers being groomed
>
to take over as host of WNBQ's
“Close Up” when Howard Miller’s
pact runs out in June.
.

Television Chatter

„

WNBQ

From The Production Centres
Continued from pas* *8

.

week

New York

.

.

.

Marion Parsonnet planed

for' Munich to start directing
exec veepee Robert W. Bar- Guild's “Brother Mark" Richard
noff being honored with first an- Kiley starrer, which starts rolling
jiual“Mark of Distinction” citation April 23 at the Carlton studios in
by Assn, of Advertising Men and Munich.
Women at Biltmore hotel, N. Y.,

.

NBC

.

“The Strongbox,” new Howard
WCBS-TV’s Swiggett
novel (his last year’s besttd m.c. Larchmontseller,
“The Power Sc the
Mamaroneck Student Club show Prize,” was
sold to CBS-TV for next
April 23 as benefit for teenage season’s “Studio One”
Red
centre in Larchmont and on 30th Buttons among names attending
in Philly’s Convention Hall

tomorrow (21)
George Skinner

.

,

*

,

he'll

be

dinner honoring Dr. Jonas E. Salk
next Tuesday (26) at, 94th St.
Armory preceding “Polo for Polio”
matches
Cinematographer Har»
old E. Brackett donning producer’s
robes to turn out three quarter-

for Nephrosis Foundation show
Ilka Chase of ABC-TV’s “Masquerade Party” to address students of

A&M

Oklahoma

May

12 in

.

Still-

Webb

.

.

Marvin L. Shapiro named
water
account exec in Chi office of CBS- hour color films for American AirMurieL Kirkpat.

.

TV

.

spot sales

rick's

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dobbs joins Ben Gazarra
cblfed Dunnock of the “Cat

W

.

,

week

.

.

.

ABC-TV

lead in tonight's (Wed.) preem
“Mr. Citizen” on ABC-TV.

cited

As for *Webb, he pointed out
“Dragnet” has been on radio six.

.

years, that when the tv pact ends
in two years, there will be 195
vidpix canned, and said “we have
covered every phase of police work
of several times, and after you have
done a property for so long a
.

!

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

/.

.

Peter Thornton has resigned as publicity director of WENS
.
Raymond Ruff, of Oklahoma City, where he was with
for 16
years and more recently with KTQV as sales manager, is KDKA's
new time salesman v
Roger McGovern, formerly of Channel 16, has
joined the
announcing staff
Michael A. Marlow, onetime
announcer, is now producing the “Capitol Cloakroom”
.

KOMA

.

WMCK
WWSW

.

.

.

.

Washington for CBS-Radio
Aneurin Bodycombe, longtime KDKA organist, and his wife celebrated their silver wedding;
series in

anni

.

.

.

Edward

.

Young

J.

is

.

.

leaving director's berth at

KDKA-TV

.

.

IN

DETROIT ...
^

I,

A “Send Salk a Dime” campaign was launched last week by Ann
Arbor station WPAG-TV to express thanks to Dr. Jonas E, Salk,
polio vaccine developer . . . Increased percentage in radio billings
for first quarter of ’55 in national and local sales was 69.9% over
the same quarter a year ago. National spots iwere up 24.8% and local
billings were up 77.6%
Kathleen N. Lardie, director of radio
.
.
education for Detroit public .schools and manjager of WDTR, received
an award from Ohio State U. of contributions in developing educational broadcasting . . . WWJ-TV will inaugurate April 25 “After
Allen,” a midnight variety show featuring Sammy Dlbert, Detroit
raconteur and musician; songstress Janie Palmer; Earl Stuart and the
WWJ-TV orch and guest stars . . . WXYZ-TV will begin Sunday (24)
a new series of “Little Rascals” films with youngsters Invited to studio
for on-camera lunch between scenes in movit.
,

}

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

viewers.

Jay A. Whalen into Petry station time you have exhausted it. But
by the reps tv promotion department
I think the series would benefit
Club with Duncan MacDonald, femme pro- if we had Sgt. Friday promoted,
National' Headliners
their annual Headliner Medal for ducer, patted her sex on the back say, to lieutenant, and attention
the web's complete coverage of Monday (18) in a Philly speech be-‘ then focused on another actor
the Army-McCarthy hearings
fore the Electrical Women’s Round partnered with Ben Alexander.
.Guild Films adding an office in Table with “the woman commen“You are limited by format.
Minneapolis, with Marv Lowe in tator on television is the greatest
Bob Block, publicist sales .personality In the U. S. to- Still you are morally obligated to
.charge
the
viewer to provide good enterwith the Dine Sc Kalmus office, day”
After the DuMont “elecwent and got himself engaged to tronicam” demonstration was over tainment. But you must be careful
you also don’t provide boreDeb Garfunkel, a research assistant last Thursday (14) ex-NBC’erg Ted
with the Ed Kletter agency
Cott and Bill Fineshriber were a dom and dullness after a time. I
Florence Anglin and Jimmy Yoham conspicuous duo conversing In the am grateful for the support our
slotted into the mast of tonight's otherwise, empty bleachers
Bill show has been given, but I feel the
(Wed.) “Mr. Citizen” preem on Deming ankled Filmcraft as v.p. to series would be better with, anABC-TV
RKO Pathe signed by produce a “Calamity Clinic,” vid- other actor in the lead.
the Gold Filled Manufacturers film participation show for dis“I’ve made a few bad ones. It’s
Assn, to do a public relations film taffers
Adam Young reps like a writer writing the same book
for the Jewelry group .... Tom signed on Charles (Chuck) Chrisover and over again. If it affects
Whitesell,
formerly with MPT tianson as boss of the San FranProductions, and Louis deRoche-. cisco office
Jane Pickens, at me this Way, it’s bound to affect
Our mail recently
mont, joined Transfilm as produc- Sabbath cocktailery for her, made the viewer.
tion supervisor
Jean Alexander an honorary member of sorority has been increasingly critical, and
they tell us to put in more exciteankling her commercial-spieling Zeta Tau Alpha
. Allen (Duke)
radio-tv
spot for Savarin Coffee (primarily Ducovny,
factotum at ment, put in more sex, and so on.
on the Saturday night Bob Wilson D’Arcy, to Coast on biz
Alex In the first years they were rarely
news show .on WRCA-TV) as of Gottlieb, “Dear Phoebe” producer, critical. Now they write in and
April 23, to concentrate on tele- in today (Wed.) for huddles.
are critical and picayune.
last

.

.

.

.

.

held the top spot since going to become veep of Advertising Syndicate of America, where he’ll
on tv. Arnaz said when “Lucy” be in charge of production for the Wilkens Jewelry 'Co.’s tv shows,
the year began there were many less tv daily EZC Ranch Gals program and weekly “Amateur Hour.” Young
Kenneth sets in the U. S., and that conse- replaces Pete Barker, who’s going overseas f6r U.S. Information
Hank Stohl has given up the presidency of the KDKA-TV
and Mil- quently many of the vidpix will Service
on a Hot be first-run to quite a number of Club because of pressure of duties.

Tin Roof” cast in a special reading
of “Death of a Salesman,” with
author Arthur Miller directing,
Sunday (24) at the 92d St. “Y”
Jim and Marion Jordan (Fibber Sc
Molly) due in New York in June
on their way to Europe for a vacation
Hal Holbrook set for the

.

.

tective”

It's

Ziv’s international Division. He’ll
headquarter in New York but

playwright, upped to associate pro- spend several months of
abroad .
Tele actor

.

.

•

ducer status under Herb Brodkin
on the ABC-TV “Elgin Hour” ...
Singer Doii Brooks set for a week's
ABC-TV’s “Enterbooking on
tainment” daytimer, starting MonWilliam Kozlenko doday (18)
ing his second adaptation for
“Climax,” this time of “The First
and the Last” from a short story
by John** Galsworthy for the April
28 show.
Parke Levy had to delay his
Vacation-business trip to Europe
when a strep throat caught hold
.

.

.

.

.

touched the foreign market,

reruns
lines as the first of a series of 13
engagement to John Mac- for free
tv distributions
Clair having been sold only in Canada
McCullough, prez of WGAL-TV in
Lancaster, off Friday (22) for Eu- thus far,” the producer-star said!
“Lucy” has been on tv four
rope with- his Wife for a tour
through England, France, etc., a years, was the situation comedy
long postponed trip for them
which
started an entire industryNorman Land, vet Ziv account
exec, upped to account exec for wide trend because of its success.

Pherson, a Government lawyer, announced over three days last week
on the “Today” show as running
gag. She's weather gal and Dave
Garro way's girl Friday.
Joan Cottingham, formerly with.
WOR, joined ABC's advertisingpromotion department as a writer
Philip Barry Jr., son of the
.
.
.

Bob DeHaven, one

of WCCO's top personalities, and the
wife vacationing in the South . .
Skelly Oil bankrolling “City Deand Italian Swiss Colony Wine and Self Storing Window Co.
doing same, alternately, for “Follow That Man” on KSTP-TV, both
being new shows for the station. Italian Swiss alternately with Nacchi
Sewing Machine Co. also inked for sponsorship of “Racket Squad”
on KSTP-TV
Morning Tribune tv-radio columnist Will Jones
confined to his home by illness and hisr usual column missing most of
week .
FCC has approved Hills Broadcasting Co.’s application
to establish Watertown, S, D., tv station to serve Watertown-HuronAberdeen territory. Company is a subsidiary of Mid Continent Broadcasting Co. which operates KELO-TV at Sioux Falls, S. D,
With
time change, April 25, KSTP-TV will be able to carry only one-half
of the NBC midnight Steve Allen show, “Tonight,” three, nights .a
week. Late
evening movies will fill the void.
/B
.

IN PITTSBURGH

Continued from page 32
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BOSTON

.

.

.

WBZ-TV

has been chosen for the coveted National Headliners Club
Award for its coverage of the 1954 “twin hurricanes,” Carol and Edna,
and for the stations “comprehensive and general excellence in photography and editing of the story of the year’s two worst hurricanes.”. . .
Jerry Howard, formerly of Jerry & Sky team, 'returned to his previous
deejay trick at WBZ Monday (18) broadcasting from midnight to
5:15 a.m. daily as WBZ-WBZA renewed all bight 'live’ radio operations. . .Since “Damn Yankees” opened at thle Shubert, deejays have
been hard pressed to avoid using “damn” over the airwaves. They’ve
improvised “dura,” “darn,” “eternal” and “Infernal”.
.Pilgrim Theatre, Boston, will televise on closed circuit theatre network the Marciano-Cockell heavyweight championship fight May 16.
.Ken Maiden,
ex-WDA Boston deejay, started Monday (18) at WABI, Bangor, Me. . .
Consternation struck Marie Houlihan’s office at WEEI, CBS outlet,
when the p.r. femme found there were no photos of the Mariners available when the Arthur Godfrey firing hassle broke.
.

.

.

I

Oliver Unger,
dramatic chores
exec v.p. of National Telefilm
Associates, returned last week from
the Coast where he' set final details
regarding, production of the “New
Adventures of China Smith”, series
for NTA syndication
Dorothy
Hart, of the ''Pantomime Quiz”
.

.

“I feel a

.

.

.

.

panel, set for the lead in the kickoff show in Guild Films' “I Spy”
series,
which went before the
cameras at Parsonnet Studios last

Jack Danielson added to Atlas
Film veep Norm Lindquist's tv
sales staff
Mary Kay and Johnny Stearns in over the weekend
on a U. S. Steel mission . . , Singerpianist Buddy Charles signed on
with Tom Duggan's WBKB daytimer
Lyon Sc Healy bought
.
into Ron Terry's Tuesday *and
.

.

.

new

wohld freshen

Chicago
.

.

face in the lead
up.
I would
to time,

it

come back in from time

but attention should be centered

on another actor,”

Webb

Producer-director-star

said.

said

PHILADELPHIA ...

IN

J

WCAU

« Donald W. Thornburgh, president and general manager of
.Dave Taylor,
taking week's vacation at Hot Springs, Virginia (15-22).
producer will have historical novel, “Farewell to Valley Forge”
published by Lippincott, in August. .Joseph L. Tinney, executive v.p.
of WCAU, acting as radio and tv chairman for ARMED Forces Week
and the National Resources Council. .Frank Trbmbetta marks up 25
years with WDAS’ Italian program*. .Maurice Finkel returns to WFILTV in the newsreel dep’t, after two year hitch in Army. . .Jinx Falken.Betty
burg and Tex McCrary in (16) for Wanamaker fashion show.
Ann Grove, chirper on “Big Payoff,” made the rounds of diskefs. .
Lee Stewart and his WDEL-TV (Wilmington) “Dance Party, booked for
the Brookline Ballroom Tuesdays.
.

KYW

.

he

has 55 more “Dragnets” to go on
his pact. If the sponsor okays his
exiting the series, he would begin
the televersion of “Kelly” probably in June of 1956.

.

.

.

.

Chi Educational

Leo McDevitt
—announcer,
having

Troy

TV

WTRY

is

the staff .from

Closer to Reality

CBS

Gifts

WPTR

a new
joined

in Albany.

As

Equipment

Chicago, April 19.
Chi’s educational station, WTTW,
a big step nearer to getting

moved

on the air when CBS last week
turned over a batch of equipment
to the non-commercial station. CBS
last fall shelled out $575,000 to*
Zenith Radio for the tele gear at
part of the settlement of the manufacturing firm’s claims on Channel 2 which the network earlier
had bought, from the Balaban &
Katz theatre chain as a byproduct
the ABC-United
Theatres merger.
of

Jusf

DR.

As
f.

If

Did in Radio ....

Q. (now available for
Can Become One

Equipment, which Zenith had
used for experimental purposes
and which CBS used as standby

^

f.v.)

gear, includes the transmitter and
antenna atop the Field Bldg., as
well as the lease on the site.

of

Station, under the exeo directorship of John W. Taylor, Is shooting for a fall preem. CETA, comprised of the major Chi-area edu-

TELEVISION'S
*

GREATEST QUIZ SHOWS!

LEE SEGALL
Shadywood Lane
Dallas, Texas

cational
Is

and cultural

Institutions,

conducting a continuing fund

raising campaign with a total of
$615,000 raised to date. Next goal
is

Represtated by M.C.A.

Paramount

another $365,000 which is calWTTW's operating costs

culated as
for 1956.

viry day
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S JR. PRESENTS
YOU’LL GET-ACTION

ON THE TV SCREEN...
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ACTION IN

YOUR SALES

\
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I

The hottest new TV film show you can buy! There are
78 films

all told,

with Fairbanks himself as your

host-producer for every show . . . and star of one out of

every four.

And

does he do things for Sales? Just ask

his satisfied sponsors

.

they're,

not hard to

OTHER TOP TV
FROM ABC FILM

find!

SYNDICATION, INC.
rS
TsP 0HS0

\

J

VARIETY SHOWS
FAIRBANKS
TOP-RATED A6AIN
Variety’s ARB Film Chart
February

I

[

**»••

1955, shows

PASSPORT TO DANGER

e

*'»t

THE PLAYHOUSE

of

’°**D
a ?*!?

“Doug-

/5r^.T*

las Fairbanks Jr. Presents” on
top again in New York with a
hefty 20.0 rating, 43% share-ofaudience. Average ARB rating
for 19$A: 18.5.
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RACKET SQUAD
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CHICAGO -ANdover

KIERAN’S KALEIDOSCOPE

3-0800

•

ATLANTA -ATwood 3885

•

INC.

7 West 66th Street,
SUsquehanna 7-5000

HOLLYWOOD -HOllywood

2-3141

New

'Vork,

N. Y.

DALLAS —RA ttdofah 6302

—
KAMO -.VIDEO -TV
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Hoppes, who develeliminated.
oped the process while in England
(they did several animated live
ballets for the" BBC there ) hope
also to extend its use into the tele
dramatic field via a show employing a cast of the animated figures.
They’re talking to Burr Tillstrom

Matty Fox, Unloads Catalog 0(

TV

,

700 Feature Pix to Walter
Matty Fox cut loose still another
chunk of his telepix holdings over
the weekend by selling his ownership and leaseholds oh all his feature films outright to another w.k.
'financial whiz kid, Walter S. Mack.
Under the deal, Mack’s C & G Su-

of C 8c C
active in

Mack

and additionally will be aboufsuch a project.

management of the soft
drink company as well. HeTl con«<
tinuc on with Western as head of
the Western Television division of

C& C

TV Webs To

and additionally will be ac-

Film

Continued from page 31

in management to' the soft
drink company as well.' HeTl con- ing dispatched from N. Y. last
week to survey the plants and
per Corp. (Cantrell & Cochran, tinue With his other holdinjgs also,
facilities to" make ready for the
makers of the canned soft drinks) which include a directorship in
fall start. In return for NABET’-s
bought Fox’s Western Television United Artists and sole owner of
Waiver of its filming rights in the
the world rights to Skiatron.
Inc., the Motion Pictures for Telenetwork studios, both NBC andvision subsidiary company that
ABC are said to have made certain
which
holds the 700-odd features
concessions on the wage level, penMPTV has sold to television since
Lineup
sion funds and other union advan1951.
Heretofore, only NABET
page
<29 m-^Sm tages.
Continued
from
topPepsi-Cola
Mack, the former
cameramen could operate in the
per, brought up all the Western Ranger.” He declared that Arthur studios, which barred IA motion
it
with
stock outright, and along
Godfrey was way„.off on his Wed- picture lensers front entering that
some $8-$10, 000,000 worth of spot nesday show, in both half-hour seg- jurisdiction. Under terms of the
announcement time on stations alt ments even though “Disneyland” is contract signed last week, NABET
over the country which Fox had ac- through at 8:30 and Godfrey is relinquished its control over film
cumulated under “barter” deals then going, into his last half.
and will now be concerned only
with stations. C & C will use the
Marshall urged stations to latch with live production.
time over a period of “several
Douglas Edwards’ newscasts
First move by ABC will , bring
years” to plug its canned drinks, on to
in the switch to 7:15, that outlets Danny Thomas and “Ozzie and
with the spots probably enough to
skeds accordingly, Harriet” into the net’s Television
adjust local
carry C & C’§ television ad camHowever, while reasoning that some stations Center for filming in the fall.
paign by themselves.
to slot Edwards at Others will be added as programs
C & C may in turn sell a portion would asprefer
many have expressed a are developed and sold. A network
of the spots to other non-competi- 6:45,,
spokesman said that a tremendous
wish' to do.
tive companies. Deal marks a sort
Van. Volkenburg said that affil- saving will bm achieved by filming
of “diversification in reverse,” with
iates would have opportunity to., their own shows instead of suba straight industrial firm entering
say at the station man- letting them to indie producers on
the show biz field at a time when have their
have agers’ meeting May 19-20 and that rental lots. ABC has had a tieup
companies
entertainment
Edwards
sponsors have ex- With Hal Roach Jr. for facilities
current
been acquiring straight industrial
’
pressed a willingness to “go along” and NBC has used various rental
holdings.
time
provided there lots. CBS has cast its lot mainly
with
the
new
Deal in no way affects Guild were satisfactory station clear- with Desilu Productions.
Films, which is handling distribuWhile Hollywood will do most
urging
affils to make such
ances,
tion on all the features under an clearances.
of the filmihg, N. V. is making a
arrangement made,, last fall with
effort to cut in on the
determined
Fox, except to increase Guild’s ligrowing trend to spooled producquid assets by nearly $1,000,000
tion' by building up its own faciliover the next few years. Under the
Doesn’t
ties. Due to union restrictions, CBS
made
arrangement,
distribution
was forced to use the DuMont stuContinued from pace 27
with both MPTV and Western,
dio in Manhattan for the filming
the
to
Guild controls sales rights
of the Phil Silvers series, having
“Wendy
Andy Music Hall” and
spots, and therefore gets its regucompleted 13 episodes.
Warren
News.”
the
&
.takes
lar distribution fee as C & C
Hamm Brewing underwrites 10
them up. With over $8,000,000,
weekly
on
sportscasts
five-minute
Guild
worth of spot time available,
midwest and mountain zone pickwill get nearly $1,000,000, since the
Fight
Fights
“Hamm’s Scoreboard,”
It’s
up.
C & C takeover is still tantamount with
Joe Foss handling the bulleContinued from page 31
to a sale under the legalities of the
will
be
Series
tins
out
Chicago.
of
Guild-MPTV arrangement. Otherserviced to the whole network stanza, says Rodriguez will be
wise, Guild’s' position is undisturbed as distributor, since its. con- and be sold on stations not bought slated for a return match soon.
Although Rodriguez’ April 14
by regional Hamm to clients untracts call for distribution of the
•
canceled,
Carpenter
pix for western, regardless of who der the web’s special facilities battle was
the California State
plan. Corn Products takes a third wrote
to
owns it.
“WenAthletic
Commission,
segment
cross-the-board^of
and his
For Fox, the sale of Western
means a still greater lessening of dy Warren.” Procter & Gamble fighter now has a May 12 Los
Angeles
other
portions.
bout.
has
the
his television holdings. He broke
When the Show was first anup his syndicated distribution setup
nounced, it was indicated to the
early last fall by handing all his
International
Boxing Guild of
product over to UM&M, then disLive Animatimi
Ohio, composed of many trainers
posed of the last vestiges of his
in this area, that the New York
once-huge distribution setup by
Continued from page 27
headquarters of the guild did not
transferring the features and his
Mobilux, for shoot- approve of studio fights, but many
bookers, salesmen and accountants abstractions.
is
ing
animated
commercials,
fight managers here view it as
of
He held onto distributo Guild.
tion of the Walter Lantz cartoons far cheaper than the ordinary one of the steady means of income
since
the
animation
processes,
to their battlers.
Attempts were
and continued as a “releasing?
company for new product, financ- painstaking and cost-consuming made by Spero, producer of the
is
photography
stanzas, and local Guild officers,
ing and owning them and handing frame-by-frame
them out for distribution* He’ll eliminated. Equally a Cost factor to reach an agreement, but withcontinue on with Western as head is its use in live television, where out results.
WEWS, meanwhile, is continuing
of the Western Television division the need for film for animation is
to schedule the bouts with full approval of the sponsor, POC.

CBS 7:30

1

*

Pay

Crime

a Summertime Thing
Continued from page 29

probably Kleenex money
sharing the bjurden in latter company’s uptrend during the warm
months. Imogene Coca is relieved
by “Musical Chairs” for the three
plus

underwriters.
zsi.

tive

,

Is

Night-By-Night Scorecard
Holding fast are: Sunday “Meet
Roy Rogers and Philco-

—

the Press,”

'

“Mama” under General

Foods, and

Stan Kenton’s “Music 1955” sustainer batting for “Person to Person”; Saturday, Jackie Gleason
masterminding the 8 to 9 time with
name orchs as the lure; ‘.‘Two for
the Money” stays for Old Gold but
Herb Shriner takes a rest; and

“Damon

Runyon

was
Collaunched last week with the AnHour.” goes Paraheuser-Busch Budweiser imprin;.
mount-York (Productions (Martin
At ABC-TV, the summertime pic& Lewis) pix as of June 12 and ture
hasn’t erven begun to materialthrough next season (see separate ize.
Sponsor picture hasn’t cleared
story).
up to the point where the program
Monday John C. Swayze cross- department can plan summer rethe-7:45-board; Robert Montgomery placements, and until the web
dramatics in summer dress fore knows exactly which bankrolled
Johnson’s Wax and with, Schick in are staying and which will hiatus,
for an alternating pitch with plays, it’s not making any moves. Earliest
but not necessarily mated to the estimate on completion of sumMontgomery format.
mertime plans is sometime towards
Tuesday
“Truth or Conse- the' end of next week.
quences” stet for Lorillard (Old
Gold); Wednesday
“My Little
Margie” for Scott Paper and “TV
Ziv
Theatre” for Kraft; Thursday—
Borden’s “Justice,” “Ford Theatre”
Continued from page 31
and “Lux Video”; Friday
“Big
Story” winds.' July 8, then in goes ing our advertisers to use our mea film replacement for same spon- dium with greater effectiveness.”
Goodyear “TV Playhouse.”
gate

Theatre”

“Comedy

—

—

—

—

—

Saturday
Jimmy Durante
and Donald O’Connor celluloid for
Texaco and “So This Is Hollywood”,

sors;

vidpix probably sticking it put for
Toni. Latter will probably also join
Associated Products
(Five
Day
Pads) oh the. Tuesday at 8:30 “Arthur Murray Party”; same night
(9:30), General Electric has contracted for the time but no pro.gram set as yet. “Hit Parade” gives

way

to an

American

unnamed show under
and Hudhut

Tobacco

—

Ziv lashed out at the industry
same time that he revealed
Television’s first quarfor 1955 have jumped
32
over those for the . same
period last year.
The improvement he said, stands as a “challenge as well as an achievement.”
Ziv said that his company is planning several steps to improve its
telefilm" quality.
One was the
purchase of the American National
studios on the Coast. Ziv is planning the organization of an editorial staff, as a means of driving
at the

that Ziv
ter sales

-

%

auspices (Ann Sothern’s “Private
Secretary” has been the hiatus
grabber the last couple of years).
“Captain Gallant”’ continues for for new scripts and program ideas,
Heinz on Sundays at 5:30, and up is building its technical department
ahead, “Out on the Farm” does and is taking steps to encourage
summer duty for Hallmark’s “Hall writers' and directors as a means
of upping the quality of its shows,
of Fame.”

Behind

'

front old and new .film product;
Friday,
“Pantomime Quiz” for

CBSSked

he

said.

In comparison, CBS-TV’s summer blueprint on the commercial
side

is

No Free Time

nebulous at this point. The

“Sunday Lucy -Show” already has
Continued from page 31
been launched with Eehn & Fink'
backing as has “Appointment With office. Sen. Carl
T. Curtis (R.Adventure” for Kent Cigs. Other Neb.) remarked, “I share
your
known Sabbath components: “Toast feelings about free time.”
of Town” stays, as usual; General
Democratic National Committee
Electric, reruns; Bristol-Myers, an
chairman Paul Butler recently
Alfred Hitchcock series in the asked the subcommittee to con“Stage 7” slot; “Lassie” will prob- sider
giving
“reasonable
and
ably ride through for Campbell, equal” amounts
of radio and tv
with “Private Secretary” reprises
for the Jack Benny-Anrt Sothern
rotator; no word on “You Are
There,” but “What’s My Line”
holds.

New

time free to each party in a Presidential

election.

FCCommissioner

Frieda Hennock has urged adoption of a Senate resolution calling
on the FCC to require free time

on Monday (and

daily) are during camaigns.
at 7:45 as a sustainer
Alexander Heard, professor of
the Como-Stafford-Fro- political science at North Caroman rotation; “Those Whiting lina U., urged the subcommittee to
Girls” in the “Lucy” berth and provide “responsible political com“Ethel & Albert” for “December petitors”
with
“balanced
and
Bride” and “Studio One” going in- limited access to radio and tv
to its usual sttawhat edition. Tues- time, either at reduced cost or at
day’s fresh items are “The $64,000 no cost to themselves.”
Under
Question” in the “Danger” zone questioning, he suggested that
and “The Search” sustaining it for stations might be subsidized for
“See It Now.” On Wednesday, GE the time allotted.
moves in at 10 o clock with dramaNeil Staebler, chairman of "the
VICE
tics starting June 1 and U. S. Steel Michigan Democratic State ComA. surprise move by Mutual’s will join up in July and ride mittee, advocated that ceilings beexec v.p. Jack Poor gave ex-inde- through the ’55-’56 semester. Thurs-; imptfsed only on expenditures for
pendent radio-tv packager Robert day, “Four Star Playhouse” will radio, tv and newspaper media.
Monroe the network program
vicepresidency. The new program
chief, taking over at once, replaces
Burt Hauser, who’s held the job
for about two months.
,
Monroe will also handle programming of WOR, the General
Teleradio station in N. Y. which
feeds the network. It’s believed the

.

Julius

LaRosa

(so far) for

BOB MONROE NAMED

HAUSER AT MBS

?

HIGHER RATINGS!

time a network program chief
also bossed local program operations.
Incidentally, since
Larry

first

Menkin

left

WOR,

a

program head

has not been used,
Hauser before his program job
was veep in charge of co-op pro-

MORE RENEWALS!

gramming until it slipped in network importance. Last July, while
still heading the co-op department,
he was also given the job of handling the network “development
department.” He reassumes as boss

of the latter post, which,

3 million people • $5Vi
tfjfc
B

A

billion

— TP

LANCASTER^ PA*

annual effective buying Income

NBC

*

CBS

•

DuMont

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McColloifgh,

Pnt.

essentially, is expected to concern subsidiary rights on merchandising,
Including the “Baseball Almanac.”

—

Boston
Boston Ui and radio
indie WEEI have teamed on $1,000
scholarship for a four-year course
in broadcasting.
The station is
giving the coin for a highschooler
a “high academic standing
and a record of participation in
speech and dramatics.”
with

BIGGER RESULTS!
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28th consecutive month
during which more people

watched WTOP-TV than

any other

in

television station

Washington**

WTOP-TV
o

at

Broadcast House

Washington

,

0 C.
.

Represented Nationally by CBS-TV Spot Sales

*Telepulse, December,

1952— March, 1955

—

-

-
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-TV FILMS

RADIO

Wednesday, April
the

tv,

NARTB

Comment

Continued from pap© 30

mitted to his father that he had proved an excellent
been brought to the point where her impressions of
he would have done anything for a lightfully humorous.
blanket and three hours of sleep. itely a new threat to

His father, in turn, put the agonized question:

“Why

didn’t

you die

an honorable death in action?”
Said Thompson: “What’s cowardice
in ohe man is collapse in another.”
The prosecutor argued 4hat, deany alleviating factors, acquitting Thompson would limit the
courage of others in the future.
The defense urged the court to
judge the defendant in terms of
camp values, not those of the
courtroom.
All of which jelled into a good
spite

'

pro-and-con conversation piece.

It

could have been more than that.
Alex Segal directed with a view
to simplicity and authenticity. Best
argument of 'em all was that of
the Army chaplain’s. “The gtiilt of
Maj. Hall, 6 he said, “is really the
.

guilt of men who allow such prison
camps to exist in the first place.!’
Hift.

mimic and

singers deShe’s definthe growing
crop of comediennes. The Trenier
Twins rocked and. rolled with vigorous rhythm and their dancing
gave the stage a hotfoot. Ronnie
Graham failed to get many laughs
with his skin-diving, bit. Both he
and his material need sharpening.
Gordon MacRae, the singing host,
scored with his vocals and kept
the show moving with his integration of the acts.
UI got a film plug for “Ain’t
Misbehavin’ ” for sending over
Miss Snowden; who. doesn’t appear
in the picture. The usual winning
parlay of Joe Santley, producer,

The gimmick of using a twoheaded moderator, in the persons
of Bob (Elliott) & Ray (Goulding)
on the ABG-TV quizzer, “The
Name’s The Same,” isn’t giving
this show much of a hypo. In their
own spot, Bob & Ray can be very
smart humorists, but a quiz show

Deejay’s

4G

CBS

exposure

deal assures

AM

DuMont
»

Continued from Page 26

—

it

was declared,

When

and his new
him of at least

300 Witness Unveiling

A

great deal has been discussed
about the “electronicam” machinery per se.
highly-placed tv film
(and live) producer-director wanted
camera for his shows. At the time
approached by the press, he had
made no direct overtures to DuMont, but he was convinced that
the live and film camera was mpre
rapid and money-saving than any
standard
production
operation.
There were several agency execs
out of the crowd of over 300 people watching the “electronicam”
unveiling who were inclined to
agree with the producer.

top.

•

Windy

cially

&

her agers.

—

—

,

DuMont intends setting up a
separate corporate subdivision to
handle the “electronicam,” it has
been reported. And understood to
be first in line for consideration
I

would

to thank

like

who voted me

all

th'e artists*

the coveted
«

for the third

thereby awarding

I

am

achieve advertiser acceptance of the UHF service- as a satisfactory
advertising medium.- The other principal UHF problems insufnetwork prografms, need for receiver con-versions all contribute to, _and result from, the fundamental
problem lack of advertiser acceptance of the service.
“The UHF service is doomed to failure unless a. means is found
stations on the air a sufficient opporimmediately to grant
tunity and time, on a fairly widespread scale, to prove-out the
worth of UHF as ah advertising medium. Immediate area deintermixture is the only feasible solution to the basic
problem,
UHF stations must operate in UHF-only cities or areas to be given
a fair opportunity to demonstrate the worth- of the UHF service.
Competition from even one VHF station located in the same market wil make it virtually impossible for the UHF stations to demonstrate to the advertisers ahd agencies that the UHF service can
provide an advertising service which is comparable to that provided by the VHF service.
“In summary, the' basic UHF problem selling the advertiser
on the UHF service as a satisfactory advertising medium can
be solved only by immediate adoption by the Commission of the
policy of area deintermixture. The purpose of this policy should
be to establish strong UHF-only centers in a number of major
markets, markets which ire important to the advertiser and in
which the success of UHF as a selling medium will convert the
thinking- of advertisers generally to accept the UHF service.
“If about 100 UHF stations are enabled to operate, for a period
of years in a number of important markets, without, VHF competition, these UHF stations will haVe the opportunity to establish the fact that UHF can be a successful and effective advertising medium. The prejudice against UHF will be broken down.
Thereafter, as the need for additional stations develops in other,
markets, more UHF stations will be able to commence operations,
filling out the Commission’s table of tv assignments throughout the
country, without the insuperable obstacles of advertiser nonacceptance.”

—
—

‘

UHF

UHF

—

division

head

is

Storer
Continued from -pas© 28
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UHF

—

possessi

deeply touched,

CY HARRICE

—

MARTIN STONE, TPA
IN MERCHANDISE TIE

stations,” the petition as-

Martin Stone, head of the Kagmerely continued, an
ran Corp. (“HooWdy Doody”) untilNBC bought the company and its
assets outright, is expanding his
ance of the year, leaving only 80 new indie merchandising operation

serted,

*‘is

additional net decline of 30 operating stations will occur in the bal-

with the addition of seven Televistations in operation at the
sion Programs of America telefilm
yearend.
If,
however, the Comshows.
Stone, who already has
mission continues to grant VHF
tied Jackie Gleason to a merchanstations in ^areas where UHF stadising pact, will handle the mertions are now in operation, it is
dear that the UHF stations will chandising activities for TPA 'a
“Lassie,” “Captain Gallant,” “Ellose network affiliations and be
forced to discontinue operation at lery Queen”! and the .upcoming
an accelerated rate, Resulting in “Count of Monte Cristo,” ‘‘Leather
practically 100% extinction of UHF Stockings Tales,” “Tugboat Annie”
and a still Untitled animal series.
stations
in
intermixed* markets
TPA apparently will continue to
within the next 12 months.”
handle merchandising on its most
Storer’s Miami proposal was the widely
exploited show, “Ramar of
most sweeping deintermixture plan the Jungle,” but the Stone
deal
yet submitted, going far beyond gives
the latter exclusive, merchanany of the all-UHF or all-VHF dising on all other
TPA
present
schemes filed with the Commission and upcoming
properties.
Stone
since it called for comments three will also
handle all endorsements,
weeks ago on reallocation of chan- personal appearances
and promonels in Hartford, Conn., Evansville, tions
on the shows and their stars.
Ind., Madison, Wis., and Peoria,
He was given the booking

UHF

111 .

ment

The plan would reguire the only

VHF

station in
Miami, WTVJ
(owned by Wometco theatres), to
'

accept a UHF instead of its VHF
channel.
It would also require
that 'proceedings on the two VHF
channels in contest be stayed and
that one
channel be assigned
in place of the two V’s. Additional
U’s could be mad& available if
wanted, but the area, said Storer,
cannot support more than four stations, VHF or UHF.

Storm Kayoes

UHF

plies
WALA-TV, Mobile, was
struck by lightning three days in
a row knocking the tv station off
ing to UHF,' Storer estimated, the air for periods averaging close
would be only $80;000 (after tax to six hours each.
deductions and salev of VHF equip-

The expense

ment)

and

to

WTVJ

in chang-

be

weighed

“should

against the benefit to the public
generally in Miami, and. on a na-

tionwide basis.”
The cost would
less than what WTVJ is. understood to be currently earning in
two months, petition declared.
Storer recognized that a shift of
WTVJ to UHF would require nearly half of the set owners in the
area to convert. But this investment, company argued, “will be no
greater than that which Would be
lost by the 51.5% who have purchased sets .that can receive UHF,
a loss which will immediately occur if WITV (in Fort Lauderdale)

be

Jim Caddigan, and

WGBS-TV

(Storerls

TEXACO STAR THEATRE
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C*
Mot.i William Morris

—

Agsncy

station)

BUYING

slated

In event of esAnother UHF’er Folds
tablishment,
the
“electronicam”
division will be operated for sale
Des Moines, April 19.
or rental of the machine, just as
Television station KGTV ceased
does the tube or transmitter di- operations on April 15. UHF stavisions.
tion operated oh Channel 17.
In making the announcement
Jefferson City
Donald Hugh
Fleming, who just completed his
12th year with the Fred Waring
Glee Club, will join the staff of
KRCG-TV here later this month.

WALA-TV

Mobile, April 19.

That old adage about lightning
never striking twice in the same
place did a brody during the
14-lnch rainfall
and windstorm
that swept the Deep South.
Private power plant which sup-

currently network program chief. shut down, which they will be
There's a possibility a decision forced to do if this petition is not
on the new structure will be made granted.”
*

DuMont board meeting

assignfor p.a.’s for “Lassie” a week

ago.

for today (Wed.).

consecutive time,

me permanent

a£

in a

MOJO

UHF

Washington, April 19.
Here’s Storer Broadcasting Co.’s analysis of the UHF problem:
“Actual operating experience throughout the country “demonstrates
conclusively that the fundamental and basic UHF problem is to
.

A

City personality, espeThe DuMont camera is not revowith the disk-buying teen- lutionary. Several weeks ago, McBesides his daily and week- Cadden Corp. (the" Burns
Allen
some ly tv shows, he works a 90-minute outfit) announced a “dual-purpose
An- morning show starting at 6:30 on camera which will simultaneously
other guest was Rhonda Fleming WIND and
a nightly half-hour at photograph a show for live teleand the panel was supposed to 10 on
WMAQ.
vision and record it on film” by
guess that she wanted to give Bob
use of a common lense for both
Ray a “big kiss” on their debut.
operations/ Since Dr. Allen DuThe line of questioning produced
Mont said he definitely will make
some obvious double entendres
Zenith
his advance available to other prowhich caused some Obvious emducers, McCadden will become his
barrassment on the part of Bob &
Continued from page 29
*
competitor
Ray. Another guest’s name was I.
either in rentals or
Tickle and what the panel could stroy their present domination through sale of machines. But as
do with that was not surprising. and control,” McDonald called for far as the network operation, DuThe final guest was an eight-year- the various governmental agencies Mont is believed to have a decided
old named Laraine Day. The plugs to ascertain whether this action is advantage over producers who rent
for the Ralston product, inciden- illegal and contrary to_the
public or buy either his camera or Mctally, were handled with a neat
Cadden ’s, since the producer will
interest.
light touch by Lee Goodman.
additionally have to rent space and
Herm.
other facilities which DuMont alLevey’s Bias?
National Assn, of Radio & TV ready possesses.
Talent was abundant and move- Broadcasters’ thumbs down on tollDr. DuMont says that' there Is
ment spirited on* Sunday’s (17) tv was denounced in sharp terms strong potential for sale or rental
Colgate Comedy Hour but there last week by Arthur Levey, prez
of of the “electronicam” to other
seemed to be a lack of spark to Skiatron, who said it showed “a fields, chief among them is the tv
keep the show consistently ignited.
commercial field. The inven-Some of the acts and sketches deplorable lack of courage and film
tion allows for continuous filming,
failed to measure up with other foresight.”
unlike
conventional film cameras,
With
programs’
cost
up,
and
lou<k
elements that kept the entertainment level from sagging. Laughs demands for better shows, “the ac- by using live television monitoring
and
shooting
techniques. It also is
tion
of
the
NARTB
television
board
were in good supply and the music
tuneful, but slow routines at times violates not only the dictates of supposed to eliminate the need for
good sense and good economics focusing before each film shot.
snagged the pace.
Edgar Bergen dropped in with but ignores a basic American prin- There are editing and cutting adCharlie McCarthy and Mortimer ciple free enterprise and free vantages said, to be extant too. And,
Snerd to account- for much of the competition.”
among other things, the camera
merriment but a long airline
Levey suggested that a public will shoot in color as well as b&w.
sketch was burdened with too referendum may eventually .have This could save no end of time and
much dialog to make it palatable. to be taken to establish the audi- coin over present film commercial
Charlie’s love scene with Leigh
production. The salme advantages
Snowden didn’t cohie up ' to its ence's feeling on the toll-tv issue. might apply to other fields; educa“Subscription
tv
will
come,
potential
although
the
femme whether
tional (DuMont mentioned this to
NARTB
likes
it
or
not,
guestar did well with her lines
without the wiggly walk. The ex- because it represents a vital and leave the way open for a publicized
series, conceived by scribe M,ax
fundamental
solution
the
pressto
posure, however, should revive
fresh tv interest in the ventrilo- ing economic problems currently Wylie and using college profs) and
industrial filmization; possibly even
quist.
besetting the tv industry.
Sue Carson, in her videbut,
“In taking a stand against toll- feature picture making, or any
other area that uses film.
panelists waited to
guess
name until they gotten in^
very fancy plugs for Benny?

Storer Analyzes

—

New York NBC

network

•

ficient revenues, lack of

affils still hold out prime
time, the film program deal will
brass but noth- further allow DuMont to take
fringe time. Thus, It’ll almost be a
ing materialized.
national spot sales org, in reality,
For the past couple of years,
competing directly with vidfilm
Miller has had his sights set on a
syndicators.

the

an
national ride.
CBS veep
of this type is not their metier.
On their preem show, their awk- H. Leslie Atlass has already lined
the
Wrigley
gum
P.
K.
up
firm as
wardness was definitely felt and
their Scope for satire was severely a sponsor for either a weekly halfconstricted by the overall format. hour or a daily strip on CBS
This major burden of this show radio web. Also in the offing is a
falls on the panel which is re- network tv audition with a kine to
quired to 'guess the names of he cut within the next couple of
guests whose monickers are iden- weeks.
tical with noted persons.
This
Meanwhile, his Friday night
variation of “20 Questions” rarely
produced anything sparkling even WBBM-TV disk-interview show will
continue
as is with a second night
though the panel was composed of
One of the hardest
such slick gabbers as Audrey Mea- promised.
working
dee
jays on the local scene,
dows, Roger Price, Walter Slezak
and Laraine Day who’ll be a reg- the sheer scope of Miller’s local
radio-tv exposure has made him a
ular for the next month.

The first guest Monday night
was Jack Benny’s daughter and the

.

maintained.

time charges) for the first time, as
added clearance inducement.
DuMont said a key clearance
problem, until the official formulation of “down with the old” planning, was poor quality kines. (Even
the popular Bishop Sheen show
was rejected in spots due to poor
kine quality.) In this regard, Bergand Mannie Manheim, scripter,
two-thirds of the
provided the show with the basic mann said that
web’s affil time was via kinescope,
ingredients in capable manner.
since
and,
were
a chief block
kines
Helm,
to time clearance, asked why not
just go film and improve quality.
It can be done for just as -little,
Continued from page 26

1955

has shirked one of

primary responsibilities, that is
to serve the public by bringing it
the best entertainment to be had.
Only by gaining its own boxoffice
in the living room of the nation
can television ever hope to fulfill
its
total responsibilities,” Levey
its

Tele Followup

210,

from Eau Claire, Wis., where he
manages another television station,
manager Leo Howard said the

“public supported us” in bringing
a UHF station to Des Moines, but
the
station was never able to get
He will have special talent programs On KRCG, according to sta- a “full complement” of network
tion o^rner and general manager, shower ,, Last, month it canceled the
Mrs. Betty Handy.
network snows it had.

I

A HOME

SCARSDALE?
SEE
EDDIE SMITH
1697 B'way

In association

JU

6*3345

H. H. Schlosser Realty Co.

FOR SALE
Deoeaaed artist's farm Jd Adirondack*, 64 ml.
fram Albany.
7 rm. housa, flan anolaued
porch, 1 bathl, all convenience*, early American furniture, 5 new Duobeda. Barn. Flnnlah
Steam Bath House. Large pond for bathing
fed by sprlngr. 284 atrei. Dude ranch country. hunting, and Ashing. Secluded, net Isolated.
Located on top of mountain with breath-taking vlowst. $14,000. Box V-742, Varlaty, 164
W. 40th 8t„ New York 36.

/

I
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DISCOVER A

NEW HIGH IN AIR 'TRAVEL

..

TWA's great new
_

NON-STOP TO LOS ANGELES

LARGEST MOST LUXURIOUS AIRLINERS IN THE SKIES TODAY
TWA!

>

Created by Lockheed especially for

>

Powered By Curtiss-W right's newest Turbo-compound enginesl
Interior by Henry Drey fuss, world-famous designer

>

First to fly

NON-STOP coast to

coast,

TWA now sets new standards,^

of speed and luxury in transcontinental air travel wijth the great,

incomparable Super*G Constellation.

Never before have so many new features been introduced
giant airliner. Not just one, but four cabins

,

.

.

in

one

three beautifully

appointed lavatories, rich wood-paneled interiors, adjustable reading
lights,

handy baggage

racks, the widest

and roomiest lounge chairs in

(transcontinental service, glare- free picture windows— much, much more.*

Your only regret
In just a

will

be the briefness of your stay aboard. J^or

few hours the four mighty Curtiss-Wright Turbo-compoiind

New York and Los Angeles.
no extra fare on your next trip between
York and California. Make your reservations today.

^engines bridge the distance between

Plan

New

to

enjoy

it all

at

.

DEPARTS DAILY AT
from

New

I

P.

M.

York International, Airport

Other convenient non-stop and one-stop Super Constellati
flights daily to Los

Angeles and San Francisco

FOR IMMEDIATE RESERVATIONS
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT OR CALI TWA:

LExington 2-710,0
Or

visit

one of TWA's conveniently located

ticket offices:

and 38th St. * 80 East 42nd
624 and 630 Fifth 'Av*. * Hotel Statlor
67 Broad St. * 120 Broadway • Brooklyn! 206 Livingiton St.
Newark, New Jerteyi 15 Commerce St., Mitchell 3-7650.
Whit* Plains — 35 Mamaroneck Av*.— WHit* Plaint 8*7282

East Sid* Airlines Terminal Building, Itt Av*.

St,

Sheraton-Aitd'r Hotel Lobby *

,

Ely the finest

*

* .

FLY
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

Meet fellow ’passengers

Sleep away the miles in s wide, full-length
berth that’s evert roomier than rail berths! In
the morning, awaken to a piping-hot breakfast
served right in bed. It’s the only air sleeper

in the smartly decorated,

''Starlight Lounge.” Relax in the deep-cushioned
sofas and order your favorite drink. Choose eliam*
pagne, bourbon, scotch, coclftails with TWA’s

—

^compliments, natural Jy. :

’

11 ”

-»•

-

,•

4

lervice j)ctw<pen
*

*

%

«

«*.

New York and
3996Q'tt

8694

California.

Finest food in flight! Mealtime finds you lingering over each tempting course of a complete
de luxe dinner. And any time enjoy your favorite drink, delicious snacks or tempting canape*
from TWA’s galley— all at no extra cost.

)

.. .

,

»
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes
>By

'

HERM SCHOENFELD.

Norman Brooks: “Heart”-“Top makes
Many Heartaches” (Label X). This femme
Billy
singer, who catapulted to the top

Matt Dennis: “She Dances Over- blen
head” (Victor)* Matt Dennis, Coast
cleffer - arranger - pianist - singer
who’ currently playing in New
York’* Chi-Chi club, makes a highly agreeable impression in his initial set for Victor. Dennis doesn’t
have standout pipes, but he has a
relaxed crooning style that’s very
easy to take, especially when, as
in this album, it’s on a repertoire
of Rodgers
Hart songs. Harry
Geller supplies a swinging orch
background on such tunes as
“Mimi “Isn’t It Romantic,” “Have

like the v current flock of
singing combos.
Eckstine:
“Only You”.

the versatile western repreacher who was the 1952
candidate for President on the
Prohibition ticket and is the most
prolific writer of hits in the folkwestern genre since the late Hank
Williams. Like the latter, Hamblen’s pipes ,have an unpolished,
but authentic ring. This set is
comprised of his own compositions,
including the title song, “This Ole
is
vivalist

a couple of years ago because he “Love Me Or Leave Me” (MGM).
sounded exactly like the; late Al .Billy Eckstine comes up with a
fine ballad, in “Only You,” which
also illustrates how influential the
r&b cycle has become in determining current pop music styling. Eckstine gives it a good workout with
House” and “The Lord Is Counting
a vocal combo backing* He also
On- You,” his three biggest hits in
does well on “Love Me Or Leave
the
pop-religioso field. Hamblen
been
piling
up'
a
which
has
Me,”
gets choral hacking in this collecstack of wax versions, notably Lena
You Met Miss Jones” and “This tion.
Horne’s RCA Victor slice, prior to
George Feyer; Echoes of HollyFunny World,” amongst a dozen
the upcoming pic of the same title;
great standards. The cover illus- wood (Vox). To his many fragrant
Tony Bennett: “Punch And Judy
“Echoes”
albums, pianist George
tration,
incidentally,
has
a
sexy
Love’V'What Will I Tell My
Feyer has added another choice
legs-and-girdle selling angle.
Mooney’s baton.
^
Heart” (Columbia). “Punch and
This
platter wisely doesn’t
one.
Clifford
Brown
Ensemble (Pacific
Susan Hunter: “Not Yet”-‘‘Was Judy Love” is an offbeat ballad
Jazz). This indie label has been crowd too many numbers in, allowand his
That The Right Thing To Do” idea that makes okay material for
ing for fuller treatment, interestmaking
a
-successful
career
out
of
his
with
He
belts
it
Tony
Bennett.
Decca’s new songstress
(Decca).
CHAMPAGNE MUSIC
ing variations and tricky arrangegot an unusually strong launching familiar sentimental style. Bennett 188th Consecutive Week, Aragon showcasing modern jazz ensembles ments. The 14 tunejs culled from
Calif on the Coast where many of the
Monica,
Santa
with a tv shot on the Milton Berle handles the flip with an easy beat Ballroom,
current top combos have originated Hollywood prize pix include such
•
The that sells.
tv show yesterday (Tups.).
recently. In this set, an easterner, faves as “Easter Parade,” “Lili,”
Carol Woodward: “Sweet GeorExclusively on Coral Records
plugs plus the strength of the tune,
TANGO
Clifford Brown, joins his trumpet “Cheek to Cheek,” “American in
Lovei^
ELEPHANT
Had
A
“Not Yet,” should be enough to gia Brown”-“Mary
“Third Man
“Carioca,*
•
with a Coast aggregation Including Paris,”
put this side over the top. It’s an Man” (Dot). If those Crazy Otto
LAZY GONDOLIER
Zoot Sims, Russ Freeman, Shelley Theme’* and “Donkey Serenade.”
excellent ballad with a perhaps disks are hot, maybe this deliberon
Rhythm
accomp
many
adds to
Manhe and others for an ultra-cool
questionable lyric intro, but it has ately corny slice of “Swept Georcocktail-time
session. This album comes to life the appeal. Soothing
With
nostalgic overtones.
tunes,
only
in a couple of spots where
If the teenage disk crowd is .ready
the combo gets off the tired profor a new romantic crooner, Andy
Jazz Label Into Field
Sheppard should be its boy. ^e’s gressive riffs.
Jesse
Crawford: - “Modes
In
got plenty of romance in his pipes
with.,
a Mood” (Decca). Organ instrumentand he croons a ballad
HEART
BROOKS
A new jazz label, Ad Lib Recknowhow that’s appealing. He’ll als are one of the staples of the
(Label X
.Too Many Heartaches
material, though, to disk biz and in this set, Jesse Craw- ords, has been set up in N. Y. by
_..... ,
NOT YET need stronger
SUSAN HUNTER
“I’m Crying ford, has cut a pleasant package Charlie Mack. Initial release, a
now.
dent
a
make
(Decca)
Was That the Right Thing to Do
Alone” is a good intro. “What Is of his own compositions. Numbers 10-inch LP platter, is a background
EYDIE GORME-STEVE LAWRENCE
CLOSE YOUR -EYES
Paris” is a theme that’s been range from novelties like “Pixie music waxing for home footers to
(Coral)
Mucho
, .Besame
worked over, too ipany times to Parade” and “The Swiss Doll,” use for accompaniment; Set is
through ballads like “Blue Twi- tagged,. “Let’s Have a Session.”
LES PAUL-MARY FORD
NO LETTER TODAY make this side stand out.
and “Forgotten Melody” to similar-styled album recently was
Genuine Love
(Capitol)
Bob Jaxon: “Why Does A Woman light”
“Vienna Violins” and “Hawaiian released by Signal Records.
Cry? ”-.“Ali Baba” (Cadence). Bob Honeymoon.”
Ad Lib plans to spread into the
attract attention with
should
Jaxon
a sustained impact and Miss Hun- gia Brown” can make it too, Carol
Stiiart Hamblen: “It is No Se- jazz field with the pacting of new
Crooner has a
effort.
ter delivers it with savvy. Reverse Woodward delivers it with the his first
to cret” (RCA Victor). Stuart Ham- combos.
how
knows
and
savvy
shellac
is an okay entry in a conventional flavor of the 1920s and a dixieland
exposure
groove.
backing helps to establish the sell a song. “He’ll get
”

Jolson and then fadedquickly because of the same reason, may be
put. on the comeback route with
‘Heart,” the inspirational tune
from the legit musical, “Damn
Yankees.” It’s material that just
right for Jolie’s oldfashioned belting Style and Brooks may pick up
most of the marbles on this widely
covered tune, He* sticks to the
same format on the oldie on the
flip. Excellent backing is supplied
by orch and chorus under Harold

&

LAWRENCE WELK
'

Best Bets

With Background Tune

NORMAN

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

A

•

“Why Does A Woman Cry?
Gorme-Steve Lawrence: “jazz age” atmospheric quality. It via
ballad tailored along folk
Your Eyes” - “Besame could be a freak hit. Reverse is a a neat
song lines. “Ali Baba,” on the rethe
nurserymediocre
takeoff
on
Mucho” (Coral). Mixed duets have
in the folk genre, is a
also
verse,
not been in vogue recently on wax, rhyme.
piece and rates plays.
this one could bring them
Ibiit
Teresa Brewer: “Silver Dollar”- livelier
back. Eydie Gorme, who shows her “I Don’t Want To Be Lonely To"strongest potential to date on this night” (Coral)* “Silver Dollar” is
coupling, teams .solidly with croon- a rousing rhythm number which Genie Records to Plug
er Steve Lawrence on a slow bal- Teresa Brewer handles in swinging
Disk By Son of Owner
lad, “Close Your Eyes,” that shows manner
with some appropriate
some definite rhythm & blues in- gut-bucket inflections. Flip is a
A new indie label, Genie Recfluence. It’s an ettpertly produced change-of-pace ballad with only ords, is hitting the market this
platter with a payoff impact. Flip fair prospects.
week. Firm, which is headed up by
Eydie

“Close

Sammy Kaye

a neat interpretation of the oftsliced standard.

is

Les Paul-Mary Ford: “Ncr Letter
Today”-“Genuine Love” (Capitol).
The Paul-Ford team may not be
clicking with the same stride that

marked their output a couple of
years ago, but 4his duo is still putting out firstrattf wax. “No Letter
Today” is a folk-type ballad with
a bluesy feel and Miss Ford handles it simply and sincerely via the
multiple-dubbing technique. Flip
is an okay entry in the current
,

rhythmic

idiom

Miss

and

Ford

Orch: “Impossible ’’-“Jim, Johnny and Jonas” (Columbia). “Impossible,” from the
score of the current Ringling Bros.,
Barnum & Bailey circus,, is a pretty ballad which Sammy Kaye has
given a reedy and highly listenable
arrangement. Jeffrey Clay handles
the lyric in good style with choral
backing. Flip; the Hawaiian-styled
number that came back to the U.S.
via a version by a German hula
combo,, also gets a nice workout.
Andy Sheppard: “I’m Crying
Alone”-“What Is Paris” (Cadillac).

L 10 Best

Sellers

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT
CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY

pop

1

diskery’s sales rep, already
to the midwest plug-

(7)

‘

*

.Capitol
Tennessee Ernie Ford
Columbia
Fess Parker .....
.Dot
Johnny Maddox
......... (.Decca
Crazy Otto

*

j

(11)

Mercury
" Dot
Mercury

Georgia Gibbs

(3)

Vaughn

.......

David Carroll
Four Aces

(15)

....

6.

(4)
(

MGM

Les Baxter ......
{Al Hibbler
\ Roy Hamilton
\

.

.. ..

0

PLAY ME HEARTS AND FLOWERS

9.

TWEEDLE DEE

10,

McGuire Sisters
Johnny Desmond

(2)
\

(10)

«{

(

*
h

<

4

*

Georgia Gibbs
Lancers

4

4
.

»

•<

>

«

4 .
4
4

Jay^P. Morgan

....

Nat (King) Cole
Somethin Smith
....
\ Johnny Ace
Teresa Brewer
\

A SIN TO TELL A LIE
PLEDGING MY LOVE
THAT’S ALL I WANT FROM YOU

IT’S

EARTH ANGEL
IT

MAY SOUND

*

•

4 .

.

{

Jaye P. Morgan
Crew-Cuts .......
Penguins
......

1

Gloria

.

SILLY

'

f

\

\

Coral

4

<

4 >

Mann

McGuire

Frank Sinatra

number

of

....

,

Coral

¥

o
<

Decca
101

Louis

Chappell

Wonderland

—

<

>

Chappell
Miller
Miller

Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White 1 “Underwater” Chappell
Church Twice On Sunday
T Harms
Count Your Blessings 1“White Christmas”
Berlin
Dance With Me, Henry ... ...
Modern
Danger! Heartbreak Ahead
. Robbins
Do Do Do (What Your Heart Says).
Raphael
How Important Can It Be
Aspen
It May Sound Silly
Progressive
/
Just One More Time
Paxton
Ko Ko Mo
Meridian
Love Me Or Leave Me
BVC
Mambo Italiano
Rylan
Melody Of Love
Shepiro-U
-

—

1

Me

Hearts

, .

And Flowers

Sand And The Sea

—

*

<

...

St.

(More In Case of Ties )

Sandman
Oh Yeah

..... -.Victor

wqeks song hot been in the Top

.

——

Be Kind To Your Parents—*“Fanny”
Berry Tree— t“Many Rivers To Cross”
Beyond The StarsP-f “Many Rivers To Cross”

Play

.Sound

Sisters

Perry Como
Crew-Cuts
Pat Boone

Kisses

Mister
<

.

Crazy Otto
in parentheses indicate

.

.

5

I Figures

« >

.

1

\
.

.... Victor

W

Two

Stockings”
AH
Ballad Of £>avy Crockett

4>

DANGER! HEARTBREAK AHEAD

Hearts,

.

Top 30 Songs on TV

4 *

DARLING, JE VOUS AIME BEAUCOUP

Two

.

—

Q? You— “Silk

4

Second Croup

.

s

•

4

.".Atlantic

.

Flowers

Stowaway
Strange Lady In Town i“Strange Lady In Town”, Witmark
Take My Love 1“The Glass Slipper”.
.Feist
That’s All I Want From You
&B
Tweedle Dee
Progressive

4

i

.

Me

And

1

<

Lavern Baker

Hearts

<

4

.

Ypnight

<

«

..

Me

Red River
Famous
Meridian
Peer
.^BVC
.....* Shapiro-B
Advanced'
Arc-R
Melrose

<

Decca

.

Progressive

Mind

Unchained Melody i“Unehained”
Frank
Whatever Lola Wants *“Damn Yankees” ........ Frank
Young And Foblish— *“Plain And Fancy”
Chappell

4

.Capitol

.

f

in

—

-

Perez Prado ..... ...... Victor
Joni James
Sarah Vaughan
.

\

^

4

Wonderland

.

Sincerely

.

Ink Spots

CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE
HOW IMPORTANT CAN IT BE (8)

.

May Sound Silly
And Jonas

Play

.

{

‘

.

.

Love Me Or Leave
Melody -Of Love

Cadence

Hayes

Chappell

Crockett

Jim, Johnny

Keep Me

on Coin-Machines ,

Billy

5>

It

on a trek

ging the biscuit.

(

MELODY OF LOVE

Daw

—

.

Genie release toas cut by
Gene Jimae, 11-year-old harmonica
player. He’s the son of the Gefiie
The juve coupled “Song
topper.
India” and “I’ll Dust the
of
Stars.” ” Chuck Darwin, who was
is

—*“Silk Stockings”

Of You

—

talent.

Initial

named

of April 8-14, 1955

Berry Tree t“Many Rivers to Cross” ,
Miller
.
Blue Mirage
Wood
^ _
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White 1“Underwater”. Chappell
Danger! Heartbreak Ahead
Robbins
Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup
Chappell
Dreamboat
Leeds
*
.Shapiro-B
Foolisfily Y6urs
Hey Mr. Banjo
Mills
How Important Can It Be
Aspen
Is This Thfe End Of The Line
Broadcast

the operation, currently is prowling

|

4.

All

Ballad Of

Jimmy Jimae, will headquarter in
New York. Jimae, who also a&v’s

{Bill

2.

DANCE WITH ME, HENRY

'

Week

Survey

Ko Ko Mo
Let’s Stay Home

1.

3.

The top 30 songs of week ( more In case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatmant
* Legit musical.
Director. Alphabetically listed.
t Film.

Silk Stockings “Silk Stockings”
Sincerely
That’s All I Want From You
This Ole House
,

Tweedle Dee

Two

Hearts,

Two

Morris
Jungnickel

.Advanced
Winneton
Chappell
Arc-R

W&

B

Hamblen
Progressiva
..St. Louis
’

Kisses

Where Will The Dimple BC°
YoUn& Arid Foolish *“Plaln and Fancy”

—

Rogers
Chapjpell

.
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‘AGE OF AUTOMATION’
H wood* Music Biz Romance

to Regain

The only way
lishers to get
music biz is to

companies.

and

the

for the tpp pubback control of the
open their own disk

9-

A

That’s the viewpoint
action plan of Irving
of Mills Music,

Mills,

yiceprexy

which

is

expanding

its

A

revolution in disk merchandis
ing techniques is now in the
works. Proposal, now under study
by some of the major companies,
would bring into play all the modern resources of automation, electronic calculators and other forms
substitutions for
of mechanical

Hot Disk Item
Columbia Records album

has become a collector’s item
before its release. Package is
“A Visit to New York,” which

disk opera-

features Arthur Godfrey & All
the Little Godfreys. Included
in the set are Marion Marlowe,
The Mariners and Haleloke,
who became ex-“Little Godfreys” in the radio-tv’s star
latest purge.
Album is set for release
within the next couple of

tion.

Formerly called American Recording Artists, the name of Mills’
diskery has been changed to Marr
quee Records, due to a prior claim
on “American” by Columbia RecMills actually has been in
ords,
the disk biz for the past couple of
years, making masters for sale to
other companies. At the present
tiihe, however, Mills is setting up
his own distribution on those disks
which are not bought by other

human

weeks'.

Milis asserted that the Marquee
label will be a key adjunct to the
publishing company’s exploitation
system. “With our own disk company,” Mills said, “we. won’t have
to depend upon the release calengreat
dars of the other labels.
wealth of song material is going

down

Cap Wins New Ruling
Mercury

Vs,

in Distrib

Of

Telefunken Platters
In
U.

S.

a

two-to-one

decision,

Court of Appeals

last

the

week

affirmed a lower court ruling that
Capitol Records is entitled to manufacture add distribute in the U.S.
certain recordings cut abroad and
that Mercury Records was not en-

manufacture and distribute the same performances; Judge
Harold R, Medina and Edward
titled to

Dimmock
while

ruled in favor of Cap,

Judge Learned Hand

dis-

sented.

Record companies won another
important round in the 'battle as
whether pre-1909 copyrights
to
are subject to mechanical royalties
when the New York, Federal Apppeals Court last week upheld an
earlier ruling- by a Federal Court
in the E. B. Marks vs. Remington
Records action.
suit involved the standard,

title to

eral Judge Vincent L. Lelbell’s
original decision, the higher -court
held that Cap must succeed on the
strength of its own title rather
than on the weakness of Mercury’s

To

call it

a deparourselves

But

once started
we’ve been told it’s “very interesting” and, for the younger
generation iii all branches of
show biz, and certainly for
those in the newer mediums—
diskeries,
the
broadcasting,
etc.
it’s a refresher course ort

—

what makes Variety tick. Anyway, that’s the main idea.
So start looking on P. 2.
This is the whyfore of this
supplementary box in every
department of the paper.

season
Victor

ABC WEBS ALSO
BAN LENA HORNE SIDE

NBC,

The romance between Hollywood
and the music biz is getting hotHaving become increasingly
ter,
aware of a tune’s plug values for a
pic, the film execs are dressing up
most of their new product with
theme music for a breakthrough on
the disk level.

Songs from pic musical scores
have taken a back seat to the title
song vogue that’s embellishing
most of new big dramatic pix. The
title tune splurge from non-musical
pix started rolling in high gear last
year with “The High and the
Mighty.” and “Three Coins In The
Fountain.” It’s developed to such
an extent in the past couple of
months that there’s hardly a
dramatic film around today that
doesn’t have a song to go with it.
Last year Hollywood stressed
the title song binge via soundtrackings of the tune by a popular disk
artist.
Twentieth-Fox used Frank
Sinatra and The Four Aces for
“Three Coins In The Fountain”
and “Woman’s World,” respectively, and Walter Wanger used
Nat (King) Cole for “Hajji Baba.”
This- season, however, the emphasis is on a melodic theme strong
enough to attract diskery attenThe soundtrack
tion on its own.
.

season isn’t over though. -Cole recently was snapped up by United
Artists to sing “The Blues From
Kiss Me Deadly” in its upcoming
pic version of Mickey Spillane’s
*
“Kiss Me Deadly.”
Stickout tune in the dramatic pic
theme sweepstakes so far this sea-

“Unchained Melody,” which
Les Baxter’s
Al Hibbler’s
cut on Decca. Tune was written bjv
Alex North and Hy Zaret for War-*
ner Bros’ “Unchained.”
Other
son

is

rolling for a hit via
slice on Capitol and
is

Weather Gets

songs tied in with non-musical pic
are “Theme From The Strategic Air Command” and “Run For

Hot and Cools

titles

Cover” (both Paramount releases),
“Land of the Pharaohs” and
“Strange Lady in Town” (from

The fade of the rhythm & blues Warners), “Theme From I Arn^A
tunes from the pop lists is happen- Camera” (Distributors Corp..'“of
ing faster than originally expected. America) and “Prize of Gold,” an
In the last couple of weeks, the upcoming Columbia pic. Par also
r&b numbers have been falling off is prepping a big title song push
at sdch an accelerated pace that for. its forthcoming product, “To
most of the major companies are
(Continued on page 54)
no longer interested in covering
this type of tune with pop artists.
•

The hit lists are, now becoming
crowded with such tunes as the
“Melody of Love,” the folktype number, “The Ballad of Davy

Glenn Miller Band Has

oldie

Lots More Sides to Go;
Hollywood, April 19.
ABC webs have fol- Crockett”; a straight pop, “How
CBS in banning Lena Important Can It Be”; the tv-inTapes Discovered
Horne’s RCA Victor disk of “I spired ballad, - “Play Me
The late Glenn Miller’s band,
Hearts
Love to Love,” her first recording and Flowers,” and “Darling,
Je which has turned into a postin five years, on both tv and radio,
Vous Aime Beaucoup.”
mortem gold mine for RCA Victor
Neither web gave any reason for
The last r&b hit to make the via numerous album releases, inthe banning, although CBS claimed grade
in the pop market was cluding two deluxe $25 limited edithat the lyric, “Inflame me, go out “Dance
With Me Henry,” via Geor- tions has still not exhausted its
and maim me,” was “too offens- gia Gibbs’ etching
for Mercury. wax repertory. RCA execs have
ive.”
Miss Gibbs also has been riding recently huddled with Mrs. Helen
“Love” is backed by “Love Me high with another r&b
tune, Miller and the lawyer for the bandand Leave Me.”
“Tweedle Dee,” with the result leader’s estate, David Mackay, over
that the demand for her bookings the possibility of issuing additional
has considerably increased.
All Miller albums. It's understood that
and

New

lowed

TV

Names

We

to talk about

thisaway.

its

NBC

Ballroom Keys Sat. Mats

ture,

To 'Heaven Album

cision.

and added, “We then conclude the

mercial.”

Decca Latches On

Decca Records has latched On to
third original cast album of the
with “Seventh Heaven."
“In the Good Old Summertime,”
Young and Stella Uriger
first published by Marks in 1902, wrote the score for the musical,
with renewals taken out on the which is currently on its precopyrights of the lyrics and mu- Broadway tryout tour.
sics in 1929, and 1930, respectively.
Other original cast sets picked
Marks instituted the case against up by the diskery during the 1954Remington when diskery refused 55 season have been the revival
to pay. royalties on “Summertime,” of “On Your Toes” and “Ankles
Marks claimed that the renewal of Aweigh.” Latter tuner bowed on
the copyright entitled him to the Broadway Monday (18) and Decca
mechanical royalties. The Song- will cut the album within the next
writers Protective Assn, and the couple of weeks.
Music Publishers Protective Assn,
“Heaven,” produced by William
intervened in the suit as “friends A. Bacher and Gant Gaither, feaof the court” on Marks’ side.
tures Gloria DeHaven,
Ricardo
Heretofore, most diskeries haVe Montalban, Paul Hartman, Robert
balked at paying royalties on pre- Clary and Fifi D’Orsay. It’s slated
1909 copyrights, but in several for a JHay 26 preem on Broadway.

The

the recordings from Telefunken, a German company, Merc, on the other cases paid at half the regular rate
hand, obtained its title via the if publishers squawked. All tunes
Alien Property Custodian from not in the public domain, but writCzechoslovakia. In affirming Fed- ten before 1909, fall under the de-

Cap had obtained

due to come

is

from sold albums to a central industry clearing house where IBM
machines could break down exact
ly what each retailer sold.
The cards would then be sent to
(Continued on page 54)

A

(Continued on page 54)

It

Page 2

“Which department do you
read?” has been a timehonored Variety readership query.
The gag about a story being
“burled” on P. 1 or P. 2 is too
often kidding - on - the - square.
The broadcasters turn to Radio-TV first; the music bunch
to Music first; ditto the legit,
vaude and even the picture
sometimes
readers
business
skim over the first two pages
and start looking on P. 3.
In recent weeks, and for the
rest of the year, a somewhat
informal and certainly al fresco
approach to the history of the
paper, since Sime Silverman
founded it '50 years ago, has
appeared serially on P. 2. This
is part of Variety’s Golden
self-trailerizing.
In
Jubilee
radio-tv they call it a “com-

before the Record Industry Assn,
of America shortly.
Plan, which has come from the
retail end of the industry, would
involve standard catalog merchanWith each LP or EP
dise only.
set sold to retailers, the major
companies would send along „a
coded IBM or Remington Rand
index card,' indicating store, label,
album stock number, etc. Once
the retailer sold the album, he
would pull out the punched card.
At the end of each week the retailer would send all the cards

l(ibcis«

the drain because of, the
dateline and the deadline on records, but our operation won’t be
affected by such considerations.”
Marquee will cut only Mills Mu„
sic tunes and will lay on these
tunes as long as the impact justi-

labor.

‘Buried’ on

Boston
on
plaintiff has not lost the exclusive
rights to make and sell records in
Newton* Mass., April 19.
the U. S.”
A gimmick to get youngsters
Merc complained to the higher dancing at early ages, creating fucourt that it had been enjoined ture customers and profiting right
from selling eight out of 34 records from the start, has been introduced
involved without the presentation by manager Roy Gill at Norumebga
of the appropriate contract be- Park's Totem Pole Ballroom.
Weektween the artist and Telefunken. ly Saturday afternoon one-hour
Court agreed with Judge Leibell’s telecasts, direct from the ballroom
ruling that it could not be dis- via WBZ-TV, Boston, with recordputed that the recordings were ing stars giving out with their hit
made for Telefunken by the art- records and also performing live
ists.
with Freddy Guerra’s house band,
Merc also argued that the de- are pulling as many as 2,200 at 50c.
cree is void because of the absence a head. Stan Richards,
deeof the necessary parties, Telefun- jay, doubles
as m.c. of the show,
ken and defendants' predecessors which is sponsored by Howard
The Johnson restaurants,
in title in- Czechoslovakia.
Ages range
Court of Appeals held, *Tt is true from 7-8 to 18*19,
they QannOt be bound by a decree
Chirpers
booked
as
added
attracobtained in their absente-and that
some of the issues, here may have tions to the dancing every Friday
and
Saturday,
also
perform
on
the
to be re-litigated between them and
tv, shpw. Last weekend it was the
the defendant and With possible diFontane
Sisters,
vergent results. Nevertheless, that
Skedded are Johnny Maddox,
does not make it impossible to determine the controversy here be- April 22-23; Frankie Lester, April
tween the plaintiff and defendant 29-30; Chordettes, May 6-7; Julius
13-14;
Hence, they are LaRosa,
in the absence.
Georgia Gibbs,
20 -21
nq£ necessary parties.” -

WCQP

.

ROBERT Q. LEWIS JOINS
DECCA FOR JUVE SLICES

Kids dance to records and enmugging on camera as action
telecast. Invites are given to high
school and. college classes to sit on
panels judging new disks.

Robert Q. Lewis, CBS-TV pertonality, has inked a deal with
Decca Records under which he’ll

MGM'S HERTH PLATTER

Bleyer Buys Indie’s 1st

Masters for

&

Own

the other

Archie Bleyer, prez and

artists

A “few of the top artists & repexecs predicted at the
height of the r&b cycle that these
tunes would fall off as soon as the
weather became warmer, The temperature hit a high 78 degrees a
few days ago.
ertoire

Martha Wright on Road

launch

crooner

Martha Wright took

Bob

yesterday

Jaxon.

(Mon.)

as

to the

star

of

road
the

Romberg Festival of Song,” sent
out by the National Concert Bureau. Tour kicked off at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina Marine base,

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

with followup bookings in several
southern cities. Charles Peterson

producing the offering, which
employs a cast of 50.
Show will do a quickie run
through the south and then return
is

MGM

MGM

1

1905-1955

to N.
nt 1

1

.

»

tapes

of

Miller

broadcasts

were recently uncovered and these

may

provide the material for several more albums.
In the past couple of years, the
Miller band has been far and away
the bestselling orch on disks. The
first
$25 limited edition sold
around 100,000 copies and the sec**
and reportedly exceeded this total.
The Miller estate has received
around $500,000 in royalties from
Victor since the Miller boom began. It was helped by the Universal Picture biog, “The Glenn Miller Story.”

is

X

new

With Romberg Song Fest

few weeks ago by Roy and A1
to

are falling

this year.

repertoire head of Cadence Recapparently operates under
the theory that “if you can’t, lick
’em, Join ’em.”
Last week when
the new indie diskery, Btarclay
Records, began to make some
noise in Boston with Bob Jaxon's
waxing of “Why Does a Woman
Cry,”
Bleyer stepped
in
and
bought the first four masters cut
by Barclay for Cadence release.
“Cry” is backed by “Ali Baba;”
The Barclay label was formed a
ords,

Kohn

r&b numbers

off, a few of them, like the McGuire Sisters’ “Sincerely” having
been up there since the start of

Release

joy

Milt Herth has peddled a couple
slice
a
children’s album titled
9
of his masters to
Records.
“Noisy Norbert.”
N
Set will be written by Robert Sides are "Echo Tango” and “Boog
6
Cone, one of the writers on Lewis’ Da Woog.”
Lewis formerly
television show.
The Herth platter will hit the
lUZ.
•i...!'
jmade plat^.fpy
Hecofds.,

Sizzles;

Y. prior to continuing the

j

^remainder of the tour.

PATTI PAGE TO ORIENT

ON FIRST O’SEAS TREK
Mercury’s top songstress, Patti
Page, will make her first overseas
trek next month when she takes
off for a swing around the Orient.
When she completes her current
four-week booking at the Desert
Inn in Las Vegas, Miss Page will
take off May II for Tokyo, Osaka,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Manila and
then swing back to the Slates via
the Hawaiian Islands.
She will be accompanied b.v her
manager, Jack Rael, and three
musicians.
„
,

.
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Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending April

Give Me
Blossom Fell .......... Fields
Aberbach
Let Me Go
Southern
Under Bridges
;Beine‘
If Anyone Finds This
Victoria
Prize of Gold
Leeds
Mobile
Stranger P’di$e: .Frank Music

(For Real This Time) to Hypo Terp Biz
Hollywood, 'April

19.

With the slogan of “Get On the
Bandwagon,” the formation of the
Dance Orchestra Leaders of America took place today (Tues.) at an
informal press luncheon at the Hollywood Palladium. Coast bandleaders, in an effort to stimulate
biz, have joined together, with Les

Brown as president, to revitalize'
the art of ballroom dancing which,
of course, has been on the downgrade since the record-breaking
“big band” era of 1935-45.
According to Brown, the basic

formation of DQLA, with James
C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, acting as honorary president. Other
officers include Harry James, veepee; Lawrence Welk, treasurer, and
Freddy Martin, secretary.
Current membership totals 65
bandleaders with associate memberships open to anyone interested
in promoting the success of the
newly-founded org. -No initiation
fee is involved, although dues will
be $40 a year.
Um

.

aims of DOLA are to revitalize
ballroom ^attendance; provide a
forum for cooperation among

.

Naughty Lady ....... .Sterling
Maddox
Cherry Pink
Connelly
Marabo Italiano

try.

ing to
pubbery.

from Col

Second 12

Actually, thifiy is the third time
the baton-swingers have attempted

has been accepted
membership, accordJonie Taps, veepee of the

to pay stipulated royalties
on the score of “Maytime,” originally a German musical which was
adapted into English in 1917 by

failed

films,

.

Man from Laramie”
r

and was featured

teries

musical remake.

revue,

“New

Romberg

Sigmund

Epic to Pu$h Clary

and

(music)

Rida Johnson Young (lyrics). At
that time, Shubert had full control
of the score and assigned the publication rights to Schirmer on the
basis that the latter would pay the
Shuberts 5c per copy and 50% of

Robert Clary is being prepped
for a wax push by' Epic Records.
Label pacted the crooner-comedian
last week. HeTl be released primarily as an album artist.
Clary has been appearing in ni-

Ready for release are title tunes
from “A Prize of Gold” and “The
pix, written by
Ned Washington and Lester Lee,
Jule
and the
.Styne-Leo Robin
songs from “My Sister Eileen,”

such an institutional campaign in
the past decade, after the bloom
went off the ballroom boxoffice.
The band heads decided something had to be done and this, time
on a permanent basis. Thus the

cal Co.
Suit was initiated a couple of
years ago by the Shuberts, who
claimed that Schirmer breached a
contract when, after the first copyright term, the music publishers

Mills
.......
Majorca
No-One But You .... Robbins
Unsuspecting H’rt..Berry Music
Wedding Bells ....... Mellin
Finger of Suspicion. .Pickwick
Fields
Paper Kisses

ASCAP

into

A civil contract, involving the right renewal contract with Schirassignment of rights to a musical mer, the latte^ stopped paying
Shuberts. Shuberts
publication, is subject to the limita- royalties to the
sued, charging that the original
tions of the U. S. Copyright Law,
according to a split decision hand- 1917 contract was for an “indefied down by the N. Y, Court of Ap- nite and indefinable” period, not
peals in favor of G. Schirmer Inc. expressly limited in time.
Although the Shuberts won in
and against April Productions, a
subsidiary of the Shubert Theatri- the lower courts, the Court of Ap-

*

Wright
Happy Days
Open Your Heart .... DucKess
Cavendish
Tomorrow
Ready Willing Able .... Berry
Mister Sandman' ..... Morris
Tweedle Dee ....... .Robbins

Hollywood, April- 19.

Columbia Pictures Music Corp.,
recently formed'"' to publish tunes

.

.

.

ASCAP

bandleaders, promote new and betdance bands, and, more and
better dance music throughout the
nation; and in general, to do a
public relations job for the induster

Rights Test Involving the Shuberts

,

11

Cot Music Info

9>

London, April 12.
Cavendish
Connelly
Word

Softly;,

meehanicals.

all

Romberg and Mrs.
Johnson's estate executed a copy-

in the legit

In 1945, after

Faces,”

peals, New York’s highest tribunal, reversed the decisions.
In a
ruling by Judge Fuld, the court
stated that “Shubert’s grant of the
right to publish Was in general
terms, and, therefore, did not convey any rights beyond the original
term.” ‘‘Original terms” refers to
the first 28-year term of copyright
under the Federal statutes.
The ruling said of the original
contract that “the agreement cannot'.
. in the absence of express
language, not here present, be construed to require payments of
royalties after the expiration of
the underlying copyrights.”
Accordingly,
Judge
Fuld
ruled,
When those rights terminated,
with the expiration of the initial
term of copyright, Schirmer ’s obli-

7/6 Vs. the Shuberts
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“Ballad of Davy Crockett”.
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.
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PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
“Cherry Pink Mambo”
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

3

3

“Dance With Me, Henry”

4

4

5
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_

JOHNNY MADDOX

6
7

“Melody of Love”

TENN. ERNIE FORD (Capitol)
“Ballad of Davy drockett”
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
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A couple of .weeks ago, April
Productions lost a suit in N. Y%
Federal Court against the now-defunct Harem night club, N. Y. In
that suit, the Shuberts claimed that
there was an infringement on their'
rights to “The Student Prince,”

55

50

29

a Romberg operetta, in a
sketch, presented at the
nitery by the Ben- Yost troupe. The
court ruled that the nitery’s right
to use the music was covered by
its license from the American So-
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Publishers.
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CHANCE AS CLEFFER

17

Chicago, April 19.

(Decca)

“Open Up Your Heart”.
“Honey Babe”
NAT (KING) COLE
“Sand and the Sea”

LAURIE SISTERS
19
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“Ko Ko Mo”.
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Billy Williams, currently appearing at the Black Orchid here, has
recognized the songwriting talents
of one of the Orchid’s waiters,
Gene Cheatham, by agreeing to
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Cheatham, who says he has been
for 30 years,” has been
writing songs for a long time and
this is his first break into the
magic circle of recording and pub-
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“Danger! Heartbreak Ahead”
SARAH VAUGHAN (Mercury)

23C

7

.

• •

• •

•

10

I

STUDENT PRINCI
Mario Lanso

Victor

LM

“The

#

..

4

(Decca)

“Whatever Lola Wants” ......

ALBUMS

10

5

4

(Victor)

MORGAN

SIX TOP

4

Lion,” cleffed by Cheatham, on the
4

23B 23
• ••

10

(Mercury)

JOHNNY DESMOND (Coral)
Me Hearts and Flowers”.
P,

*

(Capitol)

“Play

JAYE

&

Authors

coll & Raftery) successfully represented Schirmer’s,

24

(Epic)

.

Composers,

of

Arthur F. Driscoll (O’Brien, Dris8

Sin to Tell a Lie”

21

with what

•

(Epic)

“Unchained Melody”

22

itself

right Act.

58

ciety

2

Vous Aime"

“Dixie Danny”...

concern

Shuberts contained no Word about
“a copyright” and hence the pact
should not be subject to the Copy-

ART MOONEY (MGM)
19

-

the parties intended, but only to
the extent that they evidenced
what they intended by what they
wrote.” He stated that the original
contract between Schirmer and the

musical

COWBOY SCHOOL
CO

Valente
against
April Productions (Shuberts) suit over the
“Maytime” rights, in the lower
court, but the Appellate Division ruled 3*2 for Schirmer,
and the highest State tribunal,
the Court of Appeals, ruled
4/3 for the music publisher.
Thus it added up to a 7/6 boxscore on the judges, indicating
close is this moot issue.
Justice
Stanley H.
Fuld
the deciding opinion;
Justice Charles S. Desmond
wrote the dissenting opinion.
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“Breeze and I” ......
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CATERINA VALENTE
16B
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“Unchained Melody”
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

“It’s a
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Hearts, Two Kisses” ....
FESS PARKER (Columbia)
“Ballad of Davy Crockett” ....
AL HIBBLER (Decca)
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CRAZY OTTO

ARTHUR GODFREY

Crazy Otto

PRESENTS

Decca
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STOCKINGS

Original Cast
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REMEMBER HER
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Jackio Gfoaton
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CARMEL QUINN

Columbia

to

LOC
EOC
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Webcor*» Brit. Subsid
Webster-Chicago Corp, has set
lip a hew British company, Webcor
of Great Britain, to manufacture
and sell its line of phonographs,
tape records and record changers.
Company

plans the first public
British-made prod-

Capitol

showing of

W

ucts at the National Radio & Television Exhibition to be held in
London in August.
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BEST SELLEBS
Park Empire, London, on Monday

New York
W.
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Handy Foundation
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for the
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Blind celebrating its sixth anniat
the Grand Street Boys Auditorium
(West 55th St.) 'April, 26 * * * Joe
Loco’s mambo quintet held ever at
the Macumba Club, Frisco, for
The Lecuonsr
two more weeks

ISAttlETY
Stirv&nf

Marion Williams and Derrick Francis, married recently
. . Alto*s«c
leader Jock Scott; opens at Hatch*
ett’s Restaurant with. his own' eightpiece band, replaqing.pianist Bobby McGhee, who leaves after four
Sidney Simone, who has
Cuban Boys began a two-week years
stand at the Golden Slipper, Glen just finished a five-months' spell
at the Cafe de Paris, replaces the
Cove, L. I., yesterday (Tues.)
Mid\yest-Timmerman, Des Moines Ivy Benson All-Girls Orchestra,
distributors, has taken on the Epic leading an 18-piecq orch in the
and Olceh lines for the territory Quebec Cafe at Lyons* Marble Arch
formerly serviced by Bran-New Corner* House from' April 25. He
Abbey Albert is on a six-month, contract
Sales of Omaha
who
Harry
Hayes,
orch at the Hotel Statler, Hart- Alto-saxist
Jill played with Fred Elizalde in the
ford, for an indefinite stay
modernist
forming
a
is
new
’20s,
thrush,
Records
Columbia
Corey,
opens at the Blue Angel April 28 nine-piece band for one-niters and
Bobby Blue set to reorganize a summer engagement at Jersey,
Don Baker, ex-Radio Channel Islands.
his band
Aces, will be in charge of entertainment at the Sierron Country
Hollywood
Dick
Club, Parksville, N. Y.
Gersh handling national publicity
Bill Carey, last With RCA Victor,

best

parative -talcs ^ rating
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Musicomedy crooner Ray Shaw
has formed a new publishing firm,
Sven
tagged Karen Music
.

.

Asmussen, Swedish
on Angel Records, arrived
jazz star fea-

tured

Monday

in the U. S.

(18)

.

.

The

.

Gaylords pencilled into the State
Theatre, Hartford, for three days
beginning tomorrow (Thurs.)
Earl Bostic’s r&b combo, currently on a four-month tour on the
.

.

.

Coast, set for a one-nighter at the
Shrine Aud, Los Angeles, Friday
(22)
Cy Coleman Trio into The
Tex Beneke
Composer May 5
begins a four-frame, stand at the
Teri
Hotel'Statler Friday (22)
Josefovits currently playing in the
restaurant and cocktail lounge of
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Windsor Bfotel

.

.

.

.

.

Pat Flaherty

daughter,
Frances, on a recording career
Bernie Wayne has penned the
score for the Columbia pic, “ChiJack Perrin’s
cago Syndicate”
new BMI firm is Pinelawn Music.

town

to

his

start

.

.

Erroll

.

.

.

.

who opens

Garner,

at
(Thurs.), is set

Birdland tomorrow
for a guest shot on Steve Allen’s
Ilona
NBC-TV show April 29
Massey has cut two sides (“I Live
.

.

.

To Love” and “The Kind of Man
That’s Right For Me”) for the indie
Larry Newton has
label
pacted crooner Frankie Day to his
Joe
new label, -Treat Records
Derise opens at the new MetroHenry Tonome Club April 25
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bias in from the Coast to plug his
Life To Live
tune, “If I Had
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Over Again.”
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tSincerely (Arc-R)
8
7
6
7
4
Records.
10
1
Unchained Melody (Frank). 3
1
4
8
8
39
Chirp
Eddie Joy manages Carey
•
7
9
6
9
9
f That’s All I Want (W&B).
9
7 v. 9
19
Joy Lane has signed '•a personal
10
9
Flowers (Advanced) 6
8
10
7
8
18
management pact with Gabbc, Lutz
“ 10 ^Hearts
The RediNorvo Trio,
& Heller
a
Young and Foolish (Chippell) 10 5 7
11
11
“
featuring Tal FarloW op guitar and
Darling, Je Vous (Chappell).
V
12
•
7
9
Monty Budwig on bass, .holds over
«
6
'(-Pledging My Love (Lion)
10
13
10
7
three more weeks at the Castle
Laurie-Barneit Agency has been
8
May Sound Silly (Progressive)
8
14
6
"
inked, as .club bookers for the
9
Wants
(Frank)
8
Lola
Whatever
15
a"
5
Celebrity Room.- Addie Hanson
and Gene Schwam handle tubLionel “Loretta”
thumping chores
Chirp Myma Fox, run at the community theatre last
.
.
disk jock recently pacted by Irving Mills’ Thursday (14). ,5 Keys set for the
“Chico” Sesma,
who recently formed his own band, new diskery, slices her initial side Copa week of June 13, , .Johnny
booked to appear three nights at today (Wed.), at Cap recording Scott, junior In the U, of PittsItalian Village, and three nights at studios.
Monte Kelly orch will burgh dental school, playing trumthe Rutland -Inn.pet for Hamilton Whitlinger orch
backstop.
.“.Red Ketter unit into the Sky
Al. Martino has secured his reVan Tonkins,* one-nite promoter,
.Bill Bardo,
lease- from Gabbe-Lhtz •& Heller reported that Earl Bostic drew Vue for four weeks.
management
Eddy: Howard 2,408 paid admishes at, $2 per on former Pehn -Theatre musician
.
Betty Comden and Adolph Green
closed his first dance week at the April 9 at the Fresno Memorial here who later had his own band
Palladium by attracting 13,636 Auditorium
Vaughan Monroe at Bill Green’s, Vogue Terrace and are the latest tunesmiths to catch
dancers
Columbia is the 28th waxed “I Turned It Down,” cleffed Kennywood, now running b motel the wax bug. Team was recently
label in 10 days to wax “Hey, Mr. by Tony Romano and John Brad- in the Catskills at Fishkill, N. Y. nabbed by the indie Heritage label
.Redheads, passing through here to cut songs they’ve written for
Banjo.” which The Sunnysiders, ford, for RCA Victor.
Tune was
(Jad Paul, Freddy Morgan and peqned for the Goldstein- Jacks on their way to open at the Copa legituners and pic musicals.
in
N. Y. tomorrow (Thurs.), signedMargie Rayburn) ad libbed initially film production, “Robber's Roost”
Heritage will kick off the Comon Kapp.
Ned Washington has been to come back to the Ankara on den-Green duo with a 12-inch LP
.With symphony season
Freddy Martin sliced four sides signed to pen tunes for Columbia’s July 11.
next
month. Set will include their
at an end, Jack Purcell has set up
last Friday (15) for RCA Victor. “Last Frontier.”
string of late spring and summer top hits. The followup album will
Gordon Jenkins cut four sides
.Bill be a 10-inch LP featuring* songs
orch,
dance
his
bookings
for
for RCA’s Label
on Monday (18).
Chicago
Junior Promi at Ogleby Park in and special material from the upVan Alexander has been signed
playing
the Brant plays Steubenville College’s coming Metro piq, “It’s Always
Carle
Frankie
to handle the musical arrangeFair Weather.”
ments for the “Mae Williams TV Elitsch Gardens, Denver, June 15- Wheeling, W. Va„ on April 30.
Dizzy Gillespie into the
Show”
Salmas Bros-, have been 27
Neither Miss Comden or Green
pacted by Imperial I Records and Flame, jMinneapolis, May 4-24
are newcomers to the performing
hold over four weeks at the Hide- Carmen McRae set for a threeend of the biz. They broke into
played
Oak
Chi,
orch
Streamliner,
Kucera
the
Ernie
framer
at
away Supper Club..
Xavier Cugat at the Ballroom in Schuyler last night show biz as a nitery act called Th«
Refurbished “Celebrity Room” May 3
Six Fat Dutchmen one- Revuers (Judy Holliday was part
initiates a new policy, with two Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, (Tues.)
Chuck Cabot current nighted at Skylon Ballroom in of the group) and they appeared
jazz
groups alternating nightly, May .4-29
Tony on Broadway in the tuner, “On The
guitarist Barney Kessel’s All-Stars until May 4 at the Rice Hotel, Hartington Sunday (17)
and tenorman Jack (Zoot) Sims Houston . -. Chuck Foster booked Bradley orch booked for Fordyce, Town.”
Ray BackQuartet
Capitol Records closed into the Roosevelt Hotel, New Or- Kans., Friday (22)
Ted man orch back at Palm Garden of
a deal with Paramount for album leans. April 28-May 25
Ray Pearl
.
rights to
the soundtrack score Lewis into the Beverly- Country Legion Club here
Brit. Pianist McGuffie
26 invaded this territory last week
29-May
April
Covington,
Club,
from the Martin & Lewis pic,
Johnny Long opening at the Three Keys in at Grand Bar here
‘‘Yoju’re Never Too Young,” words .
Set for
New Orleans,
Hotel,
Jimmy Palmer played Peony
U.S. Tour
and' music by Sammy Gahn and Roosevelt
Guy LomFreddie ^Martin, cur- Park Saturday (16)
Arthur Schwartz
Agent Milt April 27
London, April 12.
peutsch petitioned L.A.' Superior rently at the Ambassador Hotel, bardo heading variety show, for
Scotsman BUI McGuffie, who
Ak-Sar-Ben members April 29-30
Court to approve a seven-year pact Los Angeles, closing May 3
Rubinoff held two concerts, at has been voted Britain’s top pian.
with songwriter Rudolph Jackson, Freddie Phillips currently at the
ist in newspaper polls for several
(Tues.)
night
indefilast
in
la.,
Vegas,
an
Clarinda,
Flamingo,
Las
20 .
The -Sunnysiders, whose
• Eddy Haddad orch. featured top years, is going to America in July
current record is Kapp’s “Hey, Mr. nite stint.
show here, the King for three months of concerts, tv
teenage
Banjo,” have signed with Norman
Upcoming at^Vic Sloan’s^i and other engagements. H6‘ll bo
Dance
Malkin as manager.
Pittsburgh
Pla-Mor in Lincoln are Mai Dunn billed as “The Pixie of the Piano,
Dinah Washington is making
her first local appearance in a
Slim Bryant and his Wildcats (20), Skeets Mahoney (23), Skippy Wee Billy McGuffie.”
year, on a three-week stand at the signed for West View Park’s- an- Anderson (27) and Bobby Mills
Pianist plays with the BBC Show
.Wayne (30).
Tiffany backed by her combo of nual opening bn May 1.
Band, and has been a member
three
Tunesmiths Harry Lubin Pascuzzi, on drums, and Dennis
since its inception in 1952. He will
and William Craig have penned a Wiley, at the piano, furnishing the
Scotland
leave the band when it breaks up
ballad arrangement of the theme musical accompaniment for the anThe Squadronalres, featuring for its summer vacation in July.
song used Qn the Loretta Young nual Playhouse revue, “The Lighttv show, and have titled tune er Side,” which opened a month’s r&b music, 'Set for May 2 at Play-
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retail sheet

obtained Jrotn leading stores * in,
13 cities and showing pom*

.
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seller!
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singers in the Erie Delaney,
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Johnnie Ray

to record two 78

is

sides for Philips in May. He will
be accompanied by Vic Lewis and
his orchestra
Michael Barclay
.

.

.

has resigned his executive position
with Philips Records and will be
joining the Polygon-Nixa Records
subsidiary of the^Pye Radio firm
in a month’s time
. Pat Howgill,
son of the BBC Controller, R. J. F.
Howgill, joins Keith Prowse- on
April 25 in the music publishing
.

department

.

.

,

.

The Four

Atfes are

pre-record four quarter-hour
broadcasts for transmission by the
to

BBC

.

.

.

Bandleader Johnnie Dank-

worth, whose .first 'Capitol recordings are just being released in the
Slates, has been .asked to make a
personal trip to America to help
promote the disks
Billy
.
Eckstine arrived on Thursday (15).
He opened his tour at Finsbury
.
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Variety

April 6, 1955

Inside Stuff-Music
One of the most ambitious wrapups of music in the public domain has been published by George Goodwin under the title of “The Song Dex Treasury of World Famous
Music” ($6). Containing over 500 pages, the volume features 627 compositions written..
Out in chorded lead sheet form. Book, covers over 30 categories of music, such as
overtures, marches, Viennese waltzes, operas, ballet, folk and dance music, etc. Basis
of selection was music that was p.d. in the U. S. Via an elaborate cross-indexing system.
It's angled for song and jingle writers who want to use p.d. melodies not yet used in
pop music.
Goodwin, who heads the Song Dex publishing operation, put out the book on the
theory that some of top Tin Pan Alley hits stemmed from longhair, and/or p.d. tunes.
In fact, Dimitri Tiomkin, in accepting his “Oscar” at the Academy Awards presentation
show, frankly thanked-the old masters for making it possible for him to cop‘ th6 prize
that night.
•

“SONG DEX TREASURY OF WORLD FAMOUS INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC"
512 pages ... in chorded lead sheet form
627 compositions.
over 30 categories
covering highlights of celebrated modern and classic composers in addition to the most
traditional, American and foreign folk music
triple index
chord chart, etc.
.

.

,

.

famous

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Glasgow

.

.

,

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!

DEX. INC.. 339 W*st 51st

St.,

New

York

19,

N. Y.

Tennessee

Ernie’s “Give Me Your Word,” on
Capitol label, topping local hit
parade, with Ruby Murray in second slotting for Columbia ' with
Softly” . , . Frankie
“Softly,
Vaughan touring one-night stands
from Aberdeen to Kirkcaldly . . .

Johnnie Ray playing second Auld
Lang Syne date at .Empire Theatre, Edinburgh, week of May 9
Johnnie Dankwoi*th orch pacted
. Eric Defor tour May 9 week
laney orch set for bigiGlasgow con,

.

Heading For HIT-Land[

.

An Array
THE

High

Sky Over Chi

in

2-1

Chicago, April 19.
As part of the promotion for
“Concert In The. Sky/.’.Decca disking, Which features the tunes arid
styles associated, with departed pop
greats as reproduced by live contemporary musicmakers, the diskery invited local scribes and deejays to audit the platter on a TWA
Super Constellation flying high in
the sky above Chi.
Breakfast will be served in flight

and the aerial concert

.

F.

of Great

WOOD

Records!

MUSIC CO.

INC.

Brookline Ave., Boston 15. Muss

ADD 10

AMORE

set for
Fifty-three
is

have been mailed and
50 people are expected to take off.
Arrangements are being made for
national mag and newsreel cover-

B.

LAZY
GONDOLIER

BURLINGTON
MUSIC CORP.

invitations

ia

M

W

.

cert Oct. 31.

April 23 at 9:30 k.m.

Price $6.00

SONG

.

.

53V

W. 25th St.. N.Y.C.

OR 5-6050
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NEAR TO YOU

HEART.

from the forthcoming Adler-Ross Musical Comedy

“DAMN YANKEES”

RCaVictor

20/47-6097
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P^RfETY Scoreboard
OF
Epic Records is going oii a new
In a move to cash in
Jazz kick.
on upbeat in jazz album sales,
Marvin Hoitzman, diskery’s artists & repertoire bead> is bolstering his roster but, he plans to

has

organized

.

Wednesday 013).
Lombardo returns to New York

Miss,, last

Retail Disks

Retail

24 to. again handle production
chores on the Jones Beach, L. I.,
“Arabian Nights” spectacle. He
will also cut a hew Decca album
late next months Lombardo also
plans to have, his band play split
week dates around the New York
area so that he can be close to
the Jones Beach operation.

Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

little

NOTE : The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored , two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail

combos headed up by Lou Stein;
Sunkel and J. R. Montrose

for a hefty disk promotion.
Epic' also plans to add to its release schedule jazz disks cut in
England under the Philips banner.

disks ) and* three

ways in the case

of tunes (coin machines, retail disks

and

Mass. Jukeboxes Making

retail sheet music).

Unusual Palsy Drive Tie
Brookline, Mass., April 19.
State officials lauded the juke-

TALENT

Hub Hotel Sues Tooter
POSITIONS

Local Head for Threats’

GEORGIA GIBBS

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

Week Week

....

PEREZ PRADO

JOHNNY MADDOX

BILLY

Marcus, in a statement, denied

8

8

TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD

violence”

10

10

Arts.

M,
M*
M.

Ef Paso# Texas

Odessa, Texas
Midland, Texas
Carlsbad, N. M.

1—Roswell, N. M.
4—Return to Hotel
Mgr.: MlLTOlil

DEUTSCH

Ballad of

Davy

aide.

1610

jmue Mrage

James Geracos, president of the
said that music machine
operators are being asked to take
cards, announcing the drive, for
use on their machines, at. a flat
rate of $6 per card. At the meeting
more than 3,000 cards were
pledged.

MMOA,

Crockett

^

(DarUn*, Je Voiw Aim*
Sand And The Sea

......

(ASCAP. fBMI)

1

2

2

3

3

4
5

9
8

6

4

7
‘8

5
7

9

6

10

10

TUNE

tBALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT
JMELODY OF LOVE
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE

UNCHAINED MELQDY
fDANCE WITH" ME, HENRY
f TWEEDLE DEE
*HOW IMPORTANT CAN IT BE
CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY

Mowed*

PUBLISHER
Wonderland
*

.

“Hey! Mr. Banjo”

Shapiro-Bernstein
Chappell

by.

Frank

THE SUNNYS1DERS

Modern

\

Progressive

'

ists’

Aspen

fSINCERELY
fOPEN UP YOUR HEART..

roster.

will cut juve, pop and special material disks with his first
'Release slated for late this spring.

Lee

Arc-Regent

Hamblen

WHICH NAME BAND
•nd/or tomb# will feur Europe- this summer
I* Interested te appear lii Cur
ean pieReply with details (dates, tee, eto) te

and

tura.

NEUE FILM VERLEIH G.m.b.H.

The pic, incidentally, stars Miss
Houston, April 19.
Shore’s husband, George MontThe amateur entrepreneurs who
gomery.
brought Dave- Brubeck into the
Music Hall on the spur of a kaffee
klatch,

Kapp Record #K-113

(ASCAP Medley)

show recently and Richmond
Pinky Lee to Decca
Brubeck Houston Draw
moved in fast to acquire it from
Pinky Lee, NBC daytime video
cleffers
Johnny Bradford and
personality, has joined Decca’s artCues Chet Baker Dates Tony Romano.

N. M.

Golden,
Reno, Nev.. for 57th Wk.

Be

Last

This

ORCHESTRA
OR TOUR

"

It

^

TUNES

WILL OSBORNE

May

NAT (KING) COLE

Speakers included Mrs. Muriel
Barnes, deputy commissioner of
insurance; Rep. Charles Gibbons,
former speaker of the House and.
Republican floor leader, and Col.
John O’Brien, Governor Herter’s

Isilve^Moon
(Capitol)

drive,

palsy.

Silly

Important Can
0

(Capitol)

POSITIONS

1

38—Roswell,

How

(Dot)

^

*

May Sound
No More

The

palsy.

opening in may, will find tHe jukebox industry with more than 10,000 machines playing for cerebral

I

Week Week

"

VAUGHN

LES BAXTER

9

The 26—
case came up for hearing
27—(18) on the question of
yesterday
28—the injunction and tryextending
29—
ing the case. In the bill, filed by
the .hotel, allegations , are made
that Marcus informed the hoteka
few days ago that he “intended to
institute a'new system in Boston.”

11

Mambo

It

v

cerebral

for

Cherry Pink

....

•

JONI JAMES (MGM)

21—-Winslow,

Berry Tree

'

(Coral)

7

22—Albuquerque. N.
23—Albuquerque^ N.
24—El Paso. Texas
25—White Sands. N.

*

.

Crockett

Sincerely

McGUIRE SISTERS
6

,r

Davy

Crazy Otto Medley

7

"

’

(Dot)

6

April

'

meeting of the Massachusetts Mu0
sic Operators Assn, at Hampton
Court Hotel, Brookline (14), at
which nearly $20,000 was pledged

{TweedlT Dee^
(Ballad of

(Victor) ....

ing threats of violence against representatives, employees and .customers of the hotel.
of

•

*

BILL HAYES (Cadence)
.

would

any “threats
were made.

Beaty

(Mercury)

)

break contracts between the. hotel and its customers.
It also forbids picketing and mak-

box industry here for their tieup
with the first music machinecharity campaign at the dinner

Last

This

Boston, April- 19.
The Sherry-Biltmore, Hotel filed
a bill in equity in Suffolk Superior
Court (15) against Samuel Marcus,
president of Local 9, American
Federation of Musicians, charging
threats of violence in an effort "to
force the hotel to hire only union
<
musicians.
Judge Joseph L. Hurley issued a
temporary restraining order, enjoying- the union from taking steps

that

first

May

Coin Machines

Phil,

that

click one-niter* grosses.

nine dates, Lombardo
grossed $46,500, Top take to date
was a $7,000 gross at Vicksburg,

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Epic’s buildup will be centered
on the N^al Hefti. orch and the
Quincy Jones crew.
Hefti is a
former Coral Records pactee while
Jones has picked up new jazz
sidemen for his Epic push. Hoitzalso

mopping up
For the

stress “organised intensity” instead
of the “jam session” style that’s
current on jasjz sets.

man

Guy Lombardo and his o orch,
which launched their annyal concert tour last week, are again

AND TUNES

TOP

‘

and made money

at

it,

Muencheii—23
Leopoldstr. 26.

have

lured Chet Baker to town now.

The young

jazz fans,

themselves Jazz,

Another

BMI

"Pin

Up'

Hit

THE SAND AND THE
SEA

The

recorded by

Houston

jazzists,

The DECCA.RECORD

Artists

MUGGSY SPANIER
and

hit

famous

DIXIELAND BAND
Currently

PREVIEW, CHICAGO

Concluding 1 2 Weeki on April 24

almost

Howie Richmond’s Manchester
Music firm has latched on to “I
Turned It Down,” tune from the
upcoming United Artist’s pic ‘.‘Robbers’ Roost.”
Song was showcased on Dinah Shore’s NBC-TV

WINNETON MUSIC CORP.

MINNEAPOLIS—April 27 to May
ST. LOUIS—May 6 to May 15

3

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
G LASER,

J.OU

Ne

Y o

r k

I

Pres.

Chicago

I

203

No.

Wabr.h

Hollywood
8619

Sunit.'f

Blvd

by

“DIDnC

n

DlllUO

a im.

oiftwC*

calling

Richmond Grabs Tune
From Upcoming ‘Roost’

Published by

a-,

now

have booked

sans publicity, grosse'd $4,600 on
two Brubeck concerts March 26.

NAT KING COLE
BOB SANTA MARIA 4
LEROY HOLMES ORCH...

THE MODERHAIRES
on CORAL RECORDS

’55,

the Baker quintet into the Music
Hall May 8 for matinee and evening performances. Baker "will fly
out of New York arid back for the
date, pressed by his opening the
next day at .Basin Street. He’ll
bring Jerry Mulligan on the Houston jaunt.

i

^

HAL DICKINSON

PUPPIES i TROPICAL FISH” JACK
**

n

•i'l,

and

ELLIOTT

%

7

\
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Decca Repacts Wells

i

53

:

Kitty Wells, hillbilly songstress*
has been repaqted by- Decca Records to a longterm deal. Since her
first sides for the label in 1952,
she has been one of the most consistent clicks in the country &
?
STAN KENTON BAND (20)
band’s versatile style, chirping
western market.
\
v
with clarity and faultless interShe is curreti$ly riding' with With Anil Richards
Don,
pretation of lyrics.
Sherman’*, San Diego
"Makin’ Believe.”i
This is the kickoff for a new
Stan..- Kenton era ..(the old being CHARLES DRAKE OUCH (4)
/closed by Capitol’s release of the Hotel President, Kansas City
"Kenton Era” album). The lanky
The Drum Room of the Hotel
maestro has assembled a. new crew' President finds Charles Drake
and came here for a six-night among its most favored orch leadbreak-in’ before hitting the Cre- ers, this being his third lengthy
scendo in- Los Angeles and a stand in the deluxe room in about
lengthy dance tour.
18 months. He’s /sure to make it
Although' the customary Kenton a matter of 12 weeks or more this
A warning to all disk companies massiveness
and power is there, stand,- and to be back, again within
'
and their artists to cut out off- the band has 'a limber, swinging a few months.
color platters, whether pop or quality lacking previously.
DrivWhat makes Drake desirable Is
rhythm & blues, has been sounded ing crew accents the brass and that his is just good music, .very
by four Negro disk jockeys on N.Y. comes off with considerable sock much in the vein that has become
indie outlet WLIB. The jocks, in a both in dance numbers and ih con- standard with top hotel rooms and
joint communication, are telling cert segments.
clubs today. It’s dansable with a
the wax wflrks that "leer-ic” disks
With Kenton not amiss in show- gbod deal of versatility and variwill ultimtely result in a censor- manship and whiplashing his unit ety concentrated in a small unit.
ship crackdown on the disk indus- smartly, the band is a good bet
Drake leads the crew and his
try in which everyone will be hurt. either for terpers or jazz fans. own fingerings at the' piano are an
The jockeys are Hal Jackson, Since the stress this tour is on outstanding feature.! Added assets
Lloyd Williams, Vic Bozeman and dance music, there’s less crashing, are, trumpet and string bass work
Buddy Bowser. WLIB features a dissonance than formerly, but the‘ by Paul Chapman, reed and violin
heavy concentration of r&b music excitement and sure sense of dy- by Frank Catanzero, and drums by
namics remain.
Joe Farren. With this lineup the
slanted for New York’s Negro
Standards of the "Dancing in crew can turn out most any request
market.
the Dark,” "Tenderly” and "My by listener or dancer, and also play
Funny Valentine” genre are hit for the. dinner hour as it does
’Crusade for Better Disks'
hard almost, to the exclusion of nightly from 7 to 9.
Shenandoah, la., April 19.
Arrangements are
current pops.
Biz of late has perked in the
Station
here has kicked by Dave Van Kriedt, Bill Holman,
Drum Room, and Drake’s music
off a campaign against off-color Bill Russo and Gerry Mulligan.
does its part to keep the patrons
lyrics in this area via a midwest On night caught, the band had
Quin.
coming.
"Crusade for Better Disks.” A been togther less than a week, and
screening board has been set up this was the first date, yet there
Max Kaminsky headlined "Jazz
by the station to pass on the fit- was a surprising unity and strength 3 t the Westnor” session at Westness of disks to be aired over its to thfe music.
nor restaurant, Westport, Conn.,
facilities.
New singer Ann-!- Richards, a last night (Tues.), Coleman HawThe station has put six records comely brunette, fits well with kins is set for April- 26.
on the "banned” list. These are
"Mambo Italiano,” "Dim, Dim the
Lights,” "I Wanna Hug You, Kiss
You, Squeeze You,” "Rock and
Roll,
Baby,” "Live Fast, Love
Hard, and Die Young” and one unnamed edition of "Whatever Lola
Wants.”
Station execs, say that
IN
they would not issue other, lists of
banned disks, but would just
screen them out of the library.
.

One of the major sore spots in the relationship between record
company artists & repertoire men and the music publishers is
on the matter of "exclusives.” .A publisher vows to one. jlisker
that he’s got an "exclusive” on a song and before the unsuspecting
a&r man knows what hit him, a rival company is out with the
same song. Harry Meyerson, MGM’s a&i\qhief, has collected these
alibis from publishers whose "exclusives” became "non-exclusives”:
(1) "The artist’s manager must have seen a copy on my desk
and stole it.”
(2) "The a&r man called for a copy while I was out and my
secretary, who didn’t know any better, sent it to him.”
(3) "I gave it to him (the other a&r, man) two or three years
ago. I never thought he’d use it”
(4) "I’ll never trust a writer again.” (When the writer is. questioned,,, the answer is "who me? I never even saw a copy.”)
(5) "I never gave him a copy. He must have got it from Eng-

(7)
(8)
(9)

;

1

,

7

.

Rap

leer-ic’

Wax

,

land.”
(6)

.

?

,

"Who’re you afraid of? You’ve got the right version.”
"One of the musicians at your session must have stolen it.”
’Nothing to worry about. You’re first in. the stores with it.”
"I just don’t know how it happened.
I can’t figure it.”

(

>

Cap Kicks Off Campaign

To Hypo

Sales

On

Its

Single Disk Releases

part of diskery’s latest merchandise campaign. Cap already, has
sold 30,000 browser boxes dropping
the price for seven-inch from $7.20
to $5.80, for 10-inch^ from $6.30 to
$4.80 and for 12-inch from $6.50

^

to $5,

Hollywood, April 19.
Capitol Records has kicked off a

campaign to hypo
gle

sales of its sin-

platter releases.

AUDI VOX TO RELEASE

Diskery has

BELGIAN LABEL

IN U.S.
display racks to accomodate the single disks which it
The indie Audivox label has
will peddle to dealers and other .reached into Belgium to expand
outlets as an aid to the growing its release schedule in the U.S.
self-service operation instituted by Diskery, .operated, by Raymond
*
retailers.
Scott and Dorothy Collins, made a
To cope with the inventory con- deal with Belgium's Ronnex label
trol problem. Cap will staple the to release some of their platters
single sleeves with tags that quote in this country under the Audivox
price and platter number.
The banner.
sleeves will be stapled in such a
The initial Ronnex platters to
manner to avoid stealing and the .hit the U.S. market will feature
mixing of records into other warbler Nelly Wysbeck. A series
sleeves.' .
of instrumental cut in Belgium
designed

new

Cap also has designed "top hits”
browser racks which will be sold
at $24.95 and $43.80. Latter rack
will accommodate $500 worth of
disks. The rack innovation is all

will follow.

,

KMA

'

LOVING MEMORY OF

Martin, Chi Distrib,

Up New

Sets

Subsid

-Chicago, April 19.
James H. Martin, Inc., local indie record distributor, recently
set up a new distributing ^ subsidiary,

1

Music Distributors,

to

handle

17 labels, including MGM,
Essex, Plymouth, Remington, AA
and Majar. Move was' dictated by
handling of conflicting, competitive labels by the Martin firm. It
was felt problem could be solved

PETER DE ROSE
Ask Trade Review Board

On

Questionable Disks

some

by

distribution
of
conflicting
labels through two- separate organizations. It was also thought
that more concentrated promotion,
would result from the new set-up.

Nat Hale, formerly promotional
rep for the Liberace brothers, was
named to head the new firm. The
Liberaces. are not contemplating
replacjng him.

and GAIL

1

SUNDAY
I’LL DUST
THE STARS
b/w

JESSE GREER
Program Today Yesterddy's

olic Actiohists, locil teenage student group, is demanding an industry-wide ' board of review in

the record industry to pass on the
quality of song lyrics and to screen
out "objectionable” disks. CISCA
has spearheaded a local letterwriting campaign of protest directed at radio-tv outlets and disk
jockeys, intended to force banning
of platters with suggestive lyrics.

The Chicago Tribune

WGN

stations,

and WGN-TV,

ternal

From

WGN

written by Frank De Vol.
Theme .from the pic, which is
INDIA tagged "The
Blues From Kiss Me
Deadly,”
has been soundtracked
GENIE RECORDS
by Nat (King) Cole and will be released on wax via Capitol.

Mask by

Chicago, April 19.

The Chicago Inter-Student Cath-

set up an inreview boafcd to pass on
records in response to the CISCA
‘campaign. The student gropp has
Winnetton Cops Score
called this move a whitewash and
UA’s -Deadly’ Pic complained that although the
Marvin Caine’s Winnetton Music board did ban several records, it
firm fias acquired the score for the did not halt the playing of two
forthcoming United Artists pic, tunes which have been at the top
"Kiss Me Deadly.” Score was of the charts for several months.

SONG OF

It's

New AFM Leaders in D.C.
Washington, April 19.
Sam Jack Kaufman, formerly
leader of the Capitol Theatre pit
orchestra, has been elected president of local 16, American Federaof Musicians.
-tiori
He defeated

Payl

J.

Schwarz who had headed

16 for the past 14 years.
takes office April 1.
Other officers, chosen -by acclamation, are J. Martin Emerson,
local

The station replied that the disks
had been played for two months
without protest.

CISCA

is

contacting the Ameri-

can Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers, Broadcast Music Inc.,
the Musician’s Trust Fund, and the
Record Industry Assn, of America,
asking these groups’ cooperation
in setting up a national review
hoard which would have the power
to award a seal' of approval to
those records which it found unobjectionable. The student group
then proposes that all radio tv
outlets play only disks which bear
the board’s seal.

Kaufman

LADDER OF LOVE
(VANITIES!

ROBBINS

I

Chi Catholic Teenagers

secretary;
Raymond J. Woods,
treasurer; Lee Hardesty, vice president.
Named to the executive
'

board were Irwin Markowitz, Toby
Tyler, Jimmy Sheaffer, Frank Farner, and Robert D’Arcy.

Religioso Deejay
Hollywood, April

19.

Just an honest

Amid, all the pro-and-con uproar over disk' jockeys' spin& blues biscuits, an L.A. wax whlrler has
twirled off on another tangent,
playing only religious platters.
Further, idea seems to have

Who

KGER

-

= Selling^Recofds!

accepted

music

biz

jargon

sense—that he ever
"The Old Rugged

air*

by an Inglewood car

dealer.

is

Cross.”
Nevertheless, half of Blumay’s

could look you

You could

him

toll

kept.

guy
In the

eye

all

made ho

kept.

your troubles
J

Ev’ry secret

He

clicked.

America's Fastest

little

That’s why, ov’ry friend he over

ning of rhythm

tags
Carl Blumay of
his across-the-board afternoon
"Good News in
half-hour,
Music,’’ and about the nearest
thing to a pop platter—^-in the

Ho was gentlo, ho was mild
And as trusting as a child
And ov’ry frlond ho over made ho

.,

he would keep

never said an unkind word

His loyalty was deep.

He’s watching ever

Although ho

And
I

Is

all

of us

asleep

ev’ry friend he ever

know,

he’ll'

made,

always keep*

MSBD
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BBC PLUGS ‘STRANGER'
DESPITE BORODIN TONE aaa
.
April 19.
London,
upwards in. the best-

Continued from page 47

^

This, according to Mills,
selling lists is "Stranger in Para- will be the route to creating standards
for
the Company’s catalog,
Tony Bennett's record, redise."
leased here bn the Philips label, since the tune will get the maxi-

Soaring

fles

mum exposure over the longest
possible period of time.
Under
present conditions, by the time a
publisher gets geared to work on
a tune put out by a major company wtth a top artist, another tune
by the same artist may have already bit the market*
In some
cases, the publishers have to fight
the diskers on plugs for different
sides by the same artist, since the
diskery is promoting « new tune
and the publisher may still be betting on a previous release.
IVftlls
said that the company’s
plans with the. label will also give
the songwriter a better break,
since his output won’t be subject
to the whims of a record company
exec.
He stated that numerous
top pop writers are solidly behind
the project.
Under the label's present system

has corner up from nowhere to, 10th
in one week, while the sheet music
has made a similar jump from
24th to ninth ’place in one week.
This click is tying up nicely with
the opening of "Kismet" at the
Stoll

FRENCH

tomorrow (Wed.).

Tune has caused some queries
in London’s Tin Pan Alley for the
BBC has .a ruling against any pop-ular rhythmic versions of classical
melodies. 3orodm’s music of the
"Kismet” score has, however, been
passed for broadcasting, and Certain publishers, who had versions
of Tchaikovsky's music banned,

•

have shown some surprise.

A BBC

spokesman said 'that all
music is considered on its merits,
and the merits of the "Kismet”

Clifton Daniel, N. Y. Times correspondent in Moscow, took a breather
from the Kremlin recently to file a report foh the Times Magazine
(20) on Leonid Utyosov, the Soviet Union’s top jazz name, Utyosov is
celebrating bis 25th annl this year and according* to Daniel, "is as durable as Guy Lombardo.” The correspondent reports that the style of
presentation is reminiscent of Fred Waring with a touch of Kostelanetz. "Any resemblance to Phil Napoleon and His Memphis Five is

—

purely coincidental,” he added.

Although several American songs were played during the concert
caught by Daniel, he reported that only one was announced as being
American: "Brother, Can You Spare A Dime?” According to Daniel,
Utyosov ^describes it as "the song of the American unemployed” and
gives the title in English: "Broder* Kan Yoo Spar e Daim?”
i

Vet songsmith Andy Razaf, writing in the Los Angeles Herald-Dispatch last week (14), rapped the current crop of songs and disks for
its "dissonance, incoherence, discord, senseless* lyrics, distorted melody if any, and freak, unmusical sounds, supposed to be singing.”
for the rhythm & blues cycles, Razaf said these have always existed,
but the only difference is that "the present day brand as mostly an

He

insipid imitation or cruel distortion of the originals.”

blame for "filthy lyrics” on “amateur writers who lack the
and fihesse required for double entendre.”

puts the
skill,

art

Pat Ballard’s -Mr. Sandman” Is moving into offbeat areas. Requests
for permission to use variations Of the tune have been pouring into
E. H. Morris, tune’s publisher/ from political organizations and the
Baltimore politico wants to adapt it to "Mr.
automotive industry.
of operation, .Mills will cut its. Alderman,” while a couple of auto tyco’ons want to use such variations
tunes under the Marquee label and as "Mr. Salesman,” "Mr. Dealer” and "Mr. Public” for their promoshow them to the major companies. tion pitches. Morris takes a token fee for the use of an adaptation.
The majors will have a chance to Meantime, Ballad has penned a variation of his own for the new baseball season, tagged “Mr. Umpire.’’

score ..were such as to permit full
broadcasting facilities.

Matt Dennis

it.

to Stress

A

.

(

Albums

in Victor Tie buy the master, as has been done

Matt Dennis, who got into the

in several cases already, or agree
to cut the tune. Tn the latter event,
Mills will hold up release of its
record until the -major puts out its
disk.

last year via the indie
label on the Coast, has
Victor. The comswitched to
poser-pianist-crooner will concentrate on album releases for Victor.

wax market
Trend

RCA

Mills stated that his label is not
designed ^to compete with the
majors, sincfe they will get first
crack at all material. He said that
the firm’s disk operation would
help the majors in creating a
demand for tunes. He cited the
current, "Hey, Mr. Banjo,” which
was sliced originally by the Mills
label and then sold to Kapp Records.
Tune has since received
wide coverage from other com-

The first package, out this
week, is an LP release of JEtodgers
& Hart tunes under the catchall
of "She Dances. Overhead.”
title
Followup album will be “Dennis
Anyone,” a package of his own
compositions.

New 6-Year
Col Pact as Music Head

Stoloff Gets

panies.

Hollywood, April 19.
Paul Mills, Irving’s son, is hanColumbia has signed Morris Sto- dling
the artists & repertoire chores
loff to a new straight six-year pact
for Marquee. Label is headquarteras head of the music department,
ing on the Coast and is using the
post he's held 19 years. Simultanecustom record departments of the
ously, studio signed George Dunmajors for its pressing.
ing to a straight four-year pact as

Irving Mills is setting deals for
assistant to Stoloff.
Duning has been under pact to sales of the Marquee, masters to
Europe. He plans to 'make deals
Col for nine years.
for each separate country rather
than give wide territorial rights to
the' major foreign companies. He
Suburbia Jazz Benefit
will give the, foreign companies
A group of top jazz names will first option on the subsequent disks
headline a benefit concert at the made by any artist whose master is
County Center in White Plains, bought. Mills is recording with
N. Y„ April. 28, for the Family such artists as Monte Kelly', Myrna
Service of Westchester. Latter or- Fox, Murray Arnold and Mae
ganization offers professionaL help Williams, in addition to several'
to families with domestic problems. instrumental, and vocal combos.
‘

Show

will

have Garry Moore as

emcee, with a

bill

including the-

Hampton band,

Garner, Chet Baker, Gerry Mulligan
and Stan Rubin’s Tigertown Five.
Lionel

Er'roll

H’wood Music
Z

Catch

OHIO DANCE HALL

FIRE
Vermilion, 0.°, April 19.
The Vermilion-on-the-Lake dance
hall was heavily
recently.

damaged by

“Voulez Vous"

Thief” and "The Trouble

Bitten All Over
Title-tune binge also has hit
20th-Fox.
Studio has assigned
Sammy Fain 'and Paul Francis
Webster to pen themes for "The
Tall Men” and "A Many gplendored Thing.” Studio also tapped
Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn for
"How To Be Very, Very Popular,”
while Jack Brooks and Lee Harling

fire

47

the appropriate disk distributor mertime” and "Not As A Stranger,”
for his restocking. Hence the plan along with the aforementioned
would completely obsolete the "Kiss Me Deadly.”
even went
present cumbersome methods of so far as to put on four extra
keeping tabs on the retailer’s in- pressagents to act as musical conventory.
It would also facilitate sultants and liaison between the
selling of new merchandise, since pie outfit, publishers and recordit
would eliminate the present ing companies.
time-killing system in which the
The pic-tune tieup went a bit
retailer has to call off several afield recently when 20th-Fox and
dozen titles to each salesman Hill
Range’s Ross Jungnickel
writing an order.
firm got together on a song tagged
Major Backing
“A Man Called Peter.” Tune was
At least one of the major com- etched by The Statesman Quartet
panies is solidly backing the in- for RCA Victor and the 20th flacks
dustry's adoption of such a selling used it to plug the pic.
plan. In fact, this cpmpany would
In recent months there’s also
be willing to send all of its pack- .been a development in pic-publishaged goods to retailers oh consign- ing affiliations. Columbia started
ment under such a system, since to swing with its Columbia Picit would have complete, up-to-date tures Music, a wing of Shapiroinformation on what’s happening Bernstein, and Universal-Internato its merchandise via the punched tional moved into the act when
cards.
Decca, U-I’s parent company, reIt’s conceded that the conver- activated its Northern Music subsion of the industry to such a plan sid. Other major pic companies afis hardly an overnight job.
It’s
filiated with pubbery operations
believed, however, that a good are 20th-Fox and Metro with Thd
start could be made in this direc- Big Three (Robbins, Feist
Miltion if the RIAA would carry the ler), Warner Bros, with Music Pubball.
The RIAA at present has a lishers Holding Co. (Harms’ Hemembership that covers all of the mick, Advanced and Witmark), and
major companies and, most of the Paramount with the Paramount1,1
, J
c
indiei'
-Famous- combine,-
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,

Vernon Duke
Ted Grouya

“Flamingo"
Ted Grouya
Ed Anderson

LIONEL

NEWMAN

and His Orchestra

wmrY

f
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RECORDS

—

Columbia Records is extending Its diamond needle promotion .to two
models. As in thev original needle promotion, Col is
asking distributors to share part of the cost. The distribs will be
charged $4 on the purchase of the new phono players. The added tab
can then be shared with the dealer in any manner decided upon by
the distributor. The phono players added to the needle promotion are
in the "360” line, namely models 318 and 320.

new phonograph

The husband-wife cleffing team of Phyllis Brandel-Jack Saunders
turned out to be prophetic with, their new novelty tune, "Love Can
a Hawaiian deejay was’ spinning the
waxing of the tune and Mt. Pueleeria erupted.
Rush Adams’
The. mountain acted up again the following afternoon when the disk
was played for the second time.

Make An Earthquake.” Recently

MGM

Steinhaus to Head'Up

&

'Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On April 16 NBC-TV Show)

New

Latino Plattery
A new -Latino label moved into
the disk picture last week. The

1.

and will be headed* up by
Stan Steinhaus.
Diskery plans to release on-locaords

tion recordings of typical folk and
pop music from south-of-the-border. Initial release, an LP titled
"Merengue Jubilee,” includes eight
tunes of the Dominican Republic’s

national dance, the merengue. Also
planned for release are albums of
Cuban, Panamanian and Brazilian

Davy Crockett. ..Wonderland
«.Melody of Love. .Shaplro-B
Easter Parade,
.Berlin
Tweedle Dee ..Progressive

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

plattery will be tagged Reina Rec-

.

How

Important

-

i

—

.

. .

Sincerely

Cherry Pink

A "HIGHLIGHT'

For

.

.Aspen
Arc-R

Chappell

Every

Prournm

1

Before joining Reina, Steinhaus
was foreign sales manager with
Seeco Records and general manager of Ansonia Records.

Yankee Stadium Blues
New

York.

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPO RATION

Editor, Variety:
.

Nobody asked me, but between

1st Division: Gilbert

&

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM

Sullivan,

Rodgers & Hart, Gershwin &
Gershwin, Porter & Porter.
2d Division: Berlin & Berlin,
.Rodgers & Hammerstein, Dietz &
Schwartz, Loesser & Loesser.
Of course, lots of great composers and lyricists never got together, and one can only envision
what the combined product of, say,
the two Wolfies (Mozart and Gilbert) or the two Georgies (Handel
and Weiss) might have been.

Styne and Cahn

s

-

Al

"PAPA
WON’T YOU
DANCE WITH ME!"
STYNE and

CAHN MUSIC

Stillman.

THE HIT OF THE WEEK

DICK HYMAN TRIO
Play

THE OLD
PROFESSOR
MGM 11951
K 11951

SESAME

MUCHO
78
45

RPM
RPM

&

'

.

«

music.

will work on "House. of Bamboo.”
innings at the Stadium, I compiled
United Artists, too, has the title- my all-time standings of major
song bug.
On its schedule is> league songwriting teams. This is
"Marty,” "The Kentuckian,” "Sum- it:

Automation
Continued from page

A

With Harry.”

Place was^under management of
Dick Fior, former bandleader, who
said the blaze was probably, caused
by sparks from the chimney.

Current Release

Continued from page 47

Rudolf Friml, whose "The Vagabond King” has been filmed by
Paramount, has at least a dozen new operettas..and musical come'die's
lying around his home, but he can’t find them. The' vet ttmesmith
doesn’t write his music down on paper. He tape-records it. But
Friml has a bad habit of forgetting to label his reels of tape. He has
over 5,000 hours of tape and wire-recorded original music—none of^
2. undertaken
it catalogued. His son, Rudolf, Jr.,- has
to play every inch'
of it and catalog it according to length, type and theme a chore
that is expected to take about three years,

IKWftgMi

Inc.

c

1

'

.
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Blackpool Takes Play From Londoo

JJoetGIaee^IdifixklofithiesA^‘BocakteklBbohimUgCWopH, ,issou*3
uof the IN. 1Y. lYahkee:/ raoeti
-

cardefitlfims.Hie\’woutd(lddea«jjfy’
tftiugftf ortifche bnMl citftfe-evettni

.scarce eeomiaasBoiJHs.
4

By HAROLD MYERS

;

Blackpool, April 19;
Blackpool, show biz pieces in the
north of England, has stolen the
limelight from London by staging
Royal- Command
the first-ever
valide gala outside the capital, and
amount of coin
record
a
raising
for the Variety Artists Benevolent
at the
presentation
The
Fund.

massive Opera House last Wednesday (13) netted around $60,00(5 for
the professionals’ own charity.
Credit for the production goes to

Jack Hylton and -Charles Henry,
responsible for the staging. It was Hylton who played a
prominent role in promoting the
event when it became known that
the Queen and the Duke of Edin-

who was

burgh were committed to an official two-day tour of the north.
Because it was an historic' occa^

drew

Aussie Nudes Threaten

Walkout, Pay Too

So

ity

Sydney, April 12.
Six nudes in the Winifred AtTivoli threaten ed
the
well revue at
to quit because they said their pay
was too scanty. Then they went
cold on the resignations. The girls
at first refused to do four extra
shows during the Easter holidays
for an added 75c per show.- They
receive $27 weekly salary, Jmd
about $2 extra weekly as "nudity
allowance.”
Hal Alexander, general secretary
of Actors and Announcers Equity,
believes the gals “deserve the best
rates .of pay for a trying and ..exacting job;” He says they have to
suffer the strain of going out an
the nude in front of brilliant lights
every night. C. Doming, business
manager .for the Tiv, in announcing
that the performers bad withdrawn
their resignations unconditionally,
said the management had -mbt
agreed to a salary hike. °

Glaser recently aaraaggdl aa

By

:guefet aappeaoanee ftfer TSiflfcieee

the thinly-veiled -thi
warnings of Asst. Ipfa
qli<m;£4^fittQfe Plftbteua
If

4Heidtcte*©BbwvI®citlti]fteYSajkji3
tthe odeil woas matt.

Lawrence. Tibbett, one
out; Mgy i, ^55, may AWi
hngjpr bio. draws at the Metropolfe
by Mpnttnrii
ago, has suc- membered
tare: Opera, years
keepers as the bluest SS
Vegas
urge.
cumbed/ to the Las
He’S, booked., for the Flamingo their history. Yhis is thedc
he annual restauraht ifi©
jEftteiviNoy. .3, at a reported $10,000.
Tibbett. of course, isn’t the first renewed and no cSfe.hbi
stube
or nitery in Moti
Operatic figure to find Las Vegas
Among the Met- operate without a (fity
coino attractive.
ppsters. who. have worked various Plante, who is also bbwi
spots in the casino capital are Morality Squad and; 6f hh
ITJae IBlcmda sfetite lagiplAfchces is?,
ICn Tiaubel, Robert Merrill and Dept.* has declared oper
considering aa s eehies off dd'aaticc reeirguerite piazza, among others. on joints known for bfip
TiBions i to t the emsiixiypjfintt aggrmyv
crating prosties, etc., wid
afct, vsitith ppatiauudnr em^toaias otti
them to clean up nr hbg»
bhangesinntMaenradatasoflpeaariiiofii
out of business on Maylj
taleht offfices. QQSuoe off triae majjrr
Until
this
reform
proi*iBHWs ias ppttfecedd affCrr aa
Montreal, most owners t
reform lisfeitlitttdd ssmae yyarss agps
city license for gratitdd.
stippMfctss
rin IDennyj’luasaa, vnbbcbh
headache was gettingaal
tijat t there sfehiffll bbe aa sngndd cooh-

Jh.ifaOBSwifafc

\

:

’

.
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w

3,000 audience from a wide area of the north,,
with the bulk of paying patrons
travelling from neighboring cities
trafct bbffoce aappeffciOBcr bbe ai£4of Manchester, Preston and Lanlowedt tocppenianaairifiteyy.Ghidyeaxcaster. Others came farther afield
Sonja. Henie may repeat her
ception ifrenn tthtt sfcjppMtionR wiHH
from Leeds, with a moderate conbe (Mailing aan eemeggonpy peered/ European jaunt under “Holiday on
tingent from London. Admission
iWhen itifcs imppesfiblde tpo ggfci all; lie?" auspices around July 17. If
prices were on the London level
iggnatneesounaappafet
tfria andi nitery commitments do
for royal galas, with a top of $60.
/Another pppppesAl aakks triaM aanl bott interfere, she’ll play Norway,
Entire theatre was presold several
ageht amid nitiiteyy sfehiil stiswtiAitej ESvceden:and; Finland,- and possibly
to
Hylton,
in
addition
days ahead.
thatlfcheylihffeennBcersfetDariddiltiii
jotrier 'dates.
arranging the show, made a subent oor libave ft aMdl t<bo ppay saMxresi
Morris Chalfen, ‘^Holiday oh
stantial financial sacrifice by shutbefODettheycoanbbeaiMwwddtOottaTj
prexy, expects to have six
tering the Victoria Palace for a
?afc4s. INiterees amid aggeuaiass wiE; Ide”
major
Gang,
i shows operating’ throughout
day to enable the Crazy
liaveltofISlestiateaDeentstfotlihtteffAside
stauhch feves with the royal famLfefct \mtifch tthe lEioidda Itrifflattratl tries world, during the year.
transffpmri “Holiday/’ Chalfen will also
ily, to be present. He also
Chicago, April 19.
(DomndsBian.
editions
of
“Ice
ported from London the entire
tTheceiasoone conAte^difetdd proe- haves several
nlghtiy radio show with de ejay
r
theatre orch and the line of Tiller Bob Drews, over station
-pisotthStiasajDpttfocQOseesemaeppDe Vfgues’ on; toilr. Miss Henie will
Girls who are ^ featured in the Monday through Friday from 11 to tektsbbtibhbbyuitieeyyopprBttossa~mid| bteadr; one? ^of the “Vogues” comGang’s current" revue.
11:30 p.m., was launched Monday epefforaner innixiass, nn6*fcl#y tins panies., SheTL play the Scandi&
Accolade To Northern Venders
(18) at Jean Fardulli’s Blue Angel, American GGdiliadoffWnrefeyyAttistts navian;, dates and after that the
Main objective of the northern local nit dry- featuring caylpso :en- LLgjpfclfctnce iss coariCBipiatijigg a ttoupe? will continue in Paris,
gala was to accolade a number of tertainment. Previously,, the only Stipulation tfchfct aa caffe shhtfLl post Eurichv- Berlin, Copenhagen, Bruscompany,
vauders who have achieved fame show in town originating from a aibaridttoiiBHnee ssMnraes vrithhtbfcsl Seri and/ Rotterdam.
in their native territories but who class bistro was Jack Eigen’s radio- fridafctmal GDomrisssoan aft itits dobs hDW;ih“Ceyl6n; will open in Manila
have slender chance of receiving tv package from the Chez Paree.
erftion.
time iniiioan die Apri£125I Another edition is slated
royal recognition in London. To
jifrr as Mexico City preem May 13.
The Drews offering originates an 'jnandsbbaridsffoomajdllniliferiss.
give the bill a more universal the -Angel’s Opera Club, a. lounge
A-SSuthl’Ataerican company is also
appeal, however, several acts were adjoining the main room, which
being.’ projected.
imported from town. Eddie Fisher until now has displayed operatic
GBalff n,. some time ago, acquired
had the distinction (with Harry singing. With addition of the patgu; British subsidiary with his pur
Akst) of being the only American ter
platter show, the room’s enthe Tom Arnold ice interchase?o£
HnaHffi
on the talent roster. The sole tertainment policy has -also
This subsidiary produces
fcatSs.
Gracie changed. The room now showcases
GB&tieggO, Appiii 199.
absentee -was
notable
for
the Wembley Stadium,
Shows
Fields, one of the most distin- pops and jazz rather than the claslTmeQime^aeee,C2hSf£stfpd|awe^ LOndOmi For the first time, *the
guished of all Lancashire lasses. sics, with Gene Early singing at talehtsbhavccaee,iassppctriggaanHW; Wembley show (this one being
Her telegram of regrets and good the piano, Helane Seaton vocaliz- ’look fan ttite GBfeez Bbongge, ass aij "Aladdin and His -Wonderful
wishes, read before the arrival of ing and Ted Sieber spelling EarJy resulto6fa&nesifjBBEreerBd(S6oai]]ldttr Ilamp/l will play Paris, opening
the royal party, earned a salvo of at the keyboard.
job. JJakk ElSgenris raddoo acrid tW MSy, 6>- at the Palais des Sports.
cheers from the audience.
Several months ago, there was shows con W7&SAQ acrid
Jacqueline du Bief and Romayne
Because of the formality that I some talk that the Black Orchid, emantteffcomtHaelSurnggeanrisltrie SeLBjeent head this layout. Chalfen
goes with the glitter of a royal another local intimeiy, would orig- 'remdd0ilaggiasisin ppattddssgpndd tOo wiHU bring in another show for
gala, Bud Flanagan, in his role inate a teevee jockey show from provide bbfetter f ioiiiilliless f tf cr origg* WCmbley, Next year’s ice pantoAA
_*I3
_
nJ-UIT_1
i_i
of warmer-upper before curtain its lounge, but this has not as yet ination
off trixebbooddoafetanridtCtee mime at Wembley will be "Jack
rise, appealed to the patrons not materialized, although the manage- cakt. A41sq, rmettv aill triee tibl&es in' pmriicthe Keanstalk.”
to„be*as "stuffy as London audi- ment is still considering the idea.
JthelLauggewXillbbeicnfMIllviesvv.of:
In. addition to major companies,
ences." Don’t look at the royal box
theyfetgge.
trie? British subsidiary has several
(specially built for the occasion)
'iThe^MlsefpaQai^gtriseLbixngg ^mailer; shows which play the
.'from triae mnfin dmnanirgg roonm was; provinces.
and laugh if you want to, he advised. This advice was only heeded
-also iimcredd bbckk ssmee 144 ffett
iii.
part and the understandable
.’WiribihiincDeaeestMeecapaaceyyofftliite
EED FLAHERTY’S LOCATION
reticenpe. of the audience made the
Tnamrcoom bby 755 seatis amid ppoe
going ^difficult, even for some of
Chicago, April 19.
vfdesaassetiaimvidiJkiblicaEinblaeppE?
Through an inadvertent error
Chioldtime
the favorites.
The Vine Gardens,
titiondd ofSf ffcom triae nminn tdooxa trie; address of Ed Flaherty in Mimi
Fisher’s Palladium Reprise
cago nitery, will return to an en- setting iiffp aa ppriutfe dsfiringg roonm Warren’s ad of April 6 was incorcomparaThe
/the CBheKs caicpntsyy hhss bfeenn ms rect: He is located at' 310 East-. 55th
Eddie Fisher, with a
tertainment policy ‘May 4.
tively hefty 12-minute stint, gave club had ended its longstanding creaeedlto6Q55seefetsaasaaresultlto£; (Street, New York.
Flaherty is personal manager for
a potted version of his recent show policy several years hack. the i Eeeeatiy-coai$)^tfdd remndfl*!
(Continued on page 58)
Present plans call for a display in- dng
Miss Warren.
O
cluding an emcee, a singer, an
orchestra, and a line of girls. An
expanded layout will depend ran
sion, thq, gala
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cense from the Prinfirtaik
ment. Unless mieMsonnt

side of the political tfanog
ticular permit in almririli

and rumpr^^nen
from a few thousandth
sibility,

figure bracket. Now,?Wffi
investment and comptitl
ting tougher ali/the titii

bonifaces who fail cto Kg
permit, which costs a"
will lose the.works, «i
not operate without one.

Taking Wj
the warnings
month ago, many of Wheels
improved. There ’ds aa h
absence of singleMenncu
certain rooms, hilt /man
Since

-

spots are wafting

tc eecl

go through 'AWith b
With those who knovd/Rte
will

littie doubt thbtliheia
for keeps, despit evlthesk
position he wilL metetf^a
is

political factions.
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Montreal, longznbtdda:
and-easy town that ddsi
sands of tourtets aridoet
eers because bf/theF
dian atmosphere./hasa
collection Of c&fel laws}
forced, could leivdftbei?

than Toronto thedloddA

aU bltibsskb

to the book,
at 2 a.m.;

po liquor si

served from 'ahldtdght
until 8 a.m<- Moddaytmuon
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for a limited time Withm;
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OLD CHI VINE GARDENS
BACK TO TALENT POLICY
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October- with can oneei
majority on the strength
haustive vice probe \(whl
co-authored) and its?me(
election promise wasito
the city.
If the cleanup gbtsooh
as it may very well tdoj
which was once thebbi
ployer of entertainmeht
North America other til
York, may find itself vwtfi
no night life worth- thlk
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PIAF REVUE SHORTENS

Chicago, April 19.

»

Edith Piaf’s “Continental Revue” ends its run at the Selwyn
Theatre here Saturday (23), lopping off one week of a scheduled
Show opened
three-week run.
April 10 to warm reviews, hut
despite good word-of-mouth people
just aren't buying tickets.

The revue, scaled at' a $4.95 top
in this 1,000-seater, grossed $11,000
for the .first nine performances.
its scheduled
tour after the Chi closing.

The show continues

Thomas

Back to Las

Vegas

After Brother’s Funeral
Hollywood, April

Danny Thomas

19.

returns to his Las

Vegas ^Sands' engagement tomorafter flying here for
funeral of his
today’s
(Tues.)
brother, Paul G. Jacobs, killed
Saturday, when his caif overturned
He was en
near Barstow, Cal.
He was 36,
route to the Sands,
brothers
eight
and is survived by
He was associate
and a sister.

row (Wed.)

how

new

well the

format goes

over.

Management

currently dickering for talent, but as yet no firm
bookings have resulted.
is

Pro-Spiked Blade

Show

In Annual Ottawa
Ottawa, April

The only

ice

Ran
19.

show Ottawa will

Ktayiite Shiite

^^^^^

came

pm

into

Pickting of Hotels

MtiatniBSeahh Alppif 1 19D.
/Strike off Abmeriaan FSddcationn
iff ‘Labor IHftfel Eritisjdyyess Umorm
Which bbggan W^edAneddy; ( 133 5
When* Mae^anosyanridRlOibecOarlOn
,

hfteist'fcmridppdldEtSsatittlifeuirddoBsV.

see this year is the current edition in the ceai^y nmoninigg hburs,c-, Mas?
of the 30-year-old “Minto Follies,” spread tto triae GSaabldnnaa, ROuey,
a pro-spiked amateur blade spec- {iFlaza aaridSSheryy EEpouhtnaicf,, with]tacular -produced by the Minto union ooggameess wncningg triatt
Skating Club of Ottawa.
Using OtherbMggcrieswiflilbbehilitinncomHclub members, plus names from ihg cdsfys. A4D1 hbWtlsaffe oppraaskating and ice-show circles, the tions^wecernaiEE^g.bbwevecjawitiii;
“Follies” has 150 people on the orders ffcom triae Idoall nmaicrins;
frosted floor of the Auditorium, amionaaridMn/iAAoffiaritistfotrierii
Show ran* April 14, 15, and 16.
Show featured Tenley Albright,
world and North American skating
champion from Newton, Mass.;
Frances Dafoe and Norris Bowden,
world pair champs from Toronto;
Carol Jane Pachl, Minto club's

Canadian senior' ladies’ champ;
Frances Gold, Minto professional;
Arthur Nelles, w.k. blade comic
producer on Thomas’ “Make Room who came out of show business retirement to appear in the Follies,
For Daddy” videoer.
Frank, Sinatra subbed Saturday and The Three Bruises from “Holand Sunday, and Billy Gray last lywood Ice Revue.” Clifford Tripp
^
orchestra showbaric^^4
night iMoih>.

;

machine

:1

SKEDDED RUN IN CHI

in typical-; Callic/f^shiDP
ways looked the otither
tolerance became aa h
word. Since theDladstt ittt:
things have changdd.TBi

I

’

•1

The /GklUcEEfi
However, past addiitih

contractual

500G IN AWARBSI

Service v. as affected, but replacements are being hired .to fill the
ppsts left vacant by the walkouts
ihithis, the first fullscale attempt
biy the AFL union to organize the'
hotel employees in this
2D, 000
largest resort area in the country.
Night clubs, restaurants and cafe
terras have been unionized for
fceyeral years, and are not affected
by/ the? strike,
Circuit Court injunctions are being,;; sought by the others of the
struck;, hotels to halt picketing,
claiming they were not requested
tfumeet to discuss union recognition.. Only hotel on the Beach that
The
is. unionized is the Delano.
majority of hoteliers seem to in
tend holding out against organization by the AFL despite fact that
aiheavy load of conventions are due
They also will
in; ensuing weeks.
continue booking of acts into their
cafes. Odd note is fact that AFL
and CIO toppers confer here
every winter -in hotels such as
ace;- currently being picket&t,,

IN BALT0 HENffi

tnembers to. fulfill
commitments;
r

r

i

—

all

Baltimore,^

A

total

of nearly Q $3<
-

been awarded by Baltimi
to the 317 persons ipjr
years ago When tempore
ers collapsed during a ;b
the Sonja Henie ice hi
The awards were made;*
Sonja Henie Ice Revu<
;

Edwin

T.

Jersey

Amusement

up
ings

Coronati arid
Co.,v

temporary starii
have been going

tfie

1

March 6, 1952.
The accident occum
Miss Henie’s first seasH
Prior to that
own.
had been partnered #n
M. Wirtz in "The HoU:
Revue.”
Virginia De Luce,
peared in the legiter, “Nl
bows at the Blue .Ang
i

April 28.
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Kansas City', April- 4.
John H, Harris ‘presentation of

Glasgow, April 14.
George & Bert Bernard presenrevue in two:CiCts; choreography
Fletcher Rosemarie. Stew* tation of new twice-nightly revue ,
art, Robert Dench; costumes, Billy "Fools Rush In,” with the! BerLivingston; settings, Gabriel Scog- nards, Zoe Gail, Qeorge Pierce,
Gloria, Balladinis
namillo ; musical score, Jeri May- Ernest Arnley
Two Peters Williams
(2),
hall, Fran Frey,
Donna Atwood, Bobby Shand, ./Marie de Vere Dancers
Cast
Lyrics,
Sydney.
Shaw;
Specht, Old Smoothies (2)/ Alan- (10);
Konrad, Helen Davidson, For gie & dances, Mme.deVere; directed by
George
Bernard,
Larson, Jackson & Lynam,- Silvia
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While the show's format is the
same over the years, that very fact
seems to be one of its. attractions.
tlio Very few to
Heart Attack Show is one of spectacle,
come offering,
music,
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to the ice-skating trials at
Placid, and a production of
‘‘American In Paris.” The musical,
with recorded dialog and pantomime by the skaters, closes the
second act, and could do.- with- more
of a punch, albeit Donna Atwood,
reels off a large share of fine figure
skating when it Is her turn at the
championship.
Spectacle is the
chief ingredient of the "American
In Paris” number, which has most
of the company moving to the
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THF ORIGINAL SHOW-SIZ GAG
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<The Service of the STARS)
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a MINSTREL BUDGET......... $2$
O 4 BLACKOUT BKS., 00. bk...$25
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usual,

HOW TO MASTER THI

In between the production numbers are some fancy shadow skating by team of Johnny Lettengarver & Don Bearson, "Humpty
Dumpty On Ice” parlayed for
heavy juve interest, comedy inning
by Larry Jackson & Bernie Lynam
as throwbacks to Mlack Sennett
days, the infallible badmintoneers,
Hugh Forgie
Stig Larson; and
European aero team of Silvia &

BILLY

200

W. 54th

It,,

GLASON

N

NSW York It— Dept. V

Circle

£1130

&

HARBERS

Michel Grandjean.

Second act gets underway with
"Tropicana,” calling for some precision work by the line; speed skating by Johnny Lettengarver, and
the ice-crobatics of Ken Mullen
Ed Raiche, Two of the show’s big|
punches are saved for the' second

4th

&

act,

the audience giving

its

biggest

I

hand to the catchy rhythm skating
of Rosemary Henderson and Bobby
Maxson, and later great response
to^the indefatigable Orrin Markhus'
and Irma Thomas, the perennial
Smoothies.
There’s
another
inning
by
Konrad, an amusing "Doggie” bit
by William Dougherty and Lyall
Stevenson* and session: with Jackson & Lynam in Paris, following
the
lavishly-mounted
Gershwin
number. "Les Patineurs” is an
effort of the Skating gentry to turn
the tables on ballet and marks the
close of the show with the whole
cast on ice.
Quin.
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"KALASTAJATORPPA"
Helsinki, Finland
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CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ever e thousand
No C.O.D.'s
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has been signed
eography in the
"Arabian Nights,”
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"Celestial
Ballet,”
of the cast.
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COMEDY MATERIAl
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310

number

his material
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AGENCY,

monolog recorded by Jack Webb.
Alan Konrad has. a solo spot to
top this off. Opening production

drunk, ‘Til take

the

MILO STELT

203 N. Wabash Avo., Chicago,
Hollywood • Cleveland

the -first act the
"Dragnet”
production,
number
sparkles with modern choreography,
handsome costuming and:

i

w

tATON

Midway

i

SOTEL

Direction;

MUTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Gershwin rhythm and solo spot?
for Miss Atwood and Bobby Speclif.

not her of Vine's standbjs almgeuly look place during the exaval ions for the
Y Eighth
X.
\> r
-subway when a drunk asked
oim of the workmen what they
building and he was told that
wmdd be a subway and comp!o! ml in ahmd two years. ‘'Hell
\

Show
MIND"

and

MR. CHIPS

,

eoniom plains the effects of a turndown on the request and by the
mu' he reaches his friend’s house.
Id's him what he could do
with his sled. A similar yarn is
mm ol Danny Thomas’ standbys
under Me tag of "The (.Auto) Jack

ker»

NORM DYCON

ship
Lake

w ho travels all the way
Bronx during a snow-inrm in borrow a sled for his son.
During the long subway trip he
1

mil

Open

Seen

"We’ve

the

Fort Lauderdale, Fla.

comedy, beauty along with its .top
performers, and customers evidently are wise to the values. They are
out in force here this time around.
As important draws the Harris
company this season is doing a tab
version of "Wish You Were Here,”
revised from swimming champion-

at the age
considered to

attack

heart

MALL

titled

has

large

JOLLY ROGER HOTEL

sale.

Yarns,

Vine

Celeste

Opening,

Framed,”
through

.

iiz

Fond

flat items were more numerous
than the bright spots and lack of
rehearsal was obvious.

the

,

of the paper.

Created

ITE

.and. two' specialties
that score, the show feiils’ to register as brightly as it should, lacks
strong- sketches in comedy, and
generally emerges as so-so fodder.
At show caiight, -despite nearcapacity biz due to local* holiday*

acts entering
white
window
ably classes as the top grossing frame, arid this motif is retained
road show' to play this town each until finale through the Bernards*
season, with good prospects for own mime act, when radiogram
$120,000 from its nine perform-,
(Continued on page 58)
ances here, topping last season.
The show went on Thursday night
(14) with nearly $75,000 advance CURRENTLY

idea,

win fore of this
box in every
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miming spot
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Another in the long line of suo
cessful ice shows put together by
John Harris is added to the list
with this edition. It’s as big a show
as any in the past, with the utmost
in dazzling costumes, huge cast
and lineup of tried, and proven
performers. "Ice Capades” prob-

for
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George & Bert Bernard, U,S.
pair, essay something new
by attempting a fullscale revue.
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Your Papa Up In Massachusetts,4
“Treat Me Rough,” “It’s Me, It’s
Me” and a parody on “This Ole

JEANNE BAL
Songs
30 Mins.
Hotel St. Regis, N. Y.
Jeanne Bal is h tall lissome
musicomedy thrush who is a decorative and effective addition to the
class bistro belt. "A graduate Of
the EdWin Lester operetta school,
in her native California, she has
toured with sundry national and

“Guys and Dolls,”
“High Button Shoes,” “Gypsy
Lady” (including six months in
London) and “The Red Mill.”

tab- versions of

Her

nitery repertoire

pourri

is

a pot-

pops and musicomedy

of

standards, with only one reference
to her “Nellie Forbush” ante--

when she does “Honey
sporting the cute sailor’s
skimmeV as a prop. Not the petite
type, in the Mary Martin idiom,
Miss Bal is a tallish gal who wears
her height well.. She’s distributed
Her
nicely in the right places.
routine runs the gamut from “Resistance Is Low” to “Come to the
Fair,” “Man’s World” to “Don’t
cedents

•

Bun,”

Get You Down,” “Too Late
Now” to “How About You” (the
girls have swung over to the GOP

Let

It

side;

it’s

now “Eisenhower’s looks,”

used to be Roosevelt’s, in
the lyric); with other numbers In
between.
She reminds of Elizabeth Taylor
In looks, which means that Miss
Bal is easy on the optics. She has
a penchant for singing too directly

where

it

to the right and to the left qn occasion, but as she relaxes in the
progression of her pleasant half-.

House.”
There’s plenty of room for. her
on the intimery circuit and .she’s
a solid bet Tor legituner work.
Gros .
hour stint she focuses more generally around the room.
By and large she’s a more than JOE MAIZEt# CORDSMAN (4)
adequate new face qn the class Instrumentl-Comedy
hotel room circuit, and will de- 15 Mins.
velop with time. Per usual, Milt Palace, N. Y.
For the past couple of years
Shaw's 802ists give put with beaumusical
coup musical assist, and In the there’s been, a void in the
field. Part of the gap
madcappery
same idiom Ray Bari’s Ensemble
Maize &
mixes up the Latin and waltz sets. is now being filled by Joe
His Cordsman. Their knockabout
Abel.
humor is built along the same lines
the w.k. Borrah Minevitch
as
OLGA JAMES
Rascals’ turn but instead of harSongs
monicas the four boys play around
17 Mins.
with a steel guitar, a bass, art acFeirmount, Ottawa
cordion and an electric guitar.
Olga James, whose clicko hanTheir comedy, mostly physical,
dling of the “Cindy Lou” role in is broad and frantic. The musical
“Carmen
of
the screen version
makes no attempt at
mayhem
Jones” provided a nationwide subtlety but the appeal is. wide.
showcasing for her Capable piping, During the instrumentals, they
comes up with a pleasant surprise jostle, slap and even bludgeon
as a night club act. Typed in the pic- each other to pull out the laughs
ture as a meek hometown sweet- and they get ’em.
heart .with plaintive pipes, Miss
Maize sparks the combo with his
James on the floor becomes a furious steel guitar work. He litlooker with a warm personality
erally makes the instrument talk'.
ability
versatile
remarkably
and a
She rocks the customers They .workover each tune with a
in song.
frenzy that makes for exciting liswith her zippy opening chore on
tening. Instrumentals include
“Fancy Free,” followed by “World “Lady
of Spain,” “Sabre Dance”
on a String” and ending with
“Hawaiian.
Chant,”
and
“Autumn
handling of
softer
There’s also some funny biz with
Leaves” and an impressive spiritthe bass player mouthing the lyrics
World.”
the
Tell
Can
“You
ual,
But it’s her production of to “I’ll Get By” to Maize’s offstage
crooning.
“Jones” tunes that gets the heftiest
It’s a solid viewing turn .that
reception. After, a modestly brief
introduction, she goes into a rapid- should do well on tele guesters, if
plot,
some
of the rough stuff like the
film’s
jof
the
fire description
words spouting like bullets, arms teefh-picking bit is deleted. Combo
also
produces
a vivid musical sound
and
Jerking.
flashing
torso
and
Three times the gab-flood is that should come across on shellac
Gros.
stopped as she goes into “That’s exposure.
Love”, “Rhythm of the Drums”
and “My Joe” from the picture. BALLADINIS
0
^
It’s a rousing routine that lifts the Juggling
stanza high, though without it the 6 Mins.
James pipes and theQ “Jones” tunes Empire, Glasgow
open-neck
white
Garbed
in
would maintain the session as a
shirts and- short white pantsf two'
Gorm.
standout.
males, both from the Continent,
come, up with a fairly nifty jugSTANLEY GROVER
gling act.
Pair balance leather
Songs
footballs on toes while jumping
15 Mins*
themselves
around
stage, and also
One Fifth Ave., N. Y.
Bob Downey, Num- offer entertaining balancing of
.

War
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•

It
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Eileen

„

BARTON

Currently

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW ORLEANS
CORAL Records
Din WllllAM MORRIS AGENCY

looks like

ber One’s host and talent scout,'!
has picked another winner in
Stanley Grover. Crooner already
has done some understudy and
replacement work in musicomedy,
and in this stint, his nitery bow,
he haS effectively widened his
•

orbit and. should- also attract new
respect for legit work to come.
He's a personable, good-looking
lad who knows how to handle himself on the floor. And that’s not
too easy in the cramped quarters
that passes for a stage in this room.
He’s; a baritone with vestiges of
tenor and his way with a lyric is

and

slick

sure.

It’s a classy songbag he’s packed
for his nitery exposure. The “Stress

on showtunes, rhythm & ballad,
and he delivers ’em in an attractive
and winning way. On set caught,
he Scored with “Luck To Be Me”
(‘'On The Town”), “.All of You’
(“Silk Stockings”), “They Won’t
Know Me” (“Wish You Were
Here”) and “Bonnie Jean” (“Brigais

Currently

FAZIO'S

SUPPER CLUB
Milwaukee

doo'n”).

His

pops

In

is

tackles

only concession to
the closer. Here he

“Unchained
makes for a sock

the haunting

Melody” and

it

Gros.

^getaway.

NANCY LOWE
Songs-Comedy
Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Nancy Lowe

•

EPIC RECORDS •

Direction:

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

*

TANNEN
Just Concluded

LATIN QUARTER
NEW YORK
Opening

May

9

PALLADIUM, London

a Comedienne
that can sing along with the best
of ’em. She’s been playing around
the Coast boites for several seasons
but has never been caught for the
New Act files. This Number One
date is her first trip east and she
makes a solid impresh.
Pert looking blonde comes on
with a lot of zest and keeps her
is

20-minuter\ traveling at a free
Wheeling pace that blends patter

DON

and song. The humor is amiable
and she doesn’t resort to mugging
to get the yock across. Occasions"
patter parries with the tablers is
easygoing and- inoffensive.
She’s at her best, however, In
the song department. Her piping
style is strong and she has a huskythroated quality that builds effectively, especially on the fast-paeed
rhythm numbers. She breaks up
the rhythm pattern during the set
for a crack at a ballad and it, too
shows off her warbling style to
advantage.
Repertoire
includes
such nifties as “You Can’t Chop
L

SEILER and SEABOLD
Currently

ESCAMBRON BEACH HOTEL
SAN JUAN. PUERTO RICO

footballs

upturned

Springs

.

.

Palm

(24) at Chi-Chi,

Ann Sothem, with

.

.

.

.

.

combers Trio set at Capistrano
Beachcombers Club, Capistrano
Beach, until end of May.
*

Chicago

.

Los Chavalea.de Espana

set for

Brown Palace

Hotel, Denver,
Denise Darcel opening*
at the Congress Hotel, St. Louis,
Saturday (23) for two rounds . . ,

the

May

that spot.

2-7

.

.

.

The Dynamics opened Monday

Hollywood
Stan Kenton opens with his 20band Friday (22) at the
Crescendo, with .Ann Richards as
featured vocalist .
Lilt St. Cyr
proems tonight (Wed.) at Ciro’s,
with Cdndos Sc Brandow, dancers,
Sheets Minton, ventriloquist, and
piece

(181
at the Town Casino, Chi, for an
indefinite stint . . . Will Jordan set
to star in “Boast of the Town,”

carbon revue of the Ed Sullivan
show produced by Merriel Abbot,
opening at the Palmer House, Chi,
Rossi
Aug. 4, for three months.
Sc McDermott opening at the Showboat Das Vegas, April 28 in an inBobby -Ramos Rumba Band return- definite run . .
Professor Backing after a six month absence .
.
wards playing the Los Angeles
Joanne Wheatley tees off a six- Statler, July 18, for two frames
.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

week stand tonight (Wed.)

.

at the

Russell

Sc

Sylvia

the

into

Biltmore Bowl, with comic A! Roger Hotel, Ft. Lauderdale,
Senile and. Beverly Sc Barry Ashton, dancers, in support ... Charley
Foy’s has resumed full-week operations, with The Tune Jesters and
Ruthie James.
Johnny Desmond goes into Chase
.-

.

Jolly

May 2.

1

Hotel, St. Louis, for two stanzas on
13, and will do his “Philco

May

•

Phonoramic Show” from there
.
Jeri Sotbern tees off five weeks at
Fack’s, Frisco, Friday (22),
at
$1,250 per . , ; The Four Jokers
hold over two weeks at the Waikiki

kitchen

Unit Reviews

Use

balls of diminishing sizes
their juggling feats-via-feet.
smallest balls are brought
into play, they swallow these and
eject outward in upward direction, achieving this novelty trick
with three )>alls.
Wind act by
shooting medium-sized ball. with
small ball off partner’s head.
Okay for general run of vauder-

Gord.

Blackpool
Continued from page 55

Continued from page 56

and microphone are seen at back
of frame while the boys do their
antics in front.

Opening comedy is a series of
none very funny, and
average skit follows on

Carrtally

quickies,

VOGUE TERRACE

then an

Don Williams St Iris Shand next offer their
clever rollerskating act, he tapdancing on the rollers and then
executing spirals atop high platform.
Marie de Vere Dancers, who

Pittsburgh

British tv personalities.

also suffer throughout show from
with lack of rehearsal, come up with a
“Oh My Papa” and including ballet item, rounded off by Ernest
“Dinah” as a special tribute to Arnley, Bert Bernard and "George
dancing
crazy-fashion
Debbie Reynolds Bernard
Harry Akst.
again contributed the off-stage across stage as the .“Three DIs
graces,” Ernest Dolin, Bert Nijinchanting for '“Man Chases a Girl.
ski and George Pavlova. This fails
The addition of “Count Your to garner
the yocks intended,
Blessings”, made two in a row for
The
Ballandinis,
Continental
Irving Berlin. The score -rose to
male duo, score with .adept foot
1
three when’ ‘-‘Show Business was
and head juggling (See New Acts).
used for the finale.
Ernest Arnley & Gloria are a
Leading talent reps from the male-and-femme
twosome
with
north were Arthur Askey, A1 Read, n.s.g. comedy, offering. Act has
George Formby, Wilfred Pickles been circulating Brtish vaude loop
and Jewel
Warris, all of whom for years and needs injection of
have starred in the West End. 'new comedy material.
Only Pickles rrioved out of the
A sketch titled “The Doctor’s
format of conventional .vaudeville Dilemma,” offered by George &
by staging an extension of his tv- Bert Bernard, is also not up to
program, “Ask Pickles” and in- standard and lacks speed. After
troducing top sporting personali- this so-so comedy, it’s a relief to
find fresh-faced chirper Zoe Gail
ties, a gimmick which appealed to
(she's Mrs. Bert Bernard) doing a
a strong segment of the audience.
As a novelty turn, Jack Tripp peppy songalog. Wild West scene
with the Bernards as Cisco' Kids
copped top honors, appearing in winds
the flrs$ half of revue.
femme costume and dancing with
The Two. peters, mixed pair of
the Tiller lihe, And for precision
athletes, are a standout item of
terping at its best, top marks went
the second segment.
Male, exto the 16 girls who comprise the
tremely well-developed type, leaps
group. Beryl Grey, noted ballerina, over chair and through femme’s
gracefully filled the classical danc- legs as she balances upside down,
ing spot with an excerpt from “The and finishes up still standing on
Sleeping Beauty,” with John Field. his own two hands. Distaffer is
Principal British vocalists on the slim pretty contrast to muscular
bill, Joan Regan, Alma Cogan and partner.
the* Five Smith Brothers, held their
George St Bert Bernard wind
brief spots enthusiastically.
show with their own miming spot,
The Crazy Gang, virtually by including their new “Carmen
right of seniority, were given the Jones” takeoff, a surefire travesty
lion’s share of the bill.
Unlike though pic has not yet reached
other performers, the gang was not this part of the United Kingdom.
restricted to a Single spot. The Medley of their old faves such as
essence of true variety, its contri- “Sonnie Boy,” “Anything You Can
bution was made up of exerpts Do/’ “I Hear Singing” and “Wait

Palladium show, teeing

.

Bambi Lynn, Rod Alexander and
comic Bob Williams, opens June 9
Beachat Riverside Inn, Reno

between

"

When

tv.

hows Sunday

.

for

and for

In* Ray Hutton and her all-femme
band play a one-niter Saturday"
(23) at Rainbow Gardens, Pomona.
Edith Piaf returns to the Mocambo July 19 for two weeks,
starting a four-week stand at
Riviera, Las Vegas, Aug *3 ...
Ilona Massey makes her first Coast
appearance in 12 years when She

.
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Honolulu,

Club,

following with two frames at Larry
Potter’s here May 20, and opening
at New Frontier, Vegas, July 1 . . ,
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Pelro Bros, signed for the initial
show at the Starlight Roof, Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., opening June
1
, . Olsen St Johnson set for the
Desert £pa. Las Vegas, May 1 . , .
Arthur Lee Simpkins into the
Latin Quarter, Boston, April 25 .
Ernie Richman Sc Mannequins
signed for Sciolla’s, Philadelphia
Jerri Winters set" for the
.
.
.
Apollo Theatre in the Will Mastin
Trio show . . . Billy He Wolfe sails
on the Queen Elizabeth for a May
2 opening at the Cafe de Paris,
London
Merriel Abbott and
.
Edith Bartow to Europe for a talent gandering tour as well as the
Hilton Hotel preem in Istanbul in
June , . Paul Killiam new at One
Fifth Ave., N, Y. . ... Jenny Collins
pacted for the Statler, Los Aneles, July 18 for two weeks
.
S antes J. Grady, booking the Dennis Hotel, Atlantic City, has tagged
Stan Grover, Cedrone Sc Mitchell
and * Charlotte , Rae for stands at
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from the gang's succession of hit
shows, notably the smash Flanagan
and Allen vintage song smash,
“Underneath the Arches.” Chesney
Allen, who retired from the Gang
some years back because *of ill
health, was reunited with his ex-
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telhs U), Joan Rhodes, Lowe
coup i e 0 f ma i e accordionists who,
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Ladd Paulette & Renee, George fr0J£ theii, opening "Tiger Rag,”
By JESSE GROSS
Carden Dancers (16), Eric Rogers display plenty of volume if little
Another try at working a legit
Skyrockets Orch ,
to
wham
finesse. But they continue
reduction format into a N.Y.
across, with a switch to double n jt ery operation was made last
,
^
Dickie Valentine is the one and playing on the xylophone and back week with the preem of the revue,
only British headliner of this year’s to the squeezeboxes for a pop „ Mfee t the People— 1955,” at the
Palladium season and /the British medley.
ruf* Theatre
Itltfoks like a
“invasion” is carried fairly largely
Sabrina Renee gets top billing
click poss
oossiNegating against
as a st ciick
Only one ftir hpi initial Soanish dancing' miss
throughout the bill.
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particularly intriguing, as he returns as star to "the theatre at
which he worked as a page boy 10
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he left the Ted Heath combo to
become a solo act, his advance has
been rapid, He topped the poll as
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should choose to fill a large part^
of his routine by impersonating the' t0
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American headliners who have

preceeded him. His impressions
achieve an uncanny degree ofrealMario
ism, notably his takeoffs
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follows him as the next headliner)
nre in more satirical vein, designed
to get the laughs. The? Valentine
routine opens in ‘conventional style
with a succession of current pops,
such as “Mr. Sandman” and ‘Finger of Suspicion,” which he delivers with warmth and sincerity, An
oldtime medley is a popular entry
in his songalog,
Ted Ray, a comedian 6f long
standing and high repute, misses
out surprisingly with a routine
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With exception of Jackie Marlin,
there’s little Casino marquee lure,
but the .current 65-mmute stage
package packs plenty of punen.

able

ettes and butterfly-wings Plus hikicks, find Ifid & stfindout in controlled tap that has plenty of heel

and ankle work.
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timing is good, so’s

diameter. His
his rounding-out hokum, but he
sometimes is too obviously grandstanding.
As for Moms Mabley, she’s the
proverbial perennial favorite,
While much of her material may
be suggestive and not good in all
houses, her sense of timing, her
raspy voice, and her “just plain
folks
intimacy, wow Harlemites,
ar ad
?
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aU of them are clever, even
the
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unison tapping, with pair then
challenges and girl hefty on pirou- off-color ones.
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Production,
falls ^ nder the judisdiction of the
American n„n/i
Guild **
of Variety Artists.
A lim ited partnership has been
set up, with a $35,000 capitalizetlon. pius.provlsL for 20% overcalh fibiFthe’ MO-sVat Cafe is $5
plus tax, which covers the price of
admission and a $2 food and/or
drink minimum, In line with the
price, a special' dinner is offered
at $1.95. Dinner is served from 7
p -®-’ with the show kicking off at
8:40 p.m. There’s no service while
the revue is in progress, but the
waiters work the tables during intermission.
Opening night last Wednesday
,13) was chaotic on the dinin * a “ d
seating score;
sc01. e . This was
wa3 attributed
‘o the last-minute arrival of a
majority 'of ‘the clpaci'ty t'urC'out
A late-bpening curtain resulted in
the elimination of two sketches
and a paring of the \intermission
time.
In the 19 scenes offered, performers either sang, danced or did
S °I® hits. It’s in the last category
that the revue is brightest. Conrad Buckner, a Negro terpersinger, scores with some colorful
footwork and aero turns, while
John Haymer provides risible relief
especially in. his takeoff on
British comic guest ini on an
'
American
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show..
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New Acts)
Martells & Mignon are familiar
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£****? d?artS of deas'
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are being reorganized at
as a result of a plan to

make more, use hereafter of performers who are not permanently
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N.Y. for the 1940-41 season. Subsequent versionS ran on the Coast
and on tour. Creators of the original production are repeating on
the durrent version. They are Gorney, who composed the music, and
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fer^lmmediateFy catches the fancy. i? | S we et’'‘Love^ Is' He?eTo Sta“
The laughs come easily and reg- ‘"nd the colortul Hayman Hend on
ularly.
a magnificent controlled clarinet
The Rastelli’s, Continental quar- that starts on “Blue Skies” and
tet of musical clowns, are in top jdoies some flashy but brilliant shiftknockabout
i ng into the realm of Mozart. Band
form. Their standard
is adroitly paced, and their windup vocalist Della Reese is a tall sepia
item as a massed band provokes do ll, w ho performs sweetly in her
spontaneous audience enthusiasm. priva te slotting. Her “Teach Me
Joan Rhodes it a glamor blonde. Tonight” and “Sincerely” afford
'billed as. a “Imghty Mannequin,
pleasant tone and indicate that
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for Columbia. That’s how the rehis talented lease read, at any rate, since it
trey to life, started off by saying that “CBS
Dachshunds and poodles carry the Television and CBS Radio aneight-minuter as they jump through nounced today that the services
hoops, juggle balls and perform of
.
have been discontinued.”
.
sundry other canine feats. Belling All hands were and are under conworks ’em carefully with an un- tract to the web. and were in turn
billed femme* aid. George Kirby, “booked” over to the Godfrev stanwho is no granger to Gotham’s zas The *preSs to a man
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Barnes, another local performer, probably for the return of Sammy Ben Barzman; associate producer,
come up to expecta- Davis Jr. in mid-May. Calloway, Sondra Gorney; direction, Morti0 $n?T' choreography, Pfed
at make s h in
dc?p ite a b d co*d
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a } Kelly
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Sives a vibrant
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The Lane Bros,, making their out numbers and some incidental
cast- ’ Greta Aldene Jerry’Ames
Palladium dehut, sock with their terp seques. He is as strong in a
Calin
ouckner micKey caun,
comedy acrobatics, particularly torrid “Old Black Magic” as. he is Blta Constance, ,Ronnie Cunningtheir ^demonstrations of skipping in phrenetic mambo “Cha Cha
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It’s Calloway’s first return to
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booked

geems a bit too much for her vocal
equipme nt, and closes pleasantly
enough an old Irish air, “I Know
My Love,” done in original form
and then in her own swinging ver- characterized as the “hatchet man”
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Cab Calloway.
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do-produced “People ”
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^ Jweak spots are he’s
and
appointments,
This is the sixth edition of the
It's due to revue, which
almost unnoticeable.
was first done in
smart layout and the diversity of Hollywood in 1939 and moved to
seven strong turns, top one being
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^ab Calloway, Erskine Hawkins cant Horseshoe site with a ProducIndoor
Jack .. Perry s
on
Della Reese H°P>
Band (12)
J
Skip & Jump, Rosa Lo Raso„ Don Sport.” Prospective cast lineup ior
Lionel
Stanaer.
included
the
show
Phillips, Jackie (Moms) Mabley;
The project never materialized, but
“Strange Door ” (U-l),
Stander apparently was impressed
The Apollo show registers with the idea of' using the HorseP ro<luc-*
mightily in almost every one of its ? koe vS catl ° n ^ r a

ImDressions of Bnfy
Johnnie Rav (who

»Cina) Cole
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McStay.
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wttillg . paydirt with tab musicals.
Eariy last year, Anthony PareHa
planned moving into the then va-

ucilSly^or^
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gate

Malden, Mass., 12;
Columbus, Ind., 13 ;> Newark, 27;
Stamford, Conn., 28; Boston Garden (Shrine), June 4; and a pair
of one-nighters in Lpng Island and
Andover, Mass., May 9 and May 16.
AmongB offers are those from class
hiterj e s> bnt not yet set Ateo th”
atr e da
T he
exitees are the Hawaiian Haleloke, another Godfrey
iongtermer, and scripters Charles
Horine, Preston H. Miles and
Charles Slodum.
Godfrey gave
them the treatment in person, but
as a matter of cold fact, the official statement on the firings came
from CBS, with the web appearing
to
shoulder the responsibility,
From this view, Godfrey could be
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mrtvi PnnflSlv into what might be an otherwise fam1
formula is offset by solid off again productions of full-length couple of attractive youngsters
the headline^ snot at the Palladium iliar
and complete control legit properties. However, none of who put a lot of enthusiasm into
til
earn the traditional fan wel- showmanship
but authentic take- the offerings at the downtown spot their terp sequences. Nothing outgood-natured
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William Morris Agency stable at.
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kartells*
(4), Mr; Ballon*
LomTno, Jo Lorntmc> Wilfred Mae Trio,
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Joey”
Bullet
for .Joey”
bardi Orch; “A
slewed in Variety April
’55
?**!£• ohaVib on thfclfe
n±*tx mloVif
mteht *•
a
make the grade in the Times
For the tail-end of the Easter
Square area.
_ holiday week, the Palace has
Tlie Cafe whl ?" debuted along whipped up a standard vaude conwith the revue is located on the coction that will please the diesite previously held by Billy Roses hards as well as the kids in town
“
Hotel on their last fling before going back
Diamond Horseshoe inv _ the
itParamount. Similar^ to the Cafe, to school.
the Cabaret Theatre in Greenwich
Bill starts off pleasantly enough
Village has been giving on again- w ith Bobby Joyce & Ginger, a
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spot
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His emceeing ties the show
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l RasBros. (2), JayMar^hall,
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Hartford

Hartford, April 16.
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in
every MAimn/if » (Godfrey,
well
meanwhile, goes on vacation April

25-29.)

T er * sa Brewer ; Gene Krupa &
r no
Steve Evans, Nick & Vic ColJ.
lms Sam Kaplan Band (10).

Talent Agents’ View
The most interested observers

>
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in

the current Arthur Godfrey situation are the various talent agencies.
°»e noticeable thing about the M„st
Most of the nercenteries/ aren’t*
s:
tearful at the current “plight” of
G VxTImnvmlpJi
mP C
^ he man who fired several of his
f rom th p
n?i
to
tv
f travelHne
bands
house has cast last week. .After years of be’

Ite p”tebandftom s““to Iff
size of the house
4 000
seats on the floor—this is still not
enough, but better than previously,
Cu?rent layout is lightweight. It
consists of four turns. Stanza runs

S^ped

f 01 the
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(h^per^
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by Godfrey and most

those surrounding him, mahy
are waiting to see whether he’ll
approach the talent offices,
Godfrey’s animus against the
date-diggers has been well-known.
of

75 minutes with the Gene Krupa Climax was reached when he fired
aggregation taking up about 45 Julius LaRosa immediately after
utes of.
o£ the
t he time.
raimutes
he learned that he had signed with
.
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,
l is taken over by
Opening
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opening
ny General Artists
C or
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Artlsta Corp.
e dance team
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should Godfrey take
ber *two^pot ^has^ the^^ Krupa group" reason that
to an act that hel1 use as
Q uar te t brings on the yowls and aa shine
generally demands
he
regular,
ch r ieker«s wheti.it tee«i off with
“Sing Sing Sing ” This lasts for that they be Without agency afperformers simiMany
filiation.
almost all the time the bandsmen
are on the boards. Although Krupa larly haven’t warmed up to entry
Scouts” for
“Talent
is featured in several spots of drum on Godfrey’s
beating, he exhibits smart show- the reason that it puts the pro in
manship in letting the rest of his the same status as an amateur. A
crew take over solo spots, He has comic who had appeared on the
three good men working with him s how stated that the cameramen
not ashamed to let- the were more concerned with Godfrey
and
al> d recoghize their musicianship tha n the act.
u
via their repeated solo playing.
*The a encies seem to feel that
Steve Evans scores with his solid r.3fLv g will
eo in for
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® £top
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Sf/thi m-i..

.^“w^^Mll
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consisting entirely, of Inca
Hotel, N.
songs, “Ya Mi Voy,” ‘.’Virgin of the
Celeste Holm ( Irving Actman at
Sun
God” and others completely
piano), Ted Straeter Orch, Mark unfamiliar to her audience. There
Monte’s Continentals ; cover $2 are two reactions to this: one of re5
(Sat $2.50).
spectful attention to the unfamiliar
and one of questioning skepticism.
That giver of delight and singing There is no question that these
actress, Celeste Holm, is playing musical compositions give the gal
her fourth four-week date at the a wonderful opportunity, to display
Persian Room and the news is all a wide-ranging and magnificently
good. From the moment the black-* trained set of pipes.
out is pierced by a spot which finds
The layout is introed by the Yma
her at the microphone encased in a SUmac Dancers, in “Coquettes,” a
white satin long coat (under it is a production number which is a terp
shocking pink gown, a good con- tale of Inca love. The dancers are
trast to her blondlne personality), .flashily costumed, but the producto her final number off the floor at tions seem rather elementary. Don
the public exit, her easy authority Keigo, male member of the hooffastens an unfelt iron grip upon ing trio, solos in “Danza India,”
the couverts.
traditional Indian dance, with the
She does not have a filler or necessary wild gyrations, fast stops
stage wait in her 40-odd minutes and wilder-sounding
animal-like
special
Her
presence.
magnetic
of
One really imaginative
grunts.

Y.

Plaza

rep

*

,

material is indeed good and much
credit belongs to her for making
the cash investment. But the delivery is just about f lawless, with
plenty Of clarity in the diction, sock
and punch where needed. So the
results come from the mixture of
planning, rehearsing, knowing and
whammo. What some admirers
once feared might become ah obsession with kittenishness has been
carefully restrained. Miss Holm is
entirely the leading lady, fully
graduated from ingenue coyness.
She uses the kittenish flair only
for characterization.
And that calls for comment. It
her
is the range and versatility of
characterization in brief, her taste
gives
which
actress—
and ear as an
her cycle of songs such nuance and
bounce. -'She is undoubtedly one of
the great entertaining personalities

—

dance bit emerges from this collection, “Llama Caravan,” in which
the two gals and a guy make like
llamas during the mating season.
For this, the costumes axe imaginative and so are the routines. The

Crowd

likes

it.

The Charlie Fisk Orchestra does
a deft job of handling the tricky

required

arrangements
showback.

El

for

this

Rancho, Las Vegas

Las Vegas, April 13.
Joe E. Lewis ( with Austin Mack )
Lillian Roth, Billy Daniel & Georgine Darcy, El Rancho Girls (10),
Ted Fio Rito Orch (11); no cover,
no minimum.

A

.

A

.

Sandman, He Just Brings

L. A.

Dream”

ludicrously

is

Me a
funny.

“She
Couldn’t Say No” are older faves
and the best rouser*. of all proves
to be “The Oldest Profession in
World,” which turns up" a surA varied sohgalog, from a “Tos- the
prisingly clean twist at the end.
ca” aria to “The Donkey Serewith pops in between, Austin Mack, perennial musical
nade,’’
Hollywood, April 13.
Allan Jones, Paul Hebert (6)
Joe Castro Orchs (3); $2 cover.

“The

Song”

Critics

and

&

.

kicked off Allan Jones’ stint at this
Sunset Strip spot last Tuesday
Jones, recently back,
night (12).
from touring with “Guys and
Dolls,” pleased the friendly following that turned out for the
opening, even though his pipes
weren’t always up to the demands
put upon them by the songs.
In recognition of his “G & D”
run, Jones does a medley of “My
Time of Day,” “Never Been in
Love Before” and “Luck, Be a
Lady Tonight” from the stage musical, and does it well. Eight other
songs are offered, with the “Tosca”
aria and the robust- “There Once
Was a Man” the best musically.
With parental pride, Jones sings
“Where’s That Devil?” spiritual by
Gail Allen, his daughter, and
.

aide to Lewis, handles his piano-

conducting chore efficiently.
Lillian Roth is the. featured act
with the star, making her second
visit.
As before, her “I’ll Cry Tomorrow,” makes her a winner as
does a medley of her old hits.
Wife-Type
Ain’t
a
I
“Guess
Woman” is okay and she scores
with the gossipy “Keep This Under Your Dryer.” Windup of the
nicely-paced routine is her walk
through the audience and out the
exit as she sings “Tell Me When
We-’ll Be Together Again.”
Billy Daniel is featured with,
Georgine Darcy (“Rear Window”)

in several intriguing dances. The
first, “Happy,” is too long and> results in discovery that Miss Darcy,
a fine dancer, would fare better
Chick Parnell, his Son-in-law. It were she to do less, with two
her singing portion which
items:
has possibilities but needs simplifinds that she has a something less
fication.
an
adequate singing voice,
than
Others offered, including the
and the and divestment of some of the

new and

beautiful “Sand
Sea,” are not sold impressively,
although Jones’ familiar “Donkey
Serenade,”" used to close the 29minute chore, still listens nicely
Brog.
under his handling,

Overmuch habiliments which only

serve' to cloud the lovely chassis.
Daniel and Miss Darcy team in
good adagios and male holds up
Also his choreo
the lyrics well.
with the El Rancho line that backs
the pair in the mood number. The
House, Chi
second production, featuring Daniel -arid Miss Darcy is a colorful,
Chicago, April 13.
that
Yma Sumac, Moises Vivanco. fast-moving Latin number
good applause for the pair
evokes
Yma Sumac Dancers (Don Keigo,
Bob.
Maqala, Ula ,Kon), Charlie Fisk and the line.
Orch; $2 cover.

Palmer

Colony Club, Dallas
Dallas, April

Yma Sumac

brings a highly unusual attraction into the Empire

16..

Four Freshmen, Johnny Cola
with this display, produced Orch (4); $2 cover.
and directed by her husband,
Moises Vivanco. Reaction to this
The Four Freshmen, in for two
type of show will always be mixed; frames here on their first Texas
there are them what digs it and trek, debuted tfith three advanced
them what don’t.
SRO houses, arguring top biz for
Miss Sumac, of course, domi- owner Abe Weinstein. Lads likely

Room

nates the scene with the quality of
her voice and an air of queenly
hauteur. Appearing twice during
the show, she ppens with “Xtabay,”
her first Capitol disking, and point
of departure for the Inca splash

will set records here.

of the voice she projects. She creates an atmosphere of exotic,' distant and wild lands, and this too is
the flavor of the production she
and her husband have created. The
songs are the folksongs of the Inca
Indians of Peru, with Latin overtones traceable to the Conquistadores, or the South American nit-

ing the vocals in the sock 45-minute show.
Their Capitol waxings are reprised with “Please Remember,”

Riding the crest of hefty, local
platter plugs, foursome smartly
mixes the vocals, with romantic
ballads interspersed with novel
d.j.

bits, offbeat stuff, blues and jazz
which follows. Miss Sumac amazes items. All are top instrumentalthe customers with the clarity, vol- ists, with numerous doubling, all
ume and great modulative control of which adds show savvy in back-

a Blue World” and “It Never
Occurred to Me,” for big mitting.
“Baltimore Oriole” and “Mr. B’s
Blues” score, but “Malaya” and
“My Heart Stood Still,” in upped
ery belt.
showstoppers,
and
tempo,
ate
Miss Sumac continues with a quartet has to beg off.
Bark.
“It’s

.

.

.

Boston

.

.

f

.
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Gabe.

standing ovation greets Joe E.
Lewis on his return to this room
of mid-century America,
(Irving Actman at the piano and for a long eight-week stand, and
Ted Sttaeter’s highly competent it’s post time again for 35 minutes
musicians provided that unobtru- of the bluish malapropisms of this
sive background strength without beloved night club comic. Looking
which any single would be far less a little thinner since he “took a
telling).
..
cut” and is now minus the ulcers,
Miss Holm’s humor is a partic- but lacking not a whit of the old
ular value. “C’est La Teevee,
Lewis rocks the gourmets
wit,
Man’ and with stories and songs * that are
•‘You Can’t Change
the “Do Is Yourself’’ are standout ridiculously funny.
as special material.
, , ,
Among the newer boffo numMaitre d’hotel Fred should be bers Lewis bleats a funny “That’s
kept busy during the present celes- What Show Business Means to Me”
tial. she should pardon it, month. and “Sally, the Best 'Supporting
Land.
Actress of the Year,” while “Mr.

Mocambo,

Bradford

achieve this goal, that he can
Roof,
Gilda Gray, Lee Allen, Anne.
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro; mould the most hardened audience
to his way of thinking.
Walter
Clark,
Moe Solomon Orch (5),
Georgie Kaye, Cristiani Troupe
Popp conducts from the piano, as Versa-Tones
(3) j $2, $2.50, $3.50
(5), Holger dp Dolores, Jessica
he always has for Thomas, while
Haist, Lillian D’Honaui The Har- the star belts “Count Your Bless- minimum s.
moneers (4), The Melodears line ings,” .“Hushabye” and the ineviIn a nostalgic 19-minute act,
(4), Art Waner Orch with Andy table* closer, ‘TIL See You In My
Pierce, Buddy Harlowe Trio; spe- Dreams,” with his auditors joining Gilda Gray opened fier first night
cial *songs by Lou Walters , Waner; in and lighting matches in the. club engagement along the come*
back trail, and in a series of thirdcostumes, Qttmar Gaul; staged by darkened room.
The Clark Bros., a pair of light- person flashbacks recalled her triNatalie Kamarova; $6 minimum.
ning-fast tapsters, dance to a point umphs and successes to a deeply
interested and sympathetic audiSophie Tucker is now launching of near-exhaustion and bring down ence, Wednesday
(13) at the Bradher second half century in show the house with their challenge rou- ford Roof)
tines.
fact,
they
In
do
a
breathbusiness and, if anything, the “last
With material written by Forman
of the red-hot mammas” is hotter less song about their exhaustion on Brown, and using the bracelet
than ever. Especially at the box- the heels of their leaps, splits, given her by Ralph Edwards when
office where, for her annual four- .spins and soft shoe, all of which she appeared
on “This Is Your
week Latin Qurater stand, the please and thrill.
Jack Eiitratter has come up with Life,” the former Ziegfeld star
crowds look more as if boniface
traced her career from Milwaukee
Lou Walters is handing out C-notes a pair of intriguing new produc- to her Boston opening on the night
to all-comerS rather than charging tion numbers, choreo’d by Bob Gil- club circuit.
bert and Renne Stuart, The first, <.
a fancy $6 minimum.
From he.r walk-on opening with
Like Mae West who preceded “Spring Has Sprung,” has a nice song, “This Is My Life,” she holds
her- in this spot several months set depicting windows of a Fifth the audience easily. A quick verago, Soph parlays her admitted Ave. dress shop with mannequins sion of the famous
“shimmy”
seniority and even more readily therein who come to life in the (brings applause and she scores
admitted sexiness into a routine nicely-costumed number that dis- with “South Sea Moon,” her big
closes
ability
of
this
fresh
the
that pays off with remarkable imsmash in the Ziegfeld Follies with
pact. Miss Tucker’s "grip upon the young line to tap dance. The sec- Will' Rogers, and again with W. C.
customers, even when they are ond number is a tongue-in-cheek Handy’s “St. Louis Woman, ’’“Which
East
Indian
called
terps
the “Pojam-packed so closely as on openshe first introduced. Her ehcore,
ing night (17) when a certain mini- tentate Of Love,” with singer “Good Night Again,” finishes her
Chuck Nelson a standout as the off to a strong salvo. ’
mum hub-hub. could be expected sultan.
Both numbers garner saljust from the jostling of the clienDuring the week she cut much
tele against each Other, is under- vos as the Antonio Morelli Orch of the talk on “This Is Your Life”
lined by tfyp almost hypnotic silence handles the musical end in good theme, coordinating the act into a
Bob.
which, she commands when she style.
well-paced version of what might
does fter stuff. It was a demonstra-.
be called the “Gilda Gray Story.”
tion of respect from the youngsters Beverly Hills,
Manager A1 Taxier. is holding her
and veneration from the oldsters
over a second week.
Newport, Ky., April 16,
which few other performers could
Seeking “a new bangle for her
Dorothy Shay, Rudells (3), Dorhave duplicated.
othy Dorben Dancers (10), Dick bracelet,” in the. words of her song,
For her current stand, her eighth Hyde, Gardner Benedict Orch (10), a bangle of night club engage-,
annual L.Q. date, Miss Tucker has Jimmy Wilbur Trio, Larry
she nabs strong customer
Vincent; ments,
come 'up with some' new material $3 minimum,
response in her brief Polish folk
$4 Saturdays.
but that’s distinctly secondary to
song offerings and in “Shakin’ The
the style with 'which she handles
her longtime dance creKnown by virtue of her record- Shimmy,”
it.
From the opening rhymed
ation.
The golden Gilda, who has bethank-you message for the audi- ings and tv guesting, Dorothy
Shay’s
rare
visit as star for a fort- come
ence ovation to tjie finale “Some Of
a legend in her own. lifetime,
These Days;” she belts with a vital- night at this class nitery adds a brings back a little piece of the
bright chapter to Greater Cincy’s Roaring 20s amidst nostalgia and
ity and a power that belies her
current floorshow season.
sentiment, There are some not-sothree-score-and-ten-years.
Highly talented as a comedienne' dry eyes among the matrons and
The quotient of off-color mateas well as a singer, “the Park Ave- the -boys with the thinning hair at
rial is also here in full measure.
nue Hillbillie” knots proceedings her bowOff and the youngsters also
“When
I Getting the Mink,
Mr. Fink” is even more frank an with a 40-minute full measure of are greatly impressed. Word-ofexposition' of the garment center mirth and melody, mostly about moth should help to establish her
mores than her “Is It Legal, Mr. mountain folks down Tennessee mouth should help to establish her
as a standard club attraction after*
Siegel,” one of the previous typi- way.
Her unoffensive way with sugLee Allen doubles as m.c. and
cal Jack Yellen numbers cleffed for
gestive material is 'something unto gives generously of his expert
her. She also doesn’t bother about
itself.
Helpful,
are
too,
personscoring with drunk ringdancing,
any evasions in her first number,
ality, beauty and stunning dress. side bit as well as with a fantastic
“I’Ai Starting All Over Again,” or
in “'There’s A Fountain of Youth Dick Emmons lends support as her interpretation of “Figaro” aria,
with assist from mythical -partner
You Can Find If You Are So „ In- pianist and musical conductor.
The Rudells contribute a fast- on recording.
clined.”
starting
12
minutes
of
comedy
Anne Clark, slim and doll-like,
In a radically different genre,
she registers strongly with another trampoline work. Femme member, is meticulous ia her high stepping
cutie, opens with a song before grace as a ballerina. She sharply
a
one of those inspirational numbers,
“Open Your Heart and Open Your her partners bring on the bound- recalls Vera Zorina. The latest
Mind,” in which she overrides the ing mattress. Finishing stunt has protege of Harriet Hoctor, followcorn in the lyric by the sheer one of the boys passing through a ing Nanci Crompton, Martha Ann
force of the recitation. There’s hoop three, times in a single aerial Bentley, Phyllis Tonn and others,
spring.
she should fit well in class spots.
also a cute takeoff on the hillbilly
Dorothy Dorben Dancers add to
Guvcycle with her one-chorus shot on
their local popularity with three
the recent hit, “Let Me Go, Lover,”
and other cldwning hula number changes of routine, ably executed
O.
Roosevelt,
N.
Hotel
and cleverly dressed, with dependin which Soph shakes in a grass
able Dick Hyde as singing emcee.
New Orleans, April 5.
skirt over the white-sequined gown.
orch continues
Johnny Long Orch (15), Eileen
The closer is a dixieland bit on Gardner Benedict’s
backing and has relief
“Some of These Days,” in which okay showmusic
Eddie Garson, Louise
from Jimmy Wil- Barton, Barbara
she essays some jitterbugging hoof- in dance
Hammond, Jimmy
Marion,
singing
ing after her vocal. Throughout ber’s trio. Larry Vincent,
Sedlar; $2 minimum.
the
lounge
entertains
pianist,
the turn, her vet accompanist Ted
Koll.
Shapiro makes a savvy foil 'and patrons.
The Blue Room has a winner in
provides the musical cues perHotel 3fuehlebach K. C. the current four-week bill, co-

Latin Quarteiy

Newport

Am

•

&

,

fectly.

9

Georgie Kaye

new name

show which,

in

other departments, is a holdover of the long-running “Paris A
La Mode” review. Kaye is a pleasant comic with a rapid-fire delivery. His script could stand some
new gags, but he has a solid peg
in his psychiatrist patter and getup. Some of his material is blue
but nothing compared to the subsequent routine of Miss Tucker.
Among the holdovers are the

'all

acrobatic

click

,

Kansas City, April 8.
Dick
Jimmy; Stan

the only other

is

in this

Cristiani

Don,

.

Kramer
Orch

&

Co.

C8); $1

V

(3), Tommy
cover.

Reed

It’s a very diverting bill with
the recording threesome, Don, Dick
’n’

Jimmy, and young Stan Kramer

handling the marionettes for a
fortnight in the Terrace Grill of
the Muehlebach.
Both turns are
in the room for the first time and
work nicely with the backing of
troupe, the Tommy Reed orch for a well-

the Holger & Dolores adagio team, paced 38-minute show.
Kramer has a retinue of multisongstress Jessica Haist and ballerina Lillian D’HOneau who re- colored and gaily-costumed mariplaced danseure Clarissa, the lat- onettes which he parades in polThere is a Cuban
ter working in the manifold color- ished style.
ful production numbers with the samba dancer, an Indian magician,
line and mannequins. Art Waner tapping Bill Robinson, caricatured
orch cuts the show authoritatively Durante, and a monster-bedeviled
with Buddy Harlowe supplying the drunk, all set to individualized
soundtracks and. highlighted with,
Herm.
interlude music.
generous use of magenta.
and Dad work behind the scenes
Sander, Las
and
come out for the finale. The
Las Vegas, April 13.
gutter-loving “drunk” proves a
Danny Thomas, Clark Bros. (2), favorite of the house, but the
Chuck Nelson, Copa Girls & Boys Kramer work draws a good hand
(16), Antonio Morelli Orch (14); throughout.
no cover, no minimum.
Don Sutton, Dick Rock and
Jimmy Cook add another to the
It’s bargain night here for the growing list of musical artd vocal
next four framep, as the crowds groups to play the hotel’s deluxe
will be storming the gates to pro- room. First they work out on their
cure the wares of Danny Thomas first hit of about a year ago, “Anduring a stint that seldom runs gela Mia,” and reel off a string of
less than 70 minutes. It’s quite im- numbers showing both vocal and
possible for this star to do less be- instrumental versatility.
cause his schmaltzy whimsies enDon at the piano, Dick on strong
gender long stretches of applause. bass and Jimmy on guitar add imHis material and routines never portant background, but their long
change. The Jewish parrot story, suit is the soft sweet ballad, of
the Irish Catholic priest yarn, his which their closing “That’s What I
satirical references to tv commer- Like* is an example par excellence.
cials, 'the Thomas Warmth , when They work in a gimmick
two
delivering early boyhood anec- and a few lines of chatter, but
dotes all evoke top-drawer laughs. their special blend of vocals is what
He ..can, .radiate, such wajrmth and brings .out the hearty.., jespopse
sincerity,
Qumv *
works harq^W from *tho,house.

Mom

Vegas

—

Johnny Long and his crew
vivacious songstress Eileen
Capacity throng turned
Barton.
rope should
yut opening night
tie up for the remainder of run.
longtime fave in the town’s
inly remaining plush spot, Long
ind his band feature unique choral
arrangements as well as danceable
music that register solidly. Utilizing smooth rhythms, the crew’s
starring

and

Rd

A

ranges from current
versatility
pops to old faves and Latinos.
Patrons flock to floor during ankle-

bending sessions.
Miss Barton, who parlayed a
bake-a-cake tune to a disclick,
whams over an- ear-caressing songShe woos ’em with her singalog.
ing knowhow, assured manner and
easygoing personality.
Miss Barton follows a sock song
list with some vaudeville reminiscence and attracts plenty of attenwith an onstage costume
tion
change from bouffant skirt to tuxwith burnt cork
complete
edo,
makeup, for a finale of A1 Jolson,
impressions that. nets heavy palm
She reveals, a nifty
pounding.
chassis during change of garb.

Eddie Garson, ventriloquist,
draws yocks and kudos as he carries on a three-way conversation
with dummy; hand puppet and
voice on the telephone at same
Act was a bit slow-paced
time.
opening night, but guy has talent
and earned bravos;

Louise & Marion, violin and
piano duo, display versatility in
instrumental offerings ranging

from

Liszt’s

Long’s vocalists, Barbara

*

J

4

’

«

4/

Ham-

mond and Jimmy

Sedlar, garner
plenty of attention with their singing.

maestro,

Personable

'

’

Hungarian Rhapsody
and “Bum-

No. 5 to “Hot Canary”
ble Boogie.”
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which is short on glato the
Flamingo, Lii Vegan
Cocoanut Grove, L. A* mor,
long on athletics. Evers &
Las Vegas, April 7*
Los Angeles, April 14.
Dolorez
alternate ini dance singles
Ink Spots (4)., Jack E. Leonard
Mickey Rooney, Joey Foreman, on the shiny ya inch strand, also
Bros.
Honey
(3), Marquis Family,
Margaret
&
Banks, do tandem work. Evers’ abandoned
Tommy Wonder
Ron Fletcher Dancers (12), Teddy
Freddy Martin's Orch; cover $2.
splits and femme’s toe-stands bring
Orch
Phillips
(11); no cover or
r"'"'
huzzahs.
minimum.
Thirty years in show biz, and a
Their opening night was marred
scroll from -Frank Sinatra to prove
when wadding in Dolorez’s ballet
It’s a delightful show that takes
it, Mickey Rooney has picked up
shoe slipped as she started a toealong the way about, everything stand on the wire. Her ankle turned over here for three stanzas and
there is to know about the biz and she plunged. She broke her should have „ no trouble getting
He’s still a fall with a quick leg wrap, around, its share of customers. The Ink
there’s no biz like.
name to hang out front and for his but got nasty brtiises. She com- Spots (not Bill Kennyls) .and Jack
three-week** stand at the Grove pleted the stand with painful con- E. Leonard spark the .whole thing
(“where I’ve always wanted to centration.
with music and laughter, while a
play’’) Should haul his weight in
of other redoubtable acts add
The pair uses a flashy “Anitra’s pair
covers. How well he sits with this
They are
to the entertainment.
that's
a
v crowdfinale
Dance”
clientele is by no means predeterHoney
Bros, and the Marquis
the
rapidThey’ll come because of pleaser with its neck-risking
mined,
Family.
his name and fame but how they fire splits.
The Ink Spots register okay in
Maestro Chuck Cabot warms the songs that the two competing
feel when the tab arrives must reroom with his Mardi-Gras tem- same-name groups feature and
main in the area of speculation.
spirits.
good
and
“The Mick” is a talent, no doubt peratured music
claim as their own. Prominent are
there. The main fault seems to be He serves up genteel oldies and “If I Didn’t Care” and “With My
in both his material and the way the ballads, but is happiest laying Eyfes Wide Open.”
Other harHe has shed his down a Dixie beat.
he’s presented.
monizings nicely rendered are “If
cockiness for more sympathetic
His young brass section is a lit- You’re Gonna Get A-Going,” “You
appeal and kids his own short stat- tle more boisterous- than one sees Don’t Play Fair,” and a socko verure. This ingratiating quality can in most hotels, but it sparks the sion of “Ebbtide.”
be “printed on the first take,” the band and dancers. Cabot opens
The rotund Leonard, missed
acceptance is that immediate. A the floor show with a “Tiger Rag” from this clime for 13 months, is
friendly turnout of first-nighters rouser, cutting up with some foot- back with his tongue-in-cheek inhailed his 36 ininutes of song* jokes, work and straw fcaty Here. Young sults, which the audience takes in
impressions and shaggy-haired trombonist “Bubbles Bee” comes stride and enjoys. He’s a warm
makeup. He toiled like a tartar out of Cabot’s band "to do some comic and his teasings are funny.
and made like a mimic but came sobbing-western takeoffs, and goes He executes a fast dance number
up short on the comicalities in a over very big. Vocalist Kathy Bry- and bleats a pair of songs to stout
room that’s a grim ^test for the an is cute and winning, but her returns. His jokes are rousers and
Rob.
clowning gentry. Singers are the singing is only fair.
he has to beg off with intro of the
big thrill here.
Ink Spots.,
Rooney needs Sharper material Thundcrliird? Las Vega?
„ The Three Honey Bros., on view
and better routines. His singing
here often, are always dependable
Las Vegas, April 8.
voice is acceptable but only beentertainers with their knockabout
cause it’s Rooney, and he’s made
Wilbur Evans & Victoria Sherry dance antics 'and physical tomto bounce his gags off Joey Fore- Dunhills
Chuck Mitchell, foolery. Also on repeated display
(3),
man, whose straighting is too fast Thunderbird Dancers (8), At Jahns On the Strip is the talented Marand flip and affords no contrast. Orch
cover
or minimum. quis Family., four chimps guided
no
(11);
He needs better 'gags than “emby Gene Detroy, whose antics, atbargo is the sweetest music this
in human habiliments,' are
side of heaven.”
His. .voice carA show with sensitive musical tired
edifying.
Riding bikes, tumbling,
of
his
the
bons
old Metro buddies charm, a cinch to please
skipping rope or just gandering
act,

:

-

—

.

.

.

.

.

(none of whom showed up for his* toughest dinner audience, is the
opening) proved good miming, but current handiwork of producer
Wilbur Evans, of
Hal Braudis.
“Up in Central Park,” and his
contemporay comics. He’s still a blonde vis-a-vis, songstress Vicfledgling at punching a line and toria Sherry, team in a half-hour
timing his delivery.
of songs from nostalgic shows on
Sinatra came on at the close of this three-weeker. They duet “Tell
his turn to present him With the Me Tonight” and “My Own True
scroll from “your show business as- Love” (the musical score to “Gone
sociates of our high esteem for you With the Wind”) for a sensitively
as a great performer and a fine art- romantic starter.
Evans renders
ist.”
Dance act of Tommy Won- “I’m Falling in Love,” to heavy

the tables” of ringsiders to see
what’3 on the night’s menu, make
the presentation boffo thruout.
Ron Fletcher Dancers
The
please in a pair of production
numbers that move well and .all
too briefly in the 90-minute show
backed by the able Teddy Phillips
” Bob.
orch,

his other bits lacked the rounded
effect and professional polish of

Old Roumanians N* Y.

Sonny Sands, Julie Romero,
der and Margaret Ranks to warm mitt-stinging.
The stars blend
up the boards was a total loss be- “Sorrento” and “Ciri*Biri Bin,” in Sadie Banks, Boots McKenna Loveyond ringside. Those who could an amusingly contested arrange- lies (9), Joe La Porte Orch (5);
see seemed to like. Freddy Mar- ment, Their “Close as Pages in a $3-$4 minimum.
tin’s bandmeh gave out with a Book,” and tunes from “South PaSome good talent was wasted on
salute to Rooney* and emptied the cific” are easy listening and to be
tables with their terp teasers.
enjoyed as much as anything pre- an almost empty house last week
as
producers Bill Robbins and
Helm,
sented currently among the Strip
competish. Roland Fiore is an in- Boots McKenna brought their new
show
to the Old Roumanian, downutilizing
Hotel Radisson, Mpls. spired conductor. Again
the stars, choreographer Gail Rob- town bistro. ’Twas a rainy night
Minneapolis, April 15.
tailend of the Jewish holiand
the
finale,
with
another
big
scores
bins
Tito Guizar, Don McGrane Orch this time to the “Merry Widow,” days to boot, so the absence of a
(9); $2.50 minimum.
as the Chorus line backs the prin-, crowd wasn’t surprising. Still, it’s
cipals in a nice musical capsule tough to generate much enthusiasm
performing for a small house and,
Following an all-too-long ab- of the show.
every thijig considered, the opener
The Dunhills are okay as always went very well.
sence, Tito Guizar of the ingratiatchaland
fast
dancing
in
their
tap
ing personality, mellow voice, and
Introed by Sadie Banks, by now
the golden guitar returns in his lenge routines. Their soft shoe is an Old Roumanian-fixture (23 years
colorful gaucho attire in fine sing- well executed to music that seems in the same spot), Julie Romero,
ing and performing fettle. In this a bit too loud, as played by the held over from the prior show,
tony Flame Room his Latin-Ameri- A1 Jahns crew, and they encore lives up to her “Latin Spitfire”
can warbling
and pleasantries with a rubber boots dance that tag. She’s got plenty of zip and
stack up as welcome diversion for was intro’d here last time out, for temperament plus a good voice
local cafe society, in this two- good returns.
and her act is an obvious crowd
Chuck Mitchell, a singing im- pleaser. Her songalog mixes Engframer.
The apparent joy that Guizar pressionist, goes over well in this lish and Spanish lyrics and she
finds in exercising his pipes and room, his straight numbers, such uses some nice audience participastrumming his instrument perco- as “Gi’anada,” showing good pipes, tion gimmicks that ought to pay
lates to the tablesitters. A reper- while his oral carbons of Harry off when the tables are more filled
and Hawaiian than they were on opening night.
trumpet
tory that includes old favorites James’
Miss Romero comes on after a
along with first-timers here gains guitars are good. His takeoff on
from, the performer’s frequent re- the Jnk Spots, Tennessee Ernie brief and routine number by the
and Louis Armstrong rate the big, Boots McKenna line which could
course to Spanish.
Guizar sprinkles his recital wltK personable entertainer a big hand stand some further coaching and
chucklesome patter in introducing at conclusion of the pleasing stint. tighter discipline in movement,
Bob.
handicapped as it is by the limited
and commenting op numbers. He
floor space in Jack Silverman’s
obligingly responds to customers’
pleasant eatery. Chorus does a rerequests and goes blithely from
Seven Sens,
peat later in the show which is a
ballad to swing, dispensing good
Oinalia, April 12.
little better, but it’s all very much
humor as well as melody. There
are plenty of dramatics and roShecky Greene, Al Lamm Trio; on an amateurish level*
Best act on the program is comemance wrapped up in the tunes, no cover' or minimum.
dian Sonny Sands. He’s got an
to make feminine hearts beat fast.
easy, pleasant manner and a line
His own gayety proves as infectiShecky
Greene
is back for his of yock-provoking patter that’s a
ous as ever and he occasionally
third two-week stop at Don Ham- natural for any night spot. Being
affords the opportunity for audimond’s Seven Seas within two .the relaxed type, he loses no time
ence participation. It’s in a relaxyears and it’s the same old story. establishing rapport with his audiing mood, with emphasis on charm*
His first two visits brought house ence and he clicks solid almost
and finishes to a begoff.
records. A third easily could re- from the very start. His material
Don McGrane and his orchestra sult.
is funny and he does it sans bliieback up the performer well and
In addition to weekend biz in notes. Strongest bit is an imitation
their dance music melodics are the
whic’
maitre
of a teenager asking for a job in
d’Harold
Fisher
had
best. A well-filled room attended
to turn ’em away, Shecky’s first 1938 and the same fellow after the
the opening dinner show. Rees.
Monday night (11) brought out the same job today. As a windup, he
customers in such droves that it does the Danny Thomas “jack”
Rico Hotel? Houston. was a matter
of haying to stand to story (with credit), and does it well.
Houston,/April 19.
drink, and watch for all shows.
Miss. Banks does a turn at the
Evers & Dolorez, Chuck Cabot And this prevailed throughout the mike and ought to please the oldOrch; cover , $1.50, Saturdays, $2; week.
timers. Joe La Porte’s orch backs
$3.50 minimum.
Greene, a newlywed, socks away up the show with a solid beat.
Hift.
with his
stories, does some
They roll in a big tightwire ap- clowning dialect
with the trumpet, a few
paratus for the Evers & Dolorez impressions
and
always
is in comRiverside,
Empire Room act, giving a circus mand. Ability
to poke fun at local
Reno, April 14.
touch to the rather cozy room. This so-called
celebs and spots enhances
Vaughn Monroe, Fisher & Marks,
jars or thrills, according to one’s
the act greatly.
Les Hurricanes (4), Riverside Starinclinations. Jarring and thrilling
•

,

.

«

*

Omaha

in mind. By the time he actually acta nut as he sings “Getting
to Know You,” it’s apparent Reno
had been misled. Monroe is clearly a charmer who even makes men
like him for singing to their wives.
So often a flighty, mechanical
thing, when an entertainer starts
fraternizing with the ringside pop-

him

f

,

%

shyest one.

With the Venus Room of the
together
It Again,” “You New Frontier minus the sound of
Me,” “The Very even a laryngitic or bemused
Thought of You”’ “Moom Over Maria Lanza-, producer Sammy
Miami,” “You’re My Everything,” Lewis was. besieged with aid from
“I Understand” and “Racing With the star talent of the other Strip
the Moon.” Each number elicits hotels that tided ‘him over until
Billy Daniels was obtained to fill
applause.
Accompanist Larry Green runs the Lanza slot,
Daniels just happened to be in
an elaborate keyboard and gets
personal recognition when Monroe town for a brief visit, was con“fails” to introduce him, by unroll- tacted and clearance obtained from
ing a banner—“Larry Green at the the Riviera where the “Old Black
Magic” belter is due to appear this
Piano.”'
Comics Fisher & Marks are prir fall. He flew in his piano accommarily dependent on the cherubic per and sidekick, Benny Payne,
looks of Marks, who. interrupts the from Gotham, and the pair are now
proceedings frequently by donning ensconced on the huge stage,
various hats. Only occasional bits which has sides running to such
sine through in their material. length the whole thing looks like
Funny enough with their looks and a gigantic cinemascope screen.
The Daniels pipes are a good fit
action, they now need the stuff up
to their potential.
They uncork ih this large, but warmly decored
some fine hoofing^ which sees them amphitheatre - designed supper
room, which has five tiered rows of
off with good mitts,
Les Hurricanes, three guys and a booths and tables lined ih the wide
petite femme, bean-bag around in passageways between. Aside from
some breathless moments. Tosses his old standards and standbys
of the girl from cleSr across the such as “Black Magic,” “Yiddishe
“Sunny Side Of the
stage, to be caught in the small of Mama,”
the back by one hand, leave the Street,” “Melancholy Baby” and
crowd gulping.
A frantic finale “Just One Of Those Things,” he’s
which twirls and twists the fearless added “Hey There” and a boffo
female back and forth among the version of “I Love All Of You.”

A medley

“There

I’ve-

Were Meant

strings

Said
;For

,

8

,

.

.muscle men is a masterpiece of He opens with a three-minute tribute to Lanza that’s neatly handled
timing and perfection.
The George Moro starlets are and nates a big hand for its sincersexy and lively in a fast opener. ity and winds with a touch of
Betty Joyce, the fine band vocalist, terps as be and Payne dance off
sings “Blues in the Night” while together to plenty of laughter. The
the Starlets gyrate. The chorus is customers visiting the room the
especially cute in a “Doin’ the next three frames .will not be disappointed.
Mambo” finale with Monroe.
Larry Storch scores best with
Mark.
his impressions, on which he should
lean more heavily. His- act otherAnkara, Pitt
wise finds difficulty in getting over
Ving Merlin
Violin Beauties
clatter of diners, as he lacks; a
(4)
Jimmy Confer, “ Ice Time ” the
sureness in this huge room which
with? Bissell
Farley, Phil Rich - he displays in smaller bistros. His
ards, George Arnold & Ice Debs
hit as a crying loser is okay, while
(4), Walter Gable Orch (7); no
the innumerable characters incover, no minimum.
vested in the many hat changes
Consume too much time and beSkating shows are back at the come tedious.
attractive Ankara after being out
Robert Alton plunges into the
since early last winter, but the big bistro field With a promising start.’
noise in the new lineup is the Ving Sixteen chorus girls and eight boys
Merlin act. leer is presented for are deployed over this huge stage
the first half, then Jimmy Confer, to nice effect. There Is body and
emcee and band vocalist, does a substance in his dances but the
song while the floor’s coming back technique used is not new, and in
over the rink for the blades-less fact the posturing and gesturing
section.
in tableau-style are reminiscent of
That’s Merlin and the three the old Fahchon
Marco days.
smart-looking blondes who fiddle Alton leans rather heavily to feaalong with him. It’s a Class AA turing his chorus boys ahead of
act, smartly staged and plenty okay the pulchritudinous line
of .girls,
musically, too. Merlin's in tails certainly not as visual a pleasure
and his femmes are visions in to males in the audience. And
white silk and tulle, and the turn where everybody in. the house sits
looks every bif as good as it back expecting great things prosounds. The violin arrangements duction-wise as the many faciliare striking and the four never ap- ties are put to use, the initial Alpear static, since Merlin has the ton. efforts lean more to getting
gals moving around in some neat acclimated
than to making a big
stage designs. Past the midway score. The numbers are
well 'exmark, he has the dames going ecuted -and much better than
down off the floor into the audi* average, but there have been
ence and playing table-side Con- many choreographic accomplishtinental style "for
an effective ments seen on the Strip in the past
change of pace.
that have equaled this first Alton
leer, holds its own, too. Staged try.
and produced by Phil Richards,
The first dance, “Luxury,” epitwho also gets a couple of innings omizes
the glamorous new hotel,
to show that he’s a crack skater,
while “Warm Sun, Cold Moon,” is
too, it’s colorfully costumed and
the raucous Latin-Gaucho number
moves briskly through better than that features villain making feara
half an hour of fast rink routines.
some use of a long bullwhip. FeaShow stars team of Bissell & Far- tured
dancers aside from the line
ley, and they’re topnotchers with
in both nearly-spectacujar numtheir adagio stuff, spins and lifts.
bers are Matt Maddox, Helfcn
A showy pair and entirely entitled Woods,
Bob Fortier, Dop Crichton
to top billing,
Richards and George Arnold are and Dave Krashner, who rate mitts
Vocalists are
on individually, latter in a New for their work.
lovely Helene Stanley and Garr
/Orleans lpwdown that’s effective,
and then together in sailor suits Nelson, who please.
The tremendous size of the stage
when Richards is the strongarm
guy who puts Arnold on a merry- makes the conventional three
go-round.
These two boys are ceiling and three stand-micro.

,

&

&

8

&

phones seem inadequate: as
A
the
sound becomes puny.
uppercase. Chorus has four girls half dozen-phantom floor mikes
and they’re attractive and know that rise would be a great factor
their way around the ice. They’re in conveying the show’s body and
The 25also gowned fashionably and styl- substance to the diners.
piece Garwood Van house band,
Cohen
ishly.

Ankara ^standbys and even
trick together is familiar,

if

it’s

their
still

.

White Horse Inn, Omaha
Omaha, April 8.
Marjorie; no. cover or minimum.

rising in the pit, rates a big hand
as it comes into view and it does
a big job with its big chore. However, here too the sound does not
clearly convey the instrumentation
to the audience. All of which are
factors that undoubtedly will be
taken care of in due course.

Marjorie (Slightam), a highlytalented organist-pianist, is back at
this spot after a year’s absence and
The three lightmen do an adegood biz should result. The black- quate job in the booth but the
haired beauty, sporting a new, be- show’s lighting does leave somecoming semi-short coiff, is a sight thing to be desired. When it is
as well as artistic attraction.
determined that the illusions onWearing a striking strapless stage are enhanced as brilliantly
black formal, Marjorie tosses off with lights as with the beautiful
requests with a winning smile. At costumes and the posturings of
lets (8), Bill Clifford Orch (12) show caught, her storm effects on the dancers, this will undoubtedly
with Betty Joyce; $2 minimum.
“Stormy Weather” were superb. be rectified. All in all, it is a big,
Looker handles drunks well, and interesting show and indicates the
An entertainer whom Reno has it's practically a ritual for the reg- fact with the tools at hand, given
seen
impersonated
hundred ulars to pass by the stage and say time and experience, greatness can
a
times, Vaughn Monroe had only hello whenever she’s on.
be achieved in nitery entertainTrump.
basal- impresslbhs 16 keep
ment at the New Frontier. Bob.

Reno

•

7.

Maddox, Helen Woods, Bob Fortier, Don Crichton Dave Krashner
and vocalists Helene Stanley and
Van Orch
ulus, Monroe makes contact with Garr Nelson, Garwood
everyone and embarrasses not the (25); no cover or minimum. »

.

Only criticism is the fact that
both is the entree shapely, tannedlooking Dolorez serves up as she when Greene goes off, he goes off
He wouldn’t come back
sciirries out for a non-wire hula to stay.
bit in white-spangled garb that fits even to thank the customers for
the ovation he was given.
somewhat tighter than grass.
Throughout, her scant,, .eye-,
Al-Lamm Trio showbacks effici‘xr iTruin'p:
catching getups add a needed fillip ently.^

Las Vegas, April

Billy
Daniels
( with
Benny
Payne),.. Larry Starch, Robert Alton Dancers (24), featuring Matt

Wednesday, April

62
Arno Sultan
Bath ChalUa
Harvey Bell
Fred Thompson

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF APRIL

Music Hall

CITY
(I)

21

Langee

Jacqueline

Mary Aim Ray
Sondra Barrett

Corps de Ballet
Palaces (R) 22
Tunc Up "Boys
Raylins
Helede Vfernon 3
'

Berk

Sally Kirkpatrick

Young
Edmee Hess
Wonderboy John

Maori 9
Vola

Hippodrome, (I)
Peter Cavdnagh

Empire

(1)

4 to

William Upshaw

V

Crew Cuts
De John Sis

Eric Hutson

Will Jordan

Dominique

Bobby Brandt

Skylets

fill

CHICAGO

Chicago

Rockettes

MELBOURNE

Basin

Cristiani
Miller Ac

Hippodrome

Bart Howard
Jimmy Lyons

II

(1)

Lillian

Hill St Billio
Westway Girls

Pearson

Babette

Chafeei; Madrid

Los CoUeglales
Ralph Font Ore
Oscar Calvet Ore

Ray Gordon

Dorothy Howe

BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M) II 5 Lyricales
Brough & Andrews Audrlana
HACKNEY
Ronald Chesney
Empire (5) II
Hedley Ward 3
Jack. Anton
Graham Stark
Sc Rosaya
Rosa
Maddqn
Peter
Ramoni Bros
Les Raynor St B
Al Shaw
Edward Victor
Rowland
Ken
Ballet Montmartre
Desmond Lane
BLACKPOOL
Jane Shere Co
Palace (1) II

Composer
Billy

H

Copacabana
Will Mastin Trio

Sammy

'

1

Betty Jumel

Billy Cotton

Chord

A & C

Camlllerl
Victor Seafortli

O’Neil
Averll

Balladinis

Elof
Fairlie
Stevens
Tower Circus (I) II
C Cairoli Sc Paul
Harry Belli Lions
St
St

Kemble

LEICESTER
Palace

Don

Empire (M)

Dowie

Jimmy

II

Sc

CHELSEA

Shane

Williams Trio

V AT L French
Lord Burgess
Al DTiacy Quartet
Blue Note

NEWCASTLE

II

Davis
Brian

Betty Kayes Pekes
Dennis Spicer

Les Dounos
2 Bernies

(1)

II

Q

Rolando

Rivera Singers
.Nancy Ac Alvarez
Carlos Sandor

Orq.

White

FDR.

House gettogether with Newark.
Opening night of the Bar'

num &

Bailey, Ringling Bros, circus at Madison Sq. Garden in N.Y.
has traditionally been given over
to the Foundation.
The motion

Singers

Yma Sumac
Charlie

Ambassador Hotol

Eddie Gray
Mickey Rooney
Arthur Englash
Lauri Lupino Lane Tommy Wonder
Margaret Banks
George Truzzi
F Martin Ore
Bonnie Downs
Clarkson & Leslie
Band Box
John English
Arthur Blake

possibility

J.

board.

Union members

Palmar Houso

Reese

Ward

stance as the N.

Fisk Ore

IOS ANGELES

NORWICH

Hippodrome

Ac

C Kaly Dncrs
Farnon Ore

Henderson St Kemp
Stargazers
Dowler St Rogers
Mrs Shufflewick
D Rosaire Sc horse* Joan Hinde

&

•

Newsom

Ac

Frankie Masters
Ore

Tony Martin

II

4 Aces

Dulzaldes

Nancy

Kile

The Tattlers

Count Basie
Cher Parse

Roslnas
Nelson Bros

L

Ivette dcla Fuento
Delia Bravo

Cathy St Blair
Marvin Roy
Carol Williams
Le Due. Bros

inn

Woody Herman Ore Robert Lenn

Kenways
& Lamar

Montmartre
Robertson

Richard

that she may not fill
an engagement for 90 days following her application, and then it’s
voided. There’s a chance that she
•may not get to fill her Paraglide
date also. She’s set to appear at the
PoliceDept. for a cabaret license
on April 28. Gendarmes have been
known to look askance at applications and turn them down. At the
same time, the N. Y. State Liquor
Authority may also take the same

Cloister

C Romano

Empire (M)

CHISWICK
(S)

C

Black Orchid

Herod

Ray Carsqh
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq

RKO

Hunter
B Williams Quartet LurleneTaft
Peggy
Helen Halpln

St G Durante
Harry Worth
Des O'Connor

Paulina Alvarez
Sans Souci Ballet

San Souci

CHICAGO

Freddie Sales

T

Aerlla

Hancox

8 Roulettes
George Clarke
Gretta Brett
Monty Sidford

Empire

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Rene

Novo

Clarlsso

Troplcana
Darvas Ac Julia
D’Aida Q
Mercedes Valdea
D’Ruff Q
O de la Rosa
Leonela Gonzalez
Raul Diaz
Gladys Robau
Troplcana Ballet
S de Espana Orq
S Suarez Orq

Ore

t

&

Los Barcancos
Gina Martin

Paris 3
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Ace Harris
Dave Romaine
Rudy Kerpays Duo Claude Jones
Dick Man
MANCHESTER
Blue Angel
Johiiny Frigo
Hippodrome (S) II
Conrad Hilton
"Calypsorama"
Ruby Murray
"Spurs *n Skate?"
Morecambe Sc Wise Val Navarro
Jat

II

Boys Choir
Bobby Handers
Flying Renees

British

-

Statler

Tex Beneke Ore

Palladium (M> II
Dickie Valentine

Lane Bros
Jay Marshall
Sc Ladd
Joan Rhodes

Dashs Chimps

Billy

Hotel

Lowe

Freddie Frinton
Winters' Sc Fielding
Granger Bros
(I)

Falcons

Sally Barnes
Rastellis

II

Shelton
H Nesbitt

Palace

Hotel St Regia
Milt Shaw Ore
Ray Bari

Ted Ray

CARDIFF

M

Hotel Roosevelt

Cane Nino Jeanne Bal

Sc

Betty Joyce

Ore

Pal

Joseph Sudy Ore

Billy Baxter

Paulette

Starlets
Bill Clifford

Tony Pastor

Rivero

Norman

G Carden Dncrs

Angelos
Jack Jackson
N Sc H Grant
Hal Monty
Kodell

Les Hurricanes

& De Wood

Will Osborne Ore

0

Sc

Z Marvl

DERBY

Hippodrome

(S)

II

998

(down 38.68%); from RKO,

$2,438,916 (down 2.97%); Warner
Theatres, $1,307,965 (up 7.9%);
Schine circuit, $556,925 (up 3.51%)
and Fabian, $400,719 (down. 18%).
Within the National Theatres setup, Fox Intermountain delivered
to 20th’ $639,178 in rentals (down

4.59%); Fox Midwest, $876,109
(down 8.11%) and Fox West Coast,
In N. Y..
the Brandt chain spurted ahead
last year, giving 20th $398,450 in
film rental (up 49% over 1953).'
These figures have to be read in
$3,387,905 (up 4.42%).

the context of local conditions and
aren’t necessarily indicative of a
dropoff in business. In some areas,
for instance, bidding may have deprived some of the circuits of 20th
pix that ordinarily might ha»e gone
to them. In the case of the Fabian
circuit, he split half of the 20tli
releases- with Jay Emanuel, resulting in a drop in revenue to 20th
from the Fabian houses alone.
•

aren’t too hot
about Miss Ward’s application. Several have phoned in to N. Y. head-

quarters protesting the consideration of the application. One memChandler,
Karen
singer
ber,
thought enough of the issue to
phone in from Montreal. Others
have indicated that they will start
a petition seeking to bar her from
’

Skeets Minton

B Ramos Rhumba B

It’s

a fact that, in

many

instances,

the lack of a “Robe” in 1954 was
balanced by the vast increase in
C’Scope installations which, incidentally, now total over 13,000;
Drive-Ins, too, must be taken into

account.
As for revenue from features
alone, the circuits in 1954 delivered to 20th virtually the same
Ih the press conference last rentals as they did in the prior
Tuesday (12) at Ann Arbor, Mich., year, i.e., $39,866,638 vs. $40,045,where Dr. Salk and Dr. Thomas 717. That’s a drop of only $179,Francis Jr., the evaluator of the ex- 079. Taking all accounts on featensive tests, happily announced tures only, 20th took in $61,247,288
that the vaccine was almost an un- last year as against*$63 ,400,772 the
qualified success, show business prior year, a drop of $2,153,484.
was johnny-on-the-spot. In a press Here, again, the soft spot was tho
conference which the stolid New smaller accounts.
York Times characterized on page
one as having “fanfare and drama
far more typical of a Hollywood
premiere than a medical meeting,”
Continued from pan* 2
radio, television, newsreels and the
industry’s new baby, closed-circuit
ume was only 3,200 shares. Rep
television, provided a colorful but
common perked to 7 in Thursday’s
vital backdrop.
market with transactions nearly
Radio-TV’s Vox Pop Impact
doubling.
Then on Friday the
stock rose to 7% with 17,100
Radio, traditionally the quickest
shares changing hands.
of the entertainment-communicaWith transactions increasing by
tions media, got there fastest with
shares in Monday’s trading,
the mostest^ with all networks pip- 6,900
the common moved up to its new
ing in on-the-spot correspondents
peak.
Previous high had been
sent to Ann Arbor for the major
news story, as well as quickly- made a couple of months ago
when
Rep
declared the first divvy
edited tapes of the conference iton the common in its history. Reself, and lining up all sorts, of excause current interest in Repubperts in the fields of medicine,
pharmacy, public health and drug lic centers on the fight to gain control from the current management,
distribution to fill in with the background and future planning of vac- it was obvious that the present
move stems from activity by the
cine distribution.

Ben Smith

Dick Stabile Ore
Crescendo
membership.
June Christy
T Martinez Ore (8)
Union execs are hoping for some
Carroll Levis Co
Mocaihbo
Violet Pretty
occurrence outside the union to
Allan Jones
Regency 5
EAST HAM
Paul Hebert Oro.
Margo Good
take the heat off them. Naturally,
,10 Girls
Granada (I) II
R Layne Ac Velvel Joe Castro Ore
NOTTINGHAM
they aren’t too Jceen about admitHal Monty
Moulin Rougo
Larry Green Trio
Empire (M) II
Allan Kemble Sc C
Frank Libuse
ting Miss Ward. But if she indiBar of Musis
G & B Bernard
Vera Cody St Pets
Margot Brander
cates that she intends to make the
M De Vere Dancers Gene Wesson
Babs Mackinnon
Four Bogdodis
Metropolitan (I) It Zoe Gail
Gordon Polk
Miss Malta & Co
vaude-nitery field a career, they
Shipway Twins
Sonny Jenks
Terri Andre
Doubledaters (4)
have no choice in the matter.
E Arnley Sc Gloria Geri Gallan Ore
Billy Nelson
Mme Ardelty
2 Peters
Chuck O’Neil
Biltmoro Hotel
Jery LaZarre
Freddie Harrison
Stan Jay Sc Jean
Joanne Wheatley
Ffolliot- Charlton
Television proved itself less imPORTSMOUTH
Iris Lang 3
Al Bernie
Gentry/
Tony
Royal (M) II
Billy Morris
Beverly, B Ashton Gaby Wooldridge
mediate,. although tv got the dubiNitwits
Jack Rayncs
Tune Jesters
Luis Urbina7
Strike
ous distinction of breaking a reRey St Ronjy
Douglas Maynard
Ruthie James
Eileen Christy
Les Models de Paris Dawn White Co
lease time on a major news story
A Browne Ore
Bob Snyder Ore
Continued from page 2
J & S Lamonte
10 Parisian Debs
Hal Derwin Orq
Statler Hotel
for the first time in the history of
Authors St Swinson
EDINBURGH
Clro’s
The Skylarks
Empire. (M) II
Krandon St Kama
Seed”
“Desperate
“Bad
and
the medium, when NBC-TV “ToLili St Cyr
Ross Harvey
Scott Sanders
Dennis Lotus
Condos Ac Brandow Skinnay Ennis Oro
Hours.” However, “Kismet,” which day” producer broke the news 58
SHEFFIELD
Joan Davis 4
Empire (M) II
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course, can claim no credit for' the to see and hear the self-effacing
intense medical research that cul- hero of it all, Dr. Salk.
minated in the successful developClosed-circuit televisioif played
ment of the vaccine. But it stood a key role scientifically that
Prominently In the background and same night side by enabling 54,000
ofttimes in the foreground in the doctors to get a firsthand account
continuous fundraising drives that of the results of the experiments,
made the * research possible, in discussions of the various classes
alerting the public to the menace of polio, a demonstration of how to
of the disease and sparking the innoculate a child and the opporfight against it, and right up to the tunity to ask questions of the prinwire, in helping to give the final cipals in the medical drama.
Eli.
announcement of victory the fast, Lilly
Co., one of the six manujubilant dissemination it deserved. facturers of the vaccine, sponIt was the late President Frank- sored the 61-city hookup, which
lin D. Roosevelt, a victim of the originated
Ann Arbor, Inin
disease himself, who got the ball dianapolis and New York and was
rolling on the organization of the handled by the DuMont network’s
National Foundation, and his close closed-circuit department. In New
affinity for show people
(being York alone, 6,000. doctors watched
something of a showman himself) the hour-long telecast, with nearly
brought the industry in quickly, 2,000 medicos in the Waldorf
Eddie Cantor is generally credited Astoria's
grand
ballroom
and
with coining the “March of Dimes” others dispersed in theatres in the
phrase during the course of a Bronx,
Brooklyn, .Queens
and

.
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by the chain over WFMJ, Youngstown.
This year’s show, representing
an announced $45,000 worth .of
talent, will star the 5 DeMarco
Sisters; acrobatic musical clowns,
The Goofers; Bud & Cece Robinson, dancers; Robert McFadden,
comedian emcee, and Professor
Backwards. The ticket supply will
be limited to the seating capacity,
and grocery customers are urged
to exchange tlwir register receipts
for admission tickets early. Last
year a similar show attracted some
35,000 persons to 10 performances'?
a mark expected to be easily topped next month.
rrr—T- “^-7-v
»

s,

9

••

Wednesday, April 20, 195$

Showboat Books Ciucy

OK $ Chorus Merger;

Equity Council

LEGITIMATE

J'fiftlEffi'

Cincinnati, April 19.
to boxoffice pros-

Scratch

Bill

63

Ross as V.P. Nominee;

With an eye

Hiram College students’’
showboat. The Majestic, will, open

pects, the

Drops Brownstein, Boosts Pension
Proposed merger of Actors Equity and' Chorus Equity is finally
ready for referendum vote of the
two memberships. A revised setup
for. such a consolidation was. approved by the Equity Council last
week,
A snag had been the demand of
the Chorus branch that its attorney, Rebecca Brownstein, should
represent Chorus in the consoli,

organization.

The Equity

dated
Council members refused to agree
to her retention.
Under the terms of the proposed
merger agreement, Miss Brownstein will lose her present $1,900a-year post as Chorus attorney,
get $1,000 yearly pension,

but

That will be. in addition to the
$3,900 pension she now gets from

Needs a Twin
(Ray Shaw, lead male in the
N. Y. City Center production
of “Guys and Dolls,” has a
busy work sked. Besides appearing in the musical, which
begins a two-week, run tonight
(Wed,), Shaw operates a music
publishing firm, record company, night club and is also
a personal manager.

The

pears at
bears his

the

name and is located
eastside New York. He’s
president of the .Edray Record
Co., the Karen Music Publishing Corp. and manages singer
Carol Bennett.

membership of either organization
would defeat the proposal. Even
if the memberships pass the merger proposal on referendum, the
measure must still be voted upon
May 27 annual Actors Equity
<
membership meet.
If the membership at the .annual
meet fails to approve any "of the
proposed amendments the merger
will be considered null and void.
Effective date of the consolidation,
at the

t

if

passed, will be Aug.

1.

Under the terms of the merger,
the Council would be increased to
65 members, excluding officers. Of
that Humber, 15 would be elected
from the Chorus ranks. The regular term of office for Councillors
would be five years.
The nominating committee would
be increased to 15 members, of
whom 10 would be elected by the
membership and five appointed by
the Council. Three of the those
elected by the membership and
two of those appointed by the
Council would be from the Chorus
body. Beginning with the annual
meeting of 1958, the second veepee
of the consolidated org would be a
Chorus member.

Next Season’s 3 Shows
A

A$ Investment Package
all

or nothing at all policy for new
backers of his shows for next season. Producer has bracketed all
three of his proposecUproductions,
requiring new backers to invest in
all or take their "risk capital” elsewhere. His regular backers from
previous years will have the privilege of picking from among the
three entries individually, however.

After his relatively slim current
season, with only the unsuccessful

"Wedding
on
Breakfast”
the
boards, Bloomgarten has a full production lineup for the 1955-56
semester.
As staked out at the
moment, the schedule, includes “A
View from the Bridge,” “Diary of
a Young Girl” and “The Lark,”
each budgeted at $75,000.
.

“View from the Bridge”

is

Ar-

thur Miller’s brace of one-acters, in
which Bloomgarden will be partnered with Robert Whitehead. It
Will be directed by Martin Ritt,
with Van Heflin as star and Boris

Aronson designer. It’s slated to
open Sept. 29 after a tryout tour.
For this venture, Whitehead will
bring in half the capital, either
the bankroll of his producers Theatre or raising it on the
outside, as an independent under-

from

of Arc story, “L’Alouette,” will costar Julie Harris and Boris Karloff
and will have scenery by Jo Mielziner. No one has been announced
(Contlfiiied

on page 66)

J.

'

so,

the New Bedfor
(Mass.) Standard-Times,
lo-

cal schoolteacher..

“Pajama

Game”
10Q%

backers have
profit
thus
invest$250,000
ment.
A $100,000 divvy, made
April
during - the musical’s
1,
47th week at the St. James,
N, Y., brought the total profit distribution as of that date to $500,000, of "which half went to the inreceived

a

on

their

vestors.

Specializing .in the amateur
market, he recently «old three
one-actors to Plays, Inc., of
Boston, bringing his total to 25
in the shorty field. He’s also
sold a full-length play for tyro'
production.
*

inating cojnmittee’s failure to place

him on the regular slat*..
The regular ticket is rated

AndersonVSeed’

$12,-

His

erick O’Neal, third vice president;
Margalo Gilmore, fourth vice president; Paul Dulzell, -treasurer and
John Effrat, recording secretary.

Top Jackpot

500 and the road edition netting
around $11,000. As of a March 26
“Bad Seed” is stacking up as
accounting, the total net profit on
“John Murray Anderson’s Alplaywright
Maxwell Anderson’s
manac” lost $220,676 on its 228- the Frederick ‘Brisson-Robert E. biggest moneymaker.
Profit on
Griffith-Harold S. Prince producperformance Broadway run last
the
Playwrights
Co. production, intion was $311,562.
season.
Salvaged coin and an accluding coin due from the sale of
For the four weeks ending March the film rights to Warher Bros., was
counting on the $250,090 Michael
Grace-Stanley Gijkey-Harry Rigby 26, the Broadway production, star- $185,600 as of April 2, the windup
production were distributed to ring John Raitt, Janis Paige and ,of its- 17th Week at the 46th Street
backers April 7, almost 10 months 'Eddie Foy Jr„ netted $51,4497" Theatre, N. Y. The show moves
after show’s closing at the Im- while the national company, star- next Monday (25) to the Coronet
ring Fran, .Warren, Larry Douglas
perial, N. Y.
Of that amount $77,605 was
The windup accounting, dated and Buster West, tallied a $45,801. pulled in at the boxoffice, while
March 24, listed net costs as of profit. As of March 26, the na-. $108,000 is the production’s share
tional company has recouped $71,the previous June 26 closing at
542 of its $101,701 production cost. (after commissons) of the $300,$198,830. Hiking this sum to the
Balance available as of the ac- 000 pic sale. This amount is to be
$200,676 total were $14,061 addicounting was $161,562 (less the paid in installments.
tional closing expenses, $7,324 due
Adapted by Anderson from Wilsubsequent
dividend).
$100,000
from the authors for orchestraProfit, incidentally, included $9,034 liam March’s novel, “Seed” made
tions and $461 advance on British
royalty on .the Columbia Records a $35,349 profit for the five weeks
rights. Included in the closing exoriginal cast album of the show. ending April 2. According to an
penses were $3,000 and $3,500 reMusic and lyrics for the tuner accounting of that date, the profit
spective Padded salaries for costars
distribution totaled $60,000. The
Hermione Gin gold and Billy De were written by Richard Adler and cash balance Was $4,985.
Jerry Ross, while George Abbott
Wolffe.
and Richard Bissell adapted the
Past Anderson clicks either proBalance available for distribu- book from the latter’s noved “7V£ duced or co-produced by the Playtion as of the March 24 audit was Cents.” Abbott is also co-director wrights were “Knickerbocker Hol$29,323. The divvy made to back- of the show with Jerome Robbins. iday,” written with Kurt Weill
ers represented a little less than
(1938-39), “Key Largo” (1939-40),
10% of their investment. Addi“Cradle in the Wind” (1941-42),

Besides Ross, Maurice Evans has
been dropped from the regu-

also

lar ticket, presumably because of
his
current preoccupation with
legit
and television producing.

Named for his. post as first Vic#
president is Raymond Massey, Incumbent Council members chosen
for five year' terms are Leonard
Patrick, Florida Friebus and 'William Roerick. Others nominated
for the five-year stretch are Ann
Thomas, Emery Richardson, Stella
Reynolds, Dick Moore, Cornelia
Otis Skinner, Judson Laire and

i

Blanche Yurka.
Edith Meiser was chosen for a
three-year Council term, while
Jane Seymour, another incumbent,
was picked for a one-year stay.
-

>

coin may be forthcoming
from the liquidation of claims
againsl^ three limited partners who
failed to come up. with the overcall coin and from the disposition
of the production’s scenery and
tional

costumes.

Funds from these sources are
production's general partners,
Grace and Rigby* whereby the obligations of one of the limited
partners (not identified) was liquidated and paid.
The escrow account totals $40,000, while $2,688
is due from limited partners for

near completion, will
have an official “opening” May 23
Canadian Barn Plans
with the road.company of “Pajama
Knowlton, Que., April 19.
Game.” However, what house manBrae Manor Theatre, Canada’s
ager Hugh Becket calls a “pre- oldest strawhat, will operate nine
view” opening will take place next weeks here this summer, run by
Saturday-Sunday (23-24), when a the widow of its founder, Fillmore
travel-adventure film, billed as Sadler.
include
Directors
will
“Filmorama,” will .begin a three- Amelia Hall, formerly managing
day run at the refurbished spot.
director of Ottawa’s Canadian RepRenovation of the Moore In- ertory Theatre, and probably Ian
cludes construction of a new lobby Fellows, who now holds that post;
and boxoffice, painting of the in- Robertson Davies, playwright and
terior and installation of seats editor
of the Peterboro (Ont.) Exbrought over from the Metropoli- aminer; and Roberta Beatty of
tan, the old legiter which Becket Montreal.
formerly operated.
Moore will
Returning actresses include Betseat 1,625, about 200 more than ty Wilson, Maude Whitmore and
the Metropolitan.
Florence Fancott.

‘Dorothy’ Opens A.C.
season

unshutters

\

GOLDEN

JUBILEE YEAR

Fenno and Gianni

Pitale, owners
and operators of the Mill Play-

house, at Pleasant Mills, 30 miles
from here, also have the Quarter-

urday^

piWtictioftMviii

-

-

‘Canadian English’

-

-

May

Correct ‘Vulgarities,’

Says Tyrone Guthrie
Ottawa,

April

19.

years

old, Guthrie revealed that
soon leave the Stratford directing duties to someone younger.

‘CHARLES’ EARNED

KHG

he’ll

FIRST 5 WEEKS’

TOUR

The director expressed doubt
that the Festival board could locate
a Canadian stager for the Festival
because there are no training
possibilities other than the start
already made by the Festival itself.

After five weeks on the road,
“Dear Charles” represented a deficit of $31,576.
That was on the
basis of $10,547 operating profit
for the period, ended March 5. The
Tallulah Bankhead starrer had
been $42,123 in the red when it
closed its Broadway run last Jan.
29.
The Richard Aldrich-Richard
Myers (in association wth Julius
Fleischmann)
production
represents a $75,000 investment.
According to the. latest accountant’s
statement,
the
Frederick
Jackson-Maro Gilbert SauvajonAlan Melville comedy dropped
$3,809 during its last five weeks on
Broadway. Clipping the show during that period was a $4,582 loss
for the week ending Jan. 15, when
three performances had to be cancelled because Miss Bankhead was
ill.
Gross for the five performances given that week was $7,815.
Show also had a $743 loss the previous stanza, but made a profit on
the other three frames.
The author royalty was waived
for the weeks ending Jan. 8 and
Jan. 15, while the director royalty
was waived' for the three weeks
preceding the closing. Miss Bankhead continued tb get her regular
15% of the gross (she will also
get 25% of the eventual profits, if
any). However, the accounting indicates
that she
getting
a
is

Star actors, he said, would come
to Stratford only if they know the
director and recognize his ability,

‘TEAHOUSE’ IN SPANISH

SET FOR MEXICO CITY
Rita Allen and Jean Dalrymple
produce a Spanish version of
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
in Mexico City this summer. Former, who recently severed her

will

production

Thomson,

1905-1955

with

alliance

left for

Archie

Mexico City

last

week, preceded several days earlier by Miss Dalrymple.
Offering, which is scheduled to
bow about July 1, may tour other

j

south-of-the-horder locations depending on the reception given the

show

in

Mexico

‘Guys’ Will

City.

Open

L’ville

AI Fresco Sked July

4

Louisville, April 19.

Iroquois
Amphitheatre’s
17th
season of al fresco musicals will

open July 4 with “Guys and Dolls.”
Other shows set for the six-week
season are “Best Foot Forward”,

straight salary on tour.

tonight (Tues.) with the opening
of the Quarterdeck theatre. Ada

deck
“To Dorothy a Son,” will be the
initial offering, through next Sattv

-

"

is

legit

-

ON THAT ABBEY

.

Local

-

“Eve of St. Mark” (1942-43) and
British stager Tyrone Guthrie,
“Joan of Lorraine” (1946-47).
of the Stratford (Ont.)
THEFT Besides the hefty payoff on director,
Shakespearean Festival, told a
“Seed,” the Playwrights firm is also Canadian
Edinburgh, April 12.'
Club dinner last Friday
pulling in coin from the Broadway
There is considerable interest and road companies of “Tea and night (15) that Canadian speech
in Scotland in. the Broadway musi- Sympathy,” While its production of at the Festival will help develop
cal “The Hot Rock,” scheduled “Cat on a Hot Tin 'Roof” is headed a “Canadian English” and elimiHe
for production next fall. Removal for paydirt, with "biz holding at nate current “vulgarities.”
of the Scot Stone of Destiny from capacity since show’s March 24 predicted the Festival would soon
become wholly Canadian.
London’s Westminster Abbey at opening at the Morosco, N. Y.
Admitting that he's nearly 60
Christmas, 1950, is the basis of the

>>

Atlantic City, April 19.

-

SCOTS HOT FOR ‘ROCK’

show’s story.
Ian Hamilton, young Scot attorney "who led the spectacular
theft, says that he had not been
consulted regarding the show, nor
overcall.
does he think it is based on his
Bulk of the capitalization for the book of the exploit. But leading
revue was put up by Grace, his Scot nationalists are intrigued that
relatives
and associates, whose their world-noted theft should be
original investment totalled. $142,- transformed into
an American
000
musical comedy. Allan Jones and
Margaret Whiting are reportedly
set. for the lead roles in the show.
Touring ’Pajama Game’
The Stone of Destiny was taken
from the Coronation Chair, West’Opens’ Moore, Seattle minster Abbey, transferred by car
to a hideout in Scotland, and reSeattle, April 19.
The Moore Theatre here, whose turned to London in^April, 1951.
renovation

as

being a generally middle-of-theroad politically. Current officers,
who’ve been renominated, are
Ralph Bellamy, president; Fred-

Weekly profit on the show is
running around $23,500, with the

Red

.

formed by supporters: of .Bill Ross,
.incumbent second vice-president,
who was not named for re-election
by the. nominating committee.
Nominated for the post on the regular ticket is Frank Maxwell.
Ross, regarded as an ardent liberal, has also been a strong supporter of Chorus Equity attorney
Rebecca. Brownstein in her various
hassles with the actor’s org. In
fact, his close association with the
recent campaign in her behalf is
believed to be a factor in the nom-

however, with
Dias, drama-film-music

Not

Variety correspondent and

taking.

“Diary of a Young Girl” is the
Albert and Frances Hackett dramatization of the Anne Frank book, to
be directed by Garson Kanin and
scheduled to open about Oct. 5.
“The Lark,” Lillian Heilman’s
adaptation of Jean Anouilh’s successful Parisan version of the Joan

S.

Although various critics of
varied stature have been playwrights, it has come to be a
sporadic venture in recent

critic

far

v<

a.

Earl

Broadway company averaging

in

being held in escrow because of
an arrangement, okayed by the

Bloomgarden Brackets

Kennit Bloomgarden has an

'Almanac Closed

wa
viay **w*h«w
4
^
Actors Equity is expected to enter
an independent ticket in the union’s annual election in June. Opposition slate is reportedly being
I

Non-Pro G. B.

ford

also apnitery, which

in

See Indie Slate in Equity Election

years.

singer-actor

Equity.
Special

membership meetings of
Equity and Chorus will be held
to discuss the terms of the merger.
Chorus will hold a midnight confab tomorrow (Thurs.), while the
parent union session will take
place next Monday (25). The memberships of both unions will actually vote on the consolidation in a
mail referendum, with ballots due
to be sent out next week for return May 18.
A negative vote by 40% of the

the 1955 season in June at Cincinnati, to coincide with the annual
regional convention of the American Bar Assn.
Last year the college-studded
cast opened its season in Wellsville, O.

Besides the $3,809 loss for the “Desert Song”, “Carousel”, “Wonfive-week Broadway windup period, derful Town”
and “£outh Pacific.”
there was, also a $2,289 payment Arthur Sircom, new to the Amphito the producers for an advance theatre, will
be stage director and
against profits per the partnership °Ed Hunt will be back for his
agreement. As of March 5, there fourth summer as musical director.
was an $18,424 balance.
Ted Cappy will be choreographer,

Backers of the show have been
repaid $25,000.

with
,

John Hanny

signer.

as

scenic

de-

P£niEfr
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Everybody a

Wednesday, April 20, 1955

Critic

—Legit

Everybody wants to be a
Following the April 2
New Haven opening of “Damn.
Yankees,” Russ Brown, who’s
featured in the musical, was
stopped by a localite on his
way out of a restaurant and
given sdme sidewalk advice
on the show's needs. Theatregoer thought the tuner was
good but needed “comedians,
comedians.”
Brown retorted with “you’re
right bud, and do you know
what, Smith & Dale are joining us next week.” This got a
critic.

Ankles

Aweigh

various gymnastic dance numbers
and a succession of hackneyed

Howard Hoyt, Reginald Hammer stein
Fred F. Flnldehoffe production of songs. Unfortunately, thes£ intermusical comedy in two acts, Rook by ruptions are just about as tiresome
Guy Bolton and Eddie Davis; music,
the song titles
Sammy Fain, lyrics, Dan Shapiro. Fea- as the plot. Since
tures Betty apd Jane Kean, Lew Parker, arte listed above in the credits,
CarMark Dawson, Gabriel Dell, Thelma Staglittle point in mentioning
there’s
ponter, Mike Kelljn, Betty ^Gcorge.
them specifically here.
Ine, Finklehoffe; assistant. Edward Clarke
Lilley; dance staging, Tony Charmoli;
In all this welter of Stale and
scenery and lighting, George Jenkins; tasteless material and antiquated,
costumes* Allies white; vocal and orchesinept staging, the cast keeps slugtral arrangements; 'Dott* Waljcfcr;
and choral dlrcctor/iSalvAtore dell Tsola; ging
away with inexhaustible
dance music, Roger Adams. At Mark IIol- cheerfulness and seeming assurN.Y., April 18». .55; $6.90 top
lingei*,
ance. They heroically play every
_T
($8.40 opening).
Ed Hanley tired line as if it were a bright
r uss
Bay Masen
Camera Man
new gem, and almost knock themBill Costin
Tommy
Frank Conville selves out in putting over the unPizza Cart Man
Betty Kean
Elsey
musical numbers. The
Jane. Kean inspired
Wvnn*
L^ Barker circumstances are unfair to them,
Dinky
of course, and uncomfortable for
Dawson
Mark
Lt. Bill Kelley
Nancy Walters an undedicated showgoer. ConsidNative Girl
Capt. Zimmerman
„ Mark Allen ering what they have to contend
Will Hussunfi with, the performers merit special
Adm. Pottles
Thelma Carpenter
Chipolata
Mike S-e Vin citation for bravery in the face of
Joe Manclnni
Herb Fields
hopeless odds.
Tonv
Betty George
Lucia
The Kean Sisters are veterans of
Karen .Shepard
Duchess
Skeet Guenther such campaigns, and manage not
Shore Patrol
Dancers: Dick Alderson, Sand! Bonner, to be engulfed. They’re onstage
Patty Fitzsimmons, MariGene Carrons,
either tovirtually throughout,
v
Miller, Marianne Olsen,
'.ri
lyn. MaTsh.
Marsha Rivers, Nina Starkey, Gloria gether or singly, and while their
Stevens, Patricia. White. Ethel Winter, style of performance has tended
Hank Brunies, Don Emmons, Skect
suitable for a cafe

&

Inside Staff
„

*

.

Edward

McCaffrey, N. Y, City ..License Commissioner, vlhose

T.

non-censorship “suggestion” was responsible for recent revisions of
the script of “Cat on the Hot Tin Roof,” at th'fe Morosco, N. Y,, reportedly confided that his action against the Tennessee Williams
drama stemmed from a complaint from the Children’s Aid Society,
After making a special visit to see a performance of the show, ho
went backstage to inquire about where the four child actors in the.
cast are when some of the allegedly objectionable dialog is spoken.
He was informed that the moppets are in their dressing rooms, not
in the wings, at the time. Subsequently, some of the lines were
modified. Legally, the Commissioner has no authority of censorship,
but has licensing power only over theatre buildings. That is, con,Crete,
stone, brick, metal and such physical elements, not over the editorial
content of what is presented in such buildings.
.

.

big smile out of the tryout
town play doctor who’s de*
parting comment was, “That’s
it boy, now you’ve got it,”

Paul Douglas has been nominally suspended for a year by Actors
Equity, with the penalty held in abeyance while the film-legit star remains on-probation. Damage claim against the actor, brought by producer Paul Gregory, has been referred by the union to arbitration.
Case resulted from allegedly derogatory remarks by Douglas about
a straight role (her only previous the
south and published in southen newspapers, as a consequence of
appearance was as a singer in last
which
it was claimed that a touring company of “Caine Mutiny Court
season’s “John Murray Anderson’s
Almanac”) she’s a nifty looker, Martial,” costairing Douglas, Wendell Corey and Steve Brodie, was
forced
to close at a substantial loss to Gregory and a sacrifice of many
with a quick, light manner of playing, an infectious comedy sense, weeks’ salary to the other players.
perstage
and a suitably wacky.
Outstanding prestige in legit circles of Claudia Cassidy, drama and
She lacks legit experisonality.
ence, but with time to learn farce music critic of the Chicago Tribune, was indicated again last week
timing and the knack of giving by one of the co-producers of the touring “Tender Trap.” In a letter
quality to a line of dialog, she to Variety, he wrote, “As you may know, we have'been on the road
more
Gruenther, .Tack Purcell, John Smolko, to become
for 11 weeks, getting ready to face Claudia Cassidy in Chicago
floor than the less relaxed de- could become a major star,
Jack Timmers.
_
Singers: Marilyn Bradley, Thelma Dare, mands of projecting across an orAs the pompous young tycoon, where we opened last Tuesday (12). Enclosed is what she had to
Virginia Martin, Ellen McCowan, Janet
drive and John Dali is adequate. He gets the say. They tell me that this is her best review of the entire season.”
Pavek, Karen Shepard, Nancy Walters, chestra pit, they have a
Herb Fields, Henry Hamilton. Warren vitality* that helps keep the show laughs *on the surface of the part, Notice was enthusiastic-to-rave. Other Chi reviews were two-to-one
Kemmerling, Michael King, Ray Mason, in motion. Some of their manner- but doesn’t, create the sort of difavorable.
Jack Rains, Hobe Streiford.
^
Songs: “Italy." “Old Fashioned Moth- isms seem a bit mechanical, how- mension or extra qualities that
ers," "Skip the Build-Up," “Nothing at ever,
and their personal appeal might turn it into a characterizafor
“Headin'
Sailor."
All," “Walk Like a
doesn’t survive a long, taxing tion. Michael Gordon’s staging is
the Bottom," “Nothing Can Replace a
*

'

'

.x

'

•

,

•

.

,

brisk but seemingly a bit routine
an „able comic of the and perhaps limited by the requirements to the altered story emphaabout
fast-talking, no nonsense

Man," “Here's t Dear Old Us," “His and
Hers," “La Festa," “Ready Cash," “Kiss
Me and Kill Me With Love," '‘Honeymoon," “The Villain Always Gets It,"
“The Code," “Eleven O'clock Song.”

evening.

'

Parker

subtlety brand. Dawson sings witli
agreeable gusto, Dell is a plausible
gob with the usual preoccupations
ashore, Thelma Carpenter is acceptable in a single song spot,
Mike Kellin is suitably exaggerated as a villainous bawdy housegambling dive owner engaged in
spying, and Betty George is proppassionate
erly stacked '=as his
paramour. The dancing and singing
choruses are, as indicated, notably
eye-catching.
These are small compensations,
however. “Ankles Aweigh” is a
long evening and, despite the

those down-to-earth musical comedies, “the kind we used
to have." aren’t such a good idea
after all. “Ankles Aweigh” suggests something of the sort, and it
seems the essence of mediocrity.
The new musical is sometimes
loud, sometimes almost deafening.
It has a half-witted excuse for a
book, obvious and undistinguished
songs, uneven dancing and hearty,
kick-in-the-pants sort of comedy.
On the credit side for popular
draw are the accent on femme
anatomy, emphasized by Miles
White’s striking costumes, plus

Maybe

tons*

of

colorful

strenuous promotional plugging it
may get, seems a remote payoff
Hobe.
prospect*,

George Jenkins

scenery, a couple of notably sensuous dance, numbers and an array
of the niftiest looking girls to decorate a Broadway show in several

Champagne Complex
Stine production of farce in
three acts by Leslie Stevens. Stars- Donald Cook, Polly Bergen, John Dali. Staging, Michael Gordon; scenery, Charles
Etson; background musical score, Jerry
Stevens. At Cort, N.Y., April 12, '55;
S-1,60 ($6.90 opening).
John Dali
Helms Fell Harper
Polly Bergen
Allyn Macy

Gayle

seasons.

Let no one complain about “unpremiere audiences
hereafter.. The
“Ankles Away”
first-nighters were noisily enthu*
siastic even when the show bogged
down to something approaching a
shambles in the second half. After
exceeding the traditional applause
for the curtain, the opening scenery
and initial entrances of the principals, they practically fell into
the aisles at the jokes and bits of
business, and seemed about to tear
down the house after every numresponsive”

Carter

Bowen

Donald Cook

Heaven

Charles Elson’s single setting
Seventh
of -a New York apairtment interior
New Haven, April 16.
is handsome but a trifle gimmicky.
Gant Gaither & William Bachcr proGayle Stine is making her Broad- duction of musical comedy in two acts..
.17 scenes. Stars Gloria DeHaven. Ricardo
way debut as producer*
Mohtalban. Paul Hartman; features Robert Clary, Fifi D’Orsay, Patricia MamAs a first Broadway production merlee,
Chita Rivera, Gerrianne Raphael.
for playwright Stevens, “Complex” Book, Victor Wolfson and. Stella Unger
sis.

is

a distinctly creditable try.

It’s

an impressive change of pace from
“Bullfight,”
his off - Broadway
drama of last season, and reportedly miles away in approach from
his new script, “Marylowe,” which
the Playwrights Co. will produce
next fall with Tyrone Guthrie as
stager. Although “Complex” apparently doesn’t quite have it for

(based on the play by Austin Strong;;,
music, Victor Young; lyrics, Stella Unger;
staging, John C. Wilson; scenery and
costumes, Vertes; choreography, Peter
Gennaro; musical director. Max Moth;
orchestral arrangements, David Terry;
lighting, Feder: choral director. Crane
Calder. At Shubert. New Haven, April
16/ '55; $5.50 top.

Paul Hartnian
Gerrianne Raphael

Boule
Camille
Suze

.

Senegalese

Going
Back to Chautauqua, N.Y.
Cleveland, April 19.
Frederic McConnell, director of

House,

lively version of

On You,” which

re-as-

D'Orsay

James

0

Dandy
Baker Boy
Housewife

'.

.

.

E.

WaU Merrill

registers as a police inspector and Ferdi Hoffman does an
effective bit as a neighborhood

Jimmy White Fagin. Malcolm Lee Beggs makes
Joan Morton. an appropriate padre.
Bonnie Evans
Nancy Lynch
There are shortcomings in stagRobert Clary ing tempo, especially
in the first
Scott Merrill
half.
'Spasmodically,
Collyer
the
David
show
Gobin
Ferdl Hoffman catches fire, but not sufficiently.
Vulmir
Betty Jane Seagle, Barbara Scenery
Children
by
Vertes,
emphasizing
a
Stabile, Barclay Hodges
Ricardo Montalban wash-painting technique; is disChico
Flower Vendor ....... Winifred Ainslee tinctive, catching the atmosphere
Ray Saint Jacques,
French Soldiers
Artist

Streetwalkers

Midinette
Fleegle (The Rat)
Inspector

‘

of the play outstandingly; Added
to
certain
elements
stressing
beauty, there are several notable
novelty effects (such as a “flicker” *
sequence). Costuming, too, inserts
a colorful fillip in visual production, and lighting by Feder is an

.

*.

M

couple of seasons. In the process
it has undergone successive revisions, changes of production aus-

and

t>een so unwarranted? Perhaps it
doesn't matter very much, except
to demonstrate for the umpteenth
time that in the theatre no one can
ever be quite sure whether a show
is a masterpiece or a mishmash
until it actually gets before an
audience on Broadway. Then the
answer is apt to be all too apparent.
This
large,
expensive-looking
•imbroglio brings the Kean Sisters,
Betty and Jane, back to legit front
the niteries and television guest
spots, with an assemblage of journeymen singers, dancers, cutups
and merely decorative individuals.
The story thread is a jerry-built
affair
about a couple of film
actress sisters who get tangled Atp
with the personnel of a U.S. aircraft carrier in Sicily and Morocco.
There are the inevitable wheezos

leave getting soused in lurid native
bordellos.

1

con-

coction

^

«.

»•

Among

,

—

,

the pleasant tunes are a

lively “C’Est La Vie" ensemble
number; a sprightly pair, “Camille,
Collette, Fifi” "and “Lave, Love,
Love,” done by the prostie trio;
“Where Is That Someone for Me,”
“Man With a Dream,” “Sun At My
Window, Love At My Door,” “If
It’s a Dream,” all involving the
romantic leads; and a sturdy “A

Miss You Kiss” ensemble. Lyrics
b’end sentiment with chuckles
nicely.

Max Meth

conducts

skillfully
a good

and David Terry has done
job

on

the orchestrations. Also,
Crane Calder’s choral direction has
brought some neat ensemble moments.
Peter Gennaro’s choreography
comes up with two moderate ballets and some gay stepping in less
elaborate numbers. Although the
prostie trio terping is overboard,
it does add life to the goings-on.

Bone.

Turnabout Theatre
Los Angeles, April 13.
Forman Brown-Harry Burnett produc*
tion of combination puppet, show-revu*
in two acts (17 scenes).
Features Vale

.

about a gal smuggled aboard ship,
sinister Arab characters engaged
in espionage and gobs on shore
This transparently foolish

asset.

—

assorted

money-raising campaigns. As usual
in such cases, the drum-beating has
recently increased in tempo, and
the .tryout reports from New Haven
and Boston sounded promising.
How can all this hullabaloo have

is abandoned every few
minutes for slapstick comedy bits
(mostly between Betty Kean as
the stand-in picture actress and
Lew Parker and Gabriel Dell as
stereotype sailors); trite and leering romantic interludes (mostly between Jane *ean and Mark Dawson as a secretly-married film star
artd Navy flyer trying tt> arrange
at least a one-night, honeymoon),
•*

“Love Sneaks Up
can well become

.*

“Ankles Aweigh” is a project
that has been hopefully clearing its
throat for attention in the Broadway publicity channels for the last

recasting

acting,

a

John Carter
Joseph Flynn
Jeanne Schlegcl

Play
Since the ageless answer to a
sembling six of its winter shows
producer’s prayer is a good one26th strawhat seathe.
group’s
for
"Chamsmall-cast comedy,
set,
pagne Complex” oYight to be it. son at Chautauqua, N. Y. About
technicians 'will
and
40
actors
Somehow, though, the new Leslie
Stevens farce never quite brings make the annual junket to -the reJames E. Wall
through
playing
sort
July
up
to
adds
down the house, so it
3,
...Ralph Quist,
American Soldiers
Joseph Flynn
a near-miss. Very near* but still Aug. 13.
Amy Freeman
General
a miss.
Kicking off with “My 3 Angels,”
Dancers, singers
The story is slight. It’s about a the sked includes “Mrs. McThing,”
girl whose reaction to a couple of
“Dial.
for Murder,” “Sabrina
*There’s nothing the matter with
swigs of champagne is an unconFair,” “Caine Mutiny Court Mar- “Seventh Heaven” that a funnier
trollable compulsion to shed her
tial” and “Time Out for Ginger” book, better singing, a faster pace,
feasible
entirely
clothes (that’s not
McConnell and his and the elimination of stage waits
on the stage, but she strips down in that order.
intend can’t’* remedy. At least as of the
to a pair of polka-dot panties and actress-wife, Harriet Brazier,
they did here tryout premiere, this musicalized
repeat
roles
to
the
bra the audience must take the
version of the old straight play and'
rest foi^ granted). As the psychia- in “Angels.”
film click^leavcs something to be
try-wise author amusingly brings
desired.
out, the heroine is subconsciously
Some talent in the show (such
rebelling against her scheduled
‘Buried’ on Page 2
as a dancing trio of prosties) is
marriage to a stiff young scion of
overworked, and other talent (such
“Which department do you
wealth and position, and the deck
as Paul Hartman and Fifi D’Orsay)
read?” has been a timehonis stacked for her to wind up with
is handed a double blank on mateored Variety readership query.
her dashing, always-equal-to-theThere is an excellent score by
rial.
being
story
The gag about a
occasion analyst.
Victor Young, but a shortage of
“buried” on P. 1 or P. 2 is too
The general effect is curious.
vocal
talent to do it justice. There
often kidding on the square.
The basic situation is likely enough,
is a mixture of commonplace and
The broadcasters turn to Rathe characters arp interesting, the
standout choreography, some tendio-TV first; the music bunch
story development is reasonably
der moments and plenty of dfill
ingenious (and has approximately
'to Music first; ditto the legit,
ones in the book.
as much substance as the feathervaude and even the picture
Show opens on a quiet tone ajnd
weight, highly successful “Moon Is
sometimes
business readers
closes on a whisper, leaving a
Blue”), and the lines are frequentSkim over the first two pages
finale wallop non-existant. All of
ly
laughable.
But although it
which indicates that improvement
and start looking on P. 3.
sparks chuckles and even an occais needed in virtually every deIn recent weeks, and for the
sional guffaw, it doesn’t ignite the
partment if “Heaven” is to comrest of the year, a somewhat
solid,
continuous howls such a
pete successfully with current and
informal and certainly al fresco
show should. And the after-curtain
incoming Broadway hit tuneshows.
approach
to the history of the
reaction is a letdown.
Expert surgery, under director
paper, since Sime Silverman
Perhaps the production is partly
John C. Wilson, can perhaps do
founded it 50 years ago, has
responsible. The casting is uneven.
the job, but it will be no shoo-in.
appeared serially on P. 2. This
Donald Cook, as the middleaged
Book sticks close to original in
Golden
is
Variety’s
part of
analyst, is an expert, resourceful
telling the tale of the romance
self-trailerizing.
In
Jubilee
farceur, of course, and his playing
between the sewer king whose
radio-tv they call'it a “comin this instance is agreeably free
ambition is to become a street
mercial.” We call it a deparof- some of his usual, distracting
cleaner, and the streetwalker who
mannerisms. But there are ho
ture, to talk about ourselves
yens for the life back on the farm.
longer any surprises to the star’s
thisaway.
But once started
Dramatic moments are fairly effecplaying or his stage personality.
tive, but there’s room for more
we’ve been told it’s “very inMoreover, in the rewriting since
laughs than the script now offers.
teresting” and, for the younger
“Champagne Complex” was tried
Legit musical debut of Gloria
generation in all branches of
out in strawhat last summer by
DeHaven unfolds an ingratiating
show biz, and certainly for
another management, the play’s
personality,
deft thesping and a
those in the newer mediums-^ending has been switched to give
melodious if thin voice. Although
the
diskeries,
broadcasting,
Cook (as silent co-producer as well
the film star’s vocal assignments
it’s a refresher course on
etc.
as top star) the girl, instead of havdo not call for blatant type of sing-*
what makes Variety tick. Anying her remain with her younger
ing, her volume will require stepway, that’s the main idea.
sweetheart. That calls for him 1o
ping up.
looking
2.
start
on
P.
So
be“a romantic figure, for which his
A similar limitation applies to
This is the whyfore of this
supercilious manner is ill-suited.
singing
of Ricardo
Montalban,
supplementary box in every
As the girl, Polly Bergen is a
whose chopped notes almost place
find. Making her Broadway, bow in
.his voca.ligj.itf
department, Qf X he pjaper,
qatag0*'y«#f
is

On

pop fave. Patricia Hammerlee
shares this Click with Clary, and
teams with Chita Rivera -and Gerrianne Raphael in some peppy songand-dance material in the can-can
William Carson
Ray Saint Jacques, medium. In minor roles, Scott

Organ Grinder

Cleve. Playhouse

songs.

Hammerlee
Fifi

.

his

Chita Rivera

Patricia

Collette
Flfl

“talking”

'Montalban turns in a skilled job
and presents a personable appearance well fitting the role of the
braggart who. succumbs to love.
Paul Hartman’s choice as taxi
driver-narrator leaves his recognized resources as an ace mimedancer untapped. His material is
routine stuff, by which he does
okay. Same goes for Fifi D’Orsay,
whose Gallic effervescence is
largely under wraps.
Robert Clary, as the sewer-rat,
has an opportunity to put over a

Mme.
Broadway, it might conceivably Father Chevilloh .... .Malcolm Lee Beggs
Gloria DeHaven
have the makings of a frivolous Diane
Philip Cook, Leo Kay worth
screen comedy and is a suresnot Sailors
Ted Thurston
Policeman
meal ticket as a stock and little Nuns
Nanette Vezina, Joy Marlene
Ralph Quist
Street Cleaner
Hobe,
theatre item,

Cleveland

ber.

pices,

Shows Out of Town

is

Puppeteers, Odctta. Frances Osborn, Dorothy Neumann, Harry Burnett, Forman

Brown.
Direction, Dorothy Neumann;
words and music. Brown. At Turnabout
Theatre, L. A., April 12, '55; $3.30 top.
•

•

i

The format that has held up successfully for nearly 14 years at this
unique La Cienega playhouse, a
combination of puppet musical

comedy and intimate revue, continues in the new sliow*. New material
gives the second part of the presentation, the revue, a breezy tempo,
while the first-half puppet segment
is. a revival of one of the group's
best former offerings,
Travels.”

“Gullible’s

tagged “Turnabout Un(Continued on page 66)oi

Revue

is

>

•

•

Wednesday,

‘Cadillac’

Easter Perks Chi; Geraldine $12,

Trap’ IOC

(7), ‘King’ 29G, ‘Tea’

Loop

2WG

perked up slightly

legit biz

week

‘INHERIT FAST $30,700

FOR PHILLY HOLDOVER

takes.

Except

“Can Can,”

,for

June

a

possibility for the Shubert, nothing new is in sight.
.

ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
King and

I,

Shubert, (21st wk)
Morison). Over

($5; 2,100) (Patricia

Okay $21,600 ~

Philadelphia, April 19.

Detroit, April 19.

“Solid Gold Cadillac” grossed a
good $21,600 in its second week of

this

week.

The

2,050-seat Shubert is dark,

reopening

May 9

with

Broadway took
“Kismet” post-Easter jump
,

for a fortnight’s . stand.
.

Only show running here last
Week was “Inherit the Wind,”

Over

(previous

$26,500

week, $28,000).

Tender Trap, Harris, (1st wk)
(Kent Smith, K. T. Stevens, Russell Nype). Nearly $10,000 for first seven performances;
opened last Tuesday (12) to one
rave (Cassidy, Tribune) one pan
($4; 1.000)

(Kogan, Sun-Times) and two “yes
(Harris, News, Dettmer,
American); drew $3,500 for its

and no”

performance Sunday

final

at

(10)

the Auditorium, Rochester.

Washington, April 19.
“Seven Year Itch,” starring Tom
.

Ewell, is displaying the same kind
of potent boxoffice item here as
in its marathon New York run.
Third week at the National drew
a smash $30,800, with the house
going clean for six of its eight performances.
The current (fourth
and final) week, with a fat $18,400
advance, should get about the
same as last week. House then

goes dark for an indefinite period.

The Broadway-bound “Honeys”
drew only a fair $14,900 at the
Shubert Theatre, for the
of

first

fortnight stand here.

its

half

Re-

were mixed on

views

this one,
which is undergoing tinkering.
entire new third act went in last
night (Mon.).
The show is continuing this week.

An

$21,500

‘Charles’

As

Tallu Is

7

in

St. L.

III,

St. Louis, April 19.
“Dear Charles,” starring Tallulah Bankhead, grossed a lusty
$21,500 for seven performances
last week at the American Theatre.
One performance was cancelled
because of the actress’ illness.
House is currently dark, but relights May 2 with “Solid Gold
Cadillac” for two weeks at $3.92
*

top.

‘Pajama Tops’ Wrinkled
11G on Twofers, Toronto
Toronto, April

19.

“Pajama Tops,” with Diana
Barrymore, went to the cleaners
for a mild $11,000 at the Royal
Alexandra last week, with the
1.525-seater scaled at $3.50 top,
plus an energetic campaign of
twofers. Critics rapped the show.
The previous week the comedy got
$10,000 for a triple-split-week.

Good

advance

“Guys

on

and

Dolls” (current), with Wilton Clary,

Margot Moser and Marie Foster,
at $3.50 top.

Scheduled N. Y. Openings

‘Season’ 15G,

the traditional
The
last week.
clicks held ^steady, while all hut
two of the remaining shows regis-

Hub

(

Theatre indicated
Dolls, City

“Damn

is “Flowering Peach.”
seven performances at ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Shubert last week.
“Fifth
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Season” had a fair second week CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
at the Plymouth.
Newcomer, “Pa- MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi
jama Tops,” starring Diana Barry- cal-Drama
), O (Opera), OP (Opmore, bowed into the Majestic last reita).
night (Mon.) on twofers.Other parenthetic designations
The Colonial has a $40,000 adrespectively, to weeks played,
vance sale for Katharine' Cornell refer,
and Tyrone Power in “Dark Is number of performances through
lert Saturday, top prices, number
Light
Enough,”
opening
next
Mon1
day (25) for a two-weeker. That of seats, capacity, gross and stars
rates high for a Hub Stand.
Pre- Price includes 18% Federal and
vious advances this season have 5% City tax, but grosses are net:
San Francisco, April 19.
With two houses lighted, Frisco included “Soilid Go’d Cadillac,” i.c., exclusive of tax.
Anastasia, Lyceum (D) (16th wk;
legit had it good last week.
“Tea- $46,000; “Portrait of a Lady,” $45,126; $5.75-$4.60; 955; $23,339) ( Vihouse. of the August Moon” con- 000; “Quadrille.” $36,000.
ESTIMATES
FOR
Lindfors, Eugenie Leontovich).
LAST
WEEK
ve
ca
tinued its fast pace at the Currafi,
Damn Yankees, Shubert (1st J ust over $22,000 for nine perand the new shdw at the Alcazar,
week)
($6-$4.95;
Musical
1,734).
formances,
including an extra Mon“Oh Men, Oli Women,” operied to
tryout went clean for its first day matinee (previous week, $20,good reviews and drew okay biz.
seven
performances,
grossing
$48,- 400 for regular
eight perform^
Upcoming
bookings
include:
anccs).
“Dear Charles,” May 9, Alcazar; 000; continues this week.
Fifth Season, Plymouth (2d wk)
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C)
“Tea and Sympathy,” May 18,
1,200)
(Chester
Morris, (54th wk; 427; $4.60;. 766; $20,000)
Geary; “Kiss Me Kate,” May 30, ($3.85;
Joseph Buloff). Wound up with a (Macdonald Carey). Nearly $16,800
Curran.
moderate
previous
week, (previous week, $14,300).
$15,000;
ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Bad Seed, 46th St. (D) (19th wk;
Teahouse of the August Moon $14,000.
$37,000)$5.75-$4.60;
149;
1,319;
Curran
1,758)
(Burgess
($4.40;
(Nancy Kelly). Just over $27,500
Meredith, Scott McKay) (8th wk).
(previous week, $26,700); moves to
Eased to $42,400, still great, after ‘Caine’ Sinks to $21,400,
tlie Coronet next Monday (25).
the previous week’s all-time local
Boy Friend, Roy ale (MC) (29tli
straight-play record of $44,020.
And Will Close April 30;
wk; 227; $6.90; 1,172; $38,200). Over
Oh Men, Oh Women, Alcazar
$36,500 (previous week, $35,200).
($3.85 weekdays, $4.40 weekends;
‘Waltz’
$21,200, L.A.
Bus 'Stop, Music Box (CD) (7th
1,147) '(Franchot Tone).
Close to
wk; 54; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077; $27,811).
Los Angeles, April 19.
$17,500 for thd first week, with
Capacity as usual, nearly $28,100.
good reviews.
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (102d
took a sudden, unexplained dive
wk; 812; $6.90; 1,361; $50,160). Allast week, its fifth frame at the
most
$41,600 (previous Week, $33,‘Game’ Capacity $51,300,
Huntington Hartford. As a result,
closing notice has been posted for 900).
Cat On a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco
For 2d
in Pitt April 30, instead of continuing the (D) (4th wk; 28; $6.90-$5.75; 935;
run through May, as originally,
5531,000) (Barbara Bel Geddes, Burl
Pittsburgh, April 19.
planned. That would involve reSecond and final week of “Paja- funds pf close to $12,000 for ad- Ives). Capacity again, over $31,500.
Champagne Complex, Cort (C)
ma Game” broke the all-time house vance orders.
1st wk; 7; $4.60; 1,656; $26,000)
record at the New Nixon with $51,Brighter side of local legit shows (Donald Cook,
Polly Bergen, John
300, complete capacity. Previous
“Anniversary Waltz” doing big if Dali). Opened
last Tuesday (12) to
mark was made' by “South Pacific” not terrific biz at the Carthay
Cir- two favorable reviews
on its first visit, also SRO. Scale
(Chapman,
cle, in its first week and already
News; McClain, Journal-American)
for “Game” ($5.40, or $4.50, plus
showing an operating profit. Fourth and
federal and city taxes) was slightfive negative notices (Atkinson,
ly higher.
On the fortnight, the play in theatre's four-play stock Times; Coleman, Mirror; Hawkins,
World - Telegram; Kerr, Herald
musical got $95,600, the first stanza season will be “Fifth Season.”
“Dear Charles,” Tallulah Bank- Tribune; Watts, Post); nearly $12,having been hurt somewhat because of Holy Week and the Pass- head starrer, opens tomorrpw night 800 for first seven performances
(Wed.) at the Biltmore.
and one preview; house has booked
over.
Nixon has Janet Blair-Richard ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK “Once Upon A Tailor” for a May.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial, 16 opening.
Eastham in “Broadway Highlights”
Dark Is Light Enough, ANTA
booked for three performances Huntington Hartford (5 th wk)
next Friday and Saturday (22-23) ($4.95-$4.40; 1,032) (Lloyd Nolan, Theatre (D) (8th wk; 61; $5.75and that -may end the season, as Barry Sullivan, Steve Brodie), $4.60; 1,347; $34,000) (Katharine
Dropped
to
from
the
$21,400
pre- Cornell, Tyrone Power). Over $14,nothing else is in sight, despite
fact that ATS-Theatre Guild still vious week’s $28,000; now slated 800 (previous week, $13,500); closes
to fold April 30.
owes subscribers one play,
next Saturday (23) for short tour.
Anniversary Waltz, Carthay CirDesperate Hours, Barrymore (D)
cle (1st wk) ($3.30; 1,518) (Howard
(10th wk; 76; $5,75-$4.60; 990; $27,Montreal Comes to Life
Duff, Marsha- Hunt). Nice $21,200 200).
Almost $26,000 (previous
the opener.
week, $26,400).
With 2 Late Bookings forThis
Is. Your Life, Mendel, Civic
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (24th. wk;
Montreal, April 19.
Playhouse (11th wk) ($3.30; 400) 188;
$7.50; 1,510; $65,300) (Ezio
Following two months sans legit. (Leo Fuchs). The usual $4,000.
Pinza* Walter JJlezak). Capacity as
Her Majesty’s will suddenly wake
Finian’s
Rainbow,
Hollywood usual, over $65,700.
two shows to close the Repertory (16th wk) ($3.30; 276)
JiP
Flowering Peach, Belasco (Dj
54- 55 season in better than aver- (Charles Davis). About $1,900.
16th wk; 127; $5.75-$4.60; 1,077;
age fashion.
$28,300) (Menasha Skulnik). NearThe bookings include “Fifth Sealy $14,400 on twofers
(previous
soo, next Monday (25); “Guys and
‘Guys’ $4,560 in Buff.
week, $12,000 on twofers); closes
2- A vaude offering,
Buffalo, April 19.
next Saturday (23).
„
Edith Piaf, is due May 9 for two
“Guys and Dolls” grossed $4,500
House of Flowers, Alvin (MC)
weeks.
in two performance at the Erlanger (16th wk; 124; $6.90; 1,150; $47,here at $3.30 top last Saturday 000).
Almost $31,400 (previous
(16).
week, $31,100).
Current London Shows
The Manny Davis production is
Kismet, Ziegfeld (OP) (72d wk;
London, April 19.
current at the Royal Alexandra, 572; $6.90; 1,528; $57,908) (William
(Figures denote premiere dates) Toronto.
Over
Johnson, Elaine Malbin).
,
r
4ar
Duk
e
York
0-9-34).
'«- .i5
ftiri
A^

the

first

the

Teahouse’

‘OhMen’17 /2G,S.F.

.

4

!

OK

Week

(

Bad Scad, Aldwyeh (4-14-55).
J-Hlle, Globe (11-24-54),
Phoen5x (10-5-54).
SoLk «S°m

Inherit the Wind, Nat*l
Honays, Longacre (4-28).

One* Upon
South

set)

if

Center

(4-20 J.

C a. mb*;id ee dO-21-54).
,
r,en
Wyndham
S (12-1-53),
Can-Can, ^',.
Coliseum (10-14-54).

(4-21).

/

Tailor, Cort (wk. S-16).

Pacific, City

Damn Yankees,

(5-4).
(5-5).

46th St.
Flrilairt Rainbow, City Center

Seventh Heaven,

Gln9' Yj c pal (12-16-54).
Dlffi!.»
* r * n .( c
£° r M#n ' Duchess (4-11-55).
Rot' Whitehall (8-31-54).
®»rs»ros, Wales (4-9-55).

Center

ANTA

*

Hippo Dancing,

Lyric) (4-7-54).
:30 ' Criterion (4-29-54).

OFF-B'WAY
Phoenix

'55,

Phoenix

If ln«
J?
*' D ury Lane
Matchmaker, vS
Haymarket

(4-23).

Amba s.

Equity Shows
April 18 -May 1)
Lenox
Maedchen In Uniform
(

—

<

Playhouse, N. Y. (20-24),
Evening with Shaw * O'Casey

—Lenox

‘

Salad Days, Vaudeville- (8-5-54).
Separate Tables, St. James's (9-22-54).
rt ®u * Charge, Garrick
(2-17-55).
* LajJC*/ Apollo (11-24-54).
South, **
Arts

Current Stock
April 18-May
(

Dial

M

Bills

1)

for Murder, Arena,

—

Rochester

Pel Joey Playhouse, Stamford (18-24).
keo (19-1).
Rain Arena Stage, Washington (19-24).
White Sheep of Family—Miller, Milwau*•
kee (19-1)1.

—

'

Savoy

BROADWAY

(9-9-54).
(2-16-55).

st - Martin's (2-8-55).

Hill

Following are the comparative figures based on Variety’s boxfor last week (the 46th week of the season) and
the corresponding week of last season:
office reports

(10-8-53).
(11-4-54).
(11-25-52).

Old Vie Rep, Old Vic
Sailor Beware, Strand

Hill Playhouse, N. Y. (27-1).

(19-1).

*

,

£7

(5-18).
(5-26).

Theatre

(12-14-54).

(3-30-55),

Town, Adelphl (11-17-54).
*Joon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
n Jov' R °y al Ct. (3-31),
" Pari *' Hipp. (4-3-54).
wSnHilV. Town,
Wonderful
Princes
,

(2-23-55).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Desperate
Hours, Hipp.

(4-19-55).

&

“

Boston, April 19.
Yankees” sold out for

,

Guys

(previous week, $36,400);
closes next Saturday (23) to tour.
Lunatics
Lovers,. Broadhurst
(C) (18th wk; 144; $5.75-84.60; !,160; $29,500). Nearly $21,200 (previous week, $18,000).

$43,200

tered increases over the previous
stanza.
Hikes went as high as
Pajama Game, St. James 1MC)
f.7,700 for a musical and $3,800 for
(49th wk; 388; $6,90j 1,615; $52,118)
a straight play.
There were no closings last (John Raitt, Janis Paige, Eddie
week. However, two entries are Foy, Jr.), Capacity as usual, over
shuttering next Saturday (23) for $52,100.
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden
road tours. They are “Dark Is
Light Enough” and “Kismet.” Also (MC) (12th wk; 92; $6.90; 1,510;
terminating its run next Saturday $55,672), Almost $54,200“ (previous

which played to solid biz in its
windup third frame at the Forrest.

week, $27,900); The Paul Muni tryout exited last
$29,000
run here has been extended a Saturday (16), leaving the town
dark this week.
week, through May 14.
The Forrest relights next ‘MonRainmaker, Erlanger, (1st Wk)
day (25) with the musical, “Seventh
($4; 1,300) (Geraldine Page). Almost' $12,900 for the initial stanza; Heaven,” in for a two-week stand.
ESTIMATE FOR LAST? WEEK
opened April 11 to three favorable
Inherit the Wind, Forrest (D)
notices (Cassidy, Tribune; Harris,
(3d
wk) ($4.20; 1,760) (Paul Muni).
News, Kogah, Sun Times); one pan
Wound up three-week run with
(Dettmer, American).
over
$30,700.
and
Sympathy,
Tea
Blackstone
(6th wk) ($4.50;' 1,500) (Deborah

“Lovers’ $21,200,

,

a three- week stay at the 1,482-seat
Cass. Top is $4.40 weekend eves
and $3.85 weeknights. Theatre^ has
no bookings after “Cadillac” eJfrts

(previous

Kerr).
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For 2d Week, Detroit

Chicago, April 19,
last week after the traditional preEaster letdown. Two new arrivals
debuted, but had sluggish first-

LEGITIMATE

I'SniEfr

1955

‘April 20,

Number

of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows.
Total gross for all shows last week
Season's total gross so far
Number of new productions.
•.

This

1953-54

Season

Season

23

23
942
$666,100
$26,044,200
55

980
$722,900
$27,373,200
52

ROAD
Excluding stock
Number of current shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shows
T^otal gross for all shows last
Season’s total gross so far

week

...

20
780
$437,600

$18,446,200

18

699
$402,900
$15,591,900

week, $50,200);
Seven. Year Itch, Fulton (C)
(126th wk; 1,005; $5,75-64.60; 1,063;

(Eddie
Bracked).
(previous
week,

$24,000)
$16,800

Over

$13,000).
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
(8Lh wk; 60; $7.50; 1,400; $57,800)
(Ilildegarde' Neff, Don Ameche).
Capacity as usua over $58,300.
Tea and Sympathy, 48th St, (D)
80 1 h wk; 637; $5.75-$4.60; 1,214;
$28,300). Nearly $13,200 on twofers (previous week, $15,900 on
twofers).
:

,

Teahouse of the August Moon,
Beck (C) (79th wk; 636; $6.22$4.60; 1,214; $33,608) (John Forsythe, Eli Wallach). Capacity as
usual, over $34,00.0.
Three for Tonight, Plymouth (R)
(2d wk; 13; $6.90-$5.75; 1.107; $40,-

000) (Marge & Gower Champion,
Harry Belafonte, Voices of Walter
Schumann). Almost $37,000 with
theatre parties
(previous week,
636,000 for first five performances
and three previews).
Witness for the Prosecution,
Miller (D) (18th wk; 140; $5.75$23,248).

920;

$4.60;
usual,

Capacity as

nearly $23,800.

OPENING THIS WEEK
Ankles Aweigh, Hellinger (MC)
Musical
1,513; $56,000).
with book by Guy Bolton and Eddie Davis, lyrics by Dan Shapiro,
music by Sammy Fain, presented
by Howard Hoyt, Reginald Hammerstein & Fred F. Finkelhoffe;
production financed at $200,000,
plus $40,000 overcall. Cost about
$275,000 to bring in, including approximate $20,000 tryout loss, but
excluding bonds, and can break
($6.90;

even
last

around

at

Monday

$33,000;

(18)

reviews

to

and one
(Chapman, News).

opened

negative
inconclusive

six

in One, Playhouse ($4.60999;
$21,865).
(Maureen

All
63.90;

Stapleton,
Mjh-on
McCormick).
Triple bill, including Tennessee
Williams’ “27 Wagons Full of Cotton,” dance soloist Paul Draper,
and’ Leonard Bernstein’s “Trouble
in Tahiti,” presented by Charles
Bowden
Richard Barr; production financed at $40,000.
Cost
aboxit $30,000 to open (no tryout),
excluding bonds, and can break
even at around $13,000; opened last
night (Tues.).

&

Guys
(MC)

and

($3.60;

Dolls, City Center
3,090; $50,160). Mu-

based on a story by Damon
Runyon, with book by Jo Swerling
and Abe Burrows, music and lyrics
by Frank Loesser, presented by
the N. Y. City Light Opera Co. as
the initial revival of a three-production, six-week series presented
on a total budget of approximately
$220,000, including operation and
can break even at around $37,000
weekly, opens tonight (Wed.).
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
sical,

($5.75-$4.60; .1,172;

$31,300)

(Paul

Play by Jerome Lawrence
and Robert E. Lee, presented by
Herman Shumlin, in association

Muni).

with Margo Jones; production fiat* $80,000. Cost about $88,in, including approximate $14,000 tryout loss, but excluding bonds, and can b.reak even

nanced

000 to bring

at

around $19,000; opens tomorrow

night (Thurs.).

Phoenix

*5$,

Phoenix

(R) ($4.60-

$3.45; 1,150; $22,000).
Revue with
sketches by Ira Wallach, lyrics by
David Craig and music by David
Baker, presented by T. Edward
Hambleton and Norris Houghton
as the fifth and final production in
this season’s series of stock offerings on* a total budget of $184,375
and can break even at around
$15,000; opens next Saturday night
(23).

OFF-BROADWAY
(Figures denote opening dates

Bamboo

Cross, Blaclcfriars (2-21-

55).

Juno

&

Paycock, G’n'wich

Mews

(2-22-55).

Merchant of Venice, Jan Hus
(2-22-55); closes next Sunday (24).
Shoestring Revue, Pres. (2-28-55).
Teach Me How to Cry, de Lys
(4-5-55).

Thieves Carnival, Cherry Lane
(2-1-55).

Three

Sisters, 4th St.

(2-25-55).

UG1TIMATK
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Watch Your Gender!
Critics Rattle, But Aren’t

On

Contended;

performer billing,
“Three Brothers” might be a

more

Will

Drama

Y.

N.

j

of a
rattlesnakes.”

c.ntentcd

of

Indications are that the proposal*
advocated several years ago by
Brooks Atkinson, of the N. Y.
Times, will be defeated again!

|

rattled, even if they,
seem entirely contented.
There were perhaps more than
the customary number of disagreements. But there_was at least one
interval of unabashed sentiment.
That was when, the. coterie received
and replied fo a message from
Ward Morehouse, a former member on the basis of his interval as
critic fo^the old N. Y. Sun, but
subsequently remaining in and voting as a member as drama columnist of the N. Y. World-Telegram &

The members

’

didn’t

Chapman also made a bid to
fprce every member to cast a
“best” vote in each of the three
regular categories— best play, best
foreign play and best musical.
However, the prevailing ophron
was that the Circle constitution
doesn’t specifically, cover the matwhile precedent has estabter,
lished the right of members to
abstain from voting. So the meeting upheld the non-vote of George
Jean Nathan (N. Y. Journal-American) for best play and best foreign

"

ROAD ‘TEAHOUSE’ NETS
83G ON 65G BANKROLL
Profit on the road production of
“Teahouse of the August Moon”
has now topped the 100%. As of

and Louis Kronenberger
(Time mag) for best musical.
Proposal by Henry Hewes, of
the Saturday Review, that the Cir-

By mail from Colorado Springs,
where he now edits an amusements and arts section and does a
weekly column for the local paper
and a national syndicate, More;
house submitted a deadpan spoofing ballot

of

issue identification cards for
to use as “visas” in foreign countries was passed more or
cle

members
less

members was

You Were Here.”
Foreign Angle
Effort of John Chapman, critic
of the N. Y. News, to open the
best-play selection to foreign as

;

i

viduals.

As reported

in last week’s issue,
the Circle voted “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof,” by Tennessee Williams, as

•

best play of the Broadway season;
“Witness for the Prosecution,” by
Agatha Christie, best foreign play,
and “Saint of Bleecker Street,” by
Gian-Carlo Menotti, best musical.
.

Map

First

perienced transfer company .on the
West Coast!

f Railroad privileges for handling
shows and thsatrical luggags.

• Authorised
to transfer

facilitisst

in California.

and

Equipped

anywhere

Jiaul

in

.

ON

is

a reported $1,300 plus expenses.

Group

the same that appeared
in the state-filmed “Lincoln Story,”
is

clips of which were used on a February “Omnibus” tv show.

Turnabout Theatre

1100 East 5th Street

FAIRFAX

BURGHER
—AS—
Edward Ramsay”
—IN—

AND

I'

Currently

-SHUBERT—CHICAGO

able for future distribution.

New York
after

and,

in

mid-

covering

the

including tomorrow night’s (Thurs.)
“Inherit the Wind,” “Damn Yankees,”
“Seventh Heaven”
and
“The Honeys,” during Atkinson’s
absence.

Freddie Schader Joins
Pitt Civic Light Opera
Pittsburgh, April 19.
Freddie Schader will be pressagent this summer for the 10th
season of the Pittsburgh Civic
Light Opera Assn. He succeeds

Wolfe Kaufman, who

is

now

living

in Paris. Also new to the operation
this summer will be Walter Taus-

who

of the Metropolitan Opera,
will v serve as choral director
associate conductor.
sig,

Daisy Amoury Players
Slate 15-Week Season
Reading, Pa., April 19.
schedule of 15 plays has been
'for the first summer season of the Amoury Players at

A

selected

opens

May

27.

The plays to be presented arenaby Daisy Amoury and directed by John Cameron are “The

New
atre.

York to Nantucket: Summer TheMISS KAYE PHYLIIPS, 133-06
Lewis Blvd., laurelton, N. Y.

Francis

The Amoury Players will consist
of a resident company of
Equity players, Miss Amoury says.
Cameron formerly directed the
Town and Country Players in Allentown, Pa., the Mountain Playhouse in Jennerstown, Pa., and
was associated with the Paper Mill
Playhouse, Millburn, N. J.
Miss Amoury, president of Amoury Productions, Inc., produced
for

the
Theatre,”

“Armstrong

'

'Whit.

Seventh Heaven (Gloria Dellaven, Ricardo Montalban, Paul Hartman) (tryout)
Shubert, N. H. (18-23); Shubert, Phil.

Blackstone, Chi. (18-30).

as stager, but it’s pencilled for'an
-”
Oct. 12 preem.
-

Meredith,

PEOPLE
and

—

1

$

.

(Tues.).

STOCK
Th* Company
lertith'il

hotel that's right in the center

dubs and

BROAD AND LOCUST STREETS
Rtsldant

Mftnagsr

M

Dial

for

Bills

April 11-24)

Murder—Arena, Rochester

Price S04 • share
emm mmm

HOLLYWOOD ANOfLS.
20 West 05th St., N.

m

V. 23. N. Y.

tRsfstyr 4-1015

SmA

Fr«a Offtrfof Circular

within!

cast.

Hamm
_

~

Addtt il

atf

-

.

..Tent,
.then* No.

AMERICAN PLAY COMPANY
Incorporated

New York,
Desires Information
regarding the heirs and
their whereabouts of

522

Fifth

Avenue,

HOWARD WARREN COMSTOCK
author of the play

“STEPPING SISTERS”

MUSICAL

COMEDY WRITERS
WITH COMPLETE SCRIPT
Theatrical

$500,000

syndicate
is

with backing

prepared

potential hit' *how.

way

to

of

invest

Previous

in

Broad-

success not essential.

For immediate interview' in
City, write stating

phone number,

New

experience

(if

York
any),

etc., to

Box V-414, VARIETY,
154 W. 46th

St.,

New

York 36, N. Y.

CO.
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Current Stock

excellent
(

ROBERT PEARCE,

S.

T. Stevens,
Harris, Chi. (l?-30),

——

Russell Nype)

comfort plus convenience

of Philadelphia's night

McKay) — Curran,

Tender Trap (Kent Smith, K.

spacious, home-like rooms,

O’.

Scott

(18-30).

rate -special rates!

,

the Playhouse, N. Y.,

at

rated.

Toahoust Of the August Moon (Burgess

a

opened

yesterday

a

Nothing has been heard recently
of the previously mentioned hew
Prefull-length* play, by Miller.
sumably it’s been set aside while
the author has worked on the
“Bridge” one-acters.
But it remains to be seen whether it will
be ready for production during the
Circle 1955-56 season, as had been an-

Solid Gold Cadillac— Cass, Det. (18-23);
Hanna, Cleve. <25-30).
Tea and Sympathy (Deborah Kerr)

facilities in

dentally, are. the producers of “All
in
One,'*’
the triple-bill which

Continued from page 63

(25-30),

la

The producers plan to bring the
show to Broadway prior to next
Nov. 1. Bowden and Barr, inci-

op-

tlie

“Famous. Jury Trials” ticipated.
and “Lone Ranger” on radio. She
Although Bloomgarden’s plan of
was with the N.Y. Herald Tribune including all three of his,scheduled
the Turnabout can come up with
entertainment on a smaller scale. for some years and has just com- productions in a single investment
titled “Reverend
The 10 new numbers accent this pleted a novel
package is not unprecedented (the
•
statement, ranging from raucous Cyclone/’
Theatre Guild did similarly with
comedy to the plaintive wailing of
three shows a few seasons ago), it
folk singer Odetta.. Forman accomis unusual. However, all producers
panies some of them at the piano.
Current Road Shows
with a waiting list of would-be
Odette offers six songs, probbackers do what amounts to the
(April 18-30)
ably the best being “Delia,” a sort
Caine Muftny Court Martial (Lloyd No- same thing. That is, they drop any
of Bahaman “Frankie and Johnny” lan, Steve Brodle, Barry Sullivan) —Huntinvestor who declines to go into
number, and a tender child’s song, ington Hartford, L. A, (18-30).
Damn Yankees (tryout)— Shubert, Boat. any specific show. As a result,
“Why?” In another, a Welsh bal- (18-30).
backers are inclined to go along
lad, she’s joined toy Frances OsDark Is Light Enough (Katharine Corborne, and their “The Miner’s nell, Tyrone Power— Colonial, Boston with “hot” producers, even on
(25-30).
shows
that don’t look too promisSong,” is one of the hits of the
Dear Charles (Tallulah Bankhead) — ing, rather than risk being excludshow. Miss Osborne, doing an Edith Blltmore, L. A. (20-30).
ed from more likely future venFifth Season (Chester Morris, Joseph
Piaf takeoff, also scores as a comic
Bulolf) — Plymouth, Bost. (18-23).
tures.
chanteuse.
Ouys & Dolls—Royal Alexandra, ToDorothy Neumann and Harry ronto (18-30).
For example, various of the reguHoneys (Jessica Tandy, Hume Cronyn, lar backers of Cy Feuer-Ernest H.
Burnett’s “Poet Laureate of GrabStickney)
(tryout) — Shubert,
horn County” is okay comedy; Dorothy
Martin
productions were inclined
Wash. (18-23).
Burnett’s “The Last Show,” vigKing ortd
(Patricia Morlson) — Shubert, to be bearish on “Boy Friend,” but
nette of a clown making up for Chi. (18-30).
strung
along
with it so as not to
Kismet— Shubert, N. H. (25-30).
his final performance, is dramatic.
Pajama Game (Fran Warren, Larry miss out on the hit prospects of
Forman, who writes all the music Douglas, Buster West)—Hartman, Colum- “Silk Stockings,”
Unexpectedly,
and lyrics of various numbers, bus, O. <18-23); Taft, Clncy (25-30).
Pajama Tops (Diana Barrymore) —Ma- ‘,'Boy Friend” turned out to be a
comes up with one of his own, the jestic,
Bost. (18-30).
payoff show and then, reversing
amusing. “Footnote by the Author.”
Rainmaker (Geraldine Page)—Erlanger,
traditional
switch
routine,
the
Miss Neumann’s direction is fast Chi. (18-30).
Seven Year Itch (Tom Ewell) —National, “Stockings” has also clicked as
and expert. The Yale Puppeteers’ Wash..
(18-23); Ford's, Balt. (25-30).
first act is clever.

Here

expected to be a

is

10%.

straight

LONDON LEGIT BITS
Philip King* author of “Serious
Charge,” currently at the Garrick
eration will be unchanged from Theatre,
has
succeeded Frank
last season, with William Wyme- Lawton as lead in the play.
Lawtal returning as managing director/ ton will costar 6n tour with his
Robert Gordon, stage director; wife, Evelyn Laye, in George Sc
Karl Kritz, musical director; H. M. Alfred Black’s “Wedding in Paris,”
Crayon, scenic designer; Edward taking over the part played by
Noll and Grant Wagner, choreog- Anton Walbrook and then Francis
raphers;
Tom Bate, production Lederer, The musical Is making
stage manager; William Johnsoh an extensive provincial tour.
and William Baer, assistants; Helen
Otherwise, the staff for

'

WRITER

her percentage

and

I

Comedy, drama, dialogue, publicity,
business management. Seeks position

bought and had scored all the
music for the production, therefore eliminating musical royalties.
Until the presentation pays off.
Miss Dunham will get 10% of
the gross over $20,000. After that,

style

'

•spectacular,” with narrator Forman
Brown explaining that while the
scope of tv’s specs isn’t possible,

MUtual 8121 or OXford 9-4764

"THE KING

Town

Continued from page 64

GEORGE CONANT

“Sir

of

1

Company

ios Angeles 13, Calif.

return to

to

June

Bloomgarden

Shows Out

REQUEST I

Atlantic Transfer

the opening of “Macbeth,” starring
Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh,
at the Shakespeare Memorial Theatre, Stratford, June 7. He plans

America and Europe this season,
is planned for Broadway production next fall by Charles., Bowden
and Richard Barr, in partnership
with former actress Peggy Fears.
Venture is being capitalized at
$55,000.
It’s figured the show can be done
for
about $21,000, plus about
$18,300 for bonds and $15,700 for
reserve, with provision for 20%
overcall, It’s estimated the musical
will need about $20,500 weekly
gross to break even, with a probable 0 gross capacity of $40,000$50,000.
The revue, as yet entitled, will
be choreographed and directed by
Miss Dunham. The dancer has also

M

U. S.l

• RATES

Musical revue starring Katherine
Dunham, which has toured South

Blair, costume supervisor, and Bill
Blair, house ihanager of the Nixon
group whose summer Moon is Blue,” “Affairs of State,” Theatre during the regular legit
home is the nearby New Salem “Harvey,” “Hasty Heart,” “Oh Men, season, as company manager.
amphitheatre, are negotiating for Oh Women,” “Night of January
Nine-show season opens June 13
their first road tour. It would pre16th;” “My Angels,” “Male Ani- at the Pitt Stadium.
cede the drama group’s annual mal,” “Sabrina Fair,” “Dial
for;
August presentation of “Abe Lin- Murder,” “Light Up the sky”
coln In Illinois” at' the Lincoln
“Outward Bound,” “Yes, M’Lord,”
shrine. First out of town bid is
“Clutterbuck,” and “At War with
from Centralia, 111." Where the offer the Army.”

The Abe

111.,

amateur

We hove been serving theatrical
shows for over 42 years. Ours is
tha oldest, most reliable and ex-

• Complsts warehouse

Road Tour

April 19
Lincoln Players, local

Springfield,

ADVANCE AGENTS
COMPANY MANAGERS

presentation had netted approximately $83,000 on a $65,000 investment.
On April 2 accounting showed a
$61,109 profit on the John Patrick
dramatization of Vera Sn eider’s
novel. The troupe, starring Burgess
Meredith and Scott McKay, has
been netting around $11,000 weekly at the Curran, S. F., where it’s
in its ninth week.

the Legion Playhouse of the Ephrata American Legion Post, 20
miles southwest Of here. Spot

Abe Lincoln Players

Revue Next FaD

wife, authoress Oriana Atkinson,
will debark at Dublin, to visit
friends, but Will rejoin her husband in England.

Shakespeare Festival at Stratford,
Ont., go to his summer home in
the windup of its 19th touring Durham, N.Y.
last
Saturday
(16),
week, ending
Lewis Funke, Times drama edithe Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse tor, will cover the Broadway shows,

by default. Feeling of most
that the matter is
Show’s profit for the four weeks
not a serious problem, but that
ending April 2 was $43,434, plus
since there is no real objection to
souvenir book royalty. Profit
$669
the proposal, it might as well be
divvy as of the April 2 accounting
accepted on the theory that it
leaving $6,208 availwas
$32,500,
might be useful for a few indi-

candidates for the

Circle’s annual best-of-the-season
selections. The Circle responded by
citing the title of a musical, “Wish

well as' U. S. shows was bypassed
until next year. Chapman has been
agitating for the switch for some
time, and recently wrote to several
fellow-members asking for their
support at this year’s meeting,
when he proposed to raise the
question.
However, the response to his private poll was apparently negative,
so Chapman merely brought up
the matter and asked that the

‘“Three Sisters,” with Morris
Carnbvsky, Roger DeKov.en
and Philip Loeb ”

In

the N.Y. Times, sails today (Wed.)
on the Britannic for London. His

Besides catching up on the West
End shows, Atkinson will attend

|

Dunham

Kath.

.

play,

•Sun.

production

of Chekhov’s “Three Sisters!”
Ads for the 4th Street Theatre, N. Y., presentation read:

I

late

On

British Trek
Brooks Atkinson, drama critic of

Two-Month

suitable title for the cur-

rent off-Broadway

meeting of member-critics consider it and be
it next year.
Critics Circle prepared to vote on

more or less bore out the
Percy Hammond’s definition
“nest

Overseas Use

‘Visas’ (or

usual, last week’s

As
the

Hare

Times’ -Atkinson Off

the basis of show’s fea*

tured

W "j M -Tl
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Wednesday, April 20, 1955

Shows Abroad
'.11
|

Paris by Night

determined to wreck his
chances by pretending to be a
floosie, but the elderly Dean is enchanted by her daring gowns, and
ings, is

London, April

12.
Val Parnell & Bernard Delfont (by arrangement with Paul Derval) production
Stars
two
(14
scenes).
in
acta
of a revue
Benny Hill; features Tommy Cooper.
Claudine Cereda. Jeremy Hawk. Ilona
Adams; specialty acts. Vicki and' Fred!
Trio Morlldor, Marqueez. Ganjou BrothStaging by Blck
ers and Juanita (4).
Hurran; choreography. George Carden;
costumes. R. St. John Roper. At Prince
of Wales, London. April 9, '33 *2.20 top.

antics.

Within the confines of the writthemselves ade-

ing, the cast acquit

Bluebell Girls (30), undulate and
gyrate through their well 'developed terp numbers.
Second’ part has 'two of the present Lido cabaret numbers in the
exotic tropicaT~Bit using phosphorescent costumes and the Chinese
number with Sed Venetian blinds
disclosing the most -inventive costumes of the revue.
Vocal emcee chores are grace-

Naunton Wayne, a pol- fully handled by Anny
ished performer, tries hard to in- and Guy Loyal, apd music is in
enthusiasm into the school- the capable hands of the Rene
master role. June Clyde never con- Leproux orch (20).
Bluebell Girls are the mainstay
vinces as the wife and her frequent
Changes of costume add little to of the proceedings and their well
and precision work, plus
defined
the general entertainment.
the pepping of nudes, will give a
A delightful and gentle caipeo good
indication
of the pleasures
comes from Eliot Makeham as the
Dean, but Valerie French is mis- of grandiose Paris night life staBerrydr

quately.

.

ject

.

r

Since they began staging British
famed Folies Bergere Revues, Val Parnell and
Bernard Delfont have, fashioned
a formula for spectacular presentations to insure long running hits' cast as a 16-year old from a tourTheir latest production, under the ing revue. Jack, Allen gives a fair
title “Paris by Night,” is one of
showing as the headmaster. Richthe best of the series and will keep a*rd Bird’s direction is too leisurely.
editions of the

.

Coventry Street theatre packed
for months. With a healthy advance
in the till, this twice-nightly show
should very soon pay off its substantial investment and operate at
a healthy profit.
The new revue is notable because
gives billing to Benny Hill,
it
whose fame has been established
The young comedian,
via video.
with a pleasant charm and versatility, makes a smash impact. His
gab draws a full share of laughs
and his comedy contributions in
some of the sketches are notable
for their immaculate timing and
for good personality projection, In
one scene, as a model demonstrating the latest in men's wear, he has
this

the customers rolling.
The production days particular
emphasis on the comedy angle with
the inclusion ,of Tommy Cooper,
the magico who gets his laughs by
fluffing his tricks. Ho has an infectious appeal, which has pushed
him to the forefront in recent
years. On his first appearance, he
relies on his standard act, embellished with new bits of comedy
business and. later he tries his hand
very effectively with some zany im-

Myro

Femme

lead

is

.

Thomas Kungstroem

That science may eventually lead
misery and destruction is the
message of this three-act play by
llse Langner. Although it’s timely
and honest, “Cornelia Kungstroem”
in its present form is not enter-,
tainment for Average theatregoers.
The drama is wordy and fails to
wordplay and gives even the most
to

,

a. patient’s death she begins
doubt the justification of her
Then when her son, an international adventurer, returns and
attempts to make unscrupulous use
of her invention, she shoots him.

causes

to

<vork.

Adams is fine in a couple of
spots, particularly as a dancer in
an. Arab setting, and Jeremy Hawk
adds his contribution in a number
Ilona

of the cast is composed of
players, such as .Siegfried
Ernst Legal,
Schuerenberg and
who turn in effective performances,
and Heinz Giese, Ruth

Most

local

'

elrptrllP 1!

As part of the format for these
revues, specialty acts get prominent billing. The Trio Morlidor,
longtime faves in this island, impress once more with their polished contortionist routine. Marqueez, exotic Burmese dancer, registers heavily with her .stylized
Vicki- and Fredi rate
strip act.
kudos for their colorful dance of
the Incas, and Ganjou Brothers and
Juanita, in a more elaborate than
usual version of their act, qualify
for big applause.
The revue is one of the best examples in town of lavish staging
and spectacular costuming. It’s all
in good taste, without, undue ostentation, and the decorative show
girls, and, of course, the stationary
nudes, provide additional touches.
Dick Hurran has done a sterling
job of direction by compressing so
much spendor within the comparatively narrow confines of the stage.

A

Grymsdyke

.

for

.

man- rector for the Atlanta (Ga.) Municiand pal Theatre Under-the-Stars eightRussel Crouse week season beginning June 26

Leland

&

and

also o the Alvin Theatre, N.Y.,
sailed last week on a 15-day cruise
to Panama . . Although Burl Ives’
starring role in “Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof” is his first non-singing part
.

Legit-fiim actor Fitzroy Davis
.
.
gueststars in “Country Girl” with
the Star Theatre, Minneapolis,
opening tonight (Wed.) and playing
.

.

.

.

Leproux

Orch

At

(20).

Empire,

<

Pierre-Louis Guerin’s top ambition for sometime now has been
to package his renowned nitery
Lido show for R tour of South

U.S. ogling for possible Stateside
dates.

Though show has pace, lavishmess and bounce its packaged and
nitery ^quality rob this of the stature needed for Broadway show-

>

Harold Slddons
Jack Allen
,

.

,

.

Emphasis

casing’

is

on

girls,

move-

Etain O'dell

JVIargotLlstw
Flora Ransom
Eliot Makehaitt
Dean of Alton
Sir Roderick Fletcher. .. -Wensley Fithey
Angela Fletcher ............. Glen Alyn

|
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star in

Mexican

.

.

.

.

yers

.

.
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conference.

Eddie Rich opens June 27 for
his third, season at the Sacandaga
Park (N. Y.) Summer Theatre, continuing for' 10 weeks
Composer
Jerome Morross and librettist Edward Eager have been commissioned by Roger L. Stevens to prepare -an
original
musicomedy,
“Gentlemen, Be Seated,” for Playwrights Co. production in 1956
A triple bill of Tennessee Williams
one-acters will be produced this
summer at Herbert Machiz’s Lakeside Summer Theatre, Lake Hopat.

.

.

•

pictures,

.

.

.

Das Ende

.

.

became

J.

Paris; *3 top.

65; $2.20 top.

.

.

.

plays the romantic lead in a relaxed manner although he overacts a hit. Miss Pinal, a looker,
makes a competent foil. Jorge Alvarez, as the inevitable waiter, gets
laughs, while Maria Maluenda and
cong, N. J. Program will include
Carlos Morris are above average
in small roles.
Pedro Miranda's “Auto Da Fe,” “Something Unone set “of hotel room and bath is
attractively done. Carlos Vilamit- merely
relies on the fact that the
jana, who produced, also designed characters aro
familiar to those
Miss Pinal’s striking changes.
acquainted with the two preceding
For two shows a day a total of plays. Lines are often trite, with
177 days, Mistral is reportedly be- occasional vulgarisms, and the
ing paid 1,000,000 pesos, or some story development drags. Plot
is
$3,250 at the free rate of exchange, centered around the qld bookan eyebrow-lifting figure for these keeper writing novels in his spareparts.
Eydi.
time. After marrying off his daughter, he has befriended a young
Etage girl (one of the play’s few characder
ters),
who turns out to be a
(The End of the Sixth Floor)
schemer v with a criminal backZurich, April 7.
Schauspielhaus production of comedy in ground, merely after his money..
three acta by Alfred Geliri; German The other sixth-floor
tenants find
adaptation by Ursula von Wiese. Staging,
Guenther Haenel; scenery, Hanrtes Meyer; this out just in time.
technical
direction,
Ferdinand Ltttgc;
Staging by German guest-direclighting, Walter Bross. At Schauspleltor Gunther Haenel is uneven and

Rene

Naunton Wayne
Donald Bradley
Valerie French
June Clyde

•

ager

Howard Lindsay

.

6

ment, costumes and solid offbeat
acts to make time for costume
changes, plus the, spice of the nude, haus, Zurich,
April 3, '55; $2.55 top.
hut lack of a* star name and more Mme. Maret
Therese Giehse
Armin Schweizer
streamlined pictorial aspects, due Hochepot
Therese
Anneliese Betschart
Michael Pertwee, a screen and to simplification for traveling, Max Lescalier
..Walter Richter
Margaret Carl
television writer, Monja Danischew- make this primarily a show that Germaine Lescalier
Estelle Larrlgade, Beatrice Foehr-Waldcke
*ky, studio-publicist-turnedrproduc- could he transposed intact to a big Georges
Alfons Hoeckmann
U.S.
nitery
or
for
Las
have
laVegas
appeal
Brenda,
wife
his
Froge
er, and
Hans-Helmut Dlckow
Mme. Loliau
...Angelika Arndts
bored on this farcical comedy to but not for the Broadway route Berthe
Crete Heger
tastes and emphasis are
little purpose, despite its promis- whose
Jeanne
Elsbeth Gmuer
markedly
different,
ing subject matter. As it stands,
It could be a neat gambit, on its
and without .the possibility of pubPrior to its production in the
licity, because of the London news- Paris tag, for a quick run, with original French, this new comedy
paper strike, the play is unlikely the Lido reputation a plug factor. by Swiss-French playwright Alfred
Things move at lightning pace as Gehri had its initial
to survive.
performance
The theme of the piece is in- the well trained English line, the at Schauspielhaus here in German.
fidelity. The three authors play up
It is the second and supposedly
Different
the convention that “It’s
last sequel to the author’s successBlahsted Yankees
for Men,” but instead of sparkling
ful Parisian comedy “Sixth Floor”
dialog and sizzling situations, they
Boston, April 19.
of 1937, which had been translated
have been content to let the subThis being Boston, U.S.A.,
into various languages and filmed
ject drag along with only an occain France in 1941. The first sequel,
there is a taboo on the word
The treatment is
sional laugh.
“News from the Sixth Floor,” was
“damn” which Is complicating
mainly on farcical lines, but the
presented here successfully in 1943
the exploitation of the new
play lacks the pace which this meand revived last year.
musical
comedy,
“Damned
dium demands.
t
This sequel to the “Sixth Floor”
Yankees” over the family
The plot is developed by using
original seems well named, for the
medium
of
radio..
a schoolmaster as the main characseries ‘is apparently wearing out.
Disc jockeys using the hit
ter. who, with his headmaster, are
What started as a fresh and lively
song “Lola” are substituting
rival candidates for the headship
treatment of life in a Parisian
darn and durn for damn. “Inof
an important coeducational
tenement shows every sign of havfernal” is also getting a workschool. The schoolmaster’s wife,
ing been squeezed to the last drop.
o
*
*
ft***
"OUt#
tired of her husband’s philanderThe play is bare hf -new’ ideas and
Maid

23 in
.

Hayward

Landreau,

Folco; arrangements, J,
Brienne, P. Delvincourt.
With Bluebell Girls (30), Anny Berryer,
Guy Loyal, Vic & Adio, Debonalrs (5),
Half Bros. (2), Fredianis (4), Jo, Jac &
Joni,- Ruman & Kita, Florence & Frederic,

Brenda and Monje Danlschewsky. Stars
Naunton Wayne, June Clyde. Staging,
Richard Bird! decor, Claude Marks. At

Edmund Royston

.

.

Bernstein, general

costumes, Fost,

Men

Joyce Carpenter

May

to

weekend for a periodic Broadway
U.’s student production of
.Walter F.
show-catching visit.
(Hello, Hello
Wrong Number) Boston
.
“Little Foxes” skedded for May
Kerr, drama critic of the N. Y.
Santiago, March 25.
5-7 at the university’s theatre
Herald Tribune, and his authoressCarlos Vilamltjana production of com- Stark
Young’s
adaptation of
wife Jean Kerr, move next week
edy in three acts "by Julio Asmussen.
Stars Jorge Mistral, Silvia Pinal; features “Cherry Orchid” will be the first from New Rochelle to a property
Marla Maluenda. Carlos Morris, Jorge of four plays to be presented in
Alvarez.
Staging, Mistral and Fernando repertory at the off-Broadway 4th they’ve purchased on the shore at
Larchmont, N. Y. House, which
Josseaus? scenery, Pedro Mirando.
At
Satch Theatre, Santiago, March 24, *55. Street Theatre next season.
was partly burned about a year
Niqui
"Abner D. Klipstein is pressagent
......Jorge Mistral
and
Valentina
sUvia Pinal for the N. Y. City Center light ago, has a tower, with a clock
Camilo
boll.
Alvarez
..Jorge
Aldo
„ “Almost Crazy,”
Carlos Morris opera series
Murray
Dennis
and
Hebert
Fred
Cecilia .....
Maria Maluenda a new musical revue with sketches,
of. the
a
lyrics and tunes by David Rogers, are now "stage managers
Mexican^ screen stars Jorge Mis- Fred Spielman, Ray Taylor and Broadway production of “Pajama
the
on
After
sitting
Game”
tral and Silvia Pinal, who came to Jimmy Shelton is scheduled for
Chile for Tito Davison's filmization ‘Broadway production at the Bijou bench as a member of the court
Barton
is
Larry
18
months,
for
of
“Cabo de Hornos” (“Cape Theatre next July by John S.
Horn”), are rounding out their visit Cobb, with Mae Barnes slated to now stage manager of “Caine
currently
Martial,”
Mutiny
Court
by appearing in 0arlos Vilamit- star
Andy Griffith will repeat
jana’s production of Julio Asmus- the role he created in the tv ver- at the Huntington Hartford Theasen’s farce “Hello, Hello
Wrong sion' of “No Time for Sergeants” tre, Hollywood. He succeeds Len
Number.”
in
Maurice Evans-Emmett Smith Jr., who has gone to Austhe
The stage production may be a Rogers production of the Ira Levin tralia to stage a production of the
romp to Mistral and Pinal, who comedy, adapted' from Mao- Hy- Herman Wouk drama. John Huffman is assistant stage manager of
have appeared in many heavy Mex man’s bestselling novel.
screen dramas, for “Hello” is
Shaw’s “Apple Cart” is skedded the tourer, doubling as the court
frankly lightweight farce. But it for Broadway production next sea- stenographer.
would probably fall apart if it son by Charles Adams and Joseph
weren’t for the star personalities, Neebe, with Brian Aherne starring
who are proving a healthy boxof- under the direction of Michael Macfice draw.
Owen
Nancy Stern and Howard
DESPERATE. HOURS
Asmussen’s comedy misses on Dietz have acquired the legit rights
(As of April 2, ’55)
originality
and characterization. to Leonard Wibberley’s. novel, “The
(8th Week )
Reminiscent of the “Up in Mabel’s Mouse That Roared,” which they
Room” era, it’s the mossy yarn of plan to present as a musical on
Original investment, $110,000.
the young bachelor Who gets load- Broadway next season. No adaptors
Operating profit, last 5 weeks,
ed at his bachelor dinner, later have been set
Herman Cooper, $19,862.
blunders into a strange girl’s attorney for Actors Equity, curShare of film sale, $9,0.00.
apartment. She wakes up to find rently in Europe attending a lawProducers’
of gross for pe-

•

.

12.

Me How

.

Herman

Equivocado

Scheerbarth, Hans Albert Martens
and Robert Taube. Frank Lothar’s
direction seems shallow and uninteresting, but the settings by II. him passed 'out across her. bed.
W. Leeneweit brighten the pro- That causes complications with her
Hans.
own sweetheart, but curtain time
duction,
matters are presently adjusted by
the bridegroom switching to his
Night at the Lido
new-found lady and the intended
Paris, April 5.
Pierre-Louis Guerin & Rene Fraday bride getting the latter’s man. It’s
revue in two parts and 14 tableaux, con- a small world.
ceived and staged by Guerin & Fraday;
Mistral, a native Spaniard who
choreography, Don Arden; seta, Fost;

America, and perhaps North America. He has put together a theatriMyro.
cal revue, composed of the top
numbers from the past Lido specs,
I t*m Different for
for a tour through Buenos Aires,
13.
April
London,
Rio de Janeiro, Mexico and Cuba.
Minister production of farcical comedy
From Havre he hopes to get some
In three acts by Michael Pertwee and

Dawn Gnye

Lutherville, Md.,

atre,

“This Thing Called Love”
Oval
Cry” in the Grove, Farmington, Conn.,
preemed at the off-Broadway The- strawhat, begins a 13-week season
atre de Lys recently, returned to June 10. Staff at the barn includes
her Jiome in Toronto.
producer H&feert S, Carlberg,
Cathleen Nesbitt, will sub as James F. DaWson, business manco-star in “Anastasia” during July ager; Joseph Neiman, pressagent
and August while Eugenie Leonto- and William B. Brown, casting
vich vacations:
Sherman Frank will be musical di.

“Teach

play,.

.

Siegfried Schuerenberg
.Heinz Giese
Karin Kungstrbem ... Ruth Scheerbarth
Niels Peterson
.... Hans Albert Martens
Gchelmrat Forbius
Robert Taube
Jensen
Ernst Legal

Erik Kungstroem

by Claudine Cereda, who brings a.
touch of Gallic charm to the production. She has a tuneful set of
pipes, and a warm friendly style!
She’s somewhat restricted by material, biit makes Her presence felt.

Plrbrlght

Like the

Magda Gabor will kick off the
summer season at the Hilltop The-

Numcro

.

JTribuene, Berlin; $250 top.
Cornelia Kungstroem .. ,Hild*»-Weissner

uftpretensious patrons the feeling
put across its theme, despite its
great emphasis/
Production
the
doesn’t
give
players much chance. That particularly applies * to ' Hilde Weissner
in the title role of a Nobel prize
inventress of several sensational
pleasantly filled serums.' When one of her serums

Duchess, London, April
John Carpenter

Me

spoken” and “Talk to
Rain.”

through May 1.
on Broadway, he previously played
Authors agent Harold Freedit straight in the 1949'“ N.Y. City
then leave the troupe to start their Center production of “She Stoops man sails this weekend for London
Berlin, March 31.
to catch “Bad Seed/’ “Matchtalent hunting trek for the next to Conquer.” /
Freie Volksbuehne production of drama
Mosk.
in three acts by llse Langner. Stars Lido entry in December.
“Harvey” will be the initial pro- maker” and “Separate Tables,”
Hilde Weissner.
Staging, Frank Lothar;
duction of the Negro Theatre Guild and discuss various projects. He’s
scenery, H. W. Lenneweit; assistant didue back in a month.
.London
at N.Y.’s 135th Street YMCA April
rector, Rudolf
Raepple; technical ar*
Alo, Alo . •
rangements, Alfred Bergemann.
At
Curt Conway will producer Emil Littler arrived last
39 and> May 1

Cornelia Kungstroem

v

pressions.

III short, Guerin & Fraday
have a worthy package of their
nitery best and it will make a pile
in its travels as well as an indelible
mark for the Lido cabaret. It opens
in Buenos Aires April 29 for a
four-week stintr~Guerin & Fraday

pling;

Geraldine Brooks hack in New
after a quickie to the Coast
for a tv-film stmt . * Osoar Serlln
planed to Europe last week for six
weeks in Paris, Rome, London and
Dublin . . Patricia Joudry, whose

York

67

>

(often lacks subtlety.

Hannes Mey-

er, promising young designer, contributes a pleasant split-set along
the lines familiar from the two
preceding plays.
There are several lively and balanced performances. Chief credit
goes to Therese Giehse, one of the
foremost German-lahguage character actresses, as thO forthright
landlady with a heart of gold; and
Margaret Carl, who delivers an authentic and amusing portrayal of
a snappy, curious tenant. Beatrice

Foehr-Waldeck, an ingenue, is misMezo.
cast as the schemer.

All That Glitters
Detroit, April 19.

During the current engagementoof “Solid Gold Cadillac”
at the Cass. Theatre here, producer Max Gordon, pressagent
Max Gendel and general manager Al Goldin were presented
with gold Cadillacs by Jim
Roche, general sales manager
of the
Gifts

**

motor firm.
were models, Of cour

riod, $2,784.

Unrecouped

cost to date, $72,4;95.

Balance available, $13,155.
(Note: Producers Howard Erskine and Joseph Hayes (the latter
is also author) get a royalty of
.•

XVz%

of the gross

on

profitable

weeks, with the amount not to exceed the operating profit for that
week. The money represents an
advance against the management’s

50%

share of the profits.

Besides

his 3%-of-lhe-gross royalty as director, Robert Montgomery will
get
of the show’s profits.)

5%

CAN-CAN
(As of Feb. 26,
- (95th Week)
Original
investment

’55)

(repaid),

$300,000.
Profit,’ last

4 weeks, $16,975.-

Total net profit to date, $643,931.

Distributed profit, $569,547.
Balance, $74,385.
(Note: The backers share of the
payoff from the Feuer & oMartin
production was $287,047, representing 95.7% profit to date on theirinvestment.)

LUNATICS AND LOVERS
(As of April 2, ’55)
(16th Week)
Original
investment
(repaid),
$ 100 000
Profit last five weeks, $32,016.
Total net profit to date, $62,989.
Total distributed profit to date,
$30,000.
.

,

Balance available, $3,900.

Scot Legit Bits
Glasgow, April

19.

“Witness in Danger,” a dramatization of R. L. Stevenson's “Catriona,” into the Princes Theatre,
Edinburgh, for a four-week stand
.Citizens*
Theatre,
.
Glasgow,
.
cancelled Joseph Tomelty’s “Is the
Priest at Home?” due to casting
troubles and substituted Terence
Rattigan’s “The Deep Blue Sea,”
with Elizabeth Ashley and Richard
Mathews.
.Flemish drama group
from Belgium presenting the anonymous play “Marieken van Nieumeghan” (“Mary of Neumegen”) at
Empire Theatre, Inverness. .West.

.

ern Repertory Company opened at
the Palace, Kilmarnock, with a revival

of

“Hunky

the

Doi‘y/'

old

Scot,

comedy
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CONCKBTS-OPER V
y

Gigli,

The

Gallic

no. particular

sixtyish Vicente

umphs;

Escudero

U, S. Soprano 1st Negro

he. said,

raves; 59-year-6ld Kirsten Flag.-,
soprano Camilla Williams
< H.i S.
stad’s socko Symphony of the Air
Saturday (16)
concerts after an 18-month- retire- made her debut last
Vienna State Opera, singthe
with
Beniamino
ment—add the name of
ing the title role in “Madame But.

The onetime Met Opera

tenor,

and away from the U. S.
since 1939, still has enough, b.o.
pull for not one, but three N. Y.
Tecitals, and at the tail-end of the
season, too. The first one sold out
so fast, and the second went so
well, that a third had to be added—
all long, before the opening recital,
which was last Sunday (17). Take
on that affair, at Carnegie Hall,
with a $4.60 top, was around

now

65,

$ 8 000
,

.

Negro
famed

terfly.” She is the first
artist to appear with the

-

Steber Sets

“they 're too busy

“Are you a French conductor?" he was asked“Oh, no,” he replied; “I’m
too old.”

Eleanor Steber, now on tour with
Met Opera, will wind-up her
domestic chores in Cleveland May
1 in a surprise-booking joint reSoprano
cital with Eddie Fisher.
then flies overseas May 4 for^a
rare Behind-Curtain booking, being set by Columbia Artists Mgt.
for si i performances in Yugoslavia
inMay-June. This is to be followed
by two dates at the Prades Festival, as guest with the Bach Aria
Group, July 2 and 7.
Singer. may also do some dates
Parade of big symphony orchs
from Europe is to confihue. Colum- in Greece next August before rebia Artists Mgt. has' plans for im- turning home.
the

New Home

Abravanel Gets Summer

of the Met Opera from its
present cramped Broadway quaralways
Sloaji
elsewhere.
ters
favored staying put, because of the
charm and aura of the old house,

move

built in 1883.

Met board

last

week

voted strong support to a resolution for a new opera house. A committee was authorized to discuss
with N.Y. city officials the possibility of a new structure on the
West Side, in. the area between
60th and 69th Sts. that may be redeveloped under slum clearance

the financial’ risks. Gotham recitals
are being handled by Joseph H.
Conlin Jr., who bought the artist
for a straight fee of under $5,000
for each appearance.
laws.
In addition to the three N. Y.
dates, Gigli is

booked in Newark,

Hartford, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
Chicago, Washington, Boston and
Buffalo. He also has- six dates in
Canada. Bookings take him through
June 10, but Columbia wants him
to stay here into July, for added
dates. Gigli has been offered the
Hollywood Bowl for July 8, Denver
Bed Rocks for July 12, etc. Decision will be. made shortly.

MET MGR. BING PACTED
FOR GABFEST CIRCUIT
Met. Opera general manager
Rudolf Bing has been signed by
the Columbia Lecture Bureau Inc.
(Giesen & Boomer) for spot dates
throughout next season. He’ll be
on the regular lecture series, to

Anna

Russell Set for 68
U.S,-Can. Dates in ’SS-’SG
Anna

..Russell,

dienne,

now on

Down

Under,

Australia,

concert comelengthy tour

a

jan as conductor. Karajan recently wound up a five-week tour. here
heading the Berlin Philharmonic.
For ’56-’57, Columbia will bring
back the Concertgebouw of. Amster-

dam, which was here earlier this
season, under its maestro, Eduard
von Beinum. For '57-’58, Columbia
will import the Berlin Philharmonic again, this time for an expended eight to 10-week coast-toCoast tour. Tour will begin in the
far west, in Vancouver, move down
the coast, then south and east,
winding in N. Y. after 50 dates.
Parade since the war has also

included the "Israel Philharmonic,
Danish Orchestra,"“Royal Philharmonic and French National Orchestra.

opens

tomorrow

in

Sydney,

.(Thurs.), after

FAINE GETS LEAVE FOR

2-YEAR ISRAEL STINT

students in the Lobero Theatre.

Hyman R. Faine, national exec #
secretary of the American Guild
of Musical Artists for the last nine Winnipeg Ballet Raises
years, has been granted a two-year
leave of absence to go to Israel.
to Revive After Fire
Faine will be special consultant to
Winnipeg, April 19.
the Israeli Minister of Labor, headThe
Royal
Winnipeg Ballet,
quartered in Jerusalem.
One of
his main tasks is to set up a media- wiped out last spring by a fire
tion and arbitration system in Which destroyed all its property, is
reactivating.*
fund-raising drive
Israel.
Faine, accompanied by his fam- for $50,000 has already topped the
ily, will sail from N. Y. May 23. He $45,000 mark, and is almost combe replaced by Mortimer pleted/ Coin is needed mainly for
will
Becker, of Jaffe
Jaffe, attorneys new scenery and costumes.
Group, with Gweneth Lloyd as
for AGMA, who’ll double between
the union office and his law duties. founder-director and Betty FarFaine’s duties Will also be shared rally as artistic director, will start
assistant exec. rehearsing this spring, with -perby the two
Secs., Howard Laramy and Murray formances' planned for early fall.

50G

&

AGMA

’Delinquents’

World

Preem

with libretto and music by Martin
Kalmanoff, will be presented by
Co-Opera Co. at the Mask & Wig
Club, Philadelphia, April 27, 28,
29 and 30.

AMERICAN SAVOYARDS

and

Productr-Director-*-Darothy Raedler

Season 1955-56
Mikado-Pirates of Penzance-H.M.S. Pirfafore
"Beautifully sung. . . » Staged with
ahd authority."
Atkinson, times, March, 1954

taste

—

I

"Young and handsome company
itself

did

proud.''

—Herald Tribune, March

|

Now Booking— CHARLES

GREEN
Ploia, New

'54

E.

Consolidated Concerts Corp., 30 Rockefeller
CQIumbus 5-3580

York 20, N. Y.

Paris.

Richard H. Loeffler has been appointed biz manager of the Corpus
Christi

(Tex.)

M pr~

Symphony

Society.

For the past year, Loeffler has been
public relations director of the Dal*
las Symphony Orchestra.

Metropolitan Opera conductor
Rudolf Kempe has signed a man
agerial contract with
Columbia
.Artists Mgt., to cover his orchestral
guest appearance in this

country.*
•

one

official

come

put

to the
length of the

'played.

As

it:

boxoffice,

*

,

American philanthropist, is providing travel expenses to Greece and
concert costs there for two dates,
with all the proceeds from 0 two
Athens programs to be put towards
a fund' to build a much-needed
concert hall in that city. The orch’s
musical director, Dimitri Mitropoulos, hails from Greece. He last
appeared there as a conductor in
1938.

Felix Brentano will continue for
1955-56 as director of the Columbia
U.
Opera Workshop.
Rudolph
Thomas, former conductor of the
Albany Symphony Orchestra, has

been engaged as music director.
Plans are being made for production of a new American opera in
the spring of 1956.

Bilmes.

Kubert, non-pro. They're to be
Dobbs* RoundTour married in early summer.
Emile Renan, N.Y. City Opera
Mattiwilda Dobbs, American
Negro soprano, flew last Friday baritone, in a change of pace is
staging “The Barber of Seville” in
(15) to Madrid on the first lap of
Miami April, 24.
a round-the-world concert tour.
Myra Kinqh is unfolding a new
In October, she'll make her dance-opera, Manuel Galea’s “The
American operatic debut with the Wind Is West,” wheri she and her
San Francisco Opera in “Coq company of 16 appear at the N.Y,
d’Or” and will begin her third YMHA April 24.
U.S. concert tour under manageArtur Rubinstein will do a
ment of S. Hurok.
unique series of five concerts at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., next season
devoted to concertos for piano and
orchestra. He’ll precede the series
with similar concerts in -London

World premiere of “The Delinquents,” one-act, one-hour opera,

beat during the year almost made,
that up. Execs said privately that
audience complaints were about
the same. There were beefs about
the skedding of contemporary music, while composers on the other
hand complained that not enough

New

hooked for a Gross, Gotham cardiologist.
major town halls and universities,
Betty Randolph Bean, member
concert artist, is under aegis of the
talking about opera:
of board of directors of the League
Australian* Broadcasting Commis- [^TII Composers,
and public relations
This marks the first time that a sion.
and press head for the N. Y. Phil
Met Opera manager has consented
harmonic, engaged to Bruce Lee
go out on a lecture
tour, as well
as the first time for Bing on a gab
circuit. He signed last Friday (15).

There was a decrease in subscriptions for the ’54-’55 season of
about $21,000, but single sales' up-

A

of the longest ever

Jto

.

figures aren’t all in, it also believes
will wind the season with the
•same deficit as of a year ago, namely around $250,000.
Considering
increased
expenses,
like
hiked
pays* this isn’t bad.'
it

1

Zealand bookings.
A special group of 10 leading
Singer, set for 62 dates, has had
to add about 10 more since start- dancers of the Danish Royal Bal
ing the trip.
She left the U. S. let will make their U. S. debut at
March 25 and will be back Aug. 1. the Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival,
in Lee, Mass., early in July.
Miss Russell is also set for 68
date£
next
season,
November
through March, in the U.S. and
engagements
including
Canada,
Concert Bits
with the Seattle, Cincinnati, Oklahoma City and National (D. C.)
Soprano Jennie Tourel throwing
Symphonies. Then she returns to
Europe for dates starting in April a party tomorrow (Thurs.) at her
next year. Giesen & Boomer Inc. N. Y. home in honor of her marThe Anaac tour, one riage Saturday (23) to Dr. Harry
is handling.
her

filling

break even on the tour. Although

“People would
ask the
modern work, and if
To Double From Salt Lake it was any longer than 10 minutes
they wouldn't buy tickets,”
Santa Barbara, Cal., April 19.
Maurice Abravanel, conductor of „ Orch will be back from its U. S.
the Utah Symphony Orchestra, has tour in late May; In September it
been appointed music director of will fly to Europe for its first Conthe Music Academy of the West tinental tour since 1930.
It will
here. This is a summer institution, play 26 concerts abroad prior to
held in July-August, giving eight returning for the opening of. its
weeks of intensive music training 114th season in Carnegie Hall Oct,
on a professional level to those in- 21'. Fall tour will open with a week
terested. Alexander Hilsberg*held of six concerts at the Edinburgh
the director’s post last year, and Festival, Dates will follow in HolErnest Lert previously.
Faculty land, Belgium, France, Austria,
includes such names as Lotte Leh- Germany^ ^Switzerland, Italy and
mann, Gregor Pjatigorsky, Darius Greece, winding with two concerts
Milhaud and Georgy Sandor.
in London Oct, 4-5,
Abravanel, who will double beOverseas tour is expected to cost
tween Santa Barbara and Salt Lake about $250,000. The ANTA InterCity (he runs a music fest in the national Exchange
Program is conUtah town during July), will mainr tributing about $50,000', and the
ly work with an orchestra of stuState Dept, made a special request
dents here. He will also prepare for the orch
to play Vienna and
and conduct a performance of Berlin for propaganda reasons.
Strauss’ “Ariadne auf Naxos” with
Basil Peter Goulandrls, a Greek-

.

due out in London this fall.
hopes then to -film it, under
title of “Life of Gigli,” with the
tenor doing the singing, and appearing in the later, postwar scenes
as himself.
Columbia Artists Mgt. is repping
Gigli in the U. S'., but only, in a
booking capacity, at the regular
10% fee, with Gorlinsky assuming

$230,000 transcontinental tour of
the U. S. Management expects to

American music was

Post at Santa Barbara;

•

He

In

Parade ofO’Seas

Now

tion, is

The N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony wound .up its 118th season
N. Y. Sunday afternoon (17)
and left that night for a. five-week

Yugo Tour;

Also Duets With Fisher

with women" and food.”

opera company.
Miss Williams, a leading singer
of the New York- City Opera Co.,
is now on her second European
tour. This summer she’ll sing at
the Lewisohn Stadium, N.Y., doing
the leading role in “La Traviata.”
She also has a television appearance over the Canadian tv network,
Scene from
Nile
the
singing
“Aida.”
porting foreign symphs for the
It will bring
next three years.
over the Philharmonla Orchestra
of London next’ season (’55-’56),
Met Okays Bing Regime
for a five-week tour of 30 dates
next fall, with Herbert von Kara-

lyric tenor is a phenom. Decades older than his more active
contemporaries, Gigli has been the
biggest concert attraction abroad
for the last 10 years. His manager,
By 3d Three-Year Pact;
S. A. Gorlinsky, of London, who's
had him since 1948, has been able
Seeking
to book three Gigli Concerts in
continued apits
Indicating
London every season, in the 7,000seater Albert Hall, and sell them proval of Rudolf Bing’s manageout. Fact that he's the last rep- ment and confidence in his poliresentative of the Golden Age of cies, the board of directors of the
Song has been a large factor in Metropolitan Opera last week exGigli's continued draw.
tended the general manager’s conIn the U. S., his position as Caru- tract for another three years, or
’58-’59 season. Bing’s
so’s artistic successor has been through the
marred by his fights with the Met present pact, his second three-year
Opera over contract terms, his sub- termer, runs through ’55-’56.
Board accepted the resignation
sequent retirement to his native
Italy, and espousal of Mussolini of George A. Sloan as chairman
Fascism before and during the last and named him honorary chairman.
World War. His politics have had Lowell Wadmond, president, is also
no apparent effect on his postwar known to he wanting to quit, due
to pressure of his law work, but
concertizing in Europe,
no action was taken. Nor was a
Gorlinsky, now .in N. Y. with
new board chairman picked.
Gigli, reveals that the tenor’s autoThe Sloan resignation is retranslain
English
an
biography,
garded as easing the eventual

Vet

virtue in this.

“French; conductors, for inbother to
stance, wouldn’t
memorize. :new or long scores,”

s

Gigli.

y

conductor
Continental
was discussing with friends
the more prevalent habit in
America of maestros conducting without scores, memorizing the pieces first. -He saw

Phenom at 65,

To the season's incredible storyo£ thfe success of concert oldsters-^
71-year-old Wilhelm BacKhaus’ selltriouts; 65-year-old Myra Hess’

<ai

Mind

A

'

,^'r

T

Classical Disk
Rossini: La Cenerentjpla (RCA
Victor). Exhilarating performance

of a charming, melodious work by
the Glyndebourne Festival Opera
Co. Marina de Gabariri, as Cinderella, is an ample-voiced contralto;
Juan Oncina, a good lyric tenor,
and Ian Wallace (as the Baron), a
strong, impressive bass. Vittorio

Gui

handles soloists,
chorus effectively.
Franck: Sonata in
manowski: Sonata in
(Angel).

Top Russ

Symph under Golschmann.
Prokofiev:
Wedding Suite;
Invitation

to the

Roumanian
A & Szy- 1 (Columbia).
To
D Minor Weber and Enesco

fiddler

Enesco:

David

—
gracefully,
—
handled by the Trio
Brahms

Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole (Capitol). Sharply varied coupling, the
brittle, ironic, astringent Prokofiev
and the sentimental, melodic Lalo
concerto, both handled with brilliant musicianship by Nathan Milstein, backed by the St,
Louis

and Weber:

orch

Oistrakh showing -his rich, creamy
tone in the lush, romantic Franck
sonata for a warm, satisfying performance, He’s as sensitive and
tasteful* In the more moody, reflective Szymanowski. Pianist Vladimir
Yampolsky is an excellent partner.
Impressive platter.
Brahms: Trio No. 2 in C &
Haydn: Trio No. 1 in G (London).
Charming contrast
the elegant,
dainty Haydn and robust, restless,
earthy*

Reviews

effi-

Dance;

Rhapsody No.

the familiar
(played with
dispatch), Andre Kostelanetz and
the N.Y, Philharmonic add the unfamiliar suite from the ballet,
“Stone Flower.” The five dances
based oi. folkturies are rhythmic,
simple, Slavic and very pleasant.
Respighi: Feste Romane Sc Vetrate di Chiesa (Mercury). Interesting coupling. The rarely-heard
“Vetrate” (Church, Windows) is
lyric, evocative, descriptive music,
and strong contrast to the gaudy,
raucous,, colorful

“Roman

Festi-

di vals.” Highly-polished readings by
most appealing disk, Antal. Dorati and. the Minneapolis
Lecupna:
Andalucia
(MGM). Symph.
Llzst: Tdtehtanz; Chopin: KraPianist Pablo Flores handles the
Spanish suite with a solid but kowiak, “La Ci Darem” Variations,
graceful touch, plus a feeling for Grande Polonaise Op. 22 (Vox).
the Cubano rhythms. Disk contains Pianist Orazio Frugoni, aided by
the
Pro Musica under Hans
some attractive short pieces too.
Haydn: Symphonies No. 44 & 85 Swarowsky, in a vivid performance
(Epic). .Paul
Sacher leadk the of the flashy, rhythmic Liszt. By
Vienna
Symphony impressively contrast, the three gentle Chopin
through these two engaging works. pieces, the sparkling Polonaise and
The No. 44 (“Trauer”) is energetic the other two early works, stand
and lively, though sonibre at times. out.
Frugoni’s
brilliance
with
The No. 85 (“La Reine”) is a Liszt is countered by the sensitiand musicianship on the
charming,
small - scaled,
stately vity
three Chopin pieces for a very atwork.

ciently
Trieste for

'a
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-Shaving

On

Papers

N Y. Daily News yesterday (Tues.)
news-

became the third Gotham
paper but the first tabloid to reSuce the size of its column width,
Overall five-column width of the
paper was cut by 5/l6ths of an
inch, a move by which the newspaper* hopes to realize savings of
more than $500,000 a year in newsCity’s two other tabjrint costs.
oids. Daily Mirror and the Post,
are, expected to follow suit soon.
N.Y. Times and the Herald Tribune reduced their column widths
some time ago,

—

winners annually, were announced view -with India’s Prime Mi ister
Nehru.
here Saturday (16).
Outstanding newsreel coverage
This year, the 21st the awards
have been given, 12 went to news- of a news event: Paramount News
for
its comprehensive coverage of
paper; news magazine, or newsreel
reporters, while seven were won Hurricane Carol.
for radio or tv reporting; Winners
CHATTER
of the 20 awards will be guests at
Samuel Goldwyn profiled in
Frolic- arid
Headliners
annual
award ceremony here on May 27- April 29 Collier’s by Tom Pryor.
Helen Lamm resigned as Coast
Klingensmith arid Don Bindyke, 28. wifh .the awards to-be made at
and Robert Purdy, the freelance a formal noonday luncheon on, the representative for Fawcett Publications to enter the. publicity field.
photog hired by the Tribune Re- 28th..
Louis Biancolli, class of *35, and
view for the job.
Judges this year were headed by
music critic for. the N.Y. WorldTom Paprocki, Associated Press Telegram
& Sun, received the
Jazzmen Talking
cartoonist, and included workers
York U. Alumni Assn.’s
A history of jazz as told by the from all the fields winning awards. New
Citation of Achievement last Satmusicians themselves will be pubFor outstanding public service urday (16).
"iSKed by Rinehart May 31 under; by a newspaper, and also judged
Robins Millar, vet drama critic

only fairly well so far, some 4,000 others got $100 fines and five days.
Newspapermen, who claimed the
to 5,000 copies -(according to Buckbut it’s still very new. It was ban violates freedom of the press
who plan to appeal the ruling,
and
received
and
24
March
published
an unusual editorial review in the were Post-Gazette publisher Wiliam Block; Tribune Review pubSatevepost.
isher David W. Mack;. Post-GaAndrew Bernhard;
zette
editor
Another Gina Mag
reporter Vince JohnPost-Gazette
Gina Lollobrigidia seems to have
displaced Marilyn Monroe in the son; Post-Gazette "photbgs James

ley)

cheesecake mag department. The
second mag in two weeks, devoted
entirely to the Italian glamor girl,
has just been published. Newest is
pines’ publication of “That Girl
Gina,” a 15cer, text by Florence

(and pretty welL> documented, if you ever get past the
60-odd “revealing” photos of the

Epstein

AP’s Peak Membership
Associated Press has set a new
record in terms of membership,
with a total of 1,744 daily, weekly
and Sunday papers and 1,376 radio and television stations now on
memberships
rolls. - Foreign
its
have risen, too, with a total of 4,150
list, an inthe
on
subscribers how
crease of 390 over last year. Data
AP’s annual report,
highlights
sent to members in advance of the
annual AP meeting in New York
April 25, which President Eisen-

*9

:

t

She’s plenty in that depart- the title “Hear Me Talkin’ To Ya: the “best” circulation class of beof the Scottish Daily Express, is
Pines’ print order is for The Story of Jazz by the Men Who tween 25,000 and 50,000 circulahaving a new play, “The Sell-Out,”
Made It”
1,000,000 copies,
tion: the Columbus (Ga.) Enquirer preemirig at Glasgow Citizens TheTome, compiled by Nat Shapiro, for its general excellence in edi- atre April 25. It deals with the
Last week’s Gina entry was Personal Story mags 35cer, subcap- of Broadcast Music Inc., and Nat torial and news coverage of the
drapery trade.
tioned “all about the SexOBomb Hentoff, associate editor of Down Phoenix City, Ala., civil disturbLifetime Living Inc. chartered
cOf the screen.”
Beat mag, includes first-person ance.
as a consolidation of The Journal
accQunts of .150 jazzmen from Louis
editorial cartoons: of Living Publishing Corp. and
Outstanding
Dibewce Jdtuoii
Armstrong to Dave Brubeck.
Leo E. Thiele, L. A. Mirror-News. Lifetime Living Inc., to conduct
Claude M. Bristol s The MagicOutstanding coverage of major a business as publishers and broad*
with over 325,000
of Believing,
Clooney’s ’Complete Life’
domestic news story: Joseph L, My- casters of programs in New York.
copies in print, has been published
Pocket Magazine has issued 66- ler. United Press
Washington
The Schenectady (N.Y.) UnionLiberjjce
special
ai]cw -at $3.95
page “Complete Life of Rosemary staff, for continued excellence in Star will publish a 100th anniverhower is slated to address.
General manager Frank J. Starza edition form* including an intro- Clooney’’ in. vestpocket format reporting day-by-day status of sary edition Friday (22), portions
a
with
and
pianist
the
by
duction
with abundant illustrations of her
also said in his report to members
pix of the activities in radio (CBS>, films and atomic and hydrogen power devel- of which will be written in the
that the completion of AP’s radio- flock of- frontispiece
opments during 1954.
Victorian style of the mid-19th
disks, plus home life with Jose
teletype ‘ circuits throughout the candelabra kid.
For outstanding coverage of a century to contrast with today’s
Since Prentice-Hall's first pub Ferrer.
world has resulted in “virtually
Edwin concise factuality.
Author Thurston Moore traces major foreign news story:
instantaneous reception” of news llcation of the book early in 1948
Ilona Massey has sold her auto23d edi- singer’s career from Marysville, A. Lahey, Chicago Daily News, the
in all. parts of the world. New cir- it has gone into, this, its
Red Crisis,, and revolt in Guata- biography, “I Live to, Love,” to
showman- Ky., birthplace in 1928 to
cuits insure flash reception of stor- tion, an obviously good
the pres- mala.
Woman’s Home Companion, which
tieup.
ship
ent.
ies- throughout the world a fracin three
Outstanding sports writing or will bring out the story
tion of a second after they’re teleIn October.
Stann, Wash- installments starting
Other ad1955 Mutual Baseball Almanac
typed in New York.
Paul Wilhelm’s Uranium Strike columning: Francis
is -collaborating
Raedocker
Louise
ington Star, for his column “Win,
were an
vances in AP operations
Roger Kahn; who covers the
First writer to feel the thrill of
with Miss. Massey,
«...
xl. _
increase in the use of facsimile, Dodgers for the N.Y. Herald Trib- a possible radioactive burn is Paul Lose or/Draw.”
William Woods, American auan expansion of the AP Wirephoto une, and MBS sportscaster Harry Wilhelm, columnist for Mojave
Outstanding editorial columns: thor of “Manuela,” is collaborating
network by 35 additional members Wistner are the accredited coau- Desert papers. Wilhelm has
Royce Howes, associate editor of with British film -. producer Ivan
estab“1955
Baseball
Mutual
thors of the
to a total of 315 and the
hideaway that looks strictly from the Dertoit Free Press, and speci- Foxwell on a screenplay based on
lishment of a national* teletype- Almanac” but a large “edited by
“Rain.”
It’s located on a small fically for his “The Cause of
his novel. The book, published in
setter,, sports wire.
credit goes to Paul Lapolla, who oasis near 1,000 Palms, 15
miles Strike” which delved into the eco- London by Rupert Hart-Davis last
conceived the book.
nomic impact of an automobile month, is going into a second
east of Palm Springs.
‘Actual copyright ownership of
Holt’s Peak Profit Year
The other day rich Uranium de strike idling nearby 45,000 work- edition.
Henry Holt & Co. set new sales the book is iu the -names of .Kahn posits were found on his property, ers.
Frederick Ware, managing edipublishes,
Doubleday
Lapolla.
and
net
achieving
records during 1954,
and before he knew it he and A.
In the circulation category of tor of the Omaha World-Herald,
sales and operating revenues of
__
Ronald Button, Republican Na between 10,008 and 25,000, the last week celebrated his 35th anni
,
Mad Hotter
tional Committeeman from Cali- [Headliner medal was awarded the on the paper.
$8,097,812, compared with the preWare joined the
May, Mad mag comic fornia, were signing a 5-year
parting
vious record, $7,517,173 in 1953.
lease Provo- (Utah) Daily Herald’s for World-Herald as state editor, and
a 25c with Intex
Mrs. Joan Geyer series on commu- was sports editor and city editor
Annual report shows a net income book wilL go slick humor as Ernie
Oil Co.Roger Price and
Wilhelm spent four years in nity and state problems, and before becoming managing editor
of $388,514 after taxes, compared seller with
“
Robertson’s
column in 1943.
military service in the South Pa- Frank
C,
with 1953’s $289,170. Profit per Kovacs
William Gaines cific and
Publisher
tnbs.
shares,
share was $1.37 on 257,003
when he returned all but “Chopping Block.”
George Jessel back in New York
As
changeover.
pn
the
one of his four hufs had .been
as opposed to $1.21 on 203.047 ‘w gamblmg
and off to Washington and nearby
action
picture:
sports
Best
a Comic, Mad sold an average carted off tay vandals.
thp vear before
Charles Warner, Vancouver Sun, keys to address authors’ luncheons
willbe
Slick
month.
a
600,000
Lucky none of -the vandals had a for his picture showing the mis- etc., on behalf of his new Holt
Annual meeting of the company
Geiger counter or they would take that cost John Landy the mir- book, “This Way Miss,” which
will be held May 18 at its New bimonthly
York offices, with 15 directors Kurtzman editing. Goal is 1,000,- have carted off his deposits as acle mile race against Roger Ban- looms a bestseller, predicated on
well.
slated to be elected for the coming 000 circulation.
picture
Warner’s
was its initial two printings of 15;000
nister.
Gaines felt sure that Mad was
vear
J
made just as Landy, who was and an additional 5,000 copies.
__
luring an adult crowd. Convincer
Hank
Greenspun
Absolved
Top award of the National Eduhis
race,
turned
head
the
leading
_
_
_
came when Mad selections reprintA Federal court jury in Las to the left at the soiflld of pourid- cation Writers Assn, for The
Pa e One Ball
ed by Ballantine Books in “The.
_.
i. l
Show biz
figures to entertain at Mad Reader” sold over 420,000 Vegas this week absolved Las ing feet, and Bannister is just pass- Quincy, Mass., Patriot-Ledger was
the Page One Ball-annual blowoff c0 ies at 35c and is go ing into a Vegas Sun publisher Herman G. ing him on the right as he goes bn won via a series of articles by Fred
^
(Hank) Greenspun of charges of to win.
Pillsmiry, now a Boston Herald
of the New York Newspaper* Guild ^„ rt h nrin timr.
mailing, matter tending to incite to
Best news feature picture, stres- editorial writer. Pillsbury wrote
on April 29 at the Sheraton Asmurder. Jury turned in a not sing human interest: Sam Gold- a series of articles on “The Need
tor, N.Y., already include Kaye
B’Wyn Eagle Up For Sale
guilty verdict on the charge that stein. International News Photos, Is Elementary,” dealing with the
Ballard, Victor Borge, Helen GalThe shutdown Brooklyn Eagle an editorial by Greenspun put for his picture of former President city’s elemeritary school requirelagher, Georgia Gibbs, Bambi Linn
.
.
Rod Alexander, Giselle Macken- has been put up for sale by pub- through the mails tended to incite Harry S. Truman and President ments.
the murder of Sen. Joseph R. James C. Petrillo of the Musicians
Manchester (Eng.) University will
zie, Lauritz Melchior, Lucy Mon- Jfsher
nf
union, taking bows after a piano- give a degree of Doctor of Letters
roe,
Terry Moore and Walter 2 as a deadline for the sale of McCarthy.
Column was written 15 months horn duet at the union’s annual to Alfred Powell Wadsworth, editor
Talent is being lined up the property intact. If no Purchase
Slezak.
its ago.
of the Manchester Guardian, at a
convention in Milwaukee.
by Louis Sheaf fer, director of the is forthcoming by that date, 104extremely unlikely that the
Best news action picture: Tom special ceremony July 2. The
Pace One Ball
P-H’s
pub
will
ever
2
TV
Books
newspaper
year-old
Gallagher, N.Y. Daily News, .for his Guardian celebrates its centenary,
Mayor Robert F. Wagrier is
.Eric Heath, Vet screenwriter in dramatic picture of one of the vic- .as leading British daily newspaper
Honorary chairman. The Guild’s lish again under its old name,
Hollywood
and
in
London,
divide
the
and
then
will
Schroth
since
pretims
of a crash landing in Jamaica on that date.
Page One Awards will be
with radio-tv experience on both Bay by an Italian Airlines plane,
Virginia Van Ufcp has estabsented for outstanding achievement assets into three groups and sell
sides of the pond, has authored being hauled out of 'the water by lished headquarters at RKO Stuwould
One
separately.
group
them
in various fields.
include the name, goodwill, news “Writing for Television” which rescue workers.
dios to write the screenplay for
files, library, morgue and circula- Prentice-Hall Is bringing out in
Stanwyck starrer,
Best feature story or series in the Barbara
What’s He to Do In Spare Time? tion lists; the second, machinery June.
magazine: Look Magazine and Wil- “Love’s Lovely Counterfeit,” based
Prolific author Louis L’ Amour lias and printing equipment, and the
August- publication* Bam Attwood for exclusive inter- on a James M. Cain story.
two new western novels coming hird, office equipment and fur- is “Color Television Servicing by
out almost simultaneously. “Heller nishings.
Walter H. Buchsbaum.
With a Gun” hits the stands April
Decision to put the property up
28 via Gold Medal, and “Guns of for sale came last week, a month
Leifer of the Party
the Timberland” will be published after Schroth announced he’d never
Children of all ages, give a heed
June 1 by Pantheon. In addition to publish it again as a result of the and a hop-a-doodle-do to Fred
this, he will have a five-part serial Newspaper Guild’s strike of the Leifer’s “The Li’l" Abner Official
starting in the Saturday Evening paper. Schroth said he won’t neces- Square Dance Handbook” (Barnes;
Post very soon called" “The Burn- sarily sell to the highest bidder, $1.50), complete with the moneying Hills,” and his “Stranger On but would take “the interests of making
start-a-club
angle,
A1
Horseback” (starring Joel McCrea, Brooklyn and its people” into ac- Capp’s Dogpatch dramatis perMiroslava and John Carradine) will count in any bid. Several parties sonae doin’ the didoes, the on-theget a Broadway showing by United were reported interested
hoof basics of 26-—count ’em 26
in buying
Artists some time next month.
the newspaper, among them New new twists and turns, Manny
Incidentally, his “Hondo” has sold
Blanc’s arrangements for the pieJersey
realtor
Julius
I. Kislak on
over 750,000 copies and still going behalf
anno and a hand-me-down biblioof an unnamed client, and
strong.
graphy of the hoedown-polka-long*
'js
Calrendon
Associates,
an
Right now he is at work on
ways-calls-Ozarkian - Appalachian.elive your
delight and
editorial consultancy outfit.
three projects simultaneously- an
reel-schottische and etcetera cirgolden
hours
adventure novel laid in the 12th
. • • as you look
the
cuit.
New SR Editors
Century, a melodrama’ for the
Here’s the dance favorites jof
The Saturday Review has added Daisy
years with the greatest lady of our stage
legitimate stage, and a series of
Mae, Pappy & Mammy, Evil
six names to its staff as editors-athalf-hour tv scripts.
Eye Fleegle, Sadie Hawkins and Li’l
large. They are Harrison Brown,
Abner himself; and such music in**The truth told as only my friend of many years ^can tell
Francis Henry Taylor, John SteinHolt Denies Book ’Bias'
spirers and perspirers as Paul
the real facts. This gveat lady of the stage has a fascinatWilliam E. Buckley, veepee of beck, Walter Millis^ Elmo Roper Jones, Swing Like Thunder, Take
and
Joseph
Wood
Krutch.
They’ll
ing
story to tell. She is one Of the few completely honest
Henry Holt & Co., and Howard
a Peek, Birdie in the Cage, Texas
people I know in the world.” Louella O, Parsons
Cady, editor-in-chief and manager mainly contrib pieces for the Star, Boomps a Daisy Mae Mixer,
editorial
page.
can’t
both
of the trade book dept.,
Turkey Wing and Duck for the
Cleveland Amory also has joined Oyster. Whether you wanna do-siunderstand the AP and the N.Y.
^Anything this great lady writes about her life and times
do with Hairless Joe or Rustle
Times reports quoting Newsweek the SR as a contributing editor.
has got to be absorbing.” Bing Crosby
Your Bones with Available Jones,
associate editor Ralph de TolePa. Court Pix Battle
dano’s allegation that some book
pay no attention to the chichi
Battle over courtroom photog- crowd and remember “It’s sharp
Ethel Barrymore’s Memories glow with the magic of
stores had refused to handle his
raphy continues to sizzle, with the to be square!*”
novel, “Day of Reckoning.”
her personality. I read and re-read it. It brings back a
When the author’s wife told the latest incident occurring last week
It’s a mighty purty collection
we have forgotten and the lost world of glamor
theatre
Holt execs that “it was kept where in Greensburg, Pa., where three with such extra-added attractions
judges found six news- as duds for terpin’, vittles for eatand charm.”—Katharine Cornell
it would not be seen,” they asked county
papermen
and
a freelance photog- in’, sashays for the atha-a-letic and
for information on which stores,
and they’d check, but from Holt's rapher guilty of contempt of court what more can you ask for a buck
AUTOBIOGRAPHY BY
Trau.
viewpoint “the book has. received for taking pictures in a courthouse and a half?
excellent exposure.” Cady wrote (but not the courtroom). Septet
included
stateits
executives
of
denying
the
PittsAwards
the Times also
Nat’l Headliners’
ment “there had been a few in- burgh Post-Gazette and the GreensNational Headliners Club
outstanding
for
stances of attempts by stores or burg Tribune Review, who defied Awards,
given
a
court
He
ban on picture taking to work during the previous calendar
clerks to suppress the work.
knows nought of this. The book is test the validity of the ban. Two year, and sponsored by the Press]
considered by both HoH execs as
32 paietof photos • $4.00 stall bookstores • HARPER ft BROTHERS 49 E. 33rd St, N. Y. IS
Club of Atlantic City, which also
“a-vei'y good book” ahd"hdd "Isold
plays host to both new And old
.
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Wednesday' April 20, 195S
bestseller,
die/'

Broadway

“Amsterdammer Trago-

London

“Luxury, Girls” (HA), under its
The Four Aces booked into the
German title Palladium
contested
for two weeks beginning

Gary Cooper in from the Coast

hotly

en route to Europe.
“Madchen Ohne Moral” (Girls
Jack Buchanan in from London Without Morals), is doing standout
(Tues.) on the Queen biz here.
The German censorship
Elizabeth.
board originally banned the' title,
Goldie Hawkins will kick off Eire claiming it had no connection with
But later- proceedings
Island’s first nitery at Ocean Bay the film.
showed the board had no right to
park May 30.
connotation.
decide
title
the
of
grandson
William Fox Jr*,,
film pioneer, engaged to Barbara
June.
in
marriage
J. Weil;
Harold Lloyd, aetriess Louise AUParis
britton and JohrtBarrymoreJr. en
By Gene, Moskowltz
route to Europe on the Liberte.
(28 rue^Hucheite; Odeon 49*44)
Marvin Frank has set up his own

May

yesterday

.

'

upcoming “The

Kentuckian,”
Shearing,
R. (Ted)
Lewis, head of British Decca, sail(Wed.)
on the
today,
Britain
ing for

Herman Wouk, George
Billy De Wolfe and E.

.

Walter Reade Jr. due here next
month for confabs with the Cine-

matograph Exhibitors' Assn.
Leslie Hutchinson (Hutch)

•

.

ness*
Town Hall Club, Inc., in operation as a sub-unit within the Town

huddled on the proposed European
Film Pool.
Bernard Luber here to huddle
Hall on West 43d St., and which with Olivia DeHavilland on the pic
had closed its doors quietly a fort- he will produce here next season
night ago after longtime opera- “Leila.” It will be made in Paris
tion, has filed involuntary bank- and London.
ruptcy listing $71,897 in liabilities
Peter Stone in from U.SV to meet
and $27,190 assets.
English producer, Henry Sherek,
Sol Hurok left Monday (18) for for discussions of proposed LonLondon to begin a three-week don production' of his first play,

well as in the British capital.
The Stuart Erwins (June Collyer) have announced the engagement of their daughter, June
(Judy) Dorothea Erwin} to Burton

mastered by video gabber Tony
Marvin, is threefold: Treadwell is
four-time winder of the Silver
Anvil award for p.r. work; it’s also
his 20th year in the biz, and, he’s
just

become the

APRA

topper.

Frankfurt
By Hazel Guild
Palmer due in Munich to

San Francisco
By Ralph J. Gleason
Brown In town for

nighter at California U.

Infanta Isabel has “Sublime De-

Carols Llopis “De Acuerdo, Susana?”, which stars cinema actor
Alberto Closas, is at Teatro de

Comedia.

Outstanding legiter was author
Jose Antonio Jimenez-Arnau’s “La
Hija de Jano” (Jano’s Daughter)
starring Amparo Rivelles,
Vittorio de^Sica announced he
will come to Spain to film “El
Lazarillo de Tormes” (The Blind

Man’s Guide from Tormes).
Spain’s

late

author

Jacinto

Benavente will be honored by a
erected in his name
here; will be dedicated by the Society of Authors.
After Danielle Darrieux finishes
her role in Robert Rossen’s “Alexander the Great,” she will go to
France to star in D. H. Lawrence’s
“Lady Chatterly’s Lover/'

monument

pix.

Audrey Wood in town hunting
new. stories for Broadway production.

Dimitri

work

at

Tiomkin

WB

returned to
pneu-

after siege of

monia.

,

I

(The
geles”
translated by

The three most applauded mu;

trip east to visit distri-

sicals are “Diga Vd. 33” at Teatro
de la Zarzuela, the folkloric “La
Guitarra y la Copla” at the Calderon and Madrid’s “Mi Vida es el

butors.

Hal Wallis in town for preview
of “Rose Tattoo” in Berkeley and
San Francisco.
Bill Hogan, Chronicle drama ed,
back after short vacation; Jim
Estes subbed for him..

is

South Africa.
Ilona

Massey

will

make her

July.

Pittsburgh

By Hat V., Cohen
the play has undertones of foreign
playwrights, it escaped the darkPittsburgh Press Club, dormant
ness and fatalism sought after by since early ’30s being reactivated.
Horace Heidt’s one-nighter at
writers of the past. Mimi Boesnach,
Ina van Faassen, Maxim Hamel the Mosque April 28 will benefit
and director Ton Lutz are in the Hill City.
Johnny Kirby went into West
main parts. The play shows the
actions of half a dozen people at Penn Hospital for surgery on an
the end. of the season at a calm injured toe.
Jack Kahn, advertising man and
Riviera resort.
former ad 7 pub head here for WB,
operated on for bursitis.
Cast of “Pajama Game” tossed
Chicago
a party for Pat Stanley at the VariJimmy Pappas’ Vine Gardens ety Club on her birthday.
Gloria Okon off tele now and
prepping return to entertainment
concentrating on a new nightclub
policy.
act she opens Saturday (23) at HoriLowell Thomas, in on Cinerama zon Room. •
biz, aired his nightly newscasts
Big Tent No. 1 delegation to Varifrom the Chi CBS headquarters.
ety Club convention in L.A. will
Vic Wilmot joined the Ed Deuss spend a week at New Frontier In
ad agency-flackery to handle the Las Vegas after the meet.
Edgewater Beach Hotel’s publicity.

Cantes.”
Actress Emma Pennella signed
pact to play femme lead opposite
Metro producer Joe Pasternak
Arturo' de Cordova in Estela Films’
Cleveland
“Los Peces Rojos” (The Red Fish), here last week setting plans for
which has started at Chamartin preem of “Love Me or Leave Me,”
By Glenn C. Pullen
Ruth Etting biopic,
Studios.
The
Met
opera here last week
A1 Milton resigned as sales pro- for nine performances.
Pilar Lopez Co. leaves shortly
motion director of the Chez Paree
for a long tour of South America.
Johnny
O’Brien and Nita-Peppi
“White Christmas” (Par), soon nitery to devote full time to the team restored floor shows to Statto open at the Cinema Lope de public relations firm bearing his ler’s Terrace
Room.
Vega, will give Spain its- first look name.
Gayle Gaylord, Dina Tom and
at VistaVision.
Cholly Wayne breaking in new
Luis Sagi-Vela’s “A1 Sur del
musical combo at Encore Room.
Pacifico” (South Pacific) company,
Frederic McConnell readying his
Minneapolis
after 11 w?eks at the Teatro de la
Play House group for another
By Les Rees
Zarzuela, off on lengthy tour of
strawhat season at Chautauqua,
Barcelona,
Valencia
and other
Flame nitery has Dizzy Gillespie N.Y., beginning July 3.
major cities in Spain,
underlined.
Pinkey Lee’s two shows at CleveSpain,
Unitalia’s
delegate
in
Hotel Radisson Flame Room has land Arena Sunday (17) backed by
GloVanni Piergili, says King Vi- Tito Guizar.
George Young, former operator of
dor’s “War and Peace,” starring
Roxy, where Pinkey won his burly

Bob Hope here hitting bookstores for autograph sessions on
his new book “Have Tux Will
Travel.”
Benn Reyes left for Tokyo ahead
of Patti Page tour of Japan. Jack

far.

tjgF*

'

,

Saul Zaentz of Fantasy Records year.

making a

•

The Nederlandse Comedie produced “The Seawolf,” a play by
Dutch poet Ed Hoornik. Though

entry at Cannes Film .Festival this

play the title role of “Kaiserin
Elisabeth of Austria.”
Orson Welles, have finished his Rael and company, leave May 4
role in “Fledermaus .19.55,” is mak- for the Orient.
Wood Soanes, Oakland Tribune
ing some tv shorts in Vienna.
Nearly 1,000 Reich theatres have dram ed, due back at his desk
after
prolonged tour of Europe r recontracted for C’Scope, and 75%
cuperating from illness of last winof them, have it installed so

Hamburg Opera House plans a
new “Hamlet” ballet, with Maria

'

Coast supper club debut at the
Chi Chi restaurant, Palm Springs,
After touring the Orient, Israel opening
Sunday (24), Miss Massey
(4 months) and Spain (8 months),
will introduce “I Live to Love,”
the Dutch ice show, Redley’s “Ice written
by Howard Fenton and
Ballet,” returned tq Amsterdam to,
Gene Bone, who will also appear
perform its “Fantasia 1955,” dur-* in her act.
Bone is a pianist', Fening April, starring Ken Bailey,
ton a singer.
Lippe, Dagmar" & Bailisch, and
Screen Writers Branch of the
Huster-Mathews.
Writers Guild of America, West,
Metro intends to shoot “Lust For has rounded out its full compleLife,” Vincent van Gogh’s biog- ment" to the Motion Picture Indusraphy, here this fall on location, try Council by naming Herbert
directed by Vincente Minnelli, pro- Baker as its fifth delegate to film
duced by John Houseman, starring group. Previously set were Ivan
Kirk Douglas. For filming “The Goff, Herb Meadow, Winston MilHans Brinkers Story” over here, ler and Allen Rivkin.
no details are yet known.

cision.”

la

festival

held during the months of May,

June^and

Husson’s “La Cocina de los AnAngels’
Kitchen),
Jose Luis Alonso,
will be presented shortly at Windsor Art Theatre in Barcelona.
Chamartin Productions’ “Marcelino, ,,Pan
y Vino” (Marcelino,
Bread and Wine) chosen by the
one- Spanish Film Syndicate as Spain’s

—

(24 Rheinstrasse; 76751)
Lili

Les

“King Oedipus,” The

By Ramsay Ames
(Castellana Hilton; 37-22-00)

Film

of nearby girls' schools.
is also assistant golf pro
local country club,

Treadwell, new national
prexy of the American Public Relations Assn., will be feted by his
org at Si~Toots §hor luncheon Tuesday (May 3). Fiesta, to be toast-

to Philadelphia to
speaking tour.
Gale Robbins has been signed
for three more Screen Gems tele-

,

;

Jr.

Danny Kaye

start ap. eastern

re-

Madrid

the World), next season.
Gallic pix entered at Cannes.
Fest are Andre Cayatte’s
“Dossier Noir” (Black Files) and
Jules Dassin’s “Du ‘ Rififi Chez
Montgomery, Schutt, of BevHills, Hommes” (Brawl Among the Men).
a Stanford U. School of ArchitecNew Folies-Bergere revue set for
Bride-to-be is an May,
ture senior.
Modernization is the word
alumna of Miss Hewitt’s Classes. with choreography being done by
June wedding is planned.
U.S. dancer George Reich andwith
Money Dalmes, of the Comedie a bevy of names rather than one
Franchise, now in New- York on a star.
holiday with her husband, Claude
Pierre Andrieu plans a big interC. Philippe, veepee of the Waldorf- national revue at the Alhambra in
Astoria, gags about her nom-de- June. Called “Flash,” it will have
Paris among the Franco-American players of Swedish, Italian, Ausset.
She's known “Mississippi.” trian, English, American and Gallic
This comes from his introduction origin.
of her as “Mrs. CCP” (his initials).
Comedie-Francaise due to play
Pat Rooney reports that Pat Jr.’s N.Y. for the first time, under the
Dog House, a roadside inn special- aegis of So} Hurok, Oct. 25 for a
izing in hot dogs and hamburgers, three week stay at„the Broadway
at Lake Blaisdell, N.H., is a big Theatre.
They will present Moliclick
for his ex-actor-son.
It ere’s
“Le Bourgeois Gentilstarted as a gag and has been ex- homme,” “Le Barbier De Seville”
panded to include boating facili- and Marivaux’s “Arlequin Puni par
ties and the like. It. draws from a
L’Amour.”
at the
Bill

correspondent*.

on p,a. tour.
Pinky Lee back from personal
appearances in Cleveland.
John Wayne to Acapulco on a
three-week yachting vacation.

.0

.

European scouting trip for NBC “Bag Full of Dreams.”
Television. Hurock will confer with
Michele Morgan may do her first
theatrical, musical and ballet or- legit stint in the new Marcel Achganizations in Paris, Madrid, Oslo, ard play, “Le Plus. Bel Amour Du
Copenhagen, Milan and Rome as Monde” (Most Beautiful Love in

Pat

war

’

-

Warner Hollywood will celebrate
second arini of “This Is Cinerama”
April 29.
Art Rush- and A1 Rackin to San
Antonio to prepare for the Roy
Rogers rodeo.
Edward* Muhl to the -Virgin
Islands where UI’s “Away All
Boats” is filming.
Forrest Tucker and Raymond
Burr touring Army and Navy hospitals in the east and midwest.
Constant Husband.”
June 6 German director WolfEight camels arrived from AusWB, Metro and Paramount were gang* Staudte will start shooting
joint hosts with Phillips Records “Ciske The Rat,” feature film in tralia to appear in Cecil B. DeMille’s “The Ten Commandments.”
at a Claridges cocktailery to wel(German and Dutch) versions.
Edmond L. De Patie addressed
come Doris Day~on her first trip to two
Directed by Friedrich Schramm the Hollywood Lions Club on the
Britain.
Alexander
conducted
by
Motion
and
Picture Exhibition project.
attend
Princess Margaret due to
Director Arthur Lubin set Dorothe' European preem of “Daddy Krannhals, the Netherlands Opera
Benjamin
Britten’s thy Reid to write the original
Longlegs” at the Carlton June 6 at produced
story of pic he plans to make in.
a charity gala to benefit the In- “Peter Grimes.”
The Nederlandse Comedie will Tele Aviv.
valid Children’s Aid Assn.
Y. Frank Freemair tossed a
represent Holland at the International Theatre Festival (Paris) with luncheon -at Paramount for John
Sqhlesinger
and Dick Harmel of
Johan de Meester’s production of

ers of the film, Coasted after huddles at the Paramount homeoffice,
London music publisher Reg
Connelly followed his wife, Olive,
back to England by air over the
weekend. He had to' stay on a few back from Germany where they
extra days to wind up some busi- gave the pic setup the o.o, and

number

as a

Hollywood
Pier Angeli sprained an ankle.
Abe Lastfogel planed in from
N. Y.
Spencer Tracy returned from
Europe.
Ann Miller planed to Australia

Come

.

Queen Elizabeth.
Danny Kaye, whose latest is
‘‘Court Jester,” and Norman Panama and Melvin Frank, co-produc-

A

4

*

turns to Quaglino’s next Wednesday (27) for an extended cabaret
The Netherlands
Phil Silvers in for a brief vaca- season.
By Hans Saaltink
tion after canning his vidpix series.
Robert Weiss, European head of
Gary
Cooper here to attend the
Art Buchwald to do a filmed tv Capitol Records, here for a periseries of 15 minute shows for odic * checkup of his company’s Continental preem of “Vera Cruz,”
in Amsterdam Tuschinski Theatre.
MCA.
business.
Theater Co. gave performances
Marcel Ayme’s five-year-old legit
John Davis hosting a luncheon of ‘Til
As A Thief,” a
N.Y.
gets
finally
“Clerambard,”
hit,
for Al Graham and Keith Russett, French trifle by Georges de Terairing next season.
.
from
swing
European
on
a
now
vagnac.
,
Cecile Aubry taking her second Australia.
Agatha Christie’s “Witness For
legit fling as star in the new Grand
George Cukor, Ava Gardner and. The Prosecution” performed byDe
Guignoliegiter, “La ’Chair L’Qrchiloca- Toneelvereniging, with Jenny van
back
from
Granger
Stewart
Orchid).
dee” (The Flesh of the
Audrey Hepburn set to play tion lensing in India on “Bowhani Marlarit and Ton Kuyl,
“L’Aiglon” in the William Wyler Junction.”
Jos Cleber’s radio' orchestra De
Frtmk Launder and Sidney Gil- Zaaiers, to Venice to compete in
pic of the Edmond Rostand classic
on the life of the. son of Napoleon. liat tossing a press reception today the- Festival Internationale de la
“The
of
Raoul Ploquin and Henri Frenay (Wed.) after the screening
Chanson, from July 24-30.

He’s now
handling music promotion for UA’s
public relations office.
its

9.

Lind Joyce tops' the cabaret bill
tonight
at the Albany starting
'
(Wed.).
Hal Hackett, Official Films prez,
in London to look .over company’s
telepix plans.

,

“Marty” and

opening of the theatrical season.
Madrid’s theatres* and cinemas
preemed four new comedies, four
musical revues and 14 pictures.
Author-correspondent Ray Brock
back in Madrid after a* long hibernation in- his 'Ibiza hideaway, His
recent
“Ghost on Horseback/’
which' since its appearance last
October, sold/ about 100,000 copies}
is being sought by several American film companies. Brock got the
idea for “Ghosts” years ago when
he was covering modern Turkey

v

Shipsted & Johnson's “Ice Friljunketing Frisco dram eds,
Litto dancing the role of Ophelia.
UFA, the Hitler-era film monop- columnists and sports writers to
Vancouver B, C. on May 6 for a
oly, added a new theatre to its
present chain, the 600-seat UFA- weekend preview of the “Ice Follies,” which follows its Canadian
Palast in Dusseldorf.
run by appearences here this sumThe play, “Zyklone”
lies”

J

Blue Barron played Prom
Mel Ferrer and Audrey Hepburn, room one-nighter.

(Cyclone),
be made into a pic this year mer.
German-French coproduction.
Pierre Fresnay is starred.
Philadelphia
Hans Albers set for lead in “Der
Letzte Mann” (The Last Man), reBy Jerry Gaghan.
paake of Emil Jannings classic, for
Vocalist Tony Carey signed by
ND Films. Dr. Harald Braun Will Columbia Records.
direct.
Eddie Rosenbaum, retired film
“Der Letzte Akt” (Cosmopol praiser, elected to ASCAP.
production about the last 10 days
Sophie Tucker inked for Novemof Hitler) wound up in Vienna ber 15 booking at the Latin Casino.
April 12. Columbia has world disLocal magician Jack Chanin,
trib,. rights.
currently at the Embassy, pacted
A German adaptation of the by Grossinger’s.
Broadway hit play, “Desperate
Escudero made one-night apHours,” by Joseph Hayes, will be pearance at Academy of Music last
presented at Hamburg’s Thalia week on farewell tour of U.S.
Theatre this summer.
The Burton Sisters, recently
Wolfgang Staudte, .director for pacted by Victor, signed for 10
^
DEFA, the Russian - controlled spots on Steve Allen TV programs.
company in East Germany, will
Ethelyn Thrasher, assistant to
make his first West German film Sam Handelsman, Playhouse-inthis summer.
A German-Holland Park producer, recovering, from
coproduction, it is based on the surgery.

(Lux Films); and “Carrousel Espanol” will be made in Spain this

will
as a

Ball-

Gold Cadillac” set for
Lyceum Aug. 18-25.
summer.
“Oklahoma” current bill of St.
Germany's “Mientras Tu Vivas”
(As Long as You Live) currently Paul Civic Opera Co.
filming exteriors in Granada. Al“Caine Mutiny Court Martial”
though not a coproduction, Spain’s in third week at Star Playhouse.
Hispano Films is working with the
“Pajama Game,” here May 11-15
Wiesbaden Co. and a number of with three matinees, scaled at
Spanish actors will appear in it.
$4.95 top.
Major film openings include “7
Shipstad-Johnson’s “Ice Follies”
Brides for 7 Brothers” (M-G), Walt wound up its usual highly successDisney’s “Song of South”; “Sinuhe ful three-week Arena engagement.
the Egyptian” (20th), “Garden of
Skitch Henderson and Faye EmEvil” (20th); “Night People”* and erson to- be- guest artists with
“Broken Lance,” (both 20th); “Fire Minneapolis Symphony at St. Paul
Over Africa” (Col); and “Execu- Auditorium benefit concert April

.

Suite” (M-G).
Santa, Easter, arid their
solemn processions are
over. With these religious functions ended, the big corridas and
tourist Reason have
arrived , .ih
Spain afad ^ith it the traditional*
tive

Semana

ritualistic,

|

“Solid

spurs.

Mel Torme back at the Vogue
Room, while Four Windsors
jumped into Alpine Village to fill
gap left by Six Headliners, who
broke up their act.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving
Glasgow ; Kelvin 1590)
Myles Bell, U.S. comedian, inked
to play Glasgow Empire this week,
(

“A Man
notching

Called

solid

biz

Peter” (20th)
following its

world preem at La Scala,
Glasgow.
Citizens' Theatre, Glasgow, can24.
Lyceum after all may get “The celled performance of Joseph TomKing and I” for 10 days or two elty’s “Is The Priest at Home?”
weeks later, House was unable to and substituted a two-weeks of
Terence Rattigan’s “The Deep Blue
Sea.” Richard Mathew? drid ^Elizabeth Ashley had the leads:
joint

J

J

.
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he attracted attention through
a ndw approach to advertising art.
.Widow, three daughters survive.ist

in Hollywood, following a heart
His wife and two daughattack.
ters survive.
ltt

«

U.S. Probes

ADOLPHE

HARRY KHBY

ROUBEN ARVANOFF

Harry Kilby, 56, a vet nitery
agent, died April 13 of a heart attack in Miami Beach. Kilby came
to Florida after many years of
agenting in New York. He was an
indie for many years, who. built up
a circuit of cafes. He set the talent
at various Jack Lynch operations
in Philadelphia for many seasons.
He built the cafe department at
General Artists Corp,, and was a
veepee when he decided that he’d
rather work in warmer climes.
After several seasons in Florida,
he returned briefly to New York
to go into partnership with Leonard Green in Mercury Artists Corp.
He left that arrangement after a
Kilby
Curiously,
few months.
trained Green in agency mores,
having hired him as an assistant
while at GAC. Following that venture, Kilby returned to Florida.
At various times, Kilby operated
cafes. At one time he doubled as
an agent and a boniface during the
operation of the now-defunct Ross

Arvanoff, 54, former
and for 22 years, maitre d’

Rouben
dancer,

'Hotel's Cocoanut Grove, Los Angeles, died April
14 of a heart -attack in Hollywood,
After fleeing from his native Russia in 1917, he joined a Russian
dance troupe in the TJ. S.
In the 1920's Arvanoff and his
wife, Lya, formed a dance act, appearing in many top hotels until
1932 when he became associated
with the Ambassador. Following
his retirement in 1952, he joined
the sales staff of> the Hotel Roose-

of the Ambassador

E. CARLSON
Hansi, Fuehrer, 79, who starred
Adolphe E. Carlson, 59, top in a number of operettas before
management official with Techni- World War I, died of a heart atcolor, died- of a^h’flart-, ailment tack April 3 in' Vienna.
She apApril 17 in Glendale, Cal*. With peared in the U.S. in 1914.
the company 26 ^ears*. h^ rose
through the rahks
h^ome plant
L. Verne Slout, 61, who operated
manager in' 1943. .r.^st yea£ he
was named special consultant to Michigan'^ last touring terit shovv
v
for 29 years before it closed in
Techni’s ‘officers,!/'
Surviving are His wife, father 1953, died April ,12 in Vermonftr

1

'

:

sisters.

JACK KLEIN
Jack Klein,

59,

co-owner of the

Maple Drive-In Theatre

in Pitts-

1

MEMORY

TV Edging

LESLIE GUYATT

Continued from page

„

Leslie Guyatt, 50, instrument
sales director of Boosey & Hawkes

1896 -April 23, 1953

- FEIST - MILLER

pactee (with the web in on
“first
refusal”
rights
although
musical
firm,
died Rose’s
instrument
paper with the web calls for
March 29 in London. He was with five scripts
a flat arrangeunder
the company for 25 years.
ment considered to be the highest
His wife and a daughter survive.

DAVE VINE
Dave Vine, 65, vet vaude performer, died April 17 in Rego Park,
L. I., N. Y., of a heart attack. Further details in vaude section.

managed from 1904-1911 when Metropolitan Opera Co. for 12
years, died April 17 in New York.
it was destroyed by fire.
PAUL G. JACOBS
At the age of 18, Arthur took Prior to joining the Met, he was
Paul G. Jacobs, 36, brother of
over the lease on the opera house associated with the Chicago Opera Danny Thomas, died April 16 in a
also

home town

Waseca, Minn.

NBC’s arrangement

with Robert E. Sherwood which
has since been scrapped). Rose’s
most recent major work, “Crime in
the Streets,” given on ABC-TV’s
“Elgin Hour,” will be filmed by
Allied Artists with Rose doing the
screen treatment and Sidney Lumet being talked up to handle the
direction as per his video chore.
The “big city” juve delinquency

Chicago Symphony, Orch, car crash near Barstow, Cal.
Further details in Vaude Section. locale may persuade AA to shoot’
/
______
it in New York.
Rose’s “Twelve
and was
William S. Jacobsen, 68, foun- Angry Men,”
originally seen on
Owen in Shakespearean perform- children, mother, three brothers der and president of the Clinton, CBS-TV’s
“Studio One” as the seaances. With development of mo- and a sister.
Corp., operator
la., Broadcasting
son’s opener; has been gobbled up
into
tion pictures, he entered
of radio station KROS, died of a
partnerships in operation of variheart attack April 10 in Dubuque, for indie production with probJOHN
WHEATLEY
City.
Mason
ous film theatres in
Surviving are his wife and ability of release under the United
John Wheatley, 41, veepee and la.
He was president of the Inde- creative director at
two sons, one. of whom, Bernard Artists label.
the MacFar“The Rack” and “Patterns” are
pendent Theatre Owners of Iowa land-Aveyard ad agency in Chi- M., is general manager of KROS.
" T'
two of a cluster of four quick sales
in 1930 and from 1935-1951 man- cago, died April 18 in Elgin,
111.,
Hollywood by writers’ rep
aged the Palace and Strand Thea- after he was stricken .with polio
Fiorina Capdevielle, 23. of the to
tre in Mason City in addition to while vacationing in
Spanish dance t^am of Rocio & Blanche Gaines in what stands as
Mexico.
killed
recently
in
an
operating the Cecil.
Julio,
was
a
record
for such tv-to-pix turnWheatley joined MacFarlandHis wife survives.
Frank Gilroy, a leading
Aveyard in 1953 after 13 years auto crash in Yucatan state, Mexi- over.
with Ruthrauff & Ryan.' He en- co. Interment was in Mexico City writer in Mrs. Gaines’ stable (she’s
tered advertising in
19 3 8 at under auspices of the National Ac- the widow of Charles Gaines, pro/
SOLOMON LIBIN
tors Assn. Her parents, a brother duction
lieutenant to John Sinn in
Solomon Libin, 83, Yiddish play- BBD&O’s Buffalo office.
Survived by wife and daughter. and two sisters survive.
the Fred Ziv radio and telepix
wright and former staff writer for
until
Forward
office),
Daily
The Jewish
will have his “Last Notch”
Jesus Maza Ramos, 44, a top westerner filmed by Russell Rouse
his retirement three years ago,
RALPH DAVIS
film and radio and
died April 14 in New York. He
Clarence Green (UA). Carey
Ralph Davis, 83, who pioneered Mexicaii stage,
with
act
comic
who
appeared
an
began his writing career with The with his late brother, Israel, in
Wilbur’s “It Might Happen ToArbeiter Zeitung and The Abend- building dfc luxe picture theatres known as Los Fikaros, died recent- morrow,” given on “Studio One,” is
ly in Mexico. His death came only
blatt, the latter a predecessor of in London, died April 11'
in that 12 days after his partner, Mario in the works for indie filming by
The Forward. He later turned to city. The brothers’ first house in
George Pal and 'Randy McDougall.
short story writing and had a num- the luxury category was the Angel Caballero, died of cancer. Ramps'
ber of his stories appear in book in Islington. Their most famous wife and three children survive.
form.
venture was the Davis Theatre,
One of Libin’s plays, “Broken .Croydon, one of the largest film
Donald M. Johnson, 20, adopted
Stars Hit
Hearts,” was produced in 1903. It houses in Europe.
son of the late C. Rosamund JohnYiddish
thehad a long run in the
Surviving are' his wife and a son, musician-composer, was found
Continued from page 1
atres in N. Y. In 1923 it was pro- daughter.
his
Bard
April
18
in
death
shot to
duced in London and was later
College dormitory, Annandale-on- five cities in Texas last week for
made into a Yiddish-language picHudson, N. Y. Authorities said it the launching of Warners’ “Strange
DAVID F. MATTHEWS
ture starring Maurice Schwartz.
apparent suicide.
Lady in Town.”
David F. Matthews, 50, former was an
Surviving are two soils and a
James Cagney is now in N. Y.
story editor at Warners and 20thdaughter.
Fox, died April 13 .in Honolulu.
Raymond Glaser, 43, tv and film after a tour of* 10 cities in behalf
Paramount’s “Run for Cover.”
of
After leaving 20th-Fox in 1952, writer, died April 10 in Los AnCHARLES GOLDNER
he had been a freelance writer geles. Among the .shows he wrote This was the first such trip made
Charles Gqldner, British actor living in South
James Stewart has beby
Cagney.
America and the were “Life of Riley” and “Duffy’s
who recently played in Hollywood Far East. He was
on his way to Tavern.” Surviving are his wife, come unusually active in selling
Well the U. S.
died April 15 in London.
“Strategic
Air Command.”
Par’s
when death overtook him two daughters, mother, father and
known on both sides of the At- in his hotel room
Gary Cooper, now abroad, included
a brother.
in Hawaii,
lantic, he co-starred with JeanHe
left no known relatives.
the preems of
itinerary
in his
maire in the American stage play,
John Powell, 72, longtime thea- United Artists’ “Vera Cruz” in
“The Girl in Pink Tights,” was in
tre manager who managed the Star Amsterdam, Stockholm and Oslo.
ROY FORKUM
20th-Fox’ “The Racers,” and had
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
R°y .Forkum, story artist for Theatre, Warrington, Eng., for 20
been set for Metro’s upcoming
“Quentin Durward,” to be made in Walt Disney and other studios, died years, died there April 9. Surviv- will participate in a Par junket
March 29 in Carpinteria, Calif. He ing is his wife, who manages the to the Catskills on the June 10
-England.
weekend to bally their latest, Par’s
Goldner also played the male started his career as an artist-re- Cameo Cinema, Warrington.
lead in the London stage company porter on the St. Louis Post-Dis
“You’re Never Too Young.” (Lewis
9 ex J-/ Steele* 52, film editor at yyas a ,bu$boy at Brown’s Hotel in
in his

TDuring

of

Co., the

stages of his the Illinois Symphony Orch and
managed road shows the San Carlos Opera Co.
Surviving are his wife,, three
manager for William

the-

early

career he also

Road

_

.

.

'y^arnerg. for

.

If)

yeai's^ flied April

the borscht belt.)

U. S. Attorney Robert Tieken.
The five manufacturers and two
unions
involved
are:.
Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., J. P. Seeburg Corp.,
H. C. Evans Ca., Rock-Qla Manufacturing Co., A. M. I. Inc., the
International^ Brotherhood of Elec-

Workers, Local 134 (AFL);
Automatic Coin Equipment
Operators* Service and
Repairmen, Local 3 (AFL).
trical

the

Machine

MARRIAGES
Carol Haney to Larry Blyden,
17.
Bride’s an

Las Vegas, April

actress-dancer; he’s an actor.
Corinnfe Calvet to Jeff Stone,
Tangiers,
Both are
April
17.
thespers.

Ruth Gunning

to

Dennis O’Con-

nor*.
April 11.
Salford. Eng.,
Bride's a secretary with Warners
Manchester, Eng., branch; he's
rep in Sheffield, Eng.
Lois Weiss to Thomas Wexler,
Philadelphia, April 17.
Bride is
production dept, secretary at KYW.

WB

JCan Burnley to Otto Wolff,
Leeds, Eng.* April 2. Bride's an ice
show performer.
Annettes Ehrlich to Leon Askin,
Beverly Hills, Cal., April 12. He’s

an actor-director.
Patricia
Sexton

Leonard
to
Schugar, Pittsburgh, April
10.
Bride’s publicity director for Buhl
'

Planetarium.
Harriet Bosack to Richard Kineavy, Pittsburgh, April 16. Bride’s
with SW Theatres in Pitt.

BIRTHS

1

CBS

fee in tv since

ROBBINS

are.,

•

and two

OF

10,

Special Assistant Attorney-Gen-;

eral Ear! A. ^injeinson said: “There
ideations that illegal agreements to control prices and distrihqtion
-.exist between manufacville, Mich.
turers-, distributors and operators.”
While, seeking mainly evidence of
John W. Brown, 46, Paramount
branch manager in Boston, died antitrust violations, Jinkinson is
April 16 in that city. Surviving also seeking out proof of other ilare his wife, two sons, a brother legal activities to be submitted to

TOM

March

^

1

independent civie crime-fighting
agency, has charged previously
that remnants of old Capone mob
have penetrated the industry.

-

burgh, died April 10 in that city.
Up until 15 years ago,, he had been and a sister.
a druggist and had also been a
velt, ‘Hollywood, as an executive building
contractor,
which inWife, 73, of Chef Joe Milani,
in 1954. His wife survives.
directly got him into outdoor ex- radio and tv performer, died of a
s
hibition.
heart ailment April 15 in North
HERMAN WEIGERT
He leaves his wife, mother, two Hollywood. In addition to her husHerman O. Weigert, 64, a former sons, three brothers and a sister. band she left a son.
assistant conductor and Wagnerian
coach at the Metropolitan Opera,
VICTOR CARNE
Mother of William Miller, asN. Y., for 13 years, died April 12
longtime
Carne,
60,
Victor
in N. Y. of a heart ailment. Born artists manager of the EMI record- sistant manager at the N*Y. Roxy,
in Germany, he joined the Berlin ing group, died April ’2 in Hamp- died April 13 in Scranton, Pa*,
Staatsoper in 1920 as assistant stead, London.
Joining EMI in following a lengthy illness.
He remained there 1928, he was associated with the
conductor.
Widow, 88, of Otto 'Bonnell,
Fenton Farms, near Long Branch, until 1934 when he joined the Regal and Columbia labels.
N. J. Recently, he again became Metropolitan.
As a singer, Came recorded un<? composer of “Turkey In The
Straw”, died April 15 in Des
involved in cafe operations. He
Weigert retired from the Met in der the name of Victor Haven.
Plaines* 111, Daughter survives.
had two recent experiences in 1947 and since then taught priwhich he built up* rundown cafe vately and worked as accompanist
JOSE M. L. RIVAS
Arthur Filmore .Cain, 69, who
properties. In each case, the land- for his wife, Astrid Varnay, Met
Jose Maria Linares Rivas, 54,
lord took over when the lease ex- soprano.
Spanish actor who was prominent toured the U.S, and Europe with
pired. His most recent venture was
A son and a daughter survive in bpth' Mexican legit and films John Philip Sousa’s Band, died
with the Brook Club, Miami Beach. besidesi his wife.
since 1945, died April 13 in Mexico April 15 in Bath, Me.
He was partnered with the landCity after a long illness. He was
lord in that cafe.
Julian Anhalt, 66, who was busiADA NEIXIGAN
the nephew of Manuel Linares
Survived by his widow and
ness manager, for a number of
Ada Nelligan, 67, former musi- Rivas, noted Spanish dramatist.
daughter.
Florenz
Ziegfeld’s
shows,
died
cal comedy .actress, died April 12
His wife and daughter survive.
April 14 in Seneca Falls, N.Y.
in Hollywood after a heart attack.
ARTHUR
After retirement from the stage,,
CONRAD EVANS
Tom Arthur, 76, vet theatre she functioned for 11 years as _ Conrad (Connie) Evans, 77,
Mother of Irving Tombach, Warmanager and past president of the business representative for the house carpenter for the last 19 ner Bros.’ Cincinnati field man,
Independent Theatre Owners of Theatrical Wardrobe Attendants years at thfe Martin Beck Theatre, died April 16 in Chicago. Also
Iowa, died April 11 in Mason City, Union, Local 767.
N;Y., died backstage April 9 dur- surviving is a daughter.
la.
In show business for nearly
Surviving are a son, daughter ing ,a performance of “Teahouse
65 years, he was manager of the and grandson.
Ernest ganders, stage manager
of the August Moon."
Cecil Theatre, Mason City film
of Royal Hall, Harrogate, Eng.,
There are no survivors.
house. The Cecil was built on the
died recently in that town.
FRANK P. FINN
same site occupied by the Wilson
Frank P. Finn, 38, soloist and a
LEO THOMAS CLEARY
Theatre, legit house, which Arthur member of the chorus with, the
Harry Ford, 81, English comeLeo Thomas Cleary, 60, vet radio-screen actor, died April 11 in dian, died April-1 in Birmingham,
Hollywood of uremic poisoning. Eng.
He’d been acting 35 years.
- Survivors
are his widow, two
IN LOVING
sons; one, Richard, has a tv show
in Chicago, and mother.

PETER DE ROSE

Continued from page

Mr. and Mrs. Joel McCrea, son,
Hollywood, April 10. Mother is
Frances Dee, actress; father is the
screen actor.
Mr. arid Mrs. Stan Mars, son,
Scotland,
March
28.
Mother is daughter of vet Scot
comedian Bobby Telford; father’s

Paisley,

also a comic.

Mr. and Mrs. Newton Kalmar,
daughter, Hollywood, April 11.
Father is a film attorney.
Mr. and. Mrs. Sy Weintraub,
daughter, New York, April 11.
Father is~ partner and general manager of Flamingo Films, the telefilm company.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cowlan,
daughter, New York, April 13.
Father is radio-tv actor; mother
was formerly with American Research Bureau.
Mr. and Mrs. David Litman,
daughter, Pittsburgh, April 10.
Father’s of Copa nitery family.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Veciola,
daughter,
Pittsburgh,
April
8.
Father’s with JoCy Sims band.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bello, son,
Pittsburgh, April 5. Father’s a
theatre owner in Blairsville. Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. ’Kevin Burns,
daughter, Pittsburgh, April 11.
Father’s a cameraman at KDKA-

TV.
Mr.

and.. Mrs. John Zajdel, son,
April 6. Mother, was
with
booking department.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay S. Harrison,
daughter, N. Y., April 15. Father
is music editor pf the N. Y. Herald Tribune.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac McGuire,
daughter, Philadelphia, April 11.
Father is early morning personality

Pittsburgh]

WB

at

KYW

Mr.

and WPTZ.
and Mrs. Bob

daughter,

Philadelphia,

Manning,
April

16.

Father is a vocalist.
Mother is
former “Miss Philadelphia,” Itha

Duerrhammer.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Schneider,
daughter, April

5,

N.Y.

Father

is

a legit director.

Mr. and Mrs. George R. Hartz,
daughter, Hollywood, April
12.
Father is a musician.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Armstrong,
daughter, New York, April 16. Father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sweeny Jr.,
son, New York, April 9. Mother is
daughter of George P. Skouras,
prexy of United Artists Theatre
Circuit and Magna Theatre Corp.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Kaufman,
Son, New York, April 9. Mother is
actress Dorothy Darling; he’s news
and feature -.editor of the NBC
press dppj*.
,
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Reekin'

V

Rollin'

with Alan Fretd

—

8:30 A,M. Last Day
of Engagement

Pahamotjnt Theatre
FiaTBTJSH AND DEKALB AVENUES, BROOKLYN

1,

N V

April 15, 1955

Mr* Alan Freed
Station WINS
28 West ]4*th Street
New York, N» T*

Dear Alan:

They say "A picture is worth a thousand words ”*
I am sure the above photos speak most eloquently*
However, I personally want to thank you and your
associates, Morris Levy and Phil Kahl, for the
most exciting and stimulating engagement in Show
Business in the past ten years*

The weekly gross of #107, 000*00 ( net ) is the biggest
in the history of the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre*

. . .

and, of course,

many thanks to
Harry Levine.

Really looking forward to your return*

As ever

Eugene Pleshette
EPs If

1905
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will continue to
go on but performers are now eyeing other areas of operation as an
adjunct to their, greasepaint careers.

Trend
business

towards
activities

extra-curricular
is

highlighted

by several of video’s top talents
who’ve launched merchandising
firms of their own.. These merchandising outfits stand to pull in more
loot for the tv performers, and
even some of the pic people who
are getting into the act, than they
made in show biz. The big difference is the tax bite. It’s the magnet attracting entertainers into the

merchandising

corporation orbit.
Corporative tax is much. less than
the tax on the performer’s personal
income and the big coin is usually

By HOBE MORRISON

Open Wm. Morris Bldg.

On

LastfogeFs Birthday

When Abe Lastfogel returns to
the Coast next week he will supervise the formal cornerstone ceremonies of the new three-story William. Morris Agency Bldg, in Beverly Hills.
The building itself may be unveiled May 17, which is the present agency head’s 57th birthday.
May 1 is also the founder’s birthday.
The agency was formed in
1898.
-

Houston Solons
'Blue’ Hit

put into their show biz activities
such as tv film or new live video
productions. Sometimes the monies
are even allotted for new manufac-

Parade

o

Houston, April 26.
The Juvenile Delinquency &
turing ventures.
Crime Commission of Houston,
Such corporate structures, into which recently launched a drive
which performers can channel against suggestive songs being
profits to beat the Federal income played in this area, has compiled
tax rap on “personal service" a list of records “reported as being
earnings, are not. new. Bing Cros- suggestive, obscene and characterby and Gene Autry moved into cor- ized by lewd intonations." Accordporation setups quite a while back ing to I. Oshan, commission prexy,
but the establishment of similar support for the campaign has been
operations had been at a virtual widespread, ranging from Coast
standstill until about 18 months stations to ASCAP execs in New
ago.
York.
Jackie Gleason has teed off the
The list of nixed songs are as
newest of such enterprises.
His follows: “I Got A Woman,’’ “Every(Continued on page 70)
day I Have The Blues," “Come
Back Baby," “Reconsider Baby,"
“Honey Love,” “Sixty Minute
Man,” “Work With Me Annie,"
Kilpatrick Favors
“Annie Had A Baby," “Last Night,"
“You
Upset Me Baby,” “The WallPronto Test of Toll-TV
flower,” “Good Rocking Tonight,"
“Sexy Ways,” “My Babe,” “WhatIn a Major Market cha Gonna Do Now,” “I Want A
Bowlegged Woman," "Wine Head
Washington, ‘April 26.
The Madison Square Garden Baby,” “Laundromat Blues" “Too
Corp. has informed the FCC that Much Lovin,’ ’’ “I Didn’t Want To
subscription tv “most definitely sDo It,” “Another Fool In Town,"
should be tested in a major market “Candy Kitchen,” “Male Call,"
without delay."
“Drunk," “Smootchie" and “One
Authorization of toll-tv has also More Drink.”
been urged by the State Radio
Council of Wisconsin as a method
of financing educational stations.
In comments filed with the agency Friday (22), John. Reed Kilpatrick, Garden prexy, said that cham-

‘Davy Crockett’ Disk
Sales

and Metropolitan
Opera performances in theatre tv

pionship fights

is willing to
substantial fee to see the
unusual show, even if it means taking the trouble to leave the home.
“It takes no complicated process
of reasoning," he said, “to reach

a

Top 4,000,000,

is

“The Ballad of Davy Crockett"
shaping up as the biggest pop

disk
seller
since
“Tennessee
Waltz" in 1951. And it may even
top that 20-year record-breaker.
Riding with 17 record versions,
the conclusion that, were it possi- tune already has racked up 4,000,ble for the viewer to see the same 000 disk sales and is still topping
event comfortably in his own home, the bestseller lists.
Top slice is
he would be perfectly willing to Bill Hayes' Cadence cut, which
pay for this privilege, without giv- has passed the 1,250,000 sales mark.
ing weight to the added advantage
Columbia’s Fess Parker and Capithat all members of the household tol’s Tennessee Ernie
Ford also
could enjoy the show as well."
ai'e pulling in hefty sales figures.
Kilpatrick said the number of
The “Tennessee Waltz” rackup of
sports programs on toll-tv will be about five years ago was
due pri(Continued on page 69)
(Continued on page 70)

See 10 Billion

Theatrical censorship

is getting
these days.
It's not going uncer the billing of'
censorship, of course, but that’s
what it suspiciously resembles.
Edward T. McCaffrey, N. Y. 6ity
Commissioner of Licenses, who recently
“persuaded”
Tennessee
Williams to revise the script of his
new, controversial drama, “Cat on
a Hot Tin Roof,” at the Morosco
Theatre, N. Y., denied last week
an application for a proposed
“burlesque” show in Brooklyn.
The American
Civil
Liberties
Union calls it censorship.
Equity, official publication of
Actors Equity Assn., called attention last week to what could be a
sleeper in a bill recently introduced before the N. Y. City Council proposing the establishment of
a commission to take over from
the
License
Commissioner all
power over theatres in New York.
Among the transferred powers
would be not only licensing, including broad control over ticket
distribution, but also sweeping aii-

workout

a

in

From U.

New York

CENTS

’55

Take

S. Vacationers

Atlantic City,. April 26.
2,500,000 U.S. vacationists
will spend $10,000,000,000 in 1955,

Some

members

Hotel
Committee
American Hotel
Assn., representing 1,800 resorts
in the U.S. and neighboring countries, were told here 'last week.
Resort

of
the
of the

The estimate was made by Fred
L. Mino, hotel consultant and partner in Horvath & Horvath, accountants, in an address to 50 resort hotel heads in Chalfonte-Haddon

'

Hall.

Mino

(Continued on page 70)

Chi Commission

Fingers Mobster

that $2,250,000,000
will be spent for lodging, food and
beverages.
said

Las Vegas Vampin’
Till

A-Bomb Ready

Las Vegas, April 26.
Television came to nearby Yucca
Flat prepared for everything in the
way of the A-Bomb blast but the
weather. And the network commentators were left with their Las

try" is detailed in a confidential
report currently being used by the
U. S. Department of Justice in its
probe of a suspected juke monopoly.
Repojrt was the result of a 10year study by Virgil W. Peterson,
operating director of the Chicago

Crime Commission.
The report states

the

forecast for the reblow tomorrow
big
(Wed.), and' just when the webs
will get the opportunity to show
the detonation to the country is in
doubt.
Meanwhile, the working (tv)
press is commuting from Vegas
to Yucca, while the atom experts
keep an eye out on the weather.
That was the main topic of discussion on the NBC-CBS pool telecast
last

The Broadway Mind
Couple of Broadway regulars heading for the premiere
of “All in One,” at the Playhouse, N.Y., just a few doors,
down the street, were eating
dinner last Tuesday night (19)
at the Absinthe House. Seemingly

a bit put out at the
prospect of being served by a
stranger, they demanded to
know where their regular waiter was.
The reply obviously shocked
them. “The night of an opening.” the lady gasped, “and

he’s off?"

all-out to plug

it.

Rebutting the scornful drubbing
given the show by the firststring
aisle-sitters, the columnists have
been devoting unprecedented space
in
unprecedented unanimity to
tout it. Also, such video names as
Aithur Godfrey, Milton Berle and
JneVe Gleason have trjked itj the
tuner on their network stanzas.
Meanwhile, Anthony Brady Farrell, a major backer of the musical
and owner of the Hellinger Theatre, N. Y., where it’s playing, took
over the production last week after
forcing out the original sponsors,
Howard Hoyt, Fred Finklehoffe and
Reginald Hammerstein. Latter trio
were reportedly caught short by
having gon e out on a limb for approximately $35,000 more than the
$240,000 capital raised. Besides the
coin, about $20,000 had been put
up .by Farrell to cover the necessary bonds.
It’s
understood Farrell threatened to withdraw the bonds if the
producers didn’t turn the show
over to. him. With the trio already
in hock, this would probably have
necessitated closing last Saturday
(23). In taking over the property,

%

of the gross royalty.

As owner

of the Hellinger, Far(Continued on page 70)

Ward

Pat

Finds That

•

(Continued on page 30)

See Bed Cases Hurt,

that virtually

every phase of tlie juke industry is
“permeated with hoodlums and the
gangster element” and has become
a huge racket.
Among the Chi
(Continued on page 18)

mer generally panned the musical,
while many of the lattfer are going

Vegas hangovers showing this
morning (Tues.) when the A-blast Farrell
reportedly relieved the exwas called off and they had to re- managers
of their $35,000 obligastrict themselves to short intertion and also got their contractual
views. Prospect wasn’t very good
rights to 1
at

Chicago, April 26.
Mobster
control
of
“almost
every level of the jukebox indus-

and Columnists

“Ankles Aweigh" may become a
“test case” between the N. Y. drama critics and the gossip column-,
ists and radio-tv personalities. For-

(

scheduled

Control of Jukes

Showdown

Critics

.

Bringing Back Raccoons

prove that the public

pay

Between

GETS ACLU HELP

4-

The show

coin.

25

4

‘Ankles’ Turning Info

business for bringing in the big

--

RIGHTS RESERVED

-4

Show bizites are discovering that
there's no business like some other

1955
——
-

.

Catholic Vets Resolve

Against Pay-See Video
Added entry

in the home-toll tel-

evision pro-and*con sweepstakes is
the Father Duffy Post, Cathdlic

War Veterans

of America, which
took sides with the “anti" groups.
unit, in a resolution adopted
over the past week, took the position that home-toll would tend to
deprive hospitalized vets of sporting'events and other entertainment
which they’re now receiving without charge.
Copies of the resolution were
forwarded to the Federal Communications Commission, the N. Y.
State Congressional delegation and
the N. Y. City Council. The FCC
specifically was asked to bar the use
by home-toll Interests of any channel now allocated to standard tv
broadcasters.

The

Breaking Into Show Biz
Is

No Primrose Path

The attempts by Pat Ward ‘'to
get her foot in the door of show
biz is meeting with obstacles in
every direction. Latest to nix her
bid to start a singing career is the
New York State Liquor Authority,
which told the Paraglide, Hempstead, L. I., that their liquor li-

cense will be jeopardized if they
on hiring Miss Ward.
SLA said that Miss Ward's ap-

insist

pearance would be “offensive to
good morals and public decency,”
and therefore would subject an
operator to loss of license and
would apply to any licensee “who
employs a known or confessed prostitute on any capacity, particularly,
one who has publicly admitted she
continually, over a long period of
time flouted laws and seeks to capitalize on her sordid past.” The SLA
follovved the lead of the Ntfw Jersey Liquor Board, which told the
Stage Coach Inn, South Hackensack, N. J„ that license revocation
would follow Miss Ward’s employment.
Meanwhile, Miss Ward is encountering difficulties on other
(Continued on page 62)
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Cannes Fete Opens With High Hopes

The Hits of The Year-1905
Of Averting Log-Rolling; 40 Nations
Send Pix,

'Girl/

Talking with music men Louis
Leo Edwards, Abe Olman, Max Dreyfus, Irving Berlin,
L. Wolfe Gilbert, Gene Buck and
a couple of other young oldsters
t’other day about the music business. This is one segment of show
biz which proves more than ever
that the more things change the
-more they remain the same.
When New York’s Tin Pan Alley
was on 28th Street, west of Broadway, it was a putt from Sime Silverman’s first Variety office on
the Knickerbocker Theatre Bldg.
Sime grew up with most of these
vets, along with Henry Waterson,
Ted Snyder, Max Winslow, Joe
Keit, Jerome Remick, Ed Bitner,
Mose Gumble, Leo Feist, A1 Beilin,
Frank Clark, Phil Kornheiser and
kindred pioneer giants of the muBernstein,

D .S. Entries

'Marty

By GENE MOSKOwiTZ
Cannes, April 26.

Manheim-Arlen Musical
The Eighth Cannes Film FestiMannie Manheim, vet radio-tv
Monday (25) with
the showing of. “Bad Day At Black scripter and producer, has finished
Rock” (M-G) at night. This film a legit musical, called “Madison
went over well with the formally Avenue.” Harold Arlen will do
'

val opened here

attired audience. Only thing lacking was the promised presence of
Spencer Tracy, who went back to
the U. S. because of illness. However, this year American interest is
quite intense.
With the five films entered
from the U. S., it shapes at
a $1,000,000 saving in the free
visas and special remittance allow-

the score!

Has to do with an ad agency that
hires a minister to star in its tv
show, which is sponsored by a
cheese outfit.

Ed

HORACE HEIDT

Down

Sullivan Cuts

To 2 N.Y. News Columns;

Offices

Also impor-

ances on these films.

For Swift & Co.
J. Walter Thompson'
Chicago

—

cip

the Yank prestige and the
Sylvester, lams
publicity with more than
Pressure of his multiple enter400 scribes, from all the world,
centered here with the run of the prises has caused a cutback by Ed
Forty* nations Sullivan in his column-writing acfete until May 11.
have entered 34 featured and 45 tivities for the N. Y. Daily News
and the New York News-Chicago
shorts.
A truly international jury is on Tribune Syndicate, and the cutback
resulted in The News’ first
has
tap this year, which has been constituted to dispel the usual criti- entertainment department reshuffling
in years. Under the new setcisms of logrolling and favoritism
leveled at the all-Gallic juries in’ up, drama editor Bob Sylvester
the past. Of course, there are al- moves up to a permanent columways diplomatic aspects involved nist’s post, spelling Sullivan, for
London, April 26.
in a manifestation of this sort, but whom he used to sub, and Jack
Gross film rentals in Great Britthis year will see reps of seven na- lams moves over, from the copy
a new peak
attained
year
last
ain
tions sitting in judgment on the desk as Sylvester’s replacement as
level of $68,311,000, according- to
outstanding pi xof th^ world. Rus- drama editor.
prepared by the Films
survey
a
Sullivan’s new schedule calls' for
sia and satellites are in this year
Board of Trade and
and Anatole Litvak is reppirig the only two columns per week, in- Division of the
in their official journal
U. S. on the jury while the East stead of five, and he’ll appear Mon- published
British pix aclast Saturday (23).
has director Youtkevitch. Others days and Fridays, with the latter a
32.4% of the total at
are Luis Bardem, Spanish direc- “first” for him, having never had a counted for
Latter figure indi$22,260,000.
(Continued ort page 62)
Sylvester, who
Friday column.
progressive rise during reover the years has subbed for Sulli- cated a
van and Danton Walker, will do cently ears.
From the gross, producers reSinatra Seeking
five a week,' on Sunday, Tuesday,
more than
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, ceived $43,475,000 or
Foreign
while Walker is status quo with 4% up on the 1953 total.
For Renege on Starring
of total
$30,069,000
sliced
films
five. on Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesand British pix earned upwards of
day, Thursday and Friday.

tant

Move Up

is

rampant

Britain's Film

Rentals to

New

Peak Last Year

500G

Role in ‘On Waterfront’

Beatrice Harman, as assignee of
Frank Sinatra, has brought a
$500,000 breach of contract suit in
N.Y. Supreme Court against Sam
Spiegel charging that the producer
failed to cast Sinatra in the Marlon
Brando role in “Ort the Waterfront” in violation of an alleged
*

(Continued on page 62)

lams, though a desk man, is also
a novelist and is currently working with Abe Burrows on a musical adaptation of his “Countess
to
Boot,” which Alexander H.

Cohen

Ralph

and

Jane Froman Carrying

Damage Action Vs. Pan-Am

Alswang

staff,

To United

States

Top Court

Washington, April 26.
Jane Froman appealed to the
contract, the complaint
and
drama
reviewer
John
ChapU. S. Supreme Court last week in
actor was to receive $55,000 plus
man. It’s § gag in honor of Chap- her long drawn out damage suit
1% of the film’s net profits for man,
celebrating
his “freedom” against Pan American Airways.
portraying the Brando part.
after 15 years of having Sylvester Miss Froman, who sued Pan-Am
Sinatra, who asserts he rearfor $1,000,000, has been awarded
ranged his schedule in anticipation “breathing down his back.”
only $8,291.87 under the “Warsaw
of landing the "Waterfront” stint,
international
an
Convention,”
also contends that he was anxious
agreement limiting liability in acto win the role since he knew it
agreement.

Under an

Oct., 1953,
states, the

Now a

Hitchcock,

would increase his prestige and
further his acting career to work
with director Elia Kazan and writer
Budd Schulberg. Moreover, the
actor claims, the film will gross
$5,000,000.

Named

besides Spiegel are Horizon -American
Corp.,
American
Pictures Inc., and Horizon-Ameri-

can Inc. Defendants, in answering
the. suit, deny 'all allegations and
ask for dismissal of the action.
They maintain there was no written agreement between them and
Sinatra but mere oral negotiations.

Yank,

is

—

and Harry Von Tilzer (m.).
this year-end’s upcoming Golden
“Where The Morning Jubilee edition. Read all about it.

Crop of Tourists;

3, 000, 090

Expected
Paris, April 25%

With the' tourist seasonal rush
on, a looksee at the nitery situation shows that there have been
some shifts in the past year, and
some new spots rocketing into

Benny’s Hub Goodwill

.

Boston, April 26.

chusetts Committee of
Protestants and Jews

Former Hollywood Labor Racketeer
to Argentina

Nick Circella,
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Nick Dean,

one of the labor racketeers convicted in 1942 for his part in the
million-dollar Hollywood labor extortion conspiracy against major
producers, left the United States
last week for Argentina under a
deportation order.
Circella was fined $10,000 and
sentenced to eight years in Federal
prison in the extortion case- and
had been fighting deportation ever
since his release from prison.

Regular Subscription Rates

—

One Year—$10.00
Two Years $18.00
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Minneapolis, April 26.
U. S. Senator Joe McCarthy
comes into the Lyceum, local
legit house, for a one-nighter,
April 28, scaled at $2.50 top,
all seats reserved.
Ostensibly he’ll limit himself to a talk, but appearance
is being ballyhooed the same
as a regular attraction.
Senator’s appearance is under
auspices of local group which
rented the theatre outright.

remain about the same

minimum

Benny, General Walter Bedell
Smith, former Under Secretary of
State, ancj Governor Theodore R.
McKeldin of Maryland, will receive
citations. Maxwell M. Rabb of Boston, Secretary of the Cabinet, will

elaborate clubs.

joints

in the smaller

and a bigger tab

4 $7)

for the

now entrenched as
“must” spot. The new show,

The Lido
the

is

“Desires,” is the best yet, with
faultless pacing, brilliant acts and

sparkling dance girls sprinkled
with the nudie scenes. With the
NouvelLe Eve still shuttered, there
is no competition in sight for this
club unless it is brought on by
Pierre-Louis Guerin himself who
intends reopening the Bal Tabarin
with a new revue “Vive Montmar-

Bergman as Anastasia,
With Guy Bolton Script;
’Ankles’ Anvil Choras

this summer.
The Ruder and Nuder Spots

tre,”

Darfyl F. Zanuck’s negotiafor Ingrid Bergman's film
comeback, in the title role of “Anastasia,” from the current Broadway legit hit played by Viveca
Lindfors, are consummated, the
picture will
probably be shot
abroad. It looks like Miss Bergman
and 20th-Fox will come to terms.
Guy Bolton, who did the English
adaptation of Marcelle Maurett’s
play (from the French), is heading
for the Coast to work on the
If

tions

Joe at $2.50 Top
Zone .... State

gies getting their regular trade.

with a $3

be toastmaster.

Name)

Street

Catholics,
at Hotel

Statler.

Chicargrt,

154 West 46th Street

—

to

Home

Cfty

—

with the U. S. O. to provide enterJack Benny will be honored next
England for the producer-director tainment for American troops overThursday (May 5) at the 18th an- prominence.
as an American citizen.
He was seas.
But on the whole,
nual goodwill dinner of the Massa- there are fewer spots with
naturalized last week.
the big-

4/27

Please send

music by Ernest R. Ball; Charles
K. Harris’ “Would You Care?”; and
another Victor Herbert musicomedy excerpt, from “Miss Dolly Dollars”. (book by Harry B. Smith),
titled “A Woman Is Only a Woman but a Good Ciga. is a Smoke.’*
To paraphrase some upstart tv
comic in recent years—Jack Benny
said of him that “it only took
probably 10 to 15 years for George
Gobel to become an overnight
sensation” they don’t write no

.

i

first visit

You Loy.e Me in December As You
Do in May?”, words by James J,
Walker, later the Mayor of N. Y.,

owe plenty to the CBS
musicologist for compiling this),»included songs like Victor Herbert’s
“Kiss Me Again” from “Mile
Modiste,” George M. Cohan’s “45 more like that today.
Minutes From Broadway" from
Or so it seems. But whether it’s
the show of the same name; “Glen that 1905 Hit Parade, or the reMacDonough and Victor Herbert’s cent cycle of religiosos, hillbilly,
“It Happened In Nordland,” Achille rhumba, mambo and rock ’n’ roll
Claude Debussy’s “Claire de Lune” stuff, the technique is still the
(that “Achille” is something he same—you gotta plug ’em. They
must have dropped with the yezfrs), did it one Way at the turn of the
Clare Kummer’s “Dearie,” Arthur century; we now have the elecA. Penn’s “Carissima” (published tronics to project new song matein Chicago by Sol Bloom, later the rial.
U. S. Congressman from N. Y.),
From the burlesque and the
Jean Havez’s “Everybody Works vaudeville days to the coinmachine
But Father.”
and dee jay segue, the pattern is
Also any number of Gus Ed- still the same exposure of the
wards’ songs, including “He’s Me new song material to the public.
Pal” (words by Vincent P. Bryan), The founder of this paner was al“Tammany” and “In My Merry ways an intimate of the music men.
Oldsmobile”
(also
both
with The recent evolution of the music
Bryan) and “If A Girl Like You,. business, because of a coin-mafirst cousin
Lover a Boy Like Me” (words by chine happenstance
Will D. Cobb); “In The Shade of to the pinball and carnival gimmick
the Old Apple Tree” by Harry H.
is but another manifestation that
Williams and Egbert Van Alstyne; the more things change the more
“Mary’s a Grand Old Name,” and they remain the same.
"So Long Mary,” both also from
Sime helped organize the Music
Cohan’s "45 Minutes From Broad- Publishers’ Protective Assn., and
way”; My Gal Sal,” by Paul Dres- in fact put in one of the Variety
ser; Bert Williams’ “Nobody* (just vets for a starter to police it, as a
being revived in the upcoming Bob combative move against the payola.
Hope picture, “The 7 Little Foys”); The cut-in and the subsidy were
“Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown,” of- rampant in those days; it’s soiheficially known as “What You Goin’ what improved today. What has
To Do When The Rent Comes happened in the Music Biz over
‘Round?,” by Andrew B. Sterling the past half-century is detailed in

_

mark the

“When The

Paris Night Spots Ready (or 1955

due in from
Hollywood
over
the
upcoming
weekend. Then to London to pre- Froman sued in the New York
pare for location shooting of “The courts which upheld the limited
Man Who Knew Too Much,” Vista- liability under the “Warsaw ConVision entry with James Stewart vention.” Miss Froman claimed the
agreement does not apply since she
and Doris Day,
was flying under- arrangement
This will

(Sterling- Von Tilzer);

Bell In the Lighthouse Rings Ding
Dong,” by Arthur J. Lamb and
Alfred Solman (what did the bassos
in male quartets do without that
one?), “Where the' River Shannon
Flows” (by James J. Russell), “Will

Also,

NICK DEAN DEPORTED

GOLDEN

as detailed

scripters,

(w.)

cidents involving planes in international traffic.
The singer was seriously injured
when the airplane, “Yankee Clipper” crashed in the Tagus River at
Lisbon, Portugal, in 1943. Miss

Doing Film in England
Alfred Hitchcock

The 19Q5 Hit Parade,

in Dr. Julus Mattfeld’s “Variety
Music Cavalcade” (and what a terrific $10 worth that Prentice-Hall
book is; many a radio; film and tv
producer, hot to mention countless

Twine Around The Door”

(same writers); bandmaster Arthur
now standard instrumental
“The Whistler and His Dog” (Pryor Jr, is now an ad agency radiotv exec); Harry Lauder’s “She Is
Ma Daisy” (J. D. Harjer collabbed
on the lyric); “My Irish Molly O,”
by Billy Jerome and Jean Schwartz;
“Wait ’Til The> Sun Ch'r.es, Nellie”

—

will
incidentally,
is throwing a party at the 4th Estate Restaurant Friday (29) celebrating the “divorce” of Sylvester

News

produce.

hncinpcc

Glories
Pryor’s

Pigalle flesh pots such as Pigallef,
Naturistes, Sphinx and Eve still get
those wanting the ruder and nuder,
with
such
places
Madame
as
Arthur,, La Narcisse, L’lndifferent
and Carrousells drawing the curio
oglers.
Madame Arthur is the
frankest and Carrousells the smartest in the limp-wrist sweepstakes.

Main dance
atmosphere,

places, with speakeasy
remain in Montpar-

screenplay.
A legal detail also nasse at Jimmy’s and L’Elephant
with the surviving Princess Anas- Blanc.
tasia, allegedly the last of the
Starting upstairs, on top at the
Romanoffs, now residing some- Butte Montmartre, are the little
where in Germany, is being con- spots which, feature cheap drinks
.

j

continued on page

16)

I

(Continued on page 18)
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Metro and CBS Holdmg Talks,

Once Unhonored, General Mitchell

EASY-GOING VIDEO

Now

Television ‘Specials’ in Prospect
Hollywood, April

26.

Metro and CBS brass have been

Buddy Adler’s New
Buddy

Status

20th-Fox producer, will also function as an
executive on the staff of production chief Darryl F. Zanuck. During the year Adler has been under
contract to 20th, he produced five
pictures.
He. has six pictures on
Adler,

Television appears shaping as a
factor influencing new interpreta-.
tions of Hollywood’s Production
The point has been made
Code.
that if certain material and treat-

Announcement by United

MGM

in N. Y. this week to make a
decision on entering tv production,
and go into detail if studio decides
to join other majors in video. Par-

meet

will be Loew’s prexy
Nicholas M. Schenck, v.p. Charles
Moskowitz and Schary.
While Ackerman would not discuss the Metro talks, he did mention that CBS recently bought the
“My Fripnd Flicka” series from
20th-Fox’s tv subsid and .that 20th’s
new Series for GE will be on the
CBS web.
Ackerman expressed the opinion
the entry of the majors into tv was
partly competitive and partly cooperative, from the network standpoint, adding “We would rather cooperate with them than fight
them.”
Ackerman said “the majors can
be helpful by producing good programs^ and in no way can I view
their entry into tv as harmful. We
can live in full co-operation with
them. One result of the majors
coming into tv will be more hourlong film shows because ^hey plan a
fiumber of such programs, I under-

ticipating

stand.”
Fits In With CBS
CBS is planning a certain number of “specials,” one-shot shows

of large stature for the new season, although “the backbone of our
business Is still the- weekly series,”
the web exec said. Bing Crosby

(Continued on page 18)

ALLIED SHIFTS DUTIES
Dollinger,
Marcus,
Kirsch,
Snaper Take New Roles

Allied States Assn, has made a
number of changes in its official
lineup since the St. Louis board
meeting when Ruben Shor succeeded Ben Marcus as president.
Marcus has replaced Jack Kirsch
as regional veepee, with Kirsch
asking to be relieved to devote full
time as chairman of Allied’s 1955
convention.
Irving Dollinger, named treasurer of National Allied, relinquished the post of regional veepe.e..
to former president Wilbur Snaper.
Bennie Berger, already a member
Allied’s
Emergency Defense
Committee, was elevated to chairman of that group. Abe Berenson

of

was relieved as a member of EDO”
and replaced by Glenn D. Thomp-

Belgium-U.S. In
2-Yr. Pact;

Mute

it

Color Printing

Monday

on special exploitation

Mitchell,” based on the climatic
event in the career of the “father
of the U. S. Air Force” has touched
off a priority hassle as heated as
the controversy centering about
Mitchell.

summer.
So far there are plans to make
Lait will head for N.Y. this up- two pictures about Mitchell.
In
coming weekend to huddle with addition, there are four different
Par ad-pub v.p. Jerry Pickman to stories claiming to be the “authencern’s a father’s deliberations anent discuss the campaign for the film. tic” account of the late general’*
life and activities.
The U. S. Picpaying ransom following the kidtures film, slated to roll in June,
napping of his son. But abduction
is based on a screenplay by prois banned by the Code and M-G
ducer Milton Sperling and Emmet
was turned down when the seal of
Lavery.
This story, it's claimed,
approval was requested.
is the result of “a full year of reM-G appealed this at a meeting
search and documentation of pubof Motion Picture Assn, of Amerlic and official records of the conVital
ica directors, who serve as the apin late

N.Y. Meet Plays Up

Nature 0(

troversial,
internationally
headlined case.” Sperling was in

New

—

York recently seeking a writer to

Foreign Sales

•

MPAA

prexy. Pact board likely would have had to retwo years, from lax the Code regulation because
of the original presentation on the
to February, '57 and

MPAA

March,

’55

—

insures the industry a $10,000,000 home screens.
It’s further noted that tv is airtake from this lucrative market.
Films are up to 258 pix per year ing more and more “stronger”
material.
Writers of “The Rack,”
which is seven over the usual number. All films are dubbed in Bel- also a Steel exposure picked up by
gium, and all remittances are free. M-G, were permitted use of the
Spiegel
signed
with Belgian words “Hell” and damn. Just until
Minister of Economic Affairs Jean a short time ago these expressions
Rey. An additional saving for were absolutely nixed by the Code.
U. S. companies was brought about Now they may be uttered under
by having the Belgian government special circumstances.

softpedal the demands for 80% of
the color printing “locally as well
black and white prints.
New
agreement has the 80% drastically
cut by dispensation, given by Belgian Minister, allowing for depletions in color printing on those
films whose prints could not serve
on other Continental markets.
Accord goes into effect immedi-

make some

revisions in the script.
Challenging Sperling’s alleged
The American film industry’s claim that he had the Mitchell famforeign market will be given a ily’s consent to produce the film is
dramatic spotlight in N.Y. Friday Barnett Glassman, president of
(29) when Eric Johnston, president Trophy Productions, who maintains
the Motion Picture Export he has the rights to Isaac Don
of
Assn., pic company presidents and Levine’s “Mitchell Prophet on Air
other top-echelon execs join in a P’ower,” described as the official
luncheon conclave for a review Mitchell biography. According to
of developments abroad to date- Glassman, Levine’s agreement with
and undertake to set general pol- the Mitchell family, including the
general’s first and second wives
icy for the future.
and their children, entitles Trophy
Session, on the basis of the
“to exclusive rights to any phase,
agenda now set, is to be devoted
part or incident, in the life 6f Gento overseas operations exclusively.
eral Mitchell.”
It’s conceded throughout the trade
Glassman further asserts that
that the foreign market has bethe Mitchell family has made it
come “vital” and all distribs are clear than
no other outfit except
concerned about its uncertainties. Trophy
Productions has the right
The meeting, it’s hoped, will to produce a picture dealing with
develop an understanding among the life of Mitchell. Complicating
the companies on how the various the situation a little more is the
fact that Mitchell’s sister recently
(Continued on page 22)
wrote a biography of. her famous
brother and there was a report that
her contribution would serve as the

Eric Johnston,
is
to run for

Also, story material touching on
drug traffic or addiction is
proscribed by the Code flatly. Yet
this subject has been the basis of
numerous dramatic outings on tv.
illegal

National Boxoffice Survey

ately.

(Centinued on page 18)

»

Weather Cuts

Into Trade; ‘Jungle* No.

1,

‘Eden* 2d,

‘Man* Third, ‘Slipper* Fourth, ‘Cinerama* Next

‘PILGRIMAGE PLAY’

Trade Mark Registered

SEEKS

L.A.

INJUNCTION

Hollywood, April 26.
Preferred Pictures Corp. and J.
Ernest Bass filed suit in L.A. Superior Court charging conspiracy
and seeking injunction over color
feature “The Pilgrimage Play.”
Action is directed against National
Audio Visual Assn. Inc., Family
Films Inc., Sam Sersh, Herman H.
Levy, Don White.
It is
alleged that defendants
conspired to get approximately
100 distributors in U.S. and Cam
ada to breach distribution contracts with Preferred for picture.
Minimum of $50,000 is asked but
possible, damages might reach high
as $250,000.

looks like the picture business has again “digested”
threats. Like radio, like television.

its,

clear again that there is nothing like the Hollywood names for marquee values. And the big bad television is
first in line. Hollywood studio know-how is now sought by sponsors and networks, per the deals at Paramount, 20th-Fox, Warners, with probably others to follow. Much of this new directfor-tv- film production will unsubtly trailerlze for the big theatre boxoffice pictures.
it’s

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

Trade
present

at

key

die) is 10th. ‘Capt. Lightfoot” (U)
and ‘Doctor in House” (Rep) are
the runnerup films in that order.

cities is spotty in

session,

with

variable

weather and dearth of new, big
pix hurting. Many communities
had to face the competition of one
of the first all-outdoor weekends.
(M-G),
Jungle”
“Blackboard
which has 'been gradually growing
in stature as
dates, is new
It is

it

Outstanding newcomer is “Strategic Air Command” (Par).
This
newest VistaVision production is
soaring to a new record opening
week at N. Y. Paramount. “Eternal
Sea” (Rep), which got saturation

got additional playat the wickets.
by “East of

champ

release in

closely followed

stanza,

Eden” (WB), now mainly on extended-runs. This Warner pic was

For all the impact of television, few producers of video shows can match the showmanship of the studios. This remains an immense factor of Hollywood prestige. If
the studios value an Ed Sullivan, et al buildup on the air, it also
works the other way. Video well knows that there’s nothing like
a name seasoned on the theatre screens.
Abel .

is

New England

smash

area this

in Providence

and

week

ago.

Girl” (Par) is ..winding up sixth. (RKO) is rated fair in Buffalo and
Latter has finished or is nearing oke in Minneapolis. “Big Combo”
end of extended engagements in (AA), smash in Philly, looms fairprincipal key cities covered by ish in Balto.
“3 For Show” (Col), mild in
Variety.
“Man Without Star” (U) is tak- Cincy and K.C., is rated poor in
“Hit Deck” Denver. “Long John Silver” (DCA)
ing seventh money.
(M-G) is landing eighth spot while looks good in Montreal but slow
“Revenge of Creature” (U) is cap- in N. Y.
turing ninth. “Gate of Hell’ (In“N. Y. Confidential” (WB), trim
in Louisville, shapes fair in St.
Louis. “On Waterfront’’ (Col), on
second time around, is fine in Detroit, and okay in Balto and Min-

OOLDEN JUBILEE YEA R

neapolis.

“Cinerama Holiday”
j

i

is clear.

I

j

I

(Indie) still

is
doing great biz in some five
keys. “Tight Spot” (Col), good in
Detroit, is fair in Providence and
mild in Philly and Cleveland.

“Aida” (IFE1, smash in Toronto,
fancy in Frisco. “Black Tuesday” (UA) is okay in Toronto,
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 10-11).
is

j
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“Violent Saturday” (20th), also
new, is rated okay in Detroit and
“Man Called Peter” (20th) is Cleveland but mild in L.A. “Bemanaging to hold in third place., devilled” (M-G) is very spotty curexhibs noting that this film has rently but fancy in N., Y.. backed
“R;un For
shown solid staying power. How- by vaude at Palace.
ever, it is quite spotty currently. Cover” (Par), sock in K.C., looms
“Glass Slipper” (M-G) again is fin- in. Denver.
ishing fourth.
“Strange Lady in Town” (WB),
“Cinerama” (Indie) is moving up okay in Frisco and Buffalo, looks
“Rage at Dawn”
to fifth position while “Country fair in Philly.
first a

j

One thing

(1)

assignments. His first will be on
“Ulysses,” which Par will release

peals board, in N. Y. last week.
M-G won the appeal “on technical
Paris, April 26.
grounds”
that is, the board
Marc Spiegel, representative of okayed the story because it begins
the Motion Picture Assn, here, after the crime has taken place.
has just returned from Brussels
However, one eastern film exec
after signing the Belgium-U. S. commented that even if the kidnapping
were shown the
Film Agreement on the behalf of

Video was the ogre for all other show biz opposition. But the
novelty wore off. Then video began to rate. It (1) whetted and
enhanced entertainment tastes in mass terms; and (2), as regards Hollywood, got everybody back on the ball.

So now

26.

George Lait, who recently bowea
out as publicity head at the Columbia studios, joins Paramount next

Warner Bros.) that it planned to
film “The Court Martial of Billy

,

That Hollywood ‘Edge’
By now

Hollywood, April.

intimate tv

effect of

States

(which releases through

Pictures

George Lait to Par

ment can be handled by the more

medium it will have the
removing justification for
taboos on the same subject matter
for CBS-TV in Hollywood. Acker-' his future slate.
imposed by the Code.
man, contacted regarding the talks,
It was emphasized that Adler's
An important example of this insidestepped
comment "at this appointment does not alter the volved Metro over the past week.
time.” It is known, however, that status of any other studio execu- Film company bought theatrical
CBS is very interested in what tive.
rights to “Fearful Decision,” dramay do in tv.
matic play presented by U. S. Steel
It
was learned from other
on the ABC-TV network in the
sources that top echelon of Metro
1953-54 season.
The story conLoew, and Harry Ackerman, v.p. in
charge of network programming

another of

Subject of Rival Biographies

-

holding top-level discussions of an
“exploratory" nature regarding the
major studio’s possible entry into
tv pix production. Taking part in
the talks were Metro production
chief Dore Schary and Arthur”

son 'of Oklahoma.
Berenson remains as a regional veepee.
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Todd- AO: Tentative

;i

‘
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4

—But Will Top

[Great

JOE SCHOENFELD

4

Historic Studio Vested

10n

Itself]

diehards,

Hollywood, April 26.

Los Angeles, April

Hammerstein of

the film version of the R&H era-opener, has been
hosting the screenings, and, while he has been exlicit that there be no reviews of the picture itself,
e places no restrictions oh; comment on the process.
It’s been nearly a year since the Todd-AO process
was first unveiled on a rented Metro stage by Joseph
Schenck, head of Magna, Michael Todd and Dr.
Brian O’Brien, optical scientist who developed
Todd-AO. That June 22d, the refinement on the
Cinerama-type entertainment down to a single 70m
strip of film, rather than the three cameras and
projectors used by Cinerama, was demonstrated on

Goldwyn

M

upping former

Studios,

actress’ final bid of $1,900,000 to
take property at $1,920,000 in oral
court auction. Thus, Miss Pickford
relinquishes the property she’s partially held since 1922,. when she and.
the late Douglas Fairbanks, then
her husband, acquired studio from
Jesse D. Hampton, who built it. in
.

process ' as seen Wednesday
night, in contrast to the sound at the showing a
year ago., is in the six-track sound, which has a
clarity and separation that’s unsurpassed by any
other sound system now around. It’s incomparable
to anything except a Jive performance under perthe

track

Big Role in Film

Pickford for sole ownership of the

—

McRae) and Jud (Rod Steiger), an extremely fight
situation for any camera yet never out of perspective on the massive screen.
But perhaps the greatest improvement in single-

Metro’s stage 2 in recent days for select groups of
trade and press VIP’s. Arthur Homblow Ji\, pro-

26.

Goldwyn outbid Mary

Samuel

the

;

jAustin Keongh’s

With Goldwyn;

Pickford’* Film Projects

footage seen clearly and unequivocably demonstrates the ability to tell a dramatic story in the Todd-AO proce$s even down to
the most intimate scenes. This is graphically shown
in the smokehouse scene involving Guriy (Gordon

number of closely guarded showings of “Oklahoma!” in the Todd-AO process have been held on

&

Wednesday, April 27, 1955

» »»

«
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film

A

ducer for Magna and Rodgers

>»

Todd-AO

.

1920.

Final deal for lot which has been
the object of litigation between the
pair for nearly six years, calls for

Austin C. Keough, Paramount
v.p.-generab counsel who died in
N. Y. last Wednesday (20) at the
age of 67, was widely regarded as

dean of film industry attorneys,
being of particular significance
over the last decade as the trade

this

became more enmeshed in legalisThe executive had a voice in
tics.
probably every major decision afbusiness

the

fecting

at

the

top

Goldwyn to pay Miss Pickford level and institutionally.
At the demonstration, the one reel temp-dubbed $984,000 for her 41/80ths interest
For years Keough had been
with the six-track sound contained the “Everything in plant, where many of the most
chairman of the legal committee of
is Up to Date in Kansas City” number sung and
memorable pictures in Hollywood the Motion Picture Assn, of
danced by Gene Nelson, Charlotte Greenwood and history were lensed. Goldwyn will
That he was the topkick
Unlike Stereophonic sound and other complete payment in full to her to- America.
chorus.
a 25-year-old Erdeman projector, originally owned
was made clear at all meetings of
methods, at no time is there a sudden or confusing morrow (Wed).
by Paramount, showing some rough newsreel type
this group, with his colleagues alsound emanation from strange angles, Todd-AO
Immediately following compleof film and “Oklahoma!” test scenes. Yet, crude as
his opinion in full in
sound uses seven Jiorns (five behind the screen and tion of bidding (20), Miss Pick- ways seeking
the film and projection were, the startling audience
dealing with the problems of the
two surrounds, latter off the sixth track).
ford through Richard Folimer, veeparticipation effect achieved on the 5T by 25’
meeting
of MPA A execuday.
A
The sound is so good, in fact, that it’s safe to pee of Ma r y Pickford Corp., dis- tives
screen 60 feet wide along the curve
along with
was going on, incidentally,
predict that one of the dramatic highlights of the closed plans to embark upon proit's amazing photographic clarity, moved the attendof Keough ’s death was
opening of “Oklahoma!” July 17 at the Rivoli in duction this summer of a three- when news
ing newspapermen and trade observers to raves.
The meeting came to an
flashed.
New York will be the three-minute overture via the, picture program. Trio includes a abrupt
halt.
High promise still stands, fortified by the obsix-track sound system.
musical, to be made in Spain;
vious tremendous improvement in the process as
Keough had been in unsteady
At the demonstration, incidentally, Hornblow “They Kill to Live,” produced by
it was seen Wednesday (20) night.
Some four reels
gave particular credit to Todd for the develop- P.olimer in Malaya; and an African health in recent years but refused
of “Oklahoma!” were shown via the universal
ment of the sound system, and then admitted that feature co-produced by Buddy to set a leisurely, pace for himself.
Phillips projector (can show all dimensions at 24
it wasn’t adopted by the “Oklahoma!” producers
Rogers and Howard Hill. Rogers, He had been observed working as
and 30-frame speeds merely by twist of a dial) and,
without a struggle.
Miss Pickford's husband, and Poli- late as midnight in his Par homedespite the fact that this was a much-used work
With all the great promise evident in the process, mer will be associated With her in office quarters. He had been unprint and only one reel was temp-dubbed with the
one thing was evident at the demonstration show- all future
activity, der treatment for diabetes but the
production
Todd-AO six-track sound, it was a demonstration
ing the other night that "Oklahoma!” isn’t en- which may. also include several tv immediate cause of death was
that excited the imagination regarding the future
heart failure.
tirely the perfect vehicle to show off the audience series.
of roadshow motion picture production and exparticipation qualities of Todd-AO. In short, “OklaAssociated with Par and its prePolimer said of Goldwyn winning
hibition.
What it does is take a long-lived, highly
homa,” albeit a much-needed “star’'’ teeoff for the studio: “Miss Pickford got her decessor companies since 1919,
popular form of entertainment at a critical period
new process, actually only scratches the surface of price.” He added she had offered Keough held a number of exec
{n its history and wraps it up in a brand new. exTodd-AO’s potential;
A far greater fulfillment is to sell out to Goldwyn a, year ago posts. When Par, as is now conciting package ‘that will pull tremendous audiences
promised by such upcoming productions as “South at the price she now Is receiving stituted, was formed on Jan. 1,
all over the world.
Pacific,” “War and Peace” and "Around the World from him.
1950, he became v.p.-counsel and
Impressively answering the question of many 35m
in 80 days.”
Goldwyn, from whom the studio corporate secretary.
took its name when he leased it
Barney Balaban, Par president,
from Pickford-Fairbanks in 1935, in a tribute to Keough, said that
MAKELIM GETS TITLE
has headquartered on the lot since through the past 40 years he “had
1928.
In 1945, he bought the been as much a part of Paramount
His “The Peacemaker” Guarded
19/80ths share belonging to Doug- as the company’s trademark. Side
From “Deadly Peacemaker”
las Fairbanks Jr., and in 1948 ac- by side with pioneer Adolph Zukor
quired Sylvia Ashley Fairbanks’ he had given the company spirit,
An arbitration panel set up by
fect acoustical conditions.

'

(

)

,

.

.

—
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Infra-Red Record

Of Public Seated

Atlas. Pictures in

Now

Holdback

the
Motion Picture
Assn,
of
America sided with Hal Makelim 's

d

dispute with

its

bringing, his
interest,
20/80ths
total to 39/80ths until he became
From 1927 - to 1935
full owner.

integrity, strength.

ists studio.

prodigious.”
president Eric A- Johnston stated: “He was a great and
kind man and one of the giants of
His wise counsel
our industry.
and inspiring leadership are irtroubled
these
in
replaceable
times.”

Samuel Goldwyn Jr. over a title.
Makelim was. given priority on
use of the title, “The Peacemaker.”
Chicago, April 26.
Goldwyn had wanted “The Deadly
companies broke loose
A method that may be employed Peacemaker” as the name of his pic lastVarious
week with disclosures about
to study audience reaction to mo-> and the arbiters turned
him down. product availability for the present
tion pictures was demonstrated at
and coming months. Significantly,
the 77th semi-annual convention
according to a few exhibitors
of the Society of Motion Picture
queried on the subject, the new
and Television Engineers here,
release skeds show some indication
Oscar’s
Dollar
Value
This is achieved by Aiming the

In Dark Theatres

.

L. A. to N, Y.

.

audience in the dark

.via

of negative film sensitive to infra

red rays.
The paper in which a study' was
reported was prepared by Bernard
R. Kantor of the Dept, of Cinema,
U. of Southern California and was
presented by Herbert Farmer of
the university. While the technique
has been proved as a tool for measuring audience reaction, it has not
as yet been applied to any large-

26;

“The Country Girl,” Paramount
release which won Grace Kelly an

At 20th-Fox, the new

Oscar as Best Actress, has pulled
in $168,000 locally during the three
weeks since she copped the award,

’Research’ Sideline
Diversifies

Continuing
its
diversification
moves, Stanley Warner Corp. has

During film’s previous 12-week
run at the Warner Beverly, it
grossed
approximately $166,500.
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New
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of 16 films,

sists

in a seven-theatre, regular firstrun

S-W Move

13

Louis Calhern

Ray

them

Ben Gage
L. Wolfe Gilbert

George Gobel
Alex Gottlieb

in

.

Alfred Hitchcock
'
Helen Hoerle

Vap Johnson
Dorothy Kirsten
George Lait
Earl Leaf

Mary Livingstone

.

.

l

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Deep Blue Sea,”

frpm England

Count Leonardo Bonzf, adPort Clinton, O., City Council venturer-explorer-producer of IFE’s documentary, "Green Fire,” arby a 4-3 vote turned down the third riving next month for the Little Carnegie preem of the picture.
Name of Gina Lollobrigida overcoming drive-in resistance to subreading of a repeal of the 3%
amusement tax because of the titled lingo pictures.
“Bread, Love and Dreams” Chalked Up twomunicipality’^ need for money.
day gross of $610 at ozoner in Corpus Christi, Tex.
l

—

N. Y. to Europe

M» Gordon
William J. Heineman
Julius

in

.

.

.

Dr. Erich Leinsdorf

Jean Benoit-Level
Jules Levey
Parke Levy
Prof.

Marco Malini

Jean Medeira
Richard- My £rs
James E. Perkins

Howard

committee virtually

on nearly all topdecisions, subject
the approval, of course, to the
various company presidents. The
recommendations of the legal
group are said to be invariably accepted and become producer-dis-

-to

tributor
policy,
regarding such
matters as arbitration, common de-

fense of private antitrust suits, etc.

Schimel,
1925.
five

who

is

U in
v.p.-counsel

55, joined

He was named
*

years ago.

Europe to N. Y.

Van Johnson
Stanley Kramer
'

MPAA

calls the -turns
level legalistic

AVril Hillyer

.

.

.

The

Lucius Beebe
Aileen Brenon
Ricardo Cortez
Robert Costello
David Farrar
Hy Click

.

was
and
However, Keough

decided to -continue with the assignment.

Esther Williams
Teresa Wright

.

understood that recently,
appeared Keough wanted

it

had accepted.

Mike Todd
Lew Wasserman

.

acquired the International Latex in Casablanca.
Metro's Howard Dietz back from a Bermuda vacation • . . Debbie
Corp. Previously it took over the
exhibition and production rights Reynolds back to the Coast after a quickie to England.
Louis
.
to Cinerama.
SW also owns 50% Calhern in for a vacation before reporting for his next Metro picture
Mervyn Leltoy returned to the Coast yesterday (Tues.) for preof a UHF tv station operating in .
the Schenectady, Troy and Albany production confabs on “The Helen Morgan Story” at Warner Bros.
Kenneth More, who stars opposite Vivian Leigh in 20th’s “The
area of upper New York State.
.

It’s

.

.

industry.

to relinquish the post, Schimel
informally asked to take over

Clark Ramsay
Line Renaud
Dore Schary
Lillian Small
Herb Steinberg

.

.

Adolph Schimel, Universal’s v.p.
general counsel, looks slated to replace the late Austin. Keough as
chairman of the legal committee
of the Motion Picture Assn. *>f
America. It’s regarded as one of
the most important committee jobs
of any organization within the film

when?

Harold Mirisch
Merle Oberon
Ben Pearson

.'

.

ADOLPH SCHIMEL OF U
TO HEAP MPAA LEGAL

Frank Loesser

4444444 444-44-4444444C

York Sound Track

MPAA

Crossett

Alfred E. Daff
Marion Davies
Paul Douglas

slate con-

of

formed a company to deal with ° 4 44 4 44 44444444444444444444444444444444 4 4 44 44444-T
motion picture equipment.
The
Warner Bros, sneaked “Mr. Roberts” last week at the RKO 86th St.
company, known as Stanley WarProducer Lester Cowan mulling
ner Research Corp., was organized and at thb Victoria on Broadway
Warners
.
In Delaware, but will have its a New York re-make of Elmer Rice’s “Street Scene”
Mort
Blumenstock
pub-ad
chief
from
the
Coast for homeoffice
in
main office at the company’s
confabs
William J. German, general chairman of N. Y. Variety
headquarters in New York.
Executives of the company are Club’s Heart Award Dinner honoring IATSE prexy Richard F. Walsh,
reluctant to disclose at this time named a 33rman sponsoring committee of film industry leaders for
Pierre and Renee Gossett, whose article Jn
the exact nature of the new enter- the May >2 shindig
prise and what the “motion pic- the French magazine, Realities, was a source for ‘‘Cinerama Holiday,”
ture equipment business” would visiting Gotham.
Toronto recently was getting set to make feature-length films and
Involve. One exec said it involved
now a report from Calgary, Alberta mentions two local businessmen
“experimentation,”
Formation of the company ap- there, Pat Stirton and Bob Ward, as planning to go into production
meanwhile Robert Maxwell is shooting “Lassie”
parently is in keeping with SW’s come summer
announced intentions to diversify footage for vidpix in the Calgary area.
David A. Lip ton, Universal v.p., in town for ad-pub huddles at the
its efforts in the amusement as
Bank of America, repped in Gotham by Peter Geiger,
well as other businesses.
Wall homeoffice
Streeter David
Baird,
who is is making several features available to the Armed Forces Television
chairman of the company’s finance Service for showing in remote outposts. "Countess of Monte Cristo,”
committee, has been charged with “Magnificent Doll” and “Secret Beyond the Door” are Included
the task of coming up with good Marilyn Monroe Productions hired Arthar P. Jacobs as p.r. rep.
business ventures. Last year SW Indie filmmaker Stephen L. Shariff just completed a half-hour film
.

Constance Bennett

CinemaScope, for April through
September. “A Man Called Peter,”
“Daddy Long Legs,” “That Lady,”
"Soldier of Fortune” and “Magnificent Matador,” all C’Scopers and
with prominent names, are among
the second quarter releases.
Columbia earmarked four new
(Continued on page 18)

Pic currently Is holding for a
fourth week at two of the seven
houses.

scale study.

New

Los Angeles, April

Eve Arden

Mort Blumenstock
Stephen Bosustow

that the distributors are breaking
away from the practice of holding
back top-bracket pix during the
second calendar quarter.

the use

In the field of

motion picture law he had no peer.
His legal work on behalf of #the
property was known as United Art- film industry’s advancement was

Phillips

Arnold Picker
Artur Rubinstei
Joe Schoenfeld
Sol A. Schwartz
1

Jules C. Stein

Alfred Wallenstein
John Williams
Francis Winikus
Max E. Youngstei

Mrs. Luther Davis.
Rita

Gam

Morris Helprin
Robert Lantz
Earl McClintqck
Kenneth- More
Lanny Ross
Robert Schless
JV.nn Shirley

Phil Silvers
Sherlee Weingarten

N. Y. to l. A.
Vanessa Brown
Rosemary Clooney
Jack Goodman

Mervyn LeRoy
Alan Lipscott
Debbie Reynolds
Thomas G: Rockwell
*
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FREE TV PLUGS IN JEOPARDY
This year as always in the past the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital at Saranac Lake, N. Y. has a peculiar priority upon' the
support of show business.
Here is a hospital which admits, without redtape,. any member of the industry stricken by the rodshaped bacilli of tuberculosis. Long and irregular hours tinder
less than ideal conditions have often rendered showfolk peculiarly
“Screen Aceors Guild’s new edict
vulnerable to TB.
barring its members from appearMake no mistake:, despite the Godsend of the new “miracle
ing on filmed commercially-spondrugs,*’ prolonged and costly bed-rest and occasional surgery
sored tv shows without pay in
are still required. The need to support the Will Rogers Memorial
Hospital remains an urgent one.
return for picture or personal
There’ll be a one-day collection in theatres during the week
publicity plugs has New York film
of Aug. 15. Plan to thrOw your support behind the campaign.
pluggers in a tizzy. News that the
For further information on the campaign, contact Ernest EmerAmerican Federation of Television
Ijiig at Loew’s home office in Times Square.
_
and Radio Artists looks with sympathy on SAG’s action and may
follow suit is adding to the woes

House Gets New

Paramount’s selling policy on
“Strategic Air Command” is the
subject of a complaint sent by
Allied Theatre Owners of the Gulf.
States to Harold E. Talbott, Secretary of the Air Force. Abe Bereriexhibitor
son, president of the
group, told Talbott via .a. letter
that Par at this time is “asking
such exorbitant and confiscatory
rental terms that I venture to say
very few, if any, of us will be able
to afford^ the exhibition of this
great motion picture,
•

Bill

To Drop Excise Tax

On

B.O. and Cafe Checks

Washington, April 26.
Bill to repeal all selective excises

except those on liquor and tobacco
was introduced last week by Rep.
no secret that tv has become Noah M. Mason (R., 111.). Measone of the prime publicity oulets ure, if it passed, would not only
of the publicity staffers.
It’s

reached eliminate the 10% bite on admissions but would also get rid of the
20% tax on night club checks.
comes to New
In lieu of the various excises, the
are lined up ifirst and all other Mason bill calls for a uniform 5%
It was
interviews and bally activities are manufacturers’ sales tax.
geared around the video appear- Mason, a member of the tax writing. House Ways and Means Coinances.
mitt.ee who introduced the bill in
The tv exposures in. New York 1953 to eliminate the admissions
are considered to rate a hefty tax on. motion pictures.
Measure
payoff since the personalities and passed Congress, but was vetoed by
coast-to-coast
get
pictures
the
President Eisenhower. Last year,
Most
breaks via network facilities.
Congress cut the admissions tax
film industryties, including exhibi- from 20% to 10% and eliminated it
tors, acknowledge that these ap- on tickets costing 50 cents or less.
pearances are helpful at the boxEven if Mason’s new bill should
office.
pass it might not mean very much
Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the to patrons of motion pictures. The
Town” has been an especially im- 5% manufacturers’ excise would
portant plugger of films and film be slapped on the Hollywood stuIn addition, there dios
personalities.
which would seek to pass it
are dozens of other shows, includ- along to the exhibitors who, in
ing “What’s My Line,” “Today,” turn, would try to get it back from

for the film studios.

the point that

Skimp

Still-Val Davies

Credit

By GENE ARNEEL

4-

Hollywood screen writers have
become first-class citizens. As a Clears

matter of fact, the time may not
be too far off when they'll be regarded as more than anonymous
men behind the scenes so far as

the public is concerned.
Valentine Davies, one of the
more prominent Coast scripters,
opines that the stature of the writers has been greatly enhanced over
the past few years. This developed
as an aside to* or perhaps part of,
the film industry’s scramble for
“quality’’

material.

Davies makes

clear he’s disof his profession. “They’ve become in greater
demand whereas hardest hit by the
studios’ policies of cutting down

cussing the top

it

men

numerically were
the members of our guild (Screen
Writers Guild) in the $500 to $750

on

a

production

week

class,” hfe states.

Davies continued: “I don’t like
to talk in terms of, money but this
is the most effective way of showing the trend. Ten years ago when
Bill Perlbe’rg was producing a remake at 20th-Fox I was given the
Job, although I had little experience. Just recently I was called
upon to do a remake at the same
studio.”
Davies’ point was that a while
back the scripting assignment was
so regarded that a lower-incomebracket craftsman (himself) got the
job. But with conditions today the

majors want high-bracket scribes.
Davies is now in this,- latter group.
Shun Soap Opera

The

Studios call

the

turns,

of

Davies,
adds
^ “And,”
(Continued on page 22)

course.

On Subject Matter,
Dore Schary Sees
r»l

np.

•

rums loo luma
The motion picture business lias
been “too timid” in the realm of
controversial subjects, Dore Schary,

For

Audrey Hepburn

Italian

’War

She Owes 2

& Peace’;
in Britain

In return for relieving Audrey

Hepburn from
so that she

Paramount -

“War and

a prior

commitment

could appear in the
Laurentiis
Ponti - de

Peace,” Associated Brit-

ish Pictures Corp. will receive the
United Kingdom distribution fights

the picture. Deal was worked
out by Kurt Frings, Miss Hepburn’s new agent.
to

-

"

.

and newspaper interviews.

——

ticket buyers.

Dm AM

cooperation of arid at great
expense to the U.S, Air Force.” He
expressed knowledge of the Air
the

Force’s desire to give ‘SAC' the
W1 dest possible circulation,
This is believed the first time
an exh.ib association did any beefing about a single film on official
Washington grounds. Also rare is
Berenson’s intimation that Par
looks to be restricting exhibition
of a film that the air wing of Goyernment wants given a big play,
Par execs reserved comment for
stated reason they were not in
Berenson’s
a CQpy
letter.

However,

A

known

film

the

a unique policy on
in that exhibitors

“SAC”—unique

the initial dates take no risk,
In the few accounts which Par has
set for the pic in the double-frame
VistaVision process so far, the
company is giving each theatre its
house expense plus 10% of the
in

CAICC

U v DililvLLllAA OnLLo

MEETING ON MAY 16

it’s

company has

—

:

DA

II , C

Berenson also commented ori the
having been made “through

film’s

a personality
York, the tv dates

“Tonight,” “Strike It Rich,” “The
Name’s the Same,” “I’ve Got a
Secret” and many others which
Before coming to the U.S. to have the welcome mat out for the
appear on Broadway in “Gigi,” filmites.
which was followed by her appearHoW the SAG edict will effect
ance in two Par films, “Roman this “free” publicity is still unclear.
It’s believed that the SAG order,
Holiday” and “Sabrina,” Miss Heppertaining to filmed shows, may
burn was committed to ABPC for also apply to programs that are
three films, reportedly at $2,800 kinescoped. Since almost all the
each. She’s said to be getting top shows are kinescoped to some
$350,000 for “War and Peace.”
extent iox. some areas, it would
In return for the release rights, automatically bar SAG performers
ABPC now has a claim on Miss from appearing on these programs.
Hepburn for only fwo pix. She’ll If AFTRA should follow SAG’s
fulfill one of these by appearing example, there would be no outlets
in a picture to be made by Billy (unless the performers are paid)
Wilder as part of his deal with for film publicity. It’s considered
Allied Artists and which AA will extremely doubtful that the tvites
jointly produce with ABPC. The would shell out coin so that film
picture is expected to roll early in thesps could plug their pictures.
the fall after Wilder finishes “The
The SAG ruling came the day
Spirit of St. Louis” for Warner after Frank Sinatra explained why
Bros. Miss Hepburn, of course, will he refused to appear on Sullivan
receive considerably more than the show to plug Samuel Goldwyn’s
$2,800 stipulated in her original “Guys and Dolls.” “I think a stand
deal with ABPC.
has to be made on these free apIn the “War and Peace” agree- pearance,” Sinatra said, “It is not
ment, Frings first arranged for fair that I do a show for Sullivan
Miss Hepburn’s appearance in the with no pay, then in same breath
picture with Ponti-de Laurentiis in ask spec, producer Max Liebman
Rome and then went to London to and others to pay. I can’t set a
get the okay of Robert Clark, precedent.
I’m a business man
ABPC topper. He’s currently in and get paid when I appear on tv.”
New York to make the final arHowever, Ken Thomson, SAG
rangements with Par prexy Barney exec secretary, said that the union’s
Balaban and eastern production action had nothing to do with the
chief Russell Holmah. Also sitting Sullivan-Sinatra dispute. SAG rulin on the confabs are Carlo Ponti ing is said to be aimed at a Hollyand Ralph Serpe, Ponti-de Lauren- wood columnist who is existing
tiis’ American representative. Parthe cuffo services of top stars for
amount is said to have put up a pilot film.
$2,000,000 as part of its share of
Filmites in N.Y. are wondering
the production costs In the. joint
if. the SAG ruling, handed down
effort with the Italo firm. Picture
during a run of a contract, will
will be filmed in Italy.
stick.
SAG, it’s explained, could
ask for it the next time contract
talks come up, but no one felt
to Address
that they could put the edict in
effect at this time. Most star conUA’s
Meeting tracts
provide that they make
Stanley Kramer sails on the themselves available for publicity
Queen Mary today (Wed.) for a appearances. Thisjisqally includes
two-month tour of England and tv as well as personal' appearances

production chief at Metro, yesterday told members of the N. Y.
Sales Executives Club at a. Hotel
Roosevelt luncheon.
“I believe that for any picture
Kramer
compariy to make controversial
films purely for the sake of startLondon
ing controversies without having
a moral conviction in the matter
would be in some respects morally
Venal,” he said. “But I do believe
there are subjects and areas of dis- the Continent. He’ll be in London
cussion which motion pictures must next Tuesday
to address the United
explore.
“We cannot avoid subjects that Artists sales convention and to
are challenging, merely because screen “Not As A Stranger,” which
some percentage of our audience he produced and directed for UA.
Meanwhile, a contingent of UA
will disagree with us. To make*
films that are bland and mild and execs is deserting the homeoffice
participate
in
the
inoffensive would result in a stag- to
London
Those who’ve already
nation of creation, and ultimately Conclave.
in a diminution of our audience. made the transoceanic trek include
If we are disturbed by the possi- Arnold Picker, foreign department
bility that Mr. Binford of Memphis v.p.; William J. Heineman, distrimay ban our product we are bution v.p., and Francis Winikus,
ad-pub director. Max E. Youngstein
doomed.”
Exec pointed out that often films administrative v.p., leaves N. Y.
for London tomorrow (Thurs.).
(Continued on page 20
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when

Reason for

i

this is that

Far wants

to take over the entire presentation
.
,T
,
Universal has blueprinted plans of ,. sAc> at the start incIuding
for a European sales conference installation
of
equipment,
all
to open May 16 in Barcelona with Advertising and tieups. The aim,
53 reps from four continents at- of course , to launch the film on
s
tending. Sitting in fiom the U. S.
an unusually elaborate basis with
will be Milton R-Rackmil, U presi- t bj s momentum to carry through
dent, Afied E^ Daff, exec v.p. and subsequent dates
president of the international subBerenson's letter (copies were
sidiary; Americp Aboaf, foreign sent to
the press) notes that memgeneral sales manager, and Form- bership of his organization mainly
nat Baronat, director ef foreign consists of small situations,
.

.

publicity.

Meeting
nouncement
Daff

1955

will
open with anof the winners of the

17-week global

Drive,

sales competition which winds Saturday (30).
On the subsequent
agenda is discussion of release and

“SAC” is one of the most expensive productions on Par’s new
lineup, the negative cost being
$2,300,000, which excludes James
Stewart’s participation.
.

*>

promotion plans for all U product |*QKQVtlA|lYlr
to be distributed in Europe in the 1 AI UIllUUlll

coming year, including “Away All

now in production as the
first in VistaVision.
Participants at the conclave will
include Arthur Doyle, Far Eastern supervisor; A1 Lowe, Latin
American supervisor, and vdl'ious
representatives and managers from
the European countries and the
Boats,”

company’s

Near

11

B

<31 lllfl

.

East.

n
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Hollvwond. April
Anril 26.
2fi.
Hollywood,
Paramount has sold 30 vintage
Pine-Thomas
features
to
television
C A0 lr Inf fare Trial
dCCA
JClICIo llldl Dale
n a precedental move marking the
first time a major studio has sold
Los Angeles, April 26.
ParaTrial date setting in Mike Jef- product it owns to video.
fers’ libel suit against the Screen mount sold the pix to Elliot HyExtras Guild has been continued man, head of Associated Artists

—

..

IWn

i

until

May

reached

2.

Hassle already has

.the court on two earlier
occasions, the jury deadlocking
after six months on the first, and
Jeffers being awarded $35,000 in
the second.
New trial is an appeal from de-

Productions, for $1,550,000. Move
was viewed here as one which may
open the floodgates of the sale of
old negatives from the majors to
tv.

Most recent of the 30 pix involved was released in 1948 Seven
years is the usual playoff time for
theatrical pix.
Years ago Paramount and Plne-Thomas made a
c fo _l fltr r*
CfanU,.
Uets VistaVision deal whereby
they traded pix they
Philadelphia, April 26.
held in mutual ownership, and sale
The Stanley Theatre, 2,900-seat involves those P-T pix owned bv
deluxer operated by Stanley War- Paramount.
The ownership, and
ner has begun installation of new sale involves those P-T owned bv
projection system to show Vista- Paramount.
The pix still owned
;

cision.

Manley

Some industryites jwere of the
opinion that some video shows took
advantage of the fact that a film
personality was set for an appear- Vision.
by producers Bill Thomas and Bill
New screen, to measure 30. feet Pine are also up for sale to tv.
ance. Although the star may have
been scheduled for a quick inter- high by 60 wide, will be the largest
Included in the batch of product
view or just a bow for a plug, it's in area and Stahley will become which goes to tv are “No Hands
claimed that several of the shows one of the three, theatres in the On the Clock,” “Torpedo* Boat,”
advertised their appearances or the world to present double frame “I Live in Danger,” “Submarine
fact that film clips starring certain process which achieves an image Alert,” “High Explosive,” “Aerial
personalities
would be shown. 2% times the area of a standard Gunner,” “Alaska Highway,”
Some studios have put hands down film frame.
“Mine
‘Timber
Sweeper,”
First pic here to use the new Queen,” “The Navy Way,” “Gainon this practice, mainly not to
antagonize exhibitors. In general, equipment will be Paramount’s bier’s Choice,” “One Body Too
the situation has been overlooked, “Strategic Air Command,” starting Many,” “Dark Mountain,” “DouMay 5.
however.
(Continued on page 18)
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The Bi« Tip Oil
meller entertainment
So-so
with Richard Conte as columnist

A

taken in by hoodlum
programmer.

pals.

Hollywood, April

26.

Allied Artists release of William F,
Broid.v production. Stars Richard Conte;
co-stars Constance Smith, Bruce Bennett,
•

Cathy Downs; features James MUlican,
Dick Benedict. Directed by Frank McDonald. Written by Steve Fisher; camChandler
John Martin; editor.
era,
•

music composed and conducted
by Edward J. Kay. Previewed A’pi'il 22,
'55. Running time, 79 MINS.
Johnny Denton ......... Richard Conte
Constance Smith
Pennv Conroy
Bruce Bennett
Bob Gilmore
Cathy Dowris
Sister Jo;in‘
House;

'

,

First

,

.

.

East

Lieutenant

Hood

James

->

.

:

Flint

Mary Carroll
Murray Alper
Lela Bliss
G. Pat Collins
George Sanders
Frank Hanley
Harry Guardino
•

;

Virginia Carroll

Robert Carraher

Noah Trenton

Woman

Cleaning

Millican

Dick Benedict

Sam

Father Kearney
Sister Superior
Hal Trenton
Mr.*. Marshall
Bartender
.......
Orator
Scoop
Second Hood
Mrs. Trenton

Cecil Elliott

Pete Kellett

Ed

.

Jail

:

.

e

.

FILM REVIEWS

Tony Rock

Guard

Allen Wells

First Reporter

Man ...
(Aspect ratio

Re-write

.

Tony DIMario

...
:

1.85-1)

The routine melodramatic comin "The Big Tip Off"

plications

make

for only so-so entertainment
the programmer variety and,
while some familiar names headr
line the cast, general prospects are
of

mild.

Richard Conte plays a newspaper columnist taken in by a
hoodlum friend, Bruce Bennett,

who makes

his big coin Via operating a professional fund-raising
organization for charity drives.
The Steve Fisher screen story

might have had more dramatic
punch if it had not used The weak-

Wednesday, April 27, 1953

most of the

There are hold the bad brother in jail beyond
anachronisms throughout and lib- his parole date go the good one can
Long’s original literary talk waterfront gangs into merging
licenses with reality have been re- into one big outfit with written
tained In the film. Still* it Is a far Records of operations. Just as 'this
more effective presentation nf the Is being accomplished, the bad
opera than could be done in an boy busts jail and arrives on the
opera house. For these reasons, scene, only to die from a bullet
and because it has not the spec- fired in mistake by one of his own
tacle of the pic, "Aida," nor the henchmen. The gangs, are wiped
b.o. pull of Sophia Loren, "Butter- out in one fell swoop and McClory

McDonald’s direction. Production
backing by William F. Broidy also
fails to impress, even though a
sequence attempts to
telethon
dress the footage up with some
u'ncredited musical bits that use
April Stevens, Chuy Reyes, Spade
Cooley and Ginny Jackson.

handsome

.

Film and

Gallone Productions. Stars Kaoru Yachixusa and Nicola Filacurldi; features
Micbiko Tanakk and Ferdinando Lidonni,
voices of members of Teatro lell'Opera
di Roma and dancers of Takarazuka Girls
Opera Co. Directed by Carmine Gallone.
Based on opera by Puccini. Camera,
Claude Keiioir; editor, Nicolo Lazzari.
Tradeshown at the Italian Filin Festival
In Tokyo, April 13, '55. Running time,
109 MINS.
Chocho-san
Kamo Yachigusa
Pinkerton
Nicola Filaciiridi
Suzukr
Michiko Tanaka
Sharpless
Ferdinando Lidonni
Yamadorl
Satoshl Nakamura
Goro
Klyoshi Takagi
Priest
—
Yoshio Kosugi
Geishas
.Takarazuka Girls Opera Co.
.

.

•

.

.

.

To date

this is the first definitive

filmed version of Puccini’s famous
opera, "Madame Butterfly." Combining the talents of Japanese actors and actresses with Italian
voices, Japanese art directors and
set designers (with the music of
Puccini played by an Italian orchestra under an Italian director;
could only result in a filmed “Butterfly’

‘

which will probably never

be equalled until it is made in
Japan with natural sets.
But this is still a filmed opera,
and one can’t forget viewing
This is no realistic motion picture.
it..

19.

Ponti-DeLau-

Fortune? Carre©

formance by Guinness is matched
by a superb portrayal by Jack
Hawkins, as the Public Prosecutor.
But both of these stars find their
equal in Wilfred Lawson’s interpretation of the jailor. It is one of

(Square Fortune)

(FRAN CO-ITALIAN)
(C’Scope
release

— Color)

Paris, April 19.
of CICC-Pathe Cin-

Caid
Servant
.

also the only memcast, who sings liis own

|

1

.

(ITALIAN— COLOR)

Folco Lulli

musical vaude cavalcade with an appeal largely
limited to those familiar with
the language.
Italian

Anna-Maria Sandri.

Girl

Main appeal

of this here

is

as

the first Gallic Cinemascope production.
It has a colorful background in the desert with the intertribal warrings and career of a
soldier of fortune as actionful figures.
However, its sprawling adventures and false hair-on-chest
writing, makes this primarily for

Continental release of Excelsa-Roma
(Carlo Infescelli) production. Stars Vittorio De Sica, Lea PadovaUt. Delia Scale.

Maria

Flpi'e.

.

and European markets. It is
hard to see where this can make
Fregoli
the grade in U.S. spots. It has the Beautiful
name and Battaglia
Armendariz
Pedro
Luciano
might serve for secondary spots Anna
with C’Scope, locale and adven- Mizzy

based, took place March 26, 1941.
Acting is consistently good, with
Direcall the cast underplaying.
tion and cutting could have made
for a tighter, slicker effort, but
Lensing,
manages nevertheless.
when seen here, was marred by
Hawk,
considerable murkiness.

is

a

.

Alberto Soldi
Lauretta Masicro
Carlo Croccolo

Girl
I

Vittorio

hotheaded

DC

<Sica

Lea Padovani
Delia Scala

The Comic

ture exploitable items.

Armendariz

Directed by Doniinico Pao*

Screenplay, DinQ .Falconl, Orest
Biancoli, Vlnicio Marfnuccl, Micbele Galdleri. Domenico Paolella; camera (Ferraniacolor). Carlo Carlini; editor, Raniero
Mangione: mu6le, M.
Rusllchelli.
At
Cinema Verdi. N.Y.. beginning April 3,
"55. Running time 103 MINS.
Marliintonia
Maria Fiore
lella.

local

minute escape chance only by
jumping out of the speeding boat.
Actual attack, on which pic is

is

Pedro Armendariz
Paul Meurisse
Fernard Ledoux

Igricheff

Mordham

of motorboats war-headed with an
explosive charge. Aimed at ships
at full speed, pilot is given last-

Claude Renoir uses his camera
effectively, especially on the splendid Italian sunset in the second

Renato Rascel

sol-

"Gran Varieta," an 'Italian imdier who quits his training for. the
other side after an adventurous port, is * cavalcade of vaudeville
seen in Italy from the turn of
as
He has
trek across the desert.
time to buy a woman .on. the way the. century >to the -end of World
and makes a deal with a French War II, Picture occasionally has
smuggler to get arms. However, interesting production vaHies, has
De Sica and Lea Padovani
to
smuggler
fails
the
come Vittorio
as marquee lures and contains a
through, the fight is ..lost and
lively score. But the general flavor
Armendariz is captured.
of this Excelsa-Roma production is
C’Scope lensing. is colorful and more attuned to Italian tastes than
lush except for badly-doqe night American.
Armendariz overfor. day shots.
-

.

Seminole Uprising
(COLOR)

His lensing of the geisha procession
is
done with restraint
where it might have been made
into a Ziegfeld extravagahza.
act.

Fair western for the program
market.

Lars.
Columbia release of Sam Katzmarf proStars George Montgomery; fea-

Some

acts his role and bad dubbing exaggerates his play into posturing.

duction.

tures Karin Booth. Directed by Earl Bellamy. Screenplay, Robert E. Kent, based
on novel. ^Bugle’s Wake,” by Curt

Cover the Underworld

I

.

Gilb.

straight actioner.

mat throughout.

•

is

inexpert substitution of library
shots, while sound and other technical credits shape up as okay.

Action follows the familiar pattern for these pix, from early training to preparation for the big event
to this big event itself. This is
perhaps more straightlaced than
others in the almost total exclusion
of love interest and barracks humor. Interesting is the method employed by the special Italian Navy
unit, spotlighted in pic, in attacking a British convoy in Suda Bay
with a specially trained shock force

-

voices.

a

contribu-

plus

Jerome Thoms

competent with exception of the

Fhmsonor

co-

lines. Butterfly is sung by Orietta
"Moscucci, Pinkerton by Guiseppe
Camporo ah<f Suzuki by Anna
Maria Canali. All .have superb

of

a

is

editing of

tion,

Competent reenactment of some ema-SGONoria Filins-.Titanus production.
Pedro Armendariz, Paul Meurisse.
Italian naval exploits of World War „Stars
performances, of the
Directed by Bernard Borderie. Screen- the "rich
II follows other recent pix on war- play, Joseph Kessel. Borderic from a screen.
Myro.
time heroics of the Italo Army and novel by Kessel; dialog, Kessel; camera
Nicolas Haycr; editor,
Navy. Okay for the Italian market (Eastmancolor).
Mouleart. At Normandie, Paris. Running
and a possibility for export as a time. 120MINS.
Gran Variola

Michiko Tanaka, as Butterfly’s
faithful maid, makes the most of
her role, perhaps the most histrionically meaty in the opera. Kiyoshi Takagi, as Goro, the go-between
in the international romance, is
clever. Ferdinando Lidonni, as the
American consul, is a suave diploLidonni
ber of the

compare

can't

of

ning time, 87 MINS.

Woman.

writers,

five

who

toiled

on the script, chose, to divide their
subject
five episodes. Initial'
,

into
Paul Meurisse fares better as the chapter, "A Star Is Born," offers
while Anna - Maria
Brandon; camera (Technicolor), Henry Frenchman
Fiore
somd amu^ng mateMaria
Minor meller for lowercase
Freulich; editor, Jerome Thoms; music Sandri, as the battered woman,
rial and she portrays the role of
conducted by Mlscha Bakaleinikoff. Pre- does
dual-dating In the programBattle scenes .are
nicely.
'55. Running time,
singer
with
verve and saucinesss.
a
N.Y.,
April
14,
viewed
mer market.
Editing and general Alberto Sbrdi, in .the following
well staged;
74 MINS.
George Montgomery production dress is fine.
Lieut. Cam EUlott
But this sketch, is cast, as a quick change
Karin
Booth
.........
Susah
Hannah
Hollywood, April 21.
is too
William Fawcett overdone, adventure opus
artist who successfully woos and
Republic release of William J. O'Sulli- Cubby Crouch
Steve Ritch naive to be anything but a general wins Lauretta Masiere. Its effecvan production; Stars Sean McClory, Black Cat
Ed Hinton Secondary entry in the U. S.
Joanne Jordan, Ray Middleton, Jaclynne Captain Phillip Dudley
tiveness,
however, is* somewhat
Pickard
John
Greene; features Lee Van Cleef. .Tames Sergeant Chris Zanoba
Mosk.
Jim Moloney
marred by its length.
Griffith.
Hush Sanders,- Roy Roberts, Tony Zanobg
Rory Mallinson
Peter Maniakos. Robert Crosson, Frank Toby WUson
note
of
pathos crops up in a
A
Howard Wright
Gerstle,
Willis
Bouchey, Philip Van Colinel Hannah
Russ Conklin
Zandt. Directed by R. G. Springsteen. High Cloud
bit tagged "Military Affair.” Here
The Prisoner
Jonni Paris
Screenplay, John K. Butler;
camera, Malawa
Carlo
Croccolo
is seen as a perJoanne Rio
Reggie Lanning; editor, Tony Martinelli; Tasson Li
(BRITISH)
former who troupes in vaude doing
....Richard Cutting
music, R. Dale Butts. Previewed April Colonel Robert
Spence
Paul McGuire
20, '55. Running time, 70 MINS.
a soldier characterization. Later,
Dinker
Kenneth MacDonald
Alec Guinness in grim drama
Gunner O'Hara.
he’s drafted and dies in an enemy
Rube Schaffer
John O’Hara
Sean MoClory Wood
of Cardinal held on treason
attack. The point to this scene is
Edward Coch
Marsh
1
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Joan Marlowe

District

19.
co-production by

Co., Rizzoli

Paramount release

por-

successfully

stuff

with the fresh -Technicolor lensing

rentiis production. Stars Raf Vallonc,
Franco Fabrizi; features Andrea Checchi,
Enrico Salerno, COristinan Marquand,
Carlo Pederzoli, Nario Bernard!, Emilio
Chianese, Elena Varzi.
CiSoli, Franco
Screenplay and
Directed by Leonviola.
story,
MarcAntonio Bragadin, Franco
Brusatl Ennio DeConcini, Carlo Lizzani;
camera, Riccardo' Pallottlni; editor, Rdiiato Cinquini. At Imperlalc, Rome. Run-

in love with a foreign

Joanne Jordan
Ray Middleton
Jaclynne Greene

„

(Aspect ratio

"Seminole Uprising" is a fairish
Hugh Sanders western for the programmer marRoy Roberts ket. While this Sam Katzman proPeter Mamakos
ample action and
Robert Crosson duction has

Attorney

Charlie Gieen
Danny Marlowe

Dum-Dum Wilson
L.

somewhat obscure. Perhaps best of
the five sequences is "The Fading
Actor," Which De Sica, Miss Padovani and Delia Scala brighten with
some fine acting.

theme,

London, April

19.

Story of an actor, once a star
but now rapidly declining in popu-

Columbia production and release. Stars
Alec Guinness and Jack Hawkins; features Wilfred Lawson
and Raymond
Huntley. Directed by Peter Glenville.
Screenplay, Bridget Boland; camera, Reg
Wyer; editor, Freddie Wilson; music,
Benjamin Frankel. At Plaza Theatre,
London April 19 '55. Running: time, 94

Frank Gerstle

Technicolor to heighten its visual
the cast is relatively unWillis Bouchey assets,
save for George Mont....Philip Van Zandt known
starred.
Story
gomery, who
( Aspect ratio
draws upon fhmiliar material and
1.66-1)
The. current shortage of second- exhibs will find it difficult to
ary pix for lowercase dualer dates find a new exploitation dress for
will be a 'help to "I Cover the Un- an old subject.
derworld." The Republic offering
Screenplayed by Robert E. Kent
is a minor meller for flllin book- from a novel by Curt Brandon, the
ings in the programmer market, film concerns some restless Semibut with little entertainment even noles who escape from a Florida
in this classification.
reservation circa 1855 and head for
The budget production makes wild and wholly Texas;- Montstandard use of a stock story, with gomery, an Army lieutenant Is
nothing to distinguish it from the ordered to the area to round up
mine-run potboiler, under the as- the tribesmen, who, are headed by
sociate producer guidance of Wil- wily Steve Ritcli.
liam J. O’Sullivan. The script by
Of course, sortie romantic comJohn K. Butler tells how a divinity plications develop whep. Karin
student busts up some toigeity Booth appears on the scene. Daughgangs by posing as his criminal ter of post commander Howard
twin brother. Neither the gangs Wright, she previously had been
nor the racket coin appear impor- smitten by Montgomery but later
tant enough and as a consequence rejected him for another since she
nothing herein seems worth the believed him part Indian. Much
effort. The pace, is draggy as di- footage
Unreels
before
Montrected by R. G, Springsteen.
gomery rescues his onetime love
Sean McClory, who has been from the Seminoles, bags Ritch and
seen to much better advantage, exposes rival officer Ed Hinton as
docs tli.e dual role. The divinity unworthy of either his uniform or
student gets into the act when he Miss Booth’s affections.
connives with the authorities to
Director Earl ’Bellamy is unable

Warden Lewis
*
w
Jake
Freeman

charge; star’s appeal main selling factor in U. S. and likely
strong enough to beat stark

1.85-1)

Lee Van Cleef
James Griffith

Tim Donovan

Tokyo, April
Italian-Japanese

and

man

library

this

Bakaleinikoff

(ITALIAN)
Rome, April

If Nicola Filacuridi fails
to become a true Yank, he is at
least as American as most Pinkerton’s seen on opera stages. He is

trays a

where producer Katzman has elected to keep down the
nut by inserting old color clips of
braves on the warpath. Quality of

Siluri Unianl
(Human Torpedoes)

workers.

Flash Logan
Smiley Di Angelo

(COLOR)
An

and Japanese

Police Chief
S tlld a

(italo-Japanese)

Toho Motion Picture

Italian

too, come
in Instances
1

» comparatively recent
Cardinal behind the Iron
Curtain. The setting of this stor,y
is not stated; there is, however,
little doubt that the action takes
place somewhere in Eastern. Europe.
In her own adaptation, Miss Boland has broadened the canvas of
her subject, particularly to include
background atmosphere of unrest
in the capital While the Cardinal
is held without charge. Inside the
jail, the pic adheres to the stage
original; illustrating the Cardinal’s
resistance to the persuasive, charms
of the Inquisitor (Jack Hawkins),
but eventually ^weakening after a
long and tortuous spell of solitary
Confinerrient' Another addition is
the trial sequence in which there
is a full confession to charges of
petty theft, blackmail,, betrayal to
the Nazis and treason!
Peter Greenville,’s studied direction is a technical“ achievement, although the film just fails to achieve
the anticipated emotional impact.
T’ne climactic sequence in^, which
the Cardinal is reprieved ‘'within
minutes of his execution to face a
bigger punishment by going back
into the world after his admission
is less moving on film than on the
stage. The acting, however, is ex*
ceptionaily high. The flawless perilarity to
trial of a

proceedings

Henry Freulich,
departs to finish. his cleric studies,,
Among those who manage to give
even though Joanne Jordan, nitery some degree of credibility to their
chirp, indicates she’s willing.
roles are Montgomery as an inThe players have little chance .to trepid Indian fighter, Ritch jas the
do more than run through their notorious Seminole -chieftain and
Seen with McClory, William Fawcett as Montgomery’s
characters.
shapely
besides Miss Jordan, are Ray Mid- scout.
Miss Booth, a
Jaclynne blonde, isn't too- convincing,^ the
chief;
dleton,
police
Greene, the bad brother’s lholl; major ’femme role. Wright is adeLee Van Cleef, James Griffith, quate as commander of the Army
Hugh Sanders afnd others as as- post. Rory Mallinson. is amply
sorted pluguglies.
surly as a vindictive rancher and
Lensing and other technical Hinton makes himself suitably unas an officer sans scruples.
pleasant
Brog.
credits are standard.
Music conducted by Mischa

fly’s" suqbess in the U.-S. will depend on the number of opera patrons who. will want to see it on
the screen.
A prologue sets; the scene, and
then the opera follows Puccini’s
score faithfully with few if-any
sets. „ Only ohe set is used, the
home and garden of Butterfly overlooking Nagasaki harbor, a poorly
contrived canvas backdrop. Art director Ryotaro Mitsubayashi has
built beautiful interiors which follow faithfully the best in Japanese
architecture. But when he stepsoutside to create r Japanese garden, he lets his enthusiasm for
color and decoration run wild.
Greatest pr ise must go to Kaoru
Yachigusa in the title role % An
actress with little experience' (she
played supporting dramatic roles in
the Takarazuka Girls Opera Co.
prior to the pic), she turns in a
stirring tour de force in her first
film: Her task was triply difficult.
She had to understand the western
interpretation of a Japanese woman called for by the story, then
mouth the lyrics dubbed in by
another’s voice, and 'all the time
portray the emotions which go ^vith
the words. She Is completely believable in every scene.
This opera belongs to the principal singer, and this is also a one-role
vehicle in main. Nevertheless, Miss
Yachigusa receives sterling support

from her

Maclaine Butterfly

plausibility into the
via performances Of
players. Battle scenes,,
off as strictly contrived

to get

rettist J; L.

ening device of flashback. However, -even without that technique
it is illogically plotted with formula characters and performances
that get nowhere under Frank

Conte, a small-timer at the coir
unming trade, gains public notice
when he refuses to reveal the
source of underworld tips on killings. He couldn’t have, anyway,
because they are anonymous phone
calls planted by Bennett, who’s
softening the writer up for the
funds to be raised yia the telethon.
Plenty of confusion exists as to
motivations all around, and no effort is made to explain a number
of angles that develop and are left
dangling at the finale. Latter sees
Bennett apparently knocking off
Constance Smith, his social secretary who has gone soft for Conte
and is ready to spill the beans,
and framing the writer with some
of the telethon coin. The hero
muddles through, though, and so
does Miss Smith for a clinch fadeout by the pair.
Cathy Downs occupies a co-star
spot as a nun for whom Bennett
stages a legit charity event at
Conte's urging. Just how the religious angle figures here is vague
although it’s present throughout
the footage. James Millican, police
lientenant whose lack of savvy is
matched only by Conte’s, and Dick
Benedict, Bennett’s henchman, are
featured and, like the rest of the
cast, contribute little.
John Martin’s lensing, the editing by Chandler House and other
technical credits are standard.
Brog.

much

telling.* plausible story.

Johnson

‘

,

:

larity, is a familiar one.

,

MINS.
The Cardinal
The Interrogator
The Cell Warden
The Secretary
The Girl
The Warder
The General
The Governor
The Doctor
,

"

Alec Guinness
Jack Hawkins
Wilfred Lawson

Kenneth

Griffin

Jeanette Sterke

Ronald Lewis

Raymond Huntley
Mark Dlgnam
Gerard Heinz
.

However,

De

:

Sica gets it across nicely with
an excellent portrayal of the onetime matinee idol. Miss Padovani
contributes a touching performance
as his rejected partner who ultimately returns „ to comfort him.
Miss Scala, whom De Sica "discovers" as a line girl, Is a cute trick

who

terps a snappy Charleston.
Final episode, entitled "The Cen-

sor," purports to show the difficulties producers and writers were

Adapted and closely following up against during the Fascist era
the Bridget Boland play, produced
when entire scripts frequently
in the ’West End last season, thi$ were
rejected due to their wrong
British filmization retains the ’es- political
significance. Renato Rassentials of this.' stark and dramatic cel,
as the comic, does as best he
narrative. With Alec Guinnesai re- can with
this one. He’s helped on
peating his original role oi the the visual side by
g chorus which
Cardinal held on a phoney charge looks good in scanty
attire.
of treason, the picture has potent
Direction of Domenico Paolella
marquee values, particularly in the is competent especially in the musiU. S, His name will need to be a cal
sequences.
Camerawork bf
major selling factor as the sub- Carlo Carlini is only fair. Although
ject-matter is too grim for general Ferraniacolor, in which this was
and popular consumption.
lerised, looks very good in closeups
While the usual screen credits it frequently appeared out of focus
observe that the characters in the on medium shots. Raniero Manfilm have" no resemblance to any gione’s editing could have been
persons living or dead, the gen- jighter. The English titles arc adeeral theme bears a striking sim- quate.
Gilb,
.
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/

unprecedented action, -f
the equipment branch of

execs in
the film industry are taking part
in the current Squabble over film
rentals.

•

The chips are down in the hassle
between exhibition and distribution. In essence, the theatre interests of the country as represented

by Theatre Owners of America and
Allied States Assn., the two exhibitor trade groups, have handed
the film companies an ultimatum.
Loew’S Inc., including theatre Failing to receive assurance from
chalked up a net the, major distribs on an industry
subsidiaries,
profit of $3,274,451 for the 28-week Roundtable conference to discuss
stanza ending March 17, 1955. This film and sales policies, exhibition
took the matter in its own hands
iS equal to 64c per share on the
shares outstanding as and invited the..film company presi5,142,615
cbmpared with $3,199,166 or 62c dents to a parley in New York on

No, Not

Loew’s $3,274,451 Net

The Theatre Equipment

and Supply Manufacturers’ Assn;
entered the aRena this, week with
rap at the distributors and a
suggested plan 'on how exhibs
a.

might amass enough dollars to buy

'

equipment.
The matter is taken up by Merof per share in the corresponding pe- May 24.
lin
Lewis,
exec
secretary
TESMA. in a letter to E. D. Mar- riod of the previous year,
Action followed a conclave in
tin, president of Theatre Owners
Gross sales and operating revr Chicago between TOA and Allred
of 'America. The letter, bears thie enue for the nqost recent fiscal pe- leaders, the first such meeting held
names of all TESMA officers and riod amounted to $92,399,000 by both groups to discuss exhibidirectors and copies were sent to against $97,106,000 for the same tion problems. In a' statement isAllied\ States Assn, leaders as well .stanza of a year ago. Figures are sued after the Chi meet, the exleaders
declared
that
as other TOX officials.
subject to year-end audit and ad- hibition
"there was complete agreement
“It seems to me (Lewis wrote)
justment.
and unanimity, of thinking that
that if your members, and other exfilm and sales policies were exhibhibitors throughout the U. S. and
itor's* number one problem and
Canada, were to insist upon takevery effort must be made to obing 3% 'off the. top’ of^your own
tain relief from their present supgross on every picture you buy on
pressed, position.”
a percentage basis that the distributors could not deny you such
Presidents May Duck
a contract without putting themThe film companies so far have
selves in the position of forming,
.remained noncommittal on whether
the ‘We Want ft All Club,’ memor not they Would accept the inbership in which, it is .presumed,
vitation,
There were indications
they all enjoy at the present time.”
tliat the distribs would move cauLewis added: "‘We Want It
tiously before acting. Several have
All, Inc.’ might be a. good .way to
six-week looksee at consulted their lawyers for advice
After
refer to the greedy distributor Studio production activities on the
on the matter. There was doubt
organizations, at that, since appar- Coast, Arthur ..-M. Loew, Loew’s
that the company prexies would
ently they do want it all, consider- International
and prexy. appear in. person, preferring to
chief,
ing, .the deals for films now being Nicholas
M. Schenck’s personal send top - level representatives.
demanded.”
troubleshooter on studio matters There Was also speculation that
Lewis acknowledged his outfit declared this, week; in an official
the distribs would request that an
has a "selfish, interest” in the statement, that scarcity ,bf imagenda be set up and thai only
If it’s adopted and proves
plan.
portant story material and avail- certain subjects be discussed. The
successful, he says, It Would "per- ability of top writers and. other
film companies' havfe long opposed
mit the average theatre to put outstanding creative talent "present
any discussion on the price of film,
aside capital reserves in suffi- very serious problems.”
noting their willingness to discuss
cient volume to permit the refur"Production of fine films, big it separately with exhibition leadbishing of theatres in the booth, on films, is piore difficult than ever
ers but hot .in a body.
the stage, the seating* the decora- before,”
he said. "Producers canWhatever the eventual decision
tions, the carpeting, etc., so* that
not make as many .pictures as they on the roundtable call, exhibitors
theatres might be able to compete had. been expected to produce in
feel that they have at last placed
physically with the comfort of the other years. This is true, also, of
distribution on the spot where it
tv viewer’s living room. The dis- writers, directors, stars and other
must make some, commitment for
tributors, too, should be able to
vital talents.”
the record. If the film companies
understand that theatres must be
In all-eut praise, of the "people absolutely refuse to meet with the
made inviting and Comfortable who make pictures,” Loew said
exhibs, which is regarded as doubtfor the potential customer, if they "there is no tougher job anywhere'
ful, both TOA and Allied "will seek
are to .obtain what they believe to
than in the production of motion relief through any other means
be a sufficient /amount of money
picture entertainment. The people necessary.”
Allied is already on
out of the pictures they lease to
(Continued on page 16)
record that it would appeal to the
you—and therefore they should be
.

.

'

One

&

Minneapolis, April' 26.
Despite widespread trade
paper publicity regarding his
desire

to.

his

sell

14-theatre

Circuit, Bennie Berger, North
Central Allied president, who
has suddenly turned pessimistic
over exhibition's:” future,
says he hasn’t received a single
inquiry, let alone offer.”.
Berger denies -he’s “joking'*
about wishing to step out of

exhibition.

He never was more

serious about anything in bis

he

life,

Production and distribution are
faring better than exhibitors ip respect to earnings, Standard
Poor’s, current analysis of the motion picture industry points out.
Report notes that theatre operators
are handicapped by increases in
film and other operating costs and
any further improvement in 1955
income "will be small at best.”
In contrast, the analysis states,
“results of leading producers may
show moderate gains this year,
aided .by an expected rise in revenue from abroad, but gains will
probably .be less tli&n those registered in 1954. In any event, dividends could be increased Tay many

insists.
,

companies.”

/

Reviewing the overall situation,
the survey finds a healthy barometer here and there.
Theatre attendance in 1955 "may exceed a
Weekly average of 50,000,000 and
could approach 55,000,000, compared with about 49,000,000 in 1954
and ‘46,000,000 in 1953.”
Moreover, theatre grosses this year are
seen hitting a potential of $1,300,000,000 or, an increase of $100,000,000 over last' year.
Report credits some 19,000 theaOther film producers, it looks
tres in operation or ready for opfor sure,' will be lifting some of
eration in early ’55 as an “importhe pages from the b.o; success,
story written by Hecht-Lancasteifs tant factor” in tbe attendance up*
S.
P. includes about
"Marty.” While the industry has swing.
placed its big accent on "fewer but 4,100 drive-ins in the, total and prebigger” pictures, the H-L entry dicts that by mid-summer more
than 4,-500 ozoners may be open.
that was adapted from a tv show
Scrutinizing other industry ashas demonstrated there’s a profit
pects, the analysis contends that alto be turned with lesser-than-epic
though. public interest in new lensproduct, too.
ing and projection, techniques is
Benjamin, United generally
Robert S.
waning,
competition
Artists board chairman, underlines among the various systems is intenthat U A has been turning but mod- sifying, In labeling immediate inest budgeters right along. To-score, dustry prospects as "satisfactory,”
they require what Benjamin terms the sul'vey asserts that attendance
"heart or a quality that is dif- may hold "at or moderately above
ferent.”'
current levels” until low-cost color
UA, which financed and is re- tv receivers become available in
leasing "Marty,” had a previous quantity.
wham money-making, yet inexpenAs far as investment in motion
sive, filni in "Moon Is Blue.” With picture shares is concerned it’s felt'
this, of course, the censorship con- that the group has some "speculatroversy, helped considerably. Even tive ftppeah”
Report comments
without this added push the pic that film stocks participated fully
would have been a click, though, during most of the 1954 bull mar"However, they have again
on the basis of strong word of ket.
mouth and plenty upbeat press come into disfavor with the average trader recently, reflecting unGovernment to regulate film z’ental notices,
facing
industry
the
"Blue.” was brought in at a nega- certainties
prices if all other efforts fail. In
over the medium term with regard
fact, it has already launched ef- tive cost of slightly under $400,000.
to
color
television
subscription
and
It
has
grossed
well
over
$3,000,000
forts to _ this end. Allied board
chairman" Abram F. Myers and in* the U.S. alone. It’S' too early to tv.”
Bennie Berger, chairman of the figure the gross for "Marty.” It
Emergency Defense Committee, was budgeted at about $345,000.
In a number of recent instances,
discussed the legislative outlook
'
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willing to pay for part of the cost
to accomplish that comfort.”
Prompting Lewis* letter to Martin was a statement made by the
latter recently. Martin had said:
"Not only have these (rental) conditions and terms made it difficult for exhibitors to make a reasonable return on their invest-

2d San Sebastian Film
Festival

Opens July 19;°

14 Nations Sending Fix

Stanley Warner

Equals 73c For

be for the best tinter rather than
actual cinematographic merit, the
judges are to be carefully chosen
for their artistic knowledge.
It is expected that 14 countries
#
will participate, each one being
allowed to officially present, one

.

full-length
Officials,

from

each

j

is

of

the

radio.

other filmmakers have picked upi
the screen rights to tv shows, some
of
them with less-than-majorleague financing in mind. They’re
looking to come up with "A”
grossers on "B” budgets, presumably with "heart” and/or "different quality” substituting for tall
^
production investment.

FITZ TO

DO FEATURES

weeks for Austria where

in three

..

—

—

the

basis

produce and direct a
"Three Music Masters,” based on lives of Schubert,
Beethoven and Johann Strauss Jr,
After this on his sked is a second
"Tales of Three Countrilogy,
tries,” to focus on Sweden, Scotland and Austria. Rep will finance
and distribute.
FitzPatrick believes the day of
write,

titled

the short subject has passed, the
returns on such product being
meager. During the course of hi*
26-year career, he circled the
world seven times and for one
studio alone, Metro, he produced
ing up accordingly.
Finnish move is said ta be due 300 subjects. He recently. comto
spreading inflation and the pleted the last of three Vistacountry’s poor economic position. Vision travel shorts for Paramount.

films.

Under

a bill pending in the Finnish Diet, most of the now taxexempt foreign pix would go into
the 25% class, with the rest mov-

;

the

of

thinking

t

among some N.

Hollywood, April 26,
James A. FitzPatrick is abandon-

trilogy

pix and 15 and 30% instead of
the current 15 and 25% on local

Fog Major’s Rep
%

SHORTS ERA ENDED,

he’ll

Rise in amusement taxes is
threatened in Finland where foreign imports already, are taxed 35,
40 and 45% with a few tax-free
exceptions.
New tax scale would
run to 25, 40 and 50% on foreign

Better Be Good,

On

duction to lens, features in an. association with Republic. He’s leaving

participating

will be invited. Guest
expected to include some

,

ing the field of travelog shorts pro-

and one' short.
players and newsmen

500 persons.
Coincident with the celebration
of the festival, there will be a reunion here of the general assembly
of the International Federation of
Motion Picture Producers.
Screenings will be held in the
Teatro Victoria Eugenia, as last
year. Independent of these, there
will be many important fiestas, including that of the inauguration of
the fete, which will feature some
of Spain's most popular stars of
the screen, the theatre, nightclubs

and

(Continued on page 16)

filnj

countries
list

1

,

San Sebastian, April 26.
with members of Congress in
Preparations are well under way Washington last week. TOA has
ments, but they have prevented
for the. Second international Film always opposed ‘‘calling in the
the accumulation of exhibitor capiFestival, to beheld at San Sebas- cops.” However, the unit’s recent
tal reserves so that newer And imtion, July 19-26. Major event will statements relating to seeking "reproved theatres might result.”
be the Gran Premio Internacional lief through any other means necdel Color (International Grand essary” perhaps indicates a shift
Color Prize), presented by the In- in TOA thinking.
ternational Federation of AssociaThe joint TOA-Allied committee,
tions of Cinema Producers. There following the issuance of the inwill be an international jury which vitation to the film companies, said
picks this prize, ‘made up of one it "strongly feels the immediate
North American, on Italian, and need of this ^conference among
one Frenchman. Seven others on these men of good faith in an efthe jury, including the president, fort to improve the relationship
Will be Spanish. Since award will between the film companies and

Stanley Warner Corp. racked up
a net profit of $1,621,000 for the
26 weeks ending Feb. 26, 1955.
This is equivalent to 73c. per share
on the 2,208,600 shares of common
For the comstock outstanding.
parative period of 1954, the net
profit was $1,191,400, equivalent to
50c a share on the 2,367,696 shares
then outstanding. The 1955 stanza
includes the operations of the International Latex Corp. which was
acquired April 30, 1954.
Operating profit for the period
ending Feb. 26; 1955, was $3,648,300 before losses of $176,700 on
fixed assets, $25,000 for contingencies, and $1,825,000 for Federal Income taxes. For the same stanza
of ’54, the operating profit was
$2,030,800 before a $20,600 profit
on fixed assets, and provision of
and
contingencies
for
$75,000
(Continued on iiage 62)

—

film companies

Y. execs, theatre

moving

into tele-

vision film production are

headed

for previously-unspotlighted risks.

The argument

is

that a

major

stu-

dio making the video move is faced
with, the necessity of doing a consistently good .series of shows. Inferior programming, the theory
goes, would impair that same studio’s standing in the field of public opinion and this would hurt at
the all-important theatrical boxoffice.
So, when "Warner Bros.
Presents” goes on the air, it belter be good or the trademark will
suffer, according to the voice of
dissent in Gotham.
That’s only half the argument.
It’s also contended that top-drawer tv production might set off unfavorable exhibitor reaction, the
exhib beefing that the source of
his film supply and a stiff tv competitor are one; and the same,
Regarding this, the film companies have insisted that a part
of their tv time will be used to
plug their theatrical product, a*
1

(Continued on page 62)
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7 GREAT
"

SONG

HITS

by Academy Award Winner

JOHNNY MERCER
SOMETHING’S GOTTA GIVE

SLUEFOOT

•

DADDY LONG LEGS

WELCOME EGGHEAD C A T SPELLS CAT
DREAM HISTORY OF THE BEAT
•

•

HEW ASTAIRE
LESLIE

DANCES*

CARON SOLOS*

2 SENSATIONAL

>

SPECTACULARS
staged by

of the Ballet Paris!

Full of

*'

ROLAND PETIT

•

*

pep

and jazz—
modern'
rhythm

<•<
'CSX.'

that will
have the

I'.

;

youngsters
dancing in
the aisles!
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PICTURE CROSSES

-

Okay $15,000,
Mont’l; ’Girl’ 20G, 4th

‘Prince’

‘Combo’ Big $11,000 Paces PhiBy

Montreal, April *0.
entries In all but one

New

New Fix; Hobday Loud

$22,000, 10th,

‘Jungle’ Torrid 15G, *Eden’
Philadelphia, June 26.
in the weather hurt
.

4———

Extremes

holdovers

proved

also

BrOadW^Y
0

help.

n°

P

Total Gross
Estimated m
$510,900
This Week
< Based on 19 theatres
,.$603,700
Last tear ......
(Based on 22 theatres.)
’

potent at the Goldman while “Cinerama Holiday” is
heading for another sturdy session
in 10th week at the Boyd. “Angry

Combo” shapes

okay at $15,000. Last week,
same.
tamed” (20th) (2d wk), same

chtefty first runs, intheatres, chiefly
cluding N. Y.)
eluding

Boston, April

_

.

)

.

Un-

—

Capitol (C.T.) (2,421; 45-75)
Good
(DCA). Good.
“Long
«Long. John Silver” -vtOCA),,
Hit Deck
$14,000. Last week, "Hit
$16,000.
(M-G) (2d wk), solid $16,000
tM-G)
Princess (C.T;) (2,131; 40-65)
“Timber jack” (Rep), Dull $9*000
Last week, “Private Hell 36
(FW), $10,000.

Xotal Gross
Total
Last
Li
g t Year

fioth

JSSHS of
.? wj.-,
Eden” is holding well in
“East
third frame at the Met. “Hit Deck”
at Orpheum. and State turned in
hefty second frame take.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,500); 75-$1.25)—
“Glass Slipper” (MrG) (2d wk).
Oke $14,000. Last week, $20,000.
Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (800;
75-$1.25)—“To Paris With Love”

*

.

Wham 15G,

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,847; 60-$l)
“Country Girl” (Par) (4th wk). Big

SSSs

SE

$20,000 following $21,000 in third.

Orpheum

40-65)—

(1,048;

(C.T.)

1,000th per-

formance Sunday (24).
f0
^Eternafsea
“Eternal Sea” and “I Cover The
tj
arrivals at Paranderwo?ld” new
n
Underworld”
mnnnt4 and
Jid Fenway
Ft
shape smash.
mount

.

.

— Deck’
Deck

HJunde Wow 22G,

week eeie
celebrating

69th week
Lrmwp

Same Week

..$2,638,000
.$2,638,000
2 29
d on 25 cities and 229
( Based
theatres
theatres.))

—

26.

Sparked by great weather, pi*
Upturn this frame.
an amazing gait
while new product shaped nicely.
“To Paris With Love” is smash at
Hill in first sesanSll Beacon
Beac
the small
«lon
“Aida” is holding sock at
sion.
Kenmore in ssecond week. “Cineloom* terrif at Boston in
rama” looms

biz took a big
Holdovers hit

City Grosses

Key

,

GlfOSSCS

,

Most houses stood pat with only
However, “Big
two newcomers.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ...... $2,437,400
$2, jj*
(Based on 23 cities and 227

‘Man’ Nice 15G. 2d; ‘Eden’ 13G. 3d

—

=

J

1

weekend trade while some weak

Hep 17(

klux-

tins,
er are keeping returns high
s
week; “Country Girl” at Loew
Is
still
week
going into a fourth
big to pace city. “Prince of Playof
ers” at the Palace looks best
newcomers, with okay total, Cinerama” looms fancy in 15th round
at Imperial.
Estimates for This Week
Estlmater
80"$1\.
Palace (C.T.) , (2,625; 60-01)
“Prince of Players” (20th). Just

“Sins of Rome” (Indie) and “Forty
Niners” (Indie). Average $7,000.
°‘
'
Last week, “Hell’s Outpost” (Rep)
/qwwi 4^0* $ti 25 *22 60)—
A
Baltimore, April 20.
Smas
Smash
$5,000
$18,000 or near.
(Indie).
(RepH $5,000.
St. Louis, April 20.
and
nd “Atomic Kid” (Rep),
a
(10th
<Indte)
d
H
‘
over
oyer
(M-G) (reLast week, “Camille”
wither
(Cinerama Prod.) (1,cold
plus*
Rain
Imperial
imperial
Fairish grosses predominate this Last
itiirL i22 ,Q
000
A AA AA 4
. 4dn«nARA*Via^
° or over Last
S
-<»
at^tmun“Gmerama.'
airmail^
~~
“Cinera^*
(5th_wk)^-$X5QO.
ISth-wk
$i-.2Gr$2L4Q)..
-033
“Hit—¥he \ -issue)
‘’HH^he,
weekend is boosting biz
HBx ccpteon-"i&—
,«*d
-eefr - $L204240L
_
m
a
i
iSir SVnon
(Cir
Productions)
Boston (Cinerama
with some unusually (indie) (15th wk). Fancy $13,000. Deck,” pleasing at the Town. “Capstem houses, ivith
o 9^n* on ot 4ftl
“Cinerama”
registered cur- Last week,
$1.25-$2.85)
(1,354; $L25-$
wee k, $12,000.
Li^htfoot” is modest at the 0,354;
Li^itfoot”
tain Lightfoot”
“Jan
both) (3d wk) good grosses being
^
(60th wk).
Continues to
“Blackboard Jungle” is
rently.
Combo” is likewise (Indie) (69th
Century, “Big Com-bo”
Century
16 0W
nk?*V4 00G Last^
a wow session at
unexciting at Keith’s. “Game Of amaze with ssock $25,000, upped
(PnidmanV (1200^65- outstanding with Slipper”
1
is rated if\
pari
tourists and its
part
“Glass
l
1
Love” looks potent at the Cinema, by school parties,
9
rnmhb” (AA) Gustv Loew’s. Orpheum,
Love” I Aypif
showir
showin
Sunday (24). Last
at Ch'Pheum. ‘Game of Love
I /l|
enjoying its censorship notoriety. 1,000th showing
eiTftftft n? ne£^
week^ “Mam- neat
C l Last
aS %eeK
fine at two
IJUVIr AUvIj
surprisingly fine^
is doing sui^prisingly
Man Called Peter” is holding week, $20,000.
“A Mam
^ 1i9 nnnJ,
1
b0
Called Peter”
“Man
third
for
Fenway
(NET)
houses.
a
(N1
(1,373; ,60-$l)—
arty
the
New
at
firmly
a ^h a iiJ (^wt (4 ^7ft- 7^
*130)
5 $
in second round at
•
“Eternal Sea”
Sea’ (Rep) and “Cover
round.
SSflK”2*1$
>
k Thin shapes solid in.
Holi“Cinerama'
3
(Rep).
Neat
(The Underworld”
the St. Louis.
This
for
Th
'. Week
Estimates
.*«
Upoo."
?,*..%
slight
from its su*w
is picking up'
Last week, “Strange Lady
5,
1 «»I
^ a. weekupag0
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 25- $5,500.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,200; 65- day”
AmbassaAnibassaago at AmDassa
f
n Town’’
Tmvn-’ fwT
slump of f
in
(WJ3) and “Terror Ship”
(U).
(12th)
Lightfoot”
(Par)
Girl”
“Capt.
65-95)
$1;49) “Country
^JJ^P
dor.
L " St
Moderate $8,000, Last week, “Jup- (SG), $5,000.(Indie)
Trim $10 ’° 0C
k
11
for. This Week
Estimates ^^his.Week
Ke^i2°(Ir
Kenmore
(700; 85-$1.25)-rDaughter”
(M-G), $9,000.
iter's
1
°
si
g
$1 1 000
$1.20“Aida” (IFE) (3d wk). Sock $10,*
(Indie)
(1,400;
I
Ambassador
111.
75500Vl\l
i’J2Solni.
(Cftldmanl (2
I
xnbii
1
d
1) 000.- Last week,
Cinema
n * « !*
(Sohwaber)
(Sdiwaber)
'(466;
(466; 50-$
i
H o 1 i d a y”
we<
$10,300.
“Cinerama Holiday”
“Cinerafiia
D
$2.40)
S,
ti 4 ft?
(WR
(3d $2.40>
(WB)1 (od
East of Eden
$1.40)—
Fancy
Love’”
Love
Of
(Indie).
’Game
Game
^(Indie)
nftth' wk)
318
700
(I
Memorial (RKO)
Fancy
c y $18,70
$18,700
wk). Fancv
(3,000; 60-$l)—
*
ndre) (10th
wk). Bright $17,000. Last week, G
Kansas City, April 26.
$5,000 or near. Last week, “Belles “Man Called Peter” (20th) and
last week.
after $17,800 Jg(Indie)
(3d wk), Stranger's
Trihians”
Tfinians”
St.
Trio ofXfwcomers
of ‘'newcomers are making |t
-“Chief
“Chief
Ha
stranger’s Hand”
.(DCA) (2d wk>.
^Fox^F&M).
Fox (F&M), (5,000 $1-75)—
(.qw)
(2
2 900« 74 3140)
this week, with a pair $2,200,
$2 200
Ma, pa high marks this
Nice $15,000. Last week. $17,000.
^fdJ in T^wn
Town’’^ (Ay B (2d Crazy Horse” (U) and “Ma, Pa of holdovers close behind. “Run
Strange Lady
Run
l''.(960:
Opened
Centre (Rappaport)
viiciivu 7
Film centre
(U).
(20th)
auu
ahd
(6).
oatuiuaj
Saturday”
“Violent
viuiviu
Sat
Kettle
iktiut; at Waikiki”
tt ttiAiiu
,r
- _
A
v'i "Violent
F
getting 5o-$l)_
Is Betting
* 13 000 Las wcek $15 ' today (Tues.).
lor Cover”
Cover at Paramount is
(3d “Taman’s
“Glass
Slipper” (M-G) <3<i
“New for
50-$l)
"Glass Slipper"
Last week, '“New
Jungle” (RKO)
(Tues ).
“Taiwan’s Hidden
Hit
nm
white Captain Light- wk) sturdy $4,000
socko total while
, fter $5,000
to in next.
$4 0Q0 after
(WB) and socko^otal
Confidential”
| 5 000 in
ntet
tt_.
ran (l,4oo)
it aim
rinsed ioi
far York
uiosea
Stanton (bW)
Fairway
4«TT ru,u n r,pj*»
Uptown,
Tower,
at
foot”
foot
second
500
sec0
nd,
M»tronnlitoi
second,
$11,500.
‘Unchained” (WRV'
(WB); fair 311
Metropolitan
(NET) (4,367; 60
C
“Three
fine. /'Three
and Granada
^Hippodrome
Hinn
Hippodrome
(Rappaport) (2,100;
iiimo./ ’(850;
(850;
i^vv, 7Amus.)
L.. jtk
Hi-Pointe
niTuuuv \uv$
(St. lj,
r looms
... 1 .
,
“East of Eden” (WB.) (3d-final
,,
_ aIj.
of C re atm-e
> and^Cul^Cobra”
Midland is rated 50-$l)— “Country Girl” (Par) (7th wk
at the ^Midland
Show^at
f°r Show
51-90)—“Beachcomber” (UA). Good for
or close. Last
Nice _ $13,000
wk).
).
$1
wpit
j*
e_i
;„i_\
rr_i
x.
?
i_.
_
mm
r
aa
T
v
U
Man Called Peter at Or- W k). Holding nicely at $7,500 fol- week, $18,500
Last., week, “Companions modest.
Trtns T°iii .(T-L)
rT fT?'inn
qq *1 5ft) $2,500.
Trans-Lux
(500, 99-$1.50)
pheum and East of Eden at the lowing $9,000 in sixth.
Orpheum (](Loew’s (3,000; 60-$l)
Orphenm
h 01 Night” (Indie), $2,000. 50-85)—
(Rep)'
1
-“Doctor in House”
P (5th
holdovers.
strong
Keith’s (Fruchtman) (2,400; 25- —“Hit
toew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50 . 8 5)- Missouri are
Deck”. (M-G) and “Battle
_“H?t Deck”
^^Mp^^flftft
«4 4ftft ..JfcSSoa
Last
S wi?k
Neat
8
W
week,
$4,400.
wk).
ea $3,800.
Doctor in House at Vogue is $i)_“Big c
Combo”
°mbo” (AA). Fairish T
'
u n gle ’ (M-G)
(M-G).
Jungle.”
d J
axi” (M-G) (2d wk). Hefty $17,Taxi”
v«?
^ci
^?\Vn
nn 74-$1.50)- “Blackboard
Viking
(SleyJ
(1,000;
thlrdround.New first run $7,800.
qSt^eoo
Last week, “Conquest
‘Conquest of 0
“Hit big
$7,800
000
week, ‘‘Hit
Lalt
Last week
Socko
k
$22,000.
We<
Last
Week.
$25,000.
000.
00.
wk).
“Glass
Glass Slipper”
Shppei
(M-G) (2d
wk), $6,500.
Mis- situation added with the Electric Space’” (Par) (2d wkK
“Golden M1S
“Goldtn
-G)
G and
arid
Deck?,M ^mIg)
a
60-$l1)
Paramount (NET) (1.700;
(1,700; 60-$
S
week,
6
Fancy
Fa
$12,000. Last
$17,000. g?«, (
in Kansas City Kans paired with
Little (Rappaport) (310; 50-$l)
50-$l)- —-Eternai
3d 5f
k) ggjZ*
-wk),
$8,500.
tress” (UA) (3d
(Rep) and “Cover
“Eternal Sea”
Se
w«H ri (T-L>
(T ! ^ (604;
('fiftl'^QQl
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P,P
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in second.
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$9,000.
^000
Ship”
“Terror
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(WB>
Town”
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;„3c
i
;„l
second-runs.
runs
a run) and “Caine Mutiny”
35-90)
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 35-90)—
Estimates for This Week
(Col) /o
(2d
(SG) $14
000
(SG),
$14,000.
en e Of Creature” (U).
“Revenge
U) Starts
7~[
(Col) (reissue) (3d wk),'
(Col)’
wk),’ $7,500.
IL,
$7,5<)0.
(Loe
(3,500; 60-$l)
Electric (Fulton) (1,850; 65r85)— l^®Y
State .(Loew’s)
n
I j I
n*
C .• ~~Z
^ (Wed.L Thirdj round of M3Wt
tpmbiTOw
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Pageaiit
eant
L.
Amus.)
(St.
U,000;
Deck” (M-G) and “Battle
First
film
“Bedeviled”
(M-G).
on
<*iDt
Kims mupid.
Snrinp
Innnks. -JJIA,
Kir’
Spring uupd
Biz:
Indp
Bops
kJJfllUg
.
Craz
Crazy
Norse
mild
(U),
(U)
florse
(UA).
51-90)
51 90)
‘‘Beachcomber
“Beachcomber”
y
’
wk). Good $11,000.
(M_ G) (2d
(
new policy of playing day-date JPS™
Taxi » (M-G)
Taxi”
,
,
Com- w ith competition on the Missouri
Goo <i $3,000. Last week, “ComGood
$]
‘fulAnVf
1 1 P
A
week,. $12,500.
GjIaii f haIi
,,
iiqIi 11
1onA 35-$a Last week,
New (Fruchtman)
(Frucht]man) (1,800;
JuQCIl LUSIl
»ien
LUSn
llll,
11
U| jpaCe
opace panions of .Night”
Night” (Indie), $3,500. side Okay $5,000. Last week, sub(1,8^); 35-$l),
K«w
T
—“Man
Peter". (20th) (3d rt* i "*9 II
Called Peter
Man Called.
Richmond (St. L.
Amus.) (400;
it
.i f ai a
(400, seouent-run
/v/i / 1
, a/i
Still staunch at $10,000
0,000 fol- ‘Violent’
Love”' ((Indie).
10)
Of Lovc
YlOWIlt C
$22,500,
imo (Dickinson) (504; 85-$l)- wk).
Neat
Neat- SG;
Jungle
.°^
: “Aida"
K9
7
* *1 L
Oimfn?
sr
f
for second.
Fine $3,000.
Last week,
“Aida”
Aida
$3^000.
v
«GIass Slibner”
(M-G)
wk) lowing $14,000
11^
T JJ
—
a
no
P
Indianapolis, April 26.
Playhouse (Schwaber)
iSchwaber) (320; 50(IFE) (2d wk), :$2,500.
Huf • ‘JUH
Fancv
$2700
°U
and
an
holds
list
w^ek
A
fim
h 0108
we
^ ,7
Hotsy 20G,
Det.; ‘Jungle’
$1)— “Gate Of Hell” (Indie) (5th
Firstrun houses here are still
St. Louis (St. L. Amus.) (4.000; $1 ooo
in the spring doldrums, although 51-90)— “Man Called Peter” (20th) *
wk) Nice $3,200 following $3,500
OJ
Midland (Lopw'O (q <Sftft- fift Rft) wk).
»
*
rainy weekend helped bring biz (2d wk).
in fourth.
11th
Solid $10,000 following -“Three for^ Show” (Col) aAd “Wv ip
HOl
2d,9 ‘Holiday’
It,
Stanley
some. “East of Eden” is solid $13,500 opening frame.
5tan, y (WB)
80 °i 35-$l)—
35-$l)WB) (1
(1,800;
oming
Renecade”
6
(Col)
Moderate
<< J
^
i
Detroit,^ April '26.
enough to lead town at Indiana
“East Of
Eden . (WB> (3d wk)
° f Eden”
wk).
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; $11 OOO^Stavs Last^ week
.i ar
:«
Biz
B
*z
is
but isn’t as big as expected, $1.10)—
Good $7,000 after $10,500 in
“ slackening off generally
(Indie)! Deck” (U?& ^nd
$l.l0)-“Game
“Game of Love” (Indie).
^‘‘WhiYe^^o’rchid”
downtowne this week, although
at downtowners
“Conquest of Space,” at Circle is Fine $3,000.
second
$3,000.'- Xast week, “Aida” Jua) ( 2d
,
»? 7ft ano en a i«°^ftft second.
good in a couple
it remains very
v<
Town
(
rated neat. “Blackboard Jungle” i (IFE) (2d wk), $2,500.
(Rappaport)
(1,600';
RaPPa9ort)
50-$l)
(1,600;
~
Misaourr'mKOW^^^
~““Hit
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These are Adams
is doing nicely in second week at I
Deck (M-G). Topping
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T °PP in « city of situations.
—
t
“Eas?
Eden”^WR) ?2d
week of “Blackse
Loew’s.
L ° eW
$15,500 or better. ‘Last
Last with a hot second
p SOI*
A > Ci ,i (1 r
nnn with brisk
“
Jungle and “Cinerama Holiwe « k “Long
week,
L °nE Gray Llhe” (Col) (7th board Jungle”
Estimates
Estimate» for This Week
‘Slipper’
Slipp6r StOllt
SlOUt $16,000,
IVUv
hold^Ssf
week
“Eden^nm*
L
k
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Session. “Vio11th
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day”
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"
.
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i
.
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,
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f
?
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“Santa Fe Pas*
good at the Palms.
1
**.0.S Slough Cincy Biz
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Neat $9,000. La»t
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Toronto. April 26.
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1
may g °sage” is average
at the Broadwayaver
Dawn” (RKO) and “Sleeping
With general biz on upbeat, Mother*
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i
i* D*
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Capitol.
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(
9
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v
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1
P
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d
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in third, and “Country Girl” in
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J
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f
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2
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C
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Last week, .“Man Without Star” 955; 478; 696; 694; 40-75)— “Black
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Man
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and “Night People” (20th) (reissue)
Eglinton, University (FP) (1,088;
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 75-90)— (3d wk). Fine $1Q.000. Last week,
“East of Eden”
1,558; 60-$l)
MPLS.; ‘MAN’
WB) (2d Wk). Hefty $14,000. Last
Pitt, ‘Eden’ $14,000 “East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk). All $14,000.
Minneapolis, April 26.
Broadway-Capltol (UD) (3,500;
right $9 500 after $14,500 preem.
week, $19,000.
Pittsburgh, April 20.
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(2d ivk), $6,000.
Swift $14,500. Last week,. $15,000. pacity $7,500. Last week, $8,000.
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S
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(1,000;
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Oke
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(Continued on page 22)
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
Torn” (WB), $7,500.
(Continued on page 22)
Lady In Torn"
[Nice $9,000. Last week, 12,000.
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PICTURE CROSSES

•Wednesday, April 27,- 4955

Trim $43,000
,

With Broadway

Okay 15G

‘Eden

Chicago, April 20.
Pickings are rather slim at
City boxoffices this round,
with absence of major openers,
plus too many holdovers and mild
spring weather cutting the take.

—

—

that

OMAHA; ’CREATURE' 6G

;

'

.

Wonderful” (Indie), $2,700.
Chicago (B&K) (3,990: 98-$1.50)
“Untamed” (20th with Crew
Cuts topping stageshow (3d wk).

—

.

Dull $34,000. Last week, $37,000.
Esquire (H&E Balaban) (1,400;
.

so $7,000.

S<**Ff” (Indie). SoLast week, '‘House of

—“Revenge

Smash

1

for the old stagefilm policy there.
Par fla gship used - eight shows
UaiTy,
a
witn a $2 top hi Jm§ht', ioT
‘

days of. the run.
“Bedevilled” with vaude is heading for a stout $23,000 at Palace.
“Chance Meeting,” also new, is
nice $6,700 opening week at Normandie. “Marty” is topping its
initial stanza with a terrific $20,700 in arty .Sutton’s second; week.
“Glass Slipper” with
Easter
initial

current (3d) session at the Globe.
“Chief Crazy Horse” is opening
today at the Mayfair after three
leisurely weeks with “Long John
Silver.” Criterion open's “Run For

.

.

—

—

OK

—

(1,700;

—

(2d

wk).

Nifty

98a Star” (U)
Last
$22,000.
(1,208;

Week, $27,000..

—

“A
World (Indie) (697; 98)
Nous La Liberte” (Indie) (2d Wk).
Last week, $3,700.
98)—
(430;
Ziegfeld (Lopert)
•’Vergenita” (Indie). Good $4,200.
Last week, subsequent-run.

Dull $3,000.

‘Creature’ Fine 11G,

OK $9,000

Buff.; ‘Lady’

Buffalo, April 26.

The few newcomers here this
round are not attracting much at-

Denver; ‘Man’ Fair 10G
Denver, April 26.
“Big House U.S.A.” at Paramount is leading town, with all
firstruns in a moderate gait, but
rated just good. “Run For Cover”
is
only so-so at Denham but is
being held for a couple of days to
get house back to Friday opening.
Weather is so good that highways
leading into the mountains were
crowded ovetf the weekend. ‘Three
For Show” is rated poor at the
Denuer.
/"Estimates for This Week
Centre (Fox) (1,247; 60-$l)
(1,247; 60-$l)— “Man Called Peter”
(20th) (4th wk). Fair $10,000. Last
week, $12,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (£750 50-85)
“Run for Cover” (Par). Fair $7,Last week, “Conquest of
00Q.
Space” (Par) (2d wk), ditto.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 60-$l)— “3
for Show” (Col).
Poor $7,500.
Last week, “Untamed” (20th) (2d

—

.

—

—

.

“Aida”

is

at
fancy in
after record

at Larkin
opening
week.. “Gate of Hell” is tall at
Clay.
“Doctor in House”, shapes
stout in fifth session at the Bridge.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate’ (RKO) (2,859; 80,

$1)

— “Escape

to

Burma”

(RKO)

and “Steel Cage” (UA).

Fair $10,Last week, “Man Without
Star” (U) and “Crest of Wave”
(M-G), $16,000;
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$i.50)—
“Man Called Peter” (20th) and
“Race for Life” (Lip) (3d wk). Off
(Continued on page 22)

000.

•

Best of lot looks to be
“Revenge of Creature/’ which
looms nice at Lafayette. “Strange
Lady in Town” shapes okay at the
“Cinerama” still looks
Center.
very big in eighth week at the
Teck. “Blackboard Jungle” continues smash in second session at the wk), $9,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; ,75-$l) “To
Buffalo.
,
,
Paris With Love” (Indie) (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew's) (3,000; 60-85)— Mild $1,000. Last week, $2,500.
Monaco Drive-In (Lee) (800
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) (2d
(Continued on page 22)
(Continued on page 22)
tention.

rated* fair

is

(10th

Last week,

Nice" $14,000.

Woods (Essaness)
$1'25)
“Man Without

Los Angeles, April 26,
Local firstrun boxoffice still is
slumping and newcomers in current frame are, failing to provide
an upturn. Extended-runs continue
to dominate but most of them are
Best new bills are
“Violent Saturday?’ and “Run For
Cover.” “Saturday” shapes medium
$26,000 in four theatres. “Cover”
looks fair $18,000 in two hardtop*
plus $25,000 in five ozoners.
Moderate $23,000 is forecast for
“Cell 2455” in three situations.
“Bedevilled”' is sad $8,500 in two
“
large houses but Hulot ’s H oliday”
softening.

on movebver shapes"
two sites.
“Man Called Peter”

in

is

maintain-

70-$l)— ing
a steady, pleasing pace showOkay
“Man Without casing at the Chinese, with $14,600
“East

(3,700;

Saturday”
$16,000. Last week,

(20th)/

expected in fourth frame.

a Star” (U) (2d wk), $8,000;

Lower Mall (Community)

(585;

Eden” is winding a six-week
run with a nice $17,000 in two
of

1

spots.

Estimates for This

Week

Hillstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,752; 2,812; 80*$1.25)-^“Bedevilled”

and “Champaghe Safari”
Sparse $8,500. Last week,
“20,000
Uptown',
Loyola,
Leagues” (BV) (3d wk), $21,500;
Los Angeles, New Fox, Ritz, Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 965;
1,363;
$I-$1.50) “Violent Satur1,248;
day” (20th) and “Stranger’s Hand”
(Indie).
Medium $26,000. Last
Loyola,
“Unweek,
excluding
(M-G)

(Indie)..

with

—

tamed”

(20th) and “Devil’s
(20th) (2d wk), $14,509.

Harbor”

Estimates

Are Net

Orpheum, Hollywood (Metropolitan-FWC) (2,213; 965; 80-$1.25)—
“Run For Cover” (Par) and “I
Fair
Cover Underworld” .(Rep).
$18,000.

Last

week,

in

different

units.

‘Jungle’

Warner
Downtown,
Wiltern,
Vogue (SW-FWC) (1,757; 2.344;

Mighty

80-$1.25)— “Cell 2455” (Col)
Orleans Uncensored”
Moderate $23,000/
Last
week, “Underwater!” (RKO) and
“Lone Gun” (UA) (2d wk), $9,300.
.Washington, April 26.
Globe, El Rey (FWC) (782; 861;
Holdovers continue to slow up the 80-$l. 25)—“Hulot’s Holiday” (GBD)
mainstem b.o., despite seasonal and “Little Kidnappers” (UA).
tourist wave. Hottest offering is Okay $7,800. Last week, secondarythe newcomer, “Blackboard Jun- run.
gle,”
terrific
at the
Columbia.
State, Iris, Uptown (UATC-FWC)
“Bedevilled” was thin in its lone
(2,404; 816; 1,715; 80-$1.25)— “Here
downtown stanza. “Cinerama” con- To
Eter ity” (Col) and “Wild One”
tinues very solid in its 76th week.
“Man Called Peter” is drawing (Col) (reissues). Light $15,000. Last
week,
State
.with
Hollywood,
well in its third Palace round.
“Kettles At Waikiki”
and
(U)
Estimates for This Week
885;

“New

and

(Col).

.

(SW)
—Ambassador
“East of Eden” (WB)

(1,490;

Good

.

75-$.l)

(3d wk).

$4,000 in 4 days. Last week,

$5,800.

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 70-95)
“Bedevilled” (M-G). Thin $13,000
for Week which ended. Sunday (24)
night. New York’s Metropolitan
Opera Co. taking over house Monday and Tuesday. Last week, “Hit

Deck”

(M-G)

(3d

wk

3

-

days),

$7,000.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 70-95)
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Terrific $21,000 for initial stanza and
holds. Last week, “Conquest of
Space” (Par) (2d wk), okay $6,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 75-$l)
Golden Gate. “Wuthering Heights” (Indie). Handsecond frame some $4,400 for this oldie in 2nd

,

$15,000.

Hipp (Telem’t)

"

“Violent

round winding next Friday at the
State. “Wayward Wife” is holding
nicely with good $6,000 likely in-

—

wk).

—

.

Prov.; ‘Jungle 23G

'

Artists (B&K)
— “Country
Girl” (Par)

2D

CLEVE.; ‘EDEN’ 12G,

Cleveland, April 26,
Biz is, as dull as the wet skies
here this round. “Violent;- Saturday” looms okay to pace city at
the Hipp, for newcomers. “Glass
Slipper” is only so-so at State
while “Tight Spot” is modest at
Palace.
“East of Eden” still is
good in second Allen stanza.
Estimates foi/This Week
Allen (S-W)
OT00; '^J-$1^=‘
“East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk).
Good $12,000. Last week, $18,500.

70*90):— “Game of Love” (Indie)
(2d wk). Fair $2,000 after $2,800
stageshow likely will hit a fine opener.
Ohio (Ldew’s) (1,200; 70-90)—
$132,000 in current (5th) week at
the Music Hall. It holds a sixth, “Rear Window” (Par) and “SaWith ‘‘Interrupted Melody” set to brina” (Par) (reissues). Average
open May 5. The Hall has booked $6,000. Last week, “On Water“Mister Roberts,” a WBpic, and front” (Col) (2d run) (2d wk),
it likely will open late in June or $7,000.
-Palace (RKO) (3,287; 70-$l)—
early in July.
“Cinerama Holiday” continues “Tight Spot” (Col). Mediocre $11,Last week,
“Man Called
its amazing pace,’ landing a Wham 000.
$55,900 in 11th stanza at. the War- Peter” (20th) (2d wk), $12,500.
State (Loew’s) (3,5.00; 70-$l)
ner.; “Man Called Peter” looks to
get * an okay $35,000 this (4th) “Glass Clipper” (M-G), So-so. $10,round at the Roxy, “Daddy
Long 000. Last week, “Blackboard .Jun*
gle” (M-G) (4th wk), $12,000.
Legs” is due in May. 5.
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 70-90)
“East of Eden*? still is fancy with
$21,000 probable for seventh week —“Camille” (M-G) (reissue). NSG
al the Astor. “Blackboard Jungle” $6,Q00. Last week, “Country Girl”
shapes solid $22,000 for sixth (Par) (10th wk), $7,000.

Providence, April 26.
of Creature”
World preem with stars and gold
“Cult of Cobra” (U) (3d wk). Fine
braid sparked “Eternal Sea” at
Last week, $9,600.
Loop (Telem’t) (606: 90-SL25)— RKO Albee to big sendoff and a
“Glass Slipper” (M-G) (3d wk). smash week. -Cold weekend also Cover” tomorrow (Thurs.). “End
Staunch $10,500. Last week, $11,* helped all around. Doing well in of Affair” pretems the same day at
second stanzas are “Blackboard
300.
the Victoria,
Monroe (Indie (1.000; 98-$1.50) Jungle” at Loew’s State and “East
Estimates for This Week •»
“To Paris With*Love” '(Indie) of Eden” at Majestic, former being
especially
big.
Astor (City Inv.) (UOO; 75-$L75)
(3d wk).
Oke $7,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
—“East of Eden.” (WB) (7th wk).
$8,600.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 50-75)— Present week ending today (Wed.)
McVickers (JL&S) (2,200; 65$1.25)— “Hit Deck”
and “Eternal Sea” (Rep) and “Hell’s is heading for fancy $21,000 after
(M-G)
Outpost”
(Rep). Terrific buildup $30,000 in sixth week, ...Continues
“Big Tip Off” (AA) ,(3d wk)! Mild
with Governor proclaiming “Ad- on.
$13,000. Last Week, $14,800.
Baronet (Reade) (430; 90-$1.55)
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-S1.25) miral Hoskins Day” and Navy go“Trouble in Glen” (Reph (3d—“Man Called Peter” <20th) (3d ing all out to help world preem.
Poor $14,000. Last week, Sockeroo $14,000. Last week, “Es- final wk). Initial holdover round
wk).
cape
to
BUrma”
(Continued on page 22)
(RKO)
and
“Ma,
$15,200.
$1.25- Pa Kettle at Waikiki” (U), $6,000.
(Eitel)
Palace
(1,484;
Majestic
(Fay)
70-90)
(2,200;
“Cinerama”
(Indie)
(91st
$3.40)
wk). Swell $25,500. Last week, “East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk-5 ‘Mambo’ Staunch $10,500,
days).
Holdover expecting solid
$24,800.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.400: 65-98)— $8,000. Last week, $16,000.
Frisco; ‘Slipper’ Sturdy
State (Loew’s) (3,200; 50-75)—
•’Conquest of Space” (Par) and
•’Timberjack” (Rep). Lofty $21.- “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G) and
9G, ‘Lady’
$14,000
Last week, “Gangbusters” “New Orleans Uncensored’’ (Col)
000.
(Indie) and “Battle Taxi” (UA) (2d (2d wk). Sock $23°, 000. Last week,
San Francisco, April 26.
$26,000.
wk). $15,200.
Several new entries are helpStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 50-75)
State-Lake (B&K) 12.400: 65-98)
“Tight Spot” (Col) and “Canni- ing improve the boxoffice tone
—“East of Eden” (WB) (3d wk).
this round. Standout of newOkay $15,000. Last week, $17,500. bal Attack” (Col). Fair $7,000. Last here
comers is “Glass Slipper,” Smash
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; ^95)— week, “Run for Cover” (Par),
at Stagedoor. “Mambo” also looms
Oke $ 6 000.
“Doctor in House” -(Rep).
‘fine at St. Francis.
“Strange Lady
Last week, “Little Kid$3,500.
in Town” is just okay at Paranappers” (9th wk), $2,700.
mount while “Escape To Burma”
98- ’Big House’ fiangup 11G,
United
$1.25)

‘VIOLENT’ HEP $16^)00,

17G, 6th

•

14G,

98-$l)
(U) and

$7,500.

Meek 26G, ‘Eden’ Potent

.

‘Sea

85-$l)^“Green

Arrow” (Indie), $6,200.
Grand (Nomikos) (**20Q;

drew

11

.

in 7 Spots; ‘Violent’

including
baseball
some 75,000 to the

Giants-Dodgers three-game series
over the weekend, business is holding very well in current session.
Ideal outdoor weather clipped Saturday trade somewhat and Sunday’s rain did not help as much as
expected.
Outstanding is ’’Strategic Air
Command,” which is. heading for a
new record under the current policy at the Paramount; It looks to
reach a mighty $110,000, which is
far ahead of some initial 'weeks

‘STAR’ BRIGHT 11G,

Omaha, April 26.
“Conquest pf, Space” and “TimA heavy weekend rain has slowed
berjack” looks a sturdy $21,000.
opener 'at the Roosevelt. “Green the. hpxoffice pace this session.
Scarf” heads for fair $7,000 ip Alsd- hurting is first home stand of
first Esquire session.
“Doctor in Omaha Cardinals, now upped to
Housfe,”
haying already played the triplerA American Assn. "Man
'three weeks in same neighborhood Without a Htar” is good, at the Orat the Esquire, looms only fair in pheum but “Ten Wanted Men” is
Brandeis. “Revenge of
/
-first- Surf- we-efer
___ slow at the
Creature *’ Aftd ‘'Cull uf
“Man Without Star” is going fairish
at the Omaha. “Man Called
strong in second week at the
okay in third sesPeter” fis
Woods. “Untamed-* with the Crew sion at. the just
State,'
Cuts topping the stageshow looks
Estimates for This Week
slow in third -session /at the. ChiBrandeis (RKO) (1,100; 50-75£cago. “East of Bden” is slumping “10 Wanted Men” (Col) and “Jail
somewhat in the same stanza at Bait” (Indie). Slow $4,000. Last
the State-Lake..
week; “Long Gray Line” .(Col) (2d
“A Man Called Peter” is dis- wk), $5,000 at 75c-$l scale.
appointing in third frame at the
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 65-85)
Oriental as “Hit Deck” takes a “Revenge of Creature” (U) and
dive in same week at McVickers. “Cult of Cobra” fU). Fairish $6,000.
“Glass Slipper” is holding well in Last week
“Capt. Lightfoot”. (U)
third stanza .at the Loop. “Re- and “Lobters” (U), same.
venge of the Creature" and “Cult
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,890; 70of Cobra” is rated fair in third 90)—“Man Without Star” (U). Good
week at Grand.
$11,000 or close. Last week, “New
York Confidential” (WB) and “UnEstimates for This Week
chained” (WB), $7,500 for 6 days.
Carnegie (Telem’t) (480; .95)
State (Goldbei’g) (875; 65-90)—
“Little Kidnappers”, (Indie), Tired
“Man Called Peter” (20th) (3d wk).
$3,200/ Last week, “Isn’t Life
Oke $5,000. Last week, $8,500.

firstrun theatres,

having to face the spring-weather
coiripetitioh,

Windy

—

‘

week, after nice $5,500 for opener.
Keith's

(RKO)

(-1,939;

gO^T.aS)—

“Long Gray Line” (Cdl) (11th wlc).
Nice $7,000 for this stage- ti the
engagement after $7,500 last Week,
helped along by citation given by
D.A.R. in convention here.
Metropolitan (SW) (1,200; 75-$l)
—“East of Eden” (SW) (3d wk).
Nice $7,000 or near in final 5 days.
Last/ week, $10,500.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,360; 75-95)
“Man- Called Peter” (20th). Great
$13,000 for 3rd stanza after better
than expected $T8;000 in 2nd week.
75Playhouse (Lopert)
(435;
$1.10)— “Glass Slipper” (M-G) (4th
wk); Continues bright at $6,200
•

“Looters’' (U), $12,000,. plus $39,-

300 in six ozoners and one nabe.
Fiife Arts (FWC) (631; $1-$1.50)
“Prince Players” (20th) (2d wk).
Slow $3,500. Last week, $5,100.

—

Paramount

Hollywood

—

(F&M)

$1-$1.50)
“End of Affair”
(2d wk).,, Small $5,000. Last
week, $9;8O0.
Chinese (FWC) (1,905; $1-$1.75)
“Man Called Peter” (20lh) (4th
wk).
Steady $14,000. Last week,
$14,100.
FOx Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; $1$1.50)
“Purple Plain” (UA) (4th
v/k). Thin $5,500. Last week, $5,000.
Hawaii '(G&S) (1,106; 80-$1.25)
“Country Girl” (Par) (4th wk).
Okay $4,000. Last week, with Orpheum, $11,500, plus $29,200, four
ozoners, one nabe.
Four Star. (UATC) (900; 90$1.50)-r-“Doctor In House” (Rep)
(5th wk). Nice $4,500. Last week,
$5,200.
(1,430;

(Col)

—

—

Downtown Paramount, Egyptian
(ABTP-UATC) (3,200; 1,535; $1.

$1.50— “East
wk).
Neat
$18,900.

of Eden” (WB) (6tli
Last week,
$17,000.

Warner Beverly (SW) (1,612; 90$1.50)— “Hit Deck” (M-G) (6th wk6 days). Light $3,800. Last week,
$4,000.

Warner Hollywood (SW)

—

(1,364;

$i.20-$2.65)
“Cinerama” (Indie)
(104th wk). Into current frame Sunday (24) after big $20,200 last

week.

The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement

after $7,000 last stanza.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600; 70-$l)—
“Country Girl” (Par) (12th wk).
Settling
down to $7,500, after
$9,000 last week.
Warner (SW) (1,300; $1.20-$2.40)
—*“Cinerama” (Indie) (76th Wk).
Continues to be town’s freak success story with $17,000 after better
than expected $22,000 for 75th
week. Pic getting a heavy play for
visiting
high school graduating
classes from towns which don’t

last
duction-distribution,
sailed
week on the Queen Elizabeth for a
two-month swing of London and
the Continent.
O’Keefe plans to discuss possible distribution deals with Rrltish

tax.

have Cinerama,

filmmakers.

Film gross estimates as reported herewith. from the various key cities, are net; i.e.,
DistribWithout usual tax.
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.

AI O’Keefe to Europe
A1 O’Keefe, Coast circuit owner
who’s now segueing into indie pro-

P&WET?
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Injunction Threat Vs.
‘Kismet’ London Preem

‘Harlequin’ Scores, Another in (or Run
By,

GENE MOSKOWITZ

Six new plays have come in License Again Refused
these last weeks, with the main
distinction being that they are. all
’Circle’ for London
new French (rather than imported)
London, April 26.
piece*. Of the six, one is the first
Although
the same version of the
season,
the
real Gallic smash of
another looks in for a nominal suc- play three times has been broadThird Program,
cess on its interpreter’s talent and cast by the BBC’s
names; one seems in for a fair the Lord Chamberlain has still reJean-Paul
Satre’s
license
to
fused
appeal,
run on its offbeat, shock
and three will probably have short “Vicious Circle,” for public perconsequence,
it is
In
formance.
runs.
The real hit was scored this now being staged for a second time
Watergate
Theatre
New
the
at
week by the youthful Jacques
licensing regFabbri Co. in Claude Santelli’s “La Club. Under British
productions
Famille Harlequin” (The Harlequin ulations, uncensored
membership theFamily. Both crix and public alike may be stage<j at
atres.
went for this rousing theatrical
The version now being staged at
It is already sold
tour-de-force.
the Watergate was adapted by
out three weeks in advance at the
Joan Swinstead from Marjorie Ga.offbeat Theatre Vieux-Colombier.
It is a fourbain’s translation.
This fresco of the history of the
character play set in hell; one is
Italian Commedia Del Arte through
-si. lesbian, another is a coward an d
m
UnT ttgcfr- w as w r itten ccpeoially*«feg a third a "child ImurderesS.
“iney”
When
the company, by Santelli.
are condemned to stay together for
analyzed it is somewhat thin in its
tough
sordid.: if

Run

-

and

eternity. It is

mixture of sketches, songs, mime stimulating theatre. Principal roles
and dances, with its colorful back- are played by Robert Brown, Ruth
drop at«the beginning of the Corn- Lodge and Marcia Ashton,
media in the 16th Century but it
produced un(

plays big.

The drama was

successfully on Broadway several
as “No Exit.”—Ed

Though primarily European, it years ago
may be of interest for more ambitious off-Broadway companies. It
seems too fragile for the more demanding contours of Broadway.

Coiping_ fresh from cabaret triare funnymen Jean Foiret
and Michael Serrault in a slight
comedy written for them by Jacques Sommet in “L’Ami De La

umphs

Famille” .(The Friend of the Family). At the small but sumptuous
Comedie-Caumartin this looks to
finish the season easily and may
spill over into the next, for laughs
have been at a premium this year.
theatre, Comedie De Paris,
Pigalle, digs into Left Bank

New
in

shock material for its first show
and brings in a trilogy of hardone-act
non-conventional
boiled
plays that score once, mightly, and
in its
jabs
finish^ with two sharp
fillers. Called "3 Coups ‘Au Coeur”
(Three Heartstoopers), it’s corncomposed of Georges' Amaud’s
“Les Aveux Les Plus' Doux”. (The
Sweetest Confessions), Louis Calaf erte’s

“Clotilde

Du Nord”

and

Andre De' Richaud’s “Les ReliqueS” (The Relics).
Of Lesser^Impact
Others are lesser in impact but
remain interesting entries, with
“Clotilde” a monolog, after a love
affair,
of a young underworld
character who has seduced a girl.
Emotions and impetus are expected but saved from banality by fine
work of Piccoli and Miss Sarcey.
Edouard VII has Marcel Franck’s
•'Isabelle Et Le Pelican,” an unimaginative little comedy about a
young married couple living with
their in-laws. This is a mild entry
and one that may finish the season on boulevard names of the engaging Robert Murzea'u and the
delightful

Renee Devillers as the

grandparents,

“La Grande Felia,” by J. P.
Conty and M. Chanteloup, is a
psychological detective play whose
main trump is its lowlife locale
and the pointed playing of Suzy
Prim. The Theatre Ambigu has an
ambiguous entry in its first under

$750,000

•VARIETY'*' LONDON OFFICE
Martini Plm« Tri|«l«if Squat#

it.

ERP Grant to Berlin Studios

London, April 26.
An application for an injunction
which, if granted, might stop the
current London presentation of
“Kismet,” i* to be made in the
prelim
High Court this week.
hearing last Tuesday (19), on tjie
adjourned
%/as
preem,
eve of the

N

Bonn, April

A

Paris, April 19.

*

•

'

.

for

TO

causing a big commotion in film
circles of West- Germany with the
is

for the

announcement

Near Lisbon, Portugal

injunction

has

this

week that it
Demarks

allocated -3,000,000

was brought by Conseil de CuraLisbon, April 19.
(about $750,000) to provide the
telle and others to restrain Jack
The Cockleshell Heroes” crew is necessary financing to get -the BerHylton from infringing the plain- on location out on the river Tagus, lin picture studios operating top
tiff’s copyright in Borodin's opera,
in Vilafranca, which is about 30 speed.
This is over and «ebove
“Prince Igor.” Plaintiff claims per- miles* north of here. Jose Ferrer the 2,000,000 Demark* ($500,000)
formance in public of any substan- and his wife, Rosemary Clooney, which ERP already had given to
opera
tial part of the music in the
are here as are 10 English Royal provide new studios facilities in*
as part of “Kismet” would do this. marines lead by Capt. ,R. S M. Berlin. This earlier* grant included
Brotinger. These* marines are not providing equipment for a new
6-footers, most of them being 7 UFA studio (UFA being the monopolistic pic production, distribur
English, officers are here as ad- tion and theatre ownership chain
created under Hitler), whicii is still
the
technical
arid
many
visors for
military points arising during the in government hands.
filming, The directors of London’s
There is considerable annoyance
Warwick Film, Americans Irving in German production circles oyer
Allen and Albert R. Broccoli, are this move of ERP because the inhere together with actor Trevor dustry people feel that arbitrarily
Howard and the directors of the giving the allocation to Berlin
first, and second unils^hil Samuel, without surveying foe .-gfteifls qpfl
^
and Alex Bryce.
requirements of other major filmColumbia will distribute this producing cities in West Germany,
MYERS
By
C’Scope Technicolor pic while the [such as. Munich and Hamburg, is
London, April 26.
firm of C. P. Santos is assisting on creating an off-balance situation.
“Kismet” just missed qualifying the Portuguese side.
And that'this Could lead to major
for its unique trans-Atlantic double.
industry headaches and labor probThe London newspaper strike Was
lems.
Result obviously will be a
finally settled about four hours befall-off of production in other key
fore the tuner had its London
German cities, -a need for more

feet tall.

Show

Biz Perky

[

HAROLD

at the

preeni

W. German Govt.

Crew Locations

days.

Application

19,

The European Recovery Program

’Heroes’

Stoll

Theatre last

trained technicians in. Berlin
the upheaval of many lives.

Wednesday (20), and publication
was resumed the following morn-

ing in time for the dailies to carry
their laudatory reviews.
The biggest news blackout in
British history was largely reEdinburgh’, April 19.
solved by the initiative of the
Hollywood producers will be enwhich
Trades Union Congress,
couraged- to locate film production
Bonn, April 19.
found a formula to enable the re- in Scotland, according to Sir AlexWith the demise of the Semmler sumption of work Without loss of ander King, Scot cinema magnate
Now, after a and chairipan of the Films of Scotplan, which had been originated as face to either side.
Announcing
a means for the German govern- gap of 26 days, the presses are land
Committee.
show biz, large-scale plans for putting Scotand
rolling
normally
aid
its
growment to levy taxes and
ing film industry, the Bonn Minis- particularly, is heaving a big sigh land on the screens of the world,
he said Metro had “Digby” on Its
try has another plan to raise money of relief.
Most of the dailies started up. production schedule while Columand aid the West* German film
greetbright,
cheerful
again with
bia Pictures was planning a modproduction.
Latest move on, the part of the ings to their reader* In the main, ern, gangster story, “Joe Macbeth,”
Reich is to seek a modification of they attempted a' brief recapitula- set in present-day Glasgow.
“These feature films are importhe British Eady plan, which in this tion of the main news events durcase would be to levy a 10 pfennig ing the shutdown period, and sev- tant because they are seen by milincluded
eral
them'
spotted
of
each
lions of people,” said Sir Alexander.
(about 2V6c) boxoffice tax oh
'A new color pic, “Festival In
cinema admission ticket. Funds so notices of the shows missed in
would be administered normal coverage. For several of Edinburgh,” now nearing compleraised
through the' government, and used the new contenders, this will be tion, has a running time of 14 minto rebuild the German production some help; for others, the belated utes, arranged to suit tv requirecenters and as loans for film- publicity may not be in time to ments in the U, S. It has shots of
save them.
the opera, orchs,. ballet, “Macbeth”
making.
Without the regular press covSuch a tax also would be levied erage, entrepreneurs were com- and the military tattoo.
Sir Alexander King said his comon U. S. films playing in Germany.
pelled to revert, to oldfashioned
mittee* was determined to show
In essence this would be using asshowmanship methods. These never
sets garnered from showing Yank
Scotland not only on screens all
quite filled the gap. Additional
over the world but In the tele
films
to benefit German comadvertising on billboards, in subworld also.
Dr. John Grierson,
petitors.
ways and by sandwichboard men;
The German Minister of Eco- played some part in .spreading word Scpt-born producer of. documentaries, has been enlisted as producnomics is now sending a group of
around that new films and plays
tion adviser.
industry trade leaders to Great
were, opening. The cooperation of
Britain to study the Eady Fund
Sir Alexander recalled how Scotradio and tv was of a- positive charplan in detail. Also to learn how
acter.
BBC
dropped its con- land had supplied the only item
The
it could best be applied here..
ventional no-plug policy to give from Britain in the first Cinerama
widespread coverage for new films show, .the shots of the Edinburgh
and play§, through both media. Tattoo had now been seen by many
But even this did not compensate millions in about 20 cities.
for the lack of newsprint.

,

:

:

•

and

In Munich, for instance, the pro*
ducers point out that giving the
money to Berlin could lead to over-,
production of films since it likely
will
eliminate the
competition
which now exists with the film production split among several cities.
The ERP s action in granting
these funds highlights the current
struggle between the semi-autonomous group and the normally controlled activities of the U. S. State
Department.
The funds were
granted without the advice and
'

i

!

l

technical assistance of motion picture experts or the latter group. It
is an open secret in Germany that
the U. S. Embassy was not even
consulted regarding the present
German studio facilities or the best
use of funds to aid the recovery of
the German film industry.
American film companies here
are keeping silent about the issues
involved since occupied with their
own problems' of warding off. the
restrictions of the German government. Several companies queried
said that the U. S. film companies
will probably not take any group
or individual action on this, but
will let the German industry members fight it out among themselves.

t

4 ACES TO PALLADIUM,

REPLACING

ILL

GRACIE

London, April 19.
The illness of Gracie Fields has
necessitated a change in the composition of the London Palladium’s
bill for the two weeks starting

May

which she was due to top.
The American Four Aces, vocal
group, has been booked for the
the new direction of Christian
revised program as well as Billy
Casadesus and there is nothing In
Cotton and his band. It is also
9,

this for U.S. interest either.

Tennent Group Dropped Ban
One interesting sidelight was the
departure by the Tennent group of
their rigid ban on curtain speeches.
Each night during the stoppage,
Diana Wynyard, starring in “The

WILCOX SETS DISTRIB

Bad Seed,” appealed

series Of distribution deals for his
current
production
of
“King’s
Rhapsody,” which will be released
through British Lion in Great
Britain and via United Artists in
the Western Hemisphere. The pic
stars Anna Neagle, Errol Flynn and

to the audience to act as “town criers” and
spread the message that the play
had come, to town. As a further
move to publicize, the opening,

reported that negotiations are in Tennent’s started widespread cirTheatre De Tertres has a new
works for American singer Kitty cularization, taking names and adplay with Pierre Lescure’s "A Son
Kallen to make her British debut dresses from the London- telephone
Image.” Detailing Magellan’s voyon this- show.
directories.
age of exploration, this looks in for
The Palladium, incidentally, is to
Already one result of thjp settleonly a short time.
be the framework of one of the ment ahd the new wage claims to
first^commercial tele variety shows be /negotiated, has been the inas yet fixed. This program, at the crease in thd price of the London
Chips Rafferty Backs
peak Viewing time of 8-9 p.m. on evening newspapers.
They 'hiked
Sundays, will emanate direct from
Aussie Film Prod. Plan the Paladiuni and transmissions their selling price to twopence
a day after the re( just over 2c)
will start in* the fall.
Sydney, April 19.
sumption, The dailies are expected
Southern International, producto follow suit.
tion and distribution outfit with
A surprisingly high number of
Joan
to
Huddle
plans for regular Aussie producmomentous stories broke during
tion, is raising capital of $225,000.
Col Pix on Film the 26-day stoppage, including the
Actor-producer Chips Rafferty and
London, April 19.
resignation of Sir Winston Churcdirector Lee Robinson are back of
British vocalist Joan Regan is hill and his succession by Sir Anthe promotion. A third member flying to the U. S. April 25 for
thony Eden; the announcement of
of the combo, is David Godfrey- talks with Columbia Pictures rea general election, the budget
Smith.
garding a possible film deal. This statement and the death of ProfesDebentures similar to those now comely songstress has a hit rec- sor Einstein,
The biggest show
offered were raised to make two ord with “Prize of Gold,” and biz
story Was the Queen's trip to
earlier Rafferty-Robinson efforts
hopes to appear at the U. S. preem Blackpool for the first-ever Royal
“The phantom Stockman” and of film of the same title while she Command Vaude Gala to be held
•
•'King of Coral Sea.”
is in America.
outside London.
These events
Three pix within two years are
She will visit N. Y. and Holly- were all covered objectively in
now planned, each budgeted at wood and proposes to stay three BBC news bulletins; newspaper
around $67,500. Lensing of the weeks. Miss Regan also has been readers sadly missed the
speculafirst one is skedded to start next invited to appear
on two U. S. tive background, which is a feateleshows.
ture .of the British press.

DEALS FOR ‘RHAPSODY’
Herbert

London, April 26.
Wilcox has closed a

Patrice Wymore, and is being
lensed in Cinemascope .and East*?

mancolor.
The production unit returned to

London last week from Spain.
Dance sequences now being filmed

.

Regan
With

at the Associated British Studios
at Elstree. Film is due for world-

wide release in September.

Belgium Blaze Kills
French Smoking Plan

‘Canaris,’

Big

Anti-Nad Pic,

W. German

Topper,

Heads for New Record
Berlin, April 19.

Three months ago,

it

was “OS/IS”

(German film depicting prewar barrack life) which broke all existing
domestic boxoffice records. Again
following the more or less “antiReich” line, vcanaris” (Fama-Europa) has hit a b.o. peak. Latest reports show this film, which tells
life story of Hitler’s counter-intelligence chief (later killed in a concentration camp) garnered 1,338
playdates last mohth, a new record
for dates. This covers the eight

most important West German key
cities.

**

was revealed that “08/15”
came up with 935 playdates in one
month (December 1950). After
“Canaris,” there are still two more
anti-Nazi pix, “The Devil’s General” and “Children, Mothers, and
a General,” which promise to do
well in this country. Both pix are
still due to be shown in most GerIt

man

also

cities.

Along the same line are “The Last
Act,” an Austrian production released
by Columbia, which will tee
Paris, April 19.
Recent film house fire in Liege, off at Berlin’s Filmbuehne Wien
later
this
month'; “08/15 At War”
Belgium, with its toll of 39 deaths,
having- its repercussions here. (sequel to “08/15”), currently shooting exteriors in Finland; and a
Attempt at restoring smoking i
pix theatres was well on its way CCC vehicle on the July 20 (1944)
to success here when this happen- attempted Hitler assassination.
Month of March showed “Canaed. A new law had given theatres,
with complete ventilation systems, ris” on top of West Germany’s
the right to allow smoking, but twenty-best-grossers list, followed
this is all off now.
by two other domestic features,
Since the fire rules which com** “Ludwig II” and “6n the Reeperpletely
isolated
projection bahn At Half Past Midnight.” Most
the
booths here, and the 1952 law of successful American film of the
usingg only non-flam film, cine- month was “Waterfront” (Col),
holding down 10th spot.
ma fires have been very low.
is

.

*
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Skiatron on American Exchange

REPORT TIPS SKIATRON-IBM DEAL;
TOLL-TV FIRM PAR) OWN WAY IN ’54
Deal brewing between Skiatron Matty Fox. Fox also has warrants
and International Business Ma- for 150,000 shares at a $L75 or
chines is tipped off in Skiatron’s $262,500 exercisable by April 6, There’s
,

annual report sent to stockholders
last week. Working arrangement"
between the two companies, according to the report, would involve the use of IBM machines for
the processing of cards for Subscriber-Vision, Skiatron’6 home-toll
system. There are indications, not
noted in the report, that the agreement may go beyond this stage and
might possibly involve the exchange of certain patents.

According to Skiatron proxy
Arthur Levey, thfe'company, which
has centered most of its activities
on its subscription tv system, “began to pay its own way in 1954.”
company’s
Contributing to the
upbeat position despite heavy com
expenditure for Subscriber-Vision^
Levey notes, was an increase “of
"shout 100%” over 1953-irir- the**
delivery of classified devices to the
armed services. During the first
quarter of 1955, Eevey points out,
the company has already received,
assurances of contracts from the
Government exceeding the total
received in all^of 1954.
The report notes that Skiatron
so far has spent $51,339 f oiv processing of its application before the
Federal Communications Commission and $48,267 for engineering
research and designing costs. Both
sums came out of a cash advance,
totaling

$130,000,'

1957. Option for 30,000 shares at
$1.87 Vi, exercisable by April 6,
1957, *were issued to James M.
Landis for legal services in negoagreement
tiating the licensing
and for advice and consultation on
FCC matters.. Option for. 15,000
shares at $1.87Vi, exercisable by
Feb. 15, 1957, were issued to Phil
Reisman in consideration of his
efforts to obtain a licensing agreement. Ih addition, options for the
purchase of 40,000 shares for a
total of $102,500 *were granted
during 1954 to officers and directors of the company, the options
expiring at- different dates from
Dec. 17, 1R56 toJDec. 17, 1959.

Almost on the eve of its annual stockholders meeting today
(WedJ^in New York, Skiatron received approval for listing of
1,337,317 10a par common shares on the American Stock Exchange.
Stock was formerly traded as an over-the-counter security. Skiatron
will he now be admitted to trading at a date to be announced later.
Today’s meeting, slated for the Fifth Avenue Hotel, N. Y., for
the purpose of electing a board of directors, to vote on an amendment of the certificate of incorporation to waive pre-emptive
rights of stockholders .on 162,683 shares of stock, and to vote on
an amendment of the by-laws to provide for the annual meeting
to be held any place in New York State.
In asking stockholders to waive pre-emptive rights, the proxy
statement notes that Skiatron from time to time has received
offers to enter agreements which involve the purchase of stock
from the company.' Previous such agreements had .to be cleared
with the stockholders because of the outstanding pre-emptive
“Similar agreements, which may benefit the company
rights.
greatly, may be lost because of the inability of the directors to
act promptly as long as such rights continue to exist,” the proxy
notice 'asserts.
Directors presented for reelectioq include Lawrence Haguet,
James M. Landis, John H. Lamb, Arthur Levey, Philip A, Levey,
Jacob A. Poppele, Frank V. Quigley, and Kurt Widder.

Wide-Gauge Kim

In Metro’s Future Life;

Mannix Reveals Details
Hollywood, April 26.
Metro has jumped on the wideguage film bandwagon, a trend
that appears to be the industry’s
It renewest technical plunge.
ports the development of a new
65m photography process which it
important
"o.n
utilize
to
Metro’s
pictures.”
entry into the big film field folwhich
has
20th
Fox
lows that of
r

plans

forthcoming

55.625m Cinemascope process, and
Todd- AO which has a 70m process

reduced

to 65m by sprocket
ParamouMisaitd oubleframe 35m VistaVision can also be

frames.

i

placed in the big film category.
tmpwc nf
develop-

ment was issued under

the!

name

of Eddie .Mannix, studio general
manager, who also revealed other
“technical advancement and exCinerama Inc., the equipment pansion of operational facilities in
The new promanufacturing
and
installation all departments.”

Mannix

firm, received $462,904 in royalties

duction

during 1954 from its licensing
agreement with Stanley Warner.
This is equivalent to an average
of 15% of .the net proceeds from
the: exhibition, of Cinerama.
Ac-

have been planned and carried out
by J. J. Cohn and technical experts in all departments of the
company.

resources,

—

said,

ALLIED REP

-

TO EUROPE

Some

Buffalo, April 26.

inkling

of

how Zenith

I

plans

to

up its subscription
and when it’s approved

set

Gordon Will Visit Cannes, operation if
Meet Exhibitors
by the. Federal Comunications
Commission was given here by the
The new 65m process, said to
Allied States Assn., which has
cording to Cinerama’s deal with make possible the filming of picfirm’s veep-ad. director, Erik Isgrig.
from Matthew SW, its royalty payments, in 1955 tures “for the largest screens any- exchanged information and correAccording to the present think:

Julius

*

i

.

TV Inc., This is and; subsequent years will .be. re- where,” can also be projected on sponded with exhibitor leaders
ing as outlined by the advertisart of the agreement with Fox duced to 10%.
standard equipment and requires abroad, is sending a good will amy which he agreed to advance.
ing chief, Individually franchised
Cinerama Inc., which holds its no separate cameras or duplication
bassador abroad this year. Julius
Skiatron a total of $300,000 foi*
Phonevision organizations will be
annual stockholders meeting today of work 'during production, it’s
processing the petition to the FCC
Gordon,
Allied’s secretary, has
M.
(Wed.), showed an operating iit= stated, ’’it’s said it can also provide
set up in a given market to handle
for commercial* approval of Subfrom which Cinema-"' been selected as the exhibitor orcome
of $1,712,076,- but after de- negatives
scriber - Vision
ganization’s official representative. the tollvision operations in that
and for certain ductions
for 'manufacturing equip- Scope, widescreen, and standard
engineering developments. In reHe’ll attend the Film Festival at city. , These locally managed and
ment, research; and other pro- prints may be made.
turn, Fox and his associates reCannes, the regular meeting of the locally bankrolled outfits will own
visions ended up with ’'a net profit
It’s explained that the filming is
ceived
a
worldwide licensing of $2,888 for the fiscal
Union
Internationale de l’Exploita- and install both the scrambling
year end- done with cameras having convenagreement for use of the Sub- ing
tion Cinematographique^ in Paris,
Decr 31, 1954.
tional-type mechanisms adapted to
gear In the participating stations
scriber-Vision system. Fox’s group
and
will confer with officials of
According to prexy Hazard E. handle double-sized film. Special
is required to meet a stipulated
Cinematograph Exhibitors of Great and the unscrambling gear attached to the subscribers, sets. Unschedule: for the installation *of Reeves in the company’s-, annual camera lenses have been devel- Britain & Ireland in London.
der this formula neither the local
500,000 decoding units in the N.Y. report* an improvement is expect- oped by the Panavision Inc. Exstations nor the setqwners will be
area -and place the system in com- ed in future earnings. The com- periments with the new process
required to buy the necessary
mercial operation following FCG pany’s working capital position are said to date back 25 years to
This, was the early widescreen effects used
equipment although there undoubtapproval. Skiatron is entitled to improved by- $396,591.
Arthur
the first “Billy the Kid” film.
edly will be a monthly “service
5% of -the- gross receipts from due principally to non-cash in The
new 65m process, it’s
charges relating tb amortization
Continued from page 7
charge” under some sort of a lease
every Fox presentation.
of development costs, depreciation pointed out, was designed so that
like with the teleAccording to the report, an imwho make pictures work as hard, if arrangement
of fixed assets, and extension of exhibition prints, either the 65m
phones.
portant benefit ojE the licensing
$150,000 due to SW to July 3, variety, C’Scope or standard, will not harder, than any other IndusThese local companies, besides
agreement with Fox is that it 1956. The
$2,888 profit was added accommodate optical, magnetic, or ry*”
ohandling the installation and mainrelieved Skiatron “of the burden
to the earned, surplus, giving the supe r-sterophonic
soundtracks.
In an obvious effort to relieve tenance of the home decoders, also
of finding considerable sums recompany a total earned surplus of Studio sound topper Wesley C.
will be the toll collection agency.
quired for the continuing developMiller said that the super-stero- any tension among studio execZenith foresees at least three difment and improvement of Sub- $118,439.
phonic forms of recording could utives relating to his position,
Reeves
disclosed
that
the
comferent systems.
One involves a
scriber-Vision.”
As a result, it
be done at Metro “with a minimum Loew paid high tribute to the weekly
credit package deal wherenotes, the company is now operat- pany was establishing a department to produce or to arrange for modification' of present recording “great personal contributions” of by the necessary decoding dope to
ing at a profit.
equipment.”
“unlock” the gadget is mailed* to
Levey points out that the Sub- production of industrial and govExpansion of studio facilities in- the studio management team of the subscribers in the form of a
scriber-Vision decoder has been ernment films in the Cinerama clude
a redesign of the industrial Dore Schary, Eddie Mannix, Ben
punch-out card. Used cards are
improved to permit at least 30 process. He noted that this was center, increasing
by 200% the Thau, and J. J. Cohn. He said “it mailed back to. the company and
programs to be received with the outside the licensing agreement productive capacities of
the carthe subscriber is then billed on
is our good fortune to find at our
use of a single electronic decod- with SW.
penter shop, mill, machine shop,
ing card. Tests with coding equipCinerama Inc. arid Cinerama paint department and other units; studio’s helm men whose faith and the basis of the number of holes
ment continued into their fifth Productions Corp., the company installation of new processing confidence is reflected in the un- punched.
year over WOR-TV, N.Y. and' ex- which turned over its licensing equipment in the laboratory
Another method uses a coin box
to up'
resourcefulness they deperimentation
was
begun
attachment to the decoder. And a
on agreement to SW, are still hassling the development of color film to bounded
monstrate.”
WGTH-TV, Hartford, both with over certain payments which each $3,000,000 feet a week, and new
third uses vending, machines in
permission of the FCC.
claims is due the other, the annual developments
He admitted that “there is bound such places as the corner drug
in
recording and
disappoint- store to dish out the decoding comreport reveals. Both claims amount projection.
to be an occasional
FCC Can Change All
to “substantial sums” and arbitrament
... in any creative endeavor,” binations for a particular program.
The rebuilding of the industrial
According to Levey, authorization proceedings are currently be- center is
Although Isgrig didn’t touch on
now underway and is be- but that “in the challenge of these”
tion of toll-tv by the FCC “could
ing prepared, with litigation a pos- ing rushed
changing times, every effort at our this point In his speech, it’s asto meet the production
change the complexion of the
command is concentrated to the sumed the individual Phonevision
sibility.
program
scheduled
for
this
entire
sumentertainment; industry.”
Report values Cinerama Inc.’s mer. The Metro lab, it’s noted, task of making only the kind of operations would be franchised by
The Skiatron topper estimates
pictures demanded for profitable Zenith and Teco, Latter is a sepathat more than 35,000,000 .tv set production equipment at $481,651, will not only process color film for
presentation in the world market.” rate corporation launched back in
owners “could thus become the theatre exhibition equipment at M-G, “but also supply release
Loew said that while there may 1949 to be, in effect, the Phone$301,988,
and
studio
equipment
prints
of
at
uniform
quality
to the
beneficiaries of a “new tv serv.”
-be fewer pictures they’ll have to vision operating agency while Zeice
Levey says that “spectacular S126;409. The cOlfipany received world market.”
bigger “and in studying M-G- nith/ confines itself to the manube
$570,240
the
for
leasd
of.
The
equipcompany’s
British
studio has
growth may be reasonably fore-'
cast” for the company because of ment and $678,929 for the sale of also received installations .to al- M’s plans for the future I find facturing end.
confidence that our tradiparts.
great
low
conversions
in sound technithe “significant” patents it holds.
Stock options Include 300,000 ques, making it possible for an in- tional supremecy will remain unIn addition to Subscriber- Vision,
shares
challenged.”
He said the company,
to
SW
which
is
contingent
terchange
of operations, between
other patents owned or controlled
Bergman-’Anastasia’
while investing fortunes in the
by Skiatron include a color tele- on meeting a production timer botli production' centers.
table,
production
pictures, has always
fori
of,
14,700
key
personnel,
vision method, a large-screen tv
Continued from page 2
'sSs
followed a policy of conservatism
projector, a high-vacuum pump, a 69,466 for 5% convertible debenShe received $35,000
in considering new methods, tech- summated.
microwave generator, and a super- tures. and. 142,880 for 4% convertible debentures.
niques, and trends. It never takes from the Hollywood rights as clearAllied-TOA
sonic jet-spray fuel dispenser.
ance
“invasion
of privacy,”
for
a
plunge,
The
company
he
maintained,
“without
did not solicit
Company’s total operating profit
Continued from page 7
first
undertaking exhaustive in- etc.
was $1,943, stemming mainly from proxy statements, for the annual
vestigation
meet,
and
merely
study.”
For that
sending out a notice their customers and to the mutual
Bolton, incidentally, while not as
$223,119 in Government cost-plusreason, he said, Metro considered vehement as his co-librettist Eddie
The benefit of both.”
fixed-fee contracts. As of Dec. 31, of meeting to stockholders.
In addition, the committee said carefully before entering partici- Davis, seems equally puzzled at the
the company showed an main order of business, it notes, is
1954,
earned surplus deficit of $58,864. the election of five directors, but it “is Of the firm belief that the pation deals with outside indie “sharp unanimity,” as he puts it, of
the. legit critics’ pans of on “Ankles
Cash on hand amounted to $108,- the management’s nominations are industry conference as called is producers.
Meet is set for of greatest importance to the in640, with total assets, including not disclosed.
Loew, who has been bicycling Aweigh,” which they wrote with
dustry and should be given top between New York and the Coast, Dan Shapiro and Sammy Fain
deferred development expenditures Reeves Soundcraft in New York,
Bolton goes
priority. It is ^believed that the stated in conclusion: “It is a gen- (words and music).
and patents and patent-applications
presidents of the film companies uine pleasure for me to enjoy back many years in Broadway and
amounting to $749,924. The earned
Omaha’s DST Squawk
will recognize the urgency and se- this opportunity to get acquainted West End musical comedy, with
surplus deficit $58,864 is based on
riousness of this conference and with so many Of the people whose collaborators like Jerome Kern,
operations from Feb. 8, 1948, date
Omaha, April 26.
will attend and cooperate.”
of organization, to Dec. 31, 1954.
personal contributions means so P. G. Wodehouse, et al. While conOmaha film exhibs, some
Representing TOA at the joint very much to the prestige of the ceding theirs “was not the greatWarrants
strong, last week appeared in the
confab
were
prexy E. D. Martin, MGM product, and I look for- est book,” he is watching the colTotal stock warrants and options City Council Chamber to protest
outstanding as of Dec. 31 amounted a proposed switch to daylight sav- Walter Reade Jr., Alfred Starr, and ward to the continuation of this umnists’ and broadcasters’ pro verMyron Blank. Present for Allied educational and inspiring associa- sus the negative pans by the aisleto $55,625.
Warrants for 50,000 ing time here.
Latter were unanimously
shares of common at $1.75 per
Council voted to postpone action were prexy Rube Sbor, Ben Mar- tion. From what I have already sitters.
confident that adverse and with strange spleen,
share or $87,500, exercisable by until a special hearing is held to- cus, Bennie Berger, and Jack learned, I feel
Kirsch.
April 6, 1955, were picked up by morrow (20).
MGM’s best years are just ahead.” he adds.
Fox and Skiatron

:
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SOON YOU

HEAR

WILL

IT EVERYWHERE!

NATIONWIDE PRE-SELLING:
•

$

M-G-M

,

columns in national magazines. Advertised in Saturday Evening Post an d

all

fan

magazines. 30-day "teaser, campaign locally. Big co- Operative advertising at play date. .More

advance screenings for press, magazines, radio,

TV tkan

any. recent picture, insuring nationwide

penetration prior to your opening.,

TYPICAL COMMENTS:
Tke Nation’s Top Female Syndicated Columnists kail tke Greatest Woman’s Picture in Years!.
"A Wonderful love story." — HEDDA HOPPER ‘"Picture of tke Montk. One of tke screen’s
LOUELLA PARSONS "A great motion picture.” SHEILAH GRAHAM.
_great movies*.”
'

•

M-G-M presents

witk

SO'NGS and

COLOR in CINEMASCOPE
V

— GLENN FORD
.

•

ELEANOR PARKER

ROGER MOORE CECIL KELLAWAY
Writtten by WILLIAM LUDWIG and SONYA LEVIEN
witk

Based

On Her Life

Directed by

Story ly

•

MARJORIE LAWRENCE

CURTIS BERNHARDT

(Available in

.

•

Photographed in

Produced by

EASTMAN COLOR

JACK CUMMINGS

Magnetic Stereophonic, Perspecta Stereophonic or 1 -ChannelJSounH)

-

...

.
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Shooting ‘Away All Boats’
TV Bally in Virgin Isles

Amusement Stock Quotations

Killing two flies with one stone,

Large Proportion of ‘Bestsellers’
Hollywood, April 26.
Metro has 55 story properties in
various stages of production and
expects to reach a peak in production and employment in June. This
was revealed by production chief
Dore Schary before his departure
for New York.
A total of 32 writers are currently working on scripts of 28
productions, said to be the largest
number in the past two years, and
14 "directors, a three-year record,
have been assigned to 19 pictures.
Additional assignments will be
made in the near future.
Four major productions are
scheduled to go into production
within the next six weeks. These
Include “Dianne,” adapted " from
an unpublished novel by John
the
from
“Kismet/’
Erskine;
Broadway stage hit; “I’ll Cry To-Both’s
Lillian
on
based
morrow,”
biography; and “Jeremy Rodoek.”
Lucille Bail-Desi Arnaz starrer*
“Forever Darling,” rolls in June.
Among the books on' Metro’s
slate are Bobert Buark’s. “Something of Value,” Don Mahkiewicz’s
“Trial,”
a musical version of
“Bobin Hood,” a remake of Lew
Wallace’s “Ben Hur,” Daphne DuMaurier’s “Mary Anne,”, Irving
Stone’s “Lust for Life,” “Baintree

%
18

ACTIONS VS. MANOS

281/6

bean Sea.

22%

98

In conjunction with the making
of its feature, U is shooting mate-

98%
39%
16%

79
80
31

Ohio Houses Involved In
Alleged Playdate Joggling

rial

Steel-Theatre Guild presentation.
According, to a statement by
Schary, “the. concentration on presold books and plays is based on
the established fact that the potential audience

fof“

bjg-scale pic.

tures adapted from proven properties is greater today than ever
before?’
While the 55 properties are in
various stages of production, Metro will actually release between
25 and 30 pictures for the year,
''it’s

anticipated.

Billy

Mitchell

Continued from page 3

sss

basis of a film. However, there has
been no claim made by Mitchell’s
•ister to date.

Another Claimant

From another source came the
claim that the book and treatment,
“Billy Mitchell, 'Founder of Our
Air Force and Prophet Without
Honor,” by Emile Gauvreau and
Lester Cohen, was the first and.
only “true” story of Mitchell. According to Cohen, veteran screenwriter and author, he has no objection to any one doing the “family”
story of Mitchell and “making a
glamor boy out of him.” He maintains that Gauvreau, former editor
of the N. Y. Mirror* and the defunct N. Y. Graphic, had authorization from Mitchell for the book
and that it “is the only book about
Mitchell that tangles with the issue Mitchell got fired for and gave
his life for.”

Gauvreau, according to Cohen,

worked with Mitchell and obtained

production

chief,

went

Mitchell

family,

notes

old “air trust” opposed, to it. “You
cannt be namby-pamby about Billy
Mitchell,” says Cohen, “any more
than you can be namby-pamby
about Joan of Arc or Jesus Christ.
Billy Mitchell was not merely a
Bover Boy and a great flyer he
was a prophet and a martyr.”

—

15%
80%

31%
15%
78%

20%

4
1894

3% EMI

•

8%
9%

.7%.

83/8

5%

944
101
193
506
24
RKQ Piets.
45
RKO Thea.
501
Republic
27
Rep., pfd.
Stanley War.. 108
208
20th-Fox
Univ. Pix
17
1
Univ., pfd
Warner Bros,. 68
Zenith
57

7

15% 133/4
22% 19%
31% 25%
3Q% 26%
91

Continued from page

1

’

take control of the entire recording field, including the -artists who
make the records.” The conclusion
to
according
“inescapable,”
is
Peterson, “that many principal

within the city limits.
The Hi-Pointe’s admish scale

is

5%
11%.

.

4
934

38%

44%
c

42%.

8%
9%
8%

8
9
734

15%
19%
28%

14%

85
19%.
110

+1
—6

—5%
+ %

32.

15%
79%

4%

— %%

10%
40%

—1%

-f-

20%

39%

403/4

-

*4%

'

+1
+ %
+ %
%
—+

39
44

8

—

9%
8%

19

2694

27%
84%

29

—+ %%
+ %
+•

/

102%

4%
10%
14%

+ %
+1

107

3%

144

.1594

31

4%

Trans-Lux

4%

—%

43/a

+ %
—
—%
%

%

10

10
1394

13%
14%

15%

4

%

—194

84%
19%

18%

%
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15%
19%
28%

—%
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Over-the-Counter Securities
Ask

Bid
Capitol Record*

•

r

•

•

«

13

•

Chesapeake. Industries

Cinerama Inc.
Cinerama Prod

.

,

T

’

•

*

•

•

*

•

'l

*

•

Films

.

Polaroid
Skiatron
U. A. Theatres
Walt Disney

Continued from page 4

i

“End
Kerr

jukebox manufacturing companies and Van Johnson; “Tight Spot,”
and their officers are very closely Ginger Rogers, Edward G. Bobinconnected with various phases of son and Brian Keith; “Cell 2455,
the gambling business and with the Death Bow,” based on Caryl Chessman’s own stqry on his life of
slot machine racket in particular.
The relationship of the gambling crime, and “Seminole Uprising/’
racket and the 'jukebox business is George Montgomery oater.
much closer! at the 'distributing and
United Artists, continuing its
operating levels of the jukebox in- numerically weighty distribution
dustry.”
program, has nine features on the
A Chicago Tribune report fo- May- June lineup. These include
cussed on the structure of Mer- “Kiss Me Deadly,” Mickey Spilcury Records, which headquarters, lane story with Ralph Meeker;
in Chi. Jack Perno, a labor leader “Summertime,” from the'. Arthur
and known ns a muscle man, orig- Laurents play, “Time of the
inally owned 1,000 shares of stock Cuckoo,” with Katharine Hepburn
in the diskery. Later, Perno sold ahd Bossano Brazzi, and “Othello,”
his shares* to Max Hoffman, part: produced and directed by and starner of Frank E. Harmon, a restau- ring Orson Welles.
rant operator who once held the
BKQ, will sell .18 new pictures
mortgage on A1 Capone’s Miami betweeh now and Nov. 1, according
home.
to president James B. Grainger.
Another 1,000 shares in Mer- The films are either completed or
(Big
will
have been completed, by the
cury were owned by Henry
Sneeze) Friedman, owner of Mid- latter date, according to the exec.
west Mercury Record Distributors
Specific release dates for the
and brother of Leo (Little Sneeze) BKO lineup were not given but inFriedman, who was murdered.
cluded are “Jet Pilot,” Howard
Hughes production with John
Wayne and Janet Leigh, which has
been in the studio vaults for some
Metro and
time, and “The Conqueror,” starring Wayne and Susan Hayward,
Continued from page 3
lensed in C’Scppe under Dick
.will star- in a pair of the "spe- Powell’s
direction.
These were
cials,” and “some of our major brought in on tail-money budgets,
stars will be involved in others,” he estimated in the area of $4,000,000
added. Noel Coward has been set each.
for a trio of “specials/’ and othTheatres’ Reaction
ers will be added to the lineup for
Lineup of KKO and Loew’s
next season.
chains in the weeks ahead is rated
Ackerman prophesied a new weak, even though some say it’s
trend for next season, one which better than at the same time last
will be along lines of adventure year when
Paramount, for .inOne reason is the opening stance, didn’t release any pix durseries.
up of the 7:30 p. m. time slot on ing May and June. This year it
both CBS and ABC, a good time has -‘Strategic Air Command.”
for family viewing, and another
According to Edward L. Hyman,
reason is the incentive provided
Paramount' Theatres v.p.,
through the success of shows such United
his chain has urged the distribs to
as Disneyland, and Bih-Tin-Tin, he
bunching up of product
avoid
the
Also, there lias been presstated.
July and to move up thd
sure by civic groups to remove in early
on some, of the grade
.release
date
from that earlier .time

47

24
150

Allied .Artists
Ail’d Art., pfd

.

17% 13% DuMont....
16% 14% Technicolor

2d Quarter
^

m

29.

.

86

Official

entries for May. These are
of the Affair,” with Deborah

.

27%
91%
9*%

American Stock Exchange;

90c with only p.m. showings. Currently “Three Cases of Murder” is
being presented at this house and
the Pageant. The amusement co.
is the only organization operating’
arty houses in the St. Louis area.

I

.

.

20% 18%

from the Richmond, which with,
the Shady Oak are in the county.
The fourth house, the Pageant is

jUj

4

.

Change
for week

Toes.
Close

9%

1094

..

.

.

84

108%

4%

165
1069

.....

Mobsters

"4%

17

18%
38%

2%
5%
3%
54
794

35%

Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

(

r

4%
194
4%
3%
52
7%

A

-

—%
—%

+ %
+ 1%
—
%
—2%
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Paris Night Spots
Contliyied

chpu though she no longer chants
A nice offbeat touch is supplied by the chansonnier-nitery. La
Tomate, which features a witty
show with enough, eye appeal to
overcome the language barrier.
Fiddle fanciers still have Mon-

purses.

“Scared

has slacked

Hyman, purchaser

of

the

Television.

•

high on upcoming films. He’s
been a plugger for a film
without seasons.
think it’s getting better and
the companies are realizing the
foolishness of their policy' in holding back product. However, we’re

pix,

not out of the woods yet,” he com1

mented.

since the last at-

off

make

it

real biz.

A

peeler

is

also part of'

the

people.

very
long
year
“I

was formerly partnered with Matty Fox in Motion Pictures for

to

remains a specialized spot for show

As Hyman sees it, the majors
are holding back some very fine
Other exhibs don’t quite
share his optimistic view. They're
beefing that the run of pix now in
view isn’t particularly outstanding.
Hyman, who recently went to the
Coast for an o.o. of product, is

Lewis film.

is

-

“The way they’re crowding in
releases for that July 4 holiday,
they’ll never get enough, outlets
for all that ‘A* product,” Hyman
observed. It’s like trying to compress a quart in a pint bottle.”

Stiff.”

Agile

name “quar- Le Carroll’s which has come up
tier” with a series of new clubs. again as a late spot,, and now feaCour Et Jardin, above the Regence, tures chantoosy Leo Mar jane. Mars
tempt

to facilitate ihore orderly
"distribution of films.

Paramount

Lapin

worth a
Across the, river again, there is
glance for its atmosphere of old- the Champs-Elysses, now a haven
Crazy
time Montmartre. Appeal of the for the little striptease clubs.
Horse. Saloon, GrisbL and. Piano
Opera and Palais Boyale districts Club have parlayed the "peel into

“A” pix

Latter pic is not
of the same title
starring Martin and Lewis,
and the P-T “Stiff” tag will probably be switched for tv so -as to
avoid confusion with the Martin-

the
film

tle

offbeater.

.The

==

films.

Des-Pres. offers a palatable Gallic
jazz band.

Across the river bn the tight litisland of St. Louis is Borrah
Minevitch’s cafe, 1 Quai Bourbon,
which has become- a winduppery
for visiting showbiz people. Comfortable, reasonable and gaining a
sparkle from the clientele, this is
seigneur, Scheherazade, Dinarzade, becoming a word-of-mouth regular.
Novys and Giro’s for the gypsy Downstairs cave will be opened
this summer with a show, and it
strains, but it may put a strain on may well develop into a leading
there.

CBS

hfe

from page $

plus singers and guitarists worth a
brief visit.
Topper is Chez Pata-

.

Washington to try and get permis- ble Exposure,” “High Powered,”
sion to make it. However, he says “Midnight Manhunt,” “They Made
Killer,”
Cargo/’
a
“Hot
it was not deemed advisable to Me
make the picture in the early days “Danger Street,” “Seven Were
“Speed
to
Saved,”
“Jungle
Flight,”
of World War II and the story
and
Spare,”
“Mr.
Becldess,”
was taken off the market.

The

.32%

21% 17% Loew’s
10% 9% Nat. Thea.
41% 36
Paramount
40% 35% Philco
45% 36% RCA

4

to

Cohen, does not like this book and
so are some of the people in the

86

Decca ...... 101
Eastman Kdk 128

Col. Pix

14%

5%.

week

TV

WB

'

67

803/4

against George
trailers.
Manos and his associates in the
operation of 18 Ohio theatres.
In addition to charges of boxth ‘Arter’
St. Louis’
office fraud, all but one of the
seven complaints alleges infringeSt. Louis, April 26.
holding
The St. Louis Amusement Co,
ment of copyright via the
over and switching of pictures has converted its. Hi-Pointe, an
around various theatres in dis- 850-seater* iiabe in the west end,
regard of the plaintiff’s exhibition into another art house, thus bringcontracts,
ing. to four the number at such
houses operating in the city and
adjacent St. Louis County.
The
Hi-Pointe is located in a residential section and about one mile'
past

“inside” story of Mitchell’s
In a
fight with the “air trust.”
letter to the motion picture industry “because it is the concern of mysteripso
the industry that a real picture slot When kids can see them,
about Mitchell be made,” Cohen sai{L
offers his collaboration with Gauv^
reau for picture sale.
Cohen says that Warner Bros,
Sell
Par’s
was Interested in the property in
Jan., 1942, and Hal Wallis, then
5
: Continued from page

the

for

.

the

Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly
In 100s
High
Low
Am Br-Par Tb 404
26%
27%
41
CBS, “A”
97%
91%
9
96%
91%
CBS, “B”

t

High Low

,

mobsters named in the 200-page
report are Tony Accardo, Sam
(Mooney) Giancana, Tony Capezio, Eddie Vogel and several other
characters associated with the Capone gang. In Chicago, the report
said,- Capone gang elements have
since
County,” “The Power and the been in “the driver’s seat
Prize,” Bocky Marciano’s “Some- 1838” among the .operators.
mob“Charthe
The report stated that
body Up There Likes Me,”
lemagne,” and “The Romance of sters have an ambitious scheme “to

—

1955

an advance theatrical
short which will serve to bally the
Film distributors filed seven upcoming attraction. There’ll also
percentage actions in be interviews with the cast and
separate
Federal Court, Columbus, O., over crew of “Away All Boats” for tv

A

Leonardo Da Vinci.”
Plays include “Teahouse of the
August Moon,” “Tender Trap,”
“Tea and Sympathy,” “The Barretts of Wimpole Street,’ and “Peg
O’ My Heart.” In addition, Metro
has set two teleplays for filmization “Court Martial,” seen on the
U.S.^ Steel Hour as “The Back”
and “Fearful Decision,” also a

flV.Y, Stock Exchange)
For Week Ending Tuesday ( 26)

Universal is lensing theatrical and
tv promotional material on the location of “Away All Boats” in the
Film will incorVirgin Islands.
porporate footage of Navy maneuvers now being held in the Carib-

Whisky

a

Gogo

Still

Open

Whisky a Gogo is on the old site
It
of the Plancher Des Vaches.
features dancing to disks. A flock
of small rooms make this an interesting late snackery. Chez Gilles
remains a solid eatery-nitery with
its long show headed by the young
comic team of Jean Poiret and
Michel Serrault, the, hottest duo in
town. Liberty’s, on Place Blanche,
also presents a kaleidoscopic show,
with many fine topliners and the
waiters joining in.
Across the
street
is
the barnlike Moulin
Rouge, now" so ensconced with tourists, plus a reasonable tab, that it
currently only gives straight vaude
offerings with big names not necessary for draw.
Back at the Palais Boyale is a
nice offbeater, Milord D’Arsouille,
which has the glib Francis Claude
and some personable young singers.
Unsung, blit it has a steady following.
St.-Germain-Des-Pres, though
fading,, still has the comfortable sitting cafes in Flore and Deux Magots, and the clubs that still offer
engaging if not too unusual offerings in the Bose Rouge and the
Fontaine Des Quatres Saisons. Discotechs, with large record collections and low tabs, also
a nice windup place.

Club features cool pianoing by Art
Simmons and Don Gias.
Three spots in a row are the
Villa D’Este, L'Amiral and Night
Club, all presenting either toppers
in name value or the solid revue
feel of Roger Pierre and Jean-Marc
Thibault (at the Amiral) . .Mecenes*
under the St. James restaurant, remains the Frenchiest of boites and
not much of a touristy spot. Chez

Suzy Solidor gets her friends in
for

some pleasant songalog rou-

NeW eatery club, Elysses Matignon, has become the spot for the
film people. It is run by fan mag
tines.

Anpublisher Jacques Mauclair.
other leading windup place is the
Calavades with Charlie Beal at the
piano.

Montparnasse Still in Picture
Montparnasse, though primarily
a sentimental memory spot for oldsters is still very much in the picture. It has the w.k. cafes such as
the Dome, Select, Schuberts and
La Coupole, plus a string of solid
nudie shows in La Boule Blanche,
Jockey, College Inn and
Villa,
Venus, with a Successful particiHere
pation club in Chez Gaby.
.

the deft showmanship of Gaby gets
people into free-for-all bullfights,
And down
etc., for relaxation.
the side streets, back on the Left
flamenco
unusual
Bank,
are
some
for
spots such as Le Catalan and Le

makes

has Guitar.
So there is still something for
only the belly-dance joints and the
folksong caves for pull with a everybody in the “city of night,**
growth, of late, iby jazz spots such and the monuments are now being
as Metro- Jazz, Riverside and Show- lit up every night to guide the
time featuring U. S. jazz musicians. more than 3,000,000 oglers exVieux Colombier still caters to the pected this year, Most of them
young hep set, with Sidney Bechet will live by night and Paris is
holding court.. Club St.-Germain ready for them.

The Place

St.

Michel

district

.
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Now. . .with the revolutionary new N.S.S, TRAVEL-AD Banner Frame, you can have a
ing billboards’* constantly advertising

Put them on top of your

all

car, the cars

fleet

oi “travel-

your attractions throughout your patron-pulling areal

of your

staff

and on trucks and cars of friendly cooperating

merchants*

TRAVEL-ADJs

the eye-catching aluminum top-of-the-car frame for
from the roof of any hard top automobile*

24 x 82 banners, quickly and

easily

installed or detached

Learn about the grand new inexpensive TRAVEL-AD plan that
for drive-ins . and for conventional theatres, too!

will

“mobilize” your advertising! Great

• .

For

full details,

fill

out the attached coupon and

mail—NOW! Or contact your nearest N.S.S. Exchange!

Mr. George F.

Dembow

National Screen Service

1600 Broadway, New York, N.Y*

am interested in the N.S.S. TRAVEL-AD Banner Frame
promotion. Please have your representative call or write to me
with complete information.

I

NAMETHEATRE
Address.
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50th Anni Party

Van

exhibitor,

Nat Rosen, who succeeded A1
Levy as manager for 20th-Fox
here with Levy’s transfer to the
Boston exchange, returned to Albany" last week to be honored at a
jection equipment was completed
testimonial dinner.
Katz’
Howard
Balaban
at
The&

This makes only
atre last week.
theatres of the 43 in
this area- that are not equipped
for C’Scope.
three

MINNEAPOLIS

B&K

Capades,”
around ’.the country

ident-producer of “Ice

tion.

theatremen
will

participate in

celebratioiji,

sc

extending variously from a single
day, June 5, to the full month of
June, marking the golden anniversary of the Nickelodeon. Harris’
father, the late John P. Harris, in
1905 set up the first “theatre” for
the exclusive showing ‘of films. If
was a small store in Pittsburgh. He
converted it by installing a muslin
sheet for the screen, ,a projector

Warner Bros. exploiteer Don
Walker in' from K. C. tp set up
Several managerial changes were out-state “East of Eden” cam•

Year .

Starts, This

•

ager of the Oriental, resigned last
week to devote all his time to the
booking agency he operates in
partnership with Marcus Glaser,
Richard Beck replaced Hogan,
Installation of Cinemascope pro-

Hale

ALLIED ARTISTS

darkened his theatre
Sparked by John H. Harris,,
there and checked into the .Mayo
Charles Hogan, longtime man- Clinic in Minnesota for observa- Pittsburgh theatreowner and pres-

CHICAGO

.

.

’*

the

in

B&K

circuit

last

"THE BODY SNATCHERS"

'

—

ALBANY
Harry Savett, who also buys and
books the Port in Port Leyden; The
Lincoln is a subsequent-run house.
Columbia Is Installing a new
ceiling and booking stalls, as well
as making other changes, at its
own expense in a leased"eXchange
on Filmraw. The company put in
a new floor and air conditioning

(Shooting in Phenix City. Ala.)
Prods. Samuel
David Diamond
Dir. Phil Karlson
Richard Kiley. John Mqlntire, Lenka
Peterson, Edward Andrews. James

——

,

•

manager

•

March

(Started

22)

"THE TALL MEN"
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prods.—WilUam' Bacher, William

Hawks

Dir.—Raoul Walsh
Clark Gable, Jane RusseU, Robert Ryan.
Cameron HltcheU, Emile Meyer, J.
Lewis Smith. Robert Adler
.

(Started. April 8)

UNIVERSAL
Starts, This

Year

70

9

METRO

seph Tomelty

several boxoffice boosts.

WARNER BROS.

(Started -March 1)

"QUENTIN DURWARD"

‘HULOT’S’ BIG 11

WEEKS

AT FINE-ARTS

Continued from page I

Los Angeles, April 26.
“Mr. >Hulot’s Holiday,” French
Jacques
Tati,
starring
import
and “historically we have learned racked up a large $67,800-pIus
that 'these films usually mean big gross in its 11-week run at- the
boxoffice.” But, he added, when small '631-seat Fine Arts Theatre,
the pic- is released and stirs up. the prior to swinging -over to an eightcontroversy there is' a tendency to. theatre spread put together by Fox
get panicked and to avoid the very West^ Coast.
circumstance which was anticipated
Chain toppers believe film’s „ poin the first place.
tential hasn’t yet been reached, and
Predicting, that 1955 should be
possibilities are strong for the
a good year both for the film inregular type as well as art houses.
dustry aqd theatre public, Schary
“The Little Kidnappers,” also an
reiterated a thought he’s expressed
arty subject, will be supporting
before. Some new dimensions have
feature.
helped and will help, the industry,
he reported, “but the biggest dimension remains the story and how
'JUNGLE' BOFFS MEMPHIS
it is told and by whom.” It’s wise
to think of all things in planning,
Mayor Ducks Ordinance For
he said/ “first you must think of
Classification
’Adults
Only’
the material. And don’t be fright-

installed

at'

Roxy.

Buddy Gould named manager of
Yale Theatre, Houston.
Alvin Guggenheim replaces William Hemphill, who resigned, as
manager of Fulton Theatre, moving
over from the Yale.

PITTSBURGH
Anthony and Milton Antonoplos,

East Pittsburgh exhibitors, plotting ened if you guess wrong. Who
a new 'drive-in near the new hasn’t?”
Miracle Mile Shopping Center.
Speaking on the “trials and tribPlans call for 1, 000-ear capacity.
of
a film executive,
Bob Richards, assistant manager ulations”
Schary
stressed that this exec
at Belmar Theatre, tapped for an
“must
learn
never
to keep his own
Army stretch; Jerome Kaufman reopinion static” if he is to be a sucplaces him.
Sam W. Gould, Granlee circuit cess. He must “revel in change
district theatre manager, elected and be delighted by challenge,”
prexy of Warren Roy Laufe Lodge while being aware of successful
patterns of the past but not bound
903, B’nai B’rith, at Greensburg.
Two nieces of Harry Manos, Van- by them. Primarily, an executive
dergrift manager for Manos chain, must “learn to act.”
arrived from Greece to make their
Commenting on the rise of indie
future home with the district exhib. production, Schary reported there
Associated Drive-In Circuit are going
to be some “bitter lesnamed following managers " for
sons” learned in this field.. -Indies1955: Derris Jeffocat, Blue Dell;
making
large-scale
films find their
Thomas L. Strawins, Camp Horne;
David Arnett, Colonial; James operations are more costly than it'
would
be
the
at
large
studios, he
Matthews,
Dependable;
George*
Rodnok, Harmar; Louise Cook, said, “this despite the much talked
Midway; John Bracken, South of high overhead.” The resources
Park; and Dave Kop°ek, relief man- and production facilities of big
ager.
studios are vital to the indie, he
William L. Brown, long-time noted.
Tarentum exhib, and his wife
Schary attributed acceleration of
celebrated their golden wedding indie production to the “backanni. Brown was recently named ground of identification,” as well
a member of polite civil service as to the economic background of
commission of Allegheny County. high taxes. A writer wants to be
Jack Judd, Col exchange man- identified
with his work, much in
ager, who was recently named a
terms of a writer in the theamember of directorate of the Tri- the
tre, he declared, and so does the
state Drive-In Theatres Assn., resigned because of biz pressure. He director, the producer, the executive. It is this battle of identificahas ozoner interests here.
Carl Dortic, formerly with Mono- tion that has led to some bitter
;ram-AA and who recently fin- and angry quarrels. Asserting mofshed an Air Force hitch, named tion picture making is a highly colNational Screen Service’s sales- laborative art, Schary added that
man in Erie and Main Line terri- indies will continue to wish to be
tories;
succeeds William A. V. associated with a big studio beMack, who retired,
cause of their desire to be associGlen J. Easter, Mount Morris ated with a big trade name,

Memphis, April

26J

“Blackboard Jungle,” Metro’s
juve delinquency feature, is doing
boffo biz at Loew’s State here, under an “adults only” tag. This was
the second recent backtracking by
the local censor, Lloyd Blnford,
Binford is demanding the- ‘city
pass a statute making “adult only”
ratings legal but Mayor Frank Tobejr seems disinclined to admit the
necessity for an ordinance or to
front for its enactment. Binford
argues that with .'an “adults only”
tag the number of films now totally
banned ,in Memphis would, be re‘

(Shooting in London)

Prod.—Pandro

J

duced by 50%.

S.

Starts,. This

Berman

Dir.—Richard Thorpe
Robert Taylor, Kay Kendall, Robert
Morley. Normand Wooland* Eric Pohlman. Duncan Lamont, Wilfred Hyde

ft LA.

are turned out in the full knowlerge it Will fit into thisu category,

three San Antonio
the Kelly, Lackland and

—

Prods.—Robert Webb, Barbara McLean
Dir.—Robert Webb
Richard Egan, Anthony Quinn. Michael
.Rennie, Rita Moreno, Jeffrey Hunter

—

Special invitational showing for
press and industry will be held
here this week of “Cinerama Holiday” which opens regular run following day at the Melba here. Dallas will be sixth sity in which the
film has opened.
A -500-seat indoor auditorium*
added to the. Corral Drive-In t Fort
Worth (formerly the Jacksboro) by
Claude Ezell & Associates.
Facelifting to cost $20,000 started on the State at Lubbock. House
is operated by Mr. and Mrs, Preston Smith who run fhe Tech and
Arnett-Benspn Theatres, plus the
Sunset and Circle pzoners.
Southwestern Theatre
Equip-

ozoners

(Shooting in Mexico)

——

DALLAS

Houston

2

"SEVEN CITIES OP GOLD"

This Date, 'last Year , .....
Prod.— William »Fadlman
Dir.—Anthony MAntt
Victor Mature, Guy Madison, Robert
Preston, Anne Bancroft, James Whit- "THE KETTLES IN THE OZARKS"

brothers, in-

i

Clubs convention in Los Angeles.

of

"LAST FRONTIER'"

.

KANSAS CITY

and second assistant chief barker
of the Variety Club, will fly with
Mrs. Goldberg to the West Coast,
May 3,. for a three-week vacation*
During part of it, Goldberg will attend the International Variety

Co.

The Warner

Year ........ 7

This Date, Last Year .....

—

in 1953.

C’Scope

industry.

CENTURY-POX

20th

Starts, This

COLUMBIA

factor in the development of the

21)

Lowell Thomas, here .in connec- cluding the late’ Sam Warner, and
tion with “Cinerama” first anni Adolph Zukor were influenced by
more. /Russell Collins, peter Whitney. - Prod.—Richard Wilson
celebration, spoke before MinnePat jHpsan, Guy Williams
Dir.—Charles Lamont
this Nickelodeon. At the time of
apolis Advertising club where he
(Started March 21)
Marjorie Main* Arthur Hunnicutt, Una
its first operation a nearby jewelry
Merkel. OUve Sturgess. Ted de Correceived an award for- the pic. He
"QUEEN
BEE"
slan. Richard Eyer. Joe Sawyer. RichProd, Jerry Wald
also
addressed state legislature shop was being run by the late:
ard Deacon, Pat Goldin
Dir,-—-Ranald MacDousal
Lewis J. Selznick, who switched
and Minnesota- U. convocation.
(Started AprU 6)
Joan
Cratoford,
Barry
Sullivan,
John
to, and became prominent in, the
Ireland, Betsy palmer, Lucy Marlow. "A TlMR REMEMBERED"
business. A surviving son is David
BUI Leslie, Fay Wray, Linda Bennett,
Prod.—Albert J. Cohen
'Dir.—Jerry Hopper
WUIa Pearl Curtis, Tim Hovey, KathO. Selznick.
erine Anderson
Rock Hudson. Cornell Borchert, George
American Legion entering exAccording to the present bearer
(Started March 22)
Sanders, SheUey Fabares, Ray Collins,
hibition in Kansas City, Mo., with of the Harris name in show busiDavid Janssen, Casey Adams, Else
Neft, John Welncraf
a commercial operation at its. ness, numerous exhibitors, includ(Started AprU 8)
World War II Memorial building. ing many large circuit operators,
"AWAY ALL BOATS"
Opened last Thursday (21). Le- have expressed enthusiasm for the
(Shooting in Virgin Isles)
Starts, This Year
Prod. Howard Christie
gion’s central executive committee
5
anni celebration. AS ways of markDir. Joseph PeVney
playing “Immortal City” on twice
This Date, Last Year . . . . . . 5
Jeff Chandler.
George Nader, Julia
ing the observance Harris has sugnightly policy with a 75c top.
Adams. Lex Barker. Keith Andes,
gested the booking of a silent pic
Richard Boone, William Reynolds,
In a tie-up between Junior
on
the 'program, "BHOWANI JUNCTION"
"novelty
item
a
as
Charles
McGraw,
Jack
Mahoney,
Chamber of Commerce and the
(Shooting in Pakistan)
FTank Faylen. Grant Williams. Floyd
Prod.—Pandro S. Berman
Uptown Theatre, contest- to select the use of special trailers, a dinSimmons. George Dunn, Kendall
in
town
exhib
oldest
Dir.
George
Cukor
ner
for
the
Clark,
Charles Horvath, Arthur Space.
“Miss Missouri” in the “Miss
Ava Gardner, Stewart Granger, .William
Don Keefer, Hal Baylor
_
America” national event was held and lots of. publicity, such as * Travers, Francis Matthews. Abraham
(Started AprU 13)
Sofaer. Peter Hling, Marne Maitland,
on stage of the theatre. Manager Mayor and/or Governor “proclaLionel
Jeffries,
Frieda
Jackson, JoHarold Guyett made it good for mations.”

three years, Has been relighted by

ment

current

offering.

in Utica, dark for

MGM

Orpheuro

AprU

.

(Started^March- 23)

"PHENIX CITY"

—

RKQ

Show,”

Jack Goldberg,

(Started

Prod. Walter Wanger
Dir.—-Don Siegel
Kevin McCarthy* Dana Wynter, Carolyn
Jonek

—

The Lincoln

Rod Cameron, ^luUe. Bishop* Ben Cooper,
'Raymond Greenleaf, John. Warburton,
Chubby Johnson

—

>

Alan

Prod.—'William J. O'Sullivan
Dir.—William Whitney

6

Edwards, John Larch, Biff McGuire,
Kathryn Grant.
(Started April 1)
paigns.
chairs.
and
96
"DOING TIME"
week. James Currant appointed
Ev. Seibel, Paramount ad-pubProd. Ben Schwalb
manager of the Crystal; Ed Con- licity head, again touring circuit to * The term Nickelodeon was a
Dir.—William Beaydine
rad now manages Will Rogers set up local Campaigns for chain’s merger v of admission price and
Leo Gorcey, Huntz Hall. Bernard Gorcey, David Condon, Bennie Bartlett,
odeon, latter being the Greek word
Theatre, and M. Mefzher will head annual May-June drive.
Bowery Boys
Policy
continuous
theatre.
the Howard.
for
was
(Started April 21).
Four St. Paul indie nabe houses
Milton
Reinburg,
owner of held special midnight “America’s performance from 8 a.m. to around
Devon Theatre here, purchased first ghost convention” comprising midnight, the films running from
the long-shuttered 400 Theatre “four frightening features” the 12 to 20 minutes each. Harris’ sucand business block on which It same night, combined for single cess with the -enterprise films had
Starts, This Year
TO
Reinburg plans an early large co-op newspaper ad.
stands.
been shown previously but only as.,
This Date, Last Year . .... .12
opening of the house after reTrio of feminine cast members a supplement To vaudeville has
modeling.
here to help plug “Three for the long been regarded as a strong

made

Spencer,

30)

.

.
.

,

March

""DEADLINE ALLEY"

10

This Date, Last Year

Douglas

Cleef,
•

(Started

White

(Started

March

1)

Prod.-DIr.—Irwin Alien
(Started Feb. 14)

—Jack

Charles Schnee
——Mark
Robson

Webb

Dir.

Jack Webb, Janet Leigh, Peggy Lee,
Edmond O'Brien, Andy Devine, Lee

Glenn' Ford, Dorothy McGuire, Arthur

Kennedy, John Hodiftk, Katy Jurado.
Robert Middleton, Juano Hernandez,
Rafael Compos, John Hoyt

AprU J)
"FORBIDDEN ‘PLANET"
(Started

Marvin,
(Started

March

Fitzgerald
28)

/

"REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE"
Prod.—Dayld Weisbart
Dir.—Nicholas Ray
*

James Dean, Natalie Wood, Jim Backus,
William Hopper,

Walter -Pidgeoh; Anne Francis, Leslie
Nielsen,
Richard Anderson.
Jack

Hopper
March

.

Kelly,

EUa

'

—Nicholas Nayfack
Dir.—Fred Wilcox
Prod.

Warren

Stevens, Earl Holliman, Robert Dlx; James Drury, James
Best, George Wallace, James Thomp-

son, Morgan Jones
(Started April 18).

(Started

Ann

Doran, Dennis

30)

"THE DARKEST HOUR"

—

Frank Tuttle
Alan Ladd, Edward G. Robinson, Joanna
Dru, William Damareat, Paul Stewart,
Perry Lopez

Dir.

(Started April 8)

PARAMOUNT
Year

Starts, This

This Date, Last Year . .....

INDEPENDENT

2
5

"ALEXANDER THE GREAT"
(UA

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"
Prod.-Dlr.—CecU B. DeMille
Assoc. Prod. Henry WUcoxon
Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner, Anne
Baxter, Yvonne DeCarlo, Debra Paget,
Judith Anderson, Edward G. Robinson, Sir Cedric Hardwlcke, Vincent
Price, John Carradine, John Derek,
Olive Deering, Martha Scott. Julia
Faye, Henry Wilcoxon, Douglas Dum*
brllle, Ian Keith, Jacob Baer

—

(Started Oct. 14)

"ARTISTS

AND MODELS"

(Hal Wallis Productions)
Prod.—Hal Wallis
'

—Frank
S ean
ir.

Tashlin.

Martin and Jerry Lewis, Shirley
MacLaine, Eddie Mayehof, Eva Gabor,
Dorothy Malone, George Winslow,
Anita Ekberg
(Started Feb. 28).

"ANYTHING GOES"

Prod;—Robert Emmett Dolan
ir.—‘Robert Lewis
ing Crosby, Donald O'Connor, Jeanmaire, Mitzl Gaynor, Phil Harris,
Kurt. Kasznar, Walter Sande
(Started April 7)

S

Starts, This

Release)
(Shooting in Madrid)

—

Robert Rossen
Richard Burton, Fredric March, DanieUe Darrleux, Claire Bloom
(Started Feb. 17)

Prod--DIr.

"GUYS AND DOLLS"
(For

MGM

—

Release)

Prod. Samuel Goldwyn
Dir.—Joseph L. Mankiewicz
Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank
Sinatra, Vivian Blaine, Robert Keith,
Stubby Kaye, Johnny SUver, Sheldon
Leonard, Dan Dayton, Kathryn Givney, Veda Ann Borg, Regis Toomey,
B. S. PuUy, George E. Stone. Joe
•

McTurk
March

(Started

14)

"CHARGE OF THE RU RALES"
(Montezuma Productions)
(Shooting in Mexico)
Prod. Robert L. Lippert, Jr.
ir.—Louis King
ano Clark, James Craig, Martha Roth,

—

S

James Fernandez
(Started March 22)

"COCKLESHELL HEROES"
(Warwick Productions)
(Columbia Release)
(Shooting in Portugal)
Exec. Prods. Allen and Broccoli

—PhU —C. Samuel
Dir. —Jose Ferrer
Jose Ferrer, Trevor

^

Prod.

Year ........ 4
.

This Date, Last Year , .....

?

Howard,

Anthony

Maddern,
Arne

Newley,

Victor
Peter

(Started April 8)

"TREASURE OP PANCHO VILLA"
Prod. —Edmund Grainger

—George Sherman
Rory Calhoun, Shelley
plr.

Winters, Gilbert
Roland, Joseph Calllea

AprU
"BENGAZI"
(Started

21)

(Panamint Pictures)
Prods.—Sam Wlesenthal, Gene Tevlin
Richard Conte, Victor McLaglen, Richard Carlson

"THE LOCK AND THE KEY"
(Batjac Productions, Inc.)

Robert Morrison
——Andrew
V. McLaglen

Prod.
Dir.

William Campbell, Karan Shtrpe, Berry
Kroger, Anita Ekberg, Paul Fix. Robert Keys, Mike Mazurkl, Denver Pyle
(Started April 9)

"THE BIG KNIFE"

(The Associates & Aldrich Co.)
(For UA Release)
(Shooting 'at Sutherland Studios)
Prod.-Dlr. Robert Aldrich
Jack Palance, Ida Luplno, Shelley Win-*
ters, Wendell Corey, Jean Hagen, Rod
Steiger, Ilka Chase, Everett Sloane,

—

(Started ..April 23)
Waterfield exec producer.
Deal marks third for Gable since
he bowed out of Metro, previously
Paul Langton, Wesley Addy
signing with 20th-Fox, for which
(Started April 25)
Starts, This Year
4 "FORT YUMA"
he’s currently doing a second film,
(Bel-Air Productions)
and with William Goetz, He’ll next
This Date, Last Year .... I
(UA Release)
(Shooting in Kanab, Utah)
do “Captain Calico” for Goetz at
Exec. Prod. Aubrey Schsnck
Columbia, with “Soldiers of For- "THE GUNMAN"
Prod. Howard W. Koch
Dir. Ray MUland
Dir.—Lesley Selander
tune” and “The Tall Men” his
Ray MUland, Mary Murphy. Ward Bond.
Peter Graves, Joan Taylor,
20th pair.
Raymond Burr, Arthur Space* Lee (Started AprU 26)
j

REPUBLIC
.

—

j

3

"THE ANIMAL WORLD"

Dir.

RKO

Hempstead producing and Robert

....... &

.

Prod.

I

Hollywood, April 26.
Clark Gable has signed with
Russ-Field Corpj to star in “The
Last Man in Wagon Mound” on a
salary plus percentage basis. Pic,
a high-budget color -western, is
slated to roll early in 1956 for
United Artists release, with David

.

"FETE KELLY'S BLUES"

"TRIAL"

'

Year

This Date, Lost Year . .....

—

—

FfiStlETf

Wedhe»day, April 27, 195S

A
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Copyright 1955, Time In*,

Great
pictures
built

LIFE'S
great

audience
Her* are a feW examples of LIFE'S tremendous

Impact

LIFE’S
great

Market Area

across tho country:

No. of

Staling

LIFI

Theaten*

Capacity

Awdioncot

7

5,122

19,660

Birmingham, Ala.

31

20,217

49,710

Sacramento,

19

14,265

53,520

9

4,605

8,960

Middletown, Conn.

audience
can
build

In city after city

Calif.

Dubuque, Iowa

Film Daily Year Book. *tSourco: A supplement to
Study of the Accumulative Audience of LIFE (1960), by

*Sk>urcer

A

f

Alfred Politz Research, Inc.

your
pictures

weIek by week,

LIFE
V

R«ck*f*ll*r

Nan, New Y«4

M ,N.

MORE PEOPLE READ LIFE
THAN ANY OTHER MAGAZINE
Y.

—
PICTURES
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India’s 60-70 Studios

—

BROADWAY

Aspi H. Irani
Hollywood, April 26.
Indian producers aren’t yet ready to hit the
American market with their pictures, Aspi H. Irani,
producer-director who heads his own studio in Bombay,. reports.

Last year, 12 pictures 'in English were turned
out by the Indian industry for showing in this country, but due to the fact* none could get a release
no further English-language pix are planned this
year. ' ^Distributor lack of interest was attributed
to the general substance, not attractive to the
Western mind.
Irani, stopping off in film capital for five days
of studio touring enroute around the world in
the hope of picking up as many pointers as possible for later adaptation to the needs of the Indian
film industry, declared there is a great field there
for American technicians. A good many of these
already are over there, but more are needed. There
are between 60 and 70 studios of varying sizes
in India, turning out approximately 4,00 pictures
-

‘Jungle’ Torrid

ended Saturday

was

(23)

fair $3,-

500 after $5,000 opener. “Lady of
Fury” (U) opens May 2.
(Loew’s)
—•Capltql
“Purple Plain”

'

May

11.

/

(Moss)
—Criterion
“Mamho” (Par)

(1,700; 75-$2.20)
(4th-final wk).

Stays two extra days for a 9-day
week and fair $13,000, Third week
was $15,000. “Run For Cover”
(Par) opens tomorrow (Thurs.).

Fine Arts (Davis)

(468; 90-$1.80>

—“To

Paris With Love” (Indie)
(5th wk).
Fourth frame ended
Monday (25) was big $10,400 after
~$]&0Q0 for third, which incidentally was the biggest third, week
*
ever at house.
.Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-$1.5O)
—“Wayward Wife” (IFE) (3d wk).
:

nominated a few years ago,

Jewish Welfare Pledged
On Coast Near $200,000

'Doing Full Job

patce

on

insisting

after $10,000 in second.
’
Guild (Guild) -(450; $1-$1.75)—
“Gate of Hell” (Indie) (20th wk).
The 19th rotlnd .finished Monday.
(25) was smash $10,500, unusually
great for this stage of run, after
$12,500- in 18th week. Stays on.
79Mayfair (Brandt)
(1,736;

S

'

:

Pawnbrokers Since 1893

FABULOUS
DIAMOND SALE
Guaranteed to Appraise
More Than Twice Our
Deal
Price or

for

7 Carol Marquise
Finest

*cm

Diamond

cut and shape. Ex-

Magnificent
cellent perfection.
Originally
high color.
$20,000.

Special

>g
* 500
1

.

?

5 Cl. Pear Shape Diamond
Finest gem cut and shape. Excel,
lent perfection. Exquisite color.
Platinum setting with 2 large tapered baguettes; a $6,500
£2 950
bargain for only
1

Flexible Bracelet
36 fine large matched quality
diamonds. Straight row. Platinum setting. Perfect condition.
Black, Starr & Gotham.
*
Pawnbroker priced at

anonymity.
be

But

he

Normandie

—

Now

$1
* 876 *
*

91/9 Carol Round Diamond
Finest gem cutting. Excellent brilliancy and color. Very good perfection. Costly platinvfm mounting with 2 tapered bayen
gueltes. Terrific buy

<FED.

TAX INCLUDED)

GUARANTEED LOAN 70%

10 DAY MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE
Mail Inquiries Solicited

MODELL’S
Cor. 6lh Ave. at 46 St.
N. Y. C.
PL 7-7097

65-85)

(2,300;

1

concludes

.

SAN FRANCISCO

“Chance Meeting”

ID

(Continued from page

—

—

—

State (Loew’s)
—“Blackboard
Jungle”

(3,450;

'

(Indie)

$20,700-

First

week was

$20,500,

Big $17,000 because of near house high- One of few
pix
Problems that crop up from time extra shows. Last week, $13,500.
to beat an opening session, and
gives house biggest first two weeks
to time are to be met.
These inin history, Word-Of-mouth helped
clude film import and other taxes,
to beat opening session, whieh was
screen times quotas and restricEaster week.
(Continued from page 10)
tions on monetary exchange,
Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;
Only a few foreign trade agrees Has good staying power and should
ments are due shortly for renego- be okay $8,000. Last week, $11,000. $1-$1.50) “Doctor ifi House,’,’ (Rep)
(10th wk). Current session wind-r
tiation, such as in France, Spain
Penn. (UA) (3,300; 65-$l)
ing today (Wed.) is heading for big
arid Argentina.
But, as always is “Blackboard Jungle” (M-G). Sensa$5,800 after $7,800 in ninth week.
the case, an unfavorable arrange- tional $28,000. Last week, “Run Continues.
ment in any one country might in- for Coyer” (Par), $10,500.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 50Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 65-$l)— $1.75) -“Man Without
fluence
subsequent deals with
Star” <U)
other nations. Special concessions “To Paris With Love” '(Indie) (3d- (5th-final wk). Present stanza finfinal
wk). Finishing at oke $2,000. ishing today (Wed,), looks like fair
to Spain, for example, would be
followed, it’s feared, by demands Last week, $2,200.
after $11,500 in
$9,000
fourth
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 75-$1.25)— week. “End of Affair” (Col) opens
for the same favors by other gov“East of Eden” (WB). Disappoint- tomorrow (Thurs.).
ernments.
ing $14,000. Last week, “Country
Warner (Cinerama .Prod.) (1,600;
Still
to be. worked out is a
Girl” (Par) (3d wk), $12,000.
$1.20-$3.30)
“Cinerama Holiday”
“master formula” by which the
Warner (SW) (1,365; Sl.40-S2.65) (Indie) (12th wk). The 11th round
Yank companies would determine —“Cinerama
Holiday” (Indie) (10th finished Saturday (23) hit wow
the allocation of import permits wk).
Holding steady pace, much
sans extra shows, after
r prong
themselves in. countries better than original “Cinerama” $55,900,
$66,900, ‘new alltime High here, for
where, numerical pic restrictions at this stage of engagement. Looks iOth
week. The 10th .stanza inexist, Such as in France anjl Japajv big $19,000. Last week,
$19,500.
cluded six extra performances.”
(8th wk).

PITTSBURGH

—

—

DENVER

78-$1.75)

wk).

<

— “Cinerama”

(Col), $9,000,

(592;

(M-G) (6th
Present .frame ending Friday
(29) -looks to hold with solid $22,000 after $29,000 for fifth week.
Dawn” (RKO) and “Tarzan’s HidSutton (R&B) (561; $1-$1.75)—
den Jungle” (RKO), fair $10,500 “Marty” (UA) (3d wk).
Initial
in 9 days.
holdover round ended Sunday (24)
» Teck (Cinema Products) (1,200; topped opening week with terrific
$l!20-$2.'40)

_

—

—

.3

State .(United Artists) (3.000; 50-

—

1

Continued from page

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
50-75)—? ‘Man Without Star” (U).
Gotfd $11,0007' Last week, “Unfabled^ (20th), *$13,000.

—

BUFFALO

.

.v

$l,.top.

*

65-$1.20)—

y

Hi-Light Foreign

.

—

—

canto, for this gold mine.
$3,000. Last week, $3,200.

more

—

—

“Country Girl” (Par) (10th wk). The
final

Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000;
50-75)
“New" York Confidential’ 1
(WB) and “Unchained” (WB). Trim

to mild' $9,000 in 5 days.
Last
(M-G) (reis- week, $12,500.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-90)
sue), wound up 11-week longrun in
—“Blackboard Jungle" (M-G) (5th
fine style.
Solid $9,500.
Last week,
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 50-$1.60>— wk).
o
“Bedevilled” (M-G) with vaude- $10,000*
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$l)—
ville.
Week ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) looks like sturdy $23,000. “Strange Lady in Town” (WB) and
Last week, “Bullet For Joey” (UA) “Pirates Tripoli” (Col). Just okay
$14,000.
Last wqek, “Three for
and vaude, $26,500.
Paramount (ABC-Par) (3,664; $1- Show” (Col) and “Bamboo Prison”
“Strategic Air Command” (Col), $13,000.
$2)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; $1-$1.25)
(Par). World preem for' latest type
“Mambo” (Park Fine $10,500,
VistaVision pic and initial VV production here. Initial session fin- Last week, “East of Eden” (WB)
(5th
wk), $8,500.
ishing today (Wed.) looks to soar
Orpheum (Cinerama Theatre,
to mighty $110,000, flew record under present policy. This tops “Star Calif.) (1,458; $1.75-$2.65)—“CineGreat
Is Born” (WB) on first full week rama” (Indie) (69th. wk).
here. It’s in for longrup. James $15,700.. Last week, $15,500.
United Artists (No; Coast) 1,207;
Stewart- June Allyson starret given
Story”
(Col)
special invitational preem night of 70-SI) “Annapolis
Wednesday (20). Rave reviews and “Big Top” (AA). Fair $8,500.
Last week, “Purple Plain” <UA)
helping, as well as upped scale.
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- (2d wk), $7,200.
Stagedoor (A-R) (400: $1-$1.25)
$1.80)—“Wages of Fear” (Indie)
(llth-final wk). The 10th stanza —“Glass Slipper” >(M-G). Socko
finished last night (Tues.) held $9,000 or near. Running six shows
with good $4,400 after $5,800 for daily to do this kind of biz. Last
ninth week. “Heartbreak Ridge” week, “Gate of Hell” (Indie) (7th
wk), $5,000.
(Indie) opens May 4.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; $1)
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke(IFE) .(2d
Fancy
wk).
fellers) (6,200; 95-$2.75)
“Glass “Aida”
Last Week, $6,100, new
Slipper” (M-G) with Easter stage- $5,000.
show (5th wk). Present week end- house record.
.Clay (Rosener) (400-$l)
“Gate
ing today (Wed.) looks to reach
fine $132,000, and unusually strong of Hell” (Indie). Tall $3,200. Last
for this stage of run.
Fourth •week, “Romeo and Juliet” (UA)
stanza was $180,000. “Interrupted (7th. wk), $2,000.
Melody” (M-G) and new stageshow
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377-$l)—
opens May 5 with Easter portion “Game of Love” (Indie) (5th wk).
of stageshow ending after Sunday, Fine $2,600.
Last week, $3,000.
May 1. “Love Me Or Leave Me”- Bridge (Reade-Schwartz) (349;
(M-G) booked to follow “Melody.” $1.10-$1,25)
“Doctor in House”
Roxy (Nat’l. Th.) (5,717; 65-$2.40) (Rep) (5th wk). Stout $3,200. Last
“Man Called Peter” (20th) (4th week, $3,400.
e
Rio (Schwartz) (397; $1) “Camwk). Current round finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for ille” (M-G) (reissue) (5th wk).
okay $35,000 after $48,000 for Good $2,800. Last week, $3,0Q0.
third, “Daddy Long Legs” (20th)
opens the night of May 5.

$6,500.

Fancy

:

'

$7,000.

ished Monday
In ahead, “Camille”

“Crashout” iFM). Slow $5,000. Last
’week.
‘‘White
Feather”
(20th),
(400;

Lofty- $8,000; may hold.
Last
week, “Run For Cover’/ (Par) and
“Jungle Gents” (AA) (2d wk),

Initial session fin(25) hit fine $6,700,

L

World (Mann)

(Trans-Lux)

$1.15-$1.65)
(Indie) (2d wk).

spotlighting of
the writers in time to come and
(Continued from page 11)
remewhere in the future is the wk). Smash
$15,000. Last week,
day when their credit- lines will be $23,000.
r
n ningful in the sale of a film.
Paramount (Par) (3.000; 50-80)
For one thing, the scribes will be “Mamho” (Par) and “Tonight’s the
netting around more, that is, work- Night” (Indie). Mild $10,500. Last
(the week, “Run for Cover” (Par) and
ing
on legit enterprises
resistance
is “Big Tip-Off” (Indie), $12,000.
stage’s
traditional
Center (Par) (2,000; 50-80)—
breaking down, Davies feels) as
•
“Strange Lady in Town” (WB).
wr ! aS pictures and tv.
Davies exchanged dialog with a Okay $9,000. Last week, “East of
reporter in N. Y. last week. He Eden” (WB) (2d wk), $10,500.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 50-80)
was in Gotham for the Drcem of
Paramount’s "Strategic Air Com- “Revenge of Creature” (U) and
“Cult Cobra” (U), Nice $11,000.
mand,” which he co-scripted with Last
week, “New Orleans UncenBcirne Lay Jr. He returned to the sored” (Col)
and “The Rode West”
Coast to finish the script of “Benny (Col), $7,000.
Goodman Story,” which he’s also
Century (Buliawk) (3.000; 60-85)
to direct, as the first of two pic“Violent Saturday” (20th). Opens
tures for Universal.
today (Tues.L Last week, “Rage at
there'll

Huge Emerald Cul Diamond
Finest shape and cut. Magnificent color and quality. Appears
about 5 carats with 2 tapered
baguettes in platinum setting.
Originally $3,500.

(Par)

Week

(l.QOflL

second.

•

State

(DCA) (3d wk),
light $6,000 after $10,000 for

was

$D—

,

Estimates for This

(Switow)
50-75)
—Kentucky
“C onqu'est of Space^ (Par).

‘

.

MODELL’S

•

75)
“Blackboard Jungle” (M-G)
and “Crest of Wave” (Col). Fine
$1.80)—“Chief Crazy Horse” .(U),
$12,000. Last week, '“Black DakoOpens today (Wed.). Last week,
tas” (Col) and “Three For Show”
“Long John Silver”

MINNEAPOLIS

“Yet, Frank Capra, the director
who Worke.d with Riskin as a team)
is an established name that still
means something to audiences.”
Davies has the beef that certain
publications, including Time mag,
do not mention the scripters in’ pie
reviews.He cited this as one of
reasons
in
back of that
the

8G

Louisville, April 26.
Biz is .levelling:, off here, after a
strong
couple
weeks at the downtown .houses. While 4 all, spots are
offering new. product,, wicket trade
looks spotty. “Man Without Star”
at the Rialto looks good, playing
single-feature.
“Blackboard Jungle” at the State, shapes fine to
lead the town.
“Conquest of
Space” at the Kentucky is- drawing
well.

‘

high-level,

$5,500.

‘Space’ Lusty With

Current round winding Friday (29) $7,000 or near. Last week, “East
looks to hold with good $8,000 of Eden” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000 at

^Hollywood, April 26)
Re the studio approach, Davies
Nearly $200,000 already has been
underlined one aspect of the trend
that’s been away from multiple pledged or collected from filmites
honest and adult writing.- Not long credits. "The studios are placing for the current United Jewish Welago a friend showed me a script properties iri the hands of .one fare Fund campaign,, repping 73
he had written, which I thought writer or a two-man team and individual gifts by major and indie
pretty good. But I knew no studio that’s the extent of it. This is be- figures.
Film industry’s goal of
would take it because it was too. cause
quality $575,000 will be reached before end
buying
they’re
much in the soap opera vein. The writers. In past a studio like of the drive, according to Jack
companies wanted this, type of Metro would bring oi\e Vriter in Karp, chairman of the Motion Picwriting in the past but now they for construction, another for the ture Division.
realize it’s already in abundance women’s angles and a third for
on television.
comedy touches. All this on one
“As for the honesty and adult film.;’
approach, there's less and less sex
Top-drawer scripting is impor(Continued from page 10)
When it has to be labored into a tant for casting, Davies further
Last week, “Timberjacl£*
script. If it - comes as a natural pointed
He .said:/ “It’s not $3,500.
out
story development it’s used, of enough to have a ‘Bus Stop’ or (Rep), $2,500.
Lyric (Par) (1.000;. 65-85)—“Pricourse, but there’s little striving ‘Picnic’ to Attract important' playfor it. Also, the happy ending is ers.
An actor such as Marlon vate Hell 36” (FM) and “Fast and
no longer regarded as necessary Brando wants to see the picture Furious” (Indie). Mild $4,000.- Last
unless it’s consistent with the plot, script before he'll enter any deal.” week, “Conquest of Space” (Par),
$4,500.
In. ’Bridges At Toko-Ri,’ for examRlskin Vs. Capra
Radio City (Par) (4.100; 85-$l)—
ple, two important players are
On the anonymity count, Davies “Man Called Peter” (20th) (3d wk).
killed at -the climax. To have done
otherwise would have been disr recalled the recent SAG annual Has done a fine b.o. job. Good
Laurel award given to Bob Riskin, $9,000. Last week, $14.500l.
honest.”
That there is more quality in commenting: “He's prominent in
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85Look at
“East of Eden” (WB) (2d wk).
scenarios looks obvious to Davies. the business, of course.
‘Lost Big $10,000 or qear. East week,
his
credits:
list
of
says it’s reflected in lbst the
H.e
‘Mr.
Deeds Goes to $14,000.
'month’s Academy. Awards. Many Horizon,’
pictures of 1954 which didn’t re- Town.’ ‘You Can’t Take It With
RKO-Pan (RKO) (2J00; 65-85)—
ceive a mention would have been You’ and ‘It Happened One Night,* “On Waterfront” (Col) (?d run) and
But the public “Caine Mutiny” (Col) (reissue) (3d
to name a few.
wk). Pleasing $4,500. Last week,
doesn’t know him at- all.
.“they’re

Firm 11G,

L’ville; ‘Star’

(4*820; 85-$2.20)

(UA) 3d wk)Current session winding on Friday
(29.) likely will reach light $14,000
of less after $26,000 for second
week. Stays on, with' “The Prodigal” (M-G) due in next', likely on

M

he notes.

Davies

$12,000,

(Continued from page 11)

annually, and' all these are forging ahead technically.
Mythological , subjects always have been the
favorite for audiences in Iitdia, Irani stated, but
this year more dramas are* being made.
Irani
operates, .four different production companies and
personally produces from two to three- high-budget
films annually, all in Gevacolor, % r one-negative
process..
Technicolor,' he Said,, is too expensive.
Between- 12 and 15 color films are produced by
Indian filmmakers annually.
Every one! of the
400 carries from eight to 10 songs, an absolute must
in Indian filmmaking.
There are three district censor organizations in
India, in Bombay, Calcutta and Madras; which
supervise their territories and have established
strict rules. They are particularly -strict about male
and female behavior, he pointed out, and the general moral tohe of a picture is rigidly enforced.
“Dial
for Murder” was nixed by censors because
they* said “the moral tone is bad.” ‘AS a final
court of appeal, there is the Central- Censor Board
&
located in Delhi.

.

at least

1

Need Crews

Dramas, Less Mythology Now But Up to 10 Songs Per
English-Language Flops Explained by
Feature Mandatory

Q More

Continued from

—

.

(Continued from page 11)
“Land of Fury” (U) .and
“Gold Fever” (AA). Fair $2,500.
Last week, “Tonight’s the Night”
(AA) and “Treasure Ruby Hills”
cars; 75)

—

(AA), $4,000.

Orpheum (RKO).

50-85)—

(2,600;

Slipper” (M-G) (2d wk).
Last weffle, $10,500.
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; SOBS)—“Big House U.S.A.” (UA) and
“Canyon Crossrq^ds” (Col). Good
$11,000 or over. Last week, “Purple Plain” (UA) $15,000.
Wadsworth Drive-In (Lee) (1,000
cars; 502 walkins; 75)
“Land of
Fury” (U) and “Gold Fever” (AA).
Fair $1,500. Last week, “Tonight’s
Night” (AA) and “Treasure rRuby
“Glass

Slim $6,000.

.

—

Hills”

(AA) $2,506.

—

—

1

,

New York

Theatre

mu_
_miio cut music
Rockefeller Center
SUPPER”
“THE GLASS
in

radianl

COLQR

starring

ttSUE CARON • MICHAEL WILDING
An M-G-M Picture
and

THf MUSIC HALL'S GREAT
EASTER STAGE SHOW

—

RADIO - VIDEO TV FILMS

PfittlEft
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Murphys Checkout As CBS Radio
generally, agreed that far and away the highlight of
the NBC-TV affiliate, conclave in N. Y. last week was the appearance of Steve Allen as principal speaker at the Waldorf-Astoria
Allen was not only appearing in his role as
Hotel banquet.
aide conentertainer of the “Tonight” showcase, but as an
cerned with affiliate-network problems and “what are we gonna
It

was

Prexy Cues Speculation;

Affils Hail

<

NBC

By GEORGE ROSEN

From a
do about the excessive-commercialism complaints?”
trade standpoint, it was conceded to' be one of the most encome
to
to
in
attempting
lightening-talks of the two-day meet
grips with audience reaction.'
The fact that' Allen presides over the destinies, of an ambitious
programming yenture that represents, a $1,000,000 annual rap.
to the network in terms of client resistance made. it all the more
ticklish a subject to approach-*-but the .comedian-emcee was.n’t
thert simply to tell- jokes, and he gave it straight, from the’
shoulder:
He confessed that, even* in; Its present -framework,
the overloading .of commercials presents -a problem in the number
of complaints they've invited.
The complaints, Allen told the
affils, aren’t, primarily beefing oyer commercials, per se,. but the
manner in which, they're being bunched together, both on a network and local station cut-in-level. Allen frankly conceded he
didn't know the ahswer, but suggested -that, since the aim of the

The era

<

something obvi-

day to day basis the. NBC high’ administrative compiand, topped by
prexy Pat. Weaver and exec veepee
Bob Sarnoff' stand by waiting for
a call from Joe Culligair, manager
of sales (and doubling in this in-

ously has^.to be done.

m

v

mi

l

•

-

stance as casting- director )'

makeup and go on
.

to'

closed-circuit

!

,

Film; Patti s Pact

mobile Dealers of America, in a
deal via .D„j.P, Brother Agency,
-

bought

a Patti Page show
on film on. a. 52-week basis. Layout
be presented twice .weekly in
whatever' markets come in on the
will

a

„

Chicago April

ABC-TV
that

it’s

served

a

26.

further

’venture, starting July

Sale

notice

force to be reckoned

with in the video sales marts as it
snagged Monsanto Chemical as the
third hankroller on the “Warners
Bros.
Presents” Tuesday night
showpiece to be uncorked Sept, 13.

_

,

t

Hour-long display will bow sold
out with a strictly bluechip tinge.
Liggett & Myers is already cut in

(Continued on page 44)

Ludeii’s

Como

’Father’s’

Brorby

‘Circus’

Up

Coin Until the Fall
Ope

of those tantalizing prospects is dangling, in front of ABCTV, the presence of a number of
sponsors who want in on a show
but won’t buy it before the fall.
Show in question is “Super Circus,” which has a half-hour on alternate .-weeks still open.
group
of bankrolled want to buy in,

entry.

&

Wants

-But Won’t Cough

.

Needham, Louis
Monsanto’s agency.

•

'

for a weekly half-hour and General Electric Will share the other
half with the chemical firm.
Monsanto’s quick decision in
ABC-TV’s favor was something of
a shocker to the NBC-TV sale boys
who had all but landed; the biz
for their
new Saturday night

Perry

frantic

1.

of program has renewed
agency activity in the direction of
pop singers. Until the sale was
consummated many date-diggers
felt that in view of the CBS actioh
Singers in the small segments,
•would be a drug on the market.
However, the /film gimmick to ai‘
single national sponsor has created

*is

Canada Spread

A

j

closed-circuit

Sacks, the NBC-RCA /factotum
looks like a brand* new piug-radlo-

,

tolling the virtues of radio listening, and .what it means to her personally.
Couple of days later things began to, hum at
in Philadelphia. This is the radio stationthaL
.

WEEN

month 'barred all Gordon MacRae records because station felt
he took an unjustifiable swipe at
radio on’ one of' his Colgate Comedy Hour stanzas. In juxtaposition,
last

.

WPEN

program manager Murray
Arnold was so elated ;with Miss
Shore’s pro-AM. pitch that he. no-

practically

to

of

veepee* -status

his

occasion, considerable trade conjecture;
In response to queries,*
Stanton' insisted that’s; precise^
get
what Murphy wanted to
out of it and live in New England

dp—

.

was greeted enthusiastically by the
affiliates in view of Hayes’ long
standing track record as basically
a radio man ) brought its overtones of speculation.
‘V.P. In Charge of Godfrey’
Some were inclined to feel that,
over and above liis administrative
key broadcaster,
talents
as
a
Hayes is the ideal man to have on
the “Arthur Godfrey scene” at a
time when even the slightest
utterance' can provoke headlines;
It’s recalled that it was Hayes who
•brought Godfrey up from Washington initially and through tilt
years has remained one of the few
persons within the Columbia, fold
who can take Godfrey’s measure
’

AG

untapped

thus far. Sacks’ thinking coincided day-&-date with the NBC-TV affiliate conclave in N. Y. and he
spread the good word around to the
network brass and affiliate men to
it

It looks like the new Tony Miner-produced “Frontier” series will
get the nod from Reynolds Metals
to succeed “Mr. Peepers” in the
Sunday night 7:30 to 8 period on
NBC-TV as result of the “Peepers”
cancellation.
Negotiations
have
been going on during the past week
between network, client and agency, with the Ted Ashley-Ira Steiner
package reported in the bag.
Thus Miller will have at least

two shows rolling for NBC, other
being the Monday night “Medic”
series! Third, “Challenge” oh be.

PAriEty

Goody Ace, Berle

over and do something

Calling

it.

Miner’s Major Season

‘

basis.

nouncement.
Hayes, who prior to being transferred to Frisco in '49 had been
general manager of the CBS ownedand-operated WCBS in N! Y.,
since 1940, thus becomes the third
man to helm the network radop
operation since it was set up as a
separate division: Murphy held
the post since March of: ’52.. suc-

1

extends to promotion and exploitation on behalf of major clients and
big-big-big shows, as in the case
(Continued on page 40)
think
about

.

weeks

Frisco
duties
formal an-

new

may be getting, under
Way. It all started when the singer, and spend some* months each year
devoted a portion of her 15-min- in Arizona. Similarly, naming of
utp -telecast last week (19) to ex- Hayes for the prexy. post (which
via-tv trend

and prpmotion

special filming activity is not confined to, sales pitches alone, hut

“Father
Knows
half of the Fund for the Republic,
Best/’
the
Screen Gems 'Robert Young-star- among thefii Luden’s -Cough Drops/ it also pn tap,.
ring comedy series which was which would he making its network
°
cancelled this Season by Kent but sponsorship debut.
picked up for the fall by Scott
Only trouble is that, the. network
Paper; has now beeb sold to the wants to cash in on soma summer
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. It's coin, and so far has been turning
GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
the third American show to. be down all sponsorship offers on the
purchased direct by the CBC, show because they’re all pegged to
#
others being “Dragnet” and “I a; September start. So meanwhile,
Love Lucy.” Ordinarily,’ American it’s cruising along on a thrce-quarshows are purchased .by. the adv$r- ters-sold basis, with; Kellogg still
tisers and ’placed on the Canadian in for a half-hour every week and
net with CBC approval.
Dixie Cup having bought in relfOMNI
CBC deal runs for. three years, cently (also a network first for the
starting in .the fall. Canadian net company) qn 4 half-hour alternate
will find the sponsor./-

CBS

tified RCA .Victor chieftain Sacks
he was devoting a full day to playing of her records.
Which in turn started. Sacks to
thinking.
Why, he reasoned, with
tations and going on closed-circuit
the most influential and potent
for the sales pitches as on-the-air
medium at their command, don’t in stride. While Jim Seward will
activity. Special commercials are
remain “veepee in charge of Godbeing run. off on an average of five the tv broadcasters utilize their
own medium to say a good word
continued on page 44)
or six a day.
radip, an area of ekploitationfor
The

.

has

eral manager of the
setup, took over his
immediately after the

(

Between Dinah Shore and Manie

,

Out on Webs, Go

‘

CBS, melt was only natural that Murphy’S decision to quit and retire
he's 50) should
from business

*.

.

that of the anpointment of veepee
Arthur Hull Hayes as his successor
was timed day-&-date with the
meeting' of key CBS Radio affiliates in N. Y. Hayes, who was gen-

turned

‘

Singers, Locked

with the network. Announcement
by Frank Stanton, president of jthe
CBS parent company, c.oupled With

ceeding Howard Meighan, who re*

.

.

Murphy, CBS Radio

prexy, whs retiring from broadcasting after a 21-year association

1

&

Marrow

that Adrian

1'

don

or a special fihn presentation.
It could be a straight put and
out pitchy as in the case, of last
Thursday, when Weaver
Co. did
4b
a closed-circuit colorcast from the
NBC
studios into the inner sancPeter Lorre, between shuttling
tum
the Scott Paper echelon in
to England
on NBC-CBS specs (last time up he
Chester, Pa., designed to illustrate
the
attractiveness
of NBC-TV daywas one of the stars' on the “ProFor British Sections time program
buys. Or again it
ducers Showcase” presentation of
Ed Murrow goes to London next cohld mean Weaver (or Sarnoff)
“Reunion in Yienha,” will triple- month to cover the- British elec- doubling
into actor roles', as in
He’ll do direct' broadcasts the
play his reactivated tv-pix activity tions.
recent* closed-circuit
color
next season. In addition to acting for his cross-the-board radio, net- presentation to the Kansas City
news
strip during his stay.
work
Hallmark
plant
(Which
culminated
he’ll also lean heavily: toward the
It’s also likely that Murrow will in Hallmark’s
$1,000,006 purchase
directional and. production, fields
pre-film * “See-It Now” installment of the
Maurice Evans Sunday
First item bn the projected ’55- based on the elections for screen- series),
in
which’ EvanS
and
*56- agenda is the tv pilot he’s to. ing- on- the Tuesday immediately
Weaver teamed ’up for a scene
'start shooting bn; May -5 on the adjacent- to the balloting.
from “Macbeth.”
Coast, in which he and Francis L.
The Telesales unit is one of the
Sullivan will appear as leads. TV
most active, operations at the. netseries is called “The Getter and
work, under the management ,of
the Holder,” with NBC holding *
Eric Hazelhoff. It is a complete
first refusal option. Sullivan is curentity unto itself, with almost
rently appearing in “Witness for
daily production and . sinking of
the Prosecution'' on Broadway but
sets
going on.
in addition to
is taking- a week off to make the
Weaver and Sarnoff, the “standby
pilot on the Coast.
artists” from the administrative
Lorre then .does an indie proside include Tom McAyity, head of
duction in. Europe entitled “The
the tv network; Dick Pinkham, diSurvivor/’ of which he. is coauthor.
rector of programming, and Mike
He’ll direct and star in the film.
Dann, -director of program sales.
Locale will be Genqany, where
From the talent end, Arlene FranLorre co-wrote,' directed and starTha 15-minute song spot, being cis, editor of the
“Home” show,
red in “Her. Verlorne.”*
given the gate by CBS-TV, looks Charles
Ruggle's, Ted Mack, Steve
like it will be around for a long
Allen,
Dave Garroway, among
lima at least in 150 markets others,
are spending as much time
throughout the country. The Olds- these days preparing
film presen-

Upcoming TV-Pix Ventures Find Him Trebling
As Actor, Director, Producer

Speculation was rife in industry
Week in the wake of
the sudden and totally unexpected
announcement last Friday (22)
circles this

As was expected, last week’s
two-day powwow, of the NBCTV affiliates and the network
brass, staged at the WaldorfAstoria, N. Y.; was the calmest on record, with not a major sore> spot’ on the agenda.
As pne NBC exec put it: “We
know we’ve v got a good network, butycan anybody’s network be THAT good?”
Eveq prexy Pat Weaver in
his introductory remarks to
the« affiliates took his cue^from
last week’s Variety, box captioned “Wanted: A. Red Hot
Agenda/’ Said Weaver: “,VaRiEtY has already told, us we’re
having a quiet convention. So
let’s take it frpm‘ there!”

energy, resourcefulness and administrative acumen <not. to mention. cqin) as some of the network’s major tv attractions.
It all gpes under the heading, of
Telesales.- It h^s one object-—to
convince the advertiser to buy
NBC-TV shows. On a practically

1

clients,

Ho Hum

;.

.

on more- and more

of Hayes; Godfrey Factor?

actually

going on these. days, little' known
except to those close, to the scene
of operation, represents a Whole,
new phase of show business' into
which is being-' poured as much

1

to bring

What

NBC-TV.

status at

'

is

Naming

sales-

“electronics,

is

.

network

of

manship”. has achieved a fullblown

.

Detroit’s

Educ’l

Solution:

TV by

Day,

Com’l Outlet at Night
Detroit, Aprif.26.
ybu,' can’t lick ’enu join
latest
tactic to rescue educational television at Michigan State College
which he serves as president.

When

'em

is

1

'

John A. Hafinah’s

He appeared before the FCC
asking permission to share a regular tv channel with a commercial
station. The college would air its
programs during the day when
farmers, housewives and students
Would be able to watch. The commercial station would get the night
shift.

The college, under Hannah’s plan
would own the transmitter; the
commercial interests |ivho win out

It

Quits

Goodman

Ace, chief scripter on
the Milton Berle tv show, is parting company with the comic at the
end of the season. When the fall
curtain goes up on the NBC-TV
Tuesday night series, Berle will
have new writers who will be pacted on a freelance basis to tie in
with the new show’s flexible for‘

mat Which may be situation comedy one week, musicomedy or
variety another week, etc.
Berle will do from 9 to 13 shows
next season, probably all of them
live, although he’s considering doing a few on film. As p°er this season, he’ll alternate with Martha
Raye, who is also committed to 13
for the ’55-’56 semester.
That
leaves a balance of 13 still to bf
filled to round out the customary
39-week fall T winter-spring cycle.

Wynn’s ‘Studio 1’ Stint
While CBS-TV is playing with
would pay their .share of the costs Ed Wynn's. “R.ube Goldberg” forand turn part of the profits over mat as one of the Monday or Tuesday components of its 7:30 to
to the college.
Miphlgan State currently oper- 8 p.m. revise- next season, the veteates a UHF station. But, says Han- ran comic is being paged for the
nah, “it’s costing us almost $1,000 lead on a “Studio One” show.
Play is “Pigeons and People,”
a day and hardly ‘anyone is looking, at us even though 1 think we the late George M. Cohan’s 1933
have the' best educational station vehicle, primed for a May 23 airing.
on the air.”
in current bidding for the

channel

—
ramo-vunso-tv

24

—

,

;

nun
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NBC

PROGRAMMING, OPERATION, SALES

IN

gramming and

internal operation,

is in the hopper
and shoulcfcome out into the open

including^ sales,

within a week.
Helming the Mutual- “revolution”
is the radio web’s new program
boss, Robert Monroe. Exact details
could not be learned but it is
known that the move is of such dimensions that the network is seeking complete affiliate approval.

>

Expected to be part of the Monroe concept will be cessation of
the network’s current participating
program
“multi-message”
plan,
which involves the nighttime myswhoSabbath
tery strip and the
dunit block. It’s believed likely
that the. web will seek extension
of its program time from affils,
and that all of it, in line with the
Industry trend* will be sold in small

There is also a distinct
likelihood that Mutual will largely
dispense with the regular program
time segments for something more
particles.

clastic.

Since Mutual, unlike NBC or any
other web, depends solely on radio
for income, and since that income
is currently at a low ebb, Monroe
is recommending that the change
of face affect all seven days of the
week. At NBC, Pat Weaver & Co.
“’Joniis “exnerimentinG”

new cutup

tor,”

a-

and

programming

of

network time
on weekends
‘

only.

WOR, N. Y„ is part of the Monroe plan also; He said he intends
“integrating” the station, which has
long supplied the facilities (at a
price) to feed the radio network.
However, while Monroe's setup’ will
have an effect on WOR’s stanza
sked, it will not tamper with the

—

local’s name performers
John
Gambling, Dorothy Sc Dick, et al.
of the network-station tieup
is expected to involve increased
use of facilities and studios,
Monroe would only go so far as

Much

to

clarify

rangement

that

his

projected

*

Prime Politico Time

Mutual in the next 'few days is
going to make the most drastic departure from existing standards' of
all the radio networks, ^.complete
change in policy concerning pro-

ar-

change
three
operation,
programming
will

things:
and selling methods. Reorganization of the internal machinery
personnel, office space, etc. is al-

—

ready underway. Monroe says he
doesn’t contemplate layoffs or any
ether types of retrenchment.

Washington, April 26.
NBC-TV ha* offered to
make available, with a “for
sale” tag, both five-minute
and one-minute slices for political telecasts in next year’s*
election campaigns. Proposals,
made by Joseph V. Heffernan,
web’s financial v.p. before
the Senate subcommittee on
privileges and elections, also
*

"

include reserving blocks of
commercial
regular
prime
time for the politicos in ‘56.

Capsule offer would shave
the network’s regular hour
and half-hour shows, and
would thus give the teleaudiences.
major
stumpers
The one-mlnuters would be

new

for

the

web

politically

and encompass the “Today,”

“Home” and “Tonight”

shows.

Robert

Q s New Com
.

Miller Products (insecticide) has
bought 15 minutes of Robert Q.
Lewis on CBS Radio, Saturdays

sold additional

“Amos

:

Andy Music

Hall” segments,
with Murine in for Thursdays until
July 7.

CBS Also Votes
•

Free
CBS-TV

TV

program

**

May 14. Pine-Sol sponsors
20 minutes, making the hour about
’n’

powwow

will

.

starting

58% sold.
Web has

exec veepee Robert W. Sarnoff disclosed at last week’s afin N. Y. that, starting in the summer, the network;
at least four hours a week in color, with at least
that much time devoted to tinting up the NBC spectrum in the
fall.
Portions .of the morning “Home” show will be done, in color
on a daily basis. Three or four of the NCAA football games, will
be in color. Whatever the content of the 5. to 6 p.m. programming
in the fall ( opposite ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse show ) , that, too, will
probably be in lint, In addition to the specs, key evening shows
will go through the compatible grinder.
Whether or the. network or the. sponsor will pick up this additional tab, Sarnoff didn’t say.
Thus f ar,^ chiefly because of the
limitation in sets and partially because of the additional cost factor, bankrollers, with but one or two exceptions, have played it (he
Notable exception has been .Kraft, which
black-and-white way.
laid out extra coin for a color version of “Emperor'jones” and in
two weeks goes tint again on its Wednesday night drama showcase
to celebrate its eighth annf in tv.
(J Walter Thompson agency
spokesman said by the time “hidden costs*’ were added up. cost of
prismatic show was just about double b & w).
Meanwhile RCA is contributing its part of the stepped-up tint
activity on expansion of color tubes and set production which is
expected to hit an impressive stride by the end of the year. Qn
the other hand, CBS continues to play color angle down, rather
than up, with no definite commitments as yet as to programming
next season or any Hytron-CBS Columbia (tube and set) activity.
liate

Rides

taking a leaf from the
NBC plan of program- extension to
optional stations, thus permitting
smaller outlets not carrying commercial shows to pick them up on
is

'

to Teens
Tunes
Steve Krantz Showcase Agenda

'gram Service Plan came on the
very same day (22) that the NBCTV brass, meeting with the affiliates in N. Y., disclosed that it

&

From Psychos

a sustaining, basis.
By an odd coincidence, the CBS
announcement of its Extended Pro-

Caesar’s

was

TV

‘Showtrain’

Television has gone “Showtrain”
broadening it§ own Program Service, inaugurated last year, to in- and Sid Caesar's the reason. The
clude additional daytime entries, NBC comic’s “Commuters” insert
amo’ng them “Ding Dong School.”
lias drawn. the interest of the New
Jack Poor, a legal eagle who only
CBS and NBC plans differ in one Haven RR, a Joig ‘pusher of the showrecently turned his full attention respect, however.
NBC permits
idea as developed in behalf;
to industry affairs, is emerging the optional stations getting the train,
very clearly in the eyes of his con- free ride to sell the shows locally of legit (although originally and of
freres as the unofficial No. 2 man under a co-op system whereby the yore an invention by the circuses to
in the General Teleradio empire. web also enjoys a small part of the excursion customer to out-of-theNext to proxy Tom O’Neil, he’s con- revenue. CBS restricts the option- w&y stands). Caesar's May fl audisidered' the strongest exec in the als to sustaining the shows. “This ence will consist wholly of fans
restriction,” says CBS, “is required from western Connecticut brought
/
entire structure,
„The new Poor position of in order to protect the interests in by one of RR prexy’s Patrick
B.‘ McGinnis’ choochoos. McGinnis
strength came as a surprise to the of the sponsors of the program.”
Nonetheless, the network admits will guest on. the show and “Comfew outsiders who are aware of
it is
muters” will slyly work in a New
also
already
exploring
the
it, because the only official title the
on past
lawyer bears is that of exec v.p. in opening up of such shows (about Haven plug (as it did
Monday’s show).
20
30
to
will
be
made
available
for
charge of Mutual (one of many
“Caesar Showtrain” will pe at
parts of the overall „GT holdings). sustaining starting May 23) for
But Poor’s ^relationship to O’Neil co-op selling similar to the NBC excursion rates with the telepicknickers to receive “favor*;” -from
and the rest of the. hierarchy has plan.
the road, sponsor door prizes’ at
been brought out by some Recent
the show/ May 9 starting point will
It's obvious from them
incidents.
ABC-TV Plays ‘Penny’
be Hartford, thehce pickups at
that he controls most of the comBerlin, Meriden, Wallingford, New
only
in
Muings and goings, not
Ante With .‘Who Said’
Hayen, Bridgeport, Westport, Nortual, but in the. GT chain of radio,
walk, Darien and Stamford, returntv stations, film division, probably
the theatrical distrib setup and
As Sponsors Square Off ing at 10 p.m.
whatever else that comes up.
Tangled destinies of “Who Said
First indication that traveled be- That?” and its successor on ABCyond GT walls came officially but TV, “Penny to a Million,” have
without the least fanfare. Casually finally been squared away, with
enclosed in a release about Poor's “Who Said” slated to move to a
appointment of Robert Monroe as Tuesday spot, and “Penny” coming
the new network program chief iri as a replacement on Wednesdays
replacing Burt Hauser, was the under one old and one new sponfact that Monroe would also be sor. Brown. Sc Williamson Tobacco
handling WOR programming. It’s has bought alternate weeks on
Said that since WOR isn’t really a “Penny,” replacing Admiral, who
network o&o, but a GT-owned sta- ducked out on alternate sponsori

’

Kovacs as

WABC

DJ; Fitzgeralds

that, for all purposes, sells ship with Sheaffer Pen when the
time to the network, the an- decision to sub “Penny” for “"Who
should have come Said That?” was made.
either jointly from
topper
As it now stands, “Penny” starts
Gordon Gray or from O’Neil by under the Sheaffer-Brown 8c Wilhimself.
liamson (Raleigh ciggies) banner
That however was the least fac- on May 4, in the Wednes.day-attor in the quiet emergence of 9:30 spot currently occupied by
Poor as GT strongman. It soon “Who Said That?” Latter skips a
came out that Poor was respon- week and on May 10 moves into
sible for sharing final decisions on Tuesdays at 8:30 as a sustainer,
“20 Questions,” being
all new product for the GT film replacing
syndication setup. That taken si- dropped by Florida Citrus. “Who
Said
That?”
is a netw.ork package
multaneously with his having the
say in Monroe’s WOR stint was produced for the web by its owner,
Ann
Gillis.
“Penny,”
another quizproof enough for some, but it was
also discovered that Poor was in- zer, is packaged by Herb Wolfe.
Moveover
of
“Who Said” into the
strumental in making a revolutionary (for GT) film buy from MCA Tuesday time poses a question as
to the future status of Citrus. The
jointly for four o&p tv stations
WOR, N. Y.; KHJ, Los Angeles;
(Continued on page 44)
WHBQ, Memphis, and WNAC, Bostorl.
It was originally thought that
Herb Rice ‘alone, acting as sort of
(Continued on page 42)
“General. Electric T h e a t r e,”
boasting James Stewart in his tele%
vision dramatic debut in “Windtion,
its

nouncement

Proekter TV Setup
Bernard J. Proclcter sold out all
the assets of his Proekter Television Enterprises, including such
networks shows as “Treasury Men
in Action” and “The Big Story,”
to a group headed by a pair of his
former associates.
unexpected deal
Lowenthan, former
urer of PTE, and
thal, firm’s former

Buyers in the
Leonard
v.p. and treasEverett Rosen-

were

exec producer,
both of whom left Proekter little
more than a month ago to form
their own firm, Pyramid Productions.

Involved in the sale were “Big
Story,” “T-Men.” the syndicated

“Man

WOR

.

Behind the Badge” and
Frockter’s share in Chester Erskine’s
“Television Reader’s Di- Inez Robb,
gest,” plus rights held by Prock‘Packaged’ for
ter to a group of properties on
Columnist camho of Inez Robb
which he was in the process of
preparing pilot films.
Proekter, .and JDanton Walker has been set
incidentally, .had some six months as costars of a radio interview
ago sold out' his interest in Amer- show, to originate from the Barican National Studios on the Coast berry Room, the plush Madison
to Ziv Television Programs, which Avc. hangout. Show, being packtook over the entire studio setup aged by Bill Conlan, publicist and
by buying out the other eon trolling former Variety mugg in Berlin,

Danton Walker

AM Show

interests headed by Fred Levy Jr., would be a quarter-hour weekly
Coast realtor.
Proekter at that segment which would go network.
time said he Sold out in order tq
Miss Robb and Walker would
concentrate on production only; conduct off-the-cuff conversations
his future plans aren’t known, With invited guests; with topics
since the deal was finalized only not necessarily restricted to show
yesterday (Tues.)
biz.

mill,” outrated all other Sunday
night shows for the second time
within a month last weekend. Stewart pulled down a 34.6 Trendex
rating on the 15-city coincidental,
compared with the competing NBC

“Goodyear
score of

Playhouse” first-half
GE even outranked

1(1.2.

Ed

Sullivan’s “Toast j*i the Town,”
its leadin, which got a. 34.0.
The

Max Licbman “Kaleidoscope”

NBC got#

on

spec

16.8 in its 8-9 period

outranked

to
of

move

in

all

other Sunday

May

15 as headliner

a morning show and Ed Sc
Pegeen Fitzgerald, the pioneer
Mr. Sc Mrs. breakfast team, abandoning their earlybird perch for an

11:30 a.m. exposure.
New format for the Fitzgeralds,
who recently celebrated their
15th anni in radio as a Mr. Sc Mrs.

team (dating back

its

N. Y. has slotted six
t

upcoming “Television

Workshop” daytime series with another half a dozen on the agenda
for once-a-weeic as half-hour supplements to the Norman BrokenShow.

“Workshop” has been
by program chief
Steve Krantz and involves the entire producer-director complement

shire

mapped

out

of the NBC owned
indie packagers.

Experimental

Sc

operated plus

will kick off

actress

portraying

Harry Olesker

is

the

patient.

producing with

co-op of N. Y. State Society for
Mental Health. In succession will

come

“Alec

Templeton

Time,”

pianist-humorist packaged by Allied TV; “An Actor’s Lot” featuring actress-stagecrafter Stella Adler, a Teetor-Pattferson show produced-directed by station’s James
Elson; “Profile” on the late Walter
White,
longtime
chief
of
the
NAACP, with historian-lecturer
Richard Heffner presiding and

reining and) Bison directing; “Galley Proof,” Ann Keeley stanza on
pre-publication books with authors
and dramatized Vignettes; “Attic
Playshop,” hosted by ballad singer
Susan Reed and slanted for kids,
who’ll participate under the wing
"
of Madeleine Guilford.
,
Other shows blueprinted are tv
version of WRCA's “Pulse,” with
Kenneth Banghart, Sidney Smith,
Gabe Pressman*; “Past Tense," devised by Mike Gargiulo as a “new
technique” for presenting stories
and museum exhibits; “King Bee'”
a Walt Garrity quizzer; “Photography,” originated by Ted Nathanson; and “Teens and Tunes,” developed by Bob Stewart .to experiment in the realm of low-budget
music programming.

‘Mardi Gras Cast

WOR, but. for
with WABC),

Hubbell Robinson,

gram factotum, says

CBS-TV
it’s

proa pretty

safe bet that the projected Jackie

initially, with the Gleason-packaged
“Mardi Gras”
15 full hour tv show will move into
trying to recapture
minutes more from the network to the Saturday night schedule in the
extend it to a full hour.
'fall. It’ll probably wind up in the
Fitzgeralds previously occupied 10 to 11 segments opposite NBC’s
George Gobel and “Hit Parade” as
(Continued on page 42)
one of the more costly and elab-

run 45 minutes
station

orate entries in video.

3 for Nag Gab

Although last week’s audition
Bred Capossela, Win Elliot and. runoff didn't exactly invite handsprings
on the part of the CBS
Phil Sutterfield have been assigned
to “gabs for the nags” in the CBS high command on. hand for the offthe-air
preview,
nonetheless Rob(radio and tv) coverage Of the Kentucky Derby on May 7. Capossela, inson is convinced that, with
vet of 35 years in horseracing, will proper cast changes and a presdo the furlong by furlong and El- entation geared more to tv rather
liot

the

a stage show the basic idea
sports has an undeniable appeal. As result, the web looks all set to ride

commentary with Sutter- than
the

WNOX-CBS

spieler in Knoxville.

Gillette sponsors the Derby in with it.
night shows, just a month earlier,
Show will be sold on a
when on March 27 the Henry Fonda addition to the Preakness (May 28)
version of Emmett Kelly’s “Clown” and Belmont (June 11) to span pating sponsorship basis
•

pulled down, a 32.7.

May

12 with “The Analyst,” based on
psycho case histories, with P*r.
Lawson G. .Lowrey the host and* an

to

the past 12 years
will lay the stress on Mrs. Fitzgerald, since her husband, who has
been quite ill in recent months, will
be a guester only as his health and
Show will
the occasion warrant.

field, latter

opposite Sullivan.

GE

Impending program reshuffling
ABC Radio’s New York flagship,
has been partially finalized, with Ernie Kovacs now slated
at

WABC,

WRCA-TV,
shows for

On

racing’s triple crown.

partici-

as with
the present Gleaaon 8 to 9 show.

Wednesday, April 27,
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BALLY BINGE

TV’S
From CBS Radio

to Elsewhere

compilation of tha major “out of CBS Radio" into “tv
and elsewhere assignments in recent months:
Adrian Murphy, hetwork prexy, into retirement.
Charles Oppenheim, from administrative mgr. of sales promotion to press head of CBS-TV.
^ Eldon Hazard, network sales mgr., to J. Walter Thompson to
handle the Ford account in Detroit.
E, E.°Hall, sales service mgr., and Ed De Gray, director of sta-

Random

1

tion

'

When NBC
There will, of course, be no
curb on the blurb as the tv webs
face the 1955-56 season with new

ammunition in their arsenals.
With NBC in a cultural-plus-en-

relations, to Vitapix.

Tom Means,

director of owned 8c operated promotion service,
into same Perth on tv side.
George Bristol, director Of sales promotion and advertising, to
head CBS-TV sales presentations.
Some of the vacated jobs have been filled, others are in a notyet-aqd-proba bly-won't-be status.

lightenment
pitch,

.

_

Constellation’s Built-In
Planecasts

Now

the Latest Thing;
‘Climax’ in the Clouds

—

>—

:

WOODSTONE

By ART

In the last 15 days separate progroups
industry

carried out similar but independent. inspirations. Essentially each

project was an effort to engender
Interest in a video stanza by means
of an airplane ride for members
of the press.

The syndication house

MCA-TV was

the^first,

though not

necessarily the first in inspiration'
to fly reporters around In behalf
of its “Soldiers of Fortune" vidfilm

That was on Tuesday

series.

(12)

MpA did something not new
but technically satisfying by projecting one of the films inside the
cabin of a United,\Airlines plane.
The feat required a large increase
in electrical power, sifice most
planes are equipped with just
enough extra juice to run an electric shaver, and it was accomplished through rental of a generator. It was interesting, but the
effort of CBS-TV
and sponsor
Chrysler Corp. last Thursday (21)
was the technological advance that
when

really set the press to talking.

The network and the sponsor
wiiied and fed the press (just, as
did
with its own sponsor,

MCA

7-Up) but CBS showed a live, ‘And
not a film, tv program inside the
cabin of a TWA plane flying some
(Continued on page 38)

Pen

Sheaffer

Lotsa

TV

In

Inking

new

season.

Definitely set for Sheaffer’s Fine-

line Division is the replacement of

“Who

the:

Said

That?"

ABC-TV

Wednesday night paneler next
week with the “Penny to a Million" quizzer.

Admiral

is

checking

off as cosponsor, but Ralelgll cigs

checks

in.

While all the details still aren’t
ironed out, Sheaffer has staked out
a claim for the Tuesday night 8:30
halfhour on Columbia with Maytag due in as an alternate sponsor

on

a

program

still

to

be selected.

(Probably “Joq and Mabel.") Spot
being vacated by the "“Hulls of
Ivy” filmer which moves to the
Thursday night 10:30 period opening up When General Mills winds
with “Willy." (Although Nabisco
remains an “iffy" tenant on “Ivy,"
International Harvester reportedly
plans to stay aboard.) Seeds agency is likewise still negotiating
Sheaffer’s
buy-in
on
NBC-TV's Saturday night Perry
is

Como hour. The Way it stacks up
now pen firm will share a third of
the*'

program with Kleenex with the

latter taking roughly two-thirds of

the split over the 52-week span.

.

plus - spectacular aroused from Its

“triumphant
tic fare), and ABC
but not secure" with its “Disneyland" and “upcoming “Mickey
and all
Mouse" daytime spread
parties going down the altar with
Hollywood—it’s going to be a
semester made to order for the
press departments.
The plain fafct is that the top
brass are calling upon their ballyheo agents to peddle the potentially flamboyant wares like they!ve
never been peddled before,, with a

Hosts
o

.

MCA-TV

A.C. Convention

going to have a con- “money is no object”’ gleam that,
65 odd syndication however, may be something else
salesmen in Atlantic City from May again in exchequer practice.
NBC is known to be seeking a
18 through 21. Invited are the 12
producers .of the MCA syndicated high budget exploitationist who
will ride herd between public reskeins.
lations v.p. Kenneth Bilby and
Sessions will be held at the' Ampress v.p. Syd Eiges. Pat Weaver
bassador Hotel. MCA will show to
inaugural
season
of
8c
Co.’s
salesmen a filfli ogling the facilities specolas was carried on by the
on both Coasts which has been press sector without personnel adused for vidfilm production.
ditions worth the mention, although a “spec unit” was set up
from within the staffer complement. When the first specials of
vention for

is

its

Newman

the *54-’55 season' were in (Betty
Spurs" and. Ann
Button’s “Satins
Sothern’s, “Lady in' the Dark") and
the Trende^es showed the snail’s
pace ratings, there was consternaThey had
tion in the NBC camp'.
to get up from the floor, awaiting
the five-weeks-behind Nielsens to
carry the torch for “Top 10" supremacy, as "confirmed" by the
Legit impresario Walter Fried Nielsen charts, in. addition to makand German -born producer-direc- ing with the words on the “bread &
tor Henry Newman are partnered butter" shows.
in a deal to introduce strictly Eu- ’Enlightenment Through Exposure’
Prexy Pat Weaver’s speech to
ropean music to U.S. television' in
musicorriedy form. Duo have latch- the '.affiliates meeting in .New York
ed onto a number of unnamed last week accented the “bigger and
properties and foreign catalogs better" motif and hinted at an
which haye. had little or no expos- array that would have to be
ure here, stemming from New- matched in the field by the
In his “enman’s background in 'that sphere publicity weapons.
through
exposure”
as a four-year staffer of the Bavar- lightenment
ian State Operetta in Munich, idiom that’s frequently' interpreted
j^mOng other credits. They’ve been as gObbledygook by the fourth
in agehey^network negotiation to estaters, Weaver' spoke of “th& inbring high-budgeted ($250,000 and troduction of cultural elements in
upward) 60-minute tuners to the shows of high circulation done
homescreens on a one-a-month adroitly so as not to lose audience
basis. Name talent from the Coast but yet to show the people how

Fried,

European Imports

(Continued on page 42)

Coma on Comp

If there were any doubts as
to televisioh’s impact and the
determination of clients to
latch on to major properties,
NBC-TY erased them in one

swoop when

fell

it

wrapped up

the $9,000,000 three-sponsor
deai for Perry Como’s Saturday night hour show preeming in the fall. Unusual aspect
of the three-day commitment
was the fact that NBC received
the client, orders despite the
fact that the_.time in which
.

Como
mains

is to be' slotted still reto be resolved,

NBC still hasn’t decided
whether' Como will go 7:30 to
8:30, or 8 to 9 or. even 8:30 to
9:30. What will probably prove
the clincher

is

where CBS de-

cides to slot Jackie Gleason’s
30-minute “Hbpeymoohers" in
the fall. Latter has been tentatively set for 8:J30 to 9> but may
wind up 8 to 8:30 preceding
the-

Gleason-packaged Dorseys

musical.

TV ‘ChronoscopeV

&

TV Musicomedies;

Chicago, April 26.
If ail present negotiations work
out, Sheaffer Pen will be playing
it big next fall with a three-way

network tv spread. Firm, repped
by the Russel M. Seeds agency, is
wrapping up tele deals at ABC,
CBS and NBC looking towards the

-

—

—

MCA-TV’s

motion-minded

TV
CBS

CBS

lethargic -status quo and whipping
up specs and specials (like Noel
Coward for sure, Mary Martin mayhaps, and added hour-long drama-

In *

(Continued on page 40)

lured Gene Rayburn
over two

WNEW

N.Y.’s

began a

series of longpacts for the station gabbers that only now has
reached its climactic stage. Gene
it

money

Klavan, who 28 months .ago took
over where Rayburn left off (as
partner to the early ayem Dee
Finch), just repacted with the station for a $500,000 five-year pact.
The radio indie’s 12 other top deejays and emcees have also gotten
In
fatter deals, it was declared.
short, the outlet, currently helmed

by Richard Buckley, has made sure
that there won’t be any more raiding on its first line of talent. The
previously incumbent Finch’s, deal;
of course,
Klaven.,

A

is

of the

same parity

as

Buckley spokesman says that

currently

'all

the

of

name performers have

leading
big

13

money,

longtime contracts, and that most
of them were firmed in the time
that Buckley took over from the
Ira Herbert-Barnice Judis control.
trend is part of the
The
salary boosting beine done for a
good many other top U. S, deejays.
The Klavan-Finch' ayemer has in
its time on the air shown^a heavy
rating jump, according to Pulse.
And the billing is almost 25% over
any previous period. That was the
final jab Buckley needed to repact
with Klavan under the present setup. * Then, too, Art Ford, Lonny
Starr and Bill Williams, who nightly share the 7; 30 to 11 p. m. spotlight have gotten big longterm,
Their time too went up- a.
pacts.

WNEW

great deal in the ratings.
The names of all the

WNEW

“Chronoscope" is making capital
gabbers on similar .pacts are Jerry
of its CBS-TV swansong this week
Marshall, Starr, Williams, Klavan
by pitching a “Report to the
Locke, Nohtf
:

Finch, Ford, Ed
viewers" via the kines called from
(who still. has an out-ofamong the 600 guests spotted-] Prescott
town commitment), Bill Harringon the 'J^ongines-Wittnauer show
ton, Bill^JCemp, Henry Walden,
over the last four years. Three-aLazare. and Hal Moore. Most
week quarter-hour paneller f^d^s Jack
of these are five-year pacts.
the 11
8c

from
(29),

p m. slot after Friday
with the time reverting back

to stations, the latter having long
agitated for return of the monied
berth.

•Program is divided into three
basic
Monday- Wednesday-Friday
categories. For instance, Monday’s
reprised cast was made up of newsy quickies voiced by the late Senator Robert Taft (in the 1952 prePresidential 'nomination
stages).
Chief Justice Earl Warren (ttien
governor of California and also a
Presidential aspirant at that time),
Sen. Joe McCarthy (before he took
over the chairmanship of a com(Continued on page 44)

NTA V Bundles From Britain
First major acquisition of top
British feature films was. wrapped
up this week by National Telefilm
Associates, whiqb picked up a pack-

away from
years ago,
term, big

NBC was said to be after Finch
as well as Rayburn two years ago.
But the moment Rayburn made the
switch Miss Judis outbid the web
and gave Finch a new contract.

NBC

%

SRO On

Sun. Spec Spots
A

in orders
“in the house," NBC-TV reports,
thus insuring definite slotting of
the series of one-a-month Sunday
night (7:30 to 9) color spread
specs being sold on a spot insertion ba§is, a la “Today," “Home"
and “Tonight." The $2,000,000 billings represents 50% of maximum
sales availabilities on the show on
a seasonal basis.
SunbeamVas the first to buy in.
Other clients since signed are being kept under wraps pending finalization, of deals, although commitments are in. Clients will be rotated depending on number of insertions pacted for. Max Liebman
will not be producing the Sunday
His successor
specs next season.
has yet to be chosen, although It’s
possible more than One will bo
Nor
shifted Into the colorcasts.
have the entertainment components
been resolved as yet. However,
It’ll be a variety, format with each
show to be spaced for holiday
total of $2,000,000

is

lease (including theatrical rights “Obsessed" (formerly “The Hidden
for four of the pix) for a total of Room"),
Newton,
Sally
Gray;
$500,000; the Rank pix, terms of “Secret People" (1952), Audrey
which weren’t, revealed but involve Hepburn, Valentina Cortesa; and
age of 26 J. Arthur Rank films, the heavy participations for Rank with ethers dating to 1953. Indies infirst such, package Rank has re- much less of a per-pic "'cash outlay clude- “Pickwick
Papers," “The
leased to television, finalized Its by NTA; and six indie films from Magic Box," “The True and the
deal for eight pictures from the Seymour Scott, Marvin Grieves and False,"
“Death Tide," “Fannel
Alexander Korda-Ilya Lopert Com- Arthur Davis. Cash outlay for the Foot" and “On the Spot."
bine, and bought six additional fea- Rank and indie films was $500,000,
’injustice’ to British Pix
tures to round out a package of 40. with NTA getting a distribution
Oliver Unger, NTA exec v.p. who
As it stands, the new package rep- fee plus a portion of the producer’s finally closed the deal with Rank
resents a cash outlay of $1,000,000, share.
after three years of on-and-off displus participations to Rank which
Korda-Lopert pix includes such cussions, said that one key arguwould boost the tv value consider- W.k. entries as “Tales of HofL ment that persuaded the Britishers
ably. The new NTA package thus mann," “Breaking the Sound Bar- to release to television was the
looms as the most expensive fea- rier," “Cry, the Beloved Country," fact that British films had been
ture group to make the tv rounds “Outcast of the Islands,” “Cap- done an “injustice in the past on
thus far.
tain’s P&radise" and “The Man Be- American tv simply because only Showcasing (Xmas, Mother’s Day,
Easter,
Birthday,
Moreover, since the Rank deal tween." Rank entries, dating up to the socalled “quota pictures" which Washington’s
represents the first time the Brit- 1953,
include
“Blanche
Fury" get limited playdates in Britain had etc.)
ish filmmaker has jumped into the (1948), Stewart Granger, Valerie been made available to television
while the quality and top-grossing
tv fray, there's reportedly a dis- Hobson;
( 1946 )
“Ov erlanders”
Busy Days for Lipscott
tinct
possibility
Rafferty;
“Blue
Lamp" product had been held back. He
that some
of Chips
Rank’s top-grossing films, such as (1950), Jack Warner; “Tony Draws convinced the Rank people, Unger
Alan Lipscott returns to the
“Red Shoes," “Caesar and Cleo- a Horse" (1951), Ann Crawford, said, that tv exposure of top British Coast this week,Q after a 10-day
patra" and a brace of Alec Guin- Derek Bond, Mervyn Johns; “Pass- product would enhance thp theatri- N. Y. visit, to ready the pilot of
ness entries, may make their ap- port to Pimlico" (1949), Stanley cal boxoffice of new British prod- the new Jackie Cooper “People's
pearance soon, with NTA presum- Holloway, Margaret Rutherford; uct and would swell the American Choice" vidpix series created by
ably having the Inside track on fu- “Man
Evil"
of
(1948), James market to proportions unknown by Irving Brecher, which Lipscott will
ture releases. It’s understood Rank Mason, Granger, Phyllis Calvert; the Britishers in the past.
script.
Pilot is scheduled to roll
released the batch of 26 not only “The Adventuress" (1947), DeboUnger said the package of 40 next Monday (May 2).
for the immediate coin involved, rah Kerr, Trevor Howard; “Captain would be sold to tv stations on
Lipscott, meanwhile, continues
but also as -a trial balloon for his Boycott" (1947), Granger, Alistaire terms “competitive" with the cur- with the Danny Thomas “Make
top-grossing pix.
Sim; “Johnny in the Clouds” rent General Teleradio Bank of Room For Daddy" show (along with
Three distinct groups comprise (1945), Jean Simmons, Michael America group. Unger made the Bob Fishel and Mac Benoff) and
the NTA acquisition, the Korda- Redgrave, Howard, John Mills; point that NTA can make out on will probably freelance on at least
group, comprising eight “Waterfront" (1947), Robert New- the films without “beating the sta- one of the Milton Berle shows next
I Lopert
(Continued on page 42)
season.
'films acquired under a seven-year ton, Richard Burton, Susan Shaw;
.
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Washington, April 26.
WWDC, the Mutual Outlet here,
sharply expands its physical plant
tomorrow (Wed.) .by moving the
bulk ‘of its operations from midcity Washington to suburban Silver
Q
Spring, just north of this city;
Station, now in its 14th year, will
operate from both locations, \yith.j
Plans a Spec
its offices and nearly all of its stuABC-TV is tentatively planning dios in a three-story air condiits first "spectacular,” a. 90-minute tioned building on a 29V&-acre $uorigination from the iiew Disney- burban site which has been named
land Bark at Anaheim Cal., two
Park.
days before the planned opening
of tile park. Network has tentatively set the show for Sunday,
July 17, from 7:30 .to 9 p.m.
Spec would be an on-the-spot
tour of the entire park, covering
all phases of the setup, which conforms in its divisions with the categories Of the "Disneyland” show
in that it foas a Frontierland, an
Adventureland, a Fanta&yland and
a- Tomorrowland.
Walt Disney,
who’s acted as emcee on the tele
show, would presumably be host
Hollywood, April 26.
for the tour. Frank Marx, ABC-TV
engineering veep, surveyed the site
Harshest action yet taken by any
for camera and cable installations Hollywood talent guild regarding
cuffo work is that of Screen Actors
while on the Coast last week.
Guild’s board which has cracked
.

The pitch to keep web film ad-<
vertisers on. during the hot spell
MCA-TV, for
is growing stronger*
example, has done two of those
pitches, the latest and more de^
tailed of the two being a unique
argument in favor of year-round
Conclusion of the
bank-rolling.

hypothetical study is that a whole
eight-week” summertime tv campaign would cost as little as any
other three weeks of the year.
Eight summer telecasts, according
to MCA, would cost $166,000 (using one of their reruns as part of
the base) while three weeks of,
ay, winter programming, would
cost $165,000.
allows
To make its point,
that a video sponsor, by staying on
during the eight summer weeks,
earns an average* 10% annual discount from the network, which is
then applied to the total summer
discount, with the result that cost
Is only 35% of the normal weekly

MCA

MCA

On this .basis,
time nut.
figures the average half-hour time'
and facilities run at $35,000 per
rogram during the busy season,
E ut $12,250 (35% of the. former
Add
total) during the summer.
theoto the larget amount,
for
talent
rizes, an average $20,000
weekly in winter, and an average
$8,500 (re-run) to the $12,250 in
summer. The first total,„is $55,000
and multiplied by three is $165,000.
Adding the summertime $12,250
for time and the $8,500 for talent
per Show, the figure is $20,750,
find that multiplied by eight gives
$166,000.
Another important, facet to the
study, done originally for the.
Information, of its own sales execs,
is the 3-winter-weeks nut is rer.
lated to the same three weeks in
says it
audience ratings.

MCA

.

*

.

.

f

MCA

MCA

might be assumed thata show

will

the winter
and as high as an 18 in the summer. Multiplying three times 30
gives 90, but multiplying an esti-.
mated 18 by. 8 .( wtfeks) gives 144
^>r 60% more rating points in

pull a healthy 30

—

in

‘

summer.
Next step is, since one winter
program costs $55,000. aiy^ delivers a 30 rating. What would a
similar summertime expenditure
get the bankrolled Plan will deliver two summer .shows and. a
fragment of a third, at about
$55,000 (the ^ame cost as a winter
chow) and will deliver 48 points

(Continued on page 30)

Biz for 'Fortune
The 7-Up bankrolling

of the new
‘‘Soldiers
of
Fortune" telefilm
skein constitutes a major national
spot buy. The fizz firm is in 120
markets, haif of them on a sometime basis. What it amounts to is
that 7-Up, because of its non-national merchandising machinery,
didn’t need all the markets so it
firmed solidly with syndicator
MCA-TV for 60 markets and is on
a generally alternating setup in the

remaining

60.

^

Most of the stations on the alternating lineup are reported as
old out locally. Show, its first

ABC-TV

gratis appearances of actors in "interviews"- On commercially sponsored filmed tv
shows.
Board voted an addition to its bylaws banning such cuffos,, with any
violators facing expulsion from
SAG, Step is result of longstanding
opposition to what guild regards
as abuse of actors who work in
"pressure, pictures."
Boston, April 26.
Guild- stand was adopted before
Shakeup in early eve Hub tv,
„
programs foreshadowing wiping; Frank Sinatra last week called on
out of all local live shows on SAG to curb cuffo tv shots, in conWBZ-TV programs between 6 ..and nection with the .slnger-actorTs re7:15 was revealed here with 'the fusal to appear gratis On "Toast
dropping of the “Sue Bennett of the Town" to plug “Guys and
Show”, at 7 p.m., Wednesdays; The Dolls." Live tv, however, comes unlpcal thrush, who said she re- der ^jurisdiction of AFTRA, and its’
jected an offer of $750 weekly to exec secretary, Claude McCue,<said
star On “Your Hit Parade” during bylaws rule any appearance which
the absence of chirp Dorothy Cot constitutes a. performance must be
lins, bowed off Wed
has a different stand
(20) after paid.
15 months,, first axe viqtim pf new in radio, with interviewed performers receiving coin. McCue said,,
programming” policy.

one-

Announcement

of the rate increase stated that it is "consistent
with the continued growth of television, in the Philadelphia area.
Estimates of the number of television sets in the area 'are up substantially more than 20% over the
estimate of a year ago."

.

<

up and defend the freedoms."
freedom of the press were involved, Lamb asserted, ‘I am
Sure that the publishers and the newspaper editors would quickly
raise their voices in the defense of these American liberties that
are involved in this case. But where a Federal license is involved
and a particular Commissioner or the Commission itself said ‘boo’”
the individual realizes he has property worth possibly millions of
dollars that are involved (and) he would very gladly have a strong
trade association speak in defense of these freedoms which I have
If

to defend individually here,
"I can assure you that every individual broadcaster in the country is completely in our corner in thi< attack on our freedoms/*
Lamb’s remarks were precipitated by a question regarding his
activities, in the International Juridical Assn,
----— i
U, ,.H
,
X
i

Summer

.

-

*

ratings for Boston.

RALPH ATLAS UNLOADS
WLOL FOR $300,000

for their telework.

However, when an actor owns a
piece of a film and wants to plug
his pic, he majr appear before the
board: of SAG and ask for a waiver
of its ruling.
Only with such a

theatre circuit owners, respective-

The trio also own and operate
KELO-TV and KELO Radio, Sioux

ly.

Falls, S.

D.

—

Boston Coca Cola Bottling Co.
began alternating with Howard
'Johnson Restaurants Sat. (23) to
continue sponsorship of Totem Pole
dance matinee, weekly one hour tv
show telecast from Totem Pole
Ballroom every Saturday from 2
to 3 p.m. over WBZ-TV.

anti-freeze

products),
continues
with the package as producer.
There’s been a good deal of af-

-

-*•
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Devoted

Upcoming July 5-Aug. 12 period
SumWorkshop at New York U.
making the Washington Square
itner

I

Station Films Inc., the Katz
unit the oldest workshop. extant in Agency-owned central filmbuyiiig
the air media. Founded in the ra- Office, will close its doors July 31,
dio boom of 1935, the term “radio": after two years and the purchase
Is still retained- in the. title but is of; -about $2,500,000 in syndicated
actually how quite minor in the aiid feature, film for its station
members. Reason for the shutdown
*
curriculum.
The 1955 teaching staff includes, is. simply that the Katz agency feels
A, Cledge. Roberts, Wallace House, that with stabilized and efficient
Charles Siepmann, -Robert Noack, Conditions in the telefilm industry,
David Hebb and Margaret, R. Weiss. the organization has served its
Workshop overall is under super- purpose.
Firm, which served the -'Katz*
vision of Warren Bower, asst, dean
repped stations, was established
of. NYU’s Division of General Eduearly
in 1953 to serye as a. central
cation.
buying office for the stations, with
This is the Workshop of which' the advantages of the organization
Robert J. Landry, now managing .lying in better pHces through mass
editor of Variety, was' director ior buying, expert on-the-spot knowl12 years. Predating him as direc-> edge of the business and. close
tor. were Phil Cohen and the late contacts with the distribs headDouglas Coulter..
D.uring
quartered in New York.
its span, Station; Films has prob-

.
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will represent the 2Qth annual

AFTRA

spokesman said the song- “we haven't thoroughly studied the
ster was dropped because her bev- problem," and .said national ..exec
erage sponsor plans to switch <and- secretary George Heller is ill and
concentrate on all sports program. is unable to work on it. It’s known,
Other skedded victims pf the new however, membership in AFTRA
policy are "Animal Fair," Tuesdays here agrees with the SAG position
at 6:15 p.m.;, "Lady of the Book- on cuffo shots on tv.
' While SAG did hot mention the
shelf,” in the 6 p.m. slot; Tuesdays
and Thursdays; -and “You And reasons for its action except in
Your Health/’ Wednesdays at 6 45, generalities,' it is known a pilot
sponsored by Mass, Medical So- telefilm made by Louella Parsons
ciety, Blue Cross, and Blue Shield. liras one, motive for the strict ruling. Working without pay in the
Notification that their contract
half-hour pilot, were Jane Wyman,
will not be renewed has already
Jack
Webb, 'Jane Russell, Bob
been received by the "You And
Your Health" sponsors.
Ratings .Mitchum and Edith Head, In addition, 'there' are
film
clips
in
were held to blame, according to
Blue Cross officials, who said the which appear Fred Astaire, Ginger
Dan
Dailey,
Rogers,
June
Haver,
tv station pointed out that a competing channel was .holding the Bing Crosby, Fred MacMurray,
biggest part of early pve lookers Donald -O’Connor, 'Marilyn Monroe,
Ethel Merman, Shirley Temple and
with filmed programs.
March tv ratings of, the Ameri- the late Bill' 'Robinson, and James
can Research Bureau for Boston Dean, Guild figures this is a lot
for Monday through Friday tv of very good talent for free.
On the other hand, Walt Disney
shows, between 6 and 7:15 p.m.
show that WNAC-TV, Channel 7 is a good example of the producer
In
tv who puts his stars on as
filmed packages, lead Channel 4
live shows by considerable margin pitchmen in complete observance,
of
guild
rulings. When Disney had
in most instances.
Filmed story of “I Led *Three Kirk Douglas, James Mason and
Peter
Lorre
do a tv trailer for
Lives" on Channel 7 piled up a
rating at 7:15 p.m. of 26.7 as “20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,"
seen
on
Disneyland,
he paid them
against the 12.7 of a local news
commentary show on Monday for their appearance. It’s understood
the
actors
each
drew $1,000
nights, according to ARB March

-
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waiver may he appear cuffo.
Minneapolis, April 26.
anywhere
being
on
Subject to FCC approval, WLOL,
N. Y„ two Saturdays
back, was produced by the MCA one of the Twin Cities’ 11 radio
PONT SIGNS LEAHY
stations, has been sold for $300,Hevue subsid on the Coast.
000 by the Independent BroadcastFOR GRID FORECASTS
ing Co., a Ralph Atlas corporation,
to a group comprising former ownFrank Leahy, who since retiring
WCAU-TV’s Rale Hike
ers-operators of WMIN-TV and as Notre Dame football coach over
WMIN Radio here and calling it- a year ago has devoted more and
Philadelphia, April 26.
more time to television, has. been
WCAU-TV boosted its rates as self BFR Broadcasting Corp.
New WLOL owners, who recent- signed by du Pont for its spothigh as 25% in a general rate card
ly
disposed,
first,
of.
their
WMIN
booked weekly quarter hour “Footincrease which will go into effect
May 1. Under the new card, the Radio station and later of WMIN- ball Forecasts.” Show will be
Class AA rate will become $3,000 TV, are Larry Bentson, former aired on 150 stations as a filmed
er one-time hour, an increase of WMIN president-general manager, segment produced by Station Dis?
5%, with the Class AA half-hour and Eddie Ruben and Joe Floyd, tributors. Norm Sper,.who did the
upped to $1,800 and spot announce- Minneapolis, and Sioux Falls, S. D., stint last season for du Pont (its
to $600.

’

WWDC

(

exposure

time hour rate will be $2,000, with
$1,200 for the half-hour and $400
for the spot announcement. Class
C rates are upped by 10%.

of NARTB, said he believes in trade associations
to advance the welfare of a group but doesn’t necessarily "approve
of all" their activities.
"I certainly could wish a trade association," he continued,
"would bring a strength, into that industry, and that would be particularly helpful in the broadcasting in&ustry where you know and
I know every individual broadcaster In the U. S. is in favor
of our side in this Lamb case and: the freedoms we are. defending;
"t will also say that if they had a strong industry association,
that that organizations could very well speak for the entire industry.
Obviously, the individual- broadcaster is also subject to' the
same pressures .on his business that' I am and if he had a strong
association in the broadcasting industry they would gladly stand

Lamb, a member

,

WABC-TV,

ment hiked

Washington, April 26.
Broadcaster-publisher Edward Q. Lamb had a few things to say
about the National Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters during his
testimony last week before FCC^Examiner Herbert Sharfman.

been

the. largest single

buyer

end syndicated film*
who heads up the opera-

feature

Bob

'

Salk,
tion, said that, prices and distrib
efficiency have became so stabilized since the formation of the
firm tyvo years ago, when the. telepix industry was just beginning to
boom, that there’s no longer a
General Teleradio’s Boston out- need for the outfit.
let, WNAC-TV, has made what’s
Salk himself said his ^future
believed to be the first five-year plans are*- set; but said he can’t
library* deal for a syndicated prop- reveal them yet.
erty.
Norm Knight, head of the

Deal on ‘Ramar

.

station,

has signed the deal with

Television
for TPA’s

Programs of America Fine

“Ramar of the Jungle"
show, which is currently airing on
the .competitive WBZ-TV there but
will switch over at the next option period.

Another unusual feature* of the
deal is WNAC-TV’s- agreement to
buy, sight unseen, any future “Ramar" productions. TPA and producer Leon Fromkess have slated
26 more "Ramars" for production
in the fall, and WNAC-TV’s purchase of these would bring the

& Friedkin Playing

Both Eoids of Rivalry In
‘Frontier’ Vs. ‘Gunsmoke’
Scripters Morton Fine and David
Friedkin are responsible, in a great
sense, for creating both ends of a

new CBS-TV and NBC-TV rivalry.
The nets are both pushing along

Madison Ave. western vidfilm stanwhich, because of their “adult"
natures, cannot foe grouped with
hoss opera of old, the webs
the
.deal, signed originally for $100,000 over the five-year period, to a agree.
*
“Gunsmoke,"
which CBS is preptotal of' $165,000 Or more.
ping -for a next fall start on the
Most' library deals these days hookup, comes from
the radio
run for two years or less. Underskein first penned by the Finestood MCA-TV has written some on
Friedkin brace. The siurie two
Its anthology packages for as much
scribes are also responsible for the
as three years, but not beyand that.
NBC “Frontier” pilot (as they will
It’s highly unusual, then, for a.
be for the rest of the series). The
station to commit itself for five
NBC entry has no violence lined
years in advance, especially on a
up, with Hie possible exception of
single series that’s not an antholvery few scripts In the first 39.
ogy.
Understood WNAC-TV .will
And
despite the “Gunsmoke” tag,
play “Ramar" at the rate, of one a
CBSer has little shootin’, with
week for about a year and a half, the,
the sheriff hero engaged in less
then will go into multiple runs on
violent chores.
the show. There are currently 02
There are other, more serious,
in the can, with the additional 26
bringing the total by next winter
to 78. Good ’n’ Plenty candies sponsors on WBZ-TV, arid will probably switch over to WNAC-TV

when

the deal takes effect.

zas,

overtones to this CBS-NBC rivalry,
far as the two writers are concerned. Last'July or August, freelance producer Worthington Miner
said he approached Fine and Friedkin with '“Frontier" and' they shortly became partners in the NBC

as.

possibility.
However,
program
Mercury’s
Dept.
there have, been several gripes
between Leahy
Mercury Artists has hired pro- from the direction' of CBS that
and du Pont, along with BBD&O,
the chemical company’s agency. ducer Tony Ford to head up a tv Miner “raided” them to take the
It’s recalled that Leahy did a pilot department. Heretofore, the talent writing team away. They had been
film of a show produced by Don agency has devoted most of its time doing some of the. "Climax” work.
Sharpe and financed by ABC-TV. to variety acts and Latino musical That Miner -denies/ As he explains
it,
the “Climax" deal was made
Du Pont took the unusual step of entertainment.
giving thd pilot exposure and some
It’s the first fulltime- tv depart- Subsequent to his summertime pact
recoupment by playing it off on its ment head that Merc prexy Leon- With the scribblers, and that no
other video could preempt it.
"Cavalcade of America" last fall,
ard Green has inked.

TV

finity, incidentally,
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Atlantic City,' April 26.
The Resort Hotel Committee of the American Hotel Assn., meetHall
week,
this
said that television and radio
ing here at Haddqn
personalities .who present weather information with a tendency
toward theatrics are Costing America’s resort hotel owners millions
q£. dollars.

t

The Walter Annenberg,

By LEONARD TRAUBE

;

tyhile, commend ing tv and radio stations generally for fine public
performances in
service the committee said that ‘hysterical
which weather severity is exaggerated keeps resort visitors home
.

.

'

ShakeSfpeares

ami

..

•

O’Neills that
the Hol-

—

rivals the old Hollyvvood

.

.•

put and with a determination to insure product for years-. to come,
there's a big pre-production, ^proving ground’* upbeat reflected, for’

.

of the theories advanced
why several tv playwith
clicking
wrights
are
sales to the Coast, filmmakers
their
they’re
writing
is that
video works with Hollywood in
mind. Some scripters, doing

as

to

an hour show, have enough
scenes “in reserve.” to fill out
the required running time
(from 90 minutes upward) for

lywood before gargantuan, images
and the gaudy “new sqund.” But,
taking no chances on current out-

1

hazards than normally.

One

was never more pronounced than
The leadit is in Television 1955.
ing networks and dramatic showcases are carrying on a romance
with the - latterday homescreen

in droves.”

A committee of. three was named to call upon U. S. Weather
Bureau officials at. Washington to ask for control of irresponsible
weather reports over tv and radio. John D. Green, v.p. of Williamsburg, Va.,; Joseph I. MeDonell, of this city and Charles Horrworth, exec secretary of the American Hotel Assn., were the
three named.
Radio and tv theatrics on the. weather, the hotelmen pointed,
out, spreads fright and confusion in many cases where skilled,
calm reporting would serge the purpose for: which the weather
bureau provides the info. They discourage travel in many cases
when actually the roads and Area in question offer no more

thing”

the

“playwright’s

The,,

.

1

motion pictures.

Some

playwrights figure

it’s

lots and
to have

a snap to make such extensions
for theatrical films since even
60-minute tv dramatics are
limited in developing character, and/or plot, what with
eight to 10 minutes lost to the
commercials, trailers, etc.

„

example., in the number/ of “talent
scouting” expeditions designed to
unearth new writers for the
•

medium.
A few months hack Talent Associates, the A1 Levy-David Suskind outfit which masterminds
half* a dozen full-hour and 30-min-

Phila-

delphia-based fan mag,- TV Guide
for April 30, came lip with a “point*
of consumer” rating of the top tv
shows which is largely at variance
with the Nielsens. The Triangle
(Annenberg) publication’s conclusion appears to be that perhaps
the public is ahead of the rating
services by listing “Disneyland”
(No. 5 on the Nielsens currently)
as No. 1. George Gobel, No. 9 "on
the latest Nielsens, was rated No.
2 in the TV Guide fan mag poll.
Of the more than 45,000 replies
“Disneyland” garnered 14,123 bal-

Screen Test

Gobel

13,699.

System was

readers circle the top five

shows with room for write-ins of
shows not listed.
May's coupon
was in its Match 12 issue.

Jackie Gleason, No. 3 in the
Nielsen rating, came out No. 3 in
this poll, but Ed Sullivan’s “Toast
of the Town,” No. 4 in the regular
rating, allegedly was No. 8 with
ute tv playsliops, set the wheels in
7,064 ballots. It^yas nosed Out for
motion for a $1,750 pot of gold to
the 7th ^position by Arthur Godbe distributed to undergraduates
frey’s
“Talent
Scouts,”
which
coming UP with the best scripts in
doesn’t appear in the Top 10 Nieltheir colleges. Production is guarsens
at
all.
(Tradewise,
this
anteed along with the winning playfailure of Godfrey to register has
wright’s “visiting professorship!’ at
figured in the .star’s reshuffling of
the schne. of the rehearsal actiom—
his format, via the now well pubmeaning
licized “firings”).
York in this, case.
There’s an extra $1,000 for the onTV Guide in March 12-18 issue
listed 16 shows alphabetically as
tv script.
and drawn
N. Y. radio indie
from among the Top 10s of
An even more elaborate blue-:
contract negotiations are .the five principal rating systems*
print is that charted by the Fund
for the Republic launched with being held up by a hassle over ar- Among the results:

By BOB CHANDLER

>

New

Orleans, April 26.

The economic dynamics of television can produce some unusual

>

NBC-TV Prod.?

Jessel

.

RCA-NBC coordinator and vee-:
the un- pee Manie Sacks is trying to set’
expected but logical development Geofcge JessCl to produce the hew
New
of New Orleans as a production Perry Como tv package for NBC.
centre for tv-film, a centre limited
It's a GAC (Tommy Rockwell)
in scope and output hut nonethe- package; up to Como and- NBC
less a striking, example of the op- prexy Pat Weaver to give the
AFTRA
portunities and qhallepges the com- greenlight.
ing of tv has. afforded. The city
T
got its .first home-grown series into
Ford ^Foundation money—which bitration rights' in the firing of
distribution this week, ft group of
has earmarked $29,000 fOr -Hong union members.
Both sides ?re
39 half-hours based on the official
pants” and half-iiqur “broad conscorching mad, and readily admit
files of the New Orleans Police
cept’'
dramatics
docuand
matter
is settled
unless
the
that
title-'
abbreviated
Dept. with the
mentaries, ranging from a pair of
soon it’s liable to flare into a strike
of “N.O.P.D.”
$5,000 prizes for the dramatic elite of some
duration.
World premiere of the series,
to $1,500 and $750 for 16 other
AFTRA spokesman Ken Groqt
produced in New Orleans on locaplaces.
These educational-based
tion by a hometown company using
subsidies contrast iwith the mere says the N. Y. indie wants to break
arbitration clause, which con
'the
financing
homegrown
and
Its own
pittance' that professional writers
cast and technicians, was held yesdrew only a couple of years ago cerns the union’s right to call before
ah arbitrator the case of any
terday J Mon ) on* WDSU-TV here,
for their livingroom works, and
fired without*
and* to., commemorate, the event, a
are, In fact, a cut above some of performer who is
Ted
takes
over
as
Cott
general
Mort Fleischl, sta“just
cause.”
junket of a dozen 'New York colthe current commercial fees.
tion topper, says on the other hand
umnists, magazine and tradepaper manager of DuMont owned & opNBG
is in on the act with its
reps was flown here last week for erated video stations WABD, N. Y., head company, RCA.
They are that no contract clause on arbitraa looksee at Hie series and at the and WTTG, Washington. His ap- jointly involved in sizable fellow- tion exists and that the station will
pointment
verifies
the
report
that
to be written into the
entire operation. While the seriesships-scholarships
at
Yale U.’s hot allow one
Fleischl added that if
Itself was the centre of- attention, the two stations will make a com- School's School of the Drama, and contract.
plete
break
with
the
network
and
“we are prepared
strike
there
is
a
the development of the telefilm
while this smacks of “alleviating'
facilities provided the real back- run as independent stations.
the shortage of good playwrights” 'to see it through to a conclusion.”
argument is the
arbitration
The
For the first time, WABD Will in the legit theatre, there’s no
drop. (Series is reviewed in this
have its own program department. doubt that tNBC will ultimately only block to contract agreement.
issue;)’
Series was produced (there are Both the N. Y. and Washington benefit in behalf of its dozen, or so Both the union and the station
37 in the cap) by Motion Picture setups will stress “local program- putsized and pint sized drama seem quite satisfied with the money
Advertising service, a 34-year-old ming needs.”
Each will have a presentations, whether.- of its own and pension arrangements that
have come out of the negotiations,
company that specializes In the local sales setup as well, and Cott packaging or for its clients.
production ahd'sale of commercials will, in all other departments, opThe Ted Asfiley-Ira Steiner going on for the past two or three
weeks. However, the union spokesfor theatre screens. When tv began
(Continued on page 42)
talent agency, which already has
man feels that the station coin ofto make inroads on the theatres,
a number of top writers “in the
fers are a blind to diminish imporand also when the demand for fahouse,” has just created a hew
tance of the arbitration clause.
cilities for the making of tele comdept, to concentrate on developmercials reached its, pitch, MPA
The disagreement over the existFollowup
ment of new writing talent, and
prexy Carl J, Mabry found that the
ence of an arbitration clause in
(Continued on page 42)
company was the only large filmthe AFTRA contract has grown out
producing unit in the mid-South.
of an axing that took place over a
Variety:
He decided to go into teleblurb Editor
year ago. The station fired an anTo avoid panic in unmarried
.

One of

results.

those

is

>

•

WMCA

.

—

Cotts Autonomous

is up near the Top 10
(Continued on page 42)

“Medic”

’

I

,

N. Y.

In

& D. C. Setup

New DuM

,

Deal

-

[

.

:

j
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Chicago, , April 26.
Zenith notified NBC last week
that it was accepting the web's
offer of gratis time on the fiva
o&o’s for a 15-minute subscription
tv pitch.
Network proffered the
cuffo showcase in turning down
Zenith’s bid to buy minute spots
oh the family stations for tollvi*

•'

sion blurbs.
In his wire of acceptance, Zenith veepee and ad manager Erik
Isgrig blasted NBC’s refusal to accept the spots as “unjustified” ^nd
asked for a reconsideration of the'
decision.
Web nixed the blurbs
and offered the free time instead
on the grounds that because of the
“complexity of the -issues involved
in the controversy on subscription
television,

,

WHO'S GOT 'MARK TWAIN'?

'

(Condm.ed on page 44)

Singers 52-Week

Hollywood, April 26.
“Four Star Playhouse!' has been
renewed t>y Singer Sewing for the
.fourth seaSdn, the sponsor Inking
a 52-week deal in which there will
be 39 first-runs and 13 repeats. Budget in the new- pact calls for a
production coin hike, and $1,500,OOO is involved in overall production sugar for next season.

persons over 25, a correction is in
order on the statement “80% of
those who don’t marry before
they’re 25 never do so” as stated
in the review given my “Critic-atLarge” show In the April 13 issue
of Variety.
The fault is not
yours or the writer’s, however; I
believe I misquoted my own program when your reviewer checked
the facts with me. The statement
in question as actually written in
the original script was, “Though
over 80% of all males (slightly
under 80% for females) who are
not married by the time they are
25, will marry, the situation still
represents a social problem as the
unmarried often include teachers,
artists, professional people, genuine

Young and Rubieam^ made 'the individualists, and others who conrenewal for Singer, and Four'.Star ceivably might make exceptional
exec ^producer Don Sharpe nego- parents. If one is not married by
tiated for the vidfilmery.

Dick Powell, David Niven and
Charles Boyer will return to the
new season's show as the rotating
stars, with guesters again to be
used on a once-a-month basis, NeotiationS are under way for Ida
£lUpino to appear In some of the
,

series* guestints.

Production begins the latter part
of May at RKO Pathe bn the new
telefilms. Four Star series is seen
on CBS-TV Thursday nights at
9:30 p. m. Powell, Niven, Boyer,
and Sharpe own the vidfilmery,.

33, as is the case of the girl violinist in ‘The Tender Trap,’ the
chances are only a bit better than
50-50 for the males, while only
two out of five females still single
at 33 ever will marry. There is
only an outside chance that life
will begin at 40 for those single.
Two*thirds of the unmarried males
and $0% of the unwed females at
40 never will marry.”
Figures are from the’ “U, S. Bureau of Census Report.”
Phillip Gelb,

(Critic-at-Large).

nouncer which

it

(Continued on page 42)

Plans for two separate shows
based on Mark Twain's works are

Print Media Vs.

who has

the right to assign televi-

it

did not feel

JOHNNY ANDREWS

TV

WRCA,
is

"With yesterday’s Yucca Flat
atomic show iri postponement, NBC
ready to burst forth with a trade
Trustees for the estate, of Tu&ih
bomb of its own. When it haphave granted rights to Filmcraft pens—^which will 'be some time in
Productions on the Coast for one May—-the* lid will: be off on how
series,
while Twain’s daughter, print media fare in the television
Mrs. Clara Samossoud, has granted era. The network’s researches, it’s
MCA’s Revue Productions, rights said, reveal a “fallout” versus
to proceed on a series of their own. newspapers, etc., in a “what’s hapAttorneys for the trustees last pening in American advertising”
week declared that Filmcraft is pitch complete to the last decimal
the only producer, to be granted point.
rights, to use Twain properties, for
The web’s survey*, done at a cost
its “Mark Twain Theatre of the Of about $250,000 will he “generalAir.”
Meanwhile, MCA, proceed- ized” as. an announcement; meaning with plahs to produce “The ing that the scope of the survey
New Adventures of Tom and will be pushed as covering various
Huck,” declared that it had “ac- tv vs. newspaper situations across
quired all rights necessary for use the country. It’s understood, howto make the series from the ulti- ever, that only one “typical” city
mate beneficiary of the estate, who is involved, and inside sources say
is Mark Twain's daughter, M^s. it's Fort Wayne, Ind. It may be a
Clara Samossoud.”
coincidence, but WKJG-TV there
Both production firms are pro- started operations at the end of
ceeding with their shows, despite 1953. NBC would thus have surthe legal entanglements. No legal veyed Fort Wayne for the sixsteps have been taken yet by month before and the sixmonth
either side to prevent the other after that event to arrive at its
from filming its series.
conclusions.
sion rights to the T.wain ^properties.

1

is

1

,

now being -con-

WRCA ROMANCING

legal hassle -over just

a

is

FCC,

minute announcements
(Continued on page 44)

one

felt “entirely in-

Legal Entanglements Over TV
Rights Involve Filmcraft, MCA

stirring

which

sidered by the
that

N. Y, flagship of NBC*
dickering for disk jockey John-

ny Andrews of WTAM, the o&o in
Cleveland, and a deal looks likely.
A major platter-spinner of the musican-performer type is wanted by

Gotham

the

auraler for

its

three-

hour early morning show of which
the mainmost components are live,
including the orch (Eddie SafranThe jabber jockey spot was
exited by Allyn Edwards recently
in -favoriof the VMr. Citizen” show
on ABC-TV, with
moving
ski>.

WRCA

in

Bill

Cullen. However, Cullen's

chore was understood to be" oh an
interim basis since among other

commitments

he’s set for a Coast-

based summer ride on the NBC-TV
“Place the Face” for Hazel Bishop
(in the Milton Berle-Martha Raye
forepart slotting at 8 p.m.) NBC
anchor is more interested in a
deejay that would stay put, making
the waker-upper a career job.

Andrews, whose contract on
“Morning Bandwagon” expires in
is no stranger to Ham-

September,

ilton Shea, v.p. of WRCA, sine®
Shea was bossman of
before coming to N. Y.

WTAM

f£3&nFFf
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the great

29

new two- fisted TV Western
Brand-new .

, .

all-new

.

.

Series

89 half-hours of rugged action to

capture the biggest audience in town. Each episode
full
»

of action entertainment as
*

packed

is

STEVE DONOVAN.
*

WESTERN MARSHAL brings justice to the Western Frontier.
Filmed under the supervision of veteran Western
Jack Chertok, the series

offers top quality production for
•

viewers and advertisers

And

TV producer

*

c

alike.

this two-fisted

action

Western

delivers double-

impact— not only on

television

but

also at the point-of-sale. Sponsorship

makes

available to

you an unprecedented

barrage of merchandising material,
»

«

personal endorsements, premiums.

The second most popular program

type,

Westerns

rack up an average 30.0 Nielsen rating— 24% higher than

the ranking average. of
w

all

evening programs.*

And

Pulse
,

ratings

list six

S'

out of the top ten syndicated shows as Westerns. **
.

Now here is STEVE DONOVAN, WESTERN MARSHAL
"

to beat

*

them

all.

Excitement and action to capture your

audience; powerfuTmerchandising to

wrapped up
Get

in

a single potent

sell

your product— all

NBC FILM DIVISION

package.

STEVE DONOVAN,- WESTERN MARSHAL on your

side in the battle for sales in your markets. Don’t

delay—your

market may be snapped up soon. Write, wire or phone now.
*'Nielsen,

tnd Report— Feb,

195

**Pulse— Feb, 1955

Multi Market

NBC Him Division
•
Merchandise Mart,
$0 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y.
•
•
Chicago, til.
Sunset & Vine, Hollywopd, Calif.
In Canada:
RCA Victor, 225 Mutual Street, Toronto; 1551 Bishop Street, Montreal

serving

all

stations

serving

all

sponsors :\

—

»

KABIO -VIDEO -TV FILMS

so

PftRTEft

»+$

M»
^
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^

Maurice

Hollywood, April 20.
compulsory policing
Of tv and get their own house in
order, networks are spearheading
0 campaign to force telepix producers to toe the mark lest the
whistle is blown and red flags start
off

‘Western’ Europe
European

Apparently

tele-

film production facilities aren’t
what they’re cracked up to be

—

not if you’re making westerns there, anyway- Take the
Sheldon Reynolds
case
of
Productions, shooting “Sherlock Holmes” in Paris. So happens that Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle had a penchant for including Americans and U, S.
locations in his Holmes stories,
and one of the stories being
filmed is about a cowboy member of a traveling Wild West
show who’s murdered in London.
“Holmes” producer Nicole
Millinaire frantically tried to
track down costumes for the
show, “must” items of which
Included cowboy and Indian
feathers),
costumes
(with
chaps and spurs, six-shooters
and holsters and 10-gallon
hats.
She finally got a Paris

If eternal vigilance is the
price of such a cleanup, then the
webs are ready and willing to make
fresh demands on producers of
limed tv to “keep it free of obectionable matter or face up to
She consequences.”
lowered the boom last
Thursday night (21) on “De&th
Valley Days*” ordinarily a tame,
documentary type of western, and
refused to accept a print because
Regina Gleason .roamed through a
saloon with too much of her upper
Snatomy exposed. McCann-ErickAon agency rushed over a substifalling.

KNXT

Also under Are has been
the Badge,” a crimer,
and eastern affiliates of the nets
are said to have refused several
Aimed episodes. Even the cartoons are not being spared the rod
and recently “Space Funnies” was
brought to book for such censorable incidents as bad taste, imiroper handling of racial issues
md giving the kids a bad case of
iright. Of the 300 “Space Funnies” that have been bought, one
Station reported that 100 were unsuitable for the moppet mind.
It Is pointed up that the more established telefilm producers are
less culpable because of their adherence to clearances and know
pretty well the mind of the station
tute,

"Man Behind

costume manufacturer to turn
out the costumes and headbut
'em),
(25
of
dresses
couldn’t get the rest of the
She finally solved the
items.
roblem, though phoned to
E ondon and located the costumes used in the London production of “Oklahoma!”

—

week
Court

Krisel,

A..

against

Steiner

lawyer,

NBC-TV,
four

writers

Associates,

and Ford Foundation for parts in
the upcoming “Briefcase” vidpix
Suit also includes proposed
These are
series.

series.

“Challenge”

shows that Worthington Miner is
to produce for the network.
Mankiewicz and Krisel are asking $250,000 from the defendants
for allegedly swiping the tv program ideas from a Krisel-Mankie’

wicz tv script format called “The
Law of the Land,” oh which the
Mankiewicz book, “The Trial,” was
later based. The plaintiffs, in their
brief, are claiming another $50,000
in damages from the Alfred Sloan
Foundation, which, Krisel 6c Co.
purport, used “The Law of the
Land” (or the pilot script, “U. S.
Vsi Holmes”) as basis for an
telecast called “Test Case.”

»

>t

Long Pall

Ziv Goes for

On

Pacting

TV

Clients;

.

ituse of objectionable features, sellout of new properties, the vet
has obligingly
{argely concerned with their effect syndication firm
pn youngsters. The pressure of provided an answer. It’s all a mat-

uvenile delinquency reforms has
ter of holding on to old sponsors
Jroused the. networks to take stem
measures to keep vidplc producers and keeping ’em happy, Ziv says,
in line, especially those who are and to prove it, reveals that 146
more Interested in a sale than the advertisers throughout the U. S.
deleterious effect on the mushhave been sponsoring Ziv shows
roomed industry.
years or more. Of these,
Crackdown on “Love 'em and for three
23 sponsors who bought Ziv’s first
L*ave ’em” (Death Valley Days) shows six years ago are still sponwas said to have been dictated by
soring at least one Ziv show; 29
the early 7 p. m. airing rather
have been with a Ziv property for
than the exposure of Miss Gleafive years; 36 for ‘four years and
Yet the
son’s physical charms.
the cases
McCann-Erickson agency checked 58 for three years. In
where Ziv stops production on a
its schedules in 72 markets and
show
after a year or two, these
the
showings
that
many
found
of
were at an even earlier hour. figures mean that it automatically
ready and willing bankrollers
KNXT was the only station, accord- finds
for a neW property.
ing to the agency, to have refused
*
Examples
of the loyalties the
the print.
Closer inspection of films before firm has built up: Interstate BakKid” on radio since
eries,
“Cisco
they are. shown is being ordered by
all networks antf^especial attention 1943, on tv since ^950; Olympia
the
Coast, “The UnexBrewing
on
paid to unnecessary brutality, discriminations of races and excess pected” in 1950, “Favorite Story”
iji
“Science
Fiction Theand
1953,
Use of devices to give the kids
nightmares. If this doesn’t work, atre” currently, with the number
from
of
markets
expanded
five to
nets and stations will demand story
lines and scripts before the films 22 over the years; Weidemann
are shot to make sure there will Brewing in Cincinnati, “Boston
be no last-minute cancellations be- Blackie” six years ago, “Unex“Favorite
Story” and
cause of late arrival of prints, pected,”
such as is claimed by
in the presently “Eddie Cantor Comedy
Other members of
Theatre.”
“Death Valley” incident.
Ziv’s five-year club are Genesee
Brewery in upstate New York;

KNXT

Lotsa Agency Feelers

For DuM ‘Electronicam’;
Benton

Bowles

6c

GF

It

(or

is

reported

talking with DuMont over use of
the live-film “electronicam” camera
for a proposed General Foods tele
stanza that’s been on the agency’s
probable list for several months.
And B6cB isn’t the only agency
that’s throwing out definite feelers
for use of the new device. Ken-

yon 6c Eckhardt is understood to
have made some anvances as well
as Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell 6c
Bayles for some of their sponsors.
In all, DuMont itself officially reports a dozen feelers, it being
learned that most of them, unlike
the B6cB overture however, are for
use of the camera in making film
Commercials.
The Madison Ave. ball started
rolling when Erwin, Wasey Inked
for the “electronicam” within four
days after its official DuMont showing. Agency Intends using the camera in making Admiral commercials on the Bishop Sheen exposure
.

and later distrlbblng for spot advertising campaigning.

Oj

o

By FLORENCE

NBC

—

Grueling Vigil No Fun*
It was long hours and no sleep for web reps, and not for the usual
gambling-glamor reasons. Forays Into the desert took place as early
as 4 A.M. and lasted late. The D-Day caravan left Vegas at midnight
the night, before the scheduled shot, so it was an all-work-and-no-play
regime for most of the 115 network personnel.

Not Ideal for Comics
Red Skelton was on the mass feeding scene after Tuesday’s post-,
ponement on behalf of his sponsor, Pet Milk, one of participants in the
breakfast project. Civil Defense authorities had tried to lure 11 other
top drawer tv personalities to Yucca Flats, in hope of enlisting support
of their program. But they got flat turn-downs from all. (Ray Bolger
had a star-studded line-up heading his soldier audience at Desert
Rock on Sunday. Army Chief of Staff General Matthew Ridgeway
and an array of assorted military brass, here for’ tests sat in on the
show.)

Make-Up Man a Medico
make-up man Gordon McClintock found himself giving firstthan cosmetic-aid. Chapped lips, sun and wind burn, sand
and inflamed eyes kept him busy with casualties of desert Ufa,

NBC

aid, rather

sores,

Krisel and Mankiewicz, the latter
having done the actual writing for
“Law of the Land” with the other
plaintiff supplying the idea and the
facts, allege that all the defendants
had access to the script when it
was circulated for possible proThey say the book
gramming.
“The Trial” was written prior to
*53 and point out that the NBC
shows were written only In December* of ’54Besides NBC and A9hley-Steiner,
the other defendants named were
writers Sam Jaffee, Leonard Reeg,

LOWE

Las Vegas, April 26.
The first Cinemascope - short of an qtomic test will reach theatre
screens in six-seven weeks, according to Fox Movietone’s Tony Muto,‘
who had two camera crews working a full week at Yucca Flats on the
project. Muto Is 20th rep in Washintgon.

.

Phone Lines Overtaxed
facilities was a constant headache to madia

Inadequate telephone

reps, as well as to hotel guests. Double the normal amount of phonO
traffic as result of test activity resulted In. a plea to civilians to confine their telephone activity to vital calls.

BBC

Dudley

Willis,
doings live from

Media

15-mlnute shows to

British Interest Keen
correspondent in Washington, broadcast tha

Using rented NBC lines, he relayed two
York, thence 'overseas to Great Britain.

Hill.

New

Donald Wilson and Larry Marcus and the Ford Foundation,
which will underwrite the “ChalJ.

lenge” telefilms.
Plaintiff’s lawyers are Greenbaum, Wolf 6c
Ernst.

Signal Corps* Footage
Estimates of the footage to be shot by tv cameras, newrseels, and
Signal Corps runs Into astronomical figures. Signal Corps shot complete documentation of events, some of which will be released to
commercial tv, much of which is classified.
Oldfield on the Job
Col. Barney Oldfield, information boss for Ground Observer Corps,
and ex Variety rep in Omaha, was kept busy servicing local radio
and tv stations with tape and film of the area ground observer at Yucca
Flats.

MCA-TV
BOSS

Continued from page tf

against

the

winter

time 30 rating.
Rather than

esb

Las Vegas Vampin’

one-

show's

present a biased
own salesmen, the

Continued from page 1

morning, with Dave Garroway American houses which were built
picture to its
and Charles Collingwood in a 15- for destruction.
MCA research department then ex- minute
Wrap-up coverage will be hantalk with Dr. Alvin Graves,
plained that the winter one-time 30
scientific director of the experi- dled by tv newsreels on delayed
obviously Contained no audience
ment, and an Army meteorologist. telecast! and by follow-ups on film.
duplication, while the summertime
Weather has caused snafus to Newsreel coverage is on an IndiHere MCA
program repeats did.
equipment. and increased fears that vidual basis, with NBC using color
enthusiastically concludes that discable facilities may be damaged.. as a teat of the speed at which thf
pite this, the sponsor is still likely'
It’s also frayed the nerves and tinted film can be piocessed and
to reach a larger unduplicated autempers of technical personnel in- put on the web in a single day.
dience during the summer comparLaa Vegaa hotels, particularly
volved in the three days of setting
ison, but will have a greater freup for the telecast. Death by heart the Sands, where most of the, net*
quency “more commercial minattack of NBC operations manager work brass la quartered, have been
utes.”
Curtis (see Obits) on Sunday thrown out of kilter by the weather
To arrive at the point where it Earl
(24) added to the general uneasi- too, alnce the extra stay of the
says that the hot spell show denewsmen has snarled the reservaness.
livers a larger unduplicated viewThe webs marshalled some of tions picture. The atom observers
ership, MCA estimates on the basis
were scheduled to leave Thursday
of past averages that “turnover their most top names—Garroway, (28) and make room for Incoming
factor” is 1.5 for all three winter Swayze, Cronkhite, Collingwood
participants and observers for thi
weeks under discussion, giving a for the event. Top industry brass, Champion Golf Tourney. But decumulative rating on 30 per show headed by NBC prexy Sylvester spite the snarlup and little time
The sum- Weaver, rubbed shoulders in the for spending by the observers, plus
of 45 (un duplicated).
mertime turnover on an eight week VIP section with 10 state gov- the large number of low-budget
average is an estimated 2.8, giving, ernors; FCC Commissioner Robert Government and military guests,
after some more arithmetic, a 50.4 E. Lee; Federal Civil Defense boss Vegas haa maintained its equanimiVal Peterson; Secretary of the
cumulative.
ty and kept the red carpet unAs for commercial, minutes, Army Robert Stevens and Chief of furled.
that’s the easiest figure to arrive Staff General Matthew Ridgeway.
Three NBC mustered a staff of 65, some
at of all, MCA implies.
commercial minutes per show give of whom came on the scene two
Inc.;
Drewry’s nine for all three winter tele- weeks in advance. CBS has a staff
GETS
Pharmaceuticals
Beer In the midwest; Griesedick casts. The same three minutes of 35, and ABC, which participated
Brewery of St. Louis; Wrlgley per show for eight summer weeks only in the radio coverage, had 15
AFFILIATION IN PITT
Super Markets; Ward Baking and gives a total of 24 commercial people on hand. In addition, 24
Pittsburgh!, April $6.
newsreel lensers and technicians
Esskay Meat Packing.
minutes to the advertiser.
ABC radio network, being drop?
from the major film companies
ped here on May 21 by Hearst stafine-combed the activities.
tion WCAE, will be picked Up at
Despite the Impressive array of
same time by WJAS. Latter ha*
big-time radio-tv talent, however,
been operating independently with
this is essentially a grass roots
the exception of a few Mutual prooperation.
Civil Defense workers
grams ever since it lost the CBfi
from small towns all over the franchise
Television’s right in. the middle of a literal horse race, with at
to KQV several years
United States came to learn what ago.
least two companies in the running to get to the clients and
might happen in their home bailiagencies first with a horse series and at least one more planning
Hearst operation is going strictwicks In case of actual attack. And ly Indie
an equine-starring ehtry. On the hepls of 20th-Fox’s “My Friend
although its programming
radio-tv personalities from home
Flicka” sale to CBS-TV (which will peddle the series), Television
for some time now has been along
town stations came along to make those lines, with the station pickPrograms of America has come up with a complete pilot on “The
film and tape of local brass for reAdventures of Black Beauty,” which it is now showing to agencies.
ing up the .ABC shows only her*
gional consumption.
This inten- and there. With WJAS returning
And to complicate the situation still further, Ziv Television Prosive interest on the part of indi- to
grams is mapping out another series on, “Black Beauty,” with the
a web. Mutual will be left Jq
vidual station mahagers which the cold hero for
legalities involved as to rights seemingly all tangled up.
an outlet unless
brought reps from 250 waiters in WCAE decides to. take an
TPA’s “Black Beauty” entry, to add a touch of irony, was
occaNew Hampshire and New Jersey sional.
scripted by Lillie Hayward, who back in 1943 wrote the original
to Nevada waa one of the most
screen version of 20th’s “Flicka.” She also did a screen treatBoth WCAE and WJAS are also
unique aspects of the entire media applicants for tv licenses, former
ment of “Beauty” in ’45. TP A entry is being personally produced
coverage.
by board chairman Edward Small, with Lesley Selander directing
for Channel 4 and latter for Chanand Peter Graves, Ann Robinson and Gypsy (owned by Ralph
Coverage teed off Sunday (24) nel 11.
McCutcheon) as the stars, TPA, incidentally, started the whole
with NBC’S “Youth Wants to
animal business on tv last season with “Lassie,” which was folKnow” and CBS* “Adventure,”
Des Moines—Bill Riley has been
lowed quickly on the dog front by Screen Gems* “Rin Tin Tin.”
both outdoor first! under these con- appointed public service director
Producers, networks and agencies, a TPA spokesman said, appear
ditions.
The Sunday preview on of KRNT and KRNT-TV. Guy
to prefer the animal series because they're entertaining to the
both radio and tv gave the public Koenlgaberger has been promoted
kiddies and at the same time keep all concerned off the brutality
background info and a look-see at to production manager of tv staand violence hook.
“Doom Town,” the row of typical tion.
-
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.

Eyes

4

'

gnd network “editors,” which is a
polite word for censors. The nets
3-Yr. Stripes for 146
ire making no effort to police their
affiliates but they do brief them on
To the constant telepix trade
What has been declared “unfit.” query, “How does Ziv do it?” a
Any number of syndicated films reference to the company’s fast
have been refused by stations be-
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Playing

(24).

a

gunman

gone

straight, the s.creen star was right
at home from the laconic drawl
right down to the spurs. Production. was topgrade and made much
of a routine, oater script penned

by Borden Chase.
titled
“The Windmill,”
Play,
opened with Stewart and family
(wife and two kids) riding into
town from their farm to borrow
$500 from the local bank. Stewart’s
land is drying up and he needs
the cash to dig a well and set up
a windmill for irrigation. Bank
turns him down* for lack'of security
so he enters the pistol-shoot in -the
rodeo to win the prize money, He’s
pitted against the local hood who
claims that Stewart *once worked
:

with, him in a border gang. Stewart
denies it, of course, but the .townspeople figure if he wins the shooting match, he’s the desperado.
After a flashy shooting start,

Stewart

realizes

what

—

up

he’s

a thunderhead to re-

into

flying

search on-the-spot weather conditions.
If*

nothing

the

else,

sum-up

serves as a tribute to Gitlin and
his crew,' who did such a capable
job of researching, documenting
and presenting to the public in
fascinating form the work of the
nation’s universities arid helping to
remove that “ivory tower” stigma.'
It’s also a tribute to CBS, which
though the likelihood of a sale on
the show was virtually nil, went
ahead anyway on production of the
films, a far more expensive series
than any live public affairs show.
If the
web seeks to get more
milage out of. the 26 pix via summer use, it certainly can’t be.
blamed -from the economic standpoint.
Moreover, from the programming standpoint, it’s to be
congratulated on giving a wider
audience the chance to see a fine
achievement in the field of public
affairs..

Chan.

.

It takes

20 years for the princi-

if he wins
so he loses.
Stewart and family then head back
to their farm but are stopped by
the banker, who realized what
Stewart had done to protect his
land and family and lends him the

pals in “The House Where Time
Stopped” to get -'around to testing
some suspicions about the disap-

$5Q0.

wrap up the

against

The

dialog was terse and kept
to the typical western groove. Role
was tailor-made for Stewart, and
he had no trouble building the
character. Supporting parts weren’t,
too demanding and each- player

came through adequately enough.
Camera work created most of the
half-hour excitement, especially in
the shooting contest- sequence.
Gtos.

Ed

:

Sullivan

high-powered

got

some

artillery

fairly

going

on

his “Toast of the^Town” Sunday
(23)
against the opposing
spec. The layout went full steam
for the bulk of the occasion, but

NBC

petered out toward the end with
an interminable collection of bows
and commercials and revived at
the close with Harry Belafonte.
Sullivan, who’s been taking un-der his wing the waifs left in the
Wake of Arthur Godfrey’s firing
binges, took the occasion .to make
a couple of cracks about his CBSTV colleague. With Marion Marlowe’s first number, “Belle of the
Ball,” he cracked that he won’t fire

her

yet.

.

pearance "of a young bride.. After
having waited that long they didn't
allow themselves much time to
plot of this “Pepsi-

sip

and

For Supper!).
With Judy Holliday, Frank SinWith Hal Holbrook, Nancy 'Kenatra, Dick Shawn, Bambi Linn
yon, Beverly Lunsford, Elizabeth
Sc Rod Alexander, Peggy Castle,
Director: Gil Schneider
Lawrence, Kevin Loughlin, Jane
others; musical ..conductor,
°
30 Mins.; Sat. (23), 8 p.m.
Rose, Steve Thomas* Allyn EdCharles Sanford
Sustaining
wards, host
Producer-director: Max Liebman
NBC-TV, from Oklahoma City
Producer: Edward A. Byron
Writers: William Frledberg, Neal
With a convention of the na- Director: Charles Tate
Simon, Will Glickman
tion’s top square dance combos Writer: Robert J. Shaw
Sinatra Segment: Bob Banner, probeing held in Oklahoma City last 30 Mins., Wed,, 8:30 p.m.
ducer-director; special material
Saturday night (23), NBC-TV web LIGGETT Sc MYERS
written and staged by Don
framed a do-si-do show around the ABC-TV, from New York
McGuire; music. Nelson Riddle
proceedings in the time slot usual( Cunningham & Walsh)
90 Mins.; Sun., 7:30 p.m.
ly reserved for “The Mickey RoonThe trouble with, real life, at SUNBEAM, HAZEL BISHOP
ey Show.” Special colorcast pick- least' in “Mr. Citizen’s” hands, is NBC-TV, from N. V. and H’wqod
up from the midwest station of that, it’s cornier and dullef"- than
(Color)
WKY-TV in the convention city fiction. Series, which is pegged on ( Perrin-Paus ; Raymond Spector )
was the first time a full-length “good citizenship is the backbone
Max Liebman's 90-minute “Kacolor show originated from an in- of American life,” dramatizes the leidoscope.” spec got its first real
dependent station.
stories of private joes who come, shot in the arm about an hour
The square dance clambake was to the fore in time of crisis. Show after it got underway. By no coincertainly an authentic slice of is touted as a “new form of dra- cidence, this occurred when Frank
Americana and, as such, was inter- matic tv journalism” but producer Sinatra was cut in from the Coast
esting for the half-hour span. For Edward A. Byron has put few for a 20-minute song-patter-sketch
the average viewer, not hep to the fresh touches into the format to insert brought in under separate

Inc.

Orleans gets in the telepix
act with this 'series on the New
•that item (across. Miss Haney has
appeared on this show a number of Orleans Police Dept., produced in
New Orleans, by New Orleanseans
occasions and has done well on all
and with the exception of the
of them.
starring the hometown talent.
Comedy by Jackie Miles was lead,
It is documentary in scope, shot
also effective. Miles used his bit
on the family teleset for fine re*? nearly entirely on'" location and
giving a camera’s eye-view in
suits. Jack Buchanan, the British
every episode of the city’s highsOng-and-dance expert, performed
lights and backgrounds, including
with the aide of Miles and Miss
‘

Cost-wise, this series comes, in at
well
under the run-of-the-mill
telepix budget, owing to the location shooting, the local cooperaWhen CBS-TV moves “The tion and the self-contained studioSearch” into Tuesday nights as a lab operation maintained by MPA,
summer replacement for “See It the producers. This should be reNow,” it should work things back- ected on the pricing of the show,
wards. The network should install a key consideration in syndication.
as the first of the summer series Also a plus is the realistic footthe last of the regular season’s age, shot right on the Spot and
shows, “The Search Sums Up,” using local characters, giving the
which was presented as the final pix a. good documentary flavor.
show in the series last Sunday
Producer-writer Phares, one of
(2.4). For though it’s a summary of
the few people involved in the sewhat the Irving Gitlin-produced ries who’s had program-prodUcing
series dealing with university re- experience on the network ana
search projects has covered in film side, has come up with some
terms of both accomplishment and okay stories based on official files.
potential, it makes a topnotch
On the acting side, Stacy Hartrailer for the series in terms, of ris, who got quite a bit of exposrepeat plays.
ure via the “Dragnet” telefilm and
Jj’or the viewer familiar with the
threatrical route, is. on his own as
show, the wrapup brought back the detective now, with Louis
memorable documentary Sirgo, a New Orleans detective on
treatments of progress against leave from the force, as his sidedisease, disaster and a myriad of kick.
They make an effective
social problems. For the uniniti- team, and they’re backed up nicely
ated, as mahy of the Tuesday night by local talent, both from the raviewers will be, the trailer puts dio-tv mills and from the Bourbon
“The Search” in the classification St. spots, along with non-pros.
“must” viewing, with such
of
Storywise, “N.O.P.D.” rates as
scenes as the first step taken by a standard entry with- a documena paraplegic, the 'sight of a two- tary flavor. Quality wise, it’s below
year*- old deaf child hearing his par.
Cost factor plus the offbeat
first sound, and in the less human, locationing, however, make it an
more adventurous vein, a head-on acceptable entry in the syndicated
collision of a stunt car or' a B-17 marts.
Chan.
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Calypso, “Bite de Finger” gave the
Jose
card a strong windup.

On

•

strip

Haney, and thence into a couple of a good deal of colorful footage
from the French Quarter.
pleasant items that made a likeFirst off, it’s got to be said
able impression. The juggling by
that technically, the series doesn’t
the Half Bros., an Argentine duo,
compare
with the Coast and N.Y.
was fast and dexterous. Their assortment of clubs, hats and work telefilm output. The sound quality is uneven; the photography,on unicycles excited a lot of mittthough imaginative, doesn’t alings.
" Belafonte completed the lineup ways come off flawlessly.
On the plus side, however, are a
With a pair of tunes. His dramatic
of
compelling
factors.
reading of “Water Boy” and a couple

it

lets.

.

'

UM&M

may

become

a bit monotonous in its procession of 'varito

&

Pepsi-Cola and retains her SaksFifth Avenue duds with never a
peel,
Brbg.

New

and variations of hin- pull

terland hoofology, the show

EDDIE FISHER

to bubbling

Distrib:

ahead of similar tele play- production auspices (see credits),
By this time, Ed Sullivan’s “Toast”
the opening show Wednes- was well on its way to town in the
day (20), story told of the bravery NBC vs. CBS Sunday night scoreous corn-terping combos.
of a railroad passenger Who risked card that’s been heavily favoring
on the samplings. PrecedThe show, however, did manage his life to rescue a girl who had Sullivan
ing Sinatra were some tired items
to swing with an enthusiasm and fallen under a train* when it haa
almost but not quite saved by Judy
•a
freshness that was infectious. stopped at Pennsylvania Station In
As femcee-performer
Holliday.
Most' effective were the singing Newark, N. J., during last year’s
and patter callers from various Christmas season. As penned by she played around with script lines
re how a spectacular should open,
parts of the west. Their vocals Robert J. Shaw, yarn was slow in
were the show’s high spots. An- building, to. the heroics and was so they kibitzed through three production quickies that even in mock
other good offbeat number fea- burdened by routine dialog. Plot
formation added up to ordinaritured a square dance combo on was knit together by a' narration,
ness*.
The swifties segued into a
skates. The show wound up on the handled by Allyn Edwards, that
so-called takeoff on Mario Lanza’s
upbeat with a zestful jam session was awkward and at times, pretenit-didn’t-happen-in-Las-V
egas, not
as
as
well
in
which several square-dance tious. Cast members did
they could with the Shaw lines but too subtly altered to read Mario
teams did their stuff.
Dario
Shawn
going
with
Dick
came,
quite
never
thing
whole
Toni Paxton,
announcer, the
work came off through the dull operatic (etcetwa? pleasant in the emcee spot and to life. The camera
especially in the Penn Station 'era) capefs. Miss Holliday’s prebest,
handled the. interviews with the
ceding couple of seconds caricaturvarious square dance specialists in sequence.
ing Marilyn Monroe ‘looked bril*
The hero of evening, Don Gal- liant by comparison.
a light and expeditious way. Whether because of the remote pickup lagher, was brought to New York
Another sketch,* built around an.
or the use, of the color cameras, for a guest appearance on the show
party, fell on its files though
the quality of the picture for N. Y. land a day at the ballgame. (“You office
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander tried
black-and-white receivers was not Teave it to L&M.”) A relay from
valiantly
to lift it with a “What-’
Jersey
New
where
up to the usual standard for local Washington
Senator Clifford Case was to salute ever Lola Wants” choreographic
live shows.
Hem.
the show and Gallagher got fouled pattern to a vocal background.
up and an announcer jumped in Best of- the pre-Sinatra innings was^
Holliday’s “hat styles through
SALUTES to fill the breach. That mishap •Miss
YOUNG AMERICA
couldn’t be helped -but the rest of the ages,” with some amusing lines
as the chapeaux were tried on for
Grosi
With John Daly, Mello-Larks, Bud the show could have:
size. She .also was pitched into an
Cece Robinson, Rudy Carart gallery where she jabbered
denas, Axel Stordahl Orch, Bet- REPORT
.
away while an artist was making
ty Crocker
Bud
McCuen,
Charles
With
»
the paints in a very unfunny
with
Producer-Director: -Herb Susann
Kraehling, Dick Enroth
and familiar situation. The big ex-'
^
Writer! George Aiichincloss
Producer: Charles Miller
travaganza noise was a takeoff oh
70 Mins., Thurs.,‘(21)j 7:30 p.m,
EnWriters: McCuen, Kraehling,
CBS-TV’s “You Were There,”
GENERAL MILLS
roth, others
dubbed “There You Are” (from the?
WABC-TV, from Phila.
30 Mihs.; Sat., 10 p.m.
Gobel
vidiology) and pegged on
( Dancer-Sample-Fitzgerald
“The Capture of the Thief of BabyGeneral Mills’ major promotion,
FURNACES
lon.” Shawn played the Babylonthe All-American Homemaker^ ;of WCCO-TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul'
ian fugitive as the whole castTomorrow contest, which drew
“Report” scrambles and merges
some 180,000, entrants, televised its the various news elements, into a chimed in with n.ext-to-zero results,
while obviously high on the
finale from the Hotel Bellevue
single more graphic, interesting tint values.
Stratford, Philadelphia, last week
showmanly presentations inLike the man said, now here’s
with Eddie Fisher and John Daly and
stead of offering them convention- the man you've been waiting for;
in the top spots: Of course,
separate segments as. if the up-aheads were strictly
and its kitchen slavey Betty Crock- ally in single,
of foreign and domestic happen- stage waits (which they turned oute
er, were right in assuming that
sports. Remi- to be for the most part). So Sinand
weather
Eddie Fisher and John Daly would ings,
network “Today” atra spliced a couple of tunes with
be just right for the finale in front niscent of NBC’s
in
its format and staging and with easygoing talk, managed to focus,
of so many ,jeunes fillies from
flexibility, it teed off ultra attention on his new Capitol
many states gathered In that staid emphasis on Initial
indications are cutting, “Learnin’ the Blues” and.
hotel’s grand 'ballroom. However, auspiciously.
win sufficient in general todk over the outsize
the corporate imagination stopped that it well may
from its pres- stage like he owned the property.
expand
to
popularity
there.
Most of the proceedings
night 30- For the sketch phase, habitually a
Saturday
once-a-week
were devoted to a succession of ent
spotlighted tv apvaude acts, seen previously on minute slot into a nightly program part of Sinatra’s
station’s pearances, he engaged in a set-to
the
current
replacing
many guestshots. All of them did
presen- with Peggy Castle, latter as a psywell, being proficient turns, but in regular late evening news
“auditioning’”
medico
chologist
such a major promotion involving tations.
the thin man’s pipes to see how
so
many, infinitely more was
It’s the first locally produced
shapes as a person for her
he
show
news
video
type
needed.'
“different”
book. After the neat runSome stature was necessary for and the novel presentation in it- planned
through, the shapely Miss -Castle
the announcement of the winner in self is likely to command .attenpegged
as “you’re sick” for
him
the contest. An Alabama lass got tion and excite favorable word-ofthe snapper ip a slickly wrought
herself a gold and diamond medal- mouth that spells strong ratings.
candid skit. Sinatra tied it all up
this
is
lion along with a scholarship.. Both At least off to a good start
“Wrap Your Troubles in
.with
Fisher and Daly used some very effort to break free of the old local
Dreams” to finish his stint.
elementary gimmicks to build up idea that you must have a specified
Miss Holliday, dolled out in
suspense during the announcement number of minutes separately for
opera hose tp display her gams;
of the winner. But very little was news, weather and sports in that
fronted a hotcha “Razz-a-ma-tazz”
said about the contest nor was any order, rather than to give them
dazzler encasing good dansapation,
complete information given about the time and treatment their relabut the closer couldn’t make up
the modus operandi of the event. tive importance on the particular
for the Sinatra-lesS components.
Even Miss Crocker failed to do too day merit.
And a 20-minute Sinatra isn’t a 90much in giving an informative
Trau.
brings together three of minute spectacular.
Show
commercial. One was needed.
the station's ace broadcasters in
Of course* Fisher is an excellent their lines Charles McCuen, Bud COMMENT
entertainsinger and he. provided
Kraehling and Dick Enroth for With Max Freedman, Stewart Alment. However the 180,000 consop, Raymond P. Brandt, David
news, weather and sports.
testants and their families preBrinkley
Idea is not. only to intermingle
sumably wanted a little more than
Julian Goodman, Ann
Producers:
sports,
and
weather
news,
was offered at the Bellevue Strat- straight
GilliS
but also to lead off the show with
Jose.
ford,
what happens to be the particular Director: Robert Doyle
Saturday night’s biggest story. On 30 Mins.; Sun. (24), 4 p.m.
this occasion it was a local murder NBC-TV, from Washington
“Comment” returned to NBC-TV
resulting in the arrest of a dentist
Ma, There’s
after a young married woman’s last Sunday (24) in the first of a
The late Sid Silverman’s “20
scattered dates.
series
of four
residential
body was found in a
Winks” box which ran in this
section. In addition to covering the Show is skedded to go on again
space' years ago had stated
yarn comprehensively and fully, May 8, June 5 and June 15. Prothat World Series telecasts
McCuen had as a guest a police gram’s content is topgrade, but it.
department official who gave his lacks a visual peg. In line with
were going to be rough on any
own report during the interview. the title it’s a gab show and a
crew that accidentally trained
With U. of Minnesota spring good one at that. But the at-home
the cameras of the Gillette
football practice under way, En- audience doesn’t have to look at
Razor-sponsored pickup on a
roth brought head coach Murray a speaker to know what he’s talkbillboard sign in the outfield
Warmouth before the camera to ing about. Especially when the
advertising Gem Razors.
question him regarding next sea- spieler remains in a sitting posiThis old point came to mind
son’s prospects. Also, throughout tion with the camera at a standrecently when a sportswriter
the show there were more news still focus.
mentioned apropos the DodgerSunday’s show spotlighted four
illustrations via film, most of it
Philly game in Philadelphia
shot locally by WCCO-TV’s own prominent newsmen, each covering
that the
technicians were
cameramen. On occasion, too, Mc- a different topical subject. Quartet
jittery for fear a centerfield
Cuen moved from one still picture included Max Freedman, of .the
spread for Pa Beer might get
to another to help tell his story. Manchester Guardian; Stewart Air
into, camera range.
Reason:
Here’s a show that packs plenty sop, co-author with his brotherthe play-by-play had Schaefer
of entertainment with its complete Joseph of the N. Y. Herald Tribune
Beer as one of its two sponnews coverage and information Syndicate column, “Matter of
sors.
wealth.
Rees.
(Continued on page 44),
intricacies

have tended

.

After her second number N.O.P.D.
With Stacy Harris* Louis Sirgo,
others
Producer: MPA-TV
Producer-writer: Frank Phares
Director: Jack Sledge
39 half-hours

he comforted her with Liberace’s
line that She cried all the way to
the bank. Incidentally, Miss Marlowe’s -efforts provided a solid
enopgh peg for such badinage.
Another strong focal “point was
the .first tele .rendition of “Steam
Heat,” by Carol Haney plus a couple of unbilled boys' to help sock

.

.

sists.

may

31

I

WKY

1-

Polly Bergen

i

KALEIDOSCOPE

,

Cola Playhouse?’ offering on ABCso time stopped for the pro-?
gram, too, after .the allotted 30
minutes.
Wrapup comes abruptly after a
good leadin to mystery in the John
McGreevey telefilm, directed by
Herschel. Daugherty. -The wife' of
Ian Keith, mine owner, had been
missing for 20 years when Vera
Miles walks in, claiming to be the
daughter of the vanished bride.
Keith accepts her, but his spinster sister. Josephine Hutchinson
doesn’t.
Well she shouldn’t because an unnatural jealousy had
caused .her to murder the wife
years before. Viewers aren’t tipped
to this until the concluding minute
as the show winds up in a rush of
fact-cramming. Performances are
acceptable, as are the technical as

TV

wine on Broadway in
“Champagne Complex/’ but on this
tv show she hustles the sponsor’s

1

(‘Late

•

James Stewart saddled up for
his tele acting debut on CBS-TV's
“General Electric Theatre” Sunday

L

MR. CITIZEN

With Tom, Paxton, emcee
Exec Producer: Robert M. Olson
I Producer* Jce Jerkins

Comment

Tele Follow-Up

TELEVISION REVIEWS
————
1

1

SQUARE DANCE FESTIVAL

WATERMAN

WATERBURY

‘

,

GM

-

.

—

Hey

Pa

WOR

;

Wednesday, April 27, 1935

HIGHER
THIS YEAR?
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become a vocational

It’s

But
a
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habit to explain trends in radio

television doesn’t explain

sets-in-use increase

we

exciting

of 7 per cent over

why

additional television sets,

The. answer,

an

think,

is

last year.

With TA

And it’s

clear

hailed

on

its

its

is

one

It’s

especially in

10 per cent listening gain,

and audible

— whose audience today

Queen for a Day—now

million

should radio listening be higher?

the local appeal of Mutual Broadcasting— with

Queen for a Day

in television.

development in morning radio—

not in television but in radio.

the biggest of any network.

by trends

in Mutual’s

third greater than in 1953.

Tenth Jubilee—is a top-of-the-moming
c

show

for listeners

and sponsors

alike. It’s

a refreshing

prospects— cooking* cleaning, shopping, and
It’s

at 11:30 to 12

be done) and
in

five

noon

listening housewives.

still

to

times a week. It offers powerful, low-cost frequency
television. Its

Old Gold, now on the show for a fourth

like to tell

for 214 million

(with three-fourths of the day’s shopping

a market two-thirds unsold by

We’d

lift

new sponsor will join

successful year.

you more about morning listening on the Plus

network, and give you

all

the vital

statistics

of Queen for

a Day.

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Sources: Nielsen. Radio Index (full network, *$5 over *54)

/.

A. Ward Study

'

.

..

.

TOP 10

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

. ...

f

.

DAY AND

PKOMAMS

AND TYPK

—

PROVIDENCE

Approx* Set Count

1, 165,000

CBS

Sun, 0:30-7:00
Sun. 10:00-10:30

WJAR.
Range Rider (W)
WJAR
2 . Favorite Story (Dr) ...
S. Mr. District Attorney (Myst). WJAR
WJAR
(Dr)
.....
4, Star and the, Story
WJAR
3. Wild Bill Hickok (W)
1.

,

.

.

.

Ziv
Zlv

87

.372

81.

.36.8
.33.8
.32.4

57
87

.

Official

Flamingo

.Wed. 6:00-0:30

>

.

PROGRAM
M

|

—WJAR (10)

.44.8

51.2
46.0
64.0
38.6

;

WBZ

Love Lucy.

.'.

JO.

Annie Oakley (W) ......

WJAR

....

Annie Oakley (W)

2.

Favorite Story (Dr)
Superman (Adv)

WRGB

.

.

.

.

.

.

WRGB
WRGB
WRGB

4.

Death Valley Days (W)

5.

Flash Gordon (Adv)

..WRGB

6.

Eddie Cantor (Com)

.

.

.

.

City Detective (Myst)
t. Ramar of the Jungle (Adv).
9. Playhouse 15 (Dr)
7.

Wild

Bill

Hickok (W)

.

.

,.<«••<

.

.Tues. 7:00-7:30

.

Wed.

.

McCann-Erickson

.

.

. . .

»

*

« 1

«

i

•

•

89

36*

34.4 Ellery Queen
44.8 Range Rider
86.4 Gene Autry
28.8 Stories of the Century.
27.0 Abbott and Costello.

\

v

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

51*2 *«•••••••

93

55.3

. .

.

•

••-*• 46»2

«•*»**•»»•

84

•

•••* 45«3

•

54.8
49.1

*

*

.

.

.

—WLW-T (5)* WCPO

.

. . , .

Sports Roundup
Abbott and Costello ,
Cisco Kid.
v. .v

Stations

.Mon. 7:00-7:30

.

.Ziv..'~.

.

,

MCA

8:30-9:00
.Wed. 7:00-7:30

....

Thurs. 7:00-7:30

.

UM&M

.

WRGB
WRGB

•

.

.

.

.

TPA

.

*

*

41»9 **p •••••*

87

48.1

•

•

37 *8 <«••»••«*

84

44.6

*

*

33*3 ••••••••

100
»32*4 •••»••••• 79...
.31.2 *•***••• 100...
80
30.5
100
•

•

*

•

• * *

«

•

•

•-

•

•

•

•

.«

*

.

.

92

*

*

*

•

.

Sun. 1:00-1:30

.Tues. 10:30-11:00
.. Sat. 1:30-2:00
.
.Tues. 7:30-7:45
.MCA.......
Flamingo ........ Sat. 2:00-2:30
.

WRGB.,

SAN DIEGO

.Flamingo

.

WRGB

.

*

«

WBZ
WBZ
WNAC
.... WNAC
WBZ
.... WNAC
.... WNAC
.... WBZ
WNAC
.... WNAC
WNAC
....

.

’

4

*

t

—285,000

.

.

,

.

.

,

r

t

1

«

KFMB
KNXT

WKRC

(9),

WROW
WROW
WROW
WROW
News
WROW
Kukla, Fran and Ollie ....
WROW
News
WROW
Kukla, Fran and Ollie ....
WROW
News
.. WROW
Stop the Music
WROW
CBS News—D. Edwards.. WROW
Kukla, Fran and Ollie

Stu Edwin...
Kukla, Fran and Ollie. T..

33.8
41.3
31.2
38.2
27.4

~
.
Stations

Approx Set Count
•

•

.

.

.

News

..Ziv

..WRGB

.

10.

CBS

.

«

—525,

.

1.

3.

•

Approx Set Count

CINCINNATI

»

•

.

.

»

.

.

,

...j.

.

31*6* 1
.......... Sun.lQ:30-ll:00 ....... .31.6
.31.2
.31.3
Sun. 7:00-7:30
.Screen Gems
.30.4
•30«4
.Mon. 6:00-6:30
.Flamingo. .
24.8 .
:30 ........ .24.8.
Tues. 6
MCA.
.-23.6
.23.6 .
CBS .............. Sat. 11:30-13:00

TPA.

^NAC' ((7), Boston

(4),.

Pleasure Playhpi^se,
Loretta Youngs.;..
I

RATING

STA.

92
79
83
80
87.........

'

WJAR.
6 . Ellery Queen (Myst)
7. Your All Star Theatre (Dr) .... WJAR.
........ .WJAR
I, Superman (Adv).
WJAR
9. Space Ranger (Adv)

. ..

,.
.

TOP
K COMPETING PROGRAM

SITS IN.f

USE

Stations

Mon. 9:00-9:30
Wed. 10:30-11:00

.»
.

..

•

SHARI

FEBRUARY
RAT1NO

TIME

DISTMB*

STATION

4

1 ,

i

1

•

(12)

.

.

4.8

.

.

3.3
6.7
3.8
3.3
6.7
5.2
6.7
5.7

. .
.

.

;

.

.

.

.

,

;

.

. .
.

.

.

.

6.5

.

.

4.8

ft

(

8 ),

(2),

KFSD

KRCA

(

XETV ( 6 ), Tijuana;
KTLA (5), Lob Angele*

10 );

(4),

I

1.

2.

.KFMB

Death Valley Days (W)
Waterfront (Adv)

.

.

.McCann-Erickson

.

...MCA

.XETV

.

....28,4

Fri, 8:00-8:30

.Tues. 7:30-8:00

....

•

r24>0

•

• • 4 t

•••••

48.

.

40

..

.

KTLA

Lawrence Welk

58.7
01.7

People in the News
Local Newsreel; News
People In the News
Local Newsreel; News.
Ramar of the Jungle
Search for Advfentude
Red Skelton
Blue Ribbon Bouts
People in the News
Local Newsreel; News ....
Kraft TV Theatre

KFMB
KFMB
KFMB
KFMB
XETV
XETV
KFMB
KFMB
KFMB
KFMB

My

KNXT

.

8.

Superman (Adv) ,.
Liberace (Mus)
6 . Annie Oakley (W)
4.
5.

.KFMB
.KFMB
XETV

1(.

8.

Abbott and Costello (Com)
Cisco Kid (W)

9.

Eddie Cantor iCnmt

7.

10.

XETV

Mr. District Attorney (Myst).

Where Were You

.

.

KFMB
.KFMB

.

(Doc) ......

.

Thurs. 7:30-8:00

Ziv

Flamingo
.

.

.

.

.Guild

.

.CBS

..

.XETV
.XETV

.

.

.

...MCA

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Ziv

MCA

Mon.

7:30-8:00

.

Wed.

9:30-10:00

.

i

PORTLAND, ORE.
1.

7.
8.

9.

10.

.

KOIN.
..KPTV.
KOIN.
KOIN.

Range Rider (W).

2. Waterfront (Dr)
3. I Lc«l 3 Lives (Dr)
4. Curtain Call (Dr)
«. Badge 714 (Myst)
6.

Approx Set Count

KPTV.
Ramar of the Jungle (Adv) .... KPTV.
Meet Corliss Archer (Com)
KOIN.
Wild Bill Hickok (W)
KPTV.
City Detective (Myst)
KPTV.
Annie Oakley (W)
.KOIN.
Superman (Adv)
KPTV.
.

CBS

.

.

.Mon. 7:00-7:30
Thurs. 7:00-7:30 ....
Tues. 7:00-7:30
.Wed. 7:00-7:30

.

Ziv

.

.

.

•

•

*

«

24*3

•*••••••

••••**••«
•••**•••*
**•••••••

•

*

•

•

•

*

•

•

s

•

24*3
24*1
19*3
18*3
18«0

*

*

*

*

15*7 ••••••••*

•

•

•

*

•

«

•*•*.**«••

41.......

..

60.4

42
41
34

..

57,4
59.4
57.9
58.2
59.2

31

..

..
«

•

30..'

«

*

«

.

..

31

Sat. 9:30-10:00

30

.

—205,000

.

.

.

,,

59.6
53.2

KFSD

Favorite Husband

Stations—KOIN (6),

Tues. 7:00-7:30
.Thurs. 8:30-9:00
Tues. 9:00-9:30
MCA. ............ .Mon. 8:30-9:00 ...
Mon. 7:00-7:30
TPA
Sun. 6:00-6:30
Guild
Tues. 8:00-8:30
Flamingo
Sat. 5:30-6:00
Thurs. 7:00-7:30
CBS
Sun. 4:30-5:00
Flamingo
.Tues. 6:30-7 90
:

•

.

.

.

.

.

MCA

.45.0, ........
42,6

Ziv

37.8

,.37.2.........

NBC

.

85

34.6
34.3
33.7
33.5
33.4
30.0

MCA

70
89
58
64
70
61

70 ........
59
80
64

.30.0

65.4 Liberace
71.9 Climax
64.8 Fireside Theatre
58.0 Caesar’s Hour

62* Studio One...
You Are There

It’s

KPTV
KOIN

. .

a Great Life

Jo Stafford

.

.

Milton Berle. ............
Stop the Music
56.2 Search for Adventure ....

CBS News—D. Edwards

.

.

..KPTV
..KPTV
KOIN
KOIN

49.1
54,7
47.9

37«6
46.7

.

KPTV

.

.
.

.

.

.

..
.

. .

. .

KPTV
KOIN
KOIN
KPTV
KOIN
KOIN

(27)
19.5
:29.3

20.8
...... .27.8
;.14.9
...... 219
14.4

....... 7.0
20.7

129

i*

—115,

FORT WAYNE
1,

Rocket Squad (Myst)

2.

5.

Liberace (Mus)
Waterfront (Adv)
Cisco Kid (W)
Kit Carson (W)

6.

Amos

4.

7.

8.
9.

10.

.

.

WKJG

Andy (Com)

ABC

......WKJG
Guild.
WKJG..... .....MCA
..WKJG
Zlv

WKJG
WKJG
Wild Bill Hickok
...... WKJG
Badge 714 (Myst)
Eddie Cantor (Com) ....
WKJG
Dangerous Assignment (Adv).. WKJG
'n*

—WIN-T (15) Waterloo; WKJG (33), Fort Wayne

Approx. Set Count

.

Wed.

9:00-9:30

Stations
49>4

...
•

Fri. 9:30-10:00

. .

til* .47.0 **»*«••»•

47*0 •*•••*•«•
’41*
45.0 . .«*•«.
...... 43.5 .........
41*1 *•»•*••••
4

•

MCA

.

4

.... .Flamingo

NBC.
.... Ziv
.... .NBC

*

«

4

4 .•

40 3.
Sun. 10:30-11:00

..

Wed.

..

9:30-10:00

37.6

84.
82.
81.
94.
86.
64.
98.
84.
67.
79.

58.7 Charlie Chan Calling
57.* Pantomime Quiz
58.3 Soldier Parade
48.0 This Is the Life
50.5 Hoosier Hoedown
64.1 Private Secretary
41.1 Broadway Theatre
44.6 Life With Elizabeth
52.7 Boston Blackie
44.1 This Is Your Music
I

WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T
WIN-T

8.9
10.4
11.3
3.0
7.6

230
0.9
6.1

15.0
9.1

RADIO* VIDEO -TV FILMS
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Gross-Baer Takes Over
N.Y. Garden June

Radio Reviews

W

»44444 + + 4-4»»4444444 4 444444444444+»»+4> 4444 4 4 4 4*+.
talked baseball with Walsh. Most
BEHIND THE IRON CURTAIN
‘

-

Producer-director: Wallace H.

Lancton

15 Mins.; Thurs., 7:15 p.m.
Sustaining

Champions’ Tourney

Gross-Baer has fixed June 4 as
the date tp take over Madison
Square Garden for the first semiannual tourney for teenage athletic
winners from, its WRCA-

of the air time, however, was used
to give three teenage players in a
local recreation league, a chance
to ask questions of Marion regard-

With John H. Tobin
'•

’Jr.

ABC-TV

4 For

ing the fundamentals of the game.

Upping Late Aft.

Affiliates

Rates to Cash in on 'Mickey Mouse
Several

ABC-TV

affiliates

have cate that the web

reclassified the cro$s-the-board 5
to 6 p. m. time frt>m Class C to
Class, B? (75% of evening rates, instead of 50%) in anticipation of

He has a fluent delivery, and his TV “Jr. Champions” skein. The
MBS, from New York
the
incoming
“Mickey Mouse
“A better knowledge of Com- friendly approach to his subject
munism wlil make better Ameri- must have made many friends for N. Y. NBC o&o stretches the stanza Club” the Walt Disney daytimer
cans of us alib is the basic princi- him among the juve players of the time to an hour on that day, and which bows in October. This is
Walsh, likewise, is plenty o&o boss Hamilton Shea heads the revealed in the network’s new rate
ple underlying “Behind the. Iron game.
card, dated April' 1 but mailed to
Curtain,” a rietv weekly series hep about the national pastime,
agencies only last week.
made
and
a good feeder for Ma- tourney committee.
Muwhich debuted Thurs. (1) via
Class B time is shown on the
The packaging outfit has gotten
Fifteen - minute program rion, as he tossed the questions to
tual.
-

•

,

probes

through

Communist cen- the

'Colonel’s pilot.

the N. Y. State Savings Banks to
underwrite the tourney, with 25,000
free tix -being handed out through
the nabe banks, participating boys
clubs, and through the station and
producer. Each event during the
sincerity to learn the fine points of
Garden fete will be supervised on
the" gain© from the old pro.
camera by a pro star. Pro athlete
Wied.
.'1 H'd
roster includes Jackie Robinson,
Jesse Owens, Jim Lee Howell, Bob
Cousy and Carl Braun. Marty
Remington’s Switch
Glickman, sportsgabber and himCasually $hf the switch of tv pro- self a former Olympics champ, .will
host.
gramming- by ^Remington shavers is
Gross-Baer has taken its “Jr.
“Masquerade Party” on ABC-TV
and not ,'gJBS^. “What’s My Line” Champions”- kidcast into other
as previously, reported.
Reming- U. S. markets, and there are plans
ton is standing pat on the latter. afoot for other tourneys besides
Electric shave$p;.outfit, via Young N.Y.’s plus" an inter-city competistory,” a “religious story”' arid a & Rubicam, is buying into the Sid tion. N. Y. Mayor Robert F. Wagfrom
Communism.” Caesar Monday night tv show on ner will tag May 30-June 4 “Jr.
“quotation
How a Czech housewife crawled to NBC starting in the fall.
Champions Week.”
freedom throtigh a barbed wire
barricade was dramatically told on
the preem. Likewise, the religious
story and Communist quote threw
further light on lands and people
that the western world knows litWithal, “Curtain” has
tle about.
a public. service aura about it and
Gilb.
rates wide listenership.

sorship by means of material ^provided by Radio Free Europe and
commentator John H. Tobin serves
it up to the listener in an informative, dramatic style.
airer
noted that the
Initial
Soviet people .had been ‘‘kept, in
the dark’’ bn the Salk polio Vaccine and also* quoted a refugee
Czech nurse as saying that when
a polio epidemic, hit Czechoslovakia Communist Party members
received preferential treatment in
hospitals.
Less fortunate individuals did not receive suph card ^and
hospitalized children were placed
three in a bed. ?
“Curtain's” format includes three
regular features as part of the
They comprise an- “escape'
series.

Next show Sat, (30), will be
taped from the dugout during the
Kids
Colonels batting practice.
were plenty alert to the q. and a.
stuff, and listeners must have been
impressed with their eagerness and

-

4*

,

’

i

rate card as weekend-only (Saturday, 2 tri 6 p.m. and Sunday, 1 to 5
p.'m. But a note to the rate classification paragraph states, “Class
B rates will apply in certain markets for Monday thru Friday 5-6
p. m.; a listing of these markets
will be given on request/.”
That
cross-the-board 5-6 p. m. hour is
the
one slotted for
“Mickey
Mouse,” and since stations expect
a sellout of the hour (it’s already
three-fourths sold), they feel that
they can get a boost in their compensation
by
reclassifying
it.
Moreover, many of them are also
NBC affiliates, carrying “Pinky

Lee”

and

“Howdy Doody,” and

is seriously considering the acquisition of one or
two UHF stations. Under the card’s
new minimum time gross requirement, under which an advertiser
must purchase gross station time
equivalent to $42,000 per Class A
hour ($25,200 for a half-hour), the
advertiser is free to pick his station lineup, provided of course,
that the station lineup he selects
aggregates the minimum dollar requirement. Only exception to the
freedom of choice in stations is
the network’s five o&o stations,
and, according to the rate card,
“any other ABC owned stations
added during the effectiveness of
this rate card.”
Otherwise, only major change in
the rate card is the new overall
discount plan, which gives an advertiser using a weekly minimum
of $80,000 over a consecutive 52week period a discount of 32^%
for film shows and' 27^6% for. live.
The network’s old 5% discount for
film shows (only network offering
such a discount) stays in effect for
all advertisers, regardless of the

they figure a switch to “Mickey” amount of billings they use.
will give thfem more income via
the rate reclassification route.
Salt Lake City Howard Harms
Rate card, which is the network’s has signed with KDYL here as
No. 5, would also appear to indi- salesman.

—

Speaking of

NETWORK COVERAGE

ALMANAC
Mayer
Writer: Gene Martin
With

Bill

15 Mins. M„-F»; 7:40 & 5:55
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC
WTAM, Cleveland
(

WTTV

It s

MvCann-Erickson

Radio, seeking new programideas and sponsors, came up
with a time buyer for one of the

IN INDIANA,

2 to

1

ming

oldest commodities
..the

^

.

weather.

You get 2 Major Markets for the price of
when you buy WTTV- NBC — Channel 4

existence:

in

In this case,

Gene

Martin created a neat, stimulating
five-miriute package of weather
news specializing in the* color and
drama of the weather picture as

1

daily pattern of
fits into the
events. In stanza caught, for example, Martin touched oh' con-

"it

stellations

and their meaning in

the approach of spring. He mentioned bird flights and their spot
•in the passing weather parade. In
other days, he told of maple sugar
of crop plantings, of
.festivals;
wind currents, and seasonal celebrations all geared to the climate of the times.
Well written and neatly delivered by Bill Mayer, it is a refreshing script in radio programming
that should entice sponsors keyed

—

to a weather stanza. Commercials
were succinctly kept in the tempo
Mark.
of the package.
'

THE THREE KINGS
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 6:45 p.m.

DE WITT CLINTON HOTEL
WOKO, Albany
The Three Kings,

led by
Bernard, play listenable
from the cocktail lounge
mezzanine of the De Witt
Hotel, six nights weekly.

Whitey
music
on the
Clinton

Reperis a blend of new and old
numbers, nicely selected and
smoothly projected. Occasionally
a vocaljby one of the trip is added.
members;, might be
Individual
spotlighted on the air.
Clark Race completently announces the originations and plugs
hotel’s services. Three Kings have
entertained there for sometime.
toire

Jaco.

RED MARION CLUB HOUSE
With Red Marion, George Walsh
'

Producer: Bill Aldridge
15 Mins,, Sat., 8; 30 a.m.
Sustaining
.

•-WTTV Tower

located halfway
between Indianapolis and

Terre Haute

•
•
•

100,000

•

Serving

TWO

people

in

Low Channel 4
b-

High 1000-feet Tower
Full

Power

the

MILLION
Great

Hoosier Heartland

Cost of

CBS two station

package,

Cost of

1

Hour

M600

WTTV-NBC

tOOQ

*600

Jerence equals network 1-hour rate for San^ntonio, Tokos

WHAS,

Louisville.
Louisville Colpnels, tdwn’s baseball reps in the American Association, have a new manager this
year, Red Marion, who last* year

<!C

.

rion did regular air stints as announcer and sports spieler, so it
"was a natural that he givfe his vo
cal fluency an airing in his- new
Marion, teamed with
connection.
George Walsh, who has recently
after a several
returned to
years stint at WFIL, radio and tv,
in Philadelphia, currently has a
airing,
transports
15-minute
scribed, which gives the fans plenty
of info on baseball.

WHAS

At show caught (23), Marion,
who was twice in the big leagues,

^

6*
<*>

Si

managed the San Jose team. While
piloting the California team, Ma-

<•'

WTTV
A SARKES TARZIAN STATION
BUSINESS OFFICE:

S3

Essex House, Indianapolis 6 Indiana
,

Represented Nationally by MEEKER TV,

Inc.

FOR MAKING THE FIRST THEOF “PACIFIC STARS” BREAK ALL
OF AUSTRALIAN SHOW BUS!
*

The largest advance ticket sale
of any attraction ever to play in Australia

a

Spike Jones played to 77,000 people
in

5 nights

jn

Sydney

Spike Jones played to 21,000 people

on Saturday, April

AUSTRALIA

Sydney

ARENA STARS,

PACIFIC STARS
Melbourne, Victoria

2, 1955, in

associated with

368
Beverly

N.

Camden

Hills,

Inc

Drive

CALIFORNIA

i
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IN THE HISTORY
M.
*

S

y.

As reprinted from

A* reprinted from

the Kings Cross Advertiser

the Sydney Daily Telegraph,
March 30, 1055

ONLY THE
NATIONAL

ANTHEM
The National Anthem was the only tune which came out
straight in the Spike Jones show at tho Stadium last night.
Jones’ musical lunacy and the 4
astonishing versatility of his troupe two hours.
made it the best of any of the reThe band played straight for

a

minute while Bernie Jones sang
“Old Black Magic.”

But
gle

a

Bill

King stepped out

to jug-

ukulele and an armful of

—

show ever seen in Sydney
the SPIKE
and “split the sides" of more than
16,000 fans who saw the first two performances at the Sydney
Stadium on Tuesday night.
Without a doubt this is the maddest, most zany, yet
astoundingly clever show ever staged here.
craziest

JONES Show — thrilled

Ever since the amazing and ver- +
—f.
“Spike” cut his first disk, and
been promoted by a new organizafirst movie, local fans have
tion completely distinct from the
been hoping to see him in person in
Lee Gordon set-up.

satile

—

made -his

The new

Australia.

Well, the wildly cheering crowd got
its
first
opportuntiy on
Tuesday
night.

clarinets.

A woman chased dwarf Barty
around the stage with a scimitar
and a few orthodox instruments
Jones produced unbelievable and- two headless spectres romped
sounds identifiable as “Chloe,” in flie background.
“Or Black Magic,” and even
Juggler King, the slickest practitioner in his line Sydney has
“Waltzing Matilda.”
“Waltzing Matilda” got the old seen, juggled three double-edged
familiar Jones treatment.
axes and later a mass of flaming
In the middle of it, comedian torches.
Freddie Morgan possibly the funThe audience, not believing its
broke eyes, made him do it twice.
niest man ever seen here
in with:
What Spike Jones said was the
“Matilda, Honey Chile, I loves
world premiere of his version of
yer fair dinkum, I do ... I reckon
the “poet and Peasant” overture
yer extra grouse.”
had the audience helpless.
The audience loved it.
He conducted with a plumber’s
Spike, who chewed gum throughout the show, wore a mustard col- drainpipe.

—

MADDEST
SHOW EVER HERE
CRAZIEST,
e

Farrell

cent American shows.
.For two hours at each of two
shows, Jones and his crazy helpers
won round after round of applause
with zany music and wild comedy.
From washboards, motor horns,
garbage cans and a brakedrum

—

And

they

The only

pity

who would

able to get

than

their

too.
is

so short and so

fans

more

got

money’s worth,

that the season

many thousands

like to

is

of

go will be un-

in.

HUGE BOOKINGS
Because the bookings are

The

SPIKE JONES

colossal.

SHOW

has

-organization

“PACIFIC STARS”

—

a

ored suit yith black checks for the
first half, and a black suit with
colored checks for the
second half.
In the first five minutes of the
show:
• A bagpipe player had his kilt
shot

Freddy Morgan, as a wild-eyed,
wide-mouthed guitar-player, madfe
this number the best in the show.
Brief excerpts from Spike’s famous versions of “Chloe” and
“Cocktails for Two” showed the

Jones technique at

off,

• A bass fiddle blew up in a
cloud of smoke and out stepped
the dwarf, Billy Barty.
• A violin exploded.

—

“Night

shades

And

last night, too.

The show went on

Everyone

h

felt

it

"Were happy we flew

are

OANTAJ

was just as well,

no one could have stood
more.
as

like that for

Spike Jones Says:

falling” in “Chloe,” turned out to

HEADLESS
.SPECTRES
1

at

have got away to a terrific start.
No words can adequately describe
the scenes of madness crossed with
musical genius seen at the Stadium
Tuesday night.

its best.

be empty tins decanted from a
washtub into a dustbin.
• Streams of water squirted
^Cocktails for Two,”
riot
a
from a piano accordion.
chewing, and, unsmiling, which involved the whole troupe
Still
Spike conducted solemnly with a and part of the audience, wound
up the show.
cficket bat.

known

Melbourne-

PACIFIC STARS plans to bring
out plenty more big names.
With the “Spike Jones Show” they

The long-familiar sound which
accompanies

is

formed syndicate which includes several big names in the world of sport
and theatrical promotion.

.

mustard

31, 1955

"SPIKE” JONES IS

The

ESCAPED!
By Tom

March

much

EMPIRE AIRWAYS LTD.
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thrush for his WOR-TV’er. She’s
gotta be in 802 and ready for a
start this

Television Chatter

sponsorship

rotating

on CBS-TV’s “Person to Person"
extended by mutual agreement to
July
of

concluder

1

“Miss

.

.

.

Hope Lange

“Sky’s the Limit"

WRCA-TV’s

chosen

Grand Street” by

Glsele
Grand St. .settlement
Mackenzie to make debut as tv
.

.

.

panelist tonight (Wed.) subbing
twice for Ilka Chase on “Masquerade” in Miss Chase's fortnight’s
hiatus in Hollywood for film version of Clifford Odets’ “The Big

Knife"
at

.

.

Marty Glickman back
“Junior Champions”

.

WRCA-TV

post after several months’ absence
.
.
on other sports for NBC-TV
Polly Bergen, current on Broad.

“Champagne Complex,”
in
again to sub for Arlene Francis on

way

ABC-TV’s “Soldier Parade” starting tomorrow (Thurs.) for three
weeks with Miss Francis abroadMike Gargiulo now proing
.

.

.

WRCA-TV’s NorBrokenshire show with Harry

ducing-directing

man

Snow

addition

singing

the late
joining regular

Jett

Ted Esterbrook now

MacDonald.
at station as

reiner of ‘‘Jinx’s Diary.”
Kid Parade: Pidgie Jamieson
guested on Steve Allen show,
dittoes on Wendy Barrie stanza
today (Wed.) and will be heard
again on WOR’s “B’way Cop” May
9. Dicky Clemence recovered from
German measles in time for “Hit
Parade,” Fred Waring and Guy
Lombardo placements. He was on
preem of ABC-TV’s “Mr. Citizen”
last week. Karen Sue Trent, child
'

star

“Garden

in.

of

Eden”

film,

Inside Stuff

(2).

director on

will start with

“On

the Carousel” Saturday (30). He’s
been associate director on CBS-TV.
Martin Balsam now playing Station’s Harry Marble leaves
a lead in “Valiant Lady” soaper. “News of N.Y” cut-ins on web’s
Guy (Buck) Vaughan* formerly “Morning Show” after this week
.with Ziv and onetime managing for leave of absence till Oct. 1,
director of WIST in Charlotte, has with Peter Thomas replacing, And
joined the NBC Film Division as Ron Cochran vacates “News of the
Michael Gorrin "Night” Friday-Saturday to move
a salesman
set for “Producers Showcase” May family from Washington, D.C., to
James Liptch into the cast Scarsdale, N.Y., with Bob Trout
2
of “Eternal Light” May 1.
and Walter Cronkite pinchhitting.
Warbler Dick Kallman into the
Jan Murray tele stanza Friday (29).
Chicago
Latter handling annual benefit
show at Boston Garden for the
Chi-based “Out on the Farm”
Boston Jewish Memorial Hospital slated for an NBC-TV summer run
Sunday (May 1)
„Koy Lockwood starting July 17 with Clint Youle
ndw part of Robert Lawrence Pro- and Ken Fislte hosting
John
ductions.
The ex-CBS producer McPartlin, back in the Windy City
assumes a producer-director title after a hitch with WTVW, Milwau.A1 Heifer, ballcaster, just start- kee, sighed on with the WBKB
ed on the first regular tv show he’s sales staff
Johnny Desmond
ever had, a
ABC-TV sports run- guesting on WBBM-TV's “In Town
down which he shares with Russ Tonight” tomorrow (Thurs.) and
Hodges. . .Martin Katz upped to Friday (29) with Dorothy Collins
director of sales development at due in for three guest shots next
Blair-TV. Takes over where an- week
Studs Terkel’s “Brief.
kling Victor E. Forker left off.
case” goes to a full hour Sunday
First it was teachers, and last (1) via WBKB under the auspices
night (Tues.) WABD made room of Leader Cleaners and Triad
for the Transport Workers Union, Corp.
Exec producer Ben Park
latter to o.o. demolition of the and writer Bill Barrett hosted a
Third Ave. El and the ensuing un- cocktailery Friday (22) marking
Pick.Jane
employment problem.
fourth
birthday
NBC-TV’s
on
ens plugs Cerebral Palsy via “Hawkins Falls” soaper
Notre
WABC-TV’s “Entertainment” to- Dame added to the list of Chimorrow (Thurs.). before a heavy area universities participating in
.
round of UCP plugs in May.
WBBM-TV’s “New horizons” pubGuild Films flacker Bob Bernstein lic service offering
.June Valli
has done book lyrics on a new subbing for Bermuda-bound Kay
musical; Warren Meyers, 88er at Westfall on WNBQ’s “Bob & Kay”
the Composer Room, did the score. daytimer
Chuck Bill, a dirt
Show, a tv satire, auditioned Mon- farmer^ from way back, doubling
day (25)1
his various announcing duties
from
Bishop Fulton Sheen closed out as WBKB’s first
farm director
.
his video season last night (Tues.)
Claude Kirchner in Minneapolis
on DuMont. With the new arrange- today (Wed.) to -emcee a radio-tv
ment at the web, it may well prove awards luncheon.
to have been the clergyman's last

7

New York
Noxzema

Monday

Bob Miller named a

WCBS-TV and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

W

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

appeared on Dodge commercial
and Perry Como show.
Philip Dunning, co-author With
George Abbott of “Broadway,” the telecast there.
.Decorator Gregg
Broadway legit smash of the late Juarez previewed yesterday (Tues.)
1920s, also did the tv adaptation
his video talents on the WABD
for the May 4 CBS telecast on Maggi McNellis show.
.Starts his
“Best of Broadway” on <pBS-TV. own stanza for -hausfraus May 18
Abbott, ’incidentally, owqs 25% on the same station.
.Free &
only of the play, -for doctoring the Peters latest station rep into TeleDunning original. Joseph Cotten, vision Advertising Bureau.
Piper Laurie, Gene Nelson, Akim
Red Buttons to emcee the ninth
Tamiroff,
Keenan Wynn and annual Artists Equity Masquerade
Martha Hyer are doing the CBS Ball at the .Sheraton-Astor May 13
version
George Heller, execFlorence Anglin, pegged for
utive secretary of the American the cast of last week’s “Mr. CitiFederation of Television and Radio zen” on ABC-TV, slated for a role

,

Just in from the Coast, Howard Barnes, ex-N. Y. Herald Tribune,
has been assigned as coordinator on the Fund for the Republic’s teledrama scholarships with a purse of $29,000. Entries for hour
and half-hour dramatics bear a May 31 deadline;
Included are a
pair of $5,000
prizes, for a 60-minute play and a 30-minute documentary, a second place award of $2,500 and 16 other awards.
vision

The new Harlem radio headquarters of N. Y. radio indie WINS
open today (Wed.) with Mayor Robert F. Wagner i officiating. Move
brings two new studios and the sales and administrative offices to
the Hotel Theresa a complete switchover from the station’s old
30th St. Manhattan headquarters.
1;
Giving impetus to the move uptown to the Negro-populated area
was the fact that the station is driving more and? more for Negro
listenship, with 65% of daily air time sold for ‘that market. The
Hotel Theresa refurbishing cost $50,000, with anther $50,000 worth
of classical records- and.. furniture from 30th St. going gratis to four,
*

—

•

.

Harlem community

centers,

9

BRITISH FEATURES

PACTED BY CINEPIX

.

recuperating from gallbladder surgery at the, Roosevelt
hosp
It’s a boy ?fo^ the Sam
Kaufmans. He’s news and feature
ed of the NBC press dept.
Bill
Tabbert. began doubling
over from “Fanny” on Broadway to
NBC-TV daytimes this week with
a regular role on the “Way of the
World” soaper
of
. 'Jack Kuney
CBS-TV's public affairs department guest lecturing tonight
(Wed.) before the City College
course on television writing conducted by Voice of America tv
chief Jack Gaines
Gerald Rubin
joined ABC as an attorney in the
business affairs department
Meg Mundy returns for the repeat
of “Fearful Decision” with Ralph

Artists,
.

.

Cinepix

Inc.,

the three-month-old

headed up by
Frank Smith, has added 13 late
distribution

outfit

British features

(up to 1951)

to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

tonight (Wed.) instead

.

.

,

its

Constellation’s Built-In
Q

to

Cowan

flackery for a freelance
tour with the Weed station rep outwith R & C toppers Henry

Rogers and Warren Cowan now
slated to handle the Ziv account
personally, planing in from the
Coast headquarters on a rotating
Peter Donaldp of “Masbasis
querade Party” will stage a 20hour Cerebral Palsy telethon in
.

bution the rights to “Alice in Wonderland,” the puppet feature which
Lou Bunin turned out a couple of
years back.

.

Smith has combined “Alice” with
„ “Tinder Box,” the cartoon feature
Springfield, 111., this weekend
“Thunderbird Lodge,” a new chil- he brought over to Cinepix, as a
dren's show dealing with the arts holiday pairing.* Aside from the
and crafts of the American Indian new British pix, the Keaton show,
and produced by Tony Rivers, has and the holiday package, Cinepix
been optioned by ABC-TV for the
.

fall.

Daytime

specialist

.

now has 125 cartoons, 52 features
Don Becker and 52 westerns. Another new
.

Bellamy on “U.S. Steel Hour” May named general programming exec package is a group of 52. “Western
10
John Conte set for a return of NBC-TV under George F, Mc- Featurettes,” series of half-hour
to the Max Liebman spec stable Garrett
Ted Steele is audition- oaters trimmed down from featurewith a role in “Desert Song” May ing for a “legitimate” Latino size.
.

.

.

.

.

TV

.

l

5.000 above the ground. It was an its entirety as the network’s chanedition of the hour-long “.Climax” nel number changed from area to
which was called “Flight 951”* and area.
starred Paul Douglas. He acted ah
At >8:30 “Climax” came on, folousted medico with a prison rec- lowing
a “warmup” by Groucho
ord, turned honest family man,
Marx (sound turned own) who has
who braved revealing his past another Chrysler program
on rival
when he realized he was the only NBC-TV.

As the CBS planecast
progressed, dubiousness' gave way
to delight and then to the comfort
known only to people who’ve lived
A New Era?
with a*- novelty for a long time.
Some of the more eager pioneers There were Occasional
rapid flops,
among the press even before they but none of the
violent changes the
had too much from their own pri- engineer
implied might possibly
vate bottles (Champagne Brut sup- occur.
As a matter of fact, the only
plied by' TWA) were auguring the
serious interruption was not due
flight as the beginning of an age
to reception but to transmission.
of “television in all airplanes,”
CBS had strapped three tv receiv- CBS goofed from the other end,
as the little CBS “program delay”
ers aboard the
“Super-G” logo on the screen
testified.
Constellation, and about 8:20 p.m.,
The generally pleasing result
a few minutes before “Climax”
launched, a network engineer, one elicited a repeat comment from a
of those who made the installa- reporter, who by now had emptied
tions, explained how the video re- his bottle of
Champagne Brut. He
ception was handled. He said over exclaimed: “This, could mean, the
the loudspeaking system that every beginning of tv in all airplanes.”
Constellation had its own built-in
“Certainly,” was the reply, “if
antennae, one in each wing, and as all the planes travel between Rivthe plane progressed, the antenna erhead and Montauk Point.”
on the wing nearest the Empire
State Building (where the CBS,
N. Y., transmitter is located) would
PnoMem*..
always be on. When not in use for
tele it was gathered that tfce anA Him program
tennae are utilized for normal rathat appeals to
dio reception. The engineer warned
that "as
the plane banked or
young and old . . •
changed altitude the picture on the
ride the crest of
17-inch screens would probably be
the "do-it-yourself"
weak. For best effect, he said, the
ctazd • •
plane should be flying broadside
one who could save both ah old
an
enciente

and features, man’s sight and
femme’s baby.

& made

fit,

.

roster of cartoons

and has also added eastern rights
the Buster Keaton - half-hours
a couple of years ago. Keaton
deal was made with Lancaster Pictures on the Coast, which holds
western rights, and Lancaster has
also turned over, for eastern distri-

Andy

Mashberg quitting the Rogers

—

—

TWA

•

to Empire.

was disclosed too that the
Constellation would be making an

Already

in its

It

oval sweep—60 miles in length
its longer ends
while
the video stanza was in progress.
The course was set between Riverhead, which is about 90 miles from
the transmitter, and the farthest-

—

between

41

most

sf>ot

Point.

Dr.I.Q, Is
and as

Island,

can beconio ont of

An observer (narveled at the
prospect of receiving a clear video
signal 150 miles (Montauk) from
the nearest transmitter, the engineer said that there’s a better
chance of getting
ifh|jperi|mage
in the air than iat a similar distance on the ground, because the
transmitter radiations, normally
shooting upward 'and out instead
of down, had the additional advantage of absence of obstructions in
the sky.
The
rep aboard answered
an inquisitive reporter by adding

GREATEST QUIZ SHOWSI
9

Also Available:
LET'S

ARGUE!

THE BIG BOARD
SING FOR DOUGH
WHAT'S TOUR NAME?
CATCH AS CATCH CAN
LEE SEGALL
Shadywood Lane
Dallas , Texas

WALT’S WORKSHOP
The Original “How-To-Do-ir TV Show

Montauk

Now Available For T.V.
TELEVISION'S

•
•
•
•
•

on Long

34th market.

(CBS, for Coast reporters,

was making a similar flight somewhere over Hollywood.)

In radio,

.

Continued from page 25

.

.

s

.

.

..

.

Progress of international television, slow though it may be, is
pointed up in the fact that the Jones-Olmsted Sound Studios have
begun foreign-language recordings for television film commercials
for the National Export Advertising Service. NEAS covers world
markets for U. S. manufacturers.
Languages being used include Spanish, Portuguese, French and
Turkish.

.

.

;

.

.

.

president Robert E. Kintner earned $77,500 during 1954, the
American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres proxy statement for the
annual stockholder meeting May 17 reveals. Robert H. Hinckley, v.p.
of ABC and a veep, of the parent company, earned $50,000, while
Robert H. O’Brien, until last fall exec v.p. of ABC and since returned
to the parent company homeoffice as financial v.p. and secretary,
earned $54,643. Three execs were the only ones listed on the statement with a direct connection with the network. AB-PT.prexy Leonard
Goldenson, who’s active in ABC affairs, pulled down $181,429, plus an
expense allowance, of $25,000.
Meeting will elect 18 directors, among whom four, aside from Goldenson, have active ABC ties. They are Kinter, Hinckley, v.p. Earl
E. Anderson and Edward, J. Noble, who’s chairman of the AB-PT
finance committee and who controlled ABC before the merger with
Paramount Theatres.

.

.

.

.

.

—Radio-TV

ABC

£

FILM INDUSTRIES, INC.
S269 ford pkwy.

«t. Paul, Minn.

America's oldest commercial
motion picture company
Established 1010

TWA

that it isn’t now feasible for coastto-coast video by plane because
there are too many blank spots between transmitters. Even if there
weren’t, it would require nearly all
of one man’s full attention to plot
and make changes on the set dials,
so that one show could be aired in

tVEKY DAY

ON

EVEftY

CHANNEL

V!

BROOKS
COSTUMES
3W«it6lit $1„ N.Y.C..T.I, H. 7-SIOO
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HADIO - VIDEO - TV FILMS
WBZ; Women’s Radio Program,

nouncer, LIndy Miller,
.

.

.

the Production Centres

From

.

When

that

meant

.

,

.

that “this means use of plot that
reflects credit on the human side
instead of discredit, that brings

,

(24).

PHILADELPHIA

IN

.

awe and wonder and excitement
and exhilaration to someone be-

.

.

cause of the' solution of a human
v.p, in charge of public relations for WCAU, on two problem by
a human being in a
<• Harry
Prime, former Ralph predicament.” He spoke of “the
vacation (25-May 8)
John increase of actual information
Flanagan vocalist, back in town doing radio work at
conadvertising and promotion manager to join tent in every program possible,
J. Signor resigned as
Ardnt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen in May as account manager and that “every fact we regard as
Howard
engineering
staff
.
.
Raymond Clemser added to
a weapon in the fight against ignorJones, WFIL’s farm director, preems new series “Home Gardening” ance, bigotry, intolerance and insports director, principal sularity. Every fact that we transBill Campbell,
(Sat., 9-9:30 a.m.)
.
speaker at Camden County Bar Assn., monthly meeting (26)
mit somewhere will have a helpful
WPTZ top execs Rolland V. Tooke, Alexander W. Dannebaum, Jr,, impact. The more facts we transStan Lee Broza, E. Preston Stober, and Edward Wallis back after a mit somewhere will have a helpful
week's session with Westinghouse top brass.
impact. The more facts we transmit the more impact we will have.
We will therefore always try to in.
IN
. .
crease the .information content of
stint
Charles Bang to do horse racing results on daily
Dick Drury all of our shows and we believe we
Steve Allen booked for Super Market Institute show
WHR’s are doing a good job.”
commuting from Akron for Sunday WSRS disk show
This is the nub of Weaver’^
Eleanor Hansen presided over Cleveland Heights High School’s andaily
“Big
Wain
his
Chief”
broadcasting
nual Career Day
“grand design” .that .will have tor
disk show from Sears Roebuck wigwam . .
WJW’s newest disker. be translated into small syllables
Pat Kllma
Joe Finan adding Sunday stanza to his six-a-week trick .
the press sector in all the mulnamed winner of Cleveland Press-WJW Nanigan tour of Europe . . by
particulars pitch
the
Morris Watten- tifarious
Ed Noll left
for Fisher, Stashower & Lang
culture, yes, but don’t scare away
.
.
herg named advertising-promotion manager of
the public at which the “new enoriginating “Tell Your Congressman” Sunday aft, with Rep.
lightenment” is aimed.
“Holekicking
stanza

Robert Pryor,

week Bermuda

.

.

WCAU

KYW

Moran, though airwise as a sports gabber only
one-year pact lengthened to
original
the pre- and post-game Dodger shows with
WLIB had a host of dignitaries
Glickman
Israel’s Seventh anni last Sunday (24): station
commentator Estelle M, Sternberger vis-a-vised Eleanor Roosevelt,
Gov. Averill Harriman, Sen. Herbert Lehman, Ambassador Abba Eban
of Israel, and George Wise, Hebrew U. board chairman.

WMGM
.

.

.

Quincy, Sunday

.

radio.

Tennis playing Gussie
two weeks, has had her
She does
three years.
Ward Wilson and Marty
airwise on behalf of the

.

.

Ernest de la Ossa, former manager of WRCA-plus-tv, now out of
with
b'casting as assistant to the prexy of Grace Steamship Lines
Among the 248 Americans
lotsa international travel on the agenda
Foundation
Guggenheim
who will share $968,000 in grants from the
the one name that may pong among broadcasters is Harvard’s Prof.
Carl J. Friedrich who will.be financed to study “the conflict between
the concept of civil liberties and the doctrine of reason of state.’
Friedrich did a series of studies of broadcasting back in the days
.

Continued from pane 25

rewarding cultural experiences can
be.”
He spoke of “the constant
leadership to all of our writers and
producers to aim up to get big
audiences rather than down,” and

WMEX

.

.

.

TV’s Bally Binge

.

WVDA

NEW YORK CITY ...

IN

Priscilla For-

WHDH

deejay has been added to the
Boh Clayton,
tcsque, WEEI .
faculty of the Radio and TV department of Berklee School of Music,
course
in “deejay operation”
,
give
a
going
is
to
he
where
Boston,
began broadcasting yesterday (25) live from
Radio Station
with
Hub*
in
downtown
store
department
White’s
windows of R. H.
Jim Pansullo on the air from 8:15 to 8:55 a.m. and Joe Smith handling
Window programs are skedded thru Saturday
the 1 to 6 p.m. shift
gets a hefty bunch of listeners every afternoon around
(30)
.
That’s when Babe Rubenstein broadcasts the daily double
1:45
Leonard Warren, Met Opera baritone, was
from Suffolk Downs
special guest on John Fisher’s Festival of Music show on WJDA,

KYW
WCAU

.

.

,

.

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

Ben Grauer to serve as auctioneer at March of Dimes art exhibit
April 30 at John Myers Gallery ... WCBSinger Martha Wright, starring in “Romberg Festival’’ concertour in the south, interrupts that
to fly to N. Y. for Lighthouse for the Blind benefit May 6 at Carnegie Hall, with Bob Haymes and Lanny Ross among other, stationeeys
appearing plus deejay Bill Randle. Ross incidentally, just returned
WRCA’s Phil Alampi to
.
with wife Olive from vacation in Spain
speak at Businessmen’s Club of Branchville, N. J., tonight (Wed.)
“Junior
Irving Fein, CBS p.r. chief on Coast, in town for quickie
Sunday (24) in new time slot, 9:30Anthology” returned to
Gerhart Wiebe, research psychologist for CBS, named prexy
0 p.m.
deejay
of American Assn, for Public Opinion Research
WTAM-WNBK
A1 Collins now host-d.j. on NBC’s “Roadshow,” replacing his Saturfor
his
College
Columbia
at
guestarred
day afternoon show. Collins
Ernest Borgnine, Edward Minshall
WSRS’s Sam Sague opening
off
second annual Purple Grotto Jazz Cpncert
.
Plymouth Dealers Spprtscaster Paul
Corsi and Ezio Pinza are this week’s guests of Bill Leonard on WCBS- In-One” club for golfers
Peter Potter’s “Jukebox Jury” on month’s vacation Wilcox will announce camp trip for underprivileged kiddie on
“This Is N. Y.”
Shift to fast time forced Krantz
hiatus while PP vacations in Hawaii. Show returns May 29 as full-hour every time Indian hits a homer
Mystery Writers of America “Edgared” CBS’ Brewing to drop hour-long variety show on
five-station hookCBSunday airer
“21st Precinct” last week, ,the day after it went off the, air for six- up Monday at 11 -p.m.
Lowell Thomas newscasting from Salt Lake City and
week hiatus .
John Derr to address 'Agonis Club
Denver for next couple weeks
.
.
.
Club made up of former
of Dayton Monday (2) for second year.
Bill Babcock, program director at WJAS, playing lead in Towne
Phil Silvers and columnist Leonard
athletes from, Dayton area
Paul
Sandy and Country Players* production of “Hangman’s Noose”
Lyons, guesting on Rudy Vallee’s CBShow Sunday (1)
Stewart has replaced Betty Johnson as femme singer on Galen Drake’s Shannon, veteran announcer at KDKA, moving to KDKA-TV
summer
Barry
his
wife
will
be
three
this
over
Kaye,
disk
jockey,
and
moves
Miss
Johnson
Radio.
CBS
on
show
morning
Saturday
Phil Davis, longtime continuity man at WCAE, going to
to Don McNeill's “Breakfast Club” on ABC.
Bill Thunhurst,. former local actor at Playhouse and Carnegie
Tech, in town* on business and also to visit his family.
He’s now
.
.
working for Cummings Co., which turns out radio and tv jingles
NBC prez Sylvester (Pat) Weaver holds down the Executive. Club Richard Fraser’s Tuesday afternoon poetry readings on Channel 2 at
George Menard is WBBM’s new lil5 have wone him another spot doing the same thing for another
speaker's podium here Friday (29)
Shirley bankroller at 11:15 Friday mornings
Pat Klepser, KQV writer,
farm editor and now hosts the 5:30 a.m. “Country Hour”
Benson ankles the Needham, Louis & Brorby radio-tv department and Bill McNamara have set the date August 20
Tom Borden,
to sign on next week with the Harrington, Richter & Parsons rep former director at WENS, and his wife, Ricky Wertz* tv actress, have
assistant news director Bruce MacFarlane new chair- moved to St.' Petersburg, where he’s selling time for WSUN-TV until
shop
Mrs. Carolyn Price is something in the production department turns up for Him.
man of the Chi Multiple Sclerosis chapter
retiring from the ad biz after a 10-year hitch at Waldie & Briggs
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CBS

Special Projects
press division is also being fortified. It is no coincidence
that the initial expansion turns on
stocking up on personnel charged
with a buildup for special shows as
distinct from the weekly excursions’.
Thus comes a Special Project Unit manned by Bob Blake in a
switch from the NBC local N. Y.
stable although a N, Y. (WCBS)
CBS Radio returnee. (Charles Op-
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penheim, head of information services,
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WGN
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WIND

.

First
sports and announcing staff
issue of the CU Digest, a weekly wrapup of Windy City radio-tv activities compiled by Chicago Unlimited exec secretary Ned Williams,
went out to some 2,000 radio-tv and ad agency execs last week
WBBM-TV public relations director Andy Murphy off on a four-month
leave of absence* to handle publicity for summer theatre impresario
Chi office
Peggy Mulvilhill new face at the
Marshall Migatz
x.
Henry Whiteside director of research, at J. Walter Thompson
.
here, vice Henry Campbell who retires from the agency shortly after
strip, tagged
Billy Leach emceeing 15-minute
30 years ,
Interstate Bakeries using a saturation splurge
“Coffee Break” .
*
of 92 live station breaks on WGN.

Milo Hamilton added to

.

.

.

IN MINNEAPOLIS - ST.
Annual show which

PAUL ...

.

.

.

agents on, the webwork payrolls, as
for instance Art Settel, who moVed
over from CBS-TV’s “Person to
Person” to work Th the public affairs vineyards.
And the number
of indie, freelance and agency
publicists functioning for actors,
announcers, directors, personalities, newsmen, etc., is at a new
peak. The conflicts are considerable, since many of them cross
each other. But, as often happens
under such a multiple framework,
the network p.a.’s are inclined to
sluff such “already spoken for”

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

'

BOSTON ...

.

.

take over in

division at the networks are more
and more retaining their own press-

WCCO

Radio stages for live audience and airlanes as one of features of Minneapolis Aquatennnial, summer inardi
gras, expected to include Bob Crosby troupe and Garry Crosby
Resolution adopted at Lutheran Minnesota conference's annual convention asks church people to protest against ’indecent and demoralizWOR
ing tv and radio programs.” In his final report, Dr. Emil Swenson,
Minneapolis, stepping down as president after serving 16 years, had
struck at some radio and tv programs, declaring “there should be
WBBM
a united protest on the church’s part to prevent indecencies in
word and picture from the home’s sacred precincts”
. New owners of
WTCN-TV, a WTCN-TV and WMIN-TV merger here, have appointed
Miller Robertson, former WTCN-TV assistant general manager, genIIV
eral manager of the combined stations.
He succeeds Joseph Merkle
Milton Grahm, president of the Cambridge School of Radio-TV whose plans haven’t been announced. David .Cole and William Daly
Broadcasting, announced the School’s annual awards for outstanding will head the WTCN tv and radio operations, respectively.
Winners included:
performance in radio and television this week
TV Personality of the Year, Nelson Bragg, WBZ-TV; Disk jockey of IN
the Year, Stan Richards, WCOP and WBZ-TV; TV newscaster, Jack
Duncan (“Cisco Kid”) Reiialdo in for biz chat with Ziv’s sales rep,
Chase of WBZ-TV; Radio Newscaster, John Day, WHDH; Radio An- Phil Williams
Bobby Williamson, cowboy balladeer, replaced Ben
January as. host on WFAA-TV’s “Frontier Theatre,” across-the-board
half-hour strip.
January joined a new tv outlet in Muskogee, Okla.
R. J. (Bob) O’Donnell, Interstate Circuit’s veep-general manager,
bought stock in Lee Segall’s KIXL AM-FM outlet. Other w. k. shareholders are Tony Martin, Tyrone Power, William Holden, Robert
Taylor and another localite, Greer Garson.
Station departed from
usual wax shows with vocalist Ted Stanford and organist Weldon
Flanagan on for live ayem segments
The Four Freshmen set “Disk
Jockey Appreciation Night” at the. Colony Club Thursday (21), with
all off-duty dee jays on for a bow
KGKO studios move next
month from Cliff Towers Hotel to the outlying transmitter site
KLIF debuted first local distaff d. j., Carmelita Gibbs, on the lobster
trick midnight 'til dawn.
.

side to

from Dave Jacobson.
And
working with Blake will be John
Walsh, shifted from the aural end,
with two or three more hands to
be hired in N. Y. and one or two
on the Coast.)
The bally doesn^t start and end
at the press department level.
Various other programs and subr

•tv

.

.

was himself drafted from the

CBS Radio
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honored that some
of the greats of
business have become
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BUYING A

j Continued from pare 23
of the recent “Peter Pan” hoopla, which they deliver personally or
when Weaver-Sarnoff et al wrapped farm out to web salesman.
Instead of the traditional slideup what amounted to a major
closed-circuit color show in ad- rule-and-chart formula, the projecvance for the edification of all tor today is standard equipment
RCA and Ford dealers (sponsors among NBC-TV salesmen,
*

To

'
1

f

million pooplo

WW

•

$5 Va

billion

™

ML |

nnnuol effective buying Income
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™

LANCASTER, PA.

MEEKER

NBC

»

CBS

*

DuMont

8TEINMAN STATION
Clair McCoirough* Pre*.

NC

.

HOME

SEE
EDDIE SMITH
JU 6-3345
In ostoclatlon
H. H. Schlosscr Realty Co.

1697 B'way

- .uls
!

attract clients for “Today”-

“Home”-“Tonfght,”

f
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.
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S C A R SO A L E ?

"

of “Pan”).

N

Garroway makes special recordings
which he peddles personally to
dealers, retail salesmen and prospective clients. It \yas that kind of
pitch that brought Bissell Carpet
into the house with a major “T-HT” order
Telesales Is divided into two
parts. During the daytime it’s a
closed-circuit deal directly into the
sought-after client’s offices, either
in color or black-and-white. Otherwise, Weaver
Co. stick around
Into th. night to rehearse their
lines and film their presentation,

&
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job.
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qualifies for this

city pffii'i
It

call* for

an unusual opportuextensive experience

nows reporting, as well as the ability to MC
play-by : play, news
handling sports'
sports play-by:play,
personality is essential since the
*<
general programs.
g»noral
program*. In addition, a selling
salesman-at-larg for the brewery. If you qualify the
job
ob fundamentally is salesman-at-large
l
oxcollont financially, and you will also have thb opportunity
bo excellent
roward will be
reward
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AIRLINERS IN THE SKIES TODAY
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Created by Lockheed especially

>

Powered by Curtiss-W right's newest Turbo-compound engines!
Interior by Henry Dreyfuss, world-famous designer!
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TWA!
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First to fly

NON-STOP

coast to coast,

TWA now sets new standards^

of speed and luxury in transcontinental air travel with the great,

incomparable Super-G Constellation.
.
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.*

Never before have so many new
=

.

v
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•••

*

features been introduced in one

giant airliner. Not just one, but four cabin

i'&W

4W, i

appointed lavatories, rich wood-paneled
lights,

handy baggage

racks, the widest

.

.

interiors',

.

three beautifully

adjustable reading

and roomiest lounge chairs

in

transcontinental service, glare- free picture windows— much, much more.

Your only regret will be the briefness of your stay aboard. For
few hours the four mighty Curtiss-Wright Turbo-compound

in just a
"»sa

engines bridge the distance between
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no extra fare on your next trip between
York and California. Make your reservations today.
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pm

"electronicam” division for
Mont Labs.’ Apparently, Bergmann,
tit:
Caddigan & Co. will hereafter fievote fulltime to building a new
In
Continued from page 24
web structure with the two-way
Continue# from page 4
filnuand live camera as base.
the 8:15 30-mjnute skein, but the
As for Cott’s own programming, station’s new general manager,
(in 17th place), only a shade be- voting, three were not rated in
hind Herb Shriner. This indicates the Top 10 of the February ARB; it’s expected he’ll curtail plans for Mike Renault, is repatterning
the
that NBC's anti-"Lucy” gamble "is four were not in the Nielsens; two a strictly film schedule at the two
paying off more than originally were not represented on Pulse and stations and insert some "name” morning operation with a maraanother pair were shut out of performers to the roster.
thon disk jockey setup, with Korealized,”
As a comparison, the
The word that Cott, who was vacs tapped for the spot. This is in
well, Trendex.
shows
"Dear Phoebe”
weeks
10
NieJsen
latest
Top
(two
formerly v.p. jmd manager of pro- line with the general pattern in
despite few mentions on. regular
Knows ending March 26) are:
gram operations at NBC radio web,
Also
“Father
services.
N. Y., with Dorothy (Kilgallen) &
Best,” which might indicate that I Love Lucy (Philip Morris),. 53.4 was taking over came nearly a
53.1 month ago.
Dick (Kollmar) the lone husbandKent Cigarets "was a little hasty in I Love Lucy (P&G).
^ But the official ap51.2
.............
Gleason,
Jackie
pointment wa’s held up until what and-wife team (WOR) left undisdropping the show.”
50.3 some highly placed sources called
Toast of Town
turbed. Tex' (McCrary) & Jinx
"Robert Montgomery Presents,”
43.7 "minor details” could be ironed
Disneyland
in 29th place, is the highest-rankw ere similarly
46.9 out. It’s understood that the chief ( Falkenburg )
Milton Berle
ing full-hour dramatic show.
46.6
Benny
Jack
undecided factor in contract nego- shifted last fall on WRCA. Bill
"Lassie” is in 30th place, ahead
45.8 tiations had been the extent of Cullen has recently come into the
Groucho Marx
of "Rin Tin Tin,” which has conGeorge Gobel (Pet Milk).... 44.9 Cott’s autonomy from the network.
WRCA morning slot, with such
sistently outrated "Lassie” accord43.6
Dragnet
ing to the regular services.
cutups as Bob & Ray on WINS/
tabulation was from
Guide
TV
Klavan & Finch on WNEW, etc/
Liberace is the only syndicated
31 states, the District of Columbia
film show on. the list, except for
With ‘the new pre-noon slotting,
and Canada, with no returns from
of.
those receiving less than 1
Louisiana,
the
have, taken a
Fitzgeralds
(Idaho,
states
eight
Continued from page 27
the total vote.
house in Greenwich for the sumMississippi, Montana, Nevada, New
"Today” is the only one of Mexico, South Carolina, Tennessee) competent.” Since the axing did mer, and will commute to the
the "T-H-T” (NBC), or morning and, "too few to break down” from not concern drunkenness, tardi- WABC studio instead of originatshow group, to be included.
six states (Georgia, North Carolina, ness or any other of the "just” rea- ing from the country as in the past
‘Medic’ Write-Ins
North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon sons, the union dsunanded that the when they lived in Hay Island
Although "Medic” .wasn’t list- and Utah).
matter be ‘taken before an arbitra- (Conn.). They gave up that house
ed in the March coupon, several
there When the Zieglers, who own the
(The "Sunday Lucy Show,” re- tor. The station says that
thousand took the write-in route
no clause forcing them to seek .property, preempted the island for.
of "I Love Lucy” on CBS- was
for that show. In same category treader
arbitration, but that it was done one pf the sons, just married. The
15.5
drew
a
6 to 6:30,
are "Arthur Godfrey & Friends,” TV Sundays,
April 17. "in the interest of good employee- Fitzgeralds have also closed for a
"Phoebe” and “Father Knows Trendex at its premiere
55th St. penthouse for their inlow mark as compared to employer relations.”
Best,” and five others showed up It’s a
The arbitration, Fleischl says, town nights.
still going” Monwell although not listed. (Of the the "original and
went
for
eight
months.
At
the
on
but considered
16 listed, all of them were in TV day night series,
respectable for late Sunday after- end of that time, he alleges, the
Guide’s first 16 on the votes cast.)
union asked the arbitrator to step
The publication’s April 30-May 6 noon.)
Fried,
out of the picture because it felt
issue, on th'e newsstands today
him to be "unfair.’’. The arbitrator
Continued- from page 25
(Wed.), in listing the first 10 in
complied, and then, the station
the voting, compared them to the
explained,
boss
AFTRA asked and Broadway is being lined up.
February findings of ARB, Nielsen,
Already set on the creative end
to enter renegotiation. At
Continued from page 24
Pulse and Trendex, with each servthat point Fleischl accused the are Willem Van Loon (son. of the
capsule form. a GT program factotum, made the
ice described in
author-historian),
the
for
union of trying to cloud the issue late
Guide readers’ Top 25 choices with buy.
Howard Richardson and
so he sent AFTRA a "show cause” lyrics;
number of votes cast for each of a
The sum total of Poor’s actions, order. "Rather than accept our William Berney, to write the books,
total of 32,141 tabulated for the therefore, give him the last word,
‘show cause' papers for reavbitra- and John Sacco, musical arrangefirst 50 are:
it would seem, in all GT undertakbe a large
tion, there was arrived at a pay-’ ments. There will
Disneyland (ABC) ......... 14,123 ings. And as far as being second ment to the announcer' concerned chorus and ballet, with choreo13,699 to O’Neil is concerned, it’s said
George Gobel (NBC)
not set. In most cases the
to obviate the necessity of court grapher
12,892 that the big boss leaves many of
Jackie Gleason (CBS)
book will be “adapted” to the
action,” Fleischl declared.
music for a given show, with
11,839 the biz transactions entirely in his
I Love Lucy (CBS).
Groot said in behalf of AFTRA disker tieups being sought on the
Dragnet (NBC)
8,210 hands, due to his strong legal backthat the union would not tolerate songs.
ground. That legal angle is believed
7,497 the chief reason he got the edge "capriciousness” On the part of a
Groucho Marx (NBC)
This would mark the 'first time
station in axing talent.
Fleischl
Godfrey’s Scouts (CBS)*
7,089 on the No. 2 spot.
that a tv stanza has drawn on the
Toast of Town (CBS)
7,064
While Poor, who was the corpo^ retorted that “in our judgment huge European library of old and
This Is Your Life (NBC)
6,894 rate lawyer for some time, Is offi- management must be able to con- modern vintage for an exclusive
trol the men it hires.”
Another
I’ve Got Secret (CBS)
6,396 cially Mutual topper only, J. Glen
series in the "spectacular” groove.
point of difference between, union
Taylor ,4s the nominal secondrinThere' will be some original tunes,
and station is that AFTRA mainOur Miss Brooks (CBS).
Definition
5,658 command for GenTel.
hoWever.
tains that all other stations have
Milton Berle (NBC)
4,631 of the Taylor duties is vague, with
.
Fried^ has been identified as cocontract clauses on' arbitration.
Ford Theatre (NBC) ....
4,437 the surest point being that he’s
maintains there are other producer with such legiters as
What’s My Line (CBS).
4,337 considered by top insiders as an
“Death
of a Salesman” and "All
exceptions.
Jack Benny (CBS)..;...
3,529 important "public relations” man.
My Sons” and* as general manager
Points of agreement, according
However, it is also reported he
of "Life With Father.” Pard New2 For Money (CBS)
3,140 holds responsiility within the o&o to Fleischl, are (1) "we are will- man, in the U.S. since the war,
ing to offer a guaranteed annual
Medic (NBC)
2,423 domain.
became a citizen last November.
wage based upon the former highGodfrey Friends (CBS)...
2,418
est wage” and (2) "go along with
Dear Phoebe (NBC) :
1,924
the pension” and other benefits as
Father Knows Best (CBS)
1,695
well as (3) "pay up to 15 weeks
Gott
Britain
severance to terminate employLoretta Young (NBC) ....
1,625
Continued from page 27
Continued from page 2$
ment of- any announcer.”
Bob Cummings (NBC) ....
1,615
Bishop Sheen (DuM)
1,246 erate strictly outside the network
Groot was riled as he quoted a tion manager over the head”
Dahny Thomas (ABC) ....
1,052 and its new "electronicam/ project. station spokesman as having said through saturation selling of the
Meet Millie (CBS)
967
In title, Cott’s general manager to him that "If we want to fire a package, as he’s done with his
of o&o’s is much like the job held guy because he wears a green tie, group of Harry Popkin features.
All these received more than 3% by Don McGannon, who was direc- we don’t want to arbitrate that de- Trend among stations toward spotof the vote, from "Disneyland’s” tor of o&o’? before leaving Du- cision.”
ting features in prime evening
'43.94% to "Millie’s” 3.01%. Up- Mont this winter.
time and selling the features on a
However, in
ward of 150 other shows were in practice, McGannon was adminisparticipating basis will enhance the
the ballots, but these rated less trative assistant to web chief Ted
sale in the larger markets.
In
than 1% of the total votes (exclud- Bergmann, and had none of the
Playwrights
certain smaller markets, the 40-pic
ing the second 25 which drew from control of local programming and
package will be linked to /NTA’s
Continued from page 27
the 2.75% of "Private Secretary” sales that goes to Cott.
library of 156 features.
•to the 1.01% of Martha Raye).
Meanwhile, Bergmann disclosed similar thinking is reflected in
Re the unreleased Rank features,
r
Many of the ballots were for local that contrary to earlier reports his other talent agencies as well.
It’s reported that among those be-,
programs, as per the areas served program chief, Jim Caddigan, will
Rose-Serling-Vidal CBS Coup
ing readied for tv release provided
by TV Guide.
not move out of the network
CBS, on the other hand, is play- the current package proves a coinOf the Top 10 in the TV Guide sphere to take over a separate ing it strictly on past performance. getter are "The Seventh Veil,”
Having sealed a deal with Reginald "Great Expectations,” "The Black
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Washington, April

26.

Another Congressional investigation of monopoly in television was
called for last week by R^p. James
M. Quigley (D-Pa.), a member of
the House Judiciary Committee.
Quigley, urged the House Ihterstate Commerce Committee to give
"careful investigation” to a fivepoint plan which goes further than
the recommendations in the report
of Harry Plotkin. for the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee.
The proposals submitted by

Quigley were suggested to him by
Louis F. Appell, Jr., prexy of
stations WSBA-TV in York. Pa.
They include a liberalization of
network affiliation policies "so
that one station cannot monopo-

UHF

•

two or more networks over a
wide geographical area.”
lize

The plan also provides for deintermixture which would require
existing VHF stations in areas
where channel assignments are
predominantly UHF to switch to
.

‘

UHF.
The

third

point

in

the

plan

would provide for a limitation on
coverage of VHF stations in the
thickly populated eastern states
through a reduction of power.
Other proposals would involve
location of transmitters along the
lines of the projected five-mile
rule and removal of the excise tax

from all-channel receivers.
In a slap at FCC, ^Congressman
Quigley said the agency has licensed hundreds of tv stations on
grounds they were needed to stimulate competition in the industry.
"However,” he asserted, "there is
4ome evidence that while the FCC
has been giving lip service to the
American ideal of competitive enterprise, It has been, at the same
time issuing decisions and regulations which make true competition
.difficult.”

The American public will be deprived of "the -best possible pro-

gramming and coverage,” Quigley
declared, *‘if tv becomes a victim
of" monopolies and monopolistic
practices.” The situation, he empha-

deserves the “serious consideration” of Congress.
Meanwhile, plans for hearings
by the Senate Commerce Committee advanced a step with appointment of Robert J). L’Heureux as
minority counsel for the inquiry
into the relationship of network
operations
to
JDHF problems.
L’Heureqx, formerly chief counsel
of the Senate Banking Committee,
is expected to confer this week
with Sidney Davis, Majority counsel, and Nicholas Zapple, Committee
communications expert, ti>
chart the course of the proceedsized,

ings.

NTA’s

3-City Expansion

Concurrent with its acquisition
of 40 new feature films, including
eight from the Alexander KordaIlya Lopert combine and 26 from
the

J.

Arthur Rank organization

(see separate story), National Telefilm Associates is expanding its
office setup in New York, Chicago
and on the Coast.
Firm has taken new offices in
New York under a 10-year lease,

Rose ("12 Angry Men,” "Crime in Narcissus,” "Hamlet” and "King
the Streets,” et al) for first refusal, Henry V,” "Stairway to Heaven,”
has taken over the dltf offices forthe Paley
Stanton ramparts fol- "Kind Hearts and Coronets,” "The merly occupied
by the late agents
lowed this coup by bringing Rod Lavender Hill Mob,” arid of course, Biggie
Levin, and on the Coast has
Serling ("Patterns,” "The Rack,” "Red Shoes” and "Caesar and Cleoleased the Mutual Broadcasting
et al) into camp on a similar deal. patra.”
System’s former sp&ce.
New the web is negotiating with
Gore Vidal to make it a "playwrights come in threes.”
Like
Rose and Serling, Vidal is now exclusively married to vide.o, and his
stock took a jump last week when
he drew the Mystery Writers of
What It Tha
Award?
America "Edgar”
(Allen
Poe)
award for "Smoke,” adapted from
a William Faulkner story and preis for the Master-minds (1) behind it
sented on the ex-"Suspense” last

&

MOJO

M"

Vidal is on a
April-May-June binge.

year.

"Climax”

Coming

"O"

O

"J"

is

"O"

means Ouch, they can't do

means

it's

the Only 12) such tp be

up tomorrow

And

CURRENT
'

We

Caii

I

prove It!

HITS:

THE EDDIE CANTOR
COMEDY THEATRE
MEET CORLISS ARCHER*
MR. DISTRICT ATTORNEY
LED 3 LIVES

FAVORITE STORY
CISCO KID

BOSTON BLACKIB

(Thurs.) on the Chrysler-CBS series is his "The First and
the Last” (from John Galsworthy);
May 26, "Farewell to Arms” (out
of Hemingway), and June 23, "Sincerely, Willis

Marquand
Notice

Wayde”

(via the J. F.
best seller).

how

many

dramatic
writers are receiving credit in the
advertising lately?

Some

networks are

holding out in

still

some doubt

(1J

There

(2)

Bo thankful

(3)

-

Jerks,

Is

Is

another word

agencies-

respect, but "credit where
credit is due” is one of the uptrends in the vidramatist era.
this

for the Judges (3)

(4)

Bill

Meeder, the

latest winner

who

assigned
this to

it

me

(4)

'

NEW YORK

\

CITY

SHOWMANAGEMENT AWARDS
‘Showmanagement’ Awards Mark

MIES SO TO

Dfetinguislied Local Operation

Of

Exemplary Service in Transitional
Era Coes

‘SHSIDKB

The original and still the funds- 1
mental purpose of V amity's an-|
NOT ON
0 CARD RATES
Dual showmanship surveys la the
‘Variety’ Amamal
stimulation of Interest by radio » ladssshlp. reneaallto, Ylriea,
ship Surveys, Ii
sad television station management
Bids Meehaalse
Ovenhadi
Overshadow
tat 1953, Aba to
of the lore
'

'

1

la U\e incorporation
li
Neither la
the rate cards af ataand arte of show business as part
of the planned operation of ata- Uons or networks; qr la the sorerWon*.
age maps or. rtatiitlcal data of the
dl0 tadu”**
«u*UtT
eoins the term "Staowmanagerawf [*
to signify a distinguished blending known as "showmanship" appear
•f the two major aspects of station Tat experience teetiDea te 1U lee.

.

““

organisation

and

la-

ghowmanshlo

nortaace.

Is

ea

*^ln particular "ahowmanagemeat"
award? go to those sUtlons which mindedneaa end willingness te act
each In lta class, are marked by and spand and plan.
top management which consistShowmanship is rat* aaough te
eatly encourages the acUviUes of j nceiTnurxing^eictUag enough to
nroaram creation, leneral promo- PAtfirhcnil millmini am im ii • Asm

Ifm

CltDVVVC nilbmr

.

.

<VN>I!HIJT
** riout

*

of

s-SiS-

.

I

^

specific

cases

lta

tloa.

“

<

^

1^
i V m
MdhSIKa

^

T“s

u<

gjff deoialoa la coaaectiea and stop
K^p being
bctag^oldouU
holdouts from
ftpm'lhe
the
with ike showmanship citations.
most Important contest they ever
participated la.
On the home
front, tolerance aad labor management accord ahare top billing
far attention With the fate of UN
ea a league by Itself
top Interest ea International prob-

FAR-SEEING PERSONS

DOMINATE THE AWARDS
Time has sharpened rather than
dimmed eac basic belief of Vaanrrr
and that Is. this: Smart showmanelement ef stations aad ether
worthy eentrlbutiona te the advancement ef radio aa aa art are
always likely to be the reiectloaa
ef far-eeelag Individuals' rather
then the dadsleaa ef eeaaatftteae
or cerpentieaa as such.
These plagues will no doubt ane .a Man dagaltoly "personal"
eaaaotatUa la csassquence ef this

t

—

for

thsete
ia

1933. mads an investigation ef the
practices and attitudes of' iHtl
Stations la soma III mli| mu' ~~l
1
This Was pink Hills'*

Yanaw ku ekaagef Its ertlarta
these ahewmeaahlp awards
Asm time to time and will ceafar

-

M

ttane to do ae.
Ia e
world there eaa be ae feed
atttoa of radio abowmaaahlp. What
wanld have been distinguished
plagesand
worthy some yean age

RADIO STATION

SHOWMANSHIP

aright today

be eommenplace aad

The new emphasis! upon publie
let art st
le duly

or educational programs
noted by Vaurt. The

ratUe taduatiy has, ea the whole,
lei the pood tense to establish
rtgnlar, metical rolatloariUp with
emnlsed bodtes through which
public opinion axpreaaet Itself,

\
This Variety Award

1
ott

station

judganat aloo*. but has drawn P“*h mjld* for security la the intJO ,
m
C
tartlmate. knowledge of
i on
fo rt^«UW 'd.r
.utiona possessed hy
w
various persoaagas within leading
it seems reasonable to suppose
11
*?£ Uiat la the forthcoming months ef
“J***
Ioeal

Boston + Springfield

Vanisrr

**££

l
,
local
stations

I

WBZ+WBZA

ship.

erdar to fortify

by

essentially

To:

.

la

would be n mlt-

U ite^Ue

_pTTTiT

the time.
First, the networks had rsesntly
loaf thalr control ef moat ef their
sponsored programs.
Second, the average radio station around the country was operating with a minimum rather than
'b maximum Inttrest la ahewaiaa-

With

nor as a eon-

^

the smallest te the largest, tend then narrowly eommerclal

painful time of convincing shop- [
Ucal business men that their sponsorship of radio entertainment was
e justifiable extension ef the
Methods of sales management.
By 1933 the outlines ef the
broadcasting Industry were becomIt Was possible to
ing clearer.
dlackm something ef the commercial and the social needs. In promotion the networks were be finning to do brilliant, work. A faw
ef the larger sUtlens ware simiThere was no lach
larly active.
ef scattered examples ef keen applied Intelligence.' But two things
struck Vahixty very forcefully at

h ' b ' ,1, of th *

I

iL.^pl^Tt^aS^Tto

was the somewhat

»

*

by Vannrr to those organisations
*'*’* rt * * r » lntsndedto redact how
accepted stunting at the sitenc*
which during the year just aaded - .
shrewd, showmlnded station men
have made notable aeatributlsaa **J?**"****yf'
dlf*'
adhere •• slwava
ways
Tlttt
Wfiyi
|pg &4»55. Thin combined the
.
t« the idviDcBDibt tf ndlB iidl

®

all It

it

on

n *onn,n f> guiding, and Insplr1** their listeners on matters' condlUonai to aa sra of economic.
social
transitions.
In addition,
special citations are offered, relactlng Hit top showmanship technlquea and In recognition ef distlact achievement in soma partieu** r Phase of public service eadeavof. revealing both- a high ap^jj^upn of initiative end imagine-

...ST-d
their place
aad thslr,

5m

sinfulness but

w* rd «*

ln

Crying aa egg ea the ridawalk or
srtth ether "stunts" ef that charaetar On occasion stunts, as such.

aay have
which

SURVEYS DURING 1933
*
*• *•
Radio broadcaeting naeded a useful. Naturally showmanship Is underlying conviction ef Vswrt
dozen-odd years to pass through Judged la radio as elsewhere in that radio aad TV broadcasting is
uch
orr th
J“«* * hualnaaa
What may be called the catch-ae- u'S*® ‘SJSSSfi
catch-can ers. It was th. period
^25 “d *hat H wilt heat auc..ad a. .
of overcoming atetlc, of achtovjng and the urban station have natural huataeae la relatlaa to aa everwi den in g recognition ef that truth.
general acceptance by tHe public, dlfferentea.
Most of

Itself

The plaques for lOSt-'Sg are
•

,
tlve part played

i

Neither by

IVmitr
usimusi

aeries ef plaques,

4

,

ectoua part of operation is radio
showmanship to be rea fused with

—

A

i

aaMtsta Bnhetanae la MseoMted by Ihaae *---- parveys

.

.

Station, Special Citations

'

RATHER BE THAN BEEN

UaMil Eawapl
,
B
nrsarars
sf ,IBs
natbs os

.

operation:

'

could

why more

1

better than

we

New England's first and most power*

tuns to

^

tells

people than ever before

ful station

—Boston's WBZ+WBZA.

Qq

aSssrSaw
pvogr^'tatton

WMBTINOHOUSa BROAOOA8TINO COMPANY.
KVW WMI, Philadelphia
WiZ+WBZA WBZ-TV,
KDKA KDKA-TV Pltteburgh; WOWO, Fort Waynej
Bo»ton;

•

e

ve

new

N '*

•

t

KIX, Portland ; KPlX. San

Francisco

KMX rgprMtntdd by Th« Katz Agency, Inc.
AU othdf WBC •tutioni rcpr«Mnt«d

by ^bke

A Peters, Inq.

;

INC.

,
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ItADIO- VIDEO -TV FILMS

Wednesday, April 27, 1955

DECKS CLEARED FOR

Continued from page 23 aaJBLi
Washington, April 26.
Way was cleared for ’ another mittee on which he was later “conVHF station in Milwaukee last demned” by the Sehate), Sen.
week when Cream City Broadcast- Arthur- Watkins of Utah, right
ing Co., withdrew its application after serving as chairman of the
for channel 6, leaving the bid of “censure” committee, and Henry
Independent Television Inc. un- ‘Ford II, AFL prexy George Meaby
contested. Latter has agreed to re- and Mrs, Eleanor Roosevelt.

Continued from page 27

MPA

could handle still
at Its plant here.
So the idea for “N.O.P.D.” conceived before the MPTV deal, was
only a couple of years' ago, all put into execution, and at the same
MPA’s production was devoted to time, plans for two qther series,
theatres, now it’s split evenly be- “Television Court,’’ a group of 26 imburse Cream City $25,000 for its
tween film houses and television, half-hour variety shows using local expenses, upon grant of a construcwith MPA rolling out an average talent of which 16 have be^ri com- tion permit.
of 100 commercials per month for pleted, and some 300-odd five-minCream City told the Commission
each medium.
ute “Do You Know Why” shows that Independent “has stronger
Pan-Am
for
production
into
went
Amory
financial resources’^ to build the
-Then Came
station and that if it pursued its
This, however, only began the Oil for 22 markets in the south.
big
one,
the
was
100
“N.O.P.D."
application it would be another
For Mabry had nearly
atory.
salesmen on the road, blanketing though, and Mabry went about the year or more before the outlet
conservatively.
but
swiftly
thousands
project
could get into operation. Company
the south and servicing
of clients. These forces could be The city and Police Dept, were all indicated Independent plans to be
put to work in the telefilm syndi- for it, so were local civic groups on the air in three or four months.
cation business, affording the .type and businessmen. (even saloonkeepof small market coverage 'that no ers allowed their joints to be
syndicator shown as the scenes of mayhem,
regularly - equipped
Tele
could afford without bringing his with the spots identified in the
distribution costs sky-high. It was films). Mabry financed the series
Continued from page 31
made
then that Charles M. Amory/ a for- entirely out of MPA funds,
mer Eagle-Lion and Pathe Labs ?ure all 39 were shot before they Fact”; Raymond P. Brandt, of the
and David
veepee, stepped into the picture, were put up for sale, a step un- St. Louis Post Dispatch
corcombining his own Minot TV Inc. usual in these days of emphasis on Brinkley, NBC’s Washington
respondent.
with MPA and another veteran the quick recoupment.
All handled their assignments in
Radio-tv producer Frank Phares
theatre commercial house, United
.Subjects
manner.
erudite
an
Film Service of Kansas City, which was brought in as producer-writer covered were the Asian-;African
covers the northern half of #the of the series and Stacy Harris as conference at Bandung, Indonesia
U. S. When Motion Pictures for star.. The remainder of the cast (Freedman), the atomic era (Alsoph
Television's Matty Fox threw in and production crew, including di- a political forecast (Brandt) and
the sponge on his own syndication rector Jack Sledge, came out of the Supreme Court ruling on indistribution setup and handed his New Orleans, actors and nonpro tegration' in schools of Negroes and
nine series over to Amory for dis- residents, and on the- technical Whites. It was an informative airer
tribution with the combined UFS- side, out of the MPA staff. Co-star that was geared more for radio
Inc. was of the series, playing Harris’ side- than TV*
Jess.
MPA-Minot setup,
kick, is Louis Sirgo, a member of
in business.
squad P. J. & PATTE
This occurred last fall. With a the Police Dept.’s homicide
Leu
combined sales force of nearly 200 who got a leave of absence to dp With P. J* Hoff, Patte Preble;
Cleary, organist
his
men on the road, nine series weren’t the show, despite the factBitit’splay-,
Gardner
Redd
Producer-Writer:
assignment.
acting
enough. At the same time, Mabry first
ers included a generous sprinkling - Director: Barry McKinley
of performers from the Bourbon 15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 4:45 p.m.

now 'services most
major clients and agencies
in the south and southwest. Where
production, and
of the

found that

more production

•

—

•

.

[

!

Reviews

—

UM&M

Series Was shot on
St. jazz joints.
location all over the city, with the
press party getting a gander at
location work at the Southern
Yacht Club. Extent of ppljce cooperation was indicated in the
motorcycle escort that met the
press party at the airport and
screamed it into downtown.
The New Orleans operation, of
course, can’t be used as. a model by
other cities seeking to glorify their
public servants and local back-

Gourielli’s

new perk

for

grounds, simply 'because the
,

the Gourielli Men's Shop
announces a revolutionary new

Now

cir-

type for he-hair. Thi« unique
Revives the original
set-up

cumstances surrounding the development of telefilm production here
The MPA
were almost unique.
studio setup is probably the largest

color of you'r hair by • Per-

in the

manent Method. You can

and Hollywood, and it’s a self-contained unit with its own lab setup
There are currently four
camera crews operating at once on
location and on four sound stages.
There are complete sound facili-

choose

you

different

a

also

color

If

like.

most complimentary.
enjoy complete masculine privacy as you relax in
fine surroundings at Gourielli.
is

You'll

the first time, here is a
shop dedicated Exclusively to
to help them keep
Men

For

—

young and brisk. So many men
have discovered Gpurielli, the
are being enlarged.
Gourielli has tha best in scalp
and hair treatments . .. . expert hair cutting to make hair
actually look thicker . . . new
temporary processes to restore
original color to gray hair be-

quarters

you
method.
fore

When

the

try

permanent

you're

you'll

want

some

of

•

famous Tang groomers and
Tone the miraculous new skin

—

build-up for dry,

shave-sensi-

ive skin.

Gourielli
E.

55th

New York

Men’s Shop
New

York 22, N. Y.
PLoia 3-1200
St.,

ties,

as well as MPA’s own lab that
out 80,000 feet of film a

turns

There’s a complex and
month.
complete shipping operation that
reaches virtually every city in

'

UM&M

a

tots

Chicago
tidy

little

featuring

tidbit

for

CHROMATIC UPS THREE

Chromatic Television Laboradirector (operating for -Longinestories, the research organization
Wittoauer).
(Sponsor passed up the watch developing the Lawrence color
plugs to express disagreement with tube, has upped three of its execs
CBS on the program reshuffle. An- to vicepresidencies. .Trio comprises
nouncer Frank Kjiightgiso solicited A. Crawford Cooley, business manager of West Coast operations;
viewers' letters.)
Robert Dressier, director of re.In New York, WCBS-TV, the
& operated, has blueprinted
an ambitious plan for recapturing
the 11 o'clock quarter-hour of
news and sports, followed by
“Late Show” on a “time for time”
11:15 start against Steve Allen's

owned

local

show

(11:15

to

Knickerbocker Beer on

11:30)'

and development in the
N, Y. labs; and Howard R. Patterson, general manager of. the development lab in Emeryville, Cal.
Cooley gets the title of admin-

search

Others are

veep.

istrative

v.p.’s/

for

WRCA-TV.

Ron Cochran’s 10-mlnute “News
of the Night” will introduce rear
projection to the segment along
with his initial use of the ^Tele-

Prompter. Recap Will be followed
by a capsule combining weather
(Carol Reed)
and sports (BUI
Hickey) with Miss Reed new to the
late night spot.
plugs for Piel’s

She wiU carry the
Beer and Hickey

for General Cigar (Robert Burns)
in the crossboard rotation under
which they’ll alternate on the commercials.

WBBM-TV’s

weatherman-cartoonist P. J. Hoff
and Patte Preble. Angled chiefly
at the primary grade clientele the
quiet affair should also find favor
Continued from page 23
with the mothers who sometimes
give a worried thought to all the
frey,” particularly on the business
gunplay unscreened in the living
end of the operation, it’s felt that
rooms late afternoons.
Nicely rigged .strip has Miss henceforth Hayes will project himPreble unfolding a moppet yarn self more into the picture where
while P. J. sketches the" key figure Godfrey the CBS personality is
In between concerned.
in the background.
there’s' a chat with the young
Jules Dundes, Hayes' key aide
guests who likewise are trying and director of sales and advertistheir hands with the paint and ing for KCBS in Frisco, was named
paper. Natural participation device to succeed Hayes as general manis
a drawing contest for home ager- of the radio station.
u’flfpliprc
Meantime CBS Radio has desigThis time (22) St. George, the
dragon slayer, was the chief topic nated Louis Dorfsman and Sherof conversation with the four tyro rill W. Taylor as co-directors of
artists coming up with some real sales promotion and advertising,
gojie abstractions. Miss Preble "un- effective May 2. They’ll jointly ascorked the “Reluctant Dragon” sume the duties formerly handled
ditty to Len Cleary’s organ back- by George Bristol, director of the
ground while Hoff limed out the department, who was* named diwork rector of sales presentations for
grownups
sketch.
Bath
easily with the kiddies and every- CBS-TV. Dorfsman will continue
one seemed to be having a fine, as art director.
Dave.
if not uproarious time.

Murphy

^

•'

*

Radio Registry

,

.

Music by

GENE FORRELL
"A

Study

NBC-TV

in

Producers' Showcase

May 2— 8

.

Mercury"

p.m. EDT

Composer—Currant
Ford Motor

Cfi.

Series

Commercials

Singers

•

TEXACO STAR THEATRI
SATURDAY NIGHT— N.B.C.
Mgt.i William Morris

Agency

—

WREC

ABC-TV’s

office.

of TV's largest film syndication companies has

Head Booker and

ant to join present department.
ity

Here’s
the

owned by Haymes and

tions, Inc.,

MPA

— TV FILM BOOKERS (2)=
opportunity for

WBBM-TV,

VIDPIX

Hollywood, April 26.
Life story of the late Warden
Lewis E. Lawes is the subject of
a vldfUm series .to be made- by
Dick Haymes, who has turned tv
pix producer.
The Haymes-Hayworth Produc-

went through the 600 kines and
worked up the succession and editing with Alan Cartotin, producer-

—

Chi

One

Participating

WARDEN LAWES

Tonight’s (Wed.) “international” his wife, Rita Hayworth, acquired
principals will be headed by Sec- an option to the rights to the radio
retary of State Dulles, and Fri- and real life stories of Lawes,
day’s windup, devoted to subjects from his widow, Mrs. Elise Lawes,
of “social significance,” will in- who will be technical adviser.
clude Prof. Arnold Toynbee,
More than 1,3Q0 half-hour radio
Larry LeSueur, permanent inter- scripts were included in the. packviewer (for the last 18 months), age.

the south.
These are facilities that simply
can’t be rivalled outside of N. Y.
and L. A., and one result is‘ that
the cost of “N.O.P.D.” is estimated
Zenith
at about 35% below that of the
Continued from page 23
Continued from page "27
average half-hour vidpixer. Other
cities could attempt such an opera- could deal adequately with the sub- another flurry of activity. Many
tion, but they’d immediately find ject matter.”
singers are now contemplated getthemselves operating at a disadvanIsgrig qualified his acceptance ting financing on pilots which they
tage because of all the factors in- with the “assumption” that Ze- hope to produce.
volved, plus the fact that
is nith’s presentation and that of the
The Patti. Page show follows the
partnered in the
distribu- tollvision opponents which are also
aligning
trend of personalities
tion setup.
So While the MPA to get an equal amount of time will themselves with various sponsors.
operation is a typical, It does in- be back-to-back within the same
She’s signed to Olds exclusively,
dicate the terrific forces and op- half-hour and that there be no reand contract stipulates that she’ll
portunities
television
that
has strictions on the discussion.
make a number of trips annually
brought to bear, not only in N. Y.
i^enith earlier* took CBS-TV up
on behalf of the auto manufacturand on the Coast, but in other on its invite to take part in that
er a la Ed Sullivan for Lincolnparts of the country as well.
network’s special 45-minute tele- Mercury and Betty Furness for
cast on toll-tv next Sunday (1)
Westinghouse. In addition, she’ll
Memphis
Tom Ragland, w.k. with W. Theodore Pierson of the take part in a lot of promotions,
radio exec here, has left. his com- Pierson & Ball Washington law ads and endorsements that do not
bined post as station and sales firm as the Phonevision spokes- require trips.
chief of WHBQ, Memphis Mutual man.
Miss Page’s deal was consumPro panelists also include Dean mated by General Artists Coirp.
affiliate, to handle a farm director
post with John Blair radio reps. James M. Landis, general counsel
Ragland, who has worked here with of Skiatron; Ralph Bellamy, presiWIVfPS,
and WMC, will dent of Actors' Equity, and Elfred'
‘Penny’
leave for hife new post June 1 and Beck,
owner of KCEB, Tulsa.
will set up headquarters in Blair’s Spokesman against will be Victor
Continued from page 24
‘

ready to leave,
to walk out with
the Gourielli Men's
Toiletries to give your face
and hair the same pleasant
Try the
treatment at home.

16

S. outside of

besides.

Gourielli is perfectly equipped
to help professional men and
business men find a hair shade*

which

U?

Uhronoscope

ANOTHER M’WAUKEE V

N.O. Telepix Junket

DICK HAYMES SETS

4n .

additional AssistExcellent opportu-

Write Box V-15337, Variety, 154

W. 46th

St.,

NY

36

for one room
apartment: Victorian mode; like new.

Valued at

Will aacrlflce.

$5,000.

MINK COAT:

Black

diamond

high

styled full length mink coat. Like new.
at $6,000. Will sacrifice.
Call TRafalgar 3-3774, after 11 a.m.

Valued

Sholis,
WHAS, Louisville. The
grapefruit association
anti-panelists are Trueman Rem- orange
busch, co-chairman of the Commit- bought “20 Questions” last fall for
ride,
which gives it the*
39-week
a
Against Pay-As-You-See-TV,
tee
Leon P. Gorman Jr., general man- right to hiatus during the. summer

&

ager and part owner, WABI and
WABI-TV, Bangor, Me M who is
chairman, New England Broadcasters for Free Television, and Sherwood. Dodge, v.p. and general manager, Foote, Cone & Belding.

—

and salary for topnotch personnel.

—

FOR SALE
FURNITURE: Complete

Pittsburgh Dick Fortune, for
the past four years publicity director for KDKA-TV and its predecessor, WDTV, has resigned to go into
public relations and advertising on
his own with William Coffman,
head of the Cabot & Coffman
agency, and Joseph Fingeret,

and get themormal time protection

ABC, however, has its
on installing the new
“Wyatt Earp” telefilms in the Tuesday time, as the adjacency to “Warner Bros. Presents.” Citrus group
has optioned “Earp” and has infor the

heart

fall.

set

dicated its willingness to return in
the fall, But the “Earp” show may
little more than Citrus can
chew in terms of budget, and it’s

he a

understood that it wants an alternate-week
chunk only. Which
leaves things hanging in the air
for ABC-TV for the time being.

*

OPPORTUNITY

*

TO STARDOM
Publisher seeking a COVER QIRL to appear
en NATIONAL MAGAZINE.- Big— opportunity
girl (elected. Apply Saturday, fl:30 A.M.
sharp. Oval Room. Hotel Martlnque, 32nd. and
Broadway, New York.

for

APT. IN

NEW YORK

East Side

— Furnlshad

Ilv.
rm. with
Lge.
2 master bdrms. A 2 baths. Full sirs
Overlooking East River.
Avail. Juno I. $400 monthly. Year or longer.
AH* short period sublet.

Celebrity's

G'/a-

rooms.

frplc.,

din. rm. and kltehen.

.

Broker! 143 E. 62nd

TEmplaton

8-5309

St.,

or

N.Y.C.
1990
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T A’s newest

TV

shot tn the dark ... a man falls to the
ground clutching a wisp of cloth. A phone
rings at headquarters and a police sergeant

film adventure series.

answers. It's the French Surete, Scotland
Yard, the Royal Canadian Mounted, the
Italian Carbinier!, the famous police forces
of the world, all rolled up into a gripping'
series of thrills

and

half-hour

case
Each
show is steeped In the rich atmosphere of
the foreign locale in which the case occurred.
stories are developed from actual
histories in International police files.

The

A

(

This

is

a

colorful

human

dramas ready
regional

interest series, pre-

senting people from every walk Of
pulsing, fever-pitch of excitement.

life

—

for

and

a

sponsorship.

local

chills!

Audition Prints upon request.

Call

Your NTA

Man Today

I

He's Only Minutes

Away

I

jLmeptMn
425 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N#

jnc.
V*

Plain,

5-8200

'

..

.

Mime
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and Disks

Jocks, Jukes

Album Reviews

By MIKE GROSS
Rosemary Clooney: “Love Among
The Young* -“A Touch of the
Blues’* (Columbia), “Love Among
The Young’Us one of the beijt balads to come out of Tin Pan Alley
n a long time. It has a touching
I yric and a haunting melodic lino
which are a perfect match for
Rosemary Clooney’* warm piping

My

“Leave

Heart Alone”

“Two Castanets”

is

Diane Adrian: “Caribbean Nights”
Victor). For those who. like
rhythm* in the tropicai mode,
Diane Adrian has collected an intriguing series of tunes from .the
Caribbean area to make up an. ex-,
citing 12-inch LP set. Thrush is an

(RCA

(Capitol).

a tidy rhythmic

their

item with a fair beat and a moderately cute lyric idea. Bunny Paul
handles it well but the side never
really gathers the kind of momentum necessary for it to stifek out
Thrush
in the wax competition.
goes on "an r&b, binge for a throbstyle. Side is a shoo-in for a big bing workover of “Leave My Heart
cleanup on all levels. The Mello- Alone.”
hardly worth the
It’s
men and Buddy Cole rate a nod effort.
for their slick backing job. “A
Vic Damone: “My Symphony”Touch of the Blues” is okay for the “Meet Me Half Way” (Mercury).
genre.
Vic Damone has been looking for
Mitzi Mason: “You All You”- a hit for a long time and, although,
“Me” (MGM).- It looks like Mitzi “My Symphony” gives some interMason finally has come up with a esting ballad material to work with,
stepout side in “YdR All You.” It’s side’s breakthrough chances are
a bright, handclapping number slim. Damone’s lyric handling is
and his
which she belts with an infectious tops but the tune lacks hit-bracket
CHAMPAGNE MUSICU
spirit and. the kind of bounce that power. “Meet Me Half Way,” the
appeals to jocks and jukes. "Once^ ballad on the backside, gets a 189th Consecutive Week, Aragon
Calif'
Monica,
Santa
Ballroom,
it gets moving on the spinning pleasant Damone reading but it
•
tables, it’ll be a surefire noise- never adds up to more than just an
Coral Records
on
Exclusively
ordinary
effort.
lot
of
maker. Warbler also packs a
ELEPHANT TANGO
Karen 'Chandler: “My First
punch on “Me!” the flip item. It,
too, is a breezy, lighthearted piece Love”-Have You Ever Been Lone-

expert with this sort of material

building.

added

Most recent composers
the series are Harold Ar-

Jimmy McHugh and Harry

len,

Warren. Peterson does right by ’em
all. He understands the material
he’s working with and treats each
clef f er with proper. respect. His
touch is sure, his style is inventive and his jazz licks never get
in the way of the original melodic
line. Each set is in a 12-inch LP and
includes 11 .tunes from Harry Warren, 12 tunes from Harold Arlen
and' nine from Jimmy McHugh.

and she builds the offbeat melodies
and lyrics into absorbing listening
fodder. $he gives each item (there
are a dozen in the package) the
proper touch with her fine ‘sense
of vocal dramatics and torrid pip- Other composers previously worked
ing beat. Orch and: chorus are ably over by Peterson- have been Cole
directed by Alan Greene.
Porter,
Irving
Berlin,
George
Joe Derine: “Joe Derise. Sings”--- Gershwin, Duke Ellington, Jerome
(Bethlehem). The mood crooners of Kern, Richard Rodger^ and Vinfave oldies will have to make room cent Youmans.
for Joe Derise. He makes a dis.Van Lynn Orch: “My One and
tinct wax lmpresh on this, his first, Only Love” (Decca). The mood,
LP, and is sure to get a lot of turn- music vogue and wax continues to
table exposure, especially from the. grow and Van Lynn has played an
late-hour deejays. Hi* vocal man- important part in helping it along
ner is soft and smooth and he has the way. His style Is rich and cola keen appreciation of the' lyrics orful with just the right touch of
he’s reading. His phrasing, at romanticism for late-hour -backtimes, is reminiscent of Fred As- ground listening. The 12 times are
LAZY GONDOLIE&
taire’s (it’s most noticeable on “A all deeply melodic and not too faFine Romance’7, but it’s right for miliar. The sides were cut in Euthe
material which includes such rope and sold to Decca for U.S.
“Hey
Mr.
label has hopped on the
Banjo” bandwagon find Lombardo's other nifties as “How Long Has release. U.S. publisher Robert
This Been Going” Qh,” “Mountain Mellin gets* cleffing credit on seven
version is lively enough to grab
Greenery,” “My ^Romance” and of the instrumentals;
some of the play.
“It Might As Well Be Spring.”
The Four Coins: “Promises, Derise
self-accomp.s on the keyPromises”-“That's The Way” (Epic).
Exec Secretary
"Promises” has been stirring up board and gets a solid rhythm beat
from
Osie Johnsbn’s. drums and
sevtrade
With
the
For Tape Trade Group
noise
in
some

LAWRENCE WELK

Rest Bets
ROSEMARY CLOONEY
(

Columbia

MITZI

)

MASON

Name

Me!

(MGM) .....
THE BON BONS
(London)

;

LOVE AMONG THE YOUNG
A Touch of the Blues
YOU ALL YOU
THAT’S THE WAY LOVE GOES
Make My Dreams Come True

...

that will attract plenty' of attenThe Naturals, a voCal combo,
provide a topflight assist on both

ly” (Coral).

"My

Love”

First

a

is

eral diskeries rushing in to cut.
Song is out of the r&b school, complete with pulsating beat and driving lyric attack. If the tune catches
on at all, it’ll be because of The
Four Coins' version. Boys give the

potent ballad entry with plenty of
appeal and Karen Chandler turns
in one of her best vocal jobs in tune the kind of kick the coke set
sides.
The Bon. Bons: “That’s The Way some time. Side may have trouble goes for and should end up with
Love -Goes”-“Make My Dreams getting started but if the jocks get the marbles. “That’s .The Way”
Come True” (London). This is the behind it, there’s a good chance for has a hokey barrelhouse quality
.first time up for The Bpn Bons, a it to move into the big money which the boys deliver with proper
new femme vocal combo apd they bracket. Warbler gives the oldie, spirit.
should head straight for the fop “Have You Ever- Been Lonely,” a
.Morton Gould & The Rochester
brackets. “That’s The Way Love fresh touch which should win it Pops
Orcli:
“Enchanted” - “The
Goes” will probably be the side to spinning attention.
"EnWhite Swan” (Columbia).
Betty Clooney: “I Love You A chanted” has an intriguing melodic
do it for them. Combo has the current harmonizing techniques down Mountaih”-“Can’t Do Without You” theme that makes for topflight propat and the tune fits right into the (Label X). Betty Clooney is due. to gramming material. Morton Gould,
style. The beat and the lyrics arc win plenty of new friends with “I batoning the Rochester Pops, gives
pegged for the juve market and Love You A Mountain,” Song has it a rich and rhythmic rendition.
the kids will probably eat it up. a lilting melody and a cute lyric “White Syvan,” on the flip, also is
“Make My Dreams Come True” is and she whips it across with an a 'strong instrumental but not as
that’s
completely commercial.
in a more raucous groove but it’s effervescence
winning. She gets an attractive
less successful.
The Ames Bros.: “Southern zingy quality into “Can’t Do WithCross”-“Gotta Be This Or That” out You,” that should help it get Barbara Lyon
(RCA Victor). There’s a lot of turntable time.
Guy Lombardo Orch: “Marty”“Harbor Lights” in “Southern
Brit. Columbia
Cross” but it has- a nice romantic “Hey Mr. Banjo” (Decca). There’s
flavor of its own which will help it an easygoing quality to “Marty,”
London, April 26.
in the spinning sweepstakes. The tune from the UA pic of the same
Barbara Lyon, daughter of Bebe
Ames boys have comemp with a name, that will keep.it on the disk Daniels and Ben Lyon,- will make
pleasant vocal interpretation to jockeys’ programming, agenda. It’s
her wax bow via the Columbia,
help it along the way. The oldie, not a flashy item but it does have
label here.
Young thrush cut her
“Gotta Be This Or That,” on the an easy-to-whistle lilt that’ll help
bottom deck, gets a frisky work- keep it alive. Guy Lombardo pro- first sides for the diskery recently
by
backed
Ray
Martin’s orch.
over by the brothers and could vides an okay beat for the vocal
Platter, a coupling of “Stowabuild into a good coin-grabber in chorus workover. The Naturals also
take*’ “Marty” for a nice ride on way” and “The Pendulum Song,”
the jukeboxes.
Bunny Paul: “Two Castanets”- the
label. Almost every top is set for release next week.
tion.

Bows

On

MGM

DANCE WITH ME HENRY

Georgia Gibbs

,

J

BALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT

3.

CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE

4.

MELODY OF LOVE

"
“

(8)

'

(5)

Bill

.

Hayes

.

Mercury
Cadence

Capitol
Tennessee Ernie Ford
Columbia
Fess Parker
l
Victor
Perez Prado
Dot
Billy Vaughn
Mercury
David Carroll
Decca
Four Aces
King
Ink Spots
Dot
Johnny Maddox
Decca
Crazy Otto

6.

HOW IMPORTANT CAN

(12)

BE

(

(9)

"

*
*
j

7.

UNCHAINED MELODY

(

(2)

.

.

{
l

8.

9.

10.

SINCERELY (16)
DANGER! HEARTBREAK AHEAD

TWEEDLE DEE

(1)
\

(11)

. .
l

Joni James

IT’S A SIN TO TELL A LIE
PLAY ME HEARTS AND FLOWERS
DARLING, JE VOUS AIME BEAUCOUP

"

Mercury
Decca
.

Capitol

Epic
McGuire \Sisters ......... Coral
Victor
Morgan
,
Jaye P.
Mercury
Georgia 'Gibbs
Coral
Lancers
’

Lavcrn Baker

.

.

.

.

(

KISSES

-[Frank
Doris
(

PLEDGING MY LOVE
ALL I WANT FROM YOU

IT

mm
MAY SOUND

.

.

.

.

.

Atlantic

I

Epic
Coral
Capitol

\

Sinatr

Dot

.... ,V ,. .Capitol

Day

Columbia

Duke

£0,mn W Ace

‘.Victor
Jaye P. Morgan
Mercury
{ Crew-Cuts
Dootone
| Penguins ....'.
Como ..... ..... .Victor
S Perry
Mercury
f Crew-Cuts
.

.

iro

BREEZE AND

Somethin Smith
Johnny Desmond,
Nat (King) Cole
Pat Boone
*

^

^THAT’S
'THAT’S

ko

*

*
*

SILLY

.

Chappell
Wonderland?

.

1

—

to Cross”

Blue Mirage
Breeze and I ...
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White
Dance With- Me, Henry
Danger! Heartbreak Ahead

Miller

*

Wood

—

Marks
t

“Under water”, Chappell

Modern
Robbins
Chappell
Shapiro-B
.Frank

Darling, Je Voug Aime Beaucoup
Foolishly Yours
Heart ’•‘“Damn Yankees”

—

, ,

.'

Hey Mr. Banjo

Mills

How

Aspen

Is

Broadcast

Important Can It Be
This The End Of The Line

Me in Mind
Ko Ko Mo
Love Me Or Leave Me
Keep

Famous
Meridian

*.

BVC
Shapiro-B

Hamblen

[

Peer

!

And Flowers

Advanced
Harms
Stowaway
Melrose
Strange Lady Ip Town t“Strange Lady In Town”. Witmark
Take My Love t“The Glass Slipper”
.Feist
Tweedle Dee
Progressiv
Unchained Melody f“Unchained”
Frank
Whatever Lola Wants— ’•‘“Damn Yankees” ........ Frank
World Is Mine
Paramount,
Young And Foolish *“Plain And Fancy”
Chappell

Moon

...........

—

—

.

—

•.

—

Top 30 Songs on TV
(

More In Case

McGuire

Sisters

.... Coral

Caterina Valente
^Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks soha has been in the Top 10]

.Decca

of Ties)

Paramount
—t”Strategic Air Command”
All Of You —
Stockings”
Chappell
Ballad Of Davy Crockett
Wonderland
Cherry Pink, Apple Blossom White — t“Underwater”Chappell
Danger!
Air Force

’•‘“Silk

.

Heartbreak Ahead
Darling, Je Vous Aime Beaucoup
Door of Dreams
Dreamboat
Heart *“Damn Yankees”

-.-

—

Hearts of Stone
Hey Mr. Banjo

.

EARTH ANGEL

Of Davy Crockett
Berry Tree f “Many Rivers

MGM

.

Sarah Vaughan
Al Hibbler
Lcs Baxter.
Roy Hamilton

Second Croup

_
TWO
HEARTS, TWO

You—*“Silk Stockings”

(

|

IT

Of

Silver

.

-j

,

‘
’

CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY

Survey Week of April 13-21, 1955
All

Ballad

Pass It On
PlayTVIe Hearts

.'.

(16)

5.

The top 30 songs' of week {more In ease of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index A Audience Trend Index
Published by Office of Research', Inc.. Dr. John Gray Peatman,
* Legit musical.
Director. Alphabetically listed.
t Film.

.

(4)

2.

—

Melody Of Love
Open Up Your Heart

10 Best Sellers on Coi
1.

Milt Hinton's bass.
Kenneth R. Arvedon ha* -been
Oscar Peterson: “Plays Jimmy
McHugh” “Plays Harold 'Arlen”-— named executive secretary ot the
“Plays Harry Warren” (Clef). For Magnetic Recording Industry
the past couple of years Clef impresario Norman Granz has been Assn., trade group for tape macutting Oscar Peterson's keyboard chine equipment manufacturers.
Joseph F. Hards, Magne-Tronics
interpretations of popular composers. It’s been a worthwhile exec, continues as the associaproject and fortunately can keep tion’s prexy.

Robbins
Chappell
Roncorn
Leeds
...... .Frank

Regent

;

Mills
Leeds.

High Society
His Hands

How
Its a

Hamblen

Important Can It Be
Wide, Wonderful World

— “Three^Ring

....Aspen
Circus” Broadcast

Ko Ko Mo

.

Melody Of Love
Misty

Meridian
Shapiro-B

Tee Kaye

j;

Not Yet

Mellin

Pass It On
Sincerely

Peer
Atc-R
United

Sweet Brown-Eyed Baby
Take My Love t“The Glass Slipper”
That’s All I 'Want From You
Till Forever, Ends
Tweedle Dee

—

Wedding

Bells

Whatever Lola 'Wants

Feist

W&B
Joy
Progressive
Mellin

—’•‘“Damn 'Yankees”

When You Wish Upon

Frank
Bourne

a Star

You Forgot (To Tell Me That You Loved Me)
Young And Foolish— ’•‘“Plain and Fancy”

....

Ardmore
Chappell

Wednesday, April 17, 1955
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COURTS

BIZ IN LAP OF
With $1,000,000
Charging Columbia Records with
illegal .conspiracy and unfair competition in merchandising its stylus
line, The Recoton Corp., needle
manufacturers, filed a $1,000,000

Inc.,

to

makers

.

MOM

distribu-

its

buy needles made by Electrovox and packaged under the Co]
tag and to refrain from further
tors to

(a contradictory monicker
there ever was one).

Recoton needles. Col, it
claimed* threatened all distributors
who did not drop Recoton needles
with cancellation of Col's record
franchise; Complaint also alleged
that Col called in for credit all
Recoton needles which the distribs
had in stock and proceeded to
“dump" them on the market at
prices as ipuch as 80% below list
in order to destroy Rec.oton’s remaining distribution set up and
driVe the firm out of business.
Recoton -is asking for a permanent
Injunction restraining the three
companies from practices .which it
considers an attempt “to destroy
Recoton’s relations with- itk distributors, to appropriate its business,
ruin its reputation and goodwill
and take over and monopolize the
needle industry.”
selling

,

The

ailiteratively

Page,

Doris

.

Day,

if

the courts in the .near future.
Last week, the U. S. Court of
Appeals spotlighted the question
of split copyrights in making a decision in favor of Jerry Vogel Music and against Shapiro-Bernstein
Music in the “12th Street Rag”
suit.
The Court of Appeals, re^
versed a decision of Judge Vincent
L. Leibel in the lower court which
held that .Vogel was guilty of infringing S-B’s copyright on the

Georgia

Gibbs, Joni James and Kitty
Kallen. Among the newer entries are Ginny Gibs, Mitzi
Mason ahd Laurie Lonian.

,

.

tune.

Suit

James

Hollywood, April 26,

Tom. .Archer, president

,

.

.

.

Approximately $70,000 worth of
Recoton needles called in for credit
by Col were thus v being “dumped”
on the market to undercut the
price structure.

the music, and lyrics,

of

iveek that the nation’s ball-

last

room operators are 100% behind
the .bandleader’s- org and that they
all the way*

would back them

butter.”

Jack Karns, Recoton’s veep.ee in
charge of sales, added in an affidavit, that complaints began to arrive from other Recoton "distribs
that Recoton needles were being
sold by Dorosin Distributing Corn,
to retailer at 75 and 80% off list.

’

Ballroom

Operators of
America and probably^ the. largest
operator of terpalaces in the U.S.,
disclosed at the Dance Orchestra
Leaders Assn, luncheon field -here
National

i

Archer, who planed in from the
midwest specially for the occasion.

number under

and published the

own

his

imprint.

S-B, at this point, sued Vogel for
infringement, .claiming that Sumner’s added lyric ahd. the '’original'
Euday L. Bowman tuiie added- up.
to a “composite”' rather than a
“joint” tune.
The Court of Appeals reversed the Leibell decision
that it was a “composite” work ini.
which the. copyright on Bowman’s
work, and its renewal, protected
only the hew material, i.e„ Sumner’s lyric and not the music.
.

>

.

Said “We’re -behind jthe bands because we need then^ as much as
they .need' us,” He promised that
the ballroom Ops’ convention, week
of Sept. 26 in Chicago,' wouldstress the
slogan of “Get
On the Bandwagon” to interest
public attendance in the ballrooms.'
The local batoneers meeting was
attended by over 100 personalties
in the local music world.

For Judge

.

DOLA

.

Leibell, ^the

-

Liaisons With Singers;
Whitfield Firms

Bow

Publisher Larry Spier and British crooner David Whitfield have
gone into the publishing business
together.
Whitfield, who was in
New York recently^ for a couple of
guest shots on Ed. Sullivan’s CBSshow, worked out' the deal with
Spier for the formation of two
firms, one to be affiliated with and

TV

the other with BMI.
The pubberies will

be tagged
and Sheila

Lance Music (BMI)
Music (ASCAP). Sheila

is

name

of Whitfield’s wife, while Lance is
the name of his daughter.
During the past couple of years,
Spier has launched similar publishing tie-ups >with disk artists.
He’s started firms with Johnnie
Ray, The Four Lads and most recently with the .DeJohn Sisters.
Whitfield, who waxes for London
Records, is Spier’s first overseas
pard.

New Bon-Bons
Disk

Bow

to

Make

Via London

org for baton-wavers.
Jarvis said that the bandleaders
ought to quit, making records they
liked to' play and “begin concentrating a little on the public’s de-

-

Haverlin Nearing End;

About Dozen More to Go

mands.”
John Schulman, counsel for the
Harry James, veepee of the org, 83 songwriters in the $150,000,000
antitrust
suit against Broadcast
got the biggest laughs of the afternoon when he: began to whistle' Music Inc. and the broadcast industry,'
is expected to wind up his
Brown’s theme, “Leap Frog,” at
the end of Brown’s speech advocat- pre-trial examination after quizin saner beats.
“Frog” te rather zing about a dozen execs from the
opposition.

frantic beat.

he

At the present time,

winding up the q. and a. sesBMI prexy Carl Haverlin who has been in the chair for
nearly two months.
Lawyers for the BMI side. Completed their examination before
trial of the songwriters in Febis

sions with

MERGE ART & MUSIC
ON DECCA LP ALBUMS
Decca Records

is parlaying claspaintings with classical music
new longhair packaging program. A new aeries of LPs, titled
“Music Masterpiece Collection,”
will have prints Of w.k, canvasses,
on the album cover. The paintings
were selected to match the mood
of the music in the groove. Via
tieups with art publishers, Decca
is making the prints available to
customers for ah additional 20c
charge,

sic

in a

-

v

ruary after interrogating the full
complement of 33 plaintiffs. When
the suit was filed in November,
1953, the songwriters were shooting for trial two years hence. It’s
now possible that the songwriters
may come close to their time
schedule in getting the case up to
.

,

bat.

RCA Victor has also used art
classics for its albums. In Victor’s,
bow. on the disk market case, the prints could be removed
via London Records. Diskery re- from the glass window on the face
cently
purchased independently of the album set.
made masters cut by the group..
Initial platter,, due for release
Billy Williams orch opens at the
„
soon, is a coupling of “Make My Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse,
N, Y.,
Dreams Come True” and “That’s May 10 for 18 days. Band then
the. Way Love Goes.” Trio is per- moves to the Empire Room of the
sonal-managed by publisher Jack Rice Hotel, Houston, for a June
2 preem.
Gold.

Federal Judge Edstate courts.
ward Weinfeld made the ruling in
favor of Feist last week and
granted a summary judgment for
the publisher. Jurisdiction of the
Federal Courts in cases such as
these is highly import Ant since it
prevents the long postponements
and delays typical of the state
Abeles established the
courts.

Federal courts’ jurisdiction by

RCA

;

.

:

;

The 90% deal has been a

irioiv practice;

com-*

between diskery’ and

many publishers are
agaijist^the new Victor plan. They
can- see no reason why they haye
„but

artist,

to take an additional 10%. loss.
There’s been no unified publisher
action yet but individually a* good
part of them have decided to ignore the Victor letter.Some of the other major companies
have
inserted
similar
clauses in the licensing pacts with
the. publishers and the latter have
either squawked or let it go
;

through without protest. One major company has been making special deals with the publishers to
allow for returns and have paid
therii 1.8c royalty where the 2c per
Side

waa

stipulated.

ASCAP EXECS GIVE
VIEWS TO STUDENTS

in-

corporating, as part of the publisher’s regular recording license
form. Section 1 (e) of the Copyr
right Act, which details the disker’s obligations under the cotnpul-.
sory licensing provisions of the
Violation of this law makes
law.
for a Federal case.
In previous eases*-, the publishers
had been successful in' kayoing in
court some diskers who.;didn’t
bother to take out licenses' or to
account for mechanical royalties
to publishers at one-modth intervals as required by. the compulsory
licensing provision of the CopySince these disk operright Act.
ators found themselves in a highly
vulnerable position because they
.

-

.

-

licenses, they proceeded to
take Out licenses to record songs
in Order to ayoid charges of infringement.
*
At this point, Abeles inserted
Section 1(e) of the Copyright. Act
into the licensing form, with the
proviso that the^diskers could jnake
their accountings every three
months rather ’than every month
as required when there is no license taken, out., In the action
'against Derby, Abeles argued that
failure to account for the mechanical royalties was a violation of the

had no
:

Under
Federal Copyright Act.
Herman Finkelstein, ASCAP’s this law, the publishers are engeneral
counsel,
teed
off
the titled .to the original 2c royalty, per
eighth annual Radio & Television disk plus triplfe damages of 6c.
Institute at Pennsylvania State U.
Derby, at this point, is banklast Thursday (21) with an address
rupt, but the case against the deon the subject '^>f copyright law
funct company has established, the
and the economic effect on auformat for future legal battles by
thors and publishers of disks,
the publishers against non-paying
films, radio, tv and tape.
Finkeldiskers.
stein also spoke in favor of the
pending Congressional legislation
to remove the Copyright Act exemption from coin machines. The
Kidisk Operation
institute is under the direction of
•

S&S

David R, Mackay.
Meantime, Clarence

Wants Copyright Change

C. Rubin,
division manthe students of

ASCAP’s New York
ager,

spoke

to

For Platter Protection

.

Golden Records, Simon 8c SchusLafayette High School in Brooklyn last week on the functioning ter’s kiddie disk label, is becoming
and purposes of a performing increasingly concerned with- the
use of its waxed material on radiorights society.
r
tv shows And is now urging copyright protection for disks. Situaacute
for
particularly
is
tion
Audrey
Jayne to
Golden execs since S&S is packseries called “Golden
aging
a
video
Sisters
Time” for general bankrolling. The
Audrey and Jayne Meadows, both series is based on -S&S Golden
video personalities, will bow on Books and Golden Records, and
wax as the Meadows Sisters for S&S is looking for ways to prevent
RCA Victor. Audrey is one of the other shows from using the same
featured players on the CBS-TV or similar material.
“Jackie Gleason” show while Jayne,
(Continued on page 53)
who's the wife of Steve Allen, is
a regular tv panelist.
They will

&

RCA

As Meadows

,

slice

their initial sides

later

this

week.

MGM

Still

Hot For

Sister teams have been very
prominent in the disk market reBands on LP Series
cently with such combos as the
Records is helping to keep
McGuire Sisters (Coral), De John
the band names alive on wax. Via
Sisters (pic) and DeCastro Sisters
its lowprice subsid, Lion Records,
(Dot) having clicked with bestreleasing strict'

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR

trio, will

—

Derby Records* Abeles

MGM

-

The Bon-Bons* new femme vocal

vs.

won a precedental /ruling that, a
diskery’s failure to pay mechanical
royalties under the compulsory licensing provision of the Copyright
Act falls within the jurisdiction of

Rebate

In a move to equalize payment
of royalties between artists and
publishers,
Victor began pollweek on
ing
publishers
last
whether they’d accept royalty payments oh 90% of the total disk
sales of their tunes. The ‘diskery
wants the extra 10% to Allow for
returns.

tions to.be

Following opening introductory
Col and the defendant companies
were given 20 days to answer the speeches by Les Brown, prexy of
DOLA, and other officers which
charge.
(Continued on page 48)
included Freddy Martin and Harry
^
James, local deejays such as Peter
Potter
and
A1
Jarvis
voiced
their
Spier Expands Pub
opinions on the newly-founded
Pre-Trial Exam of BMI’s
'

%

For 19

crucial

questions were: (1) whether the
authors intended their contribu-*
complementary in the
sense of being performed as a single work; and (2) whether the first
author (Bowman) had the intent at
the time of his composition of the
music, that lyrics be added later.
For the Court of Appeals, however, the crux of the case rested
in the fact that the' copyright own-

fly-by-night

the Federal Courts* rather than the

:

fact that

S.

to
after the initial' publication ip 1914,
assigned his renewal rights to
Vogel in 1947. Vbgel then claimed
joint ownership in the song, both

Trouble began brewing between

.

stemmed from the

Sumner, ’(ylio wrote a lyrid
“12th Street Rag” five years

the two companies about a year;
ago when Col moved into the
needle operation* -Recoton- execs
claim that soon after Col’s entry,
the firm began to receive cancellations from C.Q* disk distribs,'- requests to return stock for credit
and letters of regret for inability
to reorder with accompanying letters that they “were obliged to^go
along with Columbia” sinfce "the
Col disk biz was their “bread and

Feist

Golden Jubilee.
Makes an entertaining conbetween Tin Pan Alley
then and now.

important, role because of

named

the

for

diskers, pirates and other shady
operators.
In the latest, case of

trast

its deadon mechanical royalties, and
with numerous important tunes
either going into the public domain or running out on their first
copyright term* several more controversial areas of music biz operation are expected to be Clarified in

tougher

it

line

chirpers are more numerous.
In the top bracket are Patti

-

The major publishers, through
and trustees Harry Fox
and attorney Julian T. Abeles
(& Bernstein), Are steadily making

agent

1905

Big, Circa

See Page 2 for a reminiscense on the Music Business
50 years ago. Another “trailer” on Variety’s upcoming

have been handed, down in the
Federal courts.
With the 190&
date of the Copyright Act now beginning to play an increasingly

tagged Robin Hood, an 18-year
old inked by
Records.
Already established in the wax
field are Jaye P. Morgan (not
of the banking family of the
same name) and Sunny Gale

Recoton charged Col with having

key legal decisions interpret-

ing the Copyright Act and affecting all facets of the music business

.

offbeat anfi historical sources.
Latest one to crop up in the
latter category is a canary

trade-labeled needles, and Dorosin
Corp. were named defendants.

systematically forced

eral

vocalists, who used to
on the same opening letter for their first and last
names, are now switching to

Col, Electrovox Co.
of Walco and other

Music

.

Gal

insist

damage suit against the diskery in
N. Y, Supreme Court last week. In
addition

In thd last couple of weeks, sev-

Angles on Handles

sellers.

Extended Welk Hitch

1905

-

ms

Hollywood, April 26.
Lawrence WeUc has been reoptioned for another year’s hitch at
Aragon Ballroom by Charles Lick,

owner of the terpalace.
j£ew ticket will usher Welk into
his fourth year at the pier dance
spot.

label continually is
ly instrumental albums for its “De-

signed For Dancing” series.
Among the orchs on tap. for
Lion’s album schedule are Hal McIntyre,
Tommy Tucker, Eddie
Oliver, Shep Fields, Jerry Wald,
Teddy Rowell and Rene Touzet. Albums are pegged at the fox-trot,
polka and mambo markets. The
albums are 10-inch LPs and are
priced at $1.69.

. ..

!
''

.

.

.
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Music Biz In Lap of Courts
sssi^ssssm Continue#

front page 47

the time when the lyrics
were added, consented to the colThe facts in the case
laboration.
were that the Sumner lyric to the
er,

sssssssssssssssssos*

on an arrangement of a

royalties

at

,

pre-1909 tune.

The clarification of pre-1909
copyright problems affects- numerous copyrights. All tunes that are
Bowman tune was commissioned not yet in the public domain, but
by Jenkins Music, owner of the were published before 1909 will or
will not be subject to mechanical
original copyright which was subprotection once the final decision is
sequently bought by Shapiro-Bern- handed down. That would cover- a
stein.
10-year span of tunes from 1899
(songs written in that year are not
Pub Intent Should Govern
into p.d.) and 1909.
going
The Court of Appeals decision
Perhaps one of the most imstated that when Jenkins, Ordered
portant cases still to come up is
the writing of the lyric, it intended the suit of Billy Rbse against
that the lyrics and the music be Bourne Music for return of the
performed together. “That intent copyright on “That Old Gang of
should govern,” the decision stated, Mine.” Suit, brought by Rose toadding “since that intent was to gether with his collaborators, Ray
merge the two contributions into a Henderson and Mort Dixon, chalBOOKED SOLID!
single work to be performed as a lenges the copyright renewal asOn D.T. Turntables Cross-Country
unit for the pleasure of the hear- signment clause in their original THEME FROM “I AM A CAMERA”
ers, we should consider the result contracts with Bourrte. This clause
(Why Do I)
‘joint’ rather than ‘composite.’ The was commonly used in the old
Columbia Record ISo, 4-40493
result reached in the district court pacts, before the Songwriters Prowould leave one of the authors of tective Assn, came into existence,
the ’new work’ with but a barren and a ruling on this question would cast Music Inc., the major ‘broadright in the words of a worthless cover some of the most valuable cast networks and RCA Victor and
poem, never intended to be used copyrights in the music biz.
Columbia Records. The songwriters
Such a result is not to he
alone.
Another case which 'could have are asking the Federal Courts to
favored.”
tremendous, impact on the music divorce BMI from control of the
The Court of Appeals, in dis- business is the pending $150,000,- broadcasters, charging that there
missing the Shapiro - Bernstein 000 antitrust suit brought by 33 has been discrimination against
claim, ruled that Vogel was en- 'ASCAP songwriters against Broad- ASCAP songs on the airlanes.
titled to an accounting from S-B
on the proceeds received from its
exploitation of the tune for the
renewal term. That would cover
on the
the performance coin
tune which has been credited solely up to this point td S-B,
v,
The new decision, is seen raising
4)
a>
m
H
A(4 Vl(4
o
several important questions affectVi
U
a
ing all writers as -well as publishno o 6CO
Vl
o
a>
ers.
Does, the decision, for inU G U m3 G(4 T3uO
stance, give a 'publisher the right
Survey of retail disk test
w
a
&
to put lyrics to any and all instru4)
sellers based on reports «b
S9
(4
(4
3
C
41
X
mental numbers in his catalog and
4)
tained from leading stores in

Projected entry of the American
broadcasting Co. into the repord
business once again highlights the
problems of launching a new diskery. Distribution and talent are the
key hurdles tor ABC to meet before it can develop into a potent

|

'

wax

The

the net’s biggest poser.

been getting increasingly tough,
newcomers to line up a solid
distrib web around trie country.
A couple of years ago the new
L^bel X, an RCA subsid, tried to
for

established distribs to take In
line. Several top
companies
their distribs that they’d
pull out if they decided to handle X. Not wishing to give Up a
going diskery to gamble on a new
outfit, many
distribs shut their
doors to
and the label was
forced to go to less active operators or set up their branch dis,;et

its

warned

X

tribution.
distrib

problem

because of

will he easier

and

tele

its

radio operatien. It will be in an
especially good bargaining ..position
with tyro performer^ using tho
dual broadcasting-waxing lure. Although Robert E. Kintner, net’s
prez, announced last week that the
new plattery will start production
within- the next few months, no
talent has been pacted for. shellac
exposure.
On the Manufacturing end, ABC
will have comparatively easy sailing. No substantial coin investment
will be necessary to get the disks
outT because of the increased activity of the custom records division of such majors as RCA Victor,
Capitol and Columbia. It’s no problem anymore to get the disks
pressed. The problem remains how
to peddle ’em.

operation.

The

talent

beat

to

It’s

MITCH MILLER

will 'have' to fig-

ure out a way to beat this distrib
rap before it ban get rolling.

Diskery tradesters consider distribution

ABC

trib service.

hasn’t

situation

Michigan State Fair, Sept, 2-11,
eased since then.
Oldline firms has booked Joni James, Frankie
with indie, distrib tieups continue Laine, Ella Fitzgerald, the Mills
to reshuffle their affiliations in a Bros., the Fontahe Sisters and the
search .for more satisfactory dis- Kirby Stofife Quartet.

RETAIL RISE REST SELLERS
•

'Variety

ft

o

ci

w
a

•s

f

then

them

“joint” works? If so,
must the writer of an instrumental.
In the event of it being a big hit
without a lyric, share his royalties
call

22

cities

Wk.

Lee V. Eastman, attorney for
Shapiro-Bernstein, .indicated that
he would ask the Court of Appeals

2A

for a clarification of the decision.
There is als<r~a likelihood that the
case will be brought before the
U. S. Supreme Court for final adjudication.
Edwin
McMahon
Singer was Vogel’s attorney; Lee
R. Falk of counsel.
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GEORGIA GIBBS
FESS PARKER
12
10

8

“Sincerely”

•

10

PAT BOONE

(Dot)

11

“Two

Two

13

16

14

6

Hearts,

VAUGHN

4

“Whatever Lola Wants”

NAT

Remington decileaves open the

.18

COLE

(Capitol)
....

mechanical

Fell”

NAT
j

21A

20

/M

(KING) COLE
Sand and the Sea”

You”

“I Belong to

21C

“Whatever Lola Wants”......

24

LENNY DEE (Decca)
“Plantation Boogie”

DINAH SHORE

I
i;

JAYE
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(Victor)

“Danger! Heartbreak Ahead”

;

*

6

•

•

.

4 •

8

2

1

to protection on a new
version. This issue, however, will
come up to bat shortly und~r
other suit being readied by Abeles
for a major publisher ag;..n

•

5

2

(Victor)

1

•entitled

3

•

•

(Victor)

21B
j

•

•

•

(Capitol)

RALPH FLANAGAN

;

•

•

9

t

(Decca)

“Open Up Your Heart” ......
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

“A Blossom

19B

•

(Epic)

Vous Aime”

COWBOY SCHOOL

still

.

4

•

9

Sin to Tell a Lie”

(KING)

“Darling, Je

3

•

(Decca)

“Breeze and I”
“It’s a

5

(Mercury)

SOMETHIN’ SMITH

19A

»

9

•

(Dot)

“Melody of Love”

CATERINA VALENTE

14

51

1

(Epic)

SARAH VAUGHAN

16B 15

.

Kisses” ....

4

*

“Unchained Melody”

"BILLY

18

3

(Columbia)

Davy Crockett”.
McGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)

11

23

55

“Ballad of

12

16A 16

2

(Mercury) -

JONI JAMES (MGM)
“How Important Can It Be”

15

67

6
8

ROY HAMILTON

The court further denied that
the renewal of a copyright constitutes a “republication .”
That
was, in substance, the major argument of the brief filed by lawyers
of the Songwriters Protective Assn,
and the Music Publishers Protective Assn, as “friends of the court”
in behalf of Marks’ position.

4

.

(Decca)

“Unchained Melody”

“Tweedle Dee”

duction.
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(Capitol)
Crocketi’.

Davy

AL HIBBLER
Iff

court, Section 1 (e) of the 1909
Copyright Act clearly exempts all
tunes written before that date of
protection from mechanical repro-

whether Marks would have been

2

.4)

o

ci

TENN. ERNIE FORD

That ruling was made in the case
of E. B. Marks Music vs. Remington Records over the 1903 copyright, "In the Good Old Summertime.” Marks' action for disk royalties was dismissed, the Appellate
division
upholding
the
lower
court’s decision. According to the

royalties can be collected if a new
Version or an arrangement of a
pre-1909 tune is recorded. In this
particular suit, Julian T. Abeles
(& Bernstein), attorney for Marks,
waived its contention that the defendant had reproduced a “version”
of “Summertime” in order to get a
summary judgment from the court.
Abeles, in short, was making a test
case on pre-1909 copyrights.
The court specifically refused to
pass on the question of law as to

G
i>

*3

3

41

o
O'
o
G

(Dot)

“Crazy Otto Medley”

Appeals also
musical composition first published and copyrighted prior to 1910 is not entitled
to collect mechanical
royalties.

vs.

.

JOHNNY MADDOX

The U. S. Court of
finally settled that a

whether

o

</)

CJ

Vi
4)

(Capitol)

“Unchained Melody”

Unsettled Problems
On Pre-1909 Numbers

of

C4

a

—D

tfl

O

ui

“Dance With Me, Herfry”,

LES BAXTER

.

O

4)

Artist, Label, Title

BILL HAYES (Cadence)
“Ballad Of Davy Crocketi”.

2B
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PEREZ PRADO (Victor)
“Cherry Pink Mambo”
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)

question.

however,

X

week.

a

J* 1
S a
•Q

wk.

(

The Marks

last

.

Xr

i

National
Ratine
This Last

in the first place. The role of a
couple of other lyric versions to
“12th St. Rag,” by Andy Razaf and
owned by S-B also iiow comes into

sion,

and showing com

parative sales rating for this

and

J

and performance money with a
lyric writer whom he didn’t want

question
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A
W

M
ft
o

G

1

CRAZY OTTO
Crazy

On*

Decca

DL
ED

8113
2201

ITUDENT PRINCR
Mart* Lanza

7

8

11

PETER

*
1

PAN

Original Cait

•

4
PRESENTS

ERB

1837
1837

1019
1019

Columbia
CL 629

4

6

Sammy
\

Davit

SILK
JR.

STOCKINGS

Original Catt

Jr.

Victor
1016

Decca

DL 8118
ED 2214-5,

4

4

•

f

STARRING

SAMMY DAVIS

Victor

LOC
EOC

4

1

ARTRUR GODFREY

CARMEL QUINN
Victor

LM

4
•

6

LOC
EOC

1016

,
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great theme
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great lyrics
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IT

(from the Republic Picture “Robbers* Roost”)

SHAKE THE HAND
OF A STRANGER
20/47-6119

ROSES and REVOLVERS
.20/47-6118

Stuart Hamblen’s

PRAIRIE CHOIR
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Husk

Inside

“Lonely Road/’ new song just recorded for RCA-Victor by the La
Falco Bros., was composed by Barnee Breeskin with lyrics by Patricia
Chatham. Breeskin is maestro of the Shoreham Hotel’s Blue Room
here, and Mrs. Chatham is wife of Thurmond Chatham, of North Carolina, president of the big Chatham Mills, nationally known manufacturers of blankets, etc.

Mrs. Chatham is not the first prominent citizen who has collaborated
with Breeskin on a song. Several years ago, he wrote “Hail to the
Redskins,” marching song of Washington's big league professional football team. Working with him on that one was Corinne Griffith, former
Hollywood star, who is wife of George Preston Marshall, owner of
the Redskins.

'Hit Parade’ Lineup
(On April 181 NBC-TV Show)
1. Davy Crockett.. .Wonderland
2. Melody of Love. .Shapiro-B
7.
3. Cherry Pink
....Chappell
4. Tweedle Dee
.Progressive
Arc-R
5. Sincerely
.Modern6. Dance With Me
Aspen
'How Important

Band Reviews
TEX BENEKE

Orch
With Lois Blaine

,

from its original purpose of laying down a strictly danceable beat
Hotel Statler, N.Y.
Tex Beneke has been around and that’s what counts, as far as
this room is concerned, anyway.
long enough to know what the cus- Beneke is in for five weeks and
tomers want. Although the maes- the management can count on good

.

BACHARACH INKED TO

made

for

The Ames Bros.

good old days”
of the big band (he had 19 sidemen
in 1950 and 16 iiy/52), his current
crew of 13, plus his own tootling
on the sax, produce a solid enough
sound.
For the most part, Beneke plays
it straight!
It’s a good policy for
this room because the crowd seldom goes in for any terp shenanigans.
All they yrant is a simple
danceable beat and Beneke gives
it to ’em without any fancy dressThe arrangements arenit too
ing.
tro longs for "the

PAR-FAMOUS PACT

Tunesmith Burt F. Bacharach
Sid CaesSr is apparently trying to, kill the rhythm & blues vogue by has been inked to an exclusive
writer’s
p^ct by the Paramountkidding it to death. Twice in pne moftth he's presented parodies of
r&b songs and vocal groups. Latest jab was on ltis Monday night Famous music firms. Pubbery currently
ia
publishing B.acharach’s
Howard
(25Hstanza over NBC-TV when Caesar and his two aides.
Morris and Carl Reiner, came on as The Three Haircuts (a takeoff “Keep Me In Mind,” which was
Patti
cut
Page on the Mercury
by
on The Crew-Cuts) to work over a pair of “original” r&b tunes. Tagged
“You Are So Rare” and “Flippin’ Over You,” the tunes were pegged label.
turning
Before
to cleffing, Bachand delivered in a mumbling, noisy r&b groove arid played for big
laughs.. As yet no artists & repertoire man has called Caesar for arach had been piano accompanist
copies or a recording deal, although it's known that Caesar has
tapes of this sequence for a possible :disk deal.

but they never stray

inventive,

(14)

-

biz.

The orqh gave up the

(five

plus Beneke) and rhythm
orch runs through an at-

(three),

a fair piping style, shares the vocal
assignments with the boss. Gros.
.

.

May

release.

Title songs usually at least are heard over the title of a picture,
not actually sung by one of the principals during film's unfoldment,
but Hal Wallis apparently is initiating a precedent. Producer handed
Jack Brooks and Harry Warren the task of writing the title song
for “The Rose Tattoo,” but not for playing in the picture.
Number
will be used strictly for exploitation purppses, and for this he’s
foraging for a publisher- to have it recorded. Unusual gimmick here
is that even if song proves a "hit, it won’t be eligible for Academy
nomination, since such tunes must be in the picture.
if

Memphis^ Tenn., April

Bandleader Henry Busse,

Noted for Sweet Jazz

23.

He was

years old.
His orch had just
a special engagement
in Memphis and was skedded for
a series of one-nighters in Chattanooga
and at the Memphis'
Naval Base. Both' dates were can61

completed

&

Muted Horn, Dies at 61
Henry Busse, orch leader and

celled.

trumpeter credited with ushering
Busse was a contemporary of
in the “sweet jazz” era of the early such early jazz names as Bix
Jack Teagarden,
1930s, died of a heart attack in Beiderbecke,
Frankie Trumbauer and Tommy
and Jimmy Dorsey. They all grew
to prominence under Paul WhiteItV Music by
man.
Busse’i trumpet Solo on

“When Day
Whiteman

JESSE GREER

OF THE LINE
AND

Done” with the

band^

sparked

WHEN WISH

the

Busse vvas the first trumpeter to
use the mute and he developed a
shuffle rhythm for his background
section.
He composed two trum-

CLIMBING UP THE

pet instrumentals, “Hot Lips” and
“Wang Wang Blues,” which he. recorded back-to-back for a top disk
seller for many years.

LADDER OF LOVE

I

UPON A STAR

MGM

K

11960

1

1960

His own band got its first break
Castle Farms, near Cincinnati,
and then moved ’to the Chicago’s
Chez Paree. He later made two
films,
“Rhapsody in Blue” and

(VANITIES)

at

ROBBINS
MOVERS

THIS THE END

“swee't jazz” vogue.

Program Today Yesterday's

FOR

Is

JONI JAMES
IS

“Lady, Let’s Dajnce,”
Busse came to U. S. in

DAY PROGRAMMING!

’16.

From

a chair in a film house pit orch,
he went on to lead a five-piece
band that eventually made its- way
to San Francisco. Whiteman, who
had just ended a hitch in the
Nayy, was forming a new band
there and Busse joined the group!
4

MOTHER'S

He

stayed with Whiteman from
1918 to 1928 when hf left to form
own outfit. His other song hits
were “Horn Tootin’ Fool” and

his

EVES..-

“Fiesta.”

Surviving are his wife, the forof the Brox
singing trio, and a son,
Henry Busse Jr., radio announcer
in Minneapolis.

mer Lorayne Brox
Sisters,
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tractive repertoire that swings,
for the
fox-trots and mambos
Beneke seems to like
terpsters.
the oldies aiid so does the crowd.
Lois Blaine, a pert looker with

One qf the slickest RCA Victor packages is the $29.95 “50 Years of
Great Operating Singing” (LCT-6701), just produced under a&r manager George R. Marek’s direction. The five 12-inch LPs each comprise
a decade of operatics, from 1900-1950, and .includes 68 selections performed by 57 singers.
Some 90% of these platters have never been released in the new
33 rpm form but had been merchandized as singles intermittently in
To achieve the modern standards it took some
the Old 78 speed.
It’s slated
six months to “pep up” some of the oldies electronically.
for

late

Miller's book quite a*-. while ago,
but; there’s still a lot that’s reminiscent of the style. With the usual
complement of brass (five), reed

ENTERTAINMENT*!
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELL
New York
MGM .Records has packaged

Coronet Orchestra, English outfit,
new LP tagged “Lost Love”
.
Joni James set for one .week

In a
.

.

Seville Theatre, Montreal,
Bill Hayes,
May 12

at the

beginning

.

.

.

currently riding high with Cadence’s “Ballad of Davy Crockett,”
opens at the Boulevard, Queens,
for a weekend stand Friday (29)
replica of ROseland Ball...
room will be used as a sequence
on the Arthur Godfrey CBS-TV
Teresa
show tonight (27) .
Brewer has received the Catholic
War Veterans. Award for outstanding service to vets . Jerry Verne
keyboard at
the
currently
at
Mele’s Pavillion, Centerport, L. I.‘
Pianist Al Lamb featured at
.
Johnny Johnston’s New York

A

.

.

.

The Four
Charcoal Room
Coins, Epic Records vocal group,
headlining at Reno’s New Golden
Hotel for two weeks beginning May
4 . Gene Krupa Quartet, Bobby
Hackett Sextet and the Clifford
Brown-Max Roach Quintet take
over Basin Street this weekend
.

.

.

.

.

(29-30).
.

Crew Cuts

laying

weeks while one of

Ray

May

rolls

16

.

.

.

.

Joan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wednesday

the States last

(20)

.

.

Earl Campwith Ron Goodwin
president of the National
bell,
Assn, of Music Merchants in U.S.
and head of the Campbell Music,
is coming to London, at the begins
Harry Leader is
ning'of May .
reported as due to leave the Asr
.

Young

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MANDOLINS

.

.

.

ARE PLAYING

.

.

.

.

.

.

Want (W&B)

I

.

.

.

.

Manor

for

indefinite stay

ail

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pi

2
3

3

2

10
6

10
9

.

.

Eleven O’Clock Song

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

“

.

;

.

current at Dallas Athletic Club’s
Room
Johnny Cola quartet set for extended run at the
Colony Club.

Royal

.

.

.

^

fit

o

And

o’clock song,
you’re sure that it can’t go

wrong,

.

stage with a
confident air
But deep in your heart you’re reciting a prayer
“May the building rock

With

my

song at eleven o’clock.”

.

.

.

Italian

Disker Sues

.

Remington on Operas

orch,

Supreme Court

.

.

filling six-week return enat Melody Mill Ballroom
Chicago. Jill Corey got her
start here as vocalist with Murphy
.

Johnny Costa, local pianist, to
in with Les Elgart’s band for

"Pi#

Up"

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending April

16)

London, April 20.
Cavendish
Give Me Word ...... Connelly
Stranger P’dise .. Frank Music
Bridges of Paris
Southern
Blossom Fell
Fields
Mobile
Leeds
Let Me Go
Aberbach
.
Prize of Gold
Victoria
Cherry Pink
Maddox
Tomorrow
Cavendish
If Anyone Finds This. .Rein*
Naughty Lady
Sterling
.

.

Hit

last

week by

disker Gandolfo Schimenti. Plaintiff claims that he owns two opera
recordings, “La Boheme” and “La
Traviata,” which he assigned to
Remington and that the diskery
had issiied false and inaccurate
statements on the royalties.
He
asks for $10,983 due him on royalties and another $5,000 on additional income from the albums.
Supreme Court Judge Carroll G.
Walter stayed the proceedirtgs, recommending that both parties attempt to settle the dispute

through arbitration.

K-;

..

THE RACERS'

Italian

I

BELONG
TO YOU

ROBBINS

MUSK (jRPCRiT!

js

Second 12

RECORDED BY

Open Your Heart .... Duchess
Ready Willing Able .... Berry

.....

•••*.*.,*

Coral

Mambo

Chest

Majorca
Tweedle Dee

. . ;

.Connelly

Wright

I

America's Fastest
-

Mills

.Robbins
Mister Sandman ...... Morris
No One But You. .. .Robbins
Unsuspecting H’rt..Berry Music
Paper Kisses
Fields
I Still Believe . .Macmelodies
Finger of Suspicion. .Pickwick

Dot

«D|DIIC
DllUld

Italiano

Happy Days

ARC-REGENT MUSIC CORP.

THE M0DEHNAIBES
or COIAL REC0RBS

IrJilU

Your eleven

gagement

.

Gagwriter-Merc Hassle
The Mercury Records-Jerry Lieberman comedy-on-wax teamup is

.

.

Publish'd by

a

.

.

most of all
V

o

8

.

Remington Records, indie lowpriced diskery, was slapped with a
breach of contract suit in N.Y.

ah* BMI

.

2

09

o

.

.

I]

55

|

A

>3

no laughing matter for either party.
Gagwriter Lieberman, who was
pacted by Merc last year to 'write
An eleven o’clock sorig.
Records.
and record comedy material, went
When he hands you that sock song into N. Y. Federal Court last week
You pass up your breakfast, you ^to file a $10,000 breach of contract
Dallas
pass up your lunch
suit against the plattery while Mere
Dick LaSalle orch held over at You're ready to lead with your counterclaimed with a $4,000 suit.
Sunday punch.
Johnny Long
the Baker Hotel
Lieberman’s action asks for
Dorsey
at Louann’s this week
$5,000 for work and services renBros, crew .set for Southern Meth- What a thrill, when they ask you dered. He alleges that his one-year
to
fill
odist U.’s Manada Dance Friday
deal with Merc had another month
Charley Godwin quartet The headline spot next to closing to run when
(29)
Merc abruptly wrote
on the bill'
into Chez Maurice indefinitely
him
off. The diskery, on the other
Bob Achilles’ “Rhythmaires” now Your mind goes back to those days hand, claims, that Lieberman had
in
the
sticks
at Vegas Club
“Jazz at the
refused to cut sides even before
Philharmonic” returns Oct. 3 at You dig down deep into your bag the pact
had expired.
of tricks.
State Fair Auditorium ... Cell
Block Seven, . dixielanders, weekYou
come
up
With
bit
'ending at White Rock Terrace
a
Danny Deane orch Just the right kind of business to
regularly
.

.

Softly

SISTERS

K

S'

1

Barry Lane combo renewed at Chez
Dee
New vocal group here. You’ve arrived, You’re a king,
The Barons, just signed by Elba When the manager asks you to sing

.

fill

km
FONTANE

.

(From the just opened Broadway musical, 'Ankles Aweigh’)
By Dan Shapiro & Sammy Fain

.

.

.

l!

J

.

An

Morton Downey brings a show
to West View Park on May 20 to
celebrate West View Boro’s golden
Matys Bros, have
anniversary
checked back into the Colonial
.

.

don CORNELL
MOONGIOWS

3

Q S

1

Lawyers’ Last Laugh In

Mosque May 2

bel one-nights at

Ralph DeStpfanq’s band option
Ruby Murray, Irish chirper, set
picked up agam at the New Nixon
... Jazz package with the quartets to headline in vaude at Empire,
Dennis Lotis,
of Dave Brubeck and Chet Baker- Glasgow, May 2
,
Gerry Mulligan booked for one- ex-Ted Heath orch singer, topping
at Empire Theatres at Edinburgh
nighter at Syria Mosque May 7
Maurice Spitalny. plays for Du- and Glasgow
Tony Brent, Engquesne University Women’s Auxili- lish singer, to Edinburgh for vaude
ary Ball at Gateway Center tomor- date .
Steady booking for
Dick Nussbaumer, Johnnie Ray vaude week at Emrow (Thurs.)
organist, just started his eighth pire, Edinburgh, May 9, with prices
Patti upped 50%.
year at Oliver Restaurant
Shea singing with Johnny Murphy
.

INC.

1

Fontane Sisters when George Go-

Scotland

MUSIC CO.
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Important (Aspen)
With Me (Modern)
Hearts & Flowers (Advanced)
Blue Mirage (Wood)
Darling, Je Vous (Chappell)
f Dance

Hollywood

.

,*===

2

i
1a

.

.

THE

(Progressive)

How

Dance Hall, London, where
he and his band have been resi-

.

Heading For HIT-Land!

*T*

mo

(Arc-R)

tSincerely

toria

.

of

Dee

f Twefcdle

.
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MGM

An Array

and Publisher

|
w

tDavy Crockett (Wonderland).
Melody of Love (Shapiro-B)
tOpen Your Heart (Hamblen).
Cherry Pink (Chappell) .....
Unchained Melody (Frank)

.

Rosemary’ Clooney, accompanied
by manager Joe Schribman, looked
in on London this week, coming
over from Lisbon specially to prerecord a 30-minute BBC program

.

OR

Title

£

David Whitfield flew back from

.

.
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wk.
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National
Rating
This Last

London

Y„ now
and

manager

as

g
~

O

o

I

quis orch held over at the BroadHotel, Colorado Springs, Col.,
for an additional six weeks.

Tunesmiths Jay Livingston and
dou- Ray Evans have been signed by
at Paramount to pen three numbers
Kitty for Doris Day to chirp in, Alfred
WHWB, Rutland, Vt.
Kallen set for the London Pal- Hitchcock’s upcoming production,
Michael von “The Man Who Knew Too Much”
ladium May 9 .'.
Gale Robbins and Billy May
Mandel, prexy of American Elite,
U. S. agents for Telefunken, have inked personal management
leaves for a business trip in Ger- pacts with Harold Jovien’s PreRoger Waggner
Peter miere Artists
many tomorrow (Thurs.)
Paul now managing crooner Tom- chorale has been set at Cap for
Thrush Mary Mayo an upcqming recording session.my Mara
for an album repacted by
lease
Ken Donnelly added to
Chicago
the deejay staff at WAVY, Portsmouth, Va.
Ray Pearl into the O’Henry
Al Hibbler, currently riding high Ballroom, Chi, May 25 for four
Russ Carlyle set for the
frames
Cavalier Hotel, Virginia Beach,
Larry
July 22 for one week
Faith pacted for the Melody Mill,
8'
for four
.Chi, June
Bob
Scobey opening at the Blue Note,
Chi, tonight (Wed.) in a threerounder
Abbey Albert currently at the Statler Hotel, Hartfordj
until June 4
The Dukes &
Duchess of Dixieland open at the
Preview, Chi, tonight (Wed.) for
two sessions
Muggsy Spanier
into the Terrace, East St. Louis,
May 3 for 10 days
Gene Krupa
BURLINGTON MUSIC CORF.
quartet set for the Flame, Minneapolis,- May 25 for two.
539 W. 25th Street, New York City
Saratoga Springs, N.
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Records thrush, in town for promotion on “Prize of Gold”
Jack Bennett, formerly deejay in
bling

weeK

last

London

Regan,

rating

sales

and

jo

2
.3

^

Gary Mar-

.

Perkins, undergoes a tonsilec- marking his 21st anni on the

tomy

based

parative

On Saturday
for two dent for 14 years.
members, (23) Leader broadcast a show,

off
its

music
on reports

retail sheet

sellers

obtained from leading stores in.
13 cities and showing corrt-

MGM

which

Survey of

•

best

o

U

.

.

,

.

.

.

with “Unchained Melody,” set for
.
a stint at'Birdland June 2
Benny Louis’ brch, a Toronto outfit, set for thb U. of Buffalo prom
May 7 - Dick Lyons, former aide
Recto Harry Myerson at
ords, named dialog director on Ed
Small’s new western, “Top Gun,”
.

the

-~Seiling’:Records!

HAL DICKINSON
d

PUPPIES ! TROPICAL FISH” JACK

ILLIOTT
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Jukes Go For

Band Biz Hypo
Whether

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

which has had a
positive impact on disk sales, can
revive the band biz will be tested

when

summer/

this

hiatus.

Program

disks J

and three ways in the case

of tunes (coin machines, retail disks

retail sheet music).

PEREZ PRADO

*****

(Mercury)

Cherry Pink Mambo

(Victor)

Arthur Shimkin, head of both
Golden and Bell Records, said the

way to get protection for the
disks would be to revise the Copyright Act to permit disk companies
to collect performance fees from
radio and tv stations. Shimkin said
It was pointless to bring the matter before the Record Industry
Assn,
of
America since such
powerhouse companies as

Ballad of

(Capitol)

How

'Encyclopedia

(Decca)

.

Being Prepped by Col

Important Can

It

Be-

^

Vous Aime
(Sand And The Sea
Darling, Je

Victor and Columbia Records have
radio-ty affiliations which are op-

NAT (KING) COLE

posed to paying such performance

A Blossom Fell

l

fees.

TUNES

the S&S disk
operations were anxious to cooperate with publishers in* revising
the Copyright Act. Shimkin had
reviously offered a deal to pubstated

POSITIONS
This

TUNE

PUBLISHER
..Wonderland
Frank
Chappell

UNCHAINED MELODY
CHERRY PINK AND APPLE BLOSSOM WHITE.
fDANCE WITH ME, HENRY

pulsory licensing provision of the

Copyright Act Shimkin, in return,
like the publishers to accept
a deal for mechanical royalties
under which the payoff would be

would

MELODY OF LOVE

HOW

strictly tied to the disk retail price.

That would make it feasible for
Shimkin to sell over-produced, records at 10c apiece with the publishers’ permission. Shimkin is offering to double the usual royalty

Modem
Shapiro-Berhstein

IMPORTANT CAN

IT

BE

Aspen

...

fTWEEDLE” DEE

Progressive

CRAZY OTTO MEDLEY.

.

..V

.

(AS.CA? Medley)
Arc-Regent

Hamblen

.

Scouts Get

10G From

Berlin 'America’ Fund
The “God Bless America” Fund,

Ritter to Sing ‘Wichita’

Themer

Hollywood, April

Tex

Ritter has been

STYNE and CAHN MUSIC

Inc.

from

by Irving Berlin

royalties

of

his

.

platters

On

Disclick for

**

'

Tour

the latest instance of a songstress stepping into
the big money via a disclick. Miss
is

hit for RCA
Victor in “That’s All I Want From
You,” is exiting the video show,
“Stop The Music,” for an extended
series of personals, opening May 4
at the Casa Loma Ballroom In St.
Louis for a one-niter.

Morgan, who had a

She’ll swing across the country
on one-niters and cafe stands until
September.

JOAN REGAN
Everyone is raving about
your new record:

PRIZE OF (OLD

TOO MANY HEARTACHES
1542 and 45-1542

“How

The songs will be issued on six
78 rpm or 45 rpm singles and one
12-inch LP. Disks already have
been tested at the recent Music
Educators. Conference in* Boston
and at several New York public
schools. Promotion for the series
includes special 15-minute scripts
for children’s disk jockeys and
special slides pertaining to the records for tele kiddie shows.

Jaye P. Morgan Banks
Jaye P. Morgan

are

Weather?”

WELCOME

g

.^mssssssiem^&sms!^
Misfit-'

26.

signed to

in sing “Wichita,” theme song from
song the Allied Artists pic of the same
name, cleffed by Ned Washington
and Hans J. Salter. Ritter,, who
Girl Scout Council of Greater New also sang “High Noon,” likewise
York and an equal amount to the penned by Washington and which
Boy Scouts of the N. Y. area. Ber- won him an Oscar, sliced “Wichilin set up the fund to help children ta” for the Capitol label last week.
in low-income areas.
The fund
Tune is being published by Robhas distributed $222,500 to date,
bins Music Co. Pic., directed by
tierbert Bayard Swope is chair- Jacques Tourneur for producer
Walter Mirisch, stars Joel McCrea.
man of the fund.

established

1940

DANCE WITH ME!"

kickoff

Colors in a Rainbow?,”
"What’s Inside Our Earth?” “Why
Do Stars Twinkle?” and “What Is

for AA’s Film

of that title, donated $5,000 to the

WON'T YOU

the

Many

.

fSINCERELY
fOPEN UP YOUR HEART

the sliding

"PAPA

According to Krasnow, the “Now
series will be a longrange project with new. titles added
periodically. Among the titles in

We Know”

tBALLAD OF DAVY CROCKETT

abandon his rights under the com-

An “encyclopedia on wax” for
the 'kidisk field is being prepped
by Columbia Records. Series, which
is being prepared by Hecky Krasnow, Col’s kidisk division chief, is
tagged “.Now We Know (Songs T*o
Learn By).” The tunes were penned
by jingle writers Hy Zaret and Lou
Singer.

(ASCAP. fBMI)

Last

Week Week

On Wax’

Silly

Unchained Melody

.

hi-fi,

For die Kidisk Field

*

RCA

summer.

England will be on the new

Davy Crockett

.Jit May Sound
(No More

(Coral)

this

extended play, 10c, three selections
for 25c plan.”

Sincerely

f

JONI JAMES (MGM)

AL HIBBLER

territory

Before the years’ end, Geracos,
predicted, “practically all of New

Crazy Otto Medley

only

McGULRE SISTERS

dime

Cr ° ckett
Iser!* Eref***

JOHNNY MADDOX (Dot)
LES BAXTER (Capitol)
TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD

i

idea has spread

New England

100% on the dime; Rhode Island is
beginning to “convert from the longtime 5c operation; New Hampshire
ops around the Manchester area
are trying out locations on the 10c
play, and Maine and Vermont ops
are planning an introduction of the

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABEL

GEORGIA GIBBS

Kidisk

Styne and Cahn's

25c plan.

The dime play

Last

Week Week

BILL HAYES (Cadence)

A TUNEFUL ADDITION
TO ANY PROGRAM

dime play was better than had been
hoped for. All new jukes coming
into the territory now from manufacturers are on the 10c, three for

like wildfire, pushed by juke ops
and distribs. Connecticut is nearly

POSITIONS
This

it.

percentage to set up
scale of mechanicals.

and

TALENT

Continued from page 46

Shimkin

Conversion of the jukes from 5c
to 10c began six weeks ago. Complaints from the public were negligible on the price rise, Geracos
said, and public acceptance of the

through the

Roosevelt and tele cameras have
been brought to Frank Dailey’s
Meadowbropk, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
Howfor a series on ABC-TV.
ever, nothing yet has encompassed
the scope of the CBS plans and the
band agency execs are putting a

Plays

ported.

NOTEi The current comparative sale s strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These -findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Vahiety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points, scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines , retail

Lombardo has been picked up via
remotes from New fork’s Hotel

S&S

Music

as Published in the Current Issue

.

lot of faith in

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

Cain Machines

setup,, still

the formative stage, plans to
showcase four tooting groups an
in
quarter-hour
evening
slots.
Among the orchs being* dickered
for the show are Les Brown, Ralph
Flanagan, Billy May, Tex Beneke,
Ralph Marterie, Phil Spitalny and
Louis Armstrong.
Latino orchs
also are expected to get important
spotting during the summer run.
Tele already has made a number
of stabs with band shows.
Guy
in

EP

Boston, April 26.
Juke boxes in Massachusetts are
nearly 95% converted to 10c play,
according to James Geracos, president of the Massachusetts Music
Operators Assn.
Extended play
records, which were coupled with
the 10c play,, have been well accepted by juke' patrons, he re-

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

CBS-TV

launches a new series featuring
the top name orchs of the country.
Show will move into the Jackie
Gleason hour on Saturday nights
when the comic takes off for a sum-

mer

10c

tv,

ONDON

!
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MCA Reported Taking Over Tucker s
London

Mery As Further TV Tie-In

Music Corp. of America is still
seeking a strong alignment with
the British variety field. Agency
is currently negotiating the takeover of the Charles L. Tucker
Agency, of London. A new tie-in
is becoming increasingly necessary
since advent of commerfor

MCA

cial television will

make

it

man-

datory that they get into the vari-

ety field in England solidly. The
variety end, it’s believed, would
a better inside into spongive

MCA

sored tele, than would any other
segment of the industry. As yet
there are no strong tele offices in
London, but variety agents have
the bulk of the desirable talent.
Some years ago, MCA bought

MCA

MCA

is findFpr example,
sary.
ing difficulty in moving its attracEddie
tions into the Palladium.
Fisher, signed with MCA, went into

the London vauder through General Artists Corp. on a tie with
the Lew & Leslie Grade Agency.
MCA has been in the market for
the past decade for a thriving vari-

U. S.

NAMES FOR TOUR

,

Show

replaces Ice Cycles, which

has debuted its annual new icer at
the Texas fair since 1944.

Johnnie

Ray Repeats

London Palladium

Click;

Kids Smash Stage Door
London, April ^6.
Johnnie Ray topped his previous
successes here with his opening at
the Palladium, yesterday

book

months.
Playing time would be
determined by the salary inasmuch
as the top names could play only
the very large cities^ Committee
Will take care’ of the transportation expenses. Campaign group is
also seeking a celeb to be a guest
of honor at a projected ball. They
would defray expenses of the trip.
Under Aussie currency laws,
each artist is permitted to take out
$10,000, remainder to be invested
in native enterprises.

(Mon.).

Opening was extremely exciting
singer
'evoking
ecstatic
with
squeals and hysterical fervor from
Youngthe excited bobbysoxers.
sters smashed the stagedoor bar-

Yank’s Marshall Plan For
Palladium: Learn English

'

rier

and

control

were called in. to
crowds outside the

And lean

'police

the

Into the Laff’
London.

theatre.

Editor, Variety:
s
Other American act is Joel Grey,
Jay .Marshall opened at the Palety office. There were talks some making his British bow here. Grey >ladium, London, last night . . . in
years ago with Tucker, but noth- started off excellently but didn’t the next-to-closing slot.
The day started with a 10 a.m.
ing came of it. Recently, Tucker maintain the smash opening pace.
Other acts on the- card include band call (rehearsal). 1 presented
was in the U. S. and initiated preliminary gabfests with Larry Bar- The Charlivels, the musical-acro copies of my orchestrations to Mr.
veepee. Further talks trio from France; Scotch comic Eric Rogers, musical director, who
nett,
are believed to have taken place in Jimmy Logan, comedy musicians distributed, the. folders to his two
Les Ward, Vogelbein’s .dozen musicians. The music had
London with
proxy Lew Was- Albert
Pete Page, pup- just been translated into English
serman handling the. deal from this Bears, Paul
peteers; Four Furres, balancers; for hie by a trombonist at the Saend.
toppers, incidentally, have Three Chiesas, jugglers, and the voy Hotel. The first cue used to
found it necessary to travel the resident George Carden line of read: ENTRANCE
BOWS; in
trans-Atlantic route with increas? terpers.
English it is now: OPENING
ing frequency in order to place
TABS.
.
some of its top properties in Brit- mutually profitable. According to
The translation was a good 6ne
ish video, or at least to initiate ex- present price discussions, Tucker
and I was. able to recognize the
ploratory talks regarding them. would walk off with a $300,000 tax- tune from the very first. In the
Agency looks upon the British- free nest egg. He could also be busses and underground cars (subsponsored tele as an important po- assured of a salary by
and way trains to you) there is an adthere is a possibility that he would vert (advertisement) which reads:
tential market.
There are several reports as to join Tom Arnold enterprises. Ar- FOREIGNERS: LEARN ENGLISH,
why Tucker would want to sell out nold is an ice show impresario who and gives the address of a school.
to MCA, thus making the deal operates in. other fields as well.
(Continued on page 58)
'
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Show Cues Dates on Loew s Circuit
Alan Freed and his “Rock

Hollywood, April 26,
Bros, have signed a
three-year deal at the Flamingo,
Las Vegas. The pact calls two fourweek engagements annually for a is in on a guarantee and percentage
deal.
total of 24 weeks.

The

Ritz

Opener

May

starts

5.

m

i

Freed, a disk-jockey on WINS,
recently played the paraBrooklyn, and Scored a
terrific $84,000. There was a chance
that he would have -gone into the
N.Y. Par, but a series of big pictures already set for that house
prevented the stand.
The engagement in the Dodgers'
province represented a gamble by
both .Paramount, Freed and Morris
Levy, latter a nitery operator, who
came in with Freed on the deal.
They were booked in on a $7,500
guarantee with" overages starting
at $30,000. However, if the show
grossed that amount only, Levy

N Y.,

i

mount,

Top Global

Selling

U.S. Being

Show
GI

Of

Done by

Biz:

GIs,

Lncy Monroe
and

generosity

American

biz are still the most influential U. S. exports, according
to Lucy Monroe, who returned
last
week, from a round-theworld tour, during which she

show

spent the greater portion of her
Miss
time entertaining troops.
Monroe found that the American
’

soldier, whether he’s in Germany
or in Japan, Okinawa, or Formosa,
constantly has his hand in his

pocket digging for something to
give someone.
Miss Monroe said
it may be money or chocolate or
In many cases, the solcigarets.
diers have adopted foundlings.
However, Miss Monroe agreed
that the more commercial- export
is the various forms of American
show biz. The Japanese, she said,

and Freed would have taken a
terrific lacing since they went in
with a show which he bought at

On the overages, the
$11,000.
show got 50% up to $60,000, and
60% beyond that. Total take-home
pay by the show was $36,900. Of
that sum, Freed got 55% of the
profits of which WINS got 10%
under one interpretation of its
contract with Freed. Levy got the
remainder of the Par pay.
The “Rock ’n' Roll” unit is
higher
a
considerably
getting
guarantee with Loew which is expected to cover the entire cost of

have their own versions of AmeriFor example, concan tunes.
genitally unable to pronounce the
the show.
letter L, the recent hit by Joan
Weber is being sung as “Ret Me

and
Nip

it’s

capacity.

Award

getting a big

territory.

Ameri-

can styled nightclubs have sprung
Up throughout the country. Miss
Monroe added.
Miss Monroe stated that the
U. S; has a comparatively small
contingent on Formosa, most of
them being there in an advisory
Curiously, these

men

(Continued. on page 56)

to Pickens
Boston, April 26.

Jane Pickens received a “Woman
of the Year” plaque at a luncheon
in Hotel Bradford from the Women’s Auxiliary, United Cerebral
Palsy of Boston, yesterday (25),
Songstress is dividing her time

between radio, tv, nitery dates and
in appearances in behalf of the Cerebral Palsy Foundation.

%S”

DAVE BARRY
“Strictly Casual”

OPENING SHOW

CURRENTLY

ROYAL NEVADA HOTEL
I

Already booked return engagement, 19551

LAS VEGAS
American entertainer of the cur*
name series brought bock by
popular demand. Thanks Lee Gordon, Ben Reyes, Vic Knight.
First

rent big

AUSTRALIA!
O

Thanks!
Walter Winchellt "Dave Barry

CIRO’S

act in years

Hollywood

Ditto!

"

Hedda Hopper: "Dave

WEILER
Personal

Special Material

JESSE GOLDSTEIN

Management

WILLIAM LOEB
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

44?

S.

—

Best.

Barry's greatl”

Business Management

SAM

’n’

Roll” show have been set for a
pair of dates on the Loew circuit.
Leo Cohen, booker for the chain,
has pacted this bill for Loew’s
State, Boston, starting May 20 and
for three days at the State, Providence, starting May 27. The layout

Ritz Bros, in L.V. Deal

Go Rover,”
AND play
in the

MCA

>

Brooklyn Par Click of ‘Rock

Melbourne* April 19.
The new St. George's Hospital
campaign fund is seeking to promote top American names for an

Australian tour. Management Committee of the Infirmary being built
in suburban Kew, is scanning the
leer for Dallas
U.
S. market for talent. They have
Dallas, April 2(5.
already secured playing sites in
“Ice Capades of 1956” will give. Adelaide, Melbourne, Victoria and
24 performances at the State Fair Sydney, and hdve lined up newspaof Texas, Oct. 7-23, in the Ice
per backing in several cities.
Arena. Show last played here in
The committee is planning to
1940, but npt at expo time.
talent from 15' days to six

&

Dunfee, a London legit
Linnitt
agency, and have employed Jock
Jacobson and Norman Payne to
handle its London business in other
hasn’t yet
However,
fields.
attained the results it anticipated
and other ties are becoming neces-

AUSSIE HOSP SEEKS TOP

B.v.rly Dr., B.v.rly Hill*

’Wednesday* April

27,'

P^SsiETf

1955

JULES PODELL

53

PROUDLY AWARDS

COPA

BONNET
The Oscar of

To

the

STAR

of

THE WILL MASTIN TRIO/

SAMMY

DAVIS/ JR.

10 EAST 60 STREET

•

PLAZA 8-0900

,
,
•
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The Troupers,

Honest Labor and Spotlights

‘Friars In
]

Falsies/ Gross $20,000

The Troupers,

the all-femme the-

now

hitting

the bigtime in philanthropy. The
group is now readying to endow a
room at the Jewish Memorial Hos-

Announcement of this
anthropy was made Sunday

sion.

phil-

(24)

the seventh annual shindig
given by the group at the Latin
Quarter, Ni Y., during which time
top figures in the nitery orbit
turned out to convey their greetings to the Troupers.
Sunday’s affair was dedicated
to Jane Froman, a survivor of the
Lisbon Clipper Crash of 1943. She
was presented a scroll by the
Club’s president, Mrs, Ciel Beckman, and in return sang a chorus
of “I Believe.”
It was Berle who got off the
most descriptive line of the eveat

hitting a
gross of about $20,000 for the evening. Entire cafe was ‘given, over
to them and show wound up -at

head for the function,

banned her
“Variety

act.

says the standing Miss Ward
achieved in the oldest trade clearly bars her
from respectable labor, like singing in a ‘joint.
In tones worthy of the WCTU, it cries that Miss
Ward Can never be admitted to the theatre pro-

2 a.m.
Although the program on top of
the regular Latin Quarter display
wasn’t the largest in the history of
the Trouper meets here, it was one
of the smoothest, being marred KING COLE UNIT PULLS
only by a couple of stage waits
near the end of the show when
17G IN
they were waiting for a pair Of
The .Nat (King) Cole show
tardy acts. Joey Adams. started as
emcee with Berle taking over for' opened terrifically with a $17,000
the second half. Eartha Kitt teed- 'take for two shows in Norfolk, Satoff the shindig, and was fol- urday (23).
Show includes the
lowed by Alan King, Who probably
Drifters,- Leo De Lyon, La verne
scored heaviest among the individual entertainers. Kean Sisters Baker and the .Erskine Hawkins
hit handily.
Following night,
layout
Orch.
Another strong spot was by a pulled a good $12,000 at the Nanewcomer Johnny Sims who' made tional Guard Armory, Washington.
his bigtime bow here. A tenor, he
On May 13, preseht show, tourhas an ingratiating manner and a ang under Gale Agency auspices,
smooth voice, and crowd whipped will, be supplanted by one topped
up plenty of encouragement for by Roy Hamilton with Jimmy Reed,
him. Another top focal point was The Hearts, Little Walkin' Willie,
the comedy duet between Adams plus holdovers of Drifters, Spaniels
and his double-talking .partner A1 and Hawkins orch from the present
Kelly, while this duo,' 'and- Berle card.
later did a courtroom sketch that
carried a lotta laughs. Nejla Ates
wiggjed her way into, the crowd’s
favor, while Pat Rooney and* Alan Wallace to Book Talent
Dale also scored. A powerful curtain by Louis Armstrong and VelFor Four Hawaii Hotels
ma Middleton closed the Show.
Dan Wallace has been named
anAlthough
not
originally
entertainment director for four
nounced Berle declared that the
hotels jn Hawaii operated by the
hospital room endowment will be
Navigation Co. WaHnce
Matson
Mrs.
mother,
dedicated to his late
will book entertainment into the
Jose,
Sandra Berle.
Surf
Moana,
Hawaiian,
Royal
Kaiulani
Princess
Rider,
and
Hotels, all of which are in WaiTreifissen Joins Grades
;

i

!

‘

Arthur Treifissen has joined the

Lew & Leslie Grade Agency
New York.
He , previously operated as

in

an

indie, agent.

a.

such exploitation gives show business, unde
servedly, a bad name and we said so. Simple as
that.—Ed)

thinJb

J0SY BAKER, DURANT

mm mm

«nd

his

That’s Merlin and the three
smart-looking
blondes
who
fiddle along

of pace.

1*»

Ankara, Pitt
Skating shows are back at the
attractive Ankara . . but the big
noise in the new lineup is the
Ving Merlin act . . Jimmy Con.

fer,

emcee and band

vocalist,

does a song while the floor’s

coming back over the rink for
the blades-less section.

Class

AA

with him.
It’s a
act, smartly staged and

humor and
-

artistry.

&

Paul Falk, the stars
Ria Baran
of the show, are special favorites
with their countrymen, having won

German championship eleven
the European one three
times and, in 1952, (before they
turned professionals), the World
Falk score
Championship. Baran
in two solo numbers, both tops,

the

times,

&

^

in sf
26.

de-force

,

.

j

Then there are the perennial
Erich & Ilse Pausin who, back in
1936 were second at the Olympic
Tournament, Since then the Pausins haVeckept their popularity in
j

Next is Frank Sawers
whose “Fire Dance” number is one
this country.

many

of the
show.

highlights

of

the

Show also includes Heinz Kroel,
a jumper; Hazel Franklin, highly
gifted skater from England; Gerry
.

eye-filling combination of grace and beauty; Danish
Farelli with unusual' juggling
work (on ice, of. course); The Per-

Mahoney, an

Kay

cellys,

and Werner Mueller, among

others. Excellent comedy/ bits: are
supplied 4>y Guy Longpre and Ivor
'

Robson.

1

Appraisal' must also include the
29 Glamour “leers” and. the eight
“Xce” Squires. In all, this troupe
consists of more than 100 people
(including technicians and musicians),

from

all nations.
as usual are the beautiful

Tops

costumes and, a novelty, a special
Watershow With musical fountains.
Lighting and decor are also very
effective. The musical accompaniment is well' handled by Sam

Kapper and
“Holiday

his six-piece orch.
Ice” is currently
biz attracregistering

On

Number One show
tion in town. Show is

the

brisk biz with word-of-mouth and
generous advertising a big help.
It is running at the Sportpalast
additional
every evening with
afternoon performances on Saturdays and Sundays. The Berlin per'

formances will continue through
Hans,

April 28.

On

holidays.

plenty okay musically, too; Merlin’s in tails and his femmes are
visions in white silk and tuUe,
and the turn looks every bit as
good as it sounds. The violin
arrangements are striking and
the four never appear static,
since Merlin has the gals moving around in some neat stage
designs. Past the midway mark,
he 'has the dames going down
off the floor into the audience'
and playing table-side Continental style for an effective change

Apr- 10.

crowds

of course.

San Francisco, April

the centre of the troubled area,
seem to feel that the Chinese Communists will not attack the island.
If an invasion is planned, she

“Holiday On Ice” has done it
After playing before^/ SRO
in West Germany f this
American ice follies show has
again clicked in Berlin for the
third time. It is no exaggeration
to say that this ensemble has won
many new sympathies for America.
This troupe, headed here by veepee Emery F. Gilbert, keeps right,
on finding new. ideas for its ice
entertainment. This time, the revue consists of 23 acts and everyone seems to be better than the
other one. ItTl be tough for any
other international ice ensemble
surpass the quality of this
to
excellent mixture of dance, sports,
again.

Giving another one' of her tourperformances/ Josephine
Baker opened at the Geary Theatre
here last night (Mon.) for what is
said, they feel .that it will be in
the Indo-China area. Deadline for expected be an okay, week at the
a Formosa invasion by the Chi- boxoffice. Only other performer
nese would be May 30 because in the- bill is vet vaudevillian Jack
the waters around that country
are comparatively quiet and small Durant who handles the interludes
La Baker’s costume
invasion boats could safely navi- between
gate there.
changes.
Miss Monroe started out with a
Miss Baker is working hard
USO-Camp-Shows troupe during delivering some 18 or 19 songs and,
the Christmas holidays which en- dances. Most of the repertory 4s
tertained in France and Germany. in French.
She subsequently separated from
that company and paid her own
passage to Italy, thence to India,
Bangkok, Hbng Kong and went Mariners Billed As
under Army orders in Tokyo
where she continued singing beGodfrey’s ‘Axe-Friends’
fore GI audiences in Japan, ForBoston, April 26.
mosa, and. Okinawa.
During the
Billed as “Arthur Godfrey’s Axe-.
time she sang under Army aus- Friends,” the Mariners opened at
pices, Miss Monroe had a piano
the Latin Quarter last night, Monaccompanist
named
Vladimir day (25) for six days. Strange castHprowitz, furnished her by the
ing was Tony Maryin, Godfrey, anArmy.
Lest there be any .false
nouncer, opening Friday (29) for
impression about this soldier’s
three days, on same bill.
identity, he changed his name to
Explanation is that Tony signed
William Howe.
kiki.
some time ago to play the Quarter
and there was nothing he or any/Wallace, formerly a dancer, was
one else could do about preventing
af one time assistant to Leroy
Saranac Lake
his appearance on thu same stage
Prinz, dance director at Warner
with' the fired Mariners. His conBros.
Saranac Lake, N. Y., April 26.
tract
is of the pla’y-or-pay kind
Kudoes to Joe McCarthy, Joe
Dwyer, Joe Sinclari, John Mc- with only illness bringing cancelDowell and John Garvey, all lation.
members of Local No, 1, IATSE,
N. Y. for their time out and philanthropic work for the Will Rogers
patients here especially during the Mpls. Flame Club

VIOLIN BEAUTIES

P'AHIETY

,

Spialek. Preemed at Sport
palast, Berlin April 14.

.

Continued' frqm page 54

Sam Kapper Orch

Hans

.

Selling

&

Director,- Eve Ross chorebgraphy,
Marie Carr ; musical arrangements

(Variety is undoubtedly guilty, as charged, of
snobbishness about the theatrical profession and
still
believes feminine entertainers justified in
squawking when a she-tramp describes, or nominates, herself as talent.
This is libel-by-label.
While naturally conceding the right of lawyer and
editor to object to our objection, we can only add
that the question of Pat Ward’s right to earn a
living honestly 'is one thing and her apparently incurable bad taste in business matters is something
else.
She has a constitutional right to begin honest labor under a full spotlight and citizens have a
constitutional right to express their reaction to this
beginning.
Nor is her possession or lack of a singing voice at issue.
Who’s kidding* who with all
these side issues?
Pat Ward was booked because
she was a well-publicized prostitute whose personal
appearance was' figured a good morbid draw.
We

VING MERLIN
a

the Ice Squires,

brief period, the variety of

enterprise to find out.”

‘

Berlin, April 16.
Paul Falk, Ilse

&

a noble one.

is

“Certainly, for

&

Ria Baran

Erich Pausin, Frank Sawers, Hazel
Ivor
Franklin, Guy Longpre
Robson, Gerry Mahoney, Three
Percellys, Heinz Kroel, Kay Farelli,
Werner Mueller, Glamour “leers,”

Miss Ward's experiences would guarantee her
an audience. But ultimately the test would be
whether she can sing, or act, or dance, or do
something beyond what she has been doing.
Surely there is enough enterprise left in free

Top Global

NORFOLK

SOCK

•

voice

Coach Inn.
“I would not pay 10c

ning when he called The Troupers
Organization
“FriaTs in Falsies.”
filled the Latin Quarter at $35 per

Holiday on Ice
(SPORTPALAST, BERLIN)

“Small children are taught there is always
room in heaven for one more reformed sinner.
But Variety says Pat Ward can’t go anywhere,
“To the best of our knowledge and. recollecWe
tion, we have neverjieard Pat Ward sing.
do not know whether she can. Blit we think
her experiment in earning a living with her

Liquor Authority of New Jersey which censored
Pat Ward for doing wl>at She did and not for
anything she intended doing at the Stage
to see Pat Ward, but if
she wants to make, a fool of herself she has
Variety should get
only herself ’to blame.
c
out of the act.”
The N. Y. Post captioned its editorial, “Show Biz
No Biz For Pat?” and observed:
“Variety, the theatrical trade journal, is inIn a frontdignant. Its target is Pat Ward.
page editorial the paper says all true friends of
the theatre must and will rise up to protest the
news that Miss Ward seeks a job as a nightBoth New York and Jersey have
. club singer.

one very

young/

voice to those selfrighteous few who would
destroy the basic vitality of Show Business by
denying to some the right to perform.
“Pat Ward is obviously capitalizing on her
But Show Business is
notoriety as a bad girl.
loaded with people who use notoriety as a
Variety has no busisubstitution for talent.
ness adding insult to injury by applauding the

pital, N. Y., for the children of
the needy in the theatrical profes-

Show Review

Ice

fession because ‘she joined an older

Variety's editorial last week, “Pat Ward Should
Attorney
Get Lost,” drew two adverse comments.
Ronald J. Moss, in a letter dated April 21, arid a
N. Y. Post editorial (April 22) both disagreed
Writes barrister Moss:
sharply.
“I noted with horror your front page editorial about Pat Ward. Variety, which has long
been an outspoken enemy of ‘premature’ censorship, has apparently decided to add its

For Charity at Latin Qtr.
atrical organization, is

Wednesday, April 27, 1955

J^A-RIETY

Cohen.

TMANKS TO JOE HILLER

Jazz Kick, Inks

Denny

Ressler, vaudevlllian of
yesteryear and a member Of actors
colony for years, has been appointed chairman of tri-cities Soap
Box Derby committee now in progin
ress
Saranac Lake, Tupper
Lake and Lake Placid, a top annual
event in this territory.

Names

Minneapolis, April 26,
Local Flame night club, which
recently inaugurated a musiciansinger policy with Charlie Ventura

.

Morris Dworski, executive direcof the Will Rogers hospital
research laboratory who was emergencied into the Memorial hospital,
Neyf York City, has mastered two
major operations; his recuperation
tor

is

a special item.

Top

clinic reports

and advanced

progress upped the following for
meals in the main dining room:
Cecil Winstead, manager of Carolina Theatre, Rocky Mount, N. C.;
Beatrice Hughes, Ziegfeld yesteryear showgirl; Bob (Mello Larks)
Smith, tele and radio chirper, and
Delphin Streder, of N, Y. Colonial
Theatre.

Nanon Millis Brown, dancer
formerly with “Inside U.S.A.” and
recently with “Hit Parade” tele
program, ended ..her. .Observation
period with a top Clinic report
which upped her for daily meals.
Bob Cosgrove, of Columbia Pictures, N. Y. who was strickened
with virus p’neumonia arid beat
the rap here, back in N.Y., with
green light that he is definitely
okay.

Write to those who are

ill.

and which has. Buddy DeFranco
foursome and Carmen McRae currently, is going all out in the new
jazz entertainment deal for this
.

Encouraged by the initial
has inked a succession
important, attractions and is
forking out as much as $4,000 a
week for a single act,
town.

click, spot

of

Muggsy Spanier’*
Week of April 27.

Eileen
Currently

unit comes the

A

three-week

Dizzy Gillespie engagement starts
4. Then Gene Krupa brings

.May

his quartet for two weeks, opening
May 25. Also Sarah Vaughan is set
for a June 29 fortnight.

ROOSEVELT HOTEL
NEW ORLEANS
CORAL
Dir.:

Records

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

CAB CALLOWAY
ft

Now
International Theatre
Mg*. BILL MITTLER, 141$ Broadway,

Tour
Now York

’
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Convention Hall Inks

Mono to Reuthen

Guaranteed Annual

McGuire

Wage Already Operating in Show Biz

night of July 3. It’s the first event
signed on that spot by Leonard
appointed by Walter Reade to book the house for
the season. Reade recently leased
the municipally owned auditorium
foT three years.
Romm is also dickering with
John Harris for a run of “Ice
Capades’’ here. However, deal is

Question of guaranteed annual Ned Schuyler, was on a stipulated
wage may be a point of consider- salary whether she worked or not.
able debate in the auto industry, In many acts, particularly among
but it’s getting wider acceptance
acrobats, most of the help get stipin shpw biz. Latest to get a stipulated annual amount of coin will ulated .sums during the year.
Curiously, Frank Barone, attorbe the Mariners, fired recently
from the Arthur Godfrey program. ney. and personal manager, who
The Mariners had announced as now has the Mariners under his
having signed with the William
wing, also manages LaRosa. ApMorris Agency, but late last week
had switched their affiliation to parently, he’s a firm believer in
General Artists Corp„ despite the security.
fact that they, started a series of
Of the others recently fired by
dhtes on Monday (25) at -the Latin
Godfrey, Marion Marlowe stays
Quarter, Boston, which were lined
with' the Morris Agency, and Haleup by the Morris office.
much GAC guaranteed loke hasn’t yet affiliated with any

Romm, who was

The network of arenas and auditoriums which have been, built or
are being built now constitutes the
biggest live show business potential in the U. S. and, Canada. Many
towns do not' have as much as a
fair-sized nitery or a burlesque
house, but the chances are that
still to be worked out. Convention they have built or ate contemplatHall seats around 3,00Q.
ing an arena seating anywhere
from 4,000 to 12,000. Most of these

,

COURT KAYOS CHI
JUDGMENT VS. HOOFER

.

Just how
them hasn't been spilled, but it’s
reported as being in the neighborhood of $75,000 annually. This
contract has a considerable amount
of teeth in it inasmuch as should
GAC fail tO produce the stipulated
amount of bookings, it would have
to shell out the difference from
own corporate coffers. Of
its
pact has , a reasonable
course,
amount of safeguards for the talent office, such as time lost by

must be made up by an

Illness

the ^contract, and
of
extension
by the
assurances
reasonable
Mariners that they take jobs of-

fered them by GAC.
This

is

^

the second of the God-

GAC

frey firelings that went to
via the guaranteed annual wage
route. Julius LaRosa got a $100,-

N.Y.

The' Municipal

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Greenberg,

New York

where the case Was
tried.

Greenberg

.

the complexion of the live entertainment industry within a comparatively short time.
Already,
nearly all of the agencies are de-

a. great deal 6f attention to
gigantic shtwys which will fill up
Many municiahe largeseaters.
palities are suddenly finding that
'they are in show business up to
improperly
the hilt, and many acts and bands
are plotting to get in on the arena

voting

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

j

*

»

-

:

.

JAY MAISHAU

.

.

WORLD. NOW
AT
LONDON.

'

'

example, the result of the William Morris .Agency’s probing into
the situation has been the booking
of “Arabian Nights.”
There are
other projects in the blueprint
stage in other pffices. Arena time
has the makings of a bonanza and
consequently, considerable moveis expected' in that direction in a very short time.

ment

David Hughes9 Sked
Melbourne, April 26.
Hughes, 'British singer
'

David
currently
slated to

touring Australia, is
visit, the ' U. S.
next
month. He has been on the- Tivoli
circuit 'for the: past three months.
He’ll stop off in Honolulu for a
short vacation with his recent
bride before hitting the States.
He’s expected to do a few tele
guest shots before returning to
England for theatre dates.
.

•

(

.

.

.

.

FRANKIE SCOTT
i

a show.
with

mountainous problems. However,
agencies have been giving considerable thought to the matter. For

,

.

.

of.

difficulty

<

Nazarro’s

.

.

ALL OVER THE

-

Another major

the arena seTup has been the lining up of proper names and the
scheduling of events. ' Both are

Yank’s Marshall Plan

LAYING OFF

r

mit a sustained run

further
contended
personal manage- act.
The increase in the playing time
to evade the
provisions of the N. Y. State Gen- has contributed to the unpreceeral Business Law which lftnits dented success of ice. shows such
commissions to 5%. The personal as “Ice Capades” and “Ice Folmanagement deal, attorney for Wil- lies’.” The water show, “Arabian
son said, was consequently illegal Nights,” will hit the arena circuit
in September when It winds up at
in this case.
Jones Beach,,N. Y.
STYNfe TO CLEF CAFE SCORE
There is presently more time
Hollywood, April 26.
than there are good enough. shows,
Jule Styne has been signed by the first time that such a condition
Jack Entratter, entertainment di- has existed in the arena field.' For
rector of the Sands^Hotel in Vegas, example, “Ice Capades” will have
to clef- ah original music score for two companies on the road this
the
second
“Ziegfeld
Follies,” year. “Holiday on Ice” grosses are
slated to open at the desert hos- up. The major difficulty is in gettelry on July 3.
ting suitable headliners in the
Show will star Peter Lind Hayes shows other than the leers. For exand Mary Healy. Lyricist is still ample. Liberace has been doing
to be set.
tremendously on the aud circuit,
that

t

,

.

are self-amortizing projects built
either as a cultural centre or a

000 annual guarantee the first the concrete floor after a 12-foot
three years from GAC. He grossed flight . . . John Donohue, compclose to $360,000 during the first troller for the American Guild of
anni.
Variety Artists, in TJnio^JHospital,
Guaranteed wages have been the Bronx, with uremic poisoning .
prerogative of many personal man- Eartha Kitt, Harry Belafonte, LauFor example, ritz Melchior, Carol Haney, among
deals.
agement
up by others, slated for appearances at
Josephine Baker, when tied
— ——
the Page One Ball of the N. Y.
Newspaper- Guild Friday (29) at the
Sheraton-Astor, N.’Y.
Arlene
.
Date current at La Zambra, N. Y.
.
Le Cupidon, N. Y., partying
.
.
cast of “Ankles Aweigh” tonight
Continued from page 54
(Wed.)
Cab Calloway starting
.
.
at the Casino Theatre, Toronto, to- I may enroll and learn the lan- to make such a choice before
morrow (Thurs.)
Kitty Kallen guage before I return to ttm and perhaps never will again. With
pacted for the Palladium, London, States.
a nervous flush I pointed to the
May 9, on bill with Four Aces.
The stage manager and the elec- girl nearest to me; Miss Betty Altrician took my light cues and len, a lovely intelligent lass, who
LIBERTY
stage cues and the doorman asked now assists in my act. It is not easy
Chicago
for my address and phone num- to make one friend and 19 enemies
IN
Shecky Greene into the Chez ber. The phone number is AM- by merely pointing a finger. I walkAt £10. 1f>, 4d
Paree,. Chi, May 12 for four weeks
Bassador 7733 (they say AMBassa- ed back to my dressing room mutPer Day
. . . Jackie Miles opens at the Chez
tering, “decision, .decision.”
dor double seven double three).
Paree, Chi, Friday (29) in a twoMgt.: MARK LEDDY. New York
After one has been in the busiA callboy came to the dressing
rounder, with Dorothy Sarnoff
London: HI and LEW GRADE LTD.
certain
handling vocalizing on the same room and said: “Mr. Marshall, ness a while he feels that
'follow
me
please,
would
you
I’ll
lines
are almost surefire, and when
bill
The Honeydreamers play.
ing the Cotton Carnival, Memphis, take you to the Governor.” The such a line is spoken the actor
May 7,. for one frame
The Governor turned out to be Val will sort of “lean into the laugh.”
Mello Larks on a midwestern one- Parnell who said, “I booked you At the Savoy Hotel in London I
here on Mark Leddy’s recommend- threw a couple of the standards
niter tour starting August 7
.
Danny Crystal and Lola Dee cur- ation, I don’t want you to let Mark and almost fell on my face when
Ampricci'* U ' d
o u 4 0 d Comedian
rently at the Lake Club, Springfield down.” I said, “I’ll try not* to, sir.” I tried to lean into the laugh. At
Arthur Ellen currently Mr. Parnell told me what Was go- the Palladium, I was almost bowled
. Dr.
heading the bill at the Black Or- ing on in the States and complain- over by some of the reactions to
chid, Chi, Tyith Stan Freeman and ed about the salaries asked by my lines. Le.t me tell you, there. is
Kitty White in the same show . . American acts .
“In two weeks no thrill in show business like the
Ella Fitzgerald into the Chicago we can’t pay for the 50 weeks those first time you play the Palladium.
Theatre, Chi, Friday (29) for two. acts are laying off in the States.” I ran 16 minutes with the same
I looked again at my contract, and material that played in 12 minutes
decided he must have confused me at the Savoy the difference was
Hollywood
With Danny Kaye .
with my laughs and bows. I’ve got to pare,
.
Mae
Williams
goes
into
D'lcihon PETEP J IODICE
the Riv- salary I’ll be lucky to cover the this to 14 minutes and don’t know
erside,
:

0 Difficulty, in many instances,
lies
in the routing of the shows, and
fitting in schedules that will not
conflict with sports events that
have been lined up for the house.
Backbone ^on most of these ventures has been sports, but there
has been a declining gate, while
several kinds of show biz events,
particularly blades shows, have
been increasing at the gate.
Another factor that has handicapped the full realization of the
show biz potential has been the ignorance of many managements in
show biz: matters. - Many municipal operations have doled out
jobs on a patronage basis.
In
other situations, there are a multiplicity of promoters who will never
switch around their events to per-

ment setup was made

.

.

.

in

backed

Routing Problems

his plea to the
court, contended, that Wilson was
improperly served in an area

Jane Froman into the Desert
Inn, Las 'Vegas, July 19 . Sophie
Tucker signed for the 500 Club,
Atlantic City, Aug. 20
Dick
;
Shawn to the Town Casino, Buffalo, May 9
Barry Sisters go
into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, May
Judy. Lynn to. the Sans
5
Souci, Miami Beach, June 2
.
Danii & Genii Prior to tour with
Eartha Kitt on her nitery tour.
George Alverez, of the Flying
Zucchinis,' injured when he was
shot out of a cannon in a Shrine
Circus performance. He landed on
.

as are the various rodeos,

up by a name.

war memorial.
The construction of all the large
Court in hfew show spots is figured to change

York last week threw out a $3,000
judgment recently obtained by personal manager Nat Nazarro against
dancer Derby Wiison in a Chicago
court.
Wilson’s attorney Abner

office.

.

Sis* Hefti

McGuire Sisters and Neal Hefti
band have been signed for Convention Hall, Asbury Park, for

.

.

F">

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

Fox Theatre

Bldg'..

Dejrpit

Reno, tomorrow
two frames
Tony

for

(Thurs.]
.
.
.
Sallj
at Statler Hotel’s Ter-

De Marco

Room

race

All

Branches

of Theatricals

FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW-BIZ
Fir*»

GAG

FILE

.

(Tho Service off fit* STARS)
13 Filet $7 .00-All 35 fuuot $25
Singly; $1.05 per script.

3 Bks. PARODIES, per book $10 O
MINSTREL BUDGET...
$25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., eft. bk. $25 •
• BLUE BOOK (Gags for Stags) $50 •

•

•:

HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES
$3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand
BILLY

,

GLASON

54th St., New York
Circle 7-1130

W.

.

.

Ann Hathaway

19— Dept. V

Like to Contact

Old Frionds

Gene Allen inked

May

Grove

.

.

Edward McGough
229 East 63rd

St.
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“Atomic Ice,” set for six
weeks at Hotel Adolphus’ Centurj
Room
Jimmy Leeds’ “Atomic
Revue’’ opened a fortnight at Colony Club
McQuaig Twins sel
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for .Greater Dallas Home Show,
April 30-May 8, at Fair Park, with
other acts to be added
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ALPHABET THE MAGICIAN
All Mail
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Ciro’s
.
Xavier Cugat and his
.
orch, featuring Abbe Lane, with
Garcias, dance team, and comic

t
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weeks

four

Tommy Noonan and Pocahontas
have second billing with Ilona
Massey at Chi Chi, Palm Springs
Paul Gilbert opened last nighl
(Tues) for two weeks at Mocambc

COMEDY MATERIAL
For

for

.

.

1,000-room

Statler-Hilton

.

.

Hotel,

due an October opening, will have
an Empire Room, with Merriel Abbott setting the shows.

.

SEILER and SEABOLD
Currently

transportation.
Lew and Leslie Grade in person
instead of Ltd. showed up at rehearsal and offered "words of en-

couragement and instruction. They
said “Don’t worry.’^
There is an interesting custom
On the door of

at the Palladium.
the star’s dressing
a brass name plate

to cut.

After the first show I was accorded a rare privilege. I was allowed through the door which
leads from backstage to the Palm
Court snack bar in the Palladium
itself. Russia's Iron Curtain is easy
compared to the house door at the
Ace Variety Theatre of the World.
In the Palm Court "T" was presented to Val Parnell's father, Fred

room they put
and the words
“London Palladium 1955 Variety
Season” under the star’s name. Russell, (Russell was the stage
The headliner and the second bill- name). At 93 years he is the olded act are the only two who get est member of thee Water Rats
these; and they are given the brass and a famous and respected venplates at the end of the engage- triloquist.. I was delighted to meet
ment. On my door there is a hand him—he told me about playing at
lettered card on which my name the Orpheum in San Francisco beis spelled wrong.
In each dressing room is an intercom so that even the chorus
can tell what act is on stage. Had
funny experience with the
a
chorus. I went to George Carden
who has the line of girls at the
Palladium and told him I wanted
v

a girl to help

me

in

my

act
. , to
carry some props off stags for me.
I was led up the stairs to the

chorus

.

dressing room.
Mr.
Carden knocked on the door. Permission was granted and we entered. Before I could say anything
Mr. Carden spoke, “Ladfes, this is
Mr. Marshall, who is appearing
with, us this week. He wants one
of you ladies to assist him with a
simple walk on in his act
will
you please line up so he can make
his selection.” I probably, missed a
golden' opportunity at this point
but I’ve never really had a. chance
girls’

.

ESCAMBRON BEACH HOTEL
SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

which

.

.

fore the earthquake, among other
things, and this was the topper for
the evening. I went backstage at
the interval the second show was
easy. There are shows at 6:15 and
8:45 except Sunday, and matinees

—

Wednesday and Saturday

at 2:40

p.m.

The press
after an
to meet

the actors
was pleased

calls iipon

0

opening and I
London’s Variety Mugg,
1

'.

Dir.:

Gerbar-Wafss, N. Y.

Harry. Myers, after the second
show. The London newspapers are

on strike so his call was one of
few that carried weight and he
reminded me to send this installment of the life and times of “One
of the better
Marshall.”

cheaper acts
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ffs the

—Jay

thought J had butterflies in my
stomach last night, but I’ve just
found out they were moths. I may
have to buy a new tux.
Jay Marshall .
I
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Hartford
Hartford, April 23.
Hayes, The Gaylords, Don
Trudi Leung,
Cummings, Larry
Sarh Kaplan Band (10).
Bill

&

Nearly every divertissementthe name Ronnie Harris woven offered
by the State Theatre folinto jerseys tp serve as neat intro
lows: one topline act, a lesser
.LadThe
to the English singer.
an
emcee and an act for
name,
ringlos (see in New Acts) are a
opener.
Roy theThis
novelty aero duo of gals.
week
the house co-spilts
Parry, comedian!, gags and fools in
top billing between Bill Hayes and
zany style, but lacks the right ma- The
Lightweight bill is
Gaylords.
terial despite his hardworking line
topheavy in the vocal department
of comedy. He has upper English with three of the four turns singcomicking
class style in educated
ing.
somewhat akin to that of Claude
Larry
Trudi Leung, in opening
Hulbert, English funster of some spot, dish put a song-and-dance
*
years back.
All
routine plus varied patter.
The Four Furres, Continental effectively presented. The Gayquartet, comprise one femme and lords take over the deuce spot.
three males in an excellent chair- Mercury recording trio give out
balancing act, After various- feats with a flock of melodies with which
of dexterity with two, three, four they
have been associated and get
chairs, then link up to balance
a warm mitt.
twelve chairs atop each other, one
In the trey spot, comic Don
male balancing ’em at bottom, an- Cummings :is the only offering on
other climbing the increasing lad- the hill that doesn’t sing. His
der to set chairs atop each other standard routine and gin-drinking
legs-to-legs, a third handing up bit scores.
chairs with extended pole, and the
Windup spot goes to Bill Hayes
gal assistant aiding in setting the (Cadence Records) whose slice of
Act is a top bet for vaude “Ballad of Davy Crockett” is the
stage.
Gord
locations anywhere.
nation’s top record seller. Chirper
offers a warm personality across
Casino,
the boards and sells very easily.
vet of the legit field, Hayes does
Toronto, April 22.
“Kokomo” and follows with “All
Lily Ayers, Bill Bourns, Vanda
Armand, Larry Drake, Danny I Want From You” and “Cecelia.”
Shaw, Archie Stone House Orch; With a Coonskin hat, he’s in solid
with the kids as he segues into
“Miami Story ” (Col).
his w.k. Crockett ballad. Gets the
young ,’uns
pitch in on several
Marquee strength i$ missing and choruses oftothe
number. Winds
biz is mediocre, but all acts are
up with another folk tune, “Berry
over neatly, with the Vanada
Eck.
re- Song” to good returns.

Palace, N. V.
Berk
Burton

&
&

Hallow,
Janet,

Jimmy Jimae,
Tune Up Boys

Pigmeat
Markham,
with
(2),
George Wiltshire; Helene Vernon
Trio Artie Dann, The Raylins (2),
“ Bedevilled”
Jo' Lombardi Orch
(MG) reviewed in Variety April
,

13,

’55.
r

>

&

t

^

Throughout the Palace

bill, there
the feeling that the general run
of customer has been all through
this before many times. With the
exception of the last act, The Ray-

is

—

-(New Acts) all have been seen
here previously. Yet with present

lins

availabilities and present salaries,
what’s a booker gonna do. As far
the customers are concerned,
there are no surprises, yet' the bill
plays better than is expected by
looking at the roster of names,
Artie Dann, in the next-to-closing slot, has come in with a few
new lines. He has a more informal
mien than usual and his gags hit
the mark with the usual intensity.
He’s off very well, getting the best
hand of the occasion.
In another comedy bit, Pigmeat
Markham moves in from his usual
Harlem stand, the Apollo, for a
demonstration of an ancient burley
device* the arithmetic bit with the
,

•as

.

Toronto

&

assistance of George Wiltshire.
.Point of proving that }3 multiplied
by 7 equals 28 is the basis of their
act this time. Well at least, they
come in with different material
with each visit, but how far back

must they go?
Also in the comedy

vein,

&

A

&

Armand puppets

getting-sock
turns on novelty _ punch, The 65minute presentation opens with

Unit Reviews

signatures,, all getting varying impact. Following is Bill Burns
Ole
and his African love birds for their
Omaha, April. 15,
electrical train rides, with the inGinny
Johnson, Bashto
do
Roy
Acuff,
evitable clown who refuses
tricks, their work on the trapeze, ful Brother Oswald, Pap & Jug
ferfTs
and
rope
Band
Jimmy
tight
(
Riddle,
5),
Robert
ladders,
getic taps. Boy and- girl team work wheel, plus Burns’ patter for an Lund, Johnny & Jack, Tennessee
hard and serve the useful function act that pays off in bird seed and Mountain Boys
(3), Kitty Wells,
of warming up the house. Jimmy top customer applause*
Benny Martin. At Auditorium
Jimae, doing card and cigaret maAmbling in and out as emcee is
’55.
nipulation, provides a
polished Larry Drake for inane chatter Music Hall, Omaha,. April 12,
turn. His movements are deft and
and unnecessary nance biz. He also
This “Grand Ole Opry” unit,
easy and he gets a lot of' applause does the old radio gag where two
featuring Roy Acuff, figures to be
for his bit.
stations are overlapping, these for
The Tune Up Boys (2) work like morning exercises and a cooking one of the top money-getting units
mad at a wide assortment of instru- lesson, with the usual ruri-in con- emanating from the Nashville
ments, particularly toward the end flict of instructions for double- cornball factory. Acuff has been
when they have some specially-- entendre, and not particularly a- top name to folkmusic lovers
made string instruments which are funny, judging from the customer for a score of years and he’s got
amplified.
However, reaction; but Drake recovers in some of the better hillbilly artists
electrically
they make a lot of mistakes in finsurrounding him.
his bit in a bus seat over the rear
gering and at times, they sound
Acuff sings all his standards,
wheel during a cross-country jaunt
pretty had. The turn is also too
does
some fiddling and is on 75%
for topper finish. Lily Ayers, in
long in proportion to the number
of the show. He violates one show
flash costuming, scores with some
of acts viewed at this session.
biz credo in that he performs such
Helene Vernon Trio perform neat dance gyrations.
Top reception, however, goes to deals as _ balancing a violin bow
some energetic adagio. The two
Armand, European pup- on his nose, or the violin itself,
guys toss the girl around rapidly Vanda &
with a yo-yo while
act, notable for novelty and and even plays
pet
and they produce several applauseOpen with standard other entertainers are in the spotshowmanship.
winning moments. They get a good
light.
However,
no one seems, to
tapping by the tiny figures, then
mitting.
mind.
Jo Lombardi, per usual, gives the a couple of clown bell-ringers, a
Johnny
(Wright)
and
Jack
xylophone player and a neat dance
proceedings a good musical lift.
routine, with whole act sock on. (Anglin) and Kitty Wells are coJose.
fdatured
with
give
out
the
and
McStay.
freshness- of ideas.
same type of songs while strumming guitars. A tipoff on the style
_ Empire,
Apollo, N. Y.
is that in all their songs the word
Glasgow, April 21.
The Clovers (5), Paul Williams “again” cornea off to rhyme with
Ronnie
Harris,
Myles
Bell,
“sin.”
Band
Iron
Little
Esther,
Jaw
(12),
Treble Tones (3), Arthur Worsley,
Ginny Johnson is a cute blonde
Vogelbein’s Bears (3), Foiir Furres, Wilson, Spence Twins, Willie John,
Ladringlos (2), Roy Parry, Fight The Kitkats (2); “The Golden who beats away at a bull fiddle
while singing and Bashful Brother
Bobbysoxers, Bobby Dowds Orch Horde ” (U-I).
Oswald supplies most of the
comedy. Much of the latter is on
It’s a gaudy bill with modest
This is a fairly strong vaude
the
blue side
but these crowds
b.o.
prospects this week at this
layout, which has virtue
being
eat it up.
well varied in type of act offered. Harlem vaudery. Topheavy rhythm
Probably the most talented in
&
blues
card
is
headfed
in
that
Bill ranges from a strong comedy
the outfit is Benny Martin, a fine
spot by U. S. comedian Myles Bell department by The Clovers, vet bass
voice who works in with Johnto an English ventriloquist, a Ger- quintet, which shares laurels with
ny
Jack and Kitty Wells and
man chair-balancing quartet, and a teenage “sleeper” named Willie who& also
plays a wicked violin.
John (New Acts).

band

Opry

Grand

.

.

Glasgow

The

.

—

a new British crooner.
The Treble Tones, trio of instrumentalists, occupy the second slot
after a dance number by the
Bobbysoxers, and score in “Mr.
Sandman.’’ They are followed by
Arthur Worsley, English ventro,
with his w.k. dummy Charlie
Brown, who does all the gabbing.
Act is highly entertaining and, in
lip manipulation, is in the top
class, .particularly when entire collection of vent’s problem phrases
is trotted out and not a lip curl
is noted.
Hans Vogelbein presents a trio
of bears in attractive animal act
billed as “Bruins at Their Best.”
Trainer, with femme assistant, has
One bear
pleasing comedy line.
does handstand to solid mitting,
another rides a bicycle round
stage, and two join together to
ride a low-saddled tandem bike.

The r&b five-man squad is in Robert Lund is an offbeat offering,
good form. Act has fine tone, and in that he talks his blues songs
the stubholders an especially ex- and winds up with a clever dance
citable crowd of r&b aficianados shuffle. Jimmy Riddle is the jackduring the stanza seen respond of-all tradesman, playing the piano,
feverishly to a juggled handful -of harmonica, guitar and bass fiddle.
Unit drew 2,200 in the 2,610standard tunes in the market.
Little Esther, remembered as a seat Auditorium Music- Hall here,
Trump.
child star, makes
full-busted
entry this time (she must be all
Takarazuka Troupe
of 18), apd does her r&b tlinealog
in a voice that can only be a. notch
Honolulu, April 18.
above her childhood level. That
Takarazuka. Girls (20), Japaisn’t bad, since it pleases the pews. nese-American
Orch
(18).
At*
There isn’t much that can be McKinley, Honolulu,, April 8, ’55;
said for the Spence Twins, two $3.50 top.
strippers, whom house rules prevent from any extensive takeoff
First
appearance of Japan’s
and whom a lack of rhythm keeps famed
Troupe in
from scoring terpwise. However, HonoluluTakarazuka
since before World War
their presence, plus that of the
II has drawn capacity houses, two
dancing Kitkats and Iron Jaw Wil- performances nightly,
and is windson, another terper, accounts for
ing up with a take that’s beaucoup
top heavy novelty acts. (Latter two
in any language.
in New Acts.)
Show’s essentially dancing, inComic Leonard Reed, clambers cluding a Kabuki dance, semi-baL
in and out between and sometimes
let, folk dances ..and modern dance.
(as in the ease of the Kitkats)
Lavish costuming and highly efduring acts. Although overextend- fective settings enhance the charm
ing his clowning in spots, he gen- of these
long-trained
talented,

—

—

’

I

t

:

t

Myles Bell, U. S. comedian on
second visit to this vaudery, this
time following his click, at the
London Palladium, has the job of
following the
animal act, but
scores heavily by reason of his
savvy and a strong line of patter
and

erally

stories.

Eight Bobbysoxers open the seepnd part with bright hoofing, and.
again appear in next-to-closing
spot, this time dressed, in white
sweaters like bobbysoxers, with

|

pleases the Apollo

crowd.

The Paul Williams Band is loud
its r&b features, but does better

in
in

overall backstopping. Williams
himself is accomplished on the sax.

Art.

GRAHAM PAYN & PATRICIA
CREE

Songs
22 Mins.
Fairmount, Ottawa
Joan Weber’s click as the voice
that sang “Let Me Go, Lover” in
tv’s “Studio One” show of the
same name * is a: demanding reputation to carry into niteries but
the slim, chic lodker succeeds in
maintaining it.
Keeping her
“Lover" chirp style in all her
songs,, Miss Weber shows okay

girls.

Show probably would meet with
similar enthusiasm in key U.S.
coastal cities.
Gals, incidentally,
are as attractive and shapely as
Walt.
they are talented.

Songs^Dance

showmanship training and the mob
buys every offering.
Fresh to the club -circuits, the
Columbia recording star still needs
confidence and poise but with the
serious work she puts on her
chores, backed by well-built arrangements, it’s entirely likely the

name

of

t.euse

will outlive

Joan Weber as a chaflJoan Weber as
girl.
Gorm.

the “Lover”

RONNIE HARRIS

25 Mins.
C gfe de Paris, London
Graham Payn, wbo has been
featured in recent Noel Coward
musicals and revues, makes his
bow in cabaret with .a fortnight’s
Engagement at this lush nitery. It’s
an impressive beginning to a new
facet* of his stage career, but still
a long way from the impeccable
standard demanded by this Cafe.
He’s bought special material and,
realising he may not sustain a full
show, has his dance partner from
“After The Ball” to help' him out
in the last 10 minutes or so.
Payn’s vocal prowess could be
dismissed as a minus quantity, but
he has the knack of dealing with
fast lyrics to evoke audience response.
In sound showmanship
fashion, he opens with his best
number, 4Rorn In A Bunk,” which
cleverly parodies the hit turte from
“A Star is Born.” His “Sherwood
Forest Story” gets its laughs at the
expense of the Sen. McCarthy tac*
tics,
and “Society Rag” points
good-humored fun at the glossy
mags.
After holding the -fort solo for
about 15 minutes, he’s joined by
Miss Cree, an attractive gal, who
has a goodly share of charm. Their
terp sessions for the next 10 minutes, starting off with “Pleasure
of a Dance”, from the Coward
musical, provide a bright and en4

Songs
23 Mins.
Empire, Glasgow
British singer offers pleasing
repertoire of songs which he socks
over with- capable pipes, blit too
much of a hope-you’ll-like-me approach.
He ^ hardly needs such
timidity, for what he lacks in appearance and dominating personality, he makes up for in vocal
talents.

Singer’s stage demeanor could
be improved but confidence as a
solo act will doubtless follow with

experience.

Burton Larry Drake for his mike imitations of musical instruments and

Janet Offer a weakie. Act comprises impressions that have been'
debilitated by frequent use. Male’s
takeoff on Chaplin and Groucho
Marx has some merit, but the compensating moments are too few for
the time consumed by their act.
Berk & Hallow open with ener-

JOAN WEBER

Gord.

'

,

tertaining diversion,

THE LADRINGLOS
Aero-Trapeze
6 Mins, .
Empire, Glasgow

Two

attractive

Myro,

(2)

Millie john
Songs

^

femmes

display

bounce and skill in novel swinging
trapeze act in which they revolve
at fast -pace, each balancing other
and thrusting their own loop-theloop motions in cone-shaped trapeze.
Open with one distaffer
garbed in tights, the other as comic
foil in ordinary white dress in
guise of amateur being persuaded

on

to swinging trapeze.
After latter’s exit, the

other

femme swings with skill, creates
her own loop-the-looping in stylish
movements. Second femme then

11 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
A Copper kid of no more than
lYor 15, a. goodly part of Willie
John’s appeal naturally depends
on his youth but the sock comes
with the realization that his vocalizing matches that of most adult
rhythm & blues belters. And plus
his lungs, he has power to ham it
4ip on par with majority of the

grownup performers frequenting
this Harlem flag. He gets rabid
teenagers steamed up enough to
force him out for one of the few

returns garbed in proper shapely encores in a long while that wasn’t
managestyle, and the pair revolve at high planned by the. house
speed, doing full body turns en ment.
John is essentially .a scat .warroute. Effect is breathtaking.
bler who does a nice three-song
Gord.
r&b mixture. He displays boyish
modesty in a Short curtain speech
THE RAYLINS (2)
which is pleasant reminder that
Aero
this is still a kid despite his pro
8 Mins.
Palace, N. Y.
delivery.
Art.

The Raylins, a well-groomed
male aero duo, carry the standard
assortment

of hand-to-hand balancing. They work, mainly across
a fairly large table which gives
them two levels of operation.
Their tricks are generally familiar,
but they are performed cleanly
with a minimum of lost motion.
They take the lifts easily and balances are gracefully made.
Sole departure from the norm of
this type of act is their finale in
which they balance on a metal
harness attached, to each other’s
arms, which gives a new look to a
lift.
They are off to fine mittings
and are good for most vaude and
outdoor situations.
Jo$e.

THE KITKATS

(2)

Song-Dance
10 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y.
The Kitkats were once a mixed
foursome but now are trimmed to
one gal and a guy. The Negro
brace comprises an average terp
turn which does so-so toe and
ankle work after a brief vocal stint

WALLY MARtIN
Dance
12 Mins.
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
Wally Martin, slight of build and
loaded with energy, is typical of
the present-day tapsters who are a
cinch in such layouts as presently
on* view at the Bellevue Casino.

Martin hails from Montreal and
this is his first big pro date.
Youngster is -scoring nicely with
appareiit talent and eagerness to
please.

Teamed up with ballethoofer
Barbara Esko, duo highlight the
production
offerings
and then
Martin handles a
solos
stint
handily. Many of his mannerisms
are a carbon of the more established tap artists but lad has added
his own personality for good overeffect.
More experience and
the firm hand of a seasoned choreographer would boost potentials
all

immensely.

Newt.

by male member. He also injects IRON JAW WILSON
chatter now and again that de- Novelty Tap Dance
tracts rather
session.

than rounding

c the

13 Mins.
Apollo, N.Y.

Costuming is nice, and when the
Iron Jaw Wilson stirs tap dancteam does precision tap it’s a
notch above the challenge mate- ing and strong man antics for an
okay vaude insertion. The Negro
rial. The Apollo adds a nice fillip
when show emcee Leonard Reed hunches with some fast terp and
then, sans ' pause, does footwork
helps The Kitkats in their soldier
with chair gripped in his teeth,
Art.
boy wrapup.
later with a single balsawood table. By time, he builds to a brace
HARVEY ROSS
of tables held in his “iron jaw,”
Songs
he’s concentrating on gum muscle
12 Mins.
and
balance and not terping. He
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
Baritone Harvey Ross, one of the follows with a climatic twist four
tables, bottom two held in molars
first local performers to be featured by Harry Holmok in his by their top corners and the other
Bellevue Casino revues, should de- two mounted atop them pyramid

—

velop into a fair production singer style.
That should have been the finwith additional experience. Present appearances are confined to ish, because windup loses somethe ensemble members but voice thing, First, It makes turn overregisters with clarity and convic- long and, second, barely accomplishes final feat meant as the big
tion.
Styling is still rather stiff and one teeth lift of table straddled
awkward but with a proper song- by a fullgrown sidekick. After
alog and routining, Ross, with his four awkward attempts he hardly
okay looks and grooming shapes up gets, the gimmick off the ground
and then, only with extra support
as a good bet in the pop vein.

—

Newt.

of his legs.

Art.

—
-

night
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As it is, he mad* himtelf
self.
N. V*
seen and heard. Toni Merrill and
Jules Podell presentation; star
Johnny Alden are equally profesring Eartha Kitt, Dominique and' sional as the ingenue and juve In
The Redheads featuring Somethin the production numbers which
Smith; Danny Carroll, Toni Mer- feature a standout octet of Copa
rill, Johnny Alden, Michael Durso beauts,
qlong with some good
and Frank Marti bands; staged by numbers by Norman Gimbel,
Douglas' Coudy; songs, Norman notably “Guilty Shadows on the
Gimbel; costumes, Billy Living- Wall” and “The Baiort.” In that
ston ( Mme. Berthe); orchestra- Brazilian
concept, stager Doug
tions, Eliot G Eberhard; Copa Girls Coudy has mixed up the “Paul
*
Jones” square-dance calls with the
(8) $5 minimum
samba beat and it comes off as an
effective .offbeat proSammy Davis Jr. headlined the exceedingly
number. The Billy Livduction
preceding semester’s frolic at this
ingston costumes are also unEast 60th St. boite and he was an
Abel,
and uninhibited col* usually slick.

Copaeaban^

*.

.

.

;

authoritative

-

ored comedian who had nothing
but talent and whammed ’em. New
is Eartha Kitt, who has
a certain talent but somehow inhibits it with a pretentiousness
that’s bfeyond her depth, with re-

headliner

pancakes.
end-result
the
sult
Comfelv Negro lass has a few
RCA Victor disclicks behind her,
plus also a certain amount of “legit production” backgrounding
“New Faces” and her more recent
“Mrs. Patterson,” which Was something of a boxoffice bomb—-but

Royal Nevada,
Las Vegas
Las Vegas, April

19.

Helen Traubel, Dave Barry,
Phyllis Pons , George Tapps Coron
ettes (20), Jerry Fielding Orch
(15); no cover or minimum.

The eighth hotel on the fabulous
Strip opened to a king-size fanfare
as $5,100,000 became converted
into a 250-room hostelry with all
she doesn’t capitalize therein. It’s the latest trimmings, Metopera
Helen Traubel tops the
almost as if the credits jire weigh- star
month-long initial show in the
ing her down.
Her repertoire is uniform—all Crown Room, which can dine 650
in the same groove. Her vocal style persons banquet style, and has a
The “sultry” stuff is rounded, well-draped stage neatly
4,0 match.
•11 right in one idiom, but be- lighted.
Fault was found with the acouscomes an odium if overdone.
There is a productiony preten- tics at the opener aS'Miss Traubel
tiousness that psychologically mili- and the rest of the bill found diffiShe has her culty in surmounting the heavy
tates against her.
own string bass, guitar, traps and noise of the diners. Adding to the
piano a'ccomp, lat^pr an ofay. So confusion was the management’s
does Frank Sinatra carry his own decision to continue service durrhythm team, as a nucleus vrith ing the entire stint of Miss Traushow-backeruppers. bel. If it wasn’t the back of a waitregular
the
By the nature of big league boites, ress or. captain blocking out the
be it the Cdpa or the Vegas joints, stage it was- the constant clamor of
a band that doesn’t know its stuff dishes being' piled on trays.
The diva fared much better the
in backgrounding an act and also
for dansapation winds up with the first time she played Vegas. Her
Sam Rosenbaum league in the act is exactly the same as it played
But like
are invariably hip pros. That goes the first time around.
-vintage opera it’s still boffo. The
•for Mike Durso and his 802ers
and that goes, quite -Obviously, for well-poised lady of song opens
the Kitt quartet, whom she gives with “I’m in Love With Vienna,”
individual billing. But if the pre- follows it with a feeling “I Betentiousness doesn’t come off then lieve,” capsules the score, from
of
Norway,” rocks the
it points up the missout all the “Song
house with enthusiastic applause
more.
Wearing an all-over sequined for her operatic selections and dered gown, Miss Kitt proceeds to livers “No Other Love Have I,” in
give put with a songalog that is socko fashion. “St. Louis Blues,”
either overly broad or in the same, is by now a’ trademark for the diva
key. For instance, “Mink, Shmink,” who concludes with the exciting
which was a Victor platter, must “What a Thrill When a Real Piano
have been judiciously edited down Player Sits Down at the Keys.”
Comic Dave Barry is on briefly
to the required 3-mins. (or less)
vinylite time—here it’s overboard to render pleasing gags 'about the
on the Lindyisms, and not only new hotel and alludes to the
doesn’t come off but borders on Dancing Waters water display as
poor taste. But by and large the tears from the losers. Calling it
prime shortcoming is the mono- an honor to be selected as the
tone; whether it’s “Sunday I'll Be first comedian .to go broke In the
Free.” “If You Haven’t Got Love,” hotel, he pitches with his fave col“Looking for a Boy to Love,” “It’s lection of domestic jokes and imYou Baby,” “C’est Si Bon,” “I pressions of Churchill, Winchell,
Wanna Be Evil,” “Apres Moi,” a etc. He found it a tough fight tryTurkish ditty, etc., "there's a re- ing to overcome the roisterous first
petitiveness that borders on being dinner audience of the newest
irritating.
The contrasts are as caravansary but this talented enbland as a busboy’s service, and all tertainer will fare better when the
the more marked when she 'essays hotel settles down to normalcy.
the femme fatale, feline person- Phyllis Pons, ballerina is in for a
°Her “fractured English” brief stint of toe dancing and
ality.
patois with “Si Bon” has been whirls that blend nicely with the
broadened, and instead of being presentation.
leaned on as a standard from the
Choreographer George Tapps
archives since a disk does perco- ushers in his line of 14 girls and
late to the greatest market, as a 6 boys with a pair of productions
common denominator she does it that rate salvos for the excitement
with an attempt at “new” delivery. and imagination displayed.
CosMiss Kitt needs reroutining and tuming is fittingly pointed to the
close application to her repertoire. mood of the' numbers as are the
Also to her “style” which is almost striking
backdrops that
evoke
pallid in its neutral shadings.
heavy mitt-stinging. The first is
Lena. Horne or a Dorothy Dan- a tap routine with the dancers
dridge give out with a stylized s.a. showing skill and precision. The
songalog delivery that is Uninhib- second, “Love For Sale,” is a
ited and untrammeled; Miss Kitt dance of violence and starkly porveers into pastures beyond her trays the story of- Jive street
Especially in the lyrical gamins who slay a "bridegroom and
ken.
interpretations; and in a saloon assault the bride. The dancers use
they don’t come for poetry les- a staircase that leads to a doorsons, or even early Nick Kenny.
way which is the mouth of a huge
Subbilled is the French pick- face
with
color-changing
eyes
pocket Dominique with his stooges, that’s depicted on the backdrop.
a nice ner c on‘ality and an affable
Ray Baxter is okay in the proalbeit familiar routine that differs duction singing spot.
Harry John
little from the Dr. Giovanni and Brown is an able conductor for
kindred show business Raffleses. Miss Traubel, while Jerry FieldDominique, working in a mass- ing rates a special nod for his fine
capacity cabaret-theatre like Holly- baton-wielding over his fifteenwood’s Moulin Rouge or Paris’ Le man crew.
Lido, is one tiling; In a big league
The credits say “Sid Kuller presophisticated boite like the Copa sents an Eddie Rio production with
the customers are too savvy and George Tapps staging and crethey have been conditioned to big ating the production.” But whonames and hot - off - the - griddle ever gets credit for what, future
novelties, not warmed-over Pros, shows here look like a promising
no matter how expert may be their asset to this .show town.
reprise.
As to the Dancing -Waters. The
The Redheads featuring Some- fine aqua display in its vari-hued
,
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• mikt, and gdwhi art tasteful
Hollywood
Riviera, Lai Vegas
without being too chic-chic.
Hollywood, April 21.
Lai Vega*, April 20.
Emcee Bob Peter* doe» a bract
Cyrt Sheets Minton, ConLiberace with George Uberace
of tunes as a warmup to other perdos & Brandow, Ann Hathaway,
formers and the Laurendeaii orch and Orch (25); The Riviera Girls
Dick Stabile Orch (6), Bobby seems better with the customers A Boys (20); no cover or mini-

Ciro’a,

Lili St.

Rhumba

Ramos

Combo

(3);

mum

than with the entertainers. ,
'
Newt,

cotfer $2.

»

Towering

By the skin of the code of good
behavior, Lili St. Cyr stays within
the Sheriff’s law on. the Strip.
Four years ago she came off JVIain’
Street to first peel for the fast set,
so-called, and she’s still divesting
her shapely frame of black flimWhat was a freak act for
sies.
such a posh bistro is now a straight
appeal to the baser emotions and
this she does with all the exciting
physical innuendos.
The bathtub is no longer her
main,, prop to peel down to zero
and kick up her long and shapely
stems. The scene is now a cheap
hotel in the tropics where she
must bathe in a bowl. Off comes
everything except a flesh-like covering to keep the raiders at bay.
The lighting also plays tncks and
what looks like au naturel is more
imaginative than real. She twirls
and tosses while drying off but just
enough to -tease but .not tempt,
minions of he law. But- she does
make a bikini look like a bum and
the seven ‘’showgirls that follow
her, although only scantily clad,
seem decent by comparison. At
her trade she’s virtuoso, but the
novelty seems to have worn a bit
thin. There were no shrieks of enthusiasm when the curtains closed.
The billing goes to the leggy Lil,
biit those in smaller type give her
a good run for the table plaudits.
Sheets Minton, a ventriloquist, has
changed his act since last caught
at the Band Box and he’s now one
of the best of the voice-throwers.

Statler Hotel, Detroit
Lisa Kirk, Buddy Pepper, Billy
Regis Orch (8). t

.

of her 35-minute stint, she picked

—

voice

doubles are in good mimic style
but what makes his act a standout is that his lips never move,
which is the attainment of the accomplished technician. His is the
freshest and most novel vetrilo-

very well received as is the closing
potpourri—while attired in duster
and hat circa horseless carriage
era- of “Shine On Harvest M6on,”
quial act to come around in years. and “In the Good Old Summer
The packed room broke into ap- Time.” It’s a begoff routine. Her
plause at every impression and accompanist, Buddy Pepper, and
especially liked were the lighted-up orch leader Billy Regis rate bows.
Tew.
eyes and mouth of two dummies in
the darkened room.

Condos

"

&

Dick Stabile’s
ceptable singer.
orchestra and the rhumba combo
of Bobby Ramos gave the room a
good lilt. In toto, one of the best
shoWs Herman Hover has floored
Helm.

many months.

El

Morocco , Mont’I
1

Montreal, April 15.
Karen Chandler, Wally Griffin,
Bob Peters, Johnnie Laurenjdeau
Orch (5); no cover or minimum

The quick-change policy of entertainment currently being used
by boniface Peter Van Der North
keeps the pace moving around El
Morocco, but

it could result in a
hit-and-miss situation as far as the
talent level is concerned. Layout
with chirper Karen Chandler and
pianist-singer Wally Griffin is no
exception.
Acts overlap on en-

gagements and seldom have time
to set a showcase before a -new
entry makes his or her appearance.

However, the combination of Miss
Chandler and Griffin makes for a
diversified evening and both performers click Solidly with payees.
Griffin,

who has

played

this

town several times before, has updated routines with plenty of new
material and although occasionally
showing signs of being irked when
the house doesn't break up on
eyery gag, he maintains a fine
tempo, and his nimble delivery
keeps the blue stuff from being
obvious and trite. His satire on
tele
and radio commercials is
amusing and a socko parody on
“Dragnet” garners good attention.
Griffin winds up with his “South
Pacific” interp to plaudits.
.

Miss Chandler is vastly .improved
from her last engagement here in
a vaude house, when she was riding high on a platter hit and did*
little more, in a showmanship way,
than just stand around and sing
thin’ Smith is a frenetic trio who brilliance is shown just briefly the usual pop stuff. .This
time,
triple on- piano, string bass and enough by co-inventor Hans Hass- her first cafe bid, she has built an
banjo (that’s Smith) and rtm the lach at the console on-stage, to act that augurs well for future
gamut from Homer & Jethro non- gain a fine reaction. It might be intimery stints. Better material
sense to Space Cadet stuff. In be- better, however, were Hasslach, an coupled throughout by a rhyming
tween they satirize Pinza to the undoubtedly fine showman as he patter gives her more depth and
Crew Cuts, and permit Somethin’ works at the console with colorful assurance and takes her out of the
Smith to trailerize his “Sin to Tell gestures, to maneuver the music hackneyed chirp groove.
a Lie,” a quondam Columbia plat- and waters from the console backStill in 'the formative
stages,
ter.
stage. The curvetting fountains of act depends a great deal on the
Danny Carroll, of the lesser fea- water illuminated by colored musical backing (which she didn’t
tures, is an energetic and effective lights shift their shapes in the inget on night caught) and she would
tapster who is eclipsed by the pro- terplay with the music and should be wise to have her
own pianist
ductiony proceedings;- given better find good use ultimately in the for all' dates. Piping is
okay and
solo spotlighting he’ll assert him- production, numbers.
Bob.
could handle • small room without
:

,

.

Just to show how hep he is and
perhaps how grateful to the army
of imitators who have contributed
so much to his boxoffice worth,
Liberace belts “Hey, Liberace, I’d
Like To Know Where You Got
That Smile.” The pearly teeth and

curly hair are as much a part* of
his act as the “Piano Roll Blues,”
“Roll Out The Barrel,” and “Glair
Fontainebleau,
De Luiie,” which are his piano
faves.
With his silent brother
Miami Beach, April 22.
George to conduct and otherwise
Marguerite Piazza with Jack serve in a major capacity as his
Bunch, John Cali; Joe Sodja. Val foil, Liberace tinkles the ivories
Olman Orch; $3.50-$7 minimum.
with his grandiloquent gestures in
Latin-American rhythms and booAdd Marguerite Piazza to the gie woogie.
His “ladies and gentlemen,” a
growing list of “new” faces who
can buttress the group of well- household phrase through the
known names (to this area) plying courtesy of his 220 tv sponsors,
their wares in annual and semi- and the demeanor of the poised
annual return dates. Miss Piazza, headliner are more clearly "defined
on her first outing in these pre- from the intimacy of-a nitery stage
cincts at the fabulous Fontaine- than through the flat tv screen.
bleau, is a solid click, creating the His whimsies, although directed at
buzz-buzz around' the cafe-circuit himself, may be ascribed as his
that marks recognition of an ex- silent laUgRter directed at those
who jibe at him.
citing personality.
That there has been adroit, inAlthough he always starts and
telligent work on presentation of ends his shows with Ghopin, Libher vocal
and physical
attri- erace stayed on a solid 20 minutes,
butes is evident throughout what returning to encore in a beaded
is one of the best-staged night club black satin jacket that prompted
acts seen in these parts in some him to remark: “Go ahead, laugh.
time.
Choreographer Herb Ross You paid for it.” The. grand piano,
can take a well-merited bow on reportedly costing $30,000, with the
that facet as can Jack Bunch, her transparent top and the candelabra
highly able dance partner.
to adorn it, makes neat window
The Piazza voice is perfectly dressing for the act.
adjusted to the spacious, tiered La
Hal Belfer produced and directRonde Club, its dramatic quality ed the show in highly ambitious
fully enhanced by the near-perfect fashion. “The Riviera
Story” is a
repertoire
acoustics provided. The
production number that can be cut
is cleverly handled, from the first without hurting
as It lags in spots.
segments’ Italian folk ideas, in line The line, of 16 girls stresses beauty
with the costuming a smart idea and long stems and are
a distinct
that adds color and gaiety to the asset to the Strip already loaded
fast warmup.
What follows is with chorines. The gals plus four
ingenious; the work-in of a dress- able dancing boys move well in the
ing room frame onstage from story-routine penned by Lester
Lee
which steps a dazzlingly gowned and are nicely costumed and
songstress who proceeds to wham strobed to match up with the imthem with “I’ve Got You Under aginative sets, drops and' props.
My Skin.” For another change of “The Liberace Prologue,” with
pace
there’s softly crooned dream sequences and dancing oc“Lullaby” and then the topper, and taves and notes and a candelabra
one from “Mme. Butterfly”’ As an ballet, is a gem inspired,, by writer
encore to the already big score, Jackie Barnett. Dancer Dickie LerMiss Piazza comes on with slit- ner, as Liberace at 8 years, earns
skirt and eye-filling gams for lead heavy kudos for his exciting tetps
into rousing Dixieland session with and pantomime. Ray Sinatra conthe band members joining in the ducts the George Liberace orcli
strut parkde around stage.
The through the difficult production
wind is another palm-rouser, a bit numbers in capable style.
of zingy hoffing with Bunch for
The large Clover Room has six
the wrap-up.
levels and a warm simplicity of deThrough, it all, Miss Piazza sign with the overhanging lights
handles herself with- ease and in ceiling recesses
resembling
know-how, taking to the smart-cafe stars. The room is almost squareatmosphere like a vet nitery per- like with no staggers in' the even
former. Mandolin-banjo accomps contour and the huge stage runs
by John Cali add plus values to the entire width.
the act.
The Trenier Twins are starred in
Tbeoff spot is filled capably by the Starlight Lounge to greet the
Joe Sodja with a series of trickily show customers leaving the Clover
worked out electric-guitar numbers Room, and with Goldman’s Hickory
that are well received. Val Olman Room, a quietly contrasting and
and his crew set up the back- carpeted dining room also at hand
groundings in top manner, Olman —to say nothing of the casino—
joining in the Piazza goihgs-On as there is much to keep the customstraight man on the “dressing ers on the preriiises quite a spell,
room” scene patter;
Lary.
Bob.*

M. B eh

fleetat the. pi-

ano and trumpet to diversify their
act and came off with strong reAnn Hathaway, a belter,
ception.
is both a personable and an ac-

in

—

Brandow, two

footed tappers,. took runs

A

As for Liberace, this personalityup a telephone receiver, Inside of
which is a. “mike,” and pretends pianist has a way with him to captivate his auditors. \ He sings, he
to accept a blind-date with someone wearing a. carnation bouton- plays piano, he tap dances, and he
pleases. He must overcome a bad
niere. Now, this is an old bit, but
microphone to get properly -started,
Miss Kirk makes it pay off with
but the audience is patient withplenty of yocks. She travels the
the star so long as he stands up
floor, pats bald heads, coos and
there on the stage, resplendent in
scolds a bit all to some approprihis white tails and tie. The sound
ate special lyrics to “It’s Too
was faulty throughout the first
Marvelous for Words.”
for both the star and the
A medley of tunes she did in show
chorus, a situation that will un“Allegro” and “Kiss Me Kate” is doubtedly
be righted without delay.

with a- dozen dummies,
each a simulation of such singers
Mario Lanza, Bing Crosby, Billy
Daniels, Morton Downey, Johnnie

The

the ultra of ultras to the west, creating a new $8,500,000 skyline. For

“Vaya Con Dios,” etc.
She used one gimmick
effectively. Each of the men sitting
tainment—and more rehearsal. Any
at ringside were provided with
ordinary comic would have been
carnation boutonnieres prior to a welcome
relief and probably
show time. Along about the middle been made a star overnight.

as

Billy Eckstine.

fabuloui

his

It is obvious that Lisa Kirk
genuinely enjoys singing to a
group of people busily scraping
silver against china plates, shoveling food'into their mouths, gargling
liquor* and talking loudly to anyone who cares to listen. It is just
as obvious that Miss Kirk's personality is strong enough so that
the diners are impelled to shush
each other to Bhuddup.
Miss Kirk accomplishes all this
with an expressive voice and figure
into each of which she pours
plenty of “body English.”
Her
repertoire for this capacity Statler
Terrace Room crowd include titles
as "Ain’t We Got Fun?” “Let Me
Sing; and I’m Happy,” “Hi Lillie ”
“Life Is Just A Bowl of Cherries,”
“Why Can’t You Behave,” “How
Come You Do Me Like You Do?”

He works

Ray and

the

initial show, Jack Goldman
brings Liberace back to Vegas after
a long absence and during a time
when the personality is riding the
crest of his career; Liberace thus
becomes the first entertainer here
ever to get $50,000 a week and to
appear*
(Mario Lanza failed to
make his 50G-a-week date at the
Last Frontier here.)
The Liberace show will sharpen
with considerable pruning, the
overlength being mainly due to the-'
many introductions the star tediously goes through in making most
of his 25 musicians known to the
600 diners in the packed Glover
Room. That’s at the start of his
stint in the one-hour and 40rminute
layout.
bit later he goes through
the same thing, this time making
an intro of the musicians who partake in a jam session. .The show is
big, gaudy, sumptuously mounted
very piece lacking
only topnotch enter-
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
Colony, London

^°

.

'

deWVMs

Montreal, April 15.
Connie Towers, Johnny Gallant,
Trio; $1.50-$2 cover.
Settano
Joe
ly in the headline spot of the Bilt-

1

As blonde and* handsome as
an attractive ever, Connie Towers makes her
aoneared second appearance within the year
in John Con taut’s swank Ritz Cafe
and her repe rtoire’s and continues to be a cinch with
^
updated for her date at the the upper cafe society crowd for
her two-weeker. Miss Towers has
Her husband, Hal Kannei\ also developed a pretty solid songalog
sho^^ith^fal't-paced hoofing and
^accompanist.
from her first Montreal date, when
and
big
her
arranger
the
np
warmine
do a fine job
joins her in several duets, and she did a bit as a stooge and songthis .they
were real croWd-pleasers stress with Jack Carson in the local
The rest of the town can die,' opening night. Kanner has con- vaude house. Material for the. most
Jf.*.
i:£ e goes on forever at this, cocted some dramatic and original part is in a more sophisticated
Joom whfch practically holds a arrangements, slickly delivered by vein and there is evidence throughemail size village. Secret seems to Miss Wheatley. Particularly good out that she is determined to score
arrangebe party biz and the spot seems i s her socko handling of the oil' the .offbeat and special
torcher, “Let Me Go Lover/’ .a ment items.
hfv?r to run out of it
«
First half of the programming
Musical bai*b>g is tops with Mi; real sofc-and-throb version. There s
is highlighted,* by a group from
c a ®i Gaylora,s c
’Porgy qttd Bess’* which is threaded
£
anqw. ijou ,. --slick
7777777
7
in a neat patter manner to intro
“Unchained
slow
t
set
th
p
s
between hand
X,.
SipfnSv
flnd° on
on" a much faster the. various, characters, ‘story an,d
M$lody, '* and
.organ
organ melodies.

r^^it^book-

^^with Unimpressive ^ongalog!^
As a switch from the standard
form of accompaniment, Pon Pip-

Z

t

c

2lnp5?i
*

Apart

“iSSi

SI

V

^
lttle

*b s
n

.

lively

Nevada,

the Casino.

Tony

cause Nevada

Her

zest.

facility

Portland, Ore#

Aitiato’s*,

Portland, Ore.,/April 5.
O'Shea .(with Ernest

Twig

for

chanTe^of ‘pace is“evid=f bet
showbiz savvy, and her switch from
dramatic .ballads to breezy specialties is effected smoothly and confldently. In the former category*
the best bets are her opener, “Wliat
n
F
a
Love“ whSh like the other?
° aii
1
sung
wUh sinceritv^and
S
06
charm
°
In
addition tn ttSin
h
backgrounding chore Hie ^FeliJ

Thrush
“Ricochet/’
how to sell a song,
Middleman on the bill is
A1 Bernie, a hardworking
wit who has good, material
.

‘

Carroll. Dancer* M),
with Frankie Valdez, Victor- Vincent Orch (7) with Denise Parr ;
no min,; cover $1.50, .Sat, „$2.

^

Bill

.Jean,

knows

comic

young
and a

funny, andhis imitations
Sen. McCarthy

h drchiU and

^

Q

a

jJ’

l n d imoresses
pr
es

wR^hi/routine

is

Even singing stars find the going Tough these days unless they’ve

A

Corsican folk tune, “The
Candle/’ has impact with its clarity
and makes an ideal pacechanger. A parody on “Cornin' 1
Thru the Rye.” gives her a chance,
to add spice to the list without
going overboard, and selections
from “Carousel” give' her muchimproved voice full play, getting
her off; to okay applause,
.usual’ with
Miss Towers,
grooming is fashionable and immaculate; although makeup,* x>n
Show reviewed, seemed a trifle too
subtle ^or the lighting fn this partieular room. .Johnny Gallant, the
house
e
does a fine job with
J>
e
songs.

"

Over on the prowl

for something new to put in its
nightclubs, bands seem only to be
vamping—killing time between a
nitery’s big attractions and between ballroom dates fdr the orch.

.

beat,

has

early 4Q’s. But since it’s difficult
to do the continuous big business
of those ballroom stands, and. be-

(

|

band

big

Pastor's

every bit of the excitement of the.
bands’ peak era in the late 30’s and

.

couple of hit onsalvaged from last season,
Miss Stevens has prepped a brand
new act, dominated by ballads, but
inniruiintf
liohfnwiffht
tunas
tin
including
lightweight
tunes
to
achieve a balanced program. The
holdovers, “Tropicana” and “You're
a Bore, My Love,” gain by repetition. The* chirp delivers these with

In
small business these days,
it’s the show and off to

a

'

tries

a

'

*

+ h*
t0 the

SyJ

1

-

by

J e S xr^ e C
6 F e fi^
g
in
* n A^r^nn . as \
and
*
« ^
a
P“*

last

tS?cSSmSa^?SS

&

yprt
*

band work through its best arrangements for a show, then play
to themselves for dancing immeWhatever it is
diately’ afterward.
makes a nitery refuse to become a
ballroom is probably the same
thing which has made the big band

more Bowl* hew layout, a well;
balanced show with three good
Miss wheatl
with a fine voice

disheartening to see a big

It’s

Joanne Wheatley registers strong-

^DeSanC

ss.
dience justifying^

^

-

m
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Now Golden, Reno

Los Angeles, April 21.
Reno. April 20.
ton combo takes over for the paJoanne Wheatley with Hal Kan- trons during interludes.
Newt,
Tony Pastor Orch (15), Three
Bemie. Barry & Beverly
ner
Conrad
Dancers (5);
Johnny
Riffs,
Ashton, Hal Detivin Orch; $1 cover
"1 50Q ^uraay.
Ritz Carlton, Montreal no cover or minimum
c’ t
d
5

London, April 20,
Good showmanship throughout,
Marti Stevens with DonPvppin, an(j
timing score in Miss Mor& Don Carlos ° rchs
Fe U?
gan's presentation. She * * b«*yy
minimum.
money favorite for the class rooms.
Q
Brun brings a slick
Lottie
About a year ago Marti Stevens,
speed.
Nicholas
prexy
Loew’s
of
ly*?*
.Sto^bil hand.
C
C
ueo*n>»* ^riowlnfwithacrocabaret aeout ..at ims
her *cabaret
make *her
Gamnes*
GalanOs1 score
Three
Three
while
^tics
lush Berkeley Square nitery. She
ineu
was an instantaneous click and so with mambo rnytiims ana
boniface Harry Morris has inked tamrtrtnft
ia.ve
rape
w«n
h«- tor this return date. Despite They top off
.

L A*

Btfttmore Bowl;,

with

effective

very

but

hokey,

cee. Show music by.Bix Belair and
his orch is firstrate and the Clay-

draped themselves in smart materia?, gimmicks, and other odds qnd
ends to color up a songalog. Bti
a band, who’s only purpose. in life
is to blow gobd music, finds the

trail
Or
uncomfortable.
still, the find themselves a
simple backdrop for an act,
A rhythm section with four sax,
three trumpet, two trombone, and
pastor filling in .more reed when
necessary comprise the big soundThe musicians
ing
organization.
themselves can hardly cover up
Dressed in
the way they feel.
banker's gray, they look unhappy.:
Only Tony Pastor keeps the stage
?• sometimes com- a u ve with any personality when
iplicated* scoring required for Miss they have the program to themTowers’ thrushing, and the trio led selves
by accortionist Joe Settano keeps
vocalist Pat O'Dare Is up against
the dance floor crowded between
the same problem. Here’s a club
Newt.
shows.
which plays one big record set
after another and she’s supposed
to fill the gap. The emphasis on
Minneapolis, April .16,
.vocalistis has not only taken its
Buddy DpFrunca (4), Carmen toll of dance bands but dance band
.McRae, Percy Hughes Orch (9)
singers.
60C cover
,The Three Riffs, a new act to
the West, properly climax the
the most nonA few years ago this large and show. Certainly
triq in a long
attractive Flame mitery played' the" chalant appearing
...
-T
biggest, acts in -the business. Then time, they reap a load of mitts with
Their im-.
material.
their
light
came a long,, stretch of minor ehtertainment. Now, after a good Pff,ssl ® ns are ?^ ly
n a re lval . they
start with Charlie Ventura, a new lltl,11e
?
room Yfor a handwhole
name band-singer-musical combo P ul1
policy receives further impetus to- clapping spree.
ward success from Buddy DeThe Johnny Conrad Dancers are
Fran eo and his topdrawer advanced slick but encumbered by the small
This was
jazz
instrumental
quartet
ancl stage and wrong room.
throaty songstress Carmen McRae, never the place for any smart
Mark.
i n this. two-Weeker.
choreography.
.DeFrancp, of course, is among
the best as a jazz clarinetist. And
I^ake Club, Spgfld., Ill#
along with pianist Sonny Clark!
Springfield, 111., April 9.
Eugene Wright at the bass violin
'

nitery

worse

’

^!£.rrv ^^Reverlv Ashton onenGeorge Amato has a topdrawer in g the bill, are a smooth terp
There’s
variety show Torthe next two team? with good routines
frames that should draw despite brje clever number wherein as
the lack of bi &»J£ arq * ee
the y dance an offstage, record reTwo-Ton Tessie O Shea, fresh from la t es their actual thoughts, and it
King resident niltLpo+inn Zflji
c
s
music halls of London, is mak- p r0 vokes chuckles. Another num
for the dansanafinn^SSSnc ?iS.
in % her nitery debut in this^coun- ber wherein the distaffer is a strip
ing
the
dia^\ldth*I)nn^aHnf'«!^fn^>i
s wi h Don Carlos s orch
g
Hefty blonde is loaded with p er honeymooning is very cleverly
try
^
who provides the Latin rhythm.
i
rtiirAD' nilT
Wltn r
*
J.1.^
out witn
and gives
showmanship
executed with the team excellent
Myro.
plenty of razzle-dazzle^ for the 20- n the panto,
spotthe
Gal
-hits
stmt.
minute
^11 in all, the Bowl's new show
and keeps a fast shapes up as a genuinely fine eveNautilus,
Beach light with a bang socko
ana
talent
displaying
Derwin,
—
— —w— *. Hal
—
~
pace,
i
n
n g'g entertainment.
*
.
Beach, April 23<
i
Flame,Mpls#
one as bsual, fronts the band and does
Billy Vine, Antone & Ina, The selling power. ^She slams out
00d
**•
«• 8
(2), Sya Stanley Orch;
accompanist
88er
rial Written by
minimum $3.
Tops off her
Ernest Wampole.
9
chirping with. -gome plunking on a Bellevue €asiuo,.M»nt l
After a year’s absence, Billy banjo and tosses in some light terpMontreal, April 22.
Vine, always a fave in these parts, ing
Joe E. Howard, Francis Brunni
Act is loud but entertaining
returns to ^the Driftwood Room in throughout.
la DenniSj
^ _ Les Collegians (3), Pamela*
this downtownery to purvey his
The^ Manhattans tee off the Barbara Esko, Harvey Ross, Wally
varied package of robust comedies, “Springtime Revue” with some Martin, Bill Deegan, Casino LoveTh e rotund guy has retained a nifty, harmonizing.
Two hand- Ues (10) Bix Belair Orch (11),
good portion of his best material, some guys and a cute femme knock Buddy Clayton Quartet With Shir
huttressing same with a plentiful out some better than average hari ey Sheldon; staged and produced
injection of new business to add mony wit
with customers enjoying the
+1
^fresh touch
+
u to such items
the
Trio has a
as special material best.
i
aa
x
by <*eorge
Komaroff’ $1 adQ eorge Komaroq,
the drunk bit. and to the charac- good change of pace and gives the
ter-yarns he spins. Injection also, payees plenty of entertainment.
0:f vocalistics adds to overall punch
Petite Patsy Jean, in the deuce
with a Harlem jive sequence get-, spot, stops the* show cold with her
When Harry Holmok originally
ting a big payoff.
acro-contortion work. Orb filler is opened Montreal’s biggest and
Holdovers Antone & Ina Work a- tough act to follow. Best stuff flashiest cafe based on the formula
out their lift-ahd-spin patterns to is done on a special pedestal-laff- of plenty of sight acts, a handsome
healthy returns. The duo are in der.
chorus line and lavish production
their second year here, doubling
The Bill Carroll Dancers (6) are numbers with only an admission ^ nd drummer Bobby White and
Al Morgan, Four Joes, Leo
as house dance instructors,
ors, but on for, two production numbers, charge’ and ho cover^or minimum, w ith original styling of old and
Peeoer Orch (11); $1.10 cover.
eschewing the Latino rhy
rhythms opening and closing, that bring some wiseacres on. the local cir- new tunes, he more than makes
Via T»v.iW'
in
Li n nnwant l&VAllf
09VP
U
TAW
mnnrh.C
npvhrfl’
iLa
.it
•they teach when playing the
before’
him
a
months
cuit
gave
few,
Drift- cfass touches to the current layout,
the grade"’ on aR ‘swing** musical
,
There’s music to please all age
wood room to concentrate on Choreography with blacklite ef- a certain foldo. Last night (21) counts.
standard ballroomplogy.
Miss McRae similarly supplies groups, in the current Lake Club
fects wows the stubholders. Long- Holmok preeme.d his sixth anni
In teeoff spot, the Tip-l’oppers stem beauties wear outstanding show to a capacity house; the kind rhythm and drive when she gives
For vet nitery patrons
..layout
spin out a well versed session of costumes,
Frankie’ Valdez is on he has had almost consistently ou t in a routine comprising listenhp „ H1 i npr A1
Al Morgans
Morean’s v
vothere s headliner
song-panto comedy to records, and with a specialty during the Easter since the first offering.
able, numbers that are mostly unnostalgia, accentuatalso prove adept at straight har- Parade bit.
Victor Vincent and
And as usual on every ariniver- familiar here arid all the more ca l an<l
monics. Syd Stanley and his orch; his outfit play a good 50-minute sary year, Joe E. Howard comes titillating in consequence thereof, ing the roaring ’20s rhythms for
are among the better aggregations, show and set the tOmpo for dahe- hack as the headliner. Garbed in Included are “Ourilove Is Here to
nnditivp effects
For teenace r&b
playing the hotel-cafes, showback- ing. Fert Denise Farr gives out a handsome set of brown tails and Stay,” “What. Lola Wants/’ “Give addicts the Four Joes suddIv the
ing in fine style and keeping the with some neat chirping, during brown silk topper, Howard is the Us the Simple Life” and “This Will
hotrod’ temDo and combo capers
floor jammed for the dansapation.^ the dancing seshes,. Good house same old click as he reprises all Make You Laugh.”
They’re en- so stronelv in vogue
In-betweens
Lary.
when’ caught, with two good weeks his old songs and leads a nostalgic hanced by the singer’s attractive- keep the dance floor filled in tribthat ness* an above-par set of pipes and
Feve
sing-song
in
audience
a
hiz in sight.
u
te to moderate melodies of the
brought a standing ovation.
I intriguing
styling and
arrange- visiting Leo Peeper hand.
Bliiistriili’s, Boston
Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now, ments that have helped to popularlurnrSan
Gatineau? Ottawa
of the flying hands
Morgan,
Boston, April 18.
“Take Me Out to the Ball- Game” j ze her platters.
Rees
Jane
and soaring voice, is a newcomer
Morgan "(with Ernest
and a host of others are done by
Ottawa, April 22.
to the central Illinois scene. From
Bragg), Gilbert & Russell, Lottie
Howard, in rare form. With a
Pi gal I e# London
the enthusiastic opening night reBrun, De Santos Trio, Three Gahouse yelling for
hu Theresa Carrol Don Sapphire made-to-order
(FOLLOWUP)
ception, the flashy 88er could make
lanes, Michael Gaylord Orch (8),
more he clinches solidly with his
Dancers (i) with Clarke^Ranaer
London,
Springfield a regular stop on his
April
22.
routine.Lou Weir; $2.50 minimum.
)
cakewalk
4-11.
_ _ nx t
ma.. 4 a
III/, nliiln
Harry Pozy Orch (8), $1 admission.
style,
His
It’s
Louis. route.
about
six
just
months since Chicago-St.
Juggler Francis Brunn follows
the current Pigalle revue, “Gaiety although flamboyant, is at the same
breakneck
working
usual
at
as.
and,
Jane Morgan beauteous blonde
,
A
r* Zu only
a speed, he builds his act in masterly a la
Gatineau
Was
intimate,
the
Club
successfu
time
At
ly
thrush who had to go to PSris tS
launched and now one of the *prm T
^eek ago.
Du?k are lUOUiVll
Day
Dawnjk
*—
w
******
run-of-the-mill
U4i~Vi. "
TW
A
With an introductory offer to
f £shio n A.1
£rom
V1U U
a Afew
be discovered,
7
discovered* returns to her own
own,
back in the Carnival. Room with a ^ a n tossing sequences to boffo fin- cipals has had to be replaced. Rose take- his audience away from the
bailiwick scoring handily with the
routine ^that’s even fresher than
that sees him balancing and Hardaway, the exotic sepia terp, monotony of modern jukeboxes,
patrons
of Stanley
Blinstrqb’s
and play to noisy begoffs. twirling an assortment of rubber has now been succeeded by Pam- Morgan tees off with a medley of
mammoth nitery, with a capacity before
Standouts include trio’s handling b a u s w ith one hand and spinning ala Palma, an attractive Italian oldies and works his way to his
of up to 1,900.
a feature item based on chant rings with the other hand. Act re- brunet, who made a smash impact disk click of recent years, “Jealous
of
From nearby Newton, Hub sub- trends from traditional to jazz in
ceives one of the best receptions when she played this Piccadilly Heart.”
In semi-serious jest he
urb, Miss Morgan makes the most
+1*110
p Paris* rhvhhmiir* nr- AfTAM n An AMji A/4 A
mterv. two or three seasons back.
+
+i*mp
•of her first Boston date, working
in chatter on proper Bostonians
which the audience goes for. Holding the crowd in Blinstrub’s boite,
she’s prepped a new routihe, apropos.
slot burn up a lot of energy runThis is the way he finds
where comedians die, is no sine- tune.
Walter Donahue pleases with n ing through a collection of fa- which turns out to 'be a rather the audience, and the way he
cure, ’especially for those chirpers
tame
version of Salome and the leaves it>
chants
and
tunes,
Irish
taps
in
they
before
miliar tap routines
Miss
.fit home in intimate rooms.
character
of
midway ,Seven Veils. It s out ..
hit thPir
their stride midwav
really hi*
Morgan has no trouble whatsoever With stronger staging Donahue, rpaiiv
Thg Foup Joeg are a yoim g quarfor her personality, which emerges
injecting plenty of zing and sway who played in an “Oklahoma” through session. Team would be
tet who. put the original shine on
road company, coul<j be real class, better off if they injected some of more satisfactorily iri a 'big mam
Into her voqalistics, keeping the
their
act while in GI uniforms.
Pleasant surprise of the bill is the late comedy into first few min- bo production number.
chair squatters alert at all times.
Another change is the taking The Korean vets can ctoon or belt
Miss Morgan is effective even Theresa Carrol, a chorine from, the utes and trimmed overall hoofing over of the principal comedy spot equally well, albeit, on the heels of
though she does not belt her num- line doing a single this Show. Tall sharply.
the Crew-Cuts at this nitery, “ShThe new chorus line, although by John Blythe. In two. solo posi- Boom” and kindred tunes are little
bers as most songsters playing this
>arked by several lookers, is still tions, he struggles hard for a
“cave” usually do. Rather she gets
mote than carbons. With their
reaction but, generally di
Dt up to the previous line, but as tive
across with a soft and easy Style.
own arrangement of “Slow Down,
the over-use of well worn r
Opening number, “C’est Ci Bon, yuweiiiu pipings 10 me uacx .waus, with every. Casino show they are rial, he registers only mildly,
Baby” and “Dry Bones,” the fourwhich gives her the freedom of one of the big attractions, Attraccues, entry for her pop songs- with
some garners sock applause. The
conblonde,
handsome
Yana,
a
to
t$ke
the
floor
numbers
returns
chirping
Dennis
while
tive Pamela
French treatment, such as There s
same is true for a calm and collecasr tinues in the starring slot, but her
Sunset.”
No Business Like Show Business” like “Can’t Get a Man With a' over piping chores with usual
songalog does not always match tive “Red Sails In the
and “Buttons and Bows.” She s Gun” and “Hostess With the Most- sura nee, and dancer Barhara Esko, her personality. There- seems to_ be Their special effects are firstrate
est.”
Clarke Ranger, who played another repeater, is as pert as
Tullasolid with “Love Me or Leave Me
guitar,
Lou
Davis
on
Kenny
the stage manager in “New Faces,” ever. Singer Harvey Ross (New J}®..valfdTYrea ?off •jL<itih ava M5S p S,t^
Smiles
for bowoff* Encore of
accordion, and Steve and
Wally Martin .Climb Up the Wall, which was nello, Antos guiding the harmonics.
gives her a chance to work in chat- adds his clicko singing to the Im- Acts) and tapster
Pete
enoriginal
proceedings far and away her best,
Wayb.
ter and work with the audience in pressive Don Sapphire Dancers, (New Acts) bolster
myro.
try.
a participation bit which is a little on three times each show. Gomh land. Bill Deegan continues as em,
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WEEK OF APRIL
Numeral*

in connectltfh with bills

Boh Me Fadden
Howard Brooks
Tony Matas
Wally Hankin pro

27

Frank Linale Ore
Nautilus

full

Tip-Toppera (2)
Syd Stanley Oro
Delano Hotel
’

Bob London
Terry SQharf Ore
Five 6-Clock
Carrie

Tommy

Sonny Kendls Ore

NEW YORK

CITY

Music Hall

2*

(I>

Lan£6e

Jacqueline

Jerry Rogers
Sid Stone
3 to fill

Mary Ann Ray

BUFFALO

Sondra Barrett

Para

N

Wonderboy John

4 Drifters
Leo de. Lyon

Julian Pets
;

William Upshaw

Chicago

Rockettos
Corps de Ballet
Palace <R) 29
Joan Dexter

Floyd

MELBOURNE
Norma

F.ddio

Miller

Dancers

.Romaine

David Hughes
Howell 8c Radcliffe

Julian

The Alfredrps *
Ursula 8c Gus
Gordon Humphries
Irene Bevan
John Bluthal
Ron Loughhead

WELLINGTON
Opera Hou$e
Jean Sablon

B Warren

W

(T) 2

8c Chic
tc Sparks

.

Latona
Roy Barbour
Margaret Brown

Dancing Boys
Ballet Girls

SYDNEY

Resetta Thorpe

Marie Knight

Palace

Lysia
Calvin Kay

'

BIRMINGHAM
Max Miller
Hippodrome <M)

Raymond Ray
Memo Beams

J 8c J Bentley
Radio Revellers
Gold 8c Cordell
Nat Gonella

Empire

C

Jan Harding
Denis Bros A J
Noble A Denester

Hutchins

.

S Lamonte

Cairoli

Sabelle

Margaret Davis
Sex Appeal Girls

25

(11

Paul

8c

H

.

HANLEY
Harry Belli Lions
Royal (Ml 25
Douglas Kosemayer
Don Cornell
Guerres Sea Lions
Jackson
Bow A
Sciplinl Chimps
Billy Baxter
Soles' d Baby. EFalcons
Tramp Tampo
Ron
Parry
5 Amandis
2 Darty Dorrect
Pot Pourri

LEEDS
Empire (M) 25
Bernard
De Vere Dancers
Zod Gail

GAB

Circusettes
Scott

Jimmy

Jimmy

Little

*

.

25

(M)

Beverley Sis

Palace (S)
Cotton

25

Bd

Skylons

Billy

Harry Worth

Berle A Vaughan
Joe -Black
2 Angelos
Mills A Melita

Alexander Dog Rev

Freddie Harrison
Keefo Bros 8c- A

Victor Seaforth

BRIGHTON

LIVERPOOL

Hippodrome (M) 25
Gladys Morgan

BRIXTON

Palladium

o

NEWCASTLE

Billy Eckstine

NAP
Lundon
Waddington
Allen Bros

j

25

Adams

Frieda Hall
Crotehet

(I)

Choir

25

Pearson

A1 Bernie

Ray Gordon
Dprothy Howe

Ruthle James
A Browne Ore
Hal Perwin Ore

Charley

Foy's
Jesters

Lili

Dave King
N Mongadors A
Mrs Shufflewlck

A

Quaino

M A

B Winters

SOUTHAMPTON
Grand

(I)

25

Carroll Levis
Violet Pretty

W

Teen Agers

„

SUNDERLAND

5

Empire (M) 25
Rohnie Hilton

Joan Davis 4
i;

a

;

Eileen Christy
statler

Hotel

De Marcos
Skinnay Ennis Oro

St Cyr

MIAMI-MIAMI beach
Bomuay

Page
Bobby Sargent'
Thundsrblrd
V Chorus
Evans
A

Winged
Wilbur

Victbria Sherry
Dunhilla
•

Honey Bros

El

Joe

Ranche Vegas
Lewis
Roth

E

Lillian

El Cortez
Haley's Comets

New Frontier
Jack Carson
Gypsy Rose Lee
Connie Towers
BUly Daniels
Larry Storch
Desert tnn
Darvas A Julia
Frankie Eaine

-Showboat
Intimate Rev
Silver Slipper

Maxie Rosenbloom.
Hank Henry
Riviere

Liberace e
Royal Nevada
Helen. Traubel
Dave Barry

Dean Murphy

Phil

Arlene Fontana

Nelida
Peter Mack
Sandra Barton
Jobnlna Hotel

Jo Thompson
Richard Cannon
George Stubbs
Sans Soud Hotel
Ann Crowley

sSmSSt

1

fronts. The agents, who originally
set out to book her, are soon to
be absorbed into a major agency.

When

the first word broke on Miss
Ward's new career, the major ofthe agents that unless they
stopped, representing Miss Ward
immediately, the deal would be
off. They, turned over four weeks
of bookings to her vocal coach.
fice told

In another sector, the American
Guild Of Variety Artists is seeking
enact

to

legislation

would

that

permit them to turn down an applicant into the union on grounds
of character and known criminal
alliances. Union's exec committee
was in 'meeting yesterday (Tues.)
bn this problem.

Ernestine Mercer
Sacasas Ore
Ann Herman uOcrs
Saxony Hotel
Lucille

A E

Roberts

Empire 8
Arne Barnett Ore
Johnny Silvers Ore
Frank Stanley Ore

Under present

regulations,

AGVA

anyone who seeks to
a career out' of performing
professionally in tlie variety field,
Sole out given the union under its
constitution is that the applicant
must fill a first engagement within.
90 days of filing with the union.
mlist admit

make

Continued from page

7

$785,000 for Federal taxes. The
'54 cut in income taxes reflected
about $350,000 arising from losses
from the sale of real estate which
were provided in a prior fiscal period.

Board of directors of the company met* Monday (25) and. declared a dividend of 25c per share
on common stock payable May 25
to stockholders of record May 4.
directors’ confab

Absent from the
was prexy S. H.

(Si)

Fabian, cur-

rently* vacationing in Europe,

Better

Be Good

=S

Walt Disney has been doing, so

Paul Mandell 4
DILIdo Hotel

actually

La
'

Stanley Warner

Bari
Gloria Panico

Bea Kalmus
Jets
Playa Sextet

Emilio Reyes Oro
Vanity Fair
Dallas

Othella

Havana Cuban Bo]
Fansto Curbello Oi
Bar of Musk
BUI Jordan
Arne Sultan

Italo

actress;

Leopold Lindtberg, Swiss director;
Leonard Mosley, English journalist
and film chronicler, and the
French members—Jean Nery, film

Robert
Taylor,
Ava Gardner,
Stewart
Granger,
Gene Kelly,
Grace Kelly and Olivia De. Havilland: .Marilyn

Monroe was

invited

but has bowed out. Gina Lollowas almost mobbed last
year. Miss Lollobrigida shows again
this year and other known names
coming are Charles Vidor, King
Vidor, Otto Preminger, Carmen
the jury.
Sevilla, Hilde Krahl, Barbara Rutting, Katy Jurado, Jules Dassin
Jury Faees Rugged Time
Harry
Kurpitz and a flock of Gallic
The jury will have a rugged
time, for reports have it that there .'stars.
there are some highpowered pix
Top Nations Send Prize Pix
entered, and only six 'prizes are to
Other film entries are France
be handed out. There will be a with two, Andre Cayatte's “Dossier
Gplden Palm given to the top' pic Noir” (Black Files) and Jules Daswith five other prizes, at the discre- sin’s first Gallic pic, “Du Rififi
tion of the jury, in any depart- Chez Les Hommes” (Brawl Among
ments of filmmaking. There will Men). Italy has three with Vitalso be a Golden Palm for the top torio de Sica’s “L’Oro Di Napoli”
(Gold of Naples); C'Scope docushort plus two other prizes.
The jury will not see the pix be- mentary, “Continento Perdu to”
fore the festival, starts, as was done (Lost Continent) and “Segno- Di
for the last few years, bu^with the Venere” (Sign of Venus).
regular audiences.
Japan’s three pix are “Qnna No
'fhis
takes
away the edge given scribes whp Koyomi” (Female Calendar), “Chikcould tell what pix were.favored by amatsu Monogatouri,” from twothose which were given night time prizewinner Ken ji Mizoguchi;
showings.
An overabundance of and “The Princes” Sen.” England
films caused fete to be lengthened Has two .entered, Carol Reed's “A
two days. Although fest authori- Kfd For Two Farthings” (Korda)
ties started by limiting, countries and Edward Dymytrk’s “End of
to two pix for those making over the Affair” (Col),
West Germany
100 films per year and one for has “Die Muecke” (The Fly) And
East Germany is
those making less, pressures and .“Ludwig II.”
special invitations soon swelled the sending an observer.
Russia and its .satellites counnumber. Films will be shown in
the morning, in the afternoon, tries are solidly entered, with the
with the big night show at 9:30 Soviets sending “Bolchaia Semia”
(A Big Family) and a full-length
P.M.
Budget this year is $1^0,000 but ballet pic, “Romeo and Juliette.”
it is likely to run over that amount.' Czpchoslavakia is sending “PsohFete prexy, Favr.e Le Bret,' told laVci” (Heads of Dogs); Poland,
Variety that the international As- “Gogziny Nadzici” (The Hour of
sociation of Film Producers are Hope), Hungary, “Liliomfi”; and
overstating their case in insisting Bulgaria, “Gueroite Na Chipka”
on only one major competitive fest (The Heros of Chipka). Yugoslavi
per year since lie had to turn down has enterdd a Yugoslavian-Norover 15 films. He feels this de- wegian coproduction, “Krvavi Put”
Bloody Route); Australia,
cision will be changed at a meeting (The
this year.
Marginal activities" at “Jedda”; Israel a pic directed by
festival will see a meeting of the Englishman
Thorold Dickinson,
International
Assn.
of
Film “Hill 24 Does Not Answer” and
Authors and a convention of Michel Rocca's “The Treasure of
artists to discuss color in film. Tele Red Sea,” made in the Gallic
will cover the fest with daily re- anamorphoscope
process
Cinepanoramic. Egypt has “Hayaa
ports.
Mout” (Life and Depth), Spain,
’Girl,* ‘Marty’ U. S. Entries
Cognizance of film fetes by.ll S. “Marcellipo, Pam. Y Vino”; and
industry and governmental* Orgs is Greece, “Stella.”
Brazil, India Send Pix
amply illustrated by the highpowBrazil is sending “Samba Fanered pic and personality entries.
The two official piy are “Country tastico” and India, “Biraj Bahu”
Girl’’
(Par) and “Marty” '(UA). and “Boot Polish.” Mexico has a
Grace Kelly’s Oscar probably nul- sketch pic, “Raices,” and “Up Exlifies her chances to garner an trano En La Escalera” (A Stranger
acting kudo, for it is practically an on the Stairs), while Norway enunwritten law that prizewinners in tered “Det Brenner I Natt' (The
other contests are not crowned Flame).
Switzerland, Union of
here.
Last yea'r’s fiasco over South Africa, Tunis, Pakistan, llol“From Here to Eternity (Col) also land, Peru, Portugal, Roumania,
grew out of this “Rock” “and “East Sweden, Iran, -Luxembourg, Morocof Eden” (WB) are two other in- co, Monaco Belgium, Canada, Denvites by the fest, with “Carmen mark Boliva and Austria are sendJones” now under litigation, The ing shorts and observers.
Among the shorts are the Acadmusic publishers of Bizet's works,
Editions Choudens, refuse to give emy winner, “When McGoo Flew,”
authorization to let the film be and one made* by American Ted
shown. However, they said they Rowe (entered as a Gallic pic)
would allow it to be exhibited in “Images
Prehistoriques.”
The
France if a special committee of festival is mi and invitees are hopfilm and music people saw it, and ing that this turns out to be the
liked it. “Carmen” may be shown one where the best film wins.
at end of fest, according to latest
reports, even If it has to exhibited
on a boat. Meanwhile, Universal is
Brit. Film Rentals
a bit miffed that “The Shrike” was
not sent in as a test entry.
Continued from page 2
There may be some prizes coming America's way° which may re- $14,000,000. Distribs retained $13,lieve the stigma, which most U.S. .417,000.
In the final quarter last year,
film people feel is on the Cannes
and Venice festivals, keeping the the survey reports a drop of 4-.8%
in
paid admissions^ ,The figure of
kudos ait home.. The “one for you
one for me” routine may be on it& *201;061,000 admisSions .compares
way out, and this fest" will be with 305,773,000 irt the correspondBecause of
watched.
is also going in ing quarter of 1953.
for a more intense publicity cam- increased admish prices, however,
paign and budget is upped to put there was little change in gross
out better documentation for the receipts, which amounted to $72,After deduction of adpress and to throw a big cocktail 206,000.
duty,
the net takings
party. Marc Speigel will rep the mission
industry in the name of Eric John- equalled $47,796,000.
According to a daily breakdown,
ston who will be unable to attend
while Nathan Golden will be the prepared by the BOT, Saturday is
the best day of the week, accountofficial U. S. Government rep.
ing for nearly one quarter of the
Big Exhib Attendance
There will be a big attendance total weekly admissions while
from the exhib end of America's Monday is the runnerup. The
industry for the first time this worst day is Sunday, mainly beyear, with such visitors as A1 cause pf the limited number of
Liebling; Walter Reade Jr., proxy performances and the fact that
Theatre
of
Owners
Anferica; only 60% of picture theatres in
Si Fabian, prexy of Stanley War- the country are open on that day.
ner.; Max Cohen as Well as other
Commenting on the decline in
executives such as Stanley Kramer, the last quarter, the BOT notes
Arthur Krim, Arnold Picker, Max that the London and southern
Youngsteln, Sam Spiegel, Wesley areas were only slightly effected.
Ruggles, Borrali Minnevitch and This, it suggests may be due to the
Elia Kazan. There will also be. a fact that these areas are deriving
better than usual personality turn- first benefit from new screen techout, with Doris Day, Gary Cooper, niques Rnd are no longer seriously
Van Johnson, Merle Oberon, affected by tele.

Dignimont, a painter; P.
Frogerais, repping the producers,
Marcel Achard, writer; and Marcel Pagnol, the writer-producerdireetpr. Pagnol will preside* over
critic;

brigida

:

.

,

=

Judy Tremaine

Mambo

Miranda,

Isa

AW

Ward

Pat

Continued from page

Brito

Sam

Continued from page i
tor;

.

Hotel

Lou Menchell

Black Orchid*

Jerry Allen 3

GLASGOW

Paul Gilbert
Paul Hebert Ore,
Joe Castro Ore
Moulin Rouge
Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Four Bogdodis
Miss Malta A Co.
Doubledaters (4)
Mme Ardelty
Jery LaZarre
Ffolliot Charlton
Tony Gentry
Gaby Wooldridge
Luis Urbina

Bob Snyder Ore

Clro’s

The Lyrics
Toby Lopez Ore
Pedro A Durand
Woody Woodbury

Royel (M) 25

Empire (M) IS
Dennis Lotis
Les • Hellyos
Keppel A B
Roly Co
Harry Bailey

Larry Vincent
Dick Hyde
G Benedict Ore
Jimmy Wilbur Trio

Patti

Flamingo

Ken Stanton Ore
Ann Richards (20)
Mocambo

Clover Ctufc

Rosinas

Beryl A Bobo
Lou Campara

PORTSMOUTH

Silvio

Ashton

Tune

Edorics

Swlhson

B

Beverly,

Shirley Jevone
Len Cole

Lita Roza

Brian Andro
Vadlos Bros

}

Terri Andre
Geri Galian Ora
Biltmore Hotel

Dave Starr

Curzon 3

Tony Brent

I

LAS VEGAS

Dick Stablie Oro
Crescendo

Bar pf Musle
Gene Wesson
Gordon Polk

Kitty Bluett

Fields

Sandor
Montmartre Ballet
Montmartre Models
Casino Playa Orq
Fajardo- Orq

B Ramos Rhumba B

Margo Good
R Layne A Velvel
Larry Green Trio

Royale 3

EDINBURGH
Empire (M) 25
Tommy Morgan Co
Les Raynor A B

Condos A Brandow
Ann Hathaway
Skeets Minton

Joanne Wheatley

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 25
Jewel A Warriss

Vicky Ray

i

IOS ANGELES

AUdrlanl

Night Time Lovlies

/

25

(I)

5 Lyrlcaleg

25

Sabrlni
Millionaires
Sid England
Terris A Watts

i

25

Babbette

Wilton Family

Dfcrgie

(I)

Hippodrome

Lilian

Regency Twins

A
A

Rosaire A Tony
NORTHAMPTON

Jimmy Malborn

6 Roulettes
George Clarke
Gretta Brett
Monty Siford

Nino
Authors
Agnette

D

NORWICH

British Boys

Owen

VAL

Arthur Blake

Sonny Dawkes

Metropolitan

(I)

J

Jack Lewis

Bobby Handers
Billy Hancox

Palace

A

Boy Dp Vel
Bobbie Kimber

Demos

New

Spillanes

NAN
Grant
EAST HAM

Jimmy French

C Romano

F Martin Ore
Band Box

Bill

DERBY
)

:

Conrad Hilton
“Spurs 'n Skates"
Cathy A Blair
Marvin Roy
Carol Williams
Le Due Bros

Ambassador Hotel
Mickey Rooney
Tommy Wonder,
Margaret Banks

Empire (M) 25

Raydini
Leslie

"Calypsorama"
Val Navarro

Jerry Harris
8 Bobbv Soxers

.

Janette

Peggy Taft
Ace Harris

3 Cridneffs

CHISWICK

Anton

Cloister inn
Lurlene Huntfer

Rudy Kerpays Duo Claude Jones
Dick Man
Blue Angel
Johnny Frigo

Dashs Chimps

Empire (S) 25
Terry-Thomas
Teddy Johnson
Carl Kerr
Ref & Julian

(

Black Orchid

Dr Arthur Ellen
Stan Freeman

A Dolores
Trebeltones

June

Nortell

•

Evelyn Page
C Williams Trio

Alvares

'

Claire Roberts 3

Christine

Ada Moore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

French
Lord Burgess
A1 D'Lacy Quartet
Kile A Newsom
Blue Note.
Rbhert Lcnn
Chiesas
Woody Herman Ore The Tattlers
Geo Carden Dncrs Count Basie
Frankie Masters
MANCHESTER
Chez Paree
Ore
Hippodrome (S) 25 Jackie
Miles
Palmer House
Albert Modley
Dorothy Sarnoff
Yma Sumac
Ronnie Rerris
Brian Farnon Ore
Charlie Fisk Ore
Morris

Jat Herod
TAG
Durante
Des O'Connor

8c

Statler

Tex Beneke Ore

A A L Ward
4 Furres
Logan A Myles

.

Hippodrome

25

Charlivels

CARDIFF
New (5) 25

...

(M)

Vogelbeins Bears

Frances Day
Stan Stennett

&

Ray Bari

Kitty White

Johnnie Ray
PAP
Page
Joel Gray

25

SAP

Jeff

Waldorf-Astoria

CHICAGO

LONDON

John Rhodes
Kaye
Les. Dounos
Bruce Forsythe
Waldorf 2
Dennis Spicer

Jody Caney
Dorothy Dandrldge
Nat Brandwynne
Mischa Bor
Village Vanguard

Shaw Ore

Lucas

Duncans Collies
Downey A Daye

Lee Young
Dowlcr & Rogers

Jimmy

A

Cycling Kirks
Winters A Fielding

i

Sahara
Ray Bolger Show
Mindy Carson

.

Motel Roosevelt
.Joseph Sudy Ore
Hotel St Regis
Jeanne Bal

Johnny Lockwoos

Max Bacon

(I)

Village Barn
Hal Graham
Dolores' Ritter
Dick Capri

Empire (M) 25
Flack

Bobbie Collins
Russ Henderson Bd

Empress

.

Jimmie Russell.
Betty' Logue

Plaza

4 Aces

Rex 8c Bessie
Danny Purches

Don Peters
Georgia Brown

Mullikin

Inga Swenson
Jonnny Laverty
Franca Baldwin
Salvatpre Gloe Ore
P.inchUn Ore
Viennese Lantern
Odette
Dolpres Perry
Ernest Schoen Ore

Holm

Hotel

Beverly Hills

Dorothy Shay
The Rudells
Dorben Dancers

'Come As You Are" Danny Thomas

Plerro

Hotel

1

D

Marquis Family
Sands

Bill

-Rolando
Singers

NEWPORT. KY>

Uno

Aliya

Alvarez

A

Nancy

Novo

Ink Spots
Jack E Leonard

Conpie Sawyer
Dick Smart
Paul Lynde
Joan Carroll

Paul Killiam
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvlllo
Hazel Webster

Milt

Carlos-

Guitars

Versailles

Stanley' Melba Oto
'Chico Belli
No. .1 Fifth Ave

Celeste

Rivero Singers
Pino Baratii
Gina Martin

Kostya Poliansky
Misha Usdanoff
Eugene A Sonia

Lubdv Hamshay

-

Straeter Ore
G Ted.
Mark Monte Ore

LEICESTER

Morgan 8c Manning
Morecambe 8t Wise

Dominique.

•

Mallini Bros
Ernest Arnley A
Kelroys
Joan A Ernest

BRADFORD
Alhambra

A C

Alan Kemble

Alcetty

3 Orfatis
Frances Duncan

Two

Red Heads
Danny Carroll

Hotel

K

Cuban Boys

La Fronton Ore

Kaye Ballard

Jackie
J A
Stuthard
Reg Russell A S

Enles Horses

Tower

B

Patio
Gleb Yellin Ore

Toni Merrill
Johnny Alden
M Durso Ore
Frank Marti Ore
Hotel Ambasseder
Quintero Ore
Sarkozi Ore

Ore

A

Nancy
Rivera

.

Eddie Layton

Chittison

Paulina

Orq
San Soucl

Mimi Warren Trio

3
Copacabfcna
Eartha Kitt

Howard

Saba Soud Ballet
Ray Carson
R Ortega Orq
C Rodriguez Orq
Montmartre
Richard Robertson
L Dulzaldea Q*
llvette dela Fuent*
[Delia Bravo

A Romeu

Clarissa

Ilona

Composer
Taylor 3

A

Starlets (8)
Bill Clifford

Tropicana ;
D’Alda Q
Mercedes Valdes
D'Ruff Q
O de la Rosa
Leonela Gonzalez.
Raul Diaz
Gladys Robau
Tropicana Ballet
S' do Espana Orq
S Suarez Orq-

Paris

Joe Laporte Ore
D’Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton

Tun Tun

Helene

Victor Alvarez

3
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Lolo A Lita
Jose Pillado Ore
Oscar Calvet Ore
Billy

25

(S)

Jimmy Mack

BLACKPOOL

Norman

Chateau Madrid

Girls

Monk

Mascots

Josephine Premice
Tony Roberts 5
A Roberts Ore

Half Bros

A De Wood

.Susan Johnson

White

Josh’

HACKNEY

Clive Allen

Tower Circus

25

A De

Young

Noon Bros
Marsh A Lorraine
Monica Henries

25

Julius

3 Riffs
Irwin Corey

Cafe Society

(I)

De

Drake
Anniversary Girl*

,

Bart Upward
Jimmy Lyons' Trio

Frank Formsby

*

Connor

Angel

Adams
Charles Manna

Trude

GRIMSBY

8c

Clarissa

Chadells

Bli;i

CITY

Melodears
Harmoneers
Art Wane; Ore
B0 Harlowe Ore
Le Ruban Bltu

Daniels

Myrons
Harry JaOobson

Boston Sis

8c

Bon :;ii
Leeds
Mae Barnes
3 Flames
*

BRITAIN
Hippodrome (I) 2$
Frank Preston

Garner' Trip

Erroll
'Phil'

Jimmy

Max Blake

ASTON

Elizabeth

Velma Middleton
" Blrdhmd
Prado .Ore

Mae WllUams

Will Osborne Ore

catin Quarter
Sophie Tucker
Ted Shapiro
Georgle Kaye
Cristiani Troupe'
Miller .A Gibson
Dolores A Holger

St

Armstrong

Perefc

2
2

<T;

Winifred Atwell
Chris Cross

J

Basin
Louis

Riverside

J

HAVANA

NEW YORK

Claire

8c

Somers
Maureen' Hudson

Three Riffs
Lucy Purser
Stubby Pastor,
J Conrad Dncrs

Mitchell"

Allen

Bills

Tony Pastor A Ore

Dominique

Vitcli

Michael. Bentino

Steve Co

Millie

Mapes Skvroom
Rusty Draper
Kirby Stone

Guy

Hellos

3

RENO
-

Eddie Fitzpatrick
Golden
tNaw

Fontane & Vaughn
Joe Church

2

(T)

Tivoli

25

West way Wonder G Skylets
Katherine Dunham

Cabaret

Rev

.

(I)

Los Gatos

AUSTRALIA
Tivoli

A

Mill

Chuckles
Eddie Fontaine
Larry Best

Marianne

8c

BowaA

Sibyl

Fitzgerald

Ella

Empire

Sandy Powell Co
Donovan A Ilayes
Shek Ben Ali
Joan Melville

Harry Dawson
Kathleen Keane
Pat Trevor
Leslie Brooks

29

(P)

A Earl
YORK

Lester Ferguson

Charlie Ellis

CHICAGO

Eric Hutson

Owen

Bill

Elgar

Raft

Empress Hotel

Vagabonds Club
Grade Barrie
Vagabonds 4
Stuart A Samara
Condos A Brandow Mandy Campo Ore
The Carribeans
Jack Kerr

Zicgfield Beauties
Duke Sis A Dean

MeXlcanoa
Hackford A Doyle
Vera Cody Co

Austral
King Cole Show
Erskine Hawkins Bd 3 Sparks
WOLVERHAMPTON
La Verne Baker
Hippodrome (I) 25

Sally Kirkpatrick
Claire Young

Edmee Hess

V

only

30

(P)

FintieU

Parisian

Wayne Carmichael

Bryan Bradley

2 Mayfairs
'Eddie Arnold

Hotel

BiUy Vine
Antone A Ina

Fontainebleau
Mavgeruite Piazza
Val -Oilman Ore
Joe Sodja
Balmoral Hotel
Mary Peek Trio

palow Indicate optnlng d«V of shew

or split week
Letter in parentheses Indicates circuit. <l> Independent; (L) Loew; (M) Moss;
(P) Paramount; (R> RKO; <S> Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W) Warner

whether

Nicole
Philip Knight
Charlie Farrell

De Capri

Isle

Wednesday, April 27* 1955
*

Anne Russell

Beth Challic
Harvey Bell
Fred' Thompson

Continued from page
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will help the theatrical

b.o.

One

eastern source had a complaint about the practice of tv-ing
film clips for bally purposes. The
value of widescreen dimensions
and color photography are not
properly conveyed on the home
21-inch sets, he claimed.

.

MPAA

'

LEGITIMATE

Wednesday, April 27, 1955

Newfield Quits Kansas
To Join Blevins Davis

Use Tedmicality to Block Entry
Of

Ex-Critic Sheaifer Into

ATPAM

A

In a virtually unprecedented
move, the N. Y, Pressagents Chapter of the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents and Managers, petitioned
the' union’s governing board to ad-

Who owns

mit Sheaffer

to

move.
Admission of Sheaffer would
have involved waiving existing regulations .of the union to meet what
the publicists feel is an emergency
situation, in which Sheaffer lost
his job. because the Eagle folded.
Outside endorsement' was given to
the move by N. Y.‘ Times drama
critic, Brooks Atkinson,'" via a letter sent to ATPAM’s president and.
secretary-treasurer, Abel Enklewitzrespectively.

and Milton Weintraub,

It’s now expected that Sheaifer
submit a formal application
for 'membership and that his admission Will be sought at the next
meeting pf the union. If he gets
in, he is in line to be pressagent.
this summer at William Miles’
Berkshire Playhouse, Stockbridge,
Mass., as a sort of out-of-town tryout for a regular Broadway p a.,
berth next fall.
0

will

;

and Fancy’ Dreams

Of Autumn

at Garden;

Coast Edition Oddity
Management of “Plain and Fancy,” current at the Winter Garden,
•

•

it

at

his

London, April

Canadian; Players

U.S. Tour

melodrama,

Park

Summer Theatre this season, but
plans tp do; it next fail on Broadway. He optioned the play after
seeing it in London last season,
and feels that he doesn’t have to
try it out to evaluate it.
Rich is seeking a star for the
murder meller, in which the author originated the leading role.

To Tour

Down To

Boils

last two weeks, all well received.
in the Fall They are “Bad Seed,” “Desperate
Hours” and “Kismet,”

in Fall

,

Londons ‘South’

campaign, launched by Sun-Times
Kupcinet on his nightly
WBBM-TV commentary,, quickly
staffer Irv

settled down
to
the
ticket scalper gripe.

-

been favorable.
The opening of VKismet,” coinciding with the resumption of London newspapers^ has" removed
doubts about the show’s prospects.
London, April 26.
A Broadway production of The Broadway tuner, hailed by sev“South,” which opened at the Arts eral critics as the best musical
Theatre Club last April 13, is since “Oklahoma” (the yardstick
planned by British director Peter by which all importations are
Glenvilleand
Hardy William measured) can go outrunning about
Smith.
Pair, who formed a pro- as long as the cast can stand the
duction firm last year, have ac- 'strain.
Jack' Hylton, who presented the
quired the rights to the Julien
Green play, which is. being pre- show last Wednesday (20), dis( Continued on page 66)
sented here by the, London Arts
Theatre Committee, a private club
showcase. The drama /as banned
by the Lord Chamberlain for pub- Diana Barrymore Tops
lic performance.
The production team had preHerself With Hub Pans,

Aimed for B way

perennial

Kupcinet’s show recently featured two “ordinary playgoers”
who aired plenty of beefs about
the scarcity of good seats in the
boxoffice racks and the availability
of good ducats at tapped prices at
the brokers.
Columnist said he
has invited a boxoffice. man to .appany.
pear this week.
Although the coin from the sale
Daily News columnist-legit editor
of the William Inge comedy-drama
Sydney J. Harris entered the fray
to 20th-Fox has not yet been rewith a Saturday (23) piece headceived,
the
Robert WhiteheadRoger L. Stevens production moved lined “Ticket Chaos Menaces Theatre.”
He wrote that the out-ofinto the black during the week
ended April 16, its seventh on joint ticket-buying setup must
bear part ‘of the- blame for ^ChiBroadway.. Coin due from the film
company is approximately $30,000 cago’s current low ebb, a point,- he viously optioned Angus Wilson’s
said, he “never tires of ‘repeating.” “The Mulberry Bush” and Henry
as the production’s share of a $75,He argued that many theatre-goers Reed’s adaptation of Ugo Betti’s
000 down payment. In addition,
feel that if a play gets warm no- “The Isle" of iGoats.”
the studio will make a weekly payment during show’s profit 'stanzas tices, good seats won’t be available
for weeks, “except at excessiveup to a $250,000 ceiling.'
brokers’ prices.” And by that time EMILE LITTLER
Financed at $60,000, “Bus” had the production has departed.
$8,857 to, recoup as of an April 2
“A fairly organized system of
3
accounting. .Play cost $41,478 to
ticket-selling would seem to be the
London producer Emile Littler,
produce, with a $637 three-week
first prerequisite of a healthy the- who
sails' for England today (Wed.)
tryout loss, hiking the Broadway
•opening tab to $42,115, Profit for atrical situation in Chicago,” Har- oh the Queen Mary, has not acfinaled.
quired the rights to any shows he
the first five weeks at the Music ris
has seen on this visit to Broadway.
Box, N. Y., was $33,258. On the
However, he has. three shows albasis of the weekly profit, which
Hotel
Dickering
ready set for production in the
has. been varying between $7,500West End next fall, and is nego$8,000, it’s figured show paid off
tiating for two others.
Alcazar
Theatre,
S.
F.
duHng the week ending April 16.
As of the April .2 statement, $30,First on hisi schedule is “RoApril
San Francisco,
26.
000 had been returned to the
by Candle Light,” a musical
A $250, 0Q0 offer for the AWzar mance
backers on their $60,000 stake, with
edition of the old Harry Graham
Theatre building was made last
$5,268 available for future distribustraight play, “By Candlelight,”
week
by
Frisco hotel operator
tion. Remainder of the investment
'wjith songs by Sam Coslow
and
Harry Handlery.
is scheduled to be returned with
book adapted by Eric Maschwitz.
If he, acquires the property from
the next accounting.
It will be followed by “Marry Me,
West Coast Theatres, the hotel
man will probably not go into the Margaret,” a musical version of
Heart,” the J. Hartley
entertainment business. But won’t “Peg o’ My
COASTS; reveal
what he hopes to do with Manners oldie, with a score probably by Harry Parr-Davis but with
building; House is directly beLEGIT SCRIPTERS the
hind a hotel already owned by no adaptor set. Next will come a
play,
“The
Captain’s
Music Corp. of America is pros- Handlery. Randolph Hale, current- straight
pecting the Coast for playwriting ly operating the house With “Oh Lamp,” by Norman Collins, with
Oscar Homolka and Joan Tetzel
ore. Audrey
has

force

it out of the theatre.
Incidentally,
there
has been
trade comment oh the fact
-that a second edition of “Plain”
will be put on by Edwin Lester
this summer for his subscription

some

seasons in San Francisco and Los
Angeles. The production will then
be acquired by Kollmar, Gardiner
and Mrs. Schumer for a regular
road tour. Feeling among trade
observers is that a touring company of the musical may tend tp
take some potential business from
the Broadway- original, which is already not a solid sellout. That
could, conceivably, prevent the
“Plain” venture from paying off.
Meanwhile, it will involve a sizable
investment (assuming that the
terms of the deal are similar to
Lester’s previous such deals) to
provide competition for the original production. On the other hand,
the management obviously figures
the touring troupe should recoup
its added cost and earn a profit.
British rights to “Plain” have
been acquired by Prince Littler
and Louis Dreyfus, who plan a
London production in October, and
the musical is also being done
shortly in the Scandinavian coun-

.

.

-

j

!

SKEDS

NEW LONDON SHOWS

’

tries

and West Germany.

Portland Will Relight

With

‘Pajama,’ ‘Teahouse’

Portland, April 26.
Local legit comes, to life at the
Civic Auditorium when William
Duggan brings in the touring

“Pajama Game,” May

18-22. It will

Man

AUDREY WOOD
SEEKS

who

heads Men,

Oh Women,”

says

he

re-

(Mrs. Homolka) costarred.
ceived no indication of the proLittler's current presentations in
posed sale and is planning producplaned to Hollywood last week on tions through next fall.
London include a straight comedy,
a safari for new legit scripters.
In another deal, Dr. Ferd Cal- ‘.‘Book of the Month,” at the CamShe will be gone several weeks.
lison and contractor John Cahill bridge; Cinerama, at the Casino,
Miss Wood has been with MCA have acquired a longterm lease on and Maurice Chevalier, at the Palsince last May, when the agency the property containing the Geary ace.
purchased the Liebling-Wood of- Theatre. No change in the current
fice, which she operated with her situation
there Is contemplated, Court Confirms Closing
0
husband, legit casting agent Wil- however.
liam Liebling. Latter, who did not
Of Chicago Stock House
move over to MCA with his wife,
Chicago, April 26.
accompanied her on the Coast hop.
Take Over Ivar, LA.
Playwrights Theatre Club, ChiIn signing up with MCA, Miss
cago’s
single year-around stock
Los Angeles, April 26.
Wood also brought along her
Stage Society, headed by Rich- group, is now officially homeless.
stable of clients, including Tenard Erdman, has taken over the That’s the effect of a decision last
nessee Williams and William Inge.
Ivar Theatre here for one year to week by Circuit Court Judge Harry
Latte i; have come up with two of
present a series of eight plays. Fisher that ft’s a theatre and not

agency’s N. Y. literary and play
department
with
Kay Brown,

'

,

the

season’s top Broadway hits,
“Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” and “Bus
Stop,” respectively. Miss Wood is
also active in personal manage-

ment, representing such comparatively

new Broadway

talent as

Ben

Gazzara and Albert Salmi.
While on the Coast, the agent
will also attempt to set up a film
sale

Project

is

in addition to

group’s

workshop.
Takeoff

piece will be Shaw’s
“Misalliance,” starting tomorrow

(Wed.), to be followed by George
“Torchbearers.”

Kelly’s

on “Cat.”

Aim. ‘Matador*

GOLDEN JUBILEE YEAR
for N. Y.

San Francisco, April 26.
Barnaby Conrad has dramatized
his novel, “Matador,” and is cur-

rently revising it with an eye to
be followed by the road edition of a production by Randolph
Hale in
“Teahouse of the August Moon,” the late summer at the Alcazar
May 31-June 3.
Theatre here.
Hale would like to take the play
“Solid Gold Cadillac” is set for
to Broadway next fall.
sometime in August.

.

.

.

Wood,

.

'

‘

I

N. Y., discounts a reported “pencilled in” booking for Judy Garland at the house next fall. “Plain”
is doing strong, if not quite sellout, business and producers Bichard Kollmar, James Gardiner Ac
Yvette Schumer are going on* the
assumption that it will stay comfortably above the “stop” limit
(said to be $30,000) through the
summer and into next fall. Unless
it
drops below the contractual
“stop” figure, the Shuberts cannot

;

•

Chicago, May 3.
Puzzling slump in Chicago theatre business the last couple of
months has sparked a. revival of
the evergreen “What’s Wrong with
Windy City. Legit?” debate. What
started as a “support the theatre”

2d ‘Bus Stop Co.

Touring company of “Bus Stop”
will be sent out next fall. It will
thus join. “Pajama Game,” “Tea
and Sympliony” and “Teahouse of
the August Moon” as recent Broadway hit duplications on the road.
Fact that the film- edition of “Bus
Stop” is due for release early in
1056 is an obvious element in the
management’s decision to hurry
;the. production for a second com-

Map

;

|

26.

London has had premieres of
three Broadway imports within the

Ottawa, April 26.
Biggest. hit is “Kismet;” musical
Canadian Players, whose touring version of the old Edward Kno*
“platform” production of Shaw’s block drama, with Alfred Drake,
“Saint Joan” played several U. S. Doretta Morrow and Joan. Diener
towns earlier this season, will re- repeating the leading parts they
the States next fall. They’ll played in the U, S. original. It’s
turn
present “Macbeth” and Ibsen’s at the Stoll.
“Peer Gynt” in
stripped-stage
“The Desperate Ho urs,” the Jostyle, with 11 players headed by seph. Hay§s
.dramatization of his
Douglas Campbell and Ann Cas- suspense novel, suffered from
the
son (Mrs. Campbell).
fact that it opened at the HippoOrganization's new president is drome just before
the end of the
Robin Patterson, wife of Tom Pat- newspaper strike.
It was not reterson, founder and now planning
viewed, but will presumably get
director of the Stratford, Ont.,
staggered press coverage in the
Shakespeare Festival.
She and next week or so. First-night audiLaurel Crosby, Australia-born p.a., ence.
reaction was mixed, but.on
tare booking the tour of Canadian
the favorable side.
and the U. S.
“The Bad Seed,” Maxwell Anderson’s dramatization of a novel by
William March, is at the Aldwych. It also opened during the
strike; but is due for catch-up press
coverage. Audience response haa

will not pro-

Sacandaga

m

‘Kismet/ ‘Hours/ ‘Seed’ Have Preems

the U. S. rights, to the

at

Dl
S Dl

nearby Lawrence,

.

Sacandaga, N. Y., April 26,
Strawhat producer Eddie Rich,

immediate mem-

bership at the org’s overcall meet
last Thursday (21). Several members, including p.tu’s and .managers,
blocked the action on a technicality, however.
The petition, signed by most of
the N. Y. Chapter drumbeaters,
was presented to the board and
placed On the agenda for discussion. But the ex-critic’s admijsion
was held up on the ground that
he had not signed' a formal application* The petition not only requested Board approval, but also
asked its own endorsement of the.

’Plain

No Strawhat Break-in

duce

Kansas

Kans., effective June 1.
He will direct the opera studio
during the summer .festival at the
Aspen (Colo.) Institute of MUsic,
then- join the production staff of
Blevins Davis, whose revival ‘of
“I orgy and Bess” is touring Europe.

‘Sojnepne’ for B’way;

Williams
Emlyn
“Someone Waiting,”

D Waj

the University Theatre at the U.
of

Aim

!

Kansas City, April 26.
John Newfield has resigned as
professor of drama and director of

\

drama critic’s best friends are
pressagents. Well, at least some
pressagents. That appears to be
the case with Louis Sheaffer, former reviewer for the defunct
Brooklyn Eagle.

!
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a club operation.
Ruling precludes the use of the
Outfit’s North Dearborn St. quarearlier had been found
violation of the city’s theatre

ters,

in

which

•

;

_

Bat ‘Pajama’ Does Biz
Boston, ALpril

-26.

Diana Barrymore, who has been
making a sort of career of bad notices this

Season on tour with “Pa-

jama Tops;” probably outdid herregard last week at the
Majestic here. Even so, the' comself in that

edy drew fair business via twoiers.
The star, daughter of the late
John Barrymore/ was ill, reportedly

with

laryngitis,

following

the

pan notices bn her opening, and
was out of the cast the second
night, with understudy Yera Fusek
going on in the: part. The show
continues here this week, then goes
.

to

Worcester, Mass., next Monday(2-3) and ends its tour
New Haven stand

Tuesday

with a four-day

May

4-7.

‘Boston critics just didn’t take
kindly to either Miss Barrymore or
the play. Peggy Doyle, in the
American said, “It’s« too long since
Diana Barrymore was giving evidence on the stage that she is indeed her father's daughter. As
young actress she gave generous
promise that she would carry on
the remarkable family tradition.
She should quit fooling. To compound a cliche, it’s later than she
thinks.

“As Ethel Barrymore’s best selling ‘Memories’ recreates the great
days, of the Drews and the Barrymores, it Is desolating to be seeing
a latter-day bearer of the golden
name in theatrical history slumming it in this uninspired tasteless
and frequently offensive mishmash.”
This sort of thing has been going
on, however, since November in
Cincinnati, but the company has
done hefty biz on twofers during
the past six months in such cities
as Chicago, Baltimore, Indianapolis
(Continued on page 65)

PANAMA, FRANK & KIDD
AIM LEGIT-PIC SETUP

ordinances. Group had argued it
Hollywood, April 26.
was a club setup and therefore not
Scripters Norman Panama and
subject to the fire and zoning laws Melvin Frank and choreographer
regulating full-scale theatre opera- Michael Kidd have set up a company to write, produce and direct,
tions.
Since their homebase was or- Broadway shows as potential ?film’
dered shuttered some weeks back, vehicles. They also plan to ..proPlaywrights has been “touring” its duce the screen versions. *
x.
First venture will be “Li’l Abcurrent production of “Oedipus
Rex” in various other off-Loop ner,” based on the A1 Capp comic
They're aiming
it
for
houses. Plans are to continue on strip.
that basis with the upcoming pro- Broadway production as a musical
Setup won't interfere
duction of Sean O’Casey’s “Juno next fall.
and the Praycock,” now in rehear- with the Panama-Frank non-exclusal, pending the location of a new sive 10-year deal with Danny KayeJ
Sylvia Fine’s Dena Productions.
permanent quarters.

j
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friend and .associate,
Nathan.)

One

final

—

George Jean

advantage accrues to

this play it is a cocktail party
opportunities. Interestingly, at the conversation piece, something peoInherit
ple
can recall? as droll as ProhibiHerman Shumlin (in association with very end his contemptuous scorn
Mavfto Jones) production of ° drama In of the Bryan character as a Wind- tion, which was .contemporaneous.
three acts, by Jerome Lawrence and
persons may know what
Younger
Robert E. Lee. Stars Paul Muni; features bag, a Nebraska absolutist and an happened, in a general way, when
Ed Betrley, Tony Randall, Muriel Kirk- enemy of reason is rebutted by the
land, Bethel Leslie, Staats Cotsworth, Darrow figure who concedes that Darrow baited' .Bryan, but the deLouis Hector, Karl Light. Staging, Shumtails (this is. probably a reasonable
lin:
scenery, Peter Larkin; costumes, Bryan had come to a sorry end
Ruth Morley; lighting, Feder; assistant (apoplectic from ridicule and over- facsimile of the record) must seem
director, Terese Hayden. At National, eating) hut that a giant had once fresh. Oldsters will share a theatN.Y., April 21, '55; $4.0O-$3.75 KS6.90
existed in his frame. Mencken is rical reprise of a classic struggle
opening).
Bethel Leslie told he’s a smartalec. He swings between two giants of the middle
Rachel Brown ...........
Land.
Robert P. Lieb
Meeker
round
and calls Darrow a hypo- prairie.
Light
..Karl
Cates
Bertram
Harry Shaw crite, suddenly sentimental because
Hurdy Gurdy Man...
Banning
Jack
Timmy
All in
James Maloney of death.
Mayor
Charles Bowden it Richard Barr pro..Ed Begley
The story is told in a scriptMatthew Harrison Brady
Muriel Kirkland aiding two-level set designed by duction of a triple hill comprising LeonMrs. Brady
In
Tahiti."
’‘Trouble
ard
Bernstein**
Tom Davenport ........ William Darrld
Henry Drummond ........... Paul Muni Peter Larkin, and a good credit dance soloist Paul Draper, Tennessee WilEric Berne for him. The courtroom is at stage liams* ”27 Wagops Full' o£ Cotton." Set;
Howard
Elder;
costumes,
and lighting, Eldon
Rita Newton level
Mrs. Lommis
and in the foreground; the tings
Pat Campbell. At the Playhouse, N.Y.,
.. Howard Caine
Hot Dog Man
..Margherita Sargent village street is on a ramp behind. April 19; '55; $4.60 top.
Mrs. McClain
TROUBLE IN TA^HITt
Ruth Newton It is important to the narrative, of
Mrs. Blair
One-act (seven scenes) musical. Staging,
Charles Brin
Elijah
course, to show the temper of the David Brooks. Feature* Alice Ghostley,
E. K. Hornbeck .......... Tony Randall
Salem Ludwig townspeople, religious fundamen- .fohn Tyers. Constance Brigham.
Mr. Goodfcllow
Alice Ghostley
Sara Floyd talists all, given to hallelujahs, Dinah
Mrs. Krebs John Tyers
Sam
Staats Cotsworth
rown
Rev. Jereml
Constance Brigham, John
Fred Herrick amens and sudden bursts of psalm- Trio..
Corkln
Taliaferro; James Tushar
Donald Elton singing. They are led in these
^
Bollinger
27 WAGONS FULL OF COTTON
Fred Miller tribal jrites by the local hardshell
Platt
Stars Maureen Staple ton. Myron McCorCharles Thompson
Mr. Bannister
Mary Kevin Kelly pastor played by Staats -Cotsworth, mick; features Felice Orlandi. Staging,
Melinda
Louis Hector the Casey of. the radio “Crime Vincent J. Donehue.
Judge
Fred Miller Photographer” series. It’s a pretty Flora Melghan ....... Maureen. Stapleton
Dunlap
Myron McCormick
Jake Meighan
Fred Herrick
Sillers

The Wind

Although there are actually 1,064 seats, at the Barrymore, N, Y.,
where “Desperate Hours” is current, the capacity for practical purposes is 994 seats for the Joseph Hayes melodrama. Because of partially
obstructed vision, 34 orchestra locations and all 36 of the box seats
are not sold (except under rare circumstances, as when someone insists on talcing them for a sold-out performance )
Tickets for the seats
arc stamped “partially obstructed view” on their face,, in accord with
the Jaw. The loss for the 70 seats involved runs over $1,30Q a week,
reducing the potential gross capacity from about $28,500 slightly under $27,200. Reason for the obstructed vision of the side locations is
the complicated setting for the show, involving at least one important
scene in a narrow area at the side- of the stage.
.

One

From Art Gelb’s column in the N. Y. Times Monday (25):.
“A race horse called Ezio is holding the rapt attention of the company
backstage at ‘Fanny’ these days. It’s all because a theatre-lovin® horse

.

named his thoroughbred in, honor of Ezio Pinza. And betting
are eager to keep up with Ezio’s track reviews,
“Things have gone radngly for Ezio (the horse) his first four times
out at various tracks he won the first three times and came in second the fourth. That’s why The Racing Form is now on a par with
Variety as must reading backstage at the Majestic.”
trainer

-

.

.

hi embers of ‘Fanny’

—

.

The impact of television was manifested at the opening of “Inherit*
the Wind,” the Paul Muni starrer, when Tony Randall seemed to get
the most recognizable salvo. It almost parred the veteran Ed Begley’s
greeting and he, too, has been around plenty in films, legit and video.
But the “Mr. Peepers” identication seemed to give Randall the most
spontaneous audience reaction, next to the star and Begley of course.
By contrast, Staats Cotsivorth, another prolific broadcasting, actor, was
relatively sluffed off, the difference being that he’s dominantly in the
radio and not the tv medium.

*.

.

Edmund Williams
Man
Perry Fiske
Townspeople, hawkers,reporters, jurors,
Adelman.
Joseph Brownspectators: Lou
ConMichael
stone. Clifford Carpenter,
Michael Del Medico, James
stantine,
Greene, Ruth Hope/ Sally Jessup, Julie
Knox. Patricia Larson. Michael Lewin,
Evelyn Manda. Sarah Meade, Gian Pace,
Richard Poston, Jack Riono. Gordon RusSaint,Robert Shannon,
Carroll
sell.
Maurice Shrog.
Reuter’s

Harry Y. Eaterbropk

.

.

.

“Inherit the Wind’* blows like a
Comfor Herman Shumlin.
petently put. together from one of
the great courtroom, classics of
American history, well acted by a
(30
speaking!
considerable
cast
hit

roles) headed by Paul Muni and
knowingly "staged and paced by
Shumlin, it is good theatre. The
boxoffice question rides on the

production,
of /the
around $19,000 weekly (Muni gets
$1,000 against 12Vfc%) and in anticipation of these economics, Shumcostliness

dropping Monday evening
and midweek matinee in favor of
Saturday and Sunday matinee and
a Sunday evenlnjfperformance. At
the' National and as scaled, the
show can gross around $31,000.
Authors Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee, two skips from
Hollywood, have gone back to the
Scopes monkey trial of 1925, although it is not so identified in the
action.
It is something of a theatrical trick that they are managing to light again, and win
again, a battle of 30 years ago and
lin

is

yet

contriving

seem

to

adroitly

not

be whipping a dead

to
horse.

•

On the Broadway of 1955 it follows that the majority of paying
customers are thoroughly presold
on the play’s point of view.
Indeed the Broadway playgoer
may well have his sense of superiority heightened, always a delicious feeling, in that he is per-,
mitted an amused condescension
toward the Tennessee hill country
nvevions
the
knuckleheads
of
generation who waxed so wroth
when Clarence D arrow cast doubts

j

upon Joshua’s

ability to

command

the sun to stand still or Jonah’s
regurgitation from the .belly of a
whale.
Intuition further suggests that

time in -history
there is a great emotional hunger
among “sophisticated” people to
at this particular

feel virtuously on the side of
“liberalism.”
Consciously or not,
it was clever of the authors to ^single out an event safely in the past.
Almost anybody can now laugh at

Williams

Bryan,
the
arch-primitive of his day (and his
senility). Everybody should please
make a mental note to see whether
30 years from now, during the
season of 1985, there’s a play in
which a lawyer from Bosfcbn
makes an equal fool of a man
from Wisconsin.
Meanwhile, it's an easy guess
that foreign legit auspices will delight in “Inherit the Wind” as
quaint Americana, enabling Europeans to feel superior not just to
Tennessee but to the whole U.S.
Less certain is whether the Lawrence-Lee iflay will ever be an
NBC spectacular on television or
even a motion picture. There are
still areas of this land where serious challenge to scriptural literalness is “daring.” Not that the authors behave like the taunting village
day.

Jennings

atheists

of

Bob

Ingersoll’S

But they do rough up
Genesis and put the Old Testament back on the shelf with
poetry, folklore and metaphysical
patter.

Not the least absorbing aspect
of the play Is the character of E.
K. Hornbeck, played -by Tony Randall and clearly based on/and talking like H. L. Mencken, who covered the Scopes roundelay in 1925.
His picturesque literary lingo provides an acid commentary and the
play’s
intellectual comic relief.
Randall squeezes a lot out of his

Felice Orlandi
thankless (because wooden) role, Silva Vicarro
but Cotsworth manages occasionally to suggest more than the au“All in One” is an off-beat entry
thors have written.
that should appeal to the more
Making his first Broadway ap- arty theatregoers. As a strong compearance since 1949, Paul Muni mercial entry it’s a dubious bet.
scores a whammo. He’s fattened Payoff prospects, though, aren’t
up the part plenty. It’s rich, full- too dim. as the production is fiblossomed characterization com- nanced at $40,000 and cost approxiplete with wry-dry delivery, a mately $30,000 to mount. Presented
stooped, mellowed-in-the-bone gait by Charles Bowden and Richard
and an air of frustrated disbelief. Barr, this triple bill is an interestAuthoritive, Warm and enormously ing mixture of music, dance and
human,- Muni drew spontaneous drama.
tribute openifcg night as he made
Leading exponents in all three,
his prolonged, ambling walkoff at fields are represented in the offerthe final curtain.
ing.
Leonard Bernstein, who’s
Muni’s vis-a-vis is Ed Begley and scored several hit musicomedies,
of the
it is possible to label his perform- has given a light version
ance ideal. At the beginning he is Gian-Carlo Menotti- treatment to
prim, sanctimonious, a saint among the opener, “Trouble in Tahiti.”
his flock, sure of his faith if not Dealing with the domestic difficulhis facts. Later he goes to pieces ties of a suburban family, it’s
under the relentless hammering of spiced with sharp satire. Only two
his antagonist who has tricked him characters and a yocal trio appear
into taking the stand as an author- in the production. Duo are Alice
ity on the gospel. (Parenthetically, Ghostley and John Tyers as a
the presiding judge who refuses to married couple, while Constance
and
permit the calling of any scientists Brigham, John Taliaferro
as experts is convincingly stuffy- James Tushar comprise the trio.
Show has an overall locomotive
bewildered in the performance of
pace, which stems from the bickerLouis Hector).
GhostThe denouement of the play is ing sequences between Miss
ley and Tyers. However, the conBegley’s rather than Muni’s. The
tribution of the trio in stringing
transition from smiling pity to
the scenes together provides a
artfully
sheer consternation is
Ghostley’s
managed by Begley. Right here the lively lift, as does Miss
handling of the tit T e numdirectorial
insights
of Shumlin expert
which she gives a synopsis
must be presumed.. The highpoint ber inHollywood
pic of that tag.
of a
of action comes when Begley stands
also has a strong pickup
on a chair in the courtroom, after Tyers
item in a song he delivers after
his hollow victory, and starts to
a trophy as a. handball
He steeply collapses from copping
rant.
champ. Miss Brigham’s songstering
perpendicular into an agonizing
is also standout.
stroke. Borne offstage, the veins
on the
Originally presented
on his forehead stand out in clinical
strawhat circuit last summer on a
simulation, of the. real thing. This
bill with James Thurber’s
double
is gripping dramaturgy.
“3.3 Clocks,” the Bernstein piece
There is .a great deal of acting was more recently sent on tour by
Heckling David Brooks and Ted Mann, toin “Inherit the/Wind.”
from the public at the trial is fret gether with Menotti’s “The Telequent. But most of the sides go to phone.” Current presentation was
the two protagonists. Scopes the directed by Brooks. The Misses
schoolteacher (called Cates ‘and Ghostley and Brigham, incidenplayed by Karl Light) is somewhat tally, are repeating assignments
of a cardboard cutout, like the .lo- they originated during show’s sumcal clergyman, type rather than mer workout. Besides theatre enpivot.. It’s never quite clear how gagements, “Tahiti” was also showhe found the courage to test the cased over CBS-TV’s “Omnibus.”
anti-evolution law in the first inFollowing “Tahiti,” Paul Draper
stance. His .timid sweetheart who takes over for a solo dance exhibiwishes to leave well enough, alone tion. A graceful tevper, his intercharacternearer
to
rounded
is
a
pretations are intelligent and his
ization and 4* capably handled by footwork firstrate. He’s repeating
Bethel Leslie.
most of the numbers he did sev-

Muriel Kirkland makes believable the worried, pitying spouse of
the plumed knight of the old Testament. It is her lot to. wear a wondrously “dated” linen suit replete
with hemstitched vent holes, the
height of midwest fashion of long
ago.

In finding or re-creating this

genteeL garment the costume pal,
Ruth Morley, scores a small tour
de theatre. The costuming throughout is faithful to the period and
Mencken shines as a high-waisted
dandy in a stiff strawhat. (There
were members of the audience who
would have given a penny for the
thoughts just then of Mencken’s

men.

theatre, Louisville, with Maurice
Settle also returning as business
Profit on “Pajama
.
.
Game” yvas incorrectly reported in

manager
’

.

vacation ... Pressagent-manager last week’s issue. The musical has
Helen Hoerle, who was on the repaid its $250,000 investment and
Coast with “Caine Mutiny Court distributed $250,000. profit, split
Martial,” planed to New York last evenly between management, and
Donald Cook celebrates^ today backers, and thereby giving the
(Wed.) his 30th anni in legit later a 50% profit thus far.
Rita„ Moriorty, formerly with.
... Geraldine Brooks will star in
“The Philadelphia Story” at the Cy Feuer 8c Ernest H. Martin, has
producer
Fred Miller Theatre, Milwaukee, become secretary to
for two weeks beginning next Tues- Alexander H. Cohen * during the
Irwin David Snss and leave of absence of Laura Dee.
day (3)
James S. Rizek have optioned Greta Brenner, formerly with proEdwin Justus Mayer’s “A ‘Night at ducers Albert Selden 8c Morton
Madame Tussaud’s” for Broadway Gottlieb, has also joined Cohen’s
production next season, following staff as production assistant. Alexander Barron, formerly with the
an extensive road tour.
Leo Kerz has skedded “Cleram- Theatre Guild, has joined Cohen’s
bard,” by French playwright Mar- organization to handle the* theatre
tours division of .Theatrical Subcel Ayme, 'for fall production; He’S
f

i

1

:

.

.

.

[

I

[

I

:

sidiaries,

Inc.
collabing with William van Loon
“Late Love,” with Signe Hasso
on -the dramatization from an Enggrossed $11,908 on a
lish translation by Norman Denny starred,
Pert Kelton has succeeded potential Capacity of $14,424 during
.
,
Eileen Heckart in “Bad Seed” . • its two-week run at the Miller TheDana Elcar has replaced Heywood atre, Milwaukee, April 5-17 ... .
Hale Broun in “The Honeys” .. . . Paul Green’s “Wilderness Road,”
Aldous Huxley due in N.Y. from, marking the centennial celebration
Hollywood next week to complete of Berea (Ky.) College, will open a
negotiations for a production of a 60-performance run June 29 at the
play, written in collaboration with College’s newly constructed Indian
Beth Wendel and based oh -his Fort Theatre."
Gaby Rodgers has been set for a
novel, “The Genius and the Goddess,” being serialized in Harper’s principal role in “Heavenly’ Twins,”
mag prior to publication by Harper skedded for Theatre Guild production next season with Jean Pierre
Bros*
Gerry Fleming returned to the Auraont and Faye Emerson starring
.

.

.

,

.

!

.

;

:

. Charle Durand has been upped
cast of “Thieves Carnival” yesterproduction stage manager to
day (Tues.) after a two-week ab- fi‘9
sence. Margaret Bannerman subbed assistant, general stage director for
the
Broadway
production of “Seven
in the off-Broadway production . .
Gayle Stine has scheduled Leslie Year Itch.” Charles Paschall is
stage
manager
and Bruce Brighton,
Stevens’ “Early to Congress” for
Broadway production next season assistant stage manager.
.

;

m

.

“Valour Will Weep,” by Henry
Eugene Raskin’s “The Last
.
Island” is slated for Broadway pro- Denker and Ralph Berkey, has
duction next season by Trio Pro- been added to the Theatre Guild’s
ductions, a new firm comprising production lineup for next season.
Israel Rosenberg’s modern
Hail* Stoddard, Robert O’Byrne
Yiddish version of “Joseph and His
and Richard Dunn.
Newport (R.I.) Casino Theatre Brethren,” opened last Friday (22)
,

i.

.

.

.

begins its 29th season June 23, with at the Elsmere The&^e, Bronx,
Y.
Kenn Dobbs appeared in
months ago when he appeared an 11-week run skedded by man- N.
Louis Os- the concert presentation of “Death
at the Bijou, NiY., on* a double bill ager Sara Stamm
of
a
Salesman”
at the YMHA,
with his aunt, monologist Ruth borne Coxe, who co-authored the.
1951 Broadway adaptation of “Billy’ 92d Street, N. Y„ last Sunday,
Draper.
afternoon
(24)
Dora Kalinova,
On opening night here, he had Budd” with Robert Chapman, has European, comedienne,
will make
to eliminate two scheduled dances been appointed English professor
her
American
bow
in
a one-woman
at
Bowdoin
Joseph
W.
College
as a timesaver 'to meet the morning critics’ deadline. His program Kapfer, who operated the Deer show at the Barbizon-Plaza Theatre
included “Alcina Suite,” “Tea for Lake Theatre, Orwigsburg, Pa., for a single performance April 29.
Pbll Bloom will pressagent the
Two,” “In A Dance Hall,” “Satire last summer, will be producer this
on a Political Speech” and a wind- year at the Lakewood Theatre, -summer season of the Shakespeare
Festival
Theatre' 8c Academy, at
up improvisisation. It’s a standard Barnesville, Pa., which begins a'
; Arthur WaxPro- Stratford, Conn.
Draper offering but it’s good view- 12-week season June 13
man,
co-producer
of' the touring
duction
rights
“The
Corto.
Hot
ing.
Closing entry is Tennessee Wil- ner,” by Allen Boretz and his wife, “Tender Trap,” has joined the
liams ”‘27 Wagons Full of Cotton,” Ruby Sully, have been acquired by American Theatre Society to assist
Eleanore Saidenberg, a sister of executive director Warren Caro in
(Continued on page 70)
the national subscription operation
.

reportedly making
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minster Chimes.”
is

With “Inherit the Wind” set for
a Broadway run, producer-director Herman Shumlin left yesterday (Tues.) for a week’s Florida

eral

As reported in last week’s issue, Walter F. Kerr, drama critic
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune, and his playwright-wife, Jean Kerr,
have purchased an estate at Larchmont, N. Y. The following is
a partial description of the property, quoted from the New Rochelle
(N.Y.) Standard Star:
“The Charles B. King residence was remodeled in the 1920’s by
the late automobile pioneer from the f6rmer Schaefer stables, into
a unique horn*. It Is famous for its bell tower and chimes. The
bells were cast in France at King’s direction. Each bell bears the
initials -of Mr. and Mrs. King and the year of their marriage, 1901.
“Electrically controlled, they play several arias from ‘Carmen/
and also can be manually operated. At noon, after the hour is
struck, the duet from ‘Carmen’ is played, and at 8 a.m. the West-

The stagehands’ union

Legit Bits

them put on

six

.

,

producer Herman Levin;
Tentative sked for the 1955-56
off-Broadway Phoenix Theatre season
includes
Aldyth
Morris’
“Fourth Son” as the kickoff bill
Oct. 13, with either a second edition of “Phoenix ’55” or Lehman

L

.

and the development of touring
shows.
“First

Edition,”

a

new revue

with music by Phil Charig, lyrics
by Ray Golden and Paul Webster,
and sketches by Danny and Neal

new version of “Beggar’s Simon, is scheduled for July 7
bill. The production at the Bijou, N. Y., by
Sketches well directed
three other offerings will be re- Golden.
by Bud Burton, with Ralph Alvivals of classical works.
Robert Morley will play the swang designing the Scenery, MilWazir in the Metro filmization of ton Greene serving as musical
“Kismet”
Robert Wright and director and Arthur Klein func.
George Forrest, who -wrote the tioning as general manager.
Nan McFarland, featured in
lyrics
and adapted Alexander
Borodin’s music for “Kismet” mo- “Teach Me How to Cry” at the
toring through Europe following off-Broadway Theatre de Lys, is
the musical's West End opening understudying Elaine Stritch in
the Broadway show, “Bus Stop”
last Wednesday (20).
“Merry Widow,” with new
Denis DiiFor will be back this , .
summer for his 17th season as book and lyrics by Edward Eager,
will
the opening bill June 4 at
be
executive producer of the outdoor
musicals at the Iroquois Amphi-i
(Continued on page 70)
Engel's

Opera” as the second

.
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‘Heaven’ So-So $37,100
In
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>
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Trap 15G, lea
Chicago, April 26.
to

+*

Post-Easter pickup didn’t come
much last week. Biz picked up

"Rainmaker”

for

“Tender

and

Trap/’ at least moderately, however.

.With
arrival
of
“Can-Can”
pushed hack to August, there are
no other entries heading this way
in the immediate future, but another touring company (the second) of “Teahouse of the August
Moon” is chalked up for Sept. 7*
at the Erlanger.

ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
King and I, Shubert (22d wk)
($5; 2,100) (Patricia Morison)/ Almost $28,200 (previous week, $29,000); resumes tour May 14.
Rainmaker, Erlanger (2d wk)
($4;- 1,300) (Geraldine Page). Nearly
$14,700 on Guild subscription (previous week, $12,900).
Tea and Sympathy, Blackstone

wk) ($4.50; 1,500) (Deborah
Almost $25,200 (Previous

(7th

Kerr),

week, $26,500). ontinues on road

May

14,

Tender Trap, Harris (2d wk) ($4;
1,000) (Kent Smith, K. T. Stevens,
RusseH Nypej, Over $15,000 (previous week, $10, 000 for first seven
performances).

9 Shows, New Haven

New Haven, April 26.
Break-in of “Seventh Heaven” at
Shubert here April 16 through last
Saturday (£3) drew fair biz. At a
$5,50 top, on nine performances,
the heavy advance helped to reg-

>

B way

Biz Skids; ‘Ankles’ $41,500,

Muni

ister $37,100.

Teahouse’ Big $41,300,

65

$22,300 in

‘All in

6,

‘Dolls

$43,700,

One’ 11G (7), Pboanix 7G (5)

Current is the road tee-off of
“Kismet,” which exited Broadway
Business on Broadway skidded first' four performances and two
’Oh Men’ $20,609 in S. F. last week. Local stand is for one last week. Drops ranged as lvgh previews.
week, through next Saturday (30). as $6,500 for a musical and $5,100
Lunatics & Lovers, Broadhurst
26.
Francisco,
April
San
Next week* gets “Pajama Tops,” or a straight play. The smash (C' (19 ill wk; 152; $5.75-$4.60;
Legit had a good week in Frisco, starring Diana Barrymore for six
1.182; $29,500), Over $19,000 (prewith the smash “Teahouse of the performances at discount prices. draws remained steady, however.
^
A flood of openings last week vious week, $21,200),
August Moon” going into its 9th That may be the season’s finale.
gave the Stem five new entries.
week and- still packing them in and
Pajama Game, St. James (MC)
Three c’osings last Saturday t 23) (50tli wk; 396; $6.90; 1,615; $52,118)
“Oh Men, Oh Women” upping its
were-” Flowering Peach,” “Kismet” (John Raitt, Janis Paige, Eddie Foy
take some $3,000 at the Alcazar.
and “Dark is Light Enough.” Jr.). Capacity as usual, over $52,ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Latter two are touring.
100.
v.
Teahouse of the August -Moon,
ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Plain and Fancy, Winter Garden
Curran (9th wkl ($4.40; 1,758)
Kcfys; C (Comedy ) D (Drama), (MC) < 13th wk; 100; $6.90; 1,494;
.(Burgess Meredith, Scott McKay).
CD (Comedy-iDrama), R (Revue), $55,672). Almost ,$54,200 (previous
Over $41,300, about $1,200 off from
(Musi- week, $54,200).
the previous stanza; exits May 28
MC (Musical-Comedy),
to resume tour.
cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op
Seven Year Itch, Fulton (C>
Oh Men, Oh Women, Alcazar
ret- a).
(127th wk; 1.013; $5.75-$4.60; 987;
Washington, April 26.
<2d wk) ($3-85 weekdays, $4.40
Other parenthetic designations $24,000) (Eddie Bracken), Over
of
final
week
With
smash
a
weekends; 1,147) (Franchot Tone,
refer, respectively, to weeks played, $13,500 (previous week, $16,800).
Gig- Young). Boosted its take, to nearly $33,600, ’‘‘Seven Year Itch” number
of performances through
Silk Stockings, Imperial (MC)
$20,600 after an opening week Wound up its four-week' stand at last Saturday, top prices, number (9th wk;
68; (7.50; 1,427; $57,800)
gross of $17,100.
the National Theatre- with $118,300 of seats, capacity gross and stars. (Ilildc^arde Neff, Don Araeche),
taken in at the boxoffice. The Tom Price includes 10% Federal -and Capacity as usual, over $58,300.
Ewell starrer was Scaled to a $4.40 5% City ta%, but grosses are net:
Tea and Sympathy, 48th St. (D)
‘Caine’ Back to $25,000,
top. Standing room was sold last i.e„ exclusive of tax.
(81st wk; 8*5; $5.75^4.60; 921; $28Friday and Saturday nights (22-23).
Nearly $11,800 bn twofers
AU in One, Playhouse (3-bill) 300)
Second week OP “The Honeys,” (1st wk; 7; $4.6ff-$3.90; 994; $21,- (previous week, $13,200 on twoBankhead $17,700 (5)
at the Shubert, grossed $17,100. or 865) (Maureen Stapleton, Myron fers).
over
better than the i itial McCormick).
Teahouse of the August Moon,
Opened April 19 to
‘Waltz’
$23,200, L.A. stanza.$2/000
six favorable reviews and one pan Beck (C) (80th Wk; 644; $6.22-$4.60;
Los Angeles, April 26.
%c
11,000 1.214; $33,608) (John Forsythe, Eli
Washington’s two. legit theatres 'Cowman, Mirror).
Wallaeh). Capacity as usual, over
Lbcal legit took, on a brighter are now dark and have no definite for first seven performances.
hue last week, with “Anniversary bookings, despite the fact that this
Anastasia, Lyceum (D) (17th wk; 834,000; John Beal succeeds ForWaltz” continuing to build at the is the height of the tourist season 134;
$23,339) sythe next Monday (2).
$5.75*$4.60;
995;
Three for Tonight, Plymouth (R)
Carthay Circle in its second frame. and the town is bulging with con- u,veca LintKors, Lu , '"o’<
eo?>
“Caine Mutiny Court Martial,” ventioneers and sightseers.
tovich).
Just ov.er- $20,000 (pre- (3d \vk; 21; $6.90-‘”5.75; 1.107; $39,000). (Alarge & Gower Champion,
which dropped the previous Week,
vious week, $22,000).
Harry Belafontc, Voices of Walter
rebounded for its next-to-final
Ankles Aweigh, Hcllinger (1\$C) Schumann). Capacity at ove $38,!stanza.
“Dear Charles,” which ‘CADILLAC’
(1st wk; 8; $6.90; 1,513; $56,000).
opened Wednesday night <20),
090, with theatre parties cutting
Almost $41,500 for first eight per- into take, (previous week, $37,000).
showed fairly well at the Biltmore.
formances.
Witness for the Prosecution, MilESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Anniversary Waltz, Booth (C) lev (D) (19/h wk; 148: $5.75-84.60;
Detroit,
April
26.
Caine Mutiny Court Martial,
(55th" wk; 435; $4.60; 766; $20,000) 946; 823.248). Capacity as usual,
Third and final week of “Solid (Macdonald Carey),
Huntington Hartford' (6th wk)
Just under nearly $23.800.,
($4,95-$4.40; 1,032) (Lloyd Nolan, Gold Cadillac” brought in a good
$16,600 tpr&vious week, $16,800).
MISCELLANEOUS
Barry Sullivan, Steve Brodie). Re- $22,000 at the 1,482-seat Cass. Top
Bad Seed, 46th St, (D.) (20th wk;
covered nicely to almost $25,000; was $4.40 weekend eves, $3.85
Phoenix *55. Phoenix (R) (1st wk;
$37,000) 1;
1,297;
$5.75-$4.60;
157;
other nights.
folds next Saturday (30).
$4.60-$3.45;
1,181;
$22,000)!
Almost $27,200 Opened last Saturday (23) to five
(Nancy Kelly).
Anniversary Waltz, Carthay CirBoth the Cass and the 2,050-seat
cle (2d°wk) ($3.30; 1,518) (Howard Shubert are dark. The Shubert re- (previous week, $27,500); moved to favorable reviews (Chapman, News;
Duff,
Marsha Hunt).
Coleman, Mirror; Funke, Times;
Healthy lights May 9 with “Kismet” for two Coronet last Monday (25).
Boy Friend, Royale (MC) (30th Hawkins, World-Telegram; Kerr,
$23,200.
weeks. The Cass has no booking
Dear Charles, Biltmore (1st wk) set.
wk; 235; $6.90; 1,050; $38,200). Tribune) and two pans (McClain,
week, Jour nr* } -A meri can: WatK Post);
($4.95-$4.40; 1,636) (Tallulah Bank(previous
$36,500
head). Opened Wednesday night
over $7,000 for one performance
$36,500).
^
(20) and pulled $17,700 for the first ‘Game’ Sockeroo $41,700,
(8th and four preview.*?.
(CD)
Music
Box
Bus Stop,
five performances.
wk; 62; $5.75-$4.60;_ 1,010; $27,811).
OPENING THIS WEEK
Columbus
Season
Ending
This Is Your Life, Mendel, Civic
Capacity as usual, nearly $28,000.
Honeys, Longacre (C) ($5.75Playhouse (9th wk) ($3.30; 400)
Columbus* April 26.
Can-Can, Shubert (MC) (103d $4,60; 1,3.01; $28,300 (Jessica Tandy,
(Leo Fuchs), Hefty- $4,000 again.
Touring company of. “Pajama wk; 820; $6.90; 1,453; $50,160). Al- Hume Cronyn, Dorothy Stickney).
Finian’g
Rainbow,
Hollywood Game”
drew almost $41,700 in '>o t $38,100 (previous week, $41,- Play by Ronald Dahl, presented
Repertory (14th wk) ($3.30; 276)
eight performances at $5.65 top at 600).
by Cheryl Crawford; production
(Charles Davis). Up a bit to $2,000.
the Hartman last week. All re"
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, Morosco financed at $75,000, including 15%
served seats were sold out except (D) (5th wk; 36; $6.90-$5.75; 946; overcall; cort about $55000 to
Wednesday
matinee.
for the
r uding approximate
Geddes, bring in,
Bel
(Barbara
$31,000)
‘Heaven’ Getting Usual
It appears that was the season Burl Ives).
Capacity again, over $10,000 tryout loss, but excluding
finale, as manager Rfibert F. Boda $31,000, with theatre party com- bonds, and
can break even at
Pre-B’way Renovations says nothing else is in sight now. missions cutting into the take.
around $17,000; opens tomorrow
New Haven, April 26.
Champagne Complex, Cort (C) night (Thurs.).
CLOSED LAST WEEK
(2d wk; 15;. $4.60; 1,098; $26,000)
Concluding a nine-performance
Dark Is Light Enough, ANTA
(Donald Cook, Polly Bergen, John
premiere stand at Shubert, “Sev(previous
Nearly
Theatre
(D) (9th wk; 69; $5.75Dali).
$7,700
enth Heaven” pulled out of here
Continued from page 83
week, $12,800 for first seven per- $4.60; 1,214; $34,000) (Katharine
Sat. (23) for a fortnight in Philly,
preview).
one
and
Cornell,
formances
Tyrone Power).
Over
a somewhat improved show over and Pittsburgh. According to comDesperate Hours, Barrymore (D) $15,100 (previous week, $14,800);
its opening April 16.
It’s still a pany manager Joe Roth, the show
closed
last
Saturday
for
(23)
short
994;
$5.75-$4.60;
(11th wk; 84;
considerable
span
from
sock is in the black.
$27,200). Nearly’ $26,100 (previous tour at a deficit of approximately
Broadway quality, however.
“Our type audiences don’t read week, $26,000).
$40,000 on a $60,000 investment.
Major segments of the musical the reviews, evidently,” he says.
Flowering Peach, Bclasco <D)
Fanny, Majestic (MD) (25th- wk;
are In process of being restaged, “As for the roasting of Miss Bar(Ezio (17th wk: 135; $5.75-$4.60; 1,073;
196; $7.50; 1,655; $65,300)
and cast changes are tentatively In rymore, it seems to be the accepted Pinza, Walter Slezak). Capacity as $28,300) (Menasha Skulnik). Almost $16,500 (previous week, $14,the offing. Second act “White Bal- thing to do in city after city. Ap- usual, over $65,700.
let” is due for new treatment. parently, the pannings don’t affect
Guys and '-Dolls, City Center 400 on twofers); closed last SaturThere’s been difficulty staging cer- business.”
(MC) (1st wk: 8; $3.60; 3,010; $50.- day (23) at an estimated loss of
tain segments of the book, a radMiss Barrymore commented, “My 160). Opened last Wednesday (20) around $50,000.
Kismet, Zie^feld (OP) (73d wk;
ical experiment being at last Fri- career would have run along dif- to six approvals and oiie negative
day night’s <22) performance, in ferent lines, perhaps, if I had been (McClain, Journal-Americim); over 580; $6.90; 1,628; $57,908) (William
Johnson,
Elaine Malbin).
Nearly
three acts instead of the customary named Brown; I wish my name ^543,700 for first eight perform$36,700 (previous week, $43,200
two for a musical.
had been different. My father, if ances.
closed
last
Saturday
(23)
to
tour
at
House of Flowers, Alvin (MC)
he were alive, would' probably kill
(17th wk; 132; $6.90; 1,331; $47,- an estimated profit of around $240,me for saying so.”
Nearly $30,500 (previous 000 on a $250,000 investment.
000).
Current Road Shows
The actress reveals that only week, $31,400).
OFF-BROADWAY
once had she seen her father on
( Figures
denote opening dates)
(April 25-May 7)
Inherit the Wind, National (D)
the
stage
and
it
was
in
Dear
“My
Bamboo
Cross, Blackfi'iars (2-21Caine Mutiny Court Martial (Lloyd No(1st wk; 4; $5.75-$4.60; 1,162; $31,Ian. Steve Brodie, Barry Sullivan —-Hunt- Children.”
“They expected me to 300) (Paul Muni).
last 55).
Opened
injlton Hartford, L. A. (25-30).
Juno & Paycock, G’n’wich Mews
Y *nkatt (tryout)— Shubert, Boat. be a star from the day I started Thursday (22) to six affirmative noacting ... I was given parts I tices and one negative review (2-22-55); closes May 8.
(25-30).
Dark la Light Enough (Katharine Cor- wasn’t ready to play.”
Shoestring Revue, Pres. (2-28-55).
Over
for
(Funke,
Times);
$22,300
nell, Tyrone Power)— Colonial, Boat. (23-7),
Teach Me How. to Cry, de Lys
Dear Char lei (Tallulah Bankhead)—
(4-5-55).
.
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Boston, April 26.
$46,500 advance, “Dark Is

Light Enough” with Katharine
Cornell and Tyrone Power, opened
at the Colonial last night (Mon.)
for
a
two-weeker and looked
headed for a house record. “Damn
Yankees” sold out its final week
at the Shubert, repeating its first
stanza. “Pajama Tops,” panned by
the critics, did mild biz at the
Majestic. “Seventh Heaven” is due
May 10 at the Shubert for two
weeks.
*

ESTIMATES FOR LAST WEEK
Damn Yankees, Shubert (2d wk)
($6r$4,95; 1,734). Musical tryout
solA Out all week; over $50,000 apd
continues this week.

,

Pajama Tops, Majestic

(1st

week)

(Diana Barry1,300)
more). Mild $11,500, but improvement expected in second frame
this week; It’s on twofers.
($3.50-$2;

Dark
(1st

Is

Light Enough, Colonial

week) ($4.95-$4.40-$3.85-$1.10;
(Katharine Cornell, Tyrone

1,590)

Power). Opened

night (Mon.)

last

to huge Advance.

Current London Shows
London, April 26.
(Figures, denote premiere dates
Per Mary, Duke York (9-9-34).
Seed, Aldwvch (4-14-55).
Beatrice Lillie, Globe (11-24-34).
ell, Beek, Candle, Phoenix UO-3-54).
Beek of Menth, Cambridge (10-21-54).
All

Pad

Boy Frland, Wyndham’s

(12-1-53).

Can-Can, Coliseum (10-14-54).
Crazy Gang, Vio. Pal. (12-19-34).
Desperate Ueura, Hiup. (4-19-35).
Different For Man, Duchess (4-11-33).
Dry Rot, Whitehall (8-31-54).
Follies Barp eras, Wales (4-9-53).
Hippo Dancing, Lyric (4-7-54).
Intimacy At <8:30, Criterion (4-29-34).
King- and I, Drury Lane (10-8-53).

Kismet, Stoll

(4-20-55).

Matchmaker, Haymarket (11-4-54).
Mousetrap, Ambas. (11-25-52).
Old Vic Rep, -Old Vic (9-9-54).
Sailer Beware, Strand (2-16-55),

i

Diana Barrymore

;

Talk of Town, ‘Adelphl (11-17-54).
Teahouse Aug. 'Moon, Her Maj. (4-22-54).
Uncertain Joy, Royal Ct. (3-31).
Wedding In, Paris, HIpp. (4-3-84).
Wonderful Town, Princes (2-23-35).

SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Jazz Train; Piccadilly

1

1

Joan, St. Martin’s (2-8-55).
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-34).
Separata Tables, St. James’s (9-22-34).
Serious Charge, Gfrrlck (2-17-55).
Simon* A Laura, ApoUo (11-24-54).
Spider's Web, Savoy (12-14-34).
South, Arts (3-30-55).
St.

Merry Widow, Palace
Tender Trap, Saville

1

l‘

(4-26-55).
(5-3-55).
(5-3-55).
(5-4-55),
(5-6-55).

•

Biltmore, L. A. (25-7).
Sea ion (Chester Morris, Joseph
_
Buloff)—Her Majesty's. Montreal (25-30).
Duy* (R_ Dolls Royal Alexandra, To*25-30);
Her majesty’s, Montreal
)°
( 27

Midnight Family, Arts
Levers, Winter Gard.

King and

Scheduled N. Y. Openings

Chi. (25-7).

I

if set

—Shubert,

_ Kismet—Shubert, N. H. (25-30); Aud.,
(2-7).
On«« Upon a Tailor—Walnut St., Phil.
(2-7).

'

reen-

Tl

II*

I

M

for Murcfer, Arena,

Rochester

—

Joey Playhouse, Stamford (18-24).
Philadelphia Story— Miller, Milwaukee

Pal*

week

(the 47th

of the season)

and

(Oeraldine Page)
(25-7).

—Erlanger,

—

Ford’s,
^? V £IL
•!£?*C..* tch (Torn Ewell)
Balt.
(23-30); WRVA, Richmond (2*7).
He« v #n (Gloria DeHaven, Ric„ J*'*
l Hai tm * n) (tryoUt) ’
•»

(3-8).

White Sheep ef Family—Miller. Milwaukee (20-1).

FS?eJf®PKlL*?23-7r

Solid Gold Cadillac—Hanna, Cleve.
American, St. L. (2-7).

of shows current
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross for all shows last week
Season’s total gross so far
Number of new productions.

(23-7).,

August Moon (Burgeaa

Scott McKay) — Curran, S. F.
Tonder Trap (Kent Smith, K. T. Stevena,

Russell

Nype)—Harris,

Chi.

(25-7).

1953-54

Season
28
1.008

Season
23
965

$825,900
$28,199,100
57

$723,300
$26,767,500
55

ROAD

(93-

Tea -and Sympathy (Deborah Kerr)—

This

Number

30);

Blpckitone, Chi.

‘Guys’ Moderate $17,609
In First Week, Toronto

Manny

BROADWAY

—

)«

'

Current Stock Bills
( April 25 *Mag 8)

Dial

week

Sisters, 4th St. (2-25-55).

the corresponding week of last season:

W$

KRNT., Dea Moines (2-7).
Pfiama Topa (Diana Barrymore) MaJestic, Boat. (25-30); Elm St.. Worcester

30).

Chi.

OFF-B'WAY
In

Warren, Larry
,.P r* n
st)-~Ta£t * Cincy. (23-

Following are the comparative figures based on Variety's boxoffice reports for last

i

nce Upon Tailor, Cort (wk, 5-16).
Pacific, City Center (5-4).
Yankees, 46th St, (5-3).
Flnlan's Rainbow, City Center (8-18).
Seventh Heaven, ANTA Theatre (5-28),

South
Damn

Anniversary A Switch
vlch Mew* (5-25).

Three

(Patricia Morison)

Rochester

indicated
( Theatre
Honeys, Longacre (4-28).

Thieves Carnival, Cherry Lan
(2-1-55),

—

Excluding stock
Number of current shows reported
Total weeks played so far by all shows
Total gross (or all shows last
Season’s total gross so far

week ....

19
799
$447,500
$18,893,700

18

717
$400,800
$15,992,700

Toronto, April 26.
Davis
production
of

“Guys and Dolls” grossed a moderate $17,600 on the first week of its
fortnight’s engagement here, with
the
1,525-seat Royal Alexandra
Theatre scaled at $3.50 top. Saturday night (23) was a sellout, and
the advance is good for the second
week.
On this fourth visit of “Guys and
Dolls,” the critics jumped on the
limitations of the physical production, but ^jdn’t mention that this
cut down version has a reduced
scale instead of $6 top as on pre-

vious engagements here.

handicapped
as-you-see, Kamen
by having to write about something
is

•

'

^

_

Iw
I ~
wrn
fmmtw
iillt/f

...

;

—

-

-

exists practically only on
paper or, in the lab. He has
covered every aspect, of the field,
concentrating rather heavily pn

that
....

.

marriage, tP playwright J. Hartley
Bior on Walt Disney
adventures
w*v a*
mv*
author Manners/ and their
aumui
editor,
Hollister,
AiuuHHCii
cunuif
Paul
jra.UA
d
producUon?' are ?a^thfully chronMacy’^^
Courtney
Mrs,
times,
It
Disney
pubicled
If,
biog?aphy oi^ Walt
seems to Write too fully of her subi iliforM AtP this summer to coincide
more or^OSs withUie timing of feet the reader eventually realizes
the “Disneyland” opening in Ana- that brevity woulcLinjure the comIt is titled “Man ot plex character recreated In this
heiln Calif
Mouse’’ and will be published by volume.
Press - Little,
Monthly
Atlantic
While unhappier aspects of LauBrown in August. “Disneyland’’ is rette Taylor are stated, here, also;
are valid reasons for saluting the
slated for a July 19 premiere,
Book comprises 75.0Q0 words late star as “the greatest actress
and some 200 Disney sketches and in the' world”: opinions advanced
.

j.

costs
kichi
ler and Viking

v

'

*

it

may

Tfnllvumorl
of the jolting surprises the Salk Set will be finding out in
about five years has already been discovered in Hollywood,
That is that characters change character to suit the pressures of
the day. Polio virus types, meeting this new vaccine threat to their
lives, are going to work like beavers to develop an immunity to this
lethal attack on their survival.
Actors know what .it means to have the rug suddenly pulled out
from under them and have to change from playing “Hamlet” to clownIn even more. Subtle^ ways Edward G.‘
j ng> as j 0hn Barrymore did.
Robinson, George Raft and others found out that when, caught in a
pin C er movement between tv on one side.,arid the righteous picturegoers on tlie othei% the thing for heavies to d o waS; to develop an

;

taken

have

Dotpri.

aspects

‘

.

hmuaUr.

ta

dissertation

clipping

almost

is

m

wuui-t; the
uumers. But
century, where
vuc
ueuomc law-enforcement
utw-ciiiuiuemeui officers.
uui in this
and
uus ceuiui-y,
<mu become
side of the racketeer, the temptation was
big money was all on the .side
of
the
opquit
opulent
forces
jointhe
more
for a weak cbp 4
and
4oo

tne positive
the
livingroom b.o.,

in

ail
all

the

of

would have made his book of much
Rev. Peale’s Noblesse Oblige
around.- Hift.
Sometimes Random House pub- greater value all around,
ine” tells- of shelling out dough to
Hartman All the witnesses,’ which lishes its prexy. Bennett" Cerfs
The Bard Sc The Old Vic
would have included John. Barry- books and. just as often Doubleday.
more,-W. C. Fields, John Decker and Simon & Schuster do. In the.
‘‘Shakespeare at- the Old Vic”
and Hartman himself,, are now case. of Kenneth SeCman Giniger—
R 0 ger Wood and Mary' Clarke
dead. Except for Fowler and pos- he gives, it the full' handle for. this (Macmillan* $3.50), contains 120
sibly Thomas Mitchell, no one can volume-—who is. head of Hawthorn action-photos of “Hamlet,” “All’s
The Com- WeI1 , That End& Well » “King
testify as to what was or .w^s. not Books, hiS anthology
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MliW'g

wittiest,

title Piece is. by far, the
It was an address the gifted

dam-

sel delivered at the annual conven«
tion of the American Gynecological Society at Lake Placid twq
years ago. It rocked the ohstetncians from here to maternity and
most assuredly rates the place of
honor in the book.
Show biz scholars will ® n J°y

“The Bard and
amusing account

My

r

IK

Father

mS £ipt inlnt

of««
is

also

1

caricature Davy Crockett, and
contains a character named Mrs.
to

Wollope, poking fun at
Frances Trollope, who was then
touring America and writing her
1I
e S 1 °^1 S
d
Q ?£r ^is
c called
ii*»#i
Jjim
Nuncharacter
an Crockett «uar.

of how. Miss S

-

Amelia

>

hoards

n

"

esDeciallv

"

Jg*

UeXK
^a recognized

Police

*

this, instantly when I
a ci gar I would have

1

Had he been sm oking

CdnadSTn Mounted
saw him smoking a pipe,
known he was in Canada
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and out for
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no good.
George. Raft was a lit
George
little harder to place in this, picture because
doesn’t
American hood
do esn’tL auivac
smoke
all.
developed he was
at ai
a. It
n ucvciupcu
wuo an r\incji*vaii
G eorge
....
,
,
,
who had been exiled to Europe (ah, there. Lucky!) and then hired
.

to

,

come to Canada to spearhead an international conspiracy,
„ The Km„ was
previously called “Canada’s Great Man Hunt” and
suppose the switch was made because of marquee limitations, though
..

I

may

have been part of the job of outgSessing the public, just
as the Salk bug-hunt was all part of the job of making a polio virus
W1 « b h « bad wvjr been born.
Dr. Ralph Mellon, once head of the Mellon Institute, and later
director of the Institute of Pathology, confirmed my suspicions about
particularly actors. He
this law of survival among microbes and men
^ was who introduced sulfa drugs to America, and you. know how
f ar t ^ e y have skidded in 10 years. Even now thp miracle drugs headed
by penicillin are having a tough time knocking over bugs which were
pushovers for them five years ago.
It’s ^all wrapped up, Dr., Mellon explained to me, in the law of
variability. Two actors- in “The Kill,” who perhaps better illustrate
it
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From Hood To Cop in One Generation
The easy way that Eddie Robinson has switched from a hood to
a harness bull is well illustrated not only on tv but in his more re*
cent pictures. In at least 50 of the more flian .60 pictures he lias
appeared in, Robinson was the Little Caesar sort of guy, but in
“Harness Bull” and more recently in ‘The Kill,” whiah Sam Bischoif
and David Diamond nroduced for United Artists Robinson nlavsthe

ft“ “some

and
a
flr“ Wo^d Tar,
area of the world, all Teutons became tightrope. walkers with Italian billings. Even so, In little George’s case, he
Jack Goodman, editor-in-chief of got his left leg shattered by a bomb thrown by an unknown assailant,
Simon & Schuster, to the Coast to-»
poppa Dolenz took tfye family to Sardinia, where the worst that
day (Wed.) for a fortnight, to con- cou i d happen’ to them would be to be canned as small ’fish. But'on
tact authors, &&ents, et al.
-4-Sardinia, they found things, if anything worse than they had been in
Alexander L. Hillman, publisher Trieste. George was the first to see that the best disguise he could
of
Pageant magazine in’ New possibly affect to further his own survival was to become a travelling
York, named as one of the new troubadour. He worked his way from Italy to Switzerland* to France,
directors of ihe. reorganized Bosto Belgium, to Cuba and ultimately to Hollywood. He nearly settled
*° n & Main ® Ralb ? a ^*
for a restaurant ip, Paris, but Laurence Olivier talked him into a trip
j im Waldrop has resigned as to Havana. He liked it there, but he helped a penniless university
amusei*1 r nt , editor of the Atlanta student and when he returned home one night, found his house sur-

h

oVwo

known

once

Kentuckian,”

world.

Isrture to uie Hollywood film ^ol-

work
cover
tor tne
rkfS
the rrn.
2

illustrated with old

handsomely

line cuts.
The play,

position.
_
L. A. had a Vice cop

who swung over and handled the bag-slingers,
an easy thing for him to do, since he had known most of them. He
.organized them. In a town notorious for upholding the open shop
principle, he soon had all of them working in a closed shop. It soon
became obvious that any dame who was clinked had fallen in arrears,
in her dues to the combination of law enforcement and the under-
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Kamen’s

Trouble i«? that Fowler several
times in “Minutes of the Last Meet-

By Frank

For one who pretends to be
objective, at least in his presejntation, Kamen certainly weights his
arguments heavily in favor of the
Drawing heavily on
boys.
toll
statements made by, e^cs of the
three toll-tv systems, he. fails to
explore the negative aspects of the

of her life)

plainant

it
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how
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giving lawyers
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Sets through with Kamen’s book,
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to Hollywood,
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him and used him in about 15 pictures. His best part was “Enter
William Cullen Bryant was one of
Alri
Katoh has finished
the Arsene Lupin,” and he did all right in Metro’s “The Last Time I Saw
6
g
Booth Luce biog “Ambassa- Paris/’/He also sang with Susan Foster in “The Climax,” which was
first o°ffelld
nrsi
,
onerea tne
the piay
play ai tne
iSk CllreExtraordinary
th^ Farx
a picture was
” which Henrv 6 ° od singing. The only time he didn’t have to work
Theat« N. Y Apn 25. 1851. I
editor of the Schenectady Gazette
riU publth latrtWs when RKO cast him as a maitre d'.in “Unexpected Uncle.” Bu{ now
in England accounts ^It & Co
smee 1951 and a Staffer since 1939,
Woman’s Home Companion he’s hiding out as an atomic physicist.
A s for rVan Eyck, Ms switch has been even more a vindicat on of
rial *9.1..
h
» encilled
assunre'a'stailahpositio^with’the
,u
doctrine of variability than if a polio virus shou d decide to^beMel and Polly Evans, Charlie the
I^iraiif
(G ) Jouniju Tfie latter ha& Iain’s files were searched by Tid1
vaccine. Peter was christened Goetz von Eick, Prussian-born
managing editor well, the play came to light imme- Flato and George deKay staging come a
Without
the
old landed aristocracy.
of
“officewarming”
tomorrow
their
diately.
Final
American
copyright
for cbitieihne ’ Editor Edward C.
He was raised on Beethoven and Bach, not Bismarck and bullets,
on tbis truly native drama was not (Thurs.) in their new East 48th St.
LaDDine
app K said
^
secured until 1952. Text contains diggings. Ex-Doubleday and Perma- and planned to become a concert pianist. He studied in Paris, Berlin
much humor and liveliness despite books editors in their own “special and New York. In 1936 he filed his first papers to become an American
"rh* T aurette Tavlor Story
projects” literati business.
generally dated dialog.
Down.
citizen,
Marguerite Courtney has written
This mukt have angered the Nazis, because he suddenly found himConrado W. Massaguer, Cuban
that rarity in show biz publishing,
t
Kamen
g Pay As You See TV*
time
of
a
cartoonist
humorist,
for
and
a
self with lots of piano talent but no money from the old nest in the
biography
the really good
the foreword to his book, w.k. in Manhattan haunts but more Province of Pomerania. So he got himself hired by Spivy as a night
great star, “Laurette” (Rinehart;
a y As
ee TV. a ^thor Ira recently director of the Cuban club entertainer. He and Johnny LaTouche wrote the Words and music
$5), is tHe vivid, upsparing story of _/
K aj
candidly admits that, even Tourist Bureau in Havana, due in
Laurette Taylor, who was Mrs.,
to songs to entertain Spivy’s sadrfaced set, and were jointly paid $300
though he has made an effort to New York in mid-May to talk to
Courtney’s mother.
a mon t h
With filial devotion, the author bati P | a ?,!.y e 4 p f<,!M'ci^ ed Mo W «av« bo «^ publishers about his memoirs.
gy
p e t e r had become a taxidriver in Hollywood, but he couldn’t
ines Pubhcations has brought
nevertheless views Miss Taylor obake a f are as f ar as 'Lockheed because by now he was listed as an
?
all
hi^hAArt”
Deneves “with
with, all
his
heart
out a new issue of Caitdon Humor, pnprnv fl i; pn
Reporting the actress he helfeves
jectively.
al1 ®“*. njiiv Wilder helned him out and f#ot Orson Welles to
1
that
subscription
television must edited by Charlotte Lane and fealong and tragic bout with alcoHblJ”®
bi r bim n °t a s a musician but an actor. After that the late living
and wd} come.
turing the work of such cartoonists
?
isnV the writer pulls no punches.
+
Pichel gave him the
part of Lt. Tonder in ‘The Moon Is Down.” He
She does not cushion the impact A Th s is not the best approach in as Reamer Keller, Barney Tobey, a I s played the part of an adjutant to Rommel m Five Giavcs to
tackling as controversial a subject Jefferson Macbamer, Michael Ber?
of the Taylor temperament; neither
toll-tv,
Cairo.”
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Markow.
17th
Jack
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Eddie
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Lvnn Fontanne nor
Then the “enemy alien” was drafted. He was assigned (o Military
can complain of lack of justice in iu critics on that account Be that anni issue of the book, first pubIntelligence and was soon commissioned. At the end of the War,
the recital of their bitter encoun- a ® it may, he has pioneered in lished in 1938.
Danton Walker’s autobiog, “Dan- and after it, he was a valuable man, screening Nazis from Germains,
ters with* Miss Tay lords’ darker xui- virgin broadcast 'territory with this
informative and well-written book- ton’s Inferno: The Story of a ColUltimately discharged, he played around with pix in Germany and
ture.
The star’s marriage to handsome, let (Howard W. Sams & Co., Indi- umnlst (New York Daily News) and Paris and in 1952 got the starring role in “Wages of Fear.” which
dashing Charles A. Taylor is re- anapolis; $1.50) which ought to‘ How He Grew,” is earmarked for Georges Clouzot directed. It won international honors for boih of
counted in full; a gallant’ tale of prove a handy guide for anyone May 16 publication by Hastings them— at at least six film festivals.
unflagging -ambition which droVe who, for professional or other House. Walker incidentally, is be: saw 1)im next p layin6 a UN doctor in “Tarzan’s Hidden Juasle.”
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Rossini ‘Touchstone’ In

U. S. Preem

at Hartford

Hartford,- April 28.

Rosenstock Plan (or U. S. Group s Tour
New interest the U. S. State
Dept, has shewn in overseas touts
of U. Si symphonies and ballet
troupes, as goodwill missions, has
hypoed activity of Joseph Rosenstock in regards to an opera company visit to Japan. ROsenstock,
general director of the N, Y. City
Co., was active in Jap music
circles, conducting the Tokyo Symphony, before World War II. He
still holds the title of honorary- music director and conductor with the
government-owned Japanese Broad-

Opera

casting Corp.
For the last two "years, Rosenstock has been working with the
Jap broadcasting outfit to take an
opera troupe there. Cost has been
the hitch, with a $35,000 weekly
nut figured. Transportation, too,
But one of the Big
is a problem.

Three Jap newspaper chains, however, has now become interested,
and has been talking with Rosenstock. The State Dept., for the
time, has also shown interest.

The Russians,

it's

been wooing the Japs

first

known, have
mad, and

like

are readying a visit of an opera

Hartford,

Stage

Scot Orch, on

300G Budget,

Drops $15,0000 Annually
Glasgow, April 19.
Cost of running the Scottish
National Orch works but at $3 per
'
working minute.
W. R. Fell, general manager,
said here this .makes a yearly
budget of more than $300,000, with
a persistent annual deficit of about
Boxoffice returns meet
$15,000..
oply a part of the cost, and' it is
necessary to depend on grants, donations and other forms of income
to meet the total expenditure.
“Orchestras, however, do not
“They
lose money,’’ added Fell.
cost money in the same way as
museums and art galleries, parks
and gardens, even drains. The return is in pleasure to the listen.

ers.”

He

Orch

eventually take its place
among the great' orchs of the)
world.

The
and- January, ’56.
are reported making all
concessions,, paying the
troupe’s travel expenses as well as
costs during the Jap stay, and planning- also to Jeave the b.o. receipts
there for Jap charity use.
’55,

Hungarian Pianist a Hit

of

Surprise With U S, Dates;

Records Biggest Factor
Surprise Hit in concert bookings
is a

young European pianist who

Meantime, Rosenstock, who finhasn’t appeared on the U. S. scene
ished his N. Y. City Opera spring
yet, but is sold out by his manageseason 10 days ago, is readying a
ment. Artist is Hungarian-born
He’s off
busy sked of his own.
Geza Anda, now a Swiss citizen.
next month o^n a scouting trip to
Handled here by the Judson,
Europe, and will be back to conO’Neill & Judd division of Columduct opera in Havana in .June.
bia Artists Mgt., Anda has been
He'll also be one of the principal
booked for 24 dates next fall, Oct.
conductors of the Holland Interna11-Dec. 14, which was all the time
tional Music Festival, batoning for
lie could give the U. S. bureau.
operas in Amsterdam and The
He’ll appear with the Philadelphia,
Hague mid-June to mid-July. Then Cleveland
and San Francisco orchs
he’ll be back for seven symph orch
[^s soloist,, giving recitals the rest
Chi., in
stints in Grant Park,
of the time. He sells at $750, conAugust,
sidered a good introductory fee.
Recordings of the young, artist
(he’s in his mid-30s) have made him
known here, via Angel Records,
IN
3.500
and are regarded as chief explanation for the ease iii booking him.
NAT'L
Alsp, several U. S. conductors have
Miami, April 26.
used him abroad in their guest
The 28th biennial convention of shots, and are familiar with his
the National Federation of Mu- work.

MIAMI FOR

DUE

MUSIC CLUBS MEET

.

sic

day

Clubs got under way last Fri(22) with 3,500 representa-

tives

member

of the 8,500

from the 48 states
which ends April

clubs

at the conclave*,
30,

List of events scheduled for the

eight-day meet Includes recitals
by nationally-known artists and
musical units, as well as performances by such local groups as the
U.' of Miami Symphony and the
greater Miami Opera Guild.
The
Guild is presenting an English
version of “Barber of Seville.” directed by Dr. Arturo di Filippi
with Emerson Buckley conducting.
Pianist Grant Johannesen is soloist with the
Symphony. Others
appearing
are' James
Melton,
tenor; mezzo-soprano Nan Merriman; contralto Carol Smith, and

UM

pianist

John Browning

jr.

In addition, choral and musical

from

ensembles

Menomonic,

Women's

“"Stout Institute,
Wis.;
Pennsylvania

Opera

College

Work-

shop, and Peabody Conservatory,
Baltimore, are being heard, among
other college, musical school and
conservatory units/

be

will

Musical

Nagy.

Elemfer

Dr.

director

will be Dr. Moshe Parahov, head
of the Julius Hartt Musical Foundation in Hartford. Formerly conductor of the Hartford Symphony

its IT.S. toux% will
1

Shifts (Concert Setup!
Kansas City, April 26.
Kansas City Philharmonic Assn,
.

recently signed orchestra director
Hans Schwieger to a new threeyear contract. His present pact is
up end of this season, when he will

have served seven years.
Association

also

August

,

Hawthorne

1

A

Season will include 4

New

Schubert: Symphonies No. 5 & 8
(London).
'Vienna
Philharmonic
Bohm in sympathetic,
performances* the “Unskilled
finished” (No. 8) here having a
particular glow.

&

Debussy: La Mer
Iberia (RCA
Flavorsome,
evocative
music-paintings, with color as well
as. high finish, by Arturo Toscanini
and the NBC Symphony. Handsome
coupling.

graceful .tribute to Ballet Theatre, now celebrating its 15th anniversary with a gala three-week season at the Met Opera House, N. Y.,
was paid by music editor IrVing Kolodin in the Saturday Review. He
wrote: “The present anniversary season provides Ballet Theatre with
an opportunity to relive its past, in terms of the many great collaborators it has called back to rework creations originally designed for it,
or to take roles they originally performed. It also provides a point of
vantage from which it can look ahead into a future which can be
even more fruitful. After 15 years it has a repertory, a company, and
a tradition of quality ... all of which were still unknown quantities
in 1940. Few privately supported ventures have endured as long in
the dance world, or possessed such good reasons for enduring a great
deal longer.”
Louisville Community Concerts series, which ended its current season with Nan Merriman as soloist recently at the Rialto Theatre,
will return to the recently-remodeled Memorial ' Auditorium, 1,700seater, foi* the- 1955-1956 season.
Rialto,, which seats 3,000, housed
the just-ended series, of concerts as a civic gesture to the Community
Concerts group.
With an advance-paid membership of some 3,000,
tjie group felt that the Aude’s capacity was too small to accommodate
the membership, but after season just closing, plans are to take the
concerts back to it.
Venture was expensive for the filmhouse management, necessitating enlarged staggerews and sets for ballet troupes,
etc,, and the house sustained a loss on the deal.

Latching onto the new interest in Tolstoy’s novel, “War and Peace,”
because of several projected film adaptations in the works, Leeds
Music is prepping early publication of the opera, “War And Peace,”
composed by the late Serge Prokofieff. Leeds will publish the score
Famous Tenor Arias (Cetra). Met that was revised by the composer shortly before his death in 1953.
lyric tenpr Cesare Valletti has This version was premiered in Leningrad at the Maly Theatre March
artistic skilPTsT well as a limpid 31. L e eds controls the opera’s copyright for North, and South America.
N
voice of good quality and range.
Arias from “Manon ” “Werther,”
New Yorker Trudy Goth left for Italy last week to take over her
“Lucia” and ‘Don Giovanni” are public relations assignment with the International Dance Festival of
offered in refined, expressive ren- Genoa
at suburban Nervi. Festival will last from June 22 to Aug. 5,
ditions, with no forcing or shoutafter which she will go to Greece to assist, in the preparation of a
ing.
Strauss: Wine, Women & Song, Music Festival there. In October, Miss Goth will help organizing
etc.
(Vanguard). Unfamiliar and tv programs on Milan’s new 24-hour station.
w.k. Viennese waltzes and polkas,
First recordings of the Israel Philharmonic will be released in the
played authentically, with lilt and
style, by the Vienna, State Opera U. S. May 1 by Angel Records. Disks, recorded in Israel, will include
phony and Schonberg’s “Verklarte Nacht,” Paul Kletzkl Is the conOrch. under Anton Paulik.

York
o

major solo piano works of Mozart
end Columbia Rocorda

Concerts

A

Victor).

Hall recitals devoted to the

Baldwin Piano

COLUMBIA ARTISTS MANAGEMENT,

—

Inside Stuff

A

making a Minor.

fe

major move for the 1955-56 season,
Ports of Call (Columbia). Exabandoning the former two-night cerpts appropriate to the overall
series of concerts.
The new plan title, lushly and brilliantly played
will call for 14 single concerts to by the Philadelphia Orch under
Ormandy, are Ibert's
be presented on Tuesday nights, Eugene
most of them consecutive after the “Escales,” Debussy’s “Clair de
Lune,” Chabrier’s “Espana” and
season is opened in November.
George Morgulis, recently-ap- Ravel’s “Bolero,” “La Valse” and
pointed orchestra manager, said a “Pavane.”
Ravel: Concerto for Piano, etc.
long controversy has been ended
with this switch. The former policy (Camden). Another buy here, in a
had twin concerts on Tuesdays and Gallic jazzy concerto which pianistBernstein
Wednesday nights, alternate weeks, conductor * Leonard
dashes off with eclat, while handip the Music Hall/
the lyric slow movement with
The season just ended was a se- ling
proper poetic mood. Added Copries of 10 concerts, with two weekland Sonata is turgid,' heavy, while
ends of grand opera to close the some Bernstein pieces are interestseason this month.
ing.

1955-5$ Tour Fully Booked

INC.

& Judd
New York 19,

Personal Direction: Judson, O'Neill

113 West 57th Street

The London

from

.

CLAUDIO ARRAU

Victor

For

Spanish, London Seasons

Sets N. Y. Dates

,

RCA

Festival Ballet Set

London, April 19.
Festival Ballet, hack
open at the
Liceo Theatre, Barcelona, May 5
for four weeks. After that, the company plays Madrid for th'e month dancers) from Scotland.
Hurok
of June. It then returns to Lon- is also handling Ballet Theatre
don to play nine weeks at the Fes- again, for .the first time in nine
tival Hall, opening. July 7,
years.
Meanwhile, director Anton Dolin
Victor Borge is heading up a
is in New York for appearances committee of prominent Danes in
with Ballet. Theatre at the Metro- the U. S. to underwrite overseas
He’s also transportation for the Royal Danpolitan Opera House.
staged his Pag de Quatre for the ish Ballet, which Hurok would also
The Bach Aria Group, which American troupe.
like to tour here next spring. Ten
During the London season of of the troupe’s lead dancers are
wound its season at Town Hall,
N. Y., last week with an Easter the LFB, Alexandra Danilova will already booked to appear at the
program, has skedded three con- be guest star for the first three Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival, in
certs for the ’55-’56 Season in'N.Y. weeks. Mme. Danilova will also Lee, Mass., this summer.
Domestically,
the
Dates are Nov. .23, Dec. 21 and guest star during the tour in Spain.
reactivated
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo will
Feb. 15. Group, which was formed
in 1946, will be joined by the
go out for a second season’s tour
Vienna Choih Boys for thie Decem- Seattle Maestro Sez Orch
Under aegis of Columbia Artists
ber concert. Out-of-town engageMgt., while the N. Y. City Ballet
ments next season will include one
will
be active all through the ’55Can Fight Juve Problem;
’56 season on Its home grounds,
each in Washington, Chicago and
Chapel Hill, N, C.
after it returns from a summer
Cites Lack of Civic Aid
trek on the Coast. Columbia also
Eileen Farrell and Jan Peerce,
Seattle, April 26.
plans importing (along with indie
as well as all the instrumentalists
The city of Seattle hinders its manager Albert MoHni) a new
of the Bach Aria Group—Julius
symphony
orchestra, Milton Ka- West German group, called the
Baker, flute; Robert Bloom, oboe;
tims, conductor of the Seattle Sym : Dance Theatre Berlin*. Comprising
Bernard- Greenhouse, cello; Erich
phony, said here last week, Katims 16 dancers, group would appear
Itor Kahn, piano, and Maurice
*
said the city each year takes about next January.
Wilk, violin—will take part in each
in admission taxes froin symLooking ahead a little further,
program. Frank Bfieff will con- $7,000
phony ticket sales, and compared Hurok also contemplates bringing
duct an orchestra .and chorus for
that tap with the fact that Sioux the Paris Opera Ballet to AmerCarol Smith and Norall three.
City, la., contributes $10,000 a year ica in the autumn of 1956.
Commembers
man Farrow, the other
to the support of its symphony, and pany was here briefly once before,
of the group, will be heard in the
Philadelphia contributes as much in 1948.
first two concerts.
as $50,000.
Group is going overseas this
This civic aid, Katims said, ensummer, for the first time, to ap- ables these orch to -provide free
pear ft the Prades Festival organ- performances for adults and. chil- Pro-Musica Skeds 2d
Herbert dren.
ized by Pablo Casals.
Berkshire Fest
In Seattle, however, chilBarrett is managing the group.
dren are charged 70c for two perThe N. Y. Pro-Musica Antiqua,
formances, 4c of which goes to vocal-instrumental group devoted
the city in admission taxes.
to medieval and early barpque muKatims cited the 7% rise in Seat- sic, recently wound up its third
Longhair Disk Reviews
tle's juvenile delinquency rate as season
with seven soldout cona reason for offering and support- certs in Manhattan. Group, which
ing the better things in a commun- also appeared at Lenox, Mass., last
Mahler: Symphony No. 8 in E ity to occupy the time of youth.
summer for a Lenox Festival frorii
(Epic). Mahler’s monumental Work,
Aug. 18-30, will repeat a fest in
aptly titled “Symphony of a Thouthe Berkshires this summer, prechoirscombined
its
with
sand,”
Toledo Picks
senting it in Stockbridge instead,
and choruses (it runs four LP
Toledo, April 26.
also in late August.
sides), is slow, overlong but punchy
Joseph Hawthorne has been ap..Noah Greenberg is musical diand impressive. In its apotheosis
to' man’s faith and love, it frequent- pointed conductor and! musical di- rector, with David Libidins as manly soars. Redoubtable performance rector of the Toledo Orchestra for ager and booker. Group is being
by the Rotterdam Philharmonic the 1955*56 season. Hawthorne re- readied for a bigger N. Y. season
under Eduard Flipse.
signed as. conductor of the~Ghatta- next, year, with some outside apMozart: Sonatas No. 11 in A, nooga Symphony to take the To- pearances in colleges. An overNo. 5 in G, No. 15 in, C (Vox). ledo spot.
seas tour is also being mulled for
Guimar Novaes handles these
He has been conductor of the next April, and ANTA support is
smaller piano pieces very well, Chattanooga symph for the past being sought via its International
with grace and style as Well as six years.
Exchange Program.
Major,
fine musicianship. The
with its w.k. Turkish rondo for
finale, is charmingly played, but
so are the others. Added to the
three sonatas is the Rondo in
Orchestra, Dr. Paranov now conBrockton Orchestral
the
ducts
Symphony in Massachusetts.

under Karl

Town

Another big U. S. dance season
looms for next year. Vet impresario
Sol Hurok is planning an unusually heavy terp roster, while competing. troupes and managements are
prepping large skeds.
Hurok is
bringing over the Sadler’s Wells
Ballet from London, Azuma Kabuki Co. from Japan, Antonio & Co.
from Spain and the Scots' Guards
Band & Pipers which also includes
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’

said the Scot National

must

company, complete with symphony
orch and ballet troupe, in December,

“The Touchstone,” by Rossini,
will be performed-- for the first
time in America under sponsorship of the Hartt Opera Guild in

N. Y.
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William .Heineman and his wife

DfOSlUWBJ

score to "Plain and Fancy,” vaca
tioning with his wife in Nassau.

over later this week.

flies

Stanley Kramer, author-gourmet
Lucius Beebee, and actor Avril
Hilly er sailing for Europe today
(Wed.), on the Queen Mary.
Kenneth More, star of the British-made "Doctor in the House,"
arrived from London yesterday
(Tues.) on the Queen Mary.
Sol A. Schwartz, president of
BKO Theatres; sails on the United
States today (Wed.) for a swing of
England, France; Italy and SpaimRobert Schless, longtime Euro-

Paris
By Gene Moskowitz

talent,

peari distribution exec, in from
a Swiss financial group reported
Naples Saturday (23) on the An- interested in buying the Ritz here,
Also arriving was
Daniele Lamar in from. N. Y.
drea Doria.
singer Lanny Ross.
for her first starring stint here
Music Hall,
Jtiles Levey, independent film at the Alhambra.
producer - distributor, winged to
Luis Bunuel here propping his
Paris" Saturday (25). He’ll attend fi rs t pic to. be made in France
the Cannes Film Festival, then to since 1934. it will be an adaptation
Robles’ novel, "Cela
Rome, London and Germany.
of Emile
Is
(That
L’Aurore”
David Farrar, legit producer S’Appelle
Richard Myers, Metopera singer Called the Dawn).
Crystal
(the
prize
pic
Gallic
Jean Madeira and RKO Theatres
jj ew
prexy Sol A. Schwartz off to Eu- star) awarded by the Academy of
rope today (Wed.) on the United cinema this week. Best foreign pic
States/
named was "Les Vitteloni." Claude
Nancy Ranson won first prize Autant-Lara won the best French
in graphics at the recent Brooklyn pic prize for 'his "Le Rouge Et
Society of Artists’ 39th annual Le Noir” (The Black and the Red),
exhibition at the Hotel New YorkMarcel. Pagnol’s play, "Judas,"
er. She's the wife of Jo Ranson, w
open the Theatre De Paris

WMGM

m

press chief.

Churchill Downs
Bill Corum,
prez, expects Marilyn Monroe, Joe
Jackie Gleason, Tony
Cyd Charisse and Mario

DiMaggio,
Martin,

Lanza at the 81st running of the
Kentucky Derby, May 7.
Aileen Brenon (& Morgan Associates), planed to Spain over the
weekend to confab with Robert
Rossen in connection with his
"Alexander the Great," now before
the cameras outside Madrid.
Most of ’Mrs. Alan Lipscott’s 10day N. Y. vacation was spent fighting the flu; She and her writerhusband returning to their Coast

next season, Highpowered cast will
include Raymond Pellegrin, Pierre
Blanchar, Fernand Gravey and
Jean Richard. -Big spec will be
brought in lor about $90,000, huge
for Paris legit.
Assn* of Authors addressing a
petition to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry for the showing of banned Louis Daquin pic,
"Bel Ami.”. Made in Soviet Vienna
as a Franco-Austrian coproduction, pic was banned because of
anti-colonial statements in it.

Rome

'

,

’

too small and
(2), he wrenched his back getting.
In and out, resulting in bemg
bedded for a couple of days.
Maxine Barrett of the old Barr

Lop

it.

Found

A n^

it (1)

«

stadium.
Qlivia DeHavilland and Pierre
Galarite making the local rounds
on their honeymoon which continues in Capri.

“ ^etumlrom

Bevhllls^rlfr wl{£?^ r?eetr l”v

a vidpic series to be called

Club

Maxine.”

.

MCA

.

board chairJules C. Stein,
man; actor Ricardo Cortez, film
producer Jean Benoit-Levy, pianist
Artur Rubenstein, actor - John
Williams and Julius M. Gordon,
head of the Jefferson Amusement
Corp., abroading' today (Wed.) on
th» Ilt'de
TUde France.
the
Phil Silvers back from Europe
Monday (25) on the lie de France.
Douglas T. Yates, v.p. of ReCorp
International
Pictures
public
*
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named chairman of the Speclai
Hill
Lenox
the
of
Committee
Gifts
fundraising . program
Hospital
whose goal is $10,000,000.
MUlette Aborn Alexander, North-

m
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starred in "Joan

Swedish

capital.

Sir Carol Reed in towh to 0.0.
possible players for his upcoming
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starrer,

Delano’s autobiog, "Yo year.'
Soy Tu „ into £ourth edition
Arthur Godfrey adding to his
Margarita
Xirgu’s
Uruguayan Beach holdings with purchase by it
TTntpl
Pat Hoy is
stock
company into Municipal syndicate, of which he is a memEast
Sherman and Ambassador
Theatre
ber, of controlling interest in the
vice James Hart, who moves
Inc.,
Emelco Chilena, newsreel and Sea View Hotel at Bal Harbour.
up to chairmanship ol Ambassador d Q Cumen t ary
outfit, He already owns the Kenilworth
producing
East and vice-chairman of Sher- sshowed
g owed fl
Brofit in 1954.
lg54
a profit
and a stretch of oceanfront properman. Frank Bering becomes viceJorge Mistral flew to Buenos ty in Golden Beach.
chairman of Ambassador.
Ajres to star in two pix for director Luis Cesar Amadori.
Yolanda Ross, society editor of
Pittsburgh
Berlin
"La Nacion,” launched "Buenos
By Hal V. Cohen
Dias,
Vecina’’
(Good Morning,
By Hans Hoehn
Rosemary
Bellan has to pinchhit
760264)
Tulpenstr
Neighbor) daily on Radio Mineria.
.;
(Lfiohterf., 9a
Virus-ridden Danny Costello at
Xiomara Alfaro, Eladio Blazquez, for
American "Holiday on. .Ice” at
Copa.
April
run
Marion
Christie,
Alondras,
Las
Sportpa winds two-week
Eartha
Four Silva Brothers, Enrique Balla- for first Kitt will play Pittsburgh
28.
time at Twin Coaches
Manolo
and
Gonzalez week of June
"Gone With Wind” (M-G) due to dares
13.
mark its 1,500th performance at bicycling between Bodegon and
Harry Silverstein on from CinCapri niteries.
the* Kurbel.
cinnati to take charge of local DecTheatre am Kurfuerstendamm
ca Records office.
will preem. Thornton Wilder’s "The
Dick Hoover, general manager
.
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Show

Cleveland

they
Incidentally,
their 15th anni in
as the pioneer Mr.
tc&rxi*'

medium,

the

&

Mrs. radio

Continued from page

1

Beware,”
"Bailor
etc.) and his Frances celebrated
their 36th anni yesterday (Tues.).
_
Incidentally, the Dunnings have
improved their 60 acres of West-

of present-day sponsored
television of events of local or sectlonal interest.” However, he asVerted,
subscription
tv
"would
ma k e it possible for the telecaster
port, Conn., realty into quite a and £h e .promoter, with the support
to
restricted
park,
residential
o£
advertiser, to keep a full
homes with
?
*2? program of sports on the air free
t p
acres. Little
to
set
owners. It would expand
’HLJJ ^un
U
a
ratl er than rel
ning, the forme™ Frances Fox,
jgSffiS

Pr

l

a

<

prexy experts
Ha“y Nova ^%oriner ‘heaf’of 'toll-tv Garden
would

that
provide such sports

Minneapolis

And May

Carmen McRae

a third week.

Fred Waring and his "Pleasure

4.

*

Because Twin

O.,

place

,

ABC-TV

Minn.,
Songwriter Arthur Schwartz enLurye spontertaining at National Press Club’s one-nighter under Jay
conductor of
sorship.
annual "Congressional Night
Grand Rapids (Mich.) Civic Light _." ar y
"Grand Ole Opry” back at Minv
Auditoriums
Opera r«/v visited Cleveland Play " -Mrs.
Richard Nixon will be neapolis and St. Paul
quick return onenighter dates
for
annua
Hamlet “Mother of Year” at the Variety
composed for current
thjS
Mother's Day Luncheon of
Dublin Players, set for Minne(a second visit) and
Jake and Harry Mills, local
Top brass and socialite Washing apolis Lyceum
owners of Mills Bros. Circus, off tonians at the D. C. pteem of St. Paul Auditorium, also inked by
188.
his Minnesota cirtour
with
for
on their 16th annual
Danny Jay Lurye
Children,”
"Assignment
cuit, including Duluth.
one-day stands set. Opened’ at
film for UN Children’s Fund.
Cities’ "Pajama
with between-per- Kaye

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves
Eddi Ricci Orch and Don

Dunning limited and "could never take the

Philip

Playwright
("Broadway,”

City

Coast, where he will rep.
at Warners.

Time 1955” played Duluth,

formances banquet for state Officials and Circus Fans Assn, of
America.

*

ANTA

Board for two years.
Dick Weil,' local boy who. >Vas
with MCA on the Coast, joined the

Globe-Trotters.
Theodore Maters,

Jefferson,

Kilpatrick Favors

at

Washington

Abe Saperstein picked up several
Spanish steps continue as favor- acts here to tour with his Harlem

th r e telVplS

variety

By Les Rees
Pinky Mcllvaine, who recently
CHSrlie Spivak into Prom Ballres i gned a( manager of Brandeis room for one-nighter.
theatre, named manager of Colony
Edyth Bush Little Theatre preClub Cocktail Lounge by Owner senting "Jenny Kissed Me.”
Art Smith.
Flame nitery holding over Buddy
DeFranco foursome and singer

^

a house in Greenwich

head

fgent
Romeo back
£rom jo-day Chicago trip where he
signed Los Barrancos fof the

Picked -up Hossano Brazz

Aborn, pioneer Broadway impre- ,,
1'
sario, noted for his grand and light
'T**
seasonal weather stepping up pace.
opera productions, notably the GilBoth Giuseppe Amato and Dquglas
bert & Sullivan repertory.
After many summer years at Fairbanks Jr. used them for backprojHay Island (Conn.), which Ed & ground work on their local ^inda
Pegeen Fitzgerald had to give up
Darnell
.starrer,
The
Five
Last
because the son of the Ziegler
Minutes^ a nd
family, owners of that .tract of

to

show,, at
KRNT Theatre, Des
Mitchell Gertz agency there.
Moines, April 30.
J. English Smith and his wife,
New York Philharmonic slated
11
C °11SeUm Helen Lake, visiting enroute to

.

of Dramatic. Art
Cortese, Marina Bert!
Samuel Roger Sphoenfeld in Great Valentina
£
Co ?stance Smith, Frank
Latimore
Neck this past weekend. She’s the an
^ others for the four-plc series
granddaughter of the late Milton

of Playhouse, reelected to

By Glenn Trump
Eddie

.

this year.
marked
just

i

pubUci^^

which rolls in Paris this Matchmaker” in June.
Local song currently most resummer.
the
over
Johnny Belinda” selected to quested by Yanks Network
is
Forces
The Little Hut as fifth American
follow
Caterina
sung
by
"Malaguena,”
English language theatre, attracLittle Valente.
tipn, and is now casting.
CCC will start shooting "Hotel
Hut” stars Dawn Addams and
Adlon" this month. Josef von Baky,
Derek Bond.
Same company jgo
direct.
will
Milan
to
Cinerama bowed in
cky
rave review. Haggiag Bros, handled will make a film version of V
h
1 lt
e
thi. first It«l. showing . whirl, is
?fi ;?u^ i n it nr.en,ed
«}»> P rst on European continent
-“nd
wlth lm P ortan las? year fn West GermaTy
West Benin 209
Milan Trade Fair.
Ita y
109 German and 51
d
ted 38 and United Kingral,d e d local pic talent for ^Un?v
telepix
western U. alumna, Juilliard School vetncles they're •
working on m dom 24.
of Music and American Academy

property, decided to settle there,
the ABC radio team have taken

-

manager of Allied Public Relations
Associate s office here-

peze,”

student, married

HoDywood

Victor Saville left for London.
John Davis hosting a dinner to her first appearance here, since she
victim of the airplane
Andy Devine celebrating his
he overseas press tonight (Wed.). was the
Nat Cohen, Anglo-Amalgamated crash on the River Tagus during 3Qth year as an actor.
the
war.
topper, hospitalized for minor .surMaury
Calder joined Jaffe AgenA special decree was passed last cy to* handle
gery.
pix department.
Salvador Dali arriving this week
Alfred
Hitchcock received final
P
to Paint Sir Laurence Olivier as t?e sailTn paper w."h no new American citizenship papers.
Kicnara iu.
machinery bought. The Lisbon and
Silvana Pamp&nini feted by the
,
Harold Huber to star in a telepix other film studios still have pre-r AMPP at a luncheon on Paramount
series for Orb Films, similar to his war equipment.
ot.
U.S. program “I Cover Times
Pianist and singer Carlos Villaret
Glenn Ford -broke open an old
Square.”
has left Choupana, an intimate injury in his right foot on the
Recent visitors from across the nitery outside Estoril, and gone Metro lot.
Atlantic include Si Fabian, Vir- to Mozambique for the winter seaAnne Bancroft functioned as
ginia Bruce, Victor Saville, Gary son. The number of top entertain- queen of Mexico City College’s
Cooper and Harold Lloyd.
ers who leave Portugal for Africa annual Press Ball.
Marti Stevens, currently head- increases every year.
Dan Q’Herlihy lectured before
ing bill at the Colony, inked conmembers of Universal’s School of
tract for Decca and makes her first
Motion Picture Drama.
waxings in Hamburg May 24.
Ireland
Jay C. Flippen emceed the
Ken Hughes signed on a two
Annual Men’s Day luncheon of
By Maxwell Sweeney
picture deal for Mike Frankovich’s
Hollywood Women’s Press Club.'
Farney
64506.)
PJcs
Dublin
(22
Locations;
Film
production outfit,
Dore Schary and Jack Atlas
International Catholic Film Confirst of which will be "Joe Macnamed as co-chairmen of Metro
ference opens in Dublin July 1.
beth."
,
Studio Club’s spring dinner-dance.
John McCavert named judge for
Sir Alexander Korda s anamorFemmes of Variety Club Tent 25
phic remake of "Four Feathers," National Drama Festival in Dub- will toss a style show at 19th
originally titled. "None But -The linannual
Variety Clubs International
BBC’s first permanent tele tranfr convention.
Brave,” is to, be released as “Storm'
northern
mitter
Ireland
for
Over The, Nile.”"
Maureen
O’Neil,
"Queen of
Terry Moore in from Hollywood skedded to start in June,
British
Press,”
touring
studios
u. IS. Seventh Army orch skedded under
to costar in "Portrait of Alison
sponsorship
of
Foreign
for Nat Cohen and Stuart Levy, to appear with American Opera Pregs Assn.- of Hollywood.
She’s first star arrival since end of Group in Belfast May 2.
Joseph Tomelty’s "Is The Priest
newspaper strike.
"The Mousetrap," the Agatha a t Home” passed its 100th perMiami Beach
Christie meller, passed the 1,000 formanceat Abbey, Dublin,
By Lary Solloway
mark last Friday (22). Claimed to.
Moppet violinist Maeve BrodeAnn Crowley into the Sans Souci
be the longest running whodunit r ick to London for European tour
with British National Youth orch. Blue Sails Room last night (Tues.).
in history of British theatre.
Joseph
Schenck
sunning
at
Jack Mills, in town for opening
Christopher Casson directs Irish
Street
Denmark
in
House
of Mills
production of Graham Greene’s brother Nick’s oceanfront estate
as "Living Room” in Dublin next for the next few weeks; Mike Todd
(London’s Tin Pan
2
with him.
guest of honor a t a Dor chester month.
The Louis B. Mayers and the
cocktailery yesterday (Tues.).
J. M. Synge’s “Playboy of the
Western World” skedded for pro- Gen. David Sarnoffs caught Marduction at Iserlohn, West Ger- guerite Piazza at the Fontainebleau
when they were guests of the
Chicago
many, next month.
Delegates
from 16 western swankery’s prexy Ben Novak who
Eddie Fisher due in this week
toured them through the spot.
splash.
European
countries
will
attend
Eupromotion
Cola
Coca
for
a
* Vfc
»
J*
_
j
Jacobs brothers, Walter and
Yvonne Doughty and Marian ropean Broadcasting Union gab- Al,The
heading for New Hampshire
Carr here to plug "Kiss Me Dead- fest in Dublin, starting May 2.
to
prep
their Lake Tarleton Club
the
ly” which opens Friday. (29) at
for the summer, still no announceChicago.
_
„
ment
on
plans for a new Lord
ex-Ruthrauff
Frazier Nounnan,
Tarleton on the Beach for next
& Ryan
"Coke”
*

today (Wed.), with little
By Robert F. Hawkins
showseeing, etc, accomplished.
( Archvmede 145; 800 211)
Ava Gardner expected in Rome
Warner Bros, veepee Major Alhert Warner selected guest of following her "Bowhani Junction"
honor for annual industry-wide Indian stint,
luncheon May 24 at Hotel Pierre
The 7th Army Symphony here
of Motion Picture and Amusement for a series of concerts, conducted
Division of United Jewish Appeal, by Sgt. Kenneth D. Schermerhojn.
"Skating Ladies,” roller packRCA veepee Manie Sacks bought
a Thunderbird (Ford sportscar) a g e announced as July open-air
Opens at Foro Italico
last week and over the weekend attraction.

home

sold

69

*

Bernard Lang in before ^the
Johnnie Ray opening at the Palladium In London. Lang is look-seeIng possible Ray date here, and
Gallic

floorIt la

-

(28 Rue Huchette; Odeon 49-44 r
Elsa Maxwell doing drumbeating
here for appearance of her Memoirs" in May.

also ogling

London

a

aboard, heading, for

also

v

Gypsy Markoff heads the
show at the. -Estoril Casino.

Lisbon

Game” seven-day engagement

is

between Minneapolis and

St.

split

Srhith

in at Sorrento’s.

Paul, instead of being played entirely here as originally planned,
Fran Warren’s proposed Starlight
nitery stint is out.

Mike Davenport, tele free lancer,
By Lewis Garyo
back from Sun Valley rest cure.
Telef 32 479)
Reno
His "Friend of Family" show may
German Ballet of Tessa Lehmer go network.
Little Theatre presented "Saat the Principe Negro nitery.
Frank Hawley’s "Mr. Talent” brina Fair.”
JuleCassagne, French orch,
UJw ‘seenT^
for the kst
Mae Williams follows Vaughn
a t0P the
e
ih Monroe into Riverside.
26 weefo is getting a Teal
bill at the Bico Doirado.
this territory.
T & D Theatres beginning its
Mexican chantoosie Ana Marie
(

.

^PTY

5?{!^:& L^?

1

Gonzales at the Tagide, in one of
her many dates to Lisbon.
A Walt Disney crew due in
Drastic
Portugal late this month to make
a widescreen color travelogue of drive-ins.

thaw cues activity by
Universal Films on the Continent,
back to his Paris base via the SS events as championship -fights,
world Series games, Davis Cup the country.
Ruth Draper into Glebe Theatre
Constitution last Saturday (23).
Jeffrey April 25-26.
and
Calvet
Corinne
after five weeks in New York set- and Forest Hills tennis matches,
and Bowl football Stone were here, but uftable to
Chaudiere Clqb reopened after
ting up future plans whereby he’ll Army-Navy
rep independent U. S. producers games, pro football championships, make suitable arrangements for wlntet hiatus,
major
Bobby Howard consoling the
activitrack
meets
-and hockey their proposed production of a
or those with coproduction
ties in Europe. UA sales chief playoffs.
tele series they went on to Tangier. J electric <organ«at La Paloma* .
*

,

give-away in Reno. Promotion
will last six weeks.
Will Osborne band will do one

first

Ottawa

while Tony Pastor takes
over two weeks at New Golden.
Holiday Hotel property is now
cleared for construction, one block
from Riverside and Mapes. Norman
Biltz, one of the stockholders, still
insists the hostelry will have no
entertainment.

niters
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Censorship Sneaks Into Legit
sssssssssssssssi Continue# from page

1

thority In ill-deflned other aspect# Apollo”

(polios closed the latter
two houses in West 42d St. to burlesque in 1937, because of “in-

of the theatre.

Hickman, the sports coach turned
gabber.
Burns & Allen have licensed a furniture manufacturer to
produce cushioned goods under
their name; Goodson .& Todman
have a “What’s. My Line?” and

the instigation of the Citizens
Union, with the reported active
Support of Howard S. Cullman,
chairman of the N. Y. Port Authority, prolific theatrical investor

and long an advocate of reforms and (if it proves successful) he obIn the Broadway ticket distribu- tains a license. He is being represented by Harold Berg, attorney
tion setup. It is ostensibly aimed
for the parent performer union,
primarily to curb ticket scalping. the Associated Actors & Artistes
But, doubtless unintentionally, it of America.
He first applied for the license
seems vague enough to offer opportunities for misuse in the di- several months ago, and on being
stalled by McCaffrey, brought a
rection of censorship.
suit to force the issuance of a perACLU Intervenes
mit. The action was held in abeyThe ACLU called McCaffrey’s ance, however, while the Commisdenial of a license for the presen- sioner held a series of three heartation of burlesque “outright cen- ings on the matter. The decision
sorship” and moved to Intervene was announced at the third hearas a “friend of the court* when ing, last Wednesday (20).
As the ACLU has pointed out,
the case comes up for hearing in
N. Y. Supreme Court next Tues- Phillips could presumably obtain
day (3). Applicant for the license a license and present the same
is Thomas J. Phillips, who seeks kind of shows by billing them as
to present a sapolioed form of vaudeville, variety, musical comHowever, he
bur ley, without strippers, grinds edy, revue, etc.
and bumps, etc., at the Orpheum, claims that the term “burlesque”
Brooklyn.
has commercial value.
Emanuel Redfield, associate counAt least part of such value may
sel for the ACLU and its associ- be in the fact that the Burlesque
ated National Council on Freedom Artists Union scales are lower
from Censorship, condemned Mc- than the American Guild of VaCaffrey’s action in denying the riety Artists rates for vaude and
The
license application. “If the appli- for Equity rates for legit.
cant had requested a license for a stagehands' unibn also has lower
musical comedy or a revue,” he scales and more lenient regulations
aaid, “he undoubtedly would have for hurley than for vaude or legit.
received It. Any exhibition may
be offensive or obscene regardless
f the words used to describe it.
Crockett’
? he prejudging of a show because
its label offends one person is cenContinued from pago 1
sorship, not regulation,
“This is a case Of an official marily to Patti Page’s 2,500,000
exercising the authority uf his of- seller for the Mercury label.
The tune was kicked off a coufice to determine what is proper
and desirable for the public to wit- ple of months ago on Walt Disney’s
show.
“Disneyland”
ness. He is not governed by any ABC-TV
set of standards of what may be Archie Bleyer, prez and artists &
Cadence,
seen or heard other than his own.” repertoire topper of
The attorney added that the jumped in with the first wax verproper procedure would be for the sion and the stampede was on.
Commissioner to issue the license Song was written for the show by
and
(words)
Blackburn
and, in case, of complaint that the Tom
show is obscene, it .should be de- George Bruns (music). Bruns, intermined in the courts after the cidentally, is musical director of
the “Disneyland.” series. Tune is
performance has been seen.
published by Disney’s BMI pubCites Supreme Court
hery operation, Wonderland Music.
“In this connection,” he conThe
sheet copies, which have gone
tinued, “it should he noted that
passed the 200,000 sales mark, inthe U. S. Supreme Court recently
“Tencludes 20 separate verses,
held that past performances can- nessee Waltz,” went way over the
not be used to restrain a present 1,000,000 copy marker.
expression of ideas.” Neither the
The. “Crockett”/ craze also has
ACLU nor the NCFC “condones or kicked
off a phenomenal merprotects obscenity, insofar as that
chandising
tieup vogue for the
word has been defined with any
juves.
The boom is especially on
clarity,” the lawyer observed. “Our
coonskin
which Is becoming
hats
concern is solely to proteet the
virtually required headgear for
principle of freedom from censorin the country. T-shirts
every
kid
ship,. and the Commissioner’s asapparel are also
sumption of thq power to censor and other wearing
riding on the “Crockett” fever.
in^this instance il a clear violation
,

j

‘Davy

.

of” that principle.”

chandised and by what manufacBesides guiding the works,

it

whips up gimmicks to keep spon-

sors happy.

See ‘Ankles’

SSS

Continued from page 1 aiiat

rell isn’t

charging a rental, while

book authors Guy Bolton and Eddie Davis, composer Sammy Fain
and lyricist Dan Shapiro are understood to have agreed to waive
royalties on grosses under $25,000.
Musical claims an approximate
$100,000 advance sale, while the
gross for the initial eight performances last week was. nearly $41,500
on a potential capacity of $56,000.

Columnist Lineup
Besides Walter Winchell, who’s

been pushing the. show steadily in
his N. Y. Daily Mirror column,
other columnists who’ve been carrying the torch for -the musical include Ed Sullivan and Danton
Walker (News), Frank Farrell
(World -Telegram), Louis Sobol
(Journal American) and Hy Gardner CHerald Tribune).
SodoI touted the show following
its opening and then suggested the
reader refer to John McClain’s
review in the same edition apparently unaware that McClain had
panned the production. There was
similar
disagreement
between
Winchell and the Mirror’s legit
critic, Robert Coleman. In addition
to his column boosts, Winchell
spotlighted a plug box in Coleman’s review. The headline for the
notice was apparently based on
Winchell’s one-liner rather than
Coleman’s negative reaction.
“Ankles” is taking spot display, ads in the dailies and Sunday
papers quoting favorable comments
by the columnists and performers.
Such tactics are fairly usual, but

announcing

Tax Rap

Phillips’

it

lesque has been an ever further
reaching beyond the pale of
community-accepted standards
of female decorum in dress
and actiop, theatrical dialog
$C and, situatfons. The history of
burlesque *§haws plainly that
the format the burlesque performance has followed closely
and to a great extent lavishly
the dictates of its public.”
He added the frank assertion,
“The current meaning of the word
burlesque is synonymous with the
Strip and the tease, the bump and
the grind, and the dialog of the
double meaning or unvarnished
salaciousness.” It is his duty, theCommissioner concluded, “to extend protection against misrepresentation equally to citizens of

high moral sensitivity and to citizens who long for the license of
20th
century
burlesque,
those
'panting hordes’ that once frequented the Eltinge and the

—

&

O’Connor,
Herman
Hickman,
George Burns & Grade Allen also
are on a merchandising kick. TV
packaging outfits like Goodson &
Todman, Talent Associates and
Cornwall Productions are In the
merchandising biz too with games,
clothes, etc., tied in with their
shows. The merchandising tieups,
.

previously, had been pegged at the
kiddie market.
The new outfits,
for the most part, are now prepping their campaigns on the adult
level.

Tony’ Martin has set up Tony
Martin Enterprises, Inc., which is
licensing rights to. manufacturers
to make items like pajamas and
male perfumes. Groucho Marx has
his Endorso, Ltd., for peddling a
“TV Quiz Game,” which after July
becomes a “You Bet Your Life”
puzzler. Other tv games come under a “Dollar a Second” banner, a
“Justice” (the' crime show) title
and there’s even one for Herman

Anti-Winchell Plot?
Several people associated/ with
the musicals suggested, with apparent seriousness, that the critical
roasting it received reflected a
feeling of resentment on the part
of the first-stringers over the way
Winchell had heat the drum for it
so strenuously in advance. “We’ll
show him who can make or break
a .show,” is more or less the way
the aisle-sitters^. were supposed to

have

felt.

More objective observers are inclined to scoff at such rationalizaAs one aisle-sitter remarked,
“Nonsense. I just didn’t like it.
What’s so mysterious or sinister
about that?”
One disinterested Broadwayite
-suggested, however, that contrary
tion.

to the criticsrrversus-Winchell theory, it may be that the partisanship
of the columnists reflects their
(and a Widespread public’s) resentment against the “carping” attitude
of the critics.

Stapleton as a young
Southstreet.
southern girl married .to a man
Onna White’s dance staging,
old enough to be her father. As based on Michael Kidd’s original
his
wife
interested
in
the husband,
choreography,
is
and
vigorous
only sexually, McCormick gives vivid.
Joe
Mielziner’s
scenery
a topnotch portrayal:
superbly expresses the fabulous
Opening scene of the one-acter. quality of the yarn and Alvin Colt’s
is loaded with laughs, but takes costumes offer brilliantly, humora more serious turn in the ensuing ous comment.
Jose .
two sequences, following the appearance of Felice Orlandi as the
Superintendent of' a Syndicate.
Plantation that’s been destroyed
by fire. The visitor discovers that
Continued from page 00
the fire was started by the husband
so he could get the job of ginning
Bail Seed
27 wagons full of cotton that was
supposed to have been handled by pelling piece deserves to hold-up
the syndicate operation.
for a profitable run.
The impression is then given that
The Maxwell Anderson draOrlandi seduces the wife and is matization of the William March
willing to make a habit of it. The
husband is aware of the situation novel would have benefited imand doesn’t oppose it. Orlandi is mensely from normal reviews. It
'good as the self-assured, polished remains the strongest new contenand seemingly sadistic superin- der since the news blackout began
to beat the lack of publicity. Ratendent.
The Williams play, incidentally, dio and tv plugs are a help, but
was recently produced in New Or- cannot entirely replace the press.
leans by James S. Elliott. Both However, with the settlement of
Miss Stapleton and Orlandi ap- the strike and the resumption- of
peared in that production. Current newspaper ..publication, it ought to
offering was directed effectively have a better chance to reach the
Eldon public.
by Vincent J. Doiiehue.
Although veteran actors have
Elder’s set s are a highlight of the
the lead roles, it is the chilling perJ ess.
production.
formance by Carol Wolveridge, as
the child horror, which dominates
Dolls
the production. „ This 15-year-old
N. Y. City Center Light Opera Co. moppet, with the face and body of
revival of musical comedy in two parts,
based oh stories and characters by a child of eight, brilliantly interDamon Runyon: music, and lyrics, Frank prets the Character of the lethal
Loesser; hook. JO -Swerling and Abe Bur- youngster who
disposes of her vicrows. Features Helen 'Gallagher, waiter
Matthau, Ray Shaw, Leila Martin, Lou tims with calculated precision.
Nova, Martin Wolfson, Tom Pedl. Tom
Against
this
performance,
Diana
Aheame, Al Nesor, Kate Tomlinson,
Oggie Small. Producer, William Hammer- Wynyard emerges with full honor#
stein: Staging, Philip Mathias: musical as the mother who agonisingly disarrangeFrederick Dvonch;
director,
ments, George Bassman, Ted Royal: covers that she harbors a monster
choreography, Onna White; scenery, Jo and that she herself was an adopted
Mlelzlner; costumes, Alvin Colt. At City .child.
Hers is a moving and sinCenter, N.Y., AprU 20, ‘Kl $3.60. top.
Oggie Small cere study, increasing in tempo as
Nicely-Nicely Johnson
Al NCSor the exposures become more lurid.
Benny Southstreet
Murray Vines The third notable characterization
Rusty Charlie
LeUa Martin
Sarah Brown
Martin Wolfson come# from Miriam Karlin as the
Arvidb Abernathy
Reiner Paul drunken, bereaved mother. It is a
Michelle
Mission Band
Spaulding
Elaine
Migan,
Tom Pecji warm-hearted and wholly accep-

Maureen

Shows Abroad
The

.

Morton

turer.

okay as

.

the prime motivators of
this merchandising for adults in
behalf of talent is Marclay Enterprises, Inc.
Outfit is partnered by.
Vincent Andrews, A1 Kingston,

and

is

noteworthy for the completely cap- Small, as the inflated Nicely Nicely
performance turned in by Johnson and Al Nesor as Benny

One of

Diamond

,

Lou Noya,

tivating
!

nies guarantee, at the point of sale
of the merchandise.
The game
boxes, for example, even carry the
name of the tv show’s bankrolled
The sponsor gets the cuffo plug to
assure no squawks on his star’s
outside endeavors.

(of the burlesk clan.) Marclay is behind the Marx and Martin ventures, among many others,
and decides on what, will be mer-

prizefighter

starring Maureen Stapleton and the out-of-town hood, Big Jule.
Myron McCormick. It’s especially Others showing up well are Oggie

which the merchandising compa-

Samson
Minsky

One
I

sponsors. 7t creates solid publicity
values via sponsor identification,

are rarely carried out as expenthe denial of
sively.
,
application,
McCaffrey
In trade circles the feeling is
clear that his objection
Continued from page 1
that if,
as its boosters claim,
was primarily to the fact that the
proposed show was to be billed as. firm was formed recently under the “Ankles” is an “audience show,”
“burlesque.”
In a lushly-phrased aegis of Martin Stone, former boss the intensive plugging by the col400-word statement the Commis- at Kagran. Object, it’s reported, umnists and personalities may put
sioner in effect dismissed Phillips’ is to create a corporate merchan- it over despite the critical whammy
announced intention of eliminat- dising operation- which will supply it received. But if the cash cusing strippers and lurid .dancing coin to further Gleason’s many tomer word-of-mouth on the musical tends to be negative, no amount
from his shows.
tele productions.
of souped-up ballyhoo will succeed
“From the first lifting of
Flock of Names
in putting it over. At least, that
the trailing skirt to display the
Such names as Tony Martin, is the way the Shubert Alley dopefemale ankle to the ultimate
Groucho Marx, Ralph Edwards, Lu- sters figure it.
disrobing, the history of burcille Ball
Desi Arnaz, Donald

In

Continued from page S4

All in

some
Working on

an average of 5% of the wholesale
price for such merchandise licensdecent” performances).
ing, Tony Martin, stands to make
Phillips, • former hurley perabout $250,009 this year, and his
former and how executive-secre- outfit is only licensing three septary of the Burlesque Artists arate adult
products at this time.
on
the
BrookAssn., has an option
Aid to Sponsors, Too
lyn Orpheum, but may not be able
These
merchandising
activities
to’ hold it until his court actioh
also have been a boon, to video
against McCaffrey is completed

The new bill was proposed by
Councilman Stanley M, Isaacs at

made

Shows on Broadway

other games fashioned after
of their telepanelers.

.

J

.

Guys and
•

v

-

.

Harry the Horse
Lt. Brannlgan
Nathan Detroit
Angie the Ox
Miss Adelaide
Sky Masterson
Joey BUtmore

Tom Ahearne
Walter Matthau
Ralph Vucci
Helen Gallagher
.*

table portrayal.

As the neighbor upstairs who
envies Diana Wynyard her child,

Ray Shaw Margalo Gillmore gives a smoothly
«... Jop Bernard satisfying'
performance and Jon
.... Norma Kaiser
Miml
Farrell stands out as the idiot
Gen. MatUda B. Cartwright
Kata Tomlinson househoy who is burnt alive beLou Nova
Big Jule
Robert Karl cause he knows too much. Robert
Drunk
...
Seth Riggs Ayres as the father, Malcolm Keen
Walter ...
Dancers: EUen Beach, Sonya Besant, as the grandfather, Joan SanderLouise Golden, Diana Hunter, Norma
Kaiser, Loys Lozano, Marcia Maier, Kir- son as the schoolteacher and Ansten Valbor, Albert Florella, Robert Karl, drew Crawford as the criminol•

•

•

,

Tom Panko, Regis PowVictor Reilley, Harry Lee Rogers,

Frank Marasco,

head a competent team of
supporting players,
Frith Banbury has directed the
play with skill and confidence. His
Evans
Vucci.
timing is immaculate and the sur„
Others: Shelia Hayden, Rosemary Shein, prise
of the final curtain is imJane Wagner.
pressive.
It seems a pity, however, that he allows some of the
As the first item in its spring characters to speak with unconseason of three musical comedy vincing American accents. Stewrevivals, the N. Y. City Center art Chaney’s single
set is tastefully
This designed.
offers *“Guys and Dolls.”
Myro
translation of the Damon Runyon
fable of the Broadway horsey set,
with book by Jo Swerling and
Abe Burrows, and songs by
Legit Bits
Frank Loesser, seems one .of the
Continued from page 64
durable
song-and-dancej
more
frolics. The present version holds
the Music Circus, Lambertville,
its own in comparison with the
N. J.
original.
Rosalie Walton, Baltimore subThe cast wisely pldys the Runyon characters with deadpan scription secretary for the Guildlegitimacy, thereby retaining the ATS, will vacate the post at the
essential humor of the show. More- end of the
current season to enter
over, Loesser’s songs remain in- the video field
in N. Y.
Her sucteresting arid fresh, particularly cessor will be Lillian
Powell Bonunder the batoning of Frederick ney, w.k. in Baltimore as a conDvonch. Numbers like “I’ve Never cert and opera ticket broker
.
Been in Love Before/’ “My Time John M. and Arnold M. Gurtler,
of Day,” and the hilarious “Ade- managers of the Elitch summer
laide’s Lament” and “Take Back stock theatre, Denver, are in
New
Your Mink” haven’t lost any of York to pick plays and actors . .
ers,

Marc West.
Singers:

Tom

Ken Emery,

Clifford

ogist,

Fearl,

Seth Riggs, Bob Rippy,
Thornton, Murray Vines, Ralph

Powell,

,

.

.

55S

/>

.

.

.

their appeal.

Despite some roughspots in the
revival, the cast generally clicks.
Outstanding is Walter Matthau,
playing his first musical role, as
Nathan Detroit, operator of “the

George Somnes, stage director for
years, has been in New York several weeks looking over prospects.
State Fair Musicals, Dallas, has
John Brownlee, Gisele MacJuanita Hall and Fredd
Wayne for lead roles In “South
Pacific,” June 20-July 3 . . . Betty
Blanchard, managing director of
Courtyard Theatre, Dallas, Will
close
the season with “Caino
Mutiny Court Martial,” May 11-21
Touring company of “Tea and
, . .
Sympathy” dated for next Dec.
8-10 at State Fair Auditorium,
Dallas.
Soott Kirkpatrick, manager of
the National Theatre, Washington,
was bowled over past Saturday
(23) by the receipt of an engtaved
set

Kenzie,

oldest established permanent floating crap game in New York.” Helen
Gallagher, as Adelaide, “the well
known fiancee,” has lost the essential sweetness Vivian Blaine gave
the part originally, but has integrated the part of the hotspot
soubrette with a feeling for satire
that comes off well. As the mission-doll,
Leila Martin imparts
warmth ^ and charm to the character, especially in singing “I’ve
Never Been in Love.” Ray Shaw
is effective as the blgshot gambler,
Sky Masterson.
plaque
1

Martin Wolfson offers staunch
the Salvation Army
veteraq. Tom Pedl, from the original cast, does well as Harry the
Horse. A newcomer locally, former

support

as

from Courtney Burr and
Elliott
Nugent, co-producers of
“Seven Year Itch.”
It was in-

scribed “In appreciation for his
contribution to the success” of the
play at the theatre.

Wednesday, April 27, 1955
•*

i

when he

hbldings
Iturbi’s

OBITUARIES

*

manage dose

of sleeping pills according to
police who listed the case as a
suicide.

left to

affairs.

SAM ISRAEL

Miss Schmitz, who started her
U-I studio pub- film career in the early 1930s,., was
and former news- seen in such pictures as “George
paperman. died April 21 in Sher- Sand>" “Stradivari,” “FPI Does
man Oaks, Cal.; following a heart Not Answer” and “Farewell Waltz.”
attack. He recovered from a simi- She last-, appeared on the screen
lar seizure a year..ago and worked in the 1954 production ofr “The
at his studio desk the day before House on the Coast."
the end came.
Educated at the U. of Nebraska,
E. HARRY KELLY
Israel worked as a reporter on the
longtime muE. Harry Kelly,
Des Moines Register, the Omaha sician, composer 75,and orchestra
Bee, the NV Y. World, and the
leader, died April 17 in Kansas
Times and. Examiner in Los <»An- City, Mo. .He began as a pianist
geles before joining the publicity
with orchestras about the turn of
staff at 20th-Fox. Later he headed
the century. After playing with
the flackery at Eagle Lion and several bands, he joined Jack Riley
finally at Universal-International.
to form an orch which was promiHe is survived by his wife, nent in Kansas City, playing for
daughter, brother and four sisters.
Baltimore Hotel.

Sam

Israel, 55,

Jicity director

•

the Century Theatre, N.Y,, in The
of Heaven” and the following year appeared at the Bein
a
varitheatre
a lifetime in the
Secret,” In
ety of stints ranging* from acting lasco, N.Y., in “The
the Knickto producing, died April 25 in New 1925, Gill performed at
in the
N.Y,,
York. Born in 1880 while her par- erbocker Theatre,
Mr. and Mrs. Cheetham George C, Tyler production of
ents,

CONSTANCE COLLIER

Constance Collier,

75,

who spent Daughter

Hardie, Were touring England with
a Shakespearean company, she
made her stage debut as a fairy hi
“Midsummer
of
production
a
Night's Dream." Her offstage name
was Laura Constance Hardie.
While still a youngster, Miss Collier appeared in “The Silver King”in Hull, Yorkshire, later appearing
in light opera prior to joining the
In 1898 she drew
Gaiety Girls.
attention as the gypsy Chiara in
“One Summer's Day" at the Comedy Theatre, 'London, and four
years later began a seven year as;

He

“Macbeth."
such films

appeared. in

also

“The
“Knight

as

Jew" and
Armor."

LUTHER
Luther B.
editor, critic

Wandermg

Without

ANTHONY

B.

Anthony, 78, drama
and play reviser, was

found dead April 19

at his

summer

.

years at the old
Kelly also composed

MORRIS W. HAMILTON

cottage in Raubsville, Pa., after apparently suffering a heart attack.
Starting as a percussion instrument
player with the Philadelphia Sym-

Morris W. Hamilton,* 58, composer, musician and former recording director for NBC, died April 20
in New York. As a youth he played
had staged the. coronet and later played first
sociation with Sir Herbert Beer- phony Orch, he also
rumpet for the Arthur Pryor band.
the former
Hamilton’s wife,
Grace Henry, wrote lyrics for several songs for which he composed
the music. He also defied the music for Earl Carroll’s “Vanities” as
In Memoriam
well as for the firsthand third

.

Survivors include his wife, sister
ai

retired actress,

75,

known

who began

as Elizabeth
her career as a

child and toured the old West by
stagecoach, died April 21 in Yonkers, N. Y. Born of an acting fam-

ily,- she appeared with her late
sisters, Grace and Josephine Fox,
for 40 years ,ph the New York stage.
ager for NBC.
Miss Fox last appeared on BroadHamilton, who retired several
way as Mrs, Black Tooth in “Annie
years ago due to ill health, is surYour Gum” Her husband, acGet
vived by his wife, a brother and a
tor William H. Malone, died sevsister.
eral years ago.
'

(April 29, 1954)

EdRigg

-

Henry Holt

Buckley

Bill

of Art,
at His Maj- plays at the Drexel Institute
Sciences and Industry.
London.
in
Pa.,
Easton,
to
went
Anthony
During the peak of her populardramatic coach at Lafayette
ity in 1908, Miss Collier made her. 1898 as
associated
also
was
apd
College
Broadway debut in “Samson" at
department of
the Criterion Theatre. Other Broad- with the dramatic
and Muhlenberg
way plays in which she appeared Bucknell, Lehigh
himestablishing
include “Israel," “Trelawney of the Colleges. After
critic, he became
Wells,” “ThaiS” and “Oliver Twist.” Lself as a drama
of
scripts
revising
doctor,”
She also produced, directed and a “play
starred in “Peter Ibbetson" at the plays.
the
In 1909 Anthony founded
Republic, N. Y. Appearing with
her in the production were John Dramatist magazine and was its
and Lionel Barrymore., She later editor until 1933. He* also was
collaborated with Deems Taylor, founder and president of the. Inadapting the play as the libretto, stitute of the Drama and wrote a
book, “Dramiatology," In 1914.
for his opera of the same name.
Surviving are three daughters,
Miss Collier made her film debut
a sister.
in 1915 in D. W. Griffith's “Intoler- a son and
such
in
appeared
also
ance.” She

bohm

Tree’s

company

esty’s Theatre,

.

LILLIAN LORRAINE.

Lillian Lorraine, 63, onetime
actress and Ziegfeld “Follies” star,

Joe Haune, Jr.
England during World War I. died April 17 in New York. Bom
She also appeared on radio in thq Mary Ahn Brennan, she began her
Broadway career in the chorus of
U. S. in several soap operas.
Following World War I her “The Gay White Way." She later
joined
the “Follies" in 1909 as a
went
to
she
and
failed
health
She singer and dancer. In 1913 she
Switzerland for treatment.
later appeared with John Barry-< was billed by Florenz Ziegfeld as
more in “Hamlet” at the Haymar- “The American Beauty of Broad
ket, London. During the 1930s Miss way."
Miss Lorraine also appeared in
Collier had roles in “Hay Fever,”
“Dinner at Eight,” “The Torch “The Midnight Frolic,” “The Little
Blue
Devil,” “The* Nine O’clock
In
Matriach.
“The
and
Bearers"
recent years, she confined herself Revue,” “Sonny” and “The Blue
to dramatic coaching because of Kitten." She k starred in “Devil.”
poor health. Her pupils included She slipped oh an icy sidewalk in
Katharine Hepburn, Shelley Win- 1921 and suffered a spinal fracture
ters and Marilyn Monroe, among resulting in temporary paralysis.
A comeback try in later years
others.
She was married in 1912 to years didn’t pan out.
Her second husband survives.
Julian L’Estrange, an English actor
in

’

who died

in 1918.

MARTIN M. WAGNER

BASIL GILL

Martin M. Wagner,

Basil Gill, 78, vet British actor,

years personal

61, for

manager

many

for Jose

JOE LAURIE JR.
Never

came a drama

by

died April 23 in Hove, England.
His acting career spanned nearly
50 years during which time he was
a prominent Shakespearean actor
and also toured Australia and the
U.S.

playing lead roles in

The

Sign of the Cross” and “Ben Hur.”
Gill began his stage career in a
provincial theatre at the age of 20
in “Cross" and the following year
appeared in a London production
of “The Daughters of Babylon,’
'He was a member of Beerbohm
Tree’s company at His Majesty’s
Theatre from 1903-1907. He returned to His Majesty^ several
times during his career and in 1912
appeared there in several ^ShakeOliver
spearean roles and in

Mr JUNE

Iturbi and Lauritz Melchior, dfed
April 20 in* Hollywood after an
illness of several months. Wagner,
a ^showman of many years, was one
of the early bookers nf one-night6rs
for cowboy filmstars
and
formed a profitable circuit of film
.

houses around the country.
While at the William Morris
in New York, he booked
concert tours along with the cow
boys. Frequently, the other agents
in the Morris office complained

Agency

,

that he

was more

difficult to sel"

than bookers in the circuit offices
Wagner was said to have owned l
batch of Morris stock, which was
given him by the founder of the
agency, and he could have stayed
Twist.”
That same year he appeared at there for life. He relinquished his

critic

He came

to
the U. S. in 1940 with a group of
anti-Nazi writers, worked in Hollywood for two years for Metro and
later, for Time magazine.
critic.

_His plays included the comedy.

Isaac Hope, 76, onetime manager
of Sarah Bernhardt, died April 16
at the Variety Clubs- Will Rogers
Hospital in Saranac Lake, N. Y.,
after a long illness. A production
manager for years, he was also associated With Henry W, Savage.
In the course of his career Hope
was active in vaude as manager of
Marco.
units for Fanchon

&

RUSSELL W. STEIN
In

Memory

of

My

JOE LAURIE

The Absconders,"
Pallenberg;

tv

JR.

starring

leading

a

Father, 74; of Clyde

KRLD

prfez 6f
las, died

Robert
poet,

W.

Rembe’rt,

and KRLD-TV, Dal-

April 19 iirthat
Bain,' 89,

city..

playwright* arid

died April 18 in Glasgow.
the poetic play, .“James
Scotland.” He also authored
'

He wrote
I of

the dramatic work, ‘‘Finella.”

William Bremner, 91, ballad
singer on, radio and, a noted violinist, died April 12 in Alvah, T’ulrriff, Scotland*
..

George Thibodeau, projectionist
at Manchester, N. H., theatres for
years, died April 15 in that city
after a long illness, *

Ofra Ichilov to Theodore' Bikel,
April 22, N.Y. He’s a legit actor.
Virginia Horton to Robert Burmeister, Chicago, April 23. Bride
is with tv department of Needham,
Louis
Bcorby.
Elvira
Gebhhrdt to Emmett
Kelly, Edgewater, N. J„ April 21.
Bride is an acrobat “with the Ringling Circus; he’s a clown with same
show.
Lorraine J. Duff to Henry D.
Hendee Jr.. Burlington, Vt., April
16. Bride is music librarian with
in that city.
radio station
*

&

Max

German

comedian, and with Egon Friedell
he, wrote a cafe sketch called
“Goethe.” Among plays he trans-

Joan M: Lovejoy
Barry

to

John W.

Burlington, Vt., April 16.
He’s a staff member of radio stain that city.
tion
Maude Vandigriff to LeRoy
Bickel, Rockwall, Tex., March 28.
He is manager of the .Metro exchange in Dallas; bride has been
contract clerk at the exchange for
30 years.
Seymour
to
Jacquie
Trotte
Friedman, Las Vegas, April 17.
Bride’s ’in sales promotion at CBS;
he’s a unit manager at Columbia.
Jennie Tourel to Dr. Harry
Gross, N. Y., April 23. She!s a
concert soprano and former Met
II,

WDOT

W. Siein, 40, radio and
performer known as “Fiddlin’
Russ,” died April 14 in MinneapoHe worked with barn and
lis.
dance troupes for KSTP Radio and Opera star,
TV for more than 12 years and
Anne Donaldson to James Machad joined the KEYD-TV (Twin Taggart, Glasgow,. April 15. He’s
^Cities) staff about two months ago. a radio and stagd actor.
His c wife, a daughter and son
Russell

Friend

Jerry Lieberman

.

.survive.

BIRTHS

PAT SANDS
Mr. and Mrs. John Gageby,
Patrick LaSelva, 50, bandleader, daughter, Burbank, Cal., April 16.
lated into German were John Van known as Pat Sands, died April 21 Father manages the Hollywood
Druten’s “Voice of the Turtle,” and of a heart attack in West Medford, Paramount Theatre.
Mass. He was, until last year, v.p.
“Bell, Book and Candle.”
Mr. and Mrs. D. Irving Long,
of the Musicians Union. A sideman daughter,
.His wife survives.
Louisville, April 19. Fafor years, he later became a band- ther is prez
of the Fourth Ave.
leader and 'Was well known through Amusement
THOMAS SABLOSKY
Co., theatre circuit ih
Thomas Sablosky, 68, member the Boston and New England area. Kentucky and Indiana.
of one of the Philadelphia area’s
He is survived by his wife, two
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Koch, daughdied 'Children and his mother.
pioneering
film -• families,
ter, Pittsburgh, April 21. Mether’s
April 19 in Norristown, Pa. The
Carol
Hirth, a singer; father’s a
Sablosky family has beeii active
EARL CURTIS
musician-arranger.
in the film business in Norristown
Earl Curtis, 63„ NBC staging
Mr.
arid Mrs. Bob Holt, son,
for 50 years.
operations manager, died April 24 Steubenville, O., April 12. Father’s
He was manager of the Norris in Las Vegas of an apparent heart program
manager of WSTV-TV in
Theatre*. at the time of his death attack. He had gone to Vegas to
Steubenville.
and earlier this month along with cover an atom bomb blast when he
Mr.
and
Mrs. Edward J. Young,
his five brothers and their wives was stricken.
son, Pittsburgh, April 18. Father’s
was awarded triple damages of
His wife and daughter survive.
director
a
at KDKA-TV.
$1,275,000 by a Federal Court jury
Mr. and Mrs. John Penn, daughin an antitrust suit against seven
AUSTIN KEOUGH
ter, Pittsburgh, April 18. Father’s
major film distributors.
Austin Keough, 67, Paramount manager of Carlton House.
Surviving are his wife, three
v.p.-general counsel, died April 20
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Martin,
sons, a daughter and the five
in New York.
daughter, Dublin, April 14. Fabrothers.
Details in the film sec-tion.
ther's a disk jockey for Irish radio.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jordan, daughALFRED J. CIBELLI
ter, Indianapolis, April 17. Mother,
Alfred J. Cibelli, 70, former muHENRY BUSSE
Henry Busse, 61, sweet jazz the former Dee Lister, was a radio
sical director- of RCA Victor and a
in that city;
tenor with the Metopera before trumpeter and orch leader, died of writer with
and WFBM-TV
first World War I, died April 23 a heart attack April 23 in Memphis. Father is a
announcer.
Further details in Music.
of a heart attack in New York. He
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jacoby, son,
began his career in vaudeville appearing in an act with two of his
Horace B. Johns, 60,. film union Glen Oaks, L.I., April 13. Mother,
Doris
Storm, is tv announcer; fabrothers. With Victor,, he worked representative, died April 20 in
with Beniamino Gigli, Tito Guizar, Philadelphia. He was business Tep ther is tv producer-director.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kalian,
Jose Iturbi and Nino- Martini.
of the Motion Picture Operators daughter,
Los Angeles, April 18.
Surviving are three sons, one of Local 307, AFL, since 1927. Prior Child is the granddaughter of Irvwhom, Alfred J. Cibelli Jr., is in to that, he was chief projectionist ing Epsteen, veepee of Fox West
'
the cast of “The Kinij and I” in at Boyd Theatre. His wife, son and Coast,
Chicago; two daughters, two broth- three sisters survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Vallin, daughers and a sister.
ter, Hollywood, April 20. Mother
Jose Maria Romo, playwright ai\d is Pat Flannery, comedienne; faHARRY G. KATZ
newspaper publisher, died recently ther is an actor.
Harry G. Katz, 47, veteran in Mexico City after a long illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Winters,
Minneapolis theatreman, died April He founded El Mundo, a Tampico daughter, Los Angeles, April 20.
22 in that city. At the time of daily, and was the paper’s pub- Mother is the former actress, Pendeath he was manager of the lisher for more than 50 years.
ny Edwardsf father is a casting diSuburban World, a Minneapolis
rector.
neighborhood “fine arts” theatre.
Mr, and Mrs. Charles Dargan,
tenor,
known
Martin
Motz,
61,
Fof years Katz had been a partSon, Columbus, April 20. He’s diner of Harry Hirsch in the opera- professionally as Happy Thomp- rector at WNBK.
21
Orange,
son,
died
April
in
East
tion of the Minneapolis Gayety and
Mr. and Mrs* Alfred G. Swett,
Alvin burlesque theatre and of the N. J. H§ sang with Emmett Welch daughter, Albany, April 23. Father
Alvin when it had a vaudeville and Dumont Minstrels. Survived is manager of Ritz Theatre there.
policy. He started his career at by wife, daughter and son.
Mr. a and Mrs. Guy Vincent,
the Gayety as a candy butcher and
daughter, New York, April- 23.
Mrs. Ruby Evarts Morin* 70‘, who Mother
later became treasurer, then manvon
Betsy
actress
is
ager before his partnership with helped form the Pasadena, Cal., Furstenberg.
Playhouse, died April 17 in Santa
Hirsch.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hahn,
Survivors include his father, two Barbara, Cal., after a long illness. daughter, New York, April 21.
Surviving are a son, a mother and Father- is an American Broadcastbrothers and four sisters.
two sisters.
ing-Paramount Theatres exec.
Mr. and Mrs. David E. Green,
SYBILLE SCHMITZ
Father, 84, of Irma Lerna of. son, New York, April 26. Mother
Sybille Schmitz, 43, German film
actress, died April 13 in Munich. Variety’s advertising staff, died is former tv actress Jodi Ward;
Death was attributed to an over- April 20 in Boston. Also surviving father is vet pressagent.
.

WFBM
WFBM
.

•

to be Forgotten

and

essayist,
died April 24 of a heart attack in
Zurich. Beginning his career as a
newspaper reporter; he later be-

•

films as “Wee Willie Winkle,” “Kitty" and with Sir Herbert Tree in a
film version of. “Macbeth,” made

ISAAC HOPE

Alfred Polgar, 81, German-lan-

guage dramatist,

that. city.

WCAX

ALFRED POLGAR

& Co,

Charles it. Dietz, 48. former musician with the Dallas Symphony
Orch, was found dead April 18 in

MARRIAGES

ELIZABETH FOX

‘Little Show." He came to New
York in 1931 as production man-

JOE LAURIE, JR.

two

brother.

Mrs. Elizabeth Fox Malone,
Fox,

and

.

several

marches and some pop tunes.

and

ar£ another daughter
grandchildren.
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